RALPH HOLLINS WILDLIFE HIGHLIGHTS – 2001
BIRDS:

WEEK 52 DEC 24 - 30

SUN 30 DEC
John Clark was in the Avon Valley today and has put out a brief report saying that he could find no Whitefront at
all, and only 8Bewick’s Swans (compared to reports from Sussex today of 40 of these Swans regularly
roosting near the Arundel WWT reserve, and others recently telling of perhaps two or three dozen birds in the
Pulborough/Amberley area upstream). Going back to the Avon Valley John reports a total of 770 Teal on the
Blashford Lakes and a female Scaup on Snail’s Lake plus 17 Goosander coming to roost on Ibsley Water.
Alistair Martin was at the Hayling Oysterbeds at 15:30 this afternoon and enjoyed a ten minute hunting display by
a Barn Owl in the field immediately adjoining the pools, west of the Coastal Path – possibly worth a tick on
New Year’s Day? At that time I was on Thorney hoping to see a Barn Owl which John Shillitoe saw last Friday
(Dec 28) inside the military fence when he was on the main road just north of the guard post at the deeps
–even more exciting was a Red-throated Diver flying east low above the deeps. I did not see the Barn Owl but
did see two of the up to four Short-eared Owls which John saw – as with his sightings one bird was west of the
road (in Eames Farm meadow bordering the deeps – the bird appeared to fly within a few feet of the trees
around the guard post) and the other was to the east over Thornham Marshes. I saw little else here but did
have an unusual fly over of 21 Canada Geese above my garden early this morning – presumably they are
having difficult in finding inland water that is not frozen.
While writing these notes I have just had a phone call from Tim Doran, a regular watcher of the IBM Lake at
Portsmouth, to say that a drake Ferruginous Duck had been there this afternoon and that he had seen it
closely and was certain of its identity, though Tim was not aware of the hybrid which has been a regular sight
at Farlington Marshes and Budds Farm over the past year or so (I have heard nothing of it for a couple of
months now). Hopefully it will stay on the IBM Lake until my next WeBS count visit on Jan 12, but I doubt it!
Other news from Hampshire today is of three Blackcaps (2 males and a female) in Eastrop Park at Basingstoke
(just inside the ring road west of where the M3 spur join it) and of the first two Gadwall back on Budds Farm
pools (where Mike Collins again found 210 Teal). From Sussex comes news of 3 Purple Sandpiper at
Shoreham and of 190 Shelduck and 196 Golden Plover seen in Pagham Harbour by Lawrence Holloway
today from near the North Walls.
SAT 29 DEC
Trevor Carpenter was in the Cams Bay area today and got within 100 metres of a flock of 120 Canada Geese
which had among them 8 Brent, 1 Pale-bellied Brent and 1 Brant giving a perfect opportunity to observe and
compare. They were off the public path, just south of Cams Hall, at approx SU 589058, but Trevor says that
walkers are unlikely to be accosted if they do not obstruct the golfers. In Cams Bay there were 13 Goldeneye,
and on fields to the east of the bay Trevor found over 200 Golden Plover. Two other Brant were reported to be
at Keyhaven this morning, and over in Sussex Mike Collins saw one Brant that has been reported for a few
days in the Pagham area on fields north of the church.
The total of nearly 200 Great Crested Grebe that was in Langstone Harbour this autumn sounded very
impressive, but I see that today there were 370 of the Grebes off the East Sussex shore at Pett (just east of
Hastings), and that 20 Red-throated Divers were with them, but this flock is as nothing compared to the
seabirds that were off Worthing yesterday (Dec 28). Figures from Richard Ives sent to the SOS website list
5250 Auks, 950 Kittiwake, 900 Gannet and over 200 Cormorant (one flock of 115) plus a single Little Gull.
These figures are not just a one off but are the most impressive observation from a number of reports coming
from various places along the West Sussex coast in the past few days.
Sussex news for Dec 27 comes from Barry Collins on Thorney Island where 7 Barnacle Geese flew east to
Hayling. These are presumably the flock which was first seen on Hayling Island on Dec 15 then on Thorney
on Dec 16 and had 2 juveniles with 5 adults. Also on Dec 27 Barry saw 10 Avocet still in the Thorney Channel
east of the island – they have been around for some time but the numbers seen vary from day to day. On his
way to or from Thorney Barry also saw 2 adult Med Gulls on the Slipper Mill Pond at Emsworth.
Back on Dec 19 I first read (on the SOS website) of an adult Brant with four juveniles seen at West Wittering and
I see now that these young are definitely regarded as hybrids. They may not be easy to spot among some
1300 Brent but there are also 2 adult Pale-bellied birds among the mass of Brent.
FRI 28 DEC
The winter flock of Bewick’s Swans in the Avon valley may at last be buildiing up with the sighting by John
Shillitoe of 8 at Ibsley Bridge yesterday and 10 seen by Paul Winter today – both sightings included two first
winter birds. Previous sightiings of Bewick’s in the Avon valley this winter have indicated that the birds tend to
move up and down the river from Sopley in the south to Fordingbridge in the north, and if the pair with 5 young

are still somewhere in the area there could be 17 birds present (but equally the five young may have died, or
the family moved away)
Richard Carpenter was at Titchfield Haven today to see a Red-throated Diver on the river in the reserve. Most
birds which appear on inland water are oiled or sick, and although this one showed no signs of oil it was
constantly preening. Also in the reserve the Pochard flock had increased to 62 (but only 4 Tufted Duck) and
the male Marsh Harrier was seen today, as was a Peregrine which gave an impressive flying display, but
neither Biittern nor Mandarin have been seen since Dec 26
In Gosport a redhead Goosander was back on Anglesey Lake (the westernmost, dammed off, tip of the
Haslar/Stoke lake creek running west from Portsmouth Harbour entrance) where it was seen by Trevor
Carpenter today for the first time since Lee Marshall saw it on Dec 9. Over in Portsmouth Brian Fellows still
has not seen a Purple Sandpiper at Southsea Castle where even the Sanderling were down to just two today,
and the Swans on the Canoe Lake are only at half-strength (48 there today as against 80 last December), but
he found the ten Barnacles with the Snow Goose and the hybrid Bar-Head had decided to come back to
Baffins Pond for Christmas (and looked as if they might stay for the New Year!). The Shoveler flock there is
down to 17 birds but there are still 108 Mallard with 34 Tufted Duck, 16 Canada Geese and 5 Cormorant (not
to mention some 20 each of Coot and Moorhen plus a Heron)
At least 51 Egrets flew into the Wade Court roost this evening between 16:10 and 16:50 and one new feature of
this site was the arrival at dusk of a dozen or more Lapwing from the saltings, though t was by then too dark to
see if they settled in the pony fields.
THU 27 DEC
The SOS websiite reports some 300 Auks with 50+ Gannet and a Red-throated Diver following a shoal of fish
along the shore off Worthing (Ferring area) today. Another Red-throated Diver with only 3 Guillemot was off
the Bembridge Foreland (Isle of Wight) with at least 4 Med Gulls in that area and a female Velvet Scoter off
Seaview on the north east corner of the island.
Brian Rickwood tells us that some Hawfinch are still showing well in Romsey and that he saw 7 Brambling
nearby (presumably at the Fishlake Meadows) – further up the Test at Horsebridge he saw a Kingfisher, two
Water Rails and 20 Greylag. At Woolmer Pond the Lesser Spotted Woodpecker was once more seen by
Richard Ford and at Titchfield Haven Dave Pearson saw a Jack Snipe near the new Knights Bank Hide as
well as the Marsh Harrier, 2 Chiffchaff and 3 Reed Bunting, and from the Isle of Wight ferry passing Calshot
John Fiirth saw a Great Northern Diver and a Slavonian Grebe
The ongoing court martial of the Grey Wagtail, accused of eating things which are not listed in the BWP, heard
new evidence today from Brian Fellows showing that the bird has been seen, in his Emsworth garden,
demonstrating dereliction of duty not only in eating seed rather than insect food, but even eating crumbs of
sausage rolls scattered on the ground by birds eating the remains of the rolls on the bird table. No one can
accuse a Merlin of such wanton ways, and Trevor Carpenter will vouch for the good behaviour of one flying
over the Old Turnpike road at Fareham (alongside the A32 just south of the M27). As Trevor walked down
this road a Sparrowhawk flew over, greatly disturbing the local Starlings, followed a few moments later by a
Merlin which went by too fast for the Starlings to register its presence (and showiing that the Merlin would not
demean itself to eat anything so common as a Starling).
A late afternoon cycle ride up New Lane to where Mike Collins has recently seen up to five Green Sandpiper in
the concrete channel of the Lavant stream found two still there at dusk. With them was one Grey Wagtail and
a little further upsteream where the culvert runs along the south side of Bartons Road there was a Little Egret
also searching for food in the stream in which there was an inch or two of running water – not enough to
prevent the Sandpipers from walking anywhere in the stream bed and not enough to wash away the drifts of
fallen leaves that no doubt were collecting minute creatures brought down by the water and attracting the
Sandpipers with easy feeding.+++
From here I cycled on along the Emsworth Common Road to Aldsworth Pond on which there were four or more
Gadwall and seven Tufted Duck. This pond usually attracts up to two dozen Gadwall on account of the rich
underwater vegetation and I am surprised not to have seen any here earlier this autumn.
The genuine Taiga Bean Goose (the fabalis sub-species) which arrived with 12 Whtefronts and 30 Greylags, on
the Henfield Levels by the River Adur in Sussex on Dec 22 was still there yesterday (Dec 26) according to the
SOS website, and from the Isle of Wight Derek Hale tells us that singles of both Red-necked and
Black-necked Grebe could be seen off Sandown yesterday while four Ravens flew over.
Also from yesterday is Hampshire news from Colin Allen who was at the Lower Test Marshes and saw both
male and female Marsh Harriers, plus a male Grey Wagtail in breeding plumage (with the smart black bib).
Not far over the Sussex border in David Parker’s Forestside garden two Marsh Tits have been among the
Christmas visitor.
WED 26 DEC
On Christmas Eve Mike Collins found two Green Sandpiper in an unexpected place - the concrete channel of the
Lavant stream alongside the north end of New Lane in Leigh Park - and I was reminded that last winter there

were seven of these Sandpiper seen on flooded fields a little further up this stream. Today Mike found five
Green Sandpiper in this same section of concrete culvert, but I have no idea what might attract them there - I
would think there is no flow of water there at the moment, at the best a trickle between puddles.
Dave Pearson visited Alresford pond today and caught my attention with the strange combination of 27
Cormorant and a male Madarin which he saw there - perhaps they were rehearsing for the promised
extension of the 'Twelve Days of Christmas' song to a full thirty days! I know there is a big Cormorant night
roost at this pond, and that Mandarin are classified as 'Perching Duck' (as opposed to the Dabblers and
Divers), but Dave leaves m in suspense over the question of whether this wildfowl troupe were performing on
the water or in the trees.
Another subject for animated discussion at the moment is about the feeding habit of Grey Wagtail. I think we are
all agreed that this species has begun a general extension of its habitat away from fast flowing streams to
town centres, rooftops and gardens (that is certainly were I see most of them over the last year or so) but I
have not paid sufficient attention to what they eat in this new environment. Tony Hale raised the question
when he heard from a relative living in Cornwall that a Grey Wagtail there had been seen feeding with Pied
Wagtails on seed (Grey are supposed to be exclusively insect eaters), and Tony has already elicited a
positive response from someone in Norway who confirms that they will eat seed there when the insects are
frostbound.
News from the SOS website today is of an Egyptian Goose seen on Ivy Lake at Chichester on Christmas Eve (it
could well still be there) and of a second winter Ring-billed Gull also seen very briefly on Dec 24 on (I think)
Runcton Lake adjacent to the scrapyard. Other Sussex news that could be of interest to us in Hampshire is
for Dec 23 when a Purple Sandpiper was once more seen on Pagham spit below the flight path of an incoming
Short-eared Owl that was very nearly brought down by a combined attack from two Peregrines. In Pagham
Harbour were 7 Goldeneye, and away to the east at Rye a redhead Smew was a new arrival that day (Dec 23)
- increasing the possibility that we will see one in Hampshire before long (I know we have had one this winter,
but that does not count as the viewing rights were privately owned!).
One occurrence mentioned on the SOS website but already observed here in Hampshire is a recent major influx
of thrushes. It seems that this was first noticed on Dec 15 when many Song Thrushes (and Water Rails)
turned up at Rye, and by Dec 23 someone walking across Amberley Wild Brooks counted more than 50 Song
Thrushes in four miles, including a flock of 25 together. At Pett, near Hastings, a number of Mistle Thrushes
seem to have come with the smalled birds, and I am pretty sure that unusual number of Song Thrush seen in
the Warblington area here at Havant have the same continental origin.
A walk from Havant via Langstone pond to Budds Farm in this morning's sunshine gave me 50 bird species
including another close view of the strange new duck on Langstone pond which arrived there last week and
which I cannot identify as a species, nor find reasonable candidates for its parents if it is a hybrid, and I stick
to my first impression that it is a hybrid between a Wigeon and a Feral Pigeon (having the general colouration
of a male Wigeon and the small size plus dapper neatness of a town pigeon). I don't have an up to date
'Wildfowl of the World) or equivalent book and can find no likely candidates among the 80 species of duck
illustrated in full colour in my 1979 edition of the WWT guide to wildfowl at Arundel, nor in my 'Key to the
Wildfowl of the World' by Peter Scott (published in 1951 and having all illustrations in black and white only).
From a distance the head and neck are, as in a male Wigeon, of a uniform colour distinct from the body
plumage but with no yellow crown stripe and with an olive green tinge to the brown, and the cheeks below the
eye are pale (almost white) while the front of the checks have a pink tinge. The bill is gun-metal grey with a
prominent black nail and the small eye is yellow with green iris. The rest of the breast and body plumage is a
delicate pink/grey colour with a white under-stern. I have not seen the feet nor noticed much of a tail though
Tony Gutteridge said that it spreads it in a way reminiscent of a stiff-tail when actively diving. When alongside
a Mallard this duck is probably less than two-thirds the length of the Mallard though it is probably bigger than
a Teal.
Also seen during this walk were three Song Thrushes (presumed continental) in the Wade Court north pony field
where Redwing often appear during the late winter and the male Sparrowhawk in the trees above the
Lymbourne Stream south of Wade Court (where it was seen by Kevin Stouse's walk party last Sunday). At
Budds Farm the number of Shoveler had increased to 11 with only 4 Pochard and a similar number of Tufted
Duck. Some of the large number of Teal still here were to be seen swimming on the water of the circular
filtration tanks where Mike Collins first remarked on them recently.
MON 24 DEC
Derek Hale has had a report of a Long-eared Owl in the Mersley Down area of the Isle of Wight, prompting
thoughts in my mind of the return of these fascinating birds to winter quarters along the south coast (three of
them playing the part of the Wise Men in the Farlington Marshes Christmas pageant should attract the Boxing
Day birders if they give a repeat 'next day' performance). Seriously - the only reports of Long-eared Owls that
have reached me this autumn have been of one at Beachy Head on Oct 6 and another at Rye Harbour on Nov
12 (both these could have been on passage or settling in for the winter), plus two 'unusual' reports, one

related by Mike Rafter who heard from an unknown birder of one being found on Nov 27 sitting exhausted on
a Fordingbridge house dustbin, weak enough to allow the finder to pick it up and take it to Bruce Berry's Owl
Sanctuary at Ringwood, and the much more exciting report of Long-eared Owl as a garden bird from Andrew
Howard in the Petworth countryside - in July he heard calls every night for more than a week that he could not
associate with anything other than this elusive owl (strange time of year, but still ...)
Continuing on the theme of garden birds I was pleased to hear the 'tseeep' of Redwing from treetops near my
garden this morning (writing this on Christmas Day), a short burst of Dunnock song and the rattling of a troop
of Long-tailed Tits actually in the garden - these are almost daily visitors here - but the reason for this
paragraph is the much more exciting present received by Brian Fellows when the Little Egret that he sees
almost daily working unlikely waters of the West Brook in Emsworth (here running between the gardens of
densely packed houses and looking to be a more likely source of supermarket trolleys than of fish) actually
landed on Brian's smallish lawn,densely surrounded by shrubs, trees, garden sheds, fences etc. Much more
expected in that garden was Song Thrush song at dawn - worth a mention as the regular song which I heard
at the start of December (and expected to continue daily over Christmas) has not continued in my part of the
world. Other Emsworth news from Brian is of a larger than ever collection of 160 Mallard on the town ponds
with the Black Swan and 52 Mutes, plus a bonus of 32 Shelduck that have just moved into the main channel
through the harbour. While thinking of wildfowl I see that John Clark found 22 Whitefront Geese still present
at Tundry Pond today.
Almost garden birds for Mike Collins were two Green Sandpiper and a Grey Wagtail in the concrete channel of
the Lavant stream running through Leigh Park - they were at the north end of New Lane and the Grey Wagtail
is a year round regular hereabouts but the Sandpipers are especially interesting in view of the dearth of them
so far this winter in the Havant area, and because of the presence (at the start of February this year) of 7 of
them in the flooded pony fields of Little Leigh Farm less than a kilometre upstream - could they return there in
force this winter? Another set of unlikely 'waterway birds' are the Hawfinch by the canal in Romsey - at least
four of them still there seen today by Norman Hunt. (See several recent entries for details)
Last Friday (Dec 21) Richard Carpenter told us that the Titchfield Haven Marsh Harrier and Bittern had 'gone to
ground' with no sightings then, and that no Jack Snipe could be found in a thorough search of all the likely
spots in the reserve. Yesterday Simon Harthill put that right when he visited the new Knights Bank hide and
saw one each of Jack Snipe, Bittern, Marsh Harrier and Barn Owl plus a Chiffchaff. Also yesterday two male
Firecrest were the prize find of Graham Roberts mistnet in his garden at the foot of Portsdown, where a lone
Fieldfare was enjoying windfall apples (that, plus the Redwing we saw on Kevin Stouse's walk at Langstone
yesterday and the Redwing calls in my garden this morning, tell me that these winter thrushes have at last
begun to settle in our coastal strip rather than flying over it). Presumably Graham still has at least four
Blackcap in his garden, and yesterday Paul Winter added another four to the south Hampshire garden list
when he found 2 males and 2 females (plus a Reed Bunting) in his father's North Baddesley garden, while
Alan Cokes tells me that a male has been visiting his Cowplain (Waterlooville) garden for some time.
On Saturday (Dec 22) Derek Hale dropped in at Farlington Marshes on his way home to the Isle of Wight and
was very surprised to find one Little Egret, feeding on a pool near the main lake, was showing a primrose
yellow tinge to the lores (i.e. nostril area at the base of the beak). This caused him to look carefully at the back
of its legs, but there was no sign of any yellow up the back of the legs and he does not claim the bird as a
Snowy Egret - nevertheless .... The thought that springs to my mind, having read that part of the Little Egret
breeding plumage is a rosy pink flush to the lores, is that this colour on the bill might be the 'first flush' of spring
plumage which only later becomes pink - any comments?
PLANTS:
WED 26 DEC
One or two catkins had started to open and reveal their anthers today on the Hazel tree which overhangs the bus
shelter in the main road layby near the start of Mill Lane at Langstone (for several years now this tree has
been the one on which I see my first catkin each year) and more Hawthorn flowers could be seen in the long
established Blackthorn hedge at the south end of Southmoor Lane. Cherry Plum and Blackthorn flowers were
also seen by me today, but I did not think to go a bit further up Southmoor Lane (between the height barrier
and the stile to the path across the South Moors) to see if any Pussy Paws were opening yet on the Sallow
which traditionally flowers before all the others. Also among the 31 flowering species seen by me today were
Ivy-leaved Toadflax, Creeping Cinquefoil , Hemlock and Smooth Hawsbeard.
INSECTS:

THU 27 DEC
The Butterfly Conservation website reports that two Red Admirals were still flying at Magdalen Hill Don reserve,
just east of Winchester, on Boxing Day (Dec 26). The news came from a dog walker who met Phil Budd at
the reserve, but Phil diid not see the butterflies himself.

OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 29 DEC
Rosemary Webb was in Hawkley Warren (SU 7228, a wood in the east Hampshire Hangers north of Petersfield
and west of Liss) and found 15 species of fungi including Velvet Shank which hardly ever appears until the
first frost. Possibly the most interesting finds were of two Polyporus species – P. Varius and P. Brumalis –
which unlike most other ‘polypore’ fungi are not brackets but have tall thin central stems supporting a thin cap
with irregular edges. Also growing on wood, but coating it in a rather amorphous layer and looking a little like
‘dry rot’ in houses was Merulius tremellosus – I think this was of the rather pretty orange/brown form. One
rare find was Stereum subtomentosum which is not listed by either Roger Phillips nor Stephan Buczacki, and
for which Gordon Dickson only lists three sites in his study of Fungi of the New Forest. Much commoner were
Candle Snuff, Buttercap, Oyster Mushrooms, Many Zoned Polypore, and Cramp Balls (the latter of interest
as they were actively shooting their unexpected white spores from the dead looking lumps of fungus). Also of
interest was a piece of information from Rosemary that I am sorry to say went in one ear and out the other!
This concered the Blushing Bracket, of which she found two different subspecies, but as my books do not
describe these variations I cannot b sure of the details – I think one ‘blushes’ pinker and the other browner!
Another item on Rosemary’s list was what I noted as Blue Wood-cup thinking I would discover the difference
between this and Green Wood Cup from my books but they only name the Green version – maybe I
mis-heard or Rosemary was using the colouur to describe the look of the specimen she found. Two other
species on the list wereBisporella citrinum (not to be confused with the similar looking Coral Spot Fungus),
and one good looking specimen of the Earth Star Geastrum triplex seen hiding in a 'cave’ formed by the roots
of a tree.
Also from Rosemary Webb is the first report of the wailing of Vixen as they get ready to mate – Rosemary says
this is already a common sound around her home on Hayling.
WED 26 DEC
The December issue of British Wildlife mag has a fascinating article entitled “Meet the Glomales – the ecology of
mycorrhiza” telling us how, ever since prehistoric men began to clear woodland and plough soil we humans
have been destroying the earth’s ability to support plant life and thus to support human life, a process that has
now disabled the soil’s ability to hold minerals for even one short growing season, resulting in an ever
increasing need to apply artificial fertilisers which, because the earth has lost its ability to hold them in place
and feed them to the growing crop, results in most of the chemicals ‘running off’ with ground water into the
nearest watercourse. My apologies to those who have read and understood the article better than I can, but
I hope they will agree with me that this is something that must be brought to the attention of all concerned with
nature conservation.
... The author of the article is one James Merryweather who is one of very few scientists who have studied the
role of a group of mycorrhizal fungi which he calls ‘Glomales’, and the gist of his article is that these are
essential to the growth of 90% of the world’s plant species, and that ploughing soil destroys these fungi and
makes it nearly impossible for the great majority of plant species to survive – they can still generate
carbohydrates and sugars by photo-synthesis but their roots are not designed to extract minerals that are
equally essential to plant growth, and if the fungi are not present to perform this function the plants can only
surivive in the same way that a human being which has had an artery severed can survive if blood is
continuously transfused into the body at the same rate that the artery is losing it.
... Most of us are aware of the importance of mycorrhizal fungi to the growth of most orchid species, and of the
symbiotic relationship between trees and fungi, but I for one was not aware of how universal this dependence
on fungi is among plants – there are a few that grow happily without any fungal assistance, among them
Sedges, Red Campion and Greater Stitchwort, but all trees need the assistance of fungi as do 90% of other
plant species. Much more importantly, I was not aware that the breaking up of soil by ploughing and
harrowing (which farmers see as an essential pre-requisite to cultivating any crop) also breaks up the network
of fungal mycelium along which the minerals would travel to the plants (and in the long run kills off the fungi).
Apparently this feature of ploughing is known to sufficient people for some to have tried to devise schemes of
planting mycorrhizal fungi with the crop, but as yet the people trying to make money out of such projects have
not been able to make good their claims to have solved the problem.
On an entirely separate subject this latest issue of British Wildlife also has an article on ‘The conservation of the
Blue Ground Beetle in south-west England’. My reason for mentioning this is that the co-author of this article
is John Walters, ex-Hayling Islander who many of my readers will have come across in the past year as
co-author with Pete Durnell of ‘The Wildlife of Hayling Island’.
BIRDS:

WEEK 51 DEC 17 - 23

SUN 23 DEC
The Hawfinch are still showing well in Romsey, giving many birders the closest vews they have ever had of this
normally elusive species. At least six are present and spend their time foraging among leaves on the ground
of a grassy (lawn like) area near hedges on the east side of the canal close to a footbridge over it at the west
end of Mercer Way (Phil Lord gives the map ref as SU 359218). Lee Marshall saw two of them this afternoon
and heard that five had been seen today. Earlier in the day Lee had been at Beacon Hill in the Meon Valley
where he saw a pair of Grey Partridge and 15 Red-legs. Some 50 Fieldfare, 2 Bulfinch and a Marsh Tit were
also here, plus over 60 Skylark.
Another female Blackcap was seen today by Barrie Roberts in his North Baddesley garden - there had been a
male Blackcap a few days ago but that seems to have vanished and been replaced by a single Brambling
seen both yesterday and today. One or two more Brambling were seen by Simon Ingram today at the
Eastleigh Lakeside country park, with at least 8 Redpoll and 20 Siskin, but the regular Goosander has
disappeared as the lakes have iced over. The last item for today comes from John Shillitoe who found a
Peregrine perched on pylons at the west end of Portsdown (presumably not far from Fort Nelson)
The weather was perfect for this morning's walk led by Kevin Stouse from Warblington Church to the Hayling
Oysterbeds. The sun shone from a clear sky, visibility was excellent and there was litte wind to ruffle the
water at low tide. Before we had gone 100 yards Kevin spotted a male Blackcap in Warblington cemetery - it
came out of a holly tree to warm up on the bare branches of a Plane tree and give us all clear views. On the
mud we saw twenty or more Knot, a couple of Ringed Plover, and just one well seen Golden Plover among
the more usual Dunlin, Redshank, Grey Plover, Curlew, and Oystercatcher. Brent, Shelduck and Merganser
were well represented here, plus Black-headed, Common and Herring Gulls but I only saw couple of
Black-tailed Godwit (there were 20 to 30 in the area between the road and old rail bridge seen later) and only
a couple of Egrets - presumably nearly all the 56 rosting at Wade Court last night had flown inland rather than
feeding on the shore. Three or four Redwing flew east along the shore, and in the pony field at Wade Court
we watched a perched male Sparrowhawk on a Willow above the Lymbourn stream. On Langstone Pond, in
addition to the 60+ Mallard and good numbers of Coot, Moorhen and Teal, there was one female Tufted Duck,
one remaining Red-crested Pochard hybrid, the resdent Swan pair with one cygnet that refuses to leave
them, and the small hybrid diving duck which arrived earlier this week and which I have classified as a Wigeon
x Ruddy Duck hybrid on account of an overall male Wigeon pink tinge and Wigeon like head colour (no lemon
stripe though), and its small size - though neither proposed parent would enable it to dive as professionally as
it does. On the Oysterbeds lagoon we had excellent views of a male and female Goldeneye, and of five Little
Grebe nearby. Out in the harbour we saw at least 40 Great-crested and 14 Black-necked Grebe, and a male
Kestrel flew shortly we saw a male Sparrowhawk fly east over Langstone Bridge but we totally missed a
Short-eared Owl which we were told had flown from Hayling out over the harbour while we were in the area.
SAT 22 DEC
Graham Roberts currently has four Blackcaps in his Cosham garden, interestingly three are female and only one
is male. Another interesting sighting today was a Willow Tit seen by Mike Wall in the Pohampton area near the
source of the River Test to the west of Basingstoke - nearby 85 Gadwall were on one of the Overton lagoons
despite clearance of the vegetation there. Much further down the Test, on the Fishlake Meadows just north of
Romsey, David Thelwell today saw at least a dozen Brambling, and in Romsey he saw all six of the Hawfinch
by the canal.
On the west bank of the lower Hamble below Bursledon Peter Morrison today found some 300 Golden Plover,
and in the Meon valley John Shillitoe was almost certain that he saw (from a good distance) a Red Kite over
the hill fort on Old Winchester Hill. Further down the Meon valley in the Wickham area John believes that the
Woodlark flock wintering near his home has been reduced by one to just 13 birds.
Brian Fellows was in the Nutbourne area of the Chichester Harbour shore today, finding 120 Shelduck with the
Wigeon, Pintail and Brent in the bay, On shore there were 140 Teal in the wet meadow at the Ham Brook
mouth, plus 13 Snipe, 4 Lapwing and an Egret.
Over in Pagham Harbour Lawrence Holloway saw a Spotted Redshank near the North Walls with the flock of 13
Whitefront that have been near the Ferry Pool today in fields north of Pagham Church with one Pale-bellied
among some 2,500 Dark-bellied birds
A late afternoon walk to Langstone Pond introduced me to the latest arrival there - the hybrid duck described
above, looking like a cross between a male Wigeon (plumage colour) and a Ruddy Duck (for its diving
expertise). I've no idea what that was but I did go on to watch the Egret roost and count 56 birds arriving
before it became too dark to see them
Yesterday (Dec 21) there were 2 redhead Smew newly arrived at Rye Harbour (possibly indicating that others
will soon arrive in Hampshire?) and also on that reserve 6 Red-throated Diver could be found, though all of
them were to some extent oiled. On the previous day (Dec 20) Lawrence Holloway went to the RSPB reserve
at Pulborough where he reckoned there were around 2000 Wigeon and hundreds of Greylag Geese, but I was
more interested to hear that he saw 10 Bewick's Swans on Amblerly Wild Brooks floodplain. Back at the

reserve one Lesser Spotted Woodpecker showed itself and there were Fieldfare, Redwing and Song Thrush
around.
FRI 21 DEC
On Tuesday of this week (Dec 18) Mike Rafter found two Hawfinch in Romsey, and news yesterday and today
shows that they are still there, allowing close views, and increasing in number. Phil Lord saw them today and
counted five birds for sure with a possible sixth, and yesterday Mike Rafter found three or four present. So far
no-one has given any indication as to why they are there but at a guess they have found some ornamental
cherry trees or the like that still have plenty of fruit on them. I gave the location details on Tuesday but was
puzzled by the name Barge River as it does not appear on any maps and the watercourse on the map looks
artificially straight for a river but since them my spies have suggested that this is in fact an artificial canal which
in the past brought river traffic on barges through the centre of the town for loading/unloading and at the same
time avoided a stretch of the river Test that was difficult to navigate on account of the mills around the town. If
these birds are feeding on fruit of ornamental trees planted in towns that should be a reminder to keep a
lookout for Waxwings ....
Richard Carpenter tells me that a thorough check was made today for Snipe in the Titchfield Haven area right up
to the village, and 70 were found but no Jack Snipe (see yesterday's notes for one of these in the Itchen
Valley). Also absent, it seems, are not only the Baffins Pond feral geese but also the Bittern and Marsh
Harrier, but the Dartford Warbler is still in the southern fringe of the reserve and a single Pintail was a new
comer. Offshore a Red-throated and a Great Northern Diver were still reported to be present today after
being seen yesterday by Peter Morrison and others. Other Hampshire sightings for today included the male
Snow Bunting still at the landward end of Hurst Spit - Giles Darvill saw it by the eastern of the two bridges
taking you onto the spit - while in Southampton Water at dusk Colin Allen not only saw four Goldeneye (two of
them males) but thought there was a Long-tailed Duck present but bad light stopped play before it was seen
clearly. I myself had to make a Christmas trip to Shillingstone near Blandford, where I did see a small flock of
Fieldfare and Redwing, plus a maleBullfinch, by the River Stour, and then had a provocative glimpse of a
large bird flying north over the A31 in the Bratley Plain area as I was driving back through the New Forest in
the gloom - I saw it for less than one second but my wife had a slightly longer view and the consensus was
that it might have been a Hen Harrier going to roost.
THU 20 DEC
Ben Darvill is leaving the area and today made a final sally into the Itchen Valley country park where he had a
very good day - best bird was a Jack Snipe which performed as it should, not getting up until he nearly trod on
it then flying silently fast and low to pitch the other side of the nearest hedge, but not before it had shown its
short bill in silhouette. At least 8 Snipe and 4 Water Rails were seen/heard, as was a Woodcock, and more
expected birds were a Buzzard, to Sparrowhawks, a Grey Wagtail and five Stonechat but the best was kept
for last when a Barn Owl came out to quarter the ground.
Earlier in the autumn I commented that there were fewer than usual Slavonian Grebe on the sea off Church
Norton but that has now been put right with a minimum of 30 now present, while two estimates of the actual
total were 39 yesterday and 44 today. Also with them offshore are 50 Merganser, 12+ Eider and a Velvet
Scoter while a redhead Goosander was in Pagham Harbour today (variable numbers from 1 to 4 have been
reported in the harbour since at least Nov 24 but I think these have all been passing through - maybe there is
now one resident?). This news comes from the SOS website which also reports two Red-throated Divers in
Cuckmere Haven, news which taken with other reports seems to show that these divers are settling in for the
winter rather than just passing along the channel (though a couple of reports - but not these two at Cuckmereare of slightly oiled birds that perhaps do not want to travel further). In Hampshire Peter Morrison reports two
Red-throats today - one off Hill Head, the other off Hook at the mouth of the Hamble.
In Eastleigh today Simon Ingram had his first female Blackcap in his garden (the male was back in my Havant
garden today), and at the Lakeside park Simon still has his Goosander plus at least 12 Redpoll, 90 Lapwing
and 2 Snipe. Other Hampshire news today came from Paul Winter who contributed a puzzling message
saying that a Buzzard had just flown past the window of his room in Southampton General Hospital - if he is
there as a patient I for one wish him well, but I am puzzled by his ability to send an email from a hospital ward.
I know Paul is up to date with the latest technical wizardry and maybe he has one of these rumoured WAP
phones - or maybe he has been using one of those machines now installed in some hospital corridors which
(like those in public libraries) allow you to send and receive emails by putting a coin in a slot. From
Catherington Stephen Harwood tells me that a small flock of at least 15 Skylark is now resident in a field near
the junction of Catherington Lane and Five Heads Road behind the large house that was a church diocesan
centre and is now a school. Brian Fellows was also out today in the Lower Ems Valley, finding 4 Egrets and
a Grey Wagtail but being disappointed to find no Green Sandpiper - one of their favourite spots here is now
perhaps too overgrown to attract them but I would have thought there was still food available to them at many
points along the River Ems where they have often been seen in past winters.
News from Sussex for recent days starts with more Brant - yesterday (Dec 19) there were two seen in the

Pagham Harbour area with 4 Pale-bellied Brent, and another Brant with four juveniles (possibly hybrids?) was
at West Wittering where the flock of 15 Little Stint is still at Snow Hill. Much further east at Rye a flock of 115
Whitefront and only 4 Brent Geese is reported by SOS - a contrast to the proportions we are likely to see in
Hampshire. Also on Dec 19 there were 3 Whitefront at Sandown on the Isle of Wight (and another 2 on the
River Medina in the north of the Island on Dec 16)
Going back to Tuesday (Dec 18) the SOS website reports a Red Kite over Brighton, flying off north towards
Ditchling Beacon, and another two Red Kites were over the Upper Adur north of Steyning on the same day are these this years juveniles setting out to look for a place of their own? If so we should expect a few roaming
over Hampshire. To the east of Brighton a Red-throated Diver was on the River Ouse just south of Lewes.
Interesting news from Chichester Harbour for Dec 17 is of a flock of 12 Avocet and one Brant in the Bosham
Channel off what I call 'Chidham Bay'. We have heard from Barry Collins of up to 20 Avocet recently in the
Thorney Channel to the west of Chidham but these are to the east of it so we may have two substantial flocks
of Avocet in Chichester Harbour (I think the location is accurate though the map reference given was prefixed
SZ when it should have been SU). The last item from the SOS website tells of Common Sandpiper and 70
Mute Swan on the R Arun south of Arundel on Dec 16.
WED 19 DEC
A Sandwich Tern was flying east along the Hook shore (near the mouth of the River Hamble) when Trevor
Carpenter was there this morning, and by following it he found 33 Great Crested Grebe off Brownwich and
another 3 off Hill Head, going one up on the previous count of 35 here (made by Richard Carpenter on Dec
17). Other birds in search of fish were 27 Heron seen by Peter Hockin at Bickton Mill on the Avon just below
Fordingbridge at lunch time today - unlike Ben Darvill's account of the Water Rail here yesterday Peter does
not tell us what they were doing and I have visions of them making Gannet-like vertical plunges into the tanks
of the fish farm here, then staggering vertically upward from the water with their catch (I believe they really do
adopt this technique but would love to hear a first hand account).
Brian Fellows told us recently that there are very few berries this year on the mass of Holly trees which give the
Emsworth Hollybank Woods their name and which normally attract the first large flock of Redwing to our area.
As there are plenty of berries on most trees elsewhere I wonder if the shortage is because the birds have
already eaten them? In any case I was in the residential area along the southern fringe of the wood today and
saw several Redwing in the gardens (and was told they had been around for some time). En route to
Hollybank I passed the large open fields near Southleigh Farm and saw the expected flock of gulls resting in
the centre of the fields, probably digesting whatever food they had been able to gather from the nearby
rubbish tip in the Southleigh Forest. In view of recent reports of extra large numbers of Great Blackbacks I
expected a lot of them but only saw about 20, with 2 or 3 Lessers, among perhaps 500 Black-headed, but this
one sample was no indication of what may be in the area.
Over in Gosport today Ian Calderwood had another sighting of the lone Pale-bellied Brent which has been in the
north west of Portsmouth Harbour at least since Trevor Carpenter saw it on Dec 11. Today it was in the MoD
site around Frater Lake but Ian says that he has not seen the Brant which has also been in that area since
Saturday (Dec 15) when it was hopefully included in the WeBS count
TUE 18 DEC
Although Water Rail are difficult to see the aggressive noise coming from reedbeds give a first clue to their true
nature, which is to grab what they can in the way of food from whatever source cathces their eye. I may be
imagining it but I feel sure I once saw a TV film of one at work happily taking sardines from a tin (though I can't
remember if the tin was already open or if the bird had to bash its way in!). Two stories today support this view
of their opportunistic life-style. Ben Darvill tells us how he watched one beside the foot of the very powerful
weir at Bickton Mill on the River Avon, where the water dashes out with a force that no human could stand
against, taking what the water brought to it by standing openly at the edge of the flow and plunging its head
into the torrent whenever the bird glimpsed anything that it thought might be edible - after watching it Ben
walked on but returned an hour later to find the Rail still giving the same Dipper like performance. Also today
but further upstream, north of Fordingbridge at Braemore, Judith Chawner watched another Water Rail show
equally bold behaviour in trying to get a meal - Judith says >> A little grebe was having difficulty swallowing a
large spiney fish in shallow water near the bank and the water rail repeatedly waded out to it very fast and
tried - unsuccessfully - to take the fish from the grebes bill the fish seemed to be well and truly stuck. The rail
eventually disappeared into the reeds again. << I wonder what would happen if one tied a packet of Fish
Fingers to a long string and trailed it in the current of this fast flowing river? Coming back to reality I see that
Peter Hockin today found 6 Bewick's Swans (4 adults and 2 young) at Ibsley and suggests that anyone still
wanting this species as a year tick should visit Ibsley, but from what I have heard you may have to spend the
day going up and down the Avon valley from Sopley in the south to a point north of Fordingbridge to track
down these birds (unlike a few years back when you could rely on a winter flock based at Ibsley - and still can
in the Arun valley between Amberley and Pulborough). Looking back over my notes I see that the first seen in
the Avon Valley were a party of 11 seen in the Sopley area by John Clark on Nov 11 (including two families of

5 and 2 youngters). Nothing more until Nov 25 when Mike Bramwell found 4 adult and 2 youngsters at
Winkton (near Sopley), and Nov 28 when Lee Marshall saw 7 adults and 5 young fly over Ibsley from north to
south. The birds were at Ibsley on Dec 1 when Peter Hockin saw 4 adults and 4 young there, with no
sightings until Dec 12 when John Clark saw 8 fly north from Ibsley in the morning and Chris Harris later that
day found them feeding in a field north of Fordingbridge. From John Clark's news it seems that what he saw
in the morning was a group of 4 adults at Ibsley that were joined by 2 adults and 2 young flying in from the
south before the full 8 flew north - then in the evening the 8 (6 + 2 young) flew south over Bisterne (and John
adds 'perhaps to join four more adults seen during the day by Alan Hayden near the Sopley Bible College')
Jason Crook found a Red-throated Diver off the Point at Farlington Marshes today with, elsewhere on the water,
15 Black-necked Grebe and a single Common Scoter (looking very white cheeked). Also still in the harbour
are 125 Great Crested Grebe - the peak count was 180 when the WeBS count was made on Nov 3 and they
normally disperse fairly soon after arriving in the harbour as a staging post on their journey to winter quarters.
On the Marshes he could only find 2 Pale-bellied Brent and a Water Pipit but did have a first winter male
Merlin hanging around for an hour as well as having a visit from an adult female Peregrine.
In Romsey today Mike Rafter came on two Hawfinch within about 300 metres of the town's railway station - they
were near a footbridge taking a path towards the station over the small River Barge from Mercer Way.
Following this stream north you come into the Fishlake Meadows where Mike says Brambling can still be
found in a large flock of Chaffinch.
Brian Fellows found only 7 Sanderling at Southsea Castle this morning and just 45 Swans on the Canoe Lake
(last winter there were twice that number). Along at Eastney Lake near the Ferry to Hayling there was more
interest with the first Knot of the winter (41 here) plus 11 Shelduck. Baffins Pond had two surprises - first that
the gang of feral geese (10 Barnacles, 1 Snow Goose and 1 hybrid Bar-head) were once more back from
Titchfield Haven, and second that the flock of 72 Shoveler there last week had halved to 36. The Tufted Duck
were also reduced by half (from 40 to 20) but with 96 Mallard and 8 Canada Geese the pond is hardly bereft
of birds.
Yesterday I passed on the bare bones of Lawrence Holloway's visit to Pagham Harbour but I see in today's 'step
by step' account of his walk that there were 185 Cormorant roosting near the harbour mouth, 200 Mallard
were on the Long Pool, and he saw both the wintering Whimbrel and a Dartford Warbler between the ferry and
Church Norton. He also gives a number (350+) to the mass of Wigeon seen near the North Walls last Sunday
but I for one would like to have a clearer idea of the number of Pintail that are in Pagham Harbour
Richard Carpenter spent an hour along the Fareham shore of Fareham Creek today seeing 15 Black-tailed
Godwit, 14 Little Grebe (probably the flock which Trevor Carpenter as been reporting off Cams Bay, having
today moved to the western end of Heavy Reach), and 4 Goldeneye with the Wigeon and Teal. A count of
50+ Common Gulls sounds unusually large for this stretch of water whereas just one Little Egret was perhaps
disappointing if Richard included the Bath Road playing fields stretch and the Delme Pool at the head of the
creek in his visit.
MON 17 DEC
45 Whitefront Geese may have been feeding on the Thorney Island airfield last Saturday (Dec 15) when they
were disturbed and Barry Collins saw them flying east over Pilsey where 57 Sanderling were on the sands.
Also on Saturday there was a Guillemot in the Thorney Channel with 15 Avocet (there had been 24 present on
Dec 11 and 12), and at the Deeps 16 wintering Greenshank and a Spotted Redshank were present.
Yesterday (Dec 16) there were still 15 Avocet but the big flock of Whitefronts had gone and was replaced by
7 Barnacles (5 adult with 2 young, almost certainly the same birds which Brian Fellows saw on Hayling Island
on Saturday) feeding with Brent on a wheat field, while 5 Grey Geese flew over Wickor Point south west to
Hayling. South of Wickor Point two wintering Whimbrel were on the west side of the island, and Saturday's
flock of Sanderling had been replaced on Pilsey Sands by 986 Bar-tailed Godwit (one wrongly dressed in
summer plumage and another about to make the same mistake by moulting early). Also on the sands were
140 Great Blackbacks and 63 Lessers, and at dusk a Barn Owl was hunting over the Deeps (presumably the
Thornham marshes at the east end where there had been 2 Short-eared Owls seen on Dec 14). Also seen on
Dec 14 was the second Treecreeper which Barry has seen on the island in his years of watching there.
At Pagham Harbour on Sunday (Dec 16) there were 3 Tundra Bean Geese on fields at Grange Farm (adjacent to
Greenlease Farm as you walk inland from the Severals) with 175 Knot counted in Pagham Harbour where
Lawrence Holloway found the Avocet total had increased to 20 and saw 4 Pale-bellied Brent in a flock of 1500
Brent on fields near Pagham church (but did not see the Brant reported to be among them). News on the
SOS website for today is of 22 Slavonian Grebe off Church Norton with 2 Eider, and of a single Black-throated
Diver off Goring (Worthing) with 45 Great Crested Grebe - a big southward movement of these in the last few
days is confirmed by a flock of 280 at Rye Harbour today and by a sudden increase to 35 of them off the
Chilling shore, west of Titchfield Haven, seen by Richard Carpenter today). Other news from Sussex for today
is that the Sociable Plover is still at Pevensey and there are 175 Common and 1 Velvet Scoter, 29 Egrets, 15
Red-throated Diver, 2 Bittern and 4 Bewick's Swans at Rye with 5 Snow Bunting at Pett near Hastings. At

Pagham Harbour today Lawrence Holloway found 3 Gadwall on the Long Pool with the 13 Whitefronts still at
the Ferry and a general increase in Snipe.
John Clark was in the Avon valley for his WeBS count yesterday (Dec 16), starting with a check of the Blashford
Lakes then moving up stream to check out the river as far north as Bickton (just south of Fordingbridge),
before heading south to Bisterne (south of Ringwood) to end the day with the highest count of 218 roosting
Cormorant ever recorded there. In that same area were 5 Egyptian Geese but it was by then too dark to
gather any detail from the massive flock of Canada Geese and Greylags. At Blashford I see there were 13
Goosander and 13 Ruddy Duck with 10 Goldeneye and one Green Sandpiper among much larger numbers of
Wigeon, Gadwall, Teal and Mallard - the count of 503 Gadwall reflects the massive increase in these duck in
recent years but is well short of the record 760 here last January. Upstream 4 Egrets may have been unusual
but a total of 102 Mute Swans was not. Just 8 Bewicks were seen at Ibsley soon after dawn and by midday
they had flown north of Fordingbridge where Chris Harris saw them feeding in a field. Surprisingly only 4
Pintail were seen in the whole day. Among the gulls leaving the Blashford Lakes at dawn were 111 Lesser
Blackbacks and 2 Yellow-legged Gulls with only 10 Common Gulls. Further downstream at the mouth of the
river in Dorset, also on Dec 16), Simon Harthill saw a Pectoral Sandpiper at Stanpit Marshes.
Miscellaneous Hampshire news starts with a mini-invasion of Coot in Emsworth (only 30, and these may have
just come from the Thorney Little Deeps if they were frozen - but if they are still open there could be a massive
number there fleeing from frost inland) and a massive 'sit in strike' by 3000 gulls (2000 of them on the Slipper
Mill Pond must have been an impressive sight) which presumably thought the inland fields would have little
food on offer in the frost. At least one bird was cheerful - Brian heard song from a Dunnock reminding me that
other birds which I would expect to be singing daily now (Song Thrush, Great Tit, Collared Dove, Robin and
Wren) have fallen silent, leaving only the 'silly laugh' of the Blue Tit as a regular occurrence. Another
interesting piece of local news comes from Mike Collins who found many of the 200 or more Teal at Budds
Farm were in the big new circular filter tanks which have always attracted the gulls but I have never noticed
any duck in them. There is little else to see at Budds Farm at the moment but the travellers have left
Southmoor Lane (you can see where they were by the rubbish littering the old IBM tennis courts).
To the north of Emsworth David Parker was justifiably pleased with a brief appearance in his Forestide garden of
a Firecrest on Sunday (Dec 16), and in Southampton Paul Winter had three Blackcaps in his garden (two
males and a female feeding on fatballs, jasmine berries, bread and tiny insects), while on Saturday Richard
Carpenter joined the Gilkicker Group on an expedition to the New Forest (Milkham Inclosure at the head of
the Linwood valley running north east from Ringwood) and saw 8 Crossbill, and Woodcock, Lessser Spotted
Woodpecker, Dartford Warbler and Redpoll. Elsewhere in the New Forest Simon Harthill saw two Hawfinch
and another Lesser Spot by the Blackwater west of Brockenhurst.
In the north of Hampshire John Clark visited the Eversley Gravel pits at dusk on Saturday (Dec 15) and found 36
Goosander - he says that they disperse during the day and you can only make a full count by being there
before first light to see them depart or very last thing in the evening when the last few fly in. Interestingly 24 of
the 36 are males (down at the coast males are a rarity - the majority that we see are redheads)
From Titchfield Haven Richard Carpenter reports that a complete count of Wigeon in the Meon below Titchfield
village made last week gave a total of 600+, and he tells us that when in the Brownwich/Chilling area today he
not only saw the 35 Great Crested Grebe mentioned above but also his first Great Northern Diver for the
winter with 9 Scoter and 3 Merganser. On the fields there were 37 Golden Plover and 50 Skylark, while 12
Song Thrush and 70+ Meadow Pipit indicated new arrivals. Lee Marshall was also out today in the Alver
Valley at Gosport and found 10 Song Thrush (but only 6 Redwing) with a notable increase in Snipe to 34. 60
or so Golden Plover flew north but Lee assumed they were part of the existing flock which moves between
Cams Bay and the fields near HMS Collingwood (across the built up Bridgemary area of northen Gosport)
PLANTS:

SUN 23 DEC
Tonight’s emails contain one from JohnVigay to which he attached a very clear photo of a plant he recently found
growing in a set-aside (I think) field in the Blendworth area between Rowlands Castle and Horndean (John
gives a very precise 8 figure map reference of SU 7228-1310 and the plants can easily be accessed by
anyone from Woodhouse Lane as my memory tells me that this field has neither hedge nor fence separating
it from the minor road. It certainly looks very like the plants which I found recently on Old Idsworth Farm which
were identified by Eric Clement (our authority on alien plants) as Anthemis austriaca – the nearest I could get
was that they were like Corn Chamomile. The plants at Idsworth had almost certainly arrived in wildflower
seed, but the origin of these at Blendworth are unlikely to be the same – though some of the seed could have
been carried by birds as the two sites are only 3 km apart as the crow flies.
Walking from Warblington Church to the Hayling Oysterbeds this morning I had no difficulty in showing the other

people following Kevin Stouse on this outing the Cherry Plum, Hawthorn and Blackthorn blossom which has
been out in this area (and elsewhere along the coast) for several weeks now. Making my own way home up
the Hayling Billy Trail in Havant I found one Lesser Celandine bud unopen by the Lymbourne Stream (last
winter I found them out here on Dec 10 – this winter I did find one out on Dec 5, but not by this stream). Other
plants flowering today in the Havant area included Herb Robert and Pellitory of the Wall, plus Hawkweed
Oxtongue on Hayling and one flowerhead of the white flowered Red Valerian that is the first plant to greet you
as you reach Hayling on the Langstone Bridge (east side)
WED 18 DEC
One tiny white flower on a Holly tree brightened my Christmas card round in Havant and Emsworth today. Not as
impressive an out of season sight as was the whole bush covered with white flowers that I saw in Rowlands
Castle on Nov 26 but it will keep me looking for more.
INSECTS:

SAT 22 DEC
Yesterday I said confidently that the run of Red Admiral sightings had ceased on Dec 10 – today Graham
Roberts saw one sunning itself on the wall of his Cosham house here in Portsmouth at 1pm
FRI 21 DEC
The Butterfly Conservation website today carries interesting news of later than usual sightings of several
butterfly species which were reported to Derek Mills (who edits the latest sightings for the BC website) by
David Tinling of Gosport (though the sightings were not all his own). To deal with the Red Admirals first
sightings go up to but not beyond Dec 10 (which we have already noted as being generally the ‘end of the line’
for this species) - there were at least 7 seen in Gosport on Dec 10 and 11 on Dec 7. Much more interestingly
to me was a sighting of 2 Commas in Gosport on Nov 11 (I have not heard of any other sightings of this
species since Oct 12, and was puzzled as in my experience this species is usually one of the most commonly
seen in late autumn – not this year though!). Other late sightings in Gosport were of 2 Speckled Wood on Nov
24 and of a Large White on Nov 22. The last Small White was seen in Gosport on Nov 3, and in the New
Forest Peter and Pat Gardner was a Small Copper on Nov 11.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
MON 17 DEC
Brian Fellows weekly newsletter for theBrook Meadow Conservation Group in Emsworth includes a mention of
renewed activity by moles, with fresh molehills appearing all over the meadow. I suspect that this may reflect
a retreat of earthworms from the frozen surface of the soil but this is only a guess - I know that worms retreat
from the dry surface in hot summers and go into a form of 'suspended animation' deep down in the earth but
whether they practice a form of hibernation as well as aestivation I do not know. An observation from my own
garden indicates that Squirrels have not yet reacted to the frost by going into hibernation - two of them have
been in my garden feeding on bird seed and fallen apples over the weekend, though before that I had not
seen them for some time

BIRDS:

WEEK 50 DEC 10 - 16

SUN 16 DEC
Farlington Marshes have a reputation of being the coldest place in Hampshire on a day like this with bitter east
winds but that did not stop Jason Crook from standing near the Point for long enough to count at least 651
Knot to the south of the Marshes, and while moving around the reserve he saw a Water Pipit, a Whimbrel, a
Green Sandpiper, three Pale-bellied Brent and three adult White-front Geese which dropped in briefly, then
flew off into the harbour at dusk (so they may still be around tomorrow).
Derek Hale was in the Bembridge area of the Isle of Wight today and also saw three Whitefronts fly over heading
north, possibly the ones which landed at Farlington. Among other news from the Isle of Wight is that a male
Hen Harrier has been present since Friday (Dec 14), the same day on which 2 Bewick's Swans flew over
Newtown Harbour, where there are at least 60 Knot and 16 Pintal today.
The SOS website reports today that a Sociable Plover (seemingly with a broken leg) arrived on the Pevensey
Levels near Bexhill yesterday and was still there today. Also today there were 15 Whitefronts with Canada
Geese at Cuckmere Haven near Beachy Head
Moira Doherty visited the Moor Green nature reserve (aka the Eversley gravel pits) between Fleet and Reading
both yesterday and today to check on the rapidly increasing numbers of Goosander arriving there for the

winter. Yesterday she was able to see at least 26 birds - today she only had time for a brief survey, seeing
only 21 birds for certain but using the numbers of male and female birds in each count she thinks that there
may have been as many as 30 birds there today.
Tony Gutteridge today had a female Blackcap in his garden here in Havant for the first time this winter, and
yesterday Graham Roberts had a female alongside a male in his Cosham garden. These are the second and
third females I have heard of in Hampshire this winter (following the female seen by Barrie Roberts at North
Baddesley last Wednesday, Dec 13), and indicate to me that females are now arriving long after the males. I
know that Trevor Carpenter thinks that the absence of female sightings earlier on is due to their plumage
being less eye catching than that of the males, and considering the ease with which all Blackcaps conceal
themselves from us for 90% of the time this may be a significant factor, but if the current set of three sightings
of females becomes a list of observations as numerous and frequent as those of males have been up to now
I will take it that when the females are here they can be seen as easily as the males, and consequently that
the males do arrive for the winter long before the females. The birds in Graham's garden were both ringed by
him in previous winters - the female is back for her third consecutive winter, the male for his second. One
other item from Graham is that pictures of the Swifts nesting in his house can now be seen by visiting "The
website of the Common Swift" run seemingly by someone in Holland -you can visit it at
http://www.swift.utigges.il.eu.org/colonies_english.html .
Other miscellaneous news on HOSLIST today is of 4 Jack Snipe seen with 34 Common Snipe near the Itchen in
the Eastleigh area today by Colin Bates who also had his first two Gadwall on the river and a newly arrived
Green Sandpiper.
Much further north Mike Wall found a Willow Tit near Hannington, north west of Basingstoke, but could not spot
any of the Golden Plover that have been in that area for some time. He also had a Brambling in nearby
Ewhurst Park, while down at Titchfield Haven Will Walmsley found the Baffins Pond feral geese and heard
that they had been there for the past two days. Offshore he saw one Red-throated Diver and may have seen
a Greenhank flying up the Meon.
SAT 15 DEC
Five Whooper Swans flew over Hayling Island today and happened to go low over Tim Lawman's home allowing
him to claim them confidently. Whooper Swans are rare enough in Hampshire for this sighting to be probably
the only sighting in the whole county this year, and I see the species is not listed at all in Pete Durnell's
'Wildlife of Hayling' though birds have been recorded in Langstone Harbour.
Tim lives on the west side of the island, and it was over on the east side at Tournerbury Marsh that Brian Fellows
today had a very unexpected sighting of seven Barnacle Geese which were almost certainly new arrivals from
Europe driven from the continent, along with the large number of Whitefront Geese being reported all along
the south coast, by the cold weather. These were probably birds that breed on the Siberian coast and
normally winter along the north European coast but have been driven from, perhaps, Germany by freezing
water. Thanks to Will Walmsley (see Dec 16) we know that the Baffins Pond birds were at Titchfield Haven
today, and there is no reason to believe that the huge flock on the Isle if Wight have changed their sedentary
habits. There was nothing else as dramatic in Brian's WeBS count for south east Hayling today - there were
688 Brent and 43 Shelduck but most of the 22 species of wildfowl and waders which he recorded were in
pretty low numbers.
At Cams Bay on Fareham Creek today Trevor Carpenter found that his recent record count of 190 Golden Plover
had been soundly beaten with a flock of 251 present today. The Little Grebe flock had dropped to only 11
birds visible today, but there was a Kingfisher present plus 7 Goldeneye and one Grey Plover that stood out
from the others by retaining most of its summer plumage. Another good bird to cheer up a chilly day was a
Great Grey Shrike seen in the New Forest by David Holland.
At Eastleigh Lakeside Park 23 Greylag Geese had moved in this morning with 13 Greylag x Canada Goose
hybrids and 5 pure Canadas, and along the Portsmouth/Southsea shore Ed Griffiths saw a lone Sanderling
feeding at the tide's edge opposite the Esplanade Gardens road at the far easter end of the seafront road.
This is close to the spot where a large high tide roost of Ringed Plover and Dunlin often settles invisibly in the
shingle, and I seem to remember that Sanderling can sometimes be found among this roost.
I remain puzzled as to how it is that in successive winters a small flock of Little Sint remains at Snow Hill Marsh,
West Wittering, when all the others have long departed. Today the flock numbered 15 birds, with a
Greenshank in the same area and a Black Brant feeding with many Brent in a field by the entrance to the big
East Head carpark. Another Brant was at the Pagham North Walls with a Pale-bellied Brent and 13
Whitefronts, while another 12 Whitefronts and 3 Bewick's Swans were seen on the Henfield Levels up the
River Adur from Shoreham. On the same river there were six Common Sandpiper at Beeding and at Selsey
Bill a Red-necked Grebe and a Velvet Scoter were seen today. Nearer to Hampshire there was a Hen Harrier
at Chilgrove in the West Dean Woods near the Chichester to South Harting road, while in the far east of
Sussex up to six Snow Bunting have been at Rye for several days and 27 Egrets are still using the Rye
Harbour night roost.

Yesterday Jason Crook and Barry Collins watched a gaggle of 13 Whitefront Geese fly over Emsworth Harbour
towards Langstone Mill Pond, where they turned inland towards Havant.
It so happened that Tony Gutteridge today visited the Warblington Farm fields, past which the geese must have
flown, but he was not lucky enough to add this extra species to the list seen on or from this long running CBC
Plot which Tony started monitoring in 1977. Tony did find 9 Snipe and a Curlew back in the marshy SSSI field
near the cemetery, plus 27 Skylark and 25 Stock Dove in the maize stubble field that is currently attracting
many birds. While he was watching this field a Fox walked right across the middle of it, braving a loudly
jeering crowd of Rooks and Jackdaws while the Crows preferred to use a silent menace, flying low towards
the fox and perching on maize stalks just feet away from the fox. The fox brazened it out, but made no
attempt to attack any of the birds.
Another set of late news items comes from Sussex for Dec 13 when an adult winter Little Gull was at Warnham
Mill Pond, far inland at Horsham. Down at the coast at Shoreham there were 5 Purple Sandpiper, 100
Kittiwake, 40 Razorbill and 15 Guillemot, with 7 Shag, 1 Arctic Skua and 5 Red-throated Divers.
FRI 14 DEC
Phil Lord today found 5 Brambling feeding under alders at Saddlers Mill on the Test where it runs past the
western fringe of Romsey, adding to the number further upstream in the Fishlake Meadows where David
Thelwell has seen seven of them recently. Of course these could be the same birds, but Phil makes the point
that failure of the Beechmast crop in Britain this year will force what Brambling there are in the country to seek
what food they can in unusual places so it is worth keeping out eyes open and searching any Chaffinch flocks
that we come across. Another of today’s HOSLISTmessages is from Doug Marks who reports his first winter
Blackcap (yet again a male) in his garden, but unfortunately he does not say which part of the county he lives
in.
At Titchfield Haven today Richard Carpenter found a Dartford Warbler in the gorse along the southern fringe of
the reserve – a regular place for these birds, but I think this is the first report of one there this winter. In the
reserve he also saw a Kingfisher and two Chiffchaff, and tells me that there are now 40 Shoveler and 80
Wigeon present with at least 200 Teal, and that the Bittern was seen twice today. (He does not mention
geese, but as Brian Fellows could not find the ‘Baffins Gang’ in Portsmouth on Tuesday they are probably
somewhere on the reserve with around 300 Canada Geese). In his nearby garden in Hill Head Richard saw
the first Reed Bunting of the winter, making him wonder if they are already short of food on the reserve.
Possibly also driven by frost and lack of food elsewhere were a pair of Mandarin which turned up in a neighbour’s
garden within a stone’s throw of John Shillitoe’s home in the Hundred Acres area just east of Wickham in the
Meon Valley. It seems that they were found by Trevor Carpenter when he was searching for Woodlark in that
area, and he kindly told John to look over his garden fence to see them! John did find some birds for himself
today by walking across the fields south of Newtown between the West Walk woods and Denmead – in these
damp meadows where Lapwing still breed in the spring Snipe have once more returned for the winter
enabling John to see up to nineteen of them from public paths.
Brian Fellows was in Havant today and adds evidence to my theory that you are as likely to see a Grey Wagtail
in the centre of the town as by a stream. Brian saw one in a town carpark quite near the railway station,
though it was in a dry stream channel rather than on the roof of a building where I often see or hear them. In
the past this dry channel was sometimes a roaring torrent as it is part of the course of the Lavant stream
coming down from Idsworth via the corner of Stansted Forest at Rowlands Castle, but the people of Havant
years ago got fed up with having North Street under water in winter months, and diverted this stream at a point
further north in Leigh Park to go through large underground pipes into the Hermitage Stream at Stockheath.
Nowadays this channel in Havant carries only local run off water and is safely piped under North Street to
emerge again along the south side of Havant Park. Earlier in the day Brian was in the Hollybank Woods north
of Emsworth and heard from a dog walker that a local falconer has been regularly exercising his bird in the
west end of the woods with the not unexpected effect of driving some of the local wild birds away.
Walking along the Langstone South Moors shore today I was thinking that I have not seen a single Green
Sandpiper there so far this winter, and looking upstream from the entrance to the Bedhampton Water Works
to the part of the Hermitage Stream which is another of their favourite haunts I could not see one there, but as
I was walking away from this spot one flew in noisily and went down to the stream – perhaps with many inland
waters now freezing up we will see a few more along the coast from now on. There were few birds of interest
seen during my walk but I did have a lone Chiffchaff near Budds Farm (it was by the Brockhampton stream
above the ‘waterfall’ where the old mill wheel once was) and saw three Shoveler newly back on the Budds
Farm pools (around 100 Teal there, but only 5 Pochard and 10 Tufted Duck).
THU 13 DEC
Eight European Whitefront Geese were in the main marsh at Farlington Marshes at 11:45 this morning when
Jason Crook first saw them, but just two hours later they took off and flew north west over Portsdown. It
seems that there were two pairs of adults with their young, one pair having three and the other one juvenile.
Jason also tells us that the juvenile Long-tailed Duck is still present at the Deeps, there are four Pale Bellied

Brent on the marshes, and he comments on Trevor Carpenter’s sighting of 5 Little Grebe under the M275
bridge over the entrance to Tipner Lake on Tuesday (Dec 11) – Jason says he was making a low tide count of
that area on that day and recorded 14 Little Grebe there (no doubt driven together by the falling water – they
may have been more dispersed when Trevor was there but at the best of times Little Grebe can be difficult to
spot when e.g. resting around the pillars of the bridge on the side away from you, or lurking among seaweed
at the water’s edge)
Thanks to Derek Hale who has passed me a copy of info from the Birdguides website about the find in Scotland
of a bird never before recorded in the British Isles. This is a Snowy Egret which is an American bird that has
previously only been found on this side of the Atlantic in Iceland and the Azores. It was discovered some 9
days ago at a place just south of Oban and was still there today. It seems that the bird is quite happy to come
within 20 metres of massed observers but as it looks almost identical to a Little Egret you need a close look to
be sure of its identity - the crucial point being the presence of a yellow ‘noseband’ at the base of the otherwise
black bill. In a Little Egret this ‘noseband’ area is normally blue grey and shows no great contrast to the black
bill, though it does become pinkish when the Little Egret is in breeding condition, but it is never the yellow
colour of a Snowy Egret. The only other distinguishing feature of the Snowy Egret is that the yellow of the
Little Egret’s feet extends by a variable amount up the back of the legs of a Snowy Egret, but as the bird in
Scotland is thought to be a first winter this feature does not seem to apply. One reason why Derek sent me
this info is that he was recently in touch with me about a claim made to him by a Gosport birder who insisted
that he had seen a Snowy Egret in a part of Portsmouth Harbour called the ‘mum flats’ (possibly the area
south of Forton Lake off Mumby Road?). Unfortunately the description supplied mentioned various points
relevant to a Little Egret but did not mention any yellow on the bill or hind legs, and as he did not seem to be
aware that there were Little Egrets to be seen in Portsmouth Harbour I had to assume it was the common bird
that he had seen, not the ‘first for Britain’ rarity, but who knows? As Birdguides says, now that the possibility
of a Snowy Egret in Britain is accepted there will no doubt be other sightings before long.
A less dramatic but still very unusual sighting reported in Birdguides today (and passed on by Moira Doherty) is
of three Brent geese seen on one of the many lakes that run up the Blackwater Valley along the east side of
Aldershot and Farnborough – this one being on the Surrey side of the border in Frimley. This is only the
second time that I have heard of Brent inland (the first was a sighting made by Trevor Carpenter in Nov 1998
when he looked out of the fifth floor window of the office block in which he was then working in the White City
area of London and saw two fly past), but a glance at Birds of Hampshire shows that there are one or two
inland sightings in most years, probably indicating both a cross-country flyway on migration and a tendency of
some birds to explore up river valleys and land at places like Ibsley on the Avon. Perhaps these birds had
come up the Thames?
More homely news comes from Brian Fellows who today had the excitement of a female Sparrowhawk taking a
Greenfinch in his garden. This news came with a belated account of his Tuesday visit to Portsmouth sites
during which he found the small flock of Sanderling once more feeding on the concrete apron at the foot of the
sea wall below Southsea Castle – there were 14 today compared to counts of 12 and 15 on the two previous
visits. At Baffins Pond the Barnacles, Snow Goose and hybrd Bar-Head wre nowhere to be seen so
presumably back at Titchfield Haven, but the big flock Shoveler were back (at least 72 present). Other counts
were of 40 Tufted Duck, 114 Mallard and 20 Canada Geese.
I counted twelve Blackbirds eating fallen apples under one tree in my garden today – on many recent days I have
not seen any and four is usually the best count if they do turn up. Also in the garden a couple of Goldcrest
were unexpected, whereas the male Blackcap is almost expected for about 30 seconds around 1pm on sunny
days when it sits briefly enjoying the warm sun in a shrub near the bird table – where he comes from where he
goes to remains a mystery, maybe he just hides in dense cover close by, or maybe our garden is just one of
many stopping off places on a tour of the neighbourhood which takes him much of the day to complete.
WED 12 DEC
Barrie Roberts is the first person, to my knowledge, to have seen a female Blackcap in Hampshire this winter.
After a dozen or more reports of male Blackcaps he found a female (with a male) enjoying Holly berries in his
North Baddesley garden (just north of Southampton in the Romsey area), while to the west of Romsey Doug
Munts was pleased to find a smart male Brambling in his garden at Wellow. On the subject of Brambling
David Thelwell tells us that numbers of them are increasing in the Romsey area where a growing flock of
(currently) around 100 Chaffinch in the Fishlake Meadows has 7 Brambling in it.
Lee Marshall was in the Alver Valley before 7am this morning and counted more than 236 Magpies leaving the
roost, by far the highest count for this roost (144 there in Nov 1999 and 130 on Nov 22 this year) but not quite
reaching the county record of 277 at Fleet Pond in Dec 1987. A less dramatic roost of Pied Wagtail also exists
in the valley with around 128 birds seen by Lee yesterday (I would be interested to hear from anyone who can
confirm that Wagtails still use the Budds Farm sewage works here in Havant as a night roost – I see plenty of
them heading that way over my house at dusk and hear them going north east in the early morning if I am in
the garden before it is light enough to see them). Other birds in the Alver valley yesterday and today were a

few Siskin and Redpoll with Nuthatch, Treecreeper, Bullfinch and Reed Bunting (all in ones and twos except
for perhaps half a dozen Redpoll), with single Kingfisher and Sparrowhawk sightings and a dozen or more
Redwing.
At Selsey Bill this morning the Red-throated Diver are still numerous – 28 seen according to the SOS website,
along with two Great Northern Divers, 2 Red-necked Grebe and 10 Shags plus 8 Scoter, 2 Med Gulls and a
Marsh Harrier – the latter was reported as coming in off the sea but there is no indication as tho whether the
others were static or passing. In Pagham Harbour the Egret roost was reported to have 46 birds (there had
been just over 70 there in Sept and 53 in October). Other news from Pagham comes from Lawrence
Holloway’s diary, telling us that the single Whimbrel is still present with at least 6 Avocet and 100 Knot plus
masses of Brent (1500 in the fields behind the Ferry Pool and another 1000 in the harbour), and large but
unspecified numbers of Wigeon and Pintail. Two Water Rail were quarrelling loudly as Lawrence passed
them and, despite much of the ponds being frozen, two Mallard were mating.
Other news on the SOS website today is of 9 Whitefront Geese and 1 Red-throated Diver at Rye, up to 400 Auks
off Splash Point at Bexhill (where Fulmar are now seen regularly), and of a Chiffchaff singing in Brighton.
Late news for Dec 4 comes from Puckpool near Ryde on the Isle of Wight where a Great Northern Diver came
close in to the seawall and a redhead Goosander was seen briefly.
Cycling to Hayling this morning I found 90 Shelduck and 25 Merganser in the Oysterbeds but saw relatively little
else other than Brent - quite a few on the water and a cloud of perhaps 400 over the north Hayling fields
where I suspect they were about to land. Further south along the coastal path a flock of 80 to 100 Linnets took
off from a rape field which looked as if it was not harvested very thoroughly (if at all) and a female
Sparrowhawk drifted east over the built up area (earlier I had seen the Kestrel at Stoke Common near the
Oysterbeds apparently chasing a Crow rather than vice versa). Coming back through Langstone there were
at least 7 Egrets at Wade Court waiting on the trees for the tide to fall, and a Mistle Thrush was singing loudly
from nearby trees (Song Thrush and Blue Tit singing not far away). Back in my own garden eight Blackbirds
had moved in yesterday to feed on fallen apples and they were back again today though I did not see the male
Blackcap which was there yesterday. I see from Lawrence Holloway’s diary that he too has 8 newly arrived
Blackbirds feeding on his patio (at Aldwick in Bognot), along with up to 15 Goldfinch which thank him for their
food by singing from an ornamental apple tree.
TUE 11 DEC
Ian Calderwood today found a single Brant with 292 Brent in Frater Lake (below the Heronry/Egretry in Elson
Wood within the MoD Defence Munitions site at Gosport), and also today Trevor Carpenter watched a lone
Pale Bellied Brent in the Cams Bay area before it moved across Fareham Creek to the Fleetlands area. The
Golden Plover numbers here had dropped back to 95 from the record 190 present on Dec 6, and on the water
a lone male Pintail had turned up (possibly the same loner seen there last winter). Following his find of 36
Little Grebe in Cams Bay on Dec 9 Trevor today checked out the Tipner Lake area in Portsmouth, finding 5
more under the M275 bridge and another three in the west end of Hilsea Moat by the Lido. If he wants to see
more of them in Portsmouth Harbour I suspect that there will be a few in the bay at the mouth of Frater Lake,
but to see that involves a lengthy walk up the shore in front of the MoD site, starting from the open shore at the
end of Frater Lane, and it is possible that the MoD police might question strangers seen there.
A Red-throated Diver on a lagoon just north of Hurst Castle was giving views down to 20 yards when Mike Rafter
went out along the spit today, and another three Red-throats were on the sea. Mike’s other good birds were
three Goldeneye, a Guillemot, 20 Merganser and a Merlin, but the best bird was a male Snow Bunting near
the wooden footbridge (which I think is at the landward end of the spit). I seem to remember that there was a
long staying Snow Bunting in this same area last winter and if so I hope this one stays on and is as tame as
they normally are. Simon Ingram was at Eastleigh Lakeside park as usual this morning and reports 69
Lapwing and 29 Golden Plover in the area, plus at least two each of Siskin and Redpoll in the trees as well as
the now established Goosander on the water with a Great Crested Grebe.
Ed Griffiths writes to tell me that there are more Stonechat than usual in the Buckinghamshire area (also lots of
them in Hertfordshire and Berkshire) and wonders if there is a shortage of them here along the coast. I think
the answer to that is no, but I have noticed that reports of them in Hampshire are by no means restricted to the
coast – perhaps that will change after a few hard frosts. Traditional Stonechat are supposed to have a mainly
coastal distribution, but maybe that is changing as their numbers increase – the results of the BTO Breeding
Bird survey in the latest BTO News shows Stonechat with by far the biggest increase (114%) of all the species
listed over the period 1994 to 2000. Next to Stonechat came Goldcrest with an 87% increase (to be
compared with the decreases for Bullfinch (-25%) and Corn Bunting (-35%) ).
Robert Watson visited the Havant area last Saturday (Dec 8) and saw a Common Sandpiper by the Hermitage
Stream (seen from the Harts Farm Way road bridge. At the Oysterbeds he saw two Kingfishers and out on
the water two Common Scoter, and looking from the Langstone pond shore he thought he could see a
Long-tailed Duck over by Northney marina.

MON 10 DEC
Reports of large flock of Great Blackback Gulls at Brownwich near Titchfield Haven, and at Northney Marina on
Hayling, in the last few days, rather earlier in the winter than expected, were perhaps no flook as today
Lawrence Holloway found around 200 in Pagham Harbour where they had at least 3 Yellow-legged Gulls
among them – though perhaps we should discount these as new arrivals as almost identical numbers of both
species were at Pagham on Oct 26. Also at Pagham today there were at least 5 Avocet, 150 Knot, 2
Stonechat and a Dartford Warbler, not to mention the mass of wildfowl (Brent, Wigeon. Teal and Pintail in
particular).
Richard Carpenter was out on the shore between Titchfield Haven and the mouth of the Hamble today and found
a marginal increase in the flock of Great Crested Grebe on the sea to 14 birds with 7 Common Scoter. On
fields were 218 Lapwing and 10 Golden Plover while Brownwich Pond had 11 Tufted Duck, one Pochard and
a Grey Wagtail. At Hook there were 670 Brent, 311 Teal and 84 Wigeon plus 10 Shoveler and 40 Curlew. The
Little Owl that is regularly seen at Beam Cottage in the Hook Park area had today acquired a mate (or at any
rate two owls were seen).
A male Blackcap was back in my garden in the midday sun today, and at dusk I heard a brief burst of Dunnock
song in Mill Lane at Langstone before reaching the Wade Court Egret roost where I counted 39 Egrets in a
brief check, and am sure the total for the night would have been well over 40 with those that had arrived
before me and others not arriving until after I left. While by Langstone pond I thought I heard a brief burst of
Cetti’s Warbler song, but cannot swear that one was there. Going back to the Egrets I found three at the start
of my walk in streams where they would normally be reluctant to show themselves for fear of closeness to
humans – but hunger soon overcomes such worries. One was in the cress bed by the Dolphin Pub with ten
yards of the busy Park Road South bringing the A27 traffic into Havant, the second was in the Brockhampton
Stream by the site of the old cornmill waterfall alongside the Wayfarer’s Way path, and the third was in the
Langbrook Stream only just south of the A27 and again within feet of a well used footpath.
It seems that the chances of seeing Brambling in Hampshire this winter are going up. Following several sightings
in nearby West Sussex and a dozen in the Lymington area recently a flock of 20 was seen yesterday in the
area of Eversley Gravel Pits near the Hampshire border with Berkshire. They were reported by Martin Pitt
who had gone there to see a Green-winged Teal (which he did). John Clark was also in that area yesterday,
visiting the Moor Green Lakes (which I think are on the Berkshire side of the River Blackwater, near Moor
Green Farm, with the Eversley Gravel Pits on the Hampshire side – I guess I may be able to remove my
ignorance of the geography of this area which I have never visited by going to a highly recommended new
website, http://www.sandplover.freeserve.co.uk/default.htm, recently set up by Mike Wall to report on birding
in the north of Hampshire. While there John noted 460 Wigeon and 10 Goosander (a small count compared
to the 80+ that can be expected to roost there nightly in January) and found more than 250 Redpoll feeding in
birches in Wellington Country Park. Later he went south west down the A33 towards Basingstoke, stopping
off at Lilly Mill farm by the River Lodden in the Sherfield on Lodden area where a big flock of 120+ Linnets
were to be seen along with even bigger numbers of Redwing and Fieldfare (150+ of each).
Also on Sunday Will Walmsley and a friend spent the day in his garden at Shedfield (near Wickham in the Meon
Valley) seeing how many species they could record without leaving the garden and coming up with a very
creditable list of 36 including Marsh Tit, Redwing, Fieldfare and Grey Wagtail. The two most interesting birds
were not included as there was perhaps some doubt about their identity – first was a Lesser Spotted
Wodpecker ‘heard only’ (was the bird already uttering its spring ‘pee-pee-pee’ or just the fainter version of the
Great Spot’s ‘Chik’ call – something I have never felt confident in recognising?), and second there was what
must have been a roding Woodcock seen only as a silhouette against the dark sky (Will was dubious as he
was not certain if Woodcock made their roding flights before the late spring, but I have it on the authority of
Richard Williamson –the famous now retired warden of Kingley Vale – that they regularly start roding in
January, and this winter most creatures think we are already well into spring!)
An interesting bit of bird behaviour was observed in Pagham Harbour on Saturday (Dec 8) by Graham Osborne
who found one Kingfisher seeming very concerned about the plight of another that was floundering in the wet
mud as if injured. This went on for at least a minute after Graham first saw them then the ‘undamaged’ bird
flew off. The ‘injured’ bird pulled itself together and after another 30 seconds flew off as if nothing had
happened. I hope someone can explain this behaviour as the only ideas that occur to me are unlikely to be
true – my guesses are (1) that the bird was a female thinking a mud bath would improve its beauty, (2) that it
had dropped its catch and was determined to retrieve it from the wet mud, or (3) that it was a youngster that
was still learning to fish and had been fooled by the reflection into thinking the mud was water and had dived
into it to catch a wriggling ragworm or whatever. Other birds seen by Graham included a female Goldeneye
which has not featurered in Lawrence Holloway’s recent reports.
PLANTS:

SAT 15 DEC
The Havant Wildlife Group were on the west shore of Langstone Harbour today, looking at Baffins Pond and then
making their way via the Great Salterns lake to the Milton Common area. Close to the Eastern Road, where
there have been ongoing roadworks for some time, much of the ground near the road has been 'disturbed'
resulting in an outburst of plant growth, much of which is now in flower. In telling me about this Gwynne
Johnson gave me a species count which I think was 43 but I totally forgot to write it down when she started
telling me of the plants seen, starting with a large crop of Weasels Snout (Misopates orontium) and continuing
with Common Fumitory, Annual Wallrocket, Black Horehound and Black Medick. What was almost certainly
Guernsey Fleabane was in flower along with probably the rarest plant of the day and the most unexpected at
this time of year - Round-leaved Cranesbill. This is not the full list of interesting plants seen, nor where they all
on the ground disturbed by the roadworks, but it provides a good incentive to check out this area in the next
few days even if only to see the flourishing Meadow Buttercup which they found.
FRI 14 DEC
Earlier this year I think I mentioned, when passing on a report from Brian Fellows of the Maidenhair Spleenwort
growing from a wall at the north end of Bath Road in Emsworth, that that was the only location that I knew of
in the Havant area for this fairly common wall fern. Today I was reminded that there is just one other site for
it, very close to the road name board of Ranelagh Road at its east end where it meets Brockhampton Road
here in Havant. There are only two small clumps of the fern right at the top of the wall which is otherwise bare
of any plant life.
THU 13 DEC
Annual Mercury is one of the commoner plants to be seen in flower at this time of year, and today Brian Fellows
gave me a clue as to why this – he says that the flowers are pollinated by small midges, probably of the type
which seem to appear from nowhere and fill the air on the occasional winter days when the wind drops and
the sun shines. Brian’s remarks prompt me to have a closer look at those plants of Annual Mercury which
appear to be barren – I see that the female flowers of Annual Mercury are stalkless, unlike the stalked flowers
of female Dog’s Mercury which are relatively easy to spot, and so it is probable that the seemingly barren
plants are in fact the females.
MON 10 DEC
A brief afternoon walk to the mouth of the Hermitage Stream and back to my home in central Havant today gave
me 35 flowering plants to start this week’s list, among them three that were unexpected. The first was Spotted
Medick, a mass of flowers on a plant which had grown up through a bramble bush, no doubt delaying its
growth but also giving it shelter and bringing the flowers nearly a metre off the ground. The second was
Common Figwort – just one lovely red flower among a cluster of stems carrying seeds or dead-heads. The
third was Stone Parsley, just one plant carrying tiny white flowers. Also unusual, but on a plant which has
been flowering for some time near Budds Farm, was Hemlock, and another plant in this category was
Perforate St John’s Wort. Before starting my walk I had been told of freshly open Hazel catkins on Portsdown
Hill but not having seen them for myself I do not know if they were fully open or just extended yellow catkins.
Brian Fellows’ weekly report from Brook Meadow at Emsworth tells me that Meadow Sweet was still flowering
there during the week.
INSECTS:

SAT 15 DEC
It seems as if the supply of Red Admiral sightings has at last run out, with Dec 12 being the last day on which one
was seen, but a message from Graham Roberts today adds one sighting for Dec 9, for which I have no other
reports, and this gives us a run of sightings on every day from Dec 8 to Dec 12.
FRI 14 DEC
I am sure everyone who knows Theo Roberts will join me in wishing him a speedy recovery from a recent minor
operation in the St Mary’s Hospital in Portsmouth. I only learnt of this today in a Christmas card from Theo
which tells me that from the ward window he was able to add yet another Red Admiral sighting to the list
already published for Dec 8, making a total of ten sightings on that one December day. In addition both male
and female Sparrowhawks paid him a fleeting but welcome hopital visit.
THU 13 DEC
Rob Edmunds saw his first Winter Moth of the season today after his wife came home and told him that there
was a moth on the windcreen of her car. Rob went off to the garage to have a look and there it was! Rob has
already found a December Moth in November, and Lee Marshall found his first November Moth in October,
but this is the first Winter Moth that I have heard of. I believe it is responsible for most of those grubs found
when eating apples off garden trees which have not been properly protected against the flightless female of
this species.
WED 12 DEC
Ken Hearne saw today’s Red Admiral in his garden at Worthing.

TUE 11 DEC
News today of yet another Red Admiral seen yesterday in the Hamble area by a someone signing himself just
‘Dave’
MON 10 DEC
Sightings of Red Admirals continue to pour in – today Trevor Carpenter had one at Wickham Common in the
MeonValley, and I now know of six more that were seen last Saturday (Dec 8) – 2 in Andrew Brookes’garden
at Portchester, 2 in Rupert Broadway’s Winchester garden, 1 more seen by Rupert appropriately on a
Christmas Tree at Sparsholt and 1 in the Sholing area of Southampton seen by Ian Watts. Surprisingly none
have been reported for Sunday.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
TUE 11 DEC
One of those bits of miscellaneous information which I had forgotten was brought back to my memory today by a
message on HOSLIST answering a plea for help with pointers to the differences between Roe and Fallow
Deer. Not that it will help you to distinguish one from the other, but it could save you from embarrassment in
the company of deer enthusiasts, I was reminded that the young of Fallow are known as Fawns but those of
Roe are Kids (like goats).
MON 10 DEC
Water voles are notorious nibblers of green vegetation, not quite as perpetual eaters as some shrews which die
if they do not get a meal every twenty minutes or so, but nevertheless a report of one being seen in Peter
Pond at Emsworth last week raises the question in my mind of how these creatures survive hard winters when
the vegetation all seems to be dead and the water freezes over. I presume they burrow for roots, which
reminds me that I believe Brian Fellows told us earlier this year that they can eat the roots of Hemlock Water
Dropwort which is said to be the most poisonous plant in Britain (and which can I think be fatal to cows).
Presumably the voles secrete some antidote to the poison into their digestive system?
BIRDS:

WEEK 49 DEC 3 - 9

SUN 09 DEC
The SOS website today carries a report from Richard Ives that 50 Red-throated Divers and a Sandwich Tern
were seen at Selsey Bill today and from the other end of the county there is news of a family of Whitefront
Geese (pair with one young) newly arrived at Pett Level (between Hastings and Rye) but with no claim as to
their origin. Here in Hampshire Phil Lord was at Hurst and saw 5 Red-throated Diver (plus two unidentified
Diver species and one Great Northern) and he also had one Sandwich Tern, so it is possible that these were
some of the birds passing Selsey. More interestingly a Purple Sandpiper went west past Hurst – I believe this
is the first Hampshire bird this winter and wonder if there will be one at Southsea for Brian Fellows next
Tuesday? On the sea east of Hust spit there were 15 Eider and a Guillemot
While Lee Marshall was at Titchfield Haven today he found something that will also interest Brian Fellows – the
Baffins Pond geese had returned to Titchfield and were with some 250 Canada Geese. Much more exciting
was the sight of a Bittern in flight for a full 500 yards and a flock of 26 or 28 Water Pipit with just 6 Meadow
Pipit, confirming his interrupted sighting of this flock back on Dec 2 when they flew off before he could count
more than 16 Water Pipit but thought there might be up to 30. Only 1 Fieldfare could be found but Lee
estimated 450 Wigeon were present with more than 50 Shoveler but few Teal. Offshore were 13 Great
Crested Grebe and one Red-throated Diver went west. Earlier Lee had seen 20+ Common Scoter off Stokes
Bay where there were 400+ Brent, and in the Alver Valley he saw a Kingfisher and 7 Redwing (plus a
Treecreeper and a Bullfinch), and heard three Cetti’s Warblers. Also today he found 160 Lapwing on the HMS
Sultan fields at Gosport and counted 71 Skylark in fields south of Fareham behind HMS Collingwood.
Another of Lee Marshall’s sightings was of the redhead Goosander still present in Anglesea Lake (the dammed
westmost section of the Haslar/Stoke Lake complex which runs west from the mouth of Portsmouth
Harbour). At the east end of this creek there were 15 Little Grebe in Haslar Lake (I’m not sure if Lee had the
time to go into Gosport Park and look in Stoke Lake opposite the mouth of Workhouse Lake – in past years
this was a favoured location of a winter Little Grebe flock that could be seen under the lee of MoD buildings on
the south side of the lakes and there could have been more there). Trevor Carpenter comments that there is
currently a flock of 36 in Cams Bay at the mouth of Fareham Creek and I suspect there are more further up
that Creek and elsewhere in the harbour - certainly in the entrance to Tipner Lake where at least half a dozen
can always be found under the M275 road bridge.
Other miscellaneous items for today include a flock of 23 Redwing and 5 Fieldfare in the Alton area, the first
Blackcap (a male,of course) back in Stephen Harvey’s garden at Chandlers Ford, the presence of both the
Goosander and the (recently missing) Dartford Warbler at the Eastleigh Lakeside Park, confirmation from
Jason Crook that the juvenile Long-tailed Duck is still on the Farlington Deeps, and one of the best of

sightings in winter sunshine – a pair of Bullfinch showing well when seen by John Goodspeed at Fort
Purbrook on Portsdown.
It more than three weeks since I looked out of my dining room window and saw a male Blackcap in the garden as
I was having lunch, but today – again during lunch – I saw what may well have been the same bird in the same
place, enjoying a few minutes sunshine before returning to its winter hideout (possibly in my own garden) from
which it will emerge for the miniimum time to get some food and drink each day, usually at a time when I am
not looking! I still have not seen or heard of a female being seen this winter ... After lunch I cycled to north
Hayling, seeing a flock of around 100 Golden Plover roosting on the sunny side of the saltings just off
Langstone Mill. The only other bird of interest on Hayling was a Kestrel hovering over the ‘brickfield’ by the
Oysterbeds in dim light after sunset, but having to give up and go to bed hungry. Back at Langstone I could
see no Egrets on the roost trees, but then spotted 27 of them in a new place on the topmost branches of a
large Poplar a little downstream from the regular roost. At least three more flew in while I was watching them
but as the birds began to leave these high branches and fly down to the normal roost it was impossible to
separate them from potential new arrivals so I did not wait for further arrivals. Maybe a fox had deterred the
first comers from going straight to roost – the birds were certainly wary of approaching it.
SAT 08 DEC
The item of Sussex news which caught my eye today came from the Stapleash Farm area of the West Dean
Woods near the Chichester to South Harting road. Up to 30 Brambling and over 100 Fieldfare were seen
there today, along with a flock of over 30 Yellowhammer and other birds. Another news item comes from
Climping at the mouth of the River Arun where 23 Grey Partridge were seen along with a substantial flock of
around 350 Brent having 15% juveniles in it. Offshore another Red-throated Diver went by ... Much further
from Havant I see that a totally white Blackbird is providing interest in gardens near Lewes.
In Bognor Lawrence Holloway had his first strong Song Thrush song in his garden, but more surprisingly, when
he was up at 6am yesterday morning (Dec 7) a Blackbird was singing at length (no doubt a street light was
keeping it from sleeping). Less unuual but very uncommon at this time of year was a Chaffinch practising it’s
song at Pagham Harbour on Thursday (Dec 6) – Chaffinches do occasionally sing in winter, but in my
experience they never start regular song until the end of January.
The Havant Wildlife Group were at Fishbourne Channel close to Chichester today and Heather Mills tells me
they recorded a list of 43 birds including one Redwing and a pair of Stonechat. Jim Berry gives me other
details of the birds which included up to 60 Pintail (an exceptionally large flock here I think) and 200 – 300
Lapwing. Jim particularly remarked on a ‘spring’ of around 30 Teal which wheeled at high speed in the air as
if they were Dunlin – possibly they had just had a fright a their behaviour sounds very similar to the much
larger flock of around 150 Teal that shot out of the Wade Court south pony field this morning when the girls
from the Pook Lane stables went into the field to collect the ponies – you’ll see in my comments below that I
thought a Peregrine was chasing them and they were outflying it!
Mike Collins was at the Northney Marina on Hayling this morning and was surprised to find a flock of up to 108
Great Blackback gulls on the shore. Both this and Richard Carpenter’s flock of 95 seen off Brownwich
yesterday are I think unusual (at least until hard weather sets in – I remember once seeing a flock of around
400 over the Paulsgrove rubbish tip in a cold January). Mention of the rubbish tip makes me wonder if these
sightings are related to the falconer’s activities at that tip – maybe we have a displaced flock of Blackbacks
frightened off the tip and casting about to the west and east to find an alternative, though the birds at Northney
might be asociated with the Soutleigh Forest tip (it may now be worth checking the fields that form an arc
around the southwest periphery of the forest – from Southleigh Farm to the Whicher’s Gate bridge – where big
flock rest up by day when not feeding on the tip). Mike went on to the Hayling Oysterbeds and found a
Kingfisher and one Goosander there, later seeing another Kingfisher near the Langstone West Mill
(Langbrook stream) and the hybrid Ferruginous Duck on the Budds Farm pools
Tony Hale went to Hurst Castle todayand reports something that reminds me of Richard Hallett’s recent sighting
at Sinah Lake on Hayling of a raptor (which he was pretty certain was a Buzzard) with a Black-headed Gull
held down under its talons. Today Tony saw a Short-eared Owl devouring a Black-headed Gull ... A couple
of other Hampshire sightings today are of a Firecrest in Lordswood at Southampton, and another sighting of
a Lesser Spotted Woodpecker at Woolmer Pond in East Hants.
The SOS website today describes a typical piece of opportunistic behaviour by Little Egrets, five of which had
found that the Environment Agency were dredging the Royal Military canal across, presumably, the Romney
Marshes in Kent and had decided that this was an ideal way of getting food for free as the dredger distrubed
all the small marine creatures. Near Worthing another Egret was seen in a cabbage field near Goring railway
station but I have not yet worked out why it was there.
My garden Song Thrush was singing strongly at first light this morning, and I later heard three more different
thrushes singing as I cycled down the Havant section of the Hayling Bill trail to Langstone where I was to carry
out a low tide count of shore birds along the stretch from Langstone Bridge to Emsworth Mill pond. There

were fewer birds to count than I had expected (no Knot, no Golden Plover, and not even a Dunlin to be seen)
but I did have a surprise when I was on the seawall by Langstone Pond and suddenly found some 150 Teal
shooting out over the harbour from the pony field north of the pond (far more than I would have expected to
find round the shallow pool in that field). I looked in vain for the local Peregrine before realising that the field
had just been invaded by a gang of girls collecting the ponies to take them to the nearby Pook Lane stables.
These were by no means the only Teal around – it seemed that a large influx of them had just occurred. The
other bonus was a sight of 8 Ringed Plover in a place where I see them occasionally – these were the first
there this winter to my knoowledge.
Miscellaneous news of yesterday’s sightings includes one of 20 Fieldfare and a Treecreeper seen by John
Goodspeed between Denmead and Southwick (John also reports both Song Thrush and Tawny Owl as now
regular in his garden on Portsdown), and a flock of 15 or more Siskin seen by Simon Ingram at the Eastleigh
Lakeside Park with two Snipe and now established Goosander. Over in Dorset Mike Bramwell found a roost
of over 200 Pied Wagtail at Sainsbury’s in Ferndown and at Pagham Harbour Lawrence Holloway watched
many corvids, principally Jackdaws, heading north east over the harbour at dusk – could they have been
intending to fly up to 20km to the big Corvid roost on the north slope of the Downs above Seaford College near
Duncton? Lawrence spent a full day at Pagham on Thursday (Dec 6) and found the Whimbrel still present,
probably seven Avocet still there, 9 Slavonian Grebe on the sea and more than 74 Knot in the harbour – with
masses of wildfowl and Golden Plover.
FRI 07 DEC
Richard Carpenter was at Titchfield Haven today and heard reports of a Swallow seen by others (presumably
today – does that mean that the Swallow which Trevor Carpenter saw a mile or so north on Wednesday (Dec
5) is intending to stay the winter? Or that a queue of Swallows are still coming down the Meon Valley?). Other
‘summer birds’ seen there were a Blackcap and five Chiffchaff (though these are now both regular ‘winter’
birds), and also seen were the Barn Owl, Marsh Harrier, Mandarin (still two pairs present?) and 270 Canada
Geese. It seems that the Swallow is not the only bird confused by the weather – Richard says that the Baffins
gang of feral geese (10 Barnacles and a hybrid Bar Head) which had surprisingly gone back to Baffins Pond
in Portsmouth last Tuesday (Dec 4) were back at the Haven yesterday, but could not be seen there today.
Richard’s other sightings today included some 1000 Brent off Brownwich (I think this is a very big flock for this
section of the Hampshire coast) with 95 Great Blackback gulls.
Jason Crook has now published the results of the last three counts in the series he organised this autumn to
assess the Hampshire population of Little Egrets. As some Hampshire feeding birds may roost in Sussex or
the Isle of Wight, counts were taken at Pagham Harbour and three IoW locations as well as at nine
Hampshire roosts. The counts were made on Sept 22, Oct 6 and 20 and the maximum combined total was
505 birds on Sep 22 (though the Oct totals of 489 and 478 respectively are sufficiently close to add confidence
to the assumption that there were over 500 birds present during the period). Taking the peak count from each
site we see that the major roosts were at Thorney Island (166 birds), Tournerbury Wood on Hayling (91),
Horsea Island in Portsmouth Harbour (82), Pagham North Walls (72), Wade Court at Langstone (41) and
Badnam Creek on the River Hamble below the M27 (29). Two IoW roosts were important – Salterns Wood on
the Western Yar (i.e. the stream which flows out at Yarmouth in the north west of the Island, not the one in the
south east emerging at Bembridge) had a peak count of 44 and Newtown estuary (further east on the north
shore) had 34, while a third roost at St Helen’s Millpond (where the eastern Yar flows into Bembridge
Harbour) had up to 15 birds and there was a possibility of a small roost on the River Medina flowing through
Cowes where three birds were not seen to leave at dusk one night. Minor roosts in Hampshire were at
Ashlett Creek near Calshot on Southampton Water (17), Sowley Pond near Lymington (14), the Gosport
Heronry at Elson Wood (13+) and Alresford Pond at the head of the River Itchen (10). I am pretty sure Jason
has achieved his objective of establishing a peak count for the Hampshire area birds (though could there have
been other inland roosts in the New Forest or by the River Test?) though I am equally if not more certain that
these figures do not tell us where the birds will be found next autumn! Since the series ended I have seen the
Wade Court roost count climb from 41 to at least 65 before dropping off again, and I hear rumours that the
birds have resumed using the original Great Deeps site on Thorney Island where none were seen during the
count series, and I for one would vote for an ongoing pattern of counts at all roosts througout the year to
follow the behaviour patterns of these unpredictable but fascinating birds.
THU 06 DEC
The size of the Golden Plover flock at Cams Bay (Fareham Creek) had shot up to 190 birds when Trevor
Carpenter saw them today – he was previously pleased with a record count of 117 on Oct 27 but this then
dropped to just over 80 during November. Maybe some of the birds that normally roost off the Langstone
shore have moved there as I have not seen any sizeable flock there recently. Other birds seen by Trevor in a
walk along the north shore of Portsmouth Harbour today were 189 Wigeon, 59 Merganser, 18 Goldeneye, 18
Little and 15 Great Crested Grebe with 9 Egrets, 2 Stonechat and probably 4 Rock Pipits.
The first winter male Goosander was seen by Simon Ingram again at Eastleigh Lakeside park this morning but

the Dartford Warbler seems to have gone AWOL from this site though a Stonechat and 10+ Siskiin were
present. Another short message today is from Tony Gutteridge with a report of a Grey Wagtail at his garden
bird bath here in Havant rather than by a mountain stream. Tony agrees that these birds are changing their
preferred habitat and says >> This year I seem to be seeing more GLs than usual away from water, often with
cattle. << Later Tony found a single Chiffchaff at the Budds Farm sewage works where in the past 20 or more
have spent the winter, particularly in the thick scrub within the edge of the site bordering the Brockhampton
stream. The modernisation of the sewage works this year has resulted in the great diminution of this scrub
and the loss of the open filter beds next to it, taking both shelter and a supply of tiny flies from the birds – there
is still plenty of scrub around the site, and we still have the large pools, but it will be interesting to see what
effect the modernisation has on bird life. I suspect there will be fewer Chiffchaff in the winter and fewer
hirundine migrants in spring and autumn, while if the claim that no raw sewage will in future be discharged into
Langstone Harbour is achieved that could have a much larger impact on winter bird populations. One bird
that was past caring about it’s future was found as a totally decayed headless corpse on the north Hayling
fields recently. The finder removed a ring from the corpse and gave it to Mike Collins, who has sent it to the
BTO and hopes to discover the true identity of the bird when they send back the history of the ring – from what
he was told Mike suspects it was a Barn Owl.
A note from Peter Revell today expresses surprise that I do not write more about birds at East Head and Snow
Hill Marsh on the Sussex side of the mouth of Chichester Harbour which he finds well worth travelling over
100 miles from Buckinghamshire to visit two or three times each winter. All I can say in response is that his
drive probably takes less time than my cycle ride around the periphery of Chichester Harbour would take, so
I am reliant on news from others and today I have some via the Sussex (SOS) website in which Nick Gray
describes how a female Merlin took a House Sparrow from his garden and carried it off towards Snow Hill
(the main purpose of Nick’s message was to ask if anyone could support claims from a neighbour that this
same Merlin brought down a Woodpigeon in their garden – sounds more like a Peregrine to me). Although
Snow Hill has some interesting unique birds, such as the flock of Little Stint which seem to stay the winter
there in most years, I would disagree with Peter that it is necessarily the best place to see winter birds in
Chichester Harbour, but I do agree with him that it is well worth driving 100 miles to get away from the flock of
up to 1500 Canada Geese which descend daily on the College Lake Wildlife Centre, Bulbourne in
Buckinghamshire where he is the warden
Bewick’s Swans had returned in strength to the Arun Valley by Tuesday (Dec 4) when there were 28 at
Pulborough Brooks with possibly another four which were on the floods at Amberley Wild Brooks (not far
downstream) on Dec 5. Also at Pulborough on Dec 4 were 278 Pintail and 18 Ruff with other sightings of 2
Short-eared and 2 Little Owls (I think the latter are regulars here through the year, like the Lesser Spotted
Woodpecker which is employed by the RSPB to entertain people at the visitor centre when there is nothing
else about –or so I have been told!). Down at the Arundel WWT reserve, also on Dec 4, a Common Crane
flew over at 4pm (how much did that cost the Trust to entertain their vistors?). In Worthing on the same day a
Brambling and a Firecrest were both seen.
News from Selsey Bill for Dec 2 is still worth relaying as it included a count of 28 Red-throated Divers and 1 Little
Auk (presumably moving west rather than static – though I’m not sure if that is true of the 9 Shag, 6 Med Gulls
and 2 Little Gulls recorded on the same day). Yesterday at Newhaven 10 Purple Sandpiper were present
following a count of 8 there on Dec 2 (with 2 Back Redstarts).
WED 05 DEC
Around midday today Trevor Carpenter saw a single Swallow heading south down the Meon Valley over
Titchfield village, and further south he found a lone Greylag with 231 Canada Geese on fields beside
Posbrook Lane, the road from Titchfield village to Titchfield Haven west of the Meon. Another brief message
comes from Simon Ingram who was at Eastleigh Lakeside park while the heavy morning rain was still falling
but still managed to see the Goosander that has been there since Dec 1 – going by the amount of white on it
Simon is pretty sure it is a first winter male.
Overnight rain encouraged those snails which have not yet gone in hibernation to stay out after the darkness had
given way to dawn, giving me my first view for this winter of a Song Thrush seeking them out on my garden
path. Not many other birds were out to brave the wind today until I walked to Warblington Church this
afternoon and saw, from the footbridge over the A27 connecting the old and new sections of Pook Lane,
some30 Egrets in the grass field adjacent to the Warblington Castle farmhouse. I could not count them
accurately as they were disturbed very soon after I saw them – some may have flown to the other end of the
farm, because when I got there I found more than 25 present in the easternmost fields so there may have
been 50 or more on the farm, partly sheltering from the high tide and strong wind in the exposed harbour,
partly feeding in the damp grass and around cattle. Another big field still has the remains of sweetcorn and
was crowded with corvids (at least 150 including plenty of Jackdaws and Crows but I could not see a Rook
among them), Woodpigeons (100), Starlings (50) and Pied Wagtails (25). Just before I reached the field
something put all these birds and more into the air – probably the local Peregrine but all I could see was a

male Sparrowhawk showing his reddish breast as he made a roller coaster display flight high over the fields.
Since writing the above I have heard from Tony Gutteridge who was in this same field yesterday afternoon
and tells me that he >> spent 15 minutes watching a juvenile Peregrine persecuting Rooks, Jackdaws, Feral
Pigeons, Wood Pigeons, Collared Doves, Starlings, Magpies and even Pied Wagtails, Skylarks and Meadow
Pipits in the large field at Warblington. The maize stubble spread with slurry had attracted large flocks of
many species and the Peregrine flew round and round, buzzing birds settled in tree tops or making low level
passes, seemingly for the fun of watching them all scatter. It really didn't seem to be making a serious attempt
to catch anything. << Tony’s message makes me doubt my own eyes (or at least the one good one!) but I am
still sure that the bird I saw showing a pinkish tinge to the breast, and flying a switch-back route high over the
field, was a Sparrowhawk which must have been there in addition to the Peregrine today.
Another Peregrine was using up its energy without reward at Keyhaven today when Mike Bramwell was there in
the afternoon. Mike says >> A blustery afternoon at Keyhaven, over the spring tide. High water saw numbers
of Dunlin and Grey Plover crowding together on the few remaining spits of uncovered marsh. The waders are
first to spot the Peregrine, which puts them to flight early. The first swoop scatters the tight flock, but the
Peregrine is unsuccessful. The flock gathers tight once more. With obvious purpose, they put every effort into
keeping upwind of their attacker - and succeed. With no further advantage to be gained, the Peregrine drifts
away inland. Nature's balance, it would seem in this instance, was only in favour of the falcon for a short time
<<
Today’s post brought the Sussex Bird Report for 2000, which has not only the expected detailed species list, but
some excellent photos (including a magnificent one of a Wryneck puffing up its head feathers in surprise as if
the ringer who is holding it had given the bird an enema in the interests of its health!) and some excellent
articles including one reporting the progress of theThorney Island Egret Roost from 1991 to 2000 and another
on the great Honey Buzzard passage of autumn 2000. Picking two species which interest me from the
systematic list I find the news of Corn Bunting very disheartening –only 78 singing males were reported from
the whole county, and in the autumn there was no flock of more that 35 birds. Lesser Spotted Woodpecker
was recorded from only 48 tetrads out of at least 850 in the county but that may just be a reflection of the
unobtrusive ways of this bird, and I do not think it is declining in numbers in the way that the Corn Bunting is.
Just to cheer us up I see that there was a slight increase in the number of reports of Tree Sparrow ...
TUE 04 DEC
Brian Fellows’ regular Tuesday visit to Portsmouth gave him a surprise when he found the whole gang of feral
geese (10 Barnacles, 1 Snow and 1 hybrid) were back on Baffins pond when past experience would indicate
that they would stay at Titchfield Haven until the spring (maybe that’s the answer – they thought spring had
arrived!). The Shoveler count on this pond was 38 – a much more normal number than the recent 83 and not
just an error in the sequence of digits! 45 Tufted Duck , 102 Mallard, and just 4 Canada Geese were with
them. Nothing special elsewhere though one Sanderling was still to be seen at Southsea Castle and the
Mallard flock on the Canoe Lake had risen to a record 52 (with 61 Swans). No Brant seen on the nearby
playing field with the flock of 470 Brent (38 young among them), but there were 9 Shelduck back in Eastney
Lake.
Richard Carpenter visited the Bunny Meadows (beside the River Hamble just north of Warsash) today and was
impressed by the number of Golden Plover seen in the air – his estimate is that there were well over 400,
maybe 600 of them. 150 Lapwing were also present but the only other significant sighting was probably that
of 12 Shelduck which have only just returned there. Two Stonechat and two Rock Pipit seen may well be
regular winter residents here. Another message today is from Russell Wynn to say that the Pennington Brant
could today be seen with many Brent near the rubbish tip, and that it is definitely a different bird from that seen
by the Beaulieu River. One other slightly belated news item relating to Nov 27 comes from Richard Ford who
on that day saw his first Leser Spotted Woodpecker for the year near Woolmer Pond. I think this bird was in
birch trees, but wherever these birds may be they are much more easily spotted now the branches are bare of
leaves. (PS – looking at the Sussex Bird Report which arrived on Saturday I see one Lesser Spot was helping
a Sussex gardener by eating Blackfly off Runner Beans!)
Lawrence Holloway’s notes from Pagham Harbour for last Saturday, which I have only just seen, tell us that he
he has just had a letter from David Bellamy to say that the report of a survey which he and someone he just
calls Brenda carried out last summer on the land at Church Farm (presumably the one by Sidlesham Church)
has won him a prize which includes a free holiday in Norfolk – a fitting present, I think, for a birder whose
business was once that of organizing birding holidays for others! Current news for Saturday is that the Brent
were for the first time this winter back in their hundreds on the growing wheat in fields between Nyetimber and
Pagham village (presumably around the interestingly named Shipverling Barn). Interestingly this is the same
day on which Richard Carpenter saw the first Brent on winter wheat at Chilling near Warsash.
The local Mistle Thrush was singing again this morning, too far away to locate, but I saw no other birds of
interest until Iwas on Hayling and stopped to chat with Rosemary Webb. While we were talking I saw two birds
in the air behind her, and told her that a Sparrowhawk was coming towards us. She turned round and saw

one, but it was not the one I was watching, so any non-birder who had happened to see us might have been
amused by two people pointing in diametrically opposite directons and saying “There’s the Sparrowhawk”.
MON 03 DEC
The Emperor Goose which was based in the Emsworth area for several years up to 2000, then turned up at
Hythe on Southampton Water in Jan 2001, and most recently moved to Overton (west of Basingstoke) in mid
November, may be on the move again as Mike Wall could not find it there yesterday. There is no proof that
these sightings are of the same bird but it is nice to think that our old friend is still alive, so if anyone does see
him please let his old friends down here near Havant know that he is safe and well.
The above news came in after I had written the following notes, and with it was news from Simon Ingram at the
Eastleigh Lakeside Park giving early morning observations for tomorrow (i.e. Dec 4) when Simon will see the
redhead Goosander back on his lake – again no guarantee that it is the one he saw there on Sunday (Dec 2)
but which could not be found today. He also still has a Dartford Warbler which seems to have taken up
residence in small patches of conifers in the park. More general news for Sunday (Dec 2) comes from Mike
Wall who was out on the downs around Hannington (north west of Basingstoke near to Kingsclere) where
Sunflowers and Quinola (a giant form of Orache) have been planted for game. Mike says that he >>
witnessed a virtual feeding frenzy where a strip planted as game cover (quinola/sunflowers) abutted the
ancient hedgerow along the track I was following. Counting was impossible, but as an estimate there were
30+ greenfinch, 20+ chaffinch, a few goldfinch, 5+ marsh tit, numerous great and blue tits, the odd coal tit or
two, robins and blackbirds flying to and from the crop and through the tree canopy. << From time to time I
voice the opinion that shooting should be discouraged because so many Pheasants escape the guns and live
out lengthy lives in the countryside where they consume great amounts of food that would otherwise have fed
native small birds, but I suppose there is some sort of balance in the equation whereby the small birds
consume the seeds intended for the game... Also in the Hannington area Mike found more than 100 Golden
Plover which are probably the flock that has been previously seen in the Upper Wootton/Monk Sherborne
area nearer Basingstoke.
Richard Carpenter was on farmland west of Titchfield Haven today and found an encouraging total of 80
Skylarks with 17 Meadow Pipit, 2 Stonechat and a Dartford Warbler (but no flock of Water Pipits as seen by
Russell Wynn yesterday). Last Saturday (Dec 1) he had been in the same area and seen a flock of 130 Brent
feeding on winter wheat (the first time he had encountered them causing damage to crops this winter, and the
first such event that I have heard of – previously all Brent ashore have been feeding on grass)
In the Itchen Valley Colin Bates was walking his regular beat of the river bank between Bishopstoke and
Brambridge (close to Eastleigh) and saw his first Jack Snipe of the winter with 10 Common Snipe and two
Egrets. In the trees he found a bird that has eluded him so far this year (Treecreeper) as well as 5 Siskin, 40+
Goldfinch and 25+ Fieldfare. At least three Stonechat and 3 Bullfinch were also around.
This year I understand that the RSPB have acquired the Bembridge Marshes as a new reserve on the Isle of
Wight , and Derek Hale tells me that an RSPB group visited the area yesterday (Dec 2), seeing a Dartford
Warbler, a few Snipe and a couple of Buzzards but I think the three Short-eared and one Barn Owl, plus two
Chiffchaff, which were also seen (at the Brading end of the marshes) may have been outside the reserve
boundary though I am not sure of this.
John Shillitoe visited south Hayling yesterday (Dec 2), starting at the east end of the shore by the mouth of
Chichester Harbour, and it was probably at Black Point (though he names Sandy Point) that he saw a couple
of Sanderling and two Guillemot. Moving to the west side of the island he found a redhead Goosander in the
Kench (maybe the bird that has been on Sinah Lake?) before finishing with a group of 7 Black-necked Grebe
off the Oysterbeds. On the previous day (Dec 1) John was in the Soberton/Hambledon area east of the Meon
Valley, finding 3 Stonechat with just one Corn Bunting – sadly no increase on the single bird seen there on Oct
20 and 27 – but a Peregrine overhead added an unusual tounch of interest. Further south, around the
Wickham area, John had better luck in once more seeing his winter flock of 14 Woodlark, plus a total of 7
Buzzard (one group of 5 was maybe a family, the other two being distant singles). I know there are many
Buzzards still in our area, but I guess that the warm sunshine today may have fooled them into thinking that
spring had come – normally few are seen in the winter months, when any sightings are likely to be of
Buzzards walking ploughed fields in search of earthworms, and it is not until we get a warm day in March that
the sky once more fills with soaring birds.
Over in the Avon Valley at Ibsley on Saturday (Dec 1) Peter Hockin saw his first Bewick’s Swans of the winter,
just four adults and four cygnets. As the family groups seen so far this winter have had 2 or 5 young this could
be a new family (but equally well one of the five could have gone missing). Other birds seen in that area over
the weekend included 6 Bullfinch and 2 Buzzard (other wildfowl numbers were well below expectation).
Here in Havant a Song Thrush was singing from the bare branch of a tree in the next door garden this morning –
the first time have had one close enough to see – and at the same time a Mistle Thrush rattled as it flew over
the garden before starting to sing at a good distance from me. On the other side of the house I also had
Dunnock song this morning to add to the Collared Dove and Great Tit that are no fairly regular.

PLANTS:
SUN 09 DEC
Sweet Violets were flowering on Hayling’s North Common today and in Daw Lane (wher Greater, Lesser and
Intermediate Periwinkles grow adjacent to each other) the Intermediate (Vinca difformis) had one flower on
show with many Greater. The Strawberry Tree at Northney Church is still covered with white flowers, and by
the Coastal Path several trees of Hawthorn and Blackthorn still had blossom. Yesterday, along the shore off
Warblington Church, I noticed Tamarisk flowers opening to add to my winter flowering list.
Earlier this week Lawrence Holloway found Sticky Groundsel still flowering on the shingle at Church Norton
when he was there on Thursday (Dec 6)
THU 06 DEC
A short local walk this afternoon found flowers on a Cherry Plum tree at the seaward end of Wade Lane near
Langstone Pond and one or two blossoms on a Hawthorn a few yards away, also enjoying the sea air which
may contribute to the unseasonal but widespread coastal flowering of Blackthorn and Hawthorn this autumn.
At the top end of the narrow section of Wade Lane there is now sufficient Winter Heliotrope in flower to fill the
air with vanillas scent even in the afternoon chill.
WED 05 DEC
Today’s big surprise was a fully open Lesser Celandine flower seen in a sheltered garden situation while I was
walking in Havant this afternoon. It was one of 25 flowering plant species seen in a short walk to Warblington
Church from Havant, and among them were fresh flowers still opening on the Blackthorn bush which I first
found in flower on Nov 16 at the southern end of Pook Lane, just west of Warblington Church. Further up this
lane is the spot where, on New Year’s Day this year, Dog’s Mercury was in fresh flower – checking the spot
today I could see no flowers but the leaves on some of the plants seemed as fresh as if the plants were new
grown, not left over from the early spring! Two other flowering plants worth a mention today were Pellitory of
the Wall and much Herb Robert. Over in Emsworth Brian Fellows found the Winter Heliotrope still smelling
strongly with a few Michaelmas Daisies still flowering into the season of Advent.
MON 03 DEC
The weekly bulletin circulated by Brian Fellows to members of the Brook Meadow consservation group at
Emsworth tells me that during the past week Meadow Sweet has still been flowering in the damp meadow,
and even more interestingly that the increasing amount of Winter Heliotrope blossom has now started to fill
the air with its strong scent of vanilla. As Brian says, the number of flowering species is now rapidly declining
despite warm weather, but an afternoon walk which I took around the Havant area last Saturday (Dec 1) gave
me a list of thirty species including Green Alkanet, Red Clover, Meadow Buttercup and Black Medick.
Butchers Broom was of course on the list along with Ivy, but I was pleased to find the Water Forget-me-not (M.
Scorpioides) and Pale Persicaria both by the Langbrook stream, and I included the Lesser Periwinkle which I
believe to be natural in a Grove Road garden.
INSECTS:

SUN 09 DEC
Incoming messages today report three Red Admiral sightings yesterday (Dec 8) and one more for Friday (Dec
7). Yesterday Phil Budd had one in Bitterne (Southampton), Trevor Carpenter had one near Titchfield village
and John Firth had one ‘somewhere in Hampshire’. The Friday sighting was at Portsmouth Grammar School,
seen by Nik Knight, but also on Friday John Goodspeed did one better by seeing a Peacock at Leigh Park
here in Havant
FRI 07 DEC
Exton village in the Meon Valley just south of Old Winchester Hill was the place where today’s Red Admiral was
seen by Trevor Carpenter, while down on the coast at Hill Head Richard Carpenter had a very late hoverfly
(Episyrphus balteatus or the Marmalade Fly) in his garden
WED 05 DEC
Morning sunshine after overnight rain brought another Red Admiral out of hiding to sun itself on a sheltered
south facing whitewashed wall of my house.
MON 03 DEC
Some late news from the Alton area comes from Steve Mansfield who on Nov 24 found Common Darter still in
tandem around lakes in the Wyck./Binsteed area north east of Alton, along with Peacock as well as Red
Admiral butterflies. Later, at his home in Alton on Nov 29, an all red Ichneumon (probably Ophion luteus) tried
to find shelter in the house. As I write this I have been watching a less successful insect outside my window
– a small white tailed Bumblebee with one yellowish band on its abdomen (probably a worker Bombus
lucorum as much too small for a queen) flew towards the window, got caught in a spider’s web in which it was

immediately ‘dealt with ‘ by tiny spider (so that’s how the spiderlings survive the winter!).
Nov 29 was not a good day for insects - a rainy day following a night of strong winds – so Richard Carpenter was
surprised to see a Red Admiral flying in his Hill Head garden near Titchfield Haven – he assumes it had
chosen an unsuitable place for its attempted hibernation and was forced to leave by the wind and rain
penetrating the inadequate shelter.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SUN 09 DEC
During the past week an alder stump at the back of Langstone Pond had suddenly turned white with an effusions
of some fungus – probably Pleurotus cornucopiae though the very white colour could be of P. Pulmonarius
(the stump is too distant to see clearly). Today I had a much better and more certain find of three caps of
Palmatus rhodotus on an elm stump where Woodgason Lane meets Copse Lane in north east Hayling. The
distinctive apricot colour of the fungi caught my eye, and I see that elm is the favoured host of this uncommon
fungus. Anyone wishing to see it should look by the right hand gatepost of the entrance to a field right on the
corner as you turn into Woodgason from Copse Lane.
WED 05 DEC
Notes from Lawrence Holloway for last Saturday (Dec 1) tell us that a Hedgehog was still to be seen in his
garden seeking food that night, and that earlier in the day a corpse of a Water Rail found by the Pagham
harbour shore was thought by Lawrence to be the work of a Mink.

BIRDS:

WEEK 48 NOV 26 – DEC 2

SUN 02 DEC
Yesterday Ben Darvill saw a Black Brant on the Lymington marshes, presumably the one which Russell Wynn
saw there on Nov 25 and presumably not having moved from that area. Also yesterday Paul Winter had
distant views of a bird which he is convinced was a Brant about 1 kilometre up the Beaulieu River from his
viewpoint at Needs Ore Point, and thus almost certainly a different bird from the one at Lymington, and today
Paul tells us that the pagers report a definite Brant on the banks of the Beaulieu River at Lower Exbury,
helping to confirm his sighting. This seems to tell us that there are two separate Brant in the west Solent area
this winter, but there are no concurrent sightings to say whether one of the two Brant seen recently on the
east side of Langstone Harbour is still there or may have moved west. All we know is that one Brant was still
in the Southsea area on Nov 29 when Ian Thirlwell saw it ...
Another new arrival among our winter wildfowl is a redhead Goosander which Ian Calderwood saw at Alverstoke
in the permanent (dammed in) lake at the western end of Haslar Creek in Gosport – a regular winter site for
one or more Goosander, this being the first there this winter. Possibly this was the same bird which Simon
Ingram saw first thing this morning at the Eastlegh Lakeside country park, also newly arrived, though
hopefully these are two separate birds which will both stay at their chosen winter sites. More news from the
Gosport area comes from Lee Marshall who found a high tide roost of over 130 Ringed Plover and 250 Dunlin
on a beach at Lee on the Solent - Lee thinks these may be birds that feed in the Haslar creek area, and if they
are this may tie in with Brian Fellows recent unexpected sightings of Sanderling feeding on the Southsea
Castle shore. In normal circumstances I would have expected all three species to spend the high tide period
on the HMS Dolphin outer seawall, especially in quiet weather (the seawall is exposed to seas driven by a
southwesterly gale), so perhaps unusal human activity at the submarine base is preventing all the waders
from settling there? (On the other hand they may be newcomers too the area establishing a new roost for
themselves, or birds which have flown across from the Isle of Wight and picked on this spot by chance).
Lee Marshall also visited Titchfield Haven today and found a flock of at least 16 Water Pipit (maybe as many as
30, the size of a flock of pipits seen to fly off without a chance of identifying them all). In the past the only
place where you were likely to find this number of Water Pipits has been the Lower Test marshes (where up
to 21 were present last winter), and a sighting of more than half a dozen at Titchfield would have been
unusual. However there was a flock of up to 17 Water Pipits at Titchfield from Feb 22 to 24 this spring, so
maybe they now find it more to their liking. Also seen in the Titchfield Haven area were some 280 Lapwing
and 300 Canada geese but only a few Fieldfare, with song heard from only 3 Cetti’s Warbler (of the 50+
probably present!). The Black-tailed Godwit flock here numbered around 60, compared to the 500 or so
currently at Farlington Marshes, but if the pattern of previous winter’s is repeated these Godwit will at the end
of the winter all move to feed on the grass meadows at Ttchfield to supplement the available feeding on the
mud.
News from Sussex includes a sighting of Golden Pheasant, a bird that has greatly diminished in both Hampshire
and Sussex in recent years. This one was near the Powdermill Reservoir in East Sussex (north of Hastings).
Much more common, but rarely seen, a Lesser Spotted Woodpecker showed at the Pulborough RSPB
reserve, probably a reflection of the lack of leaves on the trees! Near Brighton, in poor visiblity, Colin Law saw
a large falcon which he is almost certain was not a Peregrine (possibly a Saker on the loose?)
SAT 01 DEC
A fine evening was suitable for checking the Egret night roost at Wade Court, but I could not see more than 50
birds coming in. While watching I enjoyed prolonged and loud Song Thrush song and had a hungry
Sparrowhawk go over as the light was beginning to fade – probably hoping to find its supper in some roost of
smaller birds. Around ten Herons were resting along the Lymbourne stream, flying off to the harbour as night
fell (do they really fish in the dark or are they just getting away from potential fox attack during the night?), and
for the first time this winter I counted 35 Moorhen feeding in the pony field north of Langstone pond.
Ben Darvill was in the Keyhaven/Pennington area today and I see that among his long list of birds were a dozen
or so Brambling. A few Kittiwake flew by and there were some auks in Christchurch Bay to the west, and over
the tip behind the marshes a single Raven was seen. The Brant was still present, and other birders reported
a Short-eared Owl now based in the area. Will Walmsley walked round Farlington Marshes and recorded an
even longer list among which I noticed 800 or so Lapwing, around 500 Black-tailed Godwit and 150 Shelduck
with over 2000 Brent, At the other end of the scale there were just 15 Shoveler, around 5 Pintail, and one
Gadwall. Across the harbour Simon Harthill found the Ferruginous duck (hybrid) still on the Budds Farm
pools, on which the pair of Swans was back with 7 Pochard but only one Tufted Duck in the evening. I also
found 35 Shelduck and 25 Wigeon at the mouth of the Langbrook stream and was surprised to find a
Kingfisher on the outlet of the South Moors stream when the light was fading after sunset.
Yesterday in Sussex Robin Pepper reported several pairs of Fulmar back on their nesting cliffs (which he
describes as ‘west of the harbour’ – presumably Newhaven?) and today more Fulmar were at Seaford. Two

more unusual sightings were of a Swallow flying north up the Sussex Ouse towards Lewes, and a Firecrest
obligingly showing through the windows of the In Focus optical shop at the Arundel WWT centre – a paid
commercial appearance perhaps?
FRI 30 NOV
Last Tuesday (Nov 27) I was commenting on the relative abundance of Red-throated Divers off the
Hampshire/Sussex coast this winter and this evening Russell Wynn’s summary of his November sightings in
the Lymington area supplies further confirmation of my view – during the month he had a total of 29
Red-throated sightings against only 3 for Great Northern and no Black-throated, and it was Russell who saw
the 11 Red-throated together at Hurst on Nov 25 when Mike Rafter saw at most seven of them. Further
support comes from the sighting of 6 Red-throated off Selsey yesterday, and today one flew past Stokes Bay
at Gosport heading west. Among other items in Russell’s long list of November sightings I see that 5 Water
Pipit have been regular at the Lymington marshes during the month, and that Russell found a pair of
Red-crested Pochard there on Nov 10, just after the first frost, which he described as >> A stunning pair of
Red-crested Pochard on the marshes briefly on 10th turned up following the first frost, and showed no
obvious signs of captivity, suggesting a feral or wild origin. << I believe that a few feral pairs now breed in
Britain (though I am not certain of this), but there is certainly a well established breeding population in Holland
and in other parts of Europe. 15 Eider are listed among the regulars here through the month, with 5 males
among them, but I am surprised that Ravens are not among the regulars – Rusell has only had three sightings
spaced through the month, each time of single birds, though Steve Keen reports another sighting of two flying
over his garden at Sway as recently as Nov 24. The best bird in Russell’s own estimation seems to have been
a single Brant seen on the Pennington marshes on Nov 25 – surprisingly to me he says that this is probably
only the second to be seen in Hampshire elsewhere than in the eastern harbours where I have become
accustomed to hearing regular reports of at least one each winter since 1986 though many of the earlier
sightings were in Chichester Harbour (Sussex) and a number of the sightngs over the past few years have
been of the hybrid/intergrade bird based on the Hayling Oysterbeds.
Lee Marshall was at Stokes Bay today despite the drizzle and saw 16 Kittwake and 2 Guillemot heading west
along with the Red-throated Diver mentioned above. Across the Solent Derek Hale had close views of a
Razorbill preening on the water off Puckpool Point (just east of Ryde).
THU 29 NOV
A Grey Phalarope was briefly on the sea off Selsey Bill this morning and other birds there were 3 Med Gulls, one
Long-tailed Duck, two Shags, one Goosander, one Great Northern and six Red-throated Divers. A little
further east a single Red-necked Grebe was off Goring (west end of Worthing).
Here in Hampshire Richard Bonser saw the Long-tailed Duck was still at the Farlington Deeps, and he found one
Water Pipit in a favourite winter spot by the stream just across the track from the Reserve building. Down in
Southsea Ian Thirlwell was driving past the small playing fields near the seafront east of the Canoe Lake and
his eye was caught by the ‘persil white’ flanks of one Brent among a flock on the grass. A closer look through
a scope showed that it was indeed a Brant, probably the same bird which Brian Fellows saw on the same field
on Nov 20 though Ian does not mention the bold flecks of white running down the neck of the bird which Brian
saw (as described by Jason Crook for a Brant that was on Farlington Marshes on Nov 14 and 15 before
moving south to the Tangier Road site on Nov 17). Jason also saw the ‘intergrade’ bird, back for its fourth
consecutive winter, near the Oysterbeds on Nov 13 (and Mike Collins probably saw an videoed it off the
Langstone South Moors a couple of days later) but I have not heard any other reports of it at the Oysterbeds
and believe it may be using the south east of the harbour as its base this winter, sometimes feeding on the
Tangier Road grassland but no reports of the bird there have identified it as the ‘hybrid’.
A flock of up to 60 Fieldfare seen at Harbridge on the west side the River Avon near Ibsley by Peter Hockin today
were the first substantial flock he has seen there this winter. These were in genuinely rural surroundings,
unlike the flock of 20 or more Yellowhammer that seem to prefer to stay resident each winter in Lawrence
Holloway’s suburban garden (in the coastal ‘bungalow belt’ stretching west from the old town of Bognor to
Pagham village). The seed put down for them in Lawrence’s garden is a longer lasting and surer food supply
than the birds can now find in any farm fields (even if stubble is left, now that harvesting machinery is so
efficient, very little grain is left among the stubble!) but Lawrence is nevertheless surprised that the birds
manage to spot what is available in his garden among so many other gardens. This comment from Lawrence
is prompted by the appearance of the first few Yellowhammer in the garden today, but if the pattern of
previous years is repeated he will have 20 or so regulars soon (not long ago the number would have been 30).
He already has some 20 Chaffinch present daily.
A report on the SOS website of sightings in the Church Norton area yesterday (I think all on the sea outside the
harbour) lists 18 Slavonian and 1 Black-necked Grebe plus 3 Goosander and 1 Red-necked Grebe.
WED 28 NOV
Proof that Song Thrushes have started their winter song season came today from Brian Fellows who heard two
birds singing in Brook Meadow at Emsworth and later heard a third bird in a Bath Road garden west of the

Mill Pond. This afternoon another Song Thrush was heard at Milford by Giles Darvill. After a single burst of
Mistle Thrush song on Nov 19, heard at Brownwich near Titchfield by Richard Carpenter, I have not heard of
others singing until I was told today of one heard in the East Meon area by Gwynne Johnson recently. Much
more surprisingly I see that when Lawrence Holloway was at Pulborough Brooks today one of around 30
Redwing there >> sang and sang for some time, a disjointed jumble of notes reminiscent of a Song Thrush but
without any repetition << as he had heard them do in Iceland duuring the breeding season. Great, Blue and
Coal Tits, Collared Doves, Robins and Wrens are now singing fairly regularly and I have just heard a second
isolated burst of Dunnock song to remind me that they will soon be joining in. I suspect that some Goldcrest
are also singing now and that I will hear them soon but I don’t expect to hear Redwings until it is time for them
to leave us (and then only the subsong coming from massed flocks). Going back to Goldcrest I see that
Derek Hale found four or more of them on the Isle of Wight today at St Lawrence, between Ventnor and St
Catherines Point, and saw one of two Firecrest displaying to one of the Goldcrests.
Among many birds seen at Pulborough by Lawrence Holloway today was a flock of 104 Greylag (with a large
number of Canada geese), reminding me that south east Hampshire is still holding out against the invading
hordes of Greylag that now cover much of south east England – I wonder why, with so many Canada Geese
present here we hardly ever see Greylags in the south east of the county? Higher class wildfowl were seen
in the Avon Valley at Ibsley today by Lee Marshall – a pair of Bewick’s with a family of five young. In view of
Mike Bramwell’s sighting of 4 adults and 2 young at Winkton last Saturday, and John Clark’s sighting of two
pairs – one with 2 young and the other with 5 - at Sopley on Nov 11, it is reasonable to guess that there are
now three pairs in the Avon Valley with a total of 7 young. Hopefully that is not all for this winter.
Other news for today comes from Richard Carpenter who took a four mile walk in the country north east of
Soberton and saw a total of 8 Bullfinch with 2 Marsh Tits, 2 Treecreepers and four Nuthatches. Also seen
there were two Buzzards, reminding me of a most unusual sighting by Richard Hallett at Sinah Lake on
Hayling which he told me about today. Those who are familiar with this lake will know that there is a small
island at the east end which confronts you when looking from the open grass area by the carpark north of the
water – normally it may have one or two Cormorant resting on it with gulls and duck around the edge and
room for little else but Richard saw a large brown raptor on it, clasping a Black-headed Gull in its talons, and
with good scope views he could not turn the bird into anything but a Buzzard. I can only presume this was our
Hampshire equivalent of the Devon Buzzards’ habit of eating the corpses of oiled seabirds (see Nov 23/4) and
that the gull was one already dead or dying when the Buzzard flew over but if anyone can put a different
interpretation on this sighting Richard and I would like to know. (Incidentally Richard did not see the
Goosander he was hoping for, but he did not look at the west end of the lake). Another unusual sighting was
related to me by Gill Knight this evening – she lives at the Old Farmhouse across Wade Lane from Wade
Court at Langstone and has recently had large flocks of Collared Dove in the garden (probably the biirds
which roost for the night around Warblington cemetery), but she was very surprised when a Kestrel (not a
Sparrowhawk, she says) plunged into the garden and took one of the Doves, flying off with it.
Another bit of news that I was told at this evening’s HWT meeting in Havant came from Mike Bettesworth who
has twice within the past week been in the Hayling Oysterbeds area at dusk and on both occasions has seen
a Barn Owl hunting over the ‘brick field’ immediately east of the north end of the Hayling coastal path, and on
the second visit what must have been a Short-eared Owl was quartering the ground. I have not checked any
dates but I remember that Barn Owls were occasionally seen here last year and that Pete Durnell told me that
Noel Pyecroft (who lives at the south end of the field and at one time used clay from the field to supply the
family brick making business) has a Barn Owl box installed there. Another bit of quite unconnected info
gathered at the HWT meeting came from the speaker (Steve Peach of the QE Park staff who was talking
about Butser Hill). Steve told us that the County has now purchased the Oxenbourne Down land and there is
no longer any need to get a permit from the Wildlife Trust to visit it, nor to check in at the Park centre before
each visit. Other miscellanea for today are a glimpse of a Bittern in brief flight at Titchfield Haven, seen by
Derek Mills, an equally brief view of a Woodcock flying across the road near Godshill as Lee Marshall drove
into the New Forest from the Avon Valley, and sightings of 5 Redpoll and the resident Dartford Warbler by
Simon Ingram at Eastleigh’s Lakeside Park where just 2 Golden Plover were seen - I haven’t heard of the
Wide Lane flock recently and hope they were not doused with aviation fuel from the aircraft circling the airport
this morning prior to making an emergency landing just after take off.
Finally for today I have an email from Graham Roberts on the subject of Grey Wagtails and their change of
habitat over recent years. He tells me that a pair nested on Chichester Cathedral this year and he saw them
feeding young in he nest during the spring. We all know that lots of water rushed through the streets of the
city last winter, but the cathedral was never flooded and I would regard these as birds living on the city centre
habitat (including the extensive cathedral gardens) rather than as birds relying on food gathered along a fast
flowing stream.
TUE 27 NOV
Brian Fellows’ regular Tuesday visit to Portmouth took him to Southsea Castle at high tide this morning where he

watched 15 Sanderling on the concrete footings below the promenade, not roosting but feeding in their usual
manner at the water’s edge. Across the water of Spithead Derek Hales was at Ryde today and counted 110
Sanderling there (only about a third of the recent maximum count on Ryde Sands), so possibly the large flock
is dispersing around the Solent, unable to find enough food on the sands? Derek also saw a newly arrived
drake Mandarin where the River Yar flows into Bembridge harbour at St Helen’s Bridge, but Brian Fellows
was less lucky when he arrived at Baffins Pond and found not a single Shoveler present – later a flock of 20
did fly in from the north-west, making me wonder if the majority of these duck had adjourned to the Hilsea
moat where I would have thought there was more suitable feeding than at Baffins. These duck do not seem to
have gone to Titchfield Haven as Richard Carpenter was there today and found 43, only 3 more than found on
Nov 25 by Will Walmsley when the mass of Shoveler were still at Baffins.
Lee Marshall visited Langstone Harbour today, starting by viewing the harbour from Budds Mound above Budds
Wall. 14 Black-necked, 2 Slavonian and 5 Little Grebe could be seen from here plus 2 female Common
Scoter, 21+ Goldeneye and an estimated 35 Merganser but the most unexpected bird on the harbour was a
single female Ruddy Duck. Turning to the Budds Farm pools Lee found the hybrid Ferruginous Duck which
he aptly refers to as the Dodgey Fudge Duck (though it is a drake) which must be the bird that arrived back in
the area on Nov 5 and was seen by Kevin Stouse’s walk around Farlington Marshes on Nov 18 (when it was
referred to as a Ferruginous x Red Crested Pochard hybrid). With it were five Pochard, four Tufted Duck, 90+
Teal and one Little Grebe. Moving on to Farlington Marshes Lee found 30 Pintail at the Deeps with 134
Canada Geese on the main marsh and at least 130 Shelduck on the harbour to the west of the reserve. 11
Heron were roosting on the small island south of the reserve which is normally called Little Binness (though
not named as such on any maps) but Lee does not mention any Egrets, possibly because they are now all
feeding inland rather than in the harbour? Along the seawall four Pipits were seen, and Lee is certain by the
calls that at least one was a Water Pipit, the others probably Rock Pipits.
Red-throated are always supposed to be the commonest diver species around the British Isles in winter but in
recent years they seem to have been outnumbered on the Hampshire coast by Great Northern and
Black-throated (with all the Red-throats I think massing in the bays of the south Cornish coast). This winter
however there have been more Red-throats seen along the Hampshire-Sussex coast and today Mike Rafter
tells us that up to 11 have been in the Hurst Narrows this week though he saw at most 7 of them when he was
at Hurst Castle today (another single was off the Sussex coast at Lancing near Worthing). With them at Hurst
were singles of Slavonian Grebe, Eider (a male), and Guillemot with two Peregrines and a Merlin in the air.
While there Mike encountered a birder who lives in the Fordingbridge area who had recently found an
exhausted Long-eared Owl sitting on the dustbin in his garden which allowed him to carry it to Bruce Berry’s
owl sanctuary at Ringwood for much needed nursing care – we are not told if it travelled in the dustbin! (I
suspect the bird was exhausted by the recent heavy demand for message carrying to and from Hogwarts
School which reminds me that the Portsmouth NEWS today passes on exhortations from Geoff Culbertson,
the senior Hampshire Wildlife Police officer, and his Sussex counterpart, urging parents to resist all appeals
from children to buy them owls as Christmas presents – not only is it unfair to the owls but children can suffer
serious injuries from the owls, and it seems that the money paid can be easily lost if the owl is over-stressed,
when it will without warning give a permanent imitation of John Cleese’s dead parrot).
Sussex news for yesterday features a drake Scaup seen on Petworth Park Lake by Andrew Howard and a flock
of some 30 Corn Bunting seen by the River Ouse just inland from Newhaven. Also seen by the river were a
Jack Snipe and Green Sandpiper, both flushed by a dog. Here in Hampshire Trevor Carpenter walked a new
route along paths in the Wickham area east of the Meon – he could not find any Woodlark at the site where
John Shillitoe normally sees them (and had 14 present last week) but he did put up 3 Woodlark at a place
more than 1 km south of the normal location. Other Hampshire news comes from the Basingstoke area
where Mike Wall found at least 250 Golden Plover around Upper Wootton by the Newbury road north west of
the town. Nearer home Tony Gutteridge today had his first winter Blackcap on Berberis in his Havant garden
– another male, I still have not heard of a single winter female being seen. Yesterday Tony was in the
Nutbourne/Chidham area east of Thorney Island and found a flock of over 50 Skylark in stubble (13 Meadow
Pipit and 2 Chaffinch were in the same fields with 11 Reed Bunting), and on the water of Nutbourne Bay he
found a pair of Shoveler among the Wigeon and Pintail. On the water of Pagham Harbour Lawrence
Holloway saw an unusual sight for this time of year (though common enough in the spring) – a mass
communal display by the Merganser flock.
MON 26 NOV
16 Slavonian Grebe were on the sea off Church Norton when Lawrence Holloway was there this morning and he
found a total of 40 Merganser on the sea while in the harbour numbers of Wigeon, Teal and Pintail were much
higher than he has seen so far this winter (Lawrence writes of ‘incredble numbers’ of Pintail). Another
increase was in the flock of Knot, now around 150 of them on the harbour mud. One Med Gull was seen and
one pair of Peregrines were seen hunting on two occasions (could have been different pairs), but despite a
thorough search from the Church Norton / Ferry Pool side not a single Avocet could be seen –though

Lawrence did see four separate Water Rails. Before jumping to the conclusion that the Peregrines had eaten
all the Avocet we should remember that they do have the option of flying elsewhere and it is interesting to see
that Barry Collins found 20 Avocet in the Thorney Channel (east side of Thorney Island) this morning, along
with a much increased flock of Knot. Also this morning Barry saw a Spotted Redshank, two Greenshank and
an adult Med Gull in Emsworth Harbour (west side of Thorney Island), and also found a flock of 17
Black-necked Grebe off the Hayling Oysterbeds (equalling the number seen there by Jason Crook on Nov 16)
Barry Collins tells us that the Avocet started to arrive in the Thorney Channel last Friday (Nov 23) when 5 were
seen, and on Saturday 12 were present. On both days he saw Short-eared Owls over Thornham Marshes
(two on Friday, one on Saturday – two have probably been present since Nov 15 when two Barn Owls were
also reported on Thorney Island), and on both days there were Med Gulls in Emsworth Harbour (a second
winter on Friday and two adults on Saturday). Other news from Pagham Harbour on the SOS website relates
to Sunday when four redhead Goosander were seen along with one Goldeneye and one Med Gull, and a
Purple Sandpiper was at the harbour mouth and four Pochard on the Pagaham village lagoon.
Despite the Purple Sandpiper at Pagham yesterday none had reached Southsea Castle when Brian Fellows was
there this morning. He did see a Shag fishing offshore, but much more interestingly he saw something he has
never seen before – a flock of twelve Sanderling flying in to land on the seaweed covered rocks to spend at
least an hour searching for food among the seaweed as if they were Turnstone. The birds were seen from
10:30 to 11:30am and the high tide was at 8:18am (only 4.1 metres),and I strongly suspect that these birds
were part of the flock based on Ryde Sands (365 seen there on Nov 17 and 200+ reported on Nov 23). I’m
not sure where these birds normally go at high tide but years ago when I counted the outer seawall of HMS
Dolphin at Gosport (just across the mouth of Portsmouth Harbour from Southsea Castle, about 1km west of
it) large numbers of Sanderling flew across the Solent to roost there, so I guess these were birds temporarily
displaced from Ryde by the tida and maybe disturbed from their normal high tide roost. Brian went on to
check the Shoveler at Baffins Pond, finding at least 67 there, though he agrees with Trevor Carpenter (who
tried to count them yesterday) that it is very difficult to do so when a large restless mass of birds are rotating in
a tight circle – nevertheless it is clear that a large number are still finding food there.
A single House Martin flew south over Calshot at the mouth of Southampton Water when Keith Vokes was there
this morning, topping Sussex news for Saturday (Nov 24) when a Swallow flew over Bulverhythe (in the
‘Glyne gap’ between Hastings and Bexhill) and two or more House Martins were over Bexhill.
Also yesterday, but back in Hampshire, Richard Carpenter came on a flock of over 100 Golden Plover in one of
their traditional winter sites on the west bank of the River Hamble opposite the Bunny Meadows (just north of
Warsash). I think these birds feed on the open expanse of the old Hamble airfield just west of the river here.
Today Richard was south of Warsash in the Hook area where Wigeon and Teal number have grown to 98 and
175, and more than 700 Brent were feeding inland on pasture. A Kingfisher was in the old nature reserve
area on Hook Links and the regular Little Owl was on its usual perch near Beam Cottage. Further east along
this shore a flock of 100+ Skylarks was a real bonus, and the sight of a Water Rail at Brownwich Pond was
unusual. Out on the water were 15 Great Crested Grebe and a flock of 27 Ringed Plover had settled on an
arable field for their high tide roost.
Other miscellaneous news includes a Little Auk seen off Hayling by Jason Crook sometime last week – I only
heard of this at secondhand in Paul Winter’s latest summary of Hampshire ‘year lists’ – it seems the Auk was
number 201 on Jason’s year list, making it difficult for anyone else in Hampshire to beat him to the winning
post with a higher year list. (Russell Wynn is the nearest contender, currently with a list of 197, followed by
the main pack led by Simon Boswell’s score of 188). The prize for the longest garden list will almost certainly
go to Lee Marshall who currently has a total of 78 species seen from the balcony of his flat in the Alver Valley
at Gosport, six ahead of Nigel Stubbs whose large garden backs onto the River Avon south of Ringwood.
On the Isle of Wight 10 Scoter, 1 Shag and 3 Rock Pipits were seen at Bembridge Foreland yesterday, and
today there were 2 Ravens, 1 Peregrine, 2 Stonechat and 1 Dartford Warbler on West High Down near the
Needles, and just inland from Shanklin (between Alverstone and Newchurch) around 50 Fieldfare were still
present along with twos of Reed Bunting, Chiffchaff, Stonechat and Siskin.
A chance meeting in Havant today with Bill Addison, who lives at the eastern foot of Portsdown in Bedhampton,
gave me news of a Ring-necked Parakeet passing through his garden within the past fortnight. I’m sure there
was no mistake with the bird which first attracted attention by its raucous calls, then perched briefly on a tree
to show its bright green plumage and long tail before flying on eastward. My own sightings today included a
pair of Grey Wagtails clearly thinking of spring – a short burst of song from the male before he chased the
female across the road in front of me above the Lavant Stream in north east Havant. Later I saw a pair of
Stonechat at a regular site – beside the track leading north from Hammonds Piece Coppice (Leigh Park
Gardens) through the ‘Gipsies Plain’ fields west of Rowlands Castle. Bullfinch were calling from three spots
in the area south of Rowlands Castle, and Nuthatch from two.
When I read the ever-lengthening lists of rapidly declining species I sometimes think the gloom is
over-emphasised by the method of collecting the statistics. I am not in any way denying substantial declines

in the species listed, but as with all statistics one should be aware that their scope is limited by the origin of the
data. Grey Wagtails are a case in point. The latest glossy publication to reach me from the RSPB shows a
48% deline in numbers of Grey Wagtails since 1966, though it admits that this is based entirely on the
findings of the Waterways Bird Survey. My point is that Grey Wagtails have in recent years ceased to be
restricted to the fast flowing streams which were traditionally their only habitat. For several years now I know
that I am as likely to see a Grey Wagtail in central Havant as by one of the Borough’s streams, and today I see
in the SOS website news a report of one in Queen’s Square, Crawley.
PLANTS:
WED 28 NOV
A new plant for the winter flowering list is Bush Vetch, spotted today by Richard Carpenter while walking paths
to the north east of Soberton in the Meon Valley
MON 26 NOV
Today’s sunshine tempted me to a three hour walk north through Leigh Park to Rowlands Castle and home via
Leigh Park Gardens. Soon after starting I found Weasel’s Snout still showing small pink ‘antirrhinum’ flowers
in the New Lane allotments, and then a few flowers on Garlic Mustard close to the tall gas-holders at the north
end of the lane (with plenty of Herb Robert in flower around it). The biggest surprise came when I turned left
from the old bridle track (which forms a continuation of Prospect Lane in Leigh Park) into the road called The
Drift (off Red Hill in Rowlands Castle). Right at the corner of this turn a Holly Bush (squeezed into the hedge)
was covered with white flowers! Later, entering Leigh Park Gardens from Hammond’s Land Coppice, I found
the path covered with large fallen catkins from the tall old Wellintonia trees above the path.
INSECTS:

SAT 01 DEC
Warm sunshine brought one Red Admiral flying through my Havant garden and Phil Budd had two in his
Southampton garden today.
THU 29 NOV
In his summary of sightings for the Keyhaven area during November Russell Wynn reports a sighting of 4
Painted Ladies which I have not previously listed.
WED 28 NOV
At least one Red Admiral was flying at Titchfield Haven today, seen by Derek Mills, and anther was in Derek’s
Farnham garden yesterday, while late news for Monday (Nov 26) records at least 6 then on the wing (three in
Southampton, one in Fareham and one in Havant). Also on Monday Lawrence Holloway saw what he
describes as a queen Buff-tailed Bumble-bee
MON 26 NOV
Lawrence Holloway had a single Red Admiral on the wing at Pagham Harbour today but despite the dawn to
dusk sunshine butterflies are becoming few and far between. Nevertheless Barry Collins saw a Painted Lady
and 8 Red Admirals on Thorney Island last Saturday (Nov 24) when a late pair of Common Darter were still
ovipositing in a ditch at Faygate (between Horsham and Crawley, also in Sussex). Back on Nov 15 a
Speckled Wood was still to be seen on Thorney Island – Barry Collins says this is his latest ever date for this
insect at this site, though in Hampshire Titchfield Haven managed to produce one two days later (Nov 17) for
Ed Griffiths
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 01 DEC
Julie Durn, a keen local photographer, today showed me a couple of slides of fungi to ask my opinion about their
identity before showing them to other members of the Havant Camera Club. One of these greatly excited me
as I am pretty sure it was a good picture of a group of three Cordyceps fungi of the sort which parasitise other
truffle like underground fungi of the Elaphomyces genus. The only Cordyceps species I have ever found is
the commoner ‘Scarlet Caterpillar Fungus’ (Cordyceps militaris) which I have seen in the past at the north end
of the belt of broadleaved woodland fringing Havant Thicket alongside the Rowlands Castle to Horndean
road, and strangely enough these were found in the same area (but under a group of conifers). The yellow
stems and small round brown ‘button like’ caps are very close in appearance to the picture of Cordyceps
canadensis on page 281 of Roger Phillips book, but a similar looking species appears to be called C. gracilis
in Stephan Buczaki’s book, and when I look in Gordon Dickson’s Fungi of the New Forest I see he lists three
Cordyceps species which parasitise different species of Elaphomyces, so I am not going to hazard a guess at
which exact species Julie had found. Unfortunately she photographed the species early in November so the
chances of finding it again now are low!
THU 29 NOV
In a summary of November siightings for the Keyhaven area I see that Russell Wynn includes a single Common

Seal as being a regular sight offshore here
WED 28 NOV
One of the regular features of the walks programme organised the Havant Group of the Hampshire Wildlife Trust
has for years been an annual trip each winter to Amberley Wild Brooks by the River Arun, following a route
from Greatham Bridge south to Amberley Village, then up onto the downs and east to return through the
grounds of Parham House where a herd of Fallow Deer has been kept isolated from the rest of the
countryside for a hundred years or more. As a result of this isolation inbreeding has produced a herd in which
all individuals now have very dark, almost black, coats. On each of our visits we usually see one or more of
these deer somewhere in the flood plain of the Arun, having succeeded in escaping from the deer park, and
today I see that Lawrence Holloway found a herd of around 30 of these deer feeding in the RSPB reserve at
Pulborough.
Yesterday Rosemary Webb was excited to find a fungus which may be ‘new to Britain’ growing on wood
chippings in the grounds of the Portsmouth Priory school where she teaches. It is a relative of the ‘stags horn’
type fungus Ramaria stricta, but it’s colour, both when untouched and the changed colour when it is bruised,
only tie in with a species called Ramaria obtusissima which is described in a Swiss ‘Encyclopaedia of Fungi’
but which is not in any book of British fungi. I know that is not proof that it has not been recorded in Britain but
Rosemary is hoping to have the fungus examined by some mycological expert and to knoow more of its
status. If there is anyone able to help with this determination of the species in the Portsmouth area please get
in touch with me ...
Also in Portsmouth, not far from the Priory School, development of the Fratton railway yards is about to get the
go ahead after almost a year spent in capturing and relocating around 900 Common Lizards and at least 80
Slow Worms. This from today’s issue of the Portsmouth NEWS.
A more regular story in the media is of wildlife rescue centres being inundated at this time of year with hundreds
of Hedghogs that have failed to hibernate, or been disturbed from hibernation, and the papers often carry
pleas for people to take some of these animals off their hands by giving them hibernation quarters. By the end
of November one would expect any wild Hedgehog to have settled down but I see that Lawrence Holloway
still has one baby coming to his garden at need to feed on biscuits – I hope they produce enough fat for the
animal to survive the winter when it does decide to settle down.
MON 26 NOV
The Shaggy Inkcap (or Lawyer’s Wig) is usually one of the earlier autumn toadstools to appear but this year
Richard Carpenter had to wait until last Saturday (Nov 24) to see his first – at Titchfield Haven

BIRDS:

WEEK 47 NOV 19 - 25

SUN 25 NOV
Trevor Carpenter checked out the Shovelers at Baffins Pond in Portmouth today, finding at least 77 and thus
refuting my idea that the 54 Shoveler which David Thelwell found in the Keyhaven area on Friday (Nov 23)
might be birds that had exhausted the food supply at Baffins and moved on. In fact there seems to have been
a general increase in Shoveler numbers in the county with 40 seen at Titchfield Haven today and smaller
numbers reported from elsewhere (maybe they are back on the Budds Farm pools by now). While in
Portsmouth Trevor had a brief glimpse of a Guillemot which popped up close to the shore near the Southsea
Sealife Centre (just west of the Castle) but then disappeared.
The count of 40 Shoveler at Titchfield Haven came from Will Walmsley in a complete rundown of all the birds he
saw when visiting the reserve today - something that I find extremely interesting. Also on his list were 40
Gadwall, 30 Pochard and around 200 Wigeon and over 300 Canada Geese with 10 Cormorant and singles of
Bullfinch, Chiffchaff and Fieldfare. I wonder if the Fieldfare have now exhausted the local supply of berries
and moved on as the flock of 40 which Richard Carpenter saw there on Nov 23 seems to have diminished to
11 when Lee Marshall was there yesterday and to just one today (though it may well be than neither Lee nor
Will walked the canal path where most of the birds were feeding)
John Shillitoe today reveals that the winter flock of Woodlark that is based near Wickham in the Meon Valley
currently numbers at least 14 despite fears that the habitat might become less attractive to the larks as a
result of the market gardener whose land they are on possibly going out of business.
Very little bird interest seen today other than one Sparrowhawk over the garden in the morning but, walking up
the Hayling Billy trail as darkness fell I heard fairly strong Song Thrush song to confirm my thought yesterday
that their winter song season has begun and that they are likely to be heard almost every day from now on.
SAT 24 NOV
Mike Bramwell was in the Avon valley today and saw his first Bewick’s Swans of the winter in the Winkton area
– he could pick out 4 adults and at least 2 of this years young among the Mute Swans so it sounds as if no
more Bewick’s have arrived since John Clark saw the first in this same area on Nov 11 (he too saw 4 adults,

one pair of which had two young but the other had five young (perhaps they were hidden among the Mutes
today?). John will probably be back here next week-end for his WeBS project, but today he was making a
round of north Hampshire sites including the floods on land near Vyne House north of Basingstoke which
seems to be a new wetland in Hampshire at which John found 53 Teal, 35 Wigeon and 12 Shoveler today
(with distant sounds of an unseen Greylag flock). As a special bonus five Hawfinch flew over the site
(possibly making for Pamber Forest not far to the north ??). At two other farmland sites near Odiham John
saw coveys of Grey Partridge (16 near Park Corner Farm and 11 near Hillside with 115 Golden Plover flying
over the latter). Going back to Mike Bramwell’s news I see that it includes an observation of a Heron
swimming in Mockbeggar Lake – I would be interested in other sightings of swimming Heron, something that
I have only seen once when a Heron flying over the IBM Lake saw a large fish near the surface and plunged
in to catch it, eventually getting airborne again with much flapping (but dropping the wriggling fish which was
seized and then dropped by a Blackback Gull before a Cormorant got it). I think that at some fish farms,
where the fish are kept in concrete tanks with high vertical sides, some Herons have learnt to take the fish by
plunging in this way as a regular fishing technique ...
News from neighbouring counties for today starts with a Bittern enjoying the morning sun by climbing the reeds
at Rye Harbour to bask in the warmth. Two Bitterns are thought to be present at Rye, a juvenile Marsh Harrier
was seen today and a Snow Bunting was there on Nov 19. From the Isle of Wight the news is from Newtown
Harbour where 395 Golden Plover were seen with over 200 Lapwing and 1100 Brent. 85 Shelduck are now
present there with only 4 Goldeneye. Back in Sussex there is probably a bigger flock of Golden Plover at
Pagham Harbour but no one has offered a count. Lawrence Holloway saw hundreds of Lapwing at the Ferry
Pool and over 100 Pintail in the harbour where the winter Whimbrel is still present. He could only find 10
Avocet today, not far from the male and female Peregrines which may be feeding on the Avocets (and are
possibly the pair which roost on Chichester Cathedral). On set aside fields near the harbour three Egrets
were prowling around, seemingly finding food but with no clues as to whether it was of animal or vegetable
origin.
The discussion of whether or not there are more Coal Tits around than usual continues. Some of the evidence
for this increase seems to have come from people counting the number of visits by Coal Tits to garden
feeders without allowing for the effect of a small number of birds returning rapidly and repeatedly to the feeder
but today Will Walmsley tells us that he has had up to 12 in his garden at one time. That’s a good number but
I would not think that at all unusual in a tit flock encountered in winter woodland, and maybe it was such a
wandering flock that happened to pass through Will’s garden. I remain unconvinced of a massive and
unusual invasion of these birds. What I do envy him is the Lesser Spotted Woodpecker which visited the
garden (at Shedfield, a well wooded rural village near Wickham in the Meon Valley) on Nov 10, and I see that
he also had Grey Wagtail in the garden that day to provide further proof of my theory that Grey Wagtail are
abandoning the fast running streams for urban and domestic habitat (I suspect that there is no stream within
a kilometre of Will’s garden)
If there is doubt about the increase in Coal Tit numbers there is no doubt about the gradual increase in
Hampshire Raven sightings in recent years, and I am reminded of this by Paul Winter’s report of four of them
flying east over him when he was on Park Shore (between the Lymington and Beaulieu river mouths) today.
Last year it was not uncommon to hear of one or two Ravens, and if they were pairs that have bred in the
county then a family party of four is only to be expected (Paul does not say they were a family with young –
that is my conjecture). Also seen by Paul were a Great Northern and a Black-throated Diver, single Common
and Velvet Scoters, single Goldeneye and Guilllemot plus a Green Sandpiper and a Pale-bellied Brent with
just 3 Dark-bellied. I also learnt today that Park Shore is part of the private Beaulieu Estate and you must
have a permit to visit it
Trevor Carpenter today watched corvids heading south over Cams Bay to the big roost at Elson Wood, seeing
562 birds go over in just 20 minutes a little before sunset. With such a large number it is perhaps not
surprising that the great majority were Rooks with perhaps a hundred Jackdaws and only a few Crows.
Trevor goes on to argue that, based on Ian Calderwood’s observation that on Oct 6 he saw 600 Rooks and
100 Crows enter the roost in about one hour, the great majority of the birds using this roost come from the
north, implying that the birds seen going east west over Hill Head and Warsash, and any coming from the east
over Langstone Harbour, use a different roost. I am not very happy with the logic of this, as Ian Calderwood
also said that numbers using the roost increase as the winter advances, and I cannot think of another wood in
the Gosport area that would take large numbers of birds without people noticing their noisy presence.
However it does occur to me that the birds may not always come and go along the same route each day –
maybe sometimes they go north in the morning and on other days go west. These are of course just guesses
and it would be helpful if any one noticing these movements, and the activity at the Gosport roost(s), kept
notes and published their observations on HOSLIST say once a week. On a slightly different subject Trevor
also queries my suggestion that a new wave of Black-tailed Godwit had arrived in the local harbours in the
past week, saying that these birds do move around in the harbours and the sighting of a large number in a

place where they have not been seen previously does not mean that they have come from far away places –
all I can say is that I have for years wished that those people who collect the WebS data could fnd a way of
publishing it each month on HOSLIST (or better still on an equivalent of Jason Crook’s much missed
Langstone Harbour website). I know it’s another chore for busy people, and I know that some counters do not
send their counts in on the day that they were made, but I am sure that a lot of people would be very interested
in such figures even if they were incomplete. Dennis Bill is now sending the Portsmouth Harbour data out to
the people who count that harbour as soon as it is available, and I regard that as a great reward for my work
in the counts, and I was delighted to see Will Walmsley’s data today giving an overview of what is present at
Titchfield Haven even if his observations are inevitably incomplete – without it I doubt anyone else would have
given me a count of the Canada Geese at Titchfield, and I am also indebted to Will for the negative
information in his account of Kevin Stouse’s walk round Farlington Marshes (I had been wondering how many
Shelduck were now present in the harbour around the reserve, and his omission of any figure gives me
confidence that none were seen rather than that other people reporting from the reserve did not think
Shelduck numbers were of interest).
Coming back to today’s news I see that Lee Marshall had another Woodcock in the Alver Valley today (with 12
calling Water Rails) and that he found 2 pairs of Mandarin at Titchfield Haven with 17 Great Crested Grebe
and 8 Common Scoter offshore.
In addition to the Song Thrush and Dunnock song in my garden this morning (mentioned in notes dated for
yesterday!) I also had my first five Fieldfare flying north over the garden, ‘chack – chaking’ to make sure I did
not miss them – these may have been part of a movement from the continent that brought 62 Fieldfare and 4
Redwing to Will Walmsley’s Shedfield Garden today . In the evening I went to check the Wade Court Egret
roost to which at least 65 Egrets came in during a 20 minute period as darkness fell. On previous visits to
watch them arrive the birds have nearly all come in above tree top level and from the south (mainly from
Langstone harbour to the south west). On this occasion up to half of them came in from the north east,
indicating that they had spent the day on inland fields, and a fair number coming from the west came through,
rather than over the trees, probably a result of leaf fall and barer branches giving them a view of the way in
through the trees (and probably causing me to miss the arrival of some birds either because they sneaked in
when I was not watching or because I mistook their movement for that of birds which had arrived earlier and
were moving down from their arrival perches to hidden and less exposed branches). Once more, when I left
and knew that over 60 birds had flown in, I could only see two dozen of them by scanning the trees.
Miscellaneous news for today comes from Dave Pearson, who found 13 Cormorant at Alresford Pond (one of
them having yellow leg rings with black lettering), and from Andy Collins who found the Southampton Water
Slavonian Grebe still off Weston Shore and a Firecrest in trees in front of Netley Castle (where one was to be
seen last winter). Near Winchester Geoff Rogers had his first Blackcap (again a male) in his Harestock
garden yesterday, while a couple of Egrets flying north up the Hamble at Botley early yesterday morning
provided more evidence of their move inland.
FRI 23 NOV
Writing this on Saturday morning after just hearing two Song Thrushes and a Dunnock singing to welcome the
warmer air and brief sunshine following a weather front that passed over in the night I feel justified in boosting
the subject of garden birds to the position of ‘leading article’ in today’s news, especially as I see that Brian
Fellows spent three hours today (i.e. Friday) in a continuous garden bird watch during which he never had
more than a minute’s pause in the procession of birds coming for the liberal supplies of food he provided. Not
feeling up to any more strenuous activity Brian says that he >> filled-up the two seedholders with black
sunflower seeds and the peanut holder with peanuts, threw seeds, chopped peanuts and raisins onto the
grass and put soaked bread onto the birdtable; then I sat by the window and waited << but not for long! The
caste list of actors on his stage started with up to 60 Starlings, 30 Greenfinch, and 24 House Sparrows to
provide the chorus and to fill in any gaps in the action, and the individual character parts were taken by a
Wren, two Blackbirds, two Dunnock, two Blue Tits and four Chaffinch. Special mention for star performance
went to a single Magpie backed by one Great and one Coal Tit, and the seamy side was filled by a troop of six
Collared Dove, two of them prepared to copulate on stage. Surprisingly neither Wood Pigeon nor Goldfinch
put in an appearance, and even more surprisingly there was no sight of a Robin in the whole three hours
(although I still see one occasionally in my garden I have noticed an absence of their song this week –
perhaps all the jostling for possession of winter food territories following the arrival of the first wave of
continental birds is now over and there is no need for the Robins to assert their presence until hard weather
brings in the country Robins to the towns?)
I have the feeling that the Song Thrushes and Dunnock heard on Saturday morning marked the start of regular
winter song by these species, but my garden has not, I think, heard song from two other species reported by
Graham Roberts who enjoyed several minutes of Chiffchaff song outside the Chichester City Library at lunch
time today (Friday) nor from the Blackcap which has been uttering its endless subsong from bushes in his
Cosham garden for about a month now. Interestingly Graham has not yet seen more than one winter

Blackcap in that garden as yet though no doubt others will soon learn of the special ‘Fairy Cakes’ provided in
the feeders which attract so many of them to this spot at the foot of Portsdown Hill (the record count was 16
individuals on 27 Feb 1994, but nine or ten were present in March of this year – each newcomer to the garden
is ringed when it enters the ‘Fairy Cake’ trap and thus the log of individuals can be accurately maintained).
Another garden bird which I have heard singing near my garden in the past week is Coal Tit and I would be
interested to know if other people have experienced a recent surge in numbers of this species – Derek Mills
and friends of his in the Farnham area think there are many more than usual and wonder if the recent run of
north easterly winds has brought an invasion of them across the North Sea (there have also been letters in the
Daily Telegraph about this!). I can’t say I have noticed many of them here in Havant though I think they are
always much more widespread than many garden birdwatchers realise until they learn to pick out the slightly
higher pitch and ‘do-dee’ sound of their calls from those of the BlueTits.
Another news item from Graham Roberts should be of interest to Christmas shoppers in Chichester. He tells me
that >> The pair of Peregrines which roost nightly on Chichester Cathedral spire are currently arriving shortly
after 1630hrs to settle on the higher latticework of the spire. On Tuesday (20th) the male arrived at 1632hrs &
the female at 1638hrs. She displaced him from his roost & there was a 5 minute overhead display of circling
& calling (much to the surprise/confusion of several people waiting at the bus stop!). <<. News of more
raptors seen today comes from David Thelwell who was at the Keyhaven/Pennington marshes and watched a
Short-eared Owl, two Peregrines and a female Merlin all actively hunting, while Ian Watts reports from
Southampton that the Peregrine pair based on theVosper ship building sheds at the mouth of the Itchen are
still present and in no immediate danger of having the sheds knocked down under them as I may have been
thought to suggest in what I said on Tuesday (Nov 20-6) about Vospers moving their ship building to
Portsmouth – the Itchen Bridge adult Med Gull was also present today. While on the subject of night roosts
Lee Marshall tells me that he last night counted 130 Magpies in a regular winter roost in the Alver Valley at
Gosport. He did not make a full count of them last winter but on a similar date in 1999 there were 144 birds
here – also roosting in the valley were at least 10 Redwing and 40 PiedWagtail. If anyone is in the Southwick
Woods at dusk by the River Wallington (south of Sheepwash Farm and east of Lyeheath Farm) it might be
worth checking for a large Magpie roost there (around SU 655089). In the late 1980s more than 100 birds
went there for the night and as with other corvid roosts they persist for many years (if not centuries!).
Another item of raptor news concerns the current discussion of Buzzards finding food in water. This started
when Steve Mansfield saw a Buzzard bathing in a cress bed near Alresford and Peter Hockin commented that
he had heard of Honey Buzzards eating water snails, leading to a general discussion of Buzzard diet to which
Martin Catt has added the information that in south Devon it is not unknown for Buzzards to devour the
corpses of oiled seabirds washed up on the shore
Birds of Hampshire tells us that Goosander were scarce hard-weather visitors to the county until the winter of
1977-78 when the first small group of eight birds stayed the winter on a couple of ponds in the extreme north
of the county. Since then wintering flocks in the north of the county have built up and night roosts of 80+ birds
are not uncommon in recent winters but few of these birds come to the Hampshire coast. Numbers of these
coastal birds are continuing to increase (and they are arriving earlier) and this year we have I think seen the
first in Portsmouth Harbour where one was in Paulsgrove Lake on Nov 3. Yesterday (Nov 22) Dennis Bill is
pretty certain that he saw three of them (one male and two female) on the harbour south of Horsea Island
(they were too distant to be certain) but he could not spot them today. Trevor Carpenter may be able to tell us
what happened to the male as he saw one fly east to west over Hook at the mouth of the Hamble River this
morning (perhaps now on show at Sowley Pond or Normandy Lake?) whereas the two females might be the
two that have been in Pagham Harbour and have returned there (all pure speculation). I still have not seen or
heard more of the single redhead on Sinah Gravel Pit, south Hayling, which Tim Lawman told me had arrived
there on Nov 17 (and is expected to stay as this is a regular wintering spot for at least one bird). Other news
from Dennis Bill is that numbers of Goldeneye are now increasing in Portsmouth Harbour with 17 present
yesterday – other wildfowl in the harbour are much the same as at the start of the month with 78 Merganser,
624 Brent and Great Crested Grebe visible from Portchester. Another species that has arrived in the
Portchester area recently is Black-tailed Godwit – none were recorded in the Portsmouth Hbr WeBS count on
Nov 3 but there were 66 present today (I also found an increase at Langstone yesterday and Lawrence
Holloway had more than usual at Pagham on Tuesday Nov 20) Interestingly Dennis can see part of the
Paulsgrove tip from Portchester and can tell when the ‘falconers’ are present as they haul up a flag when they
are at work – no flag seen today or yesterday, tying in with Kevin Stouse’s observation (see Nov 20-3) of the
resumption of gull traffic between the IBM Lake and the tip.
Other wildfowl news features a substantial increase in numbers in the Keyhaven/Pennington area where David
Thelwell today counted 104 Pintail, 54 Shoveler and 26 Eider. The Shoveler may be in part birds from Baffins
Pond in Portsmouth where Bob Chapman beat Brian Fellows count of 71 Shoveler, made on Tuesday Nov
20, by going there on Wed Nov 21 and finding 83 Shoveler – surely the bubble must now have burst and some
of the birds moved on? At Titchfield Haven Richard Carpenter tells me there were three Mandarin and a

female Goldeneye present today (with 2 Slav Grebe offshore) plus more Fieldfare (now 40) and Song
Thrush. The Bittern was reported to be still present yesterday when two Eider were offshore.
A Mistle Thrush flew over my garden this morning but there was hardly a breath of wind to bring out the
‘Stormcock’ side of its nature and it did not stop and sing. After lunch the autumnal gloom of the sky did not
suggest that many birds would be active but I nevertheless paid a visit to Old Idsworth Farm where David
Uren told me that a few nights ago he was crossing the grassy paddock near the house after dark when a
large bird took off noisily from under his feet and by the light of his torch he could see it was not a Pheasant
and believes it was a Woodcock that had dropped in here by chance after arriving from the continent. There
is neither woodland nor marsh near enough for Woodcock to appear on the farm in normal circumstances but
I think it is not unusual for them to come down in the most unexpected places when driven by the weather – as
I learnt when collecting data for the HOS Tetrad Atlas in the 1980s when I was told of one that had spent a
week or more in the vicarage garden of St Mary’s Portsea beside the busy Fratton Road in the Kingston area
of Portsmouth during very hard weather. David also told me that he has recently seen two Barn Owls entering
the nest box in which this year’s brood were hatched – presumably these are the parent birds, making me
wonder if we will have a very early brood next spring if they are sleeping together now. My own sightings in a
short walk included a flock of 35 Linnets landing in one field (interestingly named ‘Crooks Corner’) that is still
rich with stubble, and seeing at least 22 Skylark get up from the stubble – there could have been a lot more in
parts I did not walk over. Right at the end of my round I was under a tree in which Great Spotted Woodpecker
had nested this spring when I heard one of the Woodpeckers approaching across the large open field – it
landed above me and continued to object loudly to my presence and I assume it had been foraging far away
but had returned to sleep in the nest hole.
Derek Hale’s Isle of Wight news today mentions four Crossbill seen in Firestone Copse (south of Fishbourne)
where a Treecreeper and seven Coal Tit were spotted – though I don’t think that marks an explosion in Coal
Tit numbers! Yesterday there was a Firecrest at Brading and two Short-eared Owls with 100+ Fieldfare near
Bembridge (with more flocks of 10 to 40 birds in the Medina Estuary at Cowes), and 200+ Sanderling on
Ryde Sands.
Moira Doherty has made me aware of a major project by the Forest Enterprise to improve wildlife habitat in
woodland. Her information came from a lengthy article in the local Alton newspaper describing the project which
has local interest there as two large local woods will be involved (Chawton Park and Bushy Leaze woods which
run along the north side of the A31 forming a four by one kilometre block of wood and farmland immediately
south west of Alton). Moira gives us a very good summary of what the project is all about in her precis of the
newspaper article as follows >> "Woodscape" is England's largest-ever ancient woodland restoration project.
Major Forestry Commission project on 10,700 hectares across 9 counties in SE England. Aim is to restore
woodlands to their native state, as they might have been in medieval times. They attribute to district forester
Stan Abbott comment that this will affect 150 woodland blocks in an area from Luton to IoW and Andover to
Canterbury. Seems sites "worthy of protection" have been identified + next 5 years to produce detailed plans for
each forest that would give local communities the type of woodland they want. Steering group already set up to
create a strategy. 11 bodies involved inc. EN, Butterfly Conservation, wildlife trusts + local authorities. Strategy is
expected in time for Xmas + will form basis for the planning stage. Financed by harvesting a large no. of trees, to
ensure continued support for the region's timber industries + generate valuable income for the nation. Usual
mention of environmental benefits. For further info on Woodscape phone Stan Abbott on 01420 23666. <<
THU 22 NOV
A Penduline Tit is reported to have been seen twice, briefly, between the Ferry Pool and Church Norton on the
west bank of Pagham Harbour today – no further info but I’m sure a lot of people will be looking for it. Also
seen briefly but with more chance of re-sighting, was a White Goose seen at Aldsworth Pond by Mike Collins
as he drove by.
Brian Fellows was in the Aldsworth Pond area today and did not mention the goose but he did find half a dozen
Egrets feeding in fields near Sindles Farm, concentrating their efforts on the churned up ground where cattle
had been feeding at a food trough in the field. This is a good 4 km inland from the sea at Emsworth and
indicates the expected move of some Egrets to more sheltered inland fields with the onset of chilly weather.
Another Egret was feeding by the River Ems near Westbourne (where two noisy Green Sandpiper were
present) but this is less uncommon.
After the recent spate of male Blackcaps arriving in gardens I was excited to look out of the window during lunch
today and to see a male sitting in the sunshine atop a Japonica bush from which it made intermittent
fly-catching type sallies for some time. I notice that no one has reported a winter female yet - do the males
precede the females on these journeys to winter quarters as the males of many species do when returning to
breeding areas, arriving first to claim territory and to be ready to welcome a passing female to it? If they do
move before the females I guess it is nothing to do with intended pairing but it could be s strategy to secure
the best feeding territories. After lunch I cycled to the Oysterbeds at high tide, passing some 80 Black-tailed

Godwit roosting on the flooded saltings within a few yards of Langstone Pond with the water almost up to their
bellies. This is not a normal high-tide roost but with the tide only coming up to 3.8 metres (rather than the 5
metres of biig spring tides) they had decided to stay here and I might well have not seen them had I not heard
the continual whickering noises they make. Over at the Oysterbeds I could not see hybrid/intergrade Brant
but did find 23 Shelduck in the main pool with 9 Merganser, then thought the Peregrine had arrived to check
the wader roost when the 65 Redshank shot out over the lagoon as a falcon came in from the harbour low
over the bund wall but it turned out to be a Kestrel which had perhaps been hunting on the islands. The
wader roost was very sparse (again a reflection of the low water at high tide) but 300 or more Dunlin arrived
whileI was there to join the inevitable Oystercatchers. Just one Egret was by the water’s edge and one Rock
Pipit on the bund wall. Going back past the Wade Court Egret roost at dusk I could see it was still in use as
one bird flew in through the darkness and I could dimly make out some 20 Egrets on the trees (suggesting that
at least twice that number were present).

WED 21 NOV
Proof that there is a huge corvid roost in Elson Wood within the MoD Defence Munitions site at Gosport comes
from Ian Calderwood who works there and says >> The noise on my way into the Depot in the morning, and
leaving at night, is deafening as they swirl around looking for the best roosting sites <<. Ian gives an idea of
the size of the roost when he says that while he was counting Egrets coming to roost on the evening of 6 Oct
a total of 600 Rooks and 100 Jackdaws arrived during a one hour period. That was not necesarily the full
count for that night, and in any case Ian knows from experience that the number of birds using the roost
increases through the winter. A new contributor to this discussion is Richard Carpenter, who lives in Hill Head
(some 5 km west of the roost) and says >> At this time of the year I occasionally see large movements of
corvids (including small numbers of Jackdaws) over my house in the early morning, going due west, and
returning late afternoon going due east. Last winter I established that these birds were crossing Southampton
Water, presumably to feed on plough in the south of the New Forest area. I had no idea where they were
headed back to for roosting but it sounds as if it might be the Gosport area. <<. Although Ian Thirlwell has told
us that, towards dusk at this time of year, he often sees many Jackdaw coming from the direction of South
Hayling and continuing over his home at Milton (Portsmouth ) towards Elson Wood (suggesting that birds
from Sussex are using the Gosport roost) Brian Fellows reminds us that there is a large and well established
corvid roost in Tournerbury Wood in south east Hayling. I know that shooting takes place at Tournerbury
Wood on occasions, maybe disturbing the birds from that roost and sending them elsewhere, and I can think
of various other scenarios (roost full up forcing late birds to go elsewhere; Jackdaws preferring their own
company to that of the bigger crows at Tournerbury; or simply different groups of birds remaining loyal to their
own roost regardless of having to fly further to get to it when there is one close at hand).
Up to now reports of Fieldfare seem to have been of birds on the move but two news items tonight suggest that
th flocks may be settling down. Richard Carpenter tells me that a flock of around 20 Fieldfare has been
around the Titchfield Haven for a few days now, probably feeding on Hawthorn berries to be found along the
canal and elsewhere around the reserve, and I see that a flock of around 150 birds has remained in the
Bembridge area of the Isle of Wight for several days. Another winter visitor that may well have found a good
place to settle down is a male Blackcap which arrived yesterday in Trevor Carpenter’s garden at Fareham,
though it may not like the company of a Tawny Owl which Trevor says could be heard from his neighbour’s
garden around 5:30pm yesterday despite the roar the homebound traffic on the nearby M27 and of more cars
on the busy local roads. Another deterrent may be the presence of a Sparrowhawk which took a Greenfinch in
Trevor’s garden today.
Another small wave of winter visitors arrived in my garden this morning – four, maybe five, Blackbirds were on
my lawn taking breakfast off worms and Pyracantha berries when I first looked out (at most there is one
regular pair here and they only show intermittently when they want to peck at a fallen apple), and the
nutfeeder had the first two Greenfinch I have seen in the garden for months. Waiting its turn a the nuts was a
Coal Tit (which I heard singing nearby yesterday), and at least one Chaffinch flew off. As well as the four fat
Woodpigeons that strip the tiny grass seeds from my lawn when they have stripped any seed from the bird
feeder we had an exhibition of high speed racing across the lawn by two Grey Squirrels, while out in the front
garden up to ten House Sparrows consumed the seed that I put for them on the tarmac driveway before
moving back to their own nutfeeder.
Steve Keen had a surprise while walking down Tanners Lane to the north Solent shore between Lymington and
the Beaulieu River today – a small thrush dashed across the lane showing flashes of white that instantly
suggested one of the four very rare American vagrants which identify themselves in part by all having black
and white stripes along the underside of their wings (Swainson’s, Grey-cheeked, Hermit Thrushes or the
Veery though that would also how a redder brown upper surface). Eventually the bird was refound and
turned out to be a Song Thrush with two pure white outer primaries on the left wing only. We must all have
seen Blackbirds with varying amounts of pure white plumage but this is the fiirst time Steve (or I) have ever
come across this sort of albinism in a Song Thrush – what about you?
Other miscellaneous reports for today start with a full set of common diver species off Church Norton – 1 Great
Northern, 1 Black-throated and 3 Red-throated. These were with the more expected Slav Grebes (only six
seen) and 3 Eider. 2 Firecrest were somewhere in Church Norton and 14 Avocet were counted in the
harbour. The number of Avocet recently seen here was 19, after which we heard of the pair of Peregrines
acting like sheep-dogs singling out a ‘lamb for the slaughter’, and I am wondering if the total of Avocets will
continue to diminish by one per day as the Peregrines ‘open their advent calendar’ and take one of the
goodies each day. Another nice Christmas present for birders at Barcombe Reservoir by the River Ouse
north of Lewes is the sight of a Hooded Merganser in full regalia – rumour has it that this escapee has been on
the loose for a good six weeks but is very rarely seen.
Hampshire sightings today include a Firecrest which turned up in a Holly bush (a favourite habitat of these birds,
though I have no idea why they find it attractive) in Derek Allnutt’s West Wellow garden - he hopes it will stay
for a week or so as previous ones have done (he has had four of them in twelve years). At more public sites

Lee Marshall today saw 14 Kittiwake and the more expected Med Gull at Stokes Bay, Brian Fellows found
fewer Swans (only 31) at Emsworth but the Black Swan remains and Mallard numbers are up to 126, and at
Titchfield Haven Trevor Carpenter saw the regular Marsh Harrier and pair of Mandarin and also describes the
feral geese from Portsmouth as >> The Baffins Pond Gang, 9 Barnacles, 1 Snow Goose and 1 white thing
with black bits << This latter hybrid has often been referred to as part Bar-Head but no one has to my
knowledge named its other parent and, having heard some time ago that Bar-heads and Greylag interbreed in
the north of the county I am still hoping that someone will trace this bird’s family tree back to a north
Hampshire nest and a Greylag on the other side of the blanket.

TUE 20 NOV
Good garden birds today start with a couple Parakeets (premably Ring-necked) flying south east over Tony
Hale’s Romsey garden, possibly heading for the Lower Test. In Sussex a garden at Cooden on the coast
where the Pevensey Levels give way to Bexhill has a Serin present for the second day running. Back in
Hampshire Tim Lawman tells me that Sinah Lake has had a redhead Goosander present since last Saturday
(Nov 17) and hopes it will stay.
Across Langstone Harbour on Baffins Pond Brian Fellows today found an incredible 71 Shoveler, by far the
biggest number ever seen there and not, I think, reflecting a huge increase in Shoveler elsewhere – so why do
they find this medium sized pond, surrounded by houses, traffic and people on three sides (but with one side
having a fairly open approach over grassland from Langstone Harbour a full kilometre away)? Two other
interesting finds by Brian today were a Brent with bold plastic rings on both legs, proclaiming it as ‘D1’, and
two sightings of Brant that were almost certainly different birds. Confusingly the ‘easily identifiable’ one
described by Jason Crook recently as having flown south from Farlington Marshes to the Tangier Road goose
refuge field was seen by Brian much further south on the Southsea shore playing fields, while the one that he
saw at Tangier Road appeared to have different markings (though it may have been difficult to pick out among
a flock of 750 Brent feeding on this grassland). Whether this second bird was the ‘intergrade’ individual that in
previous winters has stayed around the Hayling Oysterbeds remains to be seen – did anyone see it at the
Oysterbeds today?
Kevin Stouse found time to take a look at what was on the IBM Lake today and interestingly found a pair of
Swans present – probably the ones that nested there this year but had their nest vandalised (I haven’t
checked that but my memory tells me so). I wonder what they thought of the much needed reed clearance
that has recently been made at the east end of the lake near their nest? Even more interesting was the
apparent resumption of gull traffic to and from the Paulsgrove rubbish tip – were the ‘falconers’ taking a day
off or have their activities ceased? A Great Spotted Woodpecker was something that is not often seen on this
site though it now has plenty of maturing trees as well as the ant infested grassland that keeps a pair of Green
Woodpeckers in permanent residence.
Lawrence Holloway was out on the north shore of Pagham Harbour today and reckons there were over 500
Golden Plover present in two separate flocks. Other things to catch his attention were a single Black-headed
Gull still wearing its chocolate summer headdress, a single male Gadwall on the harbour water, a flight of 11
Pochard going over at high speed, and a good count (for this harbour) of 65 Black-tailed Godwit.
Not seen by Lawrence but reported to the SOS News was a probable Franklin’s Gull and a Little Stint at
Sidlesham Ferry on Sunday (Nov 18). Other Sunday news from Sussex was of a House Martin at Selsey Bill
with a Red-necked Grebe, 2 Great Northern divers, a Slav Grebe and a Med Gull, while another Med Gull was
seen today unusually far inland (?) at the Arundel WWT reserve. Going back to Sunday there were 10
Crossbill at Sutton Common (near Coates Common, not far west from Pulborough), and Saturday news (Nov
17) from Pagham Harbour includes the wintering Whimbrel and Ruff, 17 Avocet, 2 Goosander (presumably
the two which had been first seen on Nov 14), 7 Eider, 1 Black-throated Diver, 1 Hen Harrier, 1 Merlin and 4
Firecrest.
About a month ago Colin Allen was surprised that the many Cormorants that would normally be roosting at Hythe
on the west bank of Southampton Water had disappeared but he did wonder if there was some connection
between their disappearance and the increased American military activity/security at the American base
which the birds use. With better news from Afghanistan it seems that the birds have been allowed out of the
detention centre in which they were being held without trial and 84 of them were back in the roost today.
Across the water at the mouth of the river Itchen Ian Watts saw both male and female Peregrine on their usual
perches at the Vosper shipyard (I wonder what will happen to this site when Vospers move to Portsmouth?),
and in the more rural setting of the upper Hamble river at Curbridge Richard Carpenter today saw what must
be a wintering Common Sandpiper with three Greenshank, three Egrets and a flock of around 50 Curlew.
From Hurst Spit Giles Darvill saw 24 Pintail, 8 Greenshank and a Guillemot, and others there saw a Bonxie
plus Knot and Kittiwake. Over in the Isle of Wight there were 2 Spotted Redshank at Yarmouth and 3 of them
in Newtown Harbour but at Bembridge only one Short-eared Owl was seen (there have been three of them)
with the now resident flock of 150 Fieldfare.
MON 19 NOV
Both Song and Mistle Thrush song has now been heard along the Solent shore west of Gosport. One Song
Thrush was singing on both Saturday and Sunday (Nov 17 & 18) when Lee Marshall was in the Alver Valley,
and the Mistle Thrush was heard today by Richard Carpenter at Brownwich. Easily beating these dates and
my Havant bird on Nov 16 was a Song Thrush singing at Kings Pond in Alton on Nov 12, heard by Steve
Mansfield.
From the Isle of Wight comes news of a Swallow over Shanklin today and of two small coveys of 4 and 9 Grey
Partridge seen along the south west shore of the Island in the Atherfield area. Not knowing much about the
Island I would guess that these might be genuine wild birds, not ones just released for shooting, and I think

that thought is backed up by something I have heard about a self-imposed ban by shooters who have agreed
not to fire at Grey Partridge this winter (more likely what I saw was a suggestion from the Game Conservancy
that there should be a self-imposed ban!). If there is such a ban than I assume that Grey Partridge are not
being released this winter and thus any we see are at least suurvivors from the previous year – can anyone
enlighten me? To show that there are some Grey Partridge in Hampshire as well Richard Carpenter found at
least ten of them among many Redlegs in the open country south west of Alresford yesterday, as well as 10
Redwing, 1 Fieldfare, 3 Yellowhammer and (away from the open fields) one Kingfisher and one Nuthatch.
Kevin Stouse led a walk from Broadmarsh around Farlington Marshes yesterday and in his description of what
was seen says that the party missed out on the Ferruginous x Red Crested Pochard hybrid, to which Jason
Crook replied by saying that the bird is the offspring of an ordinary Pochard and a Ferruginous Duck and
telling us that this ‘interesting bird’ arrived back in the Langstone Harbour area on Nov 3 when it was seen in
Hilsea Lines by Pete Gammage before moving to Farlington Marshes on Nov 5. It was first seen in the
Langstone Harbour area in Nov 1999 when it was still partly juvenile. Now it is starting its third winter here
and is easily mistaken for an adult drake Ferruginous Duck. Most often it is seen at the Deeps on the Marshes
but it has spent some time at Budds Farm pools in previous winters. If anyone is interested in the
misdemeanours of Red Crested Pochard there is still one of a party of four ducks that have been on
Langstone Mill Pond for several years and which seem to be hybrids between Red Crested Pochard and
Tufted Duck but I doubt they flew in of their own volition – the pond is a well known dumping ground for
unwanted ducks. While on this subject I see that Mike Wall has just stumbled on a website offering to sell you
a variety of ornamental wildfowl at prices such as £100 for an Emperor Goose or £130 for a Ross’s Goose.
Going back to the detail of what Kevin and his party saw yesterday the list starts (at Broadmarsh) with 28 or more
Great Crested Grebe, 3 Black-necked Grebe and 4 Pintail plus a single Whimbrel that may well be a second
bird wintering in Langstone Harbour (the other one is said to stay permanently around The Point at
Farlington). A Dartford Warbler was seen briefly in the north-east corner of the reserve where the party
entered it. Among other birds seen were the Long-tailed Duck and a male Pochard (presumably at The
Deeps) and an Avocet, 4 Goldeneye and 47 Merganser to the west of the reserve where one of the two
Sandwich Terns was seen (but no mention of the Shelduck which I would guess are now numerous there)
Two Rock Pipits and 8 Stonechat were alo on the list.
Most of us do not pay too much attention to crows and gulls pasing overhead but when Trevor Carpenter
remarked today that he regularly sees large numbers of Crows heading south when he is in the Cams Bay
area at the mouth of Fareham Creek towards dusk it immediately drew responses from Peter Raby, who lives
in the Bridgemary area of Gosport, and from Ian Thirlwell in the Milton area of Portsmouth. Both of them have
evidence that would support the existence of a large corvid roost probably located in Elson Wood in SU 6003
within the MoD ‘Defence Munitions’ site on the north west shore of Portsmouth Harbour. In the evening Ian
regularly sees many Jackdaws heading north west from south Hayling over Portmouth in the direction of
Elson Wood and in the early morning Peter has noticed corvids streaming west over his home which is to the
west of Elson Wood, within a mile of it, while Trevor has more than once noticed what may well be the same
birds going west or north west over the Hook area at Warsash ten kilometres west of the assumed roost
(South Hayling is the same distance east of Elson Wood). I have heard of huge winter corvid roosts that have
been used ‘since time began’ in the countryside but I was not aware that we had one in Gosport – no doubt if
the roost does exist we shall hear more of it.
Dave Pearson yesterday drew our attention to an article in the Winchester ‘Sunday Independent’ about a Little
Auk which had been brought in by a cat to a home in Dunvegan Drive in the Lordshill area of Southampton
and taken to the Hawthorns Centre in the city. The paper said the bird was ‘doing well’ but when Ian Watts
checked with the Centre today he found it had weighed only 100 grams on arrival and had since died.
Dunvegan Drive is on the edge of the large Lord’s Wood which separates the built up area of the city from the
M27 and it is thought that bird saw the wet road at the edge of the wood and mistook it for a watercourse on
which it could safely land – though the need to land was probably a sign of terminal exhaustion on the part of
the bird (there is little hope for most of these birds when they are forced down by bad weather or exhaustion,
though it is always worth trying to rescue them – one bird which landed on the IBM Lake in the past did find
food and recover its strength, flying off of its own accord after a stay of over a week)
We associate Egrets and Herons with water as their only hunting habitat but this is not always the case. Today
Trevor Carpenter watched two Egrets apparently finding food in field at least 80 metres from the Wallington
River where it flows under the M27 at Spurlings Farm north of Fareham and wonders what they were eating
and if it is unusual to see them away from water. I can’t say what they were eating but I can say that in past
winters I have regularly seen them around cattle feeding troughs on Warblington Farm where they seem to
prowl around the churned up mud where the cattle have been feeding, seeming to find food items, though I
cannot say if they are after insects or vegetable matter (perhaps grain?). I am also pretty certain that they
would not pass by the odd frog in the grass. I also recall one very windy day when I found 40 Egrets in a set
aside field near the coast, and the majority of them were prowling about and stabbing at the ground,

suggesting that they were eating seeds or grain but they might have been after beetles or other small insects
which could still be found at this time of year.
All birds supposedly need to bathe daily to keep their feathers in flying trim but how often have you seen a Marsh
Harrier taking its daily dip? Maybe the whole idea is a marketing ploy put about by bird-bath salesmen, or
maybe it is true – if so then it offers another illustration of the immense amount of the bird life around us that
we never see. This thought is prompted by Steve Mansfield, who was in the Alresford area early last
Saturday morning (Nov 17) and happened to see a Buzzard bathing in the cressbeds across the road from
Fobdown Farm at Abbotstone. Cress beds near Figglestone Farm on the same road from Alresford yielded
the only Green Sandpiper Steve saw (one female Stonechat was still here) and there were at least 5 Egrets
with 13 Gadwall and 50 Teal at Alresford Pond itself.
In the open country of SU 5733 there were at least 30 Golden Plover and up to 90 Lapwing, so some still survive
on inland fields, although when Richard Carpenter walked for six miles in the Cheriton area south west of
Alreford on Sunday he did not see a single Lapwing, Golden Plover or even a Skylark. Today Richard found
40 Skylark, some singing, over newly ploughed coastal fields at Chilling, east of Warsash, where there were
also 86 Golden Plover and 22 Lapwing
Other coastal sightings by Richard Carpenter today included an unexpected Greenshank on the Hill Head shore,
while at Hurst Mike Rafter saw six or seven Red-throated Diver, three Guillemot and two adult Kittiwake. In
Southampton Water yesterday Ian Watts saw five Goldeneye and two Slav Grebe, plus a presumably
wintering Common Sandpiper on the Weston shore and also yesterday, in the Alver Valley, Lee Marshall was
disheartened to find that the fields in the north of the valley which have in the past been a magnet for Jack
Snipe, have now been erased as wildlife habitat in favour of house building, but further south he could still
hear 23 different Water Rails and 5 Cetti’s Warbler, and see 6 Common Snipe. Plenty of Lapwing here – 119
of them – and a single Woodcock to confirm the impression that these are now arriving from the continent.
Among other birds of interest here are small numbers of Fieldfare, Redwing, Redpoll, Siskin and Goldcrest
A lot more Fieldfare (over 100) were seen at Woolmer Pond near Liss on Saturday (Nov 17) by Richard Ford
who had yet another Woodcock here as well as a couple of Dartford Warblers. Back at Woolmer Pond today
Richard found a female Ringed Teal, presumably an escape but a pretty bird, and also saw the regular female
Mandarin which reminds me that Steve Mansfield tells us that the Wood Duck which has been a permanent
feature of Kings Pond at Alton is still there
One Short-eared Owl was seen near the old landing lights in Thornham Marshes when I was there just before
dusk but I did not see the hoped for Barn Owl. Elsewhere on North Thorney a Cetti’s Warbler sang briefly and
two Water Rails made various noises in the reeds.

PLANTS:
FRI 23 NOV
In a brief late afternoon walk around Old Idsworth Farm and fields today I added one expected minor weed
(Thale Cress) to my flowering list before checking out one of the field edges in which wild flower seed has
been sown and finding a substantial number of the Corn Chamomile look-alike plants (Anthemis austriaca)
here as well as in the distant field where I first found this plant, so I assume the whole batch of wild flower
seed contained this species though it was not listed in the table of contents. Despite the frost hundreds of
Corn Marigolds are still flourishing but I did not see any Corn Cockles and the Cornflowers are in a sad
drooping state. Other weeds found here included both Wall and Grey Field Speedwell (I have not yet checked
the seeds – it could have been Green), Common Fumitory and Fools Parsley, Common Poppy and Wild
Mignonette. The biggest surprise was still to come in a bit of grass downland where, after finding a bush of
Common Gromwell covered with its white stone-hard seeds, I came on a lone plant of Harebell that had
grown almost knee-high and was topped with a single perfect flower. I checked through a big thicket of
Blackthorn but could see no flowers on it or the nearby Hawthorns - perhaps the phenomenon (see
yesterday’s notes) of their flowering is limited to the shores. I cannot finish this note without a mention of the
wonderful gold colour of a mass of Field Maples and one or two Beech trees in this downland area, nor the
sight of a Dawn Redwood tree (planted to dominate the farmyard entrance) which is an overall wonderful
rusty red-gold colour at the moment.
Anyone interest in the recreation of ancient woodland habitat should see the item on a ‘Woodscape’ project
which I have put in the Nov 23 entry on the Bird News page.
THU 22 NOV
At the Hayling Oysterbeds this afternoon Sea Radish was added to my flowering list but, despite a mass of
healthy new leaf growth, I could not detect a single flower in the big patch of Sweet Violets (pointed out to me
a couple of years ago by Gwynne Johnson) which flourish very close to the Hayling Coastal Path but unseen
by walkers unless they divert from the path to the gate into the rough field immediately adjacent to the

Oysterbed pools. As at North Common there was a strong scent of Sweet Violet and there may have been
flowers hidden under leaves (though I probed where I could), and I wonder if anyone else has detected the
scent from the leaves only? The main discovery was found on my way home when I found three Hawthorn
trees with flowers, and two more Blackthorn bushes having flowers, all beside the Coastal Path. Small
clusters of flowers could be found on Hawthorn trees within a hundred yards or so both north and south of the
approach road to the carpark at Stoke Bay (North Hayling Halt), the best display of Blackthorn was in the
dense thicket separating the path from the trees of Stoke Common (visible when just south of the broad
vehicle track leading to the Oysterbed pools), and there was more of both Hawthorn and Blackthorn where the
path connecting the north of the rail track to the main road snakes around the corner of ‘Texaco Bay’.
WED 21 NOV
Very few new flowers are now appearing but Brian Fellows managed to spot one on a Tree Mallow plant growing
at the edge of the Slipper Mill Pond at Emsworth today.

INSECTS:

SAT 24 NOV
One Brimstone was on the wing at Alresford Pond today, seen by Dave Pearson, and a Red Admiral was active
at Bishop’e Waltham, seen by a friend of Lynn Fomison. Lynn later had to move a Peacock from her warm
house at Ropley into a cool outhouse where it joined another Peacock and a Herald moth already in
hibernation there.
At his home in Fleet Rob Edmunds found his first two December Moths and one Mottled Umber in his moth trap
this evening. With them was a more interesting find in the shape of a night flying orange coloured Ladybird
called Halzyia 16-guttata – I think this was identified using a book published by the Surrey Wildlife Trust
called ‘Ladybirds of Surrey’. A couple of nights earlier (Nov 22) Rob found a Feathered Thorn moth under the
normal light outside the front of his house.
FRI 23 NOV
This evening Lee Marshall found a Red-green Carpet moth in his trap at Rowner, Gosport and thinks that it is
probably the last new moth for his 2001 year list. I see that this is a species which appears from September
onward and hiibernates before emerging to lay its eggs in April or May. The caterpillars then feed on oak or
rowan.
TUE 20 NOV
At least five Red Admiral were still on the wing today – two seen in the Pagham area by Lawrence Holloway and
three were said by Carole Dennis to be at Titchfield Haven.
MON 19 NOV
Lee Marshall found the first December moth of this winter in his trap tonight along with a single Angle Shades
and the less conspicuous Light Brown Apple Moth (Epiphyas postvittana)

OTHER WILDLIFE:
FRI 23 NOV
Last Monday I commented that it was a long time since I had seen or heard of any Hares in Hampshire (the
comment prompted by the sighting of just one near Alresford) and today this dearth of reports was further
diminished by one more recent sighting of one on Old Idsworth Farm by David Uren in one of his stubble
fields.
Probably not unusual but nevertheless tantalising to those living just across the water from the Isle of Wight was
a report of 8Red Squirells seen today in Firestone Copse at the southern end of Wootton Creek (at the
northern end of which the ferries from Portsmouth arrive at Fishbourne).
TUE 20 NOV
Two or more Bottle-nosed Dolphin were seen in the Solent off Stokes Bay at Gosport today by Lee Marshall and,
for something entirely different, Richard Carpenter found the first Wood Blewit toadstools which I have heard
of this winter beside the upper Hamble River at Curbridge.
MON 19 NOV
There must be quite a few Hares still left in the fields and woods of Hampshire, but outside the ‘mad March Hare’
season we hear little of them so I am glad to be able to report that there is still one in the open country south
west of Alresford where Richard Carpenter took a six mile walk yesterday – the bad news, however, is that he
only saw one in that lengthy outing. He also saw 3 Roe Deer but there is no need to feel concern for them at
the moment and I feel I would bore everyone by continually reporting their presence even though they are a
very attractive sight to the observer (except for the dead one I saw beside the busy A31 through the New
Forest yesterday).
WEEK 46 NOV 12 - 18
BIRDS:

SUN 18 NOV
Checking the Overton area west of Basingstoke today Mike Wall found 116 Golden Plover in the flock which was
today near Upper Wootton (north of Wootton St Lawrence) before flushing his first Woodcock of the winter
near Lower Ashe Farm, east of Overton – could this be a newly arrived continental bird? Mike says there
were many small flocks of Redwing and Fieldfare in the area and another new arrival was an Emperor Goose
which was loosely associating with the established flock of 13 Cnanada Geese and one Bar-Head. 35
Gadwall were on a pond here. The Emperor Goose could be the bird that was most recently at Hythe on
Southampton Water as it has not been seen there for several weeks.
Two messages add to the evidence that winter Blackcap are now with us. Today David Holland had a male in his
small garden in the Upper Shirley area of Southampton (four species of tit also arrived in this small town

garden during the week), and earlier in the week Bob Marchant had the first male Blackcap in his garden on
Wed Nov 14, doubling to two of them by Sat Nov 17 (Bob doesn’t tell us where his garden is – could he be one
of the Marchant family of Cosham?). Another good new arrival, a mlae Brambing, was with Chaffinches in
John Firth’s garden at Romsey on Nov 16
Other news for today comes from the Lower Test Marshes where Paul Winter saw 6 Water Pipit and 3 Green
Sandpiper, plus 2 Kingfisher and 3 Egrets. Earlier in the week two different Marsh Harriers were seen here,
an immature male one day and a mature male yesterday. Steve Keen was at the Keyhaven/Pennington
marshes and noted a total of 17 Eider and 8 Knot plus a single Water Pipit and other regulars. Near
Bembridge on the Isle of Wight there are still two Short-eared Owls and at least one Barn Owl to be seen
A walk along the north Hayling shore at high tide today east from the Bridge to North Common east of the marina
revealed a total of 61 Shelduck with none I think on the Warblington shore. While at North Common I watched
a skyful of at least 400 Brent fly from the Emsworth Harbour area to land on the large open north Hayling
fields, and later, as dusk was coming on, many of them flew back to the safety of the water for the night. At
the same time some 30 Linnets went into bushes on the common to settle for their night’s sleep.
SAT 17 NOV
The new Knight’s Bank hide at Titchfield Haven gave at least two people views of Bittern today, and Ed Griffiths
tells me that a male Mandarin was elsewhere on the reserve. He also comments on the presence of the 10
Barnacle Geese which have now abandoned Baffins Pond in Portsmouth to spend the winter here but talks of
seeing two Snow Geese with them though I think this should be one Snow Goose and the hybrid Bar Head x
Greylag that came with them from Baffins. One Marsh Harrier was seen, and there were still 9 Common
Scoter off shore.
Brian Fellows visited both the Nutbourne bay area of Chichester Harbour, and the Chichester gravel pit lakes,
today. At Nutbourne there was a magnificent flock of 44 Pintail in the bay (with over 100 Wigeon), and 16
Snipe in the Ham Brook meadow, and in trees near the orchards Brian had his first Fieldfare of the winter – 22
of them. Going on to Chichester he counted 1500 Coot on the lakes adjacent to Ivy Lake (on which there was
a single Black-necked Grebe – could this be the one that was on the nearby Drayton pit from Oct 10 to Nov
4?). Also on the complex of lakes he found 67 Mute Swan, 62 Gadwall and a single Greylag with 50 Canada
Geese.
From Pagham Harbour Lawrence Holloway reports the arrival today of a male Red Crested Pochard on the Long
Pool and also tells us that he saw one Little Stint in the Ferry Pool plus 4 Spotted Redshank and 14 Avocet in
the harbour (where 2 Slavonian Grebe were also to be seen – presumably part of the flock of 12 reported on
the sea off Church Norton yesterday). The Spoonbill was still present yesterday and a Treecreeper was seen
in the churchyard. Going back to the Avocets Lawrence tells how, earlier this week, a friend of his watched a
male and female Peregrine working as a team – first splitting three Avocet from the main flock, then singling
out one of these which the female killed (the story doesn’t tell if the male got his share of the kill)
Here in Langstone Harbour Jason Crook tells us that the four Pale-bellied Brent, Long-tailed Duck, and Avocet
are still at Farlington Marshes, and he has heard from Chris Cockburn that the Brant which was on the
Marshes recently is now based at the area of grassland near Tangier Road and Baffins Pond set aside as a
Brent Goose refuge/feeding area by Portsmouth City in compensation for building a new school on other
grassland nearby (for the first year or so the geese spurned this gift but it seems they now feed there in good
numbers). Out in the harbour Jason saw the lone Common Scoter and today saw two Sandwich Tern still with
us.
Other news come from the Isle of Wight where someone reported to Birdcall that they had seen 6 Red-throated,
4 Great Northern and 2 Black-throated Divers, plus 2 Velvet and 3 Common Scoter, but as the caller remains
annonymous and the place from which the birds were seen (‘Blue Point’) is not on the map and is unknown to
the Isle of Wight residents, confidence in the report is low! More confidence can be put in news from Selsey
Bill that a Little Auk and one Great Northern Diver were seen there yesterday. Also from the SOS website
comes news of 15 Little Stint with 2 Spotted Redshank, a Greenshank and a Dartford Warbler all at West
Wittering yesterday, when a Shag was with the 12 Slavonian Grebe in the sea off Church Norton. Going back
to Thurday (Nov 15) I see that 365 Sanderling were seen on Ryde Sands from the Esplanade and on the
same day two Barn Owls and two Short-eared were reported from Thorney Island – possibly the Barn Owls
were over the Thornham Marshes and visible from the east end of Thornham Lane as they have been in other
recent years, but no location is given in the report. Also on Nov 15 the Black Brant was at Pagham Harbour
and at least 10 Crossbill and 20 Siskin were at Coates Common west of Pulborough. Finally, on Wed Nov 14,
one Spoonbill and one Curlew Sandpiper were seen in Newtown Harbour on the Isle of Wight.
FRI 16 NOV
A tight flock of 17 Black-necked Grebe and just one Slav Grebe were off the Langstone South Moors (north west
of the Oysterbeds) when Jason Crook was on his way to Farlington Marshes this morning. At the reserve he
found four different Pale-bellied Brent and one Avocet as well as the Long-tailed Duck still on the Deeps.
Other birds seen were a Peregrine, an adult Med Gull, a Dartford Warbler, 330 or more Black-tailed Godwit

and, in the harbour, a Sandwich Tern, an Eider, one Common Scoter and a Whimbrel (presumably one that
will stay the winter here). There may well be five Pale-bellied Brent in the harbour as both Ian Thirlwell and
Trevor Carpenter saw one in the south-east corner of the harbour which Ian said flew out from the Portsmouth
College playing fields with a large flock of dark-bellied geese. Trevor also saw the Avocet and Long-tailed
Duck at Farlington Marshes plus the Peregrine (then over the Oysterbeds).
Two independent reports of Blackcap today may indicate that a first wave of central European birds have arrived
to spend the winter with us. In Winchester Judith Chawner found a newly arrived male in her garden this
morning and Paul Winter also reports one (another male, maybe in his Rownhams garden at Southampton
though he does not say so) – Paul does comment that he has not seen one since Oct 7 and the gap between
sightings suggests to him that the October sighting was the last of the summer birds while today’s is the first
winter arrival. Paul also had a single flyover Redwing yesterday.
In response to my comments on the sounds which Brian Fellows heard coming from Cormorants on Baffins
Pond recently (see Tue 13 Nov) Charles Cuthbert has sent me the following account of what goes on at the
Alresford Pond Cormorant roost. He says >> In my experience of watching birds arriving and leaving the
Alresford roost I can confirm that they are fairly vocal, and exactly as you predicted - when squabbling over
the best roosting perches, which are definitely in short supply at this site! The favoured perches naturally tend
to get taken by the earliest arrivals, and as more birds try to land, those already occupying the best sites can
become quite vocal, presumably in an attempt to drive off would-be competitors. It is therefore quite common
for incoming birds to make two or more attempts to land, but sometimes these squabbles result in the original
occupant being deposed! I would describe the sounds as typically guttural, growling squawks (not a pleasant
sound!). <<
More news from the Alresford area comes from Dennis Bill who today walked an 11 mile route around the
Cheriton, Tichborne and Gander Down area (between Cheesefoot Head and Alresford). I hope he had some
birds to make his journey worth while but the fact which he passed on to me was that in four and a half hours
in this open country he did not see a single Lapwwing or Golden Plover, providing more support for Trevor
Carpenter’s view that Lapwing have ceased to use Hampshire farmland even in winter. One bird which he
did see was a Little Egret at what may be the source of the River Itchen, a spring marked on the map at SU
574315 south west of New Alresford between the ‘Spring Gardens’ area of the town and Vernal Farm. While
on the subject of farmland birds I see that I omitted a flock of 40 Skylark from my account (see Mon 12 Nov)
of what Tony Gutteridge saw on Warblington Castle Farm – Tony tells me these were apparently resident and
feeding on the stubble in a couple of the fields. In a winter Skylark survey a few years ago we were told to
ignore flocks of less than 50 birds and I wonder how many flocks in Hampshire now exceed that number?
Andrew Brookes raises an intiguing question which I cannot answer but which should pose no difficulty to the
dedicated sea-watcher, especially one who stays at his look-out post through the night so as not to miss a
single bird. Andrew says >> Fishing for cod some miles south of the Nab last night, we were puzzled by the
identity of very small birds flying overhead. Several strayed near [perhaps attracted by] our anchor light,
allowing us to note their small size. Their only other characteristic we could be sensible of in the moonless
dark was their shrill, singular and brief "tseeeeerr" calling as they passed. << Thoughts of unseen Petrels
came to mind but the sound does not agree with any seabird that I can think of and the birds were overhead,
not following the surface of the sea, so my guess is that the birds were either Dunlin or Redwing, and I think I
would go for the latter. If true, then that gives me more evidence for the arrival of our winter thrushes from the
south rather than across the North Sea (see Sun 28 Oct). I may be totally wrong in these guesses as much
hinges on what size is ‘very small’ – maybe these were hundreds of Firecrests! Andrew goes on to describe
another encounter with birds while fishing, and again there is no prize for identifying the bird in question – he
says >> Some winters ago during a daytime cod session, one very small bird landed exhausted on our deck.
It had a small sharp slender beak, and greenish flanks. After about half an hour, it gamely flew onwards, only
to be blatted into the sea by a Greater Black Back, which then promptly consumed it. They say the gulls are
the reincarnations of old stokers, which, based on memories of my grandfather, I can well believe. << Could
the green-flanked bird have been a Blue-cheeked Bee Eater? Probably not, but then maybe ...
Coming back to the world of fact Richard Carpenter tells me that the new ‘Knight’s Bank’ hide at Titchfield Haven
will be open to the public from Nov 17. From its name I guess this must be located on the east side of the
reserve but as to what can be seen from it you will have to go and find out for yourself. Without using this hide
Richard today saw 19 Common Scoter and 7 Great Crested Grebe on the sea, a Rock Pipit on the shore, and
an estimated 300 Wigreon in the reserve (probably the full winter complement for the reserve unless we get
really hard weather). Some winter birds still have not reached the reserve and yesterday the first Shelduck
turned up to join 19 Gadwall, 26 Shoveler, and 85 Teal. Baffins Pond in Portsmouth is clearly a more
attractive nature reserve for Shoveler to judge by the 57 there last Tuesday, but you don’t get the resident
male Marsh Harrier, Barn Owl and Kingfisher there! Another surprising fact about the reserve is that the
appearance of a Grey Wagtail there was uunusual – surprising in view of the great expansion of their
numbers in the Havant area where we see them daily in the town centre and where David Parker can have

one coming to his birdbath at Foresetside which I worked out to be 2 kilometres from the nearest natural
water.
I saw my first Song Thrush for a couple of months yesterday, looking smart in fresh feathers and feeding up on
berries in Mill Lane at Langstone, and today I heard one making hesitant song from a yew tree in St Faith’s
Churchyard in the centre of Havant, but a brief round towards dusk this evening of some places near my
home where I expect to hear Thrushes yielded no more – I suspect that we will all be hearing their cheering
notes before the end of this month. A recent note from Lawrence Holloway tells me that I was premature in
interpreting the Song Thrush ‘calls’ which he heard in the West Dean Woods (see Nov 10) as first attempts at
song – he says the noise was more an alarm call.
Not really a birding matter, but those who use the Hayling Billy track in Havant in the course of their birding may
b interested to know what I was told today by a workman engaged on laying the new cycleway surface. The
northern section running behind my house now appears to be finished but the surface (promised to be
unobtrusive) has nothing to distinquish it from any other fresh black tarmac road (except that it is only 3
metres wide and has no white lines) – I was told that if I wait till next March a further top dressing will be added
to achieve the promised effect. We shall see!
THU 15 NOV
Today a Red Kite drifted over Goodwood House, presumably seen and reported to the SOS news website by
Mike Collins, and at Farlington Marshes John Goodspeed was intrigued to see a Peregrine objecting to the
presence of what he describes as a buzzard type bird with jesses – perhaps the latest ‘falcon’ to escape from
the war zone at the Paulsgove Tip? Jason Crook was also at Farlington and reports that a genuine Brant has
been there yesterday and today, and is a very distinctive individual in that it has large amounts of white
flecking extending down along the side of its neck from the back of the neck collar. Other birds on Jason’s list
for today are a first winter Little Gull, one Avocet, the Long-tailed Duck plus Greenshank, Little Stint, Dartford
Warbler and (in the harbour) single Eider and Scoter.
News from the Isle of Wight includes a single Swallow seen yesterday (Nov 14) and a single House Martin seen
last Friday (Nov 9), both over Shanklin. I also now have fuller notes from Lawrence Holloway at Pagham to
amplify his sightings there yesterday and these include an observation of two pairs of Shelduck at the Ferry
Pool >> having a real set-to, accompanied by much cackling and display. It all sounded just like spring! <<
WED 14 NOV
One Little Auk was at the Beaulieu River on Oct 30 and another at Church Norton on Nov 2 but the main passage
seems to have started on Sunday (Nov 11) and to be still continuing. Singles were at Rye, Brighton and
Worthing on Nov 12 and yesterday four were seen at Selsey Bill, another at Rye Harbour and one was seen
in Hayling Bay by Jason Crook. Today four were reported from Rye Harbour and I expect they were not the
only ones moving along the coast. With them yesterday (Nov 13) Velvet Scoter were seen at both Rye and
Selsey with three Red-throated Diver off the Bill plus a Wheatear and 5 Swallows. Perhaps a more significant
sighting at Selsey Bill was of a Purple Sandpiper – the first I have heard of was at Newhaven on Nov 7 and
one at Selsey on Nov 13 gives more hope of Brian Fellows finding one at Southsea Castle on Nov 20...
Two Goosander were in Pagham Harbour today with a total of 18 Avocet – this news from Lawrence Holloway –
and it seems the bird news services are touting a second Great Grey Shrike in the New Forest – this time in
the south. Another bird that is presumably being advertised to twitchers is a Tawny Pipit at Hengistbury Head
in Dorset, and this was seen today by Tony Hale.
Richard Carpenter was in the Brownwich-Chilling area between Titchfield Haven and Warsash today and found
one flock of 60 Lapwing on new ploughed fields plus two flocks of Brent (totalling 680 birds) feeding on fields
(presumably grass? Or are they already pulling up spring wheat?) near Hook. 57 Curlew were also on a field.
At Brownwhich Pond the Kingfisher and Grey Wagtail were once more present and a Dartford Warbler was
seen at Titchfield Haven.
The WeBS count of Merganser in Portsmouth Harbour on Nov 3 was 76, with 45 in the west harbour and 30 in
the east part near Gosport, and it is interesting to see that when Trevor Carpenter walked the north shore of
the harbour from Portchester to Fareham yesterday he was still able to see more than 40 of them, including
several males, as the birds seen at this time of year are generally still on the move westward. In this case it
sounds as if the west harbour birds were still present
A walk in Havant Thicket this morning produced nothing better than one Buzzard soaring with attendant Crow
high over Deerslaughter Plain (though I doubt it found a deer carcase there today). In my garden the first
Chaffinch was back at the bird seed and this evening I could only see 42 Egrets coming to roost at Wade
Court – while there I heard the Langstone Pond Water Rail making thesame trilling noise that heard on Nov 3
at the Ibm Lake, previously I have only heard the normal pig screams and ‘pic pic’ noises at Langstone.
TUE 13 NOV
Jason Crook was on Hayling today, starting on the south shore with a Little Auk and two adult Med Gulls in
Hayling Bay. In the Sinah area (south west tip of the island) he found a Short-eared Owl and two Firecrest
(this area is often a hot spot for Firecrest in the winter with half a dozen or more present together) plus the

winter resident Shag near the harbour mouth. Moving north to the Oysterbeds he found 5 Black-necked
Grebe in the Langstone Channel (there had been 15 in a flock yesterday) plus one Slav Grebe. Also present
were a single Pale-bellied Brent and the ‘intergrade’ (what’s the difference between that and a hybrid?) Brant
which had just returned for its fourth winter (this may be the bird that Mike Collins has seen at least twice off
the South Moors shore since Oct 27, though that one may have alternated between Langstone and Pagham
harbours as one was seen at Pagham on each of the last three days of October). Last winter the Oysterbeds
‘hybrid’ was I think accompanied by a normal Brent mate and three of their youngsters, but no news yet of the
family.
Brian Fellows found 286 Brent including 37 juveniles at the Southsea playing fields today (and four more young
among 30 Brent at Eastney Lake) bringing his overall percentage of young up to 7.58% (still not high enough,
I think, to maintain a stable population but I have not yet had any information on the facts needed to calculate
that break-even percentage). The Canoe Lake swan count was down by just four birds from last weeks
record 75 to 71 today, but at Baffins Pond the Shoveler count of 57 beat all known records and the Mallard
count of 140 was high - perhaps because there are only two Canada Geese left to pollute the pond but also
maybe because there is lots of food in the water as something good must have attracted three Cormorants to
fish here. One of these Cormorants gave Brian a surprise when it started making guttural noises which he
(nor I) have never heard before though I guess they are heard at their nest sites – are Cormorant also vocal at
their night roosts when squabbling for the best places to spend the night? I have never heard any noise at the
Chichester Lakes roost on the few occasions I have seen it.
A Long-tailed Duck was on the Deeps at Farlington Marshes today, seen by Jason Crook, and the SOS website
news for Monday (Nov 12) reports the arrival of the first Long-eared Owl at Rye Harbour where 4 Jack
Snipe, 5+ Razorbill, several Guillemot and 3 Velvet Scoter were seen. 2 Red-throated Diver were at
Worthing. On Sunday (Nov 11) two Bittern were seen at Rye and the Short-eared Owl was still present at
Sainsbury’s in Newhaven, while a count of more than 100 Great-blacked Gulls was an indication of winter at
Cuckmere Haven.
Also seen on Sunday at Lancing, close to Shoreham, was a Whinchat (could it be intending to stay for the
winter?) with a Dartford Warbler and several Corn Bunting in the vicinity (the latter raises the question of
whether Colin Law will find his expected flock of 150 Corn Bunting on the downs east of Brighton this winter?
Last year he had to wait until Dec 10 before he located just four birds though there were 25 present on Dec
17). On Saturday (Nov 10) there was a report of 3 Shorelark at Cuckmere Haven and 21 Crossbills at Coates
Common, not far west of Pulborough.
More local news for Sunday (Nov 11) included a ringtail Hen Harrier flying over Farlington Marshes and a further
indication of the expansion of the Grey Wagtail population to places far from running water comes from David
Parker who watched one bathing in his garden birdbath at Forestside on the northern edge of Stansted
Forest – he had his first ever sighting of one in his garden last month so it sounds as if that was not just a
passing bird but one that has moved into the area,at least for the winter. Today’s Hampshire news from
Trevor Carpenter includes a Guillmot and 8 Redwing at Hook/Warsash, plus a Kingfisher and Rock Pipit also
there.
MON 12 NOV
We all know who killed Cock Robin (‘It was I, said the Sparrow, with my bow and arrow’), and if you have read the
November issue of BBC Wildlife you will also know who killed the Sparrow (‘It was our cars, said David
Summers-Smith, with their methyl tertiary-butyl ether emissions’) . Sorry I can’t make it more poetic, but it
seems that the dramatic decline of the House Sparrow started in the late 1970s as we converted to unleaded
petrol and unleashed MTBEs into the atmosphere, killing the tiny insects which are vital food for newly
hatched Sparrows in their first three days of life. Two factors that I know of give some credence to this theory
– first that the decline of Sparrows has been most noticeable in cities, and secondly the similar case of the
Grey Partridge where there is now some proof that the theory put forward by the Game Conservancy was
right. Again the vital factor was food for the very young – in the case of Partridges the chicks cannot eat the
grain on which the adults thrive and must have soft bodied insects, so the the Game Conservancy persuaded
some farmers to turn off their chemical sprays around the field edges – those that did this found any loss of
revenue from their crop was more than outweighed by a revival of their income from Partridge shooting which
had seemed about to vanish. Roll on the days of ten ton, fifty foot long electric car recently show on Top Gear
accelerating to 60 mph in less than 4 seconds and easily capable of sustaining 200 kph for 300 miles on one
charge (don’t rely on my memory of the facts but it was an impressive demonstration of a silent,
zero-emission, vehicle that could outgun all normal cars).
Martin Pitt made a brief tour of the country north west of Basingstoke today and located a flock of 250 Golden
Plover between Monk Sherborne and the A339 (probably around SU 6055), but there was apparently only
one Lapwing with them (whereas, by implication, earlier sightings of the flock had included many Lapwing –
probably a similar situation to that seen at Itchen Stoke Down near Alresford on Oct 12 when 58 Golden
Plover were with 230 Lapwing). This caught my eye in relation to the question raised by Trevor Carpenter last

week as to whether Lapwing have now abandoned farmland in winter as well as during the breeding season
(see my entry for Nov 9). I await better evidence before drawing any conclusions on this question.
......Since writing the above I have seen news from Mike Wall indicating that there may be two separate flocks of
Golden Plover in this area and telling us that one flock of 220 Golden Plover was seen yesterday just across
the A339 from Martin’s sighting – and that there were 40 Lapwing with them. Mike also had 50 Fieldfare over
North Oakley, about three miles west of the plovers. More news of Golden Plover comes from Robert Watson
who briefly saw a flock of maybe 200 in an area south of Four Marks and east of Ropley (SU 6631 / 6731 near
Charlwood) from which there have been no previous reports
Also out and about today was Richard Carpenter at Titchfield Haven in the late afternoon when, from the road,
he watched a Barn Owl quartering the reserve and saw two Water Rail out to feed openly on the mud. 30 Pied
Wagtail seemed to be settling to roost in the reeds (or were they just gathering together to head for
somewhere with some artificial heating – they do like to make the most of our wasted heat in industrial plants
and shopping centres when it comes to choosing a good roost). Out on the sea was a raft of 150 Wigeon and
also 2 Slav Grebe which have stayed on from yesterday. Over at Pagham Harbour Lawrence Holloway was
out earlier in the day but his walk was abruptedly ended by heavy rain, though not before he had seen the two
Avocet still feeding in the Ferry Pool and glimpsed a Dartford Warbler by the path leading past the Long Pool
to Church Norton. I myself did not go out birding today but did enjoy a head-on encounter with a Peregrine as
I drove up Portsdown over the A3M bridge – the falcon was going down, luckily a good fifty feet above the
road.
News from yesterday includes a to me very surprising attempt at song by a Chaffinch along with a Great Tit in
Richard Carpenter’s Hill Head garden. I know that many passerines do start to sing regularly before
Christmas but I reckon never to hear a Chaffinch before Jan 20. I am not doubting what Richard heard (he
does say it was very much a ‘first attempt’, not full song) and it does confirm what I have found with some
other species – there are those which remain silent and then burst into song nationwide all on the same day
but there are others which do seem to brefly test out their voices as they recover from moult before relapsing
into silence until they can no longer resist the hormonal pressure of spring time. Richard has reminded me to
check my notes for last winter and I see that it was on Dec 14 that I heard three different Chaffinches making
serious attempts to sing on that one day - neither before nor after until Jan 24 when I heard my first full song
from one in Havant.
Probably of more interest to most birders are the highlights of John Clark’s visit to the Avon Valley yesterday.
Starting at the southern end of the valley he found two families of Bewick’s Swan near Sopley – one pair of
adults had 5 young, the other had 2. Further north at Bisterne a group of five Whitefront Geese must have
been another family - 2 adults with 3 first winter birds. Reaching the Blashford Lakes north of Ringwood John
found a total of 10 Ruddy Duck and picked out 42 Yellow-legged Gulls from some 1700 Lesser Blackbacks.
Just one item comes from Sussex relating to yesterday – a sighting of both male and female Hen Harriers over
the downs east of Brighton.
Dennis Bill has just sent out the results of the Portsmouth Harbour WeBS count made on Nov 3 and I see that a
Goosander was seen in Paulsgrove Lake (between Portchester Castle and Port Solent) on that day and that
2 Goldeneye were in the harbour (there was one in Langstone Harbour on that day and these were I think the
first to arrive in Hampshire). The harbour total for Brent was 1224 (well distributed, the biggest single count
being 358 in one sector), and there were 84 Mute Swan (70 of them being on the Gosport Cockle Pond and
adjacent creek). Just one Kingfisher was seen at the top of Fareham Creek with just 30 Golden Plover at the
other end of the creek (Fleetlands). I have already noted the Mandarin and Water Rail that were on the IBM
Lake, and in my comments then I noted that there were a few more gulls around and wondered if there was no
falconer on the tip. In fact Peter Strangeman, who counts the tip, did find one present, armed with a scatter
gun but no falcon. It seems that the scene on the tip is slightly reminiscent of TV footage from Afghanistan
showing a primitive base camp (an old caravan with adjacent flagpole) set up by the falconers on this waste
land with some troops around it armed with unusual guns and others still carrying falcons of uncertain
parentage. In place of Kate Adie to supervise what goes on in this surrealistic scene there is a ‘chief falconer’
from Devon employed by the Environment Agency and Onyx to monitor the effects of the falcons on other
birds in the area (by doing a few random counts regardless of the state of the tide etc to provide propaganda
for the advancing forces of ‘enlightenment’ whose slogan is ‘Bird Free Rubbish Tips For All - Now’), and it
would seem that Jason Crook has been asked (perhaps by the RSPB who are concerned with what is going
on) to collect evidence to support the defenceless natives. The best news to come out of all this is that Jason
scored his magic 200th tick for his year list with the Goosander!
The expectation that some Egrets would soon be moving inland from the coast which I expressed on Nov 5 has
been partly justified by news from Charles Cuthbert who at dusk tonight counted 26 Egrets in the Alresford
Pond night roost. Charles says this is easily the biggest number he has seen at that roost, and he notes that
the Egrets are sensible enough not to choose branches below 26 roosting Cormorant which are rapidly
whitening the branches and ground below them with surplus processed fish (to put it politely).

Mike Rafter was at Hust spit today but only found 50 Kittiwake rather than the 1000 that passed through last
Thursday (Nov 8), and those he saw today were mainly moving east, not west. Also moving east were three
Red-throated Divers, while a fourth stayed to try its luck near the spit. Even a Little Auk was heading east, so
we may hear more of it in the next few days. Other birds on Mike’s list were single Guillemot and Razorbill
(plus one unidentified Auk), 8 Eider, 3 Gannets and a Black Redstart – plus a male Hen Harrier playing ‘last
across the road’ in front of Mike’s car in th New Forest as he headed home.
Simon Ingram was pleased to see that the Dartford Warbler which showed up yesterday on his patch at the
Eastleigh Lakeside country park was still there today, though I don’t share his enthusiasm for the arrival of two
Coot today (he does say that he has had a ‘Cootless summer’ here). More winter birds, just passing over,
were 14 Fieldfare, while residents included one Reed Bunting, one Stonechat and 31 Lapwing.

PLANTS:
SUN 18 NOV
In the spring a mass of Sweet Violets scents the air in a sheltered hollow on North Common at Northney, Hayling
Island, and when there today I thought I could detect the same sweet smell but a brief look found only one
fresh flower. In Stansted Forest yesterday I hear that the Havant Wildlife Group found several Common Dog
Violets in flower.
FRI 16 NOV
On Wednesday I said I was feeling left out, not having seen the Blackthorn blossom that is being widely and very
surprisingly reported along the coast. Yesterday that was put right when I noticed that an ancient bush by the
Brockhampton stream, its branches swathed in golden lichen, had seven open flowers. Today, where Pook
Lane meets the shore just west of Warblington Church, a younger bush was more liberally covered with
flowers but I have yet to see any fresh leaves (plenty of old leaves still on most trees, some of which are still
laden with Sloes). Yet another flowering bush exists on Hayling, seen recently near Sinah Lake by Ros
Norton. If you want tosee a picture of the blossom at Pagham there is now one on Lawrence Holloway’s Diary
page of the Friends of Pagham Harbour website. Another first flowering of what I take to be a genuine wild
plant was the first blue flower on Lesser Periwinkle in a garden at the west end of Grove Road here in Havant
– this plant covers the ground with an untidy mass of trailing stems in a part of the garden showing no sign of
ever having been cultivated.
WED 14 NOV
If there is anyone in Hampshire keen to extend their knowledge of its flora and to meet some of its friendly
botanists there is a chance for them to do so on Dec 1st when the Flora Group of Hampshire Wildlife Trust visit
the Hampshire Museums Biological Collection in Chilcomb House, just outside and to the east of Winchester.
They meet at the Museum HQ in Chilcomb House (SU 491284) at 10:30am but if you are not already a
member of the group it would be best to check with Pete Selby before you go – Pete’s email address is
pete.selby@ntlworld.com or you could ring the group’s secretary (Catherine Chatters on 023-8086-3920
when she is at home out of office hours)
A walk in Havant Thicket today found Dwarf as well as Common Gorse in flower and also added Heath
Groundsel and Goldenrod to my November flowering list. The Goldenrod was mostly dead, though still
covered with seed, but just one plant whose stem had previously been cut had recovered enough to put out
two fresh flowers.
Yet more Blackthorn blossom was seen today by Richard Carpenter in Chilling Copse, set back a little from the
coast between Titchfield Haven and Warsash – I’m beginning to feel I am the odd one out in not finding any
yet, but this is the very first time to my knowledge that Blackthorn has flowered before Christmas.
MON 12 NOV
After the news of Blackthorn flowering and putting out fresh leaves at Pagham Harbour it was today the turn of
Titchfield Haven to show the same phenomenon – seen by Richard Carpenter. I really am surprised at this
and it is the very first time I have encountered this early flowering. Much less surprising were most of the
plants found flowering at Chichester Gravel Pits by the Havant Wildlife Group yesterday, though their find of a
whole cluster of Red Campion was both unusual and very pretty.
INSECTS:

SAT 17 NOV
The only butterfly report for this weekend is of a single Speckled Wood seen today at Titchfield Haven by Ed
Griffiths
THU 15 NOV
Phil Budd had a single Red Admiral in Southampton today, and Richard Carpenter had two Common Darter at

Titchfield Haven. Further sightings from yesterday are of four Red Admirals at Pagham Harbour (plus one
Common Darter) and several more Red Admirals at Goodwood House. Still no autumn Commas ...
WED 14 NOV
Two Common Darter were coupled in their yoga position by the Leigh Park Gardens lake in this morning’s
sunshine. Another single male was seen elsewhere, and in addition to the obligatory two Red Admirals one
tatty Speckled Wood flew up to defend it’s territory against me. Over in the Chilling are east of Warsash
Richard Carpenter also saw both Red Admiral and Common Darter but Trevor Carpenter had the best
butterfly of the day – a tatty Painted Lady on the north shore of Portsmouth Harbour near Portchester.
MON 12 NOV
On his return from the Scillies in October Lee Marshall had a rare moth in his trap and said he was seeking
expert confirmation that it was a Scarce Bordered Straw, and tonight he had a second of these rarities at his
light in Rowner (Gosport). With the first of them (see my note for Oct 26) he had a November Moth and said
he was uncertain whether it might have been a Pale November Moth, but three more that have turned up in
the last two nights are, he feels certain, genuine November Moths. Lee adds one further factor to what Rob
Edmunds said on the subject yesterday, namely that the third possibility when identifying ‘November Moths’
(the Autumnal Moth), can probably be ruled out now as they tend to have a slightly earlier season. Other
moths coming to the trap tonight included one Rusty-dot Pearl (Udea ferrugalis) which is a migrant, and last
night’s haul of 9 moths of 6 species included a Double-striped Pug. Also seen were 4 Lacewings and a
Caddifly.
Those Red Admirals seem as if they will never give up and yesterday one was in Andrew Brooke’s garden at
Portchester near Fareham while a Speckled Wood was seen by David Parker at Calshot. On Saturday (Nov
10) singles of both these species were seen by Richard Carpenter along the Canal Path at Titchfield Haven.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SUN 18 NOV
Rosemary Webb led a fungus foray for the Havant Wildlife Group in The Sling area of Stansted Forest yesterday
morning during which one or two specially interesting finds were made which caused Rosemary to return this
morning with her camera, and during the course of this second visit even more good finds were made. The
best find was made on Saturday on an old beech log but could at that time only be identified as a species of
Tooth Fungus from the spines found under warty top surface of pale coloured bracket growing from the cut
end of a log. Since then Rosemary has tracked it down as Creolophus cirrhatus which is illustrated on page
246 of Roger Phillips book (but is not included in Stepham Buczacki’s Collins Guide). Phillips gives an
alternative name of Hydnum cirrhatum and it also appears in the article on ‘Tooth Fungi’ in British Wildlife
magazine (Vol 11 no 6) as Hericium cirrhatum under which name it probably appears in the book used by
experts to identify Tooth Fungi (Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, book called British Chanterelles and Tooth
Fungi by A J Pegler et al published in 1997). Gordon Dickson lists eight sites for it in the New Forest but it is
nevertheless a rarity which Rosemary has never seen before. The other rarity was even more obscure and
does not appear at all in either Phillips or Buckzacki but I gather from Rosemary that it is similar to
Clavariadelphus junceus which is illustrated in Phillips on page 257 and each ‘fruiting body’ is a thin hair a few
centimetres long. I think this was only detected because a mass of these hairs were growing together and
were of a mauve colour. Rosemary believes the species was Pterula densissima, though the only species of
Pterula listed in Gordon Dickson’s ‘Fungi of the New Forest’ is P. Multifida and that was only found at two
sites, in both cases under oak trees. Two other new finds for this area of Stansted Forest as far as Rosemary
is concerned were Dog Stinkhorn and Horn of Plenty, but a good list of old favourites were found including the
‘hedgehog like’ puffball Lycoperdon echinatum and both the common Earth Stars (Geastrum triplex and
sessile), plus the Aniseed toadstool (Clitocybe odora), the pretty ‘Split Gill’ (Schizophyllum commune), and
the small relative of the Giant Polypore called Grifola fondosa
The above fungi are only a small selection of those seen by the group yesterday. Jim Berry has sent me a list
of some 40 other species including one that I had never heard of (Phlebia radiata which Jim calls Vein Crust
and which appears in both my books under the name of Phlebia merismoides – a pretty red brown resupinate
on the bark of dead beech trees). Among the more familiar names I see the first Velvet Shank was found and
other colourful species included Rufous Milkcap and the elegant Shaggy Pholiota and Calvatia excipuliformis.
There were no doubt more still to be found as Rosemary added Oyster Mushroom on her return visit today.
MON 12 NOV
Alan Cokes has sent me another two goood photos of fungi seen yesterday in West Walk woods near Wickham.
As Alan surmised the first one – an excellent photo of an Amanita clearly showing the universal veil covering
the whole young growth, volva, stem and cap – is of a False Death Cap (Amanita citrina). The other picture of
a dense troop on thin-stemmed fungi with slightly fluted bell-shaped caps is of the Glistening Inkcap (Coprinus
micaceus) – Alan had the genus right but was uncertain of the species. This latter species apparently shares

a special feature with the Rooting Shank (it contains some unusual chemical in its makeup) which I was told
about when on a fungus foray recently but which I have now forgotten – can anyone help my failing memory?
BIRDS:

WEEK 45

NOV 5 - 11

SUN 11 NOV
Today Andy Collins saw a Great Northern Diver in Southampton Water off Netley and John Shillitoe had two
divers (he believes they were Black-throated) off Titchfield Haven, while yesterday Simon Boswell had two
Red-throated and one probable Black-throated in the Hurst area near the Needles. These relatively few
sightings, seen in the context of yesterday’s sighting of 7 Red-throated and 1 Black-throated off Selsey Bill,
should tell us that it’s worth keeping an eye out for divers all along the coast. With them have come a few Little
Auks – singles were seen at Brighton and Selsey today, and at Worthing yesterday (Simon also had one at
Hurst yesterday along with a smart male Hen Harrier) Other good birds on the sea this weekend include 2
Velvet Scoter (seen at Selsey today with 100 Guillemots) and, yesterday, a Long-tailed Duck at Rye, another
Velvet Scoter at Worthing and one or two Grey Phalarope at Selsey. Good Hampshire sightings today were
made by Trevor Carpenter at Cams Bay in Portsmouth Harbour where he had his first two Goldeneye of the
winter, accompanied by a redhead Merganser and a Rock Pipit – 83 Golden Plover are still present there and
there is a flock of 16 Little Grebe on the sea. Other signs of winter today were 2 Slavonian Grebe with 11
Common Scoter off Titchfield Haven (seen by John Shillitoe), 20 Redwing at Hook (Trevor Carpenter), 3 Jack
Snipe seen at Bourley (just west of Aldershot) by John Eyre and a ringtail Hen Harrier at Ewhurst Park, north
west of Basingstoke, seen by Brian Sharkey.
Summer birds are getting rare now but one Wheatear and 5 Swallows were seen at Selsey Bill today, and the
same two species were there yesterday.
Brian Fellows passes on news culled from the WWT magazine that 217 Little Egret were present at a night roost
at Llanelli in Wales on Sep 3, possibly the biggest single roost in the UK at the moment, but the birds using
the trees at Wade Court behind Langstone Mill Pond show no signs of abandoning it. At sunset yesterday I
was on the Langstone South Moors and watched a dozen or so Egrets flying from Farlington Marshes to the
Wade Court roost (I can’t be certain where they started from but that was there flight line), and tonight I went
down to check out the roost, ending with the biggest count so far (70 birds arriving). By chance I had earlier in
the day come across an email from John Chapman sent last May in which he reported seeing an Egret in full
breeding plumes in the pony field below the roost trees, and this has once more triggered the question of
whether one or two pairs nested there.
SAT 10 NOV
Today’s best bird in Hampshire to my way of thinking was a single Tree Sparrow seen for 15 minutes in a garden
on the east side of Beaulieu village. Another good bird (with a much better chance of being seen by the
average birder) was a smart male Black Redstart in Phil Lord’s garden (Halterworth area of Romsey). Derek
Mills did pretty well in his garden at Farnham (just outside Hants) with three Brambling joining a regular
Bullfinch at his bird feeder (13 Brambling were seen at Pagham Harbour today).
Lawrence Holloway saw a flock of 16 Avocet in the main harbour at Pagham today plus one in the pool where the
main channel narrows and another two that were on the Ferry Pool making a total of 19 birds (the max count
last winter was 21 and that may well be exceeded this winter). Lawrence also comments on a good number of
Pintail now in the harbour where he saw a flock of around 50 Knot. Shelduck numbers are also rising there –
17 were on the Ferry Pool and another 30 in the harbour. Both Dartford Warbler and Firecrest can still be
seen in the Church Norton area, and Lawrence saw 23 Fieldfare go over.
Later in the day Lawrence went to the West Dean Woods and on return to his car he heard what he describes as
a Song Thrush‘calling’ which I interpret to be a bird making attempts to retune its singing voice – I was thinking
only today that it is about time for Song and Mistle Thrushes to start singing. Up on the downs above the
woods Lawrence encountered a Short-eared Owl (which may well have caught a Skylark had it not been
disturbed – a Skylark flew up from where the owl had been hunting).
Brian Fellows was one of several volunteers conducting low tide counts in Chichester Harbour today. He was
working his usual patch off south east Hayling and saw most of the species he expected though mostly in low
numbers (only 42 Brent and just 3 Shelduck). There were however 52 Bar-tailed Godwit and 74 Knot, 200
Teal and 2410 Dunlin
This afternoon I walked through Havant to Bedhampton and Broadmarsh, returning along the shore through
Langstone. At the Bedhampton Water Works I stopped to listen to repeated quiet calls of a Little Owl and
while I was trying to locate where it might be a second called much more stridently from another tree perhaps
100 yards from the first – I never saw the birds but the conversation reminded me of a typical young
child/parent encounter – the child loudly asking its parent, long before the normal time to get up, if it was time
to get going and the parent answering clearly ‘No, be quiet and let me sleep’. The only other birds of special
interest were a tight flock of some 15 Little Grebe out in the Chalk Dock channel off Broadmarsh – I have seen

three or four on the water on recent visits but this is the first time I have seen a winter flock.
By the time I was walking back along the South Moors shore towards Langstone, with a magnificent cloud
enhanced sunset stretching out to me from the western horizon, the Egrets had already started flying in
towards the Wade Court night roost and I noticed that the first eight appeared to come directly from Farlington
Marshes. I only saw thirteen Egrets go over Langstone but as I was walking up the Hayling Billy line I could
hear the noise of the roost.
Late news which is probably still of interest is of a Yellow-browed Warbler at Alum Bay on the Isle of Wight on
Nov 4 and a very late Wood Sandpiper with Golden Plover at West Wittering on Nov 6. On Nov 8 a Black
Brant and a Hen Harrier (plus 3 Swallows) were all at Pagham Harbour and on Nov 9 an immature Long-tailed
Duck was off Lancing (Widewater) just west of Shoreham.
FRI 09 NOV
The first Redwing to be seen in a local garden was today feeding with Blackbirds in north Emsworth as a chill
north wind brought the feel of winter to the south coast. The Redwing was in Sue Drewett’s garden on the
edge of the Hollybank woods (part of Southleigh Forest) and spent some time foraging on the ground. To
re-inforce the message that the north wind has indeed brought us winter birds a flock of 50 Fieldfare flew over
Langstone village this afternoon, seen by Brian Rackett from the north end of the old Billy Line on Hayling.
Also in the afternoon I took a walk to the fields of Warblington Farm where I found at least three Egrets
seeking food in the little streams that run through the farmland, and earlier saw another two on the Lymbourne
stream north of Wade Court – this change from feeding in the harbours to inland streams and fields is typical
of their behavious as soon as the weather turns cold.
More news of garden birds comes from Paul Winter who today added Firecrest to his garden list at Rownhams
on the north-western edge of Southampton – both he and Stephen Harvey at Chandlers Ford now hear the
calls of Tawny Owls from their respective gardens. A more surprising bit of garden bird news comes from
Alton via John Eyre – it seems that people in Alton found a Pied Wagtail currently building a nest in their
garden, they told their local newspaper which in turn checked with John Eyre as to how unusual this was in
November. John’s opinion is that the colder weather will probably dampen their enthusiasm for raising a
family in December but Stephen Harvey thinks that a pair in Chandlers Ford have only just left a late nest as
he saw an adult still feeding a juvenile in his garden today. All of which reminds me that when I was out this
afternoon the only bird I heard in full song was a Collared Dove, and I would not be in the least surprised if
many gardens now, or soon will, have a pair of Collared Doves trying to raise a winter family.
Brian Fellows visited Broadmarsh today, finding the first Knot that I have heard of at that site where the
Hermitage Stream flows into Langstone Harbour. Two Shelduck were also in the channel formed by the
outflowing stream but whether they were part of the two families which hatched young on the Budds Farm site
this summer or just new arrivals in the harbour canot be told. Over on the Budds Farm shore a flock of 146
Brent had 6 juveniles among them, the interest here being that one pair of adults had five young with them –
the biggest family unit seen so far.
Later Brian went back to Emsworth and checked out the Mill Pond, finding a small flock of Coot feeding in the
harbour close to where some freshwater leaks out from the Mill Pond sluice gates – I suspect they were
enjoying the taste of seaweed after a summer spent inland on fresh water, but doing so in a place where the
water is not over-salty to their taste. Brian says these birds are often here but hardly ever come onto the Mill
Pond itself and I would guess that this is mainly because there is hardly any weed left in the pond where so
many Swans and other birds eat it all year round. Thinking of the Swans, of which there were 84 on the Mill
Pond last Sunday (and on most days now), I am interested to hear from Brian that only about 20 of them stay
on the pond overnight. He does not know where they do sleep but wonders if they use the Little or Great
Deeps on Thorney – my own guess would be that the reason they leave the pond is that they do not sleep
happily so close to banks and slipways from which predators (real or imagined) might attack them while
asleep (especially if they are‘blown ashore’ by the wind), and they would feel similar claustrophobia on the
Deeps, so I guess they prefer the open water of the Emsworth Channel or Sweare Deep (though maybe they
use Fowley Island as a dormitory?)
Richard Carpenter tells me that a Bittern was said to have been seen at Titchfield Haven on Nov 6 by some
unknown birder – very likely true in view of the confirmed presence of others at Fleet Pond and Rye Harbour
but so far it seems that no one else has been lucky enough to see it, unlike the Marsh Harrier(s) and
Peregrine(s) which are seen daily. Richard himself today saw nothing special at the reserve (two Stonechat,
a Chiffchaff and three Goldcrest) but over at Brownwich Pond to the west of the reserve he again saw the
Kingfisher, with four Gadwall and four Tufted Duck on the water plus an elegant Grey Wagtail at the edge.
Offshore three Scoter went west.
Large numbers of Lapwing can now be found at many coastal sites but there are also flocks to be found inland
such as the Blashford Lakes near Ringwood and Itchen Stoke Down near Alresford (from both of which flocks
of around 200 have recently been reported) and there are no doubt many others including those at Wide
Lane, Eastleigh. The reason for mentioning this is that Trevor Carpenter today comments that he remembers

seeing flocks of Lapwing on the fields close to the M27/A32 junction which are overlooked from his house in
north Fareham but has not seen any there for several years (although hundreds of gulls sometimes settle on
those fields). Trevor wonders if Lapwing have now ceased to use fields in the winter as they have ceased to
breed on them in the summer, and it would be interesting to hear comments on this from other people. I’m
pretty sure that the Lapwing flocks around our harbours do still move onto nearby fields when the tide comes
in, and that some flocks still spend the whole winter on farmland, but perhaps there is an overall decrease in
the numbers of these birds so that fewer fields are used by them.
THU 08 NOV
Mike Rafter was on or near Hurst beach at the narrow west end of the Solent for three hours around midday
today and during that time he reckons that around 1000 Kittiwake headed west past him – he also heard that
early this morning around 1300 of these gulls were flying south off the Norfolk Coast, and that must have been
a different flock as I reckon it would take the birds more than 8 hours to fly non-stop from Norfolk to the
Needles (assuming a speed of 20mph). Maybe other flocks are abandoning our shores and heading out into
the Atlantic (if so then I would think shortage of fish in British waters is more likely to be the reason than a
slight fall in temperature). This movement may, for all I know, be a regular annual movement from coasts to
open ocean – maybe the only thing unusual is that the gulls were following the shoreline rather than moving in
mid-Channel. Other good birds seen by Mike at Hurst were an adult Sabine’s Gull, two Goldeneye, two
Common Scoter and an unspecified Auk.
Brian Fellows took the circular tour of the lower Ems Valley today and found a male Peacock somewhere
between Emsworth and Westbourne (possibly one displaced by recent fireworks as I recall attending a
bonfire party at Idsworth House many years ago and seeing the Peacocks lined up and attempting to sleep on
a high brickwall around the garden – they stuck it out until one was hit by a low flying rocket!). I doubt it will
stay where Brian saw it but I suppose it would add to Emsworth’s ornithological status to have it’s northern
approaches decorated with a Peacock to offset the Black Swan which greets visitors from the south (perhaps
we can persuade a couple of Parakeets to watch the A259 to the east and west of the town?)
WED 07 NOV
Today I found the landward of the three pools at Budds Farm back in use as part of the ‘nature reserve’ section
of the sewage works after 34 months during which it was used as a dump for surplus soil dug up from other
parts of the site during the massive rebuild of the works which started in Jan 1999. It was on 21 Jan 99 that
heavy duty plastic sheeting was laid on the mud of the already drained pool and the work of dumping earth
there began. The mound soon became as high as Budds Mound (the earth covered old rubbish tip from
which we can see into the pools) and precisely one year later work began to remove the soil and re-distribute
it around the site, but that work has been intermittent and long drawn out so nearly two years more has been
spent in completing the restoration of the pond. A new island has been created in the pond but the edges of
the pond (and the whole island) are still bare earth though come next spring nature will work faster and more
reliably than the contractors to restore the vegetation.
The first Purple Sandpiper that I have heard of on the south coast this winter was at Newhaven today, according
to the SOS website. Also there today was one Shag and a couple of Kingfisher, but if you turn your back on
the shore and head for the ‘retail park’ at Newhaven you can see more birds – it seems that Sainsbury’s have
a couple of Short-eared Owls and Halfords are trying to compete for customers by having a Cetti’s Warbler.
The best I can do for customer entertainment this week is to have a Starling sitting on my central heating
boiler, having got into the roof space and found a way down an extra large gap where the water pipes come
down from the header tank (it was easily caught by hand and created no mess!)
Also advertised on the SOS website is a CD holding 44,000 pictures of Peregrines which is yours for a donation
of at least £10 to SOS funds. These are pictures from the webcam which was trained on the ‘Sussex Heights’
tower block Peregrine nestbox this spring and if you want a copy contact Graham Roberts at
Graham.C.M.Roberts@btinternet.com to arrange payment and delivery of the CD.
One group of six Brent with two juveniles were seen by Brian Fellows today on the grass field by Portsmouth
College (west shore of Langstone Harbour) and a larger flock of 78 Brent with 17 juveniles were seen by Brian
on the Southsea playing field which is just across the seafront road from the sea and 700 metres east of the
Canoe Lake. Other than that I have not yet heard of any other Brent feeding on fields since those I saw on
Sunday (Nov 4) at Prinsted but I suspect that two more of today’s sightings imply this – Adrian Martin saw just
two Brent fly over the Itchen Bridge at Southampton and head upstream and Richard Carpenter saw a flock of
130 at Hook/Warsash (these may have been on the water). Definitely on the scrape at Hook were 89 Teal, 19
Gadwall, 60 Wigeon, 12 Shoveler and one Water Rail. More Brent were reported from Christchurch Harbour
in Dorset where David Taylor found 12 out of 80 geese were juveniles. David commented on this in view of a
note from Brian Fellows yesterday telling everyone that more families of Brent Geese were still arriving and
that the percentage of juveniles that he was seeing had now crept up to just over 6% based on a much wider
sample than David’s un-representative 15%
Other sightings in the Portsmouth area by Brian Fellows today include a Shag fishing in the mouth of Langstone

Harbour near the Hayling ferry and a doubling of the number of Shoveler on Baffins Pond from 13 last week to
27 today. No Purple Sandpipers at Southsea Castle yet but the swan herd on the Canoe Lake, having just set
a record for the number present in October, has gone on to beat the existing November maximum with a
count of 75 there today. Brian looks forward to easily beating the December record (set last year with 80 birds
present on Dec 19), but nothing in this life is certain and I notice that the Portsmouth NEWS last night chose
to print photos of people enjoying themselves on the thick ice which covered all fresh water in the winter of
1929 (they specially mention the Canoe Lake) – and if the weather really turns cold next month I guess the
swans will have to return to the sea as their only safe haven (though no doubt they will come back to the lake
to beg for bread).
On this subject of a possible hard winter ahead I see that Trevor Carpenter had five Redwing over his garden this
afternoon and comments that this is the first time he has ever recorded them in his garden before January
(with one exception on Dec 22 in just one year). I also see that Phil Lord has been keeping an eye on the
Golden Plover flock at Wide Lane, Eastleigh, since the beginning of October and his weekly maxima for the
five weeks that had Mondays in October and the week starting with the first Monday of November read 65, 93,
165, 120, 140, and 380. Taking this in the context of Golden Plover counts from elsewhere (especially at Rye
Harbour where on Nov 1 a flock of 1200 Golden Plover easily beat their all time previous record of 900 birds)
it does look as though some birds think it wise to move south before the weather changes for the worse
(though I would point out that these selected figures have no more scientific meaning than would the reading
of a sheep’s entrails – far too many other factors have to be considered, ranging from the breeding success of
individual bird species to the fact that Trevor has spent more time than usual looking at his garden this winter
... nevertheless the inquisitiveness of the human brain is still driven by the facts that it encounters)
TUE 06 NOV
Trevor Carpenter today returned to Beacon Hill near Warneford in the Meon Valley where on Oct 31 he had
found both Marsh and Willow Tit, and again found 1 Willow and 2 Marsh Tits though they might have passed
un-noticed among the 102 Pheasants, 19 Red-legged Partridge, 77 Fieldfare and 17 Redwing that were also
present, not to mention 55 Goldfinch and 5 Redpoll.
A few more individual firsts for the winter season today included 17 Lapwing back in the Alver Valley for Lee
Marshall and a Rock Pipit at the Bunny Meadows, Warsash, for Richard Carpenter who also noted the first
two Little Grebe back on the tidal water of the Hamble.
Over in Sussex a Spoonbill gave someone a pleasant suprise when it flew in off the sea today and settled at
Cuckmere Haven just west of Beachy Head. Yesterday a Yellow-browed Warbler was seen at Rye Harbour
and a Jack Snipe at Pagham Harbour (the first Jack Snipe to arrive seem to have been a group of 6 seen at
Rye Harbour on Oct 31). Also in Pagham Harbour yesterday Firecrest and Dartford Warbler were seen, along
with three Avocet and the long stay Spoonbill. On Sunday (Nov 4) a Bittern was seen at Rye Harbour but I see
that the first of the winter was there on Oct 24 and that we have had the first Hampshire Bittern at Fleet Pond
on Oct 30. Another bird seen at Rye on Nov 1 was a Ferruginous Duck giving us a nudge to be on the look out
for one of these birds arriving back here in Hampshire.
MON 05 NOV
With the weather forecast indicating that this may be the last of the windless evenings with clear skies I went to
the Langstone seawall before 4:30pm to check on the Egret roost in the Wade Court trees, finding just one
Egret visible in the trees along with two Herons. Nothing happened for 15 minutes, then a single Egret flew in
and I had to wait another five minutes before others came in. In the next 20 minutes another 27 arrived and
though I waited another ten minutes no more appeared, so this evening’s total of 29 roosting Egrets was only
half the 61 of last Wednesday evening. One factor may have been the tide time – it was still high enough to
cover most feeding areas when I arrived and it could be that many birds had already arrived and gone to roost
much earlier (not thinking it worthwhile emerging as the tide fell) but I am more inclined to think that this is the
start in the drop off of numbers at the coast with more Egrets moving inland for the winter.
Tony Gutteridge walked around the Chidham Penninsula in Chichester Harbour today and saw the biggest
flotilla of Merganser so far this autumn, but only 19 of them, along with 10 Stonechat, 10 Yellowhammer and
a Snipe. The most interesting sight was of two male Kestrels fighting each other in the air, repeatedly
swooping at each other and one making unusual Grey-Wagtail like calls. The only reason that I can think of
for such a conflict at this time of year was that this was a parent driving off a youngster, but Tony says these
were both males and surely a juvenile male would not yet look like an adult? Do you have any suggestions
about the cause of the dispute? Tony also relays news from Vanessa Day of Forestside who saw an Osprey
fishing the Brick-kiln Lake on the southern edge of Stansted Forest early in October.
Only two summer migrants appear in today’s news – Tony Gutteridge had a Wheatear at Cobnor Point in
Chichester Harbour and Sue Morrison saw a Sandwich Tern fishing off the mouth of the River Hamble for an
hour this morning. Near the Tern, on the Hook scrape, Trevor Carpenter found the first two Shelduck back for
the winter and at Emsworth Brian Fellows also saw his first three in the harbour. Yesterday (Nov 4) Simon
Ingram had a late Sand Martin over Eastleigh Lakeside and on the same day In Watts counted 450 Golden

Plover on the nearby Wide Lane playing fields
Mike Collins tells me that the first Goldeneye of the winter was off the Point at Farlington Marshes during the
WeBS count on Saturday (Nov 3) with one female Common Scoter on the water and both Short-eared Owl
and Marsh Harrier over the reserve. On Sunday Dave Pearson visited Farlington and found four
Black-necked Grebe in the harbour, the Scoter still in the harbour and a Water Rail, two Little Stint, three
Greenshank and five Bearded Tits on or around the lake. He also saw an adult Med Gull at Stokes Bay where
one or two like to spend the winter at the west end of the shore near Browndown, and noted that the Baffins
Pond feral geese and a Marsh Harrier were still at Titchfield Haven.
Another first for the winter in Hampshire was a tame male Snow Bunting seen by Ben Darvill on Hurst Spit (east
side between posts 11 and 12) yesterday (Nov 4) – this may be the same bird that was at Newtown Harbour
on the Isle of Wight as early as Oct 14 (another sighting of one at Culver Down on the Island on Oct 21). Ben
also had two probable Twite, two Water Pipits and 5 fully dressed male Eider in a raft of others on the sea. (I
must incidentally commiserate with Ben who celebrated his 22nd birthday today with a dusk outing to the
Itchen Valley Country Park where he used his birthday present of a new long-lens, and two rolls of film, to
capture super shots of Roe Deer, then returned to his bicycle to find that both wheels had been stolen and the
frame bent beyond repair by mindless vandals – I have suffered the same affront at Farlington Marshes and
admire the resilience of spirit with which he was able to report the event).
The Lower Test reserve is once more living up to its reputation for attracting Water Pipits according to Lee
Marshall who passed on a report from our friend Anon of 14 Water Pipits, 2 Firecrest and 5 Green Sandpiper
seen recently at the reserve, and a presumably wintering Whimbrel at Eling Great Marsh south of the A35
here. Among other news Lee tells me that on Saturday night (Nov 3) more than 80 Magpies went to roost in
the Alver Valley west of Gosport, and if their chattering is not enough to shatter the peace of the countryside
a battery of more than 12 Water Rails and 5 Cetti’s Warblers are in place with a Kingfisher and ten Goldcrest
to supply the ‘tweeter’ effects.
While on the subject of crowds David Thelwell refers us to a recent mention in the Bird magazines of Buzzards in
Wales. It seems that on Sept 21 a flock of 185 Buzzards flew over Aberystwyth and that gatherings of 50
Buzzards on the ground in a single field are not uncommon in Wales. This news was prompted by a report
from Barrie Roberts saying that, when he was driving through Somerset three weeks ago, he counted 29
Buzzard hunting worms on the ground in a single field.
At midday yesterday (Nov 4) Mike Wall was at the high point of Farley Mount, west of Winchester, and saw a
Corn Bunting, fifty Redwing and thirty Fieldfare plus what looked very like a White Stork flying east from the
Test Valley. Unfortunately the view was too distant and brief to be certain of the bird’s identity and Mike is
keen to hear of other sightings of a Stork in the area to boost his own confidence in the sighting. It seems to
me strange that such a large and prominent bird should be flying around in our densely populated countryside
without being reported daily (it would clearly attract the attention of birders and non-birders alike if seen), yet
I am pretty sure that at least one of these birds has been roaming Hampshire and West Sussex throughout
this year starting on January 13 when one turned up in the Donnington area just south of Chichester and
remained in that area until at least Feb 18. This bird was ringed and was presumably an escape. It’s
departure might have meant that it was heading for the continent with thoughts of nesting but it or another
look-alike (no ring spotted this time) was on plough at Petworth on April 19. Then on May 5 one W Percy saw
a White Stork in the Test Valley at Horsebridge, after which it may have returned to Sussex as the next
sighting was over the A27 a mile west of Lewes on Aug 27. I know of no more sightings until this one, and I
also know that there is not a shred of evidence that these sightings were of the same bird, but even if they
were all different birds how did they get to the places where they were seen without being seen en route? The
message that I get is that there is an awful lot going on out there in the countryside that we never see or hear
about, and if we don’t notice a Stork what about all those lbj’s? Which remark leads neatly into a report from
Richard Carpenter who, on Saturday Nov 3, was on Stephen’s Castle Down high on the ridge separating the
Meon Valley at Droxford from the source of the Hamble near Bishops Waltham and saw two Hawfinch fly west
above him. We all know that there are places in the New Forest where you can be fairly sure of seeing these
birds coming to roost in fair numbers (50 or more) but the Atlas work during the late 1980s found evidence of
Hawfinch breeding in at least 20 Tetrads outside the New Forest and showed they were widely scattered over
Hampshire, implying to me that if there were sufficent people able to recognise their calls or to scan the tree
tops at dawn and dusk across the whole face of the county they would be far more widely reported. As
Richard says, now is a good time to look for them as they move about more in the late autumn (presumably
young birds dispersing if not adults seeking places with better winter feeding) – remember the one that
showed so well at Church Norton on Oct 21...
Brian Fellows is the first person to offer an indication of the breeding success of Brent this summer, though the
late return of family parties may not yet be complete and the proportion of juveniles my yet increase a little.
Brian’s counts so far indicate 4.1% of the birds in flocks which he was able to age were youngsters based on
finding 29 juveniles among 707 adults. If the population of any species is to remain stable each adult pair

must contribute at least two young birds during their breeding life, and those youngsters must survive their
parents and complete their breeding life. I don’t have any facts to hand about what that breeding lifespan may
be, nor any statistics on life expectancy of the average goose, but if I guess that a pair of Brent can expect five
years of breeding, and that those juveniles who make it back to England (and are not eaten by foxes while still
goslings) can all expect to complete the average breeding life, then I reckon that the average proportion of the
adult flock that should be juveniles each winter should be 10% to break even (after the five years the adults
that bred through those five years will have contributed a number of young that equates to the number of
breeding adults, i.e. 50% of the flock which includes those adults). I know it is more complicated than that and
that, but what I want to have is a figure which will tell me how far above or below the break-even rate each
year’s breeding success percentage is. Can any statistician, or anyone who has read the BTO literature and
found in it an answer to this question, please tell me what is the percentage at which the flock is reproducing
itself? While still on the subject of Brent David Taylor tells us that he has been partially successful, thanks to
Pete Potts, in tracking down the identity of a ringed Brent that he saw recently at Sturt Pond, Keyhaven, and
now knows it was ringed by Bart Ebbinge in Holland but as he could only make out the letter K in black on an
orange ring on the left leg, but could not make out the symbol on the red ring on the right leg, we are all asked
to look out for this bird and find out what is on the right leg (then inform B.S.Ebbinge@Alterra.wag-ur.nl ). If
you come across any other ringed waders or wildfowl and do not know to whom you should report the detail
you can search for help on the HOS website but if you have no luck there send the info to
ppotts@compuserve.com. In addition to providing counts of juvenile Brent Brian Fellows tells us that the first
three Tufted Duck are back on the Emsworth Ponds along with the Black Swan and its 84 white companions.
He also passes on news of another sighting of a Guillemot in the water between Emsworth and Langstone –
following Ros Norton’s sighting of one close in at Emsworth on Saturday Jane Noble saw one on Sunday off
the Northney marina area.
Jack Snipe and Tree Sparrow have been seen somewhere in Hampshire recently (seen by Phil Lord and David
Thelwell respectively) and two more Mandarin for Hampshire turned up at Titchfield Haven yesterday, seen
by Dan Houghton, but the bird still hitting the headlines is the Great Grey Shrike in the northern New Forest.
Although in Hampshire we are not allowed to say where it is everyone who wants to see it can learn its
location down to the nearest bush by consulting their friends or any of the out of county sources of birding
information. Les Stride (today) and Lee Marshall (yesterday) were among those who enjoyed the sight of it
and I am assured that the bird goes about its business of eating Red Admiral butterflies and other prey with no
sign of being distracted by the people watching it – I’m still waiting for it to outdo it’s predecessor (the one
seen eating a Dartford Warbler at Shatterford a few years back) by destroying some really rare bird or
eliminating a Sand Lizard colony (what about a Smooth Snake as a snack?), and when it does this we need
people on the spot to provide the evidence of its vandalism and thereby reduce its status as a protected
species.
PLANTS:
SUN 11 NOV
A short local walk around the New Lane and Denvilles area of Havant today gave me three good additions to my
November plant list. The first was the Lesser Snapdragon or Weasel’s Snout which had healthy flowers at the
New Lane allotments (while peering through the fence I got into converstion with one of the allotment holders
and learnt that these allotments were the site of a camp of Irish navvies brought here in the 18th century by the
local lord to dig docks for the naval base in Portsmouth, and when they had finished this lord put the land in
trust for the use and benefit of the people of Havant – so maybe if there is a planning application to put a
factory here the applicants will first have to go the the House of Lords to get the Trust Deeds changed!). Later
in my walk I found a new to me colony of Sticky Groundsel plants still flourishing, and where the Kenwood
social club buildings have recently been demolished for house building Annual Wall-rocket was flowering on
the disturbed earth. Over at Pagham Harbour I see from Lawrence Holloway’s notes that there are now four
bushes of Blackthorn in flower.
SAT 10 NOV
An afternoon walk in the Bedhampton and Broadmarsh area of Havant this afternoon gave me a list of 49 plants
still in flower. Before leaving the built up area I noticed Marjoram flowering in a West Street garden and on the
edges of the Hermitage Stream many tiny yellow flowers of Buttonweed (Cotula coronopifolia) could still be
seen (I believe this remains Hampshire’s only colony of this plant). On the bank of the A27, under the
footbridge that crosses the road close to the Hermitage Stream, Pot Marigolds still flourish, and after leaving
the southern end of this bridge and heading south west over the abandoned Broadmarsh Playing Fields site I
was really surprised to find a lot of Hairy Tare plants covered with tiny white flowers, and less surprised to find
a fresh and healthy Spear Thistle plant covered with fresh flowers and buds. Continuing as if to Farlington
Marshes along the Solent Way path below the A27 I had a look at the Chinese Mugwort plants which grow on

the seawall just where the narrower path starts as you leave the open grassland of Broadmarsh – this plant is
said to have difficulty in surviving in this country because it does not flower until October at the earliest but it is
having no difficulty this year. A close look at the flowers shows them to be very attracive with petals of a deep
red-brown satin and having long yellow anthers protruding from the centre of the flower. Beside the
Brockhampton Stream on my way home I found flowers on the bush of Turkish Tutsan (Hypericum
xylosteifolium) which has survived here for as long as I can remember – I think it was originally planted in a
‘garden’ created by people who moored their wooden sailing ship here, but the hulk of that boat drifted out into
the harbour and broke up at least ten years ago. Along the shore one plant of Hemlock had flowers and at the
south end of Southmoor Lane a big plant of Cow Parsley is covered with flowers.
FRI 09 NOV
More Winter Heliotrope was in flower at Wade Court this afternoon and more Butcher’s Broom flowers were seen
in the hedgerow of Warblington Farm on my afternoon walk today, during which I located the Cockspur Grass
which Pete Selby saw last week near the A27/A259 junction between Havant and Emsworth – a good clump
is flourishing at the edge of the road on your left side just at the start of the sliproad from the A259 to the
westbound A27. Other common flowers still out (but which will probably not be seen next week after more
frost) included St John’s Wort (probably Perforate), Fennel, Cat’s Ear, Creeping Cinquefoil, Pellitory of the
Wall and Honeysuckle.
MON 05 NOV
Wild Mignonette and Cut-leaved Cranesbill are two plants that I have not seen in flower for some time but which
were out at Idsworth Farm today. These however are chance re-flowerings brought on by the autumn
sunshine whereas the flowers which I found on Butcher’s Broom in woodland on this farm were genuine signs
of the start of this strange plant’s flowering cycle. While there I counted seven plants of the Anthemis
austriaca (Corn Chamomile look-alike) which have aroused interest among local botanists, and I completed a
commission to take a sample to Delph Smith in Portsmouth so that he can draw it for posterity.
Pete Selby visited Emsworth today and I see that I owe an apology both to him and to Brian Fellows for
misquoting Brian when he reported that the Havant Wildlife Group on Oct 6 saw the Maidenhair Spleenwort
Fern on a roadside wall in Emsworth’s Bath Road. I think I was the first to spot this fern several years back
and should have known better than to describe it as Maidenhair Fern when I meant (and Brian wrote)
Maidenhair Spleenwort. Pete may have felt his journey was wasted on that plant but it was not wasted as far
as I was concerned as Pete went on to check out another fern growing from the brickwork of a rail bridge at
the end of Seagull Lane in Emsworth – he had already told me from my description of it that it must be a
frustrated specimen of Bracken (though its small size, horizontal growth and very thin, very rigid stem did not
suggest Bracken to my untutored eye). Now that Pete has seen it and confirmed that it is Bracken I am that
much the wiser and more content that I am not suppressing news of a rarity. Pete himself may have got
something out of his trip when he saw Guernsey Fleabane in Warblington church carpark area (it can no be
found everywhere around Langstone Harbour in good numbers) and also in fnding Cockspur Grass
(Echinochloa crus-galli) by the roadside as he came out of Church Lane at Warblington and turned left up the
slip road onto the west bound A27 to head back to the civilized areas of Hampshire and away from the
barbaric south east corner of the county. Another item worth passing on today comes from Richard
Carpenter who was on the shore west of Titchfield Haven at Brownwich and noticed buds on the Sallow trees.
In my experience these bud perform a very lengthy ‘dance of seven veils’ before they show their golden
anthers to succour next spring’s early insects, and I am not sure which stage these had got to – probably still
enclosed in leather jackets which will split to reveal silky white garb before that disappears to reveal a green
bud that eventually extrudes golden anthers.
INSECTS:

SAT 10 NOV
It did not take long for Rob Edmunds to comment on my ignorance of November moths shown in what I wrote
yesterday. Rob says >> I saw the first ‘November Moth’ on 9th October this year, and on three occasions
since. There is a problem with identifying them as there are 3 very similar species - November, Pale
November and Autumnal moths. The only way of positively identifying them is by temporarily anaesthetising
them and then examining their reproductive structures!! Most people, like me tend to lump them together as
'November' Moths <<
Today at least one Red Admiral was still flying in the Fleet area, seen by Rob Edmunds, while in Pagham
Harbour Lawrence Holloway had 15 Red Admirals, one Small Tortoiseshell and one Common Darter. The
Tortoiseshell is a pretty good sighting but I am getting desperate for news of Commas – I have not heard of
one being seen anywhere since Oct 12 and they are usually one of the commoner late season butterflies.
FRI 09 NOV
This evening, when the air temperature in Fleet was already close to freezing point, Rob Edmunds found an
Angle Shades moth on his dining room window like some poor waif in a Dickens novel, freezing and starving

as it looks in at the warmth and food on the table within. Leaving the romantic nonsense aside there is a
goodly number of moths that choose to fly on winter nights – so far no one has told me of seeing a November
Moth, named, like the December Moth, for the month in which it prefers to get airborne.
WED 07 NOV
The weather has not been conducive to butterfly sightings since my Monday update but I have received a couple
of items of news relating to earlier dates that might be of interest. Firstly, reading Pete Durnell’s Wildlife
column in the November issue of the Hayling Islander newspaper, I see that we had a Monarch nectaring on
Ivy at The Kench back in mid-October. Secondly there are a couple more ‘latest dates’ to note – a Speckled
Wood was seen in Southampton by Phil Budd’s father on Nov 3 and a Southern Hawker dragonfly was in
Lynn Fomison’s garden at Ropley on Nov 4 when she also found what was probably a Dark Bush Cricket. (I
sincerely hope that the description of Lynn as a ‘Garden Witch’ that was broadcast last week by Radio Solent
in their ‘What’s On’ news of coming events was media hype and not a statement of fact ... )
MON 05 NOV
Walking around the Chidham penninula in Chichester Harbour today Tony Gutteridge watch Common Darters
mating and saw the obligatory Red Admirals before adding a new species to the November butterfly list in the
form of a Small Copper (I think I saw one on Thorney Island a couple of days ago but I only saw a tiny blur
escaping from under my cycle wheel as I rode along the stony track past the Little Deeps). Over in the
Romsey area David Thelwell made another contribution to the ‘what’s still about’ list with a Large White
Caterpillar actually in his house (heading for the vegetable bin in the kitchen?). Yesterday Mike Wall
contributed sightings of both Small Tortoiseshell and Peaccok while at Farley Mount, west of Winchester, and
on Saturday (Nov 3), on Stephen’s Castle Down just west of Droxford in the Meon Valley, Richard Carpenter
spotted a flying Large White and one of the ‘Marmelade flies’ that are very common in summer (the hoverfly
Episyrphus balteatus)
Another 5 Red Admirals flew past me in today’s sunshine and a new pond dug this summer on land at Idsworth
Farm had at least ten Common Darter around it, including two mating pairs flying in tandem and three or four
females egglaying around the edge of the water. The pond is on the edge of the small wood called
Huckswood in which Jonathan West (the Education Officer at the Butser Ancient Farm project) was today
doing some Hazel coppicing, and he showed me a Hornet’s nest in an oak tree close to where they were
working. He also confirmed from his personal experience what I learnt from Brian Fellows earlier this autumn
when someone he knew was stung by a Hornet and seemingly suffered no ill effects. Jonathan told me that
he had once been stung on the neck by one and that it was much less painful than a Wasp sting – he believes
that as Hornets normally nest high in trees they have less occasion to repel competitors for their nest sites
than do Wasps which often nest in holes in earth banks where mice and voles, foxes and badgers have to be
driven off when they take too close an interest in the hole (either as a home or a source of honey to eat).
Mentioning Wasps reminds me that I actually saw two of them today.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
WED 07 NOV
A Common Seal was enjoying a meal of some sort only 30 metres from me as I walked along the South Moors
seawall at Langstone with the tide high this afternoon. Several times the seal dived and came up with
something in its mouth which looked like a whiteish mass of string and on a couple of these surfacings it
seemed to be lying on its back and holding its food to its mouth with its flippers (looking just like a feeding Sea
Otter).
A note from Lee Marshall included a mention of a Pipistrelle on the wing in the Alver Valley yesterday, raising the
question in my mind of when bats go into hibernation. I do know that bats regularly wake up during the winter
and can be seen on odd occasions in every month of the year but my limited knowledge of bat behaviour does
not include any table of ‘normal dates at which different species go into hibernation’ – can anyone help with
this so that we can the better judge whether sightings from now on are unusual?
Finally I see in Lawrence Holloway’s Pagham Harbour diary that he has just enjoyed the sight of an urban fox
coming into his garden while there was still light enough to see it, tempted by a chicken carcase which
Lawrence had put out for it. I too enjoy the sight of a healthy fox going about its business (one was in the pony
field at Wade Court when I was there to count the Egrets coming to roost on Monday evening this week) but I
also have strong feelings that it is not appropriate to encourage their population growth by feeding them in this
way. There are quite enough of them able to survive on natural food (plus our rubbish), and I see two dangers
to the foxes themselves when excess food is made available to them by individual ‘fox lovers’ – firstly, should
that person move away or die it can leave a number of foxes without a regular food supply, and secondly, an
excess of food over and above that naturally available will encourage a growth in the fox population that may
both become a problem for ‘non fox lovers’ in the area and, worse still, increase the fox population density to
a point where contagious diseases such as mange will spread rapidly through a large number of foxes. I
extend this view to supporting the bans which local authorities are now imposing on the feeding of bread to

pigeons and ducks ( I see that Portsmouth has banned the feeding of bread at Baffins Pond though you can
feed grain to the birds). Bread or meat may be good to eat when you throw it out for the birds or foxes but any
surplus can quickly go rotten and cause disease among the creatures you are trying to feed, not to mention
the encouragement given to growth of the rat population.
WEEK 44 OCT 29 –NOV 4
BIRDS:

SUN 04 NOV
The Black Brant which Mike Collins saw off the Langstone South Moors was there again today in mid-afternoon,
again seen by Mike along with some 130 Brent, one of which may have been last year’s offspring of the
dubious Brant that frequented the Oysterbeds with a normal Brent mate and a couple of their young. Mike
describes this odd bird as having extensive white flanks and a thin, broken, neck-collar.
I made a quick circuit of the Nutbourne orchards and shoreline this afternoon and, in the field on the east side of
Prinsted Bay, saw my first Brent back on land – a flock of 86 including 7 juveniles. This flock was still very
jittery and twice took to the air for no better reason than the arrival of a Curlew in the same field. Continuing
east along the seawall at high tide I could see very little in Nutbourne Bay other than Black-headed Gulls, six
Wigeon and four Swans but the wet meadow of the Ham Brook held at least 125 Teal and a couple of Egrets.
The best bird here came as I walked inland back to Farm Lane – a sudden ‘ripple of pips’ drew my attention to
a bird flying from the hedgerow close by me to perch on a bush only twenty yards ahead and reveal that it was
a Corn Bunting. After watching it closely I moved on and the Bunting flew to the tip of one of the trees in the
farmyard, giving more good views in the bright sunshine.
Picking out some of the Sussex news for yesterday I see that there were two Barnacle Geese with 1150 Brent in
the West Wittering area at the mouth of Chichester Harbour and that 700 Golden Plover were also there. On
the grass in the car park at West Wittering a male Ruff could be seen and on the harbour at the nearby East
Head/Snow Hill there was a Common Tern, a Spotted Redshank, twelve Little Stint and a goodly tally of
wildfowl and waders. On Nov 1 and 2 the count of Little Stint here was 15 and the Ruff was also present.
SAT 03 NOV
At last two Black-necked Grebe seem to have got their navigation right and reached Langstone Harbour where
Graham Osborne saw them off the west Hayling shore south of the Oysterbeds today but another three ended
up in the Solent off Lepe at the mouth of Southampton Water where Paul Winter saw them, two of them
probably being the birds Mike Rafter saw there yesterday. I know it is a false assumption that they are all
heading for Langstone Harbour and missing their target, and I expect some of those that drop in hereabouts
continue their journey to distant places – for example, the five that were in Cams Bay at Fareham on Oct 18
do not seem to have been seen anywhere since – while others may well stay where they arrive, but I am
interested in the build-up of the Langstone Harbour winter flock and tend to reflect on each new report with the
question of whether it is coming to Langstone.
At the Oysterbeds Graham found the Merganser number had risen to 13 today and a pair of Wigeon was with
them.
In Emsworth Ros Norton had very close views of a Guillemot in the channel straight opposite the end of South
Street in Emsworth though which the Mill Pond is drained when the sluice gates are opened – this bird was
almost stranded by the falling tide and may have had to fly rather than swim back to the harbour.
Ros also told me that she had seen Barry Collins today and he had told her that Little Egrets were once more
using the night roost by the Great Deeps but it would be wise to wait for details from Barry himself before
going to look for the birds – in any case the pubs at Langstone are much closer to the viewpoint for birds
coming in to Wade Court!
Three nice surprises were waiting for me at the IBM Lake when I went there for today’s WeBS count. The first
was a Cetti's Warbler which sang loudly three times from the reeds blocking the channel between the two
islands in the lake (during last month's count I was told of one heard at the east end of the lake on that day Oct 16 - so this may now be a resident bird). The second was a very smart male Mandarin in perfect plumage
except for the 'shields' on its wings in spring. This was in the east end of the lake sheltering in the lee of the
land which juts out and nearly separates the lake into two. On my approach it swam out from the small
reedbed in the corner nearest the buildings but did not fly off so it may have settled there. Thirdly, a Water
Rail was 'sharming' continuously for some time while I was within ten yards of it in reeds at the extreme west
end of the lake nearest the Marriott Hotel. The noise was not the shrill scream of a dying pig but a sort of
musical trilled version of same (of course the bird might have been some other much rarer rail or crake but I
doubt it!). Also today the first two Snipe were back on the islands with both Stonechat and Reed Bunting, and
three Pochard were on the water. One lone Canada Goose (which had been seen last Wednesday) was still
on the lake and one Great Crested Grebe was seen. More significantly there were up to 80 Black-headed
Gulls on the lake and Crows and Jackdaws were flying over to the tip more or less normally - I will be

interested to hear if the 'falconers' at the Paulsgrove tip were having a day off.
Tony Gutteridge tells me that the start of November has brought a sudden increase in the number of birds he
sees in his Havant garden – throughout the summer his weekly garden list has usually been limited to around
four species, but from last Wednesday (Oct 31) the tally has suddenly gone up to 15 species. Today a
Chiffchaff enjoyed his Pyracantha berries so much that, after taking its fill of them, it sang continuously for
several minutes.
The massive movement of Woodpigeons continued today, at least at Hook near Warsash where Peter Morrison
counted 2196 of them (and 150 Stock Doves) in 100 minutes this morning. So does the discussion of why,
when we see these huge flocks in the autumn, we do not see any equivalent return movement in spring.
Several people have pointed out that this is not unique to Woodpigeons but applies to a lot of birds – for
example Yellow Wagtail which are difficult to spot in spring but appear in large flocks in autumn. Trevor
Carpenter makes much of one factor (that a certain number of birds die during the winter and there are fewer
to take the return journey) but then skates over what I would think is the main factor – namely that their
hormones drive them differently in spring. No one rule applies to all species but those we are currently
discussing (paserines and in particular pigeons) spend their winter in ‘flock mode’ (when it has a feeding
advantage for them to do so) and in spring operate in ‘individual mode’ (starting as single individuals and
becoming pairs but always maintaining a distance from others of the same species). In autumn family groups
happily coalesce into large feeding flocks, and this process begins before they migrate so they will travel in
flocks, but the urge in spring is to keep a distance from others of the same species (except for the chosen
mate), and that pairing usually does not happen until the birds are back on their breeding grounds (notice how
the males travel first in many species, getting to the breeding area first and claiming a territory before claiming
a mate). One other factor in this discussion is that people seem to be assuming that because birds fly by day
in the autumn they will fly by day in the spring, and I see no reason why this should be so. Operating in
autumn flock mode it is much easier to keep together in daylight, but we all know that many birds migrate at
night (and sometimes at great height), and this may well be the best way of making the journey back to the
breeding grounds. I would think there should be evidence of this in the records of migrant birds kept by may
lighthouses (at least in the past when there was such a trade as lighthouse keeper – now sadly automated out
of existence). Just to keep the discussion going I see that David Taylor has introduced a new thread by
observing that Woodpigeons do not like crossing water – what have you got to say on that?
FRI 02 NOV
Here in Langstone Harbour Kevin Stouse had a Slav Grebe in ‘Texaco Bay’ between the Langstone Bridge and
the old rail bridge and 80 Golden Plover with over 100 Bar-tailed Godwit on the Northney Saltings east of
Langstone Bridge. 18 Shelduck were at the Oysterbeds and a further 19 were on the shore south of
Warblington church. Also in the Oysterbeds pools were 9 Merganser (still no Goldeneye) and the resident
Kingfisher showed well. Nearby were two pairs of Stonechat, a pair of Kestrel and a male Sparrowhawk.
Richard Carpenter was at Titchfield Haven both yesterday and today, seeing Marsh Harrier, Peregrine, 2 Green
Sandpiper and up to 5 Siskin on both days but today he also saw the Barn Owl and 8 Bearded Tits.
Comments from John Norton and Trevor Carpenter suggest that passerine movement along this stretch of
coast is coming to an end though Trevor had a possible Brambling at Hook today.
I made a brief trip to the Thorney Deeps west at midday and enjoyed a Kingfisher at the Great Deeps where 44
Canada Geese flew low over me in transit from Thornham Marsh to Fowley Island. Roosting by the Great
Deeps were some 20 Cormorant and 9 Egrets, and I had a glimpse of a bird which I believe was a Grey
Partridge flying low over the creek that penetrates the rough meadow north of the Deeps – it was a Partridge
by size, shape and whirring flight, and the fact that I could see the ‘red tail’ but no face markings as it landed
gave me hope it was a Grey. Very little on the Little Deeps other than 5 Pochard, one Tufted Duck and a few
Coot, Mallard and Dabchick. Plenty of Stonechat spread out from near Marina Farm to the Great Deeps.
THU 01 NOV
Ian Thirlwell saw a single Pale-bellied Brent among the Dark-bellied birds off the Milton shore of Eastney
(Portsmouth) today and noted a Rock Pipit on the shore there.
At Pagham Harbour today Lawrence Holloway found more Brent had arrived and that the Spoonbill was still
present – he also reports 9 Avocet roosting together plus 3 winter plumage Spotted Redshank and just one
Green Sandpiper at the Ferry Pool.
Mention of the Green Sandpiper at Sidlesham Ferry reminds me that I found one back in the Havant Hermitage
Stream today in a favourite winter haunt near Bedhampton Station (this spot on the downstream side of an
islet can only be seen by looking upstream over the high wall at the entrance to the waterworks site). About
an hour later, when I was cycling home along the path between the Xyratex building and the A27, a Green
Sandpiper called loudly as it flew south overhead – more evidence to confirm my long held belief that
sightings of Green Sandpiper at Budds Farm, the South Moors Tamarisk pool and the Wade Court ‘wet
meadow’ are of the same bird(s) that use this Hermitage Stream site and move around from one to another of
these local sites during each day.

Jason Crook had his last sighting of the Ross’s Goose at Farlington Marshes – it had detached itelf from the
Canada Geese and flown out into the harbour to be with Brent so as to sustain Jason’s hopes that it is a
genuine trans-Atlantic visitor. An earlier sighting in Langstone Harbour that might be of interest was a
Common Tern at the Kench on Oct 27, seen by Steve Mansfield who was back in the Alton area yesterday
and probably saw three different Kingfishers along the Caker Stream which flows north into Alton from the
Selborne area – he also saw 2 Redwing and 4 Fieldfare plus at least one Stonechat that has stayed inland.
WED 31 OCT
At 5pm, shortly after sunset, there was just one Egret visible on the Wade Court trees at Langstone when I
arrived to check the night roost but by 5:15pm another 60 had flown in , silhouetted against the still bright
western sky (others my have slipped in or been hidden before my arrival). Just as I was about to leave a
further single bird was seen coming north over Langstone village but when I put my bins on it I thought I was
looking at a Stork or a Flamingo – the wings and body were not much different in apparent size from those of
the preceding Egrets and the legs were not noticeable longer, but the neck seemed longer than the rest of the
body and legs put together, and it was stretched out straight in front, and low slung in relation to the body. As
the bird went into the roost it did not spiral down with dangling legs as most of the Egrets do but reduced
height over the pony field in front of the roost and flew in level with the top of the roost area , showing broader
and longer wings than an Egret (though not much bigger). Unfortunately it was too dark to get a good view of
the bill, or to see any colour pattern as the bird flew against the background of trees though it did not look as
white as the Egrets (but at this point the bird was in heavy shade). My own conclusion after looking at flight
silhouette drawings was that it was a Spoonbill, but maybe others will get a better view of this bird in the
daylight tomorrow and will tell me what it was.
Earlier this morning I took a walk round the north of Stansted Forest but saw nothing unexpected despite the
promise offered by hearing both Bullfinch and Marsh Tit as soon as I got out of the car, though I did hear a
Redpoll overhead. I did as well in my own garden with a Redpoll over first thing and a soaring Sparrowhawk
in the afternoon.
On Monday (Oct 29) the Canada Geese on Farlington Marshes were joined by a small white goose, smaller than
a Snow Goose, and this was seen on Tuesday by Jason Crook after it had been identified as a Ross’s Goose,
causing a flutter of excitement at the thought that it might have flown the Atlantic from Canada, but most
birders now believe that the chances of it having done so are roughly the same as those of the Canada Geese
having come here from their namesake country though it is apparently unringed – the most likely explanation
of its origin that occurs to me is that it is the offspring of some captive pair that managed to nest somewhere
out of sight of whoever managed the wildfowl park in which they were kept and that their offspring thus
escaped both ringing and pinioning and was able to fly off unhindered (Jason says it is a first winter bird which
would tie in with this). Mike Collins tells us that in 1995 there were six feral Ross’s Geese at large in Britain
and other people have quoted a number of sightings of these geese since then. Of particular interest is Mike
Wall’s contribution saying that earlier this year he was at Flamingo World at Ryde on the Isle of Wight and
noticed three or four of these geese there – we already know that the population of Barnacle Geese there is
‘out of control’ and I guess they might not have noticed a small young Ross’s Goose among the melee when
it came to catch and pinion their non-wild fowl.
Trevor Carpenter went to Beacon Hill (the one in the Meon valley across the river from Old Winchester Hill) today
and found both Marsh and Willow Tit together, being sure of their identity both by plumage (pale wing panels
and large bibs on the Willows) and by calls. He asks if this is unusual, and I cannot answer the question with
confidence though I am not very surprised at the observation. Looking at the breeding distribution maps for
the two species in Birds of Hampshire there are a good many tetrads (especially in the north of the county)
where both species nest, and both of them tend to remain in or close to their nest sites throughout the year
(not roaming widely with other tits). Although the Marsh Tits prefer dry woodland and nest in existing holes,
while Willow Tits like damp woods and excavate their own nest holes in rotting trees, they both share a
common taste in food and are likely at this time of year to congregate around the same sources of seeds and
berries in the neighbourhood of their nests. In the case of Beacon Hill the 1990 distribution maps show that
Marsh Tits bred in that tetrad, and Willow Tits may possibly have done so – leaving us with yet another
question to be settled by the next county wide ‘Atlas’ survey now being planned to start in 2006 (and giving a
‘yes’ answer to one of the current questions being discussed in planning that survey – do we want the survey
to cover the round the year status of birds in the county (as opposed to just recording breeding status)?
While at Beacon Hill Trevor saw his first single Fieldfare and noted a number of Partridge, seven definitely
Red-legs and another dozen undetermined. Other sightings of interest in the county today were of both
Common and Sandwich Tern (singles) and a Red-necked Grebe in the Beaulieu River by Mike Rafter; three
Common Scoter on the Solent west of Titchfield Haven (with 20+ Siskin passing over) by Richard Carpenter;
and a note of a lone Canada Goose on the IBM Lake from Kevin Stouse (who is back at work after the bad
back which prevented his leading the Pagham Harbour walk on Oct 21).
TUE 30 OCT

Brian Fellows’ routine visit to Portsmouth today gave him the first sighting of the large high-tide roost of Dunlin
and Ringed Plover that occurs in winter on the shingle beach at Eastney, close to the extreme eastern end of
the seafront road where it curves inland towards the Eastney Ferry. Brian reckoned there were at least 400
birds, mainly Dunlin. At the Southsea Canoe Lake the Swans numbered 60 and on Baffins Pond there were
13 Shoveler where there had been 8 last week. Also at Baffins were 108 Mallard and 42 Tufted Duck.
MON 29 OCT
Yesterday John Clark was at the Blashford Lakes in the valley of the Hampshire Avon from dawn to dusk for the
first of this winter’s visits to the valley in pursuit of his special study of the wildfowl and other wetland birds. I
know I am not alone in wanting to thank John for giving us immediate feedback of the complete list of his
counts – they do give every birder a wonderful feeling of the richness of the bird life in that area and everyone
who wants the detail is free to join HOSLIST (visit the HOS website for details) and get it (and to share their
own bird news with us all while it is still of current interest and not just historical value). The highlights of
John’s visit were sightings of 2 Bewick’s Swans and 3 Goosander. The Swans were first seen by the river
south of Ringwood at Bisterne and then came to Ibsley Water at dusk, while the Goosander were only seen as
they left Ibsley at dawn and flew north. Perhaps the most impressive sight here is the vast number of gulls
that use it as a night roost – John estimated that 3400 Lesser Blackbacks came in at dusk and with them were
at least 42 Yellow-legged Gulls, two of which may have been of the Caspian species (bad light stopped play in
the counting of these at dusk). 72 Mute Swans were seen; geese numbered 244 Canadas and 65 Greylag;
duck counts were 416 Mallard, 242 Tufties, 228 Gadwall, 198 Wigeon, 115 Pochard, 102 Teal, 35 Shoveler,
11 Ruddy Duck, 7 Mandarin and singles of Shelduck and Goldeneye (this latter presumably a summer
layabout – not a new return). Also on the water were 89 Great Crested and 37 Little Grebe.
On Saturday (Oct 27) John Shillitoe was pleased to see eight Woodlark back in a favourite patch not far east of
the Meon near Wickham – one of them sang briefly and John thinks that the small bird being carried off by a
male Sparrowhawk overflying the area was not one of the larks. Later that day he found the single Corn
Bunting still present at Hoe Cross to the west of Hambledon, with a flock of 150 Linnet nearby (I have the
feeling that both Linnet and Goldfinch numbers are much higher than usual this autumn). John also found a
Green Sandpiper with a couple of Egrets by the Meon river at St Clair’s Farm south of Droxford.
I was perhaps a bit premature when I said (on Sept 8) that Tawny Owls were already starting their autumn
territorial ‘songs’ in response to a note from John Goodspeed that he had heard one in his Portsdown garden,
but two reports of them in today’s news are more likely to indicate a general outburst of the male’s ‘ocharina’
performances and the female’s ‘ker-wicking’. Trevor Carpenter heard one in his Fareham garden at 4am
today while at 2am on Saturday morning (Oct 27) Lawrence Holloway heard a duet between male and female
in his home patch at Aldwick in Bognor Regis.
Comment
Finally today I feel I must comment on a matter dear to my heart – the matter of finding a way for wildlife to
survive in a world suffering a bacterial-like explosion of humanity. As I write I hear the noise of a dumper truck
going back and forth along the section of the Hayling Billy Trail that runs past my house as the ‘wetland’ is
drained so as not to get in the way of the new cycleway whose construction has just started. On Saturday a
hole was dug to drain the water – today the truck is carrying away wet mud – tomorrow the wetland may have
gone (I do not know if there is a plan to preserve a pond where the frogs used to spawn and a Grey Wagtail
probably nested but I am fairly sure there will be that much less water for wildlife here next year). Such tiny
items of habitat attrition occur everywhere every day and I am pleased to see that the new issue of British
Wildlife magazine has a major article by Trevor Beebee pointing out what has for many years seemed to me
to be the fundamental wildlife issue, namely that the human population and human demands on the natural
world are increasing out of control, and the only way to preserve the natural world as we want to see it (and
desperately need it for our survival) is to find ways to control that growth and demand. Agreed it is apparently
impossble to achieve this, but (as with terrorism) unless we recognise that this is the major problem, and unite
to seek a solution, we might as well give up the rearguard actions of a defeated army (which is how I see the
efforts of all the conservation organisations). This morning on Radio Solent I heard one of the genuine band
of bait-diggers lamenting the end of the line for his ‘profession’ – squeezed by loss of harbour habitat to e.g.
Port Solent, and by the invasion of the gangs of ‘bait diggers’ recruited and sent out by people only concerned
to milk a market that pays good money to the suppliers of bait, and now by restrictions imposed by English
Nature on digging in Fareham Creek, the human pressure on that part of the environment has reached
breaking point (as it has for the fishermen around our coasts). No doubt you will encounter half a dozen such
local examples of human pressure on the natural environment around you before the day is out ...
PLANTS:
SUN 03 NOV
Under the apple trees in the orchard at the end of Farm Lane in Nutbourne I found one plant of Dwarf Mallow that
still had two fresh flowers today – this is the only site I know of for this plant although it is widely distributed in

Hampshire and has been recorded in two Tetrads not far from Havant. Another plant that was flourishing in
the nearby wet meadow at the mouth of the Ham Brook was Hairy Buttercup.
Far more unsual than either of these was the sight reported from the west side of Pagham Harbour by Lawrence
Holloway on Nov 1 – close to the seawall path he found at least two Blackthorn bushes with flowers and fresh
leaves.
FRI 02 NOV
Brian Fellows found a couple of Winter Heliotrope plants starting to flower in Emsworth’s Brook Meadow today
but I have been unable to spot any others on my travels - I did however find Yellow Oxalis flowering in a
hidden corner of my garden in Havant
WED 31 OCT
A shopping trip to Chichester once more brought botanic interest – this time it was the first two flowerheads of
Winter Heliotrope seen by the roadside of the Avenue de Chartres near the entrance to the Bishops Palace
gardens. I have been keeping an eye out for these flowers as there has been so much growth of new leaves
in all the places that it grows but I was not expecting the flowers as I have over recent years developed the
theory that they never appear until after the first frost.
TUE 30 OCT
Devils Bit Scabious and Common Centaury were both flowering in the Botley Woods when Richard Carpenter
was there today
INSECTS:

SUN 04 NOV
I did not see a single butterfly in this afternoon’s sunshine but did see a greater rarity this autumn – a single
Common Wasp on Ivy flowers. Yesterday however, in addition to many Red Admirals noted in Sussex, both
Painted Lady and Clouded Yellow were seen at Selsey Bill, another Painted Lady was out at Storrington, and
a Holly Blue was seen by Steve Keen in New Milton at the west end of the Hampshire shoreline. Out at sea,
fishing off Selsey Bill, Colin Allen watched a Peacock flying north to get back to land.
Late news for Friday Nov 2 includes a Monarch watched for an hour nectaring at Birling Gap near Beachy Head,
a Small Tortoiseshell seen at Barton on sea in south west Hampshire, and several Migrant Hawker and
Common Darter dragonflies seen in West Sussex, some still egg-laying. On Nov 1 another Small
Tortoiseshell was out on nettles near the Pagham Harbour visitor centre, and Common Darter were also seen
there. I also read that another Peacock was seen in Highcliffe at Bournemouth on Oct 30 but still no-one has
reported seeing a Comma.
SAT 03 NOV
I ended my note yesterday with the remark that no one had reported any November dragonflies and today Les
Stride puts right that omission with a report of many Common Darter and two Southern Hawker seen by him in
the New Forest on Nov 1when he also saw one Peacock butterfly. Today he saw a Speckled Wood in Totton
and Paul Winter saw a Painted Lady on the New Forest coast at Park Shore while I had two Red Admirals –
one in my garden at Havant and the other over the IBM Lake at Portsmouth.
FRI 02 NOV
Near perfect autumn weather this week has brought an unexpected burst of butterfly sightings, many of them
from birders. It goes without saying that Red Admirals remain abundant (one is trying to get in through my
window as I write this on Saturday morning Nov 3). At least nine species have been seen this week (that does
not include Comma which must be on the wing somewhere) and the Daily Telegraph reports Silver Studded
Blue in the New Forest on Oct 21. Today I had two Painted Ladies with Red Admirals on Thorney Island and
Trevor Carpenter had a Speckled Wood in his Fareham garden while Richard Carpenter told me that both
Peacock and Small Tortoiseshell had been reported by visitors at Titchfield Haven. Yesterday (Nov 1) a
Brimstone was seen in the West End area of Southampton and Jason Crook had a Large White at Farlington
Marshes, while on Oct 31 Ian Watts had a Holly Blue in Southampton and Judith Chawner tells us that a
Clouded Yellow was seen at Portland Bill in Dorset togther with 12 Painted Ladies. Another good Hampshire
sighting was reported in the Daily Telegraph which wrote of Silver Studded Blue being seen in the New Forest
on Oct 21. So far I have not heard of any November dragonflies but I will be very surprised if none are now
flying despite the chill nights.
WED 31 OCT
The first two Red Admirals were flying in Stansted Forest by 9am this morning when it was still chilly enough for
me to have a jacket and gloves on. The air soon warmed in the sunshine and I saw at least 7 of these
butterfles in the Forest and another in my own garden. The big surprise of the morning was to find a Hornet
struggling to get airborne among dew or rain soaked vegetation on the ground in Stansted Forest when I was
looking for flowers in a newly cleared area. The Hornet never got off the ground when I was there and I guess
it was nearing the end of its summer lifespan.
Lawrence Holloway took a trip inland today to visit the Burton Mill Pond complex west of Pulborough. While

wandering around the area he came on at least 8 Hornets and saw a Painted Lady as well as several Red
Admirals. At least one Southern Hawker was still on the wing as were two or more Migrant Hawkers and
Common Darters
TUE 30 OCT
Richard Carpenter had five Red Admirals and a Migrant Hawker dragonfly while in Botley Woods today and
Brian Fellows had another Red Admiral at Southsea despite dull weather. Last Sunday (Oct 28) a late
Speckled Wood was seen in the Netley area alongside Southampton Water by Phil Budd.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 03 NOV
Rosemary Webb joined the Havant Wildlife Group in a fungus foray in the West Walk woods near Wickham this
morning. They met in the Upperford Copse area near the A32 and Meon River on the north edge of these
woods, and had a very productive outing in a relatively small area. The biggest surprise to all was a cluster of
Pseudocraterellus sinuosus – something which Rosemary had never found before. This is a relative of the
famous Horn of Plenty but is generally a little smaller and has a yellowish stem and a paler (not blackish)
funnel shaped cap. Rosemary remarked that the illustration in Roger Phillips book is not as good as the
picture in Stephan Buczaki’s Collins Guide and I see that Buczacki names it Craterellus sinuosus without the
‘pseudo’. A strange smell indicated the presence of Tricholoma sulphureum – a yellowish toadstool said to
smell of gas-tar, and nearby they found the first of this year’s Brickcaps. Black Bulgar was seen on oak. On
a conifer they came on one of the less welcome fungi which, like Honey Fungus, actually kills its host - this is
Heterobasidion annosum or Root Fomes. This is a sort of cross between a bracket and a resupinate with a
light brown or reddish top surface and has greyish white pores underneath. They also found another bracket
which also kills off conifers and has a bright orange edge to the upper surface becoming rusty or maroon in
colour towards the centre – this is called Gloeophyllum sepiarum. More delicately shaped finds were of both
Grey and White Coral Fungus and Ramaria stricta and a couple of small Mycena species including the tiny,
pure white M.stylobates and the uncommon, brown, M. corticola
As well as telling me about fungi Rosemary Webb also told me of seeing a Slow-worm in her garden today,
looking as if it were defunct, but after poking it gently and getting no response she looked away and when she
looked back it had gone – presumably it is now very torpid and should have been hidden away for the winter
but was perhaps confused by recent sunshine and warmth.
WED 31 OCT
Last Saturday (Oct 27) Jane Noble and Mark Wilson walked all round Thorney Island, seeing a group of eight
Common Seals in Chichester Harbour. Two months ago (Aug 27) Tony Gutteridge reported 9 Seals there
and since then we have had a recent report of one in Langstone Harbour, so perhaps that loner is a
breakaway from the Chichester Harbour group.
Today Lawrence Holloway was driving home to Bognor Regis and as he arrived in the outskirts of the town at
North Bersted he saw a young Fox happily trotting along a pavement unconcerned by passing traffic and
pedestrians. This reminds me of something I was told a year or so ago by someone who lives in the busy
streets around the Portsmouth Football Ground – urban foxes are common there but the sight I was told of
was pretty unexpected. As the fans in their thousands streamed out of the Pompey ground after a match one
of these Foxes was seen coming along the pavement with the crowds as if it was someone’s pet dog (and
none of the fans noticed it as being something unusual)...
One reason for visiting the north west corner of Stansted Forest this morning was to check on the site where
Horn of Plenty fungus grows and I was not disappointed – I saw just five well grown horns but did not stop to
make a thorough search of the area. Yesterday (Oct 30) Richard Carpenter found two more fungi in the Botley
Woods – Tawny Grisette and Fleecy Milkcap.
MON 29 OCT
Richard Carpenter was in the Upper Hamble Country Park on Saturday (Oct 27) and among other fungi found
ten examples of White Helvella and a species that I have never encountered called Tarzetta cupularis (or, in
other books, T. Catinus). This gows in damp moss on the ground and looks somewhat like a pale fawn
cloured birds egg (less than 2 cm across) which has fallen to the ground and then had its top taken off by
something that leaves a jagged edge around the hole. For those familiar with Peziza type fungi it looks like a
rather neat globular example of one of these but if you gently prize it up from the damp ground you will
probably find that it has a short stem supporting the globular cup.
WEEK 43 OCT 22 -28
BIRDS:

SUN 28 OCT
This morning Trevor Carpenter watched an adult winter Red-necked Grebe off north Hayling from the entrance
to the Northney marina where he had a few Redwing overhead. He then went to Black Point and saw a single
Common Tern along with the first three Sanderling that I have heard of there this winter.
Late this afternoon a knock at my door brought news of a drake Scaup just seen at the Budds Farm pools by
Martin Hampton and his brother.
Also seen today by Colin Bates,by the River Itchen in the Bishopstoke/Brambridge section where it flows past
Eastleigh, was a Firecrest. In the same area Colin watched 29 Golden Plover overhead, saw four Buzzard in
a thermal, and also saw a Kingfisher, a Sparrowhawk, a Little Egret and five Stonechat.
The SOS website reports 200 mixed thrushes, mainly Redwing, going north over Woodingdean on the eastern
edge of Brighton this morning. I guess this news comes from Colin Law, and he poses the question of
whether some of these thrushes avoid the flight over the North Sea to came along the north shore of the
continent and then make the short trip over the channel to spend the winter with us. A good question to which
I have no answer but my gut feeling is that birds are in general not deterred by mountains or seas when on
migration and take the shortest direct route to their destination so I would expect Scandinavian and Siberian
breeding Redwing to cross the North Sea. Others, though, nest in Poland and other areas from which the
direct route would be across Germany and into France. I am particularly interested in this question as I have
always assumed that winter thrushes come across the North Sea, and that the northerly movements that we
regularly see here in the south at this time of year are the result of birds that were heading south west across
England coming to the south coast, seeing the sea and saying ‘not again, thank you’ before turning back into
middle England until the weather gets worse, but perhaps these are birds that have come from Poland or the
Ukraine.
Also in Sussex today three Swallows went south over the Brighton area and a Black Tern was seen at Rye where
the Dotterel is still present with Golden Plover, and the Spoonbill is still in Pagham Harbour with a Short-eared
Owl.
SAT 27 OCT
The day started with the sound of Coal Tit song in my garden but I was unable to get out and enjoy the sunshine
until mid-afternoon when I cycled to the Hayling Oysterbeds. On my way there I watched a good 300 Golden
Plover on the Northney Saltings but not many other birds as the tide was very low. At the Oysterbeds I
watched a Magpie on the rocks of the outer bund walls quite close to me and was puzzled by high-pitched
musical alarm notes coming from some unseen bird that was clearly worried by the Magpie’s presence – the
rythym of the sound was like the ticking of a Robin disturbed by a nearby cat but was much more musical, like
someone playing an orchestral triangle, and I thought it might be coming from some rare Pipit but I eventually
saw the bird when it flew low over the water to perch on another rock – it was a Kingfisher. The only other bird
of interest here was a late Wheatear, and on my way across the north Hayling fields to Northney I watched a
tight flock of some 200 Linnet and passed some small but old Oak trees with a large worm-rich dung heap
below them which I bet will attract a Little Owl at dusk before the dung is spread on the fields.
......After a quick tea I cycled back to the seawall by Langstone pond to check on the Egret roost, partly as a
gesture because I missed the official count last Saturday and partly to see if the numbers present on the last
two counts (43 on Oct 6 and 39 on Oct 20) were starting to drop off with the approach of winter and the
expected move inland of the majority of the Egrets. My count was a very rough one as I arrived too late to see
the first arrivals and was distracted by chatting to several passers by but I am certain that the total I saw was
well over 50 (maybe 60) and was the highest yet. This time they were coming in from all directions, arriving
every minute or so in groups of one to five birds.
More juvenile Brent (but still I think far fewer than expected) were seen today in both Langstone and Portsmouth
Harbours – in the latter Trevor Carpenter saw just two juveniles in an unspecified flock of adults at Cams Bay
(Fareham Creek) where he also counted 117 Golden Plover (last count was of 70 on Oct 13), and in
Langstone Harbour Mike Collins saw an unspecified number of young Brent off the South Moors where his
interest was in a Black Brant.
To the southwest of Langstone Harbour Ian Thirlwell today watched a Short-eared Owl in the Milton Common
area until it flew high to the west.
Later in the day when setting up a moth light at Browndown on the Solent shore west of Gosport Lee Marshall
saw a Little Owl and commented on a large number of Redwing. Lee does not say which way the Redwing
were heading but they may have been the precursors of a massive movement north over the channel which
was still going on the next morning (see Oct 28 re thrushes going north over Brighton and Redwing seen over
Northney on Hayling).
Sussex news for today tells us that the first Slavonian Grebe was back off Church Norton today and that four
Avocet were back in the harbour with a Firecrest seen at Church Norton.
In Chichester Tony Wilson saw a male Peregrine on the cathedral spire and there were two good birds further
east – a Swift species was over Brighton and a Savi’s Warbler (thought to be a ‘fusca’) was in Filsham

Reedbed which lies close to the shore between Bexhill and Hastings.
Sussex news for yesterday (Oct 26) is of 2 Cetti’s Warblers, a Spotted Redshank and 4 Greenshank all at East
Head (mouth of Chichester Harbour) and of the latest ever Curlew Sandpiper at Rye Harbour, along with 3
Little Stint, 400 Golden Plover and offshore 12 Little Gulls, 47 Gannet, 5 Kittiwake and a Bonxie. On Oct 25
the Wood Sandpiper was still at Rye along with 2 Wheatear and a male Goldeneye, while on Oct 24 the first
Bittern of the winter turned up there.
FRI 26 OCT
Brian Fellows visited the Arundel WWT reserve today for the first time since its re-opening (on Oct 12) after a
year spent recovering from last winter’s floods. In the building a new cafe and permanent ‘In Focus’ optics
shop have appeared and the comfy chairs have been displaced by the hard wooden sort but the huge picture
window still gives wonderful views of wildfowl with having to go out in the cold or wet. Luckily the weather was
kind to Brian and he enjoyed a walkabout, especially a new boardwalk curving through the reeds. No
Bewick’s back yet but the notice board listed Raven, Peregrine, 6+ Cetti’s Warblers and 10+ Water Rails.
Brian himself saw 2 Kingfishers and the usual mixture of wild and tame wildfowl with a group of six
Ferruginous Duck getting high marks from him.
The changeover of my internet facilities has gone very smoothly but I was getting worried that I had lost touch
with news from Pagham Harbour as every time I visited Lawrence Holloway’s Diary page I only saw a brief
message about last Sunday’s major outing with a promise that full detail would appear on Monday. I am not
sure yet what my problem was but today I find I can access the full story of Lawrence’s visits on both Sunday
(Oct 21) and Wednesday (Oct 24) and I must include here what Lawrence wrote about the Hawfinch seen in
Church Norton churchyard when he was leading the SOS walk last Sunday. He writes >> Back in the
churchyard, we stopped briefly to look at the sundial on the side of the chapel. Those few minutes were to
make all the difference to our day, I think. As I was explaining what I knew about this feature, one of the party,
Chris (Jim's friend) I think it was, suddenly exclaimed - HAWFINCH! We all looked to where he was indicating
and there, sure enough, was a HAWFINCH, perched high up in the bare twigs of an ELM. Alas, we barely had
time to put our optics on to it when it flew to the right and disappeared behind an evergreen tree. Imagine our
delight, however, when it flew back again. This time it perched beautifully for us, even spreading one wing to
enjoy the weak sunshine! As quickly as it arrived, it flew back to the right again, to disappear once more. The
churchyard was busy, as it very often is on Sundays, so it was not long before a family came along and began
to potter directly under the tree where the bird had been. << Thank you, Lawrence, for letting us fully share
your enjoyment of the bird and removing all those nagging doubts that cloud an annonymous ‘birdline type’
statement of the bird’s presence.
......On his Wednesday visit Lawrence walked the North Walls and had a good selection of birds including
Kingfisher, Sparrowhawk putting up the Turnstone, 4 Siskin, a few Reed Bunting, a late Wheatear, Water
Rail, Rock Pipit and a couple of Stonechat. Having looked at the gull roost last Sunday from the Church
Norton side I could see many Blackbacks and assumed there were some Lesser among the Greater so I was
pleased to see that Lawrence estimated 200 Greater with just a few Lesser and some Yellow-legged gulls.
He also gives a better identity to the harbour’s Canada Goose flock, reporting around 48 Canadas with one
attached Bar-Head.
A note from Robert Watson, also referring to last Sunday (Oct 21) – news delayed by my internet switch –
records his first encounter with a Little Egret at Mapledurwell cress-beds (just west of Basingstoke and south
of the M3) where it was accompanied by 2 Green Sandpiper. Further from the M3 and near the source of the
Whitewater river, Robert found a flock of 175 Collared Dove at Ford Farm. With that week-old report I can
include tomorrow’s news (for Saturday morning Oct 27) that Trevor Carpenter will see in his Fareham garden
what is probably the first wintering female Blackcap to be reported (Trevor only conjectures that it is a
wintering bird but I am prepared to stick my neck out if only because I think an intending migrant would by now
be nearer the coast)
Richard Ford today found a pair of Mandarin duck on Woolmer Pond, north of Petersfield, and while he was there
21 Redwing flew over.
THU 25 OCT
Anonymous news of a Siberian Stonechat seen 100 yards west of Fort Gilkicker on the Solent shore at Gosport
this evening came over the pagers and was relayed to Hoslist by Mike Wall.
Commoner birds continuing to come south to the Hampshire coast are Redpoll, and today Lee Marshall had one
over his home at Rowner while Trevor Carpenter had two for his Fareham garden list. The first to reach us
were I think the four seen by Richard Carpenter near Titchfield Haven on Oct 9, and Trevor Carpenter had his
first near Warsash on Oct 12 and these were followed by 20 at Church Norton on Oct 13, 45 at Rye Harbour
on Oct 18 and 100+ seen at Culver Down on the Isle of Wight on Oct 21.
The flock of 10 Barnacle Geese with the Snow Goose and hybrid Bar-Head that summer on Baffins Pond in
Portsmouth and winter at Titchfield Haven seen to have settled at the Haven where Doug Marks saw them
with a large flock of Canadas today.

Sussex news today includes 12 Brambling at Beachy Head (along with 800 Goldfinch, a Firecrest, Black
Redstart, Ring Ouzel, Short-eared Owl and Merlin) and the Dotterel still present with Golden Plover at Rye for
the fourth day.
Derek Hale had good close views of a Short-eared Owl near Bembridge on the Isle of Wight this afternoon – he
first saw it flying chased by three Jackdaws and then on the ground before it flew off again. On Culver Down
a Merlin was again hunting today and yesterday another Merlin was seen in the continuation of the Medina
valley south of Newport to the village of Blackwater. Also yesterday some 25 House Martins and 10 Swallows
were on the southern outskirts of Ryde.
Last Tuesday (Oct 23) 203 Little Gulls and one Sabine’s flew past Selsey Bill along with one Arctic Skua and two
Med Gulls. Also on Tuesday a Velvet Scoter was off Newhaven with a Sandwich Tern, and the Spoonbill was
still present in Pagham Harbour. The SOS website also reports a Ring Ouzel and a Dartford Warbler seen in
the Ashdown Forest last Saturday (Oct 20)
WED 24 OCT
On Oct 9 Jason Crook saw an Eagle over Langstone Harbour from Farlington Marshes but the news reached me
via Peter Gammage who said the Jason took notes of the plumage but was not certain of the species – today
we have a note from Jason confirming that it was a Lesser Spotted Eagle which he initially saw flying low (at
‘Osprey hunting height’) but which soon rose high and disappeared into cloud.
Another message today comes from Steve Mansfield and comments on recent discussion of the eastward
spread of Buzzards in recent years. My impression is that a gradual eastward expansion of Buzzards that
had been ongoing through the 1980s and 1990s turned into an explosion in the spring of 1999 (possibly aided
by an invasion of continental birds – lots seen in Kent on 21 Mar 1999), and that since then Buzzards could be
regularly seen in almost any part of southern England. In the past week, however, a few people living in East
Hampshire have been expressing surprise that they have not seen the Buzzards that others are seeing, and
today Steve Mansfield adds an interesting thought to the discussion. Steve says that he cycles around the
East Hants area quite a bit and thinks he has noticed a sharp line of demarcation between Buzzard country
and non-Buzzard country co-inciding with the underlying geology of the land (which of course determines the
habitat type of the land surface). Steve says (I have omitted some bits of his original text) >> The geology to
the south of Alton is interesting - - going from west to east we have chalk (which gives an escarpment on for
example the steep hill up the A31 to Four Marks, Selborne Hanger, and Noar Hill) then a narrow belt (approx
5km) of Upper Greensand (?) (Selborne Sandstone) which gives a steeper escarpment, also running
North-to-South, approximately along SU75-SU76.(for example at East Worldham on the B3004) This has a
distinctive white appearance - hence the colour of the fields along the B3006 between Alton and Selborne.
This geology seems to suit hops, orchards and market gardening. Below this is the softer sand and
heathlands of Woolmer, Bordon, Frensham, Thursley etc. Now for the birding bit... It is clear that Buzzards are
well established on the Chalk and Upper Greensand yet are still scarce to the east of this. I've seen none
below the Greensand Scarp. << I find this very interesting but must point out that if there is a ‘no go area’ for
Buzzards just east of this line it has not prevented them from having a strong and increasing presence in
Sussex east of this area as witnessed by comments from, among other sources, Andrew Howard at Petworth
(to the south of Guildford).
Some six weeks ago 50 Grey Partridge were released on Old Idsworth Farm in the hope that they would settle
there and breed, safe from the threat of shooting, but the birds immediately disappeared, so it was
encouraging to find a dozen or more of them on one of the farm field today. I only had a brief view as they flew
away from me but they were small birds with no facial markings that I could see in flight, and at least one of
them made a Grey Partridge sort of call, so I assume they were Grey and part of the introduced flock. Over
the nearby wood three Buzzards soared and a Kestel flying across the fields perched for a time on one of the
electicity pylons but there was little else of great bird interest – a couple of Bullfinch, a few Yellowhammer,
several singing Skylark, up to fifty Linnet and one Mistle Thrush plus twenty or more unwanted Pheasants.
TUE 23 OCT
A quick visit to the Hayling Oysterbeds before being driven off by rain and wind gave me my first juvenile Brent of
the winter – just three of them in a flock of 120 birds. One pair had two young, another just one. Also in the
main lagoon the 20 Shelduck were still present but everything else was keeping a very low profile, unseen by
me.
Two more juvenile Brent were seen today by Brian Fellows in Eastney Lake at the mouth of Langstone Harbour
– he says they were in two ‘one child’ families among an unspecified number of childless adults. Along with
the two juveniles among 32 adults seen by Mike Collins at Langstone South Moors last Friday (Oct 19) the
five juveniles in Langstone Harbour today are so far as I know the total product of this year’ breeding season
– no doubt further sightings will soon improve on that small total but it does seem that the birds did not do well
this summer.
Other birds seen by Brian in Portsmouth today include 59 Swans at the Southsea Canoe Lake, but nothing of
interest at Southsea Castle, and 8 Shoveler at Baffins Pond – these latter were doing their typical trick of

swimming round bill-to-tail in a circle so that the paddling feet of each bird stirred up sediment from the bottom
of the pond to be sieved by the bill of the bird following immediately behind. The Swan pair were back on the
pond but the feral geese – now presumably settled at Titchfield Haven – were absent. Out in Langstone
harbour, seen from Eastney, were 14 Merganser, the biggest group yet seen together.
Another three Shoveler were seen by Richard Carpenter today on the scrape at Hook (Warsash) which has had
a recent clean-up with a digger to improve the habitat but there was little to see when Richard was there – just
1 Pintail, 9 Gadwall and some 60 Teal – though Richard says that the flocks of Curlew and Black-tailed
Godwit that oscillate between the shore and the fields there are building up with 50 Curlew and 32 Godwit
present today. Over on the Isle of Wight Derek Hale tells us that the Sanderling at Ryde (100 of them today)
had been joined by 14 Ringed Plover but still have a lone Dunlin among them.
News from Sussex of yesterday’s sightings (Oct 22) includes both Dotterel and Wood Sandpiper (plus a Ring
Ouzel and a Wheatear) in the Rye area and further evidence of the arrival of wintering Black Redstart – two at
Rye, six at Beachy Head and three at Selsey. A Med Gull had settled into its winter quarters at Mewbrook
Lake, Littlehampton.
In Hampshire Steve Mansfield was in the Alresford area visiting the big pond (which had 36 Gadwall, 9 Shoveler,
2 Tufted Duck and 1 Pochard plus 18 Cormorant and 2 Egrets with 5 Swallows overhead), and the Cress
Beds (over which Steve saw 2 Fieldfare, 16 Redwing and another Swallow – elsewhere there were another
11 Gadwall, a male Mandarin, two Green Sandpiper, another Egret and a female Stonechat). By the Bighton
Lane cressbeds, which have a long history of hosting winter birds including Green Sandpiper and Water Pipit,
Steve found a Planning Application notice advertising a proposal to return at least one set of beds to pasture,
though at the same time creating two wildlife ponds, and one can but hope that these ponds will continue to
meet the needs of the Sandpipers and could even bring back the Water Pipits which flourished there in the
1970s but which had all left by the mid-1980s as Cress growing techniques changed to use more ‘artificial
substances’ to promote growth. Since then I believe that EEC and British regulations to ensure the
cleanliness of the crop have removed all the tiny invertebrates on which the Pipits and other birds fed, so the
creation of ponds that can be managed for wildlife could be a very ‘good thing’. That of course depends on
who does the management and how much knowledge and effort goes into it ... I know nothing of the situation
here but at least I feel comforted that Charles Cuthbert will be taking a personal as well as a professional
interest in the outcome of this change, and I hope that all birders who frequent this area will be doing their duty
as good citizens by investigating the details of the proposal and putting their comments in writing – you have
until Nov 7 to get them in according to Steve.
While Brian Fellows in Emsworth was commenting that the local Mallards were ‘getting frisky’ yesterday Steve
Mansfield had already seen a couple of them copulating in the Alresford area last Saturday (Oct 20). Sounds
as if duckling will be on the Christmas dinner menu this year – at least for the Foxes and Pike (not forgetting
the Mink that have just been released from the farm at Ringwood ...)
The last item in today’s news is a late report from Sussex that a female or immature Scaup was on the Long Pool
near Sidlesham Ferry at Pagham Harbour on Oct 16 when there were also 2 Merganser in the harbour
(maybe the first to be seen at Pagham though Barry Collins had seen two in Chichester Harbour on Oct 6).
MON 22 OCT
Brian Fellows takes a walk around the Emsworth Ponds and Harbour each Monday and today he found the
drakes among the 102 Mallard have recovered sufficiently from their eclipse to want to start a new breeding
season and were vigourously chasing the females, reminding me that several small parties of Mallartd I have
recently seen in various places flying around in small circles were almost certainly the result of similar urges.
Another duck that is now back in smart breeding dress, though more restrained in its behaviour, is the Pintail
and I am glad to hear from Trevor Carpenter that there are already 22 of them on the Hook scrape near
Warsash – not a big number, but very encouraging as the maximum number seen there according to
Hampshire Bird Reports is only 26. Back in Emsworth Brian found that the Black Swan was back with 53
Mutes, and on the harbour he saw the first Brent had returned (58 of them but not a juvenile among the flock).
230 Dunlin and 52 Black-tailed Godwit were present with few other waders but at least one wintering
Greenshank and one Egret were there to add elegance.
The small flock of feral geese from Baffins Pond (10 Barnacles, 1 Snow Goose and 1 Greylag x Barhead hybrid)
were seen by Richard Carpenter back at Titchfield Haven today and we now wait to see whether Brian
Fellows will find them back at Baffins tomorrow! Also seen at Titchfield were 25 or more Siskin and, on the
sea, Richard’s first Merganser of the autumn. From the other side of the New Forest Peter Hockin today
reported recent sightings in the Avon valley south of Fordingbridge among which I see that there are now two
Snow Geese with a flock of 91 Greylag on what he describes as the ‘Ibsley scrape’ (with so many pools in the
Blashford Lakes comples, and others to the west of the A338, I am not sure where this one is located).
Nearby he found 132 Canada Geese and a sizeable flock of 192 Lapwing. I see that not all the Stonechat are
at coastal sites – Peter had 11 in this area.
!50 Sanderling were seen today on the Ryde sands according to Derek Hale’s Isle of Wight website, which also

reports two Black Redstart at Ventnor with four Rock Pipits.
Yesterday (Oct 21) Richard Carpenter was lucky enough to see all three woodpecker species in the Hook area
near Warsash (the trees lining the Hook Lake stream are always a good place to look for Lesser Spotted as
the footpath takes you along beside mature Oaks and Alders at tree-top level!). He also saw two male
Blackcaps enjoying berries and saw one Lesser Redpoll. On Saturday (Oct 20) he was in the open country of
the Brownwich-Chilling shore between Hook and Titchfield and saw the first two Great Crested Grebe on the
sea – not many compared to the flock of around 100 now in Langstone Harbour but that area of the Solent has
in the past attracted regular winter flocks of 200 or more Great Crested Grebe in the winter and may still hold
the county record for flock size so it is worth watching. Four Scoter were also on the water but more
impressive was a flock of over 50 Skylark, many in full song, over the shore fields where 200+ Greenfinch
were feeding on the seed crop and 7 Reed Bunting were present.
Russell Wynn was at Keyhaven yesterday and noted a subtantial passage of finches but nothing quite as good
the Serin which he heard and saw there on Saturday (Oct 20). Russell says that this in only the 25th Serin to
be recorded in Hampshire despite the regular sightings of this species in Sussex, Dorset and the Isle of Wight.
This sighting provides a good focal point for a very interesting discussion that is now taking place on Hoslist,
prompted by a contribution from Keith Betton which gave figures for the number of sightings of 16 scarce
migrant species in the counties of Kent, Sussex, Doset, Devon, Hampshire and the Isle of Wight during the
period 1980 to 1995. The overall total of sightings for all these species was around 1800 in Kent and Dorset,
and 800 in Sussex and Devon, but only 255 for Hampshire and 160 for the Isle of Wight. Even if you add the
Hants and IoW figures together we are way behind our neighbouring counties and the question under
discussion is ‘Why?’. There are perhaps obvious reasons for Kent to do well on the east coast down which all
birds coming across the North Sea tend to travel south in the autumn, and Sussex and Devon have
geographical ‘funnels’ which force the birds into small areas, but the sheer size of Hampshire should net far
more birds than we actually see. One point that is being put in the discussion is that all the Hampshire birders
rush to just three places on the coast (Farlington Marshes, Titchfield Haven, and Keyhaven/Pennington),
leaving huge areas underwatched (and I think the Isle of Wight also falls into the underwatched category). I
suspect that Hampshire, in the middle of the south coast and furthest from the east and west coast migrant
routes, may prove to be a genuinely less popular destination for these scarce migrants but at the same time I
am sure that there are a lot more good birds to be found if birders can be persuaded to spread out over the
countryside as a whole and to share their finds through the internet. Russell Wynn in particular is to be
congratulated for pushing people in this direction with his competition for inland and garden tick lists.
......Getting to back to what Russell saw at Keyhaven on Saturday I see his list included 40 Stonechat, more than
50 Robins and 20 Song Thrushes plus several Brambling. In the reeds were 20 Beared Tits and along the
open shore were a male Greenlkand Wheatear, a Whinchat, a Little Stint, a Curlew Sandpiper and a Common
Tern while a late Whitethroat was somewhere in the bushes. The Song Thrushes at Keyhaven were no doubt
part of a fall of continental birds but many other thrushes are now on the move and I see that David Parker had
4 Redwing, 2 Mistle Thrush and a number of Blackbirds and Song Thursh in his Forestside garden on the
north edge of Stansted Forest yesterday (Oct 21).
A couple of additions to previous notes that have just reached me come from Graham Osborne who adds a
single Med Gull to his list for the Hayling Oysterbeds yesterday (I haven’t heard of a Med Gull in Langstone
Harbour for over a month). John Goodspeed comments on the Black-necked Grebe which were in Cams Bay
on Friday and which I though might have been the only ones in Portsmouth Harbour in recent years – John
saw 6 in the same part of Fareham Creek on Jan 18 this year. And finally Brian Fellows adds four Sandwich
Tern to the birds he saw in Chichester Harbour from south east Hayling when doing his Tournerbury Egret
count on Saturday evening (Oct 20). One item that I should have reported earlier is news from Rosemary
Webb who lives in the Mengham area of south Hayling is that she has recently heard the screech of a Barn
Owl to back a report from her neighbour of an unmistakeable Barn Owl flying low over the neighbour’s garden
where it passed through the brightness of an external light to show up its pure white underparts. The bird
could well come from the Mengham Farm stables alongside Mengham House on the west side of
Tournerbury Woods.
PLANTS:

SUN 28 OCT
While waiting for the official start of today’s fungus foray at Head Down, Buriton, I made a quick excursion into
the eastern fringe of the QE Country Park and came on a large and perfect specimen of a Common Dog Violet
in flower. There was little of interest in the flower line beyond this – we came on same ‘last gasp’ Small
Toadflax and one flowering Wall Lettuce plant, and I noticed some Parsley Piert that seemed to be in flower in
one of the open rides. Nipplewort, Herb Robert, Hedge Woundwort and Creeping Buttercup were frequently
seen and I did spot one plant of Hemp Agrimony that still had flowers.

SAT 27 OCT
At this time of year Strawberry Trees should have both flowers and fruit on their branches, and the tree at the
east end of Northney village church on Hayling usually has the best display that I know of locally so I have
been meaning to look at it for some time and got round to it this afternoon. As expected it is covered with tiny
white bells of flowers, some already going over, but this year I could only find four fruits in total (they look like
pimply strawberry fruits but are the size of small cherries and, like them, hang on long fruit stalks).
FRI 26 OCT
The Arundel WWT reserve re-opened to the public on Oct 12 after a year spent repairing damage caused by last
winter’s floods, and Brian Fellows visited it today (see Bird page for his comments). While there he found
Tansy, Meadowsweet and Water Mint still in flower.
WED 24 OCT
Just over 60 plants were flowering in the fields of Old Idsworth Farm when I walked around them this morning.
Many of these come from recently sown wildflower seed and are flourishing in the field margins where
crop-spraying is kept to a minimum – Corn Marigold, Corn Cockle and Cornflower were all present and among
them was one that I have not noticed before – two or three flowering plants of Corn Chamomile with a strong
pleasant aroma and leaves more like those of Yellow Chamomile than any of the Mayweeds. Thyme-leaved
Sandwort was also flowering but the most unexpected find was a single Cowslip. Later in my walk I came on
four fresh flowers of Long-stalked Cranesbill which is, I think, established here and not a seed introduction.
Finally I had a second look at what I suspected on my last visit here to be Treacle Mustard but which could
have been regrowth on a damaged plant of Hedge Mustard. Today I was able to see that the seeds were not
pressed to the stem as in Hedge Mustard but held out and erect as they should be on Treacle Mustard.
TUE 23 OCT
Just one plant of Viper’s Bugloss was flowering at the Hayling Oysterbeds today, and Brian Fellows has stirred
up further mud in my mind over the question of Sea Mayweed. Yesterday I said that the plants which I
commonly see along the shore are Scented Mayweed, not Sea Mayweed, but Brian corrects me and says
that they are Scentless Mayweed ....
MON 22 OCT
Following the discussion on the identification of Sea Mayweed prompted by the Havant Wildlife Group at Hayling
Oysterbeds Brian Fellows collected several samples from the shore there and others from the shore at
Emsworth and had a close look at them under his microscope with the help of Stace’s keys and decided that
all were Scented Mayweed, not true Sea Mayweed, so I will have to curb my unscientific tendency to name all
the large, tough, red-stemmed Mayweed plants I find along the shores as Sea Mayweed.
INSECTS:

SAT 27 OCT
Tony Wilson was at Goodwood House today and, in addition to the omnipresent Red Admirals, saw a Brimstone
and a dragonfly which he thinks was a Southern rather than a Migrant Hawker. Earlier in the week Dave
Pearson had a the latest Speckled Wood that I have heard of in Thatcher’s Copse near Titchfield Haven on
Oct 23
In the evening Lee Marshall and Tim Norriss ran moth lights on the Browndown Ranges (by the shore between
Gosport and Lee on Solent) but only collected 28 moths of 17 species. Two firsts for the year for Lee were
Red-line Quaker and Beaded Chestnut (Barry Collins had the first Red-line Quaker at Havant on Oct 10), and
back at his Rowner home Lee had another first – the Large Wainscot. Six migrant species were taken, among
them what I think was another first, Rusty-dot Pearl, and, to my surprise, the Plume Moth Emmelina
monodactyla – I find it difficult to imagine any plume moth successfully crossing the channel, even with a
following wind.
FRI 26 OCT
Lee Marshall has just returned to his home in Rowner (Gosport) from the Scillies and has already had four new
moths for the year, two of them not easy to name precisely and one a semi-rarity. The most unusual one is
now thought by Lee to be a Scarce Bordered Straw (though he is awaiting expert confirmation) and it came to
his trap on Sunday night (Oct 21), the other one that is difficult to name with certainty is either a November
Moth or a Pale November Moth, and was found on Oct 23 while the third species is, he is confident, a Barred
Sallow which turned up last night (Oct 25). The fourth moth was The Streak, taken on the night of Oct 22
when the trap took only 11 moths of six species – among them a Silver Y. A late Hawthorn Shield Bug was
among last night’s finds and a single Migrant Hawker dragonfly was seen on Oct 22.
WED 24 OCT
Two Peacock butterflies and eleven Red Admirals were flying at Old Idsworth Farm this morning despite little sun
and a fresh wind – the Red Admiral were nectaring on Ivy, not attempting to fly south. At Emsworth’s Brook
Meadow Brian Fellows today saw three Red Admirals and had to undergo a close inspection by a late
Southern Hawker dragonfly. Last Monday (Oct 22) Steve Mansfield saw at least five Common Darter in the

Alresford area, two of them still mating.

MON 22 OCT
While birding at Keyhaven on Saturday (Oct 20) Russell Wynn also noted a Hornet as well as singles of Clouded
Yellow and Painted Lady with hundreds of Red Admirals heading south.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SUN 28 OCT
This morning I joined the fungus foray led by Rosemary Webb in the woods on Head Down (above the railway
tunnel at Buriton, south of Petersfield) and before we started Rosemary looked at a couple of fungi that I had
brought with me from my lawn – the blackish ‘Earth Tongue’ was not, she told me, Trichoglossum hirsutum as
I had thought and I now believe it to be Geoglossum cookeianum, and she also told me that one of the small
Waxcap species I had brought was not the same as the Parrot Waxcap that was in my collection (possibly the
unidentified one is Hygrocybe marchii). In the woods we did not find as many species as expected but I made
the acquaintance of two species new to me – the first was Tricholoma argyraceum which has a distinctive
brown speckled cap when young and turns quite a bright yellow when decaying, the other was a relative of the
very common Candlesnuff fungus but which is much thinner and less ‘antlered’ (and in our case much whiter
overall) and I think this is Xylaria carpophila.
......The best find of the foray as far as I am concerned was not a fungus though it was found on a wet decaying
log covered with the fungus Ascocoryne sarcoides. On the log was a biggish spindle shaped snail which I
thought to be one of the Door Snails but could not name. I measured it’s height as between 16 and 17 mm
and my snail book tells me this must be the Plaited Door Snail as the other species are all smaller.
Interesting news of another species that I have never encountered came today from Gwynne Johnson who had
been assisting with weed clearance from Soberton Heath Pond on a hill above the Meon Valley. Much of the
weed had been collected into a yellow painted canoe and when the boat had been emptied of weed the yellow
colour showed half a dozen small red creatures wriggling in the bottom of the hull, none of them much more
than 2 or 3 cm long. These were soon identified as leeches, but giving them specific names is proving difficult
– my only source of knowledge on such matters comes from the Reader’s Digest Field Guide to the Water Life
of Britain and this shows two possible contenders, both found in fresh water, red in colour and of the right size
but if there is an expert out there who can suggest what they might be and tell us about their lifestyle I for one
would love to hear more ...
This afternoon Martin Hampton’s brother Mark called at my house with news that they had just come from the
Langstone South Moors where, in Bridge Lake to the west of the Hayling bridges, they had seen a Seal (which
I assume to be a Common Seal).
SAT 27 OCT
Standing on the seawall path close to Langstone pond at dusk this evening I was trying to count the Egrets
coming in to roost at Wade Court but was pleasantly interrupted several times by passing people who knew
me or were interested in the Egrets. One of these interruptions to my count was more welcome than others –
this was when I was told that during a recent nocturnal walk past the pond (at 1am!) a loud plop had been
heard, and in the beam of a torch the unmistakeable plump and square cut shape of a Water Vole had been
seen. This was the fourth of a series of reliable sightings here over the past couple of years (including one
sighting by myself in good light).
FRI 26 OCT
Back on Oct 3 Lee Marshall and Trevor Carpenter were at Stokes Bay and saw, distantly near Fishbourne on the
Isle of Wight, ten cetaceans which neither of them could name with confidence. Since then Lee has been to
the Scillies and seen Risso’s Dolphins and is now pretty certain that those are what they saw in the Solent.
Lee says >> After seeing Risso's Dolphins on the Isles of Scilly, over two days, and in varying light conditions,
I am now happy that the Stokes Bay cetaceans were of this species, and I will be submitting the record as
such. The fact that they looked so dark in dull conditions, and at considerable distance led to confusion, as
the Biscay cetacean recorder reckoned that Risso's would look pale in any conditions. I now know this not to
be the case. <<
WED 24 OCT
A line of old Beech trees at Idsworth Farm yielded a selection of fungi this morning, starting with a cluster of
Porcelain Fungi growing from the rotting stump of a large branch long ago sawn off. In a high crevice on
another tree were some well established bracket fungus which I must take another look at to check the colour
of the pore surface as they could well have been 'Hoof Fungus' by their shape (I thought Hoof Fungus only
grew on conifer stumps but I now see it is mainly found on Beech or Birch, not conifers, and I assumed this
must be something like Artists Fungus but I see that hes a white pore surface while this was coffee coloured.
On the ground were several Beechwood Sickeners (‘red russula’) and some pure white fungi which I believe
to be Lyophyllum connatum (though they were all singles, not in clusters), a chunky very dark chestnut
capped, dark stemmed toadstool with pure white gills that I reckon was Tricholoma ustale, and something

that could have been Cortinarius pholideus.
In Emsworth the Agrocybe cylindracea toadstools were today flourishing on one of the Willows by the south
bridge at Brook Meadow, well downstream of the tree where I first found them by the north bridge.

BIRDS:

WEEK 42 OCT 15 - 21

SUN 21 OCT
Kevin Stouse was down to lead a walk around the south west of Pagham Harbour this morning and there was a
good turnout awaiting him when I arrived at the Sidlesham visitor centre. Sadly, when Kevin arrived it was to
tell us that he had ‘slipped a disk’ in his back while gardening and could not come with us, so we set off on our
own on a walk that was to give us 69 bird species and much other interest. The Ferry Pool was crowded with
Teal and with them were 15 Shelduck and two Shoveler, with the waders represented by a small flock of
Lapwing, two Dunlin and a single Redshank – on our return a Little Stint was with the Dunlin. Heading down
the path by the Long Pool we began to see the first of many Stonechat and Reed Bunting as well as a good
number of Goldfinch with singing Skylark over the fields to our right. A Water Rail called briefly (on the way
back one screamed loudly at us here) and a pair of Swans were surrounded by 80 or more Coot. At the end
of the Long Pool we turned left off the path to check the main channel running into the open harbour and here
we had superb views of the Spoonbill feeding vigourously within a hundred yards of us – behind it was a mass
of Wigeon with Pintail, Egret and Heron plus a few Grey Plover and Oystercatcher – a Greenshank called at
least twice but I never saw it. Some people saw a single Knot and a few Swallow here at the top of the
harbour proper but the next birds of interest for the main party were three or four Goldcrest working the gorse
bushes near the ‘reedy marsh’ halfway to Church Norton – these tiny gems paid no attention to us and came
with a few yards to show the brightest of crests. No Dartford Warbler were seen but on the way back a Cetti’s
Warbler called sharply, but only once, from the scrub here. From the ‘low cliff’ before the churchyard we saw
our first Ringed Plover and one Whimbrel (which we later heard calling) on the mud, and a covey of perhaps
20 Red-legged Partridge on the cultivated field inland of the path. In the churchyard some people saw three
or four Sand Martin (and I hear that others not in our party had both Firecrest and Lesser Redpoll here) while
we added Sparrowhawk, Green Woodpecker, Jay and Mistle Thrush to our list. Back on the shore a bright
male Kestrel was perched conspicuously in the trees near the convent while another flew in apparently from
the sea, and where the reedbed gives way to the grass meadow some people saw a female Redstart among
six or more Stonechat. We had lunch on the shingle overlooking the sea, adding Turnstone and Common
Gull to the list and seeing two Great Crested Grebe distantly on the sea (but nothing else), and on the way
back, with the tide rising, we saw one each of Black-tailed and Bar-tailed Godwit and one or two people found
a lone Redwing in the churchyard. Among birds we expected but never saw were Yellow-hammer, Linnet and
Golden Plover, nor did we see the single Swift listed at the reserve centre as having been seen yesterday, nor
the Dusky Warbler that I gather had been reported on birdline.
Also walking the Pagham Harbour shore today was a party of SOS members led by Lawrence Holloway who has
put out brief highlights on his ‘Friends of Pagham Harbour’ website telling me that they saw a Hawfinch in the
Church Norton churchyard and a Dartford Warbler in the reedy marsh halfway back to Sidlesham. On tidal
water at the head of the harbour they saw a drake Mandarin, and somewhere along the shore close to the
visitor centre (where the old tramway runs from the ferry to Sidlesham village) they added both Kingfisher and
Spotted Redshank to their list.
Mark Litjens was at Keyhaven this morning and noted a number of passerines passing over, including two
Brambling which I think may be the first of the winter for Hampshire (although several have been seen
recently as near as Church Norton and the Isle of Wight). Also on his list was a late Reed Warbler and a
probable Marsh Harrier. News from the Isle of Wight today comes from Culver Down not far from Bembridge
where the IoW Ornithological Group had an outing today – they saw 3 Ravens (two adults and a juvenile),
100_ Lesser Redpoll, 50+ Siskin, 2 Black Redstarts (male and juv), 1 Ring Ouzel, 1 female Redstart and a
Hobby while an independent source reported a Snow Bunting and a Woodcock in the same area.
On north Hayling both Graham Osborne and Brian Rackett were in the Oysterbeds area. Brian saw the
Kingfisher that now seems to be established there fly over ‘Texaco bay’ and looking north over Langstone
saw a cloud of Egrets put up from the Wade Court roost. From the Oysterbeds he saw one female Merganser
with Brent on the harbour, while Graham saw two Merganser and watched a ‘smoke’ of around 2000 Dunlin
over the bund walls, in the main pool of which 20 Shelduck were back.
SAT 20 OCT
The only details that I have so far for this evening’s Egret roost counts come from Peter Morrison who counted 21
(maybe 22) in the Badnam Creek roost on the Hamble below Bursledon, from Brian Fellows who saw 34 at
Tournerbury (plus two that once again gave the impression of going towards Sandy Point), and from Mike
Collins who had at least 39 go into the Wade Court roost (others could have been there already). Mike had a

great bonus when he turned round to look at the sea and saw a marsh tern heading east away from him – he
had missed it when it was passing close to his back but is pretty certain it was a Black Tern.
Yesterday Mike Collins was by the South Moors shore and found the very first juvenile Brent I have heard of –
there were only 32 adults and 2 juveniles which is not encouraging news for this summer’s breeding. This
evening that flock was still present and on the beach was the corpse of a Brent with both wings badly broken
– Mike suggests it may have flown into overhead wires.
Today’s news on the SOS website includes a report of a Dusky Warbler at Church Norton (for all of ten minutes
before it vanished), of a young male Red Crested Pochard on the duckpond at Selsey and of four Black
Swans on the Lewes Brooks. A more expected list of sightings came from Beachy Head starting with a Serin
and a Grasshopper Warbler and including 4 Brambling, 10 Ring Ouzel and 13 Black Redstart. Also seen
were 4 Wheatear, 4 Firecrest, 2 Redstart and a single Whinchat, plus Hobby, Merlin and Honey Buzzard.
Back at Selsey a Sooty Shearwater, a Red-necked Grebe and eight Scoter were seen. At Birling Gap
yesterday (Oct 19) two Serin were seen with a Short eared owl, a Black Redstart and a Red-necked Grebe.
The Havant Wildlife Group were at the Hayling Oysterbeds today and saw 7 Merganser (all females), 14 Egrets
and 19 Shelduck, and Brian Fellows on the harbour counted 62 Great-crested Grebe and 130 adult Brent with
no juveniles. A Kingfisher flew low over the lagoon and there were 3 Stonechat in the area with a number of
small passerines that included 2 Yellowhammer.
Other Hampshire news includes a single Corn Bunting seen by John Shillitoe in the Hoe Cross area between
Hambledon and Soberton, and ten Fieldfare seen with a couple of Redwing by Mike Wall in the Overton area
west of Basingstoke. Also at Overton Mike found 153 Canada Geese with a single Bar-head, and on Ewhurst
Lake he was surprised to see two Shelduck. At the top of Southampton Water Phil Lord saw an adult
Yellow-legged Gull and a male Bearded Tit at Redbridge Causeway, then went to Calshot and saw a female
Balck Redstart and a female Merganser. Paul Winter had a Short eared owl and seven Eider near the mouth
of the Beaulieu River. Locally two Green Sandpiper were back on Oct 18 by the River Ems south of
Westbourne, seen by Brian Fellows who had earlier that day been at Nutbourne and found 52 Swans in the
bay and a flock of over 150 Linnet on the shore
After dropping my wife off in Fareham this afternoon I thought I would check out the Cams Bay area which I have
not visited for several years. The tide was at the top and the bay held 137 Wigeon and a couple of Dabchick
but no Black-necked Grebe, while the Fleetlands roost area was almost covered by the spring tide leaving
room for only a limited number of Lapwing, Redshank and Dunlin surrounded by a moderate number of Brent.
At least half a dozen Stonechat were around the southern edge of the golf course but there was little else of
interest other than the call of a Great Spotted Woodpecker.
FRI 19 OCT
A first winter male Black Redstart was seen today by Ian Watts in the Sea Scout compound on the Southampton
side of the Itchen Bridge following Peter Morrison’s sighting of two on the low cliffs at Brownwich (just west of
Titchfield Haven) yesterday and quite a number of recent Sussex sightings, so it sounds as if these attractive
birds are settling in their winter quarters – I wonder if they will be back on the Hayling seafront soon? Just
north of Southampton Simon Ingram had a couple of Ruddy Duck, both females, back at the Lakeside country
park in Eastleigh this morning but whether they will choose to spend the winter there is yet to be seen. Quite
a few Blackbirds were in my garden here in Havant this morning but they have moved on, while my first
Redwing of the winter did not stop at all – just gave a brief whistle as it went over at high speed like a lost soul
seeking the company of others.
Ron King watched a Red Kite for around an hour this afternoon over the Cheesefoot Head area (SU 535276)
where David Thelwell saw one last Saturday, and should you go there and not see the Kite there seems to be
every chance of getting a good list of raptors – Ron had several Buzzard and Kestrels plus a Sparrowhawk
and two Peregrines. Moving to Winchester sewage farm Ron saw a couple of Green Sandpiper and counted
460 Golden Plover to give a 50% increase on the flock of 300 seen there by Ian Watts a couple of day ago
(Oct 17).
Winter flocks are also building rapidly at Titchfield Haven where Richard Carpenter found up to 120 Black-tailed
Godwit, an estimated 400 Wigeon, 42 Shoveler and 5 Greenshank plus an estimated 100 Brent on the shore.
At Pagham Harbour numbers of winter birds are also building though the strong wind today made accurate
counting impossible for Lawrence Holloway. Many Teal were around the Sidlesham Ferry Pool and a walk
along the main channel leading from that pool to the open harbour gave Lawrence an excellent view of the
Spoonbill that seems to have settled in the harbour. He also saw and heard a Whimbrel near Church Norton
and that could also be intending to stay the winter. Definitely less settled was a Hobby which dashed across
the small field between the Church Norton hide and the churchyard – another late wind blown summer bird
was a single Swallow, reminding me that I had one over my garden in Havant for about two seconds this
morning (it’s size and shape suggest a Sand Martin but I will never know now!)
THU 18 OCT
Langstone Harbour has long been known as the winter stronghold of Black-necked Grebe in Britain but maybe

that is about to change as today Trevor Carpenter found a group of five in Cams Bay at the mouth of Fareham
Creek in Portsmouth Harbour before any newcomers have (to my knowledge) arrived in Langstone Harbour –
I’m discounting the two or three birds that have been seen on and off in Langstone Hbr through the summer.
I can’t offhand recall any previous sightings of these birds in Portsmouth Harbour and these were certainly a
first at Cams Bay as far as Trevor is concerned. Birds that are numerous in all our harbours during the winter
are Merganser and I suspect that a good number are already present but so far I have only seen the one
which flew past the Oysterbeds last Tuesday (Oct 16) – today Derek Hale puts out confirmation that at least 8
females are in Newtown Harbour on the Isle of Wight along with 50 Shelduck. I wonder if these Shelduck are
in fact the ones that seem to be missing from Pagham Harbour? Long after the majority of adult Shelduck had
flown off to their moulting places there were a few adults left with a good many juveniles both in Langstone
Harbour and particularly at the Sidlesham Ferry Pool but the great majority of these seem to have vanished,
leaving just half a dozen at Sidlesham and next to none in Langstone Harbour (twenty suddenly appeared in
the Oysterbeds on Oct 2 but this week I could only see four there). I would be very interested to hear from
anyone who understands their movements at this time of year but until I know better I will tend to think that
birds seen at the moment are those that remained here through the summer and which are now exercising
their wings by a few random local journeyings – when a substantial flock starts to build on the water south of
Farlington Marshes I will feel that the birds from Heligoland are returning.
Richard Carpenter was at Titchfield Haven today and tells me that the two Spoonbill that were there last month
left on Sept 28, eleven days before Gary Calderwood saw two flying towards Ryde on the Isle of Wight, so I
am none the wiser where these two (and others seen passing Selsey Bill) came from and went to (other than
the one now settled in Pagham Harbour). Still resident at Titchfield Haven are two Marsh Harriers (male and
female) and they have been regularly seen at the reserve over the past few days, as has a Barn Owl which
comes out before dusk. I am sure this is not the only Barn Owl on show at the moment as the nights become
longer and the owls become active earlier in the day. We can also expect more activity as this year’s young
owls try to set up their own territories – Paul Winter gave us a good example yesterday when he went into his
garden in mid-evening and heard both Tawny and Little Owls duetting from the same oak tree.
Colin Bates was driving along Wide Lane leading north from the M27 towards Eastleigh today and noticed some
30 Golden Plover, presumably in the air. He pulled into a layby and pulled out his scope to find that there
were at least 123 Golden Plover there. Also today at the same place Ben Darvill counted 258 Golden Plover
with 28 Lapwing Colin repeated the same trick at the Redbridge causeway over the River Test, turning a flock
of 50 Wigeon into one of 131 just by looking – he also conjured a Marsh Harrier out of the air, causing it to fly
upstream with a group of Crows harrying it. Patience certainly brings its rewards when birding!
Another 106 Golden Plover were At Newtown on the Isle of Wight today and also there was a flock of 230
Canada Geese with one Barnacle which I guess could be part of the flock that has been at Titchfield Haven
recently but has not yet settle permanently. Along with this thought I hear from Lawrence Holloway that a
Bar-head Goose has been seen in the North Walls area of Pagham Harbour recently – Lawrence saw some
41 Canada Geese but not the Bar-head. Maybe this was another offshoot of the large flock of 560 Canadas
with single Barnacle and Bar-head that I saw on the IBM Lake in September and which subsequently went to
Titchfield and has now perhaps broken up. No doubt all of them (and the Baffins Pond feral geese) will end up
at Titchfield when winter really sets in and they need the food our County Council provides for them at the
Haven.
A few Whinchat are in today’s news – one was at Eastleigh Lakeside, one in Pagham Harbour, and one at
Beachy Head - as news of summer birds dries up. Four Ring Ouzel were still in Sussex today with only one
Wheatear reported, though on Monday (Oct 16) there was a late Wood Sandpiper, a Sedge Warbler, three
Wheatear and three Whinchat at Rye Harbour. Yesterday there were still two Osprey in Sussex, one over
Pagham Harbour and one at Darvell to the north of Hastings. Lots of finches seem to have been on the move
yesterday – 510 Siskin went over Pagham and around 200 were seen at Rye along with 150+ Goldfinch and
45 Redpoll. Many Siskin and one Brambling were also noted at Fairlight on the coast east of Hastings.
Yesterday evening Mike Collins was on the South Moors shore at Langstone and watched a flock of 124 Brent fly
in to settle on the shore, close enough for Mike to be sure there were no young birds among them (I still
haven’t heard of a single juvenile to date). More miscellaneous news, not from Mike, concerns Egrets – for
those interested the evening roost count at Rye Harbour yesterday was 32, and that same number were in
trees where they roost in the Pagham area, but they were seen by day.
WED 17 OCT
Ian Watts today found 180 Golden Plover on the Wide Lane playing fields at Eastleigh and 300 more of them at
Winchester sewage farm. In general Golden Plover seem to have arrived back this autumn earlier and in
larger numbers than usual and so I was expecting to find these were early but as far as Wide Lane is
concerned I see that some were back there on Oct 4 last year and by 10 Oct 2000 there were 163 present.
Maybe the big flock at Eastleigh was not early but the first arrivals (25 birds seen by Simon Ingram on Sept 24
this year) certainly were, and at Winchester 80 Golden Plover were seen by John Shillitoe on St Catherine’s

Hill (overlooking the sewage farm) back on Oct 7.
I remarked yesterday that Brent Geese were already exploring the north shore of Langstone Harbour and the
Langstone village shore, having overcome the initial fear of human activity that keeps the first arrivals in the
areas furthest from man’s presence, and today Richard Carpenter saw 35 Brent in the Bunny Meadows area
of Warsash, well up the River Hamble and with people walking close to the geese along the path separating
the flooded meadows from the river. I wonder who will be the lucky (?) farmer to have the first on his land?
Also in the Bunny Meadows were 14 Greenshank with 18 Grey Plover and a late Common Tern.
The majority of the Med Gulls that were nesting in Langstone Harbour now seem to have deserted our harbours
(I don’t think they have much liking for mud!) in favour of the Bembridge area of the Isle of Wight so it was
perhaps unusual for Lawrence Holloway to see three of them in full adult winter plumage flying up into
Pagham Harbour along the North Walls shore today. Confirmation that some are still near Bembridge came in
Derek Hale’s news, reporting 6+ off the Foreland yesterday, and the only other south coast report was of a
single first winter bird at Rye Harbour two days ago (Oct 15). In contrast to the gulls just one of 400 Dunlin in
the same area was in startling full summer plumage. Other birds seen by Lawrence included 3 Knot, 20+
Golden Plover and a single Redwing while a Water Rail, invisible despite being within a few yards, made itself
known audibly with loud sharming calls.
In Emsworth Brian Fellows enjoyed the sight of a Kingfisher flying along the Lumley Mill stream with a smart
Grey Wagtail nearby, Chiffchaff and Great Spotted Woodpecker in the trees and a single Kestrel over Brook
Meadow.
You may be thinking ‘it’s all over’ as far as the mass movement of Swallows is concerned but at St Catherine’s
Point on the Isle of Wight at least 100 were seen today with two House Martins over the nearby Gore Cliff.
400+ Meadow Pipit and 150+ Linnet were also in the air and three Common Scoter on the sea. A Black
Redstart was at Knowles Farm, only a few hundred metres from the lighthouse, and what might have been the
best bird of the day was a possible Lapland Bunting, but it gave only brief views as it flew off at high speed
chased by a Sparrowhawk.
Seen yesterday (Oct 16) on the Isle of Wight at West High Down was a juvenile Red-backed Shrike which
answered my recent query about other passerines fearing the presence of a Shrike by turning tail and flying
off when approached by a Chaffinch – Derek Hale describes the scene in these words >> The Shrike (maybe
the one seen at Brading?) was sitting on a gorse bush at 09:20, nearby about 30 other birds were watching
with much twittering! Greenfinch, Chaffinch, Goldfinch, Robin, Dunnocks and Yellow Hammers! A Chaffinch
flew at it -and it flew West. An amazing sight. << Also seen by Derek on the West High Down were two Ring
Ouzels, three Wheatear, seven Stonechat and a single Blackcap.
This afternoon I walked from Havant down the Langbrook stream, along the South Moors shore and back by
Budds Farm and the Brockhampton stream. Nothing of importance to report but Magpies show an expected
seasonal increase around the South Moors – there may have been 20 of them – and four Brent were in the
mouth of the Langbrook stream with at least two Rock Pipits nearby. People intending to visit Budds Farm
pools should be aware that the travellers still occupy Southmoor Lane and that the landward of the three pools
is nearing restoration to water (clearing of the earth mountain nears completion). Walking up the
Brockhampton stream I went out onto the lower bridge (no right of way) and saw a Kingfisher fly downstream
from its perch on the huge metal outfall cover through which Budds Farm water could overflow into the stream
in emergency, and a Grey Wagtail flew upstream at the same moment.
TUE 16 OCT
At least six Fieldfare were among a mixed flock of thrushes seen by Richard Carpenter in the north of the New
Forest (Pitts Wood area) today. These are the first Fieldfare I have heard of in Hampshire, though there was
a report of 30 seen flying over the M42 near the Staffordshire border back on Sept 6 and I see that just one
Fieldfare was in the Pett area of East Sussex last Sunday (Oct 14). As interesting to me as the arrival of the
Fieldfare was the news that one of the Song Thrushes in the flock (or maybe a local resident annoyed by their
presence) was singing. Redwing and Mistle Thrush were also in the mixed bag of around 20 thrushes. To
add local flavour Richard also saw a Hawfinch, a Dartford Warbler and five Bullfinch
I believe that Cormorants have roosted in the military base at Hythe on the west shore of Southampton Water for
a number of years, and at this time of year I would expect numbers to be increasing as birds return from
breeding elsewhere but Colin Allen, who has counted the roost regularly this year says that numbers have
been declining since early September. He found 123 roosting there last January and that number had, as
might be expected, decreased to just 13 by the end of May. By the start of September numbers were back to
75 and should have continued to increase, but on Sept 21 there were only 50 and today there were none at
all. Maybe this is a natural phenonmenon and the birds have found a better place to roost locally but it could
be the result of some policy to drive them away, similar to that being pursued by the Environment Agency to
drive gulls from rubbish tips which we have commented on in connection with Paulsgrove tip this year. It
could also be that people at the base have got fed up with the amount of guano they are collecting ... Worst of
all it might reflect the sharply declining numbers of fish in the sea, but I have not noticed a lack of feeding

Cormorant here in the eastern harbours of the Solent.
Last week (Oct 9) Gary Calderwood saw two Spoonbill flying east along the Solent towards Ryde and I assumed
these were the birds that had been at Titchfield Haven (though I have not yet heard confirmation that the birds
have left that reserve). Then last week end (Oct 13/14) three Spoonbill flew east over the Isle of Wight (West
High Down), so I am not surprised to see that one Spoonbill was in Pagham Harbour today – in fact the
surprise is that no one has remarked on the other four birds that may be on our area. Also in today’s Sussex
news I seen Marsh Harriers and Ring Ouzels were both reported from both Beachy Head and Pagham, with a
Firecrest at Beachy Head and three Hobbies at Pagham. Of interest as a ‘pretty birdy’ is an escaped Red
Bishop currently being seen in the Burpham area (east bank of the River Arun just north of Arundel).
The ten Barnacle Geese with their two hangers-on (one Snow Goose, one Greylag x Barhead) that flew from
Portsmouth to Titchfield Haven last week (seen there on Friday Oct 12) were back at Baffins Pond today
when Brian Fellows did his round of Portsmouth sites. Also at Baffins the first of the winter Shoveler had
arrived (there were 11 there in early Sept which did not stay) but a pair of Swans that nested there (raised two
cygnets but had lost both by the middle of August) had deserted the pond. Maybe they had joined the winter
flock still building at Southsea Canoe Lake and now numbering 55 birds (could double that by January).
My usual cycle ride to Hayling today gave me my first sight of a few Brent in the area between Langstone and
Northney, with a few more around the north shore of the Oysterbeds, and my first Merganser – a female seen
flying along the outer bund wall of the Oysterbeds. In the pools was one Common Sandpiper and just four
Shelduck. I only saw two Stonechat along the Hayling shore – none in the ‘brick field’ east of the Billy track,
one in the rough field west of it, one further south on the shore off the Aston Villa fields. I also noticed a
number of what I call ‘Rock Robins’ along the shore line – they may have been just local birds finding food in
the tide line but I suspect they may have been continental birds that have not yet found themselves a proper
winter territory. Passing Stoke Common on my way back I heard what I am pretty sure was a Song Thrush
making a brief attempt at song but it stopped almost as soon as I became aware of it and I could not locate the
bird – I see that last autumn Brian Fellows heard one singing in Emsworth as early as Oct 20 so there is a
chance of hearing others from now on, but I would not expect to hear strong regular song until December.
Just after writing this I got news from Richard Carpenter that he heard a Song Thrush singing in the New
Forest today ...
Yesterday a juvenile Sabine’s Gull flew past Selsey Bill and a Honey Buzzard, a Sooty Shearwater and one
Spoonbill (the one in Pagham Harbour today?) were all seen. Further east a lone Sand Martin was at Rye
Harbour with three Wheatear and a Black Tern, and a Wryneck was at Hastings. Over on the Isle of Wight the
Snow Bunting that turned up at Newtown Harbour over the weekend was still present.
Late news from Sunday (Oct 14) includes a Robin trapped at Beachy Head wearing a Heligoland ring (and
presumably just in from the continent) and late migrants that include Lesser Whitethroat, Yellow Wagtail,
Whinchat and Reed Warbler (all in East Sussex). At Rye Harbour the Egret roost on Satuday night (Oct 13)
numbered at least 27.
MON 15 OCT
Lawrence Holloway was at the North Walls section of Pagham Harbour this morning where his main excitement
was in seeing a small stint-like wader which was put up by some unknown threat (along with all the other
shore birds in the area) before he could identify it. No doubt more of that bird anon but out of today’s identified
birds the ones that I find of most interest were the Golden Plover – more than 35 back in Pagham Harbour for
the first time to my knowledge. Here in Emsworth Brian Fellows checked the millponds but could not find the
Black Swan (probably not far away, but if anyone spots it elsewhere Brian would like to know) – there were 49
Mute Swan and 137 Mallard.
Tony Blunden today found a Firecrest on Shawford Down, not far south of Winchester, and on Old Winchester
Hill Peter Morrison came on an immature Ring Ouzel, while other reports continue to talk of more Stonechat
than usual in coastal areas – Richard Carpenter had 13 (along with one Whinchat) in the Chilling area west of
Titchfield Haven, and Simon Boswell saw ‘many Stonechat’ at Pennington today. A message from Kevin
Sayer asks everyone to look closely at any Stonechat they see as he and Andy Welch have recently put
colour rings on a number of Stonechats in the New Forest and if you see any of these birds with colour rings
please note the details and let Andy Welch know – email him at mandandand@tinyworld.co.uk or ring him on
02380-900520. Simon Boswell’s news from Pennington for today continues with the presence of both
Red-necked and Grey Phalarope, and other birds which interested me in his list were 2 Black Tern and a
Curlew Sandpiper, plus continuing passage of Swallows and House Martins, Meadow Pipits and Skylarks,
together with Goldfinch and Reed Buntings.
Over the weekend more Redwing have been reaching our area – Richard Carpenter heard Redwing in West
Walk woods near Wickham on Saturday (Oct 13), Kevin Stouse heard one over Havant that night, and in the
mist on Sunday morning David Parker saw 8 in his garden on the northern edge of Stansted Forest, while a
report of 300+ Redwing over the West High Down on the Isle of Wight appears on Derek Hale’s website (the
report is marked Oct 13/14 and may originate from Russell Wynn). Other good birds on the Isle of Wight this

weekend were the first Snow Bunting at Newtown and a Red-backed Shrike at Brading, plus 3 Spoonbill flying
east, 3 Ring Ouzel, a Woodlark, a Firecrest, Brambling and Redpoll, all apparently seen over the West High
Down. Maybe at the same site was a flock of Bearded Tit (presumably on the move) and possibly 2 Richard’s
Pipits. At the other end of the island one Twite and one Brambling were on Culver Down.
Going back to David Parker’s sightings in his Forestside garden this weekend I see that he had a Grey Wagtail
on both days – this is the first he has ever seen in that garden (which is miles from any stream and a full
kilometre from the nearest water of any sort – a small pond at Lodge Farm in Forestside – and over two
kilometres from Aldsworth or Brick-kiln Pond south of Stansted Forest). To my mind this adds evidence to
support my conviction that Grey Wagtails are rapidly losing their dependence on water as Pied Wagtails did
long ago. Also in David’d garden were a Marsh Tit and a juvenile Great Spotted Woodpecker that by now has
nearly lost its ‘red cap’ of youth.
Yesterday Kevin Stouse led a group around Pagham Harbour in aid of Brent Lodge bird hospital. At Sidlesham
Ferry they found a late Sedge Warbler and I am interested to see that there were only six immature Shelduck
to be seen. Back on Aug 10 Lawrence Holloway wrote of seeing 40 full winged young Shelduck on the Ferry
Pool but since then I cannot recall any mention of Shelduck at Pagham – did they all fly off? And if so to
where? Or are they just too boring to report? Down at Church Norton Kevin’s group saw three Knot but only
4 Brent and to add to the interest of the day a Blackcap which had been a patient at the hospital, but was now
fully fit, was released. Not on this occasion, but just recently, another more interesting patient (a Corncrake)
was taken to Pagham Harbour for release but felt fit enough to discharge itself from hospital care by flying out
of the car window before they reached the release point!
230 Lapwing and 58 Golden Plover were among the birds seen last Friday (Oct 12) by Charles Cuthbert when on
Itchen Stoke Down (which overlooks the upper Itchen valley from the north between Winchester and
Alresford). 400+ Woodpigeons and a flock of Starlings (with just three Stock Doves) helped to fill this open
landscape but of more interest were three Stonechat (on their way to the coast or intending to stay here?) and
a Marsh Tit. One Kestrel, four Buzzard and at least 20 House Martin were overhead.
PLANTS:
SUN 21 OCT
Walking from the Pagham Harbour visitor centre at Sidlesham to Church Norton and back today I noticed Sea
Campion and Thrift still flowering on ‘Thrift Beach’ half way betwen the two, and several plants of Common
Centaury were still covered with the pink petals of unopen flowers in the field edge path north of the
churchyard.
SAT 20 OCT
The Havant Wildlife Group this morning found Wild Basil still flowering at the Hayling Oysterbeds and apparently
had some lengthy discussion about the identity of Sea Mayweed, a plant that I have taken for granted is
abundant all round our shores. It seems that the Hants Flora indicates that it is much less common than I
thought, for example only being found on the Hayling south shore, not elsewhere on the island. I will have to
recheck the description of this plant as I have recorded it everywhere I see the very robust, ususally
red-stemmed plants that grow everywhere on the shore. I do know that one of the last projects that Pul
Bowman was undertaking before his tragic death was a study of hybrids between the true Sea Mayweed and
the Scented Mayweed that is common inland and so maybe most of the plants I see are hybrids?
WED 17 OCT
Today’s surprise was a flowering bush of Apple of Peru growing near housing in Juniper Square at Havant,
though not in a flower bed. This was just one of 66 flowering plants seen today, among them another
selfsown escapee – a Tomato plant by the Brockhampton stream. A few others of interest were Prickly
Lettuce and Wall Lettuce in pavement cracks and Meadow Sweet by the Langbrook stream. Annual
Wallrocket was flowering by the roadside outside the Tesco store with Guernsey Fleabane near it.
TUE 16 OCT
Dove’s Foot Cranesbill and Blue Fleabane were both flowering close to the roadside at the north end of
Langstone Bridge just south of the Ship Inn but the most interesting plant today was Common Comfrey – one
ancient plant in the Hayling Oysterbeds area had two small stems growing up from old main stems long ago
beaten to the ground by the weather and both these stems were adorned with fresh pink flowers.
INSECTS:

SUN 21 OCT
At Pagham Harbour today there was little wind but no bright sunshine to bring out insects, but inevitably at least
half a dozen Red Admirals crossed our path. Yesterday it was much the same but at Fareham Creek I had
one Common Darter still on the wing.
SAT 20 OCT

From the Lymington-Yarmouth ferry today Giles Darvill noted many butterflies flying into the wind towards the
Isle of Wight and at Gilkicker Point Ian Calderwood recorded at least 40 Red Admirals and 1 Painted Lady
heading in the same direction.
Here on the island of Hayling Brian Fellows saw a fascinating black beetle called a Devils Coachhorse which is
long and thin in shape and instead of having solid elytra (wing cases) it has elytra that are segmented (a bit
like the cover of a rolltop desk) so that it can curl its ‘tail’ up and imitate a scorpion. In some places these are
quite common but not often seen – in the days when I used to act as host for parties of school children visiting
the IBM North Harbour site I would sometimes bury a number of small plastic yoghourt tubs in the ground with
their tops level with the surrounding surface, and during the night prior to the children coming lots of these
beetles would fall into these ‘pitfall traps’ to entertain the children when released.
THU 18 OCT
Today’s most interesting news comes from Phil Budd who had a single female Holly Blue in his Southampton
garden today – he says it is the first he has seen since August and is convinced it is a third brood insect so I
hope other people will be keeping their eyes open for more of these lovely insects (and also that an
emergence now does not prejudice the numbers that emerge next spring).
Phil also saw a single Painted Lady while Lawrence Holloway saw another of these at Pagham Harbour where
he heard a report of a helice female Clouded Yellow. In the New Forest a single Small Copper was seen by
Stephen Harvey along with one or more late Southern Hawker dragonflies (at Pagham Lawrence had just
one Migrant Hawker). Needless to say almost everyone saw a few Red Admirals – still 20+ in the Lewes area
of mid-Sussex – while at Eastbourne on Tuesday (Oct 16) Chris Bateman had a Hummingbird Hawkmoth.
WED 17 OCT
More than 50 Red Admirals were seen over Pagham Harbour by Lawrence Holloway today, plus one ancient
Painted Lady. Common Darter were numerous both there and in Emsworth where Brian Fellows found
several coupled and also saw a larger dragonfly that was probably a Southern Hawker. As well as the
obligatory Red Admirals Brian noticed one Seven spot Ladybird, reminding me that these insects will soon be
congregating in places where they can hibernate and it might be worth his while examining the much cracked
bark and other crevices of the old willows around Brook Meadow to see if any of the insects are massing
there.
Despite dull weather this afternoon I probably saw dozen Red Admirals on the wing, though not obviously on an
urgent journey. One in fact stopped for good when it flew into the orb web of a Garden Cross spider, flapping
a little but then, as I went to see if I could release it, becoming very still as the spider injected its dose of
pre-digestive juices.
TUE 16 OCT
The only butterflies seen by me on Hayling today were Red Admirals – up to a dozen scattered around the
island. There was at least one more in my garden and while watching it I saw distantly a rich brown moth
flying rapidly and with many zig-zags – almost certainly one of the Vapourer moths that have just appeared.
MON 15 OCT
Early afternoon sunshine brought a Hummingbird Hawkmoth into Lawrence Holloway’s garden at Aldwick in
Bognor Regis where it visited blue Ipomoeas, red Penstemons and Verbena bonariensis. Another of these
migrant moths was in Charles Cuthbert’s garden at Alresford last Friday (Oct 12) having a bit of late teatime
nectar at 5:30pm. Still with the moths I see that Rob Edmunds found a male Vapourer moth in his trap at Fleet
on Saturday night, helping to confirm the emergence of a second brood which Derek Mills reported from
Farnham also on Saturday.
I see that, having written a headline about ‘masses of Hornets at Pulborough’ for last Saturday’s notes I never
got round to describing that observation which came from Lawrence Holloway when he was at Pulborough
Brooks last Friday (Oct 12). I have not visited that RSPB reserve but I guess that the ‘Hanger’ referred to by
Lawrence is woodland, and it was close to this that Hornets were to be seen everywhere you looked, with
isolated insects spread around the rest of the reserve. The general abundance of Hornets in southern
England this summer has been well established by the numerous reports of them reaching me, and their
continuing presence was marked by the sight of another four in the West Walk woods near Wickham in the
Meon Valley when Richard Carpenter was there on Saturday (Oct 13)
Dragonflies are rapidly vanishing from the scene but despite the deteriorating weather three Migrant Hawkers
were still seen by Lawrence Holloway at Pagham North Walls today and in my own garden I was at first
puzzled by a very small dragonfly struggling to gain height and perch on the tip of an apple tree branch where
I could see little of its colour against the sky, but as I watched it pulled its wings forward and down into the
typical pose of a Common Darter – by the way it was flying there was little energy left in its muscles and they
were having to lift a load of dew as well as the dragonfly!
Last week’s mass movement of Red Admirals resumed today, at least at Pagham Harbour, though Lawrence
Holloway only writes of seeing ‘many’ of them. A different butterfly was also in the news this weekend when
Mike Gibbons came on the very first Helice form female Clouded Yellow that I have heard of this year. It may

have been a passing migrant, but could possibly have been from the ‘colony’ of Clouded Yellows that seems
to have established itself on the undercliff at Southbourne at Bournemouth. Mike says of it >> On the 13th
October (Saturday early PM), I observed a fresh helice Clouded Yellow in a built up area of Boscombe near
Bournemouth. The butterfly was flying sluggishly around in the warm weather, so slowly in fact that I could
see the inner wing markings very clearly. Perhaps it had only recently emerged or had began laying eggs
nearby, however it promptly landed on the side of a wall and stayed there in the warm sunshine. It may of
course have just arrived on these shores or had moved the short distance from the Boscombe/Southbourne
Undercliff area. It was not intent on moving on however. I have not seen any recently along the undercliff, so
I was doubly surprised to see one in the middle of Boscombe. <<
Not quite as dramatic as a Clouded Yellow, but equally surprising to me at this late date, is the presence of
Meadow Browns at Noar Hill over the weekend. Lynn Fomison reports that they were among the few
butterflies seen by a work party on the reserve yesterday (Oct 14) and Rob Edmunds saw them there on
Saturday – Brimstones and inevitably Red Admirals were also present. Other butterflies still on the wing are
Speckled Wood (one seen in West Walk by Richard Carpenter on Saturday) and Small Tortoiseshell (one
seen at Magdalen Hill Down by Charles Cuthbert on Friday Oct 12). Also seen by Charles that day at
Magdalen Hill Down were single Comma and Large White, four Peacock, five Small White and 6 Brimstone,
two of which were females – not to mention at least 42 Red Admirals. Charles went on to see many more Red
Admirals on Itchen Stoke Down, north west of his home at Alresford. On Saturday another Butterfly
Conservation work party led by Andrew Brookes was at work in the small chalk pits that still remain on the
slopes of Portsdown in Portchester after houses have recently been built in the largest of these pits (south of
the M27 beside Hill Road) – the stream of Red Admirals going over Portsdown probably passed high above
them but they also saw at least half a dozen of them plus one Large White and a female Brimstone.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 21 OCT
Two fungi new to me this season were seen by the party visiting Pagham Harbour today, both in the field north of
the Church Norton churchyard along the field edge path. One was a single example of the Volvariella
speciosa that will soon be very common on ploughed fields, the other a small boletus with bright yellow pores
and a really bright red cap that can only have been Boletus versicolor (aka Xerocomus rubellus). Parasol
Mushrooms were growing in the grounds of the Visitor Centre.
Back at home I got the lawn mower out while the grass that is currently growing fast was moderately dry, but I
had to weave my way around a good collection of small fungi of which the newest (first seen by me today)
were the small black Earth Tongues that I call Trichoglossum hirsutum (but that may be a mis-identification).
Close to them on the front lawn the White Spindles are still flourishing, while the back garden has a good troop
of Goatmoth Waxcaps and a lot of what I call Parrot Waxcaps that are variable in cap colour showing reds and
yellows with splashes of green (all pretty small in size)
Rosemary Webb spent a couple of hours today in ‘The Sling’ area of Stansted Forest, immediately adjacent to
Rowlands Castle village at the railway viaduct. Here she found some 15 fungi worth reporting (and no doubt
many commoner ones). A few from her list are the deadly Amanita pantherina (quite a few present), the
elegant and eye-catching Shaggy Pholiota (a bit like clusters of Honey Fungus but with distinctive shaggy
caps), the equally large and eye-catching Magpie Fungus (an inkcap), a couple of Shaggy Parasols and a
clump of unmissable Giant Polypore. Smaller fungi included a ground covering mass of Amethyst Deceiver
and small troops of Mycena crocata (the one that has translucent stems filled with coloured fluid like a Lava
Lamp) and Mycena haemotopus ( which has plain white stems that ooze drops of bright red blood when
broken). Less common species of interest to enthusiasts were Inocybe geophylla var lilacina, Lepiota
mastoidea, Clavulina rugosa and Agaricus silvicola
From Hayling Rosemary reports two items of interest. One that all can see and enjoy is the continuing flourishing
of a patch of Orange Peel fungus in the pavement of Hollow Lane, immediately east of Westfield Avenue. To
see it go to this road junction and walk east on the south side of Hollow Lane for the length of the first property
to where the pavement is about to end, and just by a gateway into the house you should see a patch of bright
orange red bursting from a crack in the pavement. Rosemary first saw it a week ago, I then saw it last
Tuesday, and she says it is even larger and better today. The second item is that she has no identified a tiny
Crepidotus like fungus found growing under a piece of wood that has been lying in her garden – it is not listed
in any normla fungi books but does appear in a massive encyclopaedia of fungi that comes from Switzerland
and that gives the name Resupinatus trichotis. No doubt close up photos of it will feature in future talks given
by Rosemary.
SAT 20 OCT
The Havant Wildlife Group which has an outing each Saturday morning went today to the Hayling Oysterbeds
with little thought of finding fungi, but luckily on this occasion Rosemary Webb was with them when Jo
Herman innocently asked ‘What’s this at my feet?’ to give Rosemary great delight in a small cluster of Bird’s

Nest fungi of the Cyathus olla species. This is not a comon fungus and easy to overlook -–the only two finds
of this that I know of were both on rough ground with nothing to guide the eye to where they might be, and
both were discovered by pure chance – but once found they are fascinating to look at and even more
interesting when you read how they have discovered a way of life that very scientifically uses the energy in
raindrops to achieve the aim of every fungal fruiting body, namely the spreading of spores so the fungus
proper (the mycellium) can continue to survive unseen to human eye within its chosen host (which can be
almost anywhere from within decomposing vegtable matter through soil and living bodies to the fuel tanks of
airliners). The fruiting bodies (toadstools) of most fungi adopt one of two strategies to spread their spores –
some grow tall enough so that when the spores fall from the gills or pores there is time for the wind to catch
them and carry them off before they hit the ground, the others shoot their spores into the air from the
equivalent of tiny hypodermic syringes (tubes containing a small number of spores are subject to pressure
from fluid in the body of the toadstool – when the pressure is great enough it breaks a seal at the front end of
the ‘syringe’ and the string of spores are ejected several centimetres from the fruiting body, again allowing the
wind to catch them and carry them potentially all around the world. Both methods require the fruiting body to
expend energy growing to a suitable height or building pressure, but the Birds Nest fungi use a more cunning
approach. The put their spores into tiny packages containing many spores, and they place these spherical
packages (which look to us like ‘bird’s eggs’) in a structure shaped a bit like a bird’s nest though to me they
look more like upturned limpet shells. At first the ‘nest’ is covered with a skin which bursts to expose the bowl
shaped ‘nest’ to the sky above, and now the fungus waits for rain. When a drop falls and lands inside the
‘nest’ but near the outer edge it rolls down to the bottom of the nest or bowl, displacing the eggs that are sitting
there – they then shoot up the opposite side of the bowl. The first clever thing about this design is the shape
of the bowl, utilising the energy of the raindrop to shoot the spore package upward but the second vital design
feature is one that ensures that the spores do not go up into the air before they are ripe. To achieve this each
‘egg’ is attached to the base of the ‘nest’ by the equivalent of a rubber rope which will absorb the energy of the
raindrop when the spores are unripe and pull them back into the nest. By the time they are ripe they rubber
will have deteriorated so that it snaps under stress, allowing the spores to shoot up into the air. The final
clever bit is that the egg goes up with the remains of the ‘rubber rope’ still attached to it and this rope is
designed to become entangled in any vegetation overhanging the fungus, leaving the ‘egg’ dangling in mid air
several centimetres above the nest – here it can burst, allowing the spores to fall and be caught by the wind
without the funugus having to use its energy to build a toadstool of that height. Now who thought all that out
when designing the Bird’s Nest fungus?
This afternoon I walked along the south shore of the Cams Hall Golfcourse by Fareham Creek and found a few
new-to-me fungi starting with my first big troops of Fairy Ring Mushrooms, a good number of large Weeping
Widows, and at least one Field Mushroom. At one point there was a great mass of a medium sized toadstool
having a greasy brown cap, pure white gills and stem and the stem shaped was that of a flat ribbon, not round.
These are Lyophyllum decastes – not uncommon but not previously reported.
We all know from the story of Toad of Toad Hall that Stoats and Weasels are not generally kindly disposed to
ther fellow animals so it is good to hear from Mike Wall that he today watched a Stoat giving a Rat a lift home
when it was feeling a bit poorly. Sadly for the Rat it was only feeling poorly because the Stoat had killed it, and
the home it was being taken to was that of the Stoat, not the Rat. The Stoat does deserve marks for effort, as
the Rat was probably bigger and heavier than the Stoat itself.
THU 18 OCT
Stephen Harvey and his wife were in the Denny Wood area of the New Forest today and came on an impressive
fungi that they had never before encountered and which they described as looking like the flowerhead of a
Peony but reddish brown in colour. A quick consultation by email with the Hants fungus recorder (Graham
Mattock) established that the find was almost certainly called Podoscypha multizonata. This is quite rare but
is illustrated on page 222 of Roger Phillips excellent book and which is said, in Gordon Dickson’s recent
magnum opus on Fungi of the New Forest to be found at eight sites in the Forest but to be spreading (Denny
Lodge is among the sites listed). Phillips says it can be found on the ground in deciduous woods but Dickson
says that it is specific to the roots of Oak trees and of the 21 finds which he has recorded (all between July and
November) 12 of these were in October. If not familiar with this species I suppose it could be confused with
the commoner Earth Fan but that is found on sandy soils with conifers. If anyone wants to get involved with
hunting fungi in Hampshire drop a line to Graham Mattock at 16 Gordon Avenue, Winchester to find out about
the Hampshire Fungus Recording Group. Alternatively join Rosemary Webb when she leads a fungus foray
into the woods on Head Down above the railway tunnel at Buriton near Petersfield on Oct 28 (details in the
What’s New page of this website).
WED 17 OCT
Richard Carpenter was out in the Holly Hill/Wendleholme woodland near the River Hamble today, finding both
Cauliflower Fungus and Field Blewits (two good edible species) as well as the miniscule Horse-hair Fungus
that can cover large areas of the gound under coniferous trees. Another newcomer to the season was Wood

Woolly-foot (Collybia peronata), and also on Richard’s list was more White Helvella, another Poison Pie and
one more Clouded Agaric (first seen yesterday)
In the northern New Forest (Pitts Wood area) yesterday Richard came on the first small troop of the large
Clouded Agaric toadstools that may soon be a common and impressive sight, and also his first Ugly Milkcap
(which lives up to its name by looking a dull grey-green, sometimes almost black, and mis-shapen from birth!)
which will also soon be common. Another fairly common species coming to the end of its season is
Panaeolus semi-ovatus and I must thank Richard for ridding me of the misconception that this species was
the one commonly called the Dung Roundhead – I see that that English name is in fact applicable to
Stropharia semiglobata, at least in Roger Phillips book.
MON 15 OCT
We are all aware of the problems faced by Frogs and Toads when crossing busy roads each spring as they head
for their spawning ponds but I am surprised to hear from Richard Carpenter that a second round of carnage
may take place each autumn at this time – at any rate he has recently seen a lot of corpses on the residential
roads bordering Titchfield Haven in Hill Head, among them the body of a Grass Snake. Richard has
presumably seen this autumn slaughter in other years and is not so surprised as I am, and I would welcome
comments from other people who are aware of this problem and those who have theories as to the timing and
reasons for autumn movements of amphibians. I thought that the adult Frogs and Toad which spawned in the
spring left those ponds soon after spawning and spent the summer well distributed (many of them in our
gardens where they would stay until next spring) with the young frogs also dispersing later in the summer. I
was aware that Newts and Snakes hibernate and vaguely aware that Frogs go into some sort of hibernation
but had not thought of any of these creatures making significant journeys at this time of year to favoured
hibernation places. Do tell us what is going on in the lives of these creatures at this time of year...
News of fungal finds continues to reach me and by now many species are commonplace but new species are still
appearing in the lists that I see. One that I am surprised has not been mentioned before is Field Mushroom
which Brian Fellows found in the Stansted Forest area yesterday along with more Paraol Mushrooms and Fly
Agaric plus a probable Red Cracked Boletus. On Saturday Richard Carpenter found at least twenty species in
the West Walk woods near Wickham including Poison Pie (Hebeloma crustuliniforme) and White Hevella (25
of these) as well as a couple of the very edible Cep and four more of the very pretty Fly Agaric. Oak Milk Cap
is not immediately eye-catching but is one of a large group of ‘milkcaps’ that ooze liquids with very ‘un
milk-like’ tastes and which I find very interesting, perhaps because of an early experience with a
Curry-scented Milkcap that for some reason I left in an airtight tin for some time and was amazed at the strong
curry smell that emerged when I opened the tin. One fungus which Richard marked as of interest was
Calocera cornea, and it reminds me to look out for its brighter and bolder relative, the yellow stagshorn fungus
Calocera viscosa which will soon be common though perhaps not as omnipresent as another relative which
Richard also found – the bold black and white Candlesnuff fungus.
One fungus that deserves a special mention is the Agrocybe cylindracea which Brian Fellows found today once
more flourishing in the split trunk of an ancient willow at Brook Meadow in Emsworth (near the north bridge) –
both rare and edible, and having a very intersting smell, it deserves the protection of the meadow’s
conservation group.
WEEK 41 OCT 8 - 14
BIRDS:

SUN 14 OCT
Woodlark are currently returning to winter quarters, often heading for market gardens where there is more
chance of finding food than there is on sandy heathland in winter. Reports of six Woodlark at Hastings and
three at Combehaven earlier this week, and one at Church Norton yesterday, confirm a movement to the
coast and here in Hampshire John Shillitoe heard prolonged song from one yesterday with possibly two birds
present in the Wickham area near the Meon Valley. John had heard one brief snatch of song a week ago and
hopes to hear more this winter but he is concerned that the market garden concerned may have been
abandoned and the habitat may soon become unsuitable for the birds though they may move to nearby pony
fields. Not far from this site John was still able to see one Whinchat and two Stonechat today (another
Whinchat was at Beachy Head yesterday and there were 50 Stonechat there today!). John comments that
Birds of Hampshire tells us that the last Whinchat are sometimes still with us as late as mid-November, but
with global warming they could over-winter like the Stonechats. Back in 1983 I myself saw Whinchat in
January – one was was in a pony paddock with bramble bushes in the Hilsea Lines area of Portsmouth and
the second was in similar habitat on the north shore of Portsmouth Harbour.
At least one Grey Phalarope was still in Hampshire today, being seen by Peter Morrison at a new location – the
new Hook scrape close to the mouth of the River Hamble at Warsash. This bird flew off just before midday.
As that bird departed 14 Pintail flew in, but this time to the old Hook scrape on the links.

A Pectoral Sandpiper which was first seen yesterday in a flooded field by the River Adur in the Upper Beeding
area near Steyning (north side of the Downs) was still there today but I am not sure if the Little Stint, Kingfisher
and Snipe which were seen with it yesterday were still around
Despite dull weather turning to rain there were still plenty of birds at Beachy Head today including one Ring
Ouzel, Reed Warbler, Whitethroat, Willow Warbler and three Whinchat plus at least one Hobby. As these
waited in the departure lounge recent arrivals included two Black Redstart, two Redwing, three Firecrest, two
Merlin and a Short-eared Owl plus 50 Stonechat (possibly the majority of these are also awaiting departure
south ?). Two Ravens were presumably resident.
SAT 13 OCT
Prize for today’s best bird in my judgement goes to Trevor Carpenter for finding a juvenile Turtle Dove feeding
with six Collared Doves near Portchester Castle. As with John Shillitoe’s Whinchat I am expecting to hear of
wintering Turtle Doves as one result of global warming, though we are currently in the normal week for the last
migrants to be seen but perhaps this one will learn from the Collared Doves that it could easily survive the
winter here if it finds a well stocked bird table – I’m sure I heard reports of one visiting a Sussex bird table (I
think Worthing area) through the winter a few years back but can’t trace the record. While on the subject of
Collared Doves I expect many people will in the last week have found these birds back in their gardens and
singing strongly again. More birding interest today came from Church Norton where a Barred Warbler, a
Woodlark, seven Brambling and twenty Redpoll were seen.
......Continuing his walk along the north shore of Portsmouth harbour Trevor saw the first Merganser back in that
harbour (Barry Collins had two in Chichester Harbour on Oct 6 but this is the next I have heard of) and
watched a Harrier flying south away from him over the water (a probable Montagu’s). At the Fareham Creek
end of his walk there were 70 Golden Plover, and along the way he noted two Wheatear and four Chiffchaff.
Lots of news from Sussex on this glorious day, among it two items that caught my eye. First was reports of Tree
Sparrow – six birds at Beachy Head and four at Fairlight near Hastings – and second came the sight of a Grey
Phalarope at Combehaven (between Hastings and Bexhill) being flushed by a Honey Buzzard. Phalaropes
are notoriously unafraid of humans, not being familiar with them as predators in mid-Atlantic or on their arctic
nest areas, but they clearly have an instinctive aversion to raptors (in this case escape was probably
un-necessary though I see that Honey Buzzard diet does occasionally include small birds).
Other birds seen at Beachy Head today include a late Swift, two Red—breasted Flycatcher and a total of nine
Marsh Harrier. Also present was a Spotted Flycatcher and two Redstart in addition to species mention for
Sunday above.
Reports from yesterday start with Lawrence Holloways account of a trip to Pulborough where some Pintail are
already back and many Jays were present. David Thelwell was at Cheesefoot Head, the high point on the
road from Winchester towards Petersfield, and saw one Red Kite, a Sparrowhawk, twelve Buzzard, and eight
Kestrel – these latter were over recently ploughed fields and may well have been a couple of family groups
feeding on earthworms and beetles. I think it is quite common for Kestrels to remain as family units at this
time of year and for groups of a dozen or more to work an area together – the only rule they have to remember
is to keep at least 50 yards from their neighbour so as not to steal his rightful pickings from the ground below.
I have in the past seen up to half a dozen doing this over Sinah Common on Hayling. David says that many
Meadow Pipits and Skylarks were moving overhead and hundreds of Swallows and House Martins were
flying south. Another report for yesterday comes from Ben Darvill at Pennington where he not only saw the
Red-necked with two Grey Phalaropes but also watched a Hobby unsuccessfully chasing a large bat.
Details of the overall WeBS count results for Portsmouth Harbour on Oct 6 have just reached me from Dennis Bill
and a few items that may be of interest are the following. The Brent total in the harbour was just on 200, as it
had been for some two weeks before the count but the only Dunlin were just 10 in Tipner Lake. Of the normal
waders the only two species in any number were Curlew (286 all on Pewit Island) and Redshank (total of 663
spread between Fareham Creek, Tipner Lake and Forton Lake). Other than Mallard the only significant
wildfowl were the Wigeon, but although 328 were in Fareham Creek on the rising tide there were only 75 left
to record during the high-tide period – as they were not seen then they do not go into the official figures though
I doubt they had flown to another site where they would have been counted. Other birds that do not go into
the official statistics were 11 Heron and 19 Egret that flew up from the Horsea Island roost site – they are
excluded because those trees are not officially part of the harbour area in which the birds are counted. I can
understand the reasons for having such rules when trying to ensure that statistics for one period are
comparable with those for another, and to avoid double counting when birds move between sites, but people
reading the WeBS count figures that appear in the county bird reports should be aware that they do not
always represent the number of birds in the area (the principal short-coming arises from bad weather or other
conditions on the day of the count causing far fewer birds to be seen than were present on the day before or
the day after count, and they hardly ever record the peak count for the month which they represent).
Excluding the 19 Egrets on Horsea there were 58 in areas of the harbour that could be counted – principally
44 in Frater Lake. For those interested in Swans I see there were 80 in the harbour (73 of them being in the

Gosport town area – 55 on the ‘Cockle Pond’ and 18 in the adjacent Stoke Lake inlet). 52 Cormorant were in
the harbour but the gull count from the Paulsgrove tip was down to about 10% of what it has been in recent
years – this time yet another falconer was present (the fourth seen there) and was carrying a shot gun in place
of a falcon. The Onyx company which runs the tip are certainly achieving their objective of keeping down the
number of gulls using the tip.
FRI 12 OCT
With a report from Richard Carpenter of his own findings at Titchfield Haven comes news that an Ortolan Bunting
was found by John Norton today in the Brownwich area just west of the Haven, and that someone had a
probable Montagu’s Harrier in that same area. At the Haven, and again not seen by Richard, a wisp of 23
Snipe went over – the largest number seen together anywhere this winter to my knowledge. Richard’s own
sightings there today included a late Whimbrel, a Little Stint and a Black Tern. 18 Gadwall, 63 Wigeon and 29
Shoveler marked the continuing build up of wildfowl, as did Rchard’s sighting yesterday of the 10 Barnacle
Geese , 1 Snow Goose and 1 hybrid (Barhead x Greylag?) back at Titchfield from Baffins Pond in Portsmouth.
Brian Fellows went to Nutbourne Bay this morning and found 390 Wigeon on the water with 50 Brent (all adults
– I have not yet heard of any juveniles being seen anywhere). 39 Swans and 11 Great-crested Grebe were
with them as were the first 3 Pintail to arrive at Nutbourne (one of their regular winter spots). I see Trevor
Carpenter had a couple of Pintail back at Hook yesterday, perhaps indicating a general arrival of these duck.
108 Teal were in the Ham Brook meadow at Nutbourne with other usual birds, and Brian heard the thin call of
a Reed Bunting there. In Emsworth Harbour Brian later found a flock of 132 Redshank and 5 Greenshank.
Simon Boswell was at Pennington today and reports that the Red-necked and Grey Phalaropes are still keeping
close company with each other and their observers (yesterday Simon Harthill spoke of them allowing birders
within six feet of them). Whilst there Simon B. saw a Merlin (juvenile or female), a Sparrowhawk, two
Peregrine and three Buzzards as well as five Jays and a Kingfisher. Two Black Tern and two Wheatear were
still present with many Stonechat and there was a continuing passage of Swallows, House Martin, Skylark,
Meadow Pipit, Goldfinch and Reed Bunting.
The single Pale-bellied Brent was seen again today by Trevor Carpenter at the mouth of the River Hamble (with
29 Dark birds) and is clearly not the injured bird that has been at Pennington this summer and was still there
at the very end of September but it could well be a lone adult that was in Langstone Harbour on Oct 5 which
I have only just heard of as Jason Crook has been unable to post his news on Hoslist. Other sightings by
Trevor today at Hook include 5 Redwing heading east and 2 Lesser Redpoll plus a dead Gannet on the shore.
At least 100 Swallows went over heading south east and a few House Martin were with them.
Interesting observations on my walk to Budds Farm and back to Havant this morning included a singing
Dunnock, the sight of around 40 Wigeon back near the mouth of the Langbrook stream, and a couple of what
seemed ordinary large Herring Gulls with bright yellow legs – these did not have the darker wings and clean
white heads of Yellow-legged Gulls but had a relatively light mantle and wings, with angular (nasty looking)
heads that were fairly heavily streaked. The bills were yellow with a prominent red spot and while they were
on the water I took them to be normal winter Herring Gulls, but when one took off it dangled bright yellow legs
(the sun was behind me and the view was good) – the other (there were only two in the area) seemed also to
have yellow legs, but I could only see the tops as it swam. The nearest I can get to naming them is
L.a.argentatus ‘omissus’, but I understand that they should have a darker mantle (at least as dark as Common
Gull). Any comments will be welcome! Rock Pipits were heard, and one seen in flight, at the South Moors
shore over which half a dozen Swallows and a similar number of Skylarks were moving. I was also interested
to see that a lot more earth has been removed from the landward pool at Budds Farm, and it does appear that
the pool will be restored this winter. One Sandpiper was at the back of the pools and I guess it was a Green
though I only base that on its bright white underparts (too far away for me to see its breast pattern and it did
not fly). A female Sparrowhawk followed me along Mill Lane at Langstone, pitched briefly in trees above the
west Mill, then headed on towards Budds Farm, and both male and female Kestrel were around the southern
end of Southmoor Lane where the travellers are still encamped. One other bird of some interest was a female
Reed Bunting at the south end of the old IBM playing fields, and I also noted an increase in the raucous
‘songs’ of Crows.
I see that yesterday Brian Fellows found two Swans back on the Brick-kiln pond in Stansted Forest and this
morning another pair were back on the Budds Farm pools – presumably these are birds checking that nothing
has happened to their nest sites during the flightless summer period, but I did wonder if it is also part of a ploy
to shake off this year’s cygnets. The distinctive cygnets of the Budds pair (one of them being the white ‘Polish’
type) were still by the Broadmarsh slipway and probably cannot yet fly over the fence into Budds Farm.
THU 11 OCT
Trevor Carpenter counted 295 Wigeon in Cams Bay today with 69 Golden Plover, not quite matching his record
count of 315 Wigeon there on Sept 22 (when 11 Golden Plover were also present), and well below the total of
503 found by Dennis Bill in that area on Oct 2. Also seen by Trevor in the Cams Bay area today was a colour
ringed Black-tailed Godwit which he reported to Pete Potts and in return was sent a brief history of the bird’s

known movements in the past 18 months. It was ringed as an adult in Iceland on 5 May 2000, then returned
here to be at Farlington Marshes on July 17 and at Thorney Island on July 18. It then flew to the Isle of Wight
and was seen in Newtown Harbour on July 31 and Aug 9. No more sightings until Dec 10 and 14 when it was
at Titchfield Haven. There have probably been more sightings this year though Pete did not have the latest
info on his database. Later today Trevor was at Hook/Warsash, seeing the Pale-bellied Brent, two or three
Kingfisher, two Pintail and forty more Black-tailed Godwit.
Two new birds were added to Brian Fellows list for the Brook Meadows site at Emsworth today – one was Tree
Creeper seen by Brian in the riverside willows, the other a mystery visitor leaving just one huge jet black
feather as proof of its presence. The feather measured 360 mm long even though the ‘pen nib’ end was
broken off, and a check through one book listing feather lengths ruled out Crow (max 268 mm), Rook (292),
Cormorant (282) and Heron (328) but did leave Raven (416 mm) as s very likely candidate. I must point out
that the book ‘Tracks and signs of the Birds of Britain and Europe’ does exclude one possible candidate of
antipodean origin – the famous Emsworth Black Swan. The feather certainly did not come from either of two
Egrets that were in the meadow area, nor from a Goldcrest bathing in the river and then singing from the trees
above. Also singing was a Dunnock – the third time Brian has heard one this autumn.
The famous Peregrine nest box on the Sussex Heights tower block in Brighton has been without any Peregrines
for some three months, but today the SOS website tells us that the pair are back. Dave Green says >> The
falcons were disturbed while work was being carried out on the building and appeared to stop roosting there
during the day from the beginning of July. From Monday 8th October there has been one there on and off
throughout the day, and today, Thursday, there have been two roosting there since the early morning. <<
Hampshire news for today comes from Gary Calderwood at Gilkicker where two Wheatear and one female
Blackcap were still present, along with seven Stonechat. Sussex news for yesterday (Oct 10) includes the
first mention of a Twite for this winter – it was seen close to us at Church Norton, along with two Osprey and
three Ring Ouzel. Further east at Beachy Head a Grasshopper Warbler was present yesterday and in
Hastings the first seven Bramblings were seen along with a Water Pipit, five Rock Pipit and six Woodlark.
Two Yellow Wagtail were still in the Hastings area and during the previous night Song Thrush had been heard
flying in from the continent.
Late news from Jason Crook relates to Oct 5 when he saw an adult Pale-bellied Brent and a juvenile Osprey in
Langstone Harbour and had 10 Whinchat and 10+ Stonechat on Farlington Marshes along with a Redstart,
two Spotted Redshank, four Little Stint, 27 Greenshank and 820 Black-tailed Godwit.
WED 10 OCT
With many Grey Phalarope present all along the south coast Hampshire was the only county to have a
Red-necked Phalarope. It was found by Russell Wynn who reports it in these words >> To break the
monotony of all the Grey Phalaropes around, I managed to stumble across a stunning juvenile Red-necked
Phalarope yesterday evening (Oct 9) at Normandy Lagoon. The bird was showing brilliantly down to 5 m in
the small ditch by the main Normandy lagoon from 1745 hrs until dusk. It was also seen in flight briefly and
heard calling. Unfortunately a thorough search this morning was unsuccessful, and the bird appears to have
departed overnight in the calm, clear conditions. I think this is the 36th record for Hampshire. << Luckily for
other birders it had not moved far and this evening (Oct 10) David Taylor had close views of it in the company
of a Grey just yards from the jetty at Pennington. The widespread presence of Greys is probably only hinted
at by current reports – Russell Wynn reckons there were more than 4 in the Pennington area yesterday when
there were 2 at Sandown on the Isle of Wight and 1 at Combehaven (between Hastings and Bexhill). The bird
seen at Budds Farm on Monday was not refound on Tuesday though both Common and Green Sandpipers
were seen and the regular Sparrowhawk was active..
Have you seen an unusual Sparrow recently? Trevor Carpenter, who is familiar with a number of the American
species of Sparrow, tells us that he was this morning at the Hook nature reserve at Warsash and >> At 08:30
an American Sparrow sp was on bushes on the links east of the main scrape, where the fence crosses the
reserve. I have seen loads in the US and they are difficult enough when you have your eye in. It was of the
Song Sparrow/Savannah Sparrow type. Alongside a Meadow Piit it was daintier. The bill was very petite. The
breast streaking was limited to the top quarter of the chest and the head pattern was closest to the adult Song
Sparrow (melodia) in the National Geographic guide. I assume it is ship assisted into Southampton or
Fawley. << Trevor lost sight of it after about one minute and could not refind it in twenty minutes of searching.
A separate message from Dave Unsworth says that the QE 2 docked in Southampton at 06:30 this morning
and left at 17:00 for the Canaries (the islands!), so maybe the Sparrow only jumped ship for a short break and
is now back on board. Trevor also saw a single Pale-bellied Brent and at Kingfisher, both near Hook Spit at
the mouth of the Hamble where many passerines were moving north. Further east along the Solent shore
Gary Calderwood was at Gilkicker from 08:30 to 10:30 this morning and watched 138 Swallows, 27 House
Martin, 23 Siskin and around 800 Meadow Pipits on the move but does not give their direction except for 23
Pied Wagtail that were heading south out to sea.
Lawrence Holloway walked the southwest shore of Pagham this morning, starting at the reserve visitor centre

with a Peregrine overhead and going on to record a good list of raptors. While on the way to Church Norton a
Hobby made a close flyby at eyelevel, hunting dragonflies, a Short-eared Owl and a smart male Sparrowhawk
also gave good views, and out on the harbour mud an Osprey was trying but failing to take off with a heavy
Grey Mullet it had just caught. Lawrence says the Osprey eventually abandoned its catch but does not say
whether it take a few bites from it first. One Arctic Skua was in the harbour, 15 Siskin were seen, and there
was a passage of Meadow Pipits, Pied Wagtail, and hirundines including Sand as well as House Martins and
Swallows
News from Sussex on the SOS website today includes the first Water Pipit of the winter where it was just one of
the good birds at Combehaven (between Bexhill and Hastings). Also there was a Spotted Crake, a Grey
Phalarope, a Ring Ouzel and a Marsh Harrier plus three Woodlark – the latter are no doubt now moving from
their breeding areas to winter quarters in perhaps market gardens or young tree plantations along the coast.
This reminds me that Brian Fellows this week told me he had heard of a sighting of one Woodlark over the
Hayling Golf Course last month (Sept 14, seen by Chris Seaton). Going back to Sussex there were 4
Redwing in Hastings today
Just before the start of the current rainy season I remarked that local streams seemed to be running dry and that
there was no overflow water coming from the Bedhampton springs into the Hermitage stream. Today I
happened to pass Aldsworth pond and saw that it had been effectively empty for some time, though a few
hollows in its bottom still had pools in them (I think I saw a Green Sandpiper take off as I arrived on the scene).
In the past ten years this pond has usually become empty in August and not refilled until February or March –
people fearing flooding this winter can take some comfort, but wildlife in general (including humans) should be
worrying about a potential water shortage in the near future.
TUE 09 OCT
Around midday all the birds in Langstone Harbour rose into the air in response to some threat which Jason Crook
identified as a high-flying Eagle, though he could not be certain which species. This news came from Peter
Gammage, and so far I have no other sightings or species names to report, but I am reminded of a series of
Hampshire Eagle sightings last year in which the species was not confirmed but which educated guesses
suggested were either Short-toed or Lesser Spotted, with the consensus tending to support the Lesser
Spotted Eagle theory. Those sightings occurred between May 11 and June 6, and the elusiveness of the
bird(s) was shown by having only six reported sightings in that period of three weeks. I believe that
Hampshire has no proven Eagle records, so there is much kudos awaiting anyone who can convince others of
the identity of any Eagle species in the county. Last year it seemed that two birds arrived in our area within
four hours of each other on May 11, one over Milford in the south west of the county and one over Pagham
Harbour in Sussex. Four days later an eagle drifted high over Cosham and then Fareham. There was then a
gap of nearly a fortnight before a series of three sightings inthe New Forest between May 29 and June 6. How
many birds were involved is not known.
Gary Calderwood at Gilkicker (Gosport) this morning saw the first Long-tailed Duck of the winter land on the
Solent where, as he did not mention its departure, it could stay. He also saw two Spoonbills flying east
towards Ryde on the Isle of Wight, and I assume these were the two birds that have been at Titchfield Haven
since Sept 18 (after one was briefly in Langstone Harbour around Aug 26). More expected birds passing
over were 276 Swallow and 2 Sand Martin plus many Meadow Pipit. Two Sandwich and one Common Tern
flew past.
Another first for the Hampshire coast this winter was a sighting by Richard Carpenter of four Lesser Redpoll
heading west over the Brownwich area (west of Titchfield Haven) this morning. They were among a mass of
more than 100 each of Meadow Pipit and Linnet going west with 6 Siskin while another 100 Swallows went
east. Two Whinchat and four Reed Buntings were in the same area as was a massive flock of 400 Canada
Geese with one Barnacle and one Bar-head as their regimental mascots (these geese are now normally
based at Titchfield Haven but no doubt need to explore a larger area in search of fresh grass or cereal shoots
to tear up – this must be the flock that was on the IBM Lake on Sept 16). Back at Titchfield Haven Richard
saw the male Marsh Harrier and noted a flock of 10 Stock Dove as well as seeing two Green Sandpiper, eight
Siskin and ten Bearded Tits (the total of birds seen in three separate places in the reserve). Over at Hook
near Warshash six Yellow Wagtail and a Wheatear were still present with eight more Siskin going west and
four stationary Stonechat.
Brian Fellows was in Portsmouth for his regular round today and saw a Shag fishing off Southsea Castle. Swan
numbers are building at the Southsea Canoe Lake with 52 there today, while at Baffins Pond the 10 Barnacle
Geese (with their mascots – the Snow Goose and probable Bar-head x Greylag hybrid) had all disappeared
(probably heading for Titchfield Haven) but at least two Cetti’s Warblers remained at the Milton Lakes where
a Fox was basking in the sun at the edge of Duck Lake. Over in the Lymington area Russell Wynn noted 16
Eider off Pennington and at Normandy there was a Ruff, three Little Stint, a Curlew Sandpiper and a Whinchat
with at least 300 Swallows going over. In Sussex Mike Collins had 6 Buzzard over Goodwood House (where
three are normally resident), a Little Gull was seen at Brighton and a late Whitethroat near Lewes, and there

was an Osprey and one Grey Phalarope at Combehaven. In the Isle of Wight two more Phalarope were at
Sandown, and in the Bembridge area Hobby, Merlin, Peregrine and Short-eared Owl were seen with three
Kestrels and a Sparrowhawk. Smaller birds there included a Redstart, a Cetti’s Warbler, 15 Linnet, 18+
Chiffchaff, 40+ Goldfinch, 90+ Meadow Pipit and around 200 Swallows and 15 House Martin.
Yesterday’s sightings (Oct 8) included 4 Black Tern at Ivy Lake, Chichester, and two more near Ryde on the Isle
of Wight where 173 Siskin and 500 Swallow went over St Lawrence (on the shore between Ventnor and St
Catherine’s Point). A late Spotted Flycatcher was still in East Sussex.. Here in Hampshire Charles Cuthbert
was at Alresford Pond in the evening and found many birds settling down for the night – 26 Cormorant, 5
Egrets, 150 Canada Geese (their regimental mascot is a sort of Whitefront), 150+ Starling, up to that number
of Pied Wagtail (plus one Grey Wagtail), and over 300 Black-headed Gull. Probably preparing to feed in the
dark were 50+ Gadwall, 50+ Teal, 20+ Mallard and 9+ Shoveler. Water Rail and Cetti’s Warbler were both
heard and 6+ Swallows, 1 Sand and 22+ House Martins were on the wing. Last but not least was a welcome
passing newcomer in the form of a Tree Pipit.
Today I visited Hayling as usual, finding two separate pairs of Stonechat in the ‘brick field’ east of the old Bill Line
and the County Council ‘ragwort field’ on the west side, adjacent to the Oysterdbeds. In the main pool 15
Shelduck were on the water, and there was a good high tide roost of waders among which I could see many
Oystercatcher and Dunlin and hear Grey Plover. Five Egrets were around the pools and swome 300 Brent on
the harbour further south. The main interest of the day was however at Langstone where Golden Plover were
back in the high tide roost on the saltings off Northney marina – I think well over a hundred took off and circled
above those saltings and just one or two birds were by the Langstone pond shore when I passed on my way
south. Coming back later with the tide still high I found John Chapman watching the Egrets in the Wade Court
trees and we agreed that we could see 37 of them. As we watched some of the Egrets took off (the tide was
now falling) and after we had seen at least half a dozen fly off I suggested to John that we recount the birds
and (as I half expected) we could still see 36 – I am convinced that whenever some birds are visible there
others are hidden in the trees. Just before I left a small party of half a dozen Swallows flew over and then
John spotted a Peregrine high above Wade Court heading purposefully south west towards the Oysterbeds.
The increasing number of Cormorant now heading inland in Hampshire gave Mike Wall his first sighting of one at
Whitchurch on the upper reaches of the Riveer Test today. A much more dramatic sighting reported by Mike
was a very close view of the backside of a Tawny Owl which he got while cycling at dusk in the Overton area
near Basingstoke – apparently as Mike cycled under the low branches of a tree the Owl took fright and flight,
but in doing so dropped from the branch and hit Mike on the head before making off undamaged.. With this
news came some reports of last Sunday’s sightings (Oct 7), featuring four Sooty Shearwater flying past
Selsey Bill with a Black Tern, a Bonxie, 2 Manx Shearwater, and 4 Arctic Skua. From Shanklin on the Isle of
Wight 6 Balearic Shearwater, 3 Sooty Shearwater, 2 Bonxies and 1 Manx Shearwater were reported along
with a Leach’s Petrel. Back in Sussex the Rose-coloured Starling was still at Beachy Head on Sunday and on
Saturday (Oct 6) the first Hen Harrier of the winter was seen on the downs at Cissbury Ring (just north of
Worthing)
MON 08 OCT
The general movement of Grey Phalaropes through our area increased today with the sighting of two or three
more in the west Solent off Pennington and the arrival of one on the Budds Farm pools here in Havant. Other
good birds seen today were a Sabine’s Gull off Gosport, a Leach’s Petrel off Milford and a Long-tailed Skua
over south Hayling. Two new Phalaropes at Pennington were seen by Ben Darvill who watched them fly west
offshore, then turn to go back east, but he does not say if they settled anywhere though he does say that the
temporarily resident bird could still be seen on a long pool near the jetty at Pennnington marshes. What was
probably a fourth Phalarope in the west Solent was seen from Hurst Castle in a lagoon some 500 metres west
of the Hurst spit by Mike Rafter (who also saw a late Wheatear, one Black Tern, three Sandwich and one
Common Tern). The Phalarope at Budds Farm was found by Mike Collins at around six pm and will hopefully
be on the pools tomorrow morning for others to see. The Sabine’s Gull (pursued by an Arctic Skua) was seen
passing Stokes Bay at Gosport by Peter Raby. Other birds seen there were just three Sandwich and one
Common Tern, the odd Gannet and a handful of Swallows and Meadow Pipits. Simon Boswell was
seawatching from Milford for a couple of hours first thing this morning when a Leach’s Petrel flew west to
make up for a general lack of other birds, though he did also have a juvenile Little Gull and an adult Kittiwake.
The Long-tailed Skua was seen by Alistair Martin as he was driving along the Hayling Seafront road near the
Coastguard Station – Alistair is himself convinced of its identity, but only had the ‘jizz’ of its flight to go by as
the bird flew south over his car so would not claim it as a certainty. This bird may have been coming south
from Chichester Harbour and was heading back for the sea. Going back to Ben Darvill’s sightings at
Pennington I see he had up to ten Black Terns, up to 20 Common Terns, plus a Little Stint and seven Curlew
Sandpiper.
In my notes for last Saturday (Oct 6) I expressed surprise at the large number of Little Stint recorded by Barry
Collins at Pilsey Island during Saturday’s WeBS count and Barry now tells me that this is by no means the

largest group of these birds he has seen there at this time of year. Back in 1996 he recorded 106 of them on
Sept 28 and 81 of them were still present on Oct 2 in that year. Barry also points out that the figure of 45 that
I gave as his count this Saturday should have been 46 as there was one adult with the 45 juveniles. Numbers
of Little Stint seen on our south coast vary greatly from year to year but 1996 was a bumper year for them –
nevertheless the biggest flock seen in Hampshire was only 90 (at Pennington on 25 Sept 1996) and that
remains the Hampshire county record.
Brian Fellows tells me that the sluice gates of the Emsworth mill ponds have been opened, probably as a flood
precaution, and the lack of water has caused many of the Swans there to go elsewhere – he could only find 18
of the 60 or so he was expecting. When he made his count the Black Swan was present but at 07:30 this
morning one Black Swan (seemingly paired with a single Mute) was seen in Mill Rythe half way down the east
shore of Hayling Island. I suspect this was the bird from Emsworth but we wait with bated breath to see if fate
has brought a mate for the frustrated male bird at Emsworth.
An interesting out of county sighting was made last Friday (Oct 5) by John Chapman when he was with a group
of his Portsmouth University students at Prince Charles’ Poundbury Village just outside Dorchester and saw a
Swift among the Swallows passing south over them.

PLANTS:
FRI 12 OCT
This morning’s sunshine encouraged me to take a walk down the Hayling Bill Line to Langstone and along the
South Moors shore, returning up the Brockhampton Stream and along roads and paths back to Havant. My
list of flowering plants numbered 65 but there was little of special interest – the best I could come up with was
Honeysuckle and one plant whose bright yellow disk flower reminded me instantly of Corn Marigold, though
the flowers were a little smaller and the leaves ‘not quite right’ (it certainly was not one of the more orange
flowered Pot Marigolds) though I suspect a garden origin (it was beside the path that runs along the south side
of the A27 north of the Xyratex building, at its west end). Later, in Chichester’s Westgate, I found the Thorn
Apple plant now has three seed heads, the Borage is still in flower and the Amaranth seems to be just Green
Amaranth (no sign of red in the flowers now).
WED 10 OCT
When Richard Carpenter was in the Kilmeston area to the east of Winchester today he found Hazel catkins
already formed on many trees (here I can rely on one or two opening by New Year’s Day in a mild winter), and
Brian Fellows sighting of Tansy still flowering on Milton Common in Southsea yesterday illustates the
decreasing length of the gap between one summer’s flowers and those of next spring. Bridging that gap will
be the bright yellow flowers of Gorse that are now abundant and will still look fresh in January.
INSECTS:

SUN 14 OCT
Having heard reports of masses of butterflies at Beachy Head yesterday Tony Wilson went there this morning
and saw 25 Red Admirals and a Painted Lady despite the complete lack of sunshine and imminent rain today.
SAT 13 OCT
Reports from as far apart as Fareham and Beachy Head today record a mass movement of Red Admirals
southward, and I strongly suspect this was true right across the south of England. Several other observers
saw the same movement, which has prabably been under way for several days since the storms of last
weekend abated – certainly David Thelwell saw hundreds of Red Admirals going south yesterday over
Cheesefoot Head (high spot a little east of Winchester on the Petersfield road). The report from Beachy Head
today speaks of at least 200 Red Admirals seen there, along with the latest Monarch sighting and a Clouded
Yellow , not to mention Peacock and Small Copper. Here in the Fareham area Trevor Carpenter reckoned
that more than 200 Red Admirals went past him during a three hour walk along the north shore of Portsmouth
Harbour after lunch. Various other reports relating to the past few days show that Brimstones, Large and
Small Whites, and Speckled Wood could all be seen in addition to species already mentioned
Singles of Ruddy Darter and Common Hawker as well as Southern Hawker were at the Black Hole Pond in the
Burton Mill Pond area (west of Pulborough), and Common Darter were still mating and egglaying when
Lawrence Holloway was there yesterday. At Pulborough Brooks a Migrant Hawker also went on Lawrence’s
list.
Last Tuesday night (Oct 9) a migrant Vestal moth was in Phil Budd’s trap at Bitterne in Southampton and today
Derek Mills witnessed the emergence of a second generation of Vapourer moths in his garden at Farnham
FRI 12 OCT

Following the news of the Silk Moth in the Southampton area Dave Cook has sent me another tale of aliens in the
Hampshire skies. He writes >> On Tuesday evening (Oct 9) some friends were enrolling at Fareham
Technical College and saw what they thought was a bat flying around a campus street light. They quickly
realised that it was an enormous moth. There enthusiasm led to its capture followed by a prompt phone call
to me to help in its identification. It is an Indian Moon Moth, 5 1/4" across and 4" vertically. A truly spectacular
yellow/green moth with trailing swallow-tails & crescent moons on each wing. We were subseqently advised
by experts that this escapee will not require feeding as it lacks mouth-parts in the adult stage which exists
primarily with only the reproductive phase in mind, in addition the cold, wet nights of late would kill it.
Subsequently it is still alive and flying happily around a Bishops Waltham living room! <<
Moths of a more homely (in the sense of native to Hampshire) kind were found by Barry Collins yesterday
morning at his Havant home after his moth trap had been running on Wednesday evening (Oct 10). He could
only find 12 species but as far as I can see six of them were newcomers to the yearlist that I have heard of.
These were the Red-line Quaker, Yellow-line Quaker, Pale Mottled Rustic, Feathered Thorn and Barred
Sallow. A sixth species for which I cannot discover a previous mention is The Satellite, an over-wingtering
moth that can be found between September and April and I only hestitate to put this down as a first because
I have a nagging feeling that it was mentioned to me recently but I have forgotten the details – by default
Barry must have the credit for this find.
I recently remarked on the appearance of a single Wasp in my garden – the only one of the autumn. Today I
must correct that as a second Wasp appeared.
WED 10 OCT
An unusual find in the Southampton area today was of a Silk Moth, competing in size with the Monarch butterflies
that are now in the area. This news came in a phone call which my wife took while I was out so I have little
detail but it would be very interesting to know if these moths are occasionally seen, and if so how long they
can survive in the open air. We have a good Mulberry tree here in the Bedhampton area of the Havant (it
overhangs the Wayfarers Way path where it passes through the Bedhampton Waterworks and, as in most
years, I have eaten a few tasty fruit off it this autum) and the moth is welcome to its share of the leaves if it
comes this way.
More usual sightings at the moment are of Red Admirals which have been widely seen in good numbers but
once more the record goes to Barry Collins on Thorney Island where yesterday (Oct 9) he counted a total of
48 flying south east over Pilsey Island accompanied by one Painted Lady (sounds like one of the attempted
return migrations that we hear rumours off each year). Another 20 Red Admirals were content to stay on
Thorney and feed off the Ivy nectar. Also seen by Barry on Thorney were two more Painted Ladies, two
Comma, four Speckled Wood and one worn Wall Brown. Among the similar sightings from others elsewhere
I note that Richard Carpenter had a Hornet on the Ivy when he was in the Kilmeston area east of Winchester
today (presumably the Hornet was after smaller insects nectaring on the Ivy and not drinking the stuff itself)
and Lawrence Holloway saw plenty of Common Darter (plus a Hobby catching them) at Pagham Harbour.
Here in my garden one Migrant Hawker appeared for a time and a Large White (or was it a female
Brimstone?) flew through.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 13 OCT
Alan Cokes today found four clumps of Fly Agaric toadstools by the Hermitage Stream at Hurstwood in
Waterlooville. With them he took photos of the white puffball that has a well defined stem (Lycoperdon
perlatum) and of two perfect specimens of Birch Polypore. We all know that these used to be used in barber’s
shops to sharpen the old cut-throat razors (and are still called Razor-strop fungi by some people) but I only
learnt this week from a Radio Solent programme about fungi in the New Forest that they were also used as
the base on which butterflies were pinned in the cabinets of Victorian collectors. Alan mentions finding some
very small white bracket type fungi on birch litter (none more than 2cm across) and I suspect that these were
possibly Crepidotus variabilis.
When visiting Pulborough Brooks yesterday Lawrence Holloway had a brief glimpse of a very dark coloured
Fallow Deer, and I suspect that this is one of many that have escaped from the Parham House collection in
recent years. In the past I gather that the Parham Deer were confined to the park around the house and had
no contact with other deer in the area – many years of inbreeding produced the dark coated (almost black)
deer that are characteristic of the place, but nowadays quite a few seem to have got out, and no doubt others
have infiltrated, so this feature may eventually be bred out.
FRI 12 OCT
Brian Fellows has just learnt that the draining of the Slipper Millpond at Emsworth is not a flood precaution but
the inevitable result of the need to repair the sluice gates – a job that will hopefully soon be completed and the
water level restored. In the meanwhile three of the ponds more unusual inhabitants are probably having
contradictory feelings about their prolonged exposure to the air. The Starlet Sea Anemone (Nematostella
vectensis) and the Tentacled Lagoon Worm (Ikmari romijni) may well suffer from the lack of water (and could

disappear if the lack of water is prolonged) but, as ever, at least one rare species may benefit. This is the
Tube Worm called Ficopomatus enigmaticus whose numbers increased considerably after last year’s similar
problem with the sluice gates – though this could be just a co-incidence.
Another species possibly suffering disturbance to its environment was a bat seen by Geoff Culbertson flying over
Guildford High Street at midday on Wednesday (Oct 10). Geoff could not be sure of its identity but thought it
was bigger than a Pipistrelle and smaller than a Serotine. In winter such a sight might be normal as I believe
all hibernating bats do come out and fly around every few weeks to prevent poisonous wastes accumulating in
their bodies during hibernation, and they do this normally in daylight on warmer days, but I doubt any bats
have yet gone into hibernation and Geoff’s fears that someone not too far away had disturbed a roost
(probably unwittingly) with building work were probably well founded. At least the weather is kind to them and
I would think they would have no great difficulty in finding alternative accommodation at this time of year.
I see that I was culpable of damaging a rare species when mowing my lawn today – cutting off the fruiting bodies
of the White Spindles fungus. I was surprised to see the Roger Phillips lists this species as rare, and this
brings home to me one of the reasons why so many species are declining nowadays – people who are used
to seeing a species regularly on their land, and perhaps regard it as a nuisance, are not aware that the
species is not equally common everywhere and that they have a responsibility for caring for it on their land.
Black mark for me.
WED 10 OCT
Walking in the Kilmeston area to the east of Winchester today Richard Carpenter found the following list of fungi
among which I see the first Aniseed Toadstool, Honey Fungus, Parasol Mushrooms and Wrinkled Club plus
Jew’s Ear which I was shown by Rosemary Webb in her Hayling garden yesterday - Rosemary says it has
appeared on her dead Elders on and off for about a year now. The detail of Richard’s list reads >> Amethyst
Deceiver (Laccaria amethystea), 1 Aniseed Toadstool (Clitocybe odora), lots of Butter Cups (Collybia
butyracea), Candle-snuff Fungus (Xylaria hypoxylon), Common Funnel-cap (Clitocybe infundibuliformis),
Common Yellow Russula (Russula ochroleuca), lots of Honey Fungus (Armillaria mellea), Jews Ear
(Auricularia auricula-judae), 1 largish pink Mycena (Mycena pura), Many-zoned Polypore (Coriolus
versicolor), 3 Parasol Mushrooms (Lepiota procera), Puff-balls (Lycoperdon perlatum), 1 Rooting Shank
(Oudemansiella radicata, Sulphur Tuft (Hypholoma fasiculare), 3 Wrinkled Club (Clavulina rugosa). <<
As noted in his bird news from Portsmouth Brian Fellows had a good view of a Fox basking in yesterday’s
sunshine beside the Duck Lake on Milton Common – surprising in view of the popularity of that area with dog
walkers, though foxes are much more likely to be disturbed by cats rather than be dogs.
MON 08 OCT
Richard Carpenter was in the Botley Woods last Saturday (Oct 6) and sends me the following list of his fungal
finds to show how the excitement of a walk in the woods is now increasing with every drop of rain. Richard’s
list reads >> False Death Cap (Amanita citrina), 1 Fly Agaric (Amanita muscaria), 2 puff balls (Calvatia
exculpiformis), 10 Common Funnel-cap (Clitocybe infundibuliformis), Butter Cap (Collybia butyracea),
Clustered Tough-shank (Collybia confluens), the very small white bracket (Crepidotus variabilis), 2
Gymnopilus junonius, lots of Sulphur Tuft (Hypholoma fasiculare), 2 Brown Birch Bolete (Leccinum scabrum),
4 Panellus mitis, 5 (including 3 'eggs') Stinkhorn (Phallus impudicus), 2 Pluteus cervinus, lots of Candle-snuff
Fungus (Xylaria hypoxylon). <<
WEEK 40 OCT 1 - 7
BIRDS:

SUN 07 OCT
Kevin Stouse’s walk around Titchfield Haven went ahead this morning despite the wind and rain and Trevor
Carpenter has put out a brief account of what was seen. Top of the list, though not seen until they reached the
seafront, was a Manx Shearwater but that was only one of 52 species seen. Other good birds were Water
Rail and Kingfisher plus a massive count of 16 Stonechat. Lots of Meadow Pipit were seen, along with two
Sparrowhawks, two Egrets and some 7 Chiffchaff.
David Taylor came to Hayling today and found 2 Black Tern off the Sailing Club at Black Point, then went to the
east end of the Hayling shore and saw a Little Stint in unusual habitat – I would expect it to have chosen mud
rather than sand and shingle but in view of Barry Collins count of 45 of them at Pilsey yesterday they are
maybe not as choosy as I thought. Paul Winter also saw a Little Stint at the Lower Test (where it seems he
only found one Green Sandpiper)
An oiled juvenile Grey Phalarope dropped in at Fleet Pond at midday, and was seen for most of the afternoon.
The Grey Phalarope at Winchester sewage farm was seen by John Shillitoe today but there were no reports
from Pennington today (the bird there was still present yesterday). John Shillitoe went from the sewage farm
to St Catherine’s Hill while he was at Winchester and found 14 Grey Partridge and 80 Golden Plover on the
hill.

Today’s Sussex news comes from Church Norton saying that the Wryneck is still present at the Severals, where
a Merlin, a Firecrest and a Spotted Flycatcher were all seen. One Little Stint and two Greenshank were ar
Sidlesham Ferry. In the Hastings area a group of SOS members had a pretty good outing, seeing large
numbers of Swallows, House Martins, Goldfinch and Linnet on the move plus two groups of Ring Ouzels
(maybe 7 birds in total) and having views of Hobbies in several places as well as just one Peregrine. I see that
their overall daylist total was only 44 species compared to the 52 seen by Kevin Stous’e HOS/HWT party.
SAT 06 OCT
I was delayed in getting to this evening’s Egret roost count by an ‘out of the blue’ phone conversation with
someone whose grandfather had lived here in Havant and had written a lengthy and detailed wildlife diary
covering the years from 1910 to 1921. The caller is hoping that the diaries may be of interest to present day
naturalists and, although I have not seen the material, I agree that it might well be of great interest both to
naturalists and to local historians. The author was a professional author and journalist who wrote under the
name of Frederick St Mars, which should be some guarantee of well written material, and I am hoping that the
diaries may be donated to the Havant Museum where anyone interested can study them.
......The delay meant that when I got to Langstone to check the Wade Court Egret roost Mike Collins had been
there for some time and had had a great display by a Peregrine over the Warblington farm shore (I only had a
Sparrowhawk flying low along the Lymbourne stream chased by a Magpie). Mike had already seen some
Egrets leave the site though there were eight birds left visible on the trees. As on previous vigils these birds
were never seen to leave but nevertheless vanished from sight with no definite proof of where they had gone,
but this time there was no doubt that the trees were being used as a roost – between sunset and complete
darkness 35 Egrets flew in and went into the low willow trees, where they jostled for position and gradually
moved from the branches where they had landed to lower ones out of sight as I have seen them do in the past
in the old Thorney Deeps roost. The majority of these birds seen flying in came high from the Langstone
harbour direction and made steep spiral dives into the roost, a few others came from the east but these just
glided down into the willows giving the impression that they were just moving down from higher perches in the
Wade Court trees where they had been all the time though unseen by us. Back on Aug 11 I saw five Egrets fly
down into these same willows when it was very nearly dark, and I now believe that the discrepancy between
the number of birds seen on the trees in the early stages of subsequent counts, and the number definitely
seen to leave the area, should be regarded as a small regular night roost of up to a dozen birds thoughout
August and September. As on previous counts the nine or ten Grey Heron that had been in the trees with the
Egrets before sunset all left as darkness fell.
Brian Fellows tells me that the Egret Roost Counts for Thorney Island and Tournerbury Wood were done on
Thursday evening (Oct 4) to avoid forecast bad weather and conflict with the WeBS counts. On Thorney
Barry Collins had 140 birds in the churchyard and on Hayling Jason Crook counted 75 going into Tournerbury
Wood.
Earlier in the afternoon I made my WeBS count at the IBM Lake where not a single goose was to be seen –
presumably the 560 Canadas and the single Bar-head and Barnacle seen there last month are now all at
Titchfield. The continuing presence of the falconer on the Paulsgrove tip was I assume responsible for
another month when no gulls touched the lake surface though seven Black-heads flew over from the direction
of the tip and around 50 of these gulls were on the grass of the King George V playing fields and on the
roundabout immediately outside the IBM site entrance. With a strong wind and at least one heavy shower I
did not expect to see much but I did see the first small flock of twelve Coot grazing peacefully together in
winter mode (as opposed to their aggressive breeding season mode), and was diverted from my wildfowl
counting by what I am pretty sure was a female Redstart (the ‘wheet’ call was not much stronger than a
Chiffchaff’s but there was a definite impression of reddish colour as the bird flew off and the only clear view I
got – of just head and bill – did not look like Chiffchaff). A much bigger surprise came when I met an old
acquaintance towards the end of my round and he told me he had heard a Cetti’s Warbler in the reeds near
the pumping station at the east end of the lake – I think this would be a first for the site.
Sussex news for today is headed by a Leach’s Petrel and three Sooty Shearwater off Selsey Bill (plus 2 Bonxies
and 7 Arctic Skua), while the arrival of a Long-eared Owl at Beachy Head is equally exciting. Also in the
Beachy Head area there were 10 Ring Ouzel, up to 3 Honey Buzzard, 1 Merlin and 13 Yellow Wagtail – the
Rose-coloured Starling was still present. In Pagham Harbour 80+ Sandwich Tern could still be seen (but only
1 Common Tern), a Merlin was hunting and a late Whimbrel was seen. Yesterday there was a Little Gull at
Sidlesham Ferry and back on Thursday (Oct 4) Lawrence Holloway had seen a Short-eared Owl near the
North Walls but has only just told me of it. Other late news from Sussex is of a Yellow-browed Warbler at
Seaford on Tuesday (Oct 2), when there was a Tawny Pipit at Cuckmere Haven
Barry Collins made his WeBS count on Thorney Island today, finding 112 Greenshank at the Deeps (east) roost
and 73 Golden Plover on the airfield. In the Pilsey area there were surprisingly no Sanderling but perhaps
equally surprising was the presence of 45 juvenile Little Stint and 2 juvenile Curlew Sandpiper with 650 Grey
Plover and 119 Ringed Plover. The first two Merganser of the winter were also on Barry’s list.

A total of around 100 Skylark were seen in the Soberton area by John Shillitoe today – although not all in one
flock that is an impressive count for recent years. The Whinchat and Wheatear had seemingly all passed
through – none seen today – but there were still 4 Stonechat. By the River Meon was a flock 170 Lapwing and
3 Egrets were nearby.
In Emsworth the Havant Wildlife Group were rained off before they reached Brook Meadow but managed a tour
of the harbour area and mill ponds during which a colour dyed Greenshank (lots of bright yellow) and a colour
ringed Black-tailed Godwit were seen. Further west in Hampshire Paul Winter saw another Little Stint at the
Lower Test but apparently only found one Green Sandpiper there. Down in the Sway area Steve Keen has
been having fairly regular Raven sightings recently around his home (SZ 277983) near the head of the Avon
Water stream, and Steve also reports his first Redwing there on Thursday (Oct 4). On the shore at Pennington
Ben Darvill found the Grey Phalarope still present near the jetty and also saw a female Merlin, six Curlew
Sandpiper, one Little Stint, four Wheatear and two Yellow Wagtail. One Brent flew over and three Eider were
on the sea while 66 Black and 2 Bar-tailed Godwit were on the shore. Lastly for today Simon Woolley saw a
Marsh Harrier (he thinks probably a juvenile) over Winchester sewage farm.
News from earlier in the week includes 90 Swallows and 53 House Martins seen yesterday over Thorney by
Barry Collins – also seen by him was a Redstart, six Yellow Wagtail and 11 Bearded Tits (9 of which practiced
take off but did not depart). On Thursday (Oct 4) Barry had two adult Med Gulls on the Pilsey Sands. Late
news from Brian Fellows includes two significant sightings on Tuesday (Oct 2) when the first Shag of the
winter was off Eastney and the first 20 Shelduck were back in the Hayling Oysterbeds. On that day Brian also
had a Whimbrel at the Oysterbeds making me wonder, now the great majority of these birds have passed
through, whether this one will stay the winter. Around 600 Brent were in the Saltmarsh Lane area of
Langstone Harbour and at Baffins Pond all the Canada Geese had left but the ten Barnacles with the Snow
Goose and Bar-head x Greylag (?) hybrid were still present.
FRI 05 OCT
Two Grey Phalaropes arrived in Hampshire yesterday as part of a movement that brought others to other parts of
Britain, and both were still present today. One is at Winchester sewage farm and can only be seen through
the fence from the roadside but the other is at Pennington Marshes (near the jetty) where it has been
demonstrating its tameness by giving views down to 5 yards. Mike Wall reports the presence of both birds
today and Colin Allen is one of those who saw the Pennington bird yesterday and also reports a pair of Ruddy
Duck on Sowley Pond as well as the general southward stream of hirundines which in his case still included
Sand Martins.
Today’s Hampshire news comes from Richard Carpenter at Titchfield Haven where he saw the male Marsh
Harrier, two Little Stint and one Curlew Sandpiper. People he met there spoke of seeing and hearing Siskin
and Redwing. From Sussex Lawrence Holloway gives a vivid picture of what was to be seen on the Pagham
Harbour shore adjacent to Pagham village where there is a massive display of Wgeon and Pintail – Lawrence
reckoned the overall total of these duck that he saw was around 1200 but he comments that there were no
Brent present, presumably because they are still on the move and those seen anywhere in our harbours on
one day may have flown on westward before the next day. Two Yellow-legged Gulls were seen in the gull
roost in the harbour and very many Meadow Pipits were flying over southward as at least three Skylark sang.
A late Reed Warbler and three Wheatear showed themselves to Lawrence who also had good views of an
early Rock Pipit through his scope (I was a bit surprised that he describes the bird’s call as being ‘strident’ – in
my experience the calls of this species are weak and wheezy in comparison to the Meadow Pipits that often
share the shore with them). On Pagham Lagoon 25 Little Grebe had just arrived (I still find it surprising that
these apparently almost wingless birds make regular long distance flights) and the Coot and Tufted Duck
numbers there had both built up to 20. One Common Sandpiper was also present. Lawrence did not visit the
Church Norton area today but the SOS website carries news that the long staying Wryneck was still being
seen by the Severals (an area which I understand gets its name by being land in the ownership of several
rather than one landowner).
The local Chiffchaff was singing when I opened my backdoor this morning and overhead I heard the ‘chup’ of a
Chaffinch and the complaints of a group of five Siskin as they headed west. Later I went to Idsworth and
wathed a steady stream of Swallows (with just one House Martin) heading south over the farm fields in the
valley beside the railway. Well over 200 Woodpigeon had settled on the fields but kept moving out of my way,
and a similar number of Black-headed Gulls alternated between resting on one field and following the plough
in another. On the stubble a dozen Linnet and half a dozen Meadow Pipits were feeding until I came too
close, while at least five Skylark circled overhead, occasionally bursting into short bouts of song. Twenty five
House Sparrows showed a strong interest in one particular hedgerow in which there were at least three
Yellowhammer, while a lone Bullfinch piped from another. On the woodland edge the first small flock of
Chaffinch had gathered, flying up into the trees at my approach, and two or three Bullfinch were among them.
Inside the wood one Marsh Tit noisily proclaimed its presence as a flock of Long-tailed Tits moved through its
patch, and at the far side of the wood I interrupted the peaceful rest of a Buzzard and caused it to fly from its

tree top. At least half a dozen Jays were scattered around the farm wherever there were oak trees.
THU 04 OCT
Mike Wall passed on news from the pagers that the Buff-breasted Sandpiper was still on the Hayling Golf Course
at 12:45pm today, and news of more ordinary birds comes from Lee Marshall who spent an hour from 8 to 9
am watching the skies from the balcony of his home in Rowner at Gosport. During that hour 133 Meadow
Pipits flew south with 9 Skylark, 7 Siskin and one flock of 17 House Martins while 16 Swallows went east.
Yesterday morning Lee spent nearly 3 hours with Trevor Carpenter at Stokes Bay where they saw more than
100 Swallows fly south with 40 Meadow Pipits, 2 Tree Pipits and more than 23 Wagtails (Pied or maybe
White). 16+ Siskin went west along with 26 Sandwich and just 1 Common Tern. While my ‘Other Wildlife’
page is currently being suppressed by the Compuserve Taliban I will mention here that they also saw a group
of ten cetaceans on the far side of the Solent near Fishbourne – they could not identify them but I gather that
this may have been a group of Bottle-nosed Dolphin that are normally seen off Durlston Head.
Today’s news on the SOS website is of two Black Tern over Ivy Lake at Chichester and 5 Ring Ouzel at Beachy
Head along with a Firecrest and the juvenile Rose-coloured Starling which was first seen there yesterday –
although it will show none of the pink colour of an adult it should be fairly easy to pick out from the crowd of
normal Starlings with which it is associating by its very pale colour, sandy brown above and whitish buff below
with a yellowish bill – all the normal Starlings should now have some dark plumage with light flecks and black
bills. A Montagu’s Harrier was also seen over the sea near Beachy Head and a single Spotted Flycatcher was
reported at Standean (I take this to be the village of Lower Standean on the Downs immediately north of
Brighton). Yesterday’s news from Sussex included a total of 9 Ring Ouzel at Beachy Head with another
Spotted Flycatcher and a Grasshopper Warbler, while the Sociable Plover was still in the Pett area east of
Hastings and a Lapland Bunting was heard over Church Norton. Egret counters hereabouts might like to
know that the warden’s monthly report for Rye Harbour mentions a peak night roost of 34 Egrets there on
Sept 23.
Last Tuesday (Oct 2) John Goodspeed was walking by the Wallington River where it passes the Southwick
Woods near Sheepwash Farm just west of Denmead and watched three Buzzard which alighted together in a
dead tree. Presumably they were a family group but John was puzzled by the fact that one was much darker
and smaller than the others (he says it was not much bigger than the Crows which had been harrassing
them). I know that Buzzards do vary in colour and size but I wonder if anyone can say if the size and darker
colour were fairly normal for a youngster?
WED 03 OCT
A Buff-breasted Sandpiper was seen at Farlington Marshes this afternoon, though all I know about that sighting
is that Trevor Carpenter saw the news on the Birdguides website (where it was ‘timed’ at 16:59, but I have no
idea if that was the time of the sighting or the time of entry on their website) and very helpfully broadcast it on
Hoslist. Before seeing this news I had had a phone call from Alistair Martin to say that Tim Lawman had found
a Buff-breasted Sandpiper on Hayling Golf Course at 18:00 where it was still to be seen when Alistair arrived
within the next hour. Whether these two sightings are of one or two birds I cannot be sure – what I do know is
that the bird on Hayling was in almost exactly the same spot as the one which was there on Sept 17 and 18 in
1983, so there must be something very attractive to these birds about the short turf of a well kept links.
Today’s bird could be seen through the eastern fence of the Golf Course from the west end of the Beachlands
carparks so I guess it was on the practice driving range – Alistair said that the bird seemed to take no notice of
on golfer who went very close to it. This seems to be the tenth Hampshire record – the 1983 bird was number
eight and there has been one since (1991 at Pennington). As the species breeds in Alaska and winters in
Argentina it is not surprising that we get few in Hants where the only letter ‘a’ is in the middle of the word.
Still on Hayling I see that the Red-backed Shrike was still in the ‘brick field’ near the Oysterbeds and seen by
Peter Raby today. Peter’s message goes on to list a number of other good birds seen by him but as he also
went to Farlington and does not distinguish what he saw where I can only assume that his Kingfisher sighting
was at the Marshes, not at the Oysterbeds where Graham Osborne saw one on Sunday – hopefully we will
have a resident Kingfisher at the Oysterbeds this winter
Richard Carpenter saw both Wood and Common Sandpiper when he was at Curbridge on the River Hamble
today and looking through other people’s reports I see that Trevor Carpenter had a Green Sandpiper at Peel
Common, south of Fareham. These three relatively common birds seem to have something in common, but
on a day when the Buff-breasted Sandpiper is in the news I have been looking through the many species
which share this English name of Sandpiper and wonder how they acquired this common name – the majority
of them favour marshes or rocks as their habitat, and bar the three common species they are not given to
‘piping’.
Charles Cuthbert today had his highest ever count of Gadwall on Alresford Pond – 145 of them where there were
only around 25 in mid-July though there have been 120 or more since the end of August. Charles has
expressed the opinion that these duck use the pond as a base and roost, spreading out to feed over a good
stretch of the River Itchen, but I see that on 13 Aug there were 80 of them at Winchester sewage farm and I

would guess that these birds would not commute to and from Alresford when the water there was probably an
equally good base. These are by no means the only Gadwall in the county – there is another major
stronghold of them at the Blashford Lakes (where I see there was a winter maximum of 557 as far back as Jan
1992 and a county record of 760 on 14 Jan 2001) and John Clark reported 60 on Mockbeggar Lake on 30 Aug
this year. Another big winter flock occurs in the north of the county with 169 recorded at the Eversley/Yately
pits back in Jan 1990. Back at Alresford today a Stock Dove was singing (though I doubt any ‘immemorial
elms’ have survived the dreaded beetle there!) and at least 28 House Martins were present with a few
Swallows. Yesterday another 30 House Martins were further down the Itchen at Winchester and on Monday
Charles could still find up to 10 Sand Martin over Alresford Pond
Last Monday (Oct 1) a juvenile Arctic Tern was seen by Charles Cuthbert over Alresford Pond during a period of
wet and rather windy weather. It stayed for at least two hours, and was feeding rather like a 'marsh tern' in
picking items off the surface without hovering or plunge diving. I wonder if anyone has seen young Arctic Tern
doing the same over the sea? I have certainly seen one behaving like a Black Tern over the IBM Lake many
years ago (in similar weather, though that one stayed for several days).
Lawrence Holloway walked the south west shore of Pagham Harbour today, finding an unexpected large flock of
60 Coot on the Long Pool just across the road from the Ferry Pool and seeing a small flock of 14 Canada
Geese with one Greylag flying over. Swallows and House Martins were also to be seen overhead and on the
water of the harbour at least one male Pintail was beginning to acquire its dapper winter dress. 25 Sandwich
Tern were resting near Church Norton but the best sight by far was of 5 Bearded Tits flying up and up into the
sky beyond unaided human eyesight, coming from the ‘reedy marsh’ halfway between Church Norton and the
Ferry. Lawrence did not see the Wryneck that had been seen by others in the Severals area but while there
he met someone mysteriously identified just as ‘T’ who had heard both Tree and Red-throated Pipit over
Selsey Bill.
TUE 02 OCT
At this time of year it is not only birders who head west towards the Scillies – in some years we see huge
movements of Jays and hear of them heading ever westward (but never stopping or returning – I can only
assume they sink without trace in mid-Atlantic). Whether this is going to be one of those years when the
whole European population of Jays seems to erupt I do not know but today Richard Carpenter was in the
Titchfield Haven area and found Jays ‘everywhere’, no doubt searching for acorns to eat or plant. I think the
major factor in causing massive Jay movements is the tiny wasp Andricus quercuscalicis which lays its eggs
in acorns, protecting the young by inducing the growth of ‘Knopper galls’ which surround the acorns and seem
to present an insuperable obstacle to the normal feeding of the Jays. I have seen a lot of these galls this
autumn, but I do not think the wasps have been as numerous as they can be and do not envisage a great
problem for the Jays. Also seen by Richard along the Meon canal path were 12 Stonechat an 6 Whinchat,
most of them clustered in one area.
From David Thelwell comes a report of a Great White Egret in the Test Valley at midday today. He did not see it
himself but heard that it was near the road which crosses the river at Horsebridge. I think this is a second
such report within the last few days but I cannot find details of the first sighting. Another slightly frustrating
report comes from Steve Keen who reports a sighting of 2 Ravens over his home but fails to give any
indication where that might be.
Much more detailed information comes from Dennis Bill who was impressed by Trevor Carpenter’s count of 315
Wigeon in Cams Bay (Fareham Creek) on Sep 22. Not in Cams Bay, but not far from it along the north shore
of Portsmouth Harbour, Dennis today had 475 Wigeon (another 28 further up Fareham Creek gave a total of
503), and the prospects look good for creating a new Portsmouth Harbour record count (currently 610) at this
coming week-end’s WeBS count. The other species currently numerous in that part of Portsmouth Harbour is
Redshank – Dennis says that the high tide roost of Redshank off Fleetlands (just across the creek from Cams
Bay) now regularly numbers 350 to 400 birds. Also in Fareham Creek today Dennis saw two Greenshank, a
Kingfisher and a Whinchat (four of these were there on Sept 27, and singles of both Stonechat and Whinchat
were there yesterday when Dennis also saw a pair of Mallard copulating and counted 224 Brent around Pewit
Island off the mouth of the creek).
My recent comments on Robins and Dunnock arriving from the continent to spend the winter with us may have
provoked Mike Collins into telling me that many Robins prefer the Mediterranean as their winter resort. Mike
has just been to Menorca on holiday and says that the first Robins started to appear there on Sept 26. He
goes on the quote from ‘Birds of Menorca’ which says that in winter Robins are the most abundant species in
the Minorcan countryside (and lots more pass through on their way south to Africa). Ringing recoveries there
have been from Sweden(28) and Switzerland(37) with only three from England, and 80% of the birds
recorded have been under a year old. As in many European countries thousands die each year due to illegal
hunting in Menorca, and Mike comments that he found them a lot more wary than they are in England.
Over in Sussex I see that the Sociable Plover is still at Pett Level and that there has been a Spoonbill at Church
Norton today. Yesterday an Osprey went east over Selsey Bill, a Black Tern was over Ivy Lake at Chichester

with a juvenile Common Tern, and a Hobby was seen at Beachy Head. Going back to Sunday (Sep 30) a
Merlin flew past Worthing where another Osprey was seen (and yet another was at Darwell reservoir to the
north of Hastings) while the indefatigable counters at Whitbread Hollow, Beachy Head, recorded 500
Swallows, 200 House Martins, 400 Meadow Pipits, 500 Goldfinch, 150 Siskin, 50 each of Blackcap and
Chiffchaff, 4 Ring Ouzels and singles of Whitethroat and Reed Warbler.
Hampshire news that has only just reached me starts with pager news of an Osprey at Farlington Marshes today
and continues with a joint report from Stokes Bay by Lee Marshall and Trevor Carpenter on yesterday’s
sightings – they had singles of both Guillemot and Razorbill, one Kittiwake, one Arctic Skua and one Common
Scoter plus two Black Terns, 20+ Sandwich and 30+ Common Tern. 26 Meadow Pipit flew out to sea where
at least 8 Gannet could be seen. On Sunday (Sep 30) Martin Pitt spent a couple of hours seawatching from
Milford and recorded a juvenile Little Gull, singles of Kittiwake, Common Scoter and Black Tern plus a small
flow of Swallows and House Martins.
When I cycled by the ‘brick field’ near Hayling Oysterbeds today I was assured by four watchers that the Shrike
was still there though I did not spot it – what I did see was a pair of Stonechat in that same field and wondered
if they were the pair that bred there this summer. I also wondered if small birds have any fear of a Red-backed
Shrike in the same way that they react to a Sparrowhawk – I know Great Grey Shrike take quite a few birds
(there is a famous entry in one Hampshire Bird Report of one seen devouring a Dartford Warbler) and I see
that birds and their young are on the Red-backed Shrike’s diet list. When I saw the female Stonechat happily
perched in the Shrike’s favourite spot on the brambles under the twin posts I assumed that the Shrike was not
close to it but I now know it must have been somewhere nearby. On my way to Hayling I passed an
impressive display of 13 Herons and 35 Egrets in the Wade Court area – with the strong south west wind the
majority of these birds were not in the trees but down on the ground around what will become a large shallow
pool full of Teal in the winter
MON 01 OCT
One of the few people out and about today was Richard Carpenter and he writes of two separate Little Owls seen
in the Chilling area near Warsash, and of 9 Greenshank with 4 Egrets in the Bunny Meadows marsh
alongside the River Hamble. This is a good time of year for spotting Little Owl, so keep your eyes and ears
open, and the River Hamble is becoming a good place to see Egrets. The Bunny Meadows are always good
for birds in the winter but I noticed a couple of Egrets further up the river as I drove along the M27 yesterday
heading for my daughter’s ordination service in Romsey Abbey.
Yet another great gathering of House Martins hits the headlines with a report of at least 1000 birds at Selborne
yesterday though reports from elsewhere were limited to just one from Ventnor on the Isle of Wight where
100+ Swallows and 20+ House Martins were seen. As the ‘run of the mill’ migrants diminish the vagrants that
give the Scillies their month of fame in October are beginning to show with a Sociable Plover reported from
Pett Level near Hastings yesterday, Common Rosefinch at Beachy Head and Barred Warbler at Church
Norton on Saturday, plus a Yellow Browed Warbler and a Red Breasted Flycatcher on the Isle of Wight on
Friday (Sep 28). The Barred Warbler at Church Norton was probably one of two in Sussex as the one which
we reported as being in a private garden at Beachy Head on Sep 22 was still there on Sep 28
We all notice an increase in common birds in our gardens at this time of year but we do not often think of birds
such as Robins and Dunnock as long distance travellers yet thousands of them (along with many other
species) are already starting to flee the prospect of continental winter. Russell Wynn (who has apparently
just moved house to the Lymington area and is taking advantage of the opportunity to pop across to the Isle of
Wight more frequently) tells us that he has in the past week seen collections of up to 60 Robins and 25
Dunnock on the West High Down near the Needles, and smaller numbers of both species at Keyhaven. Also
seen by Russell on the Island, coming north, were 110 Siskin on Sep 21 and another 40 on Sep 25. Further
reports from the Isle of Wight given on Derek Hales’ website tell of 50 more Siskin (and 30 Pied Wagtail –
could they have been White?) near St Catherine’s Point on Sep 28, and at Culver Down near Bembridge on
Saturday (Sep 29) there were more than 300 Goldfinch, 150 Meadow Pipit and 120 Siskin. Fewer Siskin have
been seen in Sussex – just 35 going over Brighton pier and only 10 at Beachy Head
Although the stream of summer migrants heading south is beginning to dry up I see that there were 80 Yellow
Wagtail on the North Wall of Pagham Harbour last Thursday (Sep 27) and four more on the Isle of Wight on
Friday. On Saturday a Honey Buzzard was seen at Church Norton and a Montagu’s Harrier was over the sea
off Birling Gap (Beachy Head) while some Hobbies are still with us – one was chasing hirundines over the
River Ouse near Lewes. At least two Wryneck may still be in Sussex (they were at Church Norton and
Beachy Head on Saturday), and the queue in the departure lounge at Whitbread Hollow (Beachy Head) on
Friday Sep 28 included 100 Blackcap, 2 Ring Ouzel, and single Tree Pipit and Garden Warbler. Still in East
Sussex there was an Osprey at Beachy Head on Friday and a Black Tern over Darwell Reservoir on
Saturday. The flow of Terns seems to be drying up but Ben Darvill noted one Arctic Tern at Hurst yesterday
with two normal Wheatear plus a smart male of the Greenland race (last to arrive, last to depart?)
Despite the rain at least two people came to Hayling yesterday and found the Red-backed Shrike still present -

Graham Osborne also saw the first Kingfisher of the winter at the nearby Oysterbeds Also in today’s
HOSLIST messages is one from a Bob Douglas telling everyone that he has seen a Little Gull at an inland
location but not saying where it was nor when.
Today’s ‘and finally ...’ item comes from the Isle of Wight where a Moorhen with a very young chick was seen
bulding a new nest in the Shanklin area of the Isle of Wight. Possibly this is because summer never ends on
that lovely island, but in view of great current concern about flooding from other parts of the island I wonder if
this building is actually the construction of a higher platform to keep the chick dry as water levels rise. I have
heard that it is common practice for Coots to build roost platforms for their young near their exposed nests but
I have not heard that Moorhens do the same – any comments?

PLANTS:
SAT 06 OCT
I found some 60 plant species in flower around the IBM North Harbour site this afternoon – none of them rarities
but several of them pleasant surprises. Blue Fleabane is one plant that usually flowers here through the early
winter months and I was not disappointed today. With it were Ox-eye Daisy, Great Willowherb, Large
Evening Primrose, Musk Mallow, Stone Parsley, Yellow-wort (but no Common Centuary), Pale Flax, Red
Bartsia, Meadow Vetchling and one flowerhead of Teazel.
Brian Fellows tells me that the Havant Wildlife Group found the Maidenhair Fern still flourishing on the brick wall
of the United Reformed Church at the north end of Bath Lane (which runs along the west side the the Town
Millpond in Emsworth). The group did not go up the track going north from where Seagull Lane enters Brook
Meadow, but growing from the brickwork of the railway bridge there (south east corner of it) is a fern that has
puzzled me for several years. The small leaves grow horizontally (and very rigidly) from the brickwork with
the stem as thin and wiry as a Spleenwort and I would love to have an expert confirm what I am told by people
who have not seen it – namely that it must be Bracken.
FRI 05 OCT
I spent a couple of hours walking round stubble fields at Idsworth Farm this morning, enjoying a wonderfully rich
display of both naturally occurring arable weeds and the results of sowing much wild-flower seed. If you are in
the area it is well worth a look at the latter which you can see from the public path going north from Idsworth
Chapel to Huckswood Lane – immediately you have crossed the road at SU 744142 there is a wide gap in the
hedge on the left of the path and if you walk a few feet through this gap and look up the side of the hedge away
from the public path you will see a two or three metre wide band of Corn Marigolds stretching as far as you
can see, and among them you will find Cornflower, Corn Cockle and Weasels Snout dominating the other
arable weeds which include masses of Scarlet Pimpernel, Field Pansy and Field Madder. If you start
exploring you should soon come on Small Toadflax and Dwarf Spurge, and in the course of my walk I listed
some 80 species in flower, including one single plant of what looked to be Treacle Mustard though the flowers
and leaves were all on offshoots of the main stem which had been cut with the harvest so I suppose it could
have been an unusual example of Hedge Mustard although the bright yellow colour and spherical shape of
the flowerheads instantly caught my eye and shouted Treacle Mustard. A few other finds that may be worth a
mention were white flowered Field Speedwell, Crosswort re-flowering, and late examples of Kidney Vetch and
Musk Mallow. Not unexpected were several good examples of Dark Mullein but I was surprised to find a huge
and pristine plant of Great Mullein while Wall Speedwell, Doves Foot Cranesbill and Rough Chervil were all
surprises.
John Goodspeed was walking along the northen foot of Portsdown last Tuesday and found Meadowsweet still
flowering in the Pitymoor Lane area east of Southwick, while at Purbrook and elsewhere on the hill Common
Centaury is still abundant and eye-catchingly pretty.
TUE 02 OCT
Greater Pond Sedge is one of the earliest sedge species to flower each year, normally sets fruit from June and is
in a sorry state by this time of year so it is interesting that Richard Carpenter found it in flower when he walked
the Meon Canal Path at Titchfield Haven today.
INSECTS:

SAT 06 OCT
Driving in the Paulsgrove area of Portsmouth on Thursday (Oct 4) Graham Roberts had to stop at the Allaway
Avenue traffic lights near the southern foot of Portsdown and was both surprised and delighted to see a
Monarch butterfly go south across the road in front of his car, heading for the IBM site. I visited the latter today
but did not see a single butterfly though both Migrant Hawker and Southern Hawker were both on the wing
despite the strong wind. Also seen on Thursday at Droxford by Dave Ryves was a Hummingbird Hawkmoth.
On Thorney Island yesterday Barry Collins had a magnificent sight of 78 Red Admirals nectaring on Ivy with one

Painted Lady, four Commas and seven Speckled Wood. He also had a single female Common Blue (to
match Peter Craddock’s sighting in Havant) plus one Small Copper and four Small White
FRI 05 OCT
Peter Craddock rang this morning to tell me of his surprise at having just seen a female Common Blue in his
garden – not only is it late in the year to see one but his garden, well within the Havant built-up area near the
railway between Bedhampton and Havant stations, is not the place this species would normally appear. My
own butterfly sightings today were limited to three Small Whites and more than half a dozen Red Admirals on
the farm field at Idsworth
From the SOS website comes news of two more Monarch butterflies seen in Sussex today. Both were seen
around 10am, one at Sidlesham Ferry (Pagham Harbour) and the other in the Uckfield area north east of
Lewes.
Nearer to Havant Alstair Martin was walking in Stansted Forest and found the Hornet’s nest which he had seen
last month was still active. When he first saw it he was puzzled by th activity of some of the Hornet’s which
seemed to be building a ‘porch’ above the entrance hole (perhaps to keep out the rain?) and today a few of
the insects were still working on this structure. Following up Alistair’s first report I found one book which
mentioned that these insects sometimes reduce the size of the entrance hole to their nest with the same
material with which they build the nest but Alistair has the impression that they were doing something a little
different in this case – any info or likely sources of info will be welcome!
The only other news today comes from Lawrence Holloway at Pagham where Common Darter and Migrant
Hawker were still common (though he only saw one butterfly, a Red Admiral). With the dragonfly season
coming to an end it might be worth mentioning that a Southern Hawker was still active on the Hayling Coastal
Path (where it runs through the trees at Saltmarsh Lane) when I was passing last Tuesday (Oct 2)
THU 04 OCT
Today Lawrence Holloway had a Hummingbird Hawkmoth in his Aldwick garden at Bognor, while Andrew
Brookes had a Painted Lady in his Portchester garden near Fareham (and tells me that Theo Roberts saw two
Painted Ladies on Portsdown yesterday). Also yesterday the SOS website told of a Monarch flying past
Brighton while here in Hampshire Steve Keen saw one also flying east off Barton on sea. Lawrence Holloway
attributes this influx of transatlantic butterflies to Hurrican Humberto which has recently moved up the Atlantic
seaboard of the US.
John Goodspeed aptly writes of a ‘flock’ of Red Admirals seen yesterday on Portsdown feeding on Ivy, while
Andrew Brookes in Portchester had six in his garden. These lovely insects have remained a common sight
whereas Small Tortoiseshell seemed almost in danger of extinction last year – luckily we have all seen an
improvement in their numbers recently and I am especially heartened to read today (in the monthly report
from Barry Yates and Paul Troake at Rye Harbour) that Small Tortoiseshell were ‘abundant’ there in early
September.
WED 03 OCT
Last month the SOS website carried news of a single Monarch butterfly said to have been seen in the Brighton
area sometime in August, and today it has three reports of single individuals seen on Oct 1, 2 and 3 at Selsey
and Church Norton. These might all be sightings of the same butterfly (the one at Selsey on Monday was said
to fly off towards Church Norton) but with strong south westerly winds recently they could be part of a stream
swept across the Atlantic in the wake of dying hurricanes. I don’t suppose we will ever know for certain any
more than we can be sure they are not butterflies which have escaped from butterfly farms in this country –
nevertheless they are impressive sightings for those who see them!
A sighting of a single Common Wasp in my garden today seems to me to be of greater rarity value this year than
the sighting of a Hornet on the shore of Pagham Harbour (where Lawrence Holloway believes his sighting
could be a first record for that coastal nature reserve) or the find of a still very active Hornet’s nest at
Curbridge on the River Hamble by Richard Carpenter today. Richard also had 5 Red Admirals on his outing
and Lawrence saw at least 21 of them around Pagham Harbour today, along with a similar number of
Common Darter and slightly fewer Migrant Hawker dragonflies
TUE 02 OCT
Fifteen Red Admirals, ten Speckled Wood and one Comma were all seen by Richard Carpenter today along the
Meon Canal path by Titchfield Haven. Eight of the Red Admirals were together, nectaring on the same patch
of Ivy flowers. In the same area 13 Common Darter and 5 Migrant Hawker dragonflies were seen.
MON 01 OCT
Speaking to Peter Craddock, who has just been on holiday in Cornwall, I learnt that Hummingbird Hawkmoths
have been common there in the past fortnight, and today I see that Russell Wynn had one on the Isle of Wight
(West High Down) on Sep 25. There has been little butterfly news recently but the Butterfly Conservation
website reports that 13 species were seen by Patrick Fleet at his Magdalen Hill Down reserve near Wichester
last Friday (Sep 28) – unfortunately the only species he thought worth a mention was Common Blue. At
Pagham Harbour on Thursday (Sep 27) Lawrence Holloway could only find three species (Red Admiral,

Speckled Wood and Small Copper plus one Southern Hawker dragonfly.

OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 06 OCT
I think it was yesterday that I heard on Radio Solent a description of fungi currently being found in the New Forest
and among them was the first Fly Agaric that I had heard of but we are not far behind here and today Alan
Cokes came on a group of eight near the Hermitage Stream in the Hurstwood area of Waterlooville. Several
had been kicked to pieces by vandals but at least one young specimen had come up after the vandals had
passed, allowing Alan to get a good photo.
FRI 05 OCT
John Goodspeed tells me that he found both Tawny Funnelcap and False Chanterelle in the Hookheath
woodland last Tuesday but goes on to bemoan the difficulty of giving names to many of the fungi he finds and
I share this feeling that fungi are there to be enjoyed as surprise sights rather than to become a chore
absorbing hours of an amateur naturalist’s time in what is usually a fruitless quest for certainty of
identification. There is a good number of them that can be confidently named, but there is a much larger
number that leave one with a feeling of frustrated uncertainty!
THU 04 OCT
Further news from Lee Marshall today about the cetaceans he and Trevor Carpenter saw in the Solent yesterday
from Stokes Bay. Lee says there were around ten small whales or large dolphins over on the far side of the
water near Fishbourne and that what he saw of them did not tie in with any of the species that he is familiar
with. According to Peter Morrison Russell Wynn has suggested they were a group of Bottle-nosed Dolphin
that are normally off Durlston Head but Lee’s message had ruled this out as one of the species he is familiar
with. The case is ongoing ...
WED 03 OCT
While bird watching at Stokes Bay this morning Lee Marshall and Trevor Carpenter both saw a group of small
whales not far from the shore. Lee’s first guess was that they were Pilot Whales but as soon as he got home
and checked his books he decided that was wrong but so far no one has come up with the true identification
of the species.
I enjoyed a walk around Havant Thicket this morning and found the fungi were already responding to recent rain
with a good variety of common species on show. The three that pleased me most were a clump of what I think
were Pluteus cervinus with very dark (almost black) caps, an unmistakeable single example of the False
Chanterelle, and – best of all – a perfect pair of Gymnopilus junonius growing on a Scots pine stump. I first
saw the latter through bracken and the almost yellow colour of the caps suggested Larch bolete but no Larch
grow in that area and as soon as I got close I found they were gilled fungi with thick spindle shaped stems
having strong remains of a ring on them I realised what they were. Both caps were immaculate and of the
largest size given in Phillips (15cm across). Flourishing in good numbers were the yellow Common Earth
Balls and there were also a lot of white puffballs that may have been Lycoperdon perlatum but none of them
were showing any stem below the ‘ball’ and I wonder if they were Vascellum pratense (a species not in my
present repertoire though I gather they are common on short grass)
TUE 02 OCT
Richard Carpenter today came on the first of the ‘milk cap’ fungi that will soon be found in a great variety of
woodland habitats – these surprisingly were near the Meon Canal path at Titchfield Haven and were the
Peppery Milkcap (Lactarius piperatus) – easily identified by the taste of the ‘milk’. Last Saturday, in woods
near Durley Mill on the upper Hamble close to Bishops Waltham, Richard came on what can be one of the
most impressive of the ‘stagshorn’ type fungi that grow on rotting wood – Ramaria stricta. Although this one is
not actually known as a Coral fungus a good display of it can be quite as impressive as underwater coral reef
– and you don’t have to hold your breath while you enjoy the sight!
MON 01 OCT
The prospects for fungal forays next week end are looking good with lots of rain soaking into the ground and the
air still very mild but my current input of news is limited to one good picture of a large Boletus species found in
the Cowplain area of Waterlooville by Alan Cokes under Leylandii trees. I’m not sure that any fungi are
specifically associated with these dreaded conifers and I guess the toadstool was connected to roots of other
trees that had been there before the Leylandii were planted. Its cap was 20cm across, pale brown and
showing pale yellow through cracks. The flesh was thick and the pores showed pale yellow again while the
‘chubby’ short stem was also pale in colour. I can only guess at its identity but the picture suggests Boletus

appendiculatus – the fact that the cap was 20 cm across where the books give a size of 14cm does not rule it
out as many fungi can vary a lot from their normal size and this one was clearly full grown as it had begun to
split at the edges.

BIRDS:

WEEK 39 SEPT 24 - 30

SUN 30 SEP
Despite the rain at least two people came to Hayling and saw the Red-backed Shrike still present. Also in
today’s HOSLIST messages is one from a Bob Douglas telling everyone that he has seen a Little Gull at an
inland location but not saying where it was nor when.
SAT 29 SEP
A flurry of reports of Redwing today show that they have arrived in Hampshire in fair strength, but Lee Marshall
remains the first to hear one which flew over his home in Rowner last Sunday night (Sep 23) when four were
reported from Beachy Head in Sussex. On Monday morning (Sep 24) Simon Ingram saw 5 Redwing fly east
over Eastleigh Lakeside and one more went over that site on the next morning (Sep 25). The next sighting
came from Rosi Woods who saw around 100 yesterday (Sep 28), some but not all being in Hamphire at
Needs Ore Point, and the Havant Wildlife Group saw what looked like 6 Redwing flying over north Thorney
Island in Sussex. Also yesterday David Thelwell heard two in the Test Valley at Timsbury and Lee Marshall
heard another 3 over Rowner. Less obviously migrants, but probably also on the move, are Song Thrush –
just one report of four seen at Gilkicker Point by Lee Marshall today sounds as if the birds seen were migrants.
The last two available Hampshire Bird Reports both claim the lowest ever number of reports of Tree Sparrow in
the county – in 1998 just six reports were sent in and in 1999 there were only five reports. This year Steve
Mansfield found seven Tree Sparrows ‘somewhere in Hampshire’ on Feb 19, and David Thelwell reports one
at Over Wallop today, giving just two records for the county so far this year. It’s much the same in West
Sussex from where I have heard of just two sightings – a couple were found on farmland north of Worthing by
John Newnham in January and one bird went over Selsey on May 5.
Other finches are doing much better and winter flocks are rapidly building up. In the Soberton area today John
Shillitoe came on a flock of 350 Linnet and another of 200 Goldfinch in the Soberton area (along with 5
Whinchat, 5 Stonechat and 2 Wheatear on his regular lengthy cycle ride). Also today Lee Marshall watched
39 Siskin fly over Gilkicker and yesterday 40 Siskin were feeding on Alders in the Alver Valley (where Lee
Marshall also saw a Tree Creeper, eight Shoveler and heard 6 Cetti’s Warbler singing) while Ian Calderwood
found 60 Goldfinch at Gilkicker (with 2 Whinchat). Today Brian Fellows noted 32 Greenfinch at Emsworth
after seeing a small flock of Linnet in the Prinsted area.
Swallows and Martins are still moving in good numbers, with more than 450 Swallows and 250 Martins seen over
Gilkicker today by Lee Marshall (the majority being House but a fair proportion of Sand still with them). In the
north Thorney area Brian Fellows saw many Swallows but no Martins this morning, and yesterday Gary
Calderwood logged 184 Swallows and 109 House Martins over Gilkicker
At Hayling Oysterbeds yesterday Brian Fellows saw the first high tide roost flock of 1000 Dunlin this autumn and
with them were 100 Grey Plover and 450 Oystercatcher with some Ringed Plover – probably more than Brian
saw as there seem to be a lot around at the present and they are notoriously difficult to see when roosting
motionless in shingle. Later in the day Brian watched 5 Buzzards circling over Old Park wood on the west
bank of the Chichester Channel (upstream from Itchenor) and there were at least 300 Brent in Chichester
Harbour according to Barry Collins who told me that one Osprey was still to be seen in the Emsworth Channel
(off east Hayling) yesterday (there had been two around Thorney while he was away in Spain).
Several recent reports of Bearded Tit have told of them making practice flights prior to their real moves from
Pagham and Titchfield Haven, but yesterday Barry Collins saw 13 of them fly up from the Little Deeps on
Thorney Island and fly off south east, not returning. Another bit of miscellaneous news is that an Egyptian
Goose was reported to have been at the Lower Test Marshes yesterday, making me wonder if this was the
bird recently seen at Chichester Lakes – wherever it came from there is no report of its current location.
Another one off was a Wryneck seen by Simon Ingram at Eastleigh Lakeside yesterday – commoner birds on
the move there were a couple of Little Grebe that flew in during the week, though other Dabchick in the Test
Valley are unlikely to take to the air in the near future as David Thelwell found a pair with a ‘day old chick’ near
Timsbury. Among passerine migrants still being seen was one Lesser Whitethroat seen on north Thorney
today by Brian Fellows (he also reports Chiffchaff and Skylark song), and a probable Reed Warbler at
Gilkicker where there were 26 Yellow Wagtail today and 4 yesterday. Common and Sandwich Tern, and
Snipe, are among other passage birds seen today at Gillkicker, and yesterday David Thelwell had a Hobby in
the Test Valley south of Romsey at Lee hamlet. Chiffchaff
FRI 28 SEP
The wind was in the south east today and, as advocates of the ‘flying into the wind’ theory of migration would
expect, all the day flying migrants were heading south-east or east (all, that is, except those that were going in
some other direction!). The wind was favourable to the Brent and Alistair Martin told me that there are today
‘hundreds’ in the south east of Langstone Harbour. It’s effect on coastal migrants was seen by both Richard
Carpenter at Hill Head and Lee Marshall on Browndown. Richard had 200 Swallows, 30 Meadow Pipits, 11
Skylark, 9 Common and 6 Sandwich Tern all flying in an easterly direction in one hour starting at 9:30am.

Between 9am and noon Lee was on the southern part of Browndown where 249 Swallows, 5 House and 1
Sand Martin went south east along with 30 Meadow Pipit, and over the sea 8 Pintail and 4 Brent also went
east against expectation though a mixed bunch of seven Common and Sandwich Terns kept their heads and
headed west. The direction of these coastal movements does not, I think, reflect a determination to seek a
particular destination but is more indicative of the birds instinct at this stage to get on the wing, join up with
others, and await some signal to set out on the real journey when they will be much less guided by the wind
direction and will take their traditional routes as directly as possible to their traditional destinations. One result
of these perhaps chance movements was the presence of a single Crossbill going west over Browndown and
yet more reports of Siskin (Lee had 5 going west over Rowner at 7:30 and 3 going east over Browndown later
in the morning). A flock of at least 46 Linnet seemed to be based on Browndown along with 8 Dartford and 1
Cetti’s Warbler. Over here in Emsworth I was in Brook Meadow this afternoon and heard the sharp calls of
Kingfisher, causing me to look up and see two of them flying together up the River Ems by Lumley Road.
Further upstream I was quite surrpised to see a Little Egret with two horses in a small field immediately behind
the Westbourne Village (or is it Church) Hall – immediately across the road from the Church.
THU 27 SEP
The juvenile Red-backed Shrike was giving excellent close views when I visited the Oysterbeds area on Hayling
in the late afternoon. It was still in the ‘brick field’ to the east of the coastal path, and when I arrived it was
immediately opposite the steps giving access to the north end of the Oysterbeds. I gather its main diet was of
Craneflies but just before I arrived Barry Collins had seen it catch a small mammal, probably a Shrew, though
he did not say whether it ate the animal, put it in it’s ‘larder’, or threw it away in disgust (I believe few predators
like the taste of Shrew, and I’m not sure if Shrikes are equipped for skinning and eating animals). After seeing
this bird I cycled on down the path to look for Brent, finding at least 100 in the expected area off Saltmarsh
Lane. On the way south I saw one Little Owl perched on a dead branch of its usual tree in the hedge of the
‘Aston Villa’ meadow (near the top of the still living tree on the seaward side of the totally dead tree), and on
the way north again I heard repeated Little Owl hooting from trees in the Knotts Marsh swamp copse between
the coastal path and the riding stables (some 800 metres north of the first bird). Coming back through the
Oysterbeds area with the tide low there were few birds though I noted 8 Egrets and a small flock of Ringed
Plover back in Stoke Bay and two Shelduck in the main pool of the Oysterbeds near the outer bund wall – they
were sitting with their backs to me and I could not be sure if they were adults or juveniles but I thought they
were adults.
With a fresh wind from the south today Lee Marshall reported a steady passage of Swallows and Meadow Pipits
going south out to sea from Stokes Bay and also saw two Little Gulls (adult and juv) going east with one
Bonxie. Common and Sandwich Terns were on the move (presumably west) along with 10 Brent, 5 Scoter
and 1 Sanderling (84 of these were on Ryde Sands today according to Derek Hale, and this is the time of year
when several hundred can be expected on Pilsey Sands). At nearby Gilkicker Point Gary Calderwood found
5 Yellow Wagtail with three Whitethroat and 10 Blackcap – I wonder if the Blackcap will winter there along
with the Chiffchaff, Stonechat and Dartford Warbler that are currently present?. 13 Sandwich Tern, 24
Wigeon and 47 Swallows were definitely only passing but a couple of Mistle Thrush may be resident (and
could soon be singing into the wind if we get a few autumn gales!). Further west on the Hampshire coast,
between Tichfield Haven and Warsash, a Merlin was seen by Richard Carpenter at Chilling.
Just east of St Catherine’s Point on the Isle of Wight a Red Breasted Flycatcher was reported on Birdcall as
being present today in the Reeth Bay area of Niton. At Selsey Bill one Black Tern was seen, while from
Whitbread Hollow at Beachy Head the count of passerines waiting to depart includes 350 Chiffchaff, 200
Blackcap, 2 Lesser Whitethroat and singles of Garden Warbler, Reed Warbler, Redstart, Ring Ouzel and
Whinchat with 2 Ravens seen in the area.
I recently mentioned the increase in the number of Ravens being seen (and probably breeding) in the south of
England in recent years, and mentioned that news reaching me this summer included sightings of at least one
family party on the Isle of Wight. Derek Hale has just sent me a much fuller account of the status of these birds
on the Isle of Wight – he tells me that three pairs definitely breed regularly at West High Down (Totland area
near the Needles), Gore Cliff (Blackgang area just west of St Catherine’s Point) and at Culver Down
(Bembridge area in the south east corner of the Island). He suspects there is a fourth pair based in the
Shanklin/Ventnor area on the south east shoreline. Derek goes on to point out that all these sites also have
breeding Peregrine, and with less persecution of both these species in recent years I can only guess that the
Isle of Wight (where I believe both species managed to survive through the years when the birds ‘became
extinct’ on the mainland) is perhaps responsible (at least in part) for supplying the birds now re-colonizing
Hampshire and Sussex
Charles Cuthbert had a good look round Alresford Pond yesterday (Sep 26), the highlight of his visit being a
single Black Tern beating to and fro low over the pond in steady rain, among some 750 Black-headed Gulls.
Gadwall numbers remain very high with more than 125 on the pond, outnumbering a flock of over 100 Canada
Geeese with 4 Bar-heads but still not matching the count of 264 Coot. Only 26 Swans remain (16 adults) and

other wildfowl include 75+ Mallard, 59 Teal, 7 Tufted Duck and 2 Pochard with some 10 Moorhen around the
pond edges and at least one Water Rail (and one Cetti’s Warbler) calling from cover. 10 Common and 1
Lesser Blackback Gull were seen, and Charles gives current roost counts of 18 Cormorant and 7 Egret.
Charles also voices a question that has been in my mind – namely, where have all the Ruddy Duck gone?
Are they just hiding in the reeds, ashamed of their poor plumage, or do they all fly off in the summer to join
some massive raft of their fellows in the west country or the Midlands? If anyone has any ideas or facts on
this subject both Charles and I would love to hear from them.
The two Spoonbill were still at Titchfield Haven yesterday according to Richard Carpenter, and on the previous
day (Sep 25) he watched a party of 11 Bearded Tits exercising their wings by flying high above the reeds at
the seaward end of the reserve (though not plucking up sufficient courage to fly off). Also yesterday Gary
Calderwood was at Gilkicker Point seeing a female Redstart and a Snipe in addition to the birds currently
expected there. In Southsea Brian Fellows checked out his regular sites but the only unusual thing he noted
was unexpected song from both Dunnock (the second time he has heard it this autumn) and the first
Greenfinch song since the summer.
News from Barry Collins, who has been enjoying a holiday in Spain recently, gives his Thorney Island result for
last Saturday’s Egret roost count as 166 birds ( 91 more went into Tournerbury on Hayling). In my notes for
last Tuesday (Sep 25) I gave Sep 20 as the earliest date I had then heard of for arriving Brent, and Barry
confirms the movement on that day with a count of 21 which he saw in Chichester Harbour but he puts the
very first arrivals back three days to Sep 17 when he saw just two off Pilsey.
WED 26 SEP
Local birders here in the Havant area will I am sure wish to join me in thanking Paul Winter for passing on
through Hoslist news that a Red-backed Shrike had arrived on north Hayling yesterday and was still present
today according to the ‘pagers’. Thanks also to Pete Durnell who told us at last night’s HWT meeting in
Havant that it is a juvenile bird and has been seen in the ‘brick field’ south of Texaco Bay (between the north
end of the Hayling Coastal Path and the main road).
Trevor Carpenter was at Stokes Bay this morning and watched a total of 49 Brent flying east and 12 flying west
in that part of the Solent (presumably milling around looking for their friends at journey’s end). Trevor also
saw 12 Sandwich Tern going west, while across the water 72 Sanderling were on Ryde Sands accoring to
Derek Hale’s Isle of Wight news.
From Normandy Marsh near Lymington David Taylor today reports a Curlew Sandpiper and 11 Little Stint, and
from Danebury (not far from Stockbridge) Charles Cuthbert reports a flock of 25 Meadow Pipit that seemed to
be feeding on Craneflies. Charles goes on to speculate that the abundance of Craneflies this year may be yet
another result of F&M – many areas of grassland remained ungrazed this summer – the longer grass
prevented the Starlings from getting as many of the Leatherjackets as they normally do - hence a bigger crop
of adult Craneflies.
TUE 25 SEP
The first substantial flock of 40 Brent landed in Langstone Harbour today (or last night) and were seen by Brian
Fellows today in the south east corner of the harbour (the first wary birds are nearly always seen here where
they are furthest from human activity). Prior to this small groups of Brent have been seen along the south
coast since last Thursday (Sep 20) but none of those sightings were of more than ten birds (bar one report of
10+ from Pagham on Saturday 22 Sep). The six seen at the mouth of the Beaulieu River, plus a single bird on
the north shore of the Isle of Wight, on Sep 20 may have been the first arrivals, but could have been
summering birds ‘coming out of the woodwork’, whereas the birds seen on Sep 21 near Hastings and off
Worthing were almost certainly migrants.
John Clark has commented on Mike Wall’s news (see yesterday’s notes) of some 500 Lesser Blackback gulls
seen during the day on fields in the Basingstoke area, saying that these birds vary their roosting and feeding
habits from year to year, and adding that last night some 540 Lesser Blackbacks and 6 Yellow Legged gulls
spent the night on Eversley Gravel Pits to give us a third major inland gull roost in Hampshire (the other two
being the Blashford Lakes near Ringwood and Alresford pond) – I wonder if there are others in the county?
John also tells us that these birds have quickly learnt that there are good pickings to be found on a Sunday
evening at Blackbushe airfield after the regular Sunday market there has closed down, and a big collection of
gulls go there (only on a Sunday) before heading for their night roost. Another example of adaptability and
quick learning by gulls came to my attention last night when I happened to meet Peter Strangeman at the local
HWT evening meeting – Peter makes the regular WeBS counts for the Paulsgrove Rubbish Tip section of
Portsmouth Harbour where falcons are now flown daily as part of an Environment Agency scheme to scare
gulls from these tips (they fear the gulls will spread botulism and other diseases to the surrounding human
and animal populations). Although the scheme has only been operating for a few months the local
Black-headed Gulls have effectively deserted the place and the September count (when some 5000 gulls
would have been there in normal circumstances) found only some 300 Great Blackbacks and Herring Gulls

which are presumably new arrivals to the area which have not yet learnt to give it a wide berth.
Today’s rarities, other than the Red Backed Shrike which arrived near the Hayling Oysterbeds today, were to be
seen in Sussex and on the Isle of Wight. At Beachy Head a Melodious Warbler was reported, along with a
Ring Ouzel, a Firecrest and a Grasshopper Warbler, and a Honey Buzzard was at Steyning (up the River
Adur from Shoreham). Over on the Isle of Wight a Richard’s Pipit was reported on West High Down (near the
Needles) with a Ring Ouzel, a Red Backed Shrike was a Calbourne, and an Osprey was still in Newtown
Harbour.
At the opposite end of the rarity scale it seems that continental Blackbirds and Goldcrest are now reaching us,
while the Siskin and Meadow Pipits keep on coming. Just down the road from my house in Havant there are
two isolated Scots Pines at either end of the East Pallant road and a Goldcrest has just taken up residence in
one, echoing a report from Lawrence Holloway of another Goldcrest to be found in the carpark of Safeways in
Bognor. Lawrence also had a Goldcrest singing in his garden in the Aldwick area of Bognor today and
yesterday saw four ‘dusky billed’ Blackbirds on his lawn. Lawrence clearly took these Blackbirds to be of
continental origin but I lack the knowledge on which he based this conclusion, and would welcome
enlightenment! I know that continental Robins can be distinguished (with difficulty) by slight variations in the
colour tone of their plumage when compared to our birds, but I have not heard of ‘dusky bills’ indicating
continental Blackbirds (I thought these were just young males in their first winter that had not yet acquired the
bright yellow bill of an adult male). Lawrence does add that these birds looked longer and more slender than
our normal birds, and took this as a further clue to their origin.
Lawrence Holloway was walking the North Wall at Pagham Harbour yesterday and was the first (to my
knowledge) to see Bearded Tits on their autumn journeying. Hearing the birds calling from the reeds he
eventually had a superb view of a male and female perched on the tops of the reeds, then saw them fly off
west, climbing steeply. He did not see them change direction but moments later two Bearded Tits flew back
past him to plunge back into the reeds – it seems very likely that these tiny birds found the great world outside
their reedbed home too frightening to bear, but no doubt they will eventually overcome this fear on set out on
a long distance trip as they typically do at this time of year.
Chichester Gravel Pits had 50+ Canada Geese on them yesterday with one Egyptian, one Greylag, and one
Bar-head, according to the SOS website, which also reports another Merlin sighting at Church Norton from
last Sunday (Seep 23) when there were more than 150 Gannets offshore and at least 200 Swallows
overhead. On Saturday a Turtle Dove, maybe the last of the year, was at Beachy Head
At Gilkicker Point on the Solent Gary Calderwood this morning saw just over 100 Swallows passing, but only 3
House Martins. Around the fort quite a few summer migrants were awaiting departure – 10 Blackcaps, 2
Whitethroat, 2 Wheatear, and 6 Chiffchaff. In the same area 3 Stonechat and 3 Dartford Warbler may well
have been intending to stay there for the winter. Further west Peter Morrison saw a Little Stint with the Dunlin
in the flooded Bunny Meadows along the east shore of the Hamble River and at the mouth of that river Trevor
Carpenter found a good 20 Yellow Wagtail still present with a single Grey Wagtail, 2 Whinchat, 6 Stonechat
and a Dartford Warbler. Two Sparrowhawks flew over and a Little Owl was heard calling. Trevor went on to
the shore at Titchfield Haven, seeing a female Ruff with 71 Turnstone in the reserve and 6 Brent on the shore.
Here in Langstone Harbour more than 80 Black-tailed Godwit were seen off the Milton shore by Ian Thirlwell,
and – looking at the same area from the other side of the harbour – Brian Fellows say 30 Turnstone and a
mixed flock of 500 Dunlin and Ringed Plover (I have the impression that there may be more Ringed Plover
than usual this autumn).
MON 24 SEP
A report from Jason Crook on the three fortnightly counts of Egret night roosts made on Aug 11, 25 and Sep 8
gives overall totals of 343/584/534 birds respectively though these figures are almost certainly an undercount
for various reasons. The 14 sites included in the totals range from Pagham North Walls and Thorney
Churchyard in Sussex to three roosts on the northern Isle of Wight as well as the known Hampshire sites
(including Alresford Pond in September). Thorney Island remains the largest roost with figures of
104/133/132 (though sadly no birds at the old roost where the public could watch them) and the number using
Tournerbury Wood on Hayling is increasing (31/82/59/91 – the fourth figure being Brian Fellows count for this
past week end when he saw 5 more birds turn south instead of entering the woods, making me wonder if
some birds have started to use Sandy Point). The only two other substantial sites are at Pagham (69/81/72)
and Horsea Island in Portsmouth Harbour (68/123/104). Sowley Pond has not had more than 32 birds but a
newly discovered roost at Badnam Creek up the River Hamble has had up to 45. The total for the three Isle of
Wight sites was 82 for the first September count, and the only known inland site at Alresford Pond had a
recorded total 8 on Sept 8 (Charles Cuthbert has seen at least 9 there on non-count days). No one has as yet
located a roost in the Romsey section of the Test though birds have been seen heading north from the Totton
area and south from Timsbury at dusk.
5 Brent were seen at Gilkicker by Gary Calderwood today and I see that my previous notes about these birds

(see Sep 20 and 23) missed a report of 2 at Pett Level near Hastings on Friday (Sep 21) which, with the five
off Worthing the same day, must have been migrants rather than summering birds, so the present situation
remains one of tiny groups arriving ahead of the big flocks that normally come in early (and that could mean
that only a tiny number of the population do not have young to slow down their journey). Wigeon are here in
force, and this is proved by a report of 400+ in Pagham Harbour today from Lawrence Holloway and a count
of 315 in Cams Bay (Fareham Creek) made by Trevor Carpenter on Sep 22 – giving an all time record count
for Portsmouth Harbour in September – incidentally Brian Fellows points out that the Wigeon we saw in
Nutbourne Bay with Kevin Stouse yesterday were not the first there as I had missed his news of 13 there on
Sep 20. Golden Plover also seem to be here in bigger numbers than usual for September – on Saturday
Trevor had 11 in Fareham Creek and today Simon Ingram had 25 in the Eastleigh area and Lawrence
Holloway counted 33 in Pagham Harbour. More reports of Siskin have come in, starting with an interesting
account from Peter Morrison of many flying in off the sea at Portland Bill yesterday to confirm the continuing
reports from Pagham of these birds arriving from the continent. At Titchfield Richard Carpenter today found a
flock of 8 Siskin by the Canal Path (presumably on the Alders there) and yesterday Lee Marshall had 9 on
Browndown close to the sea at Gosport, but the most exciting news from Lee tells us that at least one
Redwing was calling from the night sky over Gosport last night (Sep 23) – in Sussex four Redwing were
reported at Beachy Head yesterday. Also in Sussex a Rock Pipit was on the shore in the Southwick area
(between Brighton and Shoreham) on Saturday (Sep 22) and still on the subject of winter seabirds Mike Wall
tells us that more than 500 Lesser Blackback gulls are now a regular sight in fields west of Basingstoke – Mike
thinks they come from the Thames valley and may be based at Theale or Farmoor near Reading.
Although the House Martins that have been resident near my home in Havant seem to have left yesterday there
are still plenty along the coast. Gary Calderwood saw 180 at Gilkicker Point, Gosport this morning (with only
perhaps 20 Swallows). In place of the House Martins here in Havant the sound of autumn Chiffchaff song has
become regular in the last few days, and other messages from all over the county indicate this is now general.
One of those reports came from Steve Mansfield at Alton where he visited Kings Pond and found the first
Cormorant back for the winter and tells of yet another ‘enemy encampment’ of up to 180 Canada Geese with
a single Greylag to act as a flock mascot. On the bright side Steve says that a Kingfisher can regularly be
seen there, as can a pretty harmless resident Wood Duck (now in eclipse). On the subject of ornamental duck
Peter Raby saw the male Mandarin at Titchfield Haven yesterday along with 5 Little Stint and 2 Curlew
Sandpiper, plus the juvenile male Marsh Harrier (last Friday Peter Morrison saw the female Marsh Harrier as
well as the young male, and today Richard Carpenter found the two Spoonbill still present along with 6
Stonchat, a Dartford Warbler and felt a subjective impression that the number of Chaffinch, Yellowhammer
and Reed Bunting at the Haven has increased)
Saturday (Sep 22) brought news of a Pallid Swift over Beachy Head and a Barred Warbler in a private garden at
Hodcombe (Beachy Head area) while an Aquatic Warbler remained at Cuckmere Haven. Near
Robertsbridge (in the Rother Valley north of Hastings) a probable Richard’s Pipit was seen on the same day
and a Honey Buzzard was over Brighton. Also on Saturday a visitor to Farlington Marshes (Jerry O’Brien
from Berkshire) thanks the person who showed him both a Wryneck and a Pied Flycatcher in the Point Field
of the Marshes, and on Friday (Sep 21) the two Red-necked Grebe were seen by Colin Allen still at Dibden
Bay.
Brian Fellows was in the Emsworth area today and found a significant increase in the number and variety of birds
in the harbour with 14 Greenshank, 13 Egrets and a single Spotted Redshank feeding alongside 42
Black-tailed Godwit. The first few Dunlin were back and 128 Redshank was the highest count this autumn.
Only 2 Oystercatcher were seen with 5 Grey Plover and 4 Curlew. A total of 67 Swans (plus the Black one!)
and 128 Mallard were present and there was a Little Grebe back on the Slipper Millpond as well as one in the
harbour. I made a brief foray to Broadmarsh at high tide and could only find 14 Swans but was pleased with
a count of 150 Ringed Plover in the corner where Broadmarsh becomes a narrow path beside the A27. I
could not count the many Turnstone roosting on boats. Ringed Plover were also numerous in Haslar Lake at
Gosport yesterday when Lee Marshall found 46 there, reminding us that that inlet stretching west from
Portsmouth Harbour mouth will soon hopefuly have a good flock of Little Grebe and Merganser on its water
with the possibility of Goosander and even a Diver in the permanent water of Anglesea Lake at its extreme
west end. Lee didn’t find any other birds there but he did go to Browndown where, in the southern section, he
found 22 Yellow Wagtail and more than 8 Dartford Warbler as well as a couple of Whitethroat and the Siskin
already mentioned.
Sad news came from further up the Alver Valley came with the announcement on tonight’s TV news of the death
of Carol Lycett who has been warden of the Gosport Wildgrounds for as long as I can remember and has
done great things for wildlife in Gosport in her short but very active life. I remember her with affection for her
hospitality when the local Wildlife Trust committee occasionally met at her Grange Farm home in the 1980s,
and I know that others more closely connected with the Gosport area will be greatly saddened by her death. I
have no idea of who will succeed her but I know of one worthy candidate in the shape of Pat Pattinson who

has worked hard for the wildlife of the Alver Valley for an equally long period.

PLANTS:
FRI 28 SEP
Cycling through Emsworth’s Brook Meadow today I was pleased to see the lovely pink flowers of ‘wild sweet pea’
(Broad-leaved Everlasting Pea) brightening the rough grass near the Seagull Lane entrance bridge to the
meadow, and even more delighted to find one plant of Skullcap flowering where part of the River Ems flows
past the cottages on the east side of the meadow. To balance this pleasure I was disappointed not to be able
to find a scrap of evidence that the Skullcap had ever existed along the ‘tow path’ where the stream coming
south from Westbourne Church flows through a narrow channel with a brickwall forming the east bank of the
stream to support the public path that runs right alongside the water. Some clearance of vegetation in the
stream is esential to prevent flooding but in the past that has not prevented re-growth of a great variety of
plants in the stream and along both banks – recently the owners of the property on the west bank have
decided to remove all vegetation from their side (replacing it with featureless grass turf) and others have
decided to wage war on plants growing in the brick wall ...
THU 27 SEP
Charles Cuthbert today passed on to me news he had received from Neale Hider, one of the County Countryside
Rangers based at the Royal Victoria Country Park on the banks of Southampton Water. Neale had, in early
September, made a count of 1,129 Autumn Ladies Tresses flowering on the lawn in front of the former
Officers' Mess building (now known as Nightingale Mews) and added that this count only covered about half
the total lawn area, leaving me to guess that there may be 2000 or more of these orchids present. Even better
is the news that this lawn will not be cut until October, giving hope that the orchids will thrive there for many
years to come. This news is of special interest to me in that my mother often told me how one of her uncles
was an officer based at the old hospital in the first World War, and that she had th unique privilege of being
allowed to bowl her hoop along the quarter-mile length of the corridor running along the ground floor of the
building – she would love to know that these wild flowers are still flourishing there.
Steve Gaites has raised a question on HOSLIST which I doubt anyone can answer with certainty – but maybe
you can! He lives in Portsmouth and has a bush of Deadly Nightshade in his garden. Yesterday he watched
a Starling take one of the large black berries from this plant and fly off with it – the question is (as on the TV
Question of Sport) ‘what happened next?’ Did the Starling die at the first bite? Did it flourish on this dietary
supplement? Or was this all part of some complex murder plot in which a human has trained to the Starling to
fetch the berry and put it in the food of a human victim? I am aware that many people confuse Bittersweet
Nightshade with Deadly Nightshade, but Steve confirms he is referring to the Deadly form by also giving it the
name Atropa belladonna.
WED 26 SEP
Charles Cuthbert was at Danebury Ring today and noted that the vegetation was more overgrown than usual
after the absence of normal grazing as a result of F&M this summer. Among the relatively few flowers to be
seen was just one Field Scabious with pure white flowers (plenty of other normal Scabious present, both Field
and Small)
At this evening’s talk by John Durnell (HWT Reserves Manager) to Havant area members of the Wildlife Trust he
told us that one of the specialities of our Noar Hill reserve has ceased to exist – though it will hopefully still be
seen there for years to come. He was telling us that the Early Gentian, which has up to now been treated as
Gentianella anglica anglica, has been subjected to DNA analysis and found to be just an early flowering form
of the Autumn Gentian (G. amarella), so it is not just the Noar Hill plants which have lost the dignity of
separate species status, but presumably the thousands which flower on the Isle of Wight Downs and
elsewhere in England. Another thing which I learnt was that Round Headed Rampion has the western limit of
its distribution in our area – very common in Sussex, the plants in our area are the farthest west to be found
(none west of the Meon?)

INSECTS:

SAT 29 SEP
The number of moths coming to Lee Marshall’s trap last night was down to just 38 (10 species) but among them
was one new species for the year – Blair’s Shoulder-Knot. No red on this moth but the faintest of pink tinges
to the streaking of its hind wings. The larvae of this moth feed on Monterey Cypress, and here in Britain it is
at the northern fringe of its range, though steadily spreading north from Southern England – it will also eat

Lawson’s Cypress but not unfortunately the dreaded Leyland Cypress. Another insect that is numerous
around Lee’s mothtrap (and everywhere in the Alver valley) is the Cranefly Tipula paludosa, one of two
species whose larvae damage crops and are lumped together as Leather-jackets
One Vapourer moth was on the wing (therefore a male!) at Gilkicker Point today where Lee Marshall could still
find a Small Copper – except for that all current butterfly reports are of Red Admiral and White species. In the
Alver Valley yesterday Lee found 4 Migrant Hawker and 2 Southern Hawker dragonflies and two more
Hornets. Over in Emsworth Brian Fellows saw a couple of dragonflies of whose identity he was not certain –
he suggests Common Hawker but as these are anything but common in the Havant area I would vote for
Southern Hawker
Back in late July I saw what I felt sure was a battered Green Hairstreak at Old Idsworth Farm but, although I got
within a foot of it while it was nectaring on Marjoram, I could not detect a trace of the normal green colour on
its underwings, nor could I find other reports of similarly worn specimens. This evening I am delighted to have
an email from Roger Hill in Devon who also saw a few late specimens this year from which the green scales
had almost all dropped off – further he quotes from the Observer’s Book of Butterflies in which the great
Stokoe wrote >> Although generally greenish on the underside of the hind wings, now and then they are found
to be brown in colour, and this change has been ascribed to the action of moisture. << I don’t know what part
water played in the life history of my butterfly, but I feel confident now that my identification was correct.
FRI 28 SEP
Lee Marshall was on the southern part of Browndown by the Solent shore today and saw the first Hornet he has
ever recorded at that site. Also on the wing were 2 Small Copper and 1 Small Heath with the more expected
Large White (7), Small White (1), Red Admiral (3) and 9 Common Darter dragonflies. Also flying there was a
micro-moth that even I might have recognised. It is called the Carnation Tortrix or Cacoecimorph pronubana
and is illustrated on page 127 of my Chinery Insect guide. (I think I had one in my garden earlier in the summer
– it has a bold pattern of brown and orange)
THU 27 SEP
Barry Collins has been enjoying a holiday in Spain but was back on Thorney Island this week and on Tuesday
(Sep 25) recorded 17 Small Copper, 5 Wall Brown, 5 Common Blue, 3 Small Heath and 2 Meadow Brown as
well as the more expected Red Admirals (6), Comma (3), Speckled Wood (4) and Small White (44).
A Hummingbird Hawkmoth was in Richard Carpenter’s garden at Hill Head near Titchfield Haven today, and in
the evening Lee Marshall had a new moth for the year, the Black Rustic, in his moth-trap. On the previous
evening Barry Collins had his moth trap working in Havant and when he went to check it this morning he was
very surprised to find a Hornet in it – I wonder if it was a Queen who thought she had found a really warm
place to spend the winter? More normal occupants of the trap were 7 Lunar Underwing, 3 Large Yellow
Underwing, 2 Square-spot Rustic, 1 Garden Carpet, and 1 Common Marbled Carpet. Back on Sep 25 at
Brownwich Pond (west of Titchfield Haven) Richard Carpenter found at least 5 Common Darter with a couple
of pairs still mating. More than 10 Migrant Hawker were also there.
WED 26 SEP
One late Meadow Brown was seen by Charles Cuthbert today in longer than usual grass (thanks to F&M
preventing grazing) at Danebury Ring today. With it were 3 Red Admirals, a male Brimstone and a Small
Tortoiseshell along with the obligatory three Small Whites. Craneflies were abundant in the long grass and
Charles wonders if they have benefitted from F&M (less grazing, longer grass, and thus easier for their
Leatherjacket larvae to escape the Starlings).
TUE 25 SEP
A fresh Swallow-tailed Moth, which should only be on the wing in June and July, was one of the 71 moths in Lee
Marshall’s moth trap at Rowner (Gosport) last night. 18 species were in the trap but 40 of the 71 moths were
all Lunar underwings. Twice in the past couple of days Lee has found Herald Moths indoors and wonders if
they are looking for places to hibernate though I would have thought it was a bit early for them to forego their
autumn feast on the Ivy blossom (which has only just started) and also was against what I understood to be
the meaning of their name (I thought they were Heralds of winter, their appearance announcing its imment
arrival, though since they emerge as adults in August I suppose it is their appearance in and around houses,
looking for places to hibernate, that tells people winter is near).
Yesterday Lee Marshall saw yet another Hornet in the Gosport area, and today I read that Lawrence Holloway’s
garden at Bognor was the place where a pretty gardener’s pest – the Lily Beetle (Liloceris lilii) - was found.
This small red beetle (a bit like a small Cardinal beetle) is quite uncommon in Britain but here along the south
coast it can be a problem for growers of Lilies.
MON 24 SEP
Lee Marshall saw a Clouded Yellow on the southern section of Browndown alongside the Solent at Gosport
yesterday. Also on his list were two Common Blue, two Small Copper, a Red Admiral and the caterpillar of a
Yarrow Pug moth. In the evening his moth light at Rowner brought in one more new moth for the year in the
shape of an L-album Wainscot. Today at Titchfield Haven Richard Carpenter came on another Small Copper

along with a Red Admiral and three Speckled Wood.
Yesterday Tony Wilson made a trip to Beachy Head where he not only saw two Painted Ladies but had a very
good butterfly list of 14 Small Copper, 6 Small Heath, 6 Meadow Brown, 3 Common Blue and two each of
Comma and Red Admiral. More expected in late September were 8 Speckled Wood, 10 Large White and 20
Small White.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 29 SEP
When the Havant Wildlife Group were on the seawall of Chichester Harbour in the Prinsted area today they
noted a great mass of small snails with black and white striped shells concentrated in one area, and this is
something that is not uncommon in dry grassland. I have always called this snail species the Mint Humbug
and have never determined its proper name and I must have a closer look at some to do so. The two strong
candidate species are the Wrinkled Snail (Candidula intersecta) and the Eccentric Snail (Candidula gigaxii),
and it seems that the way to separate them is to look at the umbilicus (the central hole around which the
whorls of shell revolve, seen only from underneath, and in the ‘eccentric’snail it is the umbilicus that is
displaced from the normal central position). I believe the main reason for these clusters of many snails is their
reluctance to move far from their birthplace, so more and more build up in one places where many shells of
previous generations can be found on the ground and many live specimens are present, varying in size with
their age.
MON 24 SEP
The Havant Wildlife Group made Havant Thicket the destination for their regular Saturday morning walk and
Rosemary Webb came along to help with identification of fungi which was needed when they came on an
unusual brown puffball which she named as Lycoperdon umbrinum. Among the 24 species found were the
very edible Cep (Penny Bun) and the ‘edible if young’ Lawyer’s Wig (or Shaggy Inkcap), and I heard a rumour
that they had found one of the highly prized Chanterelles (though this was not on the official list supplied by
Jim Berry). The Grisette and Gymnopilus junonius are two species I enjoy seeing, the first for its elegance
and the second for its large size and rich brown colour, and they must have enjoyed a good selection of colour
tints on the various boletes (including Slippery Jack), though they did not see the Fly Agaric which should
appear soon and which is top of most people’s list of what a toadstool should look like. No doubt lack of rain
is holding the fungi back – as I was cycling past the Bedhampton Water Works today I was very surprised to
see that no water was flowing in the overflow sluice that usually pours surplus water from the springs into the
Hermitage Stream, and I found almost no flow in either the Brockhampton or the Langbrook streams.
WEEK 38 SEPT 17 – 23
BIRDS:

SUN 23 SEP
As I am not feeling too well tonight. Here is a brief precis of tonight’s news from the web for inclusion in the
Evening Class notes when they resume their sessions tomorrow. Locally an Avocet was at Farlington
Marshes today and 6 Brent were seen in Portsmouth Harbour form Hardway at Gosport – taking this with a
report of 5 Brent at Worthing on Friday it does look as if migrants are starting to arrive. Of interest from
Sussex was news of 4 Redwings at Beachy Head today and the first Rock Pipit back at Rye Harbour on
Thursday (Sep 20). Two Wrynecks at the Church Norton Severals yesterday could be of interest to local
birders.
There was a good turnout for the walk led by Kevin Stouse around the Chidham penninsula in Chichester
Harbour this morning with several Blackcap enjoying Elderberries and a Lesser Whitethroat posing for us in a
tree above the Ham Brook at the very start of the walk. House Martins and Swallows streamed over us as we
walked to the harbour shore where, despite the tide bing fully out we had close views of Yellow-legged Gull,
Egret and Greenshank close to each other where the brook flows into the harbour. At least fifty Wigeon were
in this Nutbourne Bay area with around 25 Swans, and in the fields to the east of the bay we saw a few
Lapwing and heard several Skylark singing high above. From the south side of the bay we watched twelve
Brent fly low up the Thorney Channel to settle on mud near the north shore of the harbour – not typical
behaviour for newly arrived migrants so we assumed these were the birds that usually spend the summer in
the Thorney Channel (though no one to my knowledge has reported their presence this summer). Eight Great
Crested Grebe were on the water of the Nutbourne Channel and here we saw just three Dunlin, a few Curlew
and one Whimbrel with the ever present Oystercatchers. Walking down the seawall a flock of up to 10 Reed
Buntings gave us good close views and at Cobnor Point we enjoyed a few summer plumage Grey Plover plus
distant Godwit. The only raptor we saw all day was one Kestrel, but that kept re-appearing in different places,
as did several Wheatear including some juveniles in very fresh bright plumage. Later in the walk we came on
a couple of Whinchat. The only other birds that were perhaps worth a mention were one or two Sandwich
Terns and a Grey Wagtail, though in few of their supposed scarcity the large number of House Sparrows seen

at the start in Nutbourne should also go on the list
SAT 22 SEP
Shopping in Chichester on a Saturday afternoon is not usually like to yield good birds but loud calls coming from
one of the round turrets that surround the base of the spire drew my attention to what I assume was a juvenile
Peregrine – not having my bins with me all I could see was a hunched raptor shape silhouetted against the
sky high above the ground.
The presence of perhaps six breeding pairs of Lapwing on the field close to the Finchdean road in Rowlands
Castle this spring gave some hope that we will see a return of these birds to southern farmland if new
agricultural policies to encourage wildlife conservation are implemented by the current and future
governments, and this optimism was further encouraged today when I had a phone call from David Uren, the
farmer at Old Idsworth just north of Finchdean, to say that a flock of 44 Lapwing had just flown over the farm.
As might be expected these birds did not stop and were no doubt heading for the coast.
I found only thirteen Egrets in the Wade Court trees this evening and as on previous dusk visits the attempt to
prove that any spend the night there was inconclusive – I saw four fly off but the other nine simply vanished
and may equally well have flown out by hidden routes or have dropped lower into the trees to spend the night
in less exposed positions. On the nearby Langstone Pond the Cetti’s Warbler sang just once in the hour I was
there and on the water was one Shoveler (not usual on this pond where the water is deep and fairly clean) and
one of the birds which I take to be hybrids between Mallard and Red-crested Pochard. Over recent years
there have been four of these smart little duck which have characteristics of both species. I can only
speculate that they originated in some wildfowl collection were many species were intermixed and a genuine
Red-crested Pochard had few opportunities to meet a breeding partner of the same species
FRI 21 SEP
I hope members of Sussex Ornithological Society will forgive me for repeating a horror story from the front page
of their newsletter which reached me this morning. In it Richard Ives describes how he discovered a pair of
Raven in West Sussex last winter and early this year saw them gathering sticks to build a nest. F&M
restrictions prevented him from monitoring their progress but when he was able to revisit the site all he could
find were a few feathers, at least one showing shot marks. I share his abhorrence at the fact that there are still
people in our countryside who feel compelled to kill any crow or raptor, but I am heartened that not everyone
behaves in that way and from what I can pick up at least two pairs of Ravens seem to have nested in the south
of England - one on the Isle of Wight and one possibly in Hampshire, and I expect these numbers to increase
in coming years. Another aspect of changing attitudes to bird welfare was illustrated today by the effort put
into saving the life of a young Wheatear – someone in Portsmouth took the bird to a vet who then summoned
help from John Goodspeed to transport it to Brent Lodge bird hospital.
Some 6000 Swallows went east along the coast near Titchfield Haven in the two hours that Richard Carpenter
was in the Brownwich area this morning and it is clear that this was part of another massive movement
through south east Hampshire (and no doubt elsewhere along the south coast). They were also going east
over the Isle of Wight this morning – Derek Hale reports 50 a minute over Freshwater. At lunch time Peter
Raby saw more than 250 Swallows and House Martins go west over the top end of Fareham Creek and in just
45 minutes around 2pm Lee Marshall reckons that at least 2100 Swallows and 900 House Martins went over
him in the Boarhunt area (west end of Portsdown – these were drifting north west but seemed to be feeding
rather than moving intentionally) with hundreds more still to be seen when he got home to Gosport. Down on
the Langstone Harbour shore at Broadmarsh Brian Fellows watched many hirundines go over him and in
Fareham Trevor Carpenter reported an unusually large movement of Swallows (he also says they were going
east). The movement was also to be seen in north Hampshire where John Collman reckoned all three
hirundine species could be seen passing at a rate of around 150 an hour – trifling compared to the estimate of
100 per minute estimated by some at Titchfield Haven (where, as Richard Carpenter points out, birds coming
down the Meon merge with those coming along the coast - Richard’s impression was that many of the birds
were flying over the sea close to the shore as well as over land)
Today being the autumn equinox the birds must feel the approach of winter and many Canada Geese responded
by flying to Titchfield Haven (probably from the IBM Lake). Richard Carpenter estimated that there were more
than 315 at Titchfield today (I think the majority of these were new arrivals) with one Bar-Head (giving a clue
that these might be part of the flock of 560 I recently counted on the IBM Lake – also at IBM there was a
Barnacle to act as a marker if it flies in with more Canadas). While on the subject of feral geese there was an
interesting note on Hoslist today from John Clark (in response to a report of two Bar-heads with Canada
Geese on Fleet Pond) saying that a pair of Bar-heads had raised 4 or 5 young at Stratfield Saye (north
Hampshire) last year (2000) and that previously Bar-heads had more than once mated with Greylags in that
area to produce some strange looking hybrid offspring – possibly one of them having subsequently taken up
residence at Baffins Pond in Portsmouth?
Reports of Siskin are now commonplace – at Hartley Witney in north Hampshire John Collman saw 34 heading
south today, Trevor Carpenter had 8 over his Fareham garden, Peter Raby saw a couple over Fareham

Creek at lunch time and Lee Marshall had just one at Gosport – but the report which interested me came from
Lawrence Holloway at Pagham Harbour where several seen flying north were presumably arriving from the
continent (though they could be birds that had overshot when going south and changed their minds when over
the Channel!). Lawrence also tells us that the shore path from Sidlesham Ferry to Church Norton is currently
closed for repairs so anyone planning to use it is advised to drive to Church Norton. Pagham Harbour is filling
with wildfowl – Lawrence say hundreds of Teal and some 60 each of Wigeon and Pintail today plus the first
Avocet back on its return journey west and a few Yellow Wagtail.
Back at home in the Aldwick area of Bognor Lawrence feels pretty sure that a huge hawk circling high overhead
was a Goshawk, probably a female, but that was only one of a list of raptor sightings today. In John Shillitoe’s
‘raptor alley’, between Portsdown and the Meon at Wickham, Lee Marshall was the person to record
Peregrine, Hobby, Kestrel, Sparrowhawk and Buzzard today before going on further into John’s patch to see
a Honey Buzard (plus another 2 Hobbies and a couple moe Buzzard) over Long Road at Soberton. Lee also
found another current speciality of the Soberton area in the form of 8 Whinchat and 3 Stonechat, plus a flock
of over 100 Goldfinch and four or more Yellow Wagtail. Back at home in Rowner (Gosport) Lee ticked another
3 Yellow Wagtail and noted a general north west passage of Meadow Pipit in more than one place during the
day.
News from Sussex today includes Wrynecks at both Church Norton and at Beachy Head with three Ring Ouzels
at the latter site. Yesterday a Dotterel was reported at Steyning (just north of Worthing) and a Balearic
Shearwater off Selsey Bill (with four Black Terns and two Arctic Skuas). Back on Wednesday (Sep 19) a
Leach’s Petrel was reported off Worthing and a late report from Loxwood (in the upper Arun valley north west
of Billingshurst) tells of 6 Ring Ouzels there last Saturday (Sep 15). Coming back to today there was a Red
Necked Grebe offshore at Church Norton (and another very surprisingly almost at the north end of Fareham
Creek – seen by Peter Raby from Bath Road) and both Pied Flycatcher and Redstart were seen at Beachy
Head. In Hampshire John Collman had a couple of Crossbill at Hartley Witney, the two Spoonbills and a Ruff
were at Titchfield Haven and Brian Fellows counted 93 Great Crested Grebe in Langstone Harbour and heard
a rumour that there had been a Scaup on the Budds Farm pools last week (though there are a lot more very
white faced female Tufties in this world than there are Scaup in Hampshire at this time of year, however I am
merely cautious – not denying the report))
Eight House Sparrows flew into the front hedge of my garden this morning, perhaps indicating a return to winter
life in gardens after recent holidays in the countryside. House Martins are still overhead and a few Swallows
flew over today but the main bird interest was in a brief afternoon visit to Hayling Oysterbeds at high tide. On
the way there I saw 38 Egrets in the Wade Court trees and there were another seven on the Oysterbeds bund
walls before the tide began to fall. I could see no Brent in the harbour but there were still a couple of Sandwich
Tern families with young making a continuous shrill calling though I would hope they are now fully able to
catch their own food. Some ten Teal in the pools was slightly unusual but the only other birds I could see,
other than gulls (mainly Black-headed but with a few Herring, Common and Great Blackbacks), were a couple
of hundred Oystercatcher and sixty Redshank. One Turnstone was with the Redshank and as the tide fell
enough to expose a little of Stoke Bay bar a mixed flock of some fifty Ringed Plover and Dunlin arrived. One
Greenshank was heard and a few Great Crested Grebe and Cormorant were on the harbour water. On my
way out an unusually large number of 150+ Herring Gull were on the water off Langstone Village with three
Lesser Blackbacks, but on my return only the Black-headed were left
THU 20 SEP
News of up to half a dozen Brent Geese seen at Pagham, flying past Titchfield Haven, at the mouth of the
Beaulieu River and on Ryde sands today sounds like the arrival of winter visitors but it is possible that these
were birds that have spent the summer in Langstone or Chichester Harbour and which have decided to tour
local sites in search of their friends whose return is now overdue. There were definite sightings of four flying
west past Titchfield Haven and of six (groups of four and two) at Needs Ore Point, and of one on Ryde Sands
(not to mention the single bird seen by Jason Crook in Langstone Harbour yesterday),
Another report from the Isle of Wight of 65 Med Gulls in Bembridge Harbour confirms that this is still their
favourite location at the moment. Another six Med Gulls were in Pagham Harbour today and one was seen up
Fareham Creek. Among many other good birds seen on the Island I note there were two Ravens today and
four Spotted Flycatcher yesterday – the latter reminds me that John Goodspeed was delighted to have his
very first Spotted Flycatcher in his garden on top of Portsdown last Monday (Sep 17).
Brian Fellows went to Nutbourne today and found 55 Mute Swan in the bay, but as yet no Wigeon or Pintail. 22
Teal and 2 Snipe were in the Ham Brook meadow, but the most interesting sighting came when Brian
returned to Emsworth and saw the first 14 Knot in the harbour
The pagers reported one Red-necked Grebe off Farlington Marshes today and 2 off Dibden Bay in Southampton
Water so it seems they have not settled in Langstone Harbour.
Half a dozen House Martins are still resident here in Havant and they were hunting for insects over the Hayling
Billy line near my garden in the calm air this afternoon when their alarm calls drew my attention to a male

Sparrowhawk behaving as if it were spring, making switchback display flights high overhead. He stayed in the
area for several minutes before typically folding his wings and sliding steeply down the sky, perhaps in pursuit
of distantly seen prey. I was not as lucky as Lee Marshall who today added a Hobby to his (Gosport) garden
list when one attacked the House Martins over his house.
WED 19 SEP
Three Red-necked Grebe seen today in Langstone Harbour by Jason Crook were exceptionally early arrivals
(though perhaps not totally unexpected in view of the two seen passing Selsey Bill in the past week).
Normally these would not be expected for another month but they are few and far between and their arrival
cannot be predicted. The latest Hampshire Bird Report (for 1999) shows one in Langstone Harbour on Oct 4
but in the previous year none were seen until Nov 7. Jason thought this might be the earliest ever arrival in
our area but when he has checked the bird reports he should find one even more exceptional early arrival of
a juvenile that was on the IBM Lake from Aug 27 to Sept 18 in 1995 and which taught me that juveniles at this
time of year have more red on their necks than do the moulting adults. Also seen by Jason at Farlington today
were 21 Little Stint and 13 Curlew Sandpiper (in addition to 9 Litttle Stint at Sidlesham Ferry Pool yesterday).
To make up for the early Grebes the Brent are behind schedule this year, perhaps not surprising in view of the
non stop northerly winds – Jason saw just one, pesumably a summering bird looking for its friends.
Over at Titchfield Haven today Richard Carpenter saw two Spoonbill (they arrived there yesterday) and a male
Mandarin. Less unexpected was the male Marsh Harrier (the female was last seen at the weekend but is
probably still around). A Peregrine and 20 Yellow Wagtail were also on Richard’s list.
Brian Fellows joined the Friends of Stansted Forest today on a walk led by the Head Forester, Michael Prior, who
gave them news of birds there this summer starting with three breeding pairs of Buzzard, one having raised
four young – the walkers heard the young calling (noticeably shriller than the mewing of the adults). Three
pairs of Kestrel also held territory and Michael said that one adult had been found impaled to its plucking post
but with no suicide note left to explain how and why – Michael suggested that this might have been the work
of a Goshawk but I remain intrigued and puzzled and would welcome other thoughts. I will try to find out from
Michael what state the Kestrel was in when found (had something else been plucking and eating it?). I am not
even certain if the plucking post referred to was one regularly used by the Kestrel or if it had been carried
away to another raptors dinner table. Other bird news was of a Spotted Flycatcher seen in a traditional nest
area near the house but with no evidence of breeding. On the house many House Martins nested – they
seem to have had a good year to judge by current reports of large migrating flocks (see Tuesday below)
From Derek Hale’s Isle of Wight website I see that there were 16 Golden Plover in Newtown Harbour today along
with one or two Osprey. Derek reports one Osprey seen on the ground by Clamerkin Lake ( the north eastern
arm of Newtown Harbour) and also notes a juvenile somewhere in Newtown Harbour, presumably a different
bird. From Sussex Tony Wilson contributes a note of migrant passerines seen in his garden on the northern
outskirts of Hove which caught my eye as it included a single Lesser Whitethroat, reminding me that I have
heard of fewer than usual of these birds this autumn (and have seen none myself). Do others share this
impression? Here in Havant I heard the Cetti’s Warbler at Langstone Pond this evening so it seems to be
staying.
TUE 18 SEP
A juvenile Sabine’s Gull in Pagham Harbour today must have given someone a good and unexpected tick. Also
in the harbour area were a Short Eared Owl, a Garganey, nine Little Stint and three Med Gulls. Further east
but probably heading our way, there were 19 Avocet at Rye Harbour along with 7 Pintail
The SOS website today carries reports from Brighton, Shoreham and Bognor indicating an exceptional presence
of thousands of House Martins along the whole of the West Sussex shoreline with many of them (perhaps
exhausted) clinging to the face of buildings during the day. That this is not a one day wonder in a limited area
is borne out by many recent reports from Hampshire and one of 500 House Martins at Beachy Head last
Sunday. I hope this means that House Martins have had a better than usual breeding season but this mass
presence along the coast could among other things be a result of the recent persistent north winds that may
have brought birds that would normally have remained feeding up along the north face of the South Downs
down to the coast before they are ready to cross the Channel.
We have previously commented that House Martins are notoriously late risers in the morning (no point in getting
up and wasting energy flying about before your breakfast is ready – and the insects wait for the air to warm
before they fly) but when Lawrence Holloway was driving home through Bognor after doing his shopping this
morning he found the seafront was, in his words, >> alive with House Martins, many bombing to and fro along
the beach and over the road, and hundreds clinging to the fronts of buildings and perched along the balconies
of flats. It was impossible to be sure about numbers, but many hundreds suggested itself. A good many
seemed to be juveniles, although I had no bins. << Dave Green may have been out earlier before the air was
warm but he says >> Driving from Shoreham-By-Sea to Goring-By-Sea there were an estimated 5,000 House
Martins feeding in the air over the shingle and the road. Included in the above figure were roughly 600
roosting on the multi storey car-park on the coast in Worthing, and around 400 roosting on the flats by

Brooklands << Another eye witness report from Adrian Thomas tells us that today >> Brighton seafront was
dramatically alive with hirundines all day, predominantly House Martins, using the seafront buildings for
shelter from the drizzle and zipping and diving down to street level in and out of moving traffic and
pedestrians. I estimated about 400-500 along Marine Parade alone, with more but at lower densities all along
the cliffs to Peacehaven. << Not quite so exciting as last year’s extraordinary passage of Honey Buzzards,
but something that many more people could experience at first hand.
A different large scale movement of birds was seen by Trevor Carpenter at Warsash this morning when 420+
mixed corvids flew past him in a northerly direction up Southampton Water, suggesting to me that these
members of the Crow family have gone into winter mode when vast numbers of them share traditional roost
sites, though where the site is from which these birds would be coming I cannot think unless it is on the Isle of
Wight (they could of course be immigrants from the continent – which reminds me that this is the time of year
when countless Woodpigeons arrive from abroad to strip our fields). 197 House Martins (the sum of three
flocks) flew over also going north and Trevor saw one summer plumage ‘Red Knot’ plus just four Yellow
Wagtail. Peter Morrison was in the Hook/Warsash area at the same time and may have shared Trevor’s
sightings of the House Martins, a single Whitethroat and one or two Whinchat and Wheatear, but Peter was
the only one to report a Water Rail on Hook Scrape. Later in the day Trevor had another single flock of 61
House Martins over Fareham High Street.
Other reports today include 52 Sanderling at Ryde on the Isle of Wight and yet another 100+ House Martins seen
by Brian Fellows over Broadmarsh here on the north shore of Langstone Harbour (where the Swan flock is
now down to 29 birds). In Portsmouth Brian found the Swans on the Southsea Canoe Lake up to 37 and the
Mallard at Baffins Pond up to 172. On the River Itchen at Bishopstoke today Colin Bates inevitably saw many
House Martins plus at least 25 Sand Martin, a Kingfisher and two Buzzards. Sadly he found a Barn Owl road
casualty corpse (after just one sighting of a Barn Owl in the area earlier in the summer).
News for yesterday includes a note that the Red-necked Phalarope was still at Oving and the Pectoral Sandpiper
at Rye (Sep 17) and the SOS website also reports the first Grey Phalarope from Seaford (Sep 16) while at
Whitbread Hollow, also on Sunday, there were 450 Blackcap, 250 Chiffchaff, 5 Willow Warbler, 15 Common
and 5 Lesser Whitethroat, plus 1 Garden Warbler and 500 House Martin – although I am not sure of the origin
of these precise figures coming regularly from Beachy Head I assume them to come from the Beachy Head
ringing group and probably reflect the number of birds ringed (not the House Martins!)
Here in Hampshire Peter Hockin was at Harbridge (near Ibsley north of Ringwood) in the Avon Valley yesterday
and was puzzled by four geese seen with a party of 21 Greylag, but his description of the four was a good
account of Bar-headed Goose. Peter had many House Martins, 42 Lapwing and 1 Kingfisher in the same
area. Over the shore fields west of Titchfield Haven Richard Carpenter saw the first Skylarks he has noticed
for several weeks – they were going north west, reminding me that we can expect to see continental Skylarks
moving west overhead at any time now (sometimes provoking the occasional burst of song from resident
larks, though they will not start singing regularly yet awhile). Linnets, Meadow Pipits and a stream of
hirundines were going in the same direction causing Richard to remark that it seemed strange to see them
heading the same way that the spring arrivals went earlier in the year. (I have incidentally had a comment
from Colin Law about some faulty logic in my recent remarks concerning hirundines flying into the wind and I
would like to take back my remarks about this possibly giving them a better chance of feeding as they go. In
the first place I doubt the birds direction in relation to the wind has much effect on their ability to snatch an
insect when they see one, but more importantly I do not think that feeding is a consideration when the birds
are on passage – they’ll do that when they stop off at a roost site for the evening, or in the morning before they
start off on a long distance journey) Richard also tells me that there has recently been a one off Nuthatch
sighting at Thatcher’s Copse (beside the road from the Titchfield Haven shore to Titchfield village west of the
Meon), confirming thoughts that Nuthatch are uncommon in woodland near the sea, but can turn up anywhere
on their autumn wanderings.
In Emsworth yesterday Brian Fellows found the size of the Swan flock was possibly stablilizing for the winter at
61 birds (a little up on last week after several weeks of declining figures) and that a Grey Wagtail had returned
to the Ems in Brook Meadow. Another sign of winter was the presence of a smart Great Blackback on the
Slipper Millpond.
MON 17 SEP
Peter Morrison was on the Solent shore near the mouth of the Hamble river this morning with a mixed stream of
hirundines passing overhead at a rate which he estimated to be 1000 per hour before 9am (fewer after that
time). Peter reckons that more than half the birds (60%) were House Martins, only a quarter were Swallows
with a fair number of Sand Martins (15%) among them. One factor to be remembered when basing any
thoughts on these proportions is the timing of departure by different species – the Sand Martins tend to go first
and a month ago they might have been nearer 100% of any migrant flock seen while the House Martins
(usually last to go) are now the mainstream migrants – nevertheless I am surprised at the low proportion of
Swallows. The wind was northerly and Peter says the birds were all going north west (which happens to be

the general direction of the shoreline here), providing another item of data towards an answer to a question
recently raised by Trevor Carpenter – what determines the direction taken by these streams of migrants?
This is a question that has often puzzled me as here on the coast you will on one day find all the birds going
west and on the next they are all going east (but hardly ever south!). At the moment a majority of those brave
enough to suggest an answer say that the birds always head into the wind. David Taylor adds to this
argument with the comment >> it's not uncommon to be seawatching at Portland in May and see Swallows
heading South out to sea << (when the wind is coming from the south!). As with everything in the natural
world I suspect that the answer is a complex one – since Aug 30 (with the one exception of Sep 12 when it
was south west) the wind direction has been northerly across Britain, yet the Swallows still keep coming south
(any reports of flocks massing at John O’Groats?). One thing that is important about the wind is in connection
with feeding – fish in a river face upstream to catch food items being swept towards them, and the same must
be true in the air, if you fly into the wind you will meet a lot more oncoming insects than you would if flying with
the wind (when it is blowing the insects away from you). My own thoughts are that instinct brings the birds
south over land but when they meet the coast something tells them that they should move along it until they
come to one of the traditional places for setting off across the channel – at this point the wind may be a factor
in deciding whether they head east or west. I look forward to more discussion on this question.
......A couple of other observations from Peter Morrison interest me. While at Hook he saw the first substantial
flock of around 150 Meadow Pipits. Further east along the coast at Stokes Bay this morning Trevor Carpenter
also saw 75 Meadow Pipits and I note that those at Hook were going east while those at Stokes Bay were
going west (backing my theory that when migrants hit the coast they toss a coin to decide which way to go to
find a channel crossing point). Peter also came on three small groups of Siskin (less than ten in each group),
indicating that we are not far behind Sussex in seeing these birds outside their breeding areas. Eleven Yellow
Wagtail were still at Hook
This year has brought record numbers of Gannets into the west Solent and yesterday Dave Pearson reckons
there were around 2000 of them off the Needles, drifting slowly west, seen distantly from the Keyhaven area.
Another record may well have been broken today when Trevor Carpenter found the Wigeon flock at Cams
Bay was up to 280 in number – this number may be small against winter counts from e.g. the Avon valley
(where 5000 would not be surprising) or even from Portsmouth Harbour as a whole (where the October count
in 1999 was 610), but I get the feeling that Wigeon are coming earlier and in larger numbers this year than
ever before – watch this space!
A message from Dave Pearson sent this afternoon says that the Pectoral Sandpiper is still present at Winchester
sewage farm but he goes on to say that he last saw it on Sunday morning (Sep 16) so I’m not sure what his
news of its presence today is based on. Equally interesting to me, in view of recent reports indicating that
Med Gulls do not go inland at this time of year, is a sighting by Dave of a Med Gull flying south from the
sewage farm (though I cannot tell if it was seen on Sunday or Saturday). Another of Dave’s sightings, of a
single Bar-headed Goose with the local flock of Canada Geese, goes a long way to showing that this flock of
feral geese in the Itchen valley is in addition to the big flock that I saw on the IBM Lake on Saturday (when one
Bar-head was with 560 Canada Geese) – whether Dave saw them on Saturday or Sunday I doubt that the
IBM Lake flock would have broken up so soon after I saw them on Saturday morning.
Early on Sunday morning (Sep 16) Simon Ingram saw 17 Golden Plover over his Lakeside patch (after seeing a
single bird there on Friday) so we may soon be hearing of a large flock back on the Wide Lane playing fields
close to Southampton airport. The winter flocks do not normally arrive until October so, as with the Wigeon,
we may be seeing them earlier than usual this year. Also on Sunday Simon saw two flocks of House Martin
totalling 200 birds heading north west over Eastleigh (indicating once more that they fly into the wind even
when some distance in from the coast) and among his many other observations is a note of five singing
Chiffchaff reminding me that I have yet to hear the daily Chiffchaff song that normally comes from the Hayling
Billy line behind my garden at this time of year.
Other news which I did not pick up in time to include yesterday comes from the SOS website and from Derek
Hale’s Isle of Wight website. In Sussex the Red-necked Phalarope was still at Oving on Sunday (see my
entry for Sunday reporting its arrival on Saturday) and watchers there on Sunday had the bonus of a Honey
Buzzard going over. Further along the coast 5 Yellow-legged Gulls were at Shoreham on Sunday and at Rye
Harbour a juvenile Pectoral Sandpiper, one Black Tern, one Hobby and more than 50 Shoveler were seen.
On the Isle of Wight this weekend the arrival of winter Siskin was confirmed with a record of 40 seen at Culver
Down near Bembridge where a Wryneck and more than 100 Wheatear were seen along with an escaped
Saker (maybe the same one that was over Church Norton on Sep 9?). Still on the Isle of Wight a group of 6
Ravens were seen over Ventnor Downs - Derek adds a query as to whether this might have been a communal
roost and all I can contribute is a reminder that in May and June a family of two adult and three juvenile
Ravens were reported over the Island (the report on May 14 was of this family in the St Catherine’s Point
area). Since then we have had an isolated report of a group of six Ravens over Ashmansworth in north
Hampshire on July 7.

Finally a few more Hampshire items – on Saturday (Sep 15) an immature Spoonbill was seen by Paul Winter in
the Lepe area (presumably the same bird seen on Sep 4 and 7 near the Beaulieu River). Paul also had a
single Yellow-legged Gull at Sturt Pond (Keyhaven). In the Gosport area on Sunday Lee Marshall was in the
Alver Valley/Browndown area and came on a total of more than 17 Dartford Warbler and more than 12
Stonechat. House Martins and Swallows were streaming west overhead and other birds seen included five
Yellow Wagtail, more than 5 Wheatear, 3 Grey Wagtail, 2 Whinchat and 1 Whitethroat. Two Water Rails were
heard and a juvenile Hobby flew over along with a pair of Sparrowhawk. At the Lower Test reserve on Sunday
Dave Pearson saw a female Redstart as well as 8 Green and 1 Common Sandpiper plus 7 Snipe. Nearer
home but in Sussex Mike Collins passed another owl on his way to work at Goodwood – only a Tawny but
sadly dead by the roadside close to Marlpit Lane near Funtington.

PLANTS:

SUN 23 SEP
My first sight of fresh Gorse flowers for several months came this morning when walking round the Chidham
penninsula in Chichester Harbour – no doubt it is now flowering in many other places. Also new to me were
the first Ivy flowers seen at Nutbourne. At Cobnor Point a few flowers could still be seen on the Marsh Mallow
though the leaves of the plants had lost their ‘woolly’ look. Elsewhere on the walk I saw one plant of Field
Pennycress still in flower though others near it just had their distinctive seed capsules and the last field we
crossed before returning to the Nutbourne Bay seawall from Chidham had the greatest mass flowering of
Fluellen I have ever seen – mainly Round-leaved but also some Sharp-leaved.
SAT 22 SEP
Shopping in Chichester this afternoon I paused to look at the cluster of unusual wild flowers growing at the west
end of Westgate Street and got into conversation with a lady who, seeing my interest in the plants, admitted
that they had grown from bird seed she had thrown out but she wanted to know the names of the plants. The
main component of the cluster is clearly a species of Amaranth but its flowers do not seem to have opened
any more since my last visit and just give a hint of red (so this is not the common Green Amaranth), equally
prominent and unmistakeable are Borage flowers, and now identifiable for certain by its fruit is a single Thorn
Apple plant.
THU 20 SEP
On Hazleton Common (just west of the A3M south of Horndean) today John Goodspeed not only found flowers
on a Strawberry plant but also saw Red Bartsia (or Red Rattle) with white flowers. I do not think I have ever
seen this form and most books do not mention it but Stace does give ‘rarely white’ for the flower colour
WED 19 SEP
For a couple of weeks I have been keeping an eye on the prominent flower buds that now cover mature Ivy but
have seen no open flowers to provide that last rich feast of nectar for insects. Over in Portchester however Ivy
was in flower last Sunday, attracting Comma and Red Admiral butterflies into Andrew Brookes’ garden at the
southern foot of Portsdown.
Richard Carpenter visited Bramdean Common (between Petersfield and Alresford) on Saturday where many
plants were still in flower. He particularly commented on Harebells, Musk Thistle, Greater Mullein and a
re-flowering Foxglove.
Brian Fellows joined the Friends of Stansted Forest for a walk in Lyels Wood this afternoon (Lyels is the
restricted access nature conservation area south of the main avenue) and was told by Michael Prior (the
Head Forester) that there is little or no beechmast this autumn. Michael also showed them nibbling of leaves
on the many Orpine plants that are one of the features of this wood and told that them that he thought this was
the work of Muntjac Deer that have just arrived in the area.
MON 17 SEP
The walk in the Walderton area (headwaters of the River Ems) by the Havant Wildlife Group last Saturday gave
them a list of 94 flowering plants among which I was interested to hear of Betony and Pignut. Another flower
which I have not seen for some time was Hop Trefoil and one which pleased Gwynne Johnson, ho told me of
their finds, was Wall Lettuce – by co-incidence shortly after she had told me this I came on two healthy
flowering specimens outside the Havant Arts Centre. Another re-flowering that I came across yesterday was
Hemlock.
INSECTS:

SUN 23 SEP
Ivy started to flower at Portchester last Sunday (Sep 16) where it immediately attracted Red Admirals and
Commas to its rich nectar supply, but it was not until this morning that I saw my first Ivy flowers at the very

start of a walk around the Chidham penninsula starting at Nutbourne. Dark clouds were threatening rain and
a cool north wind as blowing, but even at 9:30 in the morning the nectar was sufficiently attractive to bring out
a Red Admiral. Even more surprisingly, as we were watching birds by the Ham Brook at the same time, Peter
Gardner saw a Brown Hawker dragonfly over the field near the brook. It was not until an hour or so later that
the air warmed enough to bring out the Small Whites, and later still we saw a couple of Commas and more
dragonflies in the shape of a small group of Migrant Hawkers (one male being good enough to perch twice
within feet of some watchers to give them perfect views of a pristine insect). One Common Darter was nearby
and in the same field the hedgerow had a good specimen of an Araneus quadratus spider, its four white spots
set against a lime green body colour. In the same hedgerow I think I found the eggcase of an Argioppe
(Golden Orb) spider among grasses which had been tupically bound together about a foot off the ground but
the pretty pink ‘Chinese lantern’ egg case that I was expecting to see was obscured by a mass of spider web
material. Finally for this walk Peter Gardner again spotted a first class butterfly, this time a Small Copper.
FRI 21 SEP
Lee Marshall had his moth light on last night and collected 70 moths of 23 species, among them a couple of firsts
for the year. These were Brindled Green and Feathered Ranunculus (two of the first and just one of the
second species). Otherwise all is quiet on the insect front with a few Red Admirals, Small Whites, Speckled
Woods and Commas seen. Lee did have a Small Tortoiseshell and some Green Veined White in the
Soberton area today, but that was as good as it got. The only dragonfly reported was Common Darter, To
add a bit of interest Alan Cokes sent me a couple of excellent pictures of an Elephant Hawkmoth caterpillar
still munching away in his garden, and Richard Carpenter tells me that yesterday he not only saw a late
Volucella zonaria hoverfly in his garden but with it was a Volucella pellucens – he comments that this species,
with its prominent white markings, is common enough in some woodlands but this is the first time he has ever
seen one in his garden at Hill Head. Finally Brian Fellows confirms that he has been back to the site of the
supposed Hornets nest in Brook Meadow at Emsworth and cannot find any Hornets there now, and Brian is
inclined to agree with my guess that the Hornets were attracted there by food rather than because of a nest.
He also tells me that the person who was stung suffered no serious damage.
WED 19 SEP
Just one or two Pearl-bordered Fritillary were seen in Stansted Forest this spring by Michael Prior, the Head
Forester, so I am told by Brian Fellows who went on a Friends of Stansted Forest walk led by Michael today.
This is the only evidence I have that this species is not extinct in the Forest where it was quite numerous up to
a few years ago.
TUE 18 SEP
The SOS website today mentions a belated report of a Monarch butterfly seen sometime in August in the
Sheepcote Valley (immediately east of Brighton, near the shore).
More significant news for us comes from Andrew Brookes who lives in Portchester just east of Fareham, and
who had 8 Comma and 8 Red Admiral in his garden last Sunday (Sep 16) nectaring on the first Ivy flowers to
open.
A note from Richard Carpenter who was at Bramdean Common (north-west of the A32/A272 junction at the
‘West Meon hut’) last Saturday (Sep 15) tells of 2 Small Tortoiseshell, 1 Small Copper, 1 Red Admiral and 7
Speckled Wood along with a couple of Southern Hawker and one Common Darter dragonflies.
When I was in Havant Library today I found a couple of answers to questions recently raised about Hornets.
Yesterday I reported the apparent ground nesting Hornets at Emsworth and I see that they do occasionally
nest in banks as well as buildings and trees (though I doubt they would choose the damp ground at Brook
Meadow and think they may have been after food – in the same way that we used to find Wasps on fallen
apples in the autumn). Going back to an earlier sighting of a Hornets nest in Stansted Forest by Alistair Martin
I was puzzled by Alistair’s account of the insects apparently building some external structure outside the nest
hole, and I learn from the library that Hornets do sometimes reduce the size of the entrance to their nest with
the same ‘paper’ from which they build the nest.
MON 17 SEP
Hornets remain in the news with a fascinating report from Emsworth (my apologies to the person who was stung)
of how mowing at Brook Meadow aroused the wrath of a Hornet’s nest on Saturday. Neither I nor Brian
Fellows (who tells me of this incident) have ever heard of Hornets nesting in the ground but as the motor
mower was carving its way though years of plant growth in this damp meadow the Hornets arose from the
ground, one person was stung, and the rest beat a hasty retreat without investigating the origin on the insects.
Wasps often nest in the ground, but always in dry areas such as banks, and I doubt that even Wasps would
nest in damp ground among lush vegetation so I reserve judgement on whether this was a nest or something
else which happened to have attracted the interest of the Hornets as they searched for insect prey among the
flowers. Not having seen the site I cannot comment further but if anyone can tell us more about Hornet habits
I for one would love to hear what they have to say. No doubt the BTCV will investigate this case and add
another item to their risk assessment procedures!

On a more commonplace note another Hornet was seen by Lee Marshall at the Gosport Wildgrounds yesterday,
along with 3 Red Admirals and 1 Comma. Four Migrant Hawkers were in the air and Lee says Common
Darters are still common there. On the leaves of oak trees Lee found three different types of galls caused by
tiny wasps – the Common and Smooth Spangle Galls are ones that I am familiar with but I am grateful to Lee
once more for drawing my attention to a type of gall I have not noticed and which contains the offspring of
Cynips divisa – these are illustrated on page 229 of my edition of Chinery’s Collins Guide and might be
mistaken for small versions of the Cherry Galls that I have seen – these smaller ones can be red or yellow in
colour, are spherical in shape and have very hard wall.
......On Friday Lee Marshall himself came on a moth which he had never seen before which was in the past I
think very common but has been declining since the 1950s when we all started to wear man made fibre
garments rather than natural wool and cotton. This tiny micro moth is called Tinea pellionalla (or the
Case-bearing Clothes Moth, getting this name because its larva lives like a Caddis-fly larva in a protective
shell constructed by itself). I see that on page 124 of Chinery it is suggested that central heating has also
contributed to its decline by drying out the air in houses as it likes a high humidity.
Butterflies seen on Saturday by the Havant Wildlife Group in the upper Ems valley were Speckled Wood, Red
Admiral, Comma and the inevitable Small Whites.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

THU 20 SEP
John Goodspeed was on Hazleton Common (west of the A3M south of Horndean) today and as he was crossing
the boardwalk over an area that gets wet in the winter he noticed many small Common Lizard scuttling to
safety - he saw at least fifteen but reckons there were a lot more, many of them probably this year’s young (if
so they should still look a lot blacker than the adults)
Here in my garden the first tiny buds of Parrot Waxcap toadstools appeared in the lawn, awaiting more rain
before they come ot anything.
WED 19 SEP
Over the years there have been many rumours of Muntjac having arrived in our Havant area, threatening to
destroy our Bluebells and do much other damage, but so far there has been no definite proof. One of the
people who should know better than anyone if they are present is Michael Prior, Head Forester of Stansted
Forest and a person with an active interest in deer. Until now Michael has denied they are present, saying he
has never seen signs of them (which he knows only too well from previous experience of them in East Anglia)
and that if they were present people would hear their distinctive non-stop dog like barking even if they never
saw the deer. Today however, when leading a group of the Friends of Stansted Forest through Lyels Wood,
Michael pointed out damage to plants which he said was caused by Muntjac and told Brian Fellows and the
others that these deer are now present. Also to be seen in Stansted Forest are signs of Fallow buck taking up
their autumn rutting stands, and cleaning their antlers in preparation for battle.
Although seen by Richard Carpenter at Bramdean Common the jelly fungus Bulgaria inquinans could well be
found on oaks in Stansted Forest or elsewhere in our area. Richard first saw it on Sep 15 (Saturday). This
fungus is very black in colour (sometimes called Black Bulgar) and starts as small cups with inrolled edges
before expanding into rubbery black chunks up to 4cm across, usually growing in close packed troops on oak
logs or branches – if you run out of liquorice you could try this as a substitute as it is not poisonous.
MON 17 SEP
Fungi seen on Saturday by the Havant Wildlife Group and relayed to me by Jum Berry included the poisonous
Brown Roll-rim and the Weeping Widow whose name suggests that it is poisonous but in fact gets its name
from the black veil wich often hangs from the rim of its cap (Phillips says it is edible but bitter but I don’t
propose to test him on that). The ‘Deer toadstool’ Pluteus cervinus was also a new comer to the scene
whereas Chicken of the Woods is perhaps more often seen in late spring and early summer. Jim had another
seven names on his list but these were mainly members of the Russula family and perennials such as King
Alfred’s Cakes and Birch Polypore. One that I am still wating to see is the Amethyst Deceiver – in my opinion
a real jewel when seen at its best.
WEEK 37 SEPT 10 - 16
BIRDS:

SUN 16 SEP
A Red-necked Phalarope was first seen yesterday at Oving Gravel Pits east of Chichester and was still showing
well today according to the SOS website. The bird is at SU 888043 south of the railway line near Drayton
House, and the text seems to imply that you can use a carpark for Drayton House off the B2144 Merston to
Shopwyke road. Another good bird in Sussex is far less likely to be seen again – this was a Corncrake

flushed from a track near a carpark off the A22 in Ashdown Forest. At least we know that one bird still
migrates over the south coast! Another item of interest on the SOS website is a report of a Firecrest, 21
Goldcrest and 3 Siskin in Footland Wood (north of Battle in East Sussex), helping to confirm other reports that
these small birds are now on the move.
Hampshire bird news for today comes from Bob Douglas (who saw an Egret flying near the A331 in the Aldershot
area, adding one to the known inland birds), from David Taylor (who had another sighting of an Osprey high
over Sowley Pond and was able to see it was a juvenile but unable to detect the orange leg ring to prove that
the French bird was still there – see entry for Friday 14 Sep), and from Mike Wall (who found 5 Bar-headed
Geese with 60 Canadas at Lower Ashe Farm on the Test at Overton – west of Basingstoke – and saw an
immature Peregrine overhead).
My own brief outing this evening was to Budds Farm where at least 100 Swallows were sweeping the pools and
neighbouring hedges in search of insects. I saw one or two Sand Martins and heard 1 House Martin with
them (a pair of the latter are still apparently tied to young in a nest near my house and can be regularly heard
and seen over my garden). A Little Grebe trilled once or twice and a party of what I took to to be this year’s
young Shoveler by the sihouettes of their bills were actively diving instead of dabbling. On the sea nearby the
Swan count was down to 23 and the only waders I could detect were Oystercatcher, Rdshank and
Black-tailed Godwit – at least two dozen Teal were on the shore in addition to a good number on the pools
with Mallard and Tufted Duck (perhaps 50 of each).
SAT 15 SEP
Ed Griffiths was at Farlington Marshes yesterday and heard reports of the first Merlin and Short-eared Owl of the
winter having been seen there by others before he arrived. This could have been the same Merlin that was
over Pagham Harbour a couple of days ago (Sept 13) but it is the first I have heard of in Hampshire. Ed saw
four Whinchats and heard a Cetti’s Warbler while at the marshes but his most interesting personal sighting
was of a Kingfisher perched on a rock just off the seawall near the Point. He comments that he did not know
that Kingfishers took an interest in the sea until hard weather forced them from fresh water, but maybe all this
bird was doing was wondering ‘where next?’ after travelling south looking for a good place to settle down and
suddenly finding itself in an environment it had probably never seen before (the majority of the first birds to
reach the coast are, I think, juveniles – look for their black feet to pick them out from orange-footed adults). I
was reminded of an equally puzzling sight many years ago when I came on a Little Owl in the rough treeless
grassland at the south of Thorney Island at this time of year and later heard Dave Billett remark that he had
more than once seen Little Owls near the Point at Farlington in October – again presumably puzzled by the
change from land to sea ahead of them as they moved south in search of a good place to set up home.
In the 1980s a flock of well over 2000 Canada Geese were based in north Hampshire, mainly at Stratfield Saye
but flocks of over 1000 birds were recorded at four other lakes in north Hampshire during the late 1980s
(though not all in the same year). Flocks of 350-450 birds were also being recorded at that time in the
county’s main river valleys (Avon, Test, Itchen and Meon – the latter all at Titchfield Haven), but the IBM Lake
did not appear in the list of sites where these birds appeared in significant numbers until 1998 when the
September count there was 255. Sept 1999 saw 396 birds at the IBM Lake, dropping back to only 301 on the
WeBS count day in 2000, but this year the total on the IBM Lake today was 560 Canada Geese with 1
Barnacle and 1 Bar-headed (I regard these hangers-on as ‘regimental mascots’ so I guess we had two
regiments present – does that qualify as a ‘battalion’? and will we have an ‘army’ next year?). For those not
familiar with the behaviour of these geese I should point out that today’s count is not a reflection on the
number of geese resident and breeding at the IBM site (some 20 pairs breed there and the number grows
each year) but these autumn gatherings are seemingly the result of a migratory instinct that the birds have not
grown out of despite the fact that they do not migrate as their ancestors did in America – they do gather into
huge flocks and the IBM Lake provides a convenient assembly point, but within a month or so they will want
somewhere with better food for the winter and most will probably move to Titchfield Haven. Other birds seen
at the IBM Lake today included a couple of late Reed Warbler, one Whinchat, eleven Tufted Duck, six Teal
and just one Great Crested Grebe. As usual at this time of year the Little Grebe were more visible than they
are in the summer and I saw seven of them (one feeding a very noisy recent juvenile) but the winter Coot have
not yet arrived (only 19 Coot and only 8 Moorhen seen). Mallard numbers were also low at 31 and there were
3 Heron and no Cormorant. Many of the fish in the lake died recently and I guess we will see fewer fish-eaters
and more herbivores this winter.
Perhaps even more significant than the record number of Canada Geese was the almost total absence of gulls
(just one Black-headed landed on the lake and just two Herring Gulls were seen over the nearby Paulsgrove
tip). Also missing was the normal more or less continuous commuting of corvids between Portsdown and its
northern environs to and from the Paulsgrove tip where these birds join the thousands of gulls searching for
our rotten food. Last year’s September IBM WeBS count recorded 140 Herring Gulls, over 150 Black-headed
and small numbers of Common and Great Blackback. As far as I know the tip is still in use (though fewer
dustcarts are working on Satudays than on weekdays), and I have already reported on the fact that three or

four ‘hybrid falcons’ are being flown there daily as part of an Environment Agency national project to prevent
a possible spread of botulism to local waters (such as Baffins Pond), but I lack any information about what is
happening on the tip and what changes we may expect in local bird numbers and behaviour patterns.
Brian Fellows made his usual WeBS count this morning along the south east shore of Hayling from Black Point
to Mill Rythe finding 156 Teal on the harbour off Tournerbury and 170 Redshank roosting in Mill Rythe but
many of the waders were still only in token numbers (1 Dunlin, 2 Bar-tailed Godwit, 3 Lapwing, and 4 Grey
Plover). Other than the Redshank the only other substantial count was of 46 Oystercatcher, but there were 8
Egrets on the shore below Tournerbury Wood. The Fishery Lane campsite pond (graced by the name of Lake
so that the camp can be called Lakeside) had 64 Canada Geese, 66 Mallard and 34 Coot – numbers are
usually high here because the birds are well fed by the visitors – and there were two pairs of Swan in the area.
8 Sandwich Tern were roosting off Black Point and a Kestrel was hunting over Tournerbury Farm fields.
Trevor Carpenter was back at Cams Bay on Fareham Creek this evening and found the Wigeon count had risen
to 215 (with 111 Black-tailed Godwit), and I see that there were 200 more Wigeon on Sowley Pond (not a
place that I would have expected them though maybe they use the water for roosting and flight elsewhere to
graze). These latter were seen by Colin Allen who also found 150+ Greylag Geese on the east bank of the
Beaulieu River.
Returning to the subject of Egrets I see that David Thelwell saw 8 flying down the Test past Timsbury this
evening, and he wonders if they have a night roost in the Romsey area in view of reports of Egrets flying north
at dusk from the Lower Test reserve. Much further up the Test Mike Wall today noted more than 165 Canada
Geese with one Bar-head in the Overton area and saw more than 175 Lesser Blackback gulls on a field. Also
at Overton were 19 Gadwall, 3 Shoveler, 2 Green Sandpiper and a Greenshank (unusual this far inland?).
Passerines include a singing Chiffchaff, a single Willow Warbler, one Sedge Warbler (killed when it flew into a
window) and a couple of Marsh Tit.
Sussex news today is of five Bonxies and a Red-necked Grebe seen at Selsey Bill (is that a second passing
grebe or is one bird staying on the sea there? See Sep 13 for the previous report of a Red-necked Grebe at
Selsey). In the Beachy Head area the Red Backed Shrike is still present at Belle Tout where it arrived on Sep
9 – these autumn birds often seem to stay for a reasonable time when they do turn up.
Yesterday morning Mike Collins was driving to work at 5:30 am and had a close encounter with a Barn Owl close
to where the Emsworth Common Road crosses the River Ems just south of the Racton Folly. This could well
be one of the birds reported to be in the Racton Park Farm area (north of Marlpit Lane) back in July.
FRI 14 SEP
The first Diver to be mentioned in my notes since May 28 this year landed on the Solent at 8:30 this morning
while Trevor Carpenter was watching , allowing him to confirm that it was a Black-throated Diver before it flew
on west. In the two hours Trevor was there he saw a good list of birds (all going west) starting with 2 Black
Tern and including a Kittiwake (on Wed this week I was expressing uncertainty whether two seen off Hastings
Pier that day were new arrivals in that area or Sussex breeding birds that appear off Hastings through the
summer – there can be little doubt that this one at Stokes Bay was the first of our winter sightings, indicating
a dispersal of the breeding birds). Also on Trevor’s list were 16 Wigeon, 2 Common Scoter, 59 Common and
56 Sandwich Tern, 10 Meadow Pipits, 5 Yellow Wagtail, 88 House Martins and the odd Swallow and
Wheatear. Another good bird seen in Sussex today was a Hoopoe which showed briefly near Greenleaze
Farm at Church Norton.
Richard Carpenter tells me major conservation work involving the use of a digger is ongoing at Titchfield Haven,
and that, while the work causes some disturbance, it has not deterred the male Marsh Harrier from hunting
over the reserve and is reported to have given someone a sighting of a Bittern last Wednesday (Sep 12). The
newly cleared area is already proving attractive to Snipe and Water Rail and promises to enhance the reserve
a great deal when the work is complete. While Richard was at the reserve today he saw and heard 4 Bearded
Tits and thinks they will soon be starting their autumnal movements (before which they often fly up high above
the reed beds a good many times before finally committing themselves to long distance flight). Several
Goldcrest were also heard and seen, and these too are probably on the move. At the Haven yesterday
Richard saw a single Curlew Sandpiper and comments that these are uncommon at that site, where there
have been very few this autumn.
I went to Idsworth Farm this afternoon, seeing little in the bird line other than a couple of Jays, a hunting male
Kestrel and one Buzzard which I disturbed from trees around Huckswood – several Swallows are still present.
Although we did not meet up John Rowe, Hampshire Wildlife Trust habitat surveyor, was also there this
afternoon and the notes which he left at the farm with David Uren indicate that he saw several birds which I
missed, including a small flock of Linnet, two or three Kestrels (a local pair with this year’s young?), plus a
mystery bird – John’s note (TO or TD with a circled 1) may record a Tawny Owl sighting but could equally refer
to a singing Turtle Dove – very frustrating! Other birds which I did not see, but can be more certain of, are 50
Grey Partridge which David Uren released within the past week in the hope that some will stay on his land
(where they will not be shot), but the birds may not have understood this promise and may now be far away!

Charles Cuthbert has been to Alresford Pond after dark on both Monday and Thursday evenings this week and
on both occasions found 400 to 500 Black-headed Gulls were still present on the water at 8:30pm when I
would think it very unlikely that they would do anything other than stay the night there. Most interestingly, in
view of John Shillitoe’s observation on Wednesday that he could see no juveniles among some 1000
Black-headed Gulls following the plough in the Meon valley, Charles found a high proportion of juveniles on
Alresford Pond among the adults. Also regularly spending the night there are up to 9 Little Egrets and 80
Canada Geese. On Monday night there were also 4 Bar-headed Geese with them and yesterday Charles
saw 1 Bar-head wth 50 Canada Geese on the Itchen below Winchester, making him wonder if these were part
of the flock that sleeps at Alresford or different birds. On the Itchen near the geese was a small flock of 9 Little
Grebe – maybe not unusual there but suggesting to me the breakdown of territorial feelings that the Coot
have already demonstrated by descending on the Thorney Little Deeps in large numbers as a winter flock.
The thought that Little Grebe on the Itchen might be forming flocks and soon heading for the sea to spend the
winter was re-inforced today when Brian Fellows saw the first Little Grebe on the sea near Emsworth marina
– that bird may have only flown a few yards from the Slipper Mill Pond or may have come from miles inland but
in either case its presence indicates a change of life style for these tiny birds that look as if they could never fly
more than a few yards low over the surface of a lake yet do in fact make long journeys at this time of year.
Cormorant are also on the move but in the opposite direction, seeking calmer waters to fish as autumn gales
begin to lash the sea – today Brian found 8 on the Emsworth ponds. Half the summer Swan flock has already
left Emsworth for unknown destinations (definitely not the open sea!) though 53 Mutes and the Black Swan
are still there. Just one other slight indication of birds changing their feeding grounds prior to winter was the
presence of a single Little Egret fishing the edges of Peter Pond at Emsworth – quite likely it had just dropped
in by chance but its presence is a reminder that soon more and more of these birds will leave the harbours for
inland fishing (though this year they may well find that many inland fishing beats are already occupied by
Egrets that seem to have decided to live there permanently).
Not all bird movements are predictable and a message from David Taylor today tells us that the orange -ringed
Osprey which he saw at Sowley Pond near Lymington on Sept 8 had almost certainly come north from France
against the normal flow of autumn Osprey movement – having checked with sources of info about colour
ringing projects David concludes that this bird was ringed this year as a juvenile in France. Much more
predictable are three regular patterns of autumn bird movement recorded in a short note from Gary
Calderwood of what he saw at Gilkicker Point (on the Gosport shore) today. 50 Common and 20 Sandwich
Terns offshore where part of an unhurried coastal movement of these birds in a westerly direction before they
fly south. A couple of Whitethroat were probably waiting for the right moment to fly straight south across the
channel, while 3 Dartford Warbler were probably part of that process of fanning out from breeding areas that
takes place among resident breeding birds seeking fresh pastures as the places where they spent the
breeding season seem more and more over-crowded with this year’s young – a process we have already
recorded in connection with recent Cetti’s Warbler sightings at Langstone Pond and today’s news (above)
that the Bearded Tits at Titchfield are getting restless.
THU 13 SEP
Cycling his regular Wickham/Hambledon/Soberton circuit again today John Shillitoe found 8 Whinchat, 4
Stonechat, 2 Wheatear and 140 Goldfinch in the area north west of Hambledon where he had a total of 14
Whinchat on Sept 1. The place to look if you are in this area is Long Road at Soberton and Green Lane at
Hambledon.
News from Pagham Harbour on the SOS website today tells of a Merlin seen over the west shore, the first Merlin
which I have heard of in our area since May 9. Another newcomer for this winter was a single Red-necked
Grebe flying past Selsey Bill (not the first of the season as there was one on Arlington Reservoir in East
Sussex on Sept 8). More usual birds at Pagham were a Peregrine, seven Curlew Sandpiper plus several
Little Stint, two Spotted Redshank and a Ruff
WED 12 SEP
362 Common and 25 Sandwich Terns flew west past Stokes Bay at Gosport when Trevor Carpenter was there
this morning, and yesterday Lee Marshall watched at least 100 Common and 10 Sandwich Terns go west
past Browndown on the same stretch of shoreline. This looks as if they were leaving us for the winter but
these birds could be just heading off for their day’s fishing and may return to the harbours to roost for several
more nights before they finally fly south. One Bonxie was going west with them today, and Lee’s sightings
yesterday included 3 juvenile Arctic Skuas and another (or maybe the same) Bonxie yesterday – has anyone
ever noticed Skuas forming a semi-permanent attachment to a flock of Terns and e.g. going to roost near
them for the night? A few Swallows (around 30) and 8 House Martins were going west at Stokes Bay this
morning, as were 6 Dunlin, and a single Common Scoter perversely went east.
John Shillitoe found some 1000 Gulls following the plough on a field near Soberton in the Meon Valley when he
made his regular cycle tour of the area today and was surprised to see the whole flock consisted of adult
Black-headed Gulls only despite scanning them carefully in the hope of Med Gulls. I know that during the

breeding season Med Gulls were notorious for not being seen around the harbour but for flying inland to feed
at rubbish tips, and were several times seen over Barry Collins home on the northern fringe of Havant where
I think they associated with mixed gull flocks resting (rather than feeding) on the grass fields of the Staunton
Country Park. Before breeding, as the birds assembled in the Langstone Harbour area, they were often
seen in large numbers following the plough on Hayling fields, but since breeding the only substantial numbers
have been seen in the Bembridge Harbour area and on the fields west of Selsey Bill, indicating a preference
for the coast, but not for the mud of the harbours. The other absentees from the flock which John saw today
were the many juvenile Black-headed Gulls (they have already lost their juvenile ginger feathers but retain a
bold black tail-tip band and markings on their wings) – there are plenty of them around the harbour shores but
I had not thought of them as having different feeding preferences to the adults. Can anyone comment?
......John could only find two Whinchat on his ride and makes no mention of any Corn Bunting, but before
heading inland he visited Farlington Marshes and found the Temminck’s Stint still present, keeping close
company with a Little Stint to give birders some ‘spot the difference’ practice.
Brian Fellows reminds me that I forgot to mention in my Monday update a rather unexpected observation he
made at Emsworth’s Brook Meadow last Sunday (Sep 9) when he heard a Dunnock singing. One reason why
I skipped that item earlier was that, knowing that Dunnock song in the autumn is very uncommon, I had put it
aside to check on how unusual it was and I see now that last year the first known to me was not heard until Oct
15 in Havant and that there were no more records until November when the song was heard on just five
occasions, including Brian’s first note of it near his home in Emsworth on Nov 13). I wonder what prompts an
individual bird to give a one-off performance and then to relapse into silence for a couple of months?
For those lucky enough to live within easy reach of Beachy Head there have been some good birds recently. Up
by the Belle Tout wood the Red Backed Shrike was still present today and last Sunday (Sep 9) a juvenile
Red-footed Falcon and a ringtail Montagu’s Harrier were seen there. Down in Whitbread Hollow yesterdays
count of passerines (I assume these numbers come from ringers?) was 150 Blackcap, 150 Chiffchaff, 1
Grasshopper Warbler and 1 Sedge Warbler. Also seen yesterday over Ringwood Bottom (close to
Eastbourne) were 2 Ravens
......Sussex news from last Sunday (Sep 9) includes an unwanted sighting of an escaped Saker over Church
Norton and a count of 7 Whinchat at the Ferry Pool plus sightings of Redstart, Curlew Snadpiper, Ruff and
Greenshank in the Pagham Harbour area.. Further east the first Siskin of the autumn arrived at the coast
near Hastings (Pett) and there was a Little Gull in Rye Harbour. Another report is of two Kittiwake seen from
Hastings Pier but I find it difficult to evaluate the significance of sightings of Kittiwake and Fulmar along the
Sussex coast in view of the breeding colonies there. One other note on the Sussex website is of a Pheasant
seen scuttling along a road with a day old chick which managed to escape being run over by the car from
which it was seen – pity, there are far too many feral Pheasants in our countryside and I understand that the
amount of seed which they eat during each winter is a really significant factor in limiting the numbers of other
more welcome seed-eater species (it’s no good farmers leaving set aside to bring back Cirl Buntings if the
grain is stripped by Pheasants and Wood Pigeons)
I made a brief unsuccesful scan of the mud at Broadmarsh this morning for Knot among the Redshank,
Oystercatcher and Black-tailed Godwit but the best I could do was to see my first small winter flock of some 20
Dunlin and 6 Ringed Plover. Over on the west Hayling shore however Richard Carpenter did see 7 Knot and
he remarks that they are hardly ever seen on his home patch of shore at Hill Head but I should not give up
hope of seeing them there more regularly – until a few years ago I only saw them regularly in the south east of
Langstone Harbour, but recently Knot have become a regular sight at Broadmarsh and Bar-tailed Godwit
have also changed their allegiance, deserting the area around the Kench and Sinah Warren in favour of the
stretch of shore in Chichester Harbour from Langstone to Warblington. At Broadmarsh today I counted 35
Swans but while I was there four took off and flew away in protest at the launching of a boat from the slipway
through the middle of the flock.
......At Budds Farm pools work continues to remove the earth mound from the landward pool (you can now see
the plastic liner sheet they put down to preserve the mud of the original pool before piling the earth on to it)
and the presence of people close to the edge of the othet two pools does disturb the birds but I noticed four
Shoveler there today as newcomers and watched a few Sandmartin and a couple of Swallows over head.
Here at home just two House Martins remain, presumably attached to a nest that still has young.
With the start of the winter WeBS counts this coming weekend it may be worth re-iterating a plea from Dennis Bill
for help with counting the Portsmouth Harbour birds, especially those on Pewit Island near the mouth of
Fareham Creek. At the moment Dennis himself tries to cover the whole north shore of the harbour and
inevitably misses some activity on this island – if you have a scope and are prepared to spend a couple of
hours watching this island from the Wicor shore at Portchester please get in touch with Dennis
(Dennis.Bill@care4free.net).
Another item concering wader counts comes from the WeBS newsletter that has just come through my letterbox
– it reports one counter Suffolk being surprised to find many Redshank roosting in trees and I wonder how

common this is? I have seen plenty of them on boats but never in trees.
TUE 11 SEP
The Cetti’s Warbler which Mike Collins heard at Langstone Pond on Saturday evening (Sep 8) was also heard by
Tony Gutteridge yesterday, and today Richard Carpenter remarks that when he was walking up the canal
path at Titchfield Haven, as well as seeing 35 Yellow Wagtail with cattle, he heard 8 Cetti’s calling, marking
the end of a period during which they have been unusually quiet. I suppose that could mean that the warbler
has been lurking silently at Langstone Pond for some time and has only just felt moved to announce its
presence, but I tend to think that the return of their voices also marks a general return of energy which may
have spurred this and other birds to fly off to seek new homes at the completion of their moult.
Brian Fellows found the Swans on the Southsea Canoe Lake were up to 39 in number today and enjoyed the
sight of some 50 Turnstone feeding in Eastney Lake near the Ferry. At Baffins Pond the feral geese were all
back from their trip to Titchfield, (they were seen on Sunday returning over the Elson area of Gosport) and this
evidence of them taking short-weekend breaks there helps to explain the occasional disapperance of some of
the birds (I had always assumed that any short absences would be accounted for by short local trips to e.g.
Langstone Harbour). I also see from Brian’s report that the Barnacle count is now stabilised at 10 birds, and
that the hybrid (which seems to have a lot of Bar-headed Goose in it) is back with the flock after being
displaced earlier this summer by a genuine Bar-head (where has that gone?). Otherwise all is very quiet at
Baffins – the Canada Geese are down to just 12, last week’s Shoveler have moved on and there are only 4
Tufted Duck. Mallard now number 126 and the only newcomer is a third Swan.
Ron King was on the Goatee beach at Eling on the west shore of Southampton Water just south of the Lower
Test reserve today and saw a single Caspian Gull among at least 20 other Yellow-legs, and he confirms that
the Pectoral Sandpiper that turned up at Winchester Sewage Farm yesterday is still present and can be seen
from the verge of the old Winchester bypass (which now runs parallel to the M3) from a spot around SU
494283 – you may have to be coming south on this dual carriageway to be able to pull over there or you may
have to park somewhere on the Morestead road and walk some distance north along the roadside verge.
Back on Southampton Water Colin Allen visited Dibden Bay on Sunday and saw 7 Great Crested Grebe
offshore, 4 Common Sandpiper, 3 Egrets, 4 Redshank and 8 Common Tern – nothing very special but a lot
more than the one pair of Lapwing that have bred there and justified English Nature in suddenly declaring this
reclaimed land as an SSSI (I have more than once been told in the past in connection with the IBM North
Harbour site that English Nature would never designate reclaimed land as having any nature conservation
value as that would give the green light to developers all around the coast to reclaim land ‘for the purpose of
enhancing wildlife’. Of course I want to see Dibden Bay saved and am totally opposed to another foot in the
door bringing destruction of the New Forest any closer but why does all the political and beaureaucratic
bargaining have to be based on just one or two ‘significant species’ rather than on the general ecological
value of maintaining good potential habitat?)
Trevor Carpenter was back at Cams Bay (mouth of Fareham Creek) today and found the Wigeon flock had
marginally increased by ten from 169 last week to 179 today. 102 Black-tailed Godwit are present and a
bonus item was a single Gadwall. To the south east of Cams Bay Lee Marshall was pleased to hear a
Nuthatch calling from the Gosport Wildgrounds in the Alver Valley, reminding me that these birds that are so
common and noisy in most woods seem very wary of being in woods close to the sea – maybe this bird was
just wandering in search of a new home and will not stay but as their overall numbers continue to increase we
may well see more of them on Hayling and at other coastal sites.
A note from Andrew Howard at Petworth supports my recent contention that the sudden increase in Buzzard
numbers stems from 1999, but Andrew regrets that the Red Kites which have had such a great population
explosion in the Chilterns in recent years have not yet pushed south – we get plenty of sightings of wandering
birds but there is no indication that the kites have yet taken to nesting in Hampshire or Sussex (watch this
space!). A few House Martins and Swallows remain in the Petworth area but the Flycatchers and Warblers
which filled the hedges of the field adjacent to Andrew’s home have now gone.
To add to the growing list of Raven sightings Tony Gutteridge tells me that when he was in the North Marden
area in mid-August he heard what he at first thought was a juvenile Crow with a sore throat, but when the
sound persisted and seemed to be coming from high in the sky and drifting away into the far distance he had
second thoughts (though no proof of identity).
Egrets are a common sight fishing around the northern shore of Langstone harbour and at the Oysterbeds but I
do not usually see them off the west Hayling shore south of Stoke Bay (except occasionally at the Kench).
Today however they surprised me once more when I saw just three on the Oysterbeds (at low tide) but then
found 19 or 20 south along the shore. Admittedly 11 of these were in Stoke Bay, where they are not
uncommon, but at least another 8 were on what I call the ‘midway saltings’ where I cannot recall seeing them
before. There were few other birds of interest but three Greenshank in the Oysterbeds pools were unusual
there – one juvenile Sandwich Tern was noisy above them.

MON 10 SEP
Last Thursday (Sept 6) I reported a night roost of Egrets at Alresford Pond based on what Charles Cuthbert had
told me of his observations there, but after writing that I realised that Charles had not actually said that the
roosting Egrets stayed over night. Today Charles confirms that Egrets definitely stay the night there but he is
not so certain that the 500 Black-headed Gulls which he saw there at dusk do remain, though he is pretty
certain that they do and hopes to obtain more proof as the evenings draw in and he can check on the birds
after dark. Commenting on my account of the changing status of Gadwall in Hampshire in the last fifty years
Charles goes on to say that he is perhaps even more surprised at the rapid change in the status of Buzzards
during the 20 years that he had been bird-watching in the county. He says >> Buzzards now seem to be
established in almost every reasonably sized block of woodland, and a quick scan of the horizon usually
reveals at least one soaring bird somewhere, but I was more than pleased to see eleven birds circling
together yesterday (Sunday 9th September) near Avington at midday. When I first started birdwatching in this
area (over twenty years ago!) it was quite exceptional to see even a single Buzzard east of Winchester. <<
My impression is that, following a period of perhaps ten years in which Buzzards gradually became more
common in east Hampshire, there was a sudden explosion in their numbers starting in the spring of 1999
when (on March 21) a large number were reported over Kent (suggesting an invasion of continental birds) and
by June 1999 someone called Pete Hall was reporting a ‘meteoric rise in their numbers’ from Cheshire. I think
it was in March 2000 (on the first day of that year when light winds and warm sunshine took Buzzards into
thermals to display above their breeding territories) that a series of reports indicated that almost every wood in
Hampshire, Sussex and Kent had at least one Buzard soaring above it, and by now I have become so used to
seeing reports of Buzzards that I tend to disregard them as newsworthy items (though they are always
impressive to the original observers). Just one final comment on Charles report of their presence in the
Alresford area over, in his words, >> every reasonably sized block of woodland << My comment is that
people tell me, and my own observations tend to suuport them, that Buzzards prefer fairly small copses to
large blocks of woodland, but I will leave a final decision on that to a more rigorous analysis of reported facts.
One other report of today’s birding comes from Richard Carpenter at Hook Links. He does not mention the
Shrike (nor does anyone else!) but says that at least 20 Yellow Wagtail are still there and he comments on
some 10 Meadow Pipits (are they heading south rather than being resident there?) and the sight of three
female Blackcaps enjoying berries (at a guess Elderberries!). On the scrape Teal now number 75 and the
Wigeon count is up to ten.
A phone call from Alistair Martin brought news of at least one Raven over the west Hayling shore today. Alistair
was painting his house when he heard that distinctive gruff call high overhead, but his hands were in no
condition to fetch and use his binoculars from inside the house so his wife Jeni, hearing his excited calls,
brought the bins and herself confirmed the wedge shaped tail. At least Alistair was awake to the passing of
this bird, unlike poor Simon Ingram who tells us that yesterday, sitting watching the birds at Eastleigh
Lakeside from the shade of a tree, he dozed off for half an hour and later learnt from an email that two Ravens
must have passed over his area as he slept. The email was from Glyn Horacek-Davies who saw the two
Ravens pass over the West End area of Southampton (around SU 4713, across the M27 from Hedge End) on
a flight path that should have taken them just south of the airport and Lakeside country park. Glyn also saw
12 Yellow Wagtail and 5 Spotted Flycatcher in the fields near the motorway.
Dave Pearson saw at least four Little Stint and a Ruff at Farlington Marshes yesterday, and heard reports that
the Temminch’s Stint had been seen by others on that day. He also saw 6 Bearded Tit, 10+ Wheatear and
just 1 Whinchat plus 3 Curlew Sandpiper, 1 Green Sandpiper and 1 Knot. On Friday (Sep 8) Richard
Carpenter had a Hobby over his house at Hill Head
PLANTS:

SAT 15 SEP
The sight of Henbit Deadnettle flowering at the IBM North Harbour site today reminded me that I had also seen it
at Idsworth yesterday, and another autumn sight at both places was the brilliant scarlet of Guelder Rose
berries. Not noticed by me at Idsworth, but certainly present there, was the equally exotic pink of Spindle
berries, echoed on the bush which I saw at IBM by a similar pink suffusing all the leaves of the bush. Two
plants unique to the IBM site were Pale Flax and Blue Fleabane.
FRI 14 SEP
The edge of the big disused chalk quarry at the west end of Huckswood Lane had a good show of flowering
Autumn Gentian, Harebells, Eyebright and a few remaining plants of Thyme-leaved Sandwort for me when I
visited Old Idsworth Farm this afternoon. On the way there across the farm I found several field edges had
many colourful Corn Marigold, Corn Cockle, Cornflower and Weasel’s Snout, but these had probably come
from this year’s sowing of wild flower seed. More established wild flowers to be seen there include a lot of
Small Toadflax and Dwarf Spurge, both Sharp and Round-leaved Fluellen, and some remaining Kidney Vetch
to name a few of my list of 84 flowering species seen today. Both Yellow-wort and Common Centaury were

also on the list, with Nettle-leaved Bellflower.

WED 12 SEP
Cycling past Bedhampton Mill Pool along the path running close to the railway you have to pass through a thicket
of Japanese Knotweed which can block the path – no problem getting through today but the plants were
clearly at the height of their flowering season. Another late autumn flowering species that I passed today is
Chinese Mugwort but that does not seem to be in bud as yet (if it flowers it is in October). The Mugwort was
by Harts Farm Way at Broadmarsh and close by the long established Cockspur Grass is once more flowering
by the roadside (it shows at this time because earlier in the season it has been continually mown to keep the
roadside clear). Down by the seawall I also saw Lucerne in full flower, but that is definitely a second flowering
(even if better than the first).
One of the major opportunities for botanists to get together has in recent years been the BSBI Exhibition Meeting
in Bishopstoke Community Centre each October. Whether or not you are a BSBI member you would be
welcome to come along (and get involved in BSBI surveys etc) but take note that this autumn Pete Selby has
had to put the date back by one week from that previously announced – it will now take place on Saturday 27
October (2-4:30 pm) and if you want to know more you can contact Pete on pete.selby@ntlworld.com (even if
you do not attend the exhibition Pete, as BSBI recorder for south Hampshire, is always interested in your
unusual plant finds)
TUE 11 SEP
I have not cycled round Gunner Point for a couple of months and one of the surprises I found there was a strong
fresh flowering of the Tamarisk trees. Quite a few plants of Vipers Bugloss and Rest Harrow provided colour,
while a few plants of Thrift (among a majority of dead plants) were having a revival of flowering. The Pale
Toadflax colony was in full flower and looking very healthy
MON 10 SEP
I have not been in any local heathland since July so I found some changes to the scene in Havant Thicket today
from what I saw on my last visit. The first thing I looked for was Broad-leaved Helleborine, of which there is a
small colony near the carpark area, but all ten plants which I found had ceased flowering. Next came a mass
of wild Goldenrod in full flower, as was Devils Bit Scabious (the latter seems to increase in number with each
year, but never flowers until nearly into September). Dwarf Gorse had just started to flower when I was last
there but still provides a splash of yellow along some of the rides (as do the numerous Hieracium plants).
Another plant that must be mentioned is the Purple Moor Grass, also newly in flower for me and as always a
delight in the intricate shapes made by its flowerheads and their mysteriously purple (for a grass) flowers.
Last of my new flowers was a small patch of Cross-leaved Heath among the mass of Ling (that shows how out
of touch I am this year!).
INSECTS:

SUN 16 SEP
Trevor Carpenter had a Painted Lady in the Warsash area today, and the SOS website reports that a week ago
(Sep 8) three were seen by the River Ouse at Southease south of Lewes. Another Painted Lady was in Lynn
Fomison’s garden at Ropley on Friday (Sep 14) but it had difficulty getting a look-in on the Buddleia flowers as
a large (but unspecified) number of Red Admirals and Small Tortoiseshells had already taken the best
nectaring places. A few years ago there could have been several dozen Tortoiseshells on a flower rich bush
at this time of year but I would be surprised if Lynn had more than one dozen. Also in her garden on that warm
afternoon she saw Speckled Wood and a Brimstone that seemed to be thinking of hibernating in a beech
hedge while a single Small Copper rested on a plantain flower.
SAT 15 SEP
One Migrant Hawker, one Southern Hawker and one Common Darter were the only dragonflies seen in the two
hours I was walking round the IBM Lake this morning, and other than the Small Whites butterflies were
equally scarce – just one Red Admiral and a couple of Meadow Browns.
FRI 14 SEP
A fresh Small Tortoiseshell was one of the first butterflies seen by me at Old Idsworth Farm this afternoon. Later
I found three or four Meadow Brown still on the wing and plenty of fresh Speckled Wood along with the
expected Small White (two Large White were in my garden before I left). At Idsworth I saw at least one fresh
Silver Y moth, and saw notes left by John Rowe (Hampshire Wildlife Trust habitat surveyor who was also on
the farm today) to indicate that he had seen Small Heath and Comma
WED 12 SEP
Richard Carpenter was on the Hayling Coastal Path (old Hayling Bill line) today and recorded seven butterfly
species headed by a single Holly Blue. A couple of Commas, three Red Admirals and all three White species
were more to be expected, as were Southern and Migrant Hawkers and Common Darters. Yesterday Richard
had 2 Small Copper on the Tichfield Haven Canal Path.
The poster which John Goodspeed produces each week had an entry which caught my eye when it reported the

find of a rare purse web spider called Atypus affinis on Portsdown during last week. Never having heard this
name I looked it up and find it is a very unusual insect in Britain – not perhaps in terms of numbers but in its life
style and body structure (its fangs, or chelicerae, work differently to those of other spiders and it has two pairs
of ‘book lungs’ – whatever they may be – where all our other spiders have one pair). You may not notice
these details but (in the very unlikely event of finding one) you will not fail to notice the unusual structure of its
web – it inhabits chalky or sandy soils throughout Britain and digs a pit in the soil, then makes a web which
lines the pit and extends outside it but which is totally closed with the spider inside. When prey walks across
the exposed part of this ‘purse web’ the spider rushes up and spears it through the web with its fangs, later
pulling the prey inside for dinner. The purse web can extend for 12 cm outside the spiders tunnel (though it
will usually be convered with loose soil and so is difficult to see), while the tunnel can be as much as 50 cm in
length. The female spider is an ugly looking thing with short fat hairy legs and a body up to 15mm long (all
tastefully dressed in black). Mating takes place in the autumn when the male leaves his web and enters that of
a female after giving a special knock on the door – they then co-habit for months until the male dies naturally
and the female eats the corpse. One place to look for these webs is the sunny side of an ants nest, but I
guess you may spend a few years searching before you find one!
TUE 11 SEP
Browndown (on the shore west of Gosport) produced a Clouded Yellow for Lee Marshall today, along with 3
Small Copper and 7 Meadow Brown (plus a Red Admiral). Robin’s Pincushion galls on wild roses were
evidence of the wasp Diploleis rosae. In the evening Lee’s moth trap added a new speices to his year list with
a Lunar Underwing.
MON 10 SEP
Continuing the saga of Hornets (see Sep 4 and 7) I have now heard of one seen yesterday at the Dunsbury Hill
Farm site on the Havant Thicket side of the A3M by Alan Cokes, and of an active Hornets nest found, also
yesterday, by Alistair and Jeni Martin near the southern end of the Ladies Walk not far from Stansted House.
I say nest as Alistair saw a continuous stream of the insects coming and going through a small hole in a dead
oak tree, but many of them were apparently engaged in what Alistair interpreted as building a sort of porch
above the entrance hole as if to keep off the rain. I am not sure that this is likely and wondered if in fact they
were eating something rather than building – maybe eating some insects or possibly chewing the remains of
some fungus (is that at all likely?). If they were eating fungus then is it also possible that the tiny hole in the
tree trunk had been made by the Hornets as they followed the mycelium of the fungus into the tree? Much
more likely this was just a normal busy nest proving that not every Hornet colony has broken up for their end
of life holiday. Another large slightly Hornet like insect (but without a sting) was seen by Richard Carpenter in
his Hill Head garden on Saturday (Sep 8) – this was the distinctive hoverfly Volucella zonaria still on the wing.
News on the butterfly front is of the emergence of a third brood of Green Veined Whites. Andrew Brookes saw
two in pristine conditon when in a private wood west of Denmead yesterday and saw more of them in his own
garden at Portchester. The woodland also had four fresh Small Copper on Fleabane, and at Portchester a
Painted Lady, a Comma, and several Red Admirals were seen.
Yesterday Charles Cuthbert cycled around the Alresford area for a couple of hours, seeing 9 Small Tortoiseshell
feeding on Buddleia, and elsewhere en route some 100+ Small Whites, 2 Red Admirals, 2 Speckled Wood
and a Painted Lady. Last Friday (Sep 7) Charles was on the Pennington seawall and saw a Small Copper, a
Painted Lady, one Red Admiral and a few Small Whites. On Thursday (Sep 6) at Pitt Down (Farley Mount
area west of Winchester) Charles found more than 10 Meadow Brown and a similar number of Small White
with two Common Blue, one Speckled Wood and one Small Tortoiseshell.
An apparently pristine female Southern Hawker resting on bracken allowed me excellent close-up views when I
was in Havant Thicket today, shortly after I had been buzzed by another Southern Hawker working a narrow
ride at my knee height and very unwilling to let me through. I also saw one Common Darter and a couple of
Speckled Wood but nothing more.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

FRI 14 SEP
Last May I found a great display of an uncommon fungus (Agrocybe cylindracea) in the split trunk of an ancient
Willow at the north end of Brook Meadow at Emsworth and last week Brian Fellows found what seems to be
the same fungus growing in another Willow some way south of the first but also near to the river bank. I know
it is most likely that the spores carrying the fungus from one tree to the other will have been airborne but I like
to think that in this case they may have been carried by the Water Voles which inhabit the river. The toadstool
is edible by humans (and has an attractive smell described by Roger Phillips as ‘of old wine casks’) and I have
little difficulty in imagining that the voles could smell it out as a first class addition to their vegetarian diet, and
would carry the spores on their furry bodies downstream to their many other bank side picnic places.
TUE 11 SEP
By chance I heard a very interesting programme about Bats on Radio 4 this morning and learnt about a facet of

their behaviour I was not aware of – their autumn ‘swarms’ when many bats of all species travel long
distances to meet at a few specific points (the programme was describing them above the entrances to mines
in the area around Bath). It seems that these meetings may have at least two functions – the main one is a
sort of marriage market at which the females choose the males that they wish to allow to mate with them, the
choice being mainly based on finding the fittest male by seeing who can chase a given female for longer than
the others. A possible secondary purpose is to introduce young bats to some of the best hibernation sites
(close to which the mating chases take place). Another aspect of bat behaviour that I was interested in was
the ongoing evolutionary process by which moths learn to avoid being eaten by bats, and bats learn to outwit
the moths. As bats use echo-location to home in on their moth prey the moths can hear the bats coming and
some moths have learnt the trick of ‘freezing’ in mid-air just before the bat catches them (the moths wings
cease to beat, eliminating one of the clues by which the bat distinguishes living prey from a falling leaf, and the
moth falls to the ground, taking a bit of a bruising but avoiding a munching). Some bats counter this by turning
down the volume of their squeaks as they approach the prey, trying to fool the moth into thinking they are still
some distance away (this is called ‘whispering’), while other bats switch off the sound entirely once they have
detected a prey item, head for their prey by ‘dead reckoning’ and only switch their sound on when almost on
the prey in order to locate it precisely when it is too late for the moth to take avoiding action.
Another snippet from the radio tells of a young (this year’s) seal cub in the mouth of the River Stour at
Christchurch – no mention of its parents nor of any re-action from the Swans there (I believe they are
sometimes a menace to boaters, pecking rowers like highwaymen demanding food – your sandwich or your
life!).
More reliable news than anything derived from the media came from Richard Carpenter who saw a Grass Snake
on the Titchfield Haven canal path today.
MON 10 SEP
Walking in Havant Thicket yesterday Alan Cokes came on a large adder which he estimates was 50cm long and
perhaps 4cm in girth – some people might not have been too happy with the sight but I think these creatures
are beautiful though I give them due respect. Males can reach 60cm in length and females 76cm, and the
colour would probably have been the best clue as to its sex though that too is unreliable (yes, you really do get
‘Black Adders’ and they used to be quite common in Botley Woods). In general males are a light grey and
females a rich brown colour. They usually feel the vibrations of your footsteps and slither off into cover long
before you see them, but a light tread and favourable ground can let you get quite close – I was looking for
them today in Havant Thicket on dry bare ground close to cover in a place that I have often seen them in the
past (sometimes quite high off the ground on brushwood) but had no luck – other people with heavy boots and
dogs had been there before me!
Alan also found another fairly common large toadstool called the Brown Birch Bolete (Leccinum scabrum) which
I can easily identify from his photo of it but I am having trouble with a second picture of a bracket on birch logs
– at first glance it looks like a Blushing Bracket (Daedaleopsis confragosa) with variable amounts of reddih
brown spores covering a light coloured top surface but it has a whitish rim to the bracket that suggests a rarer
fungus called Lenzites betulina (the specific name indicating that it is often found on Birch where the Blushing
Bracket favours Willow though neither is restricted to just one tree species). Blushing Bracket is a fungus with
pores on its undersurface, the Lenzites has gills (distinctively split – not like an ordinary mushroon), so a
glimpse of the underside would be helpful in identifying it but the photo only shows the top.
BIRDS:

WEEK 36 SEPT 3 - 9

SUN 09 SEP
Trevor Carpenter today found that the Wigeon in Cams Bay had not increased since Friday (he had 169 then and
164 today) but Derek Mills found around 200 at Farlington Marshes and I see that in Sussex they began to
arrive at Rye Harbour back on Aug 24, with a big arrival of wildfowl there including 98 Wigeon on Aug 30.
Trevor had 338 Redshank at Cams Bay today (and 138 Mallard there yesterday), and Derek’s bird list at
Farlington today included numerous Knot, 4 Little Stint, 2 Common and 1 Green Sandpiper and 2 Curlew
Sandpiper along with Grey Plover, Black-tailed Godwit, Greenshank and Spotted Redshank. He also saw a
total of 10 Whinchat. Still in Hampshire Mark Litjens had a Grasshopper Warbler near the Beaulieu River
along with 25 Yellow Wagtail, 4 Curlew Sandpiper, 2 Green Sandpiper and a Spotted Redshank. In East
Sussex a Red-backed Shrike was near Beachy Head where a Raven, a Marsh Harrier, a Hobby, and six each
of Redstart, Spotted Flycatcher and Whinchat were all seen.
Two of the most regularly seen birds in my garden for much of the year are a pair of Collared Dove, and I am sure
that this is true of many gardens, but at this time of year the Doves abandon their gardens and their perpetual
nests and fly off for a holiday in the harvest fields where large flocks can usually be seen. This autumn our
resident birds have been absent for some weeks but so far I have not seen any flocks, and Trevor Carpenter
is the first to report such a flock – he saw 70 of them today in the Fareham Creek area (unusually not on a

harvested cereal field).
Living at the opposite end of the Hampshire shoreline to the Lymington area, and preferring to do my birding on
foot or cycle rather than by car, I have not visited Keyhaven for many years and am out of touch with it but still
associate that area with the name of Eddie Wiseman who I think of as sole guardian of the stretch of shore
from the Lymington River to Milford, ruling it from his home at Normandy Farmhouse and also finding time to
act as our county bird recorder from 1983 to 1991. In this month’s edition of the Hampshire magazine there is
an article telling the story of Eddie’s achievements written by John Taverner to mark Eddie’s retirement which
I see started last June. I would like to add my belated best wishes to him.
SAT 08 SEP
Yesterday David Parker reported that 11 Yellow Wagtail had appeared in the field next to his garden at
Forestside and today he tells me that 27 were present (though he has not yet told me if horses or cattle are the
attraction there). He also had a Spotted Flycatcher in his garden. Another bird of interest in Hampshire today
was an Osprey at Sowley Pond near Lymington, and on Portsdown John Goodspeed tells me that two Tawny
Owls had started their autumn calling from trees near his home on Sept 6.
A large pile of news has just appeared on the SOS website after a well deserved holiday break in their first rate
service. Today’s news is of a Red-necked Grebe on Arlington Reservoir (north west of Beachy Head) and a
Red Kite at Beachy Head. Going back to earlier dates I can only pick out a few items, but cannot omit news of
a gull flock, roosting on a ploughed field west of Selsey Bill on Sept 3, which contained 230 Yellow-legged, 14
Mediterranean and 120 Herring Gulls. On 1 Sep 6 Pintail were seen here and a Balearic Shearwater flew
distantly past the Bill. On 5 Sep the mass of migrants at Whitbread Hollow (foot of Beachy Head at
Eastbourne) included 150 Common Whitethroat, 250 Blackcap, 50 Chiffchaff, 25 Willow Warbler and a
Nightingale, and on 4 Sep there was a Wryneck on a Horsham rubbish tip. On 30 Aug 500 House Martins
flew past Rye Harbour where a large number of wildfowl arrived (149 Teal, 98 Wigeon, 11 Pintail, 5 Garganey
plus 3 Golden Plover), and on Aug 29 Kris Gillam cycled along the Brighton seafront as far east as Saltdean
keeping company with a low flying Montagu’s Harrier. Also on Aug 29 there were more than 500 Sand
Martins over Ivy Lake at Chichester. On Aug 28 and 27 there were 2 Pied Flycatcher at Church Norton, with
more than 10 Redstart there on Aug 27, and back on Aug 24 there were more than 14 Spotted Flycatcher at
Cissbury Ring.
Brian Fellows was on Hayling this evening counting 59 Egrets arriving for the night at Tournerbury Woods, but he
will be interested to know that while he was there the flock of feral geese from Baffins Pond decided to head
for their winter quarters at Titchfield Haven and were spotted by Lee Marshall as they flew over Rowner in the
twilight at 20:10. Lee could make out the Snow Goose in the dark sky and concluded that 9 of the other dark
shapes were Barnacles by their calls while the tenth large goose was different in shape from them
(presumably it was the Bar-head and the tenth Barnacle is still missing from the flock).
This evening I went to Langstone pond and joined Mike Collins who was making the fortnightly census of the
Egret roost there, arriving about ten minutes before he did and seeing 7 Egrets perched on the trees – all
seven had disappeared from view before Mike arrived and I am pretty certain that they had dropped down
lower in the trees to more sheltered places for the night. I saw one Egret fly off south west, and on his way to
the view point Mike saw three fly off - there is no way of knowing if these were part of the seven I saw or were
part of a larger number hidden from our view, but in any case we did not see all seven fly off and I am still of
the opinion that some do spend the night there. Just at sunset a single Egret flew in, stayed for about a
minute, then flew off on an erratic course as if uncertain where to go, eventually pitching at the water’s edge to
join a second Egret fishing there. At that time of day I can see little reason for it flying into the roost if it did not
regard it as at least a potential place to spend the night. Other birds seen in that area were 9 Heron roosting in
the same trees (only two of which flew off before sunset), several Sand Martin over the pond, and little other
than Redshank and Teal on the nearby harbour shore.
......After I left Mike he saw two more Egrets, neither of which went into the Wade Court trees. One joined the two
feeding in the harbour and that party of three flew off towards Thorney Island. The other Egret flew over
Langstone Mill and then headed south over Hayling (maybe to become a 60th Egret to enter Tournerbury – I
doubt Brian Fellows would have seen birds entering the woods from the north as he was watching on the
south side of the wood). Mike may not have seen many Egrets but his outing was definitely worthwhile as,
just after sunset, he heard the unmistakeable call of a Cetti’s Warbler from the reeds around Langstone Pond.
Cetti’s have never to my knowledge attempted to breed here and it is several years since one was heard here
– I suspect this is a young bird looking for somewhere to settle down and do not expect it to stay here.
......While Mike and I were together we were approached by a cyclist who had just come from Hayling
beachlands where he had seen a juvenile Herring Gull that seemed in need of care near the Inn on the Beach.
The cyclist said he had been able to pick up the bird though he did not say that it was in a collapsed state or
obviously sick. He thought we might know of a bird rescue organisation that would look after it and I told him
that if he felt sufficiently concerned he could take the bird to Brent Lodge, but I did express my personal
opinion that nature is a hard taskmaster and that if this young bird had not learnt to fend for itself by the time

it could fly (and its parents had decided not to feed it any longer) then it must either fend for itself or go under.
If I cause injury to an animal (e.g. in a road accident) I do feel responsible for doing what I can to restore the
animal to its previous state, but I also feel that it is an inappropriate use of human energy to try to save the
lives of the (roughly) 60% of all young birds that inevitably die in their first year of life – it’s sad to witness their
plight or demise, but that is the way nature works. I feel human energy and thought is better employed in
preventing animal deaths that we cause (e.g. by keeping cats and destroying or polluting habitat) than by ‘one
to one’ attempts to save a Starling that has fallen out of the nest too early. While there is clearly a vital role for
places such a Brent Lodge to deal with problems we humans have caused (road accidents, oil spills and the
like) I have seen more than one well meaning person destroy their own health and lives in the attempt to
succour every Sparrow, Rabbit or Hedgehog that people bring to them (salving their own consciences, but
often making no contribution to the expense involved in providing such a service). What do you think?
FRI 07 SEP
A juvenile Red-backed Shrike on an isolated blackberry bush in the middle of Hook Links was a real bonus for
Ron King when he visited the Warsash area today, and to judge by other autumn juveniles in this area in
previous years (one at the Kench a couple of years ago and one in Fort Nelson carpark some years before
that) there is a good chance that it will stay around for up to a week, especially if it finds a good food supply –
the one at Fort Nelson muched through a good many Great Green Bush-Crickets before it left! Ron seems to
be a bit upset that his news was not put out on the pagers more promptly but it looks as if he may have been
at least partly to blame for the delay as he gave them a map reference 40 km east of the area that he named
(and I believe the pager people do rightly make checks on information received before broadcasting it). I can
understand how easy it is to make slips of this sort (how many errors have you found in my text?) but it still
surprises me how even predictable things like the change from one month to another can completely throw
observers who pride themselves on attention to minute detail when observing birds (did you spot the change
of date from August 31st to February 1st in one note on Hoslist?).
......A second ‘lottery win’ today was awarded to Lee Marshall who was sitting in his garden at Rowner with a few
friends when a pale phase juvenile Long-tailed Skua went over heading west only some 60 feet up, allowing
non-birders in the party to pick out the right picture from a bird book. Less of a surprise was a third sighting of
the juvenile Temminck’s Stint at Farlington Marshes where it has been seen on Sept 3, 6 and now 7 by Jason
Crook and others. The first two sightings were at the lake but today it was at the Deeps by the east seawall,
again with a Little Stint nearby. Another good bird in Hampshire at the moment is an immature Spoonbill
which was seen to the west of the Beaulieu River today by David Taylor (I wonder if this is the same one that
was recently in Langstone/Chichester Harbour?)
There were 169 Wigeon at Cams Bay today, leaving no doubt that there has been a massive return of these
wildfowl for the winter. As a measure of the rate at which numbers are building up Trevor Carpenter counted
73 on Sept 4, then 101 on Sept 5 and 169 today). Wigeon are not the only birds piling in to the Fareham
Creek area – on Wednesday (Sept 5) Trevor also had 107 Black-tailed Godwit (9 of them colour ringed), 84
Mallard and 96 Canada Geese, and today he heard something that I suspect is very unusual at this time of
year – the call of a male Cuckoo. We are always told that adult Cuckoos leave us in July or early August, and
it is only the juveniles that remain with us until September, so we have to choose between a very late adult
male or a very precocious juvenile ready to mate before he is six months old (or prehaps he was just wanting
leadership of the Conservative party??). Coming back to reality Trevor also had a couple of Common
Sandpiper, a single Yellow Wagtail and a nice flock of 57 Linnet in the Cams Bay area.
Thirteen Yellow Wagtail landed in the field behind David Parker’s home at Forestside (northern edge of Stansted
Forest) this afternoon. Although David does not mention the other occupants of this field I believe it has
horses in it (and maybe cattle in other fields along the same woodland edge), and if so I think this is further
evidence to support my theory that migrant birds behave in much the same way that we do when on a long car
journey and stop off at the first likely place we see after we have decide that it is time for refreshment and/or
rest (as opposed to a theory that some people would propose which suggests that the birds have fixed places
where they always stop on their journeys). Ron King also noted a lot of Yellow Wagtail on Hook Links with the
Red-backed Shrike and that is the sort of observation that is used to support the theory that the birds have
regular fixed stopping places, but walking along the shore from Warsash to Titchfield Haven in previous years
I have seen the Wagtails anywhere along that stretch and would suggest that the greater number of sightings
at places like Hook as compared to the Forestside field are due more to the presence of the sea forcing the
birds to pause, and to the far greater number of birders present there to see them, than to any fixed rules that
the birds must abide by as to where they can and cannot stop.
Two other news items today come from Phil Lord, who was at Lower Test and saw 13 Green Sandpiper with four
Snipe and fourteen Teal, and from Richard Carpenter, who notes a continuing small increase in Snipe
numbers at Titchfield Haven where Marsh Harrier and Water Rail are to be seen daily. In view of the recent
arrival of Bar-tailed Godwit here in the Langstone area this week (long after the first Black-tailed) I was
interested that Richard has seen a couple of Bar-tailed off Hill Head, then flying into the Haven where these

birds are not a common sight. Richard also reports a continuing growth of Ringed Plover numbers on the Hill
Head shore – he counted 79 there on Tuesday (Sep 4)
A ride along the Chichester Harbour shore from Langstone to Thorney Deeps (west) with a low but rising tide
showed me just over 100 Bar-tailed Godwit in their preferred area between Langstone and Warblington
church, and my first two winter Pochard among at least 100 Coot on the Little Deeps. At Langstone the two
tiny Mallard ducklings were still on the pond, and 17 Egrets were in the Wade Court trees despite the low tide
(I saw none fishing anywhere). Several Greenshank could be heard at various points along my route but
other waders were in short supply (just a few Redshank, Curlew, one or two Lapwing and Oystercatcher). Off
the Emsworth western shore I watched what I assume was a Common Tern, but in the distance it appeared
much larger though having the normal shade of grey on its upper parts. In addition to the Pochard and Coot
on the Little Deeps there were a few Tufted Duck and Little Grebe plus the Swan pair with just one cygnet as
far as I could see. Hardly anything on the Great Deeps other than a Heron, a Greekshank and a couple of
Redshank (but I noticed that the military fence gate and intercom were working today)
THU 06 SEP
Charles Cuthbert has just returned to Alresford after a short break and has news of a busy pond there crowded
with birds day and night. The flock of 80 Swans includes 19 well grown cygnets, and I am not surprised to
hear of 145 Coot but I am surprised by a count of 110 Gadwall, outnumbering the Mallard by two to one (in
1962 John Taverner described the status of Gadwall in Hampshire as >> a very scarce and irregular winter
visitor << with an estimate of less than 50 birds in total being in the county in the fifteen years between the end
of the war in 1945 and the publication of his ‘Wildfowl in Hampshire’ in 1962). Forty two Teal were present
with small numbers of Wigeon and Shoveler (and only four Tufted Duck and 5 Canada Geese, with no
mention of Ruddy Duck), but I was most interested in the presence of a night roost of 11 Egrets (evening of
Sep 6) and less so by a night roost of 11 Cormorant. Charles mentions the presence of 500 Black-headed
Gulls at dusk, but I am not clear whether these spend the night on the pond (or perhaps nearby large open
fields?) or whether they fly south to the sea after dark.
A note from Mike Collins describes something that strikes me as unusual, and I would welcome the opinions of
other raptor enthusiasts on it. As Mike was crossing the old IBM playing fields next to the Langstone South
Moors he saw a cloud of Starlings over Budds Farm and half expected to see a Sparrowhawk among them
but what emerged from the cloud was a Peregrine. In Mike’s words >> Clutching a hapless victim it coolly just
soared slowly away devouring its prey on the wing with feathers pouring out behind as if it was on fire. It made
no attempt to land to find somewhere to eat its prey and I lost it as it soared off southeast over Langstone. <<
Not local news but worth being aware of is a report of 30 Fieldfare seen over the M42 near the Leics/Staffs
border this morning. With northerly winds likely to be with us for several more days we may well see a few this
month, but once they reach the coast they usually turn round and head off north again, not to return and settle
in until the winter forces them south for food. Other unusual birds reported today were on the Isle of Wight –
one was a Wryneck seen today on West High Down near the Needles and the other a Melodious Warbler
seen yesterday on Ventnor Downs (along with a passing Honey Buzzard)
House Martins seem to be more numerous this autumn than they have been for several yearsand yesterday
Charles Cuthbert saw up to 400 hirundines, mostly House Martins, over the Itchen at Avington. Not far away
downstream in Winchester Judith Chawner is concerned that some of these birds joining the party and insect
feast over the river may be the parents of two youngsters still in a nest on a house opposite hers – a little while
ago she watched the parents of these and other youngsters in the area returning frequently with food
throughout the day, but she has not seen them make one visit in the past few days – maybe the young that
she is seeing peeping out are now old enough to look after themselve and have been told by their parents to
‘fly or die’ and have chosen the latter course? Or could they in fact be adults taking a rest in the nest?
Brian Fellows has been away for a few days and so made his Portsmouth round today instead of Tuesday. At
the Canoe Lake Swan numbers were up to 34 and at Baffins Pond there were 11 Shoveler but only 5 Canada
Geese and 68 Mallard – otherwise numbers were as expected after the recent death toll from disease (one
Barnacle Goose was missing but that it is not unknown for some of them to disappear temporarily and
re-appear late). Back in Emsworth Brian found the Mallard population up to 144 with 9 tiny new ducklings on
the water, but the Swans were down to just 88 (with the Black Swan still there). Another increase has been in
Coot with 26 on the combined eastern ponds.
WED 05 SEP
House Martins are usually the last of the hirundines that we see in the autumn, often still feeding young in
October, and today Moira Dokerty confirms that at least one nest is still active in Alton (and I doubt anyone
could still find Swallows or Sand Martins at nests in September). This may well be a result of where and how
House Martins build their nests – many people do not like to have their nests in a place where droppings
regularly fall onto living room window sills and knock the nests down, forcing the birds to rebuild elsewhere
and putting their schedule back by weeks, and in other cases the birds own building work is faulty causing
nests to collapse and thus causing further re-building delays. Another reason for late departure is that quite a

few House Martins do raise three separate broods each summer (Swallows do so occasionally but Sand
Martins never have more than two broods). Despite these setbacks and over-enthusiastic breeding the great
majority of House Martins will have their final young out of the nest by the end of August and be heading south
in early September, hence the current reports of large parties spending the night in unexpected places (see
Simon Woolley’s observation of them in Monday’s notes). Another report in today’s news is also from
Winchester where Judith Chawner saw at least 200 House Martins over the St Cross watermeadows at
around 8:30am, yet by 9am they had all moved off. This timing coincides with what Simon saw and what I
observed at Bedhampton in the past, showing that House Martins are not ‘early birds’ but ‘lie in’ until the sun
warms them in the morning when they fly around long enough to get a decent breakfast before continuing
their journey. One implication of this habit of staying in bed as late as humans is that the birds are more
noticed by people, and one wonders what other migrant flocks may spend the night in city trees or bushes, but
get away unseen at dawn, as they follow the river valleys south.
......Another slightly different account of House Martin migration came yesterday from Colin Allen when he
passed on what he had been told by an acquaintance living in Hambledon. This person had seen two or three
hundred House Martins perched on telegraph wires on Aug 25 and had watched them for about an hour,
coming to the conclusion that the adults were giving the youngsters individual flying lessons – he says >>
adult birds were collecting young from the telegraph wire perch one at a time and putting them through some
kind of flying instruction. They would return with one youngster pick up a new one turn and turn about. <<
These birds presumably came from local nests and had not yet started their long journey south.
Visiting Old Idsworth Farm for the first time since the end of July I learnt that the Barn Owl nestbox there had
produced six young owls this summer, though one fell out and came to an untimely end when it became
caught in some wire, and I think two of the other young birds were smaller and weaker than the three that
were likely to survive to maturity. Another piece of good news was the discovery of another newly fledged
Barn Owl in the farm buildings which must have flown in from another nest not too far away. With six young in
the nest box there was little room for the parents and I am told that when Graham Roberts came to ring the
young both parents were found to be in a second nest box in a nearby building (up to then it was assumed that
the male used that box and the female stayed with the chicks) - the female was caught and ringed but the
male got away.
TUE 04 SEP
I have not yet seen the plough in local fields but Trevor Carpenter watched one at work on the slopes of
Portsdown near the River Wallington today, and counted some 2600 Black-headed Gulls following it to feast
on worms exposed by the newly turned earth. Trevor comments that the notes given in the Hampshire Bird
Report (on what is regarded as significant enough to warrant reporting by casual observers) state that records
are wanted of all flocks of these gulls greater than 500 birds but I think that any reports I send in are likely to be
of estimated rather than precise numbers! My other re-action to this news is to wonder about how the species
combinations of gulls following the plough may vary with the distance from the coast – I have an impression
that the further you go inland the greater the proportion of Common Gulls likely to be found, but this is not
based on any evidence (but does provide a good reason for reporting such flocks as accurately as possible).
I would certainly be interested in the distribution pattern of Lesser Blackbacks and how it may change over the
years.
Trevor also visited Fareham Creek today and found 73 Wigeon already back in Cams Bay, with 311 Redshank,
92 Black-tailed Godwit and some 30 Ringed Plover (presumably high tide counts). Along the shore was one
Common Sandpiper, one Whinchat and two Wheatear.
Both John Goodspeed and Richard Ford were at Farlington Marshes today where the best bird seems to have
been a Temminck’s Stint. Richard saw at least four and maybe eight Curlew Sandpiper and John noted four
Bar-tailed Godwit along the stream (unusual there? but co-inciding with their return to the Warblington shore)
with a Snipe and some 9 Greenshank of which several were colour ringed. Elsewhere there were 25 Grey
Plover, 12 Egrets and 15 Heron with the odd Whinchat and Sandwich Tern. Over in the west Solent shore
area Mike Rafter found the Black-necked Grebe still on Sowley Pond with a Garganey, and saw 40 Yellow
Wagtail in a nearby field and a Spoonbill elsewhere in the area.
A large flock of more than a hundred Bar-tailed Godwit were today back for the first time on the mud between
Langstone and Warblington where they have been a prominent feature in recent autumns. I did not get close
enough to make a good count of them and could not swear to their identity but have little doubt as to what they
were. The single Swan was once again on Langstone Pond but this time I could only see one parent on the
sea with the cygnets so assume this was one of the parents, not an intruder, and guess that I was wrong in
that assumption when I first saw a Swan back on the pond yesterday (when I omitted to mention that there
were two new hatched Mallard ducklings on the pond). On my way to Hayling I saw few birds but there were
at least 50 Grey Plover in summer plumage at the Oysterbeds (high tide roost) and 28 Great Crested Grebe
on the harbour south of the Oysterbeds. One Kestrel was hunting over the shoreline vegetation here.
Marsh Tit have been out of the news for some time, presumably during their moult, but Alan Cokes noted one in

the Hurstwood area of Waterlooville yesterday and I will be keeping my ears open for the familiar ‘pitchou’
note from now on.
In connection with Kevin Stouse’s failure to get through the Thorney Island gates on Sunday I see that they were
working on the east side when Peter Morrison was there on Monday. If you want to save yourself a wasted
journey Kevin Stouse says that you can ring the army guardroom on 01243-388275 in advance to check on
the position (but I have heard of one person who did this in the past who was answered by a soldier who said
he had never heard of any such gates!)
MON 03 SEP
Getting through the gates of the military fence on Thorney Island has always been a chancey business and today
the barrier to Kevin Stouse’s planned walk around the island proved insuperable – it seems the gates could
not be opened and so those who went with Kevin had to content themselves with what could be seen to the
north of the fence. Nonetheless they recorded a list of 58 bird species including 20 Golden Plover at the west
end of the Great Deeps and 6 Turtle Doves on the wires over the marshes near the Little Deeps, with more
than 60 Greenshank seen roosting at the east end of the deeps. No Osprey was seen but a Cetti’s Warbler
was heard and a single Swift flew among hundreds of Swallows and House Martins. Near the Marina Farm
(the path through it is now fully open) more than 20 Linnet were feeding on seeds with Gold and Greenfinch
and at least one Whinchat and one Wheatear went on the day list.
Soon after 8am this morning Simon Woolley looked out of the window of his house in central Winchester to see
around 100 House Martin perched in the upper branches of a huge Wellingtonia tree in a nearby churchyard.
Within minutes of first seeing them, and while still wondering how unusual it was for these Martins to perch in
a tree, a Sparrowhawk appeared on the scene and at least 300 House Martins flew up in panic as the hawk
passed harmlessly by. A few days ago Simon had noticed a much smaller gathering of some 30 House
Martins which seemed to have spent the night clinging to the wall of a house in the same street – that house
happens to be the only one in the immediate neighbourhood on which just two pairs of House Martins have
nested this year and Simon’s first thought on seeing them seems to have been that they were prospecting for
next year’s nest sites. My own thought is that both groups of birds were already on passage and had
happened on a combination of a good place to feed on the previous evening (plenty of insects over the nearby
River Itchen?) and a good place to spend the night – for the smaller group the presence of breeding birds
probably suggested that the house with the nests was a safe place to sleep and they had done so clinging to
the wall, whereas the much larger group preferred the tree. Once, many years ago, I saw a large flock of
House Martins slowly waking as the sun warmed them where they had been sleeping clinging to the wall of a
building (the old Squash Courts) in Mill Lane at Bedhampton, a similar site close to Bedhampton Mill Pool
where they might well have found a good supper on the previous evening, and I suspect that the huge flocks
of hirundines that roost in coastal reedbeds at places such as Thorney Little Deeps or Farlington Marshes do
so because of the double attraction of safe roosting places and a good insect food supply. It may well be, as
John Clark suggested in connection with Whinchats yesterday, that birds on passage do have preferred
stopping off places on their travels, but my thought is that the reason they prefer these places is a combination
of good food and a safe place to spend the night, and the place they choose on a given night just happens to
be the first likely spot they see when evening approaches as they follow natural migration routes defined by
physical geography (river valleys, mountain passes, etc). At the coast, where the birds may pause for several
days waiting for the weather, such good ‘camp sites’ are more regularly used than inland ones which have a
much more casual use depending on where the birds are at the end of each day.
Six Woodlark were seen near Woolmer Pond today by Richard Ford and this observation made me wonder if
these were birds already moving to winter quarters but on reflection I would think Woolmer Forest is ideal
Woodlark breeding habitat and so I assume this to be just a family that has nested successfully nearby
(though I will remain on the look out for news from John Shillitoe that they are back in the fields where they
winter near his home close to the Meon Valley). Also seen at Woolmer by Richard today were two Whinchat,
an adult Hobby, a Common Sandpiper, two Grey Wagtail, and one dead Canada Goose (there had been a
shoot here over the weekend)
......I am not sure if this Canada Goose was deliberately targeted during the shoot or just got in the way – Canada
Geese are lawful targets for wildfowlers but few get shot as the process of shooting them is closer to an F&M
cattle cull than ‘sport’, but I welcome any form of control on their ever growing numbers. Today’s news brings
yet another reason for wanting to eliminate these geese in an indirect reference to the transmission of disease
by the birds. It seems that the Environment Agency believes the large number of these geese in the
Portsmouth area may well be one factor in transmitting a disease that is killing off many fish in the Hilsea Moat
and IBM Lake at this moment. I think the theory is that when a disease starts to kill fish in one place where hot
weather has perhaps de-oxygenated the water then the geese can carry the disease bacteria or what have
you to other places and infect the fish there.
We often hear of birds at the mouth of the Hamble river but hardly ever hear news from the river above the M27
so a note from Richard Carpenter of what he saw today when visiting the Curbridge nature reserve (where the

river narrows just below Botley) is of interest. This is often a good place for seeing Kingfisher but today
Richard saw 5 Egrets, 3 Common Sandpiper, a Greenshank, a Whimbrel (well inland) and one Buzzard
overhead, perhaps from the nearby Botley Woods. A couple of days earlier Richard had seen a small group
of six Yellow Wagtail in the Brownwich area on the coast just west of Titchfield Haven.
At least 40 Egrets and 5 Heron were using the Wade Court trees as a high tide roost at midday today when I
visited Langstone. On the nearby pond the water is littered with feathers as the 50+ Mallard and other
waterfowl moult (a female Tufted Duck and several Teal were with them) but I was interested to see a single
Swan back on the pond, the more so as the pair with their four cygnets were on the shore near the Royal Oak
at that time so this may have been an intruder investigating the pond with an eye to nesting there next spring.
The only other birds of interest were a couple of Sand Martin over the pond and a Grey Wagatil in the
Lymbourne stream where one or more will probably be a regular sight from now on through the winter.
PLANTS:

THU 06 SEP
Parking at the Chichester Leisure Centre and walking across the grass fronting the college towards Westgate I
found just one example of Fiddle Dock leaves surviving in the mown grass, and on turning right into Westgate
along the pavement I was confronted with with a flower-bed of strange contents including what looked like the
leaves and flowers of a Marrow and a tall mass of Amaranth plants having fairly small, dense and little
branched flower heads showing glimpses of red flowers about to open. If anyone wants to check these out
and you are walking on the southside of Westgate away from the Cathedral you will find these plants are the
first you come to as you near the roundabout at the junction with the inner ring road.
Over in the Alver Valley Richard Carpenter noticed an unusual ornamental apple tree fruiting in the Cherque
Farm area at the north end of the valley and concluded that it was a Siberian Crab-apple (Malus baccata). I
believe these are quite commonly planted in gardens and along streets but it is perhaps unusual to find one
that must have been ‘bird sown’.
WED 05 SEP
In a relatively short walk around three of the fields at Old Idsworth Farm this morning I noted just under 100
flowering plant species of which two are perhaps worth a mention – one was the first Sharp-leaved Fluellen I
have seen this year and the other was Crosswort in flower – this is so abundant in the spring and its leaves
are easy to find at this time of year but it hardly ever seems to join in the general second flowering of autumn.
MON 03 SEP
One of the plants that I have been aware is missing from my list this year is Marsh Mallow, the hairy leaved,
brown flowered cousin of Common Mallow. This plant seems only to grow with its feet more or less in salt
water and the one place that I see it regularly is at Cobnor Point in Chichester Harbour (it can be seen along
a stretch of shore going north west from the point to where the shoreline oak wood gives way to open fields).
I have in the past seen it by the River Hamble just above the M27 on the river bank within the Botley Country
Park (confusingly, with so many Manor Farms in the county, the County Council nowadays prefer to call this
Manor Farm Country Park), and today Richard Carpenter tells me he found it still in flower further upstream at
the Curbridge nature reserve.
INSECTS:

SUN 09 SEP
Mark Litjens was near the mouth of the Beaulieu River today and found an astonishing 48 Small Copper in a
small area. Also there, but less surprising, were a similar number of Small White with 5 Large White, 2
Painted Lady, 1 Small Heath and 1 Small Tortoiseshell. Mark also had a couple of Ruddy Darter, 1 Common
Darter and 4 Migrant Hawker. Derek Mills was at Farlington Marshes today, seeing 6 Small Heath, 2 female
Common Blue plus a Brimstone and a Red Admiral. Late news from Sussex is of a single Clouded Yellow at
Beachy Head on Aug 27
FRI 07 SEP
Lee Marshall was out on Browndown and in the Alver Valley today, and has sent me a long list of his finds
starting with ten butterfly species still on the wing. A single Grayling and one Brown Argus were good end of
season finds, and with them were at least 50 Large and several Small White, 17 Meadow Brown, several
Speckled Wood, 3 Common and 2 Holly Blue and 3 Comma with 1 Red Admiral. 12 Migrant Hawker
dragonflies were no surprise but 2 Emperors were a good find. Lee has not given me a list of moths coming
to his light (though he says that the Forest Bug ‘Pentatoma rufipes’ has been common around it for the past
weeks) but he did see four male Vapourer and four Silver Y today when he found the (well hidden) larvae of
the Yarrow Pug and of Sitochroa palealis. He also noted two gall wasps (or at least evidence of their
presence) – Knopper galls on oak showed that Andricus quercuscalicis was around (I’ve seen plenty of these
galls again this year) and the ‘Silk Buttons’ on the underside of oak leaves (which I only normally notice when

the leaves have fallen) told of ‘Neurotus numismalis’ – with a name like that I guess the person who originally
named the species had coins rather than silk buttons in mind.
......Lee also noticed the presence of Hornets in the Browndown area today (just two of them), and found
Long-winged Coneheads were to be found in abundance while the Golden Orb spiders (just nine seen with
searching for them) were perhaps less common than they have been in the past few years (maybe that was
partly because some have already laid their eggs and departed this life?). One note of something new to
myself is of a Leafhopper called 'Graphocephala fennahi' which Lee says is a North American species
naturalised in Southern Britain. He says it is unmistakeable, green with red markings, and abundant on
Rhododendrons in the Wildgrounds (I will not go along with any BAP proposal to save Rhododendrons as the
habitat for this equally out of place insect!). Richard Carpenter was in the Alver Valley yesterday and saw one
Comma and two Red Admirals in the Cherque area.
Cycling down the seawall track from Emsworth marina to the Great Deeps west I was pleased to see at least half
a dozen Common Blue, three Meadow Brown, a Small Heath and a Small Tortoiseshell as well as the still
abundant Small Whites. Red Admiral was the only other species seen today. The Golden Orb spiders
(Argioppe bruennichi) will by now be getting close to creating their pink ‘Chinese Lantern’ egg cases as they
reach the end of their lives but while keeping an eye out for them (no egg cases seen) I did see one large
female still on her web.
WED 05 SEP
Increasing cloud this morning after a chilly night did not encourage me to expect many butterflies when I visited
Old Idsworth Farm this morning but, in addition to several Small Whites, I was delighted to see two fresh
Small Tortoiseshell nectaring together on one Hemp Agrimony flowerhead. Earlier I had seen what was
probably a Silver y moth on the wing, and later I saw a very fresh Silver Y at rest (almost certainly native born
and not a migrant). Best of today’s sightings was of what must have been a Striped Lychnis caterpillar sitting
on an isolated plant of Dark Mullein – I was surprised that none of the leaves seemed to have been nibbled
and that there was only one caterpillar – perhaps it had abandoned one of the many now dead Dark Mullein
plants in the vicinity and was the only survivor to reach a new source of food.
Also seen while at Idsworth was something that I could not identify and have not seen before. Spread over a
large area of downland grass (fields recently grazed by sheep) were the basal leaves of many Perennial
Sowthistle (Sonchus arvensis) plants, and many of these long thin leaves had a double row – one row each
side of the midrib - of round red-brown coloured ‘galls’ covering almost the whole surface area of the leaves
(which looked a little like belts thickly covered with metal studs). I would guess that these were the work of
some Sawfly species but would welcome any better suggestions.
TUE 04 SEP
On my trip to Hayling today I saw a couple of Red Admirals and a good many Small Whites before reaching
Rosemary Webb’s garden in which I watched a Speckled Wood fluttering within inches of her as she sat in the
sunshine. Later in the day she phoned me to say that after I left a Hornet flew into the garden and settled on
her hand, remaining there for some time. This is the first Hornet she has seen this year, and the news
reminded me of something I have observed about this time of year in previous autumns – a widespread
appearance of Hornets across the countryside as if these insects have suddenly been given a day off by their
Queen and fly around with no great purpose other than to enjoy the sunshine and find food for themselves.
This may in fact be the aftermath of a mating flight as new queens emerge from the nest and set out to mate
and then find places in which to survive the winter before starting new nests next spring (if anyone can confirm
this hupothesis I would love to hear from them as it is pure speculation on my part).
......After writing the above I had a phone call from Gillian Scarf, who lives on Hayling’s West Lane – far from
Rosemary’s home - to say that as dusk descended this evening and the lights were turned on three Hornets
were found around the lampshade in one room, and after encouraging them to leave the premises at least six
were seen attempting to enter the (now closed) window. In addition to these another was evicted from a
cloakroom by the dog (which luckily did not attempt to eat it). This helps to confirm my theory that there is a
general exodus of Hornets from their nests at this time of year, leaving many of the insects with the need to
find alternative accommodation for the night. Of course I cannot rule out the theory that a local nest happened
to have been destroyed on that day, but I think the autumn timing and the fact that this phenomenon has been
observed at the same time in several years does support my view.
At Farlington Marshes today John Goodspeed saw yet another Small Tortoiseshell (their number really do seem
to be picking up at last) and some late Gatekeepers.
MON 03 SEP
Yet another fresh Small Tortoiseshell was seen today by Richard Carpenter in his Hill Head garden near
Titchfield Haven, and two more of these butterflies were seen a week ago on the Isle of Wight when Andrew
Brookes visited Newtown for a Bank Holiday outing. Andrew also saw a fresh Small Copper and a late Wall
Brown along with several Brown Argus and a good show of Common Blue.

OTHER WILDLIFE:

SAT 08 SEP
Yesterday John Goodspeed re-visited the Southwick woods on the northern foot of Portsdown where he had
previous seen what may have been a Destroying Angel toadstool but could not refind it. He did however find
a brightly coloured bolete with a red cap, yellow pores and a red-brown stem taller than the width of the cap
which he calls Xerocomus rubellus but which other books would name Boletus versicolor (yet another
problem area in the task of fungus identification). On this subject of naming I see in the September issue of
the Hampshire magazine an article on fungi in the county which gives some ‘new to me’ names such as
‘Summer King Bolete’ to the fungi illustrated. The article refers those interested in joining fungus forays in
Hampshire to contact the Hampshire Fungus Recording Group at 11 Gordon Avenue, Winchester. I assume
this is a Hampshire branch group of the British Mycological Society.
Visiting my eldest son at Swanmore this evening I was told that they had a lot of fungi on their lawn, and a
torchlight expedition after dark showed me a large troop of small gilled fungi which I very much fear were the
common but very poisonous Clitocybe dealbata – I hope my three grandchildren in this house survive!
FRI 07 SEP
Lee Marshall’s sight of two Common Lizard on Browndown was not unusual for the time of year but a note from
Andy Horton today tells me of an unusual fish caught off Hayling Island in June. Unlike Andy my knowledge
and enthusiasm for wildlife does not extend below the water level (yes, I may change my mnd when I have
seen the BBC’s Blue Planet series) so I can only quote Andy who says this rarity was >> Common Bream,
Pagrus pagrus (=Sparus). It is only called common because it is common in the Mediterranean Sea and south
of the British Isles. It was previously rare in the English Channel and unknown any further north. However, in
the last two years a shoal of juveniles have been discovered in a Cornish bay and large numbers have been
caught around the Channel islands. This is the first record received of a fish as far east as off Hampshire. <<
Not only do my books give no indication of this species but the name causes me confusion with the freshwater
Common Bream (Abramis brama). I see that on effect of Global Warming is likely to be an increased
expenditure by amateur naturalists on a whole new set of books!
TUE 04 SEP
I had the chance today to consult Rosemary Webb about the fungi mentioned in yesterday’s notes and she told
me that she has never heard of Destroying Angel being found in southern Britain and she suggested that the
white fungi seen by John Goodspeed and Alan Cokes might have been Amanita ovoidea (which she has
found locally). When I got home I received the pictures Alan Cokes had tried to send me yesterday and was
struck by the broad ring, loosely hanging from the stem of his toadstool and by the total whiteness of the
whole fungus and my guess as to the identity of his toadstool is the white variety of Death Cap. I also heard
from Alan of a couple more easily named fungi he had found by the Hermitage Stream in the Hurstwood area
of Waterlooville. One was Orange Birch Bolete and the other, less certain, was Blushing Bracket.
MON 03 SEP
I’m not quite sure how far the magic properties of fungi extend but when I was downloading pictures of some that
had been seen yesterday by Alan Cokes in the West Walk woods my computer locked up (I could use neither
keyboard nor mouse and had to take the final resort of switching off the power!) so I cannot comment on the
identity of what Alan saw but he describes one as being pure white and impressive leaving me wondering if he
had seen another example of the Destroying Angel (see John Goodspeed’s find last Tuesday).
BIRDS:

WEEK 35 AUG 27 – SEP 2

SUN 02 SEP
Wintering Black-necked Grebe do not normally arrive in our waters until around the beginning of October, but
this species has been known to breed in Hampshire and in recent years one or more seem to have summered
in Langstone Harbour as they seem to have done this year – I have notes of two there on July 2, Aug 10 and
another sighting on Aug 22. On Aug 9 this year one in summer plumage was seen off Keyhaven, so a sighting
of one in winter plumage on Sowley Pond (just east of Lymington) by Paul Winter today is maybe easier to
see as a further sighting of the Keyhaven bird rather than as the start of the arrival of birds from the north. On
his way to Sowley Paul visited the Lower Test reserve and noted 6 Snipe, 6 Green Sandpiper and a juvenile
Water Rail. To the north west of the Lower Test Simon Ingram was at the Eastleigh Lakeside site, seeing 3
Whinchat, 3 Stonechat and a Yellow Wagtail, but I was most interested in his report of a flock of 32 Pied
Wagtail on playing fields near the lake. Very soon these birds will be seen in their hundreds at several well
known night roosts, flying in at dusk and dispersing in the morning, and (other than Tony Gutteridge’s sighting
of 14 on the Warblington shore near Emsworth on Aug 11) this is the first report to reach me of a flock.
SAT 01 SEP
More wintering wildfowl arrived in our area today with 3 female Pintail (flying north west over the Eastleigh
Lakeside site in the morning – a female Shoveler was there yesterday) being seen by Simon Ingram and 8

newly arrived male Wigeon at Hook (Warsash) seen by Trevor Carpenter. These Wigeon were in notably
tatty (eclipse) plumage, looking much worse than a single Wigeon that has spent the summer at Hook, and
Trevor voices the question as to why they chose to make long distance flights in such poor shape. I can’t
attempt to read their minds but I feel fairly confident in the thought that Wigeon do think things out in the way
we might and conclude that by a bit of better family planning they could have raised their young a month or so
earlier and flown off while still well feathered, but I am pretty sure that their inbuilt biological clocks tell them
that (as they will not regrow their full plumage until well into the winter) they had better get a move on and
make the effort to get to their preferred winter quarters before winter sets in.
More Wigeon were seen on the Isle of Wight today – 19 of them at Newtown Harbour with 109 Canada Geese,
103 Curlew, 40 Black-tailed Godwit and 5 Knot – but the most significant sighting from the Island today was
probably that of 50+ Mediterranean Gulls in Bembridge Harbour. Yesterday there were 200+ Swallows and
100+ House Martins over this same harbour and sightings of a Marsh Harrier, a Hobby, a Kingfisher and
some Green and Redshank. On the north east coast of the Island 10 adult Barnacle Geese were seen with
juveniles near Seaview, proof of breeding there this year but perhaps not a good indication of numbers - in
July this year Mike Wall told us he had seen 300 of them with many young in this area (a wildfowl park)
John Shillitoe made his regular Saturday cycle ride around Hambledon and Soberton today, seeing a total of 14
Whinchat in three groups (probably families of 6, 5 and 3 birds), and this aroused John Clark’s interest in the
question of whether Whinchat have preferred stopping off places as the travel south to the coast. I agree that
the internet could help us to know much more about the movements of these easy to spot birds and would
encourage everyone to report all sightings with fairly exact grid-references and a note of the habitat in which
the birds were seen. My own guess would be that family groups do not make long flights but work their way
from field to field, stopping where food is available (Mike Collins recent news of a group spending three days
on fresh manure heaps near Chichester helps to bear this out), but I have no idea as to what routes the birds
follow (do they just head south across country or do they channel their flights into preferred corridors (river
valleys, ley lines, or what have you)? Maybe we could relate the migratory strategies of different species to
their feeding habits (no doubt this has already been done), and this would show that birds which rely on local
concentrations of insects (Stone and Whinchats, Yellow Wagtails, Spotted Flycatchers) exhibit a different
pattern of movements to those shown by e.g. hirundines that feed on the wing, and small warblers that need
trees or bushes of a certain type to harbour their insect or fruit food. Clearly this is the case with specialist
feeders such as waders and waterfowl.
The Osprey was still at Mockbeggar Lake near Ringwood today, getting a bit of harrassment from a Peregrine,
and Mike Rafter also saw two Hobbies and a Little Owl there plus two Ravens. The Avon valley and northern
New Forest east of Fordingbridge and Ringwood seems to be a regular place for sightings of Ravens but
Dave Pearson must have seen a different Raven heading south east over Beacon Hill in the Meon Valley,
also today, and an Osprey reported over the Lymington River mouth today was presumabley different to the
Avon valley bird.
As Buzzards are now so common throughout Hampshire I tend not to pick them out for mention but I see that
Mark Litjens, who was at the mouth of the Beaulieu River today may have had a Honey Buzzard among five or
more Common Buzzards, and he certainly had an unusual sighting for this site in the shape of a Lesser
Spotted Woodpecker. 8 Spotted Redshank , 3 Curlew Sandpiper and 2 Green Sandpiper were more
expected, while 1 Tree Pipit and 7 Yellow Wagtail heading east were a typical coastal sighting at this time of
year.
Over in Sussex Graham Osborne saw 7 Curlew Sandpiper (with 5 Common Sandpiper and 3 Dunlin) at the
Sidlesham Ferry Pool and had many Whitethroat plus 4 Whinchat at Church Norton. Moving on to Thorney
Island he found a Kingfisher back at the Deeps and had a Yellow Wagtail overhead.
From Emsworth Brian Fellows reports a total of 116 Swans and 118 Mallard this week and also a Kingfisher
sighting by the Ems, and from Woolmer Pond (north of Petersfield) today’s sightings include both Wood and
Common Sandpiper, a Greenshank, two Gadwall and two Mandarin.
FRI 31 AUG
Trevor Carpenter today voiced thoughts on Hoslist that I very much agree with when he said how much he
welcomes the regular news bulletins that some people supply by publishing lists of ‘ordinary birds’ seen at a
patch which they visit regularly, thus giving us a reading of the ‘pulse of nature’ at that site. It is a matter of
judgement as to what goes on that list – a full list of all species seen with no comment can be very boring,
whereas a lengthy account of just one rarity may attract attention but tells us nothing about the normal wildlife
at the site. We are all interested in the unusual but what I, and I think Trevor, find most interesting in the many
accounts of what is currently being seen at sites throughout Hampshire and its neighbouring counties are the
indications of change which both reflect the overall seasonal movements and behaviour changes that may not
be obvious from our own limited observations, and give us clues as to things we should be on the look-out for
so that we can supply feedback to the general communty of birders that enables them to get more out of what
they see. Trevor encourages everyone to publish more detailed lists of all the sightings which they think to be

‘significant’ (i.e. to reflect change or reveal new facets of behaviour), and the only thing I would add to this is to
suggest that anyone who wishes to help on a regular basis in this task of enlarging the awareness of birders
to what is going on around them should consider publishing their detailed observations on their own website
as Jason Crook did for Langstone Harbour prior to the outbreak of Foot and Mouth which denied him access
to the Farlington Marshes computer (not having his own PC at home). By all means use Hoslist to highlight
the more significant observations and to summarise thoughts on trends etc, but having e.g. all the Langstone
Harbour sightings in one place, with several months of back info and possibly with supplementary tables
showing info over a period of years, is much more satisfactory than trying to pick it out of the mass of data on
Hoslist, though I can seen the value of putting a note on Hoslist to say that a particular website has been
updated so as to save fruitless visits to the site.
Leading on from Trevor’s thoughts comes news from Richard Carpenter (no relation to Trevor as far as I am
aware) of exactly the sort that I want, starting with a visit to Titchfield Haven today in which he noted 25
Wigeon and 15 Shoveler and comments that >> small numbers have been around for a while but this seems
to be the start of the autumnal build-up of numbers << Living close to the Haven and visiting it regularly
Richard can detect the start of this build up where many visitors to the reserve would either think that news of
Wigeon or Shoveler is of no interest to the birding community or would not have the background knowledge to
distinguish between summering birds and new arrivals. Richard also noted the presence of two Pintail
yesterday, and today saw one of the Marsh Harriers that have, I think, been in the area through the summer
though news of them has been sparse since May. No one observer, however, can see everything present at
a particular site and today Simon Woolley came down from Winchester to the Haven and saw 5 Green
Sandpiper where Richard only saw one – Simon probably spent more time near the seafront and notes a
juvenile Black Tern among 135 Common Terns, plus 4 Water Rail (one a juvenile) and a juvenile Little Ringed
Plover. Richard also visited Brownwich Pond today where a Redstart was present and a Grey Wagtail took a
Red-eyed Damselfly for lunch
When I last visited the IBM Lake on Aug 18 I was impressed by the presence of 3 Little Egret where I had never
heard of more than two before, but today Kevin Stouse tells me that five have been present all day. Also on
the lake Coot are still breeding – one pair had two tiny chicks today.
With the winter wildfowl counts resuming in September John Clark was today back by the River Avon at
Harbridge (just north of Ringwood, the first place you come to on the west of the river after crossing the
massive bridge at Iblsey) to check out and enjoy the scene. Close to Harbridge Church an Osprey sat on a
tree watching the watcher (John assumes this is the bird seen fishing in Mockbeggar Lake recently). On the
Ibsley meadows 2 Ruff were present and at Mockbeggar Lake a significant number of wildfowl were already
back (or had never left) – 140 Teal, 60 Gadwall, 13 Wigeon, 7 Shoveler, 5 Pochard and 2 Ruddy Duck. (In
addition to John’s sightings David Taylor noted a couple of juvenile Black Terns and at least one Mandarin
duck on Mockbeggar Lake on Aug 29.) As dusk came on birds arrived to spend the night in the safety of the
open water – flying in from north and south came 250 Greylag, 300 Canada Geese, 600 Black-headed and
600 Lesser Black-back gulls.
This large number of inland gulls was no surprise to John (I think he has had 2,500 Lesser Blackbacks there in
previous winter counts) but Andrew Howard at Petworth was somewhat surprised to see some 200 gulls
(Black-headed, Herring and Common) going over his garden yesterday evening. I suggest that if this was
unusual in that area it would not be unusual a little further east in the Arun valley which I suspect is used by
thousands of gulls on daily commuting flights from the night-time safety of the sea to day-time feeding areas.
Perhaps someone has some figures available, but my personal guess would be that over 90% of
Black-headed, Common, Herring and Blackback gulls rely on inland feeding (tips, harvest fields, new plough,
or just grassland with animals), and I think this change from a strictly coastal distribution of gulls has come
about in my lifetime (i.e. since the 1930s when there were still fish in the sea!). Less surprising to Andrew is
the continuing presence of Whitethroat, Blackcap and Garden Warbler in the rough meadow and hedge
adjacent to his garden, and the arrival of a couple of Spotted Flycatcher plus the presence of better than usual
autumn numbers of Swallows and House Martins overhead is a welcome bonus. Andrew was at Farlington
Marshes on Monday (Aug 27) where he found a mass of Whinchat, and on Tuesday at Sidlesham Ferry he
saw a Curlew Sandpiper and noticed an extra large Dunlin, forcing me to burrow to the bottom of my bird book
pile for my ‘Shorebirds’. I see that Dunlin have six races and can vary widely in size (length can be from 16 to
22 cm, wing length from 105 to 131mm, and bill length from 23 to 44 mm). The biggest birds, however, are
from the two North American races pacifica and hudsonia and these are extremely unlikely to be seen in
Britain.
A male Whinchat and a Spotted Flycatcher sat within a foot of each other on a wire fence as I crossed the South
Moors at Langstone this morning, and a flock of 12 to 15 Mistle Thrush were on the grass nearby after flying
down from power lines – this flock then flew on towards Budds Farm where they seemed deterred by the sight
of Langstone Harbour and flew back north. At Budds Farm the earth mound that has covered the third
(landward) pool for over a year is very nearly removed – over about half the area of the pool the earth is down

to water level and it looks as if the rest will be removed within another week or so. I see that the road around
the south side of the pools that has been used by constructors traffic is now closed and the roadway has been
covered to a depth of several feet with earth removed from the mound. Swallows, Sand and House Martins
were flying over but there were few ducks to be seen. Out on the harbour a party of 8 Shelduck were near
North Binness Island but there was no sign of the large flock of Great Crested Grebe and I could only see 21
Swans near the slipway (others may have been upstream). The Swan family from the pools was in the
Langbrook stream near Mill Lane today at high tide and the Langstone Mill family were by the mill with little
else on the water (just a few Black-headed Gulls). As the Wade Court trees came into view I counted 41
Egrets and 8 Herons on them, and when I was north of Wade Court I heard Jays in the trees (not unusual here
but I have not heard them during the summer).
THU 30 AUG
Over on the Isle of Wight more Wigeon and Teal are being seen but the item which I picked out of Derek Hale’s
latest news is of 100+ Curlew back at Newtown nature reserve and 39 of them feeding on fields beside the
Medina river. From Bembridge comes news of 16 more Yellow Wagtail and 6 Whinchat with another straw
poll of hirundine numbers - a count of 80+ Swallows, 30+ House Martins and 20+ Sand Martins.
Mike Wearing seems to have been the person who saw a possible Spotted Crake (and a definite Wood
Sandpiper) at Woolmer Pond (north of Petersfield) today. Another clear sighting today comes from Mike
Collins who found Whinchat enjoying the insect life on manure heaps in fields north of Chichester which he
passes on his way to work – this is the third day running they have been there (see yesterday’s notes)
Paul Winter was at the Goatee Beach at Eling (just south of the Lower Test reserve) today and saw 7 of the
Yellow-legged Gulls plus 7 Greenshank and 4 Egrets.
Lastly for today David Taylor tells us that he has now tracked down the origin of a colour ringed Cormorant he
saw last week in Christchurch Harbour at the mouth of the Hampshire Avon – it seems it was ringed in the
nest last summer (June 2000) on an island in the Dutch Waddensea where a large number of Cormorant nest
on the ground in the absence of cliffs. This summer’s outing to Dorset seems to be the first of its travels and
it will be interesting to know if it stays with us.
WED 29 AUG
Yellow Wagtails are still to be seen at most coastal sites but one of the easiest and most certain spots for seeing
them at the moment is probably around the Sidlesham Ferry Pool where Lawrence Holloway noted them in
his Pagham Harbour diary for today. You may only see half a dozen of them there, not the 100+ count
recorded at Beachy Head on Monday (Aug 27), but the views should be good at Sidlesham. These Wagtails
are not always at the feet of cattle in grass – today Moira Doherty saw 26 on seaweed at Normandy (mouth of
the Lymington river), and yesterday Trevor Carpenter had more than 13 at the mouth of the Hamble river at
Hook.
Tony Gutteridge was at Farlington Marshes today and does not even mention Yellow Wagtail (just a few years
ago the area round the lake and the deeps would have been alive with them and their calls) but did see two
other mainstays of the autumn passage (6 Whinchat and 2 Wheatear) as well as glimpsing some Bearded
Tits and hearing reports that the two Garganey and the Spotted Crake are still present (also there, I think
today, was a possible Great White Egret seen by Richard Bishop – but as these ‘here today and gone
tomorrow’ birds seem to be perpetually on the move there’s not much point in going to look for it). Going back
to the Whinchat Mike Collins had an unexpected view of four of them both on his way to work at Goodwood
House and on his way home – they were in fields close to the minor road from West Stoke (just south of
Kingley Vale) and East Lavant (on the main road north from Chichester) and what kept them there were piles
of earth (maybe mixed with manure) that had just been dumped prior to spreading on the fields and no doubt
yielding a rich harvest of insects and invertebrates (in the latest issue of British Wildlife there is an article on
Springtails in which it says that a rich soil such as this would typically have some 40,000 of these minute
insects per square metre)
More than 50 Wheatear were on Culver Down (near Bembridge on the Isle of Wight) yesterday (along with the
two Dotterel staying over from Monday and a Wryneck), and another count of 50+ Wheatear with 10+
Whinchat (plus a Cuckoo) came from Beachy Head on Monday, but Barry Collins had the top score with 73
Wheatear on Thorney Island yesterday. With them were 6 Whinchat and 2 Redstart plus 17 Common and 3
Green Sandpiper. Still with the commoner migrants Tony and Helen Gutteridge cycled along the South
Downs Way to the River Arun yesterday (Tony does not say from where they started) and saw the only Swift
of the day along with more than 20 Wheatear and over 100 Swallows (less than 10 House Martins among
them) plus the bonus of two Turtle Doves on Bury Hill (SU 997123) just west of where the South Downs Way
meets the A29 going north to Pulborough. More Turtle Doves were seen at Church Norton today by
Lawrence Holloway who also saw several Pied and Spotted Flycatchers there with Redstart and Willow
Warbler (David Parker has been enjoying these latter recently in a Silver Birch tree in his Forestside garden,
but not the 50 that were at Whitbread Hollow, Beachy Head, with 100 Whitethroat on Aug 25). There was a
similar mixed bunch of passerines at Hook/Warsash when Trevor Carpenter walked round yesterday – he

had 5 Redstart, 4 Wheatear, 3 Spotted Flycatcher and 1 Whinchat plus 3 Sparrowhawk and a large flock of
around 60 Goldfinch. Also yesterday at the Lower Test reserve Paul Winter enjoyed Kingfisher, Water Rail
and Cetti’s Warbler (plus 10 Green Sandpiper and two Egrets) in addition to the staple diet of Chiffchaff,
Redstart and Spotted Flycatcher
I’m not sure if the majority of Hobbies have already decided to call it a day and leave us (if so we will probably still
be seeing families with young staying another month) but Stephen Harvey definitely thought they were on the
move yesterday when he saw one over Cheriton at midday and another two over his Chandler’s Ford home a
couple of hours later. Another unexpected sighting was made by Gwynne Johnson when driving in the
Soberton area – going under power lines her eye was caught by a small brown raptor with prominent
moustachial stripes perched on the wires - when she stopped for a closer look it flew off revealing white and
red ‘petticoats’. Other recent raptor reports are mainly of Osprey and Marsh Harrier. A new place for Osprey
watching is Mockbeggar Lake in the Avon valley just north of Ringwood – one arrived there on Monday and
was seen to catch fish, which no doubt encouraged it to stay on and it was still to be seen today. Two other
recent sightings of non staying birds have been at Farlington and Lower Test Marshes and another Osprey
was over Yarmouth Harbour on the Isle of Wight yesterday. On Thorney Island Barry Collins could only see
one Osprey at the south end of the island on Monday, when another was seen over Beachy Head. A Marsh
Harrier was over Sidlesham Ferry Pool today and on Monday there were two at Thorney Island and two at the
Lower Test. Honey Buzzards got their publicity via the media today with the story of one being released in the
New Forest after it had recovered from being hit by a car – my only other report is a belated one from last
Saturday (Aug 25) when one flew over the Beachy Head area (where on Sunday 1500 Sand Martin, 3 Tree
Pipit, 1 Grasshopper Warbler and 1 Melodious Warbler were seen)
A single Pintail seen in Newtown Harbour on the Isle of Wight yesterday could have been summering in the area
but could well be the vanguard of birds returning – certainly reports of 15 Teal there and more than 30 at
nearby Yarmouth harbour sound like returning birds.
Finally today I must devote a whole line to report the fact that a Rose Coloured Starling was seen last Sunday at
Keyhaven for a full 10 minutes before it vanished (and has not been refound). I am amazed at outcry among
the twitchers who were not told of this news, but if I do not share the agony of their tortured souls I can imagine
their feelings by comparing them to what the media constantly feeds us about the horrors of being hooked on
drugs. Paul Winter makes a sensible suggestion to take their minds off the one that got away – he says that
there is rumoured to be one Caspian Gull among the 80+ Yellow-legged Gulls on Eling Great Marsh and
recommends anyone with nothing better to do to go along and try to spot it.
MON 27 AUG
Further details of Saturday evening’s Egret count have just come in from Mike and Barry Collins (no relation to
each other). Mike tells me that his total of birds leaving the Wade Court trees at Langstone was 46, and that
5 flew into the trees while he was there but probably left again. Since all 46 which left came from hidden
places within the trees (not a single bird could be seen from the view point for watching their departure until
they flew out) we are no further forward with knowing whether some (or even many) remained hidden in the
trees and spent the night there. On Thorney Island Barry had a total of 133 Egrets arriving at the roost he was
watching on Thorney Island (not, I think, the one by the Great Deeps but another elsewhere in the many trees
elsewhere within the military base – at least one group having a large regular rookery in spring).
With our summer visitors now pouring south in huge numbers I get a welcome feeling that somewhere in Britain
birds like Yellow Wagtail, Spotted Flycatcher and House Martin can still find places to breed, but at the same
time I wonder what huge numbers we might have seen along the coast at this time of year a hundred years
ago. Starting with my favourite Yellow Wagtails (one of my earliest birding memories is of them breeding in
good numbers on the still working water meadows at Bicton, just south of Fordingbridge, in the 1940s) I see
that Tony Gutteridge watched a flock of 16 at Prinsted today (probably on that ‘corner field’ just east of
Prinsted Bay which attracts such a variety of birds each winter) and that Sue Morrison had up to 35 near the
mouth of the Hamble River. Much further east there was a flock of 15 at Cuckmere Haven. No reports today
of 50+ Spotted Flycatcher (see Aug 25) but 3 at Aldsworth Pond, several at Church Norton (with 1 Pied) and
at least one at Farlington Marshes yesterday mean they are still in my home area. At least 8 Whinchat were
at Farlington Marshes today and 6 on Thorney Island with one or more at Hook/Warsash. On the Isle of White
today there were 70 Wheatear on Culver Down between the Bembridge Foreland and Sandown, with another
35 on Thorney and smaller numbers everywhere along the coast. Still with the ‘common birds’ Derek Mills
tells me there were hundreds of hirundines over Titchfield Haven today and two reports from Sussex indicate
that House Martins are well represented. From Felpham Beach (immediately east of Bognor) a count of
passing hirundines recorded 100 Swallows, 40 House Martins and 20 Sand Martins to give us a neat (but
statistically very unreliable) percentage value of the component species – I would have guessed that there
would have been more Sand than House Martins but perhaps the majority of Sand Martins have already left,
at any rate a high count for House Martins is supported by a report of 1500 of them over Selsey Bill yesterday
Coming to the rarities among the passage birds seen today my pick of the bunch is a ‘mother and daughter’ pair

of Dotterel on Culver Down – a little south west of Bembridge on the Isle of Wight. The adult female could be
sexed, presumably by a dark belly, but the juvenile could not so daughter is my guess. This may of course
have been a chance pairing but if not it is interesting as Dotterel are a bit like Phalaropes – once they have laid
the eggs the females take little interest in the raising of the family. Over on the plain north east of Bognor and
south of the A27 that group of 5 Honey Buzzard that were seen over Woodgate on Saturday (see Aug 26)
may have stayed in that area as one was over Woodgate today and another over Felpham (on the coast a
mile or so to the south). Not all rare birds are instantly identifiable even by the best of birders, and while he
was at Lepe (west side of the mouth of Southampton Water) today Mike Rafter saw two Herons which he
could not name but which might have been Night Herons though that would be unlikely in the daytime. One of
the two was flying east so I will be expecting news from Hook or Titchfield Haven ... A bird leaving no doubt as
to its identity was a White Stork which circled over the A27, a mile west of Lewes, for 8 minutes at lunch time
today (probably doing traffic reports for local radio). Further east a Melodious Warbler was at Whitbread
Hollow (identified by ringers?). Another elusive bird definitely identified in the hand was an Aquatic Warbler at
Titchfield Haven, and there was another of these skulkers at Cuckmere Haven today.
In reporting the result of his Saturday evening Thorney Island Egret count Barry Collins mentions that ‘the
Langstone Harbour Spoonbill’ spent the high tide period on Saturday roosting in the Thorney Island Great
Deeps, and Barry goes on to say it was seen in Langstone Harbour again on Sunday (Aug 26). I have heard
no other mention of this bird and assume that it, like one last year, spends its time on the RSPB islands and is
only visible as a telescopic dot from the Hayling Oysterbeds. From the west of the Solent comes a rumour of
a Rose Coloured Starling at Keyhaven ...
Coming back to birds that we will be seeing through the winter I see that the recent influx of Teal, probably
accompanied by Wigeon and Pintail, may soon by increased by a substantial number of Shoveler to add to
those already with us. This is based on news of the arrival of 24 Shoveler at Rye Harbour
A walk down the Hermitage Stream from Bedhampton Mill to the harbour gave me the re-assuring sight of all
three juvenile Shelduck that have been there for some time plus a fourth juvenile (maybe the only survivor of
the second family to hatch on Budds Farm pools), so presumably the single bird which Brian Fellows saw
here recently was this newcomer to the scene. The Mute Swan flock was down to 33 and did not include the
family from the pools with one white and one brown cygnet. A single Common Sandpiper flew downstream
and out in the harbour a Sandwich Tern was calling above the flock of Great Crested Grebe which seemed to
number 47 today. On the Budds Farm pools more Teal are back and twelve Canada Geese had flown in onto
a new strip of ground connecting the island in the inland pool to the north shore (work continues to clear the
soil dumped on the third pool and they seem now to be finding places where they can dispose of it rather than
using it for essential landscaping after the re-construction of the sewage works).
PLANTS:

SUN 02 SEP
Earlier this week the Autumn Gentians (or Felwort) began to flower on Portsdown (John Goodspeed saw the first
last Tuesday, Aug 28) and the patch of Lesser Centaury plants which John mentioned in his notes for that day
(see below) have now grown to at least 40 in number. Also earlier this week Brian Fellows increased his
count of flowering Pepper Saxifrage plants at Emsworth’s Brook Meadow by another seven – the meadow
has been mown this week, giving promise of a greater variety of plants than ever in this site next year.
FRI 31 AUG
With no cattle on the South Moors ‘orchid field’ today I took a quick stroll round it with, as one objective, a search
for Devil’s Bit Scabious in mind. It used to be a regular late summer flower here but I have not seen it for two
or three years and had almost abandoned hope so I was delighted to find one perfect flower coming up from
the rough grass (any stem or leaves that the plant may have had had probably been eaten by the cattle).
Alistair Martin adds to the interest of my ‘Apple of Peru’ story (see Aug 28) by learning from the people in whose
garden the plants are growing that they have not planted it and it has ‘just appeared’, and I have also being
doing my homework by ringing Eric Clement (an alien plant authority living in Gosport) who tells me that he is
not aware of any danger from the plant which is commonly grown in gardens. If there is any poison it will be
in the berries so mothers of young children should keep on eye on what goes into young mouths ...
TUE 28 AUG
Cycling to Hayling today I found the lone clump of Saw-wort (which Pete Durnell found earlier this summer half
way down the Billy Line Coastal Path, all ten stems of which were eaten by rabbits just as they were about to
flower) was starting to regrow and had two or three new flower buds – I hope it manages to set seed this time
round. Down near the seafront I admired a good show of Autumn Ladies Tresses in Rosemary Webb’s
garden and she told me that there was another patch of these orchids in a place where she had not seen them
in previous years, the grounds of the Dilkusha Club at the junction of Bound Lane and the Seafront road (the
plants can be best seen from the Seafront Road). At Beachlands Sheep’s Bit is still providing some bright

colour but the Childing Pink plants (which are still flowering at Pagham) have not revived since early June and
are all just dead husks. Further west, north of the Inn on the Beach, the Pale Toadflax was a mass of flowers
but I would think it will soon be over. On my way home I noticed a nice patch of second flowering
Honeysuckle.
......While on Hayling the flowers planted in a Saltmarsh Lane garden stopped me dead in my tracks today and
almost persauded me to go and ring the doorbell of the house and ask if they knew what they were growing
but my confidence in identifying the plants was not sufficient to warrant spreading alarm. In a flowerbed
beside the path to the front door were three or four large bushy annuals standing perhaps a metre tall with
large jagged edge leaves and large tubular flowers having white centres and bright prussian blue rims to the
corolla – the whole looking very pretty and eye-catching. What stopped me was that I had once before seen
an almost identical plant on the seawall of Nutbourne Bay and identified it as an ‘Apple of Peru’ (Nicandra
physalloides) which came next to Thorn Apple in my Collins Wild Flowers (Fitter, Fitter and Blamey) and was
said to be ‘very poisonous’. I understand that when Thorn Apples or Giant Hogweed appear you are advised
to turn a powerful flame thrower on them immediately, and I think Apple of Peru is in the same category
(certainly if young children can get anywhere near it), so if there is anyone out there who can confirm my fears
I would like to have the evidence to pass on to whoever planted these pretty flowers – the garden is the
second on the right as you turn into Saltmarsh Lane from West Lane.
John Goodspeed today came on a cluster of some 30 Lesser Centaury plants on Portsdown Hill and if anyone
wants to see them they are, I think, within the fenced area at its extreme west end between the road coming
up from the Q A Hospital and the Portsdown Hill road near the roundabout. There are two gates giving access
to this west end of the fenced compartment and the plants are close to the path from one gate to the other.
John went on down towards Southwick village, and in Pitymoor Lane found Orpine in flower (it should also be
out in Lyels Wood at Stansted).
MON 27 AUG
A stroll through Havant to Bedhampton Mill and back along the shore gave me a list of 97 flowering plants today
of which the best in my eyes were Gipsywort and Pink Water-Speedwell on the banks of the Hermitage
Stream at Bedhampton. With the infertile hybrid Water-Speedwell dominant in our local streams I have
always been puzzled as to how it persists when the parent species are almost impossible to find (can anyone
tell me if the small percentage of seed that does mature on the hybrid plants is viable and is sufficient to
maintain the stock of the hybrid?) At this same site the Buttonweed (Cotula coronopifolia) continues to
flourish, and further along the Wayfarers Way Path there is a mass of fruit on the Mulberry Tree which
temptingly overhangs the path – today the fruit were still red but the one which I tried was already full of
flavoursome juice, if a bit acidic. Nearing the footbridge over the A27 a fallen Cherry Plum attracted my
attention to another tree above the path with a good show of yellow plums and the one which had fallen was
a good inch (2.5cm) in diameter.
......One of the many plants now having a second flowering which takes us unaware with its reminder of spring is
the Common Dog Violet. I have not yet seen any but John Goodspeed tells me there is currently a good
display along the main avenue at Stansted Forest.
INSECTS:

SAT 01 SEP
Mark Litjens was by the Beaulieu River this morning and not only saw a single Clouded Yellow but had an
incredible 18 Small Copper (only incredible in the light of the paucity of other sightings this year). Mark’s list
also included 5 Small Heath, 2 Common and 1 Holly Blue, 1 Red Admiral, 1 late Gatekeeper, 3 Meadow
Brown, 4 Large and 40 Small Whites. 2 Ruddy Darter and 5 Migrant Hawker were also present.
Dave Pearson was inland at Beacon Hill in the Meon Valley. His high spot was 10+ Silver Spotted Skipper and
his list included quite a few Chalkhill and some Common Blue, a Brown Argus and several Meadow Brown
plus a Painted Lady, Red Admiral and 4 fresh Small Tortoiseshell along with Large and Small Whites.
FRI 31 AUG
Another place to search for the Small Red-eyed Damselflies that have been in the news recently may be
Brownwich Pond, close to the shore between Hill Head and Warsash at the mouth of a small stream running
down from Locks Heath. Richard Carpenter was there today and saw one of the remaining Red-eyed
Damsels being eaten by a Grey Wagtail – he only saw a couple today but earlier in the summer there were
maybe a hundred or more of them on the pond and the newly detected smaller species could lurk among
them. I think the easiest way to access this pond is to park in Thatcher’s Copse alongside the road running
down the west side of the Meon to the Haven shore – from the copse a path leads west to Brownwich Farm
with its adjacent pond. You can of course also approache along the cliff edge path leading west from the
Haven seafront chalets.
Derek Mills was at Magdalen Hill Down (the Butterfly Conservation reserve just east of Winchester) on Aug 29
and found well over 100 weather beaten Chalkhill Blue (with at least on female egglaying) and a total of

perhaps three dozen Common Blue. Also seen were four late Meadow Brown and six Small Heath plus two
fresh Small Tortoiseshell and four pristine Red Admirals. Three Silver Y moths were also there, if only to
demonstrate to the great lack this year of these usually very common migrants.
The air was full of Small Whites this morning when the sun returned after a heavy shower, and I think both Large
and Green Veined were present, but the unexpected star of my visit to the South Moors today was a fresh
Small Copper (my very first of the year!). One male Common Blue was near it and elsewhere I saw singles of
Speckled Wood and Red Admiral.
Two other sightings of Small Copper were made by Richard Carpenter (one yesterday at Titchfield Haven) and
by Lynn Fomison in her Ropley Garden the day before yesterday (Aug 28). Richard also comments on the
scarcity of Common Blue this summer and passes on news of three Small Tortoiseshell seen along the canal
path at Titchfield Haven by Carole Dennis on Aug 28.
TUE 28 AUG
Mark Litjens has pointed me to two sources of info about the Small Red-eyed Damselfly which I mentioned on
Sunday (Aug 26). If you want to know more about it visit http://geocities.com/hertsdragonflies/red-eyed.html
or alternatively read Steve Cham’s article on page 324 of British Wildlife mag (June 2000 issue). The gist of
the story seems to be that this small version of the Red-eyed Damselfly is difficult to separate from the larger
and commoner species (and may consequently be lurking unidentified in our midst at several sites though we
are on the northern fringe of its distribution). In July 1999 it was identified at three sites in Essex and in 2000
it was found at a number of further sites. The rumour which reached Mark Litjens recently is that it has
already been found in Hampshire but he knows not where.
A single fresh Small Tortoiseshell was resting on Fleabane flowers beside the Hayling Coastal Path as I cycled
down it today, and later in my ride a single Comma and what I think was a Red Admiral helped to relieve the
montony of white butterflies which were the only others. I think all three common whites were present and I
know that some were egglaying Green Veined Whites. In my own garden the Gatekeepers have ceased but
a Southern Hawker dragonfly is still on patrol.
My Small Tortoiseshell seems to have been one of a widespread emergence taking place today as Trevor
Carpenter had one in his garden at Fareham (the first he has seen anywhere since the spring), and Tony
Gutteridge saw several while cycling on the South Downs Way
Brian Fellows notes for Brook Meadow at Emsworth last week report ten butterfly species present there,
including Gatekeeper and Meadow Brown but I doubt these two will be seen again this year. Small
Tortoiseshell, Comma, Peacock and Holly Blue were on the list and it also included a mention of Banded
Demoiselle dragonflies that are still numerous over the river. A little norht of Emsworth David Parker had two
Painted Ladies in his Forestside garden on Saturday (Aug 25) and yesterday there were still more than four
Silver Spotted Skipper at the Belle Tout site near Beachy Head..
MON 27 AUG
The Lesser Emperor dragonfly is a rare migrant to Britain from southern Europe, and one seen at Rye Harbour
today was only the third to be positively identified at that reserve (it needs an expert eye to separate it from the
common Emperor or the slightly less rare Vagrant Emperor). A much commoner and very easily identifiable
insect is the Gold Ringed dragonfly but there will be few more chances of seeing it this year – two were
however seen at the Black Hole pond near Burton Mill Pond (to the west of the River Arun and Pulborough)
While sitting at my computer last night the first Daddy Long-legs Crane Fly came to my desk light and later I was
called to remove a large lady of the species Tegenaria gigantea (big hairy House Spider) from the bath. After
that it was good to see that a really huge female had found shelter behind the back door and I felt she was
perfectly capable of looking after herself (I wonder when all these firms that advertise aids for the elderly
among us for getting in and out of baths will devise a similar device to enable spiders to get out on their own
– even better would be one to get Barn Owls out of cattle drinking troughs to save them from drowning).
Today’s sunshine should have brought out a good show of butterflies but, while I saw plenty of Whites (many
Green Veined, some egglaying) I saw but one other species – a single Meadow Brown, which could well be
the last I see this year.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 02 SEP
Just one Water Vole sighting comes from Emsworth’s Brook Meadow this week, and the shock of having the
meadow cut (first time for many years!) proved too much for several Common Shrews that probably died of
shock.
TUE 28 AUG
Walking along the northern foot of Portsdown today, going east from Southwick village, John Goodspeed came
on the first really good list of fungi for this autumn. In Pitymoor Lane he started with one that has already been
seen several times during the summer, the prettily coloured and good to eat Chicken of the Woods (or
Sulphur Polypore), and then in Sawyers Copse beside the Wallington River found Earth Balls and the first two

of three Amanita species – the Blusher (said to be edible if cooked but poisonous raw – I would not let any
Amanita past my lips!) and the probably deadly Panther Cap. Going on to Newlandsmoor Copse he found the
Destroying Angel (the pure white Amanita bringing certain death) before ending his list with the very pretty
and edible Amethyst Deceiver.
MON 27 AUG
Tony Gutteridge walked round Thorney Island today and tells me that he had distant views of what he believes to
have been 9 Common Seal in the Emsworth Channel, so maybe the seals that I thought were missing this
year are back again (or have found a new hideout where they can escape attention)
Walking by the Brockhampton Stream this afternoon the double note of a Willow Warbler call attracted my
attention to an Elder Tree and movement among the leaves about 8 feet (2.5 metres) off the ground caught
my eye but when I focussed my binoculars on it what I saw was a full grown Brown Rat clambering around
quite confidently. I’m pretty sure it was after fruit and both elder berries and blackberries were nearly in reach
of its mouth.
Last Saturday the Portsmouth NEWS had a picture of Southsea beach with the tide line marked out in the
reddish pink of Spider Crab shells, and the paper told us that at this time of year the crabs come inshore to
mate and that the female crabs obligingly help the males to achieve their purpose by discarding their hard
shells - mating takes place while they are still soft and accessible before their skin hardens into a new shell.
I also have a couple of fungal observations which were omitted from earlier days. Firstly, John Goodspeed tells
me that a good crop of Giant Polypore are pushing up around the beech stumps in Stansted Forest (Sling
area), and secondly I found the first example for this autumn of one of my favourites, Coprinus niveus. This
small slim toadstool (a bit like a small fresh Shaggy Inkcap) grows in cowpats, turning a brown mess into an
elegant shape of pure white.
BIRDS:

WEEK 34 AUG 20 - 26

SUN 26 AUG
Nick Montegriffo was at Sandy Point on Hayling today and saw what I think were the first two Merganser to be
reported back on the south coast (I have not heard of any summering this year) – they did not stop but flew
east. The first Sanderling were back on Pilsey Sands on July 16 but I have not heard of any on Hayling until
today when Nick saw 9 on a sandbar exposed at low tide. Earlier Nick had been at Farlington Marshes where
he saw two Spotted Flycatcher, four Whinchat, eight Whitethroat and heard three Yellow Wagtail and a Tree
Pipit go over. An eclipse male Garganey and a juvenile Marsh Harrier were also on his list.
Last Thursday the first flock of Yellow Wagtail reached the Hampshire coast at Keyhaven and today a slightly
larger flock of 31 birds was seen flying east over the Beaulieu River by Mark Litjens. Another flock of 15 were
seen at Selsey Bill today so I still have hopes of seeing these lovely birds before they all leave us for another
year. Swifts are another bird in which I have a special interest, and one of these was over Selsey today and
another over the Isle of Wight near the Needles. Five were seen yesterday at Rye and on Friday Aug 24 a
flock of 50+ were over Ventnor Down on the Isle of Wight and another three over Birling Gap near Beachy
Head. Another bird whose return I look for with interest is Golden Plover. There has already been the one
report of a single bird on Shoreham Airport on July 30 but a report of 20 flying south over Worthing (not far
west of the Airport) on Aug 24 sounds as if at least one flock has settled in near the River Adur.
Ospreys are now being seen in greater numbers and on a broader front. On Friday (Aug 24) Barry Collins had
three different ones in Chichester Harbour around Thorney Island and on that day Simon Boswell had one at
Keyhaven, while today one was over Birling Gap near Beachy Head. Honey Bazzards are also leaving us
and yesterday five were seen (the SOS website does not say if they were all flying together) over Woodgate
(halfway from the A27 to Bognor on the A29 road) while Lawrence Holloway had another at Pagham Harbour
half way between the Ferry and Church Norton. His own words give a feel of the surprise and excitement most
of us would feel if we had the same sighting – Lawrence says that, while walking along the seawall path >> a
bird of prey came out of the bushes ahead of me, circled briefly over the reeds and then floated away over the
set-aside field, to disappear under over-hanging branches of the far hedgerow. Two other birders had seen it
at an even closer range than me and were as nonplussed as I was. I thought about this bird long and hard,
then made some notes. It was a dark brown raptor with prominent pale tips to the tail feathers. It reminded me
of a Cuckoo, albeit an extra-large one! I pictured the bird in my mind's eye and even then the penny did not
drop, so unexpected was the record. Only later did I realise what I had seen - a superb juvenile HONEY
BUZZARD. The way it had been somewhere amongst the bushes and close to or on the ground, the manner
of its floating flight, the dark brown of the plumage and the Cuckoo-like silhouette all fitted. << One other bird
of prey to look out for is Marsh Harrier – one was seen at Selsey Bill today and a juvenile was over Ventnor
Down (Isle of Wight) on Friday. Finally for raptors (omitting several Hobby and Buzzard sightings) Chris
Slade tells me that he saw a Red Kite over Leigh Park here in Havant on Thursday (Aug 23) and yesterday
had two Whinchat on the Langstone South Moors.

Chris Slade got to Beaulieu early today before the rain and walked south along the river where he reckons there
were 500 Sand Martin – another report of 105 comes from Selsey Bill and these counts typify the current large
numbers of hirundines massing along the coast. By the Beaulieu River Chris also saw a Firecrest and some
Lesser Redpoll but could not match the sighting of 5 Grasshopper Warblers (presumably a family) seen at
Birling Gap near Beachy Head and reported on the SOS website. Also at Birling was a Turtle Dove, while at
Selsey there was a juvenile Little Gull and at Sidlesham Ferry there were 3 Wood Sandpiper with the 2 Ruff
and the eclipse male Garganey was still present.
SAT 25 AUG
Brian Fellows was on the Mengham seawall south of Tournerbury Wood on a glorious evening for the scheduled
fortnightly Egret night roost count, and he was rewarded with a 82 Egrets entering the roost – 50 more than on
his last two counts. Mike Collins volunteered to do the Wade Court count, and I strolled down there (wearing
dark glasses and unable to use my bins) to see how he was getting on. No Egret were visible on the outer
branches of the trees as they are when the birds are just sitting out the tide during the day, but I knew there
were some there as I could hear their grunts as I passed the trees on my way down through Russell’s Field,
and when I reached Mike he already had a list of more than 20 birds that had flown off. I stayed with him for
about an hour and reckon that another 20 left, but when I left with the darkness closing in I am sure several
birds were still present. One reason for saying this is that, while most of the birds that flew out clearly knew
where they were heading (most going over north Hayling towards Thorney, some going towards Langstone
Bridge then turning east towards Horsea Island) one group of four seemed undecided, going towards north
Hayling then circling to come back and land in the Wade Court trees (not where they had taken off but in the
tall poplars behind what will be a big pool full of Teal in the winter). Of these four, two eventually flew off
towards Thorney but we never saw the other two leave, and there is no reason to believe that all the others
had left. Another thing we noticed was that one Egret seemed to fly off from trees behind Langstone Pond
which they have not roosted in before to my knowledge. Earlier in the day Chris Slade noted at least 20
Egrets along the north shore of Langstone Harbour and Trevor Carpenter was told of 25 day roosting on the
Hook Links near Warsash.
There were at least 140 Teal on Sidlesham Ferry Pool when Lawrence Holloway passed on a ‘Round the
Harbour’ walk. One Turtle Dove was in the same area, and over the road five Wigeon got up from the Long
Pool (maybe summering birds but more likely the first back for the winter with the Teal). To confirm this
thought where what looked like a group of Pintail out in the main harbour (but Lawrence had not brought his
scope on the long walk). Despite lack of scope there was no difficulty in recognizing 55 Canada Geese in the
North Walls area.
Yesterday evening a Hoopoe was found in the Mottistone Down area of the Isle of Wight (near Brighstone to the
east of Freshwater) and it was still present today. Anyone who failed to see it could not fail to see some of the
50+ Spotted Flycatcher said to be on this down (with two Pied), and if you were on Ventnor Down yesterday
you had a choice of 15+ Spotted Flycatcher, 10 Redstart and a (possible) Wryneck. Coming back to today’s
Isle of Wight sightings bathers at Shanklin may or may not have noticed two Razorbill weaving in and out
among them (I once saw the same thing at East Head in Chichester Harbour where one Razorbill paid no
attention to paddlers, almost going between their legs). On the mainland 3 Dotterel were seen to fly over
Beachy Head and here in Chichester someone thought they saw a Semi-palmated Sandpiper at the Portfield
Pit (which I think is the one on the north side of the Oving road which crosses the south east sector of the
bypass at the traffic lights). A more confident report was of a Tawny Pipit at Hollingbury in Brighton.
THU 23 AUG
Here in Hampshire we have now become accustomed to the return of large numbers of sea and shore birds, to
the departure of our local breeding Swifts, and to mass movements by other hirundines along with a gentle
movement of nearly all species of passerine summer visitors (not forgetting the more noticeable Ospreys).
Until now we have not seen the mass movements of passerines recorded at Beachy Head (Whitbread
Hollow) since Aug 6, when 200 Willow Warblers apppeared there – and a week later numbers were up to 250
Willow Warblers and 100 Whitethroat.
......Today this phenomenon of small birds massing at the coast (is there a name for this opposite of a ‘Fall’ –
perhaps we should, in keeping with the modern desire to make everything difficult for outsiders to understand
by using acronyms, and call it PMM or Pre Migration Massing?) has come much closer to us in Hampshire
with a severe case of PMM on the Isle of Wight. Over at Bembridge it caused Derek Hale to put the following
on his website >> Wow, migrants in every bush at 4pm! Whinchat(1), Wheatear(6+), Redstart (3M, 1F+),
Lesser Whitethroat (1 possible) , Willow Warbler (10+) Spotted Flycatcher (6+), Whitethroat (2), Goldfinch
(50+), Linnet (10+), Meadow Pipit (20+) – all seen at Bembridge Down, SW of Fort where a single two foot
fence strand had 2 Wheatear, 1 Redstart(F), 1 Spotted FC and a Willow Warbler all perched in a row << Not
exactly hundreds of any one species but a really impressive sight, and the presence of the Goldfinch and
Linnet makes one wonder how many of these birds which we do not regard as habitual migrants do fly south
for the winter (their presence with the others does not of course imply they were going to travel with them).

Another case of PMM occurred today at Selsey Bill where more than 50 Wheatear were present.
Here in Hampshire one very welcome indication of passerine migration build up came when Russell Wynn
visited Keyhaven and found a flock of more than 20 Yellow Wagtail (I think this is the first sighting of more than
four together since the spring when Russell had 10 at Keyhaven on May 5), and this build up was also to be
seen in the presence of at least 5, maybe 10, Tree Pipit at Keyhaven today. Just over the Sussex border
someone is said to have seen a Dotterel circling Church Norton today before it flew off to find its friends (I
wonder just how many Dotterel still breed in Britain? Have they dropped to the point where they can find no
others of their own species to travel with?)
Still in the Keyhaven area, but over at the east side near the Lymington River, a person admitting to be
inexperienced as a birder saw a much larger white bird alongside one of the Little Egrets at Normandy lagoon
(it was said to dwarf the smaller bird and to have a snake like long neck, but no colours were given for the bare
parts). The observer thought it was a Great White Egret, and Ben Darvill is already on the case trying to track
it down but there is no confirmation yet available (and with a Cattle Egret already in the area there is at least
one alternative identity for a ‘large size Egret’ there).
While on the subject of Egrets I see that Mike Wall was surprised yesterday to find two Little Egrets at Ashe Park
Lark on the headwaters of the Test at Overton (just west of Basingstoke) – a third Egret joined them in the
evening. He has never seen any there before, and in past years we would not have expected Egrets to push
inland from the coast until well into the winter, so this may be another sign of a general northward movement
of Egrets in Britain. You may have seen my entry for Aug 10 in which Ed Griffiths reported a sudden 25%
increase in Egret sighting in Buckinghamshire at the beginning of August, matched by extra sightings in
Berkshire and Hertfordshire. In Bucks there has only ever been 15 sightings of Egrets prior to this summer,
then along come 5 more in a fortnight (and three of the five seem to have been a family with one juvenile).
Before leaving the subject of Egrets I see the night roost at Rye Harbour numbered at least 23 last night, with
at least 20 Egrets feeding in the Cuckmere Haven/Seaford area by day (the latter birds probably have their
own roost in ?Friston Forest? as they would face a 50 km flight to Rye)
Swifts can still be seen occasionally and I gather that Mike Wall had a few overhead while watching the Egrets at
Overton, but more significantly he had a flock of more than 20 over the northern part of the Basingstoke built
up area last Monday (Aug 20). Today there was a similar number (20+) in the Hastings area, and a single
Swift spent the whole day above Sherborne St John just north of Basingstoke. More numerous than the
Swifts have been the Lapwing moving south to our coastline. Also today in Sherborne St John Nick
Montegriffo watched 130 Lapwing go over to the southwest (he also still has a 24 strong Mistle Thrush flock in
residence) and 300 are already present on the coast at Rye. Another bird now being seen inland in large
numbers is the Lesser Blackback gull – at least 220 of them were seen by Mike Wall near Overton and I’m
sure many inland fields will be crowded with gull after the cereal harvest. A couple of other individual migrants
that I thought were of interest in todays news from Sussex were a single Black Redstart seen at Rye and a
single Dartford Warbler seen in clifftop scrub in Hastings Country Park – knowing nothing of this area the
latter bird may well be a resident there but this is the time of year when, following a good breeding season, a
mass of these birds set out on their travels to seek fame and fortune (or at least somewhere with a bit of food
and shelter where they will not have mum and dad forever pecking their tail feathers and telling them its time
to leave home before the food supplies there run out). There is currently a very interesting discussion
ongoing on Hoslist about habitat indicator species from which I have learnt that, while we all associate
Dartford Warblers with Gorse they actually nest in heather (sometimes Dwarf Gorse but never the Common
Gorse). We know they use Gorse for song posts but so far no one has mentioned the part gorse plays in
bringing them through hard winters – come snow or rain its always dry inside a big gorse bush and that not
only means that lots of spiders and insects congregate there to provide food for the birds, but in the event of
heavy snow a gorse bush becomes a big, warm, dry igloo to shelter the birds.
Here in the Havant area Brian Fellows today found the Great Crested Grebe flock off the Langstone South Moors
had grown to 49 birds – that may be the majority of these grebes now in Langstone Harbour, but there could
be a lot more spread out around the water. At Broadmarsh the Redshank and Oystercatcher were too
numerous to count while spread out and feeding and there were 150 Black-tailed Godwit to be scanned for
ringed birds (Brian found three and has sent details to Pete Potts). 30 Turnstone were on the shore and 3
Little Grebe on the water, but I was worried to hear that Brian could only see one of the three juvenile
Shelduck that were hatched on the Budds Farm Pools (hopefully this was one of the second family from the
pools of which nothing has been seen for a month or more). In Emsworth Harbour wader numbers were low
today but the Osprey was perched on its usual post at the east end of the Great Deeps, and large numbers of
Swallows were in that area where they may spend some days or weeks night roosting in the reedbeds and
feeding on the insects by day before flying south for the winter.
The following note has just reached me from Ed Griffiths, now back in Berkshire from a holiday in the Pagham
area. As I have not heard any other sightings of Sooty Shearwater so far (and August is the start of the period
when they are most likely to be seen) I quote Ed’smessage and look forward to any comments from regular

seawatchers. Ed say >> On Thur 16th I was on the beach (shingle !) at the tip of Selsey Bill mid-morning
when my son & I observed a Sooty Shearwater.... it was within naked-eye range being only about 300 yds out
flying from the E into a strong SW/W wind.... it was jet-black against the waves, had the angled back wings &
arcing flight as described (this was my first, I have to say) and thru 10x bins showed all dark belly & just the
right amount & style of white under the wings.... I'm pretty convinced it wasn't a dark Balearic... after 2 or 3
mins it disappeared from view (I didn't see it go on W) - I think it dropped onto the water & was lost from sight
in wave troughs... I've no idea if this is unusual.... <<
Finally, some of you may be interested to know that the RSPB are organising a Garden Birds Fair at their
Pulborough Brooks reserve on Sept 1st and 2nd. I gather that normal reserve admission arrangements will be
maintained but once in the fair is free of charge. If you want to know more email adrian.thomas@rspb.org.uk.
WED 22 AUG
The item which I found most interesting in today’s news was the report from Nick Montegriffo of ordinary birds
moving in bulk towards their winter quarters or at least changing to their winter ‘traveller’ lifestyle. Although
most people would notice the flock of 56 Mistle Thrush (plus 8 other stragglers) which Nick saw heading east
today over his home in Sherborne St John (just north west of Basingstoke) very few birders would bother to
report 12 Chaffinch and 14 Linnet heading south, but it is this almost unnoticed internal migration of common
birds in ones and twos that brings us the large finch and tit flocks that provide much of the interest of autumn
and winter birding away form the coast. Nick also noted 4 Sparrowhawks heading , 9 Lesser Blackback gulls
going south, and 95 Lapwing heading east. Another small flock of 18 Goldfinch heading east might have
been breen a chance collection of local familes going nowhere more excitng than the nearest thistle patch, but
taken together with Trevor Carpenter’s report of more than 82 Goldfinch (flocks of 51 plus 31 and several
more small groups) in the Warsash/ Hook area on Monday (Aug 20) we begin to see a country wide pattern
of birds coming together in large groups and starting the long distance gypsy-like travelling life-style by which
they survive the winter, hopefully never getting stuck in any one area that runs out of food for them. Another
sighting which takes on greater signfiicance when read in the context of Nick’s news is the report (also from
Nick, but when he was in the New Forest on Monday Aug 20) of a close knit flock of 32 Mistle Thrush. When
I refer to a ‘traveller lifestyle’ adopted by many birds in the winter I am not implying that they are forever on the
move but am thinking more of the travellers that descend on any open area that they can access and stay until
they are forcibly ejected – in the case of the birds they may remain based on a suitable night roost site,
making daily forays into the local area until they have exhausted the food there and have to move on to a new
area. One reason for adding this thought is a memory of reports from Nick Montegriffo last winter telling of a
large Goldfinch roost seen last winter in his home area where a number of Brambling could also be found
each night for some time.
I presume it was Derek Mills who put on the Hampshire Butterfly Conservation website an anonymous sighting of
a Red Kite seen over Farnham this afternoon – after giving close views the bird found thermals that took it
surprisingly rapidly to its normal operating height for travelling and searching the ground – a height at which
the bird is virtually invisible to human eyesight but from which the Kite can easily spot any carrion worth
coming down to feed on. Another single bird seen this afternoon by Dave Pearson in a place that I would not
normally expect to see it was a Dunlin on a small muddy patch at the edge of Alresford Pond. Dave quotes
this bird, along with some Egrets, four Green Sandpiper and many hirundines, as good reasons for visiting
this pond at the moment – I’m pretty sure he could have extended his list with a good many wildfowl (including
Gadwall and Ruddy Duck), even if they are in eclipse at the moment, and possibly birds like Water Rail and
Cetti’s Warbler.
Gary Randall was at Farlington Marshes today and believes that he saw a ringtail Montagu’s Harrier though he
only claims it as a probable. What he was certain of was an increased variety of waders, starting with a
Spotted Crake (I think this is the first first of one there this autumn – the only one I have heard of was at
Stanpit, Christchurch, on Aug 5 - and it will probably stay around for a couple of weeks or longer if past
experience is repeated). Also new at Farlington today were, I think, 3 Knot and a Ruff, and with them were
established species including Beared Tit, Curlew Sandpiper (though this was a juvenile and previous
sightings have been of adults), and Spotted Redshank. Also an autumn first at Farlington was one
Garganey. PS:- I have subsequently seen that the first Knot were at Farlington on Sunday (Aug 19) and were
seen by Ian Calderwood and Lee Marshall who also saw 1 Little Stint, 2 Curlew Sandpiper, 30 Greenshank, 4
Spotted Redshank, 2 Wigeon, 1 Stonechat (no Whinchat back at Farlington yet) and one Black Necked Grebe
in the Harbour.
Finally for today I see that Brian Fellows heard Robin song at Emsworth’s Brook Meadow during a daytime visit,
indicating that autumn Robin song is become more established and no longer just a dusk phenomenon as it
was when I first heard several of them singing on Aug 14.
TUE 21 AUG
Russell Wynn was at the Lower Test Marshes reserve today and saw more than 50 Yellow-legged Gulls
(presumably over the reserve rather than further down stream at their usual roost on Eling Great Marsh). The

Green Sandpiper count was down from 23 to just 9 (only one Common Sandpiper) and there was one Yellow
Wagtail and one Kingfisher along with a couple of Snipe and fourteen Teal. Both Peregrine (carrying a pigeon
to a plucking post – perhaps on the electricity pylons running across the reserver?) and a Buzzard flew over
while there was one Egret and one Wheatear on the ground.
Over in Sussex there was today a Garganey and a Wood Sandpiper at Sidlesham Ferry, a Marsh Harrier at
Lancing, and just one Balearic Shearwater off Selsey Bill. Here in Portsmouth there was nothing new at
Baffins Pond (other than five Terrapin – see Other Wildlife) but at the Southsea Canoe Lake the Swan flock
had increased to 17 (they will probably get disturbed if the Bank Holiday next Monday brings in some busy
boating trade on the lake!)
MON 20 AUG
A Puffin was seen today off Widewater, the long thin lake behind the shingle beach at Lancing near the mouth of
the River Adur at Shoreham, with a less unexpected Common Scoter on the sea, according to the SOS
website. At West Wittering an Osprey, a Med Gull and several Gannets were seen – the Osprey could well
have been the Thorney Great Deeps east bird as Simon Ingram (who was probably not the source for this
SOS website report) also saw an Osprey in Chichester Harbour from West Wittering at 11am and later saw
one come in from far out at sea at 14:40 to fly north in the harbour, indicating the possibilty that the Thorney
bird is not averse to a bit of sea-fishing (or maybe it was thinking about leaving us entirely and then changed
its mind). While at Wittering Simon also witnessed the departure from this country of one Cuckoo and one
Swift.
Before going to Witttering Simon Ingram went round his local patch at Eastleigh Lakeside Park and was pleased
to find his first Whinchat of the year there along with a Garden Warbler and Lesser Whitethroat. Other recent
sightings by Simon At Lakeside have included a Spotted Flycatcher last Thursday, two Green Sandpiper on
Saturday and a Snipe yesterday. I have still not heard of any Whinchat at Farlington Marshes but the number
of sightings is increasing – last Saturday (Aug 18) one female was at Hurst Castle and another Whinchat was
in the Bembridge area of the Isle of Wight
This was a red letter day for Nick Montegriffo as he saw his very first Honey Buzzard, a dark plumaged bird, in
the New Forest today. In the same area he also saw one Hobby, one Raven, four Crossbill, several Marsh Tit
and the flock of 32 Mistle Thrush which I have mentioned above (Aug 22)
Also on the subject of raptors, albeit the tiny Kestrel, I have a very interesting note from Colin Law referring to
sightings of Kestrels hunting small birds on the wing over and around his garden at Woodingdean on the
downs just east of Brighton. Colin says that he has gained the impression that Kestrels do regularly pursue
small birds on the wing, but more as a seasonal hunting practice rather than a year round method of finding
food – they do it in early summer when the majority of juvenile passerines are just learning to fly and offer
easy targets. In his garden Colin has seen more than one House Sparrow and Greenfinch taken by Kestrels
using Sparrowhawk like hunting methods – fast and low level flight, aiming to catch small birds by surprise as
they appear without warning around bushes or over the top of hedges. This technique inevitably results in the
falcon occasionally crashing into a bush or tree, and Colin has seen this happen in his garden. I suspect that
it is only mature and experienced Kestrels that can be successful at this form of hunting ,and I still expect to
see starved juvenile Kestrels doing what I once saw - using Little Owl rather than Sparrowhawk technique to
dive from telegraph wires onto an unsuspecting earthworm and return to the wires with a very lenghty
‘Mandarin’s moustache’ of worm dangling from either side of its bill. Still on the same subject of the variations
on normal hunting technique used by raptors there was a note from Russell Wynn yesterday reporting two
Peregrines flying over the Southampton Oceanography Centre in the morning – one of them was carrying a
rat in its talons, and unless we have a new species of flying rat in downtown Southampton I reckon this
Peregrine must have seized its prey from the ground (perhaps there are more rats than usual around the
Vosper sheds at Woolston as Vospers prepare to close down and move to Portsmouth – trade unions and
workers there should note I have no inside knowledge of the firm’s plans so don’t strike on the basis of my
conjectures). Up to this year I was convinced that Peregrines never took prey from the ground because of the
potential danger of breaking a wing by banking steeply to follow the prey when flying close to the ground, only
to learn that Peregrines on the RSPB islands in Langstone harbour regularly take Little Tern chicks from their
nests by the simple and safe method of hopping down onto the shingle from their perch on a post, then
walking across to the Tern nest and picking their lunch out of the nest as we would take items from a
supermarket shelf. Whether they can do this with a rat I doubt – at a guess the rat was about to die from
poison and was willing to share its fate with the falcon.
Mark Litjens spent some time seawatching off Titchfield Haven yesterday, seeing a good range of Terns (200+
Commic. 1 Roseate, 4 Black and 4 Sandwich) with a male Common Scoter on the sea, 16 Sand Martins flying
south and 26 Gannet going east but not seeing the possible Cory’s Shearwater that was rumored to be in the
Hurst Spit area. In connection with Mark’s observation of 200+ Terns off Titchfield I see that on the same day
some 700 were thought to be off Ryde, almost opposite the Haven.
In order to keep these notes within a reasonable length I will have to summarize the twenty news items that I still

have outstanding from recent dates and the first thing that catches my eye in them are a couple of reports of
Swifts still heading south, particularly a party of 40 which went south over Brighton yesterday, though there
were two more seen flying south over Farnham, also yesterday, by Derek Mills. Another elusive migrant
spotted on Ventnor Downs, Isle of Wight, yesterday was a Wryneck, and with it were a Pied Flycatcher,
Common Redstart and five Wheatear. Going back to Saturday Aug 18 I see that Russell Wynn found 46
Black Tern in the Keyhaven-Pennington area – I would be very pleased to see just one of them, as was Chuck
Cuthbert who watched one that day following a small fishing boat past Calshot heading for nearby Ashlett
Creek.. (On Sunday Aug 19 three more Black Tern were off Worthing Beach and another two off Shanklin).
One first winter Little Gull was at Keyhaven with the Black Terns and still with seabirds I see there were 830
Gannet and 17 Balearic Shearwater off Shanklin on the Isle of Wight on Saturday and 10 Fulmar off Worthing
on Sunday. Two more Osprey were heading south on Sunday (Aug 19) – one went over Brighton and the
other was over Bewl Water (way to the north of Hastings).
PLANTS:

SAT 25 AUG
Lawrence Holloway was today with Friends of Pagham Harbour making a ‘Round the Harbour’ walk and when
they were approaching the harbour mouth (across which they were taken by boat), still on the Church Norton
side, they found Childing Pink still in flower. This surprises me for two reasons, the trivial one being that I
thought the plants could only be found on the Pagham Side of the harbour mouth, the more serious one being
the extraordinary difference in the flowering time of the Hayling Plants and those at Pagham. The plants at
Hayling Beachlands started to flower on May 22, were at their peak around May 29, and were all dead by
June 12 (though I have not been recently to check for a second crop!). At Pagham they had apparently only
just started to flower on June 18 and are still at it.
FRI 24 AUG
A short stroll around the southern fringe of West Leigh, though which the Lavant stream from Idsworth runs into
Havant to become the Langbrook, gave me one new plant this afternoon. Not actually a Triffid (though I have
been seeing odd things with my temporarily distorted vision) but a Trifid Bur Marigold growing at the stream
edge. A nearby soggy hollow had some striking Purple Loosestrife easily spotted with one eye, and the New
Lane allotments still has a good display of Weasels Snout (the Lesser Snapdragon – Misopates orontium)
with several plants only just inside the fence and easily seen from the roadside pavement.
Debbie Allan tells me that my guess that it was she who found the unusual plants in the Priddy’s Hard area (see
Aug 18) was incorrect – they were in fact discovered by Eric Clement.
WED 22 AUG
Today’s plant news is a sad story reaching me over the phone from a lady living in Reading House on Hayling
Seafront (a block of flats for the elderly). I have been told before by this lady that Green Winged Orchids were
once a common sight in spring on the lawn behind this block and that Autumn Ladies Tresses can be
abundant on the grass at this time of year. The gardener for the premises is however unresponsive to pleas
not to mow these orchids (I gather he cannot see any difference between a Dandelion and an orchid), and an
appeal over the gardener’s head to the manager of the block falls on deaf ears as the manager happens to be
the gardener’s wife and shares his views on the relative merits of well cut grass compared to a wild flower
meadow. I believe that current wildlife law would regard me as guilty of a criminal offence if I mowed either of
these orchid species down on common land, especially in the Beachlands SSSI whose boundary lies just
across the Seafront Road from this apartment block, yet the same law allows a landowner to destroy the
plants on his land with impunity. Sad, isn’t it? And sadder still that there are so many people who cannot see
the beauty in the world around them ...
The only other news I have at the moment comes from Brian Fellows who was in Brook Meadowc
at
Emsworth yesterday and found the Elderberries ripe for gatherng (I think the season for the wild Cherry
Plums is probably over and that for gathering Sloes is close at hand). Brian also comments on the continuing
colour provided in the meadow by a large patch of Marsh Woundwort – one of my favourites among the
commoner wild flowers.
INSECTS:

SUN 26 AUG
A message from Mark Litjens today will hopefully mean more to dragonfly enthusiasts than it does to me. He
says that he has heard at secondhand that Small Red-eyed Damselflies have reached Hampshire, continuing
a spread from the east, but that he has no idea of any sites where they have been seen. As this insect is not
mentioned in any of the books which I use I have no idea of its status.
In the Birling Gap area near Beachy Head 6 Silver Spotted Skipper and 3 Painted Ladies were seen today, and
a Small Tortoiseshell was there on Friday (Lawrence Holloway had one of the latter at Pagham yesterday)

SAT 25 AUG
This has certainly not been a good year for Clouded Yellow butterflies but a third wave of sightings seems to be
taking place at the moment, so keep you eyes skinned. Going back to the early spring, sightings at
Southbourne (Bournemouth) by an M. Skelton, and others at Portland Bill, were thought to be possible
examples of butterflies emerging after overwintering in this country. The second wave seems to have
occurred in July with further sightings at Bournemouth from July 1 followed by one at Avon village in the river
valley between Christchurch and Ringwood (this was seen by Mike Gibbons on July 4). On July 15 Trevor
Carpenter saw one on Thorney Island and on July 18 Chuck Cuthbert saw one at Fernycrofts (east of
Beaulieu Road Station). The third wave seems to have started with one seen by Barry Collins on Thorney
Island on Aug 21 and continues with sightings yesterday (Aug 24) of two at Dibden Bay, seen by Phil Budd,
and another single on Thorney seen by Barry, also yesterday.
In addition to his Clouded Yellow Barry Collins saw 12 other butterfly species on Thorney Island yesterday. Pick
of the bunch were 42 Common and 1 Holly Blue, 35 Small Heath with 1 Small Copper and 2 Small
Tortoiseshell plus 2 Painted Ladies and 1 Red Admiral. Barry had no Gatekeepers but 13 Meadow and 7 Wall
Brown are still hanging on and there were 3 Speckled Wood, 2 Large White and 131 Small White for good
measure (Also seen was one Ruddy Darter)
Walking round Pagham Harbour today Lawrence Holloway saw very few butterflies in the heat but did spot a
Vapourer moth and had at least one Common Blue, a Painted Lady and a Small Tortoiseshell.
FRI 24 AUG
A week or more back Alistair Martin told me that he had, earlier this summer, been watching a large number of
white butterflies flying over a field of rape and that the butterflies, looking white as usual over any surrounding
habitat, instantly turned blue as soon as they crossed the rape field boundary and were above the crop. This
was at a time when the yellow flowers had disappeared but the leaves had not yet withered. Perhaps
someone out there can explain this phenonmenon? I was reminded of it today when, wearing dark glasses
and with only one eye to look through, I had a peripheral vision of a white butterfly giving a distinct pale blue
impression (colour of Chalkhill Blue). Maybe Alistair was wearing some fancy colour adjusting modern
sunglasses?
A more reliable observation of my own today was of a good half dozen Argioppe bruennichi ‘Golden Orb’ spiders
in rough grass near the south east Hampshire Education Offices at Riverside Drive in Leigh Park. At least
one of them looked so large that I cannot imagine it will be long before she builds her lovely pink ‘Chinese
Lantern’ in the grass tops and fills it with her many eggs. Most of her relatives here looked as if they will grow
more before egglaying. In the same area a flash of rich red velvet colour attracted my eye to another orb web
spider of a type that does not sit openly in the middle of her web waiting for victims, but constructs a little tent
of leaves above the point where one of the main ‘guy ropes’ of the web is fastened to a stout stem. She then
sits, invisible to the outside world, inside this tent with one leg touching the guy rope – as soon as a victim hits
the web and causes it to vibrate she is out like a shot to give the prey an anaesthetic and wrap it in a straight
jacket for later consumption. This was almost certainly, by its colour, Araneus quadratus, but I was unable to
see the four white dots which form a square on the top of the abdomen of this species to identify it.
THU 23 AUG
Three sightings of fresh Painted Ladies seen today from as far afield as Hastings, Farnham and Chandlers Ford
may well indicate that the eggs laid by migrants reaching this country earlier in the summer have now
completed their first three stages of life and are starting to emerge as butterflies. If so I look forward to the
sight of seeing them in our countryside in good numbers, but even if I miss out on them I was really pleased to
be sent a photo of one of them as a Get Well card – much appreciated. Another interesting photo reaching
me from Alan Cokes before he knew of my detached retina problem is of a female Brimstone – Alan says the
butterfly flew into his garden and disappeared as he was watching it, but some patient ‘scene of the crime’
police work soon tracked down the suspect and enabled Alan to get a really close up picture of the butterfly
hanging upside down below a Hoary Willowherb leaf
Today’s other news item is a real mystery and I do hope that someone can come up with a reason for what Ed
Griffiths saw in Eartham Woods (beside the A285 road north east of Chichester) on Aug 18 where Ed says >>
we found more than 30 Dor beetles along the paths thru the beech woods... one every 10 or 15 feet. Some
were upsidedown, showing a fine electric blue underside & had to be rescued... but we soon gave up, given
the huge numbers. My books say they feed/lay eggs on cow dung - of which none available anywhere near.
Why so many out in the open on the paths, I wonder ? << The first facetious comment that comes to my mind
is that there must have been a large scale ‘beetle drive’ organised by the local WI that day, but more seriously
I wonder if some beetles have mass emergences provoked by appropriate weather conditions? That could
result in the sort of effect we see when the ants are flying – they come down everywhere and start walking in
search of other ants with which to start new colonies. The beetles would presumably be searching out mates
and/or dead trees in which to lay eggs (although Ed identifies them as Dor beetles there are more species of
beetle on this earth than any other type of creature and I would not like to be too specific).

WED 22 AUG
While I was in hospital Peter Craddock rang my home on Monday (Aug 20) and left a message that he had seen
a Brown Hairstreak at Noar Hill but I am not sure of the date – my guess is that it was either that day or on the
Sunday (Aug 19) but I have not yet been able to contact Peter to confirm this. Regardless of the date of his
sighting this means that a visit to Noar Hill or Harting Down in the near future could be rewarding.
Seen today, in Brook Meadow at Emsworth, was a single Small Tortoiseshell with one Comma. A Green Veined
White and a Speckled Wood were also present, along with the ‘fag end’ of the many Meadow Brown and
Gatekeeper that have abounded recently (just one of each seen by Brian Fellows, but here in my garden I
have not seen one since I returned home).
Derek Mills did a little better when he was in Bentley Station Meadow yesterday (edge of Alice Holt Forest south
west of Farnham). Best butterfly was a late Silver Washed Fritillary and with it were 5 Gatekeeper and 3
Meadow Brown (nothing to what has been there) together with single Comma and Peacock plus Speckled
Wood, Large and Small White.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SAT 25 AUG
From the Isle of Wight comes one report of a Noctule Bat over Brading Marsh – no doubt on such a lovely warm
evening many bats were chasing many moths across the Hampshire countryside unseen by most of us
FRI 24 AUG
Andy Horton, our south coast expert on all matter concerning Marine Wildlife, has just received a query which
he cannot answer and which he has published on the SOS website in the hope of finding someone who can
comment with authority on the query. It seems that someone has found what they believe to be Natterjack
Toads in the Sussex countryside, and to make it even more extraordinary the toads were said to be hiding
under a haystack.
......I know nothing about these creatures other than what I have read and that leads me to believe that
Natterjacks will only be found around standing pool on sandy heathland where the small toads can burrow
into soft sand to be safe and moist by day before emerging to forage on nearby heath or grassland at night.
There is a good colony of them at Woolmer Forest and a coastal colony at Hengistbury Head but I have not
heard of any in Sussex and have the impression that these toads never make migratory or ‘new home
seeking’ trips on their own – they leave that in the capable hands of Howard Inns and similar enthusiasts
among the members of the Herpetological Conservation Trust. If you think you have found a Natterjack some
of the points to look for are a maximum size of 64mm from nose to tail, a shiny (not dull) skin and a clear
yellow line running all the way down the centre of the back from a point on the head between the eyes. From
April to June you can track down breeding colonies by the loud noise they make.
WED 22 AUG
The only item of news for this page arriving during my absence was a report from Brian Fellows of 5 large
Terrapin hauled out in the sun on the island in Baffins Pond at Portsmouth which he visited yesterday. Three
Terrapin are a regular sight here, two more looks like the build up of an army group of tanks massing for a final
assault of the other wildlife of the pond. Brian wonders why, as these are a known threat to all creatures
smaller than themselves, especially young ducklings, the Portsmouth City Rangers do not arrange for their
removal and ‘disposal’ but I guess the officials also have to respect the views of those members of the public
who enjoy looking at these unusual creatures (probably including the people who dumped these pets here
when they started to eat the fingers off the human children for whom the ‘pets’ were bought in the first place),
and while a policy of moving these violent carnivores away might bring a wave of opposition from these
‘onlookers’ that would be as nothing to the storm likely to arise if the City were known to have a policy of killing
the creatures. So go down there at night, Brian, with your own bazooka and flame thrower and you’ll have me
as one supporter of your actions (but watch out for George Benham, guardian of the pond).
BIRDS:

WEEK 33 AUG 13 - 19

SUN 19 AUG
Nick Montegriffo was in the Lymington area today to track down the reported Cattle Egret which he found at
Normandy (that section of the coastal marshes nearest to the Lymington River). At Keyhaven Nick found 4
juvenile Knot , 2 Little Stint, both Green (4) and Common Sandpiper (3) and 11 Wheatear, and at Pennington
Marshes there was a Wood Sandpiper and 3 more Common Sandpiper plus a couple of Greenshank.
Common Sandpiper passage is clearly building as Trevor Carpenter found 11 of them, but only 1 Green, at
Hook near Warsash today and on Thorney Island yesterday Barry Collins had 25 Common Sandpiper - I can
only presume there was a good number at Farlington Marshes. Other birds seen by Trevor at Hook were a
Redstart, a Lesser Whitethroat, four Wheatear and six Stonechat (the latter presumably not newcomers).
A very windy day was not conducive to bird watching but I took a walk to Budds Farm in the afternoon, returning

via the South Moors shore and Langstone Mill Pond. I heard a Grey Wagtail back by the Langbrook Stream
and saw a flock of at least 20 Sand Martins with Swallows and just one House Martin over the Budds Farm
Pools where the earth mountain over the landward pool has now been greatly reduced in height, giving
promise that the pool may be restored before the winter is out. On the South Moors shore there were
hundreds of Oystercatcher but few other waders though ten of more Ringed Plover and at least half a dozen
Turnstone were present. Common Gulls are once again a common sight, and both Great and Lesser
Blackbacks were seen among the Herring and Black-headed gulls. Two Egrets were fishing here and two
were resting in the Wade Court trees with four Heron but there was little else of bird interest.
SAT 18 AUG
Barry Collins was leading a SOS walk party around Thorney today and, in addition to the 25 Common Sandpiper
mentioned above, he was able to show them 75 bird species, among which were 3 Black Tern, 3 Kingfisher
and 2 Yellow Wagtail with 3 Swifts overhead and a dark phase Arctic Skua seen distantly at the harbour
mouth (a Med Gull with 2 juveniles also flew by). More numerous were 17 Wheatear and 14 Whimbrel but the
best bird for many of the party was a single Osprey which remained perched on a post at the east end of the
Great Deeps.
Somewhere in the Fareham area at midday today Trevor Carpenter had stunning views of an untagged Red Kite
both soaring and landing in a stubble field where he said it ate ‘something white and fluffy’ (probably only
someone’s pet cat but my thoughts turned to a baby Barn Owl to put the grimmest interpretation on this
remark)
More peak counts of autumn passage birds were made recently where the Test runs into Southampton Water.
On the Lower Test Reserve today Paul Winter found 23 Green Sandpiper which he says is an all time site
record, and he heard that sometime recently a count of 82 Yellow-legged Gulls had been made in the Eling
Great Marsh area south of the road bridge. From the reserve today Paul only saw 2 Common Sandpiper but
at least one Kingfisher was back there for him.
From the SOS website I see that there was a large movement of Sand Martin over Pagham Harbour today, and
many Whitethroat were along the harbour shore between the Ferry and Church Norton. Behind the hide at
Church norton a female Redstart was one of several migrants seen. Yesterday’s Sussex news includes a
Pied Flycatcher at Selsey and both Aquatic and Melodious Warbler sightings in East Sussex. Going back to
Aug 16 there was a Great White Egret at Arlington Reservoir (near the Cuckmere River north west of Beachy
Head) and on Aug 14 one of the Quail at Steep Down to the north of Lancing (west of the River Adur) was still
calling.
A flock of 255 Canada Geese was at the IBM Lake for today’s WeBS count and I wondered if this was a low
number but last year I see there were only 26 present in August (and only 149 in Aug 1999). September is the
month in which we get the highest figures (395 in 1999 and 301 in 2000) so if the expected increase between
the August and September figures is maintained this year we are in for a big flock next month. Three Egrets,
four Herons and four Cormorant were present, perhaps because the lake water level is being kept low,
making fishing easier, while vegetation blocking some of the drainage canals is removed (the whole site is
below sealevel and the drainage system, which includes pumps to move water under the motorway and into
Tipner Lake, is vital). Perhaps the most surprising feature of this count was that during the hour and a half it
takes to walk round the lake I only saw one gull land on it (and only two more flying over). Maybe the falcons
being flown over the Paulsgrove rubbish tip, just across the road, are being more effective than I expected in
keeping the gulls away – but more likely the falcons were not present and the gulls were all busy on the tip. At
the end of my visit I saw a big splash as something dived under the water near the one adult Great Crested
Grebe, and what came up was just possibly a male Scaup – it looked bigger and more round-headed than the
other Tufted Duck on the lake and what was left of the white on its sides during eclipse went up and over the
tail section (this may have been the result of the bird having moulted its primaries to reveal parts that would
normally be hidden). The splash could have been caused by the more active jump dive of a typical Scaup but
if this was a male there was no sign of the silvery mantle on the closed wings – they just looked black.
FRI 17 AUG
Giles Darvill took a walk around Keyhaven and Pennington this evening and saw two summer plumage Little
Stint, I think the first back here, and a host of Wheatear. Nine of the summer resident Eider were seen on the
water and three Whimbrel were among the other waders. Not seen by Giles but talked of by other birders he
met were the Aquatic Warbler on the Pennington seawall that we have already heard of from Birdguides and
several newcomers – Pied Flycatcher, Grasshopper Warbler and Cattle Egret (it is possible the latter was
seen by a holiday visitor not familiar with the Little Egrets).
Here in Havant I usually hear Chiffchaff song daily from about this time of year until the wintering birds go quiet in
the late autumn – at least one of them can be expected to be in the trees of the Hayling Billy track which runs
behind my garden. So far I have not heard it, but this evening Brian Fellows heard one in Brook Meadows at
Emsworth (as did Trevor Carpenter at Chichester – see below) so I am expecting to hear it any day now.
Trevor Carpenter took a day trip over the West Sussex border today, his first stop being the Chichester Lakes.

When he got bored with counting well over 700 Coot he turned his attention to some 70 Sand Martins over the
water and heard both Chiffchaff and Willow Warbler song from trees around the site – the Willow Warblers
were in large numbers. A Sparrowhawk flew over the water with a Common Tern in hot pursuit and singles of
Common Sandpiper and Pochard (male) were present. At Sidlesham Ferry there were 7 Common
Sandpiper (another seen later in the harbour) with 3 Green and 1 Wood Sandpiper. 1 Ruff was there and an
Osprey flew over from the north before turning west. At Selsey Bill there were loads of Gannets and Trevor
saw 2 Balearic Shearwater. On his way home he stopped at Fishbourne and saw another Common
Sandpiper with at least 6 Greenshank, plus a Spotted Flycatcher as the bonus bird. Finally he had good
views of the Thornham Marshes Osprey both from the east end of Thornham Lane and from the field gate on
the main road just north of the army Guard Post.
Over on the west side of Hampshire there was, according to the Birdguides network, an Aquatic Warbler just
inside the seawall at Pennington, and also in today’s HOSlist messages there is one from Paul Winter
answering a question recently raised by a newcomer to birding as to which species are ‘tickable’ and which
are not. Paul gives three website addresses that might be of interest to a wider audience than the original
questioner. The first contains the official BOU ‘British List’ and is at http://www.bou.org.uk/recgen.html, the
second is the list used by members of the ‘400 Club’ and is at
http://www.webbsteve.freeserve.co.uk/newpage12.htm, and finally Paul gives the address for the Dutch
Birding Club which is http://www.dutchbirding.nl/
A visit to the Broadmarsh area at the bottom of the tide this afternoon showed that a large number of Grey Plover
were back though it was impossible to get a full count – I saw at least 30, nearly all in summer plumage, and
could hear their calls frequently. Curlew and Common Gulls are also back in good numbers, along with the
Black-tailed Godwit, Redshank and Oystercatcher. I saw four Turnstone and am pretty sure there were some
Whimbrel and Bar-tailed Godwit though these were too distant to be sure. The Swan flock still numbers 60
plus the pair with two cygnets from the Budds Farm pools – three of the non-breeding Swans took off and flew
while I was there. Also coming from the pools were the three well grown juvenile Shelduck which flew down
onto the mud (still no sight of the second family of Shelduck that hatched there). Before leaving I went up the
Hermitage Stream to the A27 bridge under which a Kingfisher flew towards me and headed downstream out
of sight.
THU 16 AUG
Nick Montegriffo was at Farlington Marshes and in his full list of sightings my eye was caught by the presence of
four Gadwall, presumably on the lake. I know that there has been a population explosion of these duck in
Hampshire but I think they are still uncommon at Farlington and their presence there makes me wonder if
there are any back at the Budds Farm pools or on Aldworth Pond. Other duck included a single Wigeon (one
that has been summering there? or the first to return?), 8 Shoveler and 15 Teal. Among other birds seen by
Nick at the Marshes were 3 Yellow Wagtail and these raise the question in my mind as to whether they are the
three males which I believe to have been at the Marshes though the summer without a female and which are
not easy to see – hopefully a few more will turn up in the near future on their way south to give the many
birders who have not been able to tick this attractive species so far this year a chance of doing so before they
depart. The Wood Sandpiper was still present and there were 8 Spotted Redshank and 8 Wheatear (but still
only one Stonechat and no Whinchat). Going on to Sandy Point Nick saw all three common species of Tern
and a party of 8 Whimbrel heading west as well as two juvenile Med Gulls with an adult.
A Marsh Harrier was the best bird seen by Derek Mills when he visited Titchfield Haven today but he and other
birders were impressed by the unusual sight of a tight flock of 12 Green Sandpiper which had presumably
joined forces for company on their flight south and were reluctant to split up – perhaps they were just pausing
there before continuing to a destination further south. At the Lower Test reserve I think it is quite common to
have up to 20 Green Sandpiper present through the August/September period – can anyone comment on
whether they continue to operate as a flock or as individuals?
A Honey Buzzard was in the Test Valley between Romsey and Mottisfont last Tuesday (Aug 14) when David
Thelwell was out birding there. He also saw four Hobbies but I was much more interested in his sighting of a
Kestrel devouring a Sand Martin – I know that Kestrel do take birds but I believe most of their catches are by
pouncing on birds on the ground (in much the same way as they catch voles) and any aerial captures are just
a matter of luck – this Kestrel must have had a lot of luck or a great deal of skill to catch a Sand Martin in flight!
A Swift was still going south down the valley and David also had a Redstart as well as single Common and
Green Sandpiper by the river. At Timsbury Gravel Pit a pair of Spotted Flycatcher have nested on some
extremely noisy machinery and while David does not specifically say they have raised young he seems to
imply it by saying they (presumably the young) must have been deaf from birth. Last Saturday (Aug 11) David
noted 3 or 4 Crossbill in this same section of the valley.
I often hear the screams of juvenile Sparrowhawk demanding food from their parents at this time of year but I
usually find it difficult to see the birds making the noise in the leafy tree-tops in which they practise their flying.
Down at Milford on sea it seems the birds behave differently. Giles Darvill has for some days watched a

couple of juveniles perched on chimney pots, though he says that as their flying skills develop they are
beginning to make sallies at passing birds, especially Magpies (which must, like the Cormorant that I recently
reported was being used for target practice by a young Peregrine, make good practice targets – large and
slow!)
We have heard plenty of reports of Gannet and Balearic Shearwater recently but little of any Kittiwake so I note
that 70 of them were seen yesterday from Shanklin on the Isle of Wight.
Finally, my suspicions aroused when I heard from Brian Fellows (see last Tuesday) that the last cygnet had
disappeared from Baffins Pond seem to be confirmed by the Portsmouth NEWS this evening which states
that the cygnet, along with many Mallard, did die from poisoning as a result of the current algal bloom on the
pond. The paper also states that no attempt was made to rescue any of the birds as it would have been illegal
to move wild birds (I know you can be fined many hundreds of pounds for picking up a feather that has been
dropped by a bird of prey, and this current report makes me wonder about the legal position that Portsmouth
City workers may be putting themselves in when they clean up the Canada Goose droppings around the
pond).
WED 15 AUG
The Sussex Ornithological Society website has news of an Osprey, Buzzard, two Peregrines, a Hobby and a
Montagu’s Harrier all seen around Pagham Harbour today, while Lawrence Holloway writes in his ‘Friends of
Pagham Harbour’ Diary of how he had to rush into his garden at nearby Aldwick to protect a Chaffinch family
(male parent feeding a juvenile on his patio) from a Sparrowhawk. Earlier in the day Lawrence had been
walking around the harbour and saw a Marsh Harrier heading towards Sidlesham Ferry from which the
Montagu’s Harrier was reported by our old friend Anon, raising the question in my mind of whether there were
two separate Harriers or just one, and if so who identified it correctly. The other question that came to my mind
was whatever happened to all the Kestrels that would once have been present in this area of rough ground
and set-aside fields which must have a pretty good population of small mammals – maybe no one thought the
sight of a Kestrel was worth reporting but more likely there was not one seen (though I am sure a few pairs still
inhabit the harbour area).
Pagham has plenty more to offer than just raptors and the SOS website today reports three Balearic Shearwater
just outside the harbour entrance and a Nightingale around the harbour shores. Lawrence Holloway’s diary
has a much fuller picture of the bird life there with sightings of a pair of Turtle Dove in the scrub and of five
Swifts overhead with other hirundines. At the Ferry Pool a white headed Ruff is still present along with 3
Green and a possible Wood Sandpiper, while in the main harbour there are now some 200 Dunlin and 60
Grey Plover, many still in summer plumage. Seawatchers at Selsey Bill today had a single Roseate Tern, two
Arctic and three Great Skuas plus the inevitable Balearic Shearwater
At Thorney Island Barry Collins could only see one Osprey today ( he had two there on Monday) near the east
end of the Great Deeps, and down at Pilsey he watched a juvenile Peregrine being driven off by a screaming
horde of 80 Common Terns. Back at his home on the northern fringe of Havant in the evening Barry had a
Med Gull hawking for insects just above his head.
News for twitchers on the Birdguides network today included a possible White-winged Black Tern and a definite
Roseate among other terns on the beach at Titchfield Haven. Miscellaneous news today includes Willow
Warbler song heard in Chandlers Ford by Stephen Harvey, and sightings by Nick Montegriffo of Kingfisher,
Hobby, Sparrowhawk and five Lesser Blackback Gulls (one a juvenile) and just two Mistle Thrush in his home
village of Sherborne St John near Basingstoke – at this time of year one would expect two Mistle Thrush to be
surrounded by a tribe of youngsters or a flock of several families so Nick’s sighting maybe evidence of the
decline of this species (and, as at Pagham, his Sparrowhawk sighting is not matched by one of Kestrels).
Against these declines the juvenile Lesser Blackback could be evidence of yet more inland breeding by these
birds.
A small southward movement of House Martins seen over Harting Down by Tony Gutteridge today could be
another sign of a declining species - the last of these birds normally does not leave us until October but this
year they are already numerous everywhere along the coast. Brian Fellows believes that none nested in
Emsworth this year and if that decline in breeding is countrywide the outlook for this species is bleak, but
against this a few seem to have nested near us in Havant (where there were at most six birds over the trees at
the end of our garden in the early summer there are now at least ten and some of them make what I think are
calls for food, though they could be alarm calls).
A sunny evening and a rising tide took me down to the Langstone east shore where there was a good display of
birds. The most numerous were Redshank (well over 120) and Black-tailed Godwit (at least 170) with smaller
numbers of Lapwing and Oystercatcher but two single birds stole the show – one was a Curlew Sandpiper still
with a colourful orangey neck and the other was a Bar-tailed Godwit, the first I have seen and confirming its
identity by the nose to tail colour wash on its breast, belly and vent. Greenshank could be heard calling (none
seen) and 16 Curlew flew east calling as they went. Naturally there were hundreds of Black-headed Gulls
back for their big roost here, and with them were a good number of Herring Gulls plus at least four Lesser

Blackbacks and one Common. At least seven Egrets appeared ‘from nowhere’ to fish as the mud was flooded
by the rising tide and on my way home at least 8 were on the Wade Court trees giving the impression that the
ones seen fishing had come out of these trees (where none could be seen on my arrival), collected their
supper and then flown back to the trees to digest it.
I did not hear Robin song when out this afternoon but Brian Fellows confirmed my thought (see yesterday) that
autumn Robin song is now general by saying that he heard Robins everywhere when walking round
Emsworth today
TUE 14 AUG
Walking down the Hayling Billy line in Havant towards dusk this evening I heard several Robins uttering their
quiet autumn song, two of them singing against each other, and I reckon their summer silence is now over –
though as with Blackbirds in the early spring they will probably restrict their song to the evenings for a week or
so. The purpose of my walk was to check on any Egrets roosting at Wade Court, and I was able to gather
another fragment of information by walking close to the Lymbourne Stream fence of Russell’s Field (the one
taking the path from the Billy Line to the Royal Oak) and hearing Egret noises coming from the dense jungle at
the north end of this section of the stream – no birds were visible from any view point but they were there. I
suppose that one possiblity to be considered is that one or more pairs have nested there and the birds I have
seen and heard here at dusk are family groups – I will be keeping an eye out for any juveniles!
Despite their tatty plumage more Teal are managing to reach our shores and to build up the large numbers we
will see during the winter. On Langstone Pond just one Teal lurks in its favourite corner but on Fareham
Creek Trevor Carpenter found ten of them present today, along with a couple of Whimbrel. More exciting
news on the Birdguides network was of six Wood Sandpiper present at Keyhaven while Brian Fellows routine
Tuesday visit to Baffins Pond in Portsmouth seemed to show that the Swans which nested there for the first
time this year have lost their last cygnet. Blue-green algae have been blooming on this pond recently and
have taken a toll of the Mallard there (this is an almost annual occurrence and the Portsmouth City Rangers
have various means of defence against the algae including the dumping of straw bales in the water and the
ability to refresh the water from a borehole bringing clean water from the chalk aquifer below the pond) but
whether the cygnet succumbed to poison, fox, or has merely gone into hiding, I do not know.
Two items of slightly belated news come from Tony Gutteridge and from Derek Hale on the Isle of Wight.
Responding to my comments on the apparent total absence of Pied Wagtail recent Tony tells me that on the
Warblington shore near Emsworth he came on a flock of 14 Pied Wagtail last Saturday (Aug 11), making me
wonder if the reason for my not seeing them is not just that they are keeping a low profile during moult but that,
with their breeding season over, they have changed their feeding habits and moved inland to farmland which
has a plentiful insect supply at this time of year. Tony’s sighting was at a place where farmland meets the
harbour shore, and if Wagtails do follow this strategy then they would not be alone – House Sparrows and
Collared Doves are two species which spring to mind when thinking of birds that abandon their normal
habitats for a brief period in late summer when they go off into the fields in much the same way as families
living in the East End of London used in the past to desert it for their annual Hop Picking holiday in Kent. The
other item of news comes from Derek Hale’s Isle of Wight website and relates to some date in the first week of
August when a Long-tailed Skua was seen off Ryde.
MON 13 AUG
On or before July 30 young Barn Owls were making practice flights around a barn in the fields of Racton Park
Farm to the north of Marlpit Lane, seen from the Chichester-Havant ‘back road’ west of Funtington, and may
well still be active in that area around dusk. This news was delayed by being routed via Trevor Carpenter who
passed it to me immediately on his return from holiday. The owls may have been nesting in the stone barn
clearly visible from the road, but I seem to remember that last summer Barn Owls were regularly seen over
the ‘pig fields’ nearer Funtington and so if you can’t see them from the Marlpit Lane junction it may be worth
checking out the fields east of the MoD site.
So far I have only seen one result from last Saturday’s county wide Egret count and it comes from Barry Collins
in Sussex rather than any of the Hampshire sites. Barry had 104 Egrets coming to roost on Thorney – fewer
than his August count for any year since 1994 up to 1999 (last year was when they first began to seek
alternative accommodation). In 1995 there were 112 and by August 1999 the number had reached 281.
While on the subject of Egrets I must confess to having got my counties confused when reporting Ed Griffith’s
news last Friday (Aug 10) – the count of 20 Egrets and the sighting of 5 in the past fortnight were in Bucks, not
Berks – (Ed lives in one county and works in the other!)
News from Barry Collins for today is that there are now 2 Ospreys around Thorney Island and the first Whinchat
are back there – two Whinchat and ten Wheatear seen today. Another Whinchat, with Tree Pipit and Spotted
Flycatcher, was at Chailey Common (north of Lewes, between Burgess Hill and Uckfield), and in Whitbread
Hollow just outside Eastbourne at the foot of Beachy Head there were 250 Willow Warbler and 100
Whitethroat, plus at least one Nightingale, all checked in and awaiting the departure of their flight south.
Russell Wynn was back at Keyhaven last Saturday (Aug 11) and saw the first Whinchat (and Tree Pipit) which I

have heard of back at a coastal site, but more interestingly he saw juveniles of both Black Tern and Arctic
Tern there, reminding me of the time (more than five years ago) when a juvenile Arctic Tern spent a couple of
days over the IBM Lake at Portsmouth and I learnt how like a Black Tern the young of this species could be
(especially in their behaviour, beating up and down low over a small strip of water for lengthy periods,
occasionally dipping to take items from the surface). I see Russell also noted a Grey Wagtail, confirming my
impression that this species has suddenly re-appeared out of obscurity. (When I was out yesterday I was
surprised by the Chissick call of a Pied Wagtail, something we normally take for granted but which I at least
have not heard for a couple of weeks).
Today Phil Lord was at Winchester sewage farm where he found some 80 Gadwall (aren’t they doing well
nowadays!), two Ruddy Duck, and 20 adult plus 7 juvenile Little Grebe as well as 2 Green Sandpiper.
The Black-tailed Godwit flock feeding in Emsworth Harbour today increased to 144 birds and among them Brian
Fellows saw two with colour rings, one an old friend from last winter and the other a newcomer. Redshank
were the only other species in any number (more than 40 seen), but the variety of species is growing with 5
Egrets, 3 Greenshank, 1 Whimbrel and 1 summer plumage Grey Plover as well as 3 Lapwing, 2 Curlew and 2
Oystercatcher. On the ponds the Mallard count has increased to 136 and there are still 98 Mute and 1 Black
Swan present.

PLANTS:
SUN 19 AUG
A walk down the Langbrook Stream from Havant to Budds Farm, then back along the shore to Langstone and
home via Wade Court, gave me a list of 110 flowering plant species but the only item which struck me as
interesting was my first sight this autumn of well-developed flower buds on Ivy. Here in Havant the Danewort
is still flowering and in my own garden a crop of Common Fumitory is at its peak of flowering on ground I dug
over a few months ago. I also noticed today that two healthy plants of Sticky Groundsel that have ben
flowering for some time in the equivalent of pavement cracks here in central Havant have both been weeded
out of existence.
SAT 18 AUG
While leading a party of Sussex birders around Thorney Island today Barry Collins was also able to show them
some good plants of which the four most notable were the Grass Poly (a very rare small relative of Purple
Loosestrife which only grows on grassland that is flooded during the winter), Frosted Orache and Prickly
Saltwort (both of which grow on sand by the sea), and Slender Hare’s Ear which is a less uncommon seawall
specialist bearing no resemblance (other than that its flowers are yellow) to the Wild Parsnip which is its
nearest relative. The Grass Poly is almost certainly extinct in Hampshire but the other plants can still be
found on Hayling.
More rarities were identified in the Gosport area by Eric Clement on Aug 16, and Debbie Allan (who I expect
found them and then asked Eric to confirm their identity) has just sent me details. They are all located in the
Priddy’s Hard area alongside Forton Lake, and the one likely to be of most interest to the general plant lover
is Twiggy Mullein (Verbascum virgatum) which can be found near the fence separating the Grove Road
recreation ground from Felicia Park (which I assume to be Sue Hitchman’s animal sanctuary that has not yet
been expelled from the area taken over for new housing at Priddy’s Hard). Whether or not the latter statement
is true the grid ref is roughly SU 609011. A new flower/shrub bed in the housing development (Chatham
Close – roughly SU 613012) has the second plant - an unusual alien called White Pigweed (Amaranthus
albus – there are around 20 species of Amaranth listed by Stace but only two appear in the Hants Flora and
this is not one of them). With the pigweed Black Nightshade is also present and on close inspection it was
found to have lots of glandular hairs making it the rare subspecies Solanum nigrum schultesii. More of this
subspecies was found in the Grove Road recreation area where it abuts on the north west corner of Forton
Lake (SU 610010)
More and more plants which I had thought were over are now starting a second flowering season and two which
I noticed when at the IBM North Harbour site today were Pale Flax and Hedgerow Cranesbill. One plant that
has been out for some time but not seen by me until today was Ploughman’s Spikenard, and another which I
have seen but which was still flourishing today was Blue Fleabane.
TUE 14 AUG
Rosemary Webb had the first two Autumn Ladies Tresses in flower on the lawn of her Hayling Garden when I
visited her today – she commented that they are late this year and these are the only ones she has seen.
The marshy fringes of the Tadburn Meadows open space in Romsey, which I was exploring for the first time
today, had Yellow Loosestrife and Himalayan Balsam among other plants such as Meadow Sweet.
MON 13 AUG
A walk through the south west part of Stansted Forest today gave me one newly flowering plant, Water Pepper,

and one which I had not seen earlier this summer, Bifid Hemp Nettle, plus a great display of other flowers,
particularly the Common Centaury and Eyebright lining the Broad Avenue. Trailing St John’s Wort and Yellow
Pimpernel were among those that I did not expect to see, and another in that category that was flourishing
again was Wild Basil.
Last Saturday the Havant Wildlife Group went to Thursley Bog in Surrey and among the plants which Gwynne
Johnson commented on were White Beak Sedge, Black Bog Rush, Slender Rush and Heath Rush
INSECTS:

SUN 19 AUG
A note from Sarah Patton tonight tells me that she made a really spectacular find at her moth light last
Wednesday night (Aug 15). The moth is called the Pale Shoulder but is too rare to appear in any books that I
have so I cannot describe it – all I know from Sarah is that within the past 100 years it had only been recorded
six times prior to her find. Two of these records were in 1994 and the other four were in 1995 and 1996,
making hers the seventh.
Two more Hummingbird Hawkmoth sightings have just come to my notice – both seen last Friday (Aug 17), one
being seen by Margaret Baggs in her garden at Farlington (on the slopes of Portsdown north of the marshes),
and the other by Janet Jones at Winchfield (close to the M3 and railway between Hook and Fleet). Janet also
saw what may have been the last of this year’s Small Skippers, and (a week earlier) had seen that rarity a
Small Tortoiseshell. From Sussex come two more Painted Lady sightings (one at Hove railway station on
Aug 16 and the other at Crowborough on Aug 14), and yesterday Barry Collins had 3 Wall Brown still present
on Thorney Island where he saw at least four Golden Orb (Argioppe bruennichi) spiders, and today Brian
Fellows had a couple more of these spiders in Brook Meadow at Emsworth along with a couple of Speckled
Wood. One final miscellaneous insect record comes from Alan Cokes in Cowplain (Waterlooville) – on Friday
(Aug 17) he had a female Oak Bush Cricket on a fence in his garden.
SAT 18 AUG
While walking round the IBM Lake at Portsmouth for today’s monthly bird count I came on three more or less full
grown ‘Golden Orb’ spiders (Argioppe bruennich). One of them was hanging on her web regardless of my
presence but with the other two I at first saw empty webs (with their distinctive strengthening threads of silk
from the centre to the six o‘clock position), and had to look carefully at the ground below the web to find the
spider – they often feel the vibration of your approach and drop to the ground where they feign death to
escape attention from predators. In the rushes I also happened to see a Short Winged Conehead. Butterflies
were in short supply on a dull day but I did see a couple of male Common Blue as well as several Meadow
Brown and Gatekeeper plus one Green Veined White.
FRI 17 AUG
Each summer I usually receive or hear of huge monster caterpillars that have been munching there way through
some gardener’s prize Fuchsia plants, and today Brian Fellows tells me a neighbour in Emsworth brought him
one of these beasts. Sometimes the gardeners are brave enough to remove these ‘pests’ themselves,
sometimes they are deterred from handling them by the ugly heads bearing large eye shapes which the
caterpillars raise and wave in a way that suggests a Cobra about to strike. These are of course Elephant
Hawkmoth caterpillars and are quite harmless if handled. They do love to eat Fuchsias but can live equally
well on Willowherb, Evening Primrose or Bedstraw so if you know of Fuchsias that are being destroyed by
these caterpillars just collect them in a large jamjar and put them in a patch of Great or Rosebay Willowherb
that should be easy to find almost anywhere, or on wild Evening Primrose plants if you know of a good colony
that will supply the mass of leaves that these caterpillars consume – they probably don’t need all that much as
they are ususally only found when nearly full grown or already seeking somewhere to pupate (which they do
in leaf litter on the ground, so try to put them on plants where they will have a safe haven on the ground below
during the winter until they emerge in the following June). The Elephant Hawkmoth caterpillar grows to 8 cm
long and is very distinctive with the eye patterns on the front segments of its body but if you see one that looks
a bit different you may have a Small Elephant, which can be quickly separated from its larger relative by
looking at the back end of the caterpillar – the Elephant has a typical hawkmoth caterpillar hooked ‘horn’
whereas the Small Elephant has a triangular ‘lump’ on its tail and does not exceed 6 cm long.
The monthly magazine with the simple title HAMPSHIRE is always good value at £1-90 and has regular wildlife
features by Andrew Walmsley, Ron Toft and other names familiar to Hampshire naturalists. The August
edition has a feature by Barry Goater (hopefully by now fully recovered from a severe heart attack earlier this
year) on the caterpillars of a tiny moth called Yponomeuta cagnagella (or Spindle Ermine) which belongs to a
group of micromoths called ‘Small Ermines’, one of which (Y. Padella) is illustrated in Chinery’s Collins Guide
to Insects. The moth featured in the article aroused general interest earlier this year when its caterpillars built
their shiny white silk tents on the Spindle trees on which the caterpillars feed. Although tiny there were
millions of them and many trees where completely covered with bright white as if a gossamer thin fabric had

been draped all over it so that the tree caught the eye from as far away as you could see. I have seen the
same sort of effect on ornamental trees (Whitebeam/Sorbus species) around the main reception area of the
IBM buildings at North Harbour, Portsmouth, many years ago and assume the culprits then were a related
species of caterpillar. The caterpillars which attracted attention this year were seen in the Stockbridge area
and at Sutton Scotney, and probably elsewhere, but the vast and sudden population explosion is unlikely to
be sustained and unless you have a moth light you are very unlikely to have seen the tiny white moths (length
about 1cm, wing span at most 2.5 cm) whose white forewings are speckled with tiny black dots and whose
rear wings are plain greyish. When at rest the moths adopt the ‘tubular’ shape of a typical ‘grass moth’.
THU 16 AUG
The first Hummingbird Hawkmoth for some time was on Buddleia in the David Parker’s garden at Forestside
(adjoining Stansted Forest) today. The last of these moths that I have heard of was on Hayling on Aug 1.
These moths and Painted Lady butterflies seem to be the only large insects to have taken much interest in
migration this year, and they all seem to have come as individuals rather than part of a mass invasion.
Down near the mouth of the River Ems at Brook Meadow in Emsworth Brian Fellows today watched many
Banded Demoiselle and a single Emperor dragonfly over the river, and saw a Red Admiral among the Small
Whites and Gatekeepers over the meadow. The most spectacular insect of the day was a large hoverfly,
Volucella zonaria, taking a break from hovering to nectar on Water Mint (I have never in fact seen any of the
larger hoverflies hovering in the persistent way that the smaller Drone Flies and Marmelade Flies do)
WED 15 AUG
Walking round Pagham Harbour today Lawrence Holloway did not see a single Skipper butterfly, and I suspect
that (except for the rare Silver Spotted Skipper) they will very soon vanish from our grassland. Both Common
Blue and Wall Brown were still present in fair numbers (15 Wall Brown seen), and there were very many Small
White but fewer Meadow Brown and Gatekeeper than of late. Two Peacock and two Painted Lady brightened
the scene as did a single male Ruddy Darter. Six male Emperor also made a colourful sight with less bright
Common Darter, Migrant and Southern Hawkers. Over in Fareham Tevor Carpenter had a Painted Lady in
his garden yesterday, the first he has seen but continuing a run of scattered reports of this butterfly throughout
the year – looking back through my records I find I have heard of 15 separate sightings ranging from David
Parker’s extraordinary sighting of one in Devon on Feb 18 (a hibernator?) and another in Kevin Crisp’s
Portsmouth garden on March 6 to two on Kingley Vale and Old Winchester Hill this month, and the 15 does
not include two or three of my own sightings. There seems to have been no particular invasion, and maybe
some indication of the species establishing itself in this country and hibernating successfully (as has been the
case with a couple of Clouded Yellow sightings at Bournemouth in early spring). One Painted Lady seen
egglaying at Pagham recently could be extending that trend ...
TUE 14 AUG
Barry Collins had his moth light on last night at his home on the northern fringe of Havant and had five personal
firsts for the year and three of them were the first I have heard of from anyone. These three were the
Six-striped Rustic, the Flounced Rustic and the Vapourer (strangely enough I thought that a rich brown UFO
hurtling through my garden on an erratic high-speed course in today’s sunshine could have been one of these
but had no chance to prove it). Another of Barry’s firsts was the Canary-shouldered Thorn which had been
taken for the first time last Saturday (Aug 11) at a light at Pagham Harbour while his first Garden Pebble had
been seen by Sarah Patton at Chichester on June 8. Among the total of 217 moths of 37species taken by
Barry last night one of the most numerous was the Square-spot Rustic, and he also found a second brood
Maiden’s Blush which he says is a ‘Notable B’ moth which I take to mean is fairly rare though the only info I
can find about this species is that it has two broods each year and those emerging in summer have paler
forewings than the spring brood.
Exploring the Tadburn Meadows open spaces at Romsey for the first time I was pleased to see seven butterfly
species including Brimstone, Holly Blue and Speckled Wood as well as Meadow Brown, Gatekeeper, Large
and Small Whites. What was almost certainly a Southern Hawker dragonfly was also on patrol
MON 13 AUG
The lovely spider Argioppe bruennichi, for which I prefer the English name of Golden Orb Spider rather than
Wasp Spider (which I think gives the spider an undeservedly bad name and causes people to be frightened of
it), is widespread in rough grassland along the south coast at least from Eastbourne to Bournemouth, and has
been recorded as far north as Derbyshire (where it probably arrived attached to some entomologist’s
trousers). Inevitably it is extending its range northwards and last Saturday Phil Budd found it for the first time
in two sections of the Magdalen Hill Down butterfly reserve to the east of Winchester. Two other insect
discoveries at new sites are reported from Pagham Harbour by Sarah Patton – this year the Bee-killer or
Bee-wolf species of Digger Wasp, and the Grey Bush Cricket, have both found found at Pagham for the first
time. Back at Magdalen Hill Down Phil Budd also saw the famous Robber Fly (Asilus crabroniformis, Britain’s
largest fly) which is established at this site. Although a fly it behaves like a Dragonfly, perching on some
prominent perch to give chase to, and eat, smaller insects which fly within range.

Dave Pearson visited Beacon Hill, across the Meon Valley from Old Winchester Hill, on Saturday (Aug 11) and
saw 8 Silver Spotted Skipper (there were probably more that he did not see) among twelve butterfly species
present there. Chalkhill Blues and Meadow Browns were present in thousands, but surprisingly Dave only
saw 4 Gatekeeper. Two Large Skipper and two Brown Argus were still on the wing (but no Small/Essex) and
there were some Small Heath and Painted Lady as well as Brimstone and Red Admiral plus Large and Small
Whites. Also on Saturday Lynn Fomison had a Small Copper in her Ropley Garden where she says that a
Painted Lady has lost its migratory urge and been present for a whole week. Still on the subject of butterflies
I see that there was a Children’s Walk at Noar Hill on Friday (Aug 10) which found a good selection of
butterflies but their list has no mention of Brown Hairstreak which should now be out there.
On Saturday night a moth trapping session was held at Pagham Harbour with Sarah Patton in charge, and the
list of 35 species noted by Lawrence Holloway on his website includes two which I have not heard of from
others this summer – they were Canary-shouldered Thorn and Square-spot Rustic. Also on Saturday during
the day Barry Collins saw both Oak Eggar (presumably the day flying males) and Southern Wainscot while
working in the reeds on Thorney Island, and he had a Painted Lady there today.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 18 AUG
In recent years there have been up to six or eight Common Seals in Chichester Harbour each summer but the
number seems to have dwindled to just two this summer. On Jul 12 Barry Collins saw two and today he saw
just one. Possibly the seals have spread out as there have been sightings in Pagham Harbour and at
Keyhaven, but again these were isolated reports of single seals.
WED 15 AUG
Some naturalists in the Portsmouth area will be familiar with the name of Fred Haynes, and late this evening his
wife Brenda called on us to spread the news of an art exhibition taking place at their home (called Dragon’s
Hill) at Hambledon in the week of the August Bank Holiday. Of more immediate interest to me she brought
news of a large and lovely woodland slug she has recently found in her garden. It is called Limax maximus
(aka Great Grey Slug) and can be up to 8cm long with a dark grey body splashed with white spots and a white
‘sole’ underneath. This is one of ten species in Britain belonging the the Keelback family (Limacidae) which
are distinguished by having a series of raised ridges forming a sort of ‘fingerprint’ pattern on the ‘mantle’ (the
topside of the front of the body), and by having a ‘keel’ (a straight raised ridge running like a spine externally
along the centre of the back) which starts at the tail end but only goes a third of the way along the body
(stopping about half way to the rear end of the mantle). Another family known as the Keeled Slugs
(Milacidae) have the keel reaching all the way from the tail to the back end of the mantle.
Also in woodland many species of fungi are now flourishing and Alan Cokes has sent me a couple of good
photos of specimens he found in the West Walk woods near Wickham in the Meon Valley. One of these is a
bright red capped medium sized toadstool with pure white stem and gills which mark it out as belonging to the
Russula family – there are several fairly common red Russula but this is likely to have been R. Emetica (The
Sickener) if found near conifers or R. Mairei (Beechwood Sickener) if under Beech. A less common species
related to the Oyster Mushrooms, which you can buy in a supermarket or fairly easily find growing for free in
woodland at this time of year, was probably Pleurotus pulmonarius. This is a gilled bracket found on various
deciduous trees which is pure white above and below and has ‘caps’ from 10 to 25 cm across. John
Goodspeed also tells me of a more delicate and tiny fungus (Marasmius rotula) which he found in the Sling
area of Stansted Forest.
Nik Knight organised a bat survey in the Langstone area back on July 23 and tells me (in answer to Martin
Hampton’s question about large bats seen over Langstone pond) that both large species (Noctule and
Serotine) were detected but there was no positive find of Daubenton’s over the pond (though at least one
member of the part with Nik thought they were present). Nik also tells me that Pipistrelle Bats have now been
officially split into two species, but as both are present and intermixed in most parts of Britain, and the only
way to separate them is by voice using a Bat Detector, there is not much chance of deciding which species
you are looking at if you do not have a detector with you (one species uses the 45 KHz band, the other
chatters away at 55 KHz)
Among other useful background info from Nik was a telephone ‘Bat Helpline’ which you can use if you find
injured bats or have other problems with them – this is 023-8061-7551 and should connect you to Mike or
Chris Pawling at Eastleigh. Alternatively you can email Michael.Pawling@btinternet.com Should you have
significant observations of bats (i.e. find a roost) which is not causing a problem you can report it to the
Hampshire Bat Recorder (Brian Edgeworth) on 023-9255-2719
MON 13 AUG
On the board walks at Thursley Bog, when the Havant Wildlife Group were there last Saturday (Aug 11),
Common Lizards and their tiny blackish young abandoned their sunbathing as the group approached but two

larger Lizards which Gwynne Johnson is convinced were Sand Lizards (and she got within two board-widths
of the female without disturbing her) stuck to their chosen places while the group walked by. These two not
only looked larger and sturdier than normal common lizards but their markings were more spotted than
streaked. Can anyone confirm that Sand Lizards are present at Thursley? Also in a watery environment
Barry Collins found a number of young Toads in the Thorney Island reedbeds while he was working there on
Saturday.
BIRDS:

WEEK 32 AUG 6 - 12

SUN 12 AUG
The Langstone Mill Swan family still have their four cygnets and this afternoon they were on the shore near the
Royal Oak with plenty of people about, among them Geoff Shilling who told me that the Kingfisher had be
seen back at this site yesterday. With the tide up there were 29 Egrets and 8 Heron on the Wade Court trees.
Paul Winter was in the Totton area today and found 69 Yellow-legged Gulls (ten of them juveniles) roosting at
Eling Great Marsh (immediately south of the bridge taking the main A35 west out of Southampton). North of
the bridge in the Lower Test nature reserve there were 19 Green and 2 Common Sandpiper
The Balearic Shearwaters are still off the Sussex coast with 8 lingering around Selsey Bill today and another 6
seen off Seaford to the east. On Friday (Aug 10) one of these Shearwater was in Pagham Harbour and was
seen from Church Norton.
SAT 11 AUG
Up to now no one has recorded the Little Egrets, which day roost in large numbers on the Wade Court trees at
Langstone, as staying overnight in those trees but in view of the county wide roost count taking place this
evening I thought I had better check the Wade Court site. I went down there just after 8:30 pm expecting it to
be dark by 9:00pm and on arrival I found the tide well out (no excuse for any Egrets to be using the trees to sit
out the high tide period) and the trees apparently deserted except for one Grey Heron (which eventually flew
off as it got dark). Assuming there were no Egrets present I went on to have a brief look at Langstone Pond
and to scan the distant harbour channels for any Egrets still fishing – none were seen – before heading home.
This took me back past the viewing point for the Wade Court trees and I dutifully stopped to scan them onc
more when to my great surprise two Egrets appeared from the trees to the right of my view (near the house)
and flew down together into the Willows above the Lymbourne stream to my left. Naturally I waited a little
longer and in the next ten minutes (until it was dark) three more Egrets took the same flight path. I have no
idea if they were moving from one part of a roost (already established but hidden) or whether they were new
arrivals flying in through the trees. If this is now a regular night roost it will probably need three people to
count the birds arriving (or at least to establish their main approach route so that can be watched) – one in
Russell’s field to the west of the Lymbourne, one to the north of Wade Court near the A27 or perhaps
watching from Pook Lane to the east, and a third at the normal view point near Langstone Pond, and I will be
trying to find some volunteers to join me on suitable evenings in the near future.
......Earlier in the afternoon I cycled to Thorney Island with the tide up and enjoyed my first view of the resident
Osprey from Thornham Point. I had searched the landing lights in vain and asked another birder who was
scanning that area if he had seen the Osprey (he had not) before I settled at the point and it was quite by
chance when scanning the Cobnor shore to the east of the Thorney channel that I picked the bird up flying
south (perhaps from some roost tree in the Chidham area) and followed it down towards Stakes Island then
back up the Thorney Island shore towards the village where I lost it. There was little else to see here – one
juvenile Sandwich Tern flew over making a shrill ‘shreee’ call very unlike the adults, a couple of Common
Gulls flew south and there was one Great Crested Grebe on the water – but the birder I had seen scanning the
wader roost on the east end of the Great Deeps spoke of 70 Greenshank there. At the west end of the Deeps
there was one Greenshank, one Common Sandpiper, one Oystercatcher and some 40 Redshank with
several white breasted, longer legged Spotted Redshank
We should soon be seeing Whinchat at coastal sites as today John Shillitoe saw a couple of them, with six
Wheatear, in the Soberton area to the east of the Meon Valley in which a flock of 85 Lapwing had just arrived.
A little further inland Richard Ford had a family of 6 Spotted Flycatcher at Woolmer Pond near Liss, but we
have nothing in Hampshire quite so interesting as the Ortolan Bunting that was seen yesterday in Coombe
Haven (the area between Bexhill and Hastings recently saved from threat of road building by John Prescott).
FRI 10 AUG
A note from Ed Griffiths in Berkshire tells me that there have only been around 20 sightings of Little Egret in that
county ever recorded, but five of those sightings have been in the past couple of weeks and it is especially
interesting to hear from Ed that, in his words >> one I observed at close range did have a greyish beak & pale
greenish legs not contrasting with yellow feet << which I think must have been a juvenile (and if so, where was
the nest from which it came?). Ed says there has been a similar influx of Egrets in Buckinghamshire and a
few have been seen in Hertfordshire. Not much to go by, but with the change in roosting habits on the south

coast this news could be the first indication of a general push northward of this adventurous species.
Other news received today includes a summer plumage Curlew Sandpiper at the Farlington Lake and a Roseate
Tern seen in Chichester Harbour today both seen by Jason Crook (who tells me that the second summer
Ring-billed Gull which Barry Collins saw on July 24 roosting with Med Gulls on the shingle of the Hayling Bay
shore near the Beachlands funfair is still a regular sight there). Also today 11 Swifts were seen over
Lawrence Holloway’s home at Aldwick, Bognor. I suspect that reports of Swifts moving south will continue
throughout August (Tony Gutteridge saw several between Chichester and Langstone last Tuesday, Aug 7,
and 30 flew south over Worthing yesterday) but there was at least one still circling over the Maybush area of
Southampton yesterday seen by David Holland who has been seeing one or two there regularly so
presumably still attached to nests in that area rather than just passing over.
I took a walk around Farlington Marshes from Broadmarsh today, seeing nothing more dramatic than my first
four summer plumaged Grey Plover, but I did note a slight increase in the number of Great Crested Grebe (26
in Chalk Dock and another 6 in Russell’s Lake) and saw nearly 50 Cormorant on Baker’s Island. Three
Wheatear were on the seawall around the marshes and at least 17 Egrets were with 11 Herons in the Deeps
and Little Binness roosts. Six Swans were off Little Binness as the major moult flocks begin to break up (I
could only see 76 at Broadmarsh where there have been 100). The Farlington lake had the expected crowd
of Black-tailed Godwit and Redshank, and one Spotted Redshank flew over calling it’s ‘Chew-it’ but I could not
see it on the ground. In the stream seven Greenshank were resting together and I heard others calling over
the harbour (there are still said to be around 70 in the harbour). Just south of the lake I briefly saw a small bird
perched on a fence wire and hoped it might be a Whinchat but although it behaved like one I could not see any
eyestripe and it was probably a Stonechat. On the sightings board in the building the two Black-necked
Grebe are still listed as being in the harbour as is a single Eider. Back at Broadmarsh I was very pleased to
seen two adult Grey Wagtail near the Gravel Quay – the first I have seen for a long time – and over by the
Budds Farm outfall I glimpsed a couple of Shelduck which I think were well grown youngsters – possibly from
the sewage farm pools.
Lawrence Holloway was at Pagham Harbour today and found 40 full winged young Shelduck at the Ferry Pool,
and he also heard one of several Willow Warbler at Church Norton singing. One birder that he met spoke of
a Wood Sandpiper in the North Walls area and of sightings of Marsh Harrier, Pergegrine and Hobbies.
THU 9 AUG
Despite the weather, watchers at Selsey Bill had a good list of sightings today with with 5 Balearic and 12 Manx
Shearwater, plus one Great, two Pomarine and twelve Arctic Skua as well as a small passage of Terns (100
Common and 40 Sandwich). Three Marsh Harriers (and possibly a Montagu’s) were over the west fields.
Another 6 Balearic Shearwater were off Lancing and at Brooklands in Worthing there was a single Pied
Flycatcher and some 30 Swifts heading south. Yesterday there was more excitement at Selsey Bill with 7
Storm Petrels, 20 Balearic Shearwater and some 350 Gannets, plus a Montagu’s Harrier over Earnley (on the
frnge of East Wittering). Nearer us in Havant Barry Collins saw the Thorney Island Osprey over the east end
of the Great Deeps this evening.
Nick Montegriffo was in the Hurst/Keyhaven area today and was the first to spot a summer plumaged
Black-necked Grebe that has presumably just arrived there. He also watched an adult male Garganey fly by
before it headed south towards the Isle of Wight. The Water Rail (adult and juvenile) were seen by Nick near
the bridge over the Avon Water, a couple of Swifts went over and there were about 40 Gannets over the sea.
Continuous rain, sometimes heavy with thunder, forced the House Martins that normally feed above the trees
along the Billy Line and local pony stables to seek what shelter they could find and at least twenty of them,
with a few Sand Martins and just one or two Swallows, were crowding the air over Langstone Pond and the
surrounding reeds when I was there this afternoon. (Tony Gutteridge also visited the pond this afternoon and
reckoned there were 40 House and 12 Sand Martin) I have not heard a Reed Warbler singing for some time
but one was still to be seen at the pond, showing briefly on a tree after flying across the water. Nearby the
Egrets and Herons on the Wade Court trees during high tide were more difficult to count than usual as they
crowded into the foliage low down in the trees but I could see at least 13 Egrets and 4 Herons and there were
probably twice that number of Egrets in total.
News from Brian Fellows for the past two days shows that the flocks of Mallard at Baffins Pond and Emsworth
are now increasing with over 100 recorded at each of these sites (124 at Baffins, and even on Langstone Mill
Pond we now have well over 50 of them) as birds that have been dispersed at breeding sites scattered around
the area abandon thoughts of further breeding and come together for safety, company and food during their
moult and rest season. Wader flocks are also building as more birds return from their more distant nests,
bringing the Emsworth Harbour flock of Black-tailed Godwit up to 126. Swans and Canada Geese on the
other hand have more or less finished their moult and their large summer flocks are breaking up. At Baffins
Pond the 144 Canada Geese of a month ago are down to just 24 and the Swan herds at Emsworth and
Broadmarsh are both down, though less dramatically, as these birds start to move to their preferred winter
quarters. The Emsworth flock has just dropped below 100 (99 counted yesterday) and the single Black Swan

was still with them. On Tuesday Brian found eight Swans already back to the Southsea Canoe Lake where he
expects the flock to grow to a winter maximum of around 100.
WED 8 AUG
I automatically think of Fieldfare as a bird that breeds in latitudes well to the north of us here in southern England
so I was taken aback by a note from Trevor Carpenter, currently on holiday in the Bavaria Alps, mentioning 20
Fieldfare as one component of a single field of view seen by him that also contained a Black Kite, juvenile
Raven, four Buzzard, a Grey Heron and two Kestrel. Checking the breeding distribution of Fieldfare I see that
(like Hooded Crow which I also think of as a northern species) it extends down from Scandinavia across the
whole of Germany, much of France, and only stops at northern Italy (while the Hoodies go on down the
Balkans to the north shore of the Mediterranean). Still thinking of Fieldfare I had in the back of my mind that
the first winter visitors sometimes reached Hampshire in August but on checking ‘the good book of Hampshire
birds’ I see that that memory was based on a one off occurrence in 1968 and that late September is the usual
time to expect the very first arrivals.
......I think Trevor was luckier to see Goosander than Fieldfare in Bavaria (he has seen 11 redheads without
making any specific bird-watching trips). The growing numbers we see here in winter seem to me to indicate
that this species has an increasing population, and here on the coast the date of the first arrival seems to get
earlier each year (e.g. this year Nick Montegriffo had one at Hurst beach on Aug 2) indicating that they are
pushing their range south. Maybe the birds seen by Trevor show that they are also expanding southward on
the continent? More normal for the German scene are the numerous Black Redstart, Goldcrest and Firecrest
he has seen, but he has also ticked Alpine Chough, Crag Martin and Dipper.
Mandarin Duck originate from the land of the human Mandarins (i.e. China) but after being imported to Britain to
ornament wildfowl collections they have found it to their liking and have established large feral colonies in
southern England so I assume that any which turn up on waters that are not specificially maintained as
wildfowl collections have made their own escape (or come from feral stock that has been out of captivity for
several generations). In the Sherborne St John area near Basingstoke, however, Nick Montegriffo, has just
learnt that birds there were specifically released this spring (motive unknown – could be a local benefactor
doing it to enhance the local scene or the owner of a collection that he wants to be rid of).
While on the subject of bird escapees I see in the Portsmouth NEWS that yet another falcon (I think a hybrid
Peregrine) has joined the ranks of birds ‘on the run’ in the Portsmouth area. The paper says that the presence
of several thousand seagulls on the Paulsgrove rubbish tip (between Port Solent and the M275) is thought by
some to be a health hazard and a Mr Anthony of Paulsgrove has been employed to fly his four falcons (from
the accompanying illustration they appear to be Peregrines but the missing bird is said to be ‘cross bred’) over
the tip to drive the seagulls away. The birds have been there seven days a week for the past two months but
one has now absconded. It is fitted with a radio transmitter which should enable the bird to be traced, but it
seems that when a receiver was tuned to the appropriate frequency the signal from the bird was drowned out
by some other much more powerful transmitter, perhaps on a ship in the harbour. If you see the bird (which
should have black leather jesses) you are asked to ring Mr Anthony on 07759-700035. I’m not sure if this bird
is on the ‘missing birds’ list that you can find at www.ibr.org.uk/birds/recent_birds.htm but if you do visit this
site you may be surprised at the number of missing birds of prey that are loose in this country.
......My own reaction to this news is one of sadness and concern. Prior to the 1970 reclamation of the northern
section of Portsmouth harbour where Port Solent, IBM, and the rubbish tip share the land that was recelaimed
in order to build the M27, this area north of Horsea Island was tidal saltings and held the major wader roost for
the shore birds of Portsmouth harbour (as well as being an extensive feeding area for them). From 1970 to
1988 the wader roost persisted on the still undeveloped land south of the motorway, and a large shallow lake
attracted many wildfowl to it (my own observations there included a wonderful sight of 9 Garganey together, a
Stone Curlew, and regular sightings of Short Eared owls hunting over the rough grassland). Then in March
1988 the lake was drained in order to expand the rubbish tip and work started on the building of Port Solent,
causing the wader roost to be abandoned and most other birds banished. Since then grassland adjacent to
Port Solent has attracted flocks of over 500 Brent in winter, and the MoD protected Horsea Island along the
southern edge of the tip has had breeding Barn Owl and now has a summer night roost of up to 100 Egrets
while the tip itself has attracted a large number of gulls that have not so far brought bubonic plague to the local
humans. One attempt to encourage more birds to use the area was the creation of a small shallow pool in the
corner of the site nearest the M275 bridge over Tipner Lake entrance but I am not aware that this ever
attracted any birds. My concern now is that the use of these cross-bred falcons, while providing employment
for Mr Anthony, will drive all remaining bird life from the area (possibly including the resident Barn Owls and
roosting Egrets), leaving us with an immense earthcapped pyramid of rubbish, devoid of bird life, as the most
prominent portal of the ‘gateway to Portsmouth’.
No Swifts seen over Havant this evening but this morning at Aldwick in Bognor Lawrence Holloway watched a
few heading southwest over his house towards Selsey Bill.

TUE 7 AUG
Over recent years Barry Collins has counted the Egret roost at Thorney Deeps on many occasions, both a dusk
and at dawn, and I was aware of two things that he had told me – firstly that a few of the Egrets did not arrive
at the night roost until after dark, and secondly that he often found more birds in a dawn count than he did in
a dusk one the previous evening. My interpretation of these facts was that it was more difficult to count the
birds in the evening because their arrival was spread over several hours (some might be hidden in the roost
before the counter arrived and others might arrive unseen after dark), whereas in the morning they all set off
for their fishing places in a relatively short time. This question of when is the best time to find them all
gathered together has now become even more difficult in view of of suggestions by Russell Wynn that Egrets
may be one of those species which prefer to migrate at night, to which Barry Collins has responded with the
following positive statement which I quote >> Yes, Little Egrets migrate at night as most of their genus do.
While doing roost counts at dawn at Thorney Deeps during the autumn in 1995 I observed on a couple of
occasions birds coming into the roost just before dawn, indicating they were moving at night. They are also
not being seen much during seawatches in Sussex considering the vast numbers involved. Over the years I
have often noticed after doing a dusk count and then doing a dawn count the following day,an extra 20-30
birds have moved in over night. << As these birds never seem to settle down for any lengthy period of the
year in any one place this habit of moving about during the night is probably not just a feature of two brief
periods of movement (there and back) each year, but is a way of life, and I am beginning to think that a lot of
the birds have no fixed abode but continue to move about regardless of day or night, there actions being more
driven by the tide and weather than by the hours of daylight.
Only 1 Balearic Shearwater was seen in the Hurst narrows by Mike Rafter today but there were 17 of them off
Selsey Bill and 5 off Lancing (near Shoreham) plus at least one off Shanklin on the Isle of Wight, so maybe the
majority of these Mediterranean birds has now moved eastward along the Sussex coast. At the same time a
new exciting element has been introduced into south coast seawatching with sightings of single Cory’s
Shearwater off Bexhill and Shanklin (maybe the same bird, maybe there are several). Skua sightings are also
increasing – today there were 6 Arctic Skua off Selsey plus a Bonxie and another Bonxie (plus a Little Gull)
was seen from Bexhill. Just one pale Arctic Skua was in the Hurst narrows but there are still more than 100
Gannet circulating there and another 600+ were seen off Selsey today.
Kevin Sayer has put a note on Hoslist giving counts of Swans in the Avon Valley – it seems they are regularly
rounded up each year in some sort of 'Swan upping’ ritual during their flightless period, though whether this
involves nicking their bills to record their ownership (as happens on the Thames) I do not know. Kevin gives
just two counts – one of 484 birds in the Christchurch area (including those in the harbour and lower reaches
of the River Avon) and another of 97 birds at Chilhampton on the River Wylye above Salisbury – but I am not
sure if this gives a full picture of Swans in the Avon Valley (let alone the lower Stour which joins the Avon at
Christchurch and on which I thought there was a major problem with Swans molesting people in small boats)
and it does not mention the Black Swans of which I understood there were at least six on the river. I also
thought there would be a good count of Swans from the river just above Fordingbridge, and maybe more in
the Ringwood area.
Just five Swifts flew silently over their Havant nest site for about five minutes this evening at 8pm. I suspect that
similar brief visits may take place at other places where observers think the birds have already left.
MON 6 AUG
200 Willow Warbler were in Whitbread Hollow at the eastern foot of Beachy Head on Saturday (Aug 4) and the
first Whinchat was back at the coast at Rye yesterday reminding us in Hampshire to keep a lookout along the
fence lines at Farlington Marshes for the Whinchat that are an August feature at the Marshes. Also seen at
Rye yesterday was a Short Eared Owl, another species that could soon be back at Farlington – in some years
one or two of these stay on the south coast during the summer but this year I have not heard of any sightings
since May 15 so I guess this new sighting is of a bird from ‘up country’. Wheatear numbers are already up on
the ones and twos reported recently – on Aug 4 Russell Wynn had 4 at Keyhaven and there were 5 at
Cuckmere Haven on that day.
Yesterday I mentioned one sighting of a Razorbill swimming close to Hurst Beach and today’s news from Russell
Wynn includes sightings of a single juvenile Guillemot and a Razorbill adult plus juvenile to add to the variety
on offer in the west Solent ( I guess these are birds that have nested on the Isle of Wight). Flying south
towards the Isle of Wight was a female Marsh Harrier and over the water there was one dark Arctic Skua and
more than 16 Shearwater (more than five definitely Balearic). Looking at the Sussex news I see that up to half
a dozen of these Balearic Shearwater were seen off Seaford and Beachy Head yesterday, so the big flock of
100 birds that appeared off Portland on July 26 seems to be still spreading east along the south coast.
Russell also saw more than 200 Gannet over the sea plus 26 Curlew heading east, a single Sanderling and
the two Ravens that have not been mentioned in the Keyhaven area for some time.
Russell noted 18+ Egrets around Keyhaven on Aug 4 when Colin Allen was there and saw yet another example
of the apparent intelligence and adaptability of these birds. In Colin’s own words >> 4 Little Egrets flew in to

the middle of the eastern end of the main Keyhaven lake. They lined up about a metre and a half apart and
began pacing slowly forwards keeping in approximate line. After about 10 metres I had seen a couple of them
take an occasional stab. Then the furthest one from me turned round facing the way they had come and
continued walking backwards keeping in line with the others. It made a determined stab at the the disturbed
water behind but I don't think it was successful. It then turned around and continued in line with the others. <<
Colin continues ... >> I have seen egrets feeding in a group before but never in such a seemingly systematic
manner. The line eventually broke up but not before they had combed about 100 metres in this way. I
suppose this could have been accidental but having seen it I find it hard to believe that this was not a group
strategy! <<
Miscellaneous news is that, while several observers are saying they have not seen any Swifts for the past few
days there were certainly six seen briefly over Havant this evening. Russell Wynn wonders how they manage
to leave us without being seen but my theory (backed by Trevor Carpenter’s recent observation of 80 flying far
above the limit of naked eye-sight) is that their normal sphere of operations is high above us and that while
their departure would easily be seen with sensitive radar it is out of reach of the unaided eye – and as they are
on the wing 24 hours a day they may well move at night. If Russell did not see the Swifts flying over he did
hear a couple of Crossbill and a Cockatiel in the sky above Southampton, and to end this miscellanea I see
that Rye Harbour now has 25 Green Sandpiper – can the Lower Test beat that?
PLANTS:
SAT 11 AUG
Cycling down the Thorney seawall past the Little Deeps I found just one healthy flowering plant of Slender Hare’s
Ear at the inner foot of the seawall opposite where the reeds of the Little Deeps give way to the ‘canal’ running
down to the Great Deeps. The only other plant of interest was at the east end of Thornham Lane near the
marina entrance – here a small clump of Himalayan Balsam was flowering (luckily this plant is not common in
this area). One thing that I did notice on the west seawall was the great mass of Prickly Lettuce which I have
been seeing in many places for perhaps a couple of months without ever seeing a flower – every plant either
has unopen buds or seeds! PS This spell was broken on Sunday morning (Aug 12) when I found two plants
covered with flowers.
FRI 10 AUG
I have often heard of Annual Beard-grass as being one of the specialities to be found at Farlington Marshes but
up to now had regarded it as one of those species only seen by the privileged few with access to the meadows
from which the general public are excluded. This evening, however, as I walked east along the track from the
reserve building towards the east sea wall, the field edge along the south of the path just beyond the stream
was a mass of whitish dying grass as prominent as are the uncut wheat fields at this time of year, and it was
easy to see, just inside the fence line, many still green fuzzy panicles of this rare grass among the acre or so
of its whitened remnants. The grass could also be seen along the north edge of the path. Whether this has
been an unusually good year for this plant, or whether I have been very unobservant over the twenty years
that I have walked this track, I do not know (quite likely the latter) but if anyone else wants to see what this
plant looks like now is a good time to see it at Farlington. Reaching the point at which the track to the area of
the reserve north of the A27 branches off to the left I went to check the remains of the gravel heap and at its
edge found the only flowering plant of Corn Parsley that I have seen this year.
......On my way to the Marshes both Corn Mint and a type of Spear Mint were flowering (I haven’t got round to
checking the latter but it had a strong smell of Spearmint), and on the high tide mark of the harbour here in
Chalk Dock I found the Glasswort (Slicornia perennis?) showing a good number of tiny yellowish anthers from
its almost invisible flowers. PS The narrow hairless leaves with forward pointing points, and the strong smell
of Spearmint, do confirm that the mint was Mentha spicata.
WED 8 AUG
Although Sticky Groundsel is mainly a seaside plant I found it growing from the pavement cracks in my road last
summer and I see there are once more healthy flowering plants of it along the road and in the grounds of St
Faith’s church hall nearby
MON 6 AUG
Walking along East Street in Havant this morning an elegant splash of yellow caught my eye where a line of Wall
Lettuce plants had grown from pavement cracks outside a small block of flats near the Job Centre, making me
wonder how many of the worried (or ‘couldn’t care less’) job seekers would feel better for seeing these elegant
flowers making the best of their poor circumstances. In my own garden I am currently enjoying fresh flowers
on Fumitory plants growing where I exposed some fresh soil earlier in the summer and very soon many lovely
weeds will be flowering in fields that have been harvested, letting the sunlight once more reach the ground.
INSECTS:

SAT 11 AUG

This morning’s sunshine brought 12 Gatekeepers into my garden where I have not seen more than 8 earlier, and
two pairs today were mating. A couple of fresh Red Admirals were on the Buddleia but little else of interest
was seen until I got to Thorney Island in the afternoon and, at the west end of the Great Deeps, had a single
very tatty Wall Brown come and sit beside me (the butterfly was on a Knapweed flower – I was on the
ground!). Cycling back I had a fleeting glimpse of orange which I am pretty sure was a Painted Lady but there
were no other butterflies to be seen other than the occasional White.
Tony Wilson found just three Silver Spotted Skippers near Belle Tout wood on Beachy Head today – doesn’t
sound much but this is a new site where these butterflies were only discovered last year, five miles from the
nearest established site. With them were some 30 Chalkhill Blue.
FRI 10 AUG
Walking around Pagham Harbour this morning Lawrence Holloway saw a good many butterflies but the ones
that particularly caught my interest when reading his full diary notes in the Friends of Pagham Harbour
website were Small Tortoiseshell. He only saw six in total but the fact that they were widely distributed at five
different points betweeen the Sidlesham Visitor Centre and Church Norton gave me the impression that there
has been an early emergence of a third brood that normally does not appear until early September, and this
gives me great hope for an early recovery of this common species from its very low numbers in the past
couple of years. Another ray of hope in this connection comes from the Hampshire Butterfly Conservation
nature reserve at Magdalen Hill Down just outside Winchester where on Wedenesday a visiting party of
children found at least one cluster of Small Tortoiseshell caterpillars on nettles. The other butterfly deserving
special mention today is the Painted Lady of which Lawrence saw 8 at Pagham and I had one in my garden
and one at Farlington Marshes today, giving some indication of a small influx of these migrants at last.
......Other butterflies seen at Pagham by Lawrence today included at least 20 Common Blue, 8 Red Admiral, 3
Comma and 3 Wall Brown plus Whites and Small/Essex Skippers, and among other dragonflies he had at
least one Ruddy Darter. Back in his garden at Aldwick in Bognor he saw an Oak Bush Cricket (if quiet and
warm weather returns in August we will probably hear more of these coming into houses, atracted by the
lights and getting in through open windows) and he had his first Volucella inanis hoverfly (slightly smaller than
V. zonaria which has been seen by several people this summer). The small Episyrphus balteatus hoverflies
were still pouring north across the channel and arriving in the Pagham area today.
THU 9 AUG
I heard today from Steve Nash that the Tree-lichen Beauty moth which Pete Durnell saw recently at his Hayling
Island moth light is a migrant species (so my comments about improved air-quality encouraging it with more
tree lichen growth are not very relevant!) and that Pete’s moth was one of just three to reach Britain so far this
summer. Steve has reports of one at Walberton (near Arundel) in Sussex on July 30 and another at Portland
Bill on Aug 3 and says that there are rumours of a colony having become established at Dungeness in Kent.
Yesterday Lynn Fomison and Patrick Fleet took a party of children round the Magdalen Hill butterfly reserve near
Winchester and they recorded a list of at least ten butterfly species (plus a nest of Small Tortoiseshell
caterpillars) among which Meadow Brown were still numerous (they are already beginning to wane at some
sites) and Marbled White could still be seen (they are also coming to an end for this year – the county butterfly
report gives Aug 15 as their last date in 1999). I gather there were still plenty of Chalkhill Blue and at least one
Holly Blue. The list is probably not comprehensive but I find it slightly worrying that Common Blue does not
get a mention (though Brown Argus does). Down here in Emsworth, also yesterday, Brian Fellows could still
see Banded Demoiselle by the River Ems along with Speckled Wood and Red Admiral that will hopefully still
be present in early October.
A short piece in the Portsmouth NEWS tells me that planned road works in the Pagham Harbour area have been
put on hold after the discovery of a rare moth by the roadside. I think they probably got the species right
(Striped Lychnis) but I suspect that what has been found is a colony of caterpillars on Dark Mullein growing by
the roadside. These feed from early August and then burrow underground to pupate in September, hopefully
emerging as moths next June though my caterpillar book says they can remain in the pupa stage for several
years so motorists using the affected road may have to wait a very long time for completion of these
roadworks.
WED 8 AUG
Lawrence Holloway saw four Southern Hawker dragonflies in his garden at Aldwick (Bognor) this morning but
one of them was so small that he thought it was a Migrant Hawker until he had a close look at the markings on
its ‘tail’ which were those of a Southern Hawker. He would like to know if others have seen undersized
specimens and if they can offer any explanation. Lawrence is wondering if it is possible for closely related
dragonfly species to interbreed and hybridize, though my own first thought on the subject is that it may
depend on the food available to the larva. We have all seen butterflies which vary greatly in size within the
same species and I understood this was governed by the amount of food available to the caterpillars – could

not the same be true with dragonflies? In the same garden there were several Holly Blues and two different
Volucella zonaria hoverflies as well as a good selection of the three common White butterfly species.
Despite the wind and heavy showers I saw seven butterfly species in my garden this morning. As well as 8
Gatekeepers and a couple of Green-veined White I saw singles of Peacock, Red Admiral, Holly Blue,
Speckled Wood and Small White with a probable Large White or two seen distantly in flight.
TUE 7 AUG
Barry Collins has asked me to correct what I said yesterday about the ‘Bee Killer’ Digger Wasps on Hayling. He
has in fact seen them at the Sandy Point site twice this year (July 24 and 30) whereas I said he had not seen
them since last summer.
MON 6 AUG
Pete Durnell tells me that about a week ago he was lucky enough to have a Tree-lichen Beauty (Cryphia algae)
moth come to his moth light at Northney on Hayling Island and he believes this is only the sixth Hampshire
record of this species, and the second seen on Hayling Island. Unless you have some specialist books you
won’t be able to see what this moth looks like but I see that it is closely related (same genus) to the Marbled
Beauty which is illustrated in my copy of Chinery’s Insect book, and that the first one to be identified in
Hampshire was taken at Southsea in August 1991 by John Langmaid. As the caterpillars of the Marbled
Beauty feed on lichen it is a fair guess that theTree-lichen Beauty feeds on tree lichens, and maybe these
recent finds reflect better air-quality in recent years, bringing more lichen back to our trees?
Also relating to Hayling, this morning Barry Collins told me that the Bee-killer Wasps which he found on Thorney
Island (see yesterday’s news) may also be found at Sandy Point on Hayling. Barry has not seen them this
year but last year he found some just outside the reserve fence (east side) where there used to be children’s
swings in the grounds of the hospital that was previously on this site (and is responsible for protecting this
marvellous heathland from the development that we see elsewhere on Hayling)
Tom Druce was at Old Winchester Hill yesterday and listed 19 butterfly species with a count of 1830 Chalkhill
Blue heading the list. Nothing else came close to that number (just 43 Meadow Brown and 41 Gatekeeper)
but there were 30 Peacock, 21 Brimstone and 20 Red Admiral (these maybe recently emerged) and 16
Marbled White that have been around for some time and are getting scarce. I was interested to see that there
were 5 Dark Green Fritillary and 3 Painted Lady, but not a single Small Tortoiseshell or Comma. Large
Skipper had also vanished leaving just 9 Small Skipper and 5 Essex (both these I would think fairly tatty by
now). Common Blue could only muster a dozen individuals (plus one Brown Argus and one Holly Blue) but
there were 2 Small Copper and 4 Small Heath. One species that Tom was on the look-out for was Silver
Spotted Skipper – he has already seen some in Buckinghamhsire but found none here. I think that nowadays
you have to go across the Meon Valley to Beacon Hill to see these butterflies and would be interested to hear
of their current status. Looking in the last few Hampshire Butterfly Reports Beacon Hill seems to be the best
place to see them in Hampshire with Porton Down (if you can get acess) also having a lot. Other sites are
Broughton Down near Stockbridge and Oxenbourne Down at the foot of Butser Hill, while I am intrigued to see
a count of 33 made in 1999 at a site called ‘The Mountain’ (a good example of publishing info to warm the
hearts of those ‘in the know’ but doing nothing to inform the ignorant which is what I think publishing info is all
about).
OTHER WILDLIFE:
THU 9 AUG
Today’s rain will no doubt have hastened a lot of fungus growth that normal begins in earnest during August, and
I saw an example of this in an outburst of Giant Polypore growth on a tree stump beside Wade Court Road
today – the fungus flourished there last year but there was no sign of it just two days ago where today the
many ‘leaves’ (for want of a better word) were each the size of a large outspread hand.
TUE 7 AUG
The Greater Nocutule Bat (Nyctalus lasiopterus) is one of Europe’s rarest mammals, found only in Spain and
Italy so not of immediate interest to us in Hampshire, but I’m sure a lot of people here would be interested in a
news item from the BBC website which Kevin Stouse has just forwarded to me. Analysis of the bat’s
droppings, and other evidence based on its structure and behaviour, shows that this bat regularly catches and
eats small migrant birds which fly across the Mediterranean at night in their millions each spring and autumn,
and thus becomes the first bat known to catch birds on the wing and to have them as a major food source
(though I imagine this cannot be a year round source of food).
BIRDS:

WEEK 31 JULY 30 – AUG 5

SUN 5 AUG
Barry Collins counted 160 Little Tern on the Pilsey Sands today whereas John Gowen found none at all at the
Hayling Oysterbeds during his two hour ‘Harbour Watch’ (see below) there at high tide – where the Pilsey
birds come from is of course anyone’s guess. At this time of year most Terns will have left their breeding
colonies and will be massing in night roosts at sheltered spots near the open sea where they seem to prefer to
fish in the day time. This evening Brian Fellows noted many Terns in The Kench on Hayling but did not count
them, and at Rye Harbour there was a roost of 600 Terns on Aug 1 (3 Roseate with 280 Common and 325
Sandwich). A note from Mike Wall of 2 Sandwich Tern heading south over his home in the Basingstoke area
on July 29 is probably another indication of this desire of the birds to get back to the open sea.
......Barry Collins also had more than 40 Egrets day roosting on Thorney today during high tide – more during the
day than he is probably having spend the night on Thorney now, as happens here at Wade Court.
This evening Mike Collins found two Wheatear on the Langstone South Moors and Brian Fellows found another
two on the Hayling shore near Gunner Point while Giles Darvill had two more at Keyhaven where Paul Winter
saw three yesterday. No doubt one which Tony Gutteridge saw at Danebury near Stockbridge on Friday was
also heading south. A more dramatic account of the general southward movement now taking place comes
from Geoff and Lin Rogers who live at Harestock outside Winchester – they had 7 Willow Warblers in their
garden at 9 am this morning with several more passing through in the morning (very reminiscent of the fall
which occurred on April 1st this year, bringing them into many gardens as well as coastal sites). Another good
indicator of this movement comes from the number of Green Sandpiper reaching the coast – Ben Darvill
found 14 at the Lower Test today and the SOS website tells me there were 13 at Rye Harbour on Aug 1 and
4 at Sidlesham Ferry on Aug 2. Common Sandpiper are also moving but in smaller numbers – John
Goodspeed had one at the Bedhampton Gravel Quay on Friday (Aug 3) and they have been seen in ones and
twos at most coastal sites with a peak count so far of 5 at Sidlesham Ferry on Aug 2 (a few years back it was
quite usual to have up to 40 of them together at Farlington Marshes, but numbers seem to have fallen off in
recent years).
Mike Bramwell had a good view of a Spotted Crake at the Stanpit Marshes (Christchurch, just east of
Bournemouth) yesterday until a Moorhen sent it packing (not often that a Moorhen meets something smaller
than itself!). This is the first autumn sighting I have heard of and Mike says it is two days earlier than last
year’s first sighting. Mike also raises the interesting question of where it may have come from – I believe a
few birds still breed in northern Britain but the majority breed well to the east of us, so it is perhaps more likely
to be wandering west along the coast than coming south. I see that Birds of Hampshire says that they once
bred in the county and that most of the records of breeding came from the Christchurch area, so maybe the
bird has been there all summer (rather unlikely nowadays!). Other more unusual migrants/vagrants include
two Ruff at Sidlesham Ferry and a single Hoopoe at a garden near Hastings (both on Aug 2) and a sighting
today by Tony Gutteridge of a single Yellow Wagtail sitting on a house roof at Hawkley (a little north of
Petersfield) – I can only presume it was resting on its way south and I hope I may see it when it reaches the
coast. Another good sighting nearer home was of the Wood Sandpiper at Farlington Marshes which was still
there yesterday when Mike Collins saw it near the reserve building.
A Hobby catching a Dunlin was (I would think) an unusual sight for Barry Collins at Pilsey Sands today – I know
Hobbies catch Martins and Swallows when they can but I do not recall having heard of one catching a wader
before (but I suppose it is no stranger than the recent report of a Montagu’s Harrier catching and eating flying
ants in the manner of a Hobby). A more mundane kill was seen by Tony Gutteridge who today watched a
Sparrowhawk catch and mantle a juvenile Starling near the busy New Lane/Bartons Road junction in Leigh
Park. Going back to Barry’s sightings I see that he saw a juvenile Med Gull at Pilsey today – with so many
juvenile Black-headed Gulls around there have been remarkably few reports of young Med Gulls.
I recently asked if anyone had checked out the Yellow-legged Gulls on Eling Great Marsh at the head of
Southampton Water and today Ben Darvill tells us that he looked from the bridge taking the A35 out of
Southampton over the River Test and saw these gulls in abundance. He gives no count but (movng on to the
subject of Gannets), in view of Russell Wynn’s guess that there may have been 1000 Gannets in the west
Solent last Thursday (Aug 2) it is interesting to see that watchers at Selsey Bill on that day counted 1050
Gannet and 160 Scoter. Today there are still high numbers around – both Paul Winter and Giles Darvill
reckon there were around 200 of them out near The Needles. Much closer to the Hampshire shore today was
a Razorbill close to Hurst beach.
I was one of several people stationed around Langstone Harbour for a couple of hours at today’s high tide as part
of a ‘Harbour Watch’ exercise to prepare for a possible disaster scenario such as a massive oil spill when
observers able to see all parts of the harbour and to communicate by mobile phone with the harbour master
would provide him with immediate information about the developing problem. To keep people occupied
during this practice they were asked to count the number of human harbour users and their activities but the
sector which I was covering (from the Farlington Marshes point east around the RSPB Islands and including
Chalk Dock) had virtually no such activity and I was able to observe the birds on and around the water and on

the Broadmarsh grassland from which I was watching. Nothing special was seen, but I counted more than 60
Turnstone roosting on small boats moored off Broadmarsh and a flock of 23 Great Crested Grebe at the top of
Chalk Dock (with another four south of North Binness and two more north of it). Two groups of four and three
Shelduck were seen (one group flying strongly, so presumably post-moult), and there was one Little Grebe
and one possible Black-necked Grebe north of North Binness with a ground roost of four Egrets on the island
and one or two fishing. At the southern extremity of my sector I could see at least fourteen Cormorant
roosting (probably there were more) and close to me on the uncut grass slopes of Broadmarsh a Skylark flew
several times to the same place, once with what looked like a caterpillar in its bill, making me wonder if it still
had young in a nest. After taking my report on the Harbour Watch to a debriefing session at The Ship,
Langstone, I came home via Wade Court where the trees held at least 27 Egrets and 10 Herons. This
evening 8 Swifts were over my house briefly and earlier, from the kitchen window, I watched a Sparrowhawk
soaring over towards Warblington station
SAT 4 AUG
John Shillitoe today found a loose flock of 14 Corn Bunting on a field near Hoe Cross to the west of Hambledon
– earlier this summer 3 males had been singing in this area and John believes all these birds may have come
from nearby nests. They were perched on a field crop of what sounds like peas but John says nearby fields
had already been harvested so the crop and the birds may soon be elsewhere.
I have heard very occasional Robin song in the past few weeks but it will not be long now before these birds
begin their regular autumn song. Whether or not the bird heard by Brian Fellows and the Havant Wildlife
Group when they visited Kingley Vale (north of Chichester) today was the first of the autumn regulars remains
to be seen. Brian also heard the calls of Bullfinch which brings me to an interesting note from Derek Mills on
the subject of Bullfinch song. Derek says >> I have several feeders in my garden at Farnham and for several
years have had Bullfinches visiting them. What surprises me, especially during this spring/early summer, has
been the presence of up to four males together within a few feet of one another, also with females but not one
each. I would have expected this outside the breeding season but not during it. In the past 2-3 weeks there
have been juveniles present but, the point I am getting around to, is the Bullfinch song. Yes, I have heard it
several times during this period and have not been able to determine whether it is from the juveniles or one or
other of the adults. It is not a prolonged song but consists of around six to ten notes but quite distinctive from
the usual sorrowfull call. Whether it is something just related to the presence of young I cannot say. << I
recently said that I had only heard Bullfinch song once in my life, and that was as Derek describes (a short
jumble of notes that had no musical logic to my ear), but that definitely came from a single male in early
spring. What Derek says sounds like good news as far as Bullfinch numbers in his area are concerned.
The tide was at its lowest when I visited Langstone shore this evening but a good scattering of waders and gulls
could be seen. The only wader flock was a small one of some 14 Black-tailed Godwit but Lapwing,
Redshank, Oystercatcher, Curlew and Whimbrel were all present and the occasional piping of the latter was
the most prominent sound. At least four Common Gulls were seen but there were probably a lot more among
the hundreds of Black-headed coming to roost. Seven Egrets were fishing the low water channel and only
one (with 7 Heron) was in the Wade Court trees. A few Swallows were heading west into the wind and a party
of perhaps 50 Starlings were scavenging with the odd Crow while one Cormorant was patiently pole-sitting
until the tide returned. On Langstone Pond a couple of Teal were the only unexpected birds among the 40+
Mallard, half dozen Coot and two or three Moorhen.
FRI 3 AUG
An Aquatic Warbler was showing well (for this elusive species which is normally only seen at all when caught by
ringers in their nets!) in the ditch running north inside the seawall from the main lake at Farlington this
afternoon and Jason Crook had sufficient glimpses of it to say that it was first winter bird. Easier for the
average birder to see were some 550 Black-tailed Godwit, 50+ Greenshank, 4 Green Sandpiper and the
same number of Spotshank, 2 Little Ringed Plover and a single Wood Sandpiper. Yesterday Jason was at
Sandy Point and just managed to see three of the Balearic Shearwater that were giving birders in the west
Solent such joy yesterday (see below). Over at Eastleigh Lakeside Simon Ingram had a Grasshopper
Warbler (again a young bird) along with two juvenile Pochard, while down at the mouth of the Itchen one
juvenile Peregrine was still being fed by its parents on the Vosper ship-building sheds.
The first report of Bar-tailed Godwit in Hampshire this autumn came today from David Taylor who found 15 of
them in the mouth of the Beaulieu River when he was at the Needs Ore reserve today. With them were 30
Shoveler which I presume also to be new returnees to the Hampshire shore (the very first I heard of were 22
seen off Hurst Beach on July 30 by Simon Ingram which I did not report at the time as Simon was on a family
outing and had his mind on other things – especially young ladies in their swimsuits – and I did wonder if he
was mistaken in the identity of these birds that were apparently on the open sea). Also in today’s news is a
sighting by Lawrence Holloway of 9 Grey Plover in Pagham Harbour (8 of them in summer plumage). At
Sidlesham Ferry Lawrence found the eclipse Garganey still present with numerous Shelducklings and 80
Black-tailed Godwit.

It was not surprising that no Swifts were to be seen over Havant yesterday in the heavy rain and low cloud – such
days at any time in the breeding season either keep them in the shelter of the nest or send them flying miles
away beyond the weather system – and this evening at least five were back low over my house with another
seen at Bedhampton so I do not think the local birds have left yet. Before seeing them I cycled to the
Broadmarsh area and found a dozen Common Gulls and haf a dozen Canada Geese in Chalk Dock at low
tide. At least 50 Black-tailed Godwits with Redshank, Curlew, Turnstone and Oystercatcher were near the
slipway and a total of 86 Swans could be seen from there (the sewage works pair and their two young were up
under the A27 bridge)
One bird that is normally abundant everywhere, especially along the coast and around the sewage works, is Pied
Wagtail but the only one of them that I have seen or heard this week was at Black Point on Tuesday. I have
no reason to believe that they have left the area, and only comment on their apparent absence to make the
point that for all our lists, counts, surveys and statistics it is the birds which usually have the last laugh. If they
want to show themselves and be counted they do so and we complement ourselves on their breeding
success or what have you. If on the other hand they do not wish to show themselves then they can be
remarkably successful in keeping a very low profile and fooling us into thinking they are not present.
THU 2 AUG
The very sudden change in the weather, with continuous rain for most of the day from mid-morning, kept some
birders at home but Russell Wynn was one of the few who realized the potential of the bad weather moving up
from the south to drive birds that normally fish out in the English Channel north onto our shores and those few
birders that spent the day at the coast (Nick Montegriffo, David Taylor and Jason Crook among them) were
not disappointed and two Hampshire all time records were well beaten with up to 1000 Gannets and 23
Balearic Shearwater seen in the Hurst/Keyhaven area. The figure of 1000 Gannets is merely a well informed
guess by Russell who gave up counting when he got to 575 (Nick recorded 400+), but the Balearic
Shearwaters were counted more carefully, nevertheless the maximum seen together was only 12 and figures
of a total of 23 or 24 could not be proved though they were very likely in view of the count of at least 100 off
Portland Bill on July 26. The previous record count of Gannet given in Birds of Hamphire was 200 birds (since
the book was published Russell did record a day total of 250 Gannets on 20 April 1999), and there have been
no previous sightings of more than one Balearic Shearwater from the Hampshire coast (I’m pretty sure the 12
seen together was more than the total recorded for Hamphire over all years).
Other birds seen in the Hurst/Keyhaven area by Russell today included 14 Black Tern, 3 Sanderling, 3 Auks, 1
adult Curlew Sandpiper and an adult Yellow-legged Gull. The Eider count was up to 19 and there were 81
Black-tailed Godwit and 150 Dunlin. Nick Montergriffo had an exceptionally early male Goosander flying east
and saw 40 Scoter heading west. He also saw one Arctic Tern and a juvenile Common Gull (first youngster to
reach Hampshire) and saw a Wheatear on the shore. Eight Rock Pipits with one juvenile were presumably
birds which had nested at Hurst Castle. David Taylor in the Milford area missed some of the more exciting
birds but did record the first three returning Grey Plover.
WED 1 AUG
To judge by the increased number of House Martins over the Hayling Billy line near my garden there are now
quite a few first brood youngsters on the wing but today there was a distinct shortage of Swifts – I only saw
two during the day and in the evening, when we have regularly had 25 to 35 overhead, the most I could see
was 8 with just one short burst of screaming. Backing this evidence of many having departed are two
sightings yesterday of large flocks of Swifts – Brian Fellows had a tight flock of at least 50 birds over
Emsworth and Andrew Howard had a similar flock over Petworth which came from the north and left to the
south
I suspect that anyone who went on the annual walk down to the Thorney Deeps this evening to see a mass of
Egrets settling into the roost which they have used regularly for over ten years, and which had a peak count of
281 birds in August 1999, will have been disappointed and may not have seen a single Egret. Last year
overcrowding, disturbance from joggers running beneath the trees, or some other factor, caused the birds to
leave that site though many of them soon returned. This summer the birds have definitely found other places
to spend the night, but no one seems to know where the majority have gone. The only facts which have
reached me are that when the roosts were counted last Sunday evening Barry Collins could only find three
birds in the traditional site above the Thorney Deeps west end and counted just 25 in an alternative site on
Thorney where there had been 117 a week or so before, and Brian Fellows saw only 31 flying into the
Tournerbury Woods on Hayling (though he was watching from across the water and could not see if there
were birds already in the woods before he arrived or if some approached from directions he could not see).
The only other current fact (probably irrelevant) is that a dusk count at Rye Harbour recorded 29+ birds there
– eight more than ever seen there before. My only thought is that we have probably seen the end of an era in
which all the birds gather in one spot each night, and that the majority may now be spending their nights in
small gatherings widely spaced along the coast and inland.
With the end of the school term not all bird-minded teachers have flown the country (though I see John Clark is

strengthening his life list with a trip to Papua New Guinea) and today I welcome news from Andrew Howard
and Martin Hampton who are using their suddenly increased freetime to watch the local birds. Martin has
made a couple of visits to North Hayling and last night watched two of the Turtle Doves in the scrub and trees
of what I believe is called Knotts Marsh (between the coatal path and the riding stables just south of Stoke
Bay) after having heard one purring there on Sunday evening – this evening one came down to drink at a
pool. With the tide coming high at dusk he and his brother had a good chance to see many waders coming to
roost on the Oysterbed bund walls, recording more than 30 each of Turnstone and Ringed Plover, around 75
Redshank and 50 each of Oystercatcher and Dunlin with a few Curlew and the odd Common Sandpiper and
Greenshank. All three Tern species were present and offshore there were at least 20 Great Crested Grebe
along the west Hayling shore, 13 of them in one flock.
......In the Petworth area Andrew Howard was able to relax on the veranda of his house overlooking a meadow of
rough grass and brambles, surrounded by mature hedges, and from late afternoon till evening watch a
succession of birds passing through – the star turns being a Nightingale (seen but not heard) and a Buzzard
right overhead, while the supporting caste included several Spotted Flycatcher, Blackcap, Willow Warbler,
Common Whitethroat, Chiffchaff, Bullfinch, Goldfinch, Green and Greater Spotted Woodpecker, and
Nuthatch
Two items that caught my eye on the SOS website this evening were reports of the first Golden Plover back at
the coast at Shoreham airport and a sighting of two Pied Flycatcher in a wheat field at Patching on the downs
north of Worthing (if the insects are there why not stop and feed on them?). Not far from the Golden Plover at
Shoreham the calls of 5 Quail were reported from the Steep Down area above Lancing, and in the Pagham
Harbour area I see that a Garganey was seen today on Sidlesham Ferry Pool while the number of Balearic
Shearwater sightings at Selsey Bill rose to 7 today (with 60 Common Scoter seen)
My report on Monday of David Parker’s sighting of a catatonic Greenfinch, motionless on its perch for ten
minutes after a near death experience with a passing Sparrowhawk, has prompted Colin Law to offer a
different and very interesting explanation of this behaviour. He recalls the reaction of a single House Sparrow
which was sitting on a leafless wintertime shrub when a Sparrowhawk arrived to perch within ten yards of it.
Colin recalls that >> The sparrow remained absolutely still for a number of minutes, not even twitching the
proverbial muscle as far as I could see, till after the hawk departed, at which point it dashed into cover. I
assume that the behaviour was to make it less likely to be seen, having been caught out too far from cover to
make an immediate dash for it. The strategy obviously worked in this case. << I also remember an account
sent to me (maybe also by Colin?) in the past of how a small flock of sparrows were noisily chattering in a
hedge when a hunting Sparrowhawk arrived on the scene – the Sparrows instantly froze and fell silent, and
despite the hawk flying low over the hedge, and even landing on the ground to see if it could attack from
below, the nerve of the Sparrows held and the hawk eventually gave up and left them in peace
A second and very different account of a Sparrowhawk that lost its meal comes from Sue Drewett who was
sitting in her garden on the edge of the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth, enjoying the peace of the evening and
watching two Wood Pigeons on the ground not far from her, when a male Sparrowhawk came down like the
proverbial bolt from the blue onto one of the pigeons and sat there mantling its prey. The second pigeon was
so surprised that it did not fly off but staggered around for a couple of minutes, offering an easy target for a
Fox that was hiding in bushes only a yard or so from the scene of the crime. Out jumps the fox and up fly all
three birds, the uninjured pigeon and the hawk making good their escape while the intended victim of the
hawk flew weakly straight towards Sue with the fox in full pursuit. The unfortunate pigeon went straight into a
brick wall and fell to the ground while the fox only saw Sue when a couple of yards from her and veered off
back into the woods. The pigeon now lay dead on the ground, neither fox nor hawk having a morsel of its
flesh after their efforts. Three things which interest me in this story are first, the attack on prey on the ground
rather than in the air, second, the fact that a small male hawk should attempt to tackle a Wood Pigeon, and
third, that (according to Sue), this hawk is often seen hunting in the late evening. Maybe it finds its victims are
easier to catch when they are tired at the end of the day?
I always keep an eye and an ear on the House Martins that spend much of their time over the trees in the Hayling
Billy trail at the end of my garden. The Martins quite often tell me to look up and see a Sparrowhawk and I
always hope that they will tell me that one of their number is about to be taken out by a Hobby (it happens
about once a year – but not so far this year). Martin Hampton lives only a few hundred yards south of me
further down the old rail line and he has been lucky enough to see a Hobby overhead this summer (last
Thursday, July 26) and on Sunday (July 29) he had a much better sighting of a Hobby flying east from the Billy
Line south of the A27 towards Warblington Castle, provoking the thought that Hobbies might be nesting in the
tall pine trees above Pook Lane (in which Kestrels and Rooks have nested in past years). That is speculation,
but I was given the interesting fact yesterday by Diana Bishop, who lives in the house at the Castle site, that
the Kestrels raised four young this year in the one tall remaining tower of the castle and that she is now seeing
a Little Owl around the area. A couple of Kestrel sightings on North Hayling by Martin Hampton could well be
of birds from this Castle nest.

Other news in today’s roundup includes the first Wheatear back on Thorney Island, seen by Barry Collins on
Monday (July 30) when an Osprey was fishing in the Emsworth Channel area southwest of Thorney. Further
north Brian Fellows saw the first Canada Geese flying south on Tuesday, though many others must have
been on the wing without being reported as when Brian got to Baffins Pond on Tuesday (July 31) he found two
thirds of the Canada Geese had left (only 56 seen where there had been at least 144). Also at Baffins the
Mallard numbers are building up (98 today) and those amazing Tufted Ducks are still producuing young (11
ducklings today).
TUE 31 JUL
A few Egrets and a couple of Sandwich Tern plus Black Headed Gulls and Oystercatcher seemed to be the sole
inhabitants of the Hayling Oysterbeds at low tide this afternoon until I heard the chattering of Turnstone, the
first I have heard for a couple of months, and saw a group of perhaps 15 fly low over the water and vanish (to
my vision) into the rubble along the water’s edge of the lagoon. Just one other bird was present, a solitary
Cormorant resting on the tiny rock just west of the nesting island, and I had to look hard at that to make sure
it wan’t an introduced sculpture (an appropriate sort of garden gnome for this place).
......In the evening I took a friend for an evening walk around Portchester Castle and so missed the opportunity to
check Swift numbers over the central Havant nests. There were half a dozen over Bedhampton and another
dozen over Portchester Castle so I assume it was business as usual in Havant
MON 30 JUL
On June 29 Andrew Howard told me that he had, for several nights prior to that date, heard a nightly serenade (of
a one note song, repeated at regular intervals with a couple of seconds between each low pitched note)
coming through his bedroom window in the Petworth area when the world went quiet after 11 pm and
continuing for around half an hour. Today he tells me that this serenade seems to have ceased after
continuing for a month, and that (after listening to a number of different tapes) he is convinced that it came
from a Long Eared Owl. Exciting enough to hear at any time it has been doubly exciting to have this elusive
bird as a garden tick and nightly lullaby, and to hear it at this time of year. That nightly noise has been
replaced by the less soporific sounds of a Tawny Owl, and by day the garden has given him another new tick
with a Spotted Flycatcher (I suppose with this bird one could even say it was an audible double ‘tick’)
Andrew Brookes was out in his boat yesterday, seeking a peaceful spot for a maritime picnic lunch in the centre
of Portsmouth Harbour (actually in Bombketch Lake, but he did not let the name put him off), when a very
large bird flew close by and low over the water, snatching up a fish before carrying it to the nearest perch on
some wreckage only 300 yards away where it ate its catch and left Andrew in no doubt that he was watching
the first Osprey he has seen in Portsmouth Harbour. Later it flew to what he describes as the old survey pile
on the mudflats to the east of where he was anchored (which I reckon would be due south of Portchester
Castle and east of Tipner Ranges), and it might be worth local birders turning their scopes on to that area in
the hope that the bird will continue to use that perch for a few days.
Also described as looking somewhat like an Osprey was a very pale plumaged Buzzard seen both yesterday and
today by Peter Hockin, but unfortunately he either wishes to keep the location secret or assumes that we
know where his patch is and so gives us no location. We can however learn from responses to his question
(as to how unusual this plumage variation might be). Russell Wynn says >> In my experience these very pale
Buzzards are scattered thinly throughout Hampshire. In the last year I have seen them on the outskirts of
Southampton, in the western New Forest, and down at Keyhaven. As a very rough estimate I would say that
about 1 in 30 birds I see in the county have this plumage morph. They often cause some initial excitement, as
the pale colouration makes them look a slightly different shape when seen from below against a pale sky
(compared to a standard morph bird). In particular the pale head can make the head/neck seem smaller than
it actually is against a pale sky, suggesting Osprey or Honey Buzzard. However, once all features are
checked they are obviously just Common Buzzards. It is always worth checking all features of these birds in
autumn because pale morph juvenile Honey Buzzards can look very similar when soaring. << Mike Collins
comments that he saw a very pale Buzzard over Goodwood last year and that as it went over it was attacked
by one of the local Buzzards and a short dog-fight ensued without any damage to the intruder, and Marek
Walford remembers seeing a Buzzard which looked like an Osprey at the Chew Lakes in Somerset where he
thinks it was ticked by less experienced birders as a Booted Eagle that was also in the area. The current bird
seen by Peter Hockin seems to have provoked a lot of vocal response from local Buzzards when it chose to
perch in their area by so far has not been molested by them.
The only news to reach me so far of the county wide Egret count supposed to have taken place last night comes
from Brian Fellows who saw 31 Egrets fly into the Tournerbury Wood on the south-east Hayling shore (north
west of Black Point)
Over in Sussex it seems that some small migrants are now thinking seriously about crossing the channel. I do
not know the Whitbread Hollow site (one the edge of Eastbourne’s housing below the heights of Beachy
Head) but I would guess that it is more scrub than marsh land so the arrival of 2 Sedge and 10 Reed Warblers,
plus a couple of Grasshopper Warblers, there yesterday can only be in preparation for flying the channel. Rye

Harbour reported a Cuckoo yesterday (a late adult?). Here in Hampshire (and I guess all along the south
coast) Swallows and Sand Martins are crowding the seashore and can be seen flying low over the sea and
congregating where rotting weed and other debris on the shore breeds insects, and I imagine that shore
reed-beds everywhere are now doing a roaring trade in B&B accommodation for hirundines.
Trevor Carpenter was at Farlington Marshes yesterday and found 70 Greenshank present and a reported total of
400 Black-tailed Godwit (though he only saw 250+ at the lake during his visit). At this time of year the lake
there can have many surprise visitors, and news of a Garganey at Weir Wood Reservoir in East Sussex
should prompt birders at Farlington to check through the Teal for any that have white spots at the base of the
bill to show they are really Garganey. Farlington Marshes was on the TV News this evening when the BBC
interviewed Pete Potts and Bob Chapman on the currently newsworthy subject of Godwits – what intrigued
me was the very streaky upper plumage of some of the Godwits shown briefly, looking much more like
Bar-tails than Black-tails. I have not heard of any Bar-tails already back and so I assume these were juvenile
Black-tails (though again I thought the families with juveniles were still to arrive, most of the birds currently
here being non-breeders). I admit my ignorance but the thought did occur to me that this news item might
have been illustrated in true Blue Peter fashion by some shots ‘taken earlier’ (i.e. last year) and this was
backed up by the lack of summer plumage on the birds shown – no doubt these thoughts just show what a
poor observer I am.
I paid a brief visit to Broadmarsh this evening and found the Swan count still up to its summer peak of exactly 100
(plus the family from the Budds Farm pools which were feeding near the slipway and are unmistakeable with
one brown and one white cygnet). Swan numbers are still holding up at Emsworth with 111 present today
according to Brian Fellows, and back on the Budds Farm pools this evening I saw what I took to be the three
large Shelducklings of the first family to hatch there, but without their parents and without and sign of the
second family). Incidentally the ‘earth mound’ covering the third pool is once more being reduced in size and
I have not given up hope that we will have that third pool back in use before next summer.
Finally for today David Parker raises the question as to whether birds suffer post-traumatic stress after near
death experiences. He was watching the birds in his garden yesterday afternoon when a Sparrowhawk shot
through and just missed a Greenfinch which, after happily feeding on provided seed at one moment, the next
found itself gripping a nearby twig with white-knuckled claws. David watched the bird remain frozen to this
twig for a good ten minutes before normal life was resumed and wonders what trauma the bird may have
suffered. My guess is that while birds no doubt suffer fear and pain these do not leave a permanent scar as
they do in humans with more complicated brains – quite without any evidence I believe that both hunter and
hunted have built-in lifestyle programs which take a little while to restart after dramatic interruption, and I think
the Greenfinch was only doing what the Sparrowhawk does after a failed attack – sitting still to recharge its
batteries before resuming its normal mode of operation. While talking of Greenfinch, and knowing that they
suffer a high death rate in the early summer from lack of seed on which to feed, I was pleased to see a flock of
at least fifty on the South Moors shore this evening where the heat has no doubt brought forward the seeding
of many plants.
PLANTS:
SUN 5 AUG
Tony Gutteridge was on Wheatham Hill in the East Hampshire ‘Hangers’ north of Petersfield today and found the
first Broad Leaved Helleborine in flower while on Portsdown John Goodspeed at last found a plant of Lesser
Centaury which seems to have escaped attention previously this summer (I think this plant thrives when the
chalk is freshly scarred – a lot appeared a few years ago when a new footpath was cut along the hilltop but it
could not be found there this year). Very soon the Autumn Ladies Tresses will be flowering there and
elsewhere.
SAT 4 AUG
Golden Samphire is a national rarity that is abundant and spreading along our harbour seawalls and I was
reminded of this when on the short stretch of wall south west of Warblington Church that had none of this plant
a few years ago and now has two large clumps currently flowering. With very little newly flowering at present
I was pleased to find a single plant of what looked like Pale Persicaria growing outside the old ‘black barn’ of
Warblington Farm and to find its flower stalks covered with stalked glands to prove that it really was that plant
(I have found many pale flowered plants without the glands and believe they are all Redshank).
WED 1 AUG
Bell Heather was flowering on Hayling on June 26 and I suspect that the Cross Leaved Heath came out around
the same time but it was not until today that I saw the first flowers of Ling (Common Heather) beginning to
open in Havant Thicket where the Purple Moorgrass was starting to spread its panicle branches but had no
open flowers. The plant that I was specially interested in was the Lesser Skullcap and I did find this in flower
despite the dryness of the ground (it clings to wet patches along a tiny streamlet which was bone dry). One
other plant which has just started to flower in The Thicket is Dwarf Gorse and now is a good time to pick it out

from the Common Gorse on which there is not a flower to be seen. You can confirm your identification not
only by the low height of the plants but with more certainty by measuring the length of the top petal (the
‘standard’) which is always longer than 12mm in Common Gorse and less (usually under 1 cm) on Dwarf
Gorse. One plant that I was surprised to see in full flower was Lesser Spearwort, especially as it was growing
in a bone dry pathway with no shade
Wild Angelica was flowering for the first time in Emsworth’s Brook Meadow today as the blackberry crop
becomes sufficiently good to be worth picking
TUE 31 JUL
My weekly trip to Hayling was extended, despite the heat, to Sandy and Black Points which I have not visited for
a couple of months. Sea Holly and Sea Rocket were out in abundance, and the usual summer show of
Evening Primrose was struggling to keep up appearances all along the south shore (but was clearly not liking
the drought). Another plant which is common along the shore in summer, but which I had not seen until today
though it had clearly been out for some time, is Sticky Groundsel, and another which showed no sign of
feeling the heat or lack of moisture was the Saltwort at Black Point. Coming down the Coastal Path on my
way south I looked for the Saw-wort (of which 8 out of 10 stems had been bitten or cut off by last week). I
found that the last two were now lying on the ground with flowers just starting to open so I brought the remains
home thinking there was a faint chance that they might set seed, but if not I could at least enjoy the sight of the
flowers.
INSECTS:

SUN 5 AUG
Serious students of natural history are forever pointing out the fact that English names for species can mislead
(but they never admit that their frequent changing of generic scientific names has the same effect) so I was
interested to see that two very interesting species seen by Barry Collins on Thorney Island today are given
different names by him to those which I would normally use. One of these is the lovely spider Argioppe
bruennichi which is named in some books as the Wasp Spider, but which I prefer to call the Golden Orb spider
as I think the Wasp connation gives the innocent spider a bad name (see July 29 re the article in the Sunday
Telegraph). Regardless of its name Barry found a dozen of these female spiders on their webs along the
Thorney Island seawall between the Great and Little Deeps today, and his other find, even more interesting,
was seen by him at the south east tip of Thorney Island (Longmere Point, close to Pilsey Sands). This was a
digger wasp which digs a tunnel in sandy soil, lays her eggs in it, then leaves a supply of food ready for the
grubs that will hatch from her eggs. The food in this case is a honey bee, and to prevent the food from
decaying before the grubs hatch the bee victim is not killed by the wasp, merely paralysed with an appropriate
dose of poison. The scientific name of this wasp is Philanthus triangulum and the two alternative English
names are ‘Bee-Wolf’ which Barry uses and the less dramatic ‘Bee-killer’ used by Chinery. Other than this
Thorney site I have only heard of this wasp from the New Forest where it thrives in the sandy soil and the
plentiful supply of bees.
......Also on Thorney today Barry saw a Ruddy Darter dragonfly, two Southern Hawker and two Migrant Hawker
– this latter species is just beginning to reach southern England and I’m pretty sure that a couple of smallish
dragonflies briefly visiting my garden today were these. As well as being small and blue one way of
recognising this species is its ability to tolerate others of its own species and they are commonly seen hunting
together in small groups.
On Thorney Island today Barry Collins found 15 butterfly species with 28 Wall Brown among them, though Barry
was most pleased with just 2 Small Copper as they are the first and only ones he has seen this year. A count
of 43 Common Blue sounds as if they are doing fairly well and 16 Peacock was also good going. Yesterday
on Kingley Vale the Havant Wildlife Group saw 14 different butterfly species including Small Copper and
several Painted Lady (which I think Barry would have mentioned had he seen any) so with those and the
species likely to be on Portsdown (Chalkhill and Small Blue) plus the possibility of Small Tortoiseshell and
Dark Green Fritillary (see below) there could be 20 species on the wing in the immediate Havant area.
Sitting on the grassy slopes of Broadmarsh from 1 – 3pm this afternoon (see Birds page for an account of the
‘Harbour Watch’) I saw relatively few butterflies after being greeted by a fly-by male Brimstone as I arrived.
Gatekeeper and Meadow Brown were the only species with more than one or two individuals but I did three
time see a fast flying rich brown butterfly going low over the rough grass – these sightings might have been of
Commas but they definitely suggested Dark Green Fritillary to which the habitat is more suited. I’m not sure if
any have been seen on Portsdown this year, nor if a colony could survive in an area the size of Broadmarsh
where I am not aware of any substantial growth of violets to feed the caterpillars, but this is not the first year in
which I have thought I have seen them on Broadmarsh.
SAT 4 AUG
I would love to know how long is the route patrolled by the average Holly Blue on its daily rounds – each day one
appears in the garden for a couple of minutes, then leaves, and I imagine that it does the same in many

gardens and may cover several miles in the day. Unless they spend a great deal of the day resting their
purposeful flight should bring them back to my garden many times per day if they were on a short circuit but
I rarely see one more than once per day. At the other end of the scale the half dozen Gatekeepers that I see
in the garden never seem to leave it, just moving about with the sun, while others such as the whites and Red
Admirals come and go on a much more frequent basis as you would expect if they operate in a relatively small
area (which I suspect is true of the Green-veined Whites though the Large and Small Whites may in fact all be
on endless journeys with each re-apperance in the garden being of a new individual passing through). A brief
single visit from a Comma today may well reflect another type of behaviour – I suspect it has it’s own favourite
patch of brambles or perhaps hops where it spends most of the day and from which it makes very occasional
forays (perhaps when disturbed by blackberry pickers or by the wind and rain).
FRI 3 AUG
Although White Letter Hairstreak seem to have vanished from Hampshire coastal sites this year the Butterfly
Conservation website today has the good news that some could be seen in two places in the Chineham area
(just northwest of Basingstoke along the route of the A30) on Aug 1. This news came from Jonathan Forsyth
who also reports five Silver Washed Fritillary (one of them a valezina form female) with plenty of Holly Blue
and Purple Hairstreak at Carpenter’s Down Woods which I have failed to locate but assume to be in the
Chineham area. Another good sighting recorded on the Sussex bird website is of a female Purple Emperor
seen yesterday by Chris Seaton at a place called Burton Down which I have not yet located but as Chris lives
in Bognor I guess it is in West Sussex and may be associated with the well known Burton Mill Pond in the
Rother valley west of Pulborough
Miscellaneous news for several sources indicates that it has been a good season for Chalkhill Blues, particularly
at Old Winchester Hill and Martin Down, and it seems that after a poor spring for Common Blue they are doing
slightly better now. Lawrence Holloway is one of the people supporting the latter claim with a sighting of at
least 15 male Common Blue in the Pagham harbour area today where he also saw at least one Purple
Hairstreak at Church Norton – the latter observation reminding me that Brown Hairstreak should now be out at
Noar Hill in Hampshire and Harting Down in Sussex.
On the night of July 31 Barry Collins had his moth light on here in Havant and recorded 40 species among some
180 moths, two of which had not previously been recorded in the lists which Sarah Patton and Lee Marshall
send me – these were the Ruby Tiger and a pyralid called Pyrausta purpuralis (a paler version of the small
Pyrausta aurata which many will be familiar with as it is a dayflier and congregates around garden herbs). I
see the Ruby Tiger normally emerges in April or May and normally has one generation each year though if
conditions are favourable some of the eggs laid in May can complete their cycle and emerge as moths at this
time of year, so I am surprised that no one has seen this moth in the spring. Among the other moths Barry
was pleased to find The Dun-bar (2), Garden Tiger (3), Marbled Green and Marbled Beauty, Chinese
Character (2), Peppered Moth, Blood-vein, Sallow Kitten and September Thorn plus two Pyralids (Catoptria
pinella and Pyrausta auruata).
WED 1 AUG
Just a couple of years ago we seemed to be witnessing a massive population explosion of White Letter
Hairstreak but the death of almost every English Elm hereabouts last year seems to have exterminated these
butterflies so a single sighting of one is more than welcome. Stephen Harvey was the lucky person to see this
last survivor of the species which turned up in the garden of his Chandlers Ford home miles from any known
colony and sat briefly on a buddleia on Sunday (July 29). I recall a simlar sighting a few years back when I
was with a party on Portsdown and the insect was roosting on grass far from any trees but leaving us in no
doubt as to its identity as it did not fly until one of the people crowding round to see it actually touched it. This
nomadic behaviour probably augurs well for the survival of the species and accounts for the rapid expansion
recently seen – species that stay strictly to small colonial areas have no chance of survival when disaster
strikes, those prepared to get on their bikes and seek homes elsewhere have a much better chance of staging
a comeback.
There can be few people anywhere on the south coast who have not been struck by the number of small
hoverflies in the air but few probably have the patience shown by Tony Wilson to sit and count them passing
through West Sussex at the rate of 300 a minute. In the Bognor area Lawrence Holloway noted thousands
coming from the south east and heading north west, undeterred by a fresh headwind, and in East Sussex Cliff
Dean saw millions of them coming in off the sea at Pett (between Hastings and Rye) accompanied by a few
bumblebees and the occasional Red Admiral or Large White
Despite the hoverfly invasion Sarah Patton still sees no sign even of the normal moth immigrants coming to her
light at Chichester. Last night she had just two Silver Y and one Diamond Back. Among non-migrants there
were four newcomers to her year list – Fen Wainscot and The Olive, plus Scarce Silver-lines and Small
China-mark (the latter two had both been seen in June by Lee Marshall at Gosport). The one migrant moth
that does seem to have been more numerous than usual this year is the Hummingbird Hawkmoth and today
I was told of yet another recent sighting on Hayling Island, and I see on the SOS website that there have been

two Pyralid rarities at Rye Harbour recently (Mecyna flavalis, Margaritia sticticalis) and that Large Yellow
Underwings are very numerous there.
Among other news is a list of butterflies seen at Martin Down by Nick Montegriffo (there for the birds and not too
sure of some butterfly identities) which includes welcome news of Small Copper as well as many blues plus
Dark Green Fritillary and Grayling.
Hundreds of Gatekeeper were to be seen along the sunny fringes of Havant Thicket this afternoon with a few
Meadow Brown and just one fresh Common Blue drifting in from the grassland of the Gipsies Plain. In my
garden Holly Blue, Peacock and Red Admiral were again seen with the whites and Gatekeepers.
TUE 31 JUL
On Hayling today I checked one of the usual sites and found my first female Golden Orb spider (Argioppe
bruennichi) on her web with its distinctive central white re-inforcement strip. She and her cousins will grow a
lot bigger before they lay their eggs, and I can’t imagine how anything as small and docile as the specimen I
saw could be thought a danger to humans (unless one accidentally got inside your shirt!). At Sandy Point I
also saw my first Grayling and one Common Blue. Single Red Admiral and Peacock were in my garden and
I think all three species of white were seen plus a single Speckled Wood in a shady part of the Hayling Coastal
Path
MON 30 JUL
Wherever you are you have probably seen a good few Peacock butterflies though not necessarily as many as
the 30 individuals seen in Bentley Wood near Salisbury yesterday by Dave Pearson. I have one on my
buddliea most days and have watched what I took to be the high speed mating chases of pairs overhead on
several occasions, but these sightings may tail off before long as in Portchester Andrew Brookes already has
three Peacock in his coal bunker, settled down for the long sleep from which they will not awake until next
spring (or when the coalman comes with winter fuel). In view of the assumed mating chases which I have
seen, which I assume end in copulation, I wonder if any experts can tell us what happens to the mated female
at this time of year – does she lay her eggs now or does she hibernate already pregnant? There should be
time for a second generation of butterflies to hatch out in say October and to go into immediate hibernation,
though my books tell me the Peacock is strictly a one generation per year insect – can these habits change
with the climate?
Dave Pearson has recently been in Northumberland and, based on a sighting of 12 Small Tortoiseshell, has the
impression that these butterflies are more common up there than they are in the south. Back in Hampshire he
has recently seen three of them (including two mating) near Sparsholt, west of Winchester, and I see that
David Parker had two in his Forestside garden yesterday but Andrew Brookes is probably more typical in his
observation that not one of them was to be seen at the rich feast of nectar attracting other butterflies in local
woods yesterday. Andrew was in two woods near Denmead with good butterfly habitat and saw at least nine
species of butterfly including several fresh Small Copper on Fleabane and rather battered Silver Washed
Fritillary and White Admiral
David Parker did not have to leave his garden on the northern fringe of Stansted Forest to get a list of 11 butterfly
species yesterday – in addition to the expected species he had two Painted Ladies and two Small
Tortoiseshell but surprisingly neither David nor the other two observers quoted above saw Speckled Wood
although these are I think still common in shaded woodland like that at Hurstwood in Waterlooville where Alan
Cokes saw large numbers of them yesterday. Speckled Wood are a notoriously aggressive species,
attacking any other butterfly (or even a falling leaf) that enters their airspace so it is interesting that Alan
noticed several apparently working up to close contact with each other – he did not see any actually mating
but saw several females spreading their wings on sunny leaves while prospective mates circled low above
them. Other species seen in good numbers by Alan were Skippers, of which he has sent me one photo to
identify and which I believe is an Essex Skipper as I can see nothing but black on its antennae tips. Although
the wings are almost closed, concealing the upper surface which gives the clearest indication of the two
commonest species (much more clear orange colour on the Small Skipper, much more drab brown on the
Large), I can see enough to be sure it is not a Large Skipper. In most years you can assume that the first to be
seen in May are Large Skippers with the Small not appearing until up to a month later, but at the end of the
season both species can be seen together (though by that time you will probably have got the jizz of the tiny
Small Skipper in your mind and will not confuse it with the Large even in distant flight). That leaves the puzzle
of separating Small from Essex Skipper – it is estimated that 17% of the ‘Small Skippers’ are in fact Essex, but
the only way to be sure is to see the underside of the antennae tips – on Small they have an orange tinge, on
Essex they are jet black throughout.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 4 AUG
Seeing Martin Hampton’s query about the bats over Langstone Pond Geoff Culbertson has suggested that they

could be Dabenton’s Bats which hunt exclusively low over water and which are not I think very uncommon. I
must admit that I have not got round to asking this question of Nik Knight who lives within a few hundred yards
of the pond and has been surveying the bats in the Langstone area with a bat detector so I cannot make any
useful comment at the moment. I had the impression that Martin was referring to large bats high in the air
(which would probably be Noctules as I think Serotine go even higher like the Swifts and are not easily seen
with the naked eye) but as Geoff says it would be worth while taking a powerful torch to the pond and
sweeping its beam across the water surface – if there are Daubenton’s present they should soon be seen.
The nearest place where I have seen them is the Brick–kiln pond at Stansted, and you could probably see
them by torchlight from the road alongside the pond, but we had better views when Michael Prior once took
some of the Friends of Stansted Forest into this private nature reserve/ fishing lake where trespassers would
not be welcome.

BIRDS:

WEEK 30 JULY 23 - 29

SUN 29 JUL
Lawrence Holloway noted a number of migrant Willow Warblers at the North Wall of Pagham Harbour today and
found 100 Lapwing on the nearby Breech (or is it Breach, formed by a breach in the wall?) Pool, both
indicators of increasing bulk movement south. The first coastal Wheatear I have heard of was seen at
Keyhaven yesterday by Nick Montegriffo, and this morning Mike Bramwell noted one at Martin Down that was
probably on its way south as were 40+ Lapwing seen near the M3 at Winchester a few days ago by Norman
Hunt.
More evidence of movement was found in the Broadmarsh area yesterday by the Havant Wildlife Group which
came on the first flocks of Redshank (60) and Black-tailed Godwit (20+), plus a small party of 5 Turnstone, the
first I have heard of back there (a couple of days after the first two species put in an appearance at Emsworth).
While in the Budds Farm area the group saw one family of Shelduck still present but could not be sure of the
number of ducklings. Evidence of another build-up of numbers among Egrets should be available tomorrow
as Brian Fellows tells me that the first of the co-ordinated counts of Egret roosts will be taking place tonight but
I already know that last night the number day-roosting in the Wade Court trees here at Langstone was up to
26, and Trevor Carpenter found up to that number at the mouth of the Hamble yesterday.
Another significant aspect of autumn migration is the movement of family groups which have not yet formed
flocks, and Mike Bramwell noticed these at Martin Down today – Blackcaps, Spotted Flycatchers, Common
Whitethroats and Garden Warblers were all to be seen in family parties but Mike was concerned that he could
only see one Stone Curlew chick despite that family moving together in the open. Mike, who comes from
Ferndown in Dorset, comments that Garden Warblers have been particularly numerous this year – here in
south-east Hampshire they are never common so it is difficult to assess how they are faring. Mike also
comments on the breeding success of Little Terns on Chesil Bank in the Weymouth/Portland area –
elsewhere in Hampshire and Sussex ot seems that these birds have had a good breeding success but at
Chesil it seems that Kestrel predation has been high.
Paul Winter was at the Lower Test reserve early this morning and found 3 adult Yellow-legged Gulls (has anyone
checked out the roost area on Eling Great Marsh, just south of the reserve, where I think the largest numbers
are to be found?). The number of Green Sandpiper in that reserve was up to 11, and yesterday Trevor
Carpenter has another 3 of them (plus 6 Common Sandpiper and 3 Snipe) at Hook/Warsash. 14 Magpies
were on the roof of the bungalow opposite Doug Marks’ home (he gives no clue as to where he lives) but a
much more welcome count of more than 28 Mistle Thrush was made on Friday (July 27) on playing fields
near the Eastleigh Lakeside Country Park by Simon Ingram (I think most people have been wondering if these
autumn flocks are a thing of the past – this is the first report of one that I have heard this year). I have never
thought of Bullfinch as being late breeders (probably because I cannot recall coming on one of their nests or
seen a family group with young birds), but Simon saw 2 young Bullfinch at Lakeside last Friday, just a week
since Russell Wynn picked up a baby Bullfinch from the ground near the uppper Itchen. Whether these two
reports indicate a good year for Bullfinch (some young seen where often none are) or a bad year (late
breeding on account of earlier failure) is anyone’s guess.
Finally for today at least 15 Swifts were still noisly tearing around the sky over Havant a dusk this evening.
SAT 28 JUL
100 Balearic Shearwater were off Portland Bill last Thursday, and I see today that some of them did come further
east as I expected – at least one was seen heading east off Selsey Bill on Thursday (July 26) along with a
Roseate Tern and an Arctic Skua, while a Serin was heard overhead. On the evening of July 25 one or two
Quail were heard calling from Wick Bottom (TQ 3504 at Ovingdean immediately east of Brighton). Today’s
pager news included a Grasshopper Warbler at Keyhaven.

FRI 27 JUL
Congrats to Pete Potts, together with Jenny Gill of the University of East Anglia, on the publication in Nature of
their joint article on their studies of Black Tailed Godwits in the Solent and the Wash (as well as at breeding
sites in Iceland). I see from this evening's paper that Pete is working for a higher degree at Portsmouth
University and hope we will soon be able to congratulate him on a doctorate partly based on this work. No
doubt there is a lot more to their findings than the one point picked up by the local press, or which Pete could
get into his brief interview on Radio Solent this morning, but it is certainly interesting to know that the birds
which winter here do significantly better (and live much longer) than those wintering on the Wash, as a result
ot the availabilty of winter flooded grassland at Titchfield Haven where the birds can supplement their marine
diet with earthworms. My personal pessimism concerning the future of all life, on an earth overcrowded with
humans who are completely out of touch with the natural world that supports that life, tells me that the Godwits
will be lucky to continue finding those flooded fields in the indefinite future. Putting together thoughts raised
by last night's TV program showing how the ancient Egyptian civilisation was brought to a very abrupt and
nasty end by global famine induced by a mini ice age with news of the drying up of the Keyhaven lagoons (as
detailed on Hoslist by Russell Wynn today) I wonder how long water will continue to flow down the Meon
without being abstracted for domestic and agricultural use, and how long the world will continue to escape the
global disasters (crashing comets, huge volcanoes, and inexplicable climate changes) which regularly scar
the long term history of our planet - as recently as the lifetime of Schubert there was apparently 'a year without
a summer' as clouds of volcanic dust obscured the sun for months. At a much more trivial level I can recall,
not many years ago, seeing Black-tailed Godwits feeding in early spring in the marshy fields east of Aldsworth
Pond - growth of vegetation/lack of management of that wetland now precludes any chance of a godwit
landing there!
More than a dozen Swallows were in the air when I arrived at Old Idsworth Farm this morning and two separate
Corn Buntings were singing at points some 500 metres apart along the line of the electricity pylons but the
best sound to my ears was the song of a Willow Warbler in the woodland edge. Several Yellowhammer were
singing, as were single Song Thrush and Stock Dove but I only heard one Skylark – the latter are presumably
now taking time off to moult
I am still waiting for my first glimpse of a Spotted Flycatcher for this year but that may not now be too far off as
any local birds throw off the veil of secrecy with which they surround their nest, and as family groups from the
north head south to pause at the coast before leaving the country. Dave Pearson was lucky today and saw
one, maybe two, on the fence outside the tea shop at Broadlands in Romsey.
THU 26 JUL
Barry Collins today watched an Osprey fishing to the south east of Thorney Island and taking its catch to the
southern landing lights of the old airfield at the water’s edge. I assume this is still the same single bird that has
been to the north east of Thorney for some time, but if past experience is anything to go by there may soon be
several Osprey in Chichester Harbour, pausing before heading further south. Today’s bird was last seen
heading north west over Hayling Island, so we may be getting sightings from Langstone Harbour, but it could
well have turned east to return to the Thornham Marshes. Another interesting seabird sighting comes reliably
from Portland where 100 Balearic Shearwater were gathered off the Bill today – with that number not far from
us along the channel we could well be seeing some of them in the Solent or off Selsey Bill. Already in
Hampshire, according to Birdguides, there was a single Bee-eater heading north over Titchfield Haven this
morning
Little Stint are a regular autumn feature at the Sidlesham Ferry Pool of Pagham Harbour and I see that the first
turned up there yesterday and could be seen along with a Ruff, a Spotted Redshank, three Green and nine
Common Sandpiper and 86 Black-tailed Godwit plus four Little Ringed Plover (the Temminck’s Stint at the
North Walls was last reported on Tuesday of this week). One Roseate Tern was in Pagham Harbour today
and yesterday’s high tide brought some 200 Sandwich and 40 Common Tern to fish at the harbour mouth,
both species having a good proportion of juveniles with them. No doubt anyone watching the mouth of
Langstone Harbour at dusk in the coming few weeks is likely to record much larger numbers of terns coming
into the harbour for the night.
Russell Wynn was watching the west Solent this evening from Hurst and Keyhaven and logged at least one Auk
flying by as well as another 11 Scoter still heading east and ten Eider on the water. Surprisingly there were
still only two adult Common Gulls to be seen there, and only three Whimbrel (I have the impression that there
are a lot of the latter in Langstone and Chichester Harbours at the moment, though here too there has been
no mass arrival of Common Gulls)
WED 25 JUL
Cycling west along Solent Road in Havant this evening I came to the north end of the bridge over the A27 which
has been closed for re-building since Februrary and found it was open (restoring the short route for cars from
Havant to Budds Farm) but I was much more interested in the loud and pitiful bird cries coming from trees
above the north east corner of the roundabout here – at least two young Sparrowhawks were demanding food

without a care as to who heard them. These are the first juvenile Sparrowhawks I have come across this
summer and typically, despite all their noise, I could not get even a glimpse of them. While on the subject of
juvenile raptors I see that Nick Montegriffo has had his knuckles rapped for suggesting that he had seen a
juvenile Hobby on the wing - he was sharply corrected on Hoslist by someone saying the juvenile Hobbies are
never flying until mid-August. Nick agrees that he was not positive that the bird he saw was a youngster and
I am not suggesting that it was, but this reminds me that when I was less familiar with Hobbies I read and
believed that they never flew unless the temperature was above 70 Farenheit (I did wonder at the time how
any survived without food for the long periods of a typical English summer when the mercury never gets that
high!). The moral for me is that close observation is a surer way of getting at truth than is any amount of
indoctrination – and the habits of individual birds can vary from the norm, while general patterns of behviour
can also change with density of population for that species, and with outside influences.
......At Broadmarsh I found 86 Swans still present and with them (a little way up the Hermitage Stream) was a pair
with two cygnets, one of which was the white ‘Polish’ type that would be taken for an adult in a crowd. These
must be the birds from the nest on Budds Farm pools which have found some gap in the fence through which
to escape. The Swan pair with four cygnets that has been on the slipway was not in sight but there was a pair
on Long Island that may well have had hidden young with them. From Budds Mound I confirmed that the
Swans were no longer on the pools, nor could I see either of the two families of Shelduck that hatched there
(last year one pair with young stayed in the Hermitage Stream but none were anywhere in sight today). There
was one Common Gull on the pools and another in the stream.
Trevor Carpenter found 15 Common and 1 Green Sandpiper around the mouth of the Hamble at Warsash today
but I was more interested in his chance observation of Swifts. We all know that when night falls the Swifts
climb high into the air beyond the limit of naked eye vision to sleep on the wing, and we are all familiar with the
way Swifts can at any time appear in the sky above us ‘as if from nowhere’, sometimes in very large numbers.
Trevor today chanced to see where they do come from as he was watching gulls above him and spotted, way
above them and invisible to the unaided eye, a long straight line of some 80 Swifts heading purposefully
towards where some of the gulls were beginning to catch more flying ants in a thermal. I now have this strong
idea of the summer sky being full of the avian equivalent of U2 spy planes, seeing the ants on earth while we
cannot see them in the sky, and ready at any moment to descend on any free food or ‘street party’ that takes
their fancy.
It was only a week ago (July 16) that I saw the first four Egrets back in their day roost among the trees of Wade
Court just north of Langstone Mill Pond, and since then I have twice seen larger numbers up to a dozen, but
today I hear from John Chapman that the count had risen to 23 Egrets and 4 Herons by yesterday eveing and
I have little doubt that it will soon be back in the 50s or 60s that we have seen there in past years. John also
saw a Little Grebe on the pond again with a female Tufted Duck (but no ducklings)
The first autumn Willow Warbler song was heard yesterday in the village of Sherborne St John near Basingstoke
by Nick Montegriffo and hopefully this pleasant sound will soon be reasonably common for a week or so all
along the coast. Nick also saw a Kingfisher and 7 Mandarin Duck on the village pond, and today he went to
Ewhurst Lake (less than five miles north west of Sherborne St John) where he managed to hear, but not see,
Willow Tit. While there he also heard something which I have only heard once in my life – Bullfinch song.
Although these birds are less common than they were I have no difficulty in hearing the piping of their contact
calls, but only once did I come on a male in Havant Thicket making a series of notes which I believe passes for
song in this species (certainly it was different from the monotonous but pleasant single note piping that I
normally hear).
TUE 24 JUL
Barry Collins today had the best bird seen on Hayling Island for some time - a second summer Ring-billed Gull
roosting on the shingle of the Hayling Bay shore with two Med Gulls (a second summer and a juvenile). Barry
describes the location as 100 yards west of Beachlands by which I assume he means the fun-fair area where
the Beachlands management office is sited (Havant Borough use the name Beachlands for the whole stretch
of shore which they manage from Sandy Point in the east to Gunner Point in the west). Other news from
Barry is that the Osprey was still to be seen in the north east of Thorney Island last weekend – on Saturday
(July 21) it was fishing in the Thorney Channel and on Sunday it was eating a fish on the old airfield landing
lights along the north side the east end of the Great Deeps.
Charles Cuthbert tells me that there are now 83 Swans on Alresford Pond but this herd may soon start to
disperse as the birds regain their flight feathers after the summer moult – he has already seen one flying at
Avington, not far downstream on the Itchen from Alresford. As moult is a gradual process with some new
feathers growing before others drop off there is no point at which any birds become totally naked, and I think
the ability of individual birds to fly is mainly a factor of their power to weight ratio – a big bird like a Swan which
always has difficulty in getting airborne becomes much more genuinely flightless during eclipse than does a
Teal (which can achieve vertical take off with a full set of feathers). I suspect there are also other ‘mental’
aspects to their flightlessness – maybe they do not feel fit while much of their energy is going to rapid feather

growth, maybe they are conscious of their reduced ability to escape predators, and so prefer to lurk in safe
places when they could in fact make flights. A third factor is that moult affects individual birds at slightly
different times, meaning that some will have limited flight power when others have none. These random
thoughts come to my mind when trying to work out why Charles is now finding some of the Mallard and
Gadwall at Alresford are now apparently free-flying while others are not.
......A couple of other items of news from Charles include a Green Sandpiper back at Tichborne on July 19 and
the sight of a pile of Kingfisher feathers, looking like a Sparrowhawk kill, at Avington. This latter reminds me
of the secondhand report which I had of a similar pile of feathers seen at Bedhampton in early June – I’m
pretty sure that a Sparrowhawk will not hesitate to take out any small bird that crosses its path when hunting,
though whether the hawk dislikes the fishy taste of the flesh and decides to avoid brightly coloured Kingfisher
in the future is anyone’s guess.
Other recent news includes the sighting of a single summering Brent in the Keyhaven area by Russell Wynn on
Monday (the same day that I saw one in the Emsworth channel – presumably indicating a similar stage of
recovery from moult). Also in the Hurst-Keyhaven area were 10 Greenshank, 15 Egrets, 50 Sand Martins and
24 Scoter. Today Mike Rafter was at Hurst and saw a dark phase Arctic Skua lingering in the area.
Brian Fellows was in Portsmouth today and found the Eastney Lake Swan family still intact (four cygnets) while
the Baffins pair had two cygnets with them (there seemed to be only one left when Brian was there on
Saturday). Canada Geese are again marginally down in numbers to 126 and two tiny Mallard ducklings had
just appeared on the scene. Back in the Emsworth area Brian had a family of five Mistle Thrush in the Lumley
area, and on Portsdown John Goodspeed saw a Hobby. Trevor Carpenter, who managed to walk round
Thorney despite the failure of the intercom, saw the Emsworth Black Swan in the Emsworth Channel, heard
Turtle Dove and saw many Whimbrel and Common Sandpiper but little else. Do take your mobile phone with
you if you want to go round Thorney island – there is now a notice on the west gate saying that the intercom is
out of action as a result of a recent storm and you should ring the guardroom number given on the notice.
The Stonechat pair once more noisily welcomed me to Hayling Island, chatting from the fence posts of the ‘brick
field’ as I cycled around the southern end of Texaco Bay to join the north end of the coast path, but at the
Oysterbeds all was silent and I thought that all the Little Terns had departed. I could hear Sandwich Terns
overhead but could not see them in the milky, misty sky, and I did hear brief piping from two Common
Sandpiper which I did see flitting low over the water. It was not until I reached the southern end of the nesting
island, and had spotted a few roosting Redshank and one Ringed Plover on it, that one pair of Little Tern flew
over and I found there was one juvenile still on the island – the parents did not come down to feed it, and it did
not fly to join them (though it probably could have done) so I guess they were giving it one last reminder that
it should take flight and start looking after itself. Further down the coast path one Yellowhammer sang briefly
and later on the island I heard song from single Chaffinch and Robin but the only real reminder of the breeding
season came in Rosemary Webb’s garden where, as I was talking to her, a Wren appeared as if from
nowhere just above her head and we found it still had a nest in the eaves of her porch – by the silence the nest
still contained eggs. Back at my home in the evening, against a clear sky with no wind, there was a superb
display by the Swifts at dusk – there were certainly 25 of them, probably 40 in all, sometimes spreading out as
individuals across the whole sky, sometimes coming together into a close and noisy knot of birds practising
the close formation which they may adopt on the long trek south (but if the noise was a heated discussion of
which way to go it is a wonder that they ever get to their destination). I reckon there were at least as many as
I have seen in the last four or five years but where they all come from I have no idea (though my theory is still
that these get togethers are a way of uniting the residents, their young, and non-breeders that have been
roaming at random during the early summer, into large parties that will travel south together under the
guidance of experienced birds).
MON 23 JUL
A lone Brent Goose was on the mud of the Emsworth Channel off Thorney Great Deeps this morning. Like the
Canada Geese which are once more on the move at the end of their summer moult, this Brent probably now
has a new set of flight feathers and no longer needs to skulk out of sight of possible predators. Later in my
outing I went to the west side of the Chidham penninsula and at the north end of the Thorney Channel saw my
first three Snipe of the autumn – they took off noisily and headed west – but I did not go down the shore to
where a party of summering Brent are to be found in most years just north of Stakes Island so I have no idea
of how many Brent are in Chichester Harbour this summer. Where the Snipe took off 5 Egrets and an
Oystercatcher remained on a small island, and with them were what I am sure were a dozen Whimbrel – they
had the almost straight, hook-tipped bills and small neat shape of Whimbrel but did not fly or call to prove their
identity. Among other birds seen were a couple of dozen Coot on Thorney Little Deeps indicating the arrival
of birds from elsewhere, a dozen Swallows skimming the surface of the sea (glittering in this morning’s
summer sunshine), and two juvenile gulls wasting their energy with incessant calls for food from parents that
are no longer with them. One of these was a Black-headed gull calling from a post, the other was surprisingly
a juvenile Herring Gull on the seawall of Nutbourne Bay where the Ham Brook flows out. It was desperately

begging for someone to feed it and even came and tugged at my shoelaces to see if they were edible but
when a lady who was photographing it offered it a piece of her bread pudding it immediately spat it out and I
had not the heart to suggest that the lady should chew and regurgitate the food to quieten the bird (which
looked perfectly healthy).
One of the best items of local bird news to reach me recently was on John Goodspeed’s weekly nature notes
poster which arrived in my letterbox today and tells me that a pair of Spotted Flycatcher successfully raised
young in a north Emsworth garden this summer, confounding my pessimistic conviction that these birds had
ceased to breed anywhere in Havant Borough and would only be seen in future when passing through, mainly
in autumn. The only other sighting of a Spotted Flycatcher in today’s input comes from Russell Wynn who saw
one in north Hampshire on Saturday but more news of successful breeding comes from Lawrence Holloway
who this morning found six tiny Tufted Ducklings with their mother on the Long Pool at Pagham, confirming
their claim to be the species that hatches its young when all the other waterfowl (even the Mallard) have run
out of steam. On the subject of young Mallard John Shillitoe tells me that the two families (totalling nine
ducklings) which hatched this summer at the enclosed courtyard pool within the Xyratex factory buildings at
Havant are still doing well (safe from predators and with a food supply assured by the human onlookers
working there). The older of the two families is nearly ready to fly and have their first contact with the reality of
the world outside the courtyard – I hope they don’t land on the A27 running past the building.
Russell Wynn on Saturday managed to find a Willow Tit by the upper reaches of the River Itchen between
Ovington and Itchen Abbas, and on the same outing found a baby Bullfinch on the ground, but presumably
unable to fly, and did his best for it by placing it on the branch of a tree. This theme of human contact with
birds, which we have touched on above in connection with the juvenile Herring Gull that wanted to eat my
shoe laces, was continued in a story told me this morning by someone who had just returned from holiday in
Wales. Looking through their cottage window he had watched a Goldcrest, outside on the window sill but
within a foot of his face, endlessly bouncing up and down for no apparent reason. It was not feeding on
anything and the only conclusion was that this apparently demented bird was trying to drive off its own image
seen reflected in the glass. The only use to which I can put this piece of information is to answer a question
posed on the SOS website by someone asking if it is unusal for a Goldcrest to come to a garden feeder very
close to a house, and based on the evidence of this Welsh Goldcrest the answer must be that they show no
fear of houses or human faces.
Two more of this year’s young birds in today’s news from Russell Wynn are a juvenile Tawny Owl seen at dawn
on the Barton on sea Golf Course and a young male Peregrine seen over the Keyhaven marshes.
Presumably all three of Graham Roberts’ Brighton Peregrines have long flown their nestbox and are hopefully
surviving - this one was probably an Isle of Wight bird. Also seen in the Hurst-Pennington area on Saturday
were an adult Yellow-legged Gull, three Sanderling, two Shag, and six Greenshank with 12 Egrets. Offshore
were 52 Gannets, 3 Eider and 13 Scoter (the latter still going east), and Russell learnt that both a Storm
Petrel and a Pomarine Skua had been seen at Hurst recently.
News from Sussex is that two Quail were calling continuously at midday yesterday on Steep Down above the
River Adur near Lancing and I wonder if this means they were trying to keep in touch with young? One bird
was heard here from June 12 and later in that month there were rumours of a second, possibly female, bird.
As incubation is only for 17 days and the young leave the nest very soon after hatching it is possible that the
calls are now from the two parents trying to round up lost chicks (or maybe to distract a fox from finding them).
Also in that area another Yellow-legged Gull was seen by the Adur where it passes Shoreham airport, and in
East Sussex a few Crossbill have been heard and seen moving south towards Hastings from the Powdermill
Reservoir near Sedlescombe (sounds to me like local birds rather than immigrants).
Mike Wall yesterday watched 200 Swifts feeding silently on insects above a rape field near Wootton St Lawrence
(just west of Basingstoke) and this ties in with my thoughts that these birds are currently forming large
communal groups and stoking up with food as part of the process of preparing for the right moment to head
south and leave us. More definite news of birds already on passage comes from Lawrence Holloway who
today watched a steady southwest movement of Sand Martins over Pagham Harbour. Lawrence also noticed
a Stonechat looking very drab in its moult, reminding me that when I was by the Prinsted seawall today I
thought I was watching a Stonechat when a drab bird with pale patches in its wings flew from one section of a
wire fence to another part of the fence – this bird turned out to be a lone male House Sparrow! News from
Alistair Martin on Hayling Island tells of the continuing presence of a favourite bird that is very site faithful
throughout the year, though not always easily seen – this is the Little Owl in the hedgerow of the fields
between the Hayling Coastal Path and West Lane where it passes the end of Daw Lane.
PLANTS:
FRI 27 JUL
The fields of Idsworth Farm are now rich in wild flowers and this morning I found my first Small Toadflax and

Dwarf Spurge in the field edges and much Nettle Leaved Bellflower in the woodland. Round Leaved Fluellen,
Henbit Deadnettle and Long Stalked Cranesbill were plants that I have already seen but always find
rewarding, and the borders of five of the fields that I crossed showed the results of welcome wildflower
re-introduction though, not knowing when the seed was sown in particular fields, I could not judge the
success of the attempt to establish these plants. If what I saw was the outcome of sowing two or more years
ago then the plants are doing very well on their own as Cornflower, Corn-Marigold and Corn Cockle could be
found in all five fields in fair numbers. A single plant of Rough Poppy also came I think from the seed packet,
but up on edges of the chalk quarry there is a quite natural downland turf still rich with Eyebright and Harebells
WED 25 JUL
Hops are widespread but infrequent in this area, and nearly every plant seems to be a male, so when I saw male
flowers newly out on a bush in the Brockhampton area this evening I was reminded of the question of how
these widely spaced colonies survive. I suppose there was a time when hops were grown throughout
England, not just in Kent, for the brewing of beer, but I would think it is well over fifty years since there was a
commercial crop grown anywhere in this area. The plants that we do see were presumably planted by birds,
or possibly by seeds blowing off passing lorries, but do they survive purely vegetatively or is there some wind
assisted fertilisation over distances of miles between the male and female plants? As the great majority of
plants are male, if they are not capable of vegetative survival over many years there must be a surprising
amount of seed carrying by birds, wind or insects.
Some plants seem to burst into flower everywhere on the same day, others to vary widely in their timing
according to local circumstances, but I am surprised that it has taken over a week since I first saw Water Mint
flowering in the Langbrook stream before it started to flower in Emsworth’s Brook Meadow today (prehaps the
difference is that the stream flowers had their roots in the water while those in the damp meadow are much
drier this summer).
TUE 24 JUL
Cycling south down the Hayling Coast Path I was saddened to find that the tight clump of ten stems of Saw-wort,
found a few weeks ago by Pete Durnell, had been reduced to just two stems before any flowers had opened.
This might have been the work of rabbits, but the neat cuts all at the same height on the eight stems looked to
me as if someone had gathered them. I hope next week to see at least one flower – but have my doubts.
Down on Sinah Common two new flowers were out – one was Dodder and the other Pale Toadflax though the
latter had only a few unimpressive flowers on one bent stem (I think others will follow soon). Coming back I
diverted round the west shore of Mill Rythe and found the usual mass of Lucerne in flower but at first could not
see any of the Chicory I was expecting until I realised there were several large bushy stems on which all the
flowers were already over – further one I found one or two of the lovely blue flowers still left.
MON 23 JUL
This morning I hoped to see both Slender Hare’s Ear on Thorney Island and Corn Parsley on the Chidham
seawall but found no trace of either. The only new flower seen was Townsend’s Cord Grass (Spartina) but I
did notice more Lax Sea Lavender on the south shore of Nutbourne Bay, a mass of Field Scabious in the
fields north east of the bay, and lots of Lesser Sea Spurrey and Sea Plantain flowers all along the shores with
masses of Hawkweed Oxtongue everywhere. Creeping Thistle are now beginning to seed and were
attracting many butterflies to their remaining flowers if not Goldfinch to the seed.
INSECTS:

SUN 29 JUL
I have not seen today’s Sunday Telegraph but I am told by Geoff Culbertson that it has an article denouncing the
beautiful Golden Orb spider (Argioppe bruennichi) as a poisonous French pest. Now it may be that the story
is about a different species from the one that is now common all along the south coast, and about which I have
never heard a single account of any harm caused by it to any human, or maybe the story is written from the
viewpoint of a grasshopper, a species that has every right to fear this spider and to resent its arrival in this
country. More likely, with August nearly upon us, this piece marks the start of the traditional silly season when
anything is used to fill the columns of the press without any regard to truth (particularly if it offers a chance to
let off some racial/national hatred against the French or Germans), but if anyone read it and feels any concern
about encountering this species while on holiday let me assure them that they can only derive pleasure from
the sight of this insect poised on its low-slung orb-web set in a gap in dry grassland where the grasshoppers
would have to jump to reach the other side of the gap and may get caught in the web as they do so.
The Silver Y (or Gamma) moth is normally abundant in grassland by this time of year as the moths stream across
the channel but this year they are only to be seen as isolated single specimens, and the same scarcity applies
to the other migrant moths and butterflies. Of just over 1000 moths in Sarah Patton’s trap last night only 17
individuals of 3 species were migrants, yet some small hoverflies seem to be arriving by the million. This
morning in my own garden I found well over 50 of these small ‘Marmelade Flies’ (Episyrphus balteatus)
clustered on the leaves of a small shrub and wondered where they had come from, then in today’s email I see

that yesterday Tony Wilson saw ‘millions of small hoverflies’ at Beachy Head and Lawrence Holloway found
the balteatus hoverflies abundant at Pagham Harbour.
......Migrant Hawker dragonflies are also reported by Tony Wilson (one at Beachy Head and several at Cuckmere
Haven) and I see that a Lesser Emperor dragonfly (probably a migrant) was in the Beachy Head area (at West
Dean) on July 25. Tony had three non-migrant Ruddy Darter at Cuckmere Haven and one Brown Hawker in
the Beachy Head area where he estimates there were 2000 Six spot Burnet moths. Among the few migrant
butterflies seen yesterday were two Painted Ladies on Tennyson Down near the Needles on the Isle of Wight,
and another one seen laying eggs on Spear Thistle at Pagham Harbour
Three White Admirals and two Dark Green Fritillary were among the butterflies seen on Buddleia by Derek Mills
while he was at Tennyson Down on the Isle of White yesterday, and at Beachy Head yesterday Tony Wilson’s
list of 18 butterfly species included 1 Small Copper, 1 Small Tortoiseshell, 4 Brown Argus, 10 Small Heath and
50 Chalkhill Blue (plus 4 Common and 1 Holly Blue) with a single Grayling seen at Deep Dene, Lullington
(north of Friston Forest). The Silver Spotted Skipper were not yet out at this site. Back in the Pagham area I
see that someone found Purple Hairstreak in Oak Copse at Church Norton last Thursday.
Sarah Patton’s light at Chichester last night attracted close on 1000 moths of 90 species among which Water
Veneer accounted for 250 individuals. Next in order of magnitude came 195 Lesser or Common Rustic and
117 Large Yellow Underwing. The only two new species for the year were Drinker and Turnip, and the only
migrants were 13 Diamond Back, 3 Silver Y and 1 Dark Sword-grass. Sarah was particularly pleased with four
Brown Veined Wainscot (one of them a dark form) which had first appeared a couple of nights before.
FRI 27 JUL
Several fresh Brimstone (at least four) and a dozen Marbled White were on the wing at Idsworth Farm this
morning with hundreds of Gatekeeper mixed with Meadow Browns, and both Large and Small Whites were
seen. The best butterfly however remained a puzzle – I saw it on Marjoram with many other species and
immediately thought of Green Hairstreak which was confirmed by the general size and shape and the fact that
it never opened its wings except to fly. It was clearly an ancient specimen – the whole area where there might
have been ‘tails’ to its wings was missing – and the puzzle was that, even though I watched it for several
minutes and got within a couple of feet of it, I could find no identifying mark. The whole undersurface was a
plain drab brown (occasionally giving a glint of coppery sheen), and when it did fly I could not pick out any
other colour or marking. My guess is that it was a Green Hairstreak from which all the bright green cells that
should have covered the underside had worn away – can anyone tell me if this is possible?
......The new pond alongside Huckswood on the farm had many Pond Skaters on its surface, and from among
them I rescued a long, thin black and yellow longhorn beetle (Strangalia maculata) which may have been
knocked onto the water by an over eager dragonfly. At least two Broad Boadied Chasers were present with a
female Emperor egglaying around the edge, and one or two Common Darter were present – not a great
selection but considering the pond has only existed for about a month I think it was an excellent show. Plants
already growing round the edge give the promise of a first class natural pond within a very few years.
A longer than usual list of moths reached me this morning from Sarah Patton who had 1320 individual moths at
her light(s) in Chichester last night. Over 800 of these were all Water Veneer which were new to the year list,
but there were 78 other species represented and in total there were 24 new species for the year. Just one of
all these moths was a migrant (one of the Diamond Backs which have been coming to Sarah’s light since April
11). New names which caught my eye were Svennson’s Copper Underwing, Brown-veined Wainscot,
Slender Brindle, Maple Pug and Mouse moth – it looks as if the latter gets its name from its brownish
colouration but who knows? (Maybe it squeaks like a Death’s Head Hawkmoth?)
THU 26 JUL
On Thorney Island today Barry Collins saw the first fast-flying rich-brown male Oak Eggars flying in search of
females – the latter are paler and only fly at night (but none have come to either Sarah Patton or Lee
Marshall’s lights so far). Further east, in Pagham Harbour, Sarah Patton did see a female Hummingbird
Hawkmoth egglaying on bedstraw, and even further east on the downs in the Hove area, Tony Wilson
recently (July 22) noticed a mass emergence of at least 1000 Six-spot Burnet moths and (on July 23)
someone saw just one Painted Lady in the same Benfield area and another three of them on nearby
Southwick Hill. Tony also comments that 35 healthy Common Darter have just emerged from his garden pond
after eating every one of the tadpoles in the pond.
WED 25 JUL
Andrew Brookes has heard from Mike Gwilliam that at least five fresh Small Blue, first of the summer brood, were
flying on Portsdown in the chalk pits above Portchester today. Last Sunday Andrew saw his first Hampshire
Common Blues and 8 Commas among uncountable Small Skippers along the Portchester shore of
Portsmouth Harbour and yesterday he again saw Common Blues on Horsea Island east of Portchester – he
was there in the hope of White Letter Hairstreak that were present last year but this summer all the elms are
dead and no hairstreaks have been seen. Today he went to the top of Portsdown at Fort Nelson and found a
pristine Small Tortoiseshell among several Peacocks on Hemp Agrimony, and Andrew also tells me that he

took his south east Hampshire BC members over to the Isle of Wight last Friday (July 20) in the hope of
seeing Purple Emperor in Briddlesford Copse (south end of Wootton Creek) but had to be content with 20
White Admirals and half a dozen Silver Washed Fritillary.
In Emsworth today Brian Fellows saw two Banded Demoiselle by the River Ems and was pleasantly surprised to
have a male Brimstone in his garden, and from other news received I see that there has been a great outburst
of these throughout the county this week. On Monday (July 23) Lynn Fomison found them to be abundant on
Magadalen Hill Down near Winchester and yesterday Charles Cuthbert saw many of them (males and
females) in the Alresford area while John Goodspeed comments on their presence on Portsdown. Until last
year I assumed that any butterflies like these that were expected to hibernate and breed next spring would
remain on the wing from the time of their summer emergence until the air cooled in the autumn, but I now
understand that hot weather can send them into early hibernation just as effectively – a summer heatwave
can wither the flowers at which these butterflies would normally nectar and then the only sensible strategy is
to hide away on a minimal metabolism until the spring brings fresh flowers.
A good number of butterfly species are thriving at the moment, but two which are attracting attention because of
their scarcity over the last year or so are the Holly Blue and Small Tortoiseshell. Holly Blues are certainly
doing well – I see them in ones or twos everywhere I go at the moment and so, it seems, do other observers.
On Portsdown John Goodspeed has had up to six in his garden this week and Charles Cuthbert watched one
at Avington yesterday behaving atypically by repeatedly settling on a particular patch of ground (I think all
butterflies have a need both to drink and to take on board a minimal amount of salts – maybe this butterfly had
found a spot where some animal had recently urinated and was satisfying both needs at once?). I have not
heard of anyone seeing six Small Tortoiseshell together but there are certainly a lot more to be seen this
summer than last and no doubt their numbers will pick up in a year or so. Another butterfly surviving in small
numbers is the Purple Emperor which is well known to come down from the treetops to wet dung so I was not
entirely surprised to hear from Charles Cuthbert that some of his County Council colleagues working at Crab
Wood (west of Winchester) had seen at least one Purple Emperor come down repeatedly to the smell of
Ferrets – whether several butterflies were attracted one at a time is not known, nor do I know if they had
access to the Ferrets ‘fewmets’ (my dictionary tells me that this word should be spelled Fumets and properly
relates only to the excrement of deer but Ferret’s fewmets sounds too good to pass by). I also see on the
Butterfly Conservation website that last Friday (July 20) Peter and Nellie Beale had a Purple Emperor in their
garden at Bentley (near Alton) for a whole hour – it had settled on a conifer but was docile enough to be
persauded on to the fingers of both of these butterfly enthusiasts (reminding me that when I was visiting
Roseary Webb yesterday and found her sun bathing in her garden I saw a Comma similarly attracted onto her
leg).
Barry Collins has not used his moth light for some time on account of four or five cats which collect around it but
he did use it on Sunday night and attracted the first Bulrush Wainscot, possibly from the reedmace growing
around the big lake at nearby Leigh Park Gardens. When I was younger Reedmace was always called
Bulrush but since then the botanists have changed the rules. At least the latin name Typha remains attached
to the plant and I see that the moth is called Nonagria typhae. Its caterpillars mine tunnels down the tall stems
of these plants and my caterpillar book tells me they do not pupate until August, with the moths appearing
later in that month, so Barry’s find was an early one. On Monday night (July 23) Lee Marshall had both Black
Arches and Single-dotted Wave at his Rowner light, and on the same night Stuart Smith had The Phoenix in
nearby Alverstoke. Last night Lee had another Wainscot (Southern) and the delightfully named Maiden’s
Blush at his light
TUE 24 JUL
The first summer Wall Brown was seen on Thorney Island today by Barry Collins – hopefully there will be a few
more of them to be seen in this hot dry spell than there were this spring. Yesterday a Chalkhill Blue appeared
on the island – only the second ever recorded there. A similar but commoner wanderer was a Marbled White
seen by John Chapman in Langstone village today.
Yesterday the skies of south Hampshire were alive with flying ants and today I noticed that the regular stream of
ants which have been invading our kitchen for the past ten days or so have completely ceased to bother us.
Putting two and two together I wonder if their adventurous wonderings were part of the working up process to
the time when they became airborne? We saw none in the house with wings but nevertheless pressure
building up in the ant nest could have driven some into our house. Incidentally chemical spray seemed to
have little deterrent effect on them – the best way to keep the numbers down was to place two or three jamjar
lids upside down on surfaces near the sink where the magically found their way in, with a small slice of apple
in each lid. The ants would all end up in the lids and we could then empty them outside.
Last Saturday night was a good one for moths and both Sarah Patton and Lee Marshall found a good selection
in their traps when they came to check them out on Sunday morning – Sarah found 200 moths of 47 species,
14 of which were new for the year, while Lee had four new species which included the attractive Mother of
Pearl (one of the larger Pyralids or Grass moths). Sarah had five new Pyralids, one Tortrix and two Small

Ermines among the micro-moths which also included a good number of Brown House Moths whose
caterpillars can be a domestic pest (unlike the Clothes Moths which restrict their damage to cloth these will
devour food as well as fabrics, plus anything else they can get their teeth into). Another micro at Sarah’s light
was the Bramble Shoot Moth which sounds as if it should be useful in keeping footpaths clear of natural
obstruction but so far I have not been able to trace this moth in my books, while the one Plume moth that was
new is likely to have inoffensive vegetarian caterpillars. Of the larger moths with English names one was the
Lesser Broad-bordered Yellow Underwing (there are five species of Yellow Underwing which vary in size from
the noticeable and common Large Yellow Underwing down to the Least Yellow Underwing). Two others were
the Cloaked Minor and the Small Scallop.
MON 23 JUL
Early this morning a Peacock was on my buddliea with Red Admiral, Comma and Large White while three
Gatekeepers were on Marjoram. Later in the day a Holly Blue was seen here and I saw another on the
Chichester Harbour shore at Chidham, while the Thorney seawall had at least one pair of mating Common
Blue (there had been a couple of these at the IBM North Harbour site on Saturday) among a great mass of
Small Skipper and Gatekeeper. The odd Meadow Brown and various whites (almost certainly both Small and
Green Veined) brought the score to ten species in the day.
Around Pagham Harbour this morning Lawrence Holloway noticed a good number of Peacock butterflies among
the mass of Gatekeepers, Meadow Browns and Red Admirals, and in the Church Norton area he saw two
Holly Blues but once more failed to find any White Letter Hairstreaks. There have been sightings of the latter
at Chichester and near Hove in Sussex, and in the Bournemouth area of Dorset, but so far none have been
seen in Hampshire to my knowledge
Another Hummingbird Hawkmoth was seen in the Ropley area by Paul Fomison last week, and Lynn Fomison
had two Small Tortoiseshell on their garden buddleia in that village on Saturday
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 29 JUL
Six Foxes and one Roe deer were seen at the Lower Test nature reserve this morning by Paul Winter, and
yesteday Lawrence Holloway watched a Water Vole in the Long Pool at Pagham, but the most exciting news
relates to Friday when someone brought Lawrence a baby Harvest Mouse found that afternoon on the North
Walls at Pagham (perhaps it had fallen out of one of the many tennis balls donated by Wimbledon this
summer for use as Harvest Mouse nests – does anyone know any more of this scheme?). Back on Thursday
evening (July 26) Simon Ingram watched 6+ Noctule Bats over Eastleigh’s Lakeside Country Park from
9:10pm after seeing two there on the evening of July 24.
MON 23 JUL
Russell Wynn was not surprised to see three Water Voles in the upper stretch of the River Itchen between
Ovington and Itchen Abbas yesterday, but John Shillitoe, cycling in the Soberton area east of the Meon
Valley, was surprised by some furry creatures in the fields – pure black rabbits. I cannot claim to have any
knowledge of whether black rabbits can occur naturally in the wild but I do know that they are not uncommon
around the Havant area (particularly near Budds Farm) and it is my belief that these are pets which have been
released into the wild (i.e. abandoned) and which are able to mix in and breed with the local wild rabbits. On
Budds Mound I have also seen Guinea Pigs, but they are not so lucky in being able to survive in the wild.
Does anyone know more about naturally occuring black rabbits?
Last summer Martin Hampton told me he had found a large Spider Crab shell (I think ten inches across the shell)
on the tideline near the Hayling Oysterbeds, and last Saturday Alistair Martin made a similar find in the same
area of seven shells (though only about half the size of the big one). Andy Horton, who lives near the mouth
of the River Adur in Sussex, is an expert on marine life and told me last year that these Spiny Spider Crabs
(Maja squinado) come inshore in sandy areas and can bury themselves completely under the sand (which
they do in Sussex). They might come to the Winner sands off Haylin’s Gunner Point but they are unlikely to be
found alive in muddy areas like Langstone Harbour. The peak month for seeing them is June when they are
reasonably common on the south coast. If you want to know more have a look at his web page on this
creature - go to http://cbr.nc.us.mensa.org/homepages/BMLSS/spider.htm Alistair Martin suggests an
alternative origin for these shells – dumped overboard from fishing boats coming into Portsmouth and being
washed ashore by the tide.

BIRDS:

WEEK 29 JULY 16 - 22

SAT 21 JUL
What may have been the first Kingfisher to reach the coast from an inland nest flew down one of the canals at the

IBM North Harbour site in Portsmouth today as I was making the July WeBS count – a two scond view of its
back gave me no time to check the colour of its feet or to see if it had a white tip to its bill, but whether it was
a juvenile or an adult I guess it may have come from an inland breeding site to try its luck on the coast and be
the first of many to do so. I have heard rumours of them breeding at Hilsea lines but have no proof of this, and
now that they seem to have abandoned the cliff on the Hermitage Stream at Bedhampton I think the nearest
place to the IBM site where a nest might would be somewhere on the Wallington River north of Portsdown. If
that bird was an early arrival there have also been some early departures – last month I counted 173 Canada
Geese with 21 goslings but today I could only find a total of 135. The juveniles look slightly smaller than the
adults but cannot be distinguished by plumage, and I think several of them were trying their wings as they
moved from the land to the water on my approach. One pair of eclipsed Tufted Duck were seen, and one well
grown juvenile Great Crested Grebe on its own (have its parents abandoned it and flown to the sea?). The
Black-headed Gulls have now started to moult (but can still fly) and the Reed Warblers are still in the reeds,
but otherwise there was little to report.
Brian Fellows also found Canada Goose numbers down by about a dozen at Baffins Pond today where the birds
were more mobile than they have been for some time – maybe birds from here and from the IBM Lake are on
Farlington Marshes? Also on Baffins Tufted Duck numbers were down to just two adults and there were four
young ducklings that seemed to be without a parent. The Swans too have lost another cygnet and now have
just one left
In the evening, back at home, I saw the first substantial flock of Swifts wheeling overhead – at least 25 of them.
Within ten days the majority of them will probably have flown south and I guess their coming together is part of
the process of working up their motivation to migrate. Old Winchester Hill is a good place to see many bird
migrants and when the Havant Wildlife Group were there this morning I hear that several Turtle Doves were
purring near the carpark – maybe they were a group already on passage?
Also this evening Brian Fellows found more waders back in Emsworth Harbour – around 50 Black-tailed Godwit
were still present and this evening there were 40 Redshank with them plus a couple of Greenshank, four
Curlew and five Oystercatcher.
From Tony Gutteridge comes news of a Green Sandpiper seen at Bisham a couple of days ago (July 19) and
from the SOS website I see that the Temminck’s Stint was seen again today at the Pagham North Walls and
on July 20 at Arlington Reservoir (not far north west of Eastbourne) 100 Sand Martins were gathered and
what must have been a juvenile Cuckoo was seen eating a caterpillar in the vegetation.
FRI 20 JUL
More than 50 Black-tailed Godwit were back in Emsworth Harbour for the first time this autumn when Brian
Fellows was there this morning. The Grey Plover, Redshank and Dunlin have yet to arrive here (just two
Lapwing so far!) but there were three Egrets and a Little Tern fishing, plus two adult Med Gulls and six Lesser
Blackbacks among many Black-headed Gulls. The most significant count however was of the Swans which
totalled a record 135 – has anyone seen any Swans flying recently?
The SOS website today has news that there was a Temminck’s Stint and four Little Ringed Plover at Pagham
North Walls on Wednesday (July 18) – the same day that there were two Temminck’s at Keyhaven. It also
has more news of the large movement of Scoter seen at Selsey in the first half of this week – at Splash Point
(Bexhill) on Wednesday there were not only 32 Scoter and 4 Manx Shearwater going east but also 150
Gannets moving with them (I had assumed that the Gannets seen at Selsey on Tuesday and Wednesday
were there for the fishing rather than part of a large movement). This sort of movement east may not be
uncommon at this time of year (comments welcome!) but it does suggest to me that a lot of birds are short of
food in their normal waters and are heading for the North Sea in the hope (probably vain) that things are better
there.
Early this morning there were 11 Swifts together in the sky over my garden, and I hope that meant that some
young had joined the locally nesting adults (I normally see a maximum of six or seven on one day but have
occasionally had nine before I would have expected any young to be on the wing). Wren, Woodpigeon and
Collared Dove are the only regular songsters here now (I still hear Dunnock on most days, and Greenfinch,
Linnet and Goldfinch are sometimes heard). Both Blackbird and Song Thrush have stopped, though Skylark
and Meadow Pipit are still frequently heard, and I suspect that Yellowhammer is still at it in places where they
can be found. One surprise this morning was two or three very short bursts of warbling from the local
Blackcap.
THU 19 JUL
While I was talking to Jason Crook near the Hayling Oysterbeds this afternoon he picked up a distant view of a
strange bird and was able to get his bins on it for long enough to say that it was a long-tailed green parakeet
heading south down the coastal path past Stoke Bay. While there may be other exotics that would fit this
description I am quite happy to call it a Ring Necked Parakeet (now known to non-British birders as a
Rose-Ringed Parakeet) and wonder if (a) it could be the one that has recently spent some time at Selsey
(Jason tells me that not many years ago there was a small breeding colony in the Pagham Harbour area) or

(b) one that will stay with us for a little time. I realise it could well have just escaped from a local aviary but I
prefer to hope that it is the forerunner of an expansion into Hampshire of the London area birds.
......On the Oysterbeds island I’m pretty sure there were not more than six Little Tern families still with young
there (I only saw three sets of young) but there was still one Ringed Plover on the island. While approaching
the lagoon a female Sparrowhawk emerged from an Elder tree just above my head before diving round the
other side of the bushes out of my sight and at the north end of the ‘Brick Field’ (shore of Texaco Bay) the
male and female Stonechat were both very active and noisy – no young with them (they raised four in their
first brood but do not seem to have had a successful second brood). Earlier, at the Langstone Royal Oak, I
saw the local Swan pair still had all four small cygnets (last Monday I could only see three), and there was just
one Common Gull among the hundreds of Black Headed. South of Langstone Bridge I heard, but did not see,
my first autumn Whimbrel.
A pair of Coot today hatched a two chicks on Emsworth’s Peter Pond but we must soon reach the end of the line
for the appearance of young waterfowl for this year – maybe these were the last. With this news Brian
Fellows also tells me that he expects to see around 15 Swifts over Emsworth in the mornings and evenings at
present. Over at Eastleigh’s Lakeside Simon Ingram had a lone Common Sandpiper and an unexpected
Treecreeper (another sign that these birds are doing well this year?) but also watched a flock of some 30
Goldfinch (25 of them youngsters) feeding on Niger Seed in his garden. Another interesting sighting comes
from Jackie Hull who, when at Three Legged Cross in Dorset around midday yesterday, had a clear but brief
view of a Nightjar hawking with House Martins. She could see it had no wingtip white but could not be sure if
it was a female (perhaps collecting extra food for demanding youngsters that would not let her sleep) or a
juvenile.
WED 18 JUL
Both Mike Rafter and Simon Boswell were lucky enough to get good views of a Balearic Shearwater passing the
Hurst Spit three times today. At around 12:30 it flew east along the spit towards Hurst Castle, an hour later it
came back, and at 15:00 it went east again. On at least one occasion it flew within 50 yards of Mike, and
Simon (who was not with Mike) also had views that left him in no doubt as to its identity. Simon also saw one
Yellow-Legged Gull and perhaps the Shearwater is another Mediterranean species due to become much
commoner along our shores in future. Both observers saw a dark phase Arctic Skua and nine or ten
Whimbrel which are starting to move through now (on Sunday July 15 Richard Prior remarked that the call of
a Whimbrel passing over his house in the Selsey area was an early sign of autumn - he found it depressing
but I think most birders are invigorated by the number and variety of birds that autumn brings). A good taster
of those exciting passage birds is available at Keyhaven in the form of two adult Temmincks Stint still with
summer plumage and four Curlew Sandpiper starting to moult - Nick Montegriffo saw these birds today and
with them a Snipe carrying the same message of coming winter. At least one Curlew Sandpiper was back at
Sidlesham Ferry today, along with an adult Spoonbill, and with it were 120 Dunlin, 45 Black-tailed Godwit, 5
Common and 1 Green Sandpiper and two Little Ringed Plover - all these latter birds, plus Redshank, Curlew
and of course Oystercatcher should now be found at most of our coastal sites (at Keyhaven there may be 5
Little Ringed Plover and I see that the count of Eider offshore there is now up to 14, probably with at least one
more seen separately).
So far there have been few reports of Sanderling among the passing waders, but at Pilsey Sands in Chichester
Harbour on Monday (July 16) Barry Collins had 32 Sanderling with 23 Dunlin to start the autumn build up
there - in a month or so I expect Barry will be reporting counts of 400 or more Sanderling at Pilsey, far more
than will stay for the winter. Further north on Thorney Island Barry saw 117 Egrets come to roost at dusk on
Saturday evening (July 14), and I gather that Jason Crook is organising some co-ordinated counts of all
possible roost sites in Hampshire to get an accurate figure for the number present this autumn. While on the
subject of Thorney Island I see that there was an Osprey fishing off Pilsey on Monday morning and one
roosting on the mud of the Thorney Channel on Sunday afternoon.
Reports of Sand Martins moving south en masse have been common for some time now but last Sunday (July
15) watchers at Selsey Bill had the interesting sight of 60 of them coming north in off the sea - they must have
changed their minds and decided the feeding was better at the Chichester Lakes where at least 100 were
seen that day (a smilar number at Sidlesham Ferry may have been the same birds on the move but were
probably additional). I'm sure we haven't seen the last of these martins - 150 were at Rye Harbour yesterday
though there were only 10 at Hurst today. Also in the past few days there seems to have been a good
movement of Common Scoter east along the channel - on Sunday 23 went past Selsey, then 282 were seen
yesterday and 68 today.
Two Black Terns were seen at Selsey yesterday and there was one at Rye Harbour on Monday (a Little Gull was
at Rye yesterday). Also from Rye Paul Troake reports a very good breeding season for Little Tern - 20 young
have fledged from nests there (the best success for ten years) and on Monday 16 young were among a total
of 40 Little Tern on the beach. Other tern species may not have done so well - here in Langstone Harbour
there have been very few Sandwich Tern. and Andrew Howard (who has just been holidaying in the Farne

Islands) tells of June storms which destroyed many nests and young. I don't think this would involve Little
Terns there, but Andrew did have the pleasure of close views of Roseate Tern on the nest and in flight.
Among the miscellaneous bird news of the last few days three items caught my attention. First was a comment
from Richard Prior that a Ring Necked Parakeet has been in the Selsey village area for about two weeks and
was seen well on Sunday morning (July 15) between 6:15 and 7:45 - I recall that one that was in the Cosham
area below Portsdown a few years ago was only seen by the early morning milkman. The second item comes
from a lady living in Fernhurst (just south of Haslemere on the road to Chichester) who has three young
Spotted Flycatchers being fed by both parents in a nest in Honeysuckle on her house wall - determined to
save them from the neighbour's cat she has armed herself with a water pistol (hopefully no armed and trigger
happy police will be in that area to mistake the weapon for a lethal one). A third item comes from Derek Mills
who, on the Butterfly Conservation website, says he was with a party of birders today in the Bentley Station
Meadow (a BC nature reserve on the north edge of Alice Holt Forest between Farnham and Alton) and
watched a pair of Willow Tits collecting thistle seeds which they presumed were food for their young. Other
miscellaneous news is of a good breeding season for Stonechat - at Ambersham Common near Midhurst
Andrew Howard saw five juveniles together - probably one family as I see they normally lay five or six eggs and nearby were Dartford Warbler and Tree Pipit (but no Woodlark seen or heard). At Ambersham on Sunday
there was a female Redstart and a female Crossbill. In the north New Forest Giles Darvill heard four or five
Nightjar on Hampton Ridge (they can usually still be heard churring well into August).
Derek Hale tells me that birders on the Isle of Wight are excited by the news that the RSPB has purchased 430
acres of Bembridge Marshes - always a birding hotspot it can only get better under proper management and
protection. Derek told me this in a reply to my question about the history and status of the large number of
Barnacle Geese which Mike Wall recently saw at the Ryde Flamingo Park. Derek says the Barnacles can
usually be seen near the camp site or from the road from Ryde to Nettlestone (i.e around SZ 620911) and
adds that there are plenty of other exotic wildfowl as well as Flamingos in the waterfowl park. Mike reported a
total of around 300 Barnacles with many young, and as Derek talks of only 200 and does not seem to be
aware that they are breeding this confirms my worries that led me to ask about their status - with that number
breeding there I fear another plague spreading across southern England similar to that of the Canada Geese
already here and the Greylag that must inevitably arrive in numbers before long. Hopefully the RSPB reserve
will save us from a Barnacle invasion of Hampshire for a few years but when they do arrive we will at least
have an idea of where they came from
MON 16 JUL
It seems that the Pectoral Sandpiper may be staying on at Keyhaven Lagoon, giving more birders a chance to
see it. News from Russell Wynn tells us that it was discovered by Anon at lunchtime on Saturday (July 14),
disappearing during the afternoon but being refound by Russell at 8pm back on the lagoon where it was first
seen, remaining there till dusk. A second note from Giles Darvill says that it was still on that lagoon at 5pm on
Sunday, feeding unconcernedly within 10 yards of five watching birders. Even if you miss it there should be
plenty of other interest at Keyhaven to judge by Russell’s Saturday sightings – he saw 1 Ruff, 1 Whimbrel, 3
Common Sandpiper, 9 Black-tailed Godwit, 11 Greenshank and 15 Egrets. The 8 Eider that have been
present all summer are still there and 7 Teal are back while the 2 regular Ravens were present plus a perhaps
unexpected Tree-creeper. Overhead there were 21 Sand Martins, a total of 65 Linnet were present, and at
dusk some 400 Starlings went into the reeds to roost. Over on the Isle of Wight, at Newtown, Derek Hale
today found 78 Redshank (with at least one juvenile), 11 Black-tailed Godwit, 8 Dunlin and 2 Greenshank.
As dusk fell at Keyhaven Russell watched one of the Egrets fly west towards Christchurch and saw six of them
head east towards Sowley Pond, none of them going south to the Yarmouth area on the Isle of Wight which
seemed to attract most of them last summer. Derek Hale found five Egrets feeding at Yarmouth today, so
there are some there, but when David Unsworth was at Sowley Pond on Saturday night (July 14) he found an
unexpectedly high (for this early in the autumn) count of 41 Egrets coming to roost there. David also tells us
that the nest count of Black Headed Gulls in the Beaulieu River colony was 8000 this year (compared with
6100 last year) and that the breeding success has been good. Still on the subject of Egrets I see that Lee
Marshall found one as far inland as Damerham (west of Fordingbridge) on his way back from Martin Down on
Saturday.
A juvenile Cuckoo was seen today at Newtown on the Isle of Wight by Derek Hale and yesterday in the New
Forest three Crossbills were seen in Frame Wood (north of Hatchet Pond near Beaulieu) by Russell Wynn
(presumably a local resident family rather than immigrants). Further indications of successful breeding came
from Botley Woods where Lee Marshall heard adult and juvenile Buzzards together (and came on another
Tree-creeper family group), while further north on the chalk he saw at least one juvenile with a pair of Stone
Curlew – and nearby heard at least three singing Corn Bunting which probably had families. Lee’s best bird of
the day was a Willow Tit heard in the Whiteley area of the Botley Woods, but that gave no clue to its breeding
status.
Charles Cuthbert had a good look round Alresford Pond yesterday where 82 adult Swans plus 15 cygnets (three

families, one having seven cygnets), 36 Canada Geese (including their young, now probably all fully
feathered), 140+ Mallards and 100+ Coot dominated the scene but still left room for more interesting birds.
Best of these was perhaps the pair of Great Crested Grebe seen with a single juvenile whereas the Ruddy
Ducks (8 males and 2 or 3 females) had no offspring on show. Three female Tufted Duck had young with
them, the largest family being only 5 ducklings, but neither the 10+ Pochard nor up to 26 Gadwall had
distinguishable young among them. Over the pond was a large number of hirundines – 250+ Sand Martins,
50+ Swallows, 30+ House Martins and 50+ Swifts – and around the edges of the pond Water Rail and Reed
Bunting could be heard. Just four Black Headed Gulls were on the water and two immature Cormorants were
in the trees, with some 30 to 40 Starlings completing the scene.
Some Sand Martins have already been seen at the coast, probably non-breeders leaving early, and the mass of
Sand Martins over Alresford Pond probably indicates the end of their nesting and the start of a period of
feeding up before families with young are ready to migrate. Swifts too will soon be leaving us but a dusk
sighting by David Thelwell of around 145 heading north up the Test Valley in the Romsey area was probably
just a chance encounter that might have occurred any time during the few months Swifts are with us – I get the
impression that there are large numbers of non-breeders which occasionally come together in large groups
and descend on wetland areas to feed on a good supply of insects before once more dispersing to become
invisible to birders on the ground.
A Greenshank was back on the mud south of Warblington church this afternoon and there were four Egrets and
four Herons in the Wade Court trees. In the Lymbourne stream channel just off Langstone Mill the local Swan
family were down to three cygnets (they had four when they mysteriously appeared there on June 24), and off
the South Moors to the west of Langstone there was another Common Gull on the shore among five Egrets.
Beside the Langbrook Stream flowing past the South Moors I heard what I think was a juvenile Green
Woodpecker, and in my garden earlier today some Long Tailed Tits paid a visit.
PLANTS:
SAT 21 JUL
Two good additions to the summer flowering list today were Tansy and Blue Fleabane, both seen at the IBM
North Harbour site at Portsmouth. Another welcome sight there (a garden plant which has established itself
away from any ornamental planting there for many years) is the blue flowered Eryngium x tripartitum, of which
there were a good dozen plants on show. The Pyramidal orchids are very nearly over but many other
favourites can be found in great numbers, particularly the Small Scabious (some bushes of it at least waist
high). Red Bartsia was fully out in vast numbers (I can see why it is sometimes called Red Rattle when it
forms fields like the Yellow Rattle) and there was a good show of Vervain in the usual place. During my visit
I ate my first wild blackberries ... The Havant Wildlife Group were at Old Winchester Hill this morning and also
had a great display of flowers with Round Headed Rampion being one of the most impressive.
THU 19 JUL
A walk round north Hayling today brought me only one new flower for the year, the rather uninteresting Black
Bindweed, and with it were plants that were probably of Redshank but which looked as if they were Pale
Persicaria (I could not however detect the necessary glands to prove this). What I did find, to make the walk
worthwhile, was a colony of perhaps 40 plants of Treacle Mustard (the best show I have ever seen) in a place
where I saw just one or two plants last year. If anyone not familiar with this species wants to see it these
plants are only 50 yards off the road through Northney village on Hayling and cannot be missed. The mapref
is SU 727037 and the plants are growing in the field edge path, or on the hedge side of it, fifty yards from the
road. The path is the one running along the west side of a children’s playground area, and you must be careful
as you enter the path from the road (the footpath sign and the metal structure at the entrance both try to
persuade you to step straight into a deep ditch). The plants should be in flower for some time and their bright
yellow will pick them out easily.
......Other plants worth a mention on Hayling today were the Goats Rue in the overflow carpark (behind the Esso
garage) for the Oysterbeds – both white and blue forms grow together here. Further north near the top of the
coastal path I saw my first Common Broomrape for the year and in that same area the Stone Parsley is fully
out and Hawkweed Oxtongue, Eyebright, Wild Basil and Common Toadflax were all flowering with the
Greater and Black Knapweed and the two forms of Rest-Harrow. Later in my walk, on the path running south
from the Texaco Garage before it turns east, a few plants of Vervain were in flower.
MON 16 JUL
Walking down the Langbrook stream from the Tesco store in Havant this afternoon I found Water Mint newly
flowering by the wooden ‘mill wheel’, and on the sea wall of the South Moors Rock Samphire had anthers
protruding from some of its tiny flowers but I could find no trace of the other tiny flowered umbellifer, Slender
Hare’s Ear, which usually grows just behind the seawall – but maybe it is still too early for that plant. Another
new arrival on the shore scene can be seen from the seawall path at the east end of Langstone Mill – as you
come past the building walking east there is a prominent patch of Sea Lavender in flower, and if you look

closely at a point roughly half way from that patch to the corner of the building you have just passed you will
see one plant of Lax Sea Lavender with its individual flowers widely spaced along its stems, making it much
less easy to spot. Continuing east to Warblington cemetery I found most of the wildflowers had been recently
removed with strimmers, but the one plant I hoped to see, Round Leaved Fluellen, had several surviving
plants thanks partly to its ground hugging habit and partly to the shelter offered by a substantial granite
gravestone dedicated to Paymaster Rear Admiral Francis James Krabbe. Out in the carparking area, against
the ‘black barn’, plants of Guernsey Fleabane had almost finished flowering – another example of the
continuing spread of this plant in the Havant area.
INSECTS:

SAT 21 JUL
The Garden Tiger moth is well known to most naturalists for its black, white and scarlet wings and for its ‘woolly
bear’ caterpillars, and Lee Marshall had the first for this year in his garden at Rowner (Gosport) yesterday. No
new butterflies have been reported but small numbers of Chalkhill Blue and Dark Green Fritillary (around
three of each) were seen at Old Winchester Hill today by the Havant Wildlife Group – yesterday Tony
Gutteridge was there and also saw a few Chalkhill Blues. At the IBM North Harbour site (Portsmouth) I saw a
different type of insect – my first female Short Winged Conehead in grass beside the lake.
FRI 20 JUL
The first Grayling butterflies that I have heard of were seen at Browndown today by Richard Carpenter. Richard
saw at least 25 Grayling and went on to beat all records for this year by seeing four Small Copper where no
one else has I think seen more than one. These are I think the first summer brood Small Copper to be
reported in Hampshire (Clive Hope had one at Cissbury Ring in Sussex on July 10). Inland Charles Cuthbert
was in the Farley Mount area west of Winchester today and, on Pitt Down, saw a single male Chalkhill Blue
and four Dark Green Fritillary. Also present in small numbers were Small White, Comma, Peacock, Red
Admiral and four Small Tortoiseshell among many Marbled White, Meadow Brown, Gatekeeper, Small
Skipper and Ringlet (these latter must be getting near the end of their season).
A single Holly Blue went through my garden today and a Peacock was back on the buddleia with at least two Red
Admirals. Despite the profusion of Gatekeepers everywhere there are brambles in flower around here I am
only seeing two or three together in my garden where last year at this time I had up to a dozen in the garden.
THU 19 JUL
My first summer Peacock was on my garden buddleia early this morning, and in the afternoon I saw another at
Langstone and at least two more on north Hayling, again on buddleia. I saw a similar number of Red Admirals
today and two or three fresh Speckled Wood plus one Comma with a single Small Tortoiseshell on a dry path
across the north Hayling fields. Gatekeepers are still abundant and there are plenty of whites (all three
common species seen today) but I saw fewer Meadow Browns and only a couple of Small Skipper in my three
hour walk. Two other insects worth a mention were a (dead) Lesser Stag Beetle seen on a Langstone path
and a very live Vapourer moth caterpillar which gave me a great surprise as it fell onto the back of my hand as
I was pouring out a bottle of beer after coming in from my walk (presumably it had been riding on my hair!)
Yesterday Mike Wall visited Ewhurst Lake (just north of the A339 as you approach Kingsclere from Basingstoke)
and saw the first Hampshire Brown Hawker dragonfly (following the one at Redhill in Surrey seen on
Monday). While there he found at least 100 Gatekeeper to disprove my theory that they are only common at
the coast this year, and with them around 50 Ringlet and one White Admiral. Down on the coast Lee Marshall
has had two new moths at his Rowner (Gosport) light this week – last night a Purple Thorn and on Monday a
Trachycera marmorea. I have no idea what the second species is like but the Purple Thorn is a common
woodland species with those ‘looper’ caterpillars that turn into rigid imitations of tiny twigs to avoid detection.
It has two generations each year – the moths appearing now are smaller and less colourful than those that
appear in the spring after over-wintering as a chrysalis.
WED 18 JUL
Peter and Nellie Beale saw the first definite Hampshire based Purple Emperor that I have heard of on Monday
(July 16) at Bentley Station Meadow (by the railway between Farnham and Alton) while making their regular
transect through this Butterfly Conservation nature reserve. As this is only on the other side of Alice Holt
Forest from the recent Dockenfield sighting (which I took to be in Surrey) it sounds as if that Forest has a
reasonable population of these lovely butterflies. News of another Hampshire sighting of Dark Green Fritillary
comes from Charles Cutherbert who saw several of them at Old Winchester Hill on Sunday. The hill was alive
with Marbled Whites and several other species, Red Admiral prominent among them, but I was most pleased
to hear of at least four Small Tortoiseshell there
Dragonfly news has been sparse for a little while but two items today should revive interest in them. The first is
a definite sighting of Brown Hawker seen by Andrew Howard at Redhill in Surrey on Monday (July 16) - these
are not uncommon and should appear from mid-June so I am a little surprised not to have heard of one
earlier. Another species which is not normally seen until late July is the Migrant Hawker, and news from

Lawrence Holloway indicates that some may have already arrived. Lawrence himself thought he had seen
one at Pagham Harbour on July 16 but later found that he had been looking at a very small specimen of a
Southern Hawker - when he got home to Bognor however his wife told him she had seen what appeared to be
a Migrant Hawker over their garden so watch out for early arrivals of this species.
There is still no news of a major influx of migrant butterflies but on Monday there was another Clouded Yellow in
the New Forest (seen at Ferny Crofts, along with more Small Tortoiseshell, by Chuck Cuthbert) and at
Pagham Harbour on the same day Lawrence Holloway came on a battered Painted Lady which might have
been a migrant - he also saw a fresh Peacock, his first of the summer brood. While on the subject of migrants
I see that Janet Jones had a Hummingbird Hawkmoth in the Basingstoke area last Saturday (July 14).
Also from Janet Jones comes news of the first Gatekeeper to appear in her garden, and I have noticed that
reports of these common butterflies from inland sites have been of relatively small numbers while here along
the coast they are currently super-abundant and I see that Lawrence Holloway found a similar abundance of
them at Pagham Harbour on Monday. I have never thought of them as being a coastal species and I wonder
if anyone else has noticed this split between coast and inland this year? Finally, also from Lawrence at
Pagham, comes a sighting of another large hoverfly - the black and white Scaeva pyrastri which can be up to
1.7cm long.
MON 16 JUL
Last Saturday (July 14) Lee Marshall visited Martin Down and saw the first three Dark Green Fritillary that I have
heard of in Hampshire (hardly matching the large numbers recently reported from the Sussex Downs), along
with four Small Tortoiseshell. Earlier in the day he had been at Whiteley (the southern edge of Botley Woods
north of Fareham) where Ringlets, Purple Hairstreak and Silver Washed Fritillary were all present in good
numbers and 5 White Admirals were seen Small, Essex and Large Skippers were seen with Marbled Whites
and Meadow Browns but surprisingly Lee did not see many Gatekeepers. Even more surprising were two
Small Heath, normally not present in July – perhaps they were the first of the summer brood that normally
appears in August? Other insects seen at Whiteley included a single Hornet, one of the prominent Longhorn
beetles (Strangalia maculata) and three dragonfly species (Beautiful Demoiselle, Southern Hawker and
Emperor)
Also in the Whiteley area it seems that Mark Litjens saw a Hummingbird Hawkmoth last Friday (July 13) and
news of it comes from Lee Marshall along with his own new moths for the past week. Last night the first
September Thorn appeared at his Gosport light (not as early as the name implies) and on Saturday he had his
first find of The Clay (already seen in Chichester in mid June) while on the night of July 8 he had both Gold
Triangle and Pale-shouldered Brocade. On Friday night (July 13) Eudonia mercurella turned up, and while
out at Whiteley on Saturday the Pyralid (grass moth) Agriphila straminella was abundant along with Six-spot
Burnet though he only ecountered one Silver Y.
Before starting my walk from Havant down the Langbrook stream this afternoon I had just been told of the
re-appearance of Speckled Wood on Portsdown and sure enough I found a couple of them under the trees
beside the stream. Near them a white butterfly was egglaying on miscellaneous plants – with the naked eye
it seemed to be a Small White but with binoculars I could see it was a Green Veined, proving the point that
some summer brood females almost totally lack the prominent veins on the underside of the rear wing. All
along the stream, wherever the sun shone on the brambles now in flower, there was an abundance of
Gatekeepers, and good numbers of them were still present out on the sea wall. On the brambles many bees
and other insects were enjoying the nectar, and I was buzzed by one particularly large and formidable insect
which landed to show the broad black bands across the yellow abdomen of Volucella zonaria (our larget
British hoverfly?). Other butterflies seen here were Small Skippers and three Commas, while in my garden
Red Admiral, Comma, Gatekeeper and I think Large White were seen.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SAT 21 JUL
I have not heard any reports of Hares on Thorney Island recently and was beginning to fear they had abandoned
this site as they have the other coastal locations where they used to be seen so it is good to hear from Brian
Fellows that the heads of two Hares could be seen this evening above the grass of Thornham Marshes at the
east end of the Great Deeps.
Hundreds of tiny frogs are now leaving Tony Gutteridge’s garden pond here in Havant – he saw one of the first to
do so get no further than two hops from the water before it was swallowed by the local Blackbird, but as in the
first World War, sheer weight of numbers means that some get through to safety. The Blackbird’s appetite
was soon satisified (and maybe it did not like the taste) but I remember in one hot summer hearing how the
froglets were literally frying as they tried to cross the concrete surround to the pond until their plight was
noticed and a garden hose was played on the concrete.
MON 16 JUL
There has for many years been a population of Sika Deer in the New Forest and I believe they stick to the

woodland near the railway between Beaulieu Road and Brockenhurst so I was not surprised to hear that
Russell Wynn had come across two of them when he was in Frame Wood to the north of Beaulieu Heath on
Saturday. With most deer populations expanding I wonder if anyone knows more about the status of this
species? This sighting reminded me that when I was walking north from Havant to Rowlands Castle
alongside the railway line last Friday I noticed the backside of a single Fallow Deer visible in the centre of a
large field of barley along the north west edge of Southleigh Forest. Next time I looked there was no sign of
anything other than acres of waving barley but I suspect that a large number of deer were resting on the
ground, hidden by the crop.
BIRDS:

WEEK 28 JULY 9 - 15

SUN 15 JUL
A good half-dozen Swifts and the same number of House Martins were hawking for insects over my house for
much of the day but I had left home on my cycle when a Hobby probably passed over the house heading
westward, passing over me in the Bedhampton area heading high into the setting sun. At Broadmarsh my
count of Swans came to exactly 100, including the parents but not the young of the family with four cygnets
(Trevor Carpenter was here earlier in the day and could only see 75 but these large birds are notoriously
proficient at making themselves invisible). At the slipway I met the RSPB warden Chris Cockburn coming in
from the islands and amongst other things he told me that there is once more an Egret night roost on Horsea
Island in Portsmouth Harbour (though he has only seen small numbers flying into it by watching from the east
shore of Tipner Lake he hopes to get permission to make fortnightly counts on the island starting in the near
future). Even more interestingly he told me that there has been a roost of around 15 Egrets in the ‘Bushes’
area of Farlington Marshes (currently people are excluded from the Bushes while cattle are grazing there) – in
conversation I assumed he was referring to a day roost as I know that sort of number of Egrets are usually
present around the Marshes currently, but on reflection I think he may have meant a new night roost.
Mike Wall has been on holiday on the Isle of Wight and sometime recently heard two Grasshopper Warblers in
Parkhurst Forest as well as seeing Turtle Doves and Corn Buntings on the downs plus a superb view of male
Peregrine at St Catherine’s Point with two Arctic Skuas, a few Manx Shearwater and 25+ Gannets over the
sea. His most interesting news however is from a visit to the Flamingo Park at Ryde where he saw 300+
Barnacle Geese, some with young and apparently all free to come and go – both Mike and I would welcome
more info about these birds and their movements. This news probably explains where the Baffins Pond birds
disappear to ...
The continuing build up of waders has brought a Wood Sandpiper to Pulborough Brooks (seen July 13), and has
increased the Sidlesham Ferry Black-tailed Godwit flock to 78 (yesterday there were 4 Common and 1 Green
Sandpiper there with 2 Spotted Redshank, 2 Little Ringed Plover and a Ruff), and also yesterday there were
9 Green Sandpiper (and 6 Yellow Legged Gull) at the Lower Test. Paul Winter saw the Lower Test birds and
at Keyhaven yesterday he says he just missed seeing a Pectoral Sandpiper (no further info on that).
SAT 14 JUL
Four Common Sandpiper were at the Hayling Oysterbeds this afternoon and the number of Little Terns seemed
to be down to around a dozen, two or three of those pairs having two fully fledged young that looked capable
of flight. One bird which flew over was probably a juvenile Med Gull but I only had its rear view to go by as it
headed for Langstone Bridge. There were at least five Egrets in the Oysterbeds area and a dozen or so
Oystercatchers in Stoke Bay with very little else other than Black Headed Gulls but as I headed home past
Langstone Pond I found two Egrets (and two Herons) back in their day roost in trees at Wade Court (on past
experience there may soon be a fifty or more of them here during the autumn). While at the Oysterbeds I
found that there had been a substantial landslip along most of the east edge of the lagoon below the earth
mound – the newly made path along that edge now has nothing between it and the fall into the water, and at
the south east corner which you arrive at as you come along the shore of Stoke Bay from the carpark you find
a gentle slope down to the water’s edge (and one man was using it to give his dog a swim in the lagoon).
THU 12 JUL
Two rarities in today’s news are a Semi-Palmated Sandpiper at Rye Harbour and a possible Red Footed Falcon
seen over the West High Down of the Isle of Wight for which the description given sounds pretty convincing
(Silver Grey above, prominent Red Legs). The sandpiper was less easy to identify and had apparently been
around since Monday (July 9) before it was confidently named yesterday. Other good birds at Rye recently
have included two Roseate Tern, an Avocet and up to 14 Green Sandpiper. The Roseate Tern report
provokes my curiosity when I look back over other recent reports of these birds along the south coast. On
June 13 one flew past Selsey Bill, on June 18 one was at Titchfield Haven, then on June 26 there was one at
Rye. In July we had three in Pagham Harbour on July 3, then 2 off East Head in Chichester Harbour on July
6 before the two currently at Rye Harbour. I know that in some years we get a small party of Roseate Tern
staying at Titchfield Haven for a period of weeks, but I also know that Arctic Terns think nothing of flying from

the north to the south poles and back with distance no object. So the question in my mind is whether all these
recent sightings are of one group of perhaps three birds moving backwards and forwards along the coast, or
whether we actually have up to ten of them scattered along the coast, each group sticking to its own area but
remaining elusive. Another, and perhaps more likely, possibility is that the birds now at Rye are the start of a
third wave of movements going west along the channel coast.
Looking east into Chichester Harbour from Black Point on Hayling at low tide you see a long ridge of shingle on
the far side of the main channel, and this is always worth a scan to see what birds are on it. Today you would
have been rewarded with a good view of an Osprey, and would also have seen more than 20 Little Terns,
including several juveniles, fishing close to Black Point (they must have come either from theLangstone
Harbour islands or Pagham Habour, as none as far as I know nest in Chichester Harbour). This news comes
from Barry Collins, viewing from the south of Thorney Island, and also in this area Barry saw two Common
Seals. The Osprey was roosting on the shingle bar for an hour at midday, then flew north into the harbour as
the tide covered the shingle bar, so it may have been the one that has been around the north end of the
Thorney Channel for some time but could equally well have been a newcomer.
Russell Wynn was at Keyhaven today and saw a second summer Yellow Legged Gull and a Ruff. Thirteen
Egrets and sixteen Black-tailed Godwits were present (numbers of both species currently rising), and a Little
Ringed Plover had two juveniles with it. Simon Boswell was also at Keyhaven and saw a Wood Sandpiper on
a small lake by the Efford Tip (north of Keyhaven beside the Avon Water stream?). Simon also saw a Water
Rail with 6 juveniles and saw four juvenile Little Tern fishing as two pairs. Yesterday Russell was on Hurst
beach and saw 38 Manx Shearwater, 25+ Gannets and a pale phase Arctic Skua.
Over in Sussex today Lawrence Holloway noted a substantial flock of Dunlin at the Sidlesham Ferry Pool but
could not see a flock of 60 Black-tailed Godwit that were an impressive sight there yesterday. A single
Greenshank is still around. Late news from Tony Gutteridge shows that our Havant/Emsworth shore is not
exempt from the early southward movement of Sand Martins – he saw at least four off Conigar Point at
Warblington on July 6, reminding me that it will not be long before an evening walk past the Little Deeps on
Thorney will discover great flocks of migrant hirundines going to roost in the reed-beds there.
WED 11 JUL
I doubt many birders were out at coastal sites in today’s summer gales but Derek Hale did visit Newtown Harbour
nature reserve on the sheltered northen shore of the Isle of Wight where he saw both Peregrine and
Kingfisher. The bird which caught my eye in his list was Rock Pipit which, although some have no doubt been
breeding at Hurst Castle less than 10 km to the west, would not perhaps be expected here in the summer
months, and I wonder if this is a sign that they are already starting to disperse along the coast from breeding
areas?
TUE 10 JUL
I wonder if there is someone out there who knows the secret of where the Barnacle Geese that seem to be based
at Baffins Pond go to when they are not at Baffins? We know that each year they move en masse from Baffins
to Titchfield Haven (in company with a single Snow Goose and an odd hybrid Bar-Head Goose) in the autumn
(end of September) and return to Baffins in the Spring (early February), but it is the erratic disappearance of
sub-groups of this flock that is puzzling. Last year there were 12 Barnacles at Baffins up to Aug 22, then one
disappeared leaving 11 at Baffins until Sept 26, shortly after which date they all flew to Titchfield. On Feb 6
this year just 10 returned to Baffins but on Apr 2 they were down to 9 and for most of April there were only 8,
then there were only 4 or 5 (with 7 on a couple of days) through May and June. Now today all 11 have
re-appeared with the Snow Goose and hybrid Bar-Head, but where have they been in the meanwhile???
15 Dunlin in Pagham Harbour and another three in the Ferry Pool mark another small step in the autumn build up
of waders along our shores. The two Black-tailed Godwit at the Ferry on July 1 have been joined by another
36, and the one Spotted Redshank has become two (with the newcomer in full summer dress). A smart white
male Ruff and 35 Redshank have also arrived, and it will probably not be long before the first Little Stint arrive
here. These numbers come from Lawrence Holloway who also enjoyed the calls and sight of a Greenshank
in the main harbour where a lone adult Shelduck was guarding a creche of 20 ducklings (Lawrence does not
mention any at the Ferry Pool but I guess they are still there). Overhead some of the Swifts had distended
throat pouches showing that they were collecting food for young still in nests, but there was no sign of Swift
activity along one road in the Bognor area where the houses normally have several Swift nests so maybe
some young have already left their nests (or maybe the parents were all out gathering food at that time)
While thinking of young flying their nests John Shillitoe tells me (in connection with my remark last Sunday (July
8) that I thought many of the young Little Terns had already left their nests at the Hayling Oysterbeds) that he
was there on that Sunday morning and saw many adults and several juveniles on the nest island, either
making first attempts at flight or being brought food by their parents. I did not have a scope and made only a
brief visit, but with the tide high and allowing the adults to fish close to the nests I still think that (with around 80
nests and presumably 160 adults based here, plus any juveniles) I would have seen more than 40 birds if
none of the families had started to disperse. Although I was not certain I also had the impression that some of

the birds fishing in the lagoon had brownish backs and were young already able to fend for themselves.
Whatever the situation on that day I look forward to hearing official news of their breeding success.
Still on the subject of breeding success it seems that some woodland birds have done well. I have heard several
non-birders telling of Nuthatch families visiting their gardens, and also casual remarks from birders on the
number of Nuthatch they have encountered recently, and this good news continues with a note from Mike
Bramwell who was in the New Forest (Shatterford/Denny Wood) on Sunday and came across a total of 11
Treecreepers in four (presumably family) groups, as well as a good number of Nuthatch. Another note on
Hoslist from Russell Wynn records the breeding of Herring Gulls in Southampton where he knows of ten pairs
raising 18 young in nests around the Town Quay area, and he estimates at least another ten pairs have
nested in Southampton High Street. Thanks to Colin Bates we also know of a large inland colony at Eastleigh
(Chickenhall Lane) but I am sure there are other colonies on buildings in Portsmouth and other places for
which we have no information, and in my opinion the early publication of any data (even if incomplete or just
anecdotal) would encourage more birders to be on the lookout for these colonies and to contribute to formal
surveys (such as the national survey of gulls breeding on buildings that was I think conducted last year).
MON 09 JUL
Arriving at Broadmarsh slipway this afternoon with the tide high the first bird I saw on the water was an adult
Common Gull, my first of the autumn, and flying down the Hermitage Stream by the gravel quay was my first
autumn Common Sandpiper. Over on the Budds Farm outfall a couple of near adult Great Blackback and two
Lessers were among the crowd of immature Herring Gulls, and spread out on the water were 97 Swans, with
the four young cygnets in the crowd around the slipway. On the Budds Farm pools the Mute Swan pair had
only one cygnet left but the Shelducks still had their three youngsters and there was a surprise today in the
form of a second Shelduck family with six tiny ducklings that must have hatched within the last few days. Two
Teal were autumn arrivals and one of two Little Grebe pairs had very young offspring. The main bulk of the
birds were made up from around 60 Mallard and 20 to 30 Tufted Duck, and while I was watching some
predator must have arrived at the edge of the pool as all the duck simmultaneously left the edges of the pool
to gather in a nervous raft out in the centre of the water. Cycling to and from Southmoor Lane I heard strong
Goldcrest song from conifers at the west entrance to the Xyratex site (from where John Shillitoe reports that
the two families of Mallard ducklings marooned around the ornamental pool in an internal quadrangle have
not come to blows, though the two mother birds are wary of each other)..
A report on the Sussex website of a Red Kite flying north from Beachy Head caught my attention more for the
place names quoted than for any bird interest – it was seen over Crapham and Pea Downs which I see are
real places on either side of the A259 coast road between Eastbourne and East Dean. They sound very
appropriate places for a carrion eater to search for food, and this train of thought make me wonder if the
travellers have recently parked there (we have a party currently in a field alongside the same A259 here
between Havant and Emsworth). Another interesting bird seen yesterday was a Yellow-Legged Gull by the
River Adur where it flows past Shoreham airport (numbers of these southern gulls can be expected along the
south coast from now on but I have yet to hear reports of significant flocks), and much nearer home the
Osprey that is temporarily resident in the north east of Thorney Island was seen by Barry Collins to catch a
fish, take it to its regular perch on the old airfield landing lights near Thorney Deeps, and successfully defend
its meal from a thuggish Great Blackback mugger.
In my notes for last Saturday I recorded Paul Winter’s sighting of three Water Rails at Keyhaven, and did wonder
when I wrote of it whether he had seen a family party. Today Nick Montegriffo probably saw the same birds
and describes them as an adult with two juveniles – I wonder how many other birders have been lucky enough
to see a family of Water Rails on a casual visit to a site? While there Nick also saw young with a Little Ringed
Plover (as well as Ruff and Common Sandpiper), and yesterday at Farlington Marshes he found the count of
Black-tailed Godwit was up to 122 (Common Sandpiper also seen there).
And finally for today I have to thank Colin Law for confirming the possibility that the dog walker at Eastney
(Southsea) who told Brian Fellows (see entry for July 3) that the local Kestrels had been catching insects in
their talons was probably right. Colin once saw a Kestrel feeding exactly like Hobby on a day when the sky
was full of Crane Flies, but was able to be certain that the bird was a Kestrel.
PLANTS:
SUN 15 JUL
The first two flowers of Golden Samphire were fully open this evening at Broadmarsh though it may be some
time before this seaside rarity (not rare hereabouts, but nationally scarce) is in general bloom. A couple of
other plants which I have already seen in flower may be worth a mention, especially the Vervain which once
dominated the meadow along the north side of Bedhampton Mill Pool when that field was grazed, but was
seen this evening reduced to a couple of swathes now the field is filled with docks and thistles. Also seen
tonight in full flower outside the gate into the Ranelagh Road allotments at Bedhampton was Creeping Yellow
Cress, and a plant seen in flower for the first time last Friday evening (July 13) but not recorded then was

Stone Parsley (none of the hundreds of plants seen since then have had open flowers).
SAT 14 JUL
Having missed my normal Tuesday trip down the Hayling Coast Path this week through rain I went in this
afternoon’s sunshine expecting to find the newly discovered Saw-wort in flower but it was still only in bud. On
the shore just north of it I found masses of Lesser Sea Spurrey in flower (this must have been out for some
time) and at the north end of the track I found Spiny Restharrow to add to the normal plants in that area. The
only two firsts were Pepper Saxifrage and Hoary Ragwort – the first with its umbels fully open where the track
passes Stoke Bay and the latter only partially open (just a crown of ray florets sticking up from some flowers)
along the south side of ‘Texaco Bay’.
FRI 13 JUL
A walk north from Havant to Rowlands Castle and back via Stansted and Southleigh Forests this afternoon gave
me a list of 130 species in flower, of which the most significant were probably the first Black Nightshade and
Marsh Cudweed (which will soon be on everyone’s list) but the two firsts with which I was most pleased were
a single plant of Treacle Mustard (in a field at Stubbermere where I have found it in at least one previous
year) and my first encounter with the elegant Slender St John’s Wort in Southleigh Forest. Another first, in
Stansted Forest, was Heath Groundsel. I also saw my first Burnet Saxifrage, Wall Lettuce and Enchanter’s
Nightshade (which have been seen earlier by others), and I was reminded that I did not record my first
sighting of Mugwort in flower when I saw it about a week ago – I had intended to point out that after what
seems like weeks of looking at the long silky white racemes of flower buds the actual flowering is a
disappointment since the florets are red-brown and the plant seems over-night to turn from white buds to
‘dead’ flowers as their brown colour shows. One other plant seen today may be worth a mention – this is Field
Penny-cress which has long since ceased to flower but whose seeds, now to be seen on many plants at
Stubbermere, are more eye-catching and decorative than the flowers were.
Brian Fellows has sent me a couple of corrections to his news of plants at Emsworth’s Brook Meadow which I put
out on July 10, the main one being that I was wrong in assuming that the Angelica was in flower – it, like the
Pepper Saxifrage, was still only showing its distinctive leaves. The other main point was that the Glyceria
(Sweet-grass) species found there was not G. maxima but was probably the one which I know to be present in
that area but which causes confusion through a change to its scientific name – using Francis Rose’s superb
book on Grasses and Sedges I still call it G. plicata but I see that Stace now calls it G. notata, and to
complicate things still more Pete Selby could not be sure if the specimens he saw were of this species or of G.
declinata. An addition to Brian’s list comes from Pete Selby, who was interested in a Poplar tree in the
Palmers Road Copse and decided it was Western Balsam Poplar (Populus trichocarpa) which I gather is
commonly planted in ones or twos (not often as a plantation) and which in May gives off a strong smell of
Balsam as its buds expand. Alan Mitchell says this strong fragrance can be detected up to 100 metres from
the tree and also tells us that this species is the fastest growing tree to be found in Britain, achieving a height
of 30 metres in 15 years and having shoots which grow 2 metres in a year.
THU 12 JUL
Yesterday Gwynne and Nigel Johnson were on Oxenbourne Down, alongside Butser Hill, and found the first
Ploughman’s Spikenard in flower together with 81 Frog Orchids. They were searching for Musk Orchids but
did not find any here, though Nigel told me that they had recently seen just one not much more than a mile to
the east, on the grassy lip to a chalk pit high above Buriton
TUE 10 JUL
The Havant Wildlife Group spent their Monday evening in Brook Meadow at Emsworth rather than in the
class-room where they normally meet, and were joined by Pete Selby (BSBI recorder for South Hampshire) to
give an expert opinion on their finds. Best of these was Carex spicata (Spiked Sedge) which had probably
been previously overlooked as a small specimen of False Fox Sedge though Spiked Sedge has stouter, less
sharply angled, stems, broader leaves that are pinched in where they join the stem, and bracts that are bristle
like throughout (those on False Fox Sedge are broad and leafy where they join the stem below the panicle). I
see that Francis Rose gives Spiked Sedge as a plant found mostly on heavy, damp soils which fits the habitat
at Brook Meadow. Another plant of damp soils that should present no identification problem is Angelica, and
the first specimen of this to be seen in flower was found on this outing as was Meadow Barley and Reed
Sweet-grass (Glyceria maxima) which I intend to have a look at since most of the Glyceria I have found in
ditches and streams around this area has seemed to be Glyceria plicata. This year, however, I was surprised
to find a waist-high jungle of Glyceria growing on the eastern meadow of Warblington Farm (where I have
never noticed it in previous years) and that may well have been the large species which typically (as I
understand it) gows erect to 2 metres high in dense stands.
......The Hants Flora tells us that the rare Blue Water Speedwell has been recorded in several streams in
Bedhampton, Langstone, Warblington and Emsworth, but whenever I look at specimens they all seem to be
the hybrid with Pink Water Speedwell (I still have great difficulty in undertanding how an infertile hybrid can
flourish and take over the habitat without either of its fertile parents being discoverable!). Brian Fellows had

similar hopes that plants at Brook Meadow could be of the true Blue species, but Peter Selby discounted this
for the plants he saw there last night. The best source of tips on identifying these species and their hybrid are
to be found in the invaluable BSBI Plant Crib (published in 1998), which starts by eliminating Marsh Water
Speedwell (Veronica scutellata) by pointing out that the flower racemes on that plant arise from the axil of only
one of each pair of leaves and goes on to give a detailed table of differences between the Blue, Pink and
hybrid Water Speedwell. The two significant points that I take from this table concern the number of flowers
per raceme and their ability to set seed. Blue Water Speedwell normally has 25 flowers per raceme (ranging
from 15 to a maximum of 40), while the hybrid normally has 60 (with a range of 30 to 90) and Pink Water
Speedwell has an average of only 20 flowers (10 to 30). When the flowers are over Blue Water Speedwell
has many round seed capsules each just over 3mm in diameter while the hybrid has no fully formed capsules
though it may have some partially formed. Flower colour is not helpful except in picking out the Pink species
on which the flowers are larger (around 5mm wide where the Blue and hybrid are at most 3.5mm wide) and
are pink to white where the others are various shades of blue and can be pinkish.
INSECTS:

SUN 15 JUL
The first Chalkhill Blue of the summer was found on Portsdown by Theo Roberts late this afternoon and on
Thorney Island Trevor Carpenter saw a Clouded Yellow that just could be the precursor of a migrant influx.
Further east in Sussex White Letter Hairstreaks were said to be showing well in the Benfield Valley north of
Hove and over on the Isle of White Mike Wall saw both Green Hairstreak and Adonis Blue on the downs
during a holiday which has just ended. It is getting late for Green Hairstreak but they are not alone in running
late this year, Large Skippers are also still numerous at a timewhen they should be disappearing from the
scene – this week Theo Roberts had a record count of 27 of them on his Portsdown Hill transect.
Theo Roberts had an unexpected and unusual moth at his moth light in Cosham this week – a Four Spotted
Footman (much less common than the similarly named Four Dotted Footman). It may have been a migrant
but there is a small resident population in Hampshire if I understood Theo correctly. One of the commonest
moths coming to his light over the past three weeks has been the Elephant Hawkmoth – over that period has
has recorded 54 of them, sometimes 15 in a night. Strangely he has not had a single Small Elephant so far
although both species have been out for the same length of time.
Several people have commented on there being lots of Summer Chafers this year and yesterday evening Ian
Thirlwell saw a flock of Black Headed Gulls around the tops of Poplar trees near his house in Milton
(Southsea) and was able to see that they were catching and eating these insects.
After a chilly night butterflies seemed reluctant to show this morning and the only one of interest seen by me was
a lone Holly Blue in Havant – in my own garden where I have had four speices on the Buddleia this week the
best I could do was a couple of whites.
SAT 14 JUL
Blackberry bushes around the steps up from the Hayling Coastal Path to the north entrance to the Oysterbeds
were today swarming with Gatekeepers – probably not more than 20 but giving a strange feeling of the
abundance we remember from past years. On the path leading past the lagoon a single Small Tortoiseshell
was good news, and along the main track passing Stoke Common a single Marbled White was a pleasant
surprise. Further south I passed two Commas and many Meadow Browns but the only other butterfly species
here today was Small Skipper.
FRI 13 JUL
The first (for my garden) summer brood Holly Blue (a female) was in my garden at lunch time today along with
Red Admiral, Comma and Large White. Walking north through Leigh Park I saw two more Holly Blues, and in
the flower rich grass of The Sling (the relatively small flat are at the extreme south west tip of Stansted Forest
close to the railway viaduct in Rowlands Castle) were at least 30 Marbled White with Meadow Browns and
Gatekeepers, Small and Large Skippers and at least one Ringlet. A field of flowering Rape south of the
Stansted Avenue had at least 20 Small White in it.
THU 12 JUL
Andrew Brookes and Theo Roberts were out in various woods of the Forest of Bere area around Denmead
yesterday and saw what could only be listed as a ‘possible’ Purple Emperor. Silver Washed Fritillary and
White Admiral were in fair numbers and both Ringlet and Comma were numerous. Probably their best find
was a fresh summer brood Peacock (judging by their good numbers in the spring these should soon be a
common sight everywhere despite the few finds of their caterpillars). Here in Emsworth Brian Fellows today
found singles of Holly Blue and Small Tortoiseshell, plus two Commas, among 9 or 10 species (ten if both
Large and Small Skippers were present) seen at Brook Meadow.
Recent moth sightings at Rye Harbour reported by Paul Troake on the SOS website today include Scotia
adelphella (that would be only the third record for East Sussex), Rosy Marbled, Striped Wainscot and Maple
Prominent. I have not included these in my record of local sightings in the Gosport-Chichester area.

WED 11 JUL
Despite strong winds today there was plenty of sunshine and I was delighted to see the very first two butterflies
for this year nectaring on my Buddleia – the first was a Comma (maybe one of the orange Hutchinsoni variety
that are common in the summer brood), the other was a Red Admiral. Also in the garden was one
Gatekeeper (where in previous summers we have had a dozen or more) and one probable Small White flying
through.
TUE 10 JUL
More than 40 Dark Green Fritillary, the first of the year, were darting over the downland at Cissbury Ring (north of
Worthing) when Clive Hope was there last Sunday (July 8) and Clive also saw what must have been the first
of this summer’s brood of Wall Brown. These were among a list of 12 butterfly species (previous highest
score this year has only been 11 species) including a single Small Copper (probably another summer first),
Essex as well as Small and Large Skippers and a dozen fresh Red Admirals which are now becoming
numerous everywhere. Yesterday at Pagham Harbour Lawrence Holloway also encountered many fresh
Red Admirals and Gatekeepers, two Small Tortoiseshells and two Small Whites (I seem to have been seeing
these since late June and think the summer brood is early). Cinnabar caterpillars were also to be seen at
Pagham. Clive Hope suggests that Dark Green Fritillary was the most likely identity of the mystery butterflies
seen in large numbers on July 5 on the Downs above the River Adur (see yesterday’s entries) and I would
second that.
Ben Hoare was at Bentley Wood (on the Hants/Wilts border near Salisbury) on Sunday (July 8) and saw two
Purple Emperor come down to the ground in the carpark, which I believe is not unusual for this site (does
someone put out fresh steaming dung for them?). Purple Hairstreak, Ringlet and Silver Washed Fritillary
were all seen by Ben but strangely the only White Admiral he found was in a nearby meadow. Going on to
check out Stockbridge Down there were plenty of Marbled White but not a blue of any species, and Ben
wonders what effect Foot and Mouth disease will have had on grassland butterflies though the unusual
grazing pattern this year (some meadows grazed down to bare ground and others not touched as a result of
restrictions on moving cattle).
One of the moths which Sarah Patton found in good numbers on south Hayling yesterday, Synaphe punctalis,
turned up at her moth light in Chichester last night, and with it were two new species for the year list, The
Fan-foot and Ruddy Carpet
MON 09 JUL
Hollybank Woods on the northern edge of Emsworth have acquired a new local conservation group this year and
I am very pleased to see that Jane Brook and other members of the group are taking a real interest in the
wildlife of the woods. Last Saturday they found both Silver Washed Fritillary and White Admiral there (three of
each), along with Commas, Ringlets, Red Admirals, Marbled Whites, Gatekeepers and at least two other
species. They were also the first this year, to my knowledge, to discover Cinnabar caterpillars on Ragwort
(these caterpillars were seen today by Brian Fellows at Brook Meadow by the River Ems). One butterfly
enthusiast who used to live alongside the woods in the 1970s then saw Purple Emperor there, and I hope it
will be re-discovered at this site.
The two Purple Emperors which I have heard of this year have both been on the very edge of Hampshire. On
July 4 I reported one being seen on July 2 at Bentley Wood near Salisbury, and that may well have stayed on
the Wiltshire side of the border, and today I see on the Hampshire Butterfly Conservation website that a
second was seen yesterday when it flew into a house that may well have been just in Surrey (it was at
Dockenfield, a village near Frensham on the east side of Alice Holt Forest which lies to the east of Alton). If
one is seen in the Hollybank area near Emsworth I bet it will be on the Sussex side of the border which runs
through that woodland! An interesting sighting that was definitely in Sussex was of a White Letter Hairstreak
seen yesterday outside the Southgate carpark in Chichester by David MacDonald.
That sighting in Chichester was reported on the Sussex Ornithological Soc website which also carried a
frustrating report from a person who is not a butterfly enthusiast but can recognize some species. He says
that on July 5 he was walking on the Downs just north of the A27 west of Brighton and east of the River Adur
and saw more than 75 butterflies which he thought were Small Tortoiseshells (but which might, he thought,
have been Painted Ladies). As he only saw 30 Meadow Brown, 25 Marbled White, 20 Small Skippers and 12
Red Admirals these unidentified insects were the most numerous species encountered, but since no one else
has seen more than two or three of either Tortoiseshell or Painted Lady anywhere so far this year I find it
difficult to think these were either of those species. Could they have been fresh, bright Gatekeepers? Does
anyone have a good answer to this intriguing question?
Both Small Tortoiseshell (two of them) and Painted Lady (just one) were seen by Barry Collins on Thorney Island
yesterday, and one of each was seen today in Emsworth by Brian Fellows but the most interesting insect
news of the weekend comes from John Goodspeed’s weekly nature notes poster in which he says ... At
Saturday’s family event the highlight the children found was probably a Great Green Bush Cricket ... John
may well be referring to some event organised by the Friends of Portsdown Hill but the big event on the hill on

Saturday was a church fete at the vicarage which happens to be on the hill top and I have visions of some
larger than human lifeform entertaining the crowds rather than the elusive, King Prawn sized, insect that is
now at large but almost invisible in the green vegetation until it is disturbed and makes one of its precarious
flights (really a whirring drift down like a flying squirrel or an entrant at the Bognor Birdman Rally).
The mystery moths mentioned in my headline were certainly not in need of further identification as they were
properly named by Sarah Patton, but it is those names that are a mystery to me - Cynaeda dentalis, Synaphe
punctalis, Pyrausta cespitalis, Donacaula forficella and Calamotropha paludella were all on Sarah’s new for
the year list, but with only Chinery to guide me through the world of micro-moths I can only guess what these
insects might look like. I can however tell Sarah that Cynaeda dentalis, which much impressed her when she
saw it on Hayling today, had already been seen on July 1 by Lee Marshall, but he would be the first to admit
that there was an element of cheating in his first sighting as it was in his own home when the moth, which he
had bred from a caterpillar collected from Vipers Bugloss at Gunner Point on Hayling, emerged from its
chrysalis. At least there was one newcomer to the list that I could recognise and look up in my (Margaret
Brooks) moth book – Dingy Footman.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SUN 15 JUL
Foxes and their cubs are not rarities in either town or country but they are always a delight to see if they are not
after your chickens, and the conservation work party at Emsworth’s Brook Meadow this morning was cheered
to hear a passing dog-walker tell them that he had recently seen a Vixen with three cubs on the meadow (
their presence would worry me more than the splashings of dogs in the river as far as the safety of the water
voles is concerned).
THU 12 JUL
Despite a lot of publicity recently by marine conservation enthusiasts encouraging the public to report sightings
of sea creatures we have had fewer than usual reports of Seals in Chichester Harbour this year so it is good
to hear from Barry Collins that there were two Common Seals in the harbour mouth area today.
BIRDS:

WEEK 27 JULY 2 - 8

SUN 08 JUL
At the Hayling Oysterbeds at high tide today the only item of note was that the number of Little Terns seemed
much less than on recent visits – 40 birds was the maximum I could detect, and I saw no juveniles at nests nor
parents bringing food, so I guess that the majority of juveniles have now flown and are elsewhere in the
harbour.
SAT 07 JUL
Barry Collins tells us that an Osprey can still be seen on the east side of Thorney and at high tide it roosts on the
landing lights on the east side of Thorney Deeps. Elsewhere on Thorney Barry has seen up to 35
Greenshank, a summer plumage Spotted Redshank and an estimated 400 Redshank. I wish anyone luck if
they are intending to walk down the west shore as when I was at the Great Deeps yesterday one person
intending to go through the gate was unable to make the intercom work, and when he used his mobile phone
to ring the number given on the notice at the gate he was told that a patrol would come out to let him through
but I did not wait to see if they did. Further east in Chichester Harbour Brian Fellows today confirmed that the
Swan pair at Bosham have five cygnets this year and at Fishbourne he found 115 adult Swans including the
local pair which have six cygnets.
Looking for flowers on Portsdown above the Paulsgrove chalk pit this afternoon the expected Kestrel was seen
by myself but no Stonechats were heard or seen. Linnet and Yellowhammer were singing and both Common
and Lesser Whitethroat seemed to have young – the former giving their churring notes from a clump of
Hawthorn and bramble in which I could not see them, the latter showing well after I had puzzled for sometime
as to the source of the Blackcap like ‘tak tak’ alarm call which I last heard from a bird carrying food to its nest
– this one had nothing in its bill but I guess it thought I was a danger to its family.
FRI 06 JUL
A brief visit to the west end of the Thorney Great Deeps this afternoon was made worthwhile by the purring of a
resident Turtle Dove and the presence of a Greenshank at the water’s edge. At the Little Deeps I saw one of
the Swans at the far end of the water with just two cygnets, while the other adult was on the nest site island at
the near end of the water – maybe the third cygnet was with it but I suspect that they are down to two
survivors. Later, at Aldsworth Pond (which still has plenty of water overspilling from it), I could see the two
adult Swans which I believe nested there but could not see any offspring.
......Since writing the above I see from the SOS news that Barry Collins has reported the start of the autumn
passage of Greenshank through Thorney, and this co-incides with Trevor Carpenter’s sighting of 10

Greenshank at Farlington Marshes yesterday. Barry has also reported the presence of Roseate Tern in
Chichester Harbour, and I think that a report of two of them off East Head yesterday probably comes from a
different observer but may well have been the same two birds.
THU 05 JUL
Trevor Carpenter visited Farlington Marshes today to find two male Ruffs still wearing breeding collars of
contrasting colours. The lake was still full of summer plumage Black-tailed Godwit – Trevor counted 106
which is probably the same number that I saw last Monday though I was too lazy to count them! – but 10
Greenshank and 4 Dunlin were I think new arrivals. Lots of Sand Martin were in the air, and they were
probably on their way south though the many Swifts with them will hopefully stay with us for another two or
three weeks. Trevor also adds to the list of Turtle Dove sightings one he saw or heard in the Hook (Warsash)
area on Tuesday (July 3) and he has heard that there are two currently at Titchfield Haven where Nick
Montegriffo yesterday saw a Cuckoo – maybe a resident one there but reminding us that adult Cuckoos are
already moving silently south and leaving us. As well as seeing a couple of Bearded Tits and a Common
Sandpiper Nick also saw a Kingfisher which again may have nested somewhere in the area but also
reminding us that the many juvenile Kingfishers hatched inland will already be moving downstream to end up
at coastal sites (look for black feet and a white tip to the bill to pick out a juvenile).
Autumn bird movements are not restricted to the coast, nor are all the birds concerned heading overseas, as
Kevin Stouse reminds us with a report of Great, Blue and Coal Tits all on his garden nut-feeder together. Not
long ago tits of all species seemed to be everywhere, but in the last couple of weeks they all seem to have
vanished and I suspect that is because they have taken their families away from our gardens into the fields
and woods where they are now joining up into the large, mixed species, foraging parties that will provide us
with occasional bursts of bird-watching interest in the coming months. I have noticed the same thing with
Starlings – they are no longer a noisy, messy presence on my chimneys and I can go for several days without
seeing one, but from time to time parties of several hundred will be seen foraging in fields or at sewage
works.
The apparent absence of many garden birds is of course just a reflection of their ceasing to sing, and I see that
Brian Fellows had a surprise in Brook Meadow at Emsworth today when a Robin gave voice to song that he
has not heard anywhere for over a week.
A late afternoon walk to Budds Farm and back from Havant was marred by rain but I was able to confirm that the
Shelduck pair on the Budds Farm pools still have three young although I could not see how many cygnets
were with the Swans. Reaching the kissing gate at the end of Mill Lane I heard a lot of excited screaming
noises to the north of me, sounding very like a juvenile Kestrel, but could not see the bird to confirm it. More
noise at Langstone Pond confirmed the presence of Little Grebe there, and in the Wade Court area I heard a
Grey Wagtail (they have been keeping a low profile hereabouts recently).
WED 04 JUL
After this morning’s thunderstorms had moved away I was pleased to see a Song Thrush searching my lawn
edges for snails – I have not heard them singing near the garden recently and am glad to see they are still
around.
TUE 03 JUL
An Osprey was seen by Barry Collins today fishing off Pilsey Island near the mouth of Chichester Harbour.
Maybe that migrant will stay for some time (PS – still there on July 5) before continuing its journey south, but
at Hill Head today Trevor Carpenter saw two Sand Martins that showed no reluctance to leave us – they flew
south out to sea with no pause.
On June 30 Barry Collins made a dusk count of Egrets returning to roost on Thorney Island and found 81 there
as they start to return after the breeding season (in previous years he would have expected only around 20 of
them at this time of year) – I wonder if they will again try the Tounerbury Woods on Hayling as an overflow if
the Thorney trees get too full or are too much disturbed by joggers this summer? Another interesting count
from Barry is of 36 Med Gulls around Pilsey Island, also on June 30 (18 of them adults, but no juveniles
present) – Barry comments that their presence here is not unexpected but that numbers are higher than
expected, and he points out that the comment on the SOS website saying that there are 100 pairs of Med Gull
breeding in the Langstone/Chichester Harbour complex is news to him – so far as he knows the only breeding
colony is that of 46 to 48 nests in Langstone harbour.
Today’s good weather encouraged Graham Osborne to check out some sites around our area and I see that he
found the male Stonechat still present at the Hayling Oysterbeds where I assume Little Tern chicks are
starting to hatch. In the New Forest Graham found Redstart still singing in the Beaulieu Road area where
there are many Stonechat and Dartford Warblers and two Hobbies were hunting insects.
Brian Fellows was in Portsmouth as usual on a Tuesday and was pleased to find a new family of Swans in the
Eastney Lake – he saw the adults there last week and now assumes that the four cygnets seen with them
today were hidden from him on that occasion. At Baffins Pond he was pleased to see the missing Snow

Goose and two Barnacles have at last returned (seven Barnacles now present) but the hybrid Bar-Head
Goose remains missing (the genuine Bar-Head is present). The Swans are down to two cygnets as one was
taken away with an injured foot (bitten by a Terrapin??) and the whole Little Grebe family were nowhere to be
seen.. There are still 140 Canada Geese, 56 Mallard (with young) and 16 Tufted Duck (missing the single
duckling seen last week). While in the Eastney area Brian was told by a dog walker of two Kestrels that had
been seen catching insects in their talons and while there has for many years been a resident pair of Kestrel
on the Eastney tower I wonder if these birds were in fact Hobbies and not Kestrels? No doubt Kestrels will
take insects (I have seen them take beetles and earthworms from the ground) but I have not heard of them
catching insects in flight – any comments?
Half a dozen House Martins and up to 9 Swifts were breakfasting on insects above the trees lining the old Havant
Billy rail line at the bottom of my garden this morning and I had just come in after looking at them when I heard
the House Martins making their alarm notes, and I went back outside just in time to see a Hobby arrowing his
way west over my house – not apparently interested in the local birds.
At dusk, not in my own garden but in Gwynne Johnson’s at Soberton, two Song Thrushes sang strongly and a
flock of Rooks cawed their way back to roost, then with the onset of darkness a group of Tawny Owls made
much noise as they moved from tree to tree across the garden heading for the River Meon (perhaps for a
drink and bathe before the night’s hunting). I would assume it was a family party of owls but I say a group as
there were two distinct males hooting and making ocharina calls as well as at least one female making
‘Ke-wick’ sounds – maybe this years young males are already making adult songs but I doubt it, though I also
doubt that two adult males would happily move about together. All I know for certain is that one of the owls
glided with motionless wings about fifty feet above my head, silhouetted against the still light western sky.
MON 02 JUL
At Pagham Harbour this morning Lawrence Holloway encountered the first of this year’s juvenile Med Gulls that
I have heard of, reminding me of my concern a couple of years ago when I saw what I took to be a juvenile
Black Headed Gull that had already been oiled so early in its life – the young Med Gulls have very dark upper
plumage with none of the ginger colour that picks out the Black Headed juveniles but they should have a
much more noticeable ‘scalloped’ effect on their closed wings. I wonder where this youngster had come
from? At the Ferry Pool, along with the regular Shelduck and a party of ten Teal, there were nearly 50
Lapwing and 13 Black-tailed Godwit with the same number of Redshank, and out in the harbour there were
around 100 Curlew.
A morning high tide and lots of sunshine encouraged me to walk from Broadmarsh around Farlington Marshes
today, and this proved a good decision in terms of birds, butterflies and flowers to be seen there. Arriving at
Broadmarsh I first checked the number of Swans while the tide was high and was surprised to find only 64
despite walking up the Hermitage stream to the A27, but when I returned three hours later I found 91 present
(where do the go to?). In addition to both counts there was a pair on the slipway with four cygnets – did these
come down from Bedhampton Mill Pool? The big surprise at the Farlington lake was to find just on 100
Black-tailed Godwit in summer plumage whickering away to each other. Three Teal and one Shoveler were
also on the lake, and on the north shore of it were 20 Shelduck (all seemingly adults with orange breast
bands) with some 50 Lapwing and a similar number of Oystercatcher. One adult Lesser Blackback was with
the Black-headed Gulls in the lake and several juvenile Black-headed were seen at various points on my
walk. At the Deeps an adult Med Gull was showing well with 30 Canada Geese, 8 Tufted Duck and 8 Heron
which had two Egrets among them to add to a total of 11 roosting on Little Binness and 5 at other points.
Meadow Pipits and Skylark were singing well and I heard one Linnet in full song as well as two very noisy
Sedge Warblers. At Broadmarsh one Song Thrush sang strongly but this morning’s dawn chorus heard at
home was a solo Blackbird perforance.
The Farlington notice board reported 2 Black Necked Grebe in the harbour, one Avocet, a couple of Snipe and
20+ Beared Tit as well as 20 Teal and singles of Little Gull (first summer), Spotted Redshank and Green
Sandpiper all seen recently.
PLANTS:

SUN 08 JUL
A new flowering at Emsworth’s Brook Meadow seen by Brian Fellows today was Amphibious Bistort, and on
Hayling I saw White Melilot out at the Oysterbeds and Wood Small Reed at North Common where the Goats
Rue is at its peak. Rest Harrow has been out for some time but it was not until today at North Common that I
have come across the less common Spiny Restharrow.
SAT 07 JUL
Following news from John Goodspeed that Bastard Toadflax and Round Headed Rampion were out on
Portsdown I stopped off on the way back from Fareham this afternoon and not only found these but also
added several more personal ‘firsts’ for the year with Squinancywort (I have never seen so much of it), Betony
(also mentioned by John), Wild Basil and Wood Sage. A couple of Dwarf (Stemless) Thistles had large flower

buds starting to open and showing their purple colour, and Carline Thistles were well grown but still an overall
green colour.
After writing this I heard from Gwynne Johnson of the Havant Wildlife Group’s visit to Noar Hill this morning –
there they found both Dwarf and Carline Thistles properly in flower, along with Wall Lettuce, Burnet Saxifrage
and Large Thyme (the one with long hairs only on the four corners of its stem where the more common Wild
Thyme is hairy on two opposite faces of its stem). The group also came on the large colony of Adders Tongue
Fern which is one of the specialities of this site, and earlier today I heard from a different source (Mike Chalk)
that at least two Spring Gentians had flowered there earlier this year.
FRI 06 JUL
The Crown Vetch alongside the north end of Stein Road at Southbourne near Emsworth was in flower today,
having survived strenuous attempts to eradicate it by new owners of the house (156 Stein Road, opposite
Gingerbread Cottage which is the northernmost house on the west side of the road). When I first saw the
plants in 1998 they stretched for about three metres along the outside of the garden hedge near the drive
entrance, and stood up to a metre high. Now there are less than a dozen tiny plants on which today I counted
just ten flowerheads. On my way home I checked out the canalised section of the River Ems flowing from
Westbourne Church to Lumley Mill, and found flowers open on just one of the very few plants of Skullcap still
to be seen on the brickwall supporting the ‘towpath’ alongside the water – I did not go on down Mill Lane to
check for plants by the Lumley cottages south of the railway. Brian Fellows added another summer flower to
the list today with the first Enchanter’s Nightshade found in Stansted Forest and I noticed the first Fennel
flowering by the roadside.
THU 05 JUL
One or two plants of Small Flowered Cranesbill still survive among the mown roadside grass on the north side of
the road leading from South Street into Juniper Square here in Havant, and where the Hermitage Stream
enters Langstone Harbour I found my first flowering plant of Lesser Burdock on the Budds Farm side of the
water. Coming home up Wade Lane from Langstone Mill Pond Old Man’s Beard (aka Traveller’s Joy) was in
full flower as was a Sweet Chestnut tree (Lime Trees are flowering everywhere at the moment, and
presumably dropping their sticky resin onto parked cars). Over at Emsworth Brian Fellows was in Brook
Meadow today and found a couple of inconspicuous new flowering plants, Knot-grass (a member of the Dock
family and not a grass) and Italian Rye-grass with its awns to distinguish it from the smaller and ubiquitous
Perennial Rye-grass. Much more colourful was a patch of Broad Leaved Everlasting Pea. Back here in
Havant the first rain for some time has brought out a ring of mauve florets around the top flowerhead of my
tallest Teasel
TUE 03 JUL
My weekly cycle ride to Hayling from Havant started with a brush against the many Danewort (Dwarf Elder or
Sambucus ebulus) plants now in full flower at the northern entrance to the Hayling Billy trail proper at the east
end of Grove Road in Havant. The plants stand nearly two metres tall, holding white plates of flowers
sunflower-like above them, and while they seem as aggressive a weed as Ground Elder (but much taller) they
are hard to find in Hampshire, and as far as I know the nearest colony to this one is by the River Test at
Mottisfont (one in Sussex is a good ten kilometres north at East Harting). Morewidespread in Hampshire, but
with no other sites close to Havant that I know of, is the Saw-Wort which Pete Durnell recently (see June 28)
found on Hayling and I kept an eye out for it as I cycled past the spot described by Pete without seeing it (I had
assumed that it, and the Knapweed among which it grows, would be in flower). On my way back I walked this
section and easily found the group of 10 plants standing tall and with many unopen buds among lots of
Knapweed also not yet in flower. The place to look is as described on June 28 – heading south on the coastal
path from the pillbox where a path cuts through to the West Lane ‘bends’ you carry on until there is a
substantial oak copse on your right (seaward of the path) and the track bends to the left with a high hedge on
the left. Look for the plants at the foot of the hedge, close to the track, on the landward (east) side of it, as
soon as you have got round the bend and before the hedge becomes lower.
A message from Gwynne Johnson reported both Clustered Bellflower and Round–headed Rampion flowering on
Beacon Hill across the Meon from Old Winchester Hill (I think seen on Wed June 27), and in her own garden
on the eastern slope of the Meon Valley at Soberton I this evening saw the first flowers on a number of native
species encouraged to grow there. Vervain had its very first flowers open and the lovely Orange Hawkweed
was in the process of opening, while Marjoram, Purple Loosestrife and Dark Mullein had clearly started to
flower up to a week ago. I saw my first Harebells here, but they have been out elsewhere for even longer, and
my first Red Bartsia was out (Brian Fellows saw it first on June 26 at Eastney)
MON 02 JUL
Walking from Broadmarsh around Farlington Marshes today I came on at least nine new first flowerings as wall
as finding Fleabane in abundant full flower where I have previously seen single half open flowers. The most
significant newcomer was probably the Upright Hedge Parsley that has no taken on the baton from Cow
Parsley and Rough Chervil, and the most colourful was Broad Leaved Everlasting Pea. Field Scabious was

out on the A27 bank and Grass Leaved Orache on the seawalls (where Golden Samphire, Rock Samphire
and Prickly Lettuce were close to flowering). Hoary Willowherb and Hemp Agrimony were out on the reserve,
and Hawkweed Oxtongue was seen on the way there along with the yellow flowers of Wild Parsnip. By Harts
Farm Way (the road serving Broadmarsh) the persistent Cockspur Grass had a few open panicles on show
despite roadside mowing.
INSECTS:

SUN 08 JUL
Brian Fellows led some of the Emsworth Brook Meadow conservation group on a walkabout today and was able
to show them eleven butterfly species including a Painted Lady, Small Tortoiseshell, two Commas
(presumably fresh) and two Ringlets (but only one Marbled White which must have flown in from elsewhere –
the nearest colony I know if is where Mill Lane meets the A27 up river). Small Tortoiseshells may be making
a slight comeback this summer – three more singles were seen yesterday at Fishbourne and Noar Hill plus
the one noted below on Portsdown.
SAT 07 JUL
Marbled White were abundant and at least two pairs were mating on Portsdown this afternoon but Meadow
Brown were fewer than expected – probably as many Gatekeepers as Meadow Browns. The only other
butterfly seen was a single fresh Small Tortoiseshell but there were a couple of Silver Y moths (another Small
Tortoiseshell was seen today at Noar Hill by the Havant Wildlife Group). One reason for visiting the hill today
was a small hope of the first Chalkhill Blue but none was seen. In my own garden the Buddleia has been well
out for about a week but not a single butterfly has settled on it to my knowledge though I have had one
Gatekeeper in the garden.
THU 05 JUL
Today’s best butterfly was a Holly Blue seen by Brian Fellows at Emsworth’s Brook Meadow – this must be the
first of the offspring of the Holy Blues seen in the spring and hopefully many more will soon be on the wing.
It’s appearance reminds me that the Chalkhill Blues should now be out on downland – who will be the first with
one of these?
Last night Sarah Patton had 1000 moths of more than 70 species at her Chichester moth trap, and the haul
included the first Red-necked Footman she has seen in the three years she has been recording there. From
the lists I have received from Sarah and Lee Marshall I find there are 24 new names for the year, among them
some that are ‘nice names’ such as Rusty-dot Pearl, Scalloped Oak, Small Fan-footed Wave, Blue-bordered
Carpet and Marbled Beauty. One name which I can associate with a moth I have seen is Swallowtail, and
three others have associations with great masses of wriggling caterpillars – these are the Yellow-tail (a close
relative of the infamous Brown-tail and having similar bad habits), the Lackey (whose assembled caterpillars,
often on Hawthorn, twitch in unison when threatened, giving the impression of one large creature rather than
many tasty mouthfuls), and the Bird-cherry Ermine whose armies of caterpillars also camp out in tents in
trees (I have seen one of their close relatives completely covering a medium sized tree with its white tents).
In this batch Sarah also had a Least Yellow Underwing to preceed Lee’s much larger Broad Bordered (see
July 6)
WED 04 JUL
Lawrence Holloway saw the first Southern Hawker dragonfly emerging from his garden pond at Aldwick (Bognor
Regis) yesterday (July 3) and Barry Collins spotted his first on Thorney Island last Saturday (June 30) so
(despite a couple of one off sightings of them on June 5 and 11) it seems their main emergence is now under
way.
Lee Marshall was on Old Winchester Hill in the Meon Valley yesterday and saw two new moths there (Ghost and
Plain Golden Y) along with two more Red Admirals.
Tony Gutteridge was on the Trundle (the down shared by Goodwood racecourse north of Chichester) last night
and saw at least 38 Glow-worms, and the SOS website reports more of them around Hurstpierpoint college
north of Brighton. Tonight I hear that he was with John Goodspeed’s party walking on Portsdown Hill where
the trees were swarming with flying beetles that must, I think, have been Summer Chafers.
TUE 03 JUL
Jim Berry today walked from the Staunton Country Park main carpark (off Middle Park Way in Leigh Park)
though the gardens and around the lake to emerge at the south west corner of the lake into the large grassy
but ungrazed Thicket Lawn meadow. Here he found at least 200 Marbled White butterflies and maybe more
Meadow Browns, though little else – one Common Blue, a few Skippers and a Large White. Returning via the
lakeside he watched an Emperor dragonfly egg-laying.
In Gwynne Johnson’s garden on the east slope of the Meon Valley at Soberton this evening several large plants
of Greater Mullein had been well chewed, but I looked in vain for the culprits, expecting to see Mullein moth
caterpillars but finding none. I was told there had been caterpillars but they had all vanished, though I
understood they had no predators and this is why they normally do not hide from view even in the day.

Normally they do not pupate until August – are they very advanced this year? Or have they succcumbed to
disease if not to bird predators? On the only Dark Mullein flowering in a separate part of the garden there was
one caterpillar which must have been a Mullein moth as I read that the Striped Lychnis moth only lays its eggs
in July and they are not seen as caterpillars until August and September.
MON 02 JUL
Andrew Brookes spent some time today in private woods west of Denmead, seeing his first fresh summer
Comma and four White Admirals among innumerable Meadow Brown and dozens of Marbled White and
Ringlet. Later he investigated part of the West Walk woods and saw a White Admiral but little else other than
Meadow Brown and Large Skipper – if anyone knows of good butterfly places in these woods Andrew and I
would like to know of them and what can be seen there.
A good dozen Gatekeepers were flying along my route from Broadmarsh around Farlington Marshes today, and
they were one of 8 butterfly species seen. Meadow Brown and Skippers (mainly Large but with some Small)
were numerous but the others were few – just one Small Heath and no Blues, three or four Marbled White,
and singles of Red Admiral and Large White
OTHER WILDLIFE:
TUE 03 JUL
Sitting in Gwynne Johnson’s garden on the slope of the Meon Valley at Soberton at dusk strange sounds came
from the large neighbouring garden and I was told by Ray Drewett that this was made by Fox cubs and I
suppose it might be described as a soprano growl.
WEEK 26 JUNE 25 – JUL 1
BIRDS:

SUN 01 JUL
The Mute Swan herd at Emsworth was today counted by Brian Fellows as 122 birds, almost certainly the same
as yesterday’s figure of 121. A little arithmetic on recent counts of known birds at sites from Southsea to
Fishbourne tells us that there are at least 332 Swans in the area centred on Emsworth. A pleasant surprise
for Brian was an adult Med Gull on one of the Slipper Mill Pond rafts today, and Brian heard from Barry Collins
that several Med Gulls can be seen around Thorney Island at the moment, so they are not exclusively birds of
rubbish tips when not at their nests! Many birds are loath to loiter near their nest sites, and that may well be
part of the reason for the few sightings around Langstone Harbour.
SAT 30 JUN
Both Turtle Doves and Corn Buntings were singing in the area around Martin Down when Paul Winter was there
today. At the Lower Test reserve he saw four Green Sandpiper.
In Leigh Park today helping with the litter clearance from the Hermitage Stream I added Stock Dove and Coal Tit
songs to those I hear regularly at home, and while there both Lesser Whitethroat and Song Thrush gave short
bursts of song. Collared Dove and Wood Pigeon, with Blackbird, Chiffchaff, Wren and Dunnock remain on
the regular song list from which Blackcap has now slipped (though heard this week). I heard one Greenfinch
today but it is four days since I heard Chaffinch. No doubt there are still plenty of other contenders in
woodland and farmland.
FRI 29 JUN
A Curlew Sandpiper, looking more colourful than usual in summer plumage, was roosting with Redshank at the
Hayling Oysterbeds both today and yesterday, where it was seen by Jason Crook. This news came in an
email from Jason retrieved in a late trawl for news for this bulletin and is a very welcome re-appearance of
Jason on the internet – I have not yet had time to check if he has resumed the updating of his website
(invaluable to anyone interested in the birds of Langstone Harbour), but very much hope that he has.
At Emsworth’s Peter Pond today Brian Fellows saw two more juvenile Black Headed Gulls, making me wonder if
possibly some of the gulls have moved back to Stakes Island (between the tip and Thorney and Cobnor Point
to the east) which used to be a major colony (before 1978 none nested on the Langstone Harbour islands to
which the Stakes Island birds seem now to have moved). I see that one pair attempted to nest on Stakes
Island in 1999 but were washed out by high tides, so presumably global warming has made that site
impractical. The only other breeding site that I know of in nearby West Sussex is at the Arundel wildfowl trust
reserve.
I have heard, or seen reports, of at least 16 bird species still singing this week, but I have no idea about the
likelihood of one potential candidate for that list and would welcome any opinions on it. This query comes
from someone living just north of the Downs in West Sussex who, soon after 11pm each night this week, has
heard what sounds like the hooting of a Long Eared Owl, going on for about half an hour per night. The
locality and habitat are suitable for this owl, the sound made is a good match for the recordings available to
the observer, and the only thing that sounds slightly out of keeping with what I have read about this bird is that

the sound is described as a deep monosyllabic iregular series of hoots whereas I had been led to believe that
the hooting (around once every three seconds) was regular if at widely spaced intervals. Not having heard
the bird myself I may have mis-interpreted the word irregular (or it may be a function of the time of year), and
the only real question is whether Long Eared Owls can be vocal in late June (when even the Tawnies have
fallen silent). If it is unlikely, then there is a second question as to what else might make a good imitation of
this owl’s hooting? (I know one unlikely answer to that, having once heard that if you two thirds fill a small
Schweppes bottle and blow across the mouth of it you can make a very good imitation of the owl).
WED 27 JUN
I counted 113 Mute Swans at the top of Fishbourne Channel this afternoon, and in addition there was at
Fishbourne one pair with six small cygnets and I glimpsed another pair with a few cygnets in Cutmill Creek as
I drove past the top end of the Bosham Channel. The water was choppy and I saw no Shelduck at either
location but three Egrets flew from among the Fishbourne Swans back towards Old Park Wood, and I was
able to add Reed Bunting to my ‘singing this week’ list which now has Chiffchaff, Blackcap and the occasional
Dunnock and Wren up at the top with the Wood Pigeons and Collared Doves (Robins seem to have gone
quiet for the autumn already).
While I was at Fishbourne Brian Fellows was at Broadmarsh where the Swan herd has swollen to 89. The single
ginger plumaged juvenile Black Headed Gull which I saw there last Thursday (June 21) was still present and
alone, with no hint of its origin (it did not come from a nest on the nearby islands according to Chris Cockburn).
It seems this is not the only Black-Headed Gull to be newsworthy this week – although it may be hard for most
of us to imagine life without a daily sighting of these gulls I see on the Sussex website that someone in
Brighton keeps a note of their annual re-appearance in Brighton’s Preston Park after their breeding season
absence. This year the first was seen yesterday, tying in with the return of the first Common Gull to
Hampshire shores, seen today at Keyhaven by Nick Montegriffo (though there is some doubt about this being
a real first as it might be one of the few Common Gulls which, like Brent Geese, stay with us through the
breeding season but keep a low profile to hide their shame at their own laziness)
TUE 26 JUN
The Swan’s nest on an island at Baffins Pond, which Brian Fellows only last week was thinking must have
passed it’s ‘hatch by’ date, was today found to have produced three cygnets, and another pleasant surprise
for Brian was to see two babies with the pair of Little Grebe on the pond. I hope the babies survive in the
jostling and smelly crowd of 140 Canada Geese now there. Other news from Brian’s weekly visit to
Portsmouth is that the Swans at the Southsea Canoe Lake are down to just six, while at Baffins there are only
four Barnacles and the one Bar-Head which is new this year (the hybrid and the Snow Goose seem to have
vanished along with at least six Barnacles). Perhaps more interesting than the breeding success of the
Baffins Swans was the discovery of a family of Firecrest in the New Forest by Nick and Jackie Hull – they were
surprised how prominent the eyestripe was on three of the newly fledged young though two more of the
youngsters had very inconspicuous markings (could this be a sex difference?)
The Langstone ‘mystery Swan family’ were today at the top of the Lymbourne Stream channel, just outside the
entrance to the Old Mill, and this close proximity to the Langstone Pond, coupled with the absence of the male
Swan from the pond for the past week or so, has persuaded me that this family must be regarded as coming
from the Mill Pond despite their late arrival on the scene and no indication of nesting activity on the pond this
year. One theory is that the pair which normally nest on the pond suffered some disaster to a first nest and
have had a late brood from a replacement clutch of eggs, another theory is that the female of the pond pair
died during the season and the male has brought in a replacement female, but neither theory says anything
about the nest site (maybe at a new hidden location around the pond, maybe at some new location). As the
male Swan seems to have been on the pond for most of the season I’m pretty sure he would have put in an
aggressive appearance had the family which I saw today at the outfall of his pond not been his own. Very little
else seen on this weekly outing to Hayling – a pair of Shelduck were idly floating on the main lagooon of the
Oysterbeds, just one Egret was seen with them, and two Lesser Whitetroats were still singing on my route
with a family of Common Whitethroat being fed along the south fence of the Sinah golf course.
One thing that came up in my conversation with Chris Cockburn (Langstone Harbour RSPB warden) yesterday
was in connection with the number of Med Gulls breeding on his islands but the rarity of seeing them around
the harbour shores. Before they started to nest many of them could be seen on fields which were being
ploughed, and there are plenty of sightings of them having a wash in fresh water ponds near the harbour, but
it is true that they seem to shun the harbour mud and shores as feeding areas. Chris commented that when
they take off from their nests at the moment the places which they immediately head for are the local rubbish
tips.
A female Red Backed Shrike was found on Martin Down yesterday, and I have no doubt that many birders will
have now stormed the site to get their tick but I wish they could get an answer from the bird to the questions
that arise in my mind. Had she been wandering the English countryside vainly searching for a mate? Had
she nested in this country and suffered some disaster to the nest? Or maybe she had completed her maternal

duties early at some continental nest site and was taking a well earned late summer holiday on her own? If
you do go to look for this bird I am told that you should at least enjoy the purring of Turtle Dove on Martin
Down, and news from Tony Gutteridge indicates that these birds are maybe holding their own in the battle
against the barrage of continental guns which tries to prevent any reaching England. During June Tony has
heard two at Noar Hill, two more at separate places on the South Downs in the Treyford area east of Harting
Down, and one at Kingley Vale. He also heard Corn Bunting near Cobnor Point to the east of Thorney Island,
and found a Stonechat pair with young just south of the Queen Elizabeth county park. Over in the New Forest
by the Latchmore Brook he bore out my thought that this is a good time to see Lesser Spotted Woodpecker by
seeing one with a juvenile, and while in the Forest found plenty of Spotted Flycatcher to bring out the contrast
with their almost total absence from south east Hampshire
MON 25 JUN
The Swan pair with four tiny cygnets were off Langstone village again this afternoon, and I was able to establish
two things – they are not the Langbrook mouth pair (they were in situ with no offspring), nor have they come
from the RSPB Islands as I met Chris Cockburn who assured me there has not been a nest on the islands this
year. So it begins to look as if they are from somewhere on the north Hayling shore or possibly from Fowley
Island where Sweare Deep running along the Northney shore meets the Emsworth Channell off the Thorney
Great Deeps. Before meeting Chris Cockburn at the Broadmarsh slipway I had a look at the Budds Farm
pools where I found a pair of Shelduck with three ducklings (the young birds diving continuously unlike their
dabbling parents – I have in the past seen families of Mallard ducklings doing the same) and saw that the
Swans still have three well grown cygnets there. Another adult Shelduck surprised me in the South Moors
Tamarisk Pool before flying off, and while at Broadmarsh slipway another pair of adults flew from the west to
land on the Budds Farm shore, prompting me to ask Chris Cockburn of their breeding success in the harbour
and he told me that there are two pairs at Farlington Marshes, one with eight young and the other with two.
While on the subject of Shelduck I see from Lawrence Holloway’s Pagham news that at the Ferry pool he
today saw one pair with seven ducklings and one adult in charge of a creche of 20 ducklings
......I then went on to ask Chris Cockburn if the juvenile Black Headed Gull I saw opposite the slipway on
Thursday (see June 21) was from his reserve to which the answer was no – none on the islands are near
flying – but it could well have come from another breeding colony – he has heard that young at Needs Ore
were flying long ago. This conversation also added another piece of new info to my knowledge when Chris
said that several of his Black-headed chicks are taken by Peregrines which will pick them up in low-level slow
flight (or occasionally just walk over the shingle and pick them up in their beaks) – previously I had believed
that Peregrines would never risk a broken wing which could easily happen in a low level high speed attack on
waders that stay on the ground (but trying to catch a grown bird that can move rapidly on the ground or take
off at the last minute, causing the Peregrine to swerve and thus catch a wing tip on the ground, is a different
matter from picking a chick out of a nest).
......Going on to other birds breeding on the islands Chris told me that his nest count for Med Gulls is 46 this year
but that there are very few Sandwich or other Terns – he is down to perhaps a dozen pairs of Little Tern
whereas Jason Crook’s count of those at the Oysterbeds is now over 100 pairs. Chris has not yet seen any
juvenile Little Egrets in the harbour but says that they are easy to pick out as looking and behaving
‘differently’ to the adults – for one thing they are not such skilled catchers of fish and tend to rush about
stabbing at everything is sight. They are more likely to be on their own rather than with parents, and it is not
only the greenish yellow leg colour that differs from the adults, their bills also look different. Birds that he has
seen on the islands recently are four summering Brent, though he is pretty sure there are a few more. Finally,
on a subject I did not pursue, I think Chris said that there are currently several Yellow Legged Gulls in
Langstone harbour but I cannot guarantee that that is true.
Here in Havant John Shillitoe has just returned to his office desk after a couple of weeks off and found all nine of
the Mallard ducklings are still thriving in the private world of their courtyard pool, with room service food laid on
and predators excluded by the surrounding buildings – will they be too fat to fly when the time comes? (Or will
their mother be unable to fly with them during her moult?). This reminds me that other Mallard are still
hatching ducklings – there were half a dozen tiny balls of down on Langstone pond today, and so far I have
not seen a single flotilla of black babies behind a Tufted Duck.
PLANTS:

SUN 01 JUL
Walking on Portsdown today Brian Fellows much enjoyed the tremendous show of Pyramidal Orchids at Fort
Purbrook and later saw the first Nettle-leaved Bellflowers out at Fort Widley.
SAT 30 JUN
Paul Winter failed to find any bird interest in the Denny Wood area of the New Forest today but did see at least
one Wild Gladiolus in flower.
Water Plantain had one flower open on one of many plants now lining the Hermitage Stream in the centre of

Leigh Park where work to restore the natural look of the stream (until a few years ago a concrete canal
throughout the built up area) is now really bearing fruit, though you can’t please all the people all the time –
one passer by who saw the Friends of Langstone Harbour removing shopping trolleys, bicycles and
armchairs from the stream said we were doing a great job but thought it a pity that the stream banks were so
overgrown! Among that growth was lots of Corky Fruited Water Dropwort and I saw at least one large and
healthy clump of Purple Loosestrife that will soon be in flower and another of Common Centaury already out
A less obvious first find for my list was Timothy grass (the large species).
......Later in the day, having to take a dying Wood Pigeon that had come down a chimney to Anne McMahon’s
Bird Rescue (but finding she is ill and the rescue centre closed, at least temporarily) I drove on up Hulbert
Road in Bedhampton to the place where it crosses the A3M to check out the show of flowers on the motorway
banks. I could not find the Grass Vetchling which Gwynne Johnson had seen there (but it is a large area) but
did find lots of Marsh Woundwort and my first Tufted Hair Grass in flower plus one in a million plants of
Fleabane with both disk and ray florets visible though not fully open. Among other plants already seen
elsewhere there was a grand display of Dyers Greenweed and many Common Spotted Orchids (including two
apparent albinos) with at least a dozen good Bee Orchids, and on the southernmost section of the banks
there was a lovely new ‘forest’ of Giant Horsetail which I do not recall seeing here in past years. Among
sheets of Ox-Eye Daisies a birght yellow patch took me to a clump of Dotted Loosestrife, and I was forever
passing clusters of Grey and Hair Sedge. I must find time soon to have a look at the Hurstwood area over on
the other side of the motorway.
THU 28 JUN
Pete Durnell tells me that Saw-wort is now flowering among Knapweed on the east side of the Hayling Coastal
path at around SU 713016 – I think this must be, for someone heading south, just after you round the bend
which has an oak copse on the seaward side, and the open fields along West Lane come into view inland of
the track (and where in spring there is a good display of dog violets on the east of the track and primroses in
the copse – luckily the Primrose site escaped the recent fire in the copse). Saw-wort is a species not listed in
Pete’s new book though I see from the Hants Flora that there are post 1930 records for both this tetrad and all
three tetrads down the east coast of Hayling Island. Brian Fellows tells me that a less uncommon, but still
attractive, species, Marsh Ragwort. is now flowering in Brook Meadow at Emsworth.
WED 27 JUN
This afternooon I went to Fishbourne in search of Dittander, which I have not seen for several years, and found
it flourishing despite rumours that work on the sewage works there might have damaged its habitat. If anyone
wants to see this tall seaside Pepperwort which cannot be found in Hampshire it is currently extremely easy to
find at Fishbourne where it obligingly dominates the landward side of the seawall path where it crosses the
River Lavant as it is about to enter the sea at SU 839038. The plants are full grown (standing about a metre
high) and covered with flower buds though I could not see one that was actually open so we are right at the
beginning of its season. I wonder how many of the Friends of Chichester Harbour will pause to admire and
praise this rarity on their sponsored walk from East Head to Langstone next Monday?
Black Horehound was in full flower alongside the Dittander and Marsh Ragwort was just opening its first flowers
in the wet meadow with the Marsh Orchids. Meadow Sweet was starting to flower abundantly and I saw my
first Fools Water Cress flowers here. Not yet in flower, but numerous around the seawall path along the
triangular section that sticks out into the Fishbourne Channel north west of the sewage works, were the
unmistakeable stems and leaves of Corn Parsley
Stephen Harwood tells me that Dropwort, one of my favourite flowers, is just coming out on Catherington Down
where there has been a better than usual show of Common Spotted Orchids (just over 1000 counted), though
there are fewer than usual Fragrant orchids. This reminds me of that Gwynne Johnson recently told me that
the Frog orchids are now starting to appear at Noar Hill where there is an unusual Frog-Fragrant hybrid to be
seen Another plant that can no doubt now be found at both Catherington and Noar Hill is the Red Bartsia
which Brian Fellows noted yesterday at Fort Cumberland in Southsea – he did not say it was actually in flower
there but I suppose it could be flowering early on the poor soil there in the recent heat.
TUE 26 JUN
I extended my Hayling trip around Gunner Point today and found a magnificent show of Vipers Bugloss there,
including a few white flowered spikes. The Pale Toadflax is not yet starting to flower and the Nottingham
Catchfly has gone to seed (I could only locate some 10 stems with seed ponds). The only two new flowerings
found today were Musk Mallow and Bell Heather, the latter along the edge of the golf course across the road
from the Kench. Dyers Greenweed was flowering not only in the ‘Hoopoe Field’ (SU 716024) but also on the
Coastal Path itself south of Saltmarsh Lane. Here in Havant I saw my first flowers of Redshank on plants in
pavement cracks in Havant centre.
MON 25 JUN
One of my favourite wild flowers, Grass Vetchling (Lathyrus nissolia), is flowering in profusion on the east facing
banks of the A3M at the Hulbert Road (Waterlooville) interchange. It was seen here recently by Gwynne and

Nigel Johnson when they stopped to look at a great show of Common Spotted orchids. I learnt of this when
talking to them about the Southern Marsh orchid count on Langstone South Moors last Saturday, and a
couple of things I said then were wrong. The first is that the count total was 491, not just 400, but the more
important correction is that whereas I said that I did not think cattle ate the orchids Gwynne tells me she has
good proof that they do – once when she was trying to photograph a particularly good specimen a cow ate the
whole plant just before she could release the shutter on her camera.
My only new flower seen today was on a Buddleia – no doubt everyone will see them this week. Another plant
near to flowering on the sea walls is Rock Samphire which has well developed umbels but no open flowers.
Over in Emsworth Brian Fellows today added Water Figwort to the flowering list.
INSECTS:

SAT 30 JUN
Stopping in a layby of the Hulbert Road where it approaches the A3M junction from the south (Bedhampton) I
was immediately aware of Marbled Whites all along the flower rich motorway bank, and walking into the area
of young trees the next species seen was a single fresh Ringlet. On a more open section there were a few
Meadow Brown and among them one fresh Small Skipper which I picked out by its rapid buzzing flight through
the grass and then was able to see that it had pure orange fore and hind wings (this is the first year I have
seen Small before Large Skipper).
FRI 29 JUN
The first Gatekeeper of the year was seen by Lawrence Holloway today on the shores of Pagham Harbour
among what he describes as innumerable Meadow Browns, so it seems that Stephen Harwood’s prediction of
steeply rising numbers of this species are coming true.
My only other news item for today is the finding of a small 24 spot Ladybird (Subcoccinella 24-punctata) in
Emsworth’s Brook Meadow by Brian Fellows. This Ladybird is only some 3mm long (only just over half the
size of the common 2 or 7 spots) and is of the black spotted, red base, type.
WED 27 JUN
The first White Admiral was today seen by Andrew Brookes gliding through a woodland ride in the Boarhunt area
northwest of Portsdown Hill and with it was the first Ringlet of the summer for Andrew, and the only one that I
have heard of since Barry Collins found two in the Staunton Country Park a week ago. The emergence of
fresh Red Admirals continues with 7 seen by Andrew, who also saw several Large Whites (could these and
some of the Red Admirals be migrants?). Yesterday Andrew was in woods west of Denmead and came on
his first Marbled White, and walking near the Wallington River he managed to find two nests of Peacock
caterpillars in the nettles. Mention of Peacocks (one of the few butterfly species doing fairly well this year)
reminds me that I did not mention with Mike Gibbons news from Bournemouth that he had glimpsed what was
probably a Small Tortoiseshell in his garden on Monday evening – possibly the first of a summer brood that
should be emerging now. Another possible first sighting comes from our friend Anon via Lawrence Holloway
– he heard that a White Letter Hairstreak had been seen at Church Norton
Coming back to facts Stephen Harwood has just made a butterfly transect on Catherington Down which
recorded 37 Meadow Brown – he does not have a count for the equivalent week last year but 37 sits nicely
between the count of 19 seen in the previous week last summer and the count of 89 that were out in the
coming week. Any encouragement from those figures must be set against the reality of Stephen’s remaining
transect species counts – just one Common Blue and one Large Skipper.
MON 25 JUN
Dragonflies are still doing their best to make up for the scarcity of butterflies and it sounds as if Brian Fellows may
have been the first to welcome the Emerald Damsel (Lestes sponsa) at Brook Meadow today. Brian is still
learning his dragonflies and makes no claim to have identified it as such but his description of one damselfly
(particularly splendid with a long glossy green body and wings noticeably shorter than the body with a
flickering flight) could well be of Lestes sponsa which is due to appear about now.
My remark in last Friday’s notes (June 22) that you might see a Poplar Hawkmoth feeding at flowers was rightly
picked up by Andrew Brookes who believes this to be one of several hawkmoth species that emerges with no
proboscis and hence no chance of feeding during its flying lifetime. I have tried to check with the books that I
have which species this applies to but can get no further than the frustrating general remark in Chinery’s Field
Guide to Insects (the book with the text as opposed to his Collins Guide to Insects which has more
illustrations) that some hawkmoths do not have a proboscis. I am sure Andrew is right but he himself does not
feel fully certain that Poplar, Lime and Eyed Hawks are the only three species to which this applies – I’m sure
someone will give us an authoritative answer (and tell us how far these insects can fly on the single tank of
fuel with which nature supplies them)
OTHER WILDLIFE:

FRI 29 JUN
In Emsworth this morning Brian Fellows saw a Water Vole at the north end of Peter Pond which is fed by the
eastern branch of the River Ems, nearly 200 metres from the western branch in which these voles are
regularly seen. I don’t think these creatures make overland journeys so this may be evidence of a new
population previously un-recorded.
Five Fallow does were standing by the south side of Bartons Road just west of the BUPA hospital as Kevin
Stouse drove by at around 10pm on Wednesday night. When frightened by the lights of another car they
headed north across the road and a set aside field towards Bartons Copse. Maybe increasing numbers are
forcing them to extend their feeding range and we will be seeing more of them in the Hollybank Woods south
of the Emsworth Common Road (they have always been present in the main part of Southleigh Forest north of
the road but have to cross busy roads to get to Hollybank or Bartons Copse). From further afield comes news
of the first sighting of a Roe doe with its fawn, probably now a month old and ready to accompany its mother
instead of lying up in cover to await her return. This was seen in the Alton area by Steve Mansfield.
WED 27 JUN
Yesterday the Portsmouth NEWS published a photo of a large fish, close enough to the surface for its shape and
colour to be seen, and with a strange erect dorsal fin looking a little like a submarine’s periscope sticking up
above the surface. Today it claims this has been identified as a Sun Fish (Mola mola) which normal lives out
in the oceans and a couple of hundred feet below the surface, so this was probably a sick specimen drifting to
its death bed but pretty impressive in size (they can be 13 feet long) and a very unusual sight in our coastal
waters.
TUE 26 JUN
I’m not sure if Common Lizards have any Chameleon-like ability to change colour to suit their background but
today a Lizard found by a teacher at a local school was said to do so after being caught in the grass of the
school grounds and brought indoors – I did not see it myself and have no idea of the amount of change (or
even if it just looked different to human eyes that had adapted from the glare of the sun to the reduced light of
a classroom) but I would be interested in any comments from those who know about such magic tricks.
Another Lizard which has come into my possession is a road casualty found in the Bramshaw area of the New
Forest by Tony Gutteridge. Most of the body, but not the head, has been very carefully flattened so that you
can clearly see the white stripes down the sides of it back, and the very long thin toes, but I do not know of any
sure means of distinguishing the Sand from Common Lizard other than by keeping a pregnant female in
captivity to see whether her ‘eggs’ hatch immediately after birth (Common Lizards effectively give birth to live
young though they do emerge in translucent ‘egg shells’) or whether she lays eggs that take a couple of
months to hatch to prove she is a Sand Lizard. Common Lizards give birth in mid-summer and their tiny black
youngsters can sometimes be seen in July or August, the Sand Lizard lays her eggs in May and they may not
hatch until the end of August. A fully adult male Sand Lizard in noticeably bigger (18cm against a maximum of
15 cm for a Common Lizard), bulkier and more colourful, but it can take Sand Lizards two or three years to
reach full maturity and during that time there is much overlap between the looks of the two species. As this
unfortunate specimen is less than 10cm long I think it would take a DNA test to be certain of its species.
MON 25 JUN
In Brook Meadow at Emsworth today Brian Fellows came on the sad sight of a 12 inch Brown Trout lying dead on
the bank of the Ems. His guess is that it was the lucky catch of boys fishing there, and having it got it out they
did not know what to do with it and abandoned it – whatever the cause of its death it seems a shame that it
was abandoned without feeding boy or heron.
WEEK 25 JUNE 18 - 24
BIRDS:

SUN 24 JUN
A pair of Swans with four tiny cygnets on the water off the Royal Oak pub at Langstone this afternoon greatly
surprised Brian Fellows and his news also surprises me – I had no idea that a pair was nesting in this area and
at the moment can only conjecture that they came from the RSPB Islands and had come east for safety from
the rough and tumble of the flock of 80 adult Swans in the mouth of the Hermitage Stream which is where that
pair normally take their young, but I suppose it is possible that the pair that have been hanging about the
mouth of the Langbrook stream and making ‘play nests’ for several years have at last got the hang of doing it
properly and have nested in some as yet undiscovered spot (though I think this is unlikely). Other birds seen
in Brian’s shore line walk from Emsworth to Langstone and back included young Swallows being fed by their
parents in shoreline trees (almost certainly from 2 or 3 nests in Warblington Farm barns), and Reed Warblers
with their young in the reeds of Langstone Pond. At least one Skylark was singing over the Warblington Farm
fields and two Egrets and two Common Tern were fishing offshore.

SAT 23 JUN
At the IBM Lake for my June WeBS count today I found a total of 173 adult Canada Geese with 21 goslings
(including one family of four youngsters that have not yet joined the main flock) and with the ground now
littered with their discarded primary feathers I doubt the number will change until they have finished their
moult. The birds were in three groups – 117 adults were at the lakeside in front of the buildings, a pair with
four young were on their own to the east of them, and another 54 adults with 17 goslings were around the
islands at the west end of the lake (my count of these may not be accurate as it was difficult to get them all in
view at once and even more difficult to separate some of the well grown youngsters from the adults in the
swirling mass of birds trying to escape my attention). The pair of Swans that nested (and I think had their nest
vandalised) have given up and left without young but the very low counts of Coot, Moorhen and Little Grebe
(with no Great Crested Grebe or Tufted Duck seen) was probably accounted for by the extensive reed growth
rather than by absence of birds (especially during the afternoon heat when they would probably prefer the
shade to the sunshine). One Cormorant was present as was one whitish duck which I could not identify
among the 28 Mallard and 80 plus large gulls (just one adult British Lesser Blackback and one near adult
Great Blackback). No other birds of special interest were seen though one Skylark was heard singing briefly.
After writing the above I received news from Trevor Carpenter that there were 30 Canada Geese at Farlington
Marshse today, and if their moult is as advanced as that of the IBM Lake birds I suspect these are now based
on the marshes for the coming month and are in additon to the 144 seen at Baffins Pond on June 19 and the
173 at the IBM Lake today to give a total of 347 adults which will swell to 368 adult appetites when the
juveniles have fledged at the end of July. While at the marshes Trevor saw a note of 4 Yellow Wagtail on the
reserve notice board (but could not see one himself) and another note that there are 100 Med Gulls nesting
on the islands (he saw just 1, plus a Cuckoo).
A single Spotted Flycatcher was seen on the northern edge of Stansted Forest by David Parker last night and
two Hobbys can now often be seen here from his garden in which a pile of Great Spotted Woodpecker
feathers bears witness to a Sparrowhawk visit.
FRI 22 JUN
The tightest of military security prevents most birders from viewing the Heronry in Elson Wood alongside Frater
Lake on the north west shore of Portsmouth Harbour, which happens to lie within the Navy’s Defence
Munitions site, but we are lucky that Ian Calderwood is among those who work at this site and can get a
limited view of the Heronry. In previous years he has been bound by the official secrets act not to reveal the
bird life of the site but it seems that unecessary ban has now been lifted and Ian today tells us that last Sunday
(June 13) he saw 13 juvenile Little Egrets in the trees and today saw them flying for the first time so we should
be looking out for family parties having greenish-yellow legged juveniles. Ian believes that there were 13
Egret nests, and as these birds lay 3 to 6 eggs in a clutch there should be a lot more than 13 young in total.
The count of Grey Heron nests at this site is thought to be 69, but Ian has only saw one of their young on
Sunday.
Just one Corn Bunting was heard and seen singing from an electricity pylon above a field of peas at Idsworth
Farm today, and no doubt there was a mate not far away sitting on a nest though any young of the first brood
should have hatched by now. One name for Corn Bunting used to be the ‘Fat bird of the Barley’ and there
may well be an assumption that these birds are dependent on grain for their food but my ‘Popular Handbook’
lists their diet as ** mainly vegetable matter, wild fruits, seeds, leaves, occasionally buds, ivy-berries and corn.
Animal matter is mainly insects, also spiders, milipedes, snails, slugs and earthworms **. No doubt the young
are mainly fed on caterpillars and other soft bodied insects, but once they are past ‘baby food’ they should not
suffer from hunger, at least in the summer. Across the railway line on Idsworth Down four Turtle Doves,
another scarce farmland bird, were heard and seen, and back at the farm there was a plentiful scattering of
pellets below the Bran Owl nest box which has an unknown number of young – hopefully Graham Roberts will
find time soon to come and ring them as he did last year. In other buildings around the farm Swallows are
nesting – I have not tried to find or count the nests but I would think there are around a dozen pairs present.
THU 21 JUN
The tide was already too low to get a full count of the Swans at Broadmarsh this afternoon (some birds become
hidden behind distant mud-banks) but at one point I thought there were 81 birds present. One bird seen much
closer was the first ginger plumaged juvenile Black-Headed Gull of the season to have left its nest so far as I
know. There was also an Egret near the sewage outfall and back at home I not only saw six Swifts in the
morning sky but later heard and saw two Med Gulls overhead.
Large numbers of Yellow Legged Gulls build up in Pagham Harbour and the top end of Southampton Water
during the autumn months and it seems that season may have begun with a report of 8 of them in Pagham
Harbour today (though that is a long way off the reports of 285 roosting there around July 23 last summer –
around 70 were still there in Sep and Oct). I am not aware of any site in Hampshire having that sort of
numbers and the highest figure I have is of 40 at Eling Great Marsh in Southampton Water on Aug 13 last
year. Other news for today from Pagham Harbour on the Sussex website is that there are now 2 Eider in the

harbour and at least one Little Ringed Plover and one Black Tailed Godwit at the Ferry Pool. I wonder if the
seven Egrets currently in the harbour will soon be joined by any juveniles? (With that thought in mind I see
that Brian Fellows was in Fishbourne carrying out his BTO Breeding Bird Survey and noted two Egrets at the
top of Fishbourne Channel – maybe he will think it worth making another visit to check on the remote
possibility that juvenile Egrets could appear further down the channel from the well protected heronry in Oak
Park Wood?)
WED 20 JUN
A few Swifts were once more screaming around Havant this evening but, unlike last night, I was busy at my
computer and did not have the chance to check their numbers. The computer however brought me other
news including the fact that at Catherington village school, where the birds have traditionally nested in the roof
space, the entrances have this year been boarded up so we can add schoolmistresses to sparrows in the list
of species wanting to lock out Swifts from potential nests. Stephen Harwood tells me that we can also add
Swallows to that list, though I doubt they are a really effective deterrent – his home is not far from the
Catherington School and it seems that at least one Swift has been investigating an ancient outbuilding in his
garden in which four pairs of Swallows are nesting, and naturally the Swallows gave chase when a Swift came
roaring into their private territory. The school story reminds me of my own schooldays when nasty looking
black insects would fall from the roof onto our dormitory beds – with their crab like legs and bloated bodies I
then thought they were a type of tick but I beleive they are actually flies which have some symbiotic rather
than parasitic relationship with Swifts (no doubt someone will come up with the facts). The impression of
there being plenty of Swifts but few nest sites is re-inforced in more than one of tonight’s messages – over in
East Sussex 220 Swifts were counted in just 15 minutes over the Lower Darwell river near Robertsbridge and
Lawrence Holloway was impressed by a sizeable gathering of them over Pagham Harbour, and I think most
people will have seen smaller gatherings of them feeding over watery places where insects abound (Brian
Fellows had at least 20 over the Great Salterns lake at Portsmouth). To end on an optimistic note Graham
Roberts tells me that the third egg in the nest in the roof space of his home in Cosham has now hatched and
three chicks can be seen on his web-cam (pictures of them are on the SOS website).
Lawrence Holloway notes that most adult Shelduck have now left Pagham harbour for their traditional moult
sites, leaving a minimal number to guard the creches of this year’s young. He reports that in addition to the
three broods at the Sidlesham Ferry Pool there are others in Pagham Harbour, but other than those I have
neither seen nor heard of any in Langstone, Chichester or Portsmouth harbours – I hope there are some! I
believe our adult birds fly east to the vast areas of sand along the Dutch coast for their moult, but I know that
there is traditionally another large gathering in Bridgewater Bay on the north coast of Somerset where the
birds can keep well clear of predators and still find food. In Pagham Harbour Lawrence today also saw 11
Grey Plover (one in summer plumage) and 2 Turnstone (both in summer plumage) – I presume these are
birds which have stayed with us and made no attempt to breed this year (but in view of the Wood Sandpiper
report below maybe autumn passage has already started).
More exciting news from Pagham but not apparently from Lawrence is that yesterday a Long Tailed Skua flew
into the harbour, looked round, and flew out again. The SOS website also has news of a Wood Sandpiper at
the North Walls (first of the autumn?) and a single Eider on the water.
TUE 19 JUN
Trevor Carpenter counted 156 adult Canada Geese (plus 19 goslings) on the IBM Lake today and later the same
morning Brian Fellows found 144 on Baffins pond making a grand total of 300 (there may also be a party of
them at Farlington Marshes but I have no news from there). Brian’s regular tour of Portsmouth found just 11
Swans left at the Southsea Canoe Lake (and a total of 111 with the Black Swan at Emsworth), and at Baffins
Pond the recently arrived Bar Headed Goose is still present with just five Barnacles. The Swan pair still have
a bird patiently sitting on a nest at Baffins but the pair on the Great Salterns lake seem to have abandoned a
nest that still has two (presumably infertile) eggs in it. Again on Baffins the Mallard (60 adults) now have 20+
youngsters which reminds me that John Shillitoe now confirms that there are nine baby Mallards being fed in
the inner courtyard pool of the Xyratex buildings where a male adult has joined the party (for the free food
rather than out of parental duty, I suspect) and he is already showing signs of going into eclipse.
I don’t think there is much of a market for juvenile Long Eared Owls but they are nevertheless a much prized tick
on any birder’s list so congratulations to Derek Hale who has heard the sounds of young birds on the Isle of
Wight. I still have an unsolved case from years ago on my files when there were rumours of these birds
nesting in the Portchester area of Fareham with some proof in the finding of a summer road casualty corpse in
the area – the evidence which intrigued me was a tape recording of strange noises heard nightly in the Red
Barn area near Portchester crematorium. The recoding had been made with very poor equipment from a
bathroom window and would not be much good as evidence in court but what intrigued me was to read that
the noises made by the young of this species ‘sound like someone riding a rusty bicycle through the night sky’
so if you hear noises that could be so described at this time of year do your best to track down their source.
Clear skies and no wind at dusk made a perfect setting for the first screaming party of Swifts over Havant this

year, though I never saw more than eight birds together. Other than these birds it seems that we have only
one pair that may be nesting in the vicinity of my house – just two birds seen together once or twice each day.
I have little other news of local birds and only heard seventeen species singing today with Robin, Blackcap,
Chiffchaff, Blackbird, Song Thrush, Collared Dove and Wood Pigeon being the only regulars. Wren,
Dunnock, Chaffinch and Greenfinch still sing occasionally, and on my regular trip to Hayling today I added
Yellowhammer,Whitethroat (Common and Lesser), Willow Warbler, Skylark and Meadow Pipit. Of other birds
there was little to report – Little Terns were fishing actively around the Oysterbeds but I did not have time to
stop and wait to see if any were carrying food to young in the nest (with a three week incubation period some
should be hatching now, and hopefully the fragile youngsters will not have to put up with the pouring rain that
chilled and killed many of last year’s young). There were two Egrets at the Oysterbeds and a third was
perched on the ‘Little Owl’ tree by the Hayling Coastal path, and further south on what I call the ‘Midway
Saltings’ I could see more Blackback Gulls than usual (a dozen or maybe twenty) but I could not be sure if
they were Greater or Lesser. Another Med Gull flew over my house today.
MON 18 JUN
Since my comments yesterday about a shortage of breeding Swifts I have had a message from Graham Roberts
telling me that two of three eggs in the Swift’s nest in his house at Cosham had hatched (one on Saturday,
one on Sunday with the third probably hatched by now). He has sent me a most impressive picture of the first
two tiny naked chicks standing side by side in urgent expectation of food as a parent returns to the nest. Here
in Havant we usually have at least half a dozen pairs nesting in houses only a couple of streets from my house
and in mid-June would expect to see them each evening, and on some evenings to have many additional
birds screaming in the air and diving to the nest entrances with this year’s parents (I gather the non-breeding
birds need to learn where to find nests and the difficult art of entering narrow cracks from high speed flight,
and practice this by imitation of those that already have the skill). So far this year it seems we have one
nesting pair and no practice sessions (which are weather dependent).
Another of Graham’s successful projects is the Peregrine nest box on th Sussex Heights tower block in Brighton
and today we have the expected news that the three chicks are taking short practice flights. Another family for
which first flights are a thing of the past is one of Ravens which, it is now announced, bred in the West Dean
Woods north of Chichester.
PLANTS:

SUN 24 JUN
Great Willowherb was out near Warblington Church today and seen by Brian Fellows who also tells me that
members of the Havant Wildlife Group made a thorough count of the Southern Marsh Orchids on the
Langstone South Moors site yesterday finding only 400 in an area where there were 4,000 last year and totals
have reached 7,000 in recent years. Numbers of these orchids do vary greatly from year to year but I think
there is little doubt that this wet meadow is drying out more each year (and is remarkably dry this year after a
very wet winter and spring). Brian says that some of the party thought the reduction in numbers might have
been caused by grazing cattle eating the plants but I would not share this view – the cattle certainly trample a
percentage of the orchids but that percentage is small, and my observations of the cattle there this spring
indicate that they spent more time in other compartments than in the orchid field, and I think this is born out by
the fairly minimal grazing and trampling of the general vegetation in this field. Besides which I have never
noticed chewed stumps of orchid plants (I don’t think the cattle eat them).
SAT 23 JUN
My first sight of Common Centaury, among plentiful Yellow-wort, was one of the good finds at the IBM North
Harbour site today. Tall Melilot and Small Scabious were out on drier ground and Great Willowherb by the
main reception lake. On the dry grass banks at the foot of the westward facing building Trailing St John’s
Wort flowers were found and at the east end of the site I came on Hairy St John’s Wort along with Narrow
Leaved Bird’s Foot Trefoil (the rare Hairy Bird’s Foot Trefoil which I had doubts about on my last monthly visit
was unmistakeable this time – two good patches remain well over ten years since I first saw it). Creeping
Yellow Cress was not only found by the main reception lake (where it was probably introduced) but I found
more of it on the lake side of the buildings in a depression in the mown grass where water had created a long
term puddle during the winter and spring – it must have found its own way there). Two more new flowering
were the Greater and Lesser Bulrush (Reedmace) that grow together in the canals (one with a large gap
between its male and female flowers, the other having its larger flowers jammed tight against each other), and
at the lake edge I found both Yellow Loosestrife (with its orange fringed calyx teeth) and Dotted Loosestrife
(on the opposite side of the lake). Also at the lake edge Water Dock was well in flower while along the dry
north boundary by the A27/Western Road several new plants of Sulphur Cinquefoil were covered with flowers
and by the main reception the little grove of planted Tulip Trees were in flower. Last but not least I greatly
enjoyed being re-united with an old friend which I thought had perished many years back – this was one of two
Southern Marsh orchids rescued from the site of the Autoliv factory before that was built on what was then

IBM land at Havant (part of the South Moors site). As in recent years the grass had been mown between the
‘children’s pond’ and the fire road at the west end of the North Harbour site, but this year the mower had seen
the orchid coming up and had left it to flower.
FRI 22 JUN
A walk on Idsworth Down this afternoon brought my my first Eye-Bright, Welted Thistles and Lady’s Bedstraw
and in the shade of woodland I found my first Square Stalked Willowherb. It is now several years since I last
saw Basil Thyme on this down, and though I searched the old site (a bare chalk gully on a steep slope) I could
find no trace of it and now know of nowhere I can find this plant.
One plant this is perhaps spreading along the banks of the River Ems is Dames Violet which Brian Fellows today
found in the Palmers Road Copse section of his Brook Meadow conservation area at Emsworth. For a good
many years I have enjoyed seeing this plant each spring where the Lumley Millstream magically appears on
the south side of the A27 (this ‘canal’ had to be diverted many feet down to allow the building of the new A27,
the water finding its own level again after passing under the road in a long U-shaped pipe) and this year I
noted it in full flower there on May 19.
THU 21 JUN
Cycling to Broadmarsh for the first time after yesterday’s dramatic fire at the pallet store backing on to the
Brockhampton stream (where many birding visitors will in the past have walked when searching for the
wintering Yellow-Browed Warbler or just making a circuit of the Budds Farm area) I had a quick look at the
scene and found most of the big Willow Trees had escaped obvious damage, though two or three at the
southern end of the line are badly scorched and may not survive. The path was temporarily closed near the
bridge taking the public path over the stream as work is still going on around the electricity sub-station.
Continuing to the bank of the Hermitage Stream at Broadmarsh I found both Wild Celery and Perennial
Sowthistle (Sonchus arvensis) in full flower for the first time and just beyond the slipway a single flower was
open on the lone Lucerne bush.
While in the Fishbourne area today Brian Fellows had a look at the water meadow between the church and the
top of Fishbourne Channel and found at least 286 Southern Marsh orchids in flower, but what particularly
struck him was the absence of the nettles which are a problem for the group trying to turn Brook Meadow at
Emsworth into a similar area of natural beauty. I think this will not be an easy problem to overcome and am
reminded of being told (long ago) by Richard Williamson of the care he had to take in finding a site to dump
the grass mowings from his regular clearance of the paths at Kingley Vale – careless dumping could so easily
enrich the soil and a downhill flow of the nutrient from the compost heap could destroy the natural state of the
soil in which orchids and other plants of poor soil flourished. Once enriched it is difficult to re-impoverish the
soil, and on top of that the eradication of nettle roots is a difficult task.
WED 20 JUN
Today’s only new plant for me was Smooth Hawksbeard – a couple of well developed specimens with many
flowers seen in Romsey when visiting my daughter who has just arrived there to start her first job as a curate
at Romsey Abbey.
At Emsworth Brian Fellows today found the Hogweed starting to flower in Brook Meadow and also reports the
first flowering of Meadow Sweet, a plant that shows the hard disks of its flower-buds for ages before
unexpectedly exploding like pop-corn into its ‘lighter than air’ feathery flower mass. At the Portsmouth Great
Salterns site yesterday he found Common Ragwort and Knapweed both well in flower. Brian adds a question
mark of slight uncertainty after the name Black Knapweed and in the past I too have spent some time
checking the colour of the bracts on the involucre of Knapweed plants but I must admit that I now assume that
Brown Knapweed is extinct in Hampshire, so anything looking like Knapweed is almost certainly the Black
(aka Common) Knapweed. The great majority of these flowers are of the thistle-like (shaving brush) shape
but you do fairly regularly find ‘rayed’ flowers that look like Greater Knapweed, requiring a quick check of the
leaf shape to separate the two species.
TUE 19 JUN
Two new plants worth a special note today were the Goats Rue that has started to flower in the overflow carpark
behind the Essor Garage at the Hayling Oysterbeds site (I have not checked the Northney site where this
species is all white flowered – here the plants are the blue flowered variety), and on Sinah Common the Rose
Campion (Lychnis coronaria) was out - that notable garden escape which is now almost a dominant species
there. Another good first was Perforate St John’s Wort on the Hayling coastal path. Along the Seafront Road
the flowers of Restharrow were abundant, hanging over the kerbs to avoid the mowers, and on the rough
grass between Saltmarsh Lane and the coastal path Pale Flax had started to flower. Further up the coastal
path I spotted just two Bee Orchids flowering under the wooden rail that separates horses from humans, and
elsewhere spotted the first Small Timothy grass.
MON 18 JUN
A quick visit to Fort Purbrook on Portsdown today gave me a magnificent display of hundreds (probably
thousands) of Pyramidal orchids, plus a good number of Common Spotted, and half a dozen large spikes of

Knapweed Broomrape. A small amount of Rosebay Willowherb, which Brian Fellows saw here yesterday,
was a nice touch of summer colour and nearby were what I think were Brian’s mystery plants – if so they were
an unusual display of Common Milkwort growing as a ground cover mat excluding other plants from their
patch and from a distance looking somewhat like Heath Speedwell. My first Wild Onions (Crow Garlic) had
burst their ‘cellophane wrappers’ here and the flowers on Yellow-wort were more fully open then I had seen
previously but the only two plants that I think I can claim as firsts were Agrimony (two spikes, one having its
first flower open) and Common Gromwell in full flower beside the slip road where I had parked on the south
side of College Road.
Lawrence Holloway walked to Pagham village shore today and found the first two plants of Childing Pink only
just starting to flower whereas those on Hayling Beachlands were in flower by May 22 (almost a month ago)
and were at the height of their display by May 29 - on June 12 they had seemingly finished though there may
well be new ones to be seen when I visit the island tomorrow.
INSECTS:

SUN 24 JUN
Sitting beside a well developed large garden pond when visiting friends at Botley today I was treated to a
continuous show of Large Red, Blue-Tailed and Azure damselflies plus egglaying visits from two different
Broad Bodied Chasers (dropping their eggs from a height) and an Emperor (landing to position each egg
carefully in widely separated places on the lily pad leaves). A number of exudia of what were probably Broad
Bodied Chasers were still on the vegetation and I was told something that was news to me – namely that while
struggling out of their old skins, or shortly after, before their wings were dry, a number of the newly emerged
dragonflies fell back into the water and drowned
SAT 23 JUN
The highspot of my monthly visit to the IBM North Harbour site today was to see at least 17 Marbled White
butterflies on the wing, many of them at the extreme east end of the site but others widspread around the
whole site. Other than these I saw just two Common Blues, two or three Meadow Browns, a probable Large
White and two moth species – Burnet Companion and 5 spot Burnet. One Emperor and a few Black Tailed
Skimmer (two mating) dragonflies were seen but very few damselflies.
FRI 22 JUN
Here in Emsworth Brian Fellows made a simple observation of a relatively common damselfly and plunged me
into a sea of confusion stirred up by the dreaded taxonomists who will no longer allow him to use the name
given in Chinery’s Insect Guide for this species. Brian himself adds to my confusion with his observation of
the insect’s colour, but first let’s get the name straight. Chinery lists the species under the English name of
Banded Agrion and gives its scientific name as Agrion splendens but as early as 1984 the excellent book on
The Dragonflies of the New Forest (by Noelle and Tony Welstead – not that they are in the least to blame)
changes both names to Banded Demoiselle and Calopteryx splendens, and this nomenclature is followed in
both the big new drgaonfly books by Dan Powell and Steve Brooks so I guess we will have to join the majority
and use these new names without ever knowing what individual taxonomist or scientific commitee decided to
change the names in the first place. My further confusion with Brian’s description is that he describes the
insect, seen in the glare of the sun, as being golden in colour though he goes on to say that it was in fact green
(which means that it was a female, and hence without the bands on the wings – so perhaps it should not have
retained the word Banded in its name change?)
A walk along the grassy east slope of Idsworth Down, a good place for butterflies in most years, gave me little
this afternoon though it did re-inforce my opinion that this is a good year for Small Heath as seven or more of
these were the most numerous species seen. The only other species were Common Blue, with just three
seen, and a similar number of Meadow Brown plus one or two Small White. The most interesting find of the
afternoon was a single plant of Great Mullein whose rather tatty leaves led me to find a number of Mullein
Moth caterpillars. Still very small I fear there may not be enough food on this one plant to enable them to grow
to their impressive full size. Checking the biology of this species I see something that I did not know before –
when the caterpillars pupate in August they dig deep into the soil, make large cocoons, and while they
normally emerge as moths next April or May they can remain in pupation for up to five years.
......While at Idsworth Farm prior to my walk I was shown an impressive photo, taken recently by David Uren
(owner of the farm), of two Poplar Hawkmoths mating on a Goat Willow near a large new pond he has just
constructed to enhance the wildlife. This reminded me that I was wrong when I said in my notes for
Wednesday that you are unlikely to see these moths (other than fleetingly when they are flying or feeding at
flowers) except in the first few hours after emerging while their wings are drying out – I had forgotten about
their prolonged mating.
THU 21 JUN
The first Ringlets of the year, just two of them, were found yesterday by Barry Collins when he took a walk

through the meadows and woodland of the Staunton Country Park on the northern edge of Havant. Barry
also found several Large Skipper, 12+ Meadow Brown, 3 Common Blue and a Red Admiral plus more then 30
Five Spot Burnet moths. He also found a good selection of dragonflies, presmuably around the Lake, and
these included Downy Emerald and both Four Spot and Broad Bodied Chaser, Emperor and Black Tailed
Skimmer with four damselfly species (Azure, Blue-tail, Large Red and Red-Eyed).
......Today Brian Fellows was in Brook Meadow at Emsworth and is the first to report the finding of a larval nest of
Peacock caterpillars on the nettles there
WED 20 JUN
Around 10pm tonight a ring at my door-bell brought news of a cloud of Stag Beetles to be seen at the end of the
road so I accompanied the people who brought this interesting news back to the place they had just seen the
beetles, and they immediately showed me a male beetle on the leaves of a lilac tree overhanging a roadside
fence, and for the next five or ten minutes we heard the noises of other beetles blundering about in the foliage
of this tree and saw several beetles taking short flights along the pavement and back at head height. Only
one of the beetles flew off purposefully and did not return, and my impression was that these insects had only
just emerged from their pupae clustered near the tree trunk on whose rotting wood they had been feeding for
the past three or more years, and were taking their first experimental flights before dispersing to seek mates.
Earlier in the day Steven Harwood had been at the scene of another, prettier, new arrival in the world of flying
insects when he was summoned to a house in Clanfield supposedly to rescue what turned out to be a couple
of Privet Hawkmoths from a garden alongside a field where insecticides might be sprayed. I only have the
bare bones of the story from Stephen but my guess is that these moths were only found during the few hours
(at most a day) after emerging from their pupae when they crawl up a wall or tree trunk to expand and dry their
wings – as soon as night fell they would have taken wing and flown off at high speed, maybe miles from the
garden where they emerged, so unless the nearby field was currently being sprayed when the moths were
found I think their danger of death by this means would be smaller than that of being caught by a Nightjar,
large bat, (or even a cat – some of these learn to sit on a roof and leap out on passing bats at dusk so why not
moths?). This episode reminds me of another unusual reason for removing a large hawkmoth from its chosen
drying out spot – this insect reached me in a large Nescafe jar that had not been washed out and when I
looked inside there was a coffee stained Poplar Hawk needing extra drying time after its release. The reason
for its ‘translocation’ was that it had somehow got onto a wall within an old peoples home and some of the
residents were in fear of their lives from this monster insect ....
The number of moths coming to lights on these warm mid-summer nights is growing rapidly and the number of
species already recorded by those who send me their lists is now up to 194 so I am glad to have spent an hour
or writing a small program to sort the lists that arrive by email into the sequence of the master list so as to
simplify the matching of names to pick out those that are new and add them to the master list. On Sunday
evening (June 17) Sarah Patton had 268 moths of 54 species in her trap at Chichester, on Monday night Barry
Collins had another 18 species here in Havant and more came from Lee Marshall in Gosport. Having run
these lists through my program I find that there were fifteen new species for the year of which ten had English
names that you may recognize – these were The Clay, Dusky Brocade, The Lychnis, Narrow-bordered
Five-spot Burnet, Peppered Moth, Purple Bar, Riband Wave, Small Blood-vein , Small Dotted Buff and Smoky
Wainscot. The Burnet was one which emerged in Lee Marshall’s house from a pupa collected recently on
Browndown, presumably meaning that others will be out ‘in the wild’ now, and the Riband Wave was found in
both its normal and ‘banded’ form.
TUE 19 JUN
With the continuing scarcity of even common butterflies a count of just six species seen on my trip to Hayling
becomes noteworthy. Small White and Speckled Wood were not unexpected but I was pleased to seen
single Meadow Browns in a couple of places with single Red Admiral, Common Blue and Green Veined White
at scattered spots. On Sinah Common I had the additional sight of the startling blue of an Emperor Dragonfly
showing its black ‘backbone’ as it whirred close by me.
I see that there were at least a couple more Meadow Browns and a possible Large White seen in Portsmouth
today by Brian Fellows – one of the Browns was feeding on Sheep’s Bit at the Fort Cumberland site
MON 18 JUN
Last Friday (June 15) Andrew Brookes had the chance to visit the grassland of the Tipner Ranges on the north
east shore of Portsmouth Harbour and found the first Large Skipper that I have heard of in Hampshire (Tony
Wilson had one in the Hove area of Sussex on June 7). With it were a reasonable number of Common Blue
and some Meadow Brown but none of the Small Heath that have been there in previous years (strange when
this seems to be one of the very few butterfly species having a reasonable year). On Saturday June 16 (when
there was a lot of rain) he had very little success in woods west of Denmead though there were a few Meadow
Brown and just one Grizzled Skipper.

Also last week Rosemary Webb was shopping in Chichester and was walking up North Street carrying a
Geranium plant back towards the big carpark when she saw a male Stag Beetle also walking the same way
but in distinct danger of being trampled underfoot or run over by a car. Rosemary’s natural reaction was to
pick up the beetle, put it in the pot with the geranium, and carry it to safety – conjuring up in my mind headlines
such as ‘Exhausted Stag Beetle saved from death by a passing Geranium’
OTHER WILDLIFE:
FRI 22 JUN
Driving along the Emsworth Common Road today, and preparing to turn into Woodberry Lane to go to Rowlands
Castle, I had to give way to a Roe-buck running fast on the wrong side of the road ahead of oncoming traffic.
Luckily it eventually found a way back into the Pond Copse wood alongside the road here. In contrast Lee
Marshall yesterday saw one immobile Terrapin and one Slow-Worm in the Alver Valley yesterday, and
yesterday evening Brian Fellows had the best sight of all, watching two Water Voles swimming in the River
Ems right below where he was standing quietly on the bank. Brian saw that one vole had a much darker coat
(almost black) than the other and tells me that he has read that color variation is not uncommon in these
voles. Although Lee did not see Roe yesterday they are still in the Alver Valley where he saw four last
Tuesday (June 19)
I see on the Sussex website a report of a Grey Seal in the Hastings/Rye area this week (June 19), but suspect
this is a mis-identification of a Common Seal as the Greys normally stick to the rocky western shores of the
British Isles – if it really was a Grey I apologize and would like to give this observation more prominence as
being very unusual.
MON 18 JUN
Walking the north shore of Pagham Harbour today Lawrence Holloway had a good view of a single Common
Seal sunning itself on a mud bank.
WEEK 24 JUNE 11 – 17 (Edited Version)
BIRDS:

SUN 17 JUN
There seems to be a consensus that this is a very poor year for nesting Swifts, with the difficulty of finding nest
sites rather than lack of Swifts being the main cause (though that situation cannot be maintained for long if few
young hatch). Large parties of migrants were seen to arrive and there have been one or two observations of
Swifts congregating in hundreds since they arrived but the majority of observers seem to agree that there are
very few nesting birds, continuing a decline that has been recorded over several years (probably due to lack
of access to roofspaces in modern houses and competition from Sparrows and Starlings where gaps can be
found under the eaves). One interesting observation from Graham Roberts, who has had a web-cam set up
on nesting Swifts in his own house loft both last year and this, is that bad weather does not necessarily send
the parents flying to seek better weather (maybe hundreds of miles away) – he has seen both parents lying up
in his roof for a day or more (once they only took wing for three minutes in a whole day).
FRI 15 JUN
Brian Fellows checked out the Swans at both Broadmarsh and Emsworth today, finding a very respectable 78 in
the Hermitage Stream at Broadmarsh plus the full count of 111 at Emsworth. I am still puzzled as to where
the Broadmarsh birds come from – 17 more have arrived since June 8 when I found 61 there. No doubt there
are other large gatherings in Hampshire but the only place from which I have current info is Alresford Pond
where Charles Cuthbert tells me there are now 62 Swans (along with 54 Gadwall, 20 Tufted Duck, 9
Shelduck, 6 Pochard, 4 Ruddy Duck and just 2 Canada Geese plus 65 Coot)
THU 14 JUN
Visiting Portsdown in search of flowers today I did note the presence of a noisy chacking Stonechat on the north
face of the hill at a site that was new to me (approx SU 625072) where the field path south from the west end
of Fort Southwick goes down a steep slope to a stile. A Song Thrush sang loudly from the trees here and
Yellowhammer and Whitethroat could both be heard.
WED 13 JUN
Late news by phone as I write this is that two of the three pairs of Lapwing attempting to nest alongside the
Finchdean Road at Rowlands Castle have hatched young though a fox got the third nest. Local people
overlooking the field from their houses had pin-pointed the nests and had placed sticks in the growing crop of
Rape to enable any tractor driver to avoid them, neverthless when a contractor turned up to spray the field he
did not know the significance of the sticks but did co-operate when informed at the last minute by local
watchers. The young birds now have a good chance of survival and may even return to nest here again
(though hopefully in an unused area of the field). For those who do not know the field it is one that was

flooded by the Lavant stream coming down from Idsworth and this rape crop was planted very much later than
usual, and is now only about a foot high.
The weather was perfect for my Breeding Bird Survey to Harting Down this morning. Skylarks and Meadow
Pipits were singing, and many Rooks making less musical noises, as I walked to the start of my first half
transect where I was greeted by the gabbling of a Garden Warbler – these are present in the Hawthorn scrub
in numbers matching the Blackcaps in the taller broadleaved woodland – and the much more melodious song
of Willow Warbler. Altogether I recorded 34 bird species of which the best was Turtle Dove (two of them
purring from opposite sites of a valley). Surprisingly there was only one Whitethroat and no Lesser
Whitethroat despite there being three of the latter still singing in similar habitat just outside my square, but
there were several Yellowhammer and Song Thrush singing, and I saw one Cuckoo and a family of Mistle
Thrush. Three Green and one Great Spotted Woodpecker were heard but the family of Great Spots which had
been so noisy in a nest right above my route as recently as last Sunday had now left the nest and were not
heard, though there was a noisy Nuthatch.
Barry Collins today tells us that the Swan family with three cygnets which recently appeared in Emsworth
harbour is the family that nested on the Thorney Island Little Deeps. For a good many years we have seen
the Swans that nest on Langstone Pond (but which did not nest this year) lead their young over the seawall
within a few days of hatching, presumably for greater safety from the foxes that can creep up under cover of
the reeds all round the pond, but in their case the journey from pond to sea is less than two metres long and
presents no problem at high tide when the sea comes almost to the top of the sea wall. In the case of the Little
Deeps the journey to the sea is not so easy as the tiny cygnets have to climb some three or four metres up the
inside of the seawall through dense tall grass, then more easily slither down the same height on the concrete
outer facing. And when they have reached the sea they also have to survive a sudden change in diet and salt
content – maybe the parents lead them on this journey for their safety, but just maybe the adults have become
bored with their own company in the isolation of the nest site and want to join in the big party with 100+ Swans
in the harbour.
Another piece of news from Emsworth is that today a Lesser Whitethroat has turned up in Brook Meadow to add
to the variety there – probably a failed breeder from elsewhere wanting to try his luck here.
TUE 12 JUN
An adult Med Gull was bathing in Langstone Pond as I cycled towards Hayling today but the only noteworthy bird
of the trip was a male Stonechat at the northern end of the Hayling Coastal Path which was singing more or
less continuously from the tops of Hawthorn trees and other perches – presumably this is the male of a
breeding pair in the ‘Brick Field’ here but there was no sign of his mate and I guess with the first brood over he
is advertising for a partner for a second brood. Previously I had thought of Stonechat song as being similar to
that of a Dunnock but this one sounded like the less excited bits of a Common Whitethroat song.
Brian Fellows found 138 Canada Geese on Baffins Pond today, almost certainly intending to stay for the next six
weeks while they moult and become flightless. No doubt part of the reason for such gatherings is safety in
numbers, and the presence of a water surface large enough to accommodate them all out of reach of land
predators, but I wonder if the thought of free food (bread from people coming to feed the ducks, and possibly
corn from Portsmouth City Rangers – are these birds a burden on the rates?) weighs in the decision to come
here? There has beeen no increase in the number of Barnacle Geese (still only five present) and the Swan
pair are still sitting though it is hardly likely they will hatch anything at this late stage but the Mallard are
enjoying a high success rate with their breeding and have 30 ducklings among 58 adult birds (perhaps the
normal predators are put off by the presence of all those noisy Canada Geese though I doubt that would stop
the four large Terrapin from taking a baby duckling if they were feeling hungry
Other news from Brian is of 14 Swans still present at the Canoe Lake and of another Med Gull washing at Baffins
where a Herring Gull was new on the scene. Herring Gull numbers continue to rise dramatically as I was
reminded when I was in my garden this afternoon and watched at least 100 of them flying over like an
invading army having to live off the land and prepared to dive on anything looking edible, or to snatch insects
from the air. I wouldn’t be surprised if we don’t hear of increasing numbers of these gulls coming to Baffins
regularly to take their share of any free food.
Talking of free food I hear from John Shillitoe that the Mallard family which nested at the pond in an internal
courtyard of the Xyratex factory buildings here in Havant are now being treated to free food, probably on the
site maintenance budget rather than out of the pockets of the staff (if they are now a recognised overhead I’m
sure that is a good investment in staff morale). John tells me that a big dish by the pond is now kept topped up
with poultry mix and that seven or maybe nine ducklings are thriving on it – the question now is, when they
have grown their flight feathers, will they be too heavy to fly out of the courtyard? (or perhaps will they be too
reluctant to say goodbye to the free food?). The Mistle Thrush family which also nested in the courtyard did
not get the free food package and have flown, as have a family of three youngsters and their parents now to
be seen around the buildings of the IBM North Harbour site according to Trevor Carpenter

MON 11 JUN
A week ago Trevor Carpenter found that the Canada Goose population on the IBM Lake had doubled to 80
adults but on that occasion (June 5) he did not locate this year’s young birds. This morning he checked the
lake again and found 102 adults and 19 goslings with plenty of time left for more adults to fly in before the
birds become flightless in July. Trevor also cleared up doubts about the status of the Great Crested Grebe
family by seeing both adult birds but only one juvenile which probably means that any other young have not
survived. He also heard the Sedge Warbler still singing at the east end of the site and watched 30 Swifts and
5 House Martins in the air.
Good news nearer to us here in Havant comes from John Shillitoe who yesterday saw a Lapwing pair with four
new hatched chicks in a field on the north side of the Hambledon to Droxford road when he was cycling in
search of Corn Buntings which are still present in reasonable numbers thereabouts (each visit tends to locate
a slightly different set of birds so there may be more than any one visit would indicate). More local good news
comes from David Parker at Forestside where he reckons there are as many Song Thrush as there are
Blackbirds. The first juvenile Great Spotted Woodpecker is now to be seen in his garden and a Hobby flew
over it yesterday. Further afield in Hampshire Russell Wynn was walking long distances over the Hampshire
chalk and locating two different pairs of Stone Curlew plus getting good views of a Red Kite, but Russell is
worried that he may not have Quail on his year list by the end of the summer (if they are not here and calling
by now it’s not going to be a Quail year). He is also still in search of Willow Tit though I would not have thought
open fields to be the place to look for them.
In Emsworth today the Mute Swan total had gone up to 102 with the Black Swan still present. Brian Fellows tells
me that the fate of the Peter Pond cygnets may have been sealed when they became separated from their
parents and found themselves among the main flock of non-breeding Swans – Tony Wilkinson who acts as
guardian of the Slipper Mill Pond had once rescued them from the pecking bills of these birds when the
cygnets were swept over the sluice gates that hold in the Slipper Pond water (and prevent it emptying each
tide) – probably this happened again when there was no one on hand to save them. Emsworth harbour is not,
however, now without cygnets as another family of three young has appeared on the scene from an unknown
nest. In the past Swans have nested on Fowley Island not far south of the harbour, and also on the tree
covered banks of Emsworth Marina though that is now so full and busy that I doubt there is a quiet sport left
for a nest.
PLANTS:

SUN 17 JUN
This afternoon I cycled to Thornham Point and Prinsted, returning by Southbourne, Westbourne and Lumley Mill
at Emsworth. Three new flowering plants went on my list starting with the bright yellow flowers of Dyer’s
Greenweed near Thornham Point and my first Field Rose flowers in the same area before seeing Great
Mullein in flower at Prinsted. One plant of Sea Aster was in flower at Thornham, and both Bristly Ox-tongue
and Common Ragwort were flowering, while a single plant of Field Penny-cress in a field at Prinsted had
already ceased flowering and was in seed. Along the Thorney seawall near the Little Deeps Hemp Agrimony
was already showing pink flowerheads (not in flower) and Sea Beet was in flower
The first Rosebay Willowherb was flowering at Fort Purbrook on Portsdown today, seen by Brian Fellows who
also found a patch of mystery plants which he describes as ** rather like a small Harebell. Stems to about
20cm smooth and slightly downy. Leaves dark green, lanceolate, with a prominent central vein, smooth
edges, without stalks, alternate up the stem. 10+ tiny blue bell-like flowers arranged along the upper part of
the stem on short stalks **
From Pagham Harbour Lawrence Holloway tells us of a field, visible from the road near the Mill Pond at
Sidlesahm village, in which Southern Marsh Orchids can be seen accompanied by a few spikes of a paler
species – could these be Early Marsh Orchids?
SAT 16 JUN
Evening sunshine after a rainy day encouraged me to take a short trip to New Lane in Havant and find the
Weasel’s Snout plants flowering as expected in the allotments. These small, pink flowered wild ‘snapdragons’
appear each year here, and today I was particularly pleased to see that they were not only to be seen in the
less diligently weeded plots but the plot immediately inside the gates seemed to have been dedicated to them,
having been cleared of other vegetation leaving these ‘weeds’ to flower without competition.
Back at home I had an interesting phone call from Geoff Farwell who started by telling me that he had at last
discovered Fiddle Dock growing in his Portsmouth area patch – it can now be found on Southsea Common
just north of the Sealife Centre, though the grass is mown short here and all that can be seen are the basal
leaves of the docks. Another recent find was of Common Ramping Fumitory growing by the roadside outside
the Titchfield Haven buildings close to the bridge, and at Farlington Marshes he had seen two plants of
interest, the first being Bulbous Foxtail grass in ruts just outside the gate into the ‘Hay Field’ (where the track
north to the underpass leaves the track east to the seawall from the reserve building) and the second being

what looked very like a White Helleborine plant with at least one unopened flower bud discovered in the copse
north of the road (where clearance of elder has let in more light near the old concrete ammuntion store
bunkers) – this would be a very unlikely plant here but neither Geoff nor Bob Chapman could come up with a
better suggestion. Finally Geoff told me that the large Goosefoot type plants which I had found on the dung
heap beside Crooked Walk Lane on Portsdown (see Thursday’s entry) had been there from some years and
were, as far as he could remember offhand, Fig Leaved Goosefoot.
I see that I did not include in yesterday’s notes the results of my own visit to Havant Thicket where I was checking
on the Bitter Vetch but only found two flowering plants. The first new plant found there was Greater Bird’s
Foot Trefoil and the second was a surprisingly early Hieracium flower. Not new for the year was my first
Heath Bedstraw but I may have been the first to see a White Water Lily opening in the pond at the north end
of the ‘Nightjar valley’. There was no sign of wilt or blackening of the great mass of Bracken in the Thicket but
wherever Aspens had been planted they had many leaves and whole branches black and completely dead.
FRI 15 JUN
Geoff Butland has sent me a superb photo of a Dragon’s Teeth plant which he took at Noar Hill on Wednesday
(June 13), and Rosemary Webb, who was with the evening walk party there led by Geoff on Wed evening,
tells me that several plants can be found there this year. Both Musk and Fragrant orchids were already in
flower there, with an unusual proliferation of Twayblades still to be found, but the party only came on one Fly
orchid. Rosemary also told me that on Thursday she had found a few of the Belgarum variety of Bee Orchid
on Portsdown at the Skew Road site, and that recently she had seen White Helleborine without thier yellow
‘yolks’ in the woods on Head Down south of Petersfield – this orchid is called the Egg Plant by some because
of the white and yellow normal colouration but there is a recognised ‘yolkless’ variety which has been present
on Head Down for some years.
In the upper Itchen Valley not far from Alresford Charles Cutherbert recently counted 43 of the Early Marsh
orchids whose flesh pink colour (from which they get their scientific name of D. Incarnata) contrasts with the
vivid purple colour of the more common Southern Marsh Orchids which grow with them. The only place
where I recall seeing this species is Matley Bog between Lyndhurst and Beaulieu in the New Forest but a few
do grow in fields north of Portsdown (where John Goodspeed has already seen them this year) and no doubt
elsewhere.
THU 14 JUN
Following John Goodspeeds news earlier in the week that the Field Cow-Wheat was flowering above the M27 on
Portsdown, and of Meadow Cranesbill found by Crooked Walk Lane on the north face of the hill, I thought I
would check out that area before the promised rain arrived. At the Skew Road site the Field Cow-Wheat was
flourishing with well over a hundred purple plumes visible over the motorway fence, and on the Nelson Lane
side of the junction there were at least 75 spikes of Small Yellow (or Straw) Foxglove which is the other
speciality of this site. Hedge Bedstraw, Yellow-wort and Small Scabious were all just starting to flower,
though the only flower on the Scabious was on a plant which had had its main stem cut and which was making
a last effort to reproduce itself before dying. The clump of Common Spotted Orchids behind the crash barrier
at the north east corner of the bridge over the motorway had 17 flower spikes and was at its peak of perfection
but Bee Orchids were scarce (I only saw seven small specimens). My first Pyramidal orchids were also to be
seen here, and the surprise item was a fully open flower of Greater Knapweed.
......From this site I drove back to the field entrance parking spot immediately west of the Fort Southwick fence
and from here took the field path south to Crooked Walk Lane. Sainfoin used to flower all round this unofficial
parking space but has long been mown out of existence at the roadside so I was pleased to find a large clump
of this lovely plant adorning the steep north facing slope you have to descend about half way along this path.
Reaching the road (Crooked Walk Lane) which runs down to the roundabout outside Southwick village I
turned downhill and found the Meadow Cranesbill on the north side of the road at around SU 623073 where
the road moves away from the trees leaving a narrow strip of bare grassland – a good dozen plants were
clustered at the foot of the trees, half of them in flower with the other half not yet open. As this is a dumping
area with a huge farm dungheap and with roadside dumping from cars it would be difficult to claim these
plants were in a natural site (near them I found Garden Aquilegia and a Sumach tree) though the plants are
surrounded by Common Spotted Orchids and at least one Bee Orchid plus Hairy Sedge (Broad Leaved
Everlasting Pea is also growing close to the Cranesbill, but I am not sure if that is a natural inhabitant or an
introduction). There is a very different interest to be found a hundred yards further downhill on the old,
unusued dung heap which was thickly covered by metre high Goosefoot type plants which at the moment
have no flower heads to give a clue to their species. They have leaves in longstalked opposite pairs (in the
books both Goosefoot and Atriplex species are said to have alternate leaves), and the big upper leaves were
sharply triangular (10cm across the base and 10cm long) with very wavy edges. Also enjoying the run off
from the dung were many plants of Hogweed in full flower (the first good display of this I have seen this year).
On the downland as I returned I found my first Crested Dog grass in flower before reaching the car just as the
first raindrops began to fall.

WED 13 JUN
On sunny days many people and their dogs are forever coming along the South Downs Way over Harting Down
but hardly one of them ever deviates from the well worn track to explore the flower rich turf stretching away on
either side of the path. I would agree that this is a good thing in many ways, but it seems sad that none of
these people seem to realise that as they emerge from the fenced off picnic area round the carpark through
the gate they have only to walk 100 yards to be in among literally hundreds of small Common Spotted orchids.
Another plant which I saw there this morning in good numbers, though less easy to approach as it is in a
fenced off area to keep out rabbits, is Wild Strawberry – just yards from the path I was on, but over the fence,
I could see a great display of bright red tiny strawberries ready in time for Wimbledon.
TUE 12 JUN
The tall Milk Thistles on the earth mound behind the lagoon at the Hayling Oysterbeds were in flower today, and
in the little used overflow carpark behind the Esso Garage there was a pretty display of the more natural
Slender Thistles (look for them at the far end opposite the entrance). Down on Beachlands the ground looked
as if there had been a month’s heatwave with very little left alive (no doubt rain this weekend will change that).
The Childing Pink plants seemed as dead as the rest but in front of them, and over on the south side of the
road, near the beach huts, there was a stupendous display of Sheep’s Bit turning many square yards of this
desert scene into a sea of blue. One other plant that is still alive on the beach is Restharrow on which I saw
the first single flower today. The only other plant of interest in the Sinah area was a bush of Sulphur Cinquefoil
blossoming just across Ferry Road opposite St George’s Avenue and near the water pumping building from
which the external steps have been removed so that you can no longer use its flat roof to get a view over the
common.
......On my way home up the coastal path I not only saw the first Wild Privet flowers but also caught up with Pete
Durnell, who asked if I had seen a particularly good single specimen of a Bee Orchid growing under the
wooden rail separating horses from walkers – I had not but it is worth looking for somewhere north of the
Saltmarsh Lane access to the path. Pete also told me he had been with a Flora Group outing in the New
Forest last Sunday and wherever they went they found the Bracken wilting, dying and turning black very soon
after opening its fronds. He has no idea what is causing this or how widespread it is but a disease that wipes
out the Bracken of Britain would be a notable event to say the least – among other implications we discussed
what would happen to Hampshire’s Wild Gladiolas if they no longer were hidden by bracken – would they all
be picked?, or would they die back naturally without shade? While talking Pete spotted a Sedge growing by
the coastal path which gave the appearance of being Spiked Sedge (Carex spicata) which is not on the list of
Hayling plants in his newly published book – I cannot confirm that it was this species but it did not seem to be
the Prickly Sedge which is on the existing list. Hopefully Pete will confirm the find later.
Brian Fellows made two interesting discoveries on the shingly soil around Fort Cumberland at Eastney today.
One was of the lovely blue flowers of Sheep’s Bit growing some 20 cm tall – maybe this is no surprise to most
botanists as I see Frances Rose’s book says the plant can be 30cm tall but my only experience of it is as a
ground hugging plant with virtually no flower stem at all. The other find was of Harebell, a plant that seems to
be rapidly becoming a rarity. At first I thought this was an exceptionally early record as I do not usually see
this plant until July, but I see that John Goodspeed found it on Portsdown as early as June 9 in 1998 and June
16 in 1999 (my first record last year was not till July 8 when the Havant Wildlife Group found the plant on Old
Winchester Hill). One other thought about this find is that I see that in 1998 I also found what I took to be a
Harebell at Fort Cumberland on July 6 and wrote then that I had found ** a delightful Harebell with greener
and lusher stems and leaves than the wild species, and with it bells pointing up, not dangling (presumably a
garden species) ** I only raise this now, not to question Brian’s record, but because I never got an answer as
to what I may have seen then – are there garden cultivars that could be confused with the real thing?
MON 11 JUN
This morning I made a first venture into the field beside the eastern stream of Warblington Castle farm which I
should have walked nine or ten times by now had we been able to carry out our normal Common Bird Census.
The combination of less human pressure and the unusual weather this spring meant that I was walking
through waist high grass and other plants, much of it Plicate Sweet Grass now in flower but new to my list.
Where there was a gap in the tall grass I was able to see my first Toad Rush, and elsewhere there was much
Jointed Rush now flowering. One objective was to see if any Southern Marsh orchids had come up and I did
see five specimens (where in the past I have found up to 100) but I failed to see another of my expected plants
– Marsh Valerian. Distant Sedge was genuinely present here as was one sedge which has so far baffled me.
The weekly Nature Notes poster produced by John Goodspeed today carries two interesting items of plant news.
The first is that the glorious Field Cow-Wheat has started to flower once more on the M27 bank above
Portchester, and the second is that Meadow Cranesbill can be seen in a place where it is unlikely to be a
garden throw out and where it is not recorded in the Hants Flora – this is in Crooked Walk Lane which runs
down the north side of Portsdown to the Southwick roundabout through square SU 6207. A note from Brian
Fellows adds Hedge Bindweed, seen at Emsworth, to the flowering list

INSECTS:

SUN 17 JUN
With little sunshine today I did not expect to see butterflies but on the seawall opposite the west end of the
Thorney Great Deeps I disturbed two Meadow Browns from the grass, though I saw a single roosting
Common Blue in time to avoid disturbing it.
SAT 16 JUN
A single Small Heath was a surprise sight on the north edge of Bells Copse when I was visiting Havant Thicket
today, confirming my impression that this is one of the very few butterflies doing well this year. Also seen in
the Thicket were singles of Common Blue and Speckled Wood.
FRI 15 JUN
The best local butterfly news has reached me rather late via Brian Fellows who joined the Friends of Stansted
Forest on a walk led by the chief forester, Michael Prior, and picked up news from Michael that Pearl Bordered
Fritillary are not yet extinct in that woodland.
More dramatic news came from Rosemary Webb who was at the Fort Nelson carpark at the west end of
Portsdown yesterday and saw an Adonis Blue which must have blown over from the Isle of Wight on the
southerly winds – although some male Common Blues can be very bright there is no mistaking the difference
in the ‘electric’ blue of an Adonis with which Rosemary is familiar from regular trips to the Isle of Wight and
Martin Down.
Beyond these two items butterfly news is very scarce – just one more Meadow Brown seen by Barry Collins near
the Thorney Little Deeps on June 12, and in Havant Thicket today I saw just one Common Blue, one Speckled
Wood and one Small Heath. Earlier this week, on June 11, Charles Cuthbert was at Magdalen Hill Down near
Winchester and had a single Painted Lady along with the first mainland Brown Argus that I have heard of
(following the one seen at Mottistone Down on the Isle of Wight on May 25 by visiting Portsmouth area
butterfly enthusiasts) plus Brimstone and Common Blue
There is no shortage of moth or other insect news starting with Lee Marshall’s first sighting of Great Green
Bushcricket nymphs in the Gosport area and news of more Glow-worms in The Sling area of Stansted Forest
from Michael Prior (I am not quite clear as to whether these have already been seen there this year or whether
the info was that this is a good site for them – with the Lavant stream pouring through most of this corner of
Stansted Forest recently I am surprised that the beetles have survived).
THU 14 JUN
Visiting the Skew Road area of Portsdown above Portchester this afternoon in search of flowers I came on just
one roosting Common Blue butterfly.
WED 13 JUN
At Harting Down this morning I was much encouraged to count at least 23 Small Heath butterflies in a stretch of
not much more than a kilometre of the South Downs Way. Less encouraging was that the only other butterfly
seen was a single Common Blue and one tatty Cinnabar moth. Back at home there was a Holly Blue in my
garden and just one Small White.
With a vast series of Ladybird books available to us it is still very difficult to identify these beetles, partly because
the books deal with many subjects but not with Ladybirds, and partly because the beetles in this group are
both numerous and very variable. Brian Fellows today came on one of the less common ones, which he
identified using Chinery’s illustrated Insect book as Calvia 14-punctata, in Brook Meadow at Emsworth and
this I think is relatively easy to be sure of as it has a brown background with 14 yellow spots but confusion is
still possible as there is a second 14 spot species (Propylea 14-punctata) though that is a yellow species with
black spots.
Ruth Potts on the other hand was very puzzled to find a black ladybird with four red spots, but the illustrations in
Chinery’s book show that this could well have been a fairly normal variant of the very common 2 Spot which
should have just two black spots on a totally red background. With beetles being the largest group of living
things, and with most of them only seen by us as isolated individuals, I think it will be a very long time before
we get a field guide that will allow us to identify beetles with any degree of certainty so I will be happy to
continue to enjoy their great variety without bothering to give them exact scientific names
TUE 12 JUN
I had a Holly Blue in the garden today but the only butterfly seen on my afternoon trip to Hayling was one Red
Admiral. Pete Durnell did a little better, seeing half a dozen Meadow Browns near the west shore of the
island.
Sometimes beetle identification is relatively easy, and when John Chapman saw a female Stag Beetle on the
ground close to Langstone Mill on Monday evening there was no doubt of its identity, but even with this well
known species not everyone is aware that there is also a Lesser Stag Beetle, only slightly smaller than the
impressive one, in which the males and females look alike (no antlers on the male)

MON 11 JUN
Both Large and Grizzled Skipper have been seen in Sussex in the last few days but yesterdat Andrew Brookes
became the first to find them in south east Hampshire, in woods in the Newtown area west of Denmead. He
also passes on news that 14 Small Blue were found in the chalk pits just south of the M27 above Portchester
by Mike Gwilliam who found some 70 of their eggs
I was not surprised to see all three white butterfly species (Large, Small and Green Veined) in the Warblington
Farm fields this morning but I was surprised and pleased to see a male Common Blue (though I have my
doubts as to whether it will ever find a female there to make its life worthwhile). In the Nore Barn woodland I
also glimpsed what must have been a Holly Blue among the treetops and near Warblington church I passed
one Speckled Wood.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
FRI 15 JUN
Dormice may well be far more widespread than is commonly thought and there was an interesting study
published in British Wildlife (Feb 1999 issue) showing that they were present in the coastal scrub of Dorset at
sites with none of the Hazel coppice that is traditionally thought of as their only habitat. That article
emphasised the importance of hedgerows both as highways for their movement (they hate to touch the
ground) and as a source of the many varied foodstuffs they need to keep them alive around the year (nuts
alone are not enough). This is brought back to my mind by news from Brian Fellows who on Wednesday
evening heard Michael Prior, head forester at Stansted, telling a party of the Friends of Stansted Forest that
Dormice were probably widespread within the forest. Michael had three times last autumn come on these
creatures in the plastic Tully Tubes in which young trees now grow and this spring he had found a nest in
which they might be breeding – teethmark at a number of sites backed up his view that the creatures were
widely present.
WED 13 JUN
A single Roe-buck was apparently disturbed by my presence in a normally little walked part of Harting Down this
morning and crashed out of the undergrowth close to me, then began to ‘bark’ noisily for a couple of minutes.
He may not have been addressing me with his remarks as this is still I think their rutting season and there may
have been a doe nearby though I only glimpsed the one deer.

BIRDS:

WILDLIFE HIGHLIGHTS – 2001
WEEK 23 JUNE 4 - 10

SUN 10 JUNE
Swifts: Recently one or two people have commented on the small number of breeding Swifts they have seen this
year but yesterday there were thousands of them in the air over Woolmer Forest according to Richard Ford,
and today Ron Toft saw lots of them over the Beaulieu Road area of the New Forest, while 300 were reported
over Cuckmere Haven in Sussex on June 5. I suspect there is a shortage of breeding sites rather than a
shortage of Swifts – and where there are appropriate gaps allowing access to roof space the Sparrows often
get there first.
Breeding Birds Survey With erratic opening of footpaths many people have already been able to make a single
late visit to their BTO Breeding Bird Survey squares but the sheep grazing on the South Downs meant that my
square at Harting Down remained off limits until about a week ago and today was my first opportunity to check
out the habitat and markers for the 200 metre sections – hopefully I can do the survey on Wednesday
morning. No special birds today but it was good to hear several Willow Warblers in the scrub with the odd
Yellowhammer and Whitethroat singing, plus Meadow Pipits and Skylarks on the downs before reaching the
square. Juvenile Great Spotted Woodpeckers were calling from their nest in an oak right above my path and
a good many other birds were probably breeding – one indication being the presence of two Cuckoos calling
frequently and at one point sitting side by side on fence posts.
SAT 9 JUNE
Little Owls: This evening Trevor Carpenter spent an hour between 21:30 and 22:30 driving round the minor
roads at the west end of Portsdown during which time he came on five separate Little Owls. In past years I
have heard that the north slopes of Portsdown abound with Little Owls and it sounds as if this is still true with
them extending around the western end of the hill along the course of the Wallington River. Some of Trevor’s
sightings were at dusk but others were when it was fully dark, with the birds seen in the car headlights, so it
seems these owls do hunt after dark and not just in the gloaming.
South Moors With the Langstone South Moors once more open despite the presence of cattle I made an
evening walk to check out the Southern Marsh Orchids and was surprised to disturb a single Lapwing from
among the cattle. As the seawall path has been open for some time and there have been no sightings of
Lapwing I think we can take it that this was the first bird to return to this part of Langstone Harbour.

FRI 8 JUNE
Pectoral Sandpiper at Farlington Marshes Trevor Carpenter tonight passed on the news that there is a Pectoral
Sandpiper at Farlington Marshes, sending me to my copy of Birds of Hampshire to see how unusual this is.
As with many rarities there have been an increasing number of sightings in recent years, almost certainly
because of more observers with better equipment and background knowledge, but this species is still not one
to be expected every year. When they do turn up the odds are heavily in favour of sightings in August or
September with a very few seen on their spring passage north to the arctic, and this particular bird comes at
the very end of that spring passage season. The answer to my question in the headlines as to whether this is
the first time one of these birds has been seen in June is no, they have been recorded in the last two weeks of
May and the first week of June, and that is not unreasonable in the light of our recent discussion of Sanderling
passage not finishing until mid-June – all we need now is for the bird to stay until the first week in July for it to
qualify for an autumn passage bird. In the meanwhile if you are at Farlington in mid-June keep an eye out for
the odd Red Necked Phalarope – back in 1993 one was there on June 13th.
Lapwing A less uncommon wader that we will soon be seeing back in the harbours is Lapwing of which some
have already arrived as I noted on June 4th and it will be interesting to try to pick out any of this year’s young
among them (I guess most of the early arrivals will be failed breeders with no young) so thanks to Mike Collins
for pointing out that they stand out from their parents not only in having fresher plumage but also by pale buff
spotted fringes to wing coverts and under-parts. Mike was in fact answering a different question to the one I
posed on June 4 in a paragraph mentioning both Lapwing and Little Egrets and I am still interested in knowing
how to pick out any juvenile Little Egrets – I seem to remember hearing that they have greenish rather than
pure black legs but I cannot confirm this from the books I have.
Other birds with young already on the scene, and with no identification problems, are the Shelduck which now
have three broods on the Sidlesham Ferry pool according to Lawrence Holloway. Inland John Shillitoe writes
of a Nuthatch family that is now visiting his garden near the West Walk woods in the Meon Valley, and tells of
one youngster demonstrating its skill at walking on vertical surfaces by going up and down his garage wall in
search of insects (perhaps those small Zebra striped spiders that are themselves hunting even smaller
insects on the same surface). Another observation of a Nuthatch family comes from Giles Darvill (who I think
lives in the Lymington area) whose message interested me more in its mention of a Treecreeper family still in
their nest in the deep crevices of the bark of a Maritime Pine also in his garden. I would swop three or four
brash, noisy Nuthatch families for just one Tree Creeper nest in my garden – not only are the birds so much
more attractive in their gentle, quiet way (even if they can’t walk head first down a tree trunk) but in this
particular case I am intrigued by the idea of having a Maritime Pine in the garden, presumably producing
those large cones which many people collect as household decorations (Alan Mitchell’s book tells us that
plantations of this tree are restricted to the New Forest and Wareham areas).
I think the footpath across the South Moors from Mill Lane and Langstone to Southmoor Lane, and the other
footpath up the Langbrook stream from Mill Lane, are now open though I cannot confirm this – looking across
the South Moors from the seawall I could see none of the usual barbed wire defences and notices that have
prevented people from taking the two paths that might bring them in contact with cattle. What I do know is that
there were 61 Swans on the Hermitage Stream (plus one on the Budds Farm pools and one on the
Bedhampton Mill Pool - the first time I have seen one here, where there is usually a nesting pair, this spring)
and there could have been another pair up the Brockhampton stream. Further west in the Chalk Dock area
near the eastern entrance to Farlington Marshes there were 12 Great Crested Grebe on the water.
THU 7 JUNE
A fascinating story for which we have to rely on Brian Fellows weekly news bulletins is the saga of Baffins Pond
in Portsmouth and this week he tells us that two of the missing Barnacle Geese have returned (after a failed
attempt at nesting?) to bring the total up to seven now on the pond, but the highlight this week is the arrival of
a frisky Bar-Headed Goose, possibly not making its first visit here as it might be one of the parents of the lone
hybrid goose that has been with the Barnacles for some years (but is now on the missing list). Also on the
pond today was a full adult Med Gull which had presumably come in from the harbour for a ‘wash and brush
up’ in fresh water. No further sighting of the white gull seen by Brian on his previous visit and I personally
think the bird was more likely to be a Med Gull than a sighting of the albino Herring Gull that Lee Marshall saw
yesterday at Stokes Bay and which may well be the bird seen by Ian Calderwood in the Camber Docks at
Portsmouth on May 13 and at Tipner by Jason Crook on March 5 – Brian mentioned dark markings on the
face of his mystery gull and there would be none on the face of a Herring Gull, let alone the size difference.
WED 6 JUNE
Family parties of Linnets were new to the scene on Hayling today, and at Black Point some 20 Sandwich Tern
were on ‘Seagull Island’ to the west of the sailing club and a female Kestrel was hunting over the Sandy Point
reserve. Yesterday, when I cycled down the coastal path and around Gunner Point, the only birds I noticed
were another Kestrel over the Golf Course, at least three Yellowhammer making feeble attempts to sing at
points down the Billy Line, a Willow Warbler still singing quite strongly in the Saltmarsh Lane copse and a pair

of Whitethroat very busily feeding young in the bushes on Stoke Common opposite the Oysterbeds (there
may also have been a Lesser Whitethroat nest in the area).
TUE 5 JUNE
Yesterday Trevor Carpenter found 80 Canada Geese on the IBM Lake where there had been less than 40 prior
to the week-end but this morning Brian Fellows found no decrease in the number on Baffins Pond (still 64
there) so either the birds had returned from the IBM Lake or the newcomers at IBM had come from elsewhere.
Other birds at Baffins were much as usual with the Swan still sitting on an island nest and five Barnacle Geese
plus the hybrid (Bar-Head) still missing. The male Shoveler which turned up here on May 29 is still present
but looks rather tatty and may be using the pond as a hospice. One unusual sight was of a very white gull
about which Brian says ** I was puzzled by a pure white gull on the pond. At first I thought it was a domestic
white duck until I put the binoculars on it when it revealed itself as a gull. I watched it as it washed itself before
it flew off east towards the harbour. It was the right size for a Mediterranean Gull, its wings were pure white
and its legs showed red; however, its bill was not the bright red of a Mediterranean Gull and it did not have a
dark head, all I could see was some motted markings on its face. The most likely ID is a 2nd winter
Mediterranean Gull; alternatively it could have been an albino Black-headed Gull if there is such a thing. **
Brian would welcome any comments.
MON 4 JUNE
Golden Oriole is a bird which I would dearly love to have on my life list but the nearest I have come to seeing or
hearing one was in the 1980s during the HOS Tetrad Atlas Survey when I learnt that a small colony had been
coming to woods not far north of Clanfield, close to Butser Hill, for at least ten years – sadly it is now more
than ten years since the last bird was heard there. Another possible close encounter came when one was
reported as being heard singing in the Emsworth marina area one May day in the early 1990s, but that was
like the one heard on May 31 this year by Chris Seaton, singing from a Lime Tree not ten yards from his
bedroom window but flying on north before Chris could get his bins on it. I see that there was another sighting
this spring at Sidlesham Ferry on May 7, but my own personal observation is limited to one unexplained brief
bout of strange noises coming from trees in Stansted Forest a few years back – I never came to any
conclusion as to what made them, but my hopes were revived by Chris Seaton’s account of what he heard
(see my entry for May 31), which he described as a mixture of strangled cat, a cross squirrel and a bird of the
Malaysian undergrowth, before the unmistakeable fluting began. The reason for bringing all this up now is
that I see there was a Golden Oriole at St Catherine’s point on the Isle of Wight yesterday – could it be coming
this way?
News from Barry Collins is of a small flock of Lapwing back at the coast on Thorney Island already – presumably
failed breeders but these have turned up about three weeks earlier than usual (could that be because they
have come from a nearby site such as that at Rowlands Castle?). There are still around 20 Sanderling on
Pilsey Sands and more Egrets than usual for this time of year – I think Barry said that he reckons there are 17
of them around Thorney Island in the daytime but he is not certain where they go at night as, on the only
recent evening when he checked out the normal roost, he could only find one bird using it – this is of course
still their breeding season and they might, just possibly, be returning to small nest colonies as yet
undiscovered. Checking my books to see how you pick out any juveniles that may appear on the scene I find
I have no clues other than the absence of fancy plumes, but I seem to remember that the juveniles have
green, not black legs – can anyone help with any tips?
......Still in the Thorney Island area I see that Brian Fellows has 108 Swans at Emsworth today (supporting what
I guessed yesterday on finding some 20 of the Broadmarsh Swans missing). Brian says this is the fifth
successive month on which his maximum count of Swans in the Emsworth area has exceeded the maximum
for the equivalent month over all the years he has been recording them. Sadly he still cannot find the Peter
Pond cygnets though he is pretty sure that the parent birds are still present.
More local news comes from Trevor Carpenter who checked out the IBM Lake this morning and found 80 adult
Canada Geese present – more than double the 37 which I found in a complete search of the lake on May 26.
There may even be more adults somewhere round the site as Trevor only came on 6 juveniles where I found
20. I guess the 40+ adults that have just arrived at the lake came from Baffins Pond where Brian’s count a
week ago was of 68 birds – I wonder what he will find there tomorrow? Another puzzle at the IBM Lake is the
status of the Great Crested Grebes of which a pair nested and hatched young – on hearsay evidence three
juveniles hatched but when I walked round the lake on May 26 I saw one adult with one juvenile at the east
end of the lake, then one adult with one juvenile outside the cafeteria near the west end – having spent some
time on the islands in between the two sightings I assumed these were the same birds which had moved while
my attention was elsewhere, and this was backed up when I returned to the east end and could see no
grebes. However, while it is quite likely that one or more juveniles should have died it seems unlikely that one
of the parents would have vanished so I think there is still a good chance that the two parents are operating
independently, maybe one of them has two youngsters hidden in the reeds. Trevor’s news also mentions
hearing a Sedge Warbler and a Skylark in the eastern part of the North Harbour site – both birds are site

rarities, and unlikely to be heard there in future years when that end of the site is built on.
News from John Shillitoe at the ex-IBM site in Havant (now called Langstone Technology Park) is that the pair of
Mistle Thrushes nesting there have raised at least one, possibly two, young. More interestingly a Mallard has
nested by an ornamental pond in an enclosed courtyard within the buildings and now has six or seven
ducklings on the pond with no way out (until the young can fly) except through the offices. Presumably she
gets the advantage of not being on the regular hunting beat of any fox – but the buildings will not keep out
Crows. Will the food supply suffice to raise the full family? Will the Crows pounce? Watch the next episode of
this Survivor series thanks to John. (At the IBM North Harbour site the Landscape Maintenance team stand by
at this time of year for calls from office workers who see tiny ducklings on the balconies, and arrive with a
cardboard box in which they collect the babies and carry them down to the lake while the fussing mother flies
down on her own – I hear a rumour that under cost conscious new management this service is being
discontinued).
PLANTS:

SUN 10 JUNE
At Harting Down today Deadly Nightshade flowers were fully open, and very belatedly I came on my first Lesser
Stitchwort. On the main South Downs way where the bare chalk was showing I passed a plant of Hounds
Tongue
Common Ragwort started to flower at Emsworth where it was seen by Brian Fellows today
SAT 9 JUNE
The Havant Wildlife Group walk today was in Inholmes Wood above the village of Stoughton near which the
River Ems rises, and here they not only found Twayblade orchids still flowering but also the first Common
Valerian and Deadly Nightshade. The list I have been given includes Broomrape but does not say if it was the
large yellowish Knapweed Broomrape or the small purplish Common Broomrape.
Scentless Mayweed It also lists the first Scentless Mayweed which I have no reason to doubt but it reminds me
that when I came on plants of this type recently I not only discovered that they were Scented Mayweed but
also saw that in Frances Rose’s Wildflower Key he gives the flowering period for Scented as starting a month
earlier than Scentless which I will remember for future years. I have never been good at differentiating these
species by smell (other than the Stinking Chamomile which is almost as pungent as Ramsons when you walk
through it and crush the plants underfoot) and find the best method of separating them is to cut the flowerhead
in two vertically – if the centre is hollow it is Scented, if not then it is Scentless.
Southern Marsh Orchids With the paths over the Langstone South Moors and up the Langbrook stream open
again, despite the presence of cattle, I paid an evening visit to check out the Southern Marsh Orchids and
found them in good condition, near the start of their flowering, but a sweep around the field only gave me 260
plants where I would hope for four or five thousand (without checking my memory tells me that we once
counted 7,000). Just one of the plants had blotched leaves, but not with the ‘smoke rings’ that distinguish the
pardelina variety. No doubt a few more have still to show themselves but I doubt that a comprehensive count
of the field at the peak of the season will find much more than 1000 flowering plants – and that in a year when
they soil cannot have been much wetter. The only other plants noted here was Jointed Rush, with its flattened
stems, now starting to flower, and Marsh Arrowgrass. Near the A27 in Havant I saw the first Opium Poppy in
flower and I found Perennial Rye-grass flowering.
FRI 8 JUNE
Leigh Park A trip north into Leigh Park today gave me my first Narrow Leaved Pepperwort flowering as expected
under the metal railings along the east side of Petersfield Road south of Wakefords Way – it had been out for
some time and already had seeds. On my way there I saw the first few plants of Weasels Snout in the New
Lane allotments (no flower buds yet detectable) and the distinctive green leaves of Dyers Greenweed at a
similar early stage by the stream around the edge of the Bartons Road playing fields. Heading south later to
Budds Farm I found one flower almost open on a Spear Thistle (and a lot more plants of Slender Thistle in full
flower) along Southmoor Lane, where I am pleased to see that at least one healthy plant of Hedgerow
Cranesbill still survives. Cycling west along the shore path to Farlington Marshes alongside the A27 I found a
good display of 27 Bee Orchids in one small cluster, and near the eastern entrance to Farlington Marshes the
first Sea Lavender flowers were opening, while on grass back from the shore two plants of Self Heal were in
flower.
Eastney Brian Fellows was flower hunting in the Eastney area of Southsea today and came on the first flowering
of Bristly Ox-Tongue that will soon dominate our waste places. With it were a good selection of plants just
starting their season such as Wild Carrot and Yellow Horned Poppy, Field Bindweed and Vipers Bugloss plus
the longer established Sea Kale. Brian remarks on the first white flowerheads of Mugwort but this is one of
those plants (another on show at the moment is Meadowsweet) whose flower buds appear early but which do
not normally start to open their flowers until you have given up checking them several weeks later.

THU 7 JUNE
Old Idsworth Farm today I walked the downland grass field which has been fairly heavily grazed by sheep this
spring, and found 52 plant species including a good show of Rock Rose (which was flowering on Portsdown
on May 19) and one plant of Musk or Nodding Thistle starting to open its first flower. Common Gromwell
could be found in several places but with no sign of flowers as yet whereas Deadly Nightshade was covered
with small, unopen flowers..
WED 6 JUNE
Sandy and Black Points Walking round Sandy and Black Points today I started from Bosmere Road, coming
onto the promenade by a small cafe outside which is a great display of very pretty ‘garden flowers’ which have
clearly extended their foothold onto parts of the shingly soil that were never gardened, and I believe these are
the ‘Seaside Daisies’ (Erigeron glaucus) of which I first became aware as of interest to botanists when Martin
Rand mentioned them on March 11 when he was visiting the Southbourne Cliffs in Bournemouth. His
specimens were very tatty and seemed to have survived the winter but the ones that are abundant in the
seaside gardens and waste places of Hayling today are at their peak of perfection and very pretty.
Unfortunately I did not measure the flowers but they have the right yellow centres and mauve outer ligules and
must have been in the range of size given in Stace (up to 5cm across with ligules up to 2cm long) and the
leaves were somewhat succulent as described.
Coming to Sandy Point reserve I noticed in its extreme south-west corner near the promenade there was a
contingent of pure white Thrift flowerheads among the pink but the best thing I saw within the reserve was in
the south east corner where Hounds Tongue is flourishing better than ever (mainly thanks to the removal of
bramble bushes and other scrub) – I have never seen so many plants there and they are just starting to
flower. With them were a couple of plants of Yellow Horned Poppy to back up my ‘first flowering’ claim
yesterday (when I could find buds and a seed pod but not flowers with petals). On the shingle east of the old
hospital grounds Hampshire’s only Sea Knotgrass is coming back to life and I found three open flowers
though the main impression of the plants at the moment is a knotted mass of brown dead wood (at least that
helps to be sure of their identity!). With them is Sand Catstail grass (which I think I wrongly identified early in
the season when I found Sweet Vernal Grass growing rather poorly in sand).
Coming onto the causeway to Black Point I was immediately surprised by the mass of Hare’s Tail grass –
normally I do not see it until I have left the causeway and am walking along the south side of the sailing club
but this year it is having a fantastic season. To balance it’s good fortune about half the Tree Lupins at Black
Point appear to have been struck by the aphids which suck the life out of them – many plants look as if they
had been sprayed with strong herbicide and are quite dead. Still on the causeway Spanish Broom was in
flower and so was my first Field Bindweed. To the left of the sailing club entrance, where the footpath goes
onto the shore, Bugloss (not Vipers Bugloss) still thrives on the sandy bank and at the western point of this
bank one flower of Large Evening Primrose was out and, better still, so were more than half a dozen flowers
of Sea Bindweed. Coming back on this shore I passed one large patch of Greater Sea Spurrey in full flower.
TUE 5 JUNE
Hayling Island Today’s trip to Hayling gave me just two new flowerings, the first of which was Yellow Horned
Poppy which was rather disappointing as I did not see any flowers! After noticing many plants with fully
formed but unopen flower buds I came on one which had flowered but now had no petals. No such doubts
about the second plant, the Bladder Senna bush beside the path along the east side of the Kench which is
now covered with bright yellow flowers. A plant more likely to be seen by the majority is Tufted Vetch of which
I found one plant flowering on Sunday (June 3) but which I seem to have missed from the list for that day.
Although there was little new today I did enjoy several plants at the peak of their show on the Hayling
Beachlands, the first being the Thrift along the southern edge of the mini-golf course and the other three main
contributors to the scene being the Lupins, Sheep’s Bit and English Stonecrop. The Nottingham Catchfly was
in good condition and I found 33 flowering stems and nearby I found my first Vipers Bugloss. Two other plants
worth a mention are the ‘mutant Catsear’ plants which are all round the Childing Pink area – these have their
main stems in the form of broad flat ribbon with multiple flower stems growing from it – and the Musk Storksbill
which is still surviving by the roadside at the south end of South Road (by a lamp-post on the west side close
to Hollow Lane). The verges along South Road and Westfield Avenue have just been mown, and I think the
plant I saw only escaped because the mower had to go round the lamp-post, but the plants here have
survived regular mowing over the years that I have known of the site and I expect to see flowers again here
and along the nearest section of Westfield Avenue as growth resumes.
Milton Common On Milton Common today Brian Fellows came on the first Wild Onions (Crow Garlic) which had
split the ‘cellophane wrappers’ around their flower heads and were in flower, and he comments that Ladies
Bedstraw was near flowering but I suspect that, as with the Hedge Bedstraw that has had me checking it for
any open flowers for a good couple of weeks, this will show its beautiful yellow when it thinks fit.
MON 4 JUNE
Hookheath The Hampshire Wildlife Trust nature reserve at Hookheath is a woodland site around a stream

which joins the Wallington River running along the north of Portsdown Hill to enter Portsmouth Harbour at
Fareham Creek. John Goodspeed was there yesterday (a pass from the HWT office is needed to enter this
private site) and found Southern Marsh and Heath Spotted orchids in profusion plus just one Early Marsh
orchid, and with the lovely Meadow Thistles starting to flower – these are more like Knapweeds than Thistles
in having no prickles but are much more ornamental that Black Knapweed.
Very few meadows are now graced with these thistles and another uncommon plant is now flowering in the Alver
Valley/Browndown area at Gosport – this is Climbing Corydalis seen there yesterday by Lee Marshall. The
only place where I have seen this plant is in the Hook Lake valley at Warsash. A different type of flora can
now be seen on Pagham Beach where Lawrence Holloway tells us that the Sea Kale and Red Valerian are
now at their best with Vipers Bugloss just starting to flower. I’m sure there are many other special plants to
make a visit there worthwhile, among them being the very rare Childing Pink in which Pagham used to have a
monopoly until the plants turned up on Hayling Beachlands. Another plant that I think will be found on the
shingle there is Slender Thistle which Barry Collins tells me can now be found near Pilsey Island on Thorney
but which seems to have vanished from the Langstone South Moors site and which I have not yet seen this
year in the Hayling Oysterbeds area (I expect to see it beside the Coastal Path in the carparks area) though I
have seen it beside South Moor Lane this year on the old IBM Clubhouse site where it suddenly appeared in
great quantity some three or four years ago.
INSECTS:

SUN 10 JUNE
Walking round Harting Down this afternoon the only butterflies I saw were one Brimstone and two Small Heath
though I did see a couple of tatty Cinnabar moths (my first for the year)
SAT 9 JUNE
A single Meadow Brown was seen on Thorney Island by Barry Collins today, only the second one I have heard of
since the one seen on Martin Down by Ben Darvill last Sunday (June 3). I have had to go back through the
Hampshire Butterfly Reports to 1994 to find a year in which this species was not out in May (then the first was
June 5) – let’s hope a few more show up to restore normality.
Grizzled Skipper seem to be in very short supply this year and so I am pleased to see one of these was seen,
with a Green Hairstreak and several Speckled Wood, in Inholmes Wood above the village of Stoughton at the
source of the River Ems. It was found by the Havant Wildlife Group enjoying their Saturday outing which
today set out from Walderton and and walked north east up the ridge on which Inholmes Wood lies – not
being in Hampshire this sighting will not appease Andrew Brookes’ desperate need for sightings but if anyone
wants to see one try the clearing where these were seen at SU 795118 (where the path emerges from the
north side of the wood)
FRI 8 JUNE
Today’s special news is of two Hummingbird Hawkmoth sightings, one by Margaret Baggs when visiting the
annual ‘Garden Show’ at Stansted House here on the Sussex border and the other at the Calshot Activities
Centre at the mouth of Southampton Water by Charles Cuthbert junior (aka Chuck Cuthbert). Looks as if we
can expect a few more, hopefully with other colourful migrants such as Clouded Yellows and Painted Ladies.
WED 6 JUNE
A fresh Painted Lady was seen today by Barry Collins flying north over the old airfield on Thorney Island and
yesterday Andrew Brookes found no shortage of Common Blue with at least 40 of them on Horsea Island
(adjacent to Port Solent) in Portsmouth Harbour, where there were plenty of Green Veined White and just two
Small Heath. Andrew was looking for Dingy Skipper, but found none, and he is also very concerned about the
apparent absence of Grizzled Skipper and would like to hear of any sightings of the latter (email address is
andrew.brookes@port.ac.uk ) Andrew tells me that Theo Roberts had five Dingy Skipper on Portsdown Hill
last week in the Fort Purbrook area but the only reports of Grizzled Skipper that have come my way are from
Martin Down (Ben Darvill on June 4), Thorney Island (just one seen by Barry Collins on May 31 – a new
species for the island), and Mottistone Down on the Isle of Wight (seen by the Portsmouth Butterfly
Conservation Group during a day trip to the island on May 25).
News of twelve new moth species has reached me since my Monday update. Here in Havant Barry Collins had
Straw Dot, Ingrailed Clay and Broken-barred Carpet among 14 species at his light last night. In Chichester,
also last night, Sarah Patton found Large Yellow Underwing, Dark Arches, Green Pug and a micro called
Udea olivalis among 64 moths at her light.
MON 4 JUNE
Adonis Blue are now to be seen at Martin Down where Ben Darvill saw them accompanied by the first Meadow
Brown yesterday. Other butterflies seen at Martin by Ben were Small and Common Blue, Grizzled Skipper,
Green Hairstreak, Brimstone and Peacock.
On Thorney Island today Barry Collins saw a tatty Painted Lady which he guesses was a migrant, as may have
been a Red Admiral. Still on Thorney Island Barry found fresh Hairy Dragonflies, and on Brook Meadow at

Emsworth he came on a Banded Demoiselle (is there a colony of these on the River Ems? There were plenty
seen by John Goodspeed at Hookheath yesterday, with one pair mating). At the Brick Kiln Pond in Stansted
Forest Barry saw one Downy Emerald, two Emperor and four Hairy dragonflies as well as some forty Red
Eyed Damselflies resting on floating vegetation out in the centre of the lake. On Thorney Island yesterday
Barry found the first Black Tailed Skimmer of the year for the site but his best sighting was of a Cream Spot
Tiger moth – the first I have heard of. He also solved, I think, a question in my own mind about the identity of
yellowish moth which I have seen in grassland by day recently – looking up Yellow Belle which Barry had
seen I find that it is very like my moth, especially in the two widely spaced darker lines across the forewing.
One other sighting today was of a very fresh Peacock seen by Brian Fellows which I think he suspected of
being one of this year’s brood but all the evidence I can find indicates that the successors to the generation
which emerged from hibernation in the spring do not emerge until late July, though there can always be
exceptions. In normal circumstances the overwintering insects do not lay eggs until May and it takes two
months for the eggs to become butterflies – now is the time to look for the nests of spiny black caterpillars on
nettles.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SUN 10 JUNE
Something I saw today was an object lesson in the pressure we humans put on wildlife. Walking a broad track
leading to the South Downs Way near Harting Down I noticed movement in the grass ahead and found I was
looking at a Badger some 50 yards from me in the long grass but clearly not aware of my presence. I then
stood still for about ten minutes as the Badger came closer, crossed the broad bare grass track some 30
yards from me and continued foraging on the other side where it was joined by a second Badger, both working
their way up a grass bank together with the wind carrying my scent away from them. Just as they reached the
scrub line a lady with a young girl, perhaps ten years old, came along and with them two dogs off the lead – a
floppy golden Labrador and a perky little Pekingese type – which inevitably scented the Badgers, but not until
the young girl had seen one of them fully out in the open and showing no concern. I was afraid the Pekinese
might get badly bitten but the story ended with one of the badgers racing the two dogs back down the slope,
across the path within yards of us, and into its bolt hole. I have never seen Badgers out in the daylight before
and I assume these two had become accustomed to lack of disturbance during the Foot and Mouth months,
but I doubt either badger will show itself in that way again now that walkers and their dogs are back on the
paths. A perfect object lesson in the pressure which we humans unknowingly put on the wildlife of the
countryside.
THU 7 JUNE
When at Old Idsworth Farm today I came on yet more Chicken of the Woods fungus growing on uprooted old
Yew stumps in the edge of Markwells Woods alongside the field where I was enjoying the flowers.
WEEK 22 MAY 28 – JUNE 3
BIRDS:

SUN 3 JUNE
Mute Swans: Last Monday I found 45 swans at Broadmarsh and on Wednesday Brian Fellows counted 50 there
but at high tide today there were only 33 on the Hermitage Stream and harbour plus the pair which regard the
Brockhampton stream as their own and the pair on Budds Farm. It will be interesting to see if the count at
Emsworth is up again, but wherever the birds go they succeed in demonstrating their mobility between sites.
The pair on Budds Farm are now down to three cygnets (including the white one) and I noticed today that the
parents were pulling vegetation off the banks to feed them (with no significant amount of water weed in these
pools I was wondering what they would feed on).
Kingfisher: The only other item of bird news was a second or third hand report of someone having seen a bundle
of Kingfisher feathers in the area of the Hermitage stream where thy normally nest – the rumour was passed
on by someone who I met at the scene and who was aware of the Kingfishers’ absence this year.
House Martin: Brian Fellows could see no more than 10 House Martins and fewer nests on Stansted House
where a few years ago there would have been 50 to 100 birds nesting.
Sanderling: Brian also sent me an interesting set of replies which he has received to a question he posed on the
internet to the UK Bird News group. The question was the one I also raised last Thursday about the
Sanderling still to be seen on Pilsey Sands at the beginning of June, and the answers agree on several points.
The first is that even at the beginning of June the Arctic where these birds will breed may still be frozen, with
no food to offer the birds if they turned up there, and for this reason mid-June is the earliest they are likely to
start nesting (in some years they do not do so until July, still leaving time for the eggs to hatch and the young
to fledge – a combined period of around 50 days – before the end of August). The second point is that, when
they do decide to dash north they will probably complete the journey in three days – one day would take them

from here across the North Sea to Norway, a second day would take them up the Norwegian coast to a
jumping off point for the third days final flight. Alternatively some of them may follow the east coast of Britain
and make their final flight from the Orckneys. A third point is that, once there, they waste no time in nest
building – just find a hollow in the ground and lay their eggs in it. So it is not so surprising that many birds are
still present in our latitude, but that still leaves the question of how the birds know the weather conditions in the
Arctic and thus when is the right time to start their journey.
SAT 2 JUNE
Whimbrel: On Thorney Island John Goodspeed saw one Whimbrel which may well have been a late migrant but
reminds us that, while the vast majority of Whimbrel are passage migrants along our coast, the odd one or two
spend the summer or winter here.
Cetti's Warbler: On the coast near Selsey it sounds as if Cetti’s Warblers are starting to colonize, with reports of
two in the Selsey west fields and another in Pagham harbour, but these warblers are notoriously fickle, with
birds that have been heard at a new site for some time suddenly leaving for no apparent reason (probably
because, after months of shouting, no mate turns up).
THU 31 MAY
Sanderling: 57 Sanderling and 63 Ringed Plover were seen on the Pilsey Sands by Barry Collins today, and this
sounds to me to be an exceptional number for what is effectively the beginning of June when I would have
expected arctic breeding birds to be back at their nest sites. The 90+ Dunlin and 30+ Ringed Plover plus
other waders (e.g. 1 Sanderling) currently reported from Keyhaven (see May 28) may be unusual for the time
of year, but those species and numbers do not surprise me in the way that a count of 57 Sanderling does. Are
these non-breeding birds not intending to go north?, are they late in heading north because they anticipate
bad conditions in the arctic?, or are they even birds returning early because of some disaster at their breeding
grounds? Looking at recent Sussex bird reports, however, I guess we are seeing a fairly normal pattern of
movement north – in 1997 for example May counts of Sanderling at Pilsea were 334 om May 1, 117 on May
17, 76 on May 27 and 39 on June 3 with only 3 present on June 20. This pattern is not atypical – in 1999 there
were still 86 at Pilsey on May 31 and in 1998 there were still 53 present on June 2. In all years the birds have
gone by mid-June, indicating a last minute dash to their breeding grounds in early June. While on the subject
of summer wader sightings I see that last Monday (May 28) there was a Spotted Redshank, a Black-tailed
Godwit and (less unexpected) six Ringed Plover at the Pulborough RSPB reserve.
Song Thrush: Ed Griffiths has encouraging news for those worried about the reported demise of the Song
Thrush. He has recently been in Canterbury and reckons that in the parks and gardens of that city there
seems to be at least one Song Thrush in every likely place, and he even goes so far as to say that there
seemed to be a Song Thrush for every Blackbird. Hopefully Canterbury is not just an exception – although I
have no comparative data I certainly have the impression that in woods and gardens here in the Havant area
Song Thrush numbers, while low, are no lower than in the past few years
House Martin: A similar piece of good news comes from Trevor Carpenter in relation to House Martins – this
evening he came on a cloud of them over the Titchfield Canal near Posbrooke Farm and reckons there may
have been 200 birds. I guess these birds are probably a non-breeding flock, but as House Martins are
notorious for their attempts to raise young late in the year (into October) there is some hope they will have a
go at nesting before the year is out.
Mute Swan: Brian Fellows found 50 Swans in the mouth of the Hermitage Stream at Broadmarsh today but also
found only 77 at Emsworth (and just 11 at Southsea on Tuesday this week), and I guess that all we can read
into these varying figures is that, until they become flightless in moult, the birds remain restless and do not
have a firm attachment to one flock but move around as the fancy takes them.
There is a possibility that this restlessness brought a new pair onto the Emsworth Slipper Mill Pond, but Brian
fears this was the pair from Peter Pond which have lost their four cygnets.
Lesser Whitethroat: Other local news is that Tony Gutteridge and I have, as a result of F&M cancelling this year’s
CBC at Warblington Farm, missed out on a good breeding record of Lesser Whitethroat – today I saw one
carrying food to a nest in the eastern hedge of the farm within yards of the kissing gate leading into Nore
Barn.
Corn Bunting: Further afield near the Meon Valley Lee Marshall found at least five Corn Bunting along the Long
Road going north east from Soberton to the Hambledon-Droxford Road. Hopefully there are more of them
nearer the foot of the ridge which ends in Old Winchester Hill – the area round Chidden is still, I think, one of
their strongholds.
Osprey: Very dramatic, was the sight of an Osprey flying west low over Langstone Bridge yesterday morning as
Rosemary Webb drove over the bridge on her way to work in Portsmouth, and I see that there was another
sighting of one in the Kingsham area not far from the Chichester lakes. A couple more observations from
Rosemary Webb are that she is already seeing a juvenile Green Woodpecker in her garden, and when driving
along the road from the A3 to Chalton past the ‘Ancient Village’ she saw a pair of Yellowhammer narrowly
escape being run over by a car as they were mating on the road – a habit that could account for their declining

numbers!

WED 30 MAY
Swift: Quiet but continuous Robin song, after two or three weeks silence, could be heard in my garden today,
presumably announcing that the full-time work of raising a family is over, at least for the moment, and at dusk
this evening the clear blue sky was alive with perhaps twenty Swifts weaving and circling over nest sites. The
first Swifts showing an interest in staying here to breed arrived on May 10 this year but until now I have not
seen more than three pairs – whether these newcomers are intending to nest or are non-breeding birds which
have decided to party in this area I do not know, but this increase in the number of local birds happens each
year though maybe the newcomers are earlier this year.
Pratincole: Lawrence Holloway’s Pagham diary tells us that the Pratincole is still present, raising his hopes that
it will stay for some time. The bird is apparently getting bolder and has been seen on the muddy island in the
Ferry Pool giving observers their first clear view of it’s face pattern.
TUE 29 MAY
Little Terns: The Oysterbeds provided the only real birding interest in my weekly trip to Hayling today, with a
cloud of Little Terns in the lagoon area on my way south and a Turtle Dove purring in the trees of Stoke
Common on the return trip. At the lagoon Jason Crook told me that he now estimated the number of breeding
pairs of Little Tern to be in the mid-seventies but I did not ask him if he knew how many were still trying to nest
on the islands out in the harbour – my impression is that virtually all the nesting birds have deserted the RSPB
reserve for this lagoon island, in which case the long term decline in their numbers is continuing.
The main reason given for the purchase of the islands by the RSPB some twenty five years ago was to provide
a safe haven for these Little Terns which were already in long term decline in Britain, and numbers here
reacted well to management and protection, rising from 27 pairs in 1979 to 171 pairs in 1989. After that peak
the number of pairs fell back to 110 in 1993 and the average for the seven years 93 to 99 has been 98 pairs
producing an average of 38 youngsters which I would think is way below the number needed to maintain the
population. The islands provided protection against accidental trampling of eggs by humans, the
management did its best to control predation by fox and kestrel (dead day old chicks were provided near the
local kestrel nest to deter the parent kestrels from hunting live tern chicks), but nothing could alter the birds
foolishness in making nests well below the summer high tide level, nor control the weather at time of hatching
(many chicks die of cold either because the air is cold or because they are chilled by rain). The only cause of
premature death to which these chicks were not exposed was that which many tern chicks suffer on some
Scottish islands where grazing sheep are so in need of mineral supplement to their diet that they eat the legs
off the baby chicks. Here the RSPB may have lost most of the original reason for setting up their reserve but
we must not forget that they have gained many hundreds of other seabirds over recent years – not only has
the huge Black Headed Gull colony that used to breed on Stakes Island (east of the southern tip of Thorney
Island in Chichester Harbour) moved en bloc to Langstone harbour but the number of breeding Sandwich
Terns and Mediterranean Gulls has been growing exponentially each year.
Peregrine: The famous Peregrine nest on the tallest building in Sussex has successfully produced young for the
fourth successive year, thanks to Graham Roberts who was the prime mover in installing the box in 1998. Up
to the minute news from Graham is that the two young of this year’s brood have just been ringed, and for the
first time in the four years one of the two young is a male. He won’t be flying for another couple of weeks but
when he does keep an eye out for him – look for a male Peregrine with a green ring on its right leg with the
number 01 in white on the green. His sister has a similar green ring on her left leg with number 02 on it.
Please let Graham know the details of all sightings of either bird by email to
Graham.Roberts@westsussex.gov.uk or by other appropriate means
Portsmouth: Coming back to the Portsmouth scene Brian Fellows tells us that a pair of Swans have set up a
‘play nest’ in Eastney Lake close to the Hayling Ferry (sounds typical of their early attempts at learing the art
of parenthood which seems to take them many years while tiny birds such as Long Tailed Tits construct the
most complex nests and raise large broods by instinct alone as soon as they are a year old). At the Southsea
Canoe Lake the swans are down to just 11 (hence the increase at Broadmarsh from around 30 to around
50?), and at Baffins Pond there are now 68 Canada Geese but there was also a surprise visit from a male
Shoveler. At least half the Barnacles and the Bar-Head hybrid are still missing (just 4 Barnacles and the Snow
Goose could be seen – I think the Emden Goose never leaves the pond) and there are 72 Mallard (with 25
young) and 14 Tufted Duck.
MON 28 MAY
House Martin: An interesting but inconclusive debate is ongoing on Hoslist as to whether the decline in numbers
of Cuckoos and House Martins noticed by some observers is a real overall decline in numbers or a subjective
view brought about by the normal ups and downs of any bird population, with the birds that have disappeared
from one area, giving observers there cause for concern, appearing in other areas to the delight of birders in
the newly popular areas.

Cuckoo: As far as Cuckoos are concerned it seems that almost as many people are happy with the situation as
are unhappy – but that is just the view of those who bother to express an opinion and cannot be used as the
basis for a realistic answer to the question ‘Are there fewer Cuckoos in Hampshire this year than there were
last year?’.
House Martin: Similarly with House Martins but with this species we do have an ongoing survey whereby the
number of nests are recorded year by year and I suspect these figures show a decline but again they cannot
give a foolproof answer as they are dependent on observer cover and I think on the finding of nests – almost
every day I see Martins hawking for food above my garden but have never been able to track down the two or
three nests that presumably exist, no doubt I could do so if I regarded this as a priority task, spent lots of time
watching the birds, and knocked on a few doors to ask people if they have House Martin nests on their houses
in places out of view from the public roads. I do think these questions are of great interest to birders and of
great importance for conservation, but I do not think that survey methods that work for rare species or those
with specialised habitats, can come up with the across the board figures that are needed to establish
population changes in these wdespread species. In the past surveys have had to rely on statistical
extrapolation from the work of a small body of dedicated observers (and that will I am sure continue to be
necessary), but the BTO, with their new Breeding Bird Survey, are already moving in the direction of getting
less experienced observers to report simple results from a much greater selection of sites, and I feel that with
the availability of the internet and a widespread interest in questions of population change much more could
be done to get a more realistic view of the overall status here in Hampshire of many species. What I am
suggesting is that as many birders as possible are recruited to undertake what is in effect an ongoing Tetrad
Atlas of the whole county for which they are asked just to tick the presence of potentially breeding individuals
of all species in a series of tetrads that they undertake to visit once a month during the breeding season. With
modern technology there is no reason why we should not all be able to see, within a week of the end of each
month, what proportion of the surveyed tetrads had House Martins, Cuckoos and all the other breeding
species. I am not suggesting that this could or should ever replace more scientific surveys, but I do think it
would do a lot more to answer those niggling questions in all our minds (and do so without waiting months or
years to see the official analysis of a professional survey)
Budds Farm Ponds: There were at least 45 Swans in the mouth of the Hermitage Stream at Broadmarsh today,
plus two more up the Brockhampton Stream and the resident pair on Budds Farm pools – the latter brought
their cygnets off the nest while I was watching, showing me that the original 8 were down to 4 and that one of
these seems to be a ‘Polish’ swan, looking as white as its parents even in its down (interestingly this white
cygnet swam on its own with one parent, the other three shunned it and went with the other parent). All four
birds of the two Shelduck pairs on the pools were out on the water and at least four Little Grebe were visible
along with at least 30 Tufted Duck and up to the same number of Mallard.

PLANTS:

SUN 3 JUNE
A four hour stroll around the south west of Havant this morning gave me a list of 150 plant species in flower plus
the discovery of a second site for Maidenhair Spleenwort in Havant Borough (the only one previously known
to me was at the north end of Bath Road at Emsworth, this one is at the east end of Ranelagh Road in
Bedhampton on the roadside wall of Jeram’s Farm).
Best of the newly flowering plants was the Buttonweed in the Hermitage Stream at Bedhampton – this is the only
wild colony of the plant in Hampshire and I had feared that the torrents of water scouring the stream during
winter and spring might have removed any seed but today there is a good show with some on either side of
the stream. With it was my first Hybrid Water Speedwell and Corky-fruited Water Dropwort, while on the
grass of Broadmarsh were at least twenty flowering plants of Salsify. Right at the beginning of my outing I
came on Meadow Vetchling, and Weld was flowering on Budds Mound with Sea Plantain on the seawall.
By the roadside near the A3M/A27 interchange the first Common Poppy flowers were seen (with planted False
Acacia or Locust Tree dangling its white flowers above them). On the large grass triangle west of the Forty
Acres roundabout Pale Flax greeted me and I eventually found one flowering Bee Orchid (shortly after I found
a better specimen on the north east side of the roundabout, right in front of the banner advertising meals at the
Rusty Cutter). Coming back through Bedhampton I came on my first example of Alsike Clover and found
Creeping Yellow Cress just opening a first flower, while the gravel outside the old Squash Club building in Mill
Lane gave me a Yellow Sorrel which I make out to be Oxalis stricta. Going back over my list I see four other
newcomers – Common Figwort, Feverfew, Purple Toadflax and Spindle.

SAT 2 JUNE
The Havant Wildlife Group this morning walked the fields and woods around Purbrook Heath to the north of
Portsdown Hill, and among their list of 72 flowering plant species were a couple of newcomers that were not
unexpected – Lesser Spearwort and Marsh Thistle – plus one that has evaded me for many years – Large
Bittercress (Cardamine amara). I have only seen it once in this area and that was on the Langstone South
Moors in a wet ditch, but Jim Berry tells me there was a good patch of it in a ‘wet patch’ at around SU 669085
to the east of Newlands Farm.
I see that they also have Wood Forget-me-not on their list, and while this very common plant does occur as a
native in Hampshire the great majority of finds are thought to be garden escapes. Clearly if the plants are in a
place where tipping of garden refuse occurs the plants are probably not precursors of humanity, but I would
think it is very difficult to determine the origin of others. I see the Flora of Hants allows the native plants to
occur in the Wick Hanger and Chalton village tetrads of SU71, and in the Rudley Mill/Huntbourn Woods tetrad
west of Denmead and at Droxford, but nowhere else in our local patch of SU 60, 61, 70 and 71. The group
also found Black Bryony which I have only seen one example of this year (and that was flowering in Rosemary
Webb’s Hayling garden – so does that count?)
......After writing the above I have now received from Jim Berry a complete list of the plants seen by this group
and I see that it contains another first for the year – Pineappleweed – plus Honeysuckle which I have seen in
gardens but not in woodland. Similarly the Foxgloves which were just about to open their flowers last
Saturday are now I am sure flowering widely but the only examples I have seen have been in gardens so the
ones found by this group should count as another first for the year.
Although not, I think, yet in flower John Goodspeed detected the first of this year’s Broomrapes (O minor or
Common Broomrape) on Thorney Island today.
FRI 1 JUNE
Brian Fellows has recently checked out Alan Thurbon’s Portsmouth wildlife website and was roused to make an
expedition to the shingle and heath habitat around Fort Cumberland at Eastney where he found the first
flowering Vipers Bugloss of the year along with other good plants and birds, and he reminds me that, although
he did not pick it out, Greater Yellow Rattle is still reported to be findable here, arousing my own interest.
The Greater species is now very rare and is in the Red Data book, and it is also I think very difficult to distinguish
from the common species, while most books (even Stace) do not seem very helpful in providing guaranteed
differentiating features. The following list of things to look for comes from the BSBI Plant Crib and may help
(though there is a note with the table saying it has not been tested on plants found in Britain). The first feature
is flower size – total corolla length should be 17 to 22mm for Greater, 13 to 17mm for Common. Next look at
the underlip of the flower – for Greater it should continue in the line of the throat, for Common it turns down
sharply. Still on the underlip check the ‘tooth’ for size and colour – Greater has a violet (rarely white) large
square tooth twice as long as broad, Common has a small rounded tooth broader than long and only rarely
blue-violet in colour. For Greater the calyx colour should be pale green, for common it should have a reddish
tinge. Finally look the flower in the mouth – Greater should be closed with pistil protruding, Common is open
with pistil concealed,
THU 31 MAY
John Goodspeed tells me that the first Bee orchid was flowering on the Nature Trail around Fort Widley on
Portsdown on Tuesday this week (May 29), and yesterday he found three spikes in flower. Also yesterday
Rosemary Webb went to Head Down above Buriton near Petersfield and found her first White Helleborine
and Bird’s Nest orchids. She also made a special trip into Sussex to see what is probably the only Bee-Fly
hybrid on show in Britain but found it looking as if, after appearing for six years, it is nearing the end of its life.
Back here in the Meon Valley near Beacon Hill she tells me that she found 43 Fly Orchids, whereas John
Goodspeed could only find 7 specimens today in their only Portsdown site in the Camp Down area, but John
also found Twayblades there.
Walking around the Nore Barn area at the west end of the Emsworth seafront today I found the first Rough
Chervil flowering on land and Common Saltmarsh grass on the shore, and by Emsworth’s Slipper Pond Brian
Fellows came on Sea Club-rush and Wall Barley showing their anthers. Here in Havant Biting Stonecrop
showed its bright yellow flowers on the wall of St Faith’s Church Hall, and roadside Lime trees were dangling
their flowers.
WED 30 MAY
One of the first plants seen when I stopped on Portsdown to admire the bank of Wild Thyme close to where the
A3 London Road runs under the Portsdown Hill Road was Sainfoin and with it was the Totter Grass (Briza
media) and Hoary Plantain which have no doubt been out for some time though this was my first sight of them.
Going on to Skew Road above Portchester I could see no sign of the Field Cow-wheat in either of the two sites
where it flowered abundantly last year (in 1999 at least 50 plants were flowering by May 23) but I did find my

first examples of Arabis hirsuta (Hairy Rock Cress) and Milkwort (this was all of such a deep and uniform blue
that I suspected it might be Chalk Milkwort but it was Common Milkwort). The Small Yellow (Straw)
Foxgloves here are now well grown but none as yet as a flowering spike, let alone any open flowers.
Lee Marshall was at Martin Down on Sunday (May 27) and saw the first Burnt Tip orchids, and I may hear more
of these soon as yesterday Rosemary Webb was talking of visiting this wonderful place during the half-term
holiday this week. As sheep are used for grazing the reserve there will no doubt be some no go areas (Lee
told me the carpark on the A354 is closed) but I gather you can still enter the reserve from Martin. Thinking of
the scene there reminds me that the beautiful Dropwort should now be flowering and I may well make the
shorter journey to see it at Catherington Down.
Brian Fellows has added another species to his Brook Meadow list with what he believes to be Common Spike
Rush, and I may well also make a trip to see this and the other good things in that meadow. The Spike
Rushes that I am familiar with are around 30cm high but I see that they can grow to twice that height and Brian
says his are around 50cm high.
TUE 29 MAY
Just one flower of Creeping Thistle was out at the Hayling Oysterbeds today but Beachlands offered much more
interest. The Childing Pink flower count was up to 27, and a new flower for the year was the English
Stonecrop that will soon dominate much of the bare ground. South of the Golf Course I did find a few more
plants of Little Robin than the single find of last week, but where I was expecting 5,000 plants I could see 50 at
the most and these all at the east end of the area where the plant was abundant a few years ago. To cheer me
up the Lupins were at their best and when I went to search for the almost invisible Nottingham Catchfly I found
myself looking at the blue flowerheads of the lovely Sheep’s Bit. I did find the Catchfly, and at least one plant
had open flowers, but I did not see it until my trousers were brushing against it. My impression at this early
stage was that the plant is flourishing and will have more plants this year than in the past few years that I have
been watching it. Before leaving the area I added one more plant to the flowering list with Hedge Woundwort
in Sinah Lane.
MON 28 MAY
Walking across Havant between the Museum and Tourist Info Office I found three new flowering plants –
American Willowherb, Fools Parsley, and Holm Oak (today was the first time that I noticed the great mass of
catkins on these trees though they may have been out for some time). After delivering the weekly Nature
Notes posters to these two places I continued my walk west to Broadmarsh, but I had only just crossed the
first road when I found Common Ragwort opening flowers and Yarrow well established in flower. Wall Barley
was ready to flower here but I could not detect any open florets, and in the disused carpark opposite the
Dolphin pub I’m pretty sure I found Small Flowered Cranesbill (I have found it here before but did not have my
lens with me to be sure it was not Dove’s Foot so did not count this). Walking south by the Langbrook stream
I found Water Forget-me-not (M. Scorpoides) along with Brooklime (which Brian Fellows found yesterday),
and Wood Dock also went on the list here. Walking west past the Xyratex factory I added Rough Meadow
Grass and False Oat Grass to the list, and in Harts Farm Way came on Nipplewort and Eastern Rocket (the
latter is not a new comer). Where Harts Farm Way crosses the Hermitage Stream a bush of Sweet Brier had
three flowers open, and around the Broadmarsh area Hemlock had many flowering plants today. Coming
back along Harts Farm Way I found my first Scented Mayweed, and by the Brockhampton Stream noticed a
single plant of Broad Bean in flower (someone else mentioned seeing this farm crop escape recently but I
can’t remember who it was and have not so far added it to my list. Just one flower was open on the bush of
Turkish Tutsan surviving here after being planted to adorn the bankside garden of people living on a boat
which has long ago gone to the breakers. By the banks of the Langbrook stream on my way home I found
both Knotted Hedge Parsley and Strawberry Clover in flower, while the last plant to go on my list was Broad
Leaved Dock. This makes a total of 18 newly flowering plants in one afternoon walk, but I still have another
two which I found on Saturday but failed to mention them – one was Hop Trefoil at the IBM site and the other
was Wild Thyme that was already creating purple patches on Portsdown as I drove down the slip road from
the hilltop road to join the A3 going down to Portsmouth.
......To keep the record straight I must also confess to not mentioning two much more interesting plants which
Gwynne Johnson saw last week - one was the Sword Leaved Helleborine colony in Chappetts Copse near
West Meon (more flowers than usual here, though not necessarily more plants) and the other was Fly Orchid,
seen in the Exton area of the Meon Valley.
INSECTS:

SUN 3 JUNE
Another five new moths for the year have been recorded by Sarah Patton starting with the prettily coloured
Elephant Hawkmoth (a real pink elephant) on the evening of June 1 when she also had her first Iron
Prominent though I see Lee Marshall had that during May. Last night she ran a trap at Stedham Common for
the Sussex Wildlife Trust but only attracted seven species among which were three new micros for the year

(Scoparia subfusca and ambigualis and Eulia ministrana – the latter seems to have surprised Sarah with its
beauty). At her Chichester home on the same evening the only newcomer was the Varied Coronet whose life
style seems to depend on our gardening habits as its larvae exist only on a diet of Sweet William seeds.
In Brook Meadow at Emsworth today Brian Fellows noticed his first example of the distinctive green flower beetle
called Oedemera nobilis – distinctive in the greatly enlarged ‘thighs’ of its rear legs. Over in the Bedhampton
area I also had a first in the beetle line – my first example of the Soldier Beetle which I was brought up to call
a Bloodsucker because of its red colour In the same area I saw one Common Blue and one Burnet
Companion moth, but few other butterflies despite the sunshine (one male Orange Tip and I think both Small
and Green Veined White with one Red Admiral).
SAT 2 JUNE
The Havant Wildlife Group morning walk in the woods and fields north of Portsdown Hill today came on the first
Burnet moth of the year despite a dismal morning that prevented any butterfly sightings. Jim Berry does not
comment on the species but it would be a fair guess that this was a Six Spot Burnet. Cinnabar and Burnet
Companion moths have both been reported but this is the first I have heard of a Burnet.
THU 31 MAY
Andrew Howard was at Farlington Marshes today and had the luck to come on a mating pair of Scarce
Blue-tailed damselflies (Ischnura pumilio) which gave him a chance to make a positive identification of this
rare species that would be virtually impossible with the insects in flight. I have both Dan Powell’s book on
dragonflies and Steve Brooks’ book and would find it difficult to dispense with either – looking up this species
I think Dan comes out on top with a side by side illustration of the tails of both the normal Blue-tailed and the
Scarce species showing how the blue band at the tail is one segment further back on the scarce species. Dan
also has comparative illustrations of the pterostigma (dark spots at the end of the forewing) of the two species,
the Scare species having a smaller and neater spot than the common one. Both books comment on the
weak, slow and jerky flight of the rare species. While at Farlington Andrew saw Small Heath as well as
Common Blue.
Lawrence Holloway visited at least three ponds in the Rother Valley west of Pulborough today and saw at least
14 dragonfly species among which was the first Variable damselfly I have heard of this year, and a possible
sighting of the first Common Hawker. The Variable is another difficult to identify species for which a really
close and detailed view is needed to separate it from the Azure damsel, and once more Dan Powell is very
helpful with comparative drawings and pointers to the significant features. Lawrence’s possible Common
Hawker was seen at a place which he calls the Black Hole and so far I have not located it with certainty but it
may be what is marked on my map as Black Pond at SU 969178 to the west of Burton Mill Pond (just south of
Burton Park Farm). More new dragonflies were seen in Sussex yesterday by Barry Collins when he was at
New Bridge which I believe to be where the A272 crosses the R Arun west of Billingshurst. Here were 16 of
the small Emerald Damselflies (Lestes spona) and 4 of the much larger Downy Emerald dragonflies along
with at least eight other species which included the White-legged and Red-eyed damsels and Scarce Chaser
Back on his home ground at Thorney Island today Barry Collins added Grizzled Skipper to the all time list of
butterflies he has found on the island, and in Emsworth Brian Fellows came on the first of the tiny yellow
ladybirds with 22 black spots. News from John Goodspeed is of at least a dozen Small Blue seen on
Portsdown yesterday, and of two or three Green Hairstreak around Fort Widley on Tuesday.
WED 30 MAY
This morning’s hot sunshine persuaded me it was worth a trip to Portsdown to see if Small Blue were on the
wing, and my hunch paid off as I probably saw four of them though only one was seen for certain resting on
Kidney Vetch. The first two possibles were seen above Portchester alongside Skew Road, and the only
certainty was seen near the verge of Hill Road as I joined the uphill path towards the small chalkpit west of
Anson Grove, seeing the fourth in the pit. At my first stop on Portsdown, walking in the short grass and Wild
Thyme near the A3, I saw perhaps half a dozen male Common Blue but other than these there were few
butterflies – just a few Whites (Large and Small) and one Speckled Wood. I may have seen a Grizzled
Skipper but think it much more likely that I saw an unidentified look-alike moth as the flight was
un-Skipper-like and when it landed and gave me a brief view of a white and grey chequer patttern the wings
were continually pulsating, not held steady and flat. One other moth species might have been Yellow Shell
and another was almost certainly a Silver Y. To re-introduce a little more certainty I definitely saw a Red
Admiral yesterday.
The first mention of Black Tailed Skimmer comes from Pagham Harbour where Lawrence Holloway saw a newly
emerged, still teneral, specimen today. Along with Wall Browns he also saw a Small Copper which few have
seen this spring

TUE 29 MAY
On Saturday Rupert Broadway was back in Magdalen Hill Down east of Winchester celebrating the re-opening of
this reserve and finding more Brown Argus and Small Heath but only one Common Blue
Today’s special event was the unexpected appearance of Beautiful Demoiselle dragonflies in two separate
gardens, with another apperance of this insect yesterday. Today one was seen by Trevor Carpenter at
Fareham and another in Fleet by Rob Edmunds while yesterday’s sighting was by Les Stride in Totton – all
three are a reasonable distance from water but there may be a clue in Rob’s comment that the larvae may
have arrived in his garden pond on the roots of plants purchased last year – on the other hand it may just have
been youthful enthusiasm for flying by the insects (even damselflies travel large distances in the week or so
between emerging and returning to their breeding ponds). In Totton Les also saw a Painted Lady yesterday,
and Russell Wynn saw another at Cheesefoot Head on the same day. Other observers have commented on
an increase in sightings of fresh Red Admirals.
MON 28 MAY
Early this morning a tiny reddish brown moth fluttered round me and I expected it to be the Pyrausta aurata that
will soon be common around the mint plants. Eventually it settled on a leaf and I was able to identify it as
Cacoecimorpha pronubana, to be found on page 126 of my illustrated Chinery.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 2 JUNE
A walk through Brook Meadow at Emsworth discovered a common wetland snail on much of the vegetation in
the southern section of the meadow. This is Zonitoides nitidus, which from a distance may look like a coppery
brown slug as the lowest whorl of the shell makes up 95% of the total, with just a token of two more tiny whorls
(looking like a hair-bun) at one end of the main part of the shell. This is one of the snails whose shell shape
is described as discoidal (rather than globular or conical) and the shell measures up to 7 mm long by 3.5 high
– many will not be full grown at this time of year.
THU 31 MAY
I have not been to the Hollybank woods but did walk to Warblington today and saw a couple of examples of the
colourful ‘Chicken of the Woods’ fungus which John Goodspeed was the first to discover on Tuesday. My
examples were on old oaks in the field east of the Old Rectory by Pook Lane.
Yesterday at Titchfield Haven Lee Marshall enjoyed the sight of a fox with three cubs while walking the canal
path.
TUE 29 MAY
Walking in the Hollybank woods at Emsworth yesterday John Goodspeed saw three examples of that glorious
fungus called ‘Chicken of the Woods’ from its taste. I have never tried to eat it but have in past years seen it
several times at this time of year, looking like bright sulphur yellow lava flowing from a fissure in some old tree
trunk (often Yew, but also Poplar and other species). The outer fringes of the yellow surface are usually
tinged with pale red, and these bright colours last for several days before fading. The full size of the fungus is
large – 30 or 40 cm across would not be unusual – and it really is an eye catcher. When John saw it he was
in the south west corner of the woods on the northern side of the extension of the wood behind the Spencers
Field housing estate but on the north side of it away from the houses and facing what remains of the field.
Much less conspicuous, but very interesting, was the sight which Lee Marshall comments on during his visit to
Martin Down on Sunday – here he saw a female Adder basking accompanied by two Slow-worms giving me
concern for the safety of the latter two. My only information on the diet of Adders is that they mainly feed on
small mammals but will eat lizards, frogs and toads if nothing else can be found (I didn’t know anything ate
Toads). Only today I was talking about the possible threat to ground nesting birds from snakes and agreeing
that Grass Snakes will probably swallow the eggs of small birds and wondering if Adders also feed on them.
We were talking about Shelduck nests and wondering why so few seem to produce young, but I would think a
Shelduck egg too large for our British snakes to tackle. Does anyone have knowledge of this subject?
MON 28 MAY
Knowing that Great Crested Newts are rare and of conservation importance there is a great temptation among
inexperienced naturalists to promote colourful Common Newts to Great Crested, and one of the rules in my
mind (knowing little about underwater life) is that Common and Smooth Newts rarely exceed 4 inches (10 cm)
in length and that Great Crested Newts measure at least 6 inches (15 cm). As with the identification of any
species what matters is not the presence of one characteristic but the presence of a set of characteristics and
Tony Wilson today reminds me of this when he tells me that at the RSPB reserve at Pulborough on May 24 he
saw 6 Smooth Newts, one of which measured a good 6 inches long.

BIRDS:

WEEK 21 MAY 21 - 27

SUN 27 MAY
Phil Lord was at Keyhaven today and saw 79 Dunlin, 27 Ringed Plover and 6 Knot as well as a first summer Little
Gull. These are presumably stopping awhile as very similar numbers were seen yesterday by Hella Crawford
and Ben Darvill – Hella found 8 Knot and 6 Sanderling, and Ben gave extra info about 11 Eider on the sea and
a family party of Ringed Plover with at least one chick. Ben also tells us that a green notice has now been put
on the seawall path to restore full access to this site
John Chapman spent around half an hour in Havant Thicket last night and heard at least eight churring Nightjar
(but encountered no Woodcock at all)
SAT 26 MAY
Local ‘bird of the day’ was undoubtedly a Collared Pratincole feeding in a field south west of the Sidlesham Ferry
Pool but visible from the Pagham Harbour reserve where it overlooks the pool. As yet I have no details of who
found it or how long it has been there but I will be checking out Lawrence Holloway’s ‘Friends of Pagham
Harbour’ website on which he tells me there is more info. Meanwhile Lee Marshall tells us that ** The bird was
feeding in the weedy field with bare patches of sandy ground, mostly on the ground, but occasionally taking
short flights. I'm afraid that the views were distant, and flight views are needed to specifically identify the bird,
although earlier it was apparantly flying around the Ferry Pool.** The flight views are needed to separate
Collared from Black-Winged or the remote possibility of Oriental Pratincole – if you can see a white trailing
edge to the upper side of the inner section of the wing it is Collared, and more than two out of every three
Pratincoles seen in Britain are Collared.
......I have now seen Lawrence Holloway’s account of this Pratincole, telling me that it was found by John Bacon
late on the morning of Sat 26 May and was still present at 4pm on Sunday 27 May. I also learn from various
sources that both Lapwing and Oystercatcher, as well as Shelduck, have young on show near the Ferry Pool.
The Havant Wildlife Group were in Stansted Forest this morning and heard a Turtle Dove purring but did not
detect the Garden Warbler or Tree Pipit that have been present in recent years in the area they were visiting.
Four Jays were noisy and one Buzzard soared over them.
Further to the west John Shillitoe watched a Peregrine over Wickham Common where it took no notice of
hundreds of racing pigeons streaming over below it. Even further west, in the Test Valley, Mike Jones
watched a Kestrel hawking Mayflies alongside two Hobbies, and Sussex news tells us that yesterday there
were five Hobbies at Pulborough and a Red Kite over Bignor. Mike Jones also heard Tree Creeper song
(later than usual in the year?)
Several people have recently commented on a population explosion of potentially breeding Gadwall in
Hampshire and I see that similar suprise is being expressed in East Sussex at the number present at Castle
Water, Rye Harbour. Also at Rye are two male Garganey, three Avocet and an immature Little Gull. Little
Tern are nesting there in a site where they did not nest last year (maybe this species is recovering from its
decline?) and 107 pairs of Cormorant breeding there already have some fledged young.
My own trip today was to the IBM North Harbour site at Portsmouth for the monthly WeBS count in which Canada
Geese were the most numerous species, with 37 adults and 21 goslings, easily outnumbering the Mallard
(only 28 seen with no young). The only good bird was an adult Med Gull bathing in the lake with its scarlet bill
and black hood immediately picking it our from the few Black Headed Gulls. The nesting Swan pair were
present and the cob was having to maintain a standing patrol to keep off a second pair which have I gather
been present for a while. When I got near the nest the pen was standing over one egg and seemed to have
her foot on a second egg but I fear the eggs will not hatch – I was told that youths with motorbikes that use the
area underneath a bridge section of the M27 near the east end of the IBM site have extended their biking into
the IBM site and it is thought that some of them vandalised this Swan’s nest. Another possibly sad story from
Ian Patterson, head of the Landscape Maintenance team for the site, is that the Kestrels nesting high on the
north side of F building have laid six eggs which should have hatched some time ago and he fears this nest
too is a failure. The pair of Great Crested Grebe have been more successful – Ian said they have three young
though I only saw one adult with one chick while I was there. Coot and Moorhen numbers were very low but
there were young of both species, and one of the two pairs of Tufted Duck may have a nest (I saw a pair
together and a male separately). Plenty of Reed Warblers are chuntering in the reeds – I did not count them
but would go along with two recent counts by Trevor Carpenter indicating 11, maybe 13, singing males – and
I had a close encounter with a male Reed Bunting.
FRI 25 MAY
A Peregrine had just been visiting the Hayling Oysterbeds before I arrived there this afternoon, but I was in time
to see it flying east over Langstone Bridge when Jason Crook told me where to look. Jason told me he had not
had time to plot all the Little Tern nests yet but he was pretty sure that there were at least 40 pairs already
nesting and I think he said that one of the three pairs of Ringed Plover nesting on the island already had
young. I have not recently seen the Stonechats that seemed to be nesting in the Brick Field (the low lying field
at the very north end of the Hayling Coastal path dug out in the past for clay to make special bricks) but both
Jason and Martin Hampton mention seeing the male this week, and Martin also saw one of the Turtle Doves

in the Knots Marsh area further south down the Coastal Path when he was there yesterday. A couple of other
Stonechat sightings this week may be worth a mention – one was on the southern fence of the Hayling Golf
Course when I was at Gunner Point on Tuesday, and Martin was surprised to see one in the ornamental
shrubbery around the garage at the entrance to the big Safeway store at Dell Piece West at Horndean (by the
A3M junction) – I doubt this latter bird was resident in that shrubbery but there has always been a pair (maybe
more) on Hazleton Common south of the road passing the store and a pair might well have moved into the
attractive pond and meadow area immediately west of the store (a plot staunchly and rightly defended against
development proposal by local residents and conservationists – it is one of the few places that you can see
Ruddy Darter dragonflies as you drive into a supermarket carpark). Further evidence that Stonechat have
brought off their first brood comes from Lee Marshall who found two of the pairs resident on Browndown north
at Gosport were feeding young yesterday – while there Lee also watched a pair of Swifts mating in mid-air,
something I have never seen but am now more aware of after hearing from both Charles Cuthbert and
Trevord Carpenter of seeing it happen this spring.
......Another item of news from Jason was that Bob Chapman had seen a Purple Heron fly north over Farlington
Marshes early today (or was it yesterday?). I suspect that sighting is related to a report of a Night Heron seen
over Stubbington flying south to land in the Titchfield Haven reserve yesterday – another of those
annonymous reports put out on the Birdcall website (presumably related to the Birdline phone service) to
keep the twitchers on the move. Less dramatic news from Jason was of a colour ringed and dyed Turnstone
seen at the Oysterbeds today
THU 24 MAY
A pair of Shelduck were mating on the water of the Thorney Little Deeps when I arrived there this afternoon, and
the Swan family were on their nest with at least four young, while at the Great Deeps a Greenshank was
present with a couple of adult Lesser Blackback gulls and at least 18 Shelduck. While I was near the military
fence Barry Collins appeared on the other side of it and told me that two Ospreys are still to be seen around
the south of the island, though he is not certain if they are the same two which turned up several weeks ago.
I also had a look at Budds Farm before I went home, having no luck with seeing how many cygnets the Swans
have (they were with their parents at the nest), but I was able to see that there are still over 30 Tufted Duck
present. The Broadmarsh swan herd was apparently down from the 34 I counted on May 14 to just 29 today
– perhaps some of these have moved on to Emsworth.
Over at Emsworth Brian Fellows was lucky enough to see a Kingfisher flying up the River Ems in the Lumley
area, making it almost certain that a pair are breeding somewhere along the lower section of that river. Here
in Havant I suspect we have no Kingfishers nesting this year – despite winter torrents creating a nice fresh
vertical cliff in the place where they normally tunnel there is no visible hole and I have heard no reports of of
Kingfisher sightings on the Hermitage stream at Bedhampton.
Further up the Ems Kevin Stouse was at Racton last night just in case anyone turned up for his Nightingale walk
(cancelled because the path through Racton Park Farm is still closed on account of the sheep there). Looking
across the Ems towards the slope on which the farm sits Kevin saw 11 Corn Bunting which had presumably
come to drink and bathe in the water – good news that there is still that number of them in the area but bad
news in that Kevin does not mention any Yellowhammer with them. This is a traditional spot to see both Corn
Bunting and Yellowhammer, with the latter in the majority in past years when I have seen them, and their
absence is further support for rumours of their decline (though Yellowhammer are more often seen in midday
heat than at dusk – maybe they had bathed here earlier in the day). Swifts, Swallows and House Martins
were all present, no doubt taking supper from the insects over the river (Sarah Patton reports a new
emergence of Mayflies at Chichester on the same evening). Before going home Kevin checked the
Nightingales in Marlpit Lane, hearing the two songsters that are being reported by most visitors but finding
one of them right up at the north end of the lane (within 100 yards of the main road). I have always been
puzzled as to why the Nightingales continue to return to this very dry area year after year, especially with the
increase in gravel extraction to the south, but the next few years should find a lot of dense cover to suit the
birds in this north area where the trees planted on workings now finished with are two to three metres high
with lots of ground cover growing between them. I also see from the latest BTO News that Nightingales may
well be trained geologists, only nesting on alluvial soils and ignoring all other types – the gravel here should
fall into the alluvial category though it is not the damp silt which I would have thought they would prefer.
While Kevin was near the Ems John Goodspeed was visiting Havant Thicket, finding the carpark open and no
‘Keep Out’ signs (presumably the carpark is still closed at 8pm – check any notice at the gate if you park there
and intend to walk until after dark listening for Nightjar – roadside parking in Castle Road is safer). John heard
at least one Nightar and one roding Woodcock plus three Tawny Owls, and earlier in the day Russell Wynn
had heard calls of two or more baby Tawnies begging for food when he was at Moor Court Farm on the
western outskirts of Sparsholt village west of Winchester. As well as the owls in the trees Russell saw 9 pairs
of Red Leg and 1 or 2 pairs of Grey Partridge with a couple of Buzzard overhead, and further west in the
northern New Forest Ron Toft had very good views of a Honey Buzzard.

Sussex news for yesterday starts with a Puffin flying past Brighton, two Roseate Terns passing Selsey and
another sighting of the second winter Iceland Gull at Shoreham. Less unexpected good sightings were of 17
Common Sandpiper at Brighton and 160 Commic Terns plus 1 Hobby at Selsey, while in Pagham Harbour the
Little Ringed Plover was still at the Ferry Pool and both Turtle Dove and Spotted Flycatcher were at Church
Norton. Today that Serin was once more flying over Selsey, a Great Northern Diver flew east at dawn and an
unidentified ringtail harrier flew distantly offshore.
WED 23 MAY
Phil Lord visited Titchfield Haven today where he found five species of dragonfly and also had good views of a
male Garganey, while Russell Wynn reports that at least two young Herring Gulls have already hatched in
one of three nests in a new colony at Southampton Town Quay. Rusell also had a first summer Shag on
Southampton Water off Town Quay – unusual here at this time of year I think.
TUE 22 MAY
Tawny Owls are mentioned in three messages today. In woods north of Portsdown John Goodspeed saw one fly
through the trees in daylight when it could no longer stand the heckling of the local blackbirds, while Lee
Marshall in the Alver Valley heard the calls of a juvenile (presumably the thin squeaks which once puzzled me
when Nightjar watching at this time of year and which I tracked down to an owl making its first attempts at
flying from tree to tree rather than the snoring and wheezing of the downy young that come out to sit in the tree
tops long before they can fly). The big Tawny Owl story however comes from Woolmer Forest where Gill
Rooney is familiar with the sight of a Tawny Owl sitting in a particular tree near which she walks her dogs –
today the bird was in its usual place but was holding a large object in its talons. Moving closer Gill disturbed
the owl which flew off, dropping its prey which was a Sparrowhawk. Thoughts about how it came by this prey
must be pure speculation and my first thought was that the owl had picked up the hawk already dead, but I
don’t think Tawny Owls are into scavenging, so my next thought was that the owl had heard a scuffle on the
ground when the Sparrowhawk brought down its prey and the owl, diving on what it thought was mammal
prey had in fact come down on a hawk mantling its prey and not intending to give it away. The owl might well
have instinctively plunged onto the hawk and gripped it by the throat, killing it and carrying it off but not
knowing quite what to make of this unusual meal. When disturbed I guess the unusually bulky prey was
difficult to carry and thus abandoned.
Tawny Owl gets yet another mention from Trevor Carpenter who was in the West Walk woods at Lodge Hill in the
evening and heard not only a the owl but a Cuckoo – an unexpected call at dusk. One Woodcock was roding
and three unseen Nightjar were heard – unseen that is until Trevor pulled the handkerchief trick (a waving
white handkerchief is said to resemble the fluttering white wing-tips of a male Nightjar and provoke a
response from the male that already owns that territory). It worked here, Trevor says, bringing two Nightjar
straight to him instantly. While on the subject of Nightjar I see that one or two were to be heard in Parkhurst
Forest on the Isle of Wight last night, though I doubt that is particularly newsworthy.
Following on last weeks news of the hatching of 8 cygnets to the swan pair at Budds Farm in only their second or
third year of parenting (I think they hatched just one youngster last year which soon fell prey to the foxes),
Brian Fellows today saw two eggs in the nest made by the pair of Swans at Baffins Pond which, to the best of
our knowledge, are genuine first time parents – the presence of eggs does not mean they are fertile and it
may be that these birds still have to learn the basic preliminaries to raising their family
......On this same subject of learning the art of parenthood I see that I owe Charles Cuthbert an apology for
reporting his news that five Shelduck can be seen on Alresford Pond as if he had supplied the thought that
they might be the partners of other birds nesting in the area. That implication was entirely mine, and hedged
with the word ‘may’ to indicate total lack of certainty. I would agree that the chances are that these are
non-breeding birds, but at the same time I think it well worth while to be on the lookout for signs that these
birds are breeding in new inland sites. The long period decline in numbers of Shelduck wintering and/or
breeding in the Langstone/Chichester harbour complex, which runs against the national statistics that show a
growing population, could be a consequence of the increase in human activity around the harbour edges
where they once bred freely in rabbit holes. Here on the coast we see Shelduck flying up to five miles inland
and attempting to nest in e.g. woodland where they use cavities created under the roots for fallen trees, and
these birds have virtually no chance of leading their flightless ducklings back to the harbour water across the
busy A27 and an electrified railway (let alone the sheer distance), so I am particularly interested to see if they
do manage to adapt to changed circumstances by finding inland nest sites which are not too far from water on
which the youngsters can pass their first summer safely
Going back to Brian Fellows news from his weekly round of Portsmouth sites, made today, I am surprised to see
that there are still 24 Swans at the Southsea Canoe lake (making the high number at Emsworth reported
yeaterday even more surprising) while Milton Common remains an excellent birding spot on Portsea island
with Swifts overhead, House Martins coming to the lakes (collecting mud for nests, I wonder?), and 15 Sedge
plus 4 Reed and 2 Cetti’s Warblers singing around the lakes. At least seven Whitethroat could be heard in
the bramble scrub but sadly there was only one Skylark singing above this large expanse of grassland (too

many dogs and foxes rushing everywhere across it?). At Baffins Pond there were only 14 Tufted Duck, so the
birds which could be seen flying southwest from Budds Farm last week have not ended here (Langstone
Pond seems to have acquired two or three pairs) and several of the regulars are absent – no Snow Goose, no
Muscovy Duck and only 5 of the ten Barnacle Geese (though the other five may be on undetected nests).
Ben Darvill was in the Keyhaven area yesterday (May 21) where three adult male Ruff in breeding plumage were
the star attraction. Five Black Tern and a Knot were also seen as were 5 Egrets and 4 Herons (one of them a
juvenile). Other news of coastal birds seen today comes from Sussex where a male Goldeneye can still be
seen at Rye along with two drake Garganey and singles of Little Gull and Roseate Tern. Yesterday at
Shoreham a second winter Iceland Gull was reported.
MON 21 MAY
Brian Fellows today counted 109 Swans scattered round Emsworth harbour and its two main coastal ponds
today, and he tells me this is the highest count he has ever made here in May (only exceeded by one of 117
birds last August). I understand that these birds fly to open water at this time of year, just before they undergo
a moult which can leave them flightless and unable to escape predators except by swimming, but I wish I
knew more about where they come from and if they always use the same open water area for moullting each
year. Many of the birds are probably of local origin, some will have been at Emsworth over winter (perhaps 70
there) and others at the Southsea Canoe Lake (another 70 plus), with others in Chichester Harbour (around
Bosham and Fishbourne) but I think the summer moult total of perhaps 250+ birds (100+ at Emsworth, 100+
at Fishbourne and 50+ at Broadmarsh) is considerably greater than the local winter total. Some of the
increase at Emsworth may reflect a lower than usual count at Fishbourne this year (Brian only found 38 there
on Saturday). If anyone has factual information to show where these birds come from and if they remain ‘site
faithful’ from year to year I would like to hear it. While on the subject of Swans I thought I would re-check the
Langstone Pond this evening to see if the pair there had defied my expectation and brought out some cygnets
but the situation was unchanged - the male bird lazing on the raft behind the island and the female nowhere
to be seen – she may well have been the lone Swan sitting on the Northney saltings having lost interest in the
pond.
Spotted Flycatchers are now being seen in good numbers in the New Forest but I do not expect to see them back
in the local gardens where they were once regular – maybe all that has happened is that gardeners have
killed off so many insects in their gardens that there is not enough food for these birds to be confident of
raising a family there, whereas there is still a good supply of insect food in the Forest. At Bolderwood
yesterday Lee Marshall came across more than an dozen of them, and I think everyone who was birding in
the Forest this weekend saw at least one. Another four were in Pagham Harbour on Saturday (along with 3
Whinchat, 3 Turtle Dove and a Redstart according to the new Friends of Pagham Harbour site), with four in
the Bembridge area of the Isle of Wight with a lone Whinchat on that day. Lee Marshall was also in the New
Forest on Saturday and saw another six Spotted Flycatcher in Denny Wood, plus a single at Brook, and he is
the only person to report a Pied Flycatcher (being chased off by a Spotted Flycatcher!) which has probably
been around in the Forest for some time and may be nesting – the first Pied Flycatcher came in with the big
fall on April 1 and others were seen on April 3 at Henfield in Sussex and Doyley Manor in north Hampshire.
Simon Woolley was in the Bracklesham area yesterday and had a couple of tantalizing glimpses of a male
Yellow Wagtail with an apparently pure black head but it headed off across the Selsey west fields towards
Pagham Harbour before he could be sure of its identity, and so far there are no other sightings to confirm his.
Simon has seen both the Black Headed (feldegg) race of Yellow Wagtail in the middle east (Eilat) and the
Grey-Headed race (thunbergi) in Finland, but although his first brief glimpse of the bird was at only 15 metres
he could not be sure if this was the (very rare in this country) Black Headed or a dark version of the (less rare)
Grey Headed race. I hope the bird is re-found and identified to give Simon the confidence to assert his claim
to be the first finder. Another elusive bird in the Pagham area yesterday was a Wryneck that was seen briefly
in the garden on Rose Cottage ‘on the road to Church Norton’ (presumably one of the houses halfway from
the main road to the village)
An Osprey seems to have been the special offer at the re-opening of Pagham Harbour this week-end, being
seen on Saturday and most of Sunday when there were other attractions in the shape of a Little Ringed Plover
and five Common Sandpiper at the Ferry Pool, a pair of Great Crested Grebe on the Long Pool just across the
main road (unusual there), and a colourful sight of two Red Knot and three Bar-tailed Godwit at Church Norton
A Black Kite was reported to have been seen over Brading Marsh last Friday (May 18) – and an odd Greylag was
in that area on May 19 – and also on Friday a Raven flew south down the River Arun from Houghton Bridge at
Amberley in Sussex. Yesterday’s unusual bird at Selsey Bill was a Lesser Redpoll with more expected
sightings of a Hobby overhead and a Bonxie and three Avocets over the sea.
One Honey Buzzard was seen in the New Forest on Saturday by Lee Marshall, presumably identified in flight,
and Hoslist also carried a very interesting message from Giles Darvill describing a prolonged view which he
had of a Honey Buzzard while on holiday in France last week. He was sitting quietly on the lip of a ravine
which contained dead scrub and was able to watch a male Honey Buzzard in this scrub for 20 minutes

behaving, in his words, ** more like a hedge sparrow than a bird of prey ** hopping down to search for food on
the ground then back onto its low perch in the dead scrub, never making any sound. If, as some people
suppose, there are many more Honey Buzzards in this country than are seen by the average birder then I
suppose Giles may be lucky enough to see a few more by sitting quietly in some isolated sunny spot (where
do you find one of those in this country, even in the New Forest?), and he could follow up the tips given by
Steve Roberts in his talk to HOS of which I reported Peter Morrison’s summary on May 2. Among these tips
were hints that sitting in the middle of a dense conifer plantation and wating for a Honey Buzzard to fly by
below the canopy towards its nest might pay off (so does the lottery if you have the luck), or better still use
your nose to detect the rotting corpses with which these birds like to decorate their nests. I fear I may be
giving those seawatchers new employment as the spring passage ends – what we need is a ring of otherwise
unemployed birders spaced perhaps twenty yards apart just inside the periphery of a big conifer plantation,
sitting there patiently all day with mobile phones switched on to report and plot the course of each of the many
Honey Buzzards flying to and from their nests. I hope they enjoy studying the Wood Ants running up their legs
... If you have no luck with this bird you should have no difficulty in locating Great Spotted Woodpecker nests
at this time – Russell Wynn has just heard the screams of one hungry young family in Botley Woods (where
Nightingale, Turtle Dove and Garden Warbler make pleasanter sounds). Two other common woodland
species that are becoming less easy to locate now are Nuthatch and Tree Creeper – I see that Peter Raby
found eleven or more Nuthatch in Mark Ash/Bolderwood today but when I was in Stansted Forest yesterday I
only heard one and was not quite sure of that (it could have been a Song Thrush imitation) – these most noisy
springtime birds will soon I think be totally silent. Tree Creeper are quiet at the best of times but in winter as
they move about their ‘slate pencil’ contact notes can often lead you to them, whereas at the moment, tied to
a fixed area around a nest, there is little need to tell your mate ‘I’m going this way, better follow or you’ll get
lost’.
We haven’t heard the dramatic reports of large numbers of soaring Common Buzzard this spring that we did last
year, probably because of the weather plus access retrictions to the countryside, but in the New Forest
yesterday Russell Wynn noted at least 26 birds in an area about 8km by 4km in the north of the Forest and
Russell Wynn had more than 12 in the Acres Down area where two Tree Pipit were singing. Russell also had
four Tree Pipit, four Wood Warbler and a pair of Woodlark with more than 5 Siskin and other reports are
similar. Peter Raby was the only one to report Firecrest and he only had one or two making me wonder if there
are fewer of these smart little birds breeding in the Forest this year. or are people not reporting them so as not
to reveal their nest sites – if the latter I would go along with Russell Wynn who urges people not to be specific
about nest sites but at the same time to share what info they have about the relative numbers of birds they
encounter in a non-site-specific way while still keeping totally quiet about any really rare or sensitive species.
Charles Cuthbert confirms that Rock Pipit are nesting this year a lot further east in Hampshire than their Hurst
Castle foothold in the county. When he went with his son yesterday to check a nest which his son Chuck had
found earlier they were pleasantly surprised to find two nests with young. As the gulls are demonstrating
there is no need for a genuine sea cliff to provide a cliff like nest site and crevices in old buildings near the sea
are worth watching for more evidence of these birds (and of course nesting Black Redstart) – don’t publish the
locations on the internet but do let John Clark know the details for Hampshire records. Going back to the
question of where Swans go for their summer moult Charles tells me that the herd which use Alresford Pond
now numbers 38, and that there may be five pairs of Shelduck nesting in the vicinity (five adults seen on the
water) and one pair of Great Crested Grebe as well as the motley assemblage of ducks.
And finally for today... I thought I knew the New Forest pretty well but a new aspect of it was revealed to me today
by Lee Marshall in the shape of what he calls Brook Lake on which there was a male Mandarin. Looking at my
map I see there is a substantial pond at SU 269144 which would be on your left if you drove from the M27 at
Cadnam west to Brook and then forked right towards Bramshaw instead of driving on into the northern Forest
proper. The lake seems to be part of a substantial property called Fountain Court which is the first thing you
come to on your left after forking right on the B3079 for Landford. Later in the day Lee had one or two Ravens
in the northern Forest plus a Peregrine and 14+ Buzzard, and in the evening he visited West Walk near
Wickham in the Meon Valley to hear a couple of Nightjar in the Hundred Acres area.
PLANTS:

SUN 27 MAY
The first Brooklime flowers were seen today at Emsworth’s Brook Meadow where Brian Fellows expresses some
puzzlement over what he calls a hairless version of Hogweed, and as he mentions that this plant is now a
good 2 metres high I think there can be little doubt that he is referring to Hemlock which I am daily expecting
to open flowers but have not yet seen anything more than tight buds. Brian also refers to splashes of a
reddish colour in the plant stems, again indicative of Hemlock (I am not sure how poisonous this plant really is
but when I used to run the local WATCH group for children I used to tell them that this red came from the blood
of the plant’s victims – as does the pink tinge in the white flowers of Danewort)

SAT 26 MAY
The IBM North Harbour site at Portsmouth always has pleasant surprises for me on each of my monthly summer
visits and today was no exception when I found well over 400 Common Spotted orchids flowering on the outer
island with at least one clump of large specimens having dark mauve flowers that probably had a touch of
Southern Marsh parentage – very few are yet flowering on the motorway bank where most people see them.
These were my first of the year but I know they have been out for a week or so, whereas I found more than
half a dozen other first flowerings that no one else has reported so far, starting with the very common Black
Knapweed and Creeping Cinquefoil, and including a mass of Heath Speedwell, a single flowerhead of Kidney
Vetch and a lakeside show of Grey Bulrush. One plant that I thought I had seen earlier in the year but reckon
I must have mistaken was Scarlet Pimpernel and one that I suspect has been flowering for some time was
Cocksfoot grass, and another grass which was not yet in flower was Fern Grass growing from the carpark
edge. Two rarities were the unmistakeable Lathryus aphaca (called Yellow Vetchling but not to be confused
with the very common yellow flowered Meadow Vetchling that will soon be out) and a small Lotus species
which I expected to be Lotus subbiflorus (Hairy Bird’s Foot Trefoil) which has survived and flourished on this
site for nearly twenty years but which seems to be Lotus angustissimus (Slender Bird’s Foot Trefoil). The
confusion over the latter arises because I went to the regular place to find the Hairy plant and found a
look-alike that was not hairy and which checks out correctly as the Slender species – unfortunately I did not
check the other plants on this bank sufficiently to know if both species are present, or if the Hairy one has
vanished, or even if the specimen I collected was unrepresentative of the others there. If anyone with access
to the site wants to find these plants just go to the main reception area – the plants are on the bank sloping
down to the north side of the road coming from the west end of the site (E block) where that road starts to go
round the island opposite main reception. To find the Lathyrus aphaca take the exit road from the main
carparks and, immediately before that road turns south to join the main site road, go into the last of the parking
bays (excluding the new addition used for park and ride). Now go to the eastmost of the flower bed banks
separating the bays and you will find the small yellow pea flowers just north of where there is a tarmac
pathway crossing it diagonally. One other plant worth a mention is Hedge Woundwort – though not yet out I
found specimens very near to flowering.
The Havant Wildlife Group were in Stansted Forest this morning, finding more than 60 plants in flower, including
the first Heath Speedwell which I did not find until the afternoon! One plant which they commented on as
being abundant (though obviously not yet in flower) was Orpine though my experience of this is that many of
the plants which look so healthy at this time of year become lost in bracken and other vegetation by the end of
July, and of those which keep their heads in the open many never seem to flower. Foxgloves had their flower
tubes extended but not yet open and the only totally new flower found in the woods was I think Spiked Sedge.
They may also have seen the first flowers on Compact Rush
FRI 25 MAY
Ground Elder was flowering today in Havant and the white flowered version of Red Valerian had just come into
flower on the southern footings of Langstone Bridge as I cycled to the Oysterbeds this afternoon.
Too late to be of use I today found I had a message from Anne de Potier urging myself and many others to pick
up the phone and vote for a local exhibit at the Chelsea Flower Show. This was the Emsworth Horticultural
Society exhibit, aided and abetted by the Chichester Harbour Conservancy, consisting of wild plants in a
harbour shoreline setting. I had already been impressed by the description of the exhibit given by Alan
Titchmarsh on the TV and would have voted for it had I got the message in time instead of taking an evening
off to help my son move house! Chichester Harbour is what I call a real ‘water feature’ with or without Charlie
Dimmock and if you want to see more of it make a note that on July 2 a party of walkers will be setting off from
West Wittering to walk 28 miles to Langstone around the harbour shore. They start at 7:30am, planning to
reach Langstone before 11pm, and each walker must make a minimum donation of £5 to the Friends of
Chichester Harbour. If you want to have a go (no need to complete the full distance) you should contact Ali
Beckett or Judi Darley at the Chichester Harbour Office on 01243-513206. Details of this and the very full
year round programme of walks and activities organised by the Harbour Conservancy are on their website at
www.conservancy.co.uk
THU 24 MAY
Dog Roses were in flower on the slopes of Budds Mound today and a little further north up Southmoor Lane, in
what used to be the entrance to the IBM Clubhouse, Slender Thistle was out – only a few plants of this
compared to the hundreds flowering there in recent years, but easily seen from the road without entering the
site. Before seeing this I had been to Thorney Island and found flowers on Common Mallow by the roadside
in Havant and then seen the Red Hot Poker flowers near Thorney Little Deeps.
TUE 22 MAY
Today’s big news from Hayling is that the Childing Pink have started to flower – just two plants had their first
flower open and two more were showing the colour of their petals as they started to open so I guess I was in
at the very start of their season. There was a more impressive show to be seen in the sand dunes at Gunner

Point where a couple of square yards were crammed with hundreds of plants of that most elegant of grasses
– Hare’s Tail – while those who do not know where to find this grass could not miss the yellow flowers of the
Tree Lupins, also at the very start of their season. Even more numerous, though probably not attracting any
interest from the public, were the flower heads of Sand Sedge, and at the other end of the ‘un-noticed’ scale
was a single plant of Black Bryony flowering in a garden. Not newcomers, but now on ‘general release’, were
the white flowers of Ox-Eye Daisy and Elder.
Also on the Gunner Point shore I saw my first flowering plant of Little Robin, and despite stopping at four points
to make transects of the shingle in places where I expected to find the plant in profusion I could find no more.
My strong impression is that the grass has spread rapidily over much of the bare shingle where I used to find
this plant and I am prepared to find fewer plants than the thousands which could be seen a few years back but
I think I must be jinxed as a party of Sussex botanists who were enjoying the plants on this beach told me they
had seen lots of the plants today.
John Goodspeed was walking in the woods at the northern foot of Portsdown today and came on the first
Common Spotted orchids which I have heard of, including two looking pure white from a distance, but having
faint mauve markings on the lips in close up to show they were not albinos. Maybe they had inherited
characteristics of the Heath Spotted orchids that will soon be flowering in the Hookheath nature reserve not
too far away as I think that species tends to have paler flowers, but orchids are so variable in their appearance
that it is foolish to speculate on the origin of their variations. Looking from the road towards marshy fields that
will hopefully have both Early and Southern Marsh Orchids John could see no signs of colour today but in the
woodland he found excellent examples of Solomon’s Seal (first reported from West Walk last Saturday).
INSECTS:

SAT 26 MAY
After walking around the IBM North Harbour site for a couple of hours this afternoon, seeing few butterflies, I was
heading back to the car though long grass when I spotted a male Common Blue roosting on a grass
flowerhead, showing its unmistakeable underwing pattern – it also detected me and flew to show me the
beautiful blue upper wing of a male. On getting home I see that Ben Darvill also saw Common Blue today at
Keyhaven (along with Green Hairstreak), and these seem to be the first of the year (though Russell Wynn did
report one on May 4 at Keyhaven there is a possibility that that was a Holly Blue). The only other butterflies I
saw were all white (both Small and Green Veined) though they did include female Orange Tip and my first
definite Large White allowing me to see its wing tips as well as its size. One day flying moth that allowed me
a good look in rough grass must, I think, have been a Burnet Companion though the colour of its underwing
was more the orange of the spots on a Brown Argus than the yellow colour on the only two illustration which I
have of the species.
While at the IBM North Harbour site I walked through acres of grass liberally splashed with white ‘Cuckoo spit’ in
which froghoppers have laid their eggs – the froth apparently protecting them from predators despite making
their location extremely obvious. I am not surprised, therefore, to hear reports of the froghopper Cercopis
vulnerata whose red and black chequerboard wing cases make it one of the easier insects to identify.
Reports of it came from Stansted Forest, seen by the Havant Wildlife Group, and from Lawrence Holloway at
Pagham Harbour. Lawrence also reports day flying Cinnabar moths as well as Broad Bodied Chaser and
Hairy Dragonflies plus Wall Brown butterflies
The latest moth reports from Lee Marshall and Sarah Patton list eight new species for the year though three of
them are micros with no english name (Aethes cnicana, Eudonia angustea and Phtheodora rugosana). The
other five start with Poplar Grey (seen by Lee on May 24 but omitted from his list for that night) and are (all for
May 25) Common White Wave, Lime-speck Pug, Freyer’s Pug, and Buff Ermine.
FRI 25 MAY
Lee Marshall was out on the heathland of north Browndown by the River Alver today and found a fascinating
flying insect called a Scorpion Fly – probably Panorpa communis but there are similar species. They get their
english name from their tails which curl up over the body like the sting of a Scorpion but you should not rely on
this to identify them – the main feature that they all have is a beak pointing down from the head. Less then
2cm long they are not eyecatchers but if a lacewing like insect with patterned clear wings lands near you at
this time of year have a look at it and you may be surprised at the sight of a Scorpion or perhaps a Snake fly.
Much easier to spot on Browndown were three female Broad Bodied Chaser and one Hairy Dragonfly along
with Large Red and Azure damselflies.
Three moth reports reached me today from Sarah Patton at Chichester, Lee Marshall at Rowner and Barry
Collins here in Havant. I find these lists of what were in the moth traps a very good way of learning about
moths and when and in what numbers they appear but to avoid total boredom among the less dedicated I am
only passing on news of newcomers to the scene, and today there are fourteen new names that have
appeared since I last mentioned new moths on Tuesday this week. Nine of these were in Lee Marshall’s trap.
On Tuesday evening (May 22) he had Pebble Hook-tip, Willow Beauty, Marbled Brown, Pale Tussock and

the Heart and Dart. On Wednesday evening Lee had Yellow-barred Brindle, Cabbage Moth, Light Brocade,
Grey Dagger and Common Marbled Carpet (this last was found on Browndown by day yesterday). Over in
Chichester on Wednesday night Sarah had Chocolate-tip, White Ermine and Common Wainscot and here in
Havant Barry Collins had the first Small Square-spot on Wednesday evening. This list is just of ‘first sightings’
and does not represent the total of what was in three traps. Lee had 46 moths of 24 species in two nights,
Sarah had over 20 species in one night, and Barry Collins thinks he might have found a lot more than six
species in his trap if it had not been visited by a Hedgehog taking a snack on moths during the night
One of the moths present in the traps recently but not mentioned above is the Cinnabar, and I have been
surprised that this moth has not been mentioned by daytime observers – Brian Fellows put that right today
with a sighting of one at Marlpit Lane.
THU 24 MAY
My purpose in going to Thorney Great Deeps today was to look for Common Blue butterflies along the seawall
there, but I had no luck with butterflies of any sort. While there I met Barry Collins who told me he had not
seen Common Blue yet but had today found half a dozen Small Heath out around the south of the island. He
had also seen both Emperor and Hairy Dragonflies on Thorney – the latter a new species for the island – and
this news made me re-think whether the dragonfly which I had seen at the Little Deeps a few minutes earlier
might have been Hairy rather than the Emperor which I had assumed from its colour. I had too brief a view to
be sure, but what I did see fits better with Hairy Dragonfly than Emperor according to Steve Brooks’ book.
That says the Hairy Dragonfly patrols low over still water, zig-zagging in and out of clearings, while the bigger
and more vigorous Emperor flies higher, often hovers, and is much less likely to disappear into cover, and
Barry Collins reminded me that the Emperor often shows a ‘hunchback’ silhouette in flight while the Hairy and
other hawkers are stiffer and straighter.
I have been wondering what has happened to Green Hairstreak this year with only three sightings of them to
date (April 9, 13 and May 22) but they are at last out in good numbers. On Browndown north today Lee
Marshall counted 19 of them and on Portsdown they were seen by Richard Jones and Theo Roberts in
different places. Another message reaching me today was from Martin Hampton who illustrates the come
back that Holly Blue are making this year by telling me that he regularly sees up to four of them in his smallish
garden in Lymbourn Road close to the Hayling Billy line here in Havant.
WED 23 MAY
My first Hornet of the year flew past me in a garden at Newtown on the eastern edge of the West Walk woods in
the Meon Valley today. In the same garden I saw Holly Blue, Orange Tip, Peacock and deliciously coloured
Green Veined White which sat on my hand briefly as I guided it to the open window of a greenhouse in which
it was trapped – it looked as if it had only emerged this morning
At Titchfield Haven today Phil Lord found five dragonfly species on show, the best being six specimens of Hairy
Dragonfly. There was just one Four Spotted Chaser but quite a few damselflies – Azure, Large Red and
Blue-Tailed
Here in Emsworth Brian Fellows saw the expected Peacock, Orange tip and White butterflies at Brook Meadow
today and had the excitement of two possible newcomers dressed in blue, though he is uncertain of their
identity. One was a butterfly which might have been a Common Blue though I would have thought the rank
damp grassland here was not their preferred habitat (much more likely on the Thorney seawall), and I suspect
this was a Holly Blue. The other puzzler was a damselfly and it is of course impossible to predict where
particular species will show up during the period of their wanderings after first emerging and before they
return to their preferred breeding habitat. It could have been Common Blue or Azure damselfly but I would
suggest the latter is more likely, firstly as the Common Blue prefers to be out over the open water of a lake
when breeding (Azure prefers the sort of lush vegetation to be found in Brook Meadow though I think both
species would be reluctant to lay their eggs in the fast flowing water of the Ems, preferring the stiller water of
perhaps Peter Pond), and secondly because the Azure has been on general release for some time while the
first sighting of Common Blue may have been only yesterday.
TUE 22 MAY
The first Common Blue damselfly which I have heard of was seen today in the Alver Valley at Gosport by Lee
Marshall. Also seen by Lee were many Large Red damselflies mating and egglaying (John Goodspeed had
them egglaying in his pond on Portsdown today), several Azure and Blue-tailed damsels, a mating pair of
Hairy Dragonflies and what may have been the first female Broad Bodied Chaser. The first Mother Shipton
moth was on the wing along with Brown Silver Lines and a male Bordered White. The two common species of
longhorn moths (Adela reamurella and Nemophora degeerella) were fluttering round bushes waiting for the
females to join their dance. For pond watchers Lee reports his first sighting of a Great Diving Beetle and four
Water Scorpions (other pond life should beware) and an Alder Fly (a watery relation of the Lacewings)
Further news from Lee Marshall tells me that two butterfly species missing from most watchers list so far this
year were present on Browndown at Gosport yesterday (May 21). Two Small Copper were the only ones that
I have heard of other than one seen at Bournemouth on Apr 21, and a single Green Hairstreak was the first to

be reported since Apr 13 (when some were seen near Beachy Head) and one seen on Apr 9 at Magdalen Hill
Down near Winchester. Also on May 21 Lee found a Privet Hawkmoth drying its wings on a wall in his home
where he had reared it from a caterpillar found in Sussex – presumably those living in the wild will appear at
around the same time – and in his moth trap on the previous evening (May 20) the first Treble Lines was found
along with a Poplar Hawkmoth (one day earlier than the two Sarah Patton had a Chichester on May 21).
MON 21 MAY
The first two Poplar Hawkmoths came to Sarah Patton’s moth light in Chichester last night – ten other species
were recorded – and Lee Marshall added a day flying moth, Common Heath, to the year list when he was in
the New Forest on Saturday (May 19). This small moth lives with heather and could I suppose be mistaken for
a Dingy or Grizzled Skipper at a distance, though I suspect it has a more moth like flight. Back in Rowner his
moth light had only four species, none of them firsts, but they included another Lime Hawkmoth.
The Butterfly Conservation website has a more exciting moth find to report from the Alice Holt forest where Barry
and Sue Clark saw a Broad-bordered Bee Hawkmoth yesterday. We might also have had Glanville Fritillary
on the list but Derek Mills, who went to Milford to look for it today, found the cliff footpath to the Hordle Cliffs
site was still closed and he was deterred by the alternative of a lengthy trudge along the shingle beach. Derek
did find three Wall Brown, and Brian Fellows also saw one on the north west seawall of Thorney Island near
the Great Deeps today (but still no Common Blue).
Lee Marshall also found a different sort of insect when he was in the New Forest yesterday – several Wood
Crickets at Bolderwood.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SUN 27 MAY
While watching the Pratincole at Sidlesham Ferry Lee Marshall noticed two Hares in the same field as the bird
(south of the ferry pool) and I see that Lawrence Holloway also saw one there recently and managed to get
some photos of it.
Seeing Barry Collins recent comment that a Hedgehog has developed a habit of visiting his moth trap and having
a snack on any juicy specimens attracted to the light Rob Edmunds writes to say that he believes a Hedgehog
is also visiting his moth light in Fleet, though doing less damage to the ‘catch’ since Rob was already aware of
a local cat raiding the trap and had some time ago put the trap up on a stool out of reach of the cat and thus
of the hedgehog, but the latter still likes to snuffle around picking up any left overs on the ground below the
trap (and leaving its characteristic jet black droppings around the area).
WED 23 MAY
When Ben Darvill was at Keyhaven last Monday (May 21) he came on a pair of Adders mating. This is quite a
long time after Russell Wynn watched males ‘wrestling’ at the same site on May 4, making me wonder how
long their wrestling bouts last before one male is adjuged the fitter to mate (alternatively how long it takes for
the males to recover from their wrestling before they feel capable of mating! – don’t suggest the third
alternative, that the winner goes straight on to a three week long non-stop orgy of sex)
MON 21 MAY
At Acres Down near Lyndhurst in the New Forest Lee Marshall saw the unwelcome sight of a single Mink –
presumably at least some of the hundreds released by animal rights protesters last year have survived and
will no doubt be breeding and increasing as they have done in other parts of the country. I wonder what will
happen when they meet up with the Beavers that I believe have been, or are about to be, released in
Scotland.

PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR HIGH TIDES
(Date, Time and height in metres)
21/05:-11:04-4.2 & 23:23-4.4
22/05:-11:39-4.3 & 23:58-4.523/05:12:18-4.4
24/05:-00:37-4.6 & 13:01-4.5
25/05:-01:18-4.6 & 13:47-4.5
26/05:-02:03-4.6 & 14:37-4.527/05:-02:51-4.5 & 15:33-4.4
28/05:-03:44-4.4 & 16:32-4.4
29/05:-04:42-4.2 & 17:40-4.3
30/05:-05:51-4.0 & 18:57-4.231/05:-07:18-4.0 & 20:08-4.3
01/06:-08:32-4.0 & 21:07-4.4
02/06:-09:30-4.1 & 21:57-4.5
03/06:-10:18-4.3 & 22:40-4.504/06:-11:02-4.3 & 23:21-4.5
05/06:-11:44-4.4
06/06:-00:01-4.5 & 12:25-4.4
07/06:-00:41-4.5 & 13:06-4.408/06:-01:18-4.4 & 13:46-4.3
09/06:-01:55-4.4 & 14:26-4.3

BIRDS:

WEEK 20 MAY 14 - 20

SUN 20 MAY
Trevor Carpenter took a cycle ride through the country immediately north of the M27 at Fareham today and
comments on the lack of Yellowhammers in the hedges, the more surprising as he could still find Corn
Buntings in that area and hear Skylarks overhead. On Friday I expressed surprise at the ratio of Buzzards to
Yellowhammer found in the north of Hampshire, but here the contrast was perhaps greater for he saw 4
Buzzards and may have had fewer than 4 Yellowhammer.
Walking in Stansted Forest for the first time since February it was a pleasure to hear a strong chorus of Willow
Warblers from one compartment of young conifers with plenty of ground cover among the young trees for the
warblers to nest. Song Thrushes were also in good voice everywhere, and I came on one of their snail anvils.
Mistle Thrushes were not so much in evidence but one group of three or more were presumably a family
party. Bullfinch were also limited in number but I did hear them in two different locations. The biggest birds
were a couple of Buzzard, almost certainly a pair as they took off and soared high above me with no
interaction. Some time after seeing them I came on about a dozen dead Squirrels and a couple of Rabbit
corpses left on open grassland with no sign that the Buzzards had been eating them – I had heard that one of
the conservation measures in the Forest was to leave Squirrel corpses (the Squirrels have to be culled in view
of the immense damage they can do to some timber crops) where the Buzzards could find them, but I guess
that the Buzzards here are overfed and cannot cope with this generous supply of food.
SAT 19 MAY
I did not expect to see anything special in an evening cycle ride along the shore from Langstone to Emsworth,
but in Emsworth Harbour I found the Black Swan (I think it has been absent for quite a few weeks) and over at
Peter Pond I saw the Swan pair with four new cygnets on the water. Other than a Goldcrest singing in the
trees above nearby Lumley Road the trip lived up to my expectation of few birds ....
Another Swan pair which now has four cygnets since May 18 is to be found at the Thorney Little Deeps where
you can now lawfully go and see them as Barry Collins (who supplied this news) tells me that the seawall
footpath is now open and the military fence gates are once more working as normal
With paths also open at Fishbourne Brian Fellows was there first thing this morning to make his Breeding Bird
Survey for the BTO. In addition to the breeding birds there were 11 Black Tailed Godwit still in the Fishbourne
Channel with 12 summering Brent, 32 Shelduck and 38 Swans (other than the Godwits these are slightly
lower figures than at this time last year - the Swan herd in particular is likely to swell to over 100 birds within
a few weeks)
In view of my recent comments on the paucity of Spotted Flycatchers it is good to see that Simon Ingram was
able to find more than four of them in the New Forest today on his way back from a visit to the Keyhaven area
where he saw a Barn Owl (presumably hunting by day to meet the demands of young in a nest). The two
Ravens which are regularly seen at Keyhaven were at the rubbish tip, making me wonder if they are actually
based on the Isle of Wight but prefer to make the short trip over the water because we have more rubbish on
the mainland? Two Yellow Wagtails flying north had presumably only just arrived in England. Offshore Simon
recorded a flock of over 65 Common Scoter, along with one Diver, two Fulmar and over ten Gannet plus
single Razorbill and Guillemot as well as three Kittiwake.
In 1974 I remember two Ring Necked Parakeet sitting forlornly on our bird table here in Havant on many days
during the winter, and at that time I think these birds were not uncommon here on the South Coast though
reading the Birds of Hampshire it sounds as if we were specially favoured. More recently the birds have
ceased to be seen even on occasional day trip visits to the coast in summer but this does not mean that they
are not flourishing in the London suburbs. John Clark has been teaching at a school between the end of the
M3 at Sudbury and Kingston on Thames, and says that he still sees them daily. In the winter when his arrival
and departure times coincide with the early morning exodus of these birds from their massive night roost in
the Esher area (said to contain over 2000 birds), and their evening return flight, he sees flocks of over 100
going over the M3. As well as this night roost John says there is a substantial breeding colony in Bushy Park.
It seems that suburbia suits their lifestyle, with sufficient fruit trees (e.g. the many ornamental varieties of
apple and cherry, etc, as well as berried shrubs) to feed them and sufficent natural or artificial holes in which
to breed – one of John’s concerns is that should they chose to expand they are likely to deprive Great Spotted
Woodpeckers and Little Owls of their nest holes, though the last rumour of one nesting here on the slopes of
Portsdown came from a milkman who was said to have seen them sneaking into the roofspace of a house on
several occasions – so they might do us a favour by ousting the Starlings.
FRI 18 MAY
Pagham Harbour is now open to visitors (and I guess the whole of the Chichester Lakes are also open) while
both Farlington Marshes and Noar Hill are set to open on May 26. At Farlington you may be restricted to the
seawall path only and not allowed north of the A27 or in the Bushes but go along and see for yourself. Driving
through Rowlands Castle today I believe I saw a green path open notice at the Sling entrance to Stansted

Forest so it may well be that the whole Forest is once more open to walkers, and this would be in line with the
general announcement that all West Sussex path will re-open today except where a farmer has specifically
requested that a path remains closed because it runs through fields with sheep or cattle in them. This
exception, I hear, applies to the whole South Downs which has sheep on most sections of the South Downs
Way and its feeder paths.
Yellowhammers 16, Buzzards 14 may sound like an unlikely football result but is in fact an equally unlikely count
of birds seen by John Eyre and John Collman in a drive across the chalk uplands of Hampshire from
Basingstoke to Whitchurch during which they stopped many times along the minor roads. The count of
Yellowhammers sounds reasonable with one or two at each stop, as was their count of 19 Linnet, but a few
years ago 14 Buzzards would, I think, have been extraordinarily large while counts of only 9 Skylark and 19
Lapwing would have been equally low (certainly that is true of the Skylarks, though I am not so sure if
Lapwings ever bred in large numbers on these chalk fields and it may be that 19 is a very good figure
nowadays). Another figure which sounds low is 7 Whitethroat – in most of rural Hampshire this year I would
have thought that Whitethroat would outnumber Yellowhammers but of course this is a one off count and no
general implications should be drawn from it.
......Heading back via the headwaters of the Test they not only spotted one of the few pairs of Teal remaining in
Hampshire during the breeding season but also saw an even more unexpected bird – a Dunlin. Perhaps a
bird which took the overland route from Keyhaven to the Wash but needed to take a break in it’s journey?
A singing Woodlark heard from a woodland edge situation in the area of the Marden villages a little north of the
source of the River Ems was a pleasant surprise for Tony Gutteridge today – he is familiar with that area and
I do not think he has encountered them there before, and the woodland edge is not of the heathy sort that the
birds seem to prefer so maybe this was a bird driven from its normal territory by some disaster.
A single piece of white eggshell found at Old Idsworth Fram lying with a fresh pellet under the Barn Owl nestbox
which produced three healthy young last year, is a hopeful sign that there are more young this year. Another
good sign is that I was told that one of the owls regularly flies out from an adjacent barn when it is opened up
each morning, so it sounds as if both parents are present, the female staying in the nest box, and the male
roosting where he can nearby. A couple of Willow Warblers were singing close to the farm and a few
Swallows were flying over it but there was little evidence of much bird life other than the regulars in the
woodland – even the Corn Bunting was silent though several Skylark were singing during this afternoon visit.
THU 17 MAY
Brian Fellows found 11 juvenile Starlings (and a few young House Sparrows) in his Emsworth garden today and
I had one in my garden, probably straight out of its nest in my house roof, but I have yet to see the grey hordes
descending on local fields, led by the starling equivalent of Gengis Khan and intent on destruction of all living
things smaller than themselves. Brian also has both Blackcap and Dunnock parents carrying insect food to
their young at the Brook Meadow site in Emsworth, but we have nothing to fear from their young.
Another set of youngsters that has just appeared are the cygnets in the Budds Farm pools Swan nest. John
Gowen reports that 8 cygnets have hatched, bringing this Swan pair into the category of first class parents –
I only hope they can find enough weed with which to feed all those cygnets which, until they can fly, are locked
in to the Budds Farm area by fences all around. Swans show a facinating progression in their ability as
parents – for a good few years they do not even pair and when they do they seem to have no instinct for nest
building, egg laying, or parenting. The pair which for two or three years have been at the mouth of the
Langbrook Stream are at this beginner stage, and in recent years have been seen to build a sort of ‘play nest’
of seaweed on the shingle but never so far have I seen an egg laid or any serious intention of raising a family
(this year they are just idling away the season on the water). Another pair seem to regard the Brockhampton
Stream as their territory but have not made any attempt to nest (a pair, many years back, did nest by the grain
wharf pool up that stream but the nest was destroyed by human vandals, perhaps putting the Swans off the
idea of nesting for life). When they do start to nest they do not seem to realise that eggs should be laid in the
nest (one at IBM laid several eggs at random on ground outside the nest she had made), but when they do
learn the facts of life they can become excellent parents and raise broods for many years in succession. Age,
however, eventually creeps up on them and I think the Langstone Mill pair are now past their parenting stage
though still able to defend their territory. Perhaps next year another pair will oust them, vacating their own
nest site to take over the prime site on Langstone Pond where they will be the head of a chain of less
experienced Swans with less good nest sites, and as the top spot changes hands there will be a tendency for
all the others in the chain to ‘move up one’.
I hope that Havant Thicket will re-open on May 26 when all Hampshire footpaths will re-open (except where a
farmer has made a specific request to maintain the ban because the path runs through fields with sheep or
cattle in them). If the Thicket does re-open we will all have a chance to check out the Nightjar, Woodcock (and
later Glow-worms) but in the meanwhile Barry Collins has this evening made a night cycle ride along the
Horndean road running through the woodland, and tells us that at least two Nightjar, two Woodcock and two
male Tawny Owls could be heard (despite the traffic on the road).

News from Sussex includes a report of 500 Swifts over Ivy Lake at Chichester today while 70 Common Terns
and a Little Gull were also present. The Terns may well be intending to stay and nest (70 birds is the exact
number given in the 1999 Bird Report for those breeding in the nature reserve New Lake). Down at Selsey
Bill today 7 Manx Shearwater flew past along with two Arctic and one Great Skua. The Spoonbill was still at
Coldwaltham yesterday when an Osprey was at Barcombe Reservoir just north of Lewes.
Here in Hampshire coastal passage is easing off but Lee Marshall still managed to see one Arctic Skua, one
Fulmar and two Gannets plus seven Dunlin passing Stokes Bay at Gosport as 17 Swits, 3 Swallows and 1
House Martin arrived in the country.
WED 16 MAY
It has long been known that the Hayling shore is a poor relation to places like Portland and Selsey Bills, St
Catherine’s Point on the Isle of Wight, Beachy Head and Dungeness when it comes to seeing the majority of
birds coming in from the western approaches of the Channel and heading for the arctic via the North Sea, and
I think most people have assumed that, unless driven onshore by strong south easterly winds, the birds prefer
to fly a straight route along the channel, taking a line that runs south of the Isle of Wight and the headlands in
Sussex. The seawatch sightings now published on the internet are perhaps giving the ordinary birder a
different view of what the birds do, and I think I have detected two factors involving the geography of the
Solent which influence the routes taken by the birds and result in a relatively poor showing on the Hayling
shore. The first is the birds preference for an unobstructed route up channel. The majority of birds going east
along the channel in normal weather probably pass out of sight of all coastal watchers on the Hampshire and
Sussex shores until at least Beachy Head, and if any of these birds are forced north towards the Needles they
probably see the narrow Solent channel as we would see a narrow winding B road compared to a motorway
(all right when you’re not in a hurry), and some may see it as a cul de sac. Watchers at Milford and Hurst
regularly see large flocks of some birds (particularly Gannets and Scoter I think) refusing to enter the narrows
and turning south east to go south of the Isle of Wight. The waders and wildfowl which are not so happy to be
over the open sea do not have this problem and it is their behaviour that I am interested in, and the pattern
which I think I am seeing from the seawatchers reports is one of birds with an inbuilt urge to head north east.
These are happy enough to go along the north Solent shore, but when past Lepe it seems that many of them
continue north east over the relatively unwatched gap between the mouths of the Hamble and Meon, being
seen at Hurst but not at Stokes Bay. Earlier this year we had a day on which people were seeing Fulmar all
along a line connecting the Solent to the Wash, and I suspect that if some of the seawatchers became
landwatchers, and had access to modern radar, we would discover another bird motorway cutting off the
whole south east corner of England from the Solent to the Wash. No doubt much is already known about this
and I would like to hear more from the experts.
One reason for voicing the thoughts above is news from Russell Wynn at Keyhaven yesterday of over 500
Dunlin, presumably on the shore, and one flock of 36 taking off to fly high north north east overland, and a
second trigger is the continuing news of large flocks of Brent at Lepe (171 there last Sunday of which 90 were
seen to pass Stokes Bay but the others may well have headed overland). One bird which lets everyone know
that it’s preferred route from our harbours is high north east overland is the Whimbrel – one of the most
evocative sights and sounds of May migration for me is always the piping of Whimbrel as the fly high
overhead going inland, a sight which Peter Morrison has been enjoying recently at Warsash and which he has
detected both by day and night.
Smaller migrants that are nearer their journeys end include a mass of Sedge Warblers that have recently been
heard and seen in non-watery places, and I suspect that a massive count of 17 of these at Milton Common
yesterday will not be repeated on Brian Fellows next weekly visit there, nor will the Reed Warbler which Tony
Gutteridge found in the Danewort on the Hayling Billy line in Havant still be there when I next pass. Eleven
Reed and two Sedge Warblers, plus two Common Sandpiper, were at the IBM Lake yesterday morning when
Trevor Carpenter made a quick circuit of it during which he was lucky enough to see two Swifts mating in
mid-air among a flock of 15. (Nik Knight tells me the resident Swifts were back at the Portsmouth Grammar
School on Monday). Three more reports of Spotted Flycatcher are encouraging – one seen at Milton Common
by Ian Thirlwell, one at Woolmer Forest by Richard Ford and three at the Eastleigh Lakeside seen by Simon
Ingram
I don’t know when we will hear any results of last summer’s national survey of gulls breeding on buildings in
towns. I suspect it will have been incomplete for lack of evidence as many of the gulls choose rooftops where
their nests are hidden from observers on the ground, but what is clear is that this habit of nesting on rooves is
spreading rapidly all round our coast and today Russell Wynn adds one Lesser Blackback and one Herring
Gull nest currently occupied on the Southampton Oceanography Centre at Southampton’s Town Quay (the
Blackback’s nest is on the carpark lights high on a mast), and Colin Bates confirms that there are at least five
pairs of Lesser Blackback and several Herring Gulls nesting at the Chickenhall Lane industrial estate at
Eastleigh. These figures, and widespread sightings of non breeding birds, also show that Lesser Blackbacks
are increasing in numbers on the Hampshire coast.

A couple of notable sightings in Sussex are a Spoonbill that was at Coldwaltham Brooks just south of Pulborough
(between the main road in Colwaltham and Greatham Bridge). That was seen yesterday as were two Red
Footed Falcons heading north near Robertsbridge in East Sussex – these serve as a reminder that it’s that
time of year that they are likely to be reported from the Shatterford area of the New Forest. Also in the Sussex
news the reports of Skuas, Divers and at least one Black Tern are still coming from Selsey, Worthing and
Brighton, but numbers are diminishing.
Ben Darvill was in the New Forest (Matley area south east of Lyndhurst) late on Tuesday night with at least two
Snipe drumming while a Nightjar churred and up to half a dozen Woodcock croaked and ‘wissicked’
overhead. All these were to be expected here but what was a Little Egret doing at 21:18 (40 minutes after
sunset and by then dark) flying south east? I know these birds continue to arrive at the Thorney roost after
dark but this one was going to be very late to bed unless there is an unknown roost nearby (If it was heading
for Sowley it should have been going south and the only roost I know in the south east line is on Portsmouth
Harbour).
Stepping briefly into the garden at lunch time today I was made to look up by the alarm calls of House Martins,
and I immediately saw a puzzling raptor apparently just starting to hover like a Kestrel and seeming to have a
tail as long as a Kestrel. That was just a momentary impression - I think the raptor had detected the House
Martins at that very moment and was gearing up to have a go at one but the fairly strong wind was against it
and the sun must have been in the birds eyes so it flew on over the house looking much more Hobby like, then
folded its wings back and went into a bullet-like stoop at some unseen object behind the house
TUE 15 MAY
The best observation on my trip to Hayling this afternoon was to hear the purring of a Turtle Dove from the trees
in the Knots Marsh area south of Stoke Bay, between the Coastal Path and the Westfield Riding Stables.
One, possibly two, pairs of these birds have been present here since Apr 29 and the chances now must be
good that they will stay as they have in recent years, and raise young, of which I have no proof from the last
few years. Tony Guttteridge and I had met and been chatting at this point for some time without hearing the
bird, and it started up in response to the slamming of a van door as an official from the Havant Envirnomental
Health department got out to make an inspection of the pools in this marshy area prior to the annual spraying
of the pools to control mosquitos. Tony had heard at least three Lesser Whitethroat singing on the island, and
I heard two of them and two Willow Warblers (at Newtown and Sinah), plus Yellowhammers, Meadow Pipit,
Skylark and the more ordinary birds such as Song Thrush which are singing very loudly at the moment. On
the Island Tony saw two female Sparrowhawk over Northney and I watched one over Stoke Common, and we
both heard Cuckoos (mine was in the wooded Littlewood garden halfway down West Lane where it was
accompanied by a Green Woodpecker). In the Wade Court area of Langstone on my way home Mistle
Thrush song was a pleasant bonus.
MON 14 MAY
Mid-May is the time to expect the first Quail in Hampshire and today Mike Wall heard one on the downs west of
Basingstoke while out riding the newly opened bridleways. Three Grey and four Red Legged Partridge were
encountered and Mike says that Whitethroat were in every hedgerow with a good number of Yellowhammer,
while Sedge Warbler were making thier song flights from fields of rape.
Local news here in south east Hampshire is of an increasing number of resident Swifts (16 over Emsworth and 7
over Havant today) and of Mute Swans (the Broadmarsh summer flock now numbers 34, and a record flock of
76 remains at Emsworth where the Black Swan remains absent). At Budds Farm pools the Tufted Duck
numbers were down to just 10, among which I watched five males presumably trying to mate with a lone
female who was outwitting them by making prolonged dives, the males following her underwater, losing her,
and popping up all over the place long before she did. When she did surface they all flew to her causing her
to dive and repeat the cycle many times. As I left the area more of the ducks flew south west towards
Farlington or possibly Baffins Pond where Brian Fellows may find them on his visit there tomorrow. One
Common Sandpiper was present as was a singing Sedge Warbler, and one Shelduck was sitting on the bank
as if it might have a mate on a nest (the second pair of Shelduck were today on the gravel quay pool in the
Hermitage stream).
A surprise at Selsey was to see three Ring Necked Parakeets flying south (presumably out to sea) with a Hobby
as escort (sounds like a case of illegal immigrants being deported with a special escort to see them off the
premises). The only coastal movement at Selsey seems to have been one Arctic Skua, yet at Seaford 82
Poms and 15 Arctic Skua were logged with a female Montagu’s Harrier arriving in the country. Also in today’s
Sussex news is a belated account of one Osprey which was so exhausted when it flew in at Eastbourne on
May 4 that it had to be rescued from a roof-top by the fire brigade. With this Sussex news is a note saying
that Nightjars have now returned to Coates Common, north of Arundel, and another item tells of a Red Kite
over Storrington yesterday (May 13)
......With many Sussex birders out at the seaside yesterday it seems they had good birds as well as good
weather. An estimated 3,300 Commic Terns flew past Seaford with 207 Sandwich, 54 Little and 26+ Black

Terns. Other big numbers there were 112 Scoter and 85+ Gannet, with quality in the form of 3 Divers, a
female Montagu’s and a young male Marsh Harrier, plus a Garganey, ten Shoveler, two Gadwall and six
Brent. Skuas totalled 82 Poms and 17 Arctic with 9 Little Gulls and 20 Auks. Nine wader species included 70
Knot and 60 Sanderling. Rye Harbour had a drake Goldeneye, two Avocet and a Marsh Harrier, and at
Selsey they had a Roseate and 20 Black Terns plus 35 Pom and 12 Arctic Skuas, not forgetting the site
speciality – two Serins.
Three days birding by Russell Wynn naturally generated a long list of good sightings starting with a Nightjar and
Water Rail in the New Forest (Bishops Dyke) on Friday, and continuing on Saturday with a Spotted
Flycatcher, a Turtle Dove, and both Grey and Red-leg Partridge seen during a 25km walk from Shawford
along the Itchen to Alresford (the Flycatcher was Russell’s first for the year, and, coupled with the sighting of
just one in 25km, I think this indicates the rarity of this species nowadays). Yesterday Russell spent his day in
the Keyhaven area with two Wood Sandpiper, one Curlew Sandpiper and a Little Stint as his top birds. He
also had just one Black Throated Diver and a single Pintail as well as one young male Marsh Harrier and a
good supporting cast of commoner species plus the two escaped Speckled Teal that are still present.
Yesterday morning Charles Cuthbert watched a pair of Swifts mating in mid-air over fields near Alresford.
Charles writes ... ** I have seen Swifts mating on numerous occasions, always over open country (rather than
their more urban breeding sites), and always in the early part of the morning. Yesterday's mating occurred at
0920 hrs. I find Swifts quite fascinating birds at all times, but their ability to mate on the wing seems unique, at
least among British birds! My attention was first drawn to the mating birds by their subdued 'screaming' calls,
and as I looked up the pair were descending in a shallow dive together, with both birds flapping fairly slowly.
As they reached tree-top height (or lower) they finally separated and continued flying together, in
follow-my-leader style. ** Also at Alresford juvenile Herons are starting to leave their nests and the brown
plumaged youngsters can be seen standing around in the fields (presumably still being fed by their parents?)
Last Friday, at St Catherine’s Point on the Isle of Wight, a Raven family of two adults and three juveniles were
seen, and further east on the island, at the foot of Culver Down, a Hoopoe was seen for a short time only on
Saturday (May 12). Another unusual bird seen briefly on Friday, this time in the Rye Harbour area, was a
Night Heron. Also at Rye on that day was the latest Jack Snipe recorded on the reserve.

PLANTS:

SUN 20 MAY
It was a real pleasure to walk along the paths of Stansted Forest this afternoon and find a great mass of bright
Yellow Pimpernel with other woodland flowers such as Wood Sorrel, but there were only two newcomers to
this years flowering list – the first was Tormentil (since writing this I see it was first found yesterday at West
Walk!) and the second Wood Millet. The Thyme Leaved Sandwort which I had first found at Idsworth on
Friday was flowering here in fair abundance in a couple of places and there was a great deal of Thyme
Leaved Speedwell but none of the Heath Speedwell that I was half expecting.
SAT 19 MAY
On Portsdown today John Goodspeed found Rockrose in flower (this was something I specially looked for but
did not find at Idsworth yesterday) and over in West Walk woods near Wickham the Havant Wildlife Group
found a good selection of newly flowering plants. A long list sent me by Sally Woods includes Bog Stitchwort,
Silverweed, Solomon’s Seal, and Tormentil which are I think all firsts for the year. I think Pignut should also be
on this list though I found some very nearly out yesterday.
Dame’s Violet was freshly in flower this evening beside Mill Lane running north from Lumley Mill at Emsworth. If
you follow this lane north to the point where it turns right to the bridge over the A27, but instead of going to the
right you go left to the fence of the stream channel and look at the bank of the A27 immediately behind where
the stream emerges from under the road you cannot miss these tall plants with their large white and pale
mauve crucifer flowers.
FRI 18 MAY
My visit to Old Idsworth Farm this afternoon gave me some good additions to my first flowering list, the best
being a single plant of Long Stalked Cranesbill looking very different from the straggly flowers of Herb Robert
struggling up through longer grass in the same field edge. Nearby a plant of Salad Burnet was starting to
flower (not my first as I have found it flowering on Portsdown) and I was intrigued to see that it violated the
general rule that male flowers always appear before the females – the round heads had numerous red female
flowers but none of the long stamened male flowers that give this plant its normal fuzzy appearance. In the
setaside Quarry Field the smaller ground level plants are having their brief moment before the longer grasses
and thistles shut out the sun from them. Both Field Madder and Parsley Piert were making the best of it (the
latter of these being a new flower for the year despite its lack of colour or petals), and a Henbit Deadnettle
caught my eye as it raised a single trumpet flower above its ruff of leaves. Bladder Campion was everywhere

but the last of my newcomers was to be found in one place only – this was a single clump of Thyme Leaved
Sandwort. It had no seeds as yet to be sure of its identity but may well have been subspecies Leptoclados in
view of the small size of its various parts, and I see the Francis Rose gives it a flowering period starting in May
while he says that subspecies Serpyllifolia does not flower until June (but he also says that Long Stalked
Cranesbill does not flower until June and I found that today!)
It looks as if Foot and Mouth will deprive me of any sight of Southern Marsh orchids this year and a reminder of
this came today with news from Brian Fellows that Ragged Robin, another wetland beauty that sometimes
leads one to a Marsh Orchid site (the Ragged Robin standing tall above the other plants while the orchids
remain unseen until you are on them), is now flowering in Emsworth’s Brook Meadow. On drier ground near
the road Common Cat’s Ear was also in flower a little earlier than I would have expected.
WED 16 MAY
Today’s best plant news came from Andrew Powling who had found one flowering plant of Little Robin at Gunner
Point last weekend – I have so far found none on the shingle and while I don’t know where his was he
described it as being near the orchids which might mean it was in the grassland. Also at Gunner Point
Andrew found leaves of Sea Holly and Sea Spurge both of which will be in flower before too long. Over the
harbour entrance at Eastney Brian Fellows found more Sea Kale and Cut Leaved Cranesbill in flower along
with the odd early plant of Wild Carrot that was out last week.
White Bryony was today’s surprise flowering plant for me – several flowers were open on a plant growing on a
wire fence near the A27 in Havant, its stems already six foot high. Less surprising was a plant of Prickly
Sowthistle, and it will not be long before this common plant is joined by two others on which I found flower
buds today – Creeping Thistle and Common Ragwort. My walk this afternoon took me along the southern
bank of the Langbrook stream from Mill Lane to the sea, and on that bank I found well grown leaves of one
cluster of Knotted Hedge Parsley plants – normally they and the surrounding plants would have been heavily
grazed by this time of year but this year the cattle are held back from the public path by a new fence and it will
be a race for survival between the Hedge Parsley and the competition.
TUE 15 MAY
I varied my normal route around Hayling today, entering the Beachlands SSSI from its eastern limit at the first
beach carpark east of the Beachlands Centre (Funfair). My thought was to check out the proposed route for
the railway that may eventually appear on the scene, and in so doing I discovered a tiny but very pretty plant
which turned out to be Heath Pearlwort (Sagina subulata). I found it on a southward facing bank where the
thick grass and vegetation which covers the northern half of this area suddenly gives way to the most minimal
of vegetation over the shingle, where my eye was attracted by several small (4cm in diameter) mats of bright
green leaves from which a number of erect 1cm high stems carried pretty white pearlwort flowers. I had to
take a specimen home to my microscope and books to be certain of its identity, but the long points (0.3mm at
least) to the leaves, the glandular hairs on stem and sepals, the petals just a bit longer than the sepals and the
five stigmas radiating from a single style all seemed to give conclusive proof of id. The find was in one of just
two tetrads in which the plant is recorded for Hayling, so nothing surprising about its presence here, but the
flora only records it for around 50 of the 1025 tetrads in Hampshire so it is generally uncommon (mainly on
New Forest heaths).
......Other new flowerings found today started with Sea Kale (only one or two of the plants had flowers), several
patches of Subterranean Clover among the Green Winged Orchids (which are just starting to go over and
whose impressive spread has been concealed by acres of Sweet Vernal gass now taller than the orchids),
and a couple of plants of the lovely little Mouse-ear Hawkweed (Pilosella). Not on the beach but at West
Town station I came on my first pink patch of Yorkshire Fog grass in flower. A very interesting find made by
Andrew Powling in the Gunner Point area in the past few days was just one flowering plant of Little Robin for
which I have been searching the shingle in vain (not a leaf to be seen). Andrew says his plant was near the
orchids, but whether that means in the grassland as opposed to the shingle I do not yet know. I have not
mentioned the first new flower which I saw today, which was a great mass of Black Medick near the south end
of Langstone bridge – I think this had already been logged by the Havant Wildlife Group at the Oysterbeds last
Saturday though I do not have a definite note of it. I think I did find the Changing Forget-me-not that they listed
– it was further south than I expected right at my feet at the first viewing point for the ‘Aston Villa’ Little Owls.
Also in the Oysterbeds area I found the first white flowers of Horseradish.
MON 14 MAY
Bittersweet nightshade, Bramble, and Canadian Fleabane were all flowering in the streets of Havant today to
mark another milestone on the road to summer. The warmth of the town, shelter from the wind and the
struggle to survive in poor soil all contribute to bringing these flowers out earlier than the great majority but
these are not the only factors causing one plant to flower before another of the same species. As an example
Martin Rand found a Yellow Iris flowering in the Alresford area on April 30 and it was a week or so before I saw
one in a Bedhampton (semi-rural) pond and it was only today that I found one flowering in the Homewell
Spring pool here in central Havant where it has shelter, plenty of light, and the pleasantly warm spring water

washing its roots. Yes, plants are individuals in the same way as animals, each insisting with Bing Crosby
that they intend to do things ‘my way’.
Some less attractive plant personalities also deserve a mention today starting with the Common Sorrel which
was on the list of finds by the Havant Wildlife Group last Saturday, but sufficiently uninteresting to slip my
memory when I listed those finds. I was reminded of it by seeing several plants of Curled Dock in full flower
today and by finding the humble Lesser Swinecress in flower (though that plant, with its delicious smell and
intricate pattern of leaflets, is to me much more attractive than a Dock).
Today’s most significant news as far as I am concerned comes from Brian Fellows, giving me the chance to sort
out a long standing puzzle. Up to now I had never fixed in my mind the distinction between Great and Lesser
Pond Sedge, and believed that all the plants which I attempted to identify were Greater though Lesser is said
to be very common, so when Brian told me he had Lesser Pond Sedge growing at Brook Meadow I went to
see if I could find it, but (surprise, surprise) found what seemed to be Greater. At this point in desperation I
resorted to reading the manual and discovered that the most significant distinction seemed to be the size and
shape of the female glume – in Lesser Pond Sedge this is never longer than 5mm and is the shape of an old
fashioned pen-knib, whereas the Greater has glumes about 7mm long with a distinct needle like extension of
the tip. Passing this info to Brian he today confirmed that the plants I had been looking at were Greater, and
told me that if I look on the other side of the meadow I will find plants that pass the test for Lesser – I can
hardly wait to see for myself and add a new species to my repertoire!
Two other plants which have had isolated individuals in flower for some time and which are now suddenly
becoming very common are Hogweed and Elder.
INSECTS:

SUN 20 MAY
The Emsworth Brook Meadow conservation group found four butterfly species in their monthly tour of inspection
this morning – one Comma was a good sighting, more to be expected were one Speckled Wood, two
Peacocks and four Orange Tips,
Just one Speckled Wood was the only butterfly I saw today in a visit to one of the better areas for butterflies in
Stansted Forest (north west end of the Rough or Shooting Avenue). To make up for this there were plenty of
one pretty moth which I guess has only just appeared on the scene – the Speckled Yellow (since writing this
I hear that they were to be seen yesterday in West Walk woods)
SAT 19 MAY
Nineteen moth species were in Sarah Patton’s moth trap at Chichester this evening, including Cinnabar which I
have yet to see in the field. The three newcomers for my ‘first sightings’ list were Bloodvein, Cream Wave and
Mottled Pug.
The clouds of Cockchafers coming to Rob Edmunds moth light in Fleet continue to grow – he counted 25 of them
this evening, but only had just one Holly Blue butterfly in his garden during the day.
FRI 18 MAY
If you have not already heard the good news I am told that Noar Hill and Farlington Marshes will be among the
nature reserves re-opening on May 26, the official date for re-opening of all Hampshire footpaths (except
those for which a continuation of closure has been requested by a farmer who has cattle or sheep in a field
crossed by the path – this rule means that the whole of the South Downs will remain closed indefinitely).
Pagham Harbour is already open as are many paths in Sussex for which the general opening date is today,
and I think that includes Stansted Forest (though I cannot be sure of this)
Calvia 14-punctata is the name of an apparently widespread Ladybird which I have never seen but will now be
looking out for after Brian Fellows today found one at Emsworth’s Brook Meadow. About the same size as the
common 7 spot Ladybird this beetle is a dullish brown colour with fairly large pale creamy spots (14 of them as
promised in Chinery’s illustration though all Ladybirds are variable in their patterns). It may be that the reason
I have not noticed this insect before is that it is usually found on shrubs and small trees where there is an awful
lot of cover at this time of year – perhaps I could find some if I used the entomologists’ technique of putting an
open umbrella on the ground, with its handle facing up under the branch of a tree, and then gave the branch
a violent shake. No doubt I would get many caterpillars and small bugs but perhaps not the Ladybird as they
probably have the type of feet which stick tenaciously to whatever they are on, There were few butterflies in
the meadow – just a Small White and an Orange Tip but over in Havant a very minor confirmation of the
recent emergence of many Green Veined White came today when I found one egglaying in my garden –
among other plants it chose Bluebell flowers (I did not actually see any eggs on them)
THU 17 MAY
Three Wall Brown butterflies were among a good list found today on Thorney Island by Barry Collins – others
were three Holly Blue, six Speckled Wood, seven Small White and a massive eleven Peacocks (aren’t they
doing well this year?). Barry also found the first Blue Tailed Damsel flies (Ischnura elegans), more than

twenty of them. One species that I might have expected to be on Barry’s butterfly list by this time in May is
Common Blue – while I suppose it is possible that the one seen at Keyhaven by Russell Wynn on May 4 was
an out of context Holly Blue flying over grassland I would have expected other sightings by now, no doubt they
will come as we are allowed to return to places like Farlington Marshes and Noar Hill when they open on May
26.
WED 16 MAY
Cockchafers are commonly known as May bugs and used to appear in clouds at dusk over hedgerows at this
time, but nowadays a report of a few coming to Rob Edmunds moth trap in Fleet are a notable event. Rob
saw the first on Thurday night (May 10), on Friday night ten were seen and on Saturday there were 15. Rob
has also been favoured with three Small Tortoiseshells recently and detected the first Speckled Wood of their
second brood. Although the first Green Veined White appear almost as early as the first brood Speckled
Woods they are still only just coming to the peak of their emergence, and the reason why there is a second
emergence of Speckled Wood is due to their overwintering habits – some had pupated in the autumn and
emerged early as flying insects, others had overwintered as caterpillars and not pupated until the spring and
it is these that are now appearing. Eggs laid in April or May will not become flying butterflies until August at
the earliest. Evidence that the Green Veined White is reaching its spring peak comes from Brian Fellows who
found more than 14 on Milton Common yesterday, along with 5 Orange Tips and 4 Small White.
Holly Blues are also now egglaying, mostly on Holly at this time of year but they will use other foodplants
including Gorse, and Andrew Brookes has just been watching one female trying to give her offspring a better
chance in this increasingly cosmopolitan world by laying on the flower heads of Spanish Gorse (the offspring
should at least be bi-lingual).
Pearl Bordered Fritillaries are apparently thriving in Devon if not in Hampshire (no reports of any in this county
yet), and Gareth Tresize now tells me that 64 were counted in one 12 minute transect walk in Great Haldon
Wood last Sunday (May 13)
The only moth news today is from Lee Marshall who on Tuesday night (May 14) added Garden Carpet and Pale
Mottled Willow to his Rowner list although they had already been recorded at Chischester by Sara Patton last
week.
TUE 15 MAY
On Nettles at the Hayling Oysterbeds today I saw my second Small Tortoiseshell of the year – let’s hope it finds
a mate. In my garden the now fairly regular Holly Blue settled on leaves to let me see it was a female
MON 14 MAY
Red Admirals can be seen in more or less every month of the year but I have a feeling that they are just about to
once more become daily ocurrences - this thought came when I saw a fresh specimen on Hayling in
Saturday’s heat and today I see that Russell Wynn backed that thought with a count of three seen by the river
Itchen, also on Saturday.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 19 MAY
We are now well into the Foxcub season, but nevertheless Brian Fellows was lucky to see an adult Fox with
three cubs at Fishbourne early this morning – he says they were near the railway line, another major hazard
for playful cubs who have no idea of what the live rail can do to them. So far the only cubs I have seen have
been on a TV pet rescue programme but Lee Marshall reminds me that he is among those who have seen a
cub this year – in the Alver Valley on May 5, far earlier than Ben Darvill’s sighting on May 16
THU 17 MAY
A note from Andrew Howard in the Petworth area comments on a larger than usual number of Badger road
casualties he has seen recently, asking if other people have noticed the same in other areas. While I have not
driven around enough to be able to comment one factor that comes to mind is that lack of disturbance in the
countryside in the past couple of months may have encouraged Badgers to roam further afield than usual,
though knowing their very conservative habits in respect of the routes that they use I would not have thought
they would suddenly have started to explore new places. Perhaps the increase in casualties reflects a
general increase in population?
WED 16 MAY
The first Foxcub to be seen above ground to my knowledge was noted by Ben Darvill in the New Forest on
Tuesday evening – no doubt other cubs have been appearing elsewhere before now but one’s one first
sighting of the year is always a joy to see (unless it is already a roadside corpse). Other news coming from
Martin Hampton here in Havant is of Slow Worms in his garden compost heap, but I’m not sure if these were
babies or adults. Adults mate at this time of year (the males can fight each other quite violently) and the
young are usually born in the autumn, but birth is sometimes delayed until the following spring. Their birth is
on the border line between egg laying and live birth as they emerge from their mother in thin translucent

egg-shells but already full formed, and they hatch within minutes of birth.
Martin also helps to confirm the widespread distribution of Water Shrews away from water by telling me that one
has been brought in recently by his cat, and he also brings me up to date with news that the Petersfield Heath
Golf Course has long ceased to be used and is reverting to wild habitat in which he spotted a Roe Deer
recently.
MON 14 MAY
We have had sporadic reports of Adder sightings since Apr 4 this year, but I think most of these were male
(certainly the two seen ‘wrestling’ on May 4 were males). Last Friday (May 11) the first female was seen by
Russell Wynn at Bishops Dyke in the New Forest, making me wonder if (as with a number of other insect and
migrant bird species) male Adders are usually on the scene long before the females appear. This same
feature is also obvious in many plants – think of the male Hazel catkins showering wasted pollen on the air
long before you see the first tiny red female flower.

PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR HIGH TIDES
(Date, Time and height in metres)
14/05:-04:20-3.9 & 17:98-3.8
15/05:-05:14-3.6 & 18:21-3.716/05:-06:30-3.5 & 19:36-3.7
17/05:-07:55-3.5 & 20:39-3.8
18/05:-08:58-3.6 & 21:31-4.0
19/05:-09:48-3.8 & 22:14-4.220/05:-10:28-4.0 & 22:49-4.3
21/05:-11:04-4.2 & 23:23-4.4
22/05:-11:39-4.3 & 23:58-4.5
23/05:12:18-4.4
24/05:-00:37-4.6 &
13:01-4.5
25/05:-01:18-4.6 & 13:47-4.5
26/05:-02:03-4.6 & 14:37-4.5
27/05:-02:51-4.5 & 15:33-4.428/05:-03:44-4.4 & 16:32-4.4
29/05:-04:42-4.2 & 17:40-4.3
30/05:-05:51-4.0 & 18:57-4.2
31/05:-07:18-4.0 & 20:08-4.301/06:-08:32-4.0 & 21:07-4.4
02/06:-09:30-4.1 & 21:57-4.5

BIRDS:

WEEK 19 MAY 7 - 13

SUN 13 MAY
As in previous years substantial flocks of Brent are still being seen on the north west Solent shore, e.g. 171 seen
off Lepe and 90 passing Stokes Bay today seen by Paul Winter and Lee Marshall, but a mass fly-past of Pom
Skuas yesterday (?) gave Hampshire the cold shoulder. The only evidence I have of this is a reference by
John Clark (who had presumably had the news from some national source) that 110 Poms were seen at
Dungeness, and more than 40 at Selsey Bill, presumably yesterday though no date is given. The only
Hampshire report of Poms on Saturday comes from Paul Winter who saw 12 go east past Hurst Castle.
Yesterday’s best bird in Hampshire seems to have been seen by just one person when Kevin Briggs had an
Alpine Swift over his garden in Farnborough. Slightly less rare were 2 Spotted Flycatchers seen in the
Beaulieu Road station area of the New Forest by Ben Darvill yesterday, and more encouraging news of this
species comes from Nick Swankie at Doyley Manor, Hurstbourne Tarrant in the north of Hampshire, where
one was in the walled garden of the Manor today. Another report of a single Spotted Flycatcher seen
yesterday comes from Beachy Head. Nick also tells me that an untagged Red Kite, in poor feather condition,
flew over Doyley Manor today, mobbed by four Buzzard and cloud of Lapwing. Still with the less common land
birds I see that Ben Darvill also saw and heard the Willow Tit at Beaulieu Road, and both he and Paul Winter
had Wood Warblers in different parts of the Forest (but only one each) while Paul had 5 Crossbill.
Seawatchers had a good passage of Terns, and a good variety of waders, this weekend. The best place in
Hampshire for Terns today seems to have been Stokes Bay where Lee Marshall had 962 Common, 202
Sandwich, 39 Little and 23 Black Terns all flying east. Yesterday slightly smaller numbers went past Stokes
Bay (506 Common and 80 Sandwich) with two Black Tern seen from Hurst Spit by Paul Winter. In Sussex on
Saturday 700 Commic Terns were seen from Selsey Bill along with 13 Black and 4 Roseate (and a lone Short
Eared Owl in off the sea).
One summer plumage Northern Diver went the wrong way (west) off Stokes Bay yesterday and today Lee
Marshall saw 64 Sanderling, 16 Scoter and 6 Arctic Skua go east there, while on Saturday Paul Winter at
Keyhaven had up to 200 Dunlin, four Bar-tailed Godwit, three Knot, two Sanderling and two Grey Plover plus
singles of Little Sint, Curlew Sandpiper, Ruff and an odd looking Greenshank. Another 15 Sanderling were
seen from Stokes Bay.
It sounds as if the Albino Herring Gull which occasionally pops up along the Hampshire shore was in the Camber

Dock at Old Portsmouth today (seen by Ian Calderwood though he was not sure of its identity) and other
unusual gulls seen today were 8 Kittiwake and two first year Little Gulls both seen from Stokes Bay by Lee
Marshall.
Having received the go-ahead from Glynne Evans to start second visits to Breeding Bird Survey squares where
we can be sure that there is no possibility of violating F&M restrictions, and having seen in the press that 2000
miles of West Sussex paths were being re-opened, I thought that the South Downs Way would be one of the
first paths to open so this morning I went on a recce to my square at Harting Down (subsequently I have seen
that most paths in West Sussex will re-open on May 18, next Friday). What I found at Harting Down was that
the carpark and large picnic area around it were open but the South Downs Way was closed (reasonably so
here as sheep graze the downland with no separation from the path). Not a wasted outing however as I heard
and saw my first Garden Warbler at the picnic area, and driving home via East Marden and Stoughton saw
two Grey Partridge on the road near the north carpark for Kingley Vale and then had superb views of one
Nightingale singing openly among apple blossom at Marlpit Lane. I could only be sure of two Nightingales
here – one singing deafeningly within ten yards of my open car window as I parked at the start of the official
footpath heading east, the other out in the brambles, teasels and bushes including the flowering Apple tree
ahead, and slightly to the right, of you as you enter the open ground using the ‘way in’ next to the closed
gates.
SAT 12 MAY
A short excursion to north Hayling this afternoon discovered a noisy crowd of Little Tern on and around the
nesting island in the Oysterbeds lagoon – there were certainly more than 40 birds present, maybe
considerably more but all very restless. Also I think intending to nest at the Oysterbeds were 2 (maybe 3)
pairs of Shelduck (with another pair looking settled at the old boating lake of what was the Northney holiday
camp). Just passing through were a number of Grey Plover and Bartailed Godwit, some of each in summer
plumage. I was particularly pleased to see and hear the single Sedge Warbler in the southwest corner of the
rough field adjacent to the pools which I assume was the same bird that Graham Osborne had seen there
yesterday and which had stayed on (and considerably less pleased to hear the deafening noise of a motor
cycle scrambler using the old rubbish tip and the coastal path)
Brian Fellows report on todays visit to the Hayling Oysterbeds by the Havant Wildlife Group confirms most of my
observations, including two Lesser Whitethroat which I did not mention, and adds a single Willow Warbler.
On the Little Tern island they saw two pairs of Ringed Plover with one bird apparently sitting, and had a
Common Sandpiper as well as a distant view of the pair of Canada Geese that seem likely to try to nest in the
area.
FRI 11 MAY
Although expert opinion does not seem to share my view I now regard Spotted Flycatcher as an extinct species
(well, not quite – but it has vanished from my birding orbit except as an autumn passage bird) so I am
delighted to hear from Mark Litjens that, while taking a walk in the Botley area today as he recovers from an
operation, he came on a Spotted Flycatcher and realised that it is the first time he has seen a spring bird for
five years. Lee Marshall had the only other Spotted Flycatcher I have heard of in Hampshire this year (Botley
Woods area on Apr 29) and I have only heard of two sightings in Sussex so far. More good news from
Hampshire is of the first churring Nightjar heard by Peter Raby in the West Walk woods near Wickham this
evening along with four roding Woodcock and four calling Tawny Owls. John Shillitoe saw an Osprey fly north
over the West Walk area just before 7pm. Earlier in the day Peter had watched two Hobbies displaying near
the Botley Woods and both he and Mark had heard Turtle Dove in that general area where Nightingale and
Garden Warbler can be heard.
Two good birds in Sussex today were a Wryneck in a private garden at Worthing and a Wood Sandpiper at the
Pulborough Brooks reserve, and yesterday saw an Ortolan Bunting make a brief visit to Cuckmere Haven
where another Osprey and a Curlew Sandpiper were today’s star birds. Another Hampshire Osprey went
over Calshot yesterday, seen by Charles Cuthbert’s son who also reports a single Brent there along with
some Rock Pipits (I believe these breed in Dorset and at Hurst Castle – have some now found cliff ledge nest
sites in the Calshot area? Perhaps, like the gulls, they are adapting to buildings like the Fawley power station
or refinery?)
Seawatching news today includes a Long Tailed Skua and 10 Black Throated Divers passing Seaford in Sussex,
with another two of these (summer plumaged) divers passing Newhaven, and four at Brighton, yesterday. A
Roseate Tern was off Bexhill yesterday and six Pom Skuas were seen from Worthing, but on the previous day
(May 9) the Selsey Bill watchers made a great comeback in the Pom King race by scoring 17 in one day
(along with 9 Arctic and 2 Great Skuas plus 6 Little Gulls). Yesterday (May 10) saw 500 Commic Tern logged
at Selsey with 8 Arctic Skua and 2 Little Gulls plus 4 Black Terns and a Garganey. The Kentish Plover
remained on view at Rye Harbour.
Here in Hampshire May 9 was also a good day for seawatching and news from those at Hurst Castle was posted
by Mike Rafter – top of the bill were 5 Poms plus 2 Arctic Skuas, and the list continued with 40+ Dunlin, 20

Common Scoter, 12 Whimbrel, 10 Bar-tailed Godwit and a Sanderling (I don’t know if the 8 Ringed Plover on
the list were passage or resident birds). They also had another male Whinchat come in. Further east at Hill
Head on May 9 Lee Marshall had 74 Grey Plover flying east plus 28 Bar-tails and 9 Turnstone (these are now
being seen in their lovely tortoiseshell summer plumage). A tight flock of 11 Kittiwake was perhaps unusual
but 7 Gadwall flying over Titchfield Haven was yet another reflection of the general increase in this species as
breeding birds in Hampshire (I see that Chris Leaver in Fordingbridge has them on the Avon since May 8).
......The May 9 seawatching saga also brought some good birds to Lee Marshall at Stokes Bay where a female
Merlin in off the sea was much more suprising than the female Marsh Harrier that also flew in or the 7 female
Eider that sat on the sea all day. In addition to some Dunlin, Turnstone, Whimbrel and 14 Sanderling Lee
scored 2 Pom Skuas plus 1 Arctic Skua, 1 Black Tern, and 1 Yellow Wagtail. He also recorded another
mammoth influx of 248 Swifts, 200 Swallows, 20 House and 10 Sand Martins. His foreign Robin with the
exotic song is still performing behind the tennis courts ...
......To bring the Hampshire seawatching news up to date I see that Trevor Carpenter had 5 Black Terns off Hill
Head today and Lee Marshall at Hill Head had another female Marsh Harrier and a first year Little Gull plus
another 28 Sanderling, 2 Yellow Wagtail and a fair selection of Terns and Hirundines. One of the more
unusual observations of this spring passage came from Charles Cuthbert at Alresford Pond where yesterday
(May 10) he watched 17 Bar-tailed Godwit circle the pond but then move on to somewhere with a larger
muddy edge for their overland passage meal break (on the pond were 8 male Ruddy Duck but only 4 females
– are others on nests nearby?)
Miscellaneous news today includes confirmation from Brian Fellows that the few Swifts that still nest in
Emsworth returned there yesterday (same day as the arrival of the Havant birds), and from John Goodspeed
comes news of a Grey Wagtail nest at which chicks are being fed in the Langstone area, while Graham
Osborne has a good addition to the Hayling Oysterbeds list in the form of a singing Sedge Warbler today (no
doubt just a stopover – though on May 8 Brian Fellows counted a record 16 of them at the Milton Lakes just
across the harbour). John reckons that there are now around a dozen Little Tern at the Oysterbeds and had
5 Bar-tailed Godwit and 9 summer plumage Turnstone there. Colin Allen, hearing that the New Forest was
officially open today, made the short trip from his home at Hythe to the Shatterford area where he found
Redshank, Curlew and Lapwing having a successful breeding season (is that about to end as the birders
return to disturb them?) but his real prize was to find a genuine Willow Tit.
Yesterday I was surprised to hear that a pair of Lapwing were still on territory in a field at Rowlands Castle which
had been harrowed and sown about a week ago, and even more surprised to be told that ten or twenty
Lapwing had been seen over the field this month. As this info was second hand I had a look at the field today
(it is alongside the Finchdean road opposite the last of the houses going north) and sure enough saw six
Lapwing behaving territorially , and if others were sitting they could have escaped my quick and partial scan of
the field. As this is probably the only field for miles around with nesting Lapwing I will do my best to persuade
the farmer concerned to give the birds a fair chance.
......On a similar subject I heard from David Uren at Old Idsworth Farm that he is going to try to encourage
Skylark breeding this year by a technique that I have not heard of before – on fields sown with wheat he
intends to try to create a number of wheatless ‘glades’ by manually weeding out the young corn in small
squares scattered over the field, and if the larks are intelligent enough to nest in this glades they should be
able to rear young without their nests disappearing in a jungle. Maybe it will help to encourage them if some
tussocks of dead grass are placed in the glades to give cover for the sitting birds?
......During my visit to Idsworth Farm today (my first since the countryside was closed) I heard and saw singing
Corn Bunting (only one but there may well be others), heard Buzzard, and was told that both parent Barn
Owls had been seen near the nest box in which they reared three young last year – one of which has already
become a road casualty at Exton in the Meon Valley.
THU 10 MAY
Both Swifts and House Martins were circling over my garden today making the sounds which typify early summer
and their intention to stay and nest in the area. Numbers are minimal, perhaps two pairs of Swifts and one of
House Martins, but that is better than none and no doubt a few more will arrive later. One or two Swallows
chattered overhead but they showed no sign of pausing in their urgent flight northwards. Goldcrest song from
the garden next door was a bonus, reminding me that although Blackbird, Song Thrush, Robin, Dunnock and
Chaffinch can be heard for much of each day the local Wrens are very quiet which I presume means
pre-occupied with feeding young (I heard several singing at Broadmarsh later in the day).
......At Broadmarsh in the late afternoon the summer Swan herd had increased from 21last weekend to 26 today
plus a non-breeding couple which stick to the mouth of the Brockhampton stream. On Budds Farm pools two
pairs of Shelduck appear to be intending to nest (with at least 8 more on the mud off the outfall), and I noticed
around 10 of the 35 Tufted Duck on the pools suddenly decide to fly a erratic course towards Farlington

Marshes (they may have continued to Baffins Pond) – maybe they regularly commute, but the continuous
noise of pile driving alongside the pools may have driven them away.
WED 9 MAY
263 Swifts (but only 35 Swallows and 1 House Martin) passed over Hill Head while Trevor Carpenter was there
today, continuing the massive and earlly arrival of Swifts in England but so far no birds have arrived in Havant
to claim their nest sites, making this the latest year that I can recall for the arrival of our summer evening
screamers. Yesterday some arrived back at Denvilles in east Havant, and in the Highbury area of Cosham
(noted in both places by Kevin Stouse) but there is no confirmation that they stayed in those areas. Here in
Havant I have been in my garden several times this evening but have not heard or seen a single Swift.
Thanks to Phil Lord, who copied news from Devon and Dorset onto Hoslist, I have been made aware of the faint
possibility that Chough could, in the not too distant future, start to colonize cliffs along the south coast within
striking distance of Hampshire day-listers (if Hampshire suddenly grew cliffs of its own they might even get on
our county list). The very faint glimmer of hope that this might come about is based on news summarised by
one Thomas Julian that there have, since late March, been none different Chough sightings along the coast
from Portland Bill in Dorset to the Lizard in Cornwall. The surmise is that these birds arrived from France
(Brittany) rather than from Wales, and given the places where they have been seen this seems logical, but the
more dubious conjectures are concerning the reason for their appearance here. One thought is that there has
been some disaster causing them to abandon an existing colony on the French coast, in which case this is a
‘one off’ and the birds are unlikely to colonise southern England. The more interesting speculation is that this
species, like the Fulmar not so long ago, has suddenly acquired an urge to expand its breeding range, in
which case more and more may arrive each year to form lasting colonies, perhaps as near to us as the Isle of
Wight or the cliffs at Durlston Head.
Coming back to reality other sightings by Trevor Carpenter at Hill Head today include a first year Little Gull on
the beach at Hill Head and a fly past of two Greylag and 8 Bar tailed Godwit, the arrival of yet another Hobby,
and a sighting of a Marsh Harrier which I take to be one of the two females based at Titchfield Haven, at least
one of which seems to have a habit of making day trips around the area (perhaps trying to locate a male to
invite it back to the lovely reed beds at the Haven?). One of the current attractions at the Haven is Nightingale
song, heard by Trevor who also saw three Greenshank there (good passage of these at the moment it
seems).
Gary Calderwood was also seawatching in the Gosport area today and from Gilkicker Point saw one Black Tern,
one Arctic Skua, two Sanderling and three Dunlin with at least one Arctic among the terns.
Yesterday’s Sussex sightings include 150 Whimbrel passing Selsey Bill, where three Black and one Red
Throated Divers were seen along with two Arctic Skua and one female Marsh Harrier plus at least six Arctic
Tern. An unusual sighting at Worthing was of a single Snow Goose coming in off the sea – more normal were
two Velvet Scoter going up channel (east). At least one of the Ospreys was still around Thorney and at far off
Rye a male Kentish Plover was present with a single Curlew Sandpiper (the one that was at Sidlesham Ferry
last Sunday May 6?). From Brighton a leucistic Great Blackback was reported.
Here in Hampshire yesterday (May 8) only 43 Whimbrel were seen passing Gilkicker by Lee Marshall. Offshore
there was a single Razorbill and in the Alver Valley 4 Egrets were still present. At Hill Head Trevor Carpenter
had a single Roseate Tern on the beach at 5pm (tide presumably then low) and he hopes it will stay in the
area. Three Sanderling were also seen and the two Spoonbills were both reported to be still in the Haven in
the morning.
John Eyre adds to the saga of the Selborne Song Thrush/Robin menage with news that there is a male
SongThrush and that the chicks are all Song Thrushes – despite this the Robin continued to feed the young
while both parent Thrushes were at the nest behaving as if they were employing the Robin as a Nanny or ‘au
pair’.
Simon Ingram made a late afternoon visit to the Bishops Waltham area, seeing a Hobby dashing through the
ruins of the Bishops Palace there and finding both Barn and Little Owls around the Corhampton Golf Course.
Over to the west of Winchester Russell Wynn managed to locate a couple of Grey Partidge and five
Yellowhammer with two Buzzards overhead and was probably disappointed with his outing whereas Tony
Blunden, who was at Alresford Pond on the previous day (May 7) should have been pleased to find a total of
16 Ruddy Duck displaying to each other (the highest number I had previously heard of there this year was 12
birds – 4 males and 8 females seen by Charles Cuthbert on May 2 – it sounds as if they 8 females all have
their partners now). Tony was also pleased to locate 7 singing Cetti’s Warbler in the Alresford area – another
increase on previous years as these loud mouthed warblers continue to extend their range in southern
England.
The reed beds around the IBM Lake at Portsmouth have little supplementary cover and at this time of year the
dead reeds of the previous season are uninviting to returning Reed Warblers, offering little in the way of food
or shelter, and the birds usually wait until this year’s reeds have grown before moving in to start their nests, so
a count by Kevin Stouse of 9 of them back there yesterday is good news. Even better news was of three

Great Crested Grebe on the lake – a pair have nested there for a couple of years now and maybe the third bird
means that there will be two pairs this year (alternatively it may have just come to disturb the peace for the
established pair!). The Swans have at last settled down to nest, one of the Kestrels was displaying near the
buildings where its mate should by now be sitting on eggs or even have young, and the weak call of a Reed
Warbler indicated the potential presence of a breeding pair – incidentally these birds are not dependent on the
reeds for a nest site as they usually nest on the ground in tussocks of grass though they will also use bushes
or low trees, and in the winter they are more farmland than wetland birds. Less good news is that two or three
pairs of Canada Geese already have young – with ten potentially breeding pairs on that site it could add forty
goslings to the already overlarge Canada Goose population.
News from Monday (May 7) is of a Turtle Dove purring in the Alver Valley and 11 Turnstone at Titchfield Haven
with one Yellow Wagtail and two Hobbies (all seen by Lee Marshall), plus the following items from Sussex.
These include a male Montagu’s Harrier in at Brighton and a flock of 12 Egrets flying east with three Arctic
Skua off Seaford. In the Cuckmere Valley two more Whinchat turned up (and there were three in the
Bembridge area of the Isle of Wight on Sunday May 6). The most exicting bird seen on May 7 was, to my
mind, a Golden Oriole seen briefly at Sidlesham Ferry (Pagham Harbour) where a Little Ringed Plover and a
Greenshank stayed to give longer views (unlike that Serin which once more whistled over Selsey Bill). At
Brighton on Sunday (May 6) there were still 5 Purple Sandpiper on the pier with four Pom Skua and two Black
Tern passing, and for those interested in the current Brighton Arts Festival I see that the lone Gannet that has
been playing solo nesting at Seaford has moved its act to Kemp Town in Brighton..
TUE 8 MAY
Bird life on Hayling is now settling down to the routine of the breeding season with Sandwich Terns cruising up
and down the west shore, Little Terns chattering over the Oysterbeds, Yellowhammers singing along the
Coastal path, with the occasional excitement of a couple of Lesser Whitethroat and two Willow Warbler
among the regular bird song. There were however two surprise items, the first seen by myself when on the
Gunner Point beach where, after scanning the Sandwich Terns over the Winner, I turned round to see a Short
Eared Owl working the long grass just inside the golf course fence not more than 100 yards from me (I
imagine it was just looking for a snack while passing through and is not likely to be seen again). The other
unexpected item was seen by Alistair and Jeni Martin at the Oysterbeds on the mud of the big pool second
west from the Coastal Path – this was a small flock of waders including Greenshank, Knot and Bar Tailed
Godwit, contradicting my belief that we had seen the last of the winter waders here in the harbour (the late
passage birds are mainly seen along the main road of the channel coast). Back in Havant the routine of
raising young continues and early each morning now I am fascinated to see a pair of Dunnock, which have a
nestful of chicks in one bush, hopping methodically across the lawn and clearly finding quite a supply of food
there – I can only imagine they are taking a few of the millions of tiny spiders whose webs, glistening with dew
on sunny mornings, seem to connect every plant of grass to its neighbour.
MON 7 MAY
Two Spoonbill were on the scrapes at Titchfield Haven when Mark Litjens was there today and the two female
Marsh Harriers were both still present with another 50+ Swifts heading north. Other birds at Titchfield were a
Yellow Wagtail, a Hobby, two Little Tern and two or more Egrets. Later, when at Whiteley Pastures (Botley
Woods), Mark heard 3 Nightingales and 4 Garden Warblers. Here in the Havant area an Osprey flew west
over Brian Rackett’s garden in Northney village (North Hayling) around midday (maybe one of the birds that
have been hanging around the south of Thorney Island?), and over the water at Langstone John Chapman
had a close view of an adult Med Gull in its summer plumage on Langstone Mill Pond, where the Cuckoo was
calling, and an adult Egret in breeding plumes on the flooded field between the pond and Wade Court
Johns Clark, Eyre and Collman were at Hurst this morning, returning to their homes in the Fleet area via the
Avon Valley and Odiham. A first summer female Marsh Harrier was the best bird they saw at Hurst but things
got better in the Avon Valley. Stopping at SZ 153975, a viewpoint 100 yards south of the cemetery entrance at
the north end of Sopley, they could see much of the area south of the Avon Causeway and here found a male
Garganey, a Ruff, a pair of Teal and males of Shoveler, Wigeon and Gadwall (all of which might have had
female partners on nests). There were also 3 Egrets here and a Hobby flew over. Stopping again a little
further north they could see 28 Shelduck, 18 Gadwall, 4 Shoveler, 2 Teal and a Greenshank. North of Ibsley
they came on a flock of 7 Greenshank (which John Clark states is the largest spring flock ever recorded in
Hampshire) with 28 Black-tailed Godwit, 25 Gadwall, 4 Shoveler and 3 Teal. While they were in the Avon
Valley they saw at least 200 Swifts, 150 Swallows and 50 House Martins flying north, and found better than
usual numbers of breeding Lapwing and Redshank, though not many Snipe were seen.
......Nearing home a Red Kite flew over Roke (a little east of Odiham airfield), a pair of Yellow Wagtail were in a
flooded field at Hillside (east of Odiham town), and a pair of Turtle Dove were at Penn Croft Farm (just west of
Crondall), but not a single Corn Bunting or Grey Partridge could be found in this whole area between Odiham
and Crondall.
In the Alver Valley west of Gosport Lee Marshall yesterday found the first juvenile Rook had left one of 32 nests

in the local rookery, and on Saturday a White Stork flew south over Horsebridge in the Test Valley, seen by
one W. Percy.
Jeremy Cullen visited the Marlpit Lane Nightingale site (east of the Ems Valley) on Saturday evening and heard
three, probably four, birds singing between 7pm and dusk. What’s more he had good views of one in the
open, and saw it again when he returned at dusk yesterday – normally they sing from thick cover but this one
preferred to come out of a bramble patch and perch on a teazel head to reply to each burst of song from its
competitor
Late news comes from David Thelwell who today watched an Osprey, two Hobbies and a steady movement of
Swifts and House Martins (it seems the latter are now in the last but not least category) all flying north in the
Test Valley. The Hobbies at Bossington and Longstock were maybe at their journey’s end but two Lesser
Blackback gulls following the Osprey were no doubt hoping it would lead them to a promised land (or rather
sea) full of fish. On the subject of Lesser Blackbacks Colin Bates has sent me an excellent photo of a pair of
Lesser Blackbacks at their nest (one bird sitting) on the roof of one of the Chickenhall Lane industrial units
near Eastleigh rail station - the picture (of a very difficult to access site) taken with digital camera through a
telescope fixed to a car-window mounting has come out perfectly. Richard Ford spent part of his Bank Holiday
in Woolmer Forest where he not only found the first Buzzard he has seen there but was buzzed by a superb
male Hen Harrier. At Woolmer Pond a Common Sandpiper was once more present along with Great Crested
and Little Grebes and Richard also saw a pair of Pochard and a Mandarin.
Local news comes from Brian Rackett who enjoyed the sight of eight Med Gulls in one of the West Lane fields on
Hayling this afternoon - this time the birds were in the field immediately north of West Lane where it runs
east-west as part of the 'big bend' at its north end. News from Brian Fellows at Emsworth reminds me that in
this strange year I have not yet heard a Sedge Warbler - he has one in Brook Meadow and no doubt also
heard them when he joined a number of other people in ignoring the path closed notice at the north end of the
Thorney seawall by the marina and walking down to the Little Deeps (I think the notice means that you cannot
get through the military fence to go round the island, not that you cannot go down the seawall where you are
well separated from the fields which in any case do not have cattle).
PLANTS:

SUN 13 MAY
The rough ground by the gravel pits at Marlpit Lane had the expected Field Pepperwort in flower when I was
there this morning, plus some pleasant surprises in the way of my first Cut Leaved Cranesbill and several
patches of Changing Forget-me-not. I also enjoyed the small bright blue flowers of Grey Field Speedwell,
reminding me that yesterday in Havant I found the first show of the whiter flowers of Green Field Speedwell.
Heading home via Southbourne I stopped outside 162 Stein Road where there used to be a massive show of
Crown Vetch on the roadside. Last year new owners took over the property and ‘cleaned up’ the driveway
entrance, but the plant has proved resilient and several bushes are once more growing and will hopefully
flower later in the summer.
Passing through Emsworth I stopped off to have a look at Brook Meadow and found the conservation group hard
at work, and saw that their work had already allowed a much better display of Divided Sedge to flourish (last
year it was difficult to find any in the rough grass). Beside it Distant Sedge was flowering and the flattened
tubular leaves of Jointed Rush could be seen. Much more conspicuous, on the roadside bank near the
Swan’s nest, was my first flower of Goatsbeard
In Brook Meadow at Emsworth Brian Fellows found the first Lesser Stitchwort in flower today and comments that
Elder is gradually starting to blossom
From Sussex (among SOS bird news) comes the announcement that at least 75 Early Spider orchids were to be
seen in the Beachy Head area yesterday (with 800 Early Purples).
SAT 12 MAY
A magnificent show of Hedgerow Cranesbill now greets you as you drive into the small carpark for North
Common open space south of Northney marina on Hayling, and on the rough land of the open space I found
garden Aquilegia in flower (I have recently noticed the leaves of this escape coming up in many places but
these were the first flowers). If you follow the path east as far as you can the last section of open land beyond
the new houses that long ago replaced the Northney holiday camp has a great display of Common Comfrey in
both white and purple forms, and nearby a big Beech tree is dangling its flowers among its cloud of pale green
leaves. The only other new plant for my list was Red Valerian in full flower (I suspect this has been out in
other places for some time) but I was pleased to see just one flower of Birds Foot Trefoil to match Brian
Fellows discovery of this plant flowering at Emsworth yesterday.
In the Hayling Oysterbeds area the Havant Wildlife Group today added Buckshorn Plantain to the flowering list
and found flowers on Elder and Tree Mallow. They also found Changing Forget-me-not and possibly found
Early Forget-me-not

FRI 11 MAY
Bird’s Foot Trefoil was found in flower at Emsworth by Brian Fellows yesterday – a real sign of summer – and
Brian also noticed the Tree Mallows by the Slipper Mill are starting to flower while on May 8 he found Wild
Carrot at Eastney. Up on Portsdown both Mignonette and Common Milkwort were seen flowering yesterday
by John Goodspeed.
Making my first visit to Old Idsworth Farm since the closure of the countryside in February I naturally found things
very different from the February scene. Plants that were new to me for this year were Wood Speedwell,
Sanicle, Pignut and Wood Melick, and a new discovery (not seen in my visits last year) was a small patch of
17 Early Purple Orchids to add to the seven spikes I did find elsewhere in Huckswood last year. I was
particularly pleased to refind a tiny patch of Goldilocks buttercup (still flowering and more extensive than last
year) and to be able to mark it with logs to avoid a repeat of the mowing which it suffered last year through
growing on one of the woodland tracks.
THU 10 MAY
A great amount of Mousetail appeared on Budds Mound last spring and I have been looking for it this year with
no luck until today when I found a small cluster of tiny plants so small that I thought from standing height they
were a strange Pearlwort – hopefully they will grow and others will appear but the ground is already full of
other plants and the soil has not been broken up so I am not too hopeful that last year’s crop will be repeated.
The only other newly flowering plant today was Hairy Tare, seen on the Broadmarsh playing fields.
TUE 8 MAY
Three good plant finds added to the sunshine today. The first came here in Havant when I varied my route back
from the shops with a detour around the public carpark south of the Pallant. Here I found the ancient wall
which separates this carpark from that of the Bear Hotel was topped for some twenty yards with masses of the
tiny Rue Leaved Saxifrage of which I had previously only found a dozen plants – the line of mortar between
each brick was a flower bed for perhaps twenty tiny plants. My second find was on Sinah Common where I
thought I would clear some of the dead gorse clippings left by the conservation task group clearing gorse to
aid the spread of the Childing Pink – where the gorse that would have been overhanging and shading the
plants had been clipped back much of the clippings had fallen to create a mat where the plants should be
coming up. In doing this I found a number of tiny plants already 2 to 3 cm high, promising a good display in a
few weeks. The third find was of Yellow Rattle already starting to flower near the massive display of Green
Winged Orchids, including the three pur white plants – if you want to see these go to the easternmost of the
Holm Oaks (this one just a small bush) and you will find them at its foot on the west side – two together and
one about a yard from them. With the Round-leaved Cranesbill now in flower at many places on Sinah
Common I thought I would check the shingle for the first signs of Little Robin and was surprised that, in the few
places which I searched, I could find neither the Cranesbill nor its relative. The only flower I saw was one of
Common Vetch, but what I did notice was that much of the area where I expected to see plants is now
covered by a solid mat of grass (among which I found my first Soft Brome of the year) – this is only a
subjective view and I await the results of the annual survey made by the Havant Wildlife Group.
MON 7 MAY
Pellitory of the Wall was seen at Portchester Castle on April 28 by the Havant Wildlife Group but I seem to
remember that there was some doubt as to whether it was really flowering, there was however no doubt when
I looked at plants at Old Bedhampton today. Even if that was not a first flowering a tree of Rowan covered
with open flowers was the first I have seen or heard of. Other flowers which have been seen before, but which
today were found flowering profusely, were Common Vetch and Crosswort, while a plant of White Campion
seen today was still an uncommon sight (I did see one plant flowering yesterday). Another plant seen
flowering as an oddity some time ago was Ox-Eye Daisy, and today I saw the first road bank full of it.
INSECTS:

SUN 13 MAY
The first Four Spotted Chaser was seen today at Titchfield Haven by Mark Litjens who also saw 2 Hairy
Dragonflies, 6 Azure and 50+ Large Red Damselflies. At least one Hairy Dragonfly was seen near Beachy
Head yesterday (along with 8 Green Hairstreak of which I have heard nothing in Hampshire since the one
seen on April 9 at Magdalen Hill Down). Another lovely butterfly that can hopefully still be seen somewhere in
Hampshire is Pearl Bordered Fritillary, of which I had a timely reminder today in a message from Gareth
Tresize who saw at least 40 of them yesterday in Great Haldon Wood near Exeter.
Eleven new moth species for the year were found by Lee Marshall and Sarah Patton in their moth traps at
Gosport and Chichester this weekend. They were Oak Hook-tip, Green Carpet, Brown Silver-line, Coxcomb
Prominent, Iron Prominent, Swallow Prominent, Common Wave, Narrow-winged Pug, Powdered Quaker,
Red Twin-spot Carpet and Pale Mottled Willow
Lee Marshall’s moth trap was also visited by one of the Spider Hunting Wasps, and on the shore at Stokes Bay
he spotted a spider called Dysdera crocata which is not one of my favourites and is armed with huge fangs

shaped like a pair of leather piercing pincers. This spider normally hunts by night and preys on Woodlice,
using its pincers to hold the prey and pierce its armour plated body – if Lee actually saw this spider on the
shore I wonder if it is one that has developed a taste for larger prey and was there searching for the big Sea
Slaters, looking like very large Woodlice, that sometimes abound on the shore at this time of year. Mention of
this spider reminds me that the hot weather has brought out a spider which I enjoy watching – the tiny zebra
striped Salticus scenicus which works the brickwork of house walls in the heat of the day, seeking minute
insects on which it leaps, catching them with no web to help it.
SAT 12 MAY
North Common at Northney on Hayling had a good show of white butterflies today and I think they were all Green
Veined White, confirming Mark Litjens news of their re-appearance yesterday. My only evidence is that the
two which allowed me a sight of their wings were Green Veined and the others were patrolling limited areas of
grass and scrub rather than dashing off into the distance like the ever-late White Rabbit which Small Whites
remind me of. Peacocks and Orange Tips were also present and at the Oysterbeds I’m pretty sure I glimpsed
a fresh Red Admiral, while I can be quite sure that the butterfly which I saw on nettles beside Copse Lane
(near Gutner Lane) was a fresh Small Tortoiseshell – the first I have seen this year.
FRI 11 MAY
Both Sarah Patton and Lee Marshall (from Chichester and Gosport) have sent me lengthy lists of moths coming
to their traps starting on the evening of May 8 – the increase in temperature has had a startling effect on these
insects. The sudden change can be seen from the fact that, where previous nights had brought just two or
three species to Sarah’s trap the species counts for the nights of May 9, 10 and 11 were 16, 17 and 22
respectively including many new species for the year. I hope I have picked out the ones that are new in the
following summary
......In addition to those I have previous reported Lesser Swallow Prominent was new at Gosport on the night of
May 8 – 9. On the night of May 9 – 10 Silver Y, Cinnabar, White-spotted Pug, Garden Carpet, Dark-barred
twin-spot Carpet, and Chinese Carpet were new at Chichester and White-pinioned Spotted plus Oak-tree Pug
turned up at Gosport (along with a duplicate White-spotted Pug). On the night of May 10 Sallow Kitten and
Streamer were at Chichester along with a Stigmella species and Agonopterix alstromeriana, while at Gosport
Streamer was a duplicate and Grey Pine Carpet, Seraphim, Clouded Silver, Pebble Prominent and Small
Yellow Wave (this last a month early) were all new. Late news from Sarah at Chichester adds Lime Hawk,
Bright-line brown-eye, Knot Grass, Spectacle and Pebble Prominent to the list for last night
A couple of female Orange Tips, one egglaying on Garlic Mustard, were the best butterflies seen by me today –
others were a couple of Brimstone and Small White and one Peacock. Mark Litjens, walking in the Hedge
End/Botley area, found four Green Veined Whites (although there was a small cluster of reports of these in
the last week of April they seem to be in short supply this year – maybe these presage a more general
appearance of the species), 1 Large White and 2 Small Tortoiseshell along with Orange Tip, Peacock and
Speckled Wood. Yesterday in Emsworth’s Brook Meadow Brian Fellows had a Holly Blue and an Orange Tip
followed today by 2 Speckled Wood.
THU 10 MAY
Today’s warmth brought just one Brimstone and one male Orange Tip into my garden where a single Beefly was
hovering. Although I was in the garden for some time no Holly Blue was seen, not even a Small White.
WED 9 MAY
The Butterfly Conservation website today reports the first Duke of Burgundy which was seen on Cowslip leaves
at Magdalen Hill Down by Andy Barker on Monday (May 7). On that day Lynn Fomison had a Painted Lady,
and Holly Blue, in her Ropley garden, and Lee Marshall recorded nine butterfly species at Titchfield Haven
including one Small Tortoiseshell, the others were Large and Small White, Orange Tip, Brimstone, Holly Blue,
Red Admiral, Speckled Wood (9) and Peacock (10+).
Lee Marshall has added another three moth species to the year list at his Rowner moth light with a Mullein Moth
yesterday and both Waved Umber and Least Black Arches on Monday night. Lee says he has never before
had a Mullein moth at his light, and he also reports a first instar nypmph of a Dark Bush Cricket.
TUE 8 MAY
The first Holly Blue to appear in my garden fluttered through today, shortly after I had seen another of them in
central Havant. On Hayling I saw another male Orange Tip and two White butterlies – probably Small – but a
trip across the grassland at Gunner Point gave me no Common Blue, Small Heath or Small Copper as yet.
MON 7 MAY
Azure Damselfly became the second dragonfly species to be seen this year with a couple found today at
Titchfield Haven by Mark Litjens. More than 15 of the Large Red Damsels were also out there, and Mark had
a good selection of butterlies there and at Whiteley Pastures – Peacock, Brimstone, Comma, Orange Tip and
Speckled Wood.

A new moth for the year was at Lee Marshall’s light on Saturday evening (May 5) – this was a Nut-tree Tussock.
Another newcomer to the scene was spotted on May 2 by Patrick Fleet at Magdalen Hill Down – this one is
called Scorched Carpet and looked more like a bird dropping than a moth. This disguise is achieved purely by
the black and white colour pattern on a normally shaped (flat triangle) Carpet Moth (the Chinese Character
moth also uses black and white colouration to imitate a bird dropping but that moth is a much more blobby
shape when at rest)
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 12 MAY
News of the first Daubenton’s Bats comes from Lee Marshall who saw them last night hunting over the water of
the River Alver where it flows under Apple Dumpling Bridge giving access to north Browndown from the
Rowner area of Gosport.
THU 10 MAY
Three Bottle Nosed Dolphin were seen by bird watchers off Newhaven today
WED 9 MAY
A Pipistrelle Bat was flying in the Alver Valley when Lee Marshall was there yesterday, and a Hare was seen on
Pitt Down (west of Winchester) by Russell Wynn.

BIRDS:

WEEK 18 APR 30 – MAY 6

SUN 6 MAY
A ringtail Montagu’s Harrier flew over the Whiteley Pastures area south of Botley Woods while Mark Litjens was
there at 11am and from the New Forest comes a report by Rosi Woods of what she thought was probably a
Hen Harrier but could I suppose have been another Montagu’s. Earlier in the day Mark had seen two female
Marsh Harriers at Titchfield Haven. Ron Toft saw one of the Marsh Harriers there and possibly two Hobbies.
Ron Toft also reports a Ring Billed Gull in the Titchfield Haven area today but gives no idea of its age and looks.
Another unusual sighting was of a Curlew Sandpiper at Sidlesham Ferry, and less unexpected news is that at
least one Osprey can still be seen around southern Thorney Island from Black Point on Hayling – hopefully
access to Thorney will soon be possible again as Brian Fellows has heard that West Sussex are beginning to
re-open footpaths, but when he made a swift tour of inspection today the only place he found that was open
was Chichester Gravel Pits – Kingley Vale, Stansted Forest and a number of other local places such as
Racton Wood were still marked as closed (though there is bound to be a delay between the anouncement and
the removal of all the notices)
Other news from Sussex today is of one Pom Skua passing Worthing and of a good list at Galley Hill, Bexhill,
including 83 Gannets, an Arctic Skua and one each of Black Tern, Little Gull and Little Stint. A Spotted
Flycatcher was also there.
Yesterday brought me my first House Martins of the year – just half a dozen at the Thornham Lane sewage
works on Thorney – and today’s main news is of 21 Swans back at Budds Farm outfall and of 5 Brent in the
mouth of the Langbrook stream at the other side of the South Moors. A pair of Shelduck flew on to the South
Moors from the sea and another pair were making loud courtship noises on the Budds Farm pools, and it was
encouraging to see another 18 of them on the mud off Budds Farm shore where a pair of Lesser Blackback
were an unexpected sight. The only other bird item worth reporting today was a very brief visit to my garden
by a male Sparrowhawk, leaving empty taloned.
SAT 5 MAY
Richard Jacobs today saw 11 Hobbies together in the Shatterford area and another 5 not far away – getting
close to the record (as far as I know) of a flock of 19 Hobbies seen there in one previous spring. Lee Marshall
was also in the New Forest visiting a number of newly re-opened sites such as Eyeworth Pond at Fritham
where he saw 5 Mandarin drakes. Elsewhere he came on 10 male Redstart, a pair of Woodlark and a smart
male Wood Warbler. One tree had a Tawny Owl openly sunning itself – presumably a male excluded from the
shelter of a cavity in which the female and young occupy all available space (though by now I would have
thought many juvenile Tawnies have scrambled from their nests to hiss and sway in the tree tops). In the
Bolderwood area six singing Firecrest could be heard and Lee found good numbers of Siskin and at least five
Crossbill. Back in his home area Lee found one Garden Warbler singing in the Alver Valley at Gosport and
two more in the now open east Creech Woods south of Denmead, and at Titchfield Haven he was one of
several to see the male Garganey that was still there and saw more than one Roseate Tern. John Norton was
at Titchfield Haven yesterday (May 4) and found a couple of Brent still present and saw a male Shoveler fly in
to the reserve. Offshore he had a single Black Tern and 62 Common with 8 Dunlin and a Common Sandpiper
in the reserver. Here in the Emsworth area today Brian Fellows watched 3 Buzzard circling over the east end
of the Hollybank Woods in which at least two Willow Warbler were singing.
From Sussex comes news of yet another Serin at Selsey and a much more exciting sighting of a Tree Sparrow
there while the cameras on the Peregrine nest at Brighton showed that two of the eggs have now hatched
while two more Marsh Harriers flew in over the Brighton marina. Further east two Ravens were over Hope
Gap at Seaford, another Whinchat was in the nearby Cuckmere Valley (where some of the access restrictions
have been lifted), and at Rye Harbour a Spotted Redshank was in its summer plumage and 35 Sanderling
plus 10 Knot were seen with yet another couple of Marsh Harriers.
FRI 4 MAY
Today’s ‘big bird’ was a White Pelican first seen over the west fields at Selsey late yesterday afternoon and last
seen at 9:15 this morning heading south east as if for France from Selsey Bill. It’s wing span at around 270
cm is a good metre longer than that of an Osprey, of which two were seen together yesterday morning on the
landing lights at Marker Point (south west corner of Thorney Island) by Barry Collins – being in Sussex the
paths round Thorney are still closed but the birds could have been seen from Black Point on Hayling or East
Head at West Wittering. Red Kite, with a wingspan of around 150 cm, is a little smaller than Osprey, and one
of these was seen by Charles Cuthbert at 17:15 today heading west over Alresford as if to follow the Itchen
downstream, while Marsh Harrier (measuring about 130 cm across its wings) was represented yesterday by
one coming in at Selsey and another at Brighton. Just slightly smaller (125 cm average wingspan) is Honey
Buzzard and one of these was seen by Mike Rafter at midday today heading north over Romsey. Other
raptors in the news are Hobbies, of which Charles Cuthbert today saw one fail in three attempts to catch a
Skylark in the Itchen Valley near Avington, and of which three flew in at Selsey and two at Brighton this

morning (another two arrived on the Sussex coast yesterday and two more on May 2). Yet another Hobby
flew over Burkham Wood (between Alton and Basingstoke) yesterday while Steve Mansfield was there.
18 Pom Skuas passing Brighton yesterday must be bad news for hopeful Pom kings at Selsey (though perhaps
they are not publishing their sightings in order to enjoy the grief they generate when they do announce
winning totals). Also seen yesterday at Brighton were 6 Arctic Skua and 4 Little Gulls. Brighton had another
single Pom today (with three Little Gulls and one Northern Diver) while the best Selsey could report for the two
days was one Bonxie and one Manx Shearwater (both yesterday). Watchers at Splash Point, Seaford
yesterday had five Poms, three Manx Shearwater and one Long Tailed Duck heading east. Selsey also lost
out on Wednesday (May 2) when, although they saw the four Avocet and one Bonxie that were also seen at
Brighton, the latter site trumped the score with two Garganey, one of which may have headed for the
Cuckmere Valley where one was seen on Thursday (May 3).
One Spotted Flycatcher was at Goring Gap on May 2 and one Pied Flycatcher was near Woods Mill (Henfield)
on May 3. A few more Whinchat were logged – two flew in off the sea at Brighton on May 2, and there was one
at Selsey on both May 3 and 4 (hopefully different individuals). Also at Selsey on May 3, believe it or not, was
another Serin (I haven’t counted how many have been seen/heard there this spring but I’m pretty sure that
none have been seen anywhere else in Sussex of Hampshire). Also at Selsey on May 3 was one Common
Redstart and on May 2 there was a Turtle Dove on the Benfield Golf Course north of Hangleton, Hove.
Burkham House is situated at SU 651425 west of the A339 Alton to Basingstoke road where it makes a detour
around Lasham airfield, and somewhere nearby the Woodland Trust have a site which is partly open to the
public. Steve Mansfield was there yesterday and was impressed by the birds he saw. Many Skylark were
singing, as were at least 10 Tree Pipits and 2 Garden Warblers. A pair of Stonechat were in residence and
the inevitable Whitethroats were singing while a pair of Cuckoo displayed to each other and a Hobby flew
over. A pair of Marsh Tit carrying nest material were presumably taking it to a hole in a tree where neither
Cuckoo nor Hobby could invade their privacy (though a Stoat, also seen there, might get in).
Walking by the Itchen north of Brambridge and Allbrook yesterday evening Martin Rand was much troubled with
midges, but he gladly endured them when he saw that they had brought some 200 House Martins here for
their supper, accompanied by a few Swallows and Swifts. He also saw a Little Egret here, causing him to tell
me that he had seen one much further up the Itchen at Tichborne on Apr 29 and had on May 2 seen one in an
area that I have not previously heard of them – just beyond World’s End west of Denmead in the streams
around Hipley Farm (it is in the fields just north of here that John Shillitoe still finds breeding Lapwing and
recently had a roadside Barn Owl corpse). Thinking of this area reminds me that Andrew Brookes tells me
that the eastern part of Creech Woods, south of Denmead, is now re-opened to the public.
I hope that many of you saw the feature on BBC South Today last night showing the Song Thrush whose chicks
are being fed and brooded by a Robin. David Harper, who teaches in the School of Biological Sciences at
Sussex University, has since come up with a list of references to literature and his own experience that shows
that such cross-species co-operation in the raising of young birds is widespread if uncommon. Sometimes
the co-operation is merely over feeding the young but at other times both species lay eggs in the one nest and
mixed broods occur. Although the behaviour has been noted among a number of species (including Pied
Wagtail and Redstart, Blue and Great Tits, Willow and Wood Warbler, Nightingale and Wren) it looks as if
Robins are more likely to be involved in such affairs than most other species, and that Robin-Song Thrush
combinations perhaps occur more frequently than other mixed pairings making me wonder if the spotted
breast of the Thrush reminds the Robin of the speckled breast of its young?. In this case at Selborne only one
Robin and one Song Thrush have been seen, possibly indicating that both have recently lost mates, but John
Eyre today adds fuel by passing on a report he has had from a lady in Alton where the young of a pair of
Robins are being regularly fed by a male Blackbird (John thinks the Blackbird may have a mate sitting on
infertile eggs and he has got fed up with waiting to perform his parently duties). Sometimes things do not work
out so happily - Jill von Westarp in Emsworth today told me she had been watching a male Blackbird violently
attacking newly fledged Blackbirds which had just left their nest – they were not his offspring and my guess is
that they just happened to land in the middle of his well defended territory.
I looked in vain for Red Kites and Vultures circling above me as I walked on Portsdown Hill this afternoon past
the freshly killed corpse of a Roebuck which had presumably been the victim of a road accident – the body
was just off the hilltop road (James Callaghan Drive) and its back legs were entirely missing leaving a mass of
meat exposed to bring in the Kites. Not far away I had the pleasanter sight of a male Stonechat back on a
regular breeding territory at the east end of the big Paulsgrove chalk pit, and where Nelson lane emerges from
the trees before joining Skew Road on the way down to Portchester I was surprised to hear the sharp call and
then see a Red Legged Partridge flying over the hedge of a garden. For information Fareham Common (the
area north of the M27 and east of Skew Road) is now open having been closed.
Late news from Russell Wynn of his sightings in the Hurst/Keyhaven area over the past few days are
summarised by him thus ... ** Its been a good week in the Keyhaven/Hurst area, with highlights including an
adult Red Kite in off the sea, three Roseate Terns moving east, two 'resident' Ravens, and single Garganey,

Grasshopper Warbler, Marsh Harrier, Merlin, Hobby, Purple Sandpiper, Whinchat and Nightingale. ** The
Kite flew north over Hurst early this morning, and other raptors included a female Merlin going north on May 2
when he also had a Hobby and an adult female Marsh Harrier. The 3 Roseate Terns went by on May 3 when
there was still a Purple Sandpiper at Hurst and a good passage of 36 Sanderling, 36 Dunlin and 81 Whimbrel
following 125 Dunlin, 17 Sanderling and 23 Scoter on May 2 and 7 Blackwits on May 1. The male Garganey
was at Keyhaven Marsh on May 3 with Nightingale and Grasshopper Warbler demonstrating two different
styles of song and 10 Yellow Wagtails to add colour. The one male Whinchat (they really do seem to be in
short supply this year) was seen on May 2. Today there were 8 Eider and 25 Little Tern at Pennington Marsh
Another footpath has just been re-opened near John Shillitoe’s home in the Meon Valley area around Wickham,
giving him access to a regular Woodlark site and he has been able to hear one singing again and to see two
pairs of Turtle Dove disputing potential territory (not often that that happens nowadays!). Nearby three
Hobbies were seen, two performing sunchronised aerobatics (courtship display?)
Trevor Carpenter was at Titchfield Haven today and saw a male Garganey , a Hobby and a Marsh Harrier – with
Buzzard, Kestrel and Sparrowhawk he was pleased to have five raptors in one day to counteract
disappointment at lack of action over the sea. Trevor says that three Hobbies were seen yesterday, possibly
the same three seen further up the Meon by John Shillitoe on the same day.
WED 2 MAY
The latest summer visitor to arrive in Sussex was a first summer male Montagu’s Harrier which flew in off the sea
at Brighton yesterday along with another Osprey. Perhaps more exciting for seawatchers at Seaford was the
sight of a Leach’s Petrel heading west, also seen yesterday. Other news from Sussex is of two more
Hoopoes arriving on Sunday (to add to the one seen by Jason Crook at Sinah Warren on that day – Apr 29) –
one of these was in a garden at Isfield (between Uckfield and Lewes) which stayed at least until Monday, and
the other was in the Downs where the Monarch’s Way goes along the Benfield Valley just north of Hove (this
one was only seen on Monday). News from Selsey is of a Great Northern Diver and Arctic Skua passing
today, and more interestingly of a Cetti’s Warbler arriving in the west fields (none recorded there previously,
maybe an indication of continuing increase in numbers and geograpphical spread of this species – though
they do tend to come and go). Finally late news of a Red Kite over Shipley (where the A272 crosses the A24
south of Horsham) on Apr 27.
Trevor Carpenter was at Stokes Bay and Hill Head on both Tuesday and Wednesday (May 1 and 2), seeing 2
Black Terns and 2 Marsh Harriers on May 1 and the first major influx of Swifts today (he says that the estimate
of 500+ which he heard from Richard Carpenter was probably an underestimate). Also today he counted 23
Gannets in one flock which beats by one the biggest flock previously recorded off Titchfield Haven. Waders
were still passing in fair number today – 15 Bartails, 54 Dunlin and 8 Sanderling are on his list.
Continuing with the theme of Swifts I have a message from Andrew Howard at Petworth to say that when he saw
his first on Apr 30 he had not seen any Swallows or Martins preceding it, something he never remembers
happening in past years. Ed Griffiths also comments that the first Swifts were at the Tring Reservoirs in
London on Apr 22 and that there were several dozen there by the last weekend. Ed also comments on a visit
to Chobham Common where he did not see a single Stonechat and wonders if they are generally scarce – I
think not but they probably have hideaways to avoid birders on rainy days. Andrew on the other hand is
worried that a Nightingale that has arrived in his garden will cause him to have too many sleepless nights –
you can’t please everyone!
Charles Cuthbert sends interesting news that the Egrets which he thought had vanished from Alresford Pond
area after his last sighting of one on April 9 have not done so – at dusk on May 1 one was roosting in a tree.
Hardly a colony but maybe this one will in future years bring others to breed in the local Heronry or elsewhere
(incidentally I see from the HOS Newsletter that a pair were seen mating at Titchfield Haven on Feb 7 but we
will no doubt have to wait until the autumn before news of breeding success there and elsewhere in
Hampshire is made public). Charles also comments on the build up of Ruddy Duck at Alresford with four
females and seven or eight males (though I think this pond has a long way to go before it competes with the
Chew Valley lakes, and possibly other sites in the Midlands, where many years ago I think rafts of several
hundred were to be seen – does anyone know their current national status?). Steve Mansfield has a lower
count of Ruddy Duck on this pond but has seen a pair of Wigeon still in residence when he visited on Apr 28.
Also on the subject of breeding Colin Bates has now seen Lesser Blackbacks copulating at the Chickenhall Lane
industrial estate near Eastleigh station and observed at least one bird on a nest – it sounds as if there is a big
breeding colony of Herring and Lesser Blackback there ths year.
Heavy rain yesterday caused me to postpone my weekly visit to Hayling until this afternoon when the highspot
was to be shown a party of a dozen Golden Plover in summer plumage through the scope of a birder whom I
met a little south of the Oysterbeds (the birds were in the Cockle Rithe area of Langstone Harbour). A few
minutes earlier I had met a party of birders whose leader had heard if not seen the Turtle Dove in the
Westfield Stables/Knotts Marsh trees, a good indication that the birds which Alistair Martin found there last
Sunday are taking up residence as expected. Along this northern section of the Hayling Coastal Path I heard

three different Lesser Whitethroats, and my first Cuckoo in the Stoke Common trees, and further south on the
track I heard at least three Yellowhammers, one of which was singing in the Saltmarsh Lane area. The birder
who showed me the Golden Plover was hoping to see Med Gulls but had not gone far enough south – quite a
few flew off a field that was being ploughed just north of West Town station. Other good birds for me today
were a Goldcrest singing in my garden, a male Sparrow Hawk crossing East Street as I set out on my cycle
ride, and my first Common Tern fishing in ‘Texaco Bay’ (between Langstone Bridge and the old rail bridge).
At the Oysterbeds there were no Little Tern on the nest island (one Oystercatcher looked as if it were sitting)
but a few were fishing in the harbour nearby, and I also had Sandwich Terns at Gunner Point. Starlings
clearly have noisy youngsters in several local nests and have started their commuting from these nests to
meadows and lawns where they hunt for Leatherjackets to carry home to feed the young.
Three bits of bird behaviour recently learnt from HOS sources maybe worth passing on. The first comes from
John Eyre who was at the Gilbert White Field Studies centre at Selborne yesterday and watched a Robin
acting as mate to a female Song Thrush sitting on a nest with three chicks (presumably from a union with a
male Song Thrush). The male Thrush was not seen but a Robin came regularly to the nest with food and fed
the chicks. He also removed a faecal sac and when the Thrush left the nest he got in it and brooded the
chicks as best he could. The BBC are coming to film this pair so we may all see them on TV. It is not
uncommon for birds to feed chicks of a different species when prompted by the calls of the juveniles, and
Brian Fellows in 1996 saw Long Tailed Tits feeding Great Spotted Woodpecker chicks, but this ‘pairing’ is
something new.
The second item is a thrilling description from Russell Wynn (expanding on a brief first account of the incident by
Ben Darvill) of a Peregrine territorial dispute seen from Keyhaven last Sunday (Apr 29). Russell says **
Initially, I picked up a single immature male bird flying over Hurst Castle heading towards the western IoW. As
it reached the north shore of the IoW it began soaring and was quickly joined by an adult male who has a
breeding territory on that stretch of coast. Both birds were involved in some minor aerial sparring and
continued to gain height by soaring. Then, from what I could see in the scope, the resident male suddenly
came in and talon-locked the intruder, before sending them both spiralling vertically towards the sea. The
birds dropped about 200 m in a few seconds and were closing in on the sea so rapidly I honestly thought they
were not going to pull out. However, no more than 10 m above the water, they released and twisted sideways.
One bird was disoriented and landed on the shore briefly while the other remained in the air. Then both birds
gained height again before the intruding male rapidly turned tail and headed back towards Keyhaven. It was
then joined by the regular immature female at Keyhaven before drifting inland out of site. I have to admit that
this was one of the most amazing bird sightings I have ever witnessed. I have also observed Buzzards
talon-locking in the New Forest, but I have never seen an incident as dramatic as this. I think it was made
more rivetting by the fact that the island slopes provided a backdrop to the vertical descent, increasing the
feeling of uncontrolled speed. **
The third item comes from the HOS Newsletter which came this morning and in which Peter Morrison
summarises a talk on Honey Buzzards given by one Steve Roberts (Peter does not say to whom the talk was
given). From it I gather that Honey Buzzards are more widely distributed than I thought as breeding birds in
Britain and that one of their techniques for maintaining a low profile is to nest in thick conifer plantations and
to go to and from the nest below the tree canopy, but the thing which really caught my interest was that these
birds which eat nothing bigger than a wasp grub like to decorate their nest with animal corpses, even bringing
back a dead hare which neither they nor their young made any attempt to eat – presumably it met their need
for a domestice air-freshener.
MON 30 APR
Lawrence Holloway has just set up a new website to cover all aspects of wildlife at Pagham Harbour, though with
the reserve still closed it does not yet carry as much news as he would have liked. I have added a link to it in
the Links section of my What’s New page and hope that all visitors to the Pagham area will contribute their
news so that this website can become the authoritative and up to date source of whats to be seen there. Mark
Litjens also reminds us that the Portland Bill Observatory website is excellent value and I have also added a
link to that. Recent comments about lack of bird news from Hayling will hopefully vanish when Foot and
Mouth restrictions are lifted – Jason Crook was putting all his news out on his own website but as he does not
have his own computer was using one on premises that are temporarily out of bounds. Normal service will
hopefully be resumed before too long.
This evening Richard Ford was in Woolmer Forest and saw the first Nightjar of the summer as four Woodcock
patrolled the sky. By Woolmer Pond a Common Sandpiper made a nice addition to the woodland birds.
Richard says this the first time he has come across a Nightjar in April and Birds of Hampshire gives the
earliest arrival as Apr 30 but the latest Hampshire Bird Report gives the earliest ever as 26 Apr 1995 and the
first in 1999 as Apr 28. Richard does not say he heard any churring and I think these early birds keep quiet
until the evenings really warm up.
Another late message not incorporated with the news below comes from Trevor Carpenter who was in the

Stokes Bay/Hill Head area both early and late today. On his early shift he watched 36 Sandwich Tern fishing
and mating (with just one Arctic Skua to spoil their party). In total he had over 50 Sandwich and 100 Common
Terns and also saw at least 50 Dunlin, a couple of Knot and 45 Turnstone plus a single Blackwit and 6 Eider
on the sea. Another 25 Swifts went over and at Whiteley he saw a Hobby with flying with prey in its bill rather
than holding it in its talons and nibbling it politely in flight (more evidence of the decline of morals and
manners).
In the Gosport area Lee Marshall was lucky enough to watch a Cetti’s Warbler singing from an open perch giving
him an unobstructed view down its throat for about ten minutes and in the same area hear Tree Creeper song
and saw his first Cuckoo of the year (which is his latest ever first sighting).
The first Spotted Flycatcher of the summer was seen yesterday in the Whiteley Pastures area (Botley Woods) by
Lee Marshall – hopefully it is not the only one to it make back to Hampshire this year. Also yesterday there
was an influx of Turtle Doves with singles heard at Hambledon (Christoph Harwood) and Botley Woods (Lee
Marshall) and two both heard and seen in the trees near the riding stables at Stoke village just south of the
Oysterbeds on Hayling by Alistair Martin who also saw 8 House Martins over Sinah Lake and heard from
Jason Crook of a Hoopoe which had made at brief stop in the Sinah Warren pony stables field before flying off
north.
Richard Sargeant went looking for dragonflies along the Basingstoke Canal yesterday and saw a pair of Great
Crested Grebe with young. He also saw a Wood Duck on what he describes as a fishing lake near the bat
roost (maybe near the Greywell tunnel?)
John Clark and John Eyre drove up the Avon Valley yesterday, stopping at various places between Sopley and
Fordingbridge, seeing a variety of birds. Most surprising to me was the presence of three female Goosander
and 38 Blacktailed Godwit. They also found at least 28 Gadwall and 55 Shelduck along with some Wigeon,
Teal and Shoveler. A male Garganey must have been one of the highspots while more than 50 pairs of
probably breeding Lapwing were more to be expected. Just one male Yellow Wagtail in suitable breeding
habitat was a sad reminder of the many pairs that I used to see on the Bicton water meadows in the 1940s
Well over 100 Whimbrel were seen in the Hurst/Keyhaven area on both Friday and Sunday (Apr 27, 29) and on
Sunday a flock of 220 were seen to leave Rye Harbour. More surprisingly for the time of year Russell Wynn
saw 350 Dunlin fly east at Hurst on Apr 27 and even more surprising to me was a sighting of 25 in the lower
Avon valley yesterday by John Clark. Other wader sightings include 2 Purple Sandpiper at Hurst on Apr 27
and 5 Sanderling there on Apr 28 (both Russell Wynn) and 5 Ruff (one a Reeve) in the Avon valley yesterday
(John Clark) – one Ruff was at Rye Harbour on Apr 27. At least four Common Sandpiper were seen in
Hampshire yesterday and a Greenshank coming into summer plumage was seen today by Brian Fellows at
Emsworth.
Still at Emsworth Brian could not find the Black Swan today so it may have decided to try its luck elsewhere. On
the subject of Swans I see that Russell Wynn has learnt from the Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust that there are
16 known keepers of Trumpeter Swan in this country and they have at least 23 of the birds in their collections
– probably more as several pairs regularly breed successfully. The bird on the Test at Fullerton was still there
yesterday when John Clark saw it – he comments on a drooping lower mandible but says nothing about it
having swallowed a Golf Ball so hopefully it is not in need of medical attention. Earlier John had seen 94 Mute
Swan in the Avon valley north of Ibsley, and Brian Fellows still has 79 on the Emsworth Mill Pond.
8 or more Manx Shearwater flew along the Sussex coast yesterday, being seen at Selsey Bill (8 of them),
Brighton marina (6 seen) and Splash Point at Seaford (7). At Brighton a Black Necked Grebe was also seen
today and an Osprey flew north (another Osprey went over Selsey yesterday). Here in Hampshire David
Taylor had just one Red Throated Diver today – that was at Milford and perversely going west.
7 Arctic Skua were seen from Seaford yesterday (only 6 of them logged at Brighton) and 3 of these may have
come past Hampshire (and been seen in the Hurst area). Watchers at Spalsh Point, Seaford had a bonus in
the shape of a Long Tailed Skua - sightings of these are too erratic to be regarded as passage birds, unlike
the more regular rarities, Pomarine Skua, of which 5 went past Selsey Bill today. In yesterday’s notes I
mentioned 3 more Bonxies passing Selsey Bill but I now see that there were at least 8 passing Sussex
yesterday (8 seen at Brighton and 6 at Seaford).
News of just one more Whinchat comes today from Russell Wynn who had one at Keyhaven last Saturday (Apr
28). To my knowledge this is only the second to be seen in Hampshire this year so my concern for them
remains. One other single Whinchat arrived at Rye Harbour on Saturday, and I think the bird is quite as rare
in Sussex at the moment. Another uncommon bird is Grasshopper Warbler, one of which was at Calshot last
Friday according to John Clark. Wheatear on the other hand are being seen in a new wave at the moment,
e.g. 9 at Keyhaven seen by Ben Darvil yesterday – no one has commented on their size but I wonder if these
are the larger Greenland race birds now reaching us? Reed Warbler numbers are also increasing with at
least 20 present at Keyhaven yesterday (Russell Wynn). A bird of which I would not have expected to hear of
a flock of 20+ at this time of year is Crossbill but that is what Simon Ingram found in the Bolderwood area of
the New Forest yesterday.

PLANTS:

SUN 6 MAY
Three very common plants going on my first flowering list today were Common Nettle, Beaked Hawksbeard and
the highly poisonous Hemlock Water Dropwort (I believe the roots are the really poisonous part which can kill
cattle if erosion of a stream bank exposes the roots). These were seen in a local walk from Havant to
Warblington Church and along the shore to the South Moors where I walked the seawall for the first time since
it was closed in February and found a great mass of Divided Sedge in flower along the bank of the Langbrook
stream south of Mill Lane (the section of the path along this stream from Mill Lane to the shore has been
fenced to prevent cattle on the moors mixing with people on the path and this will have a great impact on the
Knotted Hedge Parsley that grows here – without heavy grazing it may well in a few years be choked out by
grass, etc). Looking over this new fence I could just see the first flowers on the Duke of Argyll’s Teaplant, and
back in Mill Lane I found Grey Sedge in flower along with what I thought was my first Bugle until I realised it
was an outlier of a mass that has been planted by someone intent on turning the natural bank of this old lane
into a flower garden. Earlier in my walk I had been specially pleased to find Spring Sedge flowering on just
one grave in Warblington cemetery – although I have walked this cemetery many times over many years as
part of my Common Bird Census recording I have only just learnt to recognize this small sedge with its
recurved leaves. Right at the start of the walk I began to see Barren Brome dangling its long stemmed
spikelets everywhere, and at the foot of a garden fence in the section of path between the Hayling Billy track
(where it passes Grove Road) and Lymbourn Road I was surprised to see a big bush of Shinging Cranesbill
flowering profusely (I walk here regularly and an amazed at how quickly it must have grown to have escaped
my attention before now). A little further east on the other side of Wade Court Road the Dove Tree is
beginning to dangle its ‘pocket handkerchief’ flowers in Shawford Road and the Slender Speedwell (V.
filiformis) is still flowering nearby and an isolated plant of Ramsons is flowering at the footpath edge. When
nearly home I saw the red flowers of Scarlet Pimpernel (albeit closed for lack of sunshine) and back in Havant
found Woodruff flowering (like the Bugle almost certainly planted in a wayside bed.
Three pure white Green Winged Orchids have just been found at Gunner Point by Rosemary Webb – this is not
their first year but I will be looking out for them next Tuesday when I visit the area.
SAT 5 MAY
Water Avens is a lovely flower and it was found on Thursday evening (May 3) by Martin Rand when walking by
the River Itchen north of Brambridge (Bishopstoke area). Lesser Pond Sedge and Greater Tussock Sedge
were other newcomers to the flowering scene there, along with the first Meadow and Creeping Buttercups of
the spring.
Genuine wild Bugle was flowering in the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth when Brian Fellows led the Havant
Wildlife Group around this morning. They also saw the Yellow Pimpernel which I have not yet come across
and Wood Avens which I have only seen once so far.
Perennial Cornflower has just started to flower in my garden (where it has become an established weed) and my
first Laburnum was out in an Emsworth garden near which I saw my first Meadow Buttercup. Cycling along
Selangor Avenue with an eye on the grass verge I stopped to check a small patch of small sedges which were
pushing up through a section of tarmac. At first I could not think what they were but the lens revealed hairs on
the lower leaves and their sheaths and I realised they were Hairy Sedge struggling for survival in a drier than
usual habitat. In Emsworth’s Brook Meadow many plants of Russian Comfrey were starting to flower as the
few plants of Common Comfrey were dying back, at the southern end of Lumley Road I found Grey Field
Speedwell, and over in Slipper Road I found another big patch of Corn Salad flowering outside a house called
The Ropewalk. Finally, near the east end of Thornham Lane a large Butterdcup plant with its feet in water and
with pale yellow flowers must, I think, have been Hairy Buttercup.
FRI 4 MAY
This afternoon I visited Portsdown in search of two Sedges which John Goodspeed had told me were now on
view according to Richard Jones, the warden of the hill. Spring Sedge is in its element where there is short
turf on the hill but it took me some time to find some above Paulsgrove at SU 639067 in a broad gulley running
down from the radar towers towards the chalk pit. The sharply recurved green leaves, small size of the plant,
layout of the flower head and colour and shape of the glumes all proved the identity of this plant, but though I
continued to search through another million plants of Glaucous Sedge I could not find the Carnation Sedge
which is also on show somewhere. As Carnation Sedge is a plant of wet places on basic soils it seems
strange to be looking for it here, but I see that the Hants Flora says it is also found more rarely in short turf on
a few chalk-down slopes – I think I will need some help in finding which slopes to search on Portsdown.
Apple blossom was not unexpected on the hill but an early plant of Salad Burnet was a surprise. Near Nelson
Lane above Portchester Greater Celandine was in flower and the leaves of the Small Yellow Foxglove can
now be seen.
Here in Havant the Rue Leaved Saxifrage which I reported last Monday seems to be flourishing as I have since

found it in two more places close to the first find. Maybe this is a good year for this plant as I see it gets a
mention in the regular monthly report from the Rye Harbour nature reserve that appears on the Sussex
Ornithological Soc website – there it seems to grow on the shingle beach.
WED 2 MAY
My main objective in cycling to Gunner Point on Hayling today was to check on the progress of the Green
Winged Orchids there and a rough count today found 1400 flowering spikes (with lots more to come). My
other objective was to check out the masses of apparently dying grass in the Beachlands area and prove to
myself, by pulling up a small sample, that this is all Bulbous Meadowgrass – the sample showed the base of
the plants to resemble the root end of a Spring Onion, clearly justifying the name Bulbous. Unexpected newly
flowering plants were Lesser Trefoil (T. Dubium) and (in a garden) Lilac – I think this is the first time I have
seen Lilac before Laburnum. More expected were Thrift (only just coming in flower on Hayling though Martin
Rand had found it flowering on the Southbourne cliffs at Bournemouth as early as Mar 12), Sea Radish (Wild
Radish also out inland), Field Madder and Elder (at last). Horse Chestnut flowers have been out a few days
but I have not mentioned them. Two finds which specially pleased me were of Round Leaved Cranesbill
(quite common on Sinah Common) and Early Forget-me-not (Myosotis ramossisima) which was growing in
the big roundabout at the west end of Ferry Road where you turn into the shore carpark (to see this look in the
south west quadrant of the large flower bed at the centre of this roundabout). I have seen this plant in Sandy
Point reserve in previous years but do not know of any other sites for it in the immediate area of Havant and
Hayling. Both Sweet Alison and ‘Dusty Miller’ (aka ‘Snow in Summer’ or Cerastium tomentosum) were
flowering beside the west end of the Ferry Road where they have long been established.. The last of the new
flowerings was the Spreading Oleaster by the roadside north of the Sinah Lake grassland. Among many
plants on the verge of opening their flowers are Bittersweet Nightshade and its distant relative the Duke of
Argyll’s Teaplant, while I am amazed at the self restraint shown by Beaked Hawksbeard that has been
showing great cluster of big buds for weeks.
Tony Gutteridge has been back in the area of the Marden villages and tells me that as you walk north up the
lovely lane leading to Up Marden lots of Toothwort can now be seen from SU 796131 almost to the village – a
distance of around 800 metres.
MON 30 APR
Lawrence Holloway has just set up a new website to cover all aspects of wildlife at Pagham Harbour, though with
the reserve still closed it does not yet carry as much news as he would have liked. I have added a link to it in
the Links section of my What’s New page and hope that all visitors to the Pagham area will contribute their
news so that this website can become the authoritative and up to date source of whats to be seen there. Mark
Litjens also reminds us that the Portland Bill Observatory website is excellent value and I have also added a
link to that.
Around this time last year I spotted a tiny plant growing on the pavement edge in The East Pallant here in Havant
and could not identify it but when it appeared again this year I made a more determined effort but had to resort
to emailing a description to Pete Selby who has today replied with the name Rue-Leaved Saxifrage (Saxifraga
tridactylites) and I have confirmed this identity both by checking the description in Stace and also from an
excellent photograph in a German flower book shown me by Gwynne Johnson. The Hants Flora describes
this tiny plant as very local and occasional but gives a distribution map showing it widely scattered throughout
the county, though the nearest sites to Havant are at Portchester Castle and Southwick churchyard north of
Portsdown. We only have seven or eight plants here in Havant but they have survived and I think increased
in number since I first noticed them last year.
Martin Rand’s latest news is of finding Yellow Iris in flower when walking in the Alresford-Cheriton area yesterday
along with Stream Water-Crowfoot (this has been flowering for some time in the local Havant streams fed by
warm springs – I even found some at the Bedhampton Water Works on Feb 18). Less welcome news comes
from Lee Marshall who saw flowers on Rhododendron (presumable the invasive ponticum species) in the
Alver valley last Thursday (Apr 26). From Emsworth Brian Fellows sends news of what sounds like the first
flowering of Russian Comfrey in Brook Meadow (a plamt with purple flowers contrasting with white of the
Common Comfrey already flowering there)
INSECTS:

SUN 6 MAY
Two new moths for the year are a Pale Prominent found at Sarah Patton’s moth light in Chichester on Friday
night (May 4) and a Shuttle Shaped Dart at Lee Marshall’s light in the Gosport area last night. Sarah also had
her first Flame Shoulder (Lee had had one on May 2), an Early Grey and a Hebrew Character. The last of
these was also seen in Fleet by Rob Edmunds last night along with a Common Quaker and Clouded Drab.
Rob Edmunds also had a Small Tortoiseshell in Fleet yesterday when Brian Fellows in the Emsworth Hollybank
Woods noted four Peacock, two Brimstone, two Speckled Wood and one Small White. At Titchfield Haven
yesterday Mark Litjens found a newly emerged Holly Blue taking sustenance from wet gravel and over in the

New Forest Lee Marshall saw quite a few Green Tiger Beetles hunting the ground for small insects.
FRI 4 MAY
The first Common Blue of the summer was seen at Keyhaven Marsh by Russell Wynn today, along with a
Comma and Orange Tip.
I have already recorded two reports of Clouded Yellow this spring, one at Southbourne (Bournemouth) and
another from Portland, and in both those cases the observers thought that the very fresh insects might well
have emerged from overwintering larvae in this country. Now comes a sighting from Stephen Harvey of what
he feels sure was a rapidly flying Clouded Yellow (not seen closely enough to be 100% sure) in the
Chilcomb/Magdalen Hill Down area just east of Winchester. With the winds in the north for several days I
wonder if this one was also ‘made in England’?
The large black flies which hang in the air at this time of year, and which make no attempt to avoid going down
your throat if you walk with your mouth open, were on the wing today above Portsdown. They are called St
Mark’s Flies because they appear on or soon after St Mark’s Day (Apr 25th) and I noticed today that they are
classified as Midges. After writing this I heard from Brian Fellows that these flies were out yesterday at
Emsworth’s Brook Meadow site.
Despite the warmth of the sun today I only saw one Peacock and one Speckled Wood on Portsdown and had
another Peacock in my Havant garden. It seems that more butterflies were out yesterday, when it was slightly
warmer and Mark Litjens was able to find more than 20 Brimstone in the grounds of Hursley Park near
Winchester along with 3 Peacocks and 1 Speckled Wood. Near Lasham, south of Basingstoke, Steve
Mansfield had several Brimstone, 2 Peacocks and 2 Red Admirals in the Woodland Trust site at Burkham
A moth which even I can recognize – the Brimstone - put in its first appearance at Lee Marshall’s light in Rowner,
Gosport, on the evening of May 2. With it he had a Flame Shoulder (Ochropleura plecta) and a
White-shouldered House Moth (Endrosis sarcitrella) which sounds a welcome visitor to some houses as its
caterpillars, far from chewing holes in clothes, help with the housework by eating up mouse droppings in their
nests.
WED 2 MAY
Checking the Butterfly Conservation Hampshire website news I see that Paul and Lynn Fomison had a Large
White in their Ropley garden on Apr 26 – Kevin Ilsley had reported one at Eastleigh on Apr 7 and I thought I
might have seen one recently on Hilsea Lines but we still await any general release of this species. Green
Hairstreak on the other hand may well be rampant in the forbidden countryside but all we know is that Patrick
Fleet (on official duty as warden in the still closed Magdalen Hill Down reserve) saw just one on Apr 9. Holly
Blues are looking to be much more healthy (though this is not I think going to be one of their abundant years).
Janet Jones saw one on Apr 9, the same day that Dave Tolcher had one at Warsash, and since then there
have been at least ten sightings reported. Not such good news of Small Tortoiseshell with only one report on
the BC website (from Steve Mansfield at Alresford on Apr 21 – we all know the Bighton Lane cressbeds as a
site for birds, now we must watch the Bighton Lane nettle beds for Tortoiseshell!). I thought I was doing badly
with only nine reports of this species this year but I see the experts are faring even worse.
Also on the BC website is news that Alan Hold had teneral Large Red Damselflies at Titchfield Haven on Apr 19,
two days earlier than Mark Litjens saw them there.
MON 30 APR
Lawrence Holloway has just set up a new website to cover all aspects of wildlife at Pagham Harbour, though with
the reserve still closed it does not yet carry as much news as he would have liked. I have added a link to it in
the Links section of my What’s New page and hope that all visitors to the Pagham area will contribute their
news so that this website can become the authoritative and up to date source of whats to be seen there. Mark
Litjens also reminds us that the Portland Bill Observatory website is excellent value and I have also added a
link to that – Mark tells me that two more Clouded Yellow have recently been recorded at Portland and may
well (like the one at Bournemouth – see Apr 21) have emerged from a pupa here rather than arriving as a
migrant.
Andrew Brookes today watched a female Brimstone laying eggs on Buckthorn at a coastal site on the north
shore of Portsmouth Harbour (the Wicor area west of Portchester), and reports that there are many Speckled
Wood out there and elsewhere. In an area of private woodland north of Portsdown he had his first Orange Tip
and four Peacocks. Last Friday David Parker had a good selection of butterflies in his Forestside village
garden on the north edge of Stansted Forest – Brimstone, Peacock, Orange Tip and Green Veined White
were all on show there – and yesterday Brian Fellows was pleased to see that a small start to coppicing
neglected Sweet Chestnut in Hollybank Woods had attracted two Brimstone and a Peacock.
While in the Alver Valley yesterday Lee Marshall spent 20 minutes pond watching, coming up with a list of five
insect species plus Great Ramshorn snails. The insects were Water Measurer, Pond Skater, Backswimmer
and two species of Caddis Fly larvae. Last night he had a newcomer to his moth light – Twenty Plumed Moth
– along with singles of Angle Shades, Brindled Pug and Lunar Marbled Brown
At Hursley near Winchester Mark Litjens today found another single Small Tortoiseshell along with 6 Brimstone,

an Orange Tip and what Mark says is his first Small White
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 6 MAY
As the last daylight was draining from a clear sky this evening, and being replaced with the light of a full moon, a
Pipistrelle Bat flittered over my garden – no doubt with a bat detector I would find this lovely creatures are not
quite as infrequent in the area as sight alone would suggest. Another sign that May is here was found by
Brian Fellows in the Hollybank Woods where Roebuck have been stamping out small circles of bare earth on
the woodland floor as they set up their rutting territories – this is not something I have come across and I
wonder if it occurs where they spend some time fraying their antlers against some favoured bush? I know
Fallow buck create such stands where they stand and bellow for the does to come to them but when Roe are
rutting they spend hours chasing each other over long distance circuits and, I think, mate when too exhausted
to run any further. I do remember once finding a large tree stump in a field near Pits Copse south of Stansted
Groves round which Roe had created the equivalent of a motor bike racetrack where they had been running
round in circles, but I know too little about their habits to be able to comment on what is normal and what
unusual. Another puzzling find by Brian Fellows in the Hollybank Woods was of a dead Grass Snake natural causes or not? (People do still beat them to death on the mistaken grounds that all snakes are deadly
enemies of mankind).
Something entirely different is a report from seawatchers at Brighton of two Bottle Nosed Dolphin offshore
yesterday.
SAT 5 MAY
Arriving at the north end of Brook Meadow via Seagull Lane in Emsworth I was about to cross the bridge into the
meadow when I noticed a large old Willow, lying almost horizontal and ‘split from nave to chaps’ by age, was
full of large white fungi. A closer look told me they were not a species I was familiar with and it took me some
time after I got home to track them down as Agrocybe cylindracea (I had forgotten that any close relatives of
edible mushrooms grow on trees though I now recall finding this species just once before in a hollow tree).
The fungi were at all stages of development and there must have been over 100 of them – they all had whitish
caps and stems and pale brown gills, and were of a mushroom shape though clustered into small groups
sharing a common base. The largest specimens had caps around 14cm across and thick stems up to 15 cm
long but many were much smaller. A good number of them looked as if they had been lightly toasted from
above, having a brownish tinge to the centre of the cap which tended be spilt radially from the centre and this
is I think distinctive of the species. The best thing about the specimens which I collected was a lovely smell –
Roger Phillips describes them as ‘smelling of old wine casks’.
FRI 4 MAY
Russell Wynn saw two male Adders ‘wrestling’ at Keyhaven Marsh today, and I understand that they do this in
the spring as some trial of strength to see which will get to mate with a female (presumably one was nearby).
Fallow bucks cast their antlers at any time from the end of March to the beginning of June and Steve Mansfield
saw one buck with, and one without, its crowning glory when he was at the Woodland Trust site at Burkham
(near Lasham between Basingstoke and Alton) yesterday. He was impressed by this site and while there saw
at least one Hare and a Stoat as well as some good birds.
MON 30 APR
Lawrence Holloway has just set up a new website to cover all aspects of wildlife at Pagham Harbour, though with
the reserve still closed it does not yet carry as much news as he would have liked. I have added a link to it in
the Links section of my What’s New page and hope that all visitors to the Pagham area will contribute their
news so that this website can become the authoritative and up to date source of whats to be seen there.
At Eastleigh Lakeside Country Park the lakes have their expected urban terrorists in the shape of Red Eared
Terrapin – probably chucked out by parents when the sweet little Terrapins they bought as pets started biting
the fingers off the children for whom the pets were bought. Dumping them in the nearest pond is just what
they want, allowing them to grow to the size of dinner plates and to live off baby Moorhen and Mallard at this
time of year. When food becomes short they go to the bottom of the pond, switch their metabolism to low, and
hibernate using a minimal amount of oxygen acquired though the only exposed skin surface of their bodies –
a small area around their backsides. Simon Ingram had the dubious pleasure of finding two of these
monsters sunning themselves at his favourite bird watching site yesterday...
Over in Emsworth Brian Fellows had a much pleasanter sight as he watched a pair of Water Volves for some
time – he has now tracked down the tunnels which they are currently using and can watch them without
disturbing the voles

PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR HIGH TIDES

(Date, Time and height in metres)

30/04:-04:48-4.1 & 17:40-4.1
01/05:-06:00-3.9 & 19:09-4.002/05:-07:36-3.8 & 20:30-4.1
03/05:-08:55-4.0 & 21:33-4.4
04/05:-09:53-4.2 & 22:21-4.5
05/05:-10:39-4.4 & 23:03-4.706/05:-11:21-4.5 & 23:43-4.7
07/05:12:02-4.5
08/05:-00:24-4.7 & 12:43-4.5
09/05:-01:03-4.6 & 13:24-4.510/05:-01:42-4.5 & 14:05-4.4
11/05:-02:19-4.4 & 14:45-4.3
12/05:-02:57-4.3 & 15:27-4.2
13/05:-03:36-4.1 & 16:12-4.014/05:-04:20-3.9 & 17:98-3.8
15/05:-05:14-3.6 & 18:21-3.7
16/05:-06:30-3.5 & 19:36-3.7
17/05:-07:55-3.5 & 20:39-3.818/05:-08:58-3.6 & 21:31-4.0
19/05:-09:48-3.8 & 22:14-4.2

BIRDS:

WEEK 17 APR 23 - 29

SUN 29 APR
The first Wood Warbler that I have heard of was on the Isle of Wight near Yafford Fish Farm (SZ 444819
between Brighstone and Shorwell) on Friday (Apr 27) and there has been one Hampshire record from Mark
Litjens who found one today at Bolderwood in the New Forest. Mark also had a reeling Grasshopper Warbler
at Whiteley Pastures (Botley Woods) yesterday, and birders on the Isle of Wight today caught up with Mark’s
sighting of the first Hampshire Whinchat (Keyhaven on Apr 16) by finding one in the Bembridge area today.
Both Wood Warbler and Grasshopper Warbler are elusive on spring passage but Whinchat (whose average
arrival date in Hampshire is April 17) seem to be in very short supply this year – other than the two sightings
mentioned above I have only heard of one seen in Dorset (Abbotsbury) by Rosi Woods on Apr 7 and on at
Brighton Marina on Apr 14. Where have they got to? Whitethroat, on the other hand, are abundant and Brian
Rickwood has already found a pair nesting in the Andover area, and there are two more sightings of single
Garden Warblers in tonights messages (one at Whiteley Pastures and one at Nursling (Lower Test). Another
migrant which appears to be present in good numbers is Nightingale – Barry Collins had four separate singing
males at Marlpit Lane (just north of the A27 east of Emsworth) on Friday morning (Apr 27) and Phil Lord found
6 in a short stretch of the Test Valley just north of Romsey – other reports come from Lepe and from the Botley
Woods. While on the subject of these passerines a sighting of a single Willow Tit by Mark Litjens at Whiteley
Pastures is worth a mention as these birds are pretty scarce in south east Hampshire. Another interesting
sighting was of a single Corn Bunting flying in off the sea today at Stokes Bay (Gosport) may indicate partial
migration (I seem to remember a report of one at this time last year arriving from the sea at Sandy Point on a
foggy morning, but in neither case is there any proof that the birds had crossed from the continent, though a
report of two at Whale Chine – just west of St Catherines Point - on the Isle of Wight last Friday could be
evidence of that)
Trevor Carpenter is still waiting for someone to identify a Blackbird like bird with distinctive red flashes in its
wings that he saw briefly near Warsash last Thursday, and among the various suggestions is news that there
has been a Peking Robin at Titchfield Haven for some months – presumably a cage bird enjoying free food at
the County Council’s expense.
The influx of Swifts continues – even I saw four or five at Broadmarsh today when with Kevin Stouse’s walk
group. Sightings today and yesterday seem to have been of smaller groups (maximum seen together was
8+) than the flocks of 40 or 50 seen on Friday, but they are being seen everywhere in Hampshire and Sussex.
Swallows also continue to pour in in large numbers – yesterday there were sightings of over 200 at both Hurst
Spit and Stokes Bay at either end of the Solent, and Sand Martins are still arriving in smaller numbers, but the
best news of hirundines that I have heard is that a flock of 66 were seen by Lee Marshall at Stokes Bay
yesterday (and there were severall other reports of smaller numbers – one that I liked came from Colin Holter
on Ditchling Common in Sussex who, at dusk last Friday, heard 4 House Martins singing on the wing above
the treetops)
While on Broadmarsh with Kevin Souse’s walk group this morning we were entertained by the interaction of two
Kestrels which at the time I assumed was some pair bonding display but which on reflection may have been a
territorial dispute between two males. I have in the past sometimes watched a pair of Kestrels chasing each
other around their territory with much mutual chattering but what we saw in this case was at first just a single
male flying around high in the sky with rapid fluttering falcon wing beats. After a few minutes we noticed a
second Kestrel flying much lower (could not see its sex) and not apparently taking much notice of the one high
above until the latter suddenly went into a very fast power dive that seemed at least as fast as a Peregrine
stoop. It came down perhaps 500 feet and just missed the second bird before pulling up and making more
less spectacular passes at it. If it was trying to drive the lower bird away it failed but we never saw the two
flying close together – it was almost as if the lower bird was ignoring the higher one. Still on the subject of
Kestrels Heather Mills has sent me a fascinating account of one clinging to the walls of Portchester Castle

during the walkabout there by the Havant Wildlife Group. She says is was screeching and was a juvenile
(leading me to imagine that it had fallen from its nest before it was ready to fly) though she does not say what
state its plumage was in or if it had a chance of flying. My understanding is that Kestrels do not normally lay
their eggs before the beginning of April and that they take four weeks to hatch followed by four weeks being
fed in the nest before they are able to leave it so this is likely to have been a very downy youngster and maybe
in need of rescue. Other news of raptors tonight includes a report of a male Marsh Harrier going west over
Exbury gardens (south east of New Forest) yesterday and another of 7 Buzzards soaring simultaneously over
the West Walk woods by the River Meon north of Wickham. The latter sighting was on Friday by John
Shillitoe from Wickham Common where he also saw a Hobby, and on the following day (Apr 28) at least one
Hobby came in off the sea at Stokes Bay and two others were seen in Sussex at Brighton and near
Pulborough
Yesterday’s best wader was a Temminck’s Stint seen at the Sidlesham Ferry Pool (Pagham Harbour) along with
two Avocets – the Stint was not seen again today though it could have been anywhere in the main harbour
which remains a no go area for birders. A more homely, though now rare, observation was made by Phil Lord
in the Highwood Lane fields south east of Romsey were he saw a Lapwing with five chicks which would be
unusual if they were all from one clutch of eggs (normally Lapwing lay just four eggs). Also seen yesterday at
Greatham Bridge on the River Arun just south of Pulborough was a very unusual sight in spring – a Grey
Plover in its full breeding plumage. Not so smartly dressed were two Sanderling seen at Hurst Spit by Simon
Boswell, and there have been similar reports of Dunlin, Black and Bar Tailed Godwit, and Greenshank in ones
and twos. Whimbrel remain in small numbers (max 8 reported) and today at Broadmarsh some four
Turnstone were still to be seen. Three Common Sandpiper were seen together at the Anton Lakes, Andover
yesterday when there were singles at Hurst Spit and Sidlesham Ferry, and today there was one on the Budds
Farm pools
Birds of Hampshire, compiled in the early 1990s, describes Great Skua as a ‘very scarce passage migrant’ which
is not seen at all in some years and for which the maximum recorded on spring passage was just 8 (in 1972).
Hence the excitement at seeing 11 together at Hurst on Apr 25 this week, and the great increase in numbers
is maintained with another four passing Hampshire in the past two days, with another 3 seen at Selsey Bill
today. Against all these Bonxies only 3 Arctic Skuas appear in tonight’s messages from Hampshire sites, and
the only Pom was at Selsey Bill today.
A single Roseate Tern seen by Peter Raby, Lee Marshall and Trevor Carpenter at Stokes Bay today is the first of
this year for Hampshire (though they have been seen at Selsey Bill). Two sightings of Black Tern were also
made in Hampshire (Jackie Hull had two at Lepe on the evening of Apr 27 and Lee Marshall had one at
Stokes Bay yesterday). Another encouraging local sighting comes from Barry Collins who found 24 Little
Tern resting on a sand bar off Sandy Point on Hayling (mouth of Chichester Harbour) yesterday when Lee
Marshall believes that a flock of 36+ Commic Terns of Stokes Bay were all Arctics though he is only prepared
to swear to the identity of five which flew close to the shore.
For some reason in each spring large flocks of Brent are still to be seen along the north Solent shore (around the
mouth of the Beaulieu River) much later than elsewhere in Hampshire and this is once more borne out by a
sighting by Paul Winter of 175 at Lepe today. Another good sighting at Lepe was of a single Velvet Scoter
yesterday seen by Jackie Hull when a report from Simon Boswell of a single female Merganser at Hurst Spit
reminds us that they have now vanished from the normal scene in our harbours (this one may have been a
summering bird). A few Common Scoter and Eider continue to be seen, and there was one Manx Shearwater
at Hurst yesterday, but the report from Hurst which I find most interesting comes from Simon Boswell and
seems to indicate that a single Great Northern Diver was in no hurry to leave that area.
FRI 27 APR
Other than one ‘possible’ report of a garden Warbler at Chandlers Ford on Apr 4 I have not heard of any arrivals
in Hampshire until today when Mark Litjens had two at Whiteley Pastures on the edge of Botley Woods and
Simon Ingram had two at Eastleigh’s Lakeside Country Park. As the average arrival date given for these birds
in the latest Hampshire Bird Report in April 13 this lack of observations is a bit worrying (though the exclusion
of birders from scrubby woodland may have a lot to do with it). Hopefully this exclusion will soon be over and
one good sign is that the southern part of the Southleigh Forest (the Hollybank Woods north of Emsworth) are
now open to the public – Brian Fellows has already been there and heard 11 Blackcap singing in the area that
he covered. Also today Brian visited Baffins Pond briefly and found all but two of the missing Barnacle Geese
had re-appeared (he saw 8 out of the expected 10), at Southsea Castle found a Shag still present.
Four Little Terns (possibly six) were back at the Hayling Oysterbeds and landing on the nest island this morning.
The first two which I spotted landed, to my surprise and pleasure, at the north east end of the island where it
has been raised to give them a safe nesting area above the top of the high tides, but sure enough they very
soon took off and all subsequent landings were at the lowest point (around post F) which they have preferred
in previous years and which has not been raised. I think there were three potentially nesting Ringed Plover
and one Oystercatcher on the island, but a dozen Turnstone which flew in were just using it as a high tide

roost. Also at the Oysterbeds today was one pair of Shelduck and on the lagoon one less welcome pair of
Canada Geese. Not thinking of breeding here were an Egret and a Bar Tailed Godwit while a few displaying
Redshank could conceivable has their eyes on the rough grass in the County Council ‘ragwort field’ where
one Meadow Pipit, some Linnets and at least one Whitethroat were present. Just south of the lagoon on the
harbour were 8 Great Crested Grebe, and on the landward side of the pools my first Lesser Whitethroat and
one Song Thrush were singing loudly from Stoke Common (two more Lesser Whitethroat were at the
Eastleigh Lakeside site today and one was at Hook with Warsash yesterday). The male Stonechat was still to
be seen in Noel Pyecroft’s ‘Brick Field’ and a Green Woodpecker was calling nearby. North of the Oysterbeds
I saw 7 Whimbrel (Pete Durnell saw a ‘large flock’ of them hereabouts yesterday)
......On Langstone Pond I heard my first Reed Warblers (they arrived here yesterday when Tony Gutteridge
heard them here and in the reed beds south east of Warblington Church, and turned up at Emsworth’s Peter
Pond on the previous day – one there on Apr 25 and two on Apr 26) and also on Langstone Pond I once again
found both the adult Swans swimming around with no signs that they were even thinking of nesting (are they
too old?). On my way home I cycled down Mill Lane at Langstone and found a sign saying that the seawall
path to Budds Farm is now open but the paths across the South Moors and up the Langbrook Stream remain
firmly closed because of cattle. When you go through the kissing gate at the end of Mill Lane you will find a
new fence preventing you from walking onto the moors but allowing you to follw the stream south to the
seawall path. Before reaching home I saw my first full fledged juvenile Blackbird in its orangey plumage
dissappearing into some bushes.
Later in the day I met Steve Hooper in Havant town centre and he told me he was surprised by the number of
Swifts he had seen – up to 40 already, and I think many of them today. I did not hear them above the traffic
noise but he pointed up and said ‘there go another two’ giving me a chance to see one very high above us
(without bins I could not be sure it was a Swift).
These Swifts over Havant were clearly part of a major influx today. Over at Winchester Colin Bates saw at least
50 over the Hockley Golf Course as he drove home down the M3 this evening, and that is just one of nine
reports of them in messages relating to today and yesterday in Hampshire and Sussex. Also in the
Winchester area, but yesterday, Stephen Harvey saw just 2 Swifts and comments that this is the first year in
which he has seen his first Swift before seeing any Swallows (though that is I think just his luck – there have
been Swallows around for over a month and on the same day that Stephen saw his Swifts Colin Bates saw
more than 100 Swallows (with a few House Martins) over the Itchen at Bishopstoke, Ian Calderwood had 42 in
off the sea at Gilkicker and John Goodspeed saw at least a dozen along the west coast of Hayling.
Paul Winter reports the good news that several House Martins were buzzing around the buildings at Sparsholt
College as if they were back at their regular nest site and Lee Marshall told a similar story from the Rowner
area of Gosport where he lives. Four other observers saw House Martins yesterday, the biggest number
being just 9 which flew in at Gilkicker while Ian Calderwood was there but others were seen at Southwick
(north west of Portsdown) and at Stockbridge.
For some reason Selsey Bill is a hotspot for Serin sightings (or hearings) and one more was reported there this
morning, but the seabirds have not been so obliging there in the last couple of days (just one Bonxie today
and eight Arctic Skuas yesterday when they also had a Hobby in off the sea). Further east at Seaford late
news for Wednesday (Apr 25) is much more dramatic – to start with they had 15 Bonxies, compared to the
magnificent 11 in the Solent on Tuesday, and 16 Divers (of which at least one was Great Northern) plus 1
Pom Skua, 25 Arctic Skua, 32 Lttle Gulls, 215 Common Scoter, 114 Gannets and 3 Manx Shearwater.
The only Hampshire seawatching news that I have seen for today is a report of a single Guillemot seen off
Stokes Bay by Ron Toft.
THU 26 APR
Tony Gutteridge watched a male Sparrowhawk having a leisurely and thorough bath in puddles at the west end
of Nore Barn (west end of Emsworth shore) before walking the shore to Langstone and hearing Reed
Warblers back in the shore reedbed south east of Warblington Church and in the reeds of Langstone Pond,
where he saw a couple more Sparrowhawks and heard the Cuckoo had been heard there once more.
Both Paul Winter and Simon Ingram managed to see the Trumpeter Swan at Fullerton (south of Andover) today
but Simon is the only person so far to suggest that it is in need of medical attention by saying that it seems to
have a Golf Ball stuck in its throat. I’ve no idea as to whether this is a fact, nor if the Swan is in need of help but
I will be suggesting on Hoslist that if the bird does need attention the man for the job is Ken Merriman who has
for many years devoted his life to rescuing Swans almost anywhere in southern England from his base at
Three Legged Cross, just west of Ringwood, in Dorset. I have always had his phone number
(01202-828166) on my Wildlife Rescue and Contacts page and was very impressed to hear him on Radio
Solent recently describing his work and the equipment he carries in his rescue vehicle though even he might
find it difficult to catch this wary and full flighted bird – but even if he cannot help the bird it might be worth
contacting him to ask if he can suggest its origin. I think I noted his website address correctly when it was
given on Radio Solent as http://swan-rescue.co.uk (though it may or may not have a www at the start)

A couple of items of goose news today come from Peter Raby, who saw 6 Brent off Titchfield Haven, and Trevor
Carpenter who watched 5 Greylag fly east past Stokes Bay after a brief early morning touch down on the sea.
Also today Ian Calderwood watched at Garganey fly west off Gilkicker and two reports of Garganey came
from Sussex, one going east at Selsey Bill and a female at Newhaven Tidemill. Lee Marshall had 9 Scoter
seen from Stokes Bay today and yesterday John Norton had 11 Eider going past Titchfield Haven and briefly
landing on the sea.
A single Osprey was seen by Stephen Harvey going over Winchester today and Brian Rickwood had a glimpse
of one of Basingstoke’s urban Peregrines. More urban birds can be found in the Chickenhall Lane industrial
estate near Eastleigh railway station – these are the Herring and Lesser Blackback gulls that are probably
nesting on the roofs of building, and Colin Bates tells us that there are well over 100 now in residence though
he does not claim they are actually nesting.
Whimbrel passage continues to build up though the largest number so far reported had seemingly ignored
Hampshire – that was a flock of 45 at Rye Harbour. Here Lee Marshall had 17 on the coast at Stokes Bay
while Paul Winter found 22 in a damp field just north of the M27 where the River Test flows below the road –
Paul was viewing from the Hill Street bridge over the motorway at SU 342164. I don’t know if Whimbrel prefer
to feed in damp meadows rather than on the shore but they are regularly seen on passage in fields north of
Portsdown and in the Staunton Country Park fields south of Havant Thicket.
One more Roseate Tern was recorded at Selsey Bill today and Hampshire saw quite a few Sandwich and
Common Terns today though the largest counts here (75 Common seen at Stokes Bay by Lee Marshall and
20 Sandwich seen at Gilkicker by Ian Calderwood) bear not resemblance to yesterday’s figure from Seaford
(255 Sandwich and 842 Commic). 4 definite Arctics were seen by Lee at Stokes Bay where he also logged 19
Little Tern. Quite unrelated to these seawatching items is a report of the first Cuckoo seen on the IBM North
Harbour site today.
WED 25 APR
This evening Alistair Martin settled the doubts which I expressed last Saturday (Apr 21) about the identity and
finder of the Leach’s Petrel in the mouth of Langstone Harbour. It seems that the bird was found and
identified by Jason Crook and had been seen closely enough to see the tail pattern. When Alistair himself
saw it, following a tip off by Tim Lawman, the petrel was a good way from the Ferry into Langstone Harbour
but even at that distance its flight and apparent size indicated Leach’s rather than Storm Petrel. In
comparison to the gulls constantly mobbing it, it seemed noticeably larger than Storm Petrel, and instead of
‘walking on the water’ it continually flew up, wheeled and came down to briefly dip its feet in the water and
occasionally peck at the surface. The long wings gave its flight some similarity to that of a Nightjar, but Alistair
noted that it never raised its wings much above the level of its back. The rumour that it had’ been about for
several days’ remains a rumour only.
After hearing from Alistair I received a message from Lee Marshall telling the same story about the Leach’s
Petrel but more importantly confirming that Lee had, on Apr 22, seen the first contingent of the Little Gulls that
are now being seen by others on passage through the channel. His count of 29 Little Gulls passing Stokes
Bay on that day was correct, and I was wrong to suggest it might have been a count of Little Terns.
One summer plumage Great Northern Diver was in the Solent yesterday and another, this time in winter
plumage, was off Hill Head today but other than four Red Throated Divers seen in the Hurst area today the
only other divers have been seen in Sussex – 9 Red Throated and 2 Black Throated went east past Bexhill.
Manx Shearwater on the other hand are currently moving in large numbers though very few have been seen
from either Hampshire or Sussex – at Portland Bill 200 were seen yesterday but even watchers on the Isle of
Wight could only see 2 (on Monday) and no one has seen more than one in Hants or Sussex.
Phil Lord and David Thelwell saw the famous Trumpeter Swan today at Fullerton (SU 3739) where the River
Anton meets the Test south of Andover. At Keyhaven the two juvenile Spoonbill were present today. There
have been no reports of any Pale Bellied Brent yesterday or today, and the only flock of Dark Bellied was of 46
going the wrong way (west) at Stokes Bay yesterday – today just 2 were seen there. Even the feral birds at
Baffins Pond are fading away – of the ten Barnacle Geese which returned to Baffins from Titchfield on Feb 7
only 4 could be found by Brian Fellows yesterday.
A pair of Garganey flew east past Hurst and Stokes Bay yesterday, but they were not seen at Selsey where 105
Common Scoter were logged. Widespread sightings of Common Scoter yesterday were much fewer today –
the maximum count was of 81 at Bexhill where 1 Velvet Scoter was claimed. Although there has been a late
passage of dabbling ducks (perhaps reluctant to leave our many flooded fields) even Mergansers are now few
and far between – 8 was the maximum count yesterday and there were none reported today.
A female Marsh Harrier was seen by David Thelwell flying north up the Test near Longparish last Monday (Apr
23) and over on the Isle of Wight a Goshawk was reported near St Catherines Point but I believe it is being
regarded as an escape. At Keyhaven today Mike Rafter drove past a late female Merlin and in the Test Valley
David Thelwell had a Hobby at Longstock today and saw another over the Fishlake Meadows at Romsey on
Monday. Peregrines are now one of our commonest raptors but it is worth mentioning that last Monday

Russell Wynn saw an immature female take a Black Headed Gull in the Hurst area.
Few waders can be seen currently other than the ever present Oystercatchers, supplemented by Whimbrel and
Bar Tailed Godwit on passage. Just two Avocet are currently reported (at Sidlesham Ferry) and the only
unusual report was of 18 Sanderling on the Ryde Sands last Monday and another two at Hurst yesterday.
Phil Lord records his last sighting of Golden Plover at the Highwood Lane site near Romsey as being of 22
birds there on Apr 20 (with none seen since then)
Yesterday’s big event for the seawatchers was the passage of 11 Bonxies through the Solent with one group of
7 birds being seen together as a ‘flock’ passing over Hurst Spit – unfortunately two birds broke away from this
formation before they reached Hill Head where Trevor Carpenter saw ‘only five’. A total of 8 Arctic Skua went
past Hurst and at Stokes Bay Lee Marshall had two Pom Skuas. Another very good count from Hurst was of
73 Little Gulls yesterday, when 153 Sandwich Tern (plus 251 Common, 41 Little, 25 Arctic and 3 Black Terns)
went past Stokes Bay. The only prize claimed yesterday by Sussex for terns was for two Roseate terns seen
off Selsey Bill – they may have stayed around as two were logged there today as well.
Yesterday also brought sightings of 7 Swifts in Hampshire plus good numbers of Swallows but no House Martins
and today just two House Martins flew in at Stokes Bay (with another single Yellow Wagtail). Also today a
Reed Warbler was back and singing at Emsworth’s Brook Meadow and three Common Whitethroat had just
arrived there, while Selsey claimed yet another Serin this morning.
TUE 24 APR
Cycling to Hayling in a stiff southwest wind I saw few birds today. There were four Brent and a couple of
Whimbrel at the Oysterbeds and on my way home I noted a pair of Swallows back in apparent residence at
Wade Court Farm where Gill Knight had heard Cuckoo for the first time in the morning. On Langstone Pond
both Swans were seen but I still have not found this year’s nest site – also at the pond at least on Willow
Warbler was singing. My most intersting sighting of the day was of a Little Egret flying up from the Lymbourne
Stream just south of the Havant bypass and flying off towards the Wade Court trees, reviving my thoughts that
the ‘jungle’ of trees and shrubs where the Egrets have their massive autmn high tide roost would make a good
nest site for them.
MON 23 APR
Simon Boswell saw the first Black Tern fly past Hurst spit yesterday evening and Lee Marshall had another at
Stokes Bay early this morning. Also yesterday the first Manx Shearwaters went up channel, giving
Hampshire a miss but being seen at St Catherine’s Point (2) and Selsey Bill (4) with another one seen from
Splash Point at Seaford and 2 more off Birling Gap.
A summer plumaged Black Necked Grebe seems reluctant to leave the Solent, being seen both yesterday and
today in the Milford/Keyhaven area. This is probably the same bird that was off Stokes Bay back on Apr 14,
and I hope its continuing presence does not mean that it is injured (like the one hanging about a Hill Head
harbour at this time last year). Two other birds hanging on at Keyhaven lagoon are two juvenile Spoonbills
but I doubt there is anything amiss with them.
There are far too many reports of wildfowl, terns and skuas seen passing up channel yesterday to give a
complete account here but it is worth trying to give some impression of the movement. The highest number of
divers (30) was seen at Splash Point, Seaford and at least 6 Red Throated and 4 Black Throated were
positively identified at Newhaven and Bexhill respectively – interestingly no Great Northern were reported and
the group of four that have been off Selsey Bill are no longer being mentioned. Brent Geese continue to pass
but the highest count yesterday was of over 270 seen from Splash Point at Seaford – a very interesting report
of 5 Pale Bellied Brent, presumably going east, came from Goring and could mark the departure of the
Pagham Harbour birds in the wrong direction. In Hampshire the single juvenile Pale Bellied bird is still at the
end of Hurst Spit today showing no tendency to move. Two Wigeon are still at Pennington but Common
Scoter were streaming up channel with a maximum count of 333 passing Newhaven yesterday, and at Bexhill
there were two Velvet Scoter with 181 Common.
Having speculated on Saturday that two Egrets fishing in Portscreek were birds nesting at the Defence Munitions
site at Gosport I will stick my neck out a little further in view of Lee Marshall’s report that while he was at
Stokes Bay, Gosport, this morning he saw three Egrets fly from the mainland to the Isle of Wight and also saw
two heading in the opposite direction. My guess is that these may also be nesting birds which have
discovered good fishing in the Isle of Wight and do not think a flight of ten to fifteen kilometres is too much for
a daily shopping trip,
Other than the interesting local news from Tony Gutteridge that he has spotted the female Kestrel at her nest in
our Warblington CBC plot (in some years we have great difficulty in being sure where they are nesting) there
is little raptor news today except for reports of four more Osprey heading north. Two went over Keyhaven this
morning and were seen by Ben Darvill and a third was seen by Mike Jones going over Stockbridge. The
fourth bird was seen yesterday in Sussex at Barcombe Reservoir just north of Lewes.
A single Kentish Plover dropped in at the Rye Harbour nature reserve yesterday and seemed inclined to stay on
the Camber Sands but most other waders in the news were on the move. Whimbrel were seen in parties of up

to 27 birds passing most of the seawatch locations yesterday and 199 Bar Tailed Godwit flew past Newhaven
without being seen elsewhere. On Saturday there were 5 Greenshank at Keyhaven and today there were six
there – not big numbers but sufficient to show that their passage has begun. Also at Keyhaven and not on the
move is one family of Lapwing with two chicks seen by Ben Darvill today.
Four adult Little Gulls seen at Stokes Bay today was a good sighting for Hampshire, and there was also a first
summer bird at Keyhaven gravel pits, but Sussex did better yesterday with a count of 20 seen at Birling Gap.
Yesterday’s Common Tern passage has not been repeated but today there has been an increase in
Sandwich Tern numbers with 91 seen by Lee Marshall at Stokes Bay and much bigger counts in Sussex (130
at Newhaven and 150 at Selsey Bill). Skua numbers were also up yesterday with 10 Bonxies counted at
Goring and 11 Arctic Skuas at Birling Gap
Back on Apr 8 Sand Martins began excavating nest tunnels at their Barton on sea cliff site and today more of
them were at work in a gravel pit at Pennington (this may be a new nest site in a new pit). Swallows were
seen back at their nest sites in the Warblington area today by Tony Gutteridge but House Martins remain
rarities with just 5 reaching land at Stokes Bay this morning (seen by Lee Marshall with 131 Swallows) and
one being seen in Chandlers Ford by Stephen Harvey. Whitethroats are now present in good numbers and
today I hear that Barry Collins has had three more Lesser Whitethroat in the Thorney Island area.
PLANTS:

SUN 29 APR
Sycamore was the only new flowering to go on my list today but I was interested to see a new large clump of
Cornsalad growing from the brickwork of the east wall of Town Hall road here in Havant today, and also to find
it on top of the old wall of St Faith’s Church Hall with more at the exit from the nearby public carpark.
SAT 28 APR
The Havant Wildlife Group visited Portchester Castle today finding one of its specialities, Wallflower, in flower on
the walls (I think on the east side facing Horsea Island). As well as the normal yellow flowered plants Gwynne
Johnson tells me that there were a couple of plants which ‘looked different’, among other things they had
much thinner petals, but Stace does not list any other species than the true Wallflower and the garden version
(Siberian Wallflower) – maybe these plants are an aberration. The group also found Pellitory of the Wall in
flower and Sea Arrowgrass flowering at the harbour edge.
I celebrated the re-opening of the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth by visiting the Early Purple Orchid site there
today, finding 368 spikes in flower with more to come. An interesting find was of pure white Common Dog
Violet (which I have found here before). Other new comers to my flowering list were Wood Sorrel, Wood
Sedge and both Red and Black Currant. In what was the garden of Holly Lodge I saw Germander Speedwell
(not a first find but probably marking the start of regular sightings everywhere), the seeds of Common
Whitlowgrass and the leaves of Hop.
Alan Cokes today sent me a lovely photograph of an abundant patch of Cowslips on the west bank of the A3m
just north of the Scratchface Lane footbridge in Bedhampton.
FRI 27 APR
The first flowers were just out on the Sea Sandwort (Honkenya peploides) on the north pier of the old rail bridge
at Langstone today and up on Portsdown I saw Glaucous Sedge in abundance. More interesting sights were
of both Storks Bill and Doves Foot Cranesbill at the Oysterbeds and a good mass of Milk Thistle leaves to be
seen on the earth mound east of the lagoon. While walking along the earth bank to check on the thistles I
found I was walking over a great mass of tiny blue, almost closed, flowers which on inspection turned out to be
Grey Field Speedwell which I have not seen here before. More of this Speedwell can be found in Town Hall
Road in Havant where the pavement meets the brickwork of some flowerbeds along the side of the Havant
Arts Centre. One other plant deserving a mention is more Shining Cranesbill in Mill Lane at Langstone – I first
saw it here last year and there is a lot more in flower there now – to find it go to the west end of the lane, just
beyond the entrance to the last house (West Mill) and look in the ditch south of the lane, Also in Mill Lane,
where I had gone to check that the seawall path around the South Moors is now open (Yes, there is an offical
‘Open’ notice), I found a massive single plant of Bulbous Buttercup bearing 44 separate flowers.
Martin Rand found the first Heath Woodrush in flower today at Chandlers Ford and yesterday in the Denmead
area found one of the brightest of our woodland spring flowers – Yellow Pimpernel. On Portsdown yesterday
John Goodspeed came on a ‘small yellow sedge’ which he believes to be Spring Sedge, and on the Hayling
Coast path found more Sea Campion and Herb Robert.
THU 26 APR
Today’s exciting new flower was Goosegrass (or Cleavers) found in the short walk from the carpark off Hollow
Lane on Hayling to the hall in which Pete Durnell gave his excellent talk on Hayling Wildlife this evening.
WED 25 APR
The Broadmarsh ‘playing fields’ (recently being re-instated by Havant Borough but now apparently abandoned

and awaiting industrial development, meanwhile being extensively used for motor cycle scrambling) have
received much imported soil in recent years and have grown a number of interesting ‘casuals’. Walking
across them today I found my first Creeping Buttercup flowers and then saw the lovely flowers of Viola tricolor
of which a small patch of at least a dozen plants is just coming up. I know that this plant overlaps in some
respects with Field Pansy so I had a close look at it and measured the flowers (18mm across) then came
home to discover the critical measurement given by Stace is the vertical one – regardless of this the flower
size was at the very top end of that for Field Pansy and within the range for tricolor which I am convinced that
it was by the very dramatic ‘three coloured’ look of the flowers (all identical) with a bright yellow lower lobe
having a triangular black lower tip, a bluish middle section and top lobe a deep purple. Another plant of
whose identity I am much less sure is the poplar tree growing at the south end of Southmoor Lane, just to the
right of the little used flight of steps onto Budds Mound at the north end of the clinker carpark. I first noticed
this tree on Mar 25 when it was decked with such bright yellow ‘flower buds’ that I was convinced it must be a
Norway Maple of unusual shape and age. By now these flowers have become green female catkins some 5
to 6 cm long and the roughly triangular leaves are out, a bright green above and paler below with pointed tips
and cordate bases (no hint of the bronze colour of the normal hybrid Black Poplars which in any case are
mainly male only). The tree is not surrounded with suckers and does have branches and burs on the trunk
almost down to the ground, and is not strongly fastigate. I am still unable to give it a name and if anyone with
a knowledege of trees ever goes down Southmoor Lane I hope they will tell me what the tree is.
While in the Broadmarsh area I met Geoff Farwell who showed me two interesting plants and told me of a third.
The first plant was a very unusal colony of Lesser Celandine with plants that might be hybrids between
Celandine and Kingcup (flowers are just large Celandine flowers but leaves look more like those of Kingcups
and most of the flower stalks have leaves growing half way up them). You find these by turning from Harts
Farm Way into the road leading to Broadmarsh slipway. Stop as soon as you enter the minor road and you will
find on your left a bar across a broad track that once was an entrance to the rubbish tip here. Look under the
shrubs to the left of this gateway and you will see the Celandines from the road, but Geoff says that if you walk
on up the mound along the track you will find several more identical clumps. Going west from here along Harts
Farm Way, beyond the entrance to the smaller carpark, Geoff stopped when almost at the mini-roundabout
where the metal post of a road sign (presumably warning of the roundabout) carries a sign now lost in the tree
growth. Immediately on the other side of the roadside ditch opposite the metal post is a clump of Celandines
that must be subspecies ‘bulbilifer’ as small white growths can be seen in most of the leaf axils. I am told that
you have to wait for the flowers to vanish and the leaves to become yellow with age before the bulbils are
properly developed. The third plant which Geoff told me of is Bulbous Meadow grass which he has recently
seen on Hayling Beachlands. He told me to look for it in the short grass of the area immediately west of the
Beachlands office and south of the imposing Norfok Cresecent buildings, and to concentrate on barish
patches near the road (though on reflection he may have meant either the tarmac road across beachlands or
the unmade service road below the buildings. I also seem to remember being told that there is lots of it north
of the Inn on the Beach just south west of the ice cream kiosk. In all cases it is likely to look almost dead and
certainly flowerless, revealing its identity by an orangey colour and the presence of a bulb just below the soil.
Tony Gutteridge today told me of a new site for Toothwort where he has just seen a few plants. I can’t give
precise directions but it is by the roadside in SU 7913 seen when he was walking north to Up Marden. If you
fail to see this there could well be more just within Grevitts Copse at roughly SU 794135 (go in from the road
and look on your left when the track turns south). Tony also saw much Goldilocks buttercup and masses of
Moschatel. (plus a big patch of roadside cowslips seen between Walderton and West Marden).
TUE 24 APR
It was worth struggling around Gunner Point on Hayling against a very strong head wind today to find at least fifty
Green Winged Orchids had flowering spikes on show, several having one or two flowers open and just two
spikes being full grown and in flower. Another flower which had started to open since my last week’s visit was
Bur Chervil, very common along the south Hayling shore, but you have to look hard for the flowers – although
many of the plants are as big as Cow Parsley and form banks of light green leaves the white flowers are tiny
and the umbels are more or less hidden in the leaves. I also saw my first Sea Campion and Common
Storksbill flowers (and the first Ribwort Plantain in flower). The rare Shepherds Cress is already rapidly
setting seed – last week the knolls of short grass on which it grows shone white with a mass of flowers that
you could not miss but today I had to look carefully to find the plants. Spring Vetch on the other hand was
easily found in flower. One patch of dry sandy soil had a mass of Wall Speedwell in flower, though in the
absence of sunshine the flowers were closed, and near Sinah Lake where there are more flowers on the
Tartarian Honeysuckle the first flowers (or at least buds) wee showing on the Spreading Oleaster. Roadside
grass in Park Road contained flowering Spotted Medick and Red Clover, and the last plant to go on my list
was Greater Pond Sedge which had male spikelets shedding pollen in a colony by the Hayling Billy track
Martin Rand was out again yesterday walking roads in the Braishfield area and added Wood Melick and
Drooping Sedge (Carex pendula) to his flowering list, along with Wood-forget-me-not and Juneberry in

Hocombe Upper Plantation just north of Chandlers Ford. Juneberry is not a name that I am familiar with but I
see that it is a shrub/small tree related to Snowy Mespil (both are Amelanchiers). At this time of year it should
have long sprays of white flowers and its opening leaves are a purplish-red colour, turning green as they
mature. Wood Forget-me-not is I think the species commonly planted in gardens, though it does also occur
rarely as a native of our Hampshire woodlands. At Hocombe Martin suggests that garden plants which have
been dumped here have become established and are not true natives.
MON 23 APR
Martin Rand was out on Saturday in the area north of Romsey walking a road circuit north east of Braishfield (SU
3725) and finding twelve personal first flowerings for the year. I have already mentioned one or two of these
in the last couple of days (Goldilocks buttercup, Herb Robert, Yellow Archangel, Meadow Foxtail and the
wood rush (Luzula forsteri) which I call Southern and he calls Forster’s Wood-rush) but there are many I have
not yet encountered starting with Woodruff and Bush vetch and continuing with Grey and Wood Sedge (that
reminds me that there was some Pendulous Sedge flowering by the Hayling Billy line a few days ago which I
did not mention). Martin also found flowers on Wayfaring Tree, Lesser Pond-Sedge and Germander
Speedwell (not yet out here in Havant though I have seen some at the IBM North Harbour site where things
are often out of kilter with the rest of the world!). Passing one garden Martin enjoyed the lovely blue flowers of
the garden Comfrey cultivar called Hidcote Blue which, he says, was doing its best to escape from the garden.
I see that the Flora of Hants does record one site in the north of the county where this garden form has
established itself in a wood, but Martin warns us not to confuse this plant with the Rough Comfrey that the
flora marks as probably extinct in Hampshire (confusingly the Francis Rose Wild Flower Key which I
generally swear by classifies Rough Comfrey as ‘common in waysides’).
Spurred by the incomplete news of Purple Gromwell at Hilsea Lines which I received last night I went along there
this afternoon to see if I could find the plants and see if they were in flower. The previous description of the
site which I had some time ago had convinced me that the plants were east of the London Road and south of
the moat behind the Citroen Garage but I walked all along this section with no sign of the plants so I turned to
the two new clues I had been given yesterday for help. The description ‘behind the footbridge’ was no much
help as you need a reference point ‘in front of ‘ the bridge to know what is meant by ‘behind it’, and I was
uncertain which footbridge was meant – the one over the London Road? The Peronne Road bridge over
Portscreek? Or even the now dismantled white footbridge over the moat south the Hilsea Lido? The other
clue was more helpful, telling me the site was behind the Esso Garage and this seemed to rule out the Citroen
Garage which is not a petrol station leaving me with the Shell Garage on the west side of the London Road
just south of the roadside ‘bus station’. To cut a long story short I eventually found the plants immediately
behind the Shell Garage, three quarters of the way to the top of the ramparts where a flight of steps reaches
a level area. The map reference is SU 653043 and you find the plants by walking round to the centre of the
back of the Shell Garage where you find a flight of stone steps leading west up the ramparts, with a metal
hand rail running up the centre of the steps. Keep to the left of the handrail going up and at the top turn half
left to follow the path on up round the left side of the shrubs which are ahead of you at the top of the steps.
Take just two or three steps forward and you will find the plants in the flower bed on your right where the path
curves round it. The plants stand erect, about a foot (30cm) high and with long thin leaves drooping from all
sides of the stem. Those not in flower (the great majority at the moment) are very inconspicuous, but the few
the have begun to flower have the most glorious small deep blue flowers in the shape of bell with the open end
upwards. I would think it almost certain that these were originally planted here but have survived the growth
of many larger shrubs, trees and lots of ivy. You can see that they are still spreading of their own volition as
quite a few are growing in cracks in the stonework of the steps and pavement. In a week or so when many of
the plants are flowering it will be a great sight.
......My other main aim in visiting Hilsea lines was to check on the Adders Tongue Fern at the southern foot of the
ramparts along the edge of Scott Road (approx SU 660042) and I found the best display that I have ever seen
here – well worth a look. To find it go east along Scott Road from Peronne Road and stop a couple of hundred
yards from Peronne Road where a tunnel goes under the ramparts for the public to go through to the moat
area. Instead of going through the tunnel turn right (east) and walk for about 70 paces along the broad path at
the foot of the ramparts until you are under the branches of a big Horse Chestnut tree and here you will find
hundreds of the little green blades of the fern coming up through the ground between the path you are on and
the road. Cut branches have been laid to deter people who do not notice these plants from trampling them –
also in this ground between the path and road you will find the leaves of Common Spotted Orchids now
showing, and also one or two plants of Greater Celandine (not yet flowering). While here I walked round most
of the Hilsea Lines area, finding two or three Hawthorns starting to flower and spotting my first Wood Avens
flower of the year, and checking out the greatest rarity of the lines (the Balkan Spurge that is said to have only
three other sites in Britain, this being the best) I found it looking as colourful as usual with its red stems, green
leaves and yellow flowers.

INSECTS:

SUN 29 APR
Walking beside the Brockhampton Stream (alongside Budds Farm at Havant) today I enjoyed my first sight of a
male Orange Tip sunning itself on a nettle and glimpsed a teneral damselfly flit upstream – woulldn’t like to
say what it was. Reports of Brimstone, Peacock, Orange Tip, Green-veined and Small White as well as
Speckled Wood are now fairly common and today brings no new butterfly species. Large Red Damselflies
continue to be seen at Titchfield Haven, and no doubt by many garden ponds.
SAT 28 APR
Barry Collins found a Hummingbird Hawkmoth on Pilsey Island (southern tip of Thorney Island near the mouth of
Chichester Harbour) last Thursday (Apr 26). This is the fourth I know of seen locally this year following
sightings at Exbury Gardens on March 8, at Gosport on April 13 and Goodwood House on April 17. Less
exciting to the layman but probably more so to the specialist was Lee Marshall’s discover of one Pale Pinion
moth (Lithopane socia) at his moth light in Rowner (Gosport) on Friday night (Apr 27), where on the previous
night he had recorded his first (for this year) Light Brown Apple Moth (Epiphyas postvittana) and a male
Muslin Moth (Diaphora menidica)
FRI 27 APR
Nothing new today, but I did have my first Speckled Wood on Portsdown, along with one Peacock. Earlier I had
seen a ‘small’ White at Langstone and yesterday had another unidentified one in my garden. Even Mark
Litjens could not spot anything more than a Brimstone and 2 Peacocks at Whiteley Pastures today and maybe
my first sighting of Brown Tail Moth caterpillars sunning themselves on the silk nests in which they have spent
the winter is today’s big story. I actually saw them yesterday in the Langstone Sailing Club site beside
Langstone Bridge, and while I do not want anyone to suffer irritation from their hairs I also do not want to see
the species exterminated – we’ve managed to live with their nuisance from several hundred years.
The common Angle Shades moth can be seen on the wing in any month of the year and is a partial migrant as
well as a resident in this country but it is always a minor red letter day when the first sighting of any species is
made and I must apologise to Lee Marshall for omitting to mention that he had his first of the year at his moth
light in Rowner, Gosport, a week ago (Apr 21)
WED 25 APR
I saw the first Green Veined White of which I could be sure today by the Brockhamton Stream just below the
waterfall where the old mill was once sited. Over in Brook Meadow at Emsworth just one Peacock was seen
by Brian Fellows.
I see that Moira Doherty saw an Orange Tip at Pennington on Monday (Apr 23) and I acknowledge that I was
forgetful when I said that the one which Stephen Harvey saw on that day was the first of the year – I had
forgotten John Goodspeed’s encounter with one at Fleet Pond back on Apr 14, so we now have three
sightings of this lovely butterfly.
MON 23 APR
The best news for today came from Stephen Harvey who saw his first male Orange Tip of the year at Colden
Common (John Goodspeed had seen the first at Fleet Pond a week ago on Apr 14). Stephen also had a male
Holly Blue in his Chandler’s Ford garden today and Tony Gutteridge had another here in Havant. Tony met
up with Barry Collins and learnt that Barry had seen one or two more Holly Blues recently. Mark Litjens today
contributed a sighting of two Small Tortoiseshell from the IBM site at Hursley and Stephen Harvey added a
Speckled Wood which he commented was vey much smaller than usual. A new migrant moth, Dark
Swordgrass, turned up at Sarah Patton’s moth light in Chichester last night along with a very small supporting
caste of just Hebrew Character and Common Quaker.
Warm sunshine this afternoon at Hilsea Lines, Portsmouth, brought out the first Bee Flies (Bombylius major) that
I have seen this spring, and gave me four species of butterfly (maybe six). The four that I can be sure of are
Brimstone, Peacock, Red Admiral and Small White (which I saw posing on a dandelion) and the possibles
were Green Veined White and Large White
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 29 APR
Mark Litjens enjoyed the sight of a Stoat at the Whiteley Pastures (Botley Woods) yesterday but that sighting is
outdone today with a report of a Horse Leech found by Jane Noble crawling about in a Rowlands Castle
garden. I asked what it might be doing there and she suggested that it might have arrived with some horse
manure, but looking up this creature after our conversation I see that Horse Leeches have nothing to do with
Horses (correct me if I am wrong). The only leeches with teeth, and thus able to penetrate the skin of a horse

or human, are the Medicinal Leeches and Horse Leeches acquire their nourishment without teeth by a
powerful suck (in fact it seems they live by swallowing small creatures whole and the normal habitat for this
creature is not in stables but in ponds – also true of Medicinal Leeches). The Horse Leech looks rather like a
grey flatworm and grows to 30cm long (the one Jane saw was less than 15cm long but may have been
under-nourished!). Where this specimen came from is anyone’s guess – probably fell from the sky with the
rain!
A much more pleasant sight in the same garden recently has been the emergence of Brown Long Eared Bats
which were resident in the roof of the house last year at this time.
The Roe Deer population of the Alver Valley at Gosport continues to surprise me. On Friday Lee Marshall saw
eight of them there, four being bucks.
FRI 27 APR
Last week (Apr 18) saw the first Terrapin emerge from its hibernation at Baffins Pond in Portsmouth and today
Brian Fellows found two of them sunning themselves there – they have probably already eaten all the
Moorhen chicks and will soon be joined by at least two more of these ‘terrors of the deep’. Brian had a much
more welcome sight yesterday when, at Brook Meadow in Emsworth, he at last had his first sighting of the
Water Voles which he knows to be present – he saw two which he believes to have been male and female
before they vanished into one of their tunnels.
Much more interesting to me was news that I heard last night from Gwynne and Nigel Johnson who had seen a
live Water Shrew in their garden and enjoyed its smart black and silver colours. What interests me is its
presence in a garden which is at least 300 metres from the nearest section of the river Meon from which the
shrew would have had to cross the dry environment of the old railway line and climb uphill though thick grass.
There is a pond in the garden and there are plenty of damp places in the area but I thought that any kind of
shrew could not survive for more than about an hour out of its normal environment and without its regular
meals. I am quite wrong in this I see – my Readers Digest book of animals tells me that Water Shrews often
live away from water, even on dry downland, and some inhabit stony beaches. I am right in their need for
abundant food – these tiny animals are active day and night and eat their own weight of food each day –
worms, insect larvae, spiders, etc. The double page spread describing these shrews has a lovely picture of
four babies following their mother on their first outing from the nest in which they were born, each one
grasping the fur of the creature in front like a line of blinded soldiers leaving the front line in the first world war,
and a less lovely picture of one eating a whole frog, starting with its back leg – they are said to have some
poison in their saliva enabling them to subdue such large prey.
TUE 24 APR
Two Adders were near the Pennington carpark by Moira Doherty who went birding there yesterday.

PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR HIGH TIDES
(Date, Time and height in metres)
23/04:-00:00-4.5 & 12:11-4.4
24/04:-00:31-4.5 & 12:45-4.525/04:-01:04-4.6 & 13:20-4.5
26/04:-01:39-4.6 & 13:58-4.5
27/04:-02:17-4.5 & 14:41-4.5
28/04:-02:59-4.4 & 15:30-4.429/04:-03:48-4.3 & 16:30-4.2
30/04:-04:48-4.1 & 17:40-4.1
01/05:-06:00-3.9 & 19:09-4.0
02/05:-07:36-3.8 & 20:30-4.103/05:-08:55-4.0 & 21:33-4.4
04/05:-09:53-4.2 & 22:21-4.5
05/05:-10:39-4.4 & 23:03-4.7
06/05:-11:21-4.5 & 23:43-4.707/05:12:02-4.5
08/05:-00:24-4.7 & 12:43-4.5
09/05:-01:03-4.6 & 13:24-4.5
10/05:-01:42-4.5 & 14:05-4.411/05:-02:19-4.4 & 14:45-4.3
12/05:-02:57-4.3 & 15:27-4.2

BIRDS:

WEEK 16 APR 16 - 22

SUN 22 APR
After many days of northerly winds there was a brisk south-easterly this morning which got the sea-watchers
from their beds early in the morning, but it was those who saved their energies for the late afternoon, when the
rain had started and conditions were generally miserable, that got the best out of the weather as a massive
(for Hampshire) passage of Common Terns went through the Solent. David Taylor, who was at Hurst from
16:45 to 19:30, counted 924 Common Tern going east, and in a similar period John Norton at Titchfield Haven
counted over 500 of what must have been the same birds. The early risers saw far fewer birds (e.g. Lee
Marshall saw only 45 Common Terns passing Stokes Bay in the early morning, and Trevor Carpenter had just

11) but Lee did have the first (and only) Arctic Terns with at least 20 off Stokes Bay (and another 14 that had
to be put down as ‘Comic’), and he also had the only substantial sighting of Sandwich Terns (38). Little Terns
were also seen today in encouraging numbers – at Stokes Bay Lee Marshall had 37 and at Hurst Simon
Ingram had 21 while Mark Litjens and Trevor Carpenter both had around 10 each at Hurst and Gilkicker
respectively, though many of these may have been duplicates.
Gulls and Skuas were both well represented today. At Milford Simon Ingram had 4 Little Gulls and at Hill Head
Trevor Carpenter had 2 while Lee Marshall’s list of sightings from Stokes Bay includes a note of 29 seen there
(but could this be a slip of the pen putting Little Gull for Little Tern??). The only Pom Skua claimed today was
seen passing Newhaven but here in Hampshire we did have four different Bonxies in the Milford/Hurst area
seen by Simon Ingram, and singles were seen at Stokes Bay by Lee Marshall and at Titchfield Haven by John
Norton. At least four Arctic Skuas went through the Solent, three dark phase birds being seen at Hurst by
David Taylor and one pale bird seen by Lee Marshall off Stokes Bay while Trevor Carpenter had one off
Gilkicker that may have been an additional bird. Other seabirds seen today include singles of Guillemot and
Razorbill seen in the Milford/Hurst area by Simon Ingram and Mark Litjens respectively, and David Taylor had
47 Gannets and 6 Fulmar off Hurst. Early in the morning Mark Litjens found the two Spoonbill still in the
Keyhaven area – they were on the main lagoon there. No divers were reported in Hampshire today but off
Southwick (Brighton) 17 unspecified Diver species were seen along with 3 Black Throated and one probable
Great Northern.
Simon Woolley refound the Trumpeter Swan that had been at Horsebridge last Thursday (Apr 19) – today it was
with Canada Geese near the Mayfly pub by the Test near Chilbolton (at SU 382390). He would love to claim
it as a true vagrant that has flown the Atlantic and become the first to arrive of its own volition in the Western
Palearctic.(let alone a first for Britain), but although it has no rings or other marks of captivity, and is very wary,
the chances must be much higher that it has escaped from captivity in southern England. Simon advises that
you visit http://www.taiga.net/swans/ to learn more about this species but from what he says there are very
few of them in North America although they are increasing since they reached a rock bottom figure of only 69
left in the USA in 1932. Nowadays the wild birds are mainly found in Alaska though there are attempts to
re-introduce them to the east coast of the continent, and it seems that they are not keen on travel. They are
not unknown in captivity in Britain, and have in the past been kept at the Arundel reserve and at Peakirk near
Peterborough (and probably elsewhere).
Other surprise visitors to Hampshire today were 5 Waxwing which dropped in to eat berries in Gilbert Rowland’s
garden at Fleet and were also seen by John Eyre.
A flock of 163 Brent flying east off Southwick (Brighton) today shows that passage is not quite over though the
best Hampshire could offer was a sighting by Lee Marshall of just two flying east past Stokes Bay (and a few
other singles). At least one Pale Bellied bird is still with us – it was seen at the Hayling Oysterbeds by Paul
Winter today – and another was seen flying east (the wrong way to its destination) off Stokes Bay. Other birds
seen flying east after resting on the sea at Stokes Bay were 13 Eider, and at Hurst David Taylor saw 28 Scoter
also going east (at least 9 being seen off Stokes Bay).
Wader sightings are now so few that a report from Simon Ingram at Milford this morning of a single Dunlin flying
east is news, though capped by a sighting of nine at Stokes Bay by Lee Marshall. Perhaps of more interest
was a single winter plumage Knot seen on the beach at Titchfield Haven today by John Norton, and a single
Sanderling at the same place seen by Peter Raby, The only large number was 340 Bar Tailed Godwit flying
past Southwick (Brighton) today. Only three sightings of Whimbrel were made today and the largest of these
was of nine birds seen by Lee Marshall going east past Stokes Bay.
SAT 21 APR
Petrels are a rare sight in Hampshire, only appearing when storm driven by Atlantic gales, (though we did have
exceptional numbers this winter) and Birds of Hampshire records only one sighting outside the autumn/winter
period (Aug – Jan). That was of a single Storm Petrel which flew past Lepe on 1 May 1988. Storm Petrels do
breed in the Channel Islands, but Leach’s Petrels do not nest nearer than Ireland. So it is to say the least
surprising to hear that one was seen today at the mouth of Langstone Harbour by Mark Litjens, Simon
Woolley and Peter Raby, and to hear that th bird is said to have been hanging about the area for three or four
days. I’m not sure who identified it as a Leach’s Petrel (Peter Raby says that he saw no more than a ‘distant
dot’, and it does seem that Storm Petrel is if anything the more likely to be in this area at this time of year but
not knowing who made the id and on what evidence I cannot comment further.
Before rushing to the Hayling Ferry today to see the Petrel Peter Raby had been at Broadmarsh and had seen
three Black Necked Grebe and three Pale Bellied Brent in the harbour and the Common Sandpiper at the
Budds Farm pools with a Whimbrel somewhere in that area. Simon Woolley, driving back to Winchester after
seeing the Petrel on Hayling, saw (as he was driving past) a Short Eared Owl and a Peregrine over Farlington
Marshes. Less in danger of causing an accident Tony Gutteridge had an excellent view of a female Merlin as
he was walking north up the Hayling Coastal Path where it first comes near the shore (SU 7101), and earlier
he had seen a female Black Redstart in the Beachlands area (between the minature golf course and the

beach huts immediately west of the Inn on the Beach)
Peter Morrison today saw an immature Glaucous Gull off Titchfield Haven and guesses it may be the same one
that was in the Langstone area from April 9 to 11. Further east a single Pom Skua flew past Galley Hill at
Bexhill (I think this is the first of the season, though there was a sighting of one off Brighton marina on Jan 28).
Also from the SOS website is news of another Serin at Selsey today.
Six male Ruddy Duck were displaying to at least three females on Alresford Pond today and were seen by Steve
Mansfield (also on the pond were at least 10 Gadwall and some Pochard). Later Steve had a quick look at the
Cedar Tree in the grounds of nearby Alrebury House in which he could see at least ten Heron nests, but he
failed to spot any Egrets left in the Alresford area. Two Egrets were seen this morning by Alan Cokes on
either side of Portsbridge taking the old A3 London Road into Portsmouth over Portscreek in which the Egrets
were feeding – their presence here may well be connected with the fact that a number of Egrets are probably
nesting at this time in the MoD Defence Munitions site on the far side of Portsmouth Harbour.
A commoner bird which has now produced its first brood is the Song Thrush. Stephen Harwood tells me that he
has seen two young birds in his garden at Catherington this week and Steve Mansfield saw one juvenile at
Alresford today. If I am right this should herald a week or so of much stronger song from the adults before
they buckle down to a second brood.
And finally ... I had a phone call in the late afternoon from Trevor Carpenter to say that he had just seen a very
large bird, possibly an eagle, making its way east over the M27 at Fareham. Although I spent some time
looking at the overcast sky I saw just one party of Black Headed Gulls circling in a thermal which was taking
them rapidly north so it may well be that Trevor’s bird went well to the north of Havant. One unusual feature
which Trevor remarked on was that his mystery bird had its wing tips turned down as it was soaring ....
FRI 20 APR
The first report of Grasshopper Warbler that I have heard was on the Sussex website today telling of one early
this morning at Birling Gap near Beachy Head. In contrast to a single ‘Gropper’ Mark Litjens saw more than
200 Sand Martins over Titchfield Haven today and it sounds as if there is no shortage of these birds as Simon
Boswell saw ‘lots’ over Keyhaven yesterday and David Thelwell saw many passing over Romsey on Apr 18.
Swallows too are being seen in many places, but in tens rather than hundreds, while House Martins are
definitely in short supply though there are several reports of ones and twos. Swifts are now becoming more
numerous with 4 or 5 seen over Romsey on Apr 18 by David Thelwell, 2 or 3 seen at Horsebridge yesterday
by Russell Wynn and one seen at Eastleigh Lakeside by Simon Ingram on the same day.
A ringtail Hen Harrier circled over Titchfield Haven, then flew on north, seen by Mark Litjens today, and Peter
Raby saw a Red Throated Diver on the sea off the Haven and watched two Greylag fly past (both today).
Yesterday a Great Northern Diver was on the other side of the Solent (east of Ryde Sands), seen from a place
called Spring Vale (SZ 6291-19) near Seaview.
What may have been around 40 Golden Plover flew over Chichester Harbour today as Brian Fellows was
walking along the Emsworth western shore today – he could not get a good enough view to be sure they were
not Grey Plover but had the impression they were Golden, which would be a good late sighting. Birds of
Hampshire indicates that these late passage birds are probably the northern race (‘altifrons’ which breed in
Iceland, rather than the southern ‘apricaria’ race which nest in Britain), and there is some evidence that we
are seeing more of these later birds. This year Paul Winter told us that there were still 26 on the Highwood
Lane, Romsey fields on Apr 18 (where the last sighting in 2000 was of just 5 on Apr 15) and Paul believes
there were up to 50 in the Sparsholt area west of Winchester on Apr 18. In 1999 the newly published
Hampshire Bird Report tells of a new Hampshire record for late spring passage with 300 Golden Plover seen
at Linkenholt on May 3 by David Thelwell.
John Shillitoe now works at what was the major IBM factory at Havant, nowadays mainly occupied by the
Xyratex company, and tells me that a pair of Mistle Thrush are nesting in a tree in one of the internal
courtyards of the building, in clear view from the office windows. I know that Mistle Thrush are well known for
having little sense of wanting to hide their nests and this one is probably fairly well hidden compared to one of
which I remember seeing a photograph – the birds were happily using a nest they had built on the top of traffic
lights at a busy road junction (maybe this was in the sixties in the time of ‘free love’ when it would be in the
fashion to set up home in a ‘red light’ district – or maybe the birds enjoyed having a centrally heated nest
warmed by the lights below it). Another bird not worried by human view is a young male Sparrowhawk which
is a regular sight in this part of Havant – it went over my garden around midday performing a half-hearted
‘roller coaster’ display flight and this evening I had a phone call from a neighbour to tell me it was sitting on his
lawn after just missing a Blue Tit.
THU 19 APR
On Feb 25 Tim Parminter was fairly sure that he had briefly seen a Trumpeter Swan on the Keyhaven Marshes.
This would have been a Hampshire first for this species and Tim was probably disappointed when the
consensus among other birders was that it must have been an escaped Whistler Swan which was known to

be on the loose in southern England. Today, however, Russell Wynn and Ben Darvill were at Horsebridge in
the Test Valley and had good views of what was definitely a Trumpeter (and Mike Rafter also saw it later in the
day). In describing it Russell wrote >> The adult Trumpeter Swan is a very interesting bird! It is fully winged
and unringed, and is also very nervous and flighty. It was closely associating with Mute Swans but flew off
alone when someone walked across the field about 100m away. None of the Mute Swans moved. It was
therefore possibly even more flighty than these definitely wild birds. It has a whacking great big all-black bill on
it with no yellow at all - much bigger than Mute's bill. Some reddish colouration was visible along the gape line.
Next to a Mute Swan it appeared to show roughly the same body size with an equally long neck, although the
Trumpeter's neck was slimmer than the Mute's so appeared proportionately longer. The body was stunningly
white compared to the Mute's, with no iron-staining visible anywhere. Legs were black. When it flew the length
of the neck and wings was obvious, but it didn't call. I've just looked up photos of Trumpeter and Whistling
Swan and am confident of the ID. This backs up Tim Parminter's sighting of presumably the same bird on the
saltmarsh at Keyhaven on 25th February, which flew in from the east and then headed off west. Tim also
commented on its nervousness. << A less unusual bird was reported from Sussex today – a White Stork on
plough near Petworth (no comment on whether it had a ring and was the Donnington bird seen earlier this
year).
Also in the Test Valley David Thelwell found 80 to 100 Fieldfare on Casbrook Common today and back in the
Horsebridge area Mike Rafter today saw a pair of Gadwall on the Somborne Brook – just possibly nesting
there?
Among Russell Wynn’s sightings in the Horsebridge area today (e.g. 4 Little Owls, 2 Tawnies and 4 Grey
Partridge) were 15 Buzzards – last year at this time I was amazed the number of Buzzards reported from the
Test Valley (e.g. around 40 seen in a walk from Lee north to Romsey, and several sightings of around 20 from
one viewpoint) and maybe if the weather warms up even more will be reported this year. Other raptor news
comes from the Isle of Wight where both Merlin and Short Eared Owl were seen in the Bembridge area
yesterday
Two Whimbrel off Northney marina on Hayling were the only interesting birds I saw today but other reports of
ones and twos (from Pett Level in Sussex, Bembridge and Newtown on the Isle of Wight, and Browndown and
Keyhaven in Hampshire) indicate that passsage is well under way. No big flocks today – 3 at Bembridge was
the highest count. Other miscellaneous coastal sightings were of a Dunlin in summer plumage (Adrian Martin
at Keyhaven), 2 Little Tern (Simon Boswell at Hurst), one Common Sandpiper (Simon Ingram at Eastleigh
Lakeside), and several Yellow Wagtails (2 over Browndown seen by Lee Marshall, 1 at Horsebridge seen by
Russell Wynn, and some over Bembridge yesterday). Also seen at Keyhaven today by Simon Boswell were
two White Wagtails (a couple of Snipe seen there by Simon could I suppose be nesting there or in the Forest
rather than being late winter birds).
The Pale Bellied Brent which should be heading north west may at last be doing so – Lee Marshall had 5 heading
west past Stokes Bay yesterday (could these be the five from Pagham?). A juvenile seen at Milford yesterday
by Russell Wynn may or may not have been on the move, and a single Dark Bellied Brent which went west off
Gilkicker yesterday may be a summering bird (or just confused). 3 Common Scoter on the sea off
Browndown both today and yesterday haven’t perhaps made up their minds as to which way to go but three
Shelduck going east showed more determination to get on with summer business. These last birds were
seen by Lee Marshall, and from Emsworth Brian Fellows reports higher than usual numbers of Mute Swans
still on Emsworth Mill Pond (81 there today with the Black Swan) – none of them thinking of breeding this year
(which reminds me that the presence of one Swan on Langstone Pond seems to indicate that it’s mate is on a
nest but she seems to have chosen a new location for it this year and so far I have not spotted the nest). One
other possibly non breeding bird was an adult Great Blackback flying south over Eastleigh Lakeside today –
there can be few adults in Hampshire now.
In the Alverstoke area of Gosport David Tinling heard a Nightingale on both Monday and Tuesday nights (Apr
16,17) this week but I think that has now moved on. Also today I see two more reports of Redstart at
Keyhaven and Horsebridge and three more Cuckoo sightings at Romsey and Bembridge yesterday and at
Pett Level in Sussex tomorrow (yes, Apr 20). Two other miscellaneous bits of news are a report of 25 Linnet
still on the Browndown ranges (where they may well settle in to nest) and two more reports of Bullfinch in the
same area – two males on the ranges and a pair in the Alver Valley (all these items from Lee Marshall).
WED 18 APR
Arriving at Budds Farm pools this afternoon the first bird I saw was a Common Sandpiper on the gravel sloping
into the landward pool near the (now disused?) big black pipe. After counting 53 Tufted Duck and no Gadwall
or Shelduck I met Dave Mead who told me that he had heard two Nightingales around 9am this morning at
Marlpit Lane, and later, on the seawall near Broadmarsh slipway, I passed George Clay returning from a walk
along the shore to Chalk Dock where he had seen three Cuckoos within Farlington Marshes. A little later I
disturbed some 40 Linnet on the Broadmarsh playing fields (from which the fencing has no been removed)
and saw eight Stock Dove fly over. Heading home via the Bedhampton Water Works I took my usual look

upstream over the brick wall at the entrance gate and saw a motionless Sandpiper (which I feel sure was
Green) on the tiny Hermitage Stream islet which seems to be a favourite with them – also here was the usual
Grey Wagtail and a pair of Mallard with at least one duckling. Back at home today saw the arrival of a pair of
Goldfinch taking an interest in our front garden where they (possibly this same pair) have nested in the past
two years.
This evening Brian Fellows told me that at least one of the Nightingales was still singing at Marlpit Lane this
evening and that he has five Blackcaps all singing round Brook Meadow at Emsworth.
The first Cuckoo in Hampshire seems to have been at Marwell Zoo where Bill Hall saw one on April 12 (and I
think it has stayed there since). On Apr 14 Nick Montegriffo saw one fly in at Milford and today Graham
Roberts watched one fly past the spire of Chichester Cathedral heading north. Other sightings of Common
Sandpiper received today are of one seen at Keyhaven on Apr 14 by Russell Wynn and two sightings today
by Simon Ingram at Eastleigh Lakeside and by Peter Raby of two birds at Titchfield Haven.
The first two Hampshire Turtle Doves were seen at Milford on Apr 14 by Nick Montegriffo, just one day later than
the two reported from Sussex at Horsham. On Apr 16 a pair of Nightingale were at Casbrook Common north
of Romsey where David Thelwell heard the male singing and yesterday (Apr 17) a Swift was seen by David
over the Fishlake Meadows at Romsey (following the one seen at Gosport by Lee Marshall on Apr 8 and the
rumoured one in the same area in the last days of March)
A Short Eared Owl was seen at Keyhaven by Ben Darvill today and there is a vaguely dated report of one
between Apr 13 and 15 on the Isle of Wight (I think at Bembridge) where two female Marsh Harriers were
seen in the same period. Other recent raptor sightings include an Osprey seen at Keyhaven by Russell Wynn
on Apr 13 and a Tawny Owl seen with ‘mouse in beak’ by Rosi Woods at Bolderwood yesterday.
Lee Marshall heard the first Hampshire Reed Warbler song in the Alver Valley on Apr 11 but a second wave of
them may have arrived yesterday when he heard three singing in the Alver Valley and Sedge Warblers were
heard at Milton (Southsea) and the IBM Lake at Portsmouth as well as in the Alver Valley. At the Milton Lakes
Brian Fellows heard four Sedge Warblers singing and at the IBM Lake Trevor Carpenter heard just one, and
another was heard by Ben Darvill today in the Lymington reedbeds.
There have been plentiful reports of Swallows heading north for some time now (I see Mike Collins had ten over
Aldsworth Pond with 2 House Martins yesterday) but David Uren is the first to tell me of one having reached
its destination – in his case Old Idsworth Farm north of Rowlands Castle where it arrived today. One bird that
was clearly still wandering when seen briefly at Selsey Bill on Apr 16 was a Serin.
Another couple of vagrants were Spoonbills seen yesterday by David Taylor flying off from Stanpit Marshes
(Christchurch east of Bournemouth) and also probably not yet at its journey’s end was a drake Garganey
seen on Apr 14 on Dodnor Pond (SZ 5091-44 on west bank of River Medina just north of Newport in the Isle
of Wight).
A single Greenshank has I think been a regular winter sight at Keyhaven but when Ben Darvill reported four of
them there today I began to wonder if their passage has now started. Whimbrel are certainly moving through
and Ben had another 6 heading east at Keyhaven yesterday (when Lee Marshall noted one passing
Gilkicker). Backing up Jason’s sighting of 4 Little Tern in Langstone Harbour yesterday is news from Ben of
up to 9 passing Keyhaven on that same day (Apr 17) and of another one at Keyhaven today. At Titchfield
Haven today Peter Raby saw three or four Common Tern so these too are at last starting to show in
reasonable numbers. Miscellaneous reports of shore birds include a stunning Bar Tailed Godwit in full
summer plumage seen yesterday by Ben at Keyhaven, two Knot seen at Milford by Nick Montegriffo on Apr
15 and single Spotshank and Little Ringed Plover seen at Keyhaven by Nick on Apr 16 – I think these Little
Ringed Plovers are intending to stay as Russell Wynn saw 2 here on Apr 12, 1 on Apr 13 and 3 on Apr 14.
Inland Golden Plover continue to be seen with 26 at Romsey’s Highwood Lane and a probable 50 at
Sparsholt today, plus 80 near Andover (at Upton) on Apr 16.
Bigger seabirds in the news are four Great Northern Divers still off Selsey on Apr 16 and a Black Throated Diver
seen off Milford by Nick Montegriffo on Apr 15. 5 Pale Bellied Brent were still in Pagham Hbr on Apr 16 and
one of these was still at Keyhaven today, seen by Ben Darvill, but I did not see one in Langstone Harbour
among a dozen Dark Bellied birds off Budds Mound today.
TUE 17 APR
One of the big fields between the Hayling Coastal Path and West Lane was being ploughed this afternoon,
attracting a large crowd of gulls in from the harbour and I found Jason Crook trying to count the Med Gulls
among the Black Headed – the movement of the tractor was constantly causing the gulls to move, and people
on the path were constantly interrupting Jason so he could only tell me that there were at least 40 Med Gulls
here (and no doubt quite a few more elsewhere in the harbour – I had just passed two at the harbour
entrance). Many of the Med Gulls were first years but there is nevertheless a substantial gathering of the
adult birds in Langstone Harbour where, at a guess, there will this year be more than 50 nesting pairs
compared to the 40 pairs last year.
......Offshore here on the west Hayling coast Jason had seen four Little Terns fishing this afternoon, and there

had been a Redstart along the path plus Common Whitethroat at the Oysterbeds (where I heard my first of the
year today). Yesterday there had been two early Lesser Whitethroat here (I see the average arrival date for
these in Hampshire is Apr 18) as well as the one in the Alver Valley (see yesterday) and the one at Newhaven
on Apr 14. In the Brick Field the male Stonechat was still to be seen, presumably with the female on some
hidden nest. Curlew were making an attractive sound along the shore and in the air – I saw a flock of at least
60 just south of Stoke Bay and while with Jason further south saw one group of 16 fly in from the direction of
the Solent to join those on the harbour shore and another flock head off east over land – and there were at
least 40 Brent in the Stoke Bay area.
Brian Fellows tour of Portsmouth today found all the Shoveler had left Baffins Pond where one Canada Goose is
nesting (total of 38 present) and two of the Barnacles are AWOL (could they be nesting secretly?) leaving on
8 on parade. The Moorhens have only two chicks left (others eaten by the Terrapin?). One Shag was still to
be seen perched on a buoy near the Hayling Ferry at Eastney.
Four Common Gulls were still to be seen by Lee Marshall heading east off Gilkicker today.
Today’s special interest story comes from Ben Darvill who found a Rock Pipit flapping around on the ground at
Keyhaven today and discovered that it was held by black cotton wound round its leg with the other end
entangled in vegetation. Ben managed to release the bird which immediately set about feeding on the ground
rather than flying off but sadly it appeared that the foot which had been caught in the cotton was broken – the
bird at least has a chance of survival and will not be the first to manage to keep going with a missing foot.
Handling it briefly Ben thought it looked more like a littoralis (Scandinavian) bird than one of the European
birds that breed nearby. Ben also had two White Wagtails at Keyhhaven today.
MON 16 APR
Mark Litjens had the first Hampshire Whinchat at Keyhaven today where he also watched a Peregrine making a
serious attack on a Hobby, luckily not damaging it. Other migrant arrivals noted today included the first
Common Tern to reach Fleet Pond and a couple of Little Ringed Plover on the airfield at Farnborough with
more general reports of Swallows and Sand (but not House) Martins both on the coast and inland – Mark
Litjens saw at least 23 Swallow arrive at Keyhaven this morning and Mike Wall counted more than 20 at Fleet
Pond while John Norton had 45 Sand Martins at Titchfield Haven and Mike Wall had over 30 at Fleet Pond. A
Lesser Whitethroat heard in the Alver Valley this morning by both Lee Marshall and Mark Litjens may be the
same one heard in the Browndown area last Friday but if there are few Lesser Whitethroats around it seems
that Yellow Wagtail are not yet extinct – 9 were seen at Titchfield Haven by John Norton today, Lee Marshall
had another three at Gilkicker and yesterday Colin Bates had one by the Itchen near Bishopstoke One
migrant that is giving cause for concern is the Cuckoo – its average arrival date in Hampshire over the past 30
years is April 4 but so far this year I have not heard of a single one in Hampshire or elsewhere in Britain. I
know that many of the places where it would normally be heard are still out of bounds this year but I find it
difficult to believe that that is a sufficient reason for no reports at all so far.
The habit of nesting on the rooves of buildings is rapidly spreading among Herring and Lesser Blackback Gulls,
and a national survey was made last year to check on its progress. Unfortunately, although it is easy to say –
as I did recently when shopping in Chichester – that a lot of gulls are taking a noisy interest in the rooves of
buildings but it is often very difficult from the ground to see any nests and the best evidence of successful
breeding is often the presence of juvenile birds walking city streets in imminent danger of being run over.
Another proof of intended breeding is to see the adult birds carrying nest material to the rooftops, and Colin
Bates observed this by the Itchen where it runs between Eastleigh and Bishopstoke yesterday. Although he
doesn’t indicate the number of birds involved he says that he watched both Herring and Lesser Blackback
Gulls carrying beakfuls of material to the rooves of buildings in the industrial estate off Chicken Hall lane (SU
460190 SE of Eastleigh railway station)
PLANTS:

SAT 21 APR
The Havant Wildlife Group visited the Hilsea Lines at Portsmouth this morning and made me aware that Purple
Gromwell is an early flowering plant. The Hants Flora prefers to give the plant the name of Blue Gromwell
and records that Delf Smith found a large colony of it in 1992 growing at Hilsea Lines, and I was subsequently
told that the plants could be found on the south side of the section of moat running from London Road to
Peronne Road, near the back of the garage at the London Road end. I had not thought of them as flowering
as early as this but Francis Rose says they start to flower in April. Heather Mills mentions that the group saw
the plants today though in a rather cryptic sentence reading .. Dave pointed out Purple Gromwell across the
foot bridge behind the Esso garage .. which does not state that the plants were actually in flower and I cannot
recall that there is any footbridge near them (other than the one over the main road), nor that the garage on
the London Road is an Esso one so, not having seen the plants for myself, I may be giving a wrong location
for them but the place which I will be searching (unless given better directions) is at SU 655044. Another plant
I will be looking for on the same visit is Adder’s Tongue Fern growing on the north side of Scott Road just east

of the tunnel under the ramparts giving access to the moat area (approx 660042).
Driving to Petersfield via Rowlands Castle for the first time for at least a month I was disturbed to see that the last
field on the right (opposite Hazleton Farm) before reaching the roundabout where Dell Piece East leaves the
road into Horndean village had become some sort of building site. On the way back I turned left into Pyle
Lane around this field and saw that the field (at SU 7112-12) was full of huge pipes – maybe it is just a
‘temporary’ storage area during the construction of some vast new gas or oil pipeline (like that for several
years at Fort Cumberland in Eastney on the Portsmouth seafront) but it looks as if another large chunk of
countryside has vanished (and may imply the digging of cross country pipeline trenches across many miles of
land).
......My reason for turning into Pyle Lane here was unconnected with the development and was the result of an
urge to see some very pretty spring flowers that grow by the roadside at SU 7112-23 in the dip opposite the
end of Soakfield Row. As well as an array of typical country lane bank flowers starting with Dogs Mercury and
Early Dog Violet this is a very good site for Goldilocks Buttercup and I was not disappointed in today’s display
(if anything there are more plants than usual). This buttercup is often only recognisable by its ruff of long thin
leaflets as the petals of the flowers are notoriously quick to fall in the slightest breeze but here, sheltered from
most winds and with the flowers still opening, the majority were intact. Look for them on the south side of the
lane between the Soakfield Row path going north and the start of the path going south across fields to The
Holt wood. With them were good examples of Moschatel in flower – another first for me in this year of
restricted access to the best countryside. Another reminder of those restrictions was the thought that just 300
metres due south from the buttercups there my well be a thousand spikes of Early Purple Orchid in flower at
an excellent woodland site, and I doubt I will see one of these orchids in flower anywhere this year...
FRI 20 APR
Brian Fellows took a close look at the Comfrey plants growing by Emsworth’s Slipper Millpond and those in
Brook Meadow and confirms my impression that the Brook Meadow plants are the (rare hereabouts)
Common Comfrey while the Slipper Mill ones are the (common here) White Comfrey. He also commented on
the amount of Hoary Cress that is now flowering along Emsworth’s western shore.
THU 19 APR
I have lived in the same house here in Havant since 1967, and for more than 30 years have regularly walked
down Hayling Billy railtrack (closed in the year before we came here) to Langstone via a field footpath from the
Billy Line to the Royal Oak in the village. The field concerned has always been a meadow and each spring
has a glorious display of buttercups which I always assumed were Meadow Buttercups until I looked closely at
them today and found their sepals were reflexed, making them either Hairy or Bulbous (to be fair Meadow
Buttercups will probably appear there next month). Having in the past found Bulbous Buttercups growing on
chalk downland and Hairy Buttercups growing in wet seaside meadows my first thought was that, in this damp
lush meadow with no chalk present the plants must be Hairy but the ground was so wet that I had no difficulty
in pulling up an entire plant and seeing that it had a very noticeable bulb at the base of the stem (also that the
stems and leaves, though hairy, were not strongly so, while the flowers which I had mistaken for golden
Meadow Buttercups were not of the washed out yellow colour of Hairy). Checking the flowering dates given
in Francis Rose’s book I see that Bulbous comes out a month before Meadow and two months before Hairy,
and this forces me to conclude that the plants which I saw at Gunner Point on Hayling yesterday were also
Bulbous.
In the same meadow both Sweet Vernal Grass and Meadow Foxtail had their anthers out to give me two more
first flowerings, and just before I reached home I found a tall plant of Herb Robert covered with pink flowers
against the south facing wall of the local Registrar of Births office – very appropriate. Also in Havant I this
morning found American Wintercress in flower and saw the first green shoots of Field Horsetail ( a few days
after Brian Fellows found the first fertile spikes)
WED 18 APR
Young Field Maples planted on the banks above Budds Farm pools were in flower this afternoon and on the path
edge close to Broadmarsh slipway Wintercress (Yellow Rocket) was in flower. Returning home past
Bedhampton Water Works I saw my first examples of Cuckooflower by the Hermitage Stream (appropriate on
the day bringing the first news of Cuckoos in the local area), and at home Thyme Leaved Speedwell was once
more flowering on my front lawn – the Speedwell is certainly not the first seen this year and I feel sure that
someone has seen Cuckooflower (Cardamine pratensis) though I cannot find a note of it despite checking a
few of its aliases such as Milk-maids
TUE 17 APR
Heading west from the Beachlands office on Hayling this afternoon I came on Eastern Rocket in flower near the
first beach huts I came to, and at Gunner Point I could see the purple colour of Green Winged orchid flowers
on two plants (I suspect these plants had been rather heavily trodden on and were trying to flower in a last
ditch attempt to survive – these flowers were at ground level, not on flower stems, and there was no sign of
the many other leaf rosettes beginning to put up normal flower stems yet). In the grass near the orchids I

came on two plants of Hairy Buttercup in full flower – from a distance they looked like low growing examples
of the many Meadow Buttercup now flowering in the Beachlands grass beside the Seafront road but close up
their firmly reflexed sepals, bushy form and noticeably hairy lower stems gave them away. The only other
new flower found today was one tiny floret on Spring Vetch on a grassy bank in the sand dunes. Near Sinah
Lake the Tartarian Honeysuckle is now covered in flowers but they seem to be a paler pink than normal – not
very eye-catching.
MON 16 APR
Bright red flowers among the glossy green leaves of Shining Cranesbill greeted me this morning at the northern
end of the footbridge over the A27 joining the modern to the ancient sections of Pook Lane in the Warblington
area of Havant. This plant, which clearly escaped from a garden some years ago, has spread for more than
100 yards along the narrow footpath joining the Havant Museum carpark to the footbridge I have just
described but this is the first year in which I have seen it at the base of the bridge, so the plant has fully
established itself as a wild plant here as if we were in the west country (to see it go through the metal barrier
and look on the south side at the start of the bridge proper). Across the A27 , at the south end of the bridge,
my first umbel of Hogweed was just starting to flower, and down on the shore, behind the railway sleepers
which form a seawall from Pook Lane to Wade Lane, a big bush of White Comfrey was in flower showing that
that too is spreading rapidly from its town centre haunts. My best plant this morning was not a first flowering
(Martin Rand had it at Itchen Abbas on Apr 9) but was a personal discovery that a plant which has caught my
eye on several occasions as being different from Common Field Speedwell is in fact Slender Speedwell
(Veronica filiformis) and therefore a new tick for my local patch. What caught my eye in mown grass along the
side of Shawford Road (a minor cul de sac off Wade Court Road) was the pale colour of the speedwell flowers
making me wonder if this could be Wood Speedwell but a first glance showed me that the flowers were single
in the leaf axils so I brought a specimen home (discovering as I pulled up a strand how long the creeping stem
was – well over 20cm). Looking at it with my books it was immediately apparent that the very long flower
stems, the small rounded leaves, and the location and general habit of the plant all indicated Slender
Speedwell so now I have my eye in for what I guess will turn out to be a pretty common but overlooked by me
species.
INSECTS:

SUN 22 APR
Peacock continue to be one of the more numerous butterfly species this year and Brian Fellows had two in Brook
Meadow at Emsworth but his best sighting was of the first Green Veined White in this area.
SAT 21 APR
A very interesting message from Mike Gibbons tells me that someone by the name of M. Skelton found a fresh
Clouded Yellow at Southbourne Undercliff (Bournemouth) last Thursday (Apr 19) and it is thought to have
emerged from a caterpillar which over-wintered and pupated in late March (as they do in southern countries).
Mike does not have the dates for some other sightings which this chap has recorded but they include the first
Small Copper that I have heard of this year as well as Holly Blue and Green Veined White. Mike himself saw
Small White on Apr 19 (plus another one today) and is able to add three Small Tortoiseshells to the meagre
list of survivors of this species – he had two at Newport in the Isle of Wight on Apr 2 and another one at
Southbourne today (another was at Alresford, seen today by Steve Mansfield). While in the Isle of Wight he
had 8 Brimstones, 2 Commas and 4 Peacocks in Parkhurst Forest on March 30
Mark Litjens is the first to report Large Red Damselfly which he found today at Titchfield Haven. Mark also had a
Peacock at Titchfield and then went on to Whiteley Pastures to see another Peacock and a Comma.
Sarah Patton had her moth light in action again at Chichester last night. No firsts or rarities other than another
very early Diamond Back moth. The list was of 1 Diamond-back, 2 Early Grey, 4 Hebrew Character, 1
Common Quaker and 1 Clouded Drab.
THU 19 APR
Single Small Tortoiseshells seen at the IBM Hursley site by Mark Litjens today and on the preceding two days
may have all been the same insect but hopefully there are a few more than one around in that area. Peacocks
have been widely seen elsewhere but Mark has only had one this week, also at Hursley today.
WED 18 APR
Brian Fellows today saw a Small Tortoiseshell on nettles in Brook Meadow at Emsworth where he saw one on
Apr 13. Prior to that I have only heard of one seen at Gosport on Apr 1 and one seen at Exeter by David
Parker on Feb 16.
TUE 17 APR
A third (possibly fourth) local sighting of Hummingbird Hawkmoth for this year came today from Mike Collins at
Goodwood, and in the Alver Valley at Gosport Lee Marshall today had the first Small White, along with a
couple of Peacock and a Speckled Wood. Another good sighting was of a Holly Blue seen in Romsey on

Sunday (Apr 15) by David Thelwell – this is only the second sighting that I have heard of for the year – the first
being at Warsash on Apr 9.
MON 16 APR
For some reason which I cannot remember I think of the moth called The Herald as being the herald of winter,
and it is true that this common moth does emerge as a fresh adult late in the year (from late July) but I see
that, after hibernating, those adults can survive until the beginning of June and so are as likely to be seen in
the spring and early summer as in the autumn. For most people the late spring is the time they are most likely
to see this moth, but Sarah Patton (who has just found the first active adult at her Chichester moth light) tells
me that she probably sees more of them in the winter when conducting surveys of hibernating bats in old
railway tunnels and the like – they are then, like the bats, fast asleep in a safe place where the temperature
will hopefully not change much regardless of outside conditions.
Another class of insect which I had not previously thought of as hibernators are the bugs which are now
appearing on the opening leaves of trees and bushes. This was brought to my attention in a message from
Lee Marshall who reports seeing today the first Green Shield Bug and the first Squash Bug (Coreus
marginatus) and on checking these in Chinery I see that both these insects do hibernate and also that they
represent two sides of a great divide in the bug world – the Shield Bugs have antennae built of five segments
and this separates them from those (including the Squash Bug) having only four segments. Another item of
information coming from this check is that the Shield Bug which is so green to match the leaves at this time of
year often becomes a drab brown to match the autumn leaves before it goes into hibernation.
Still on the subject of hibernation I see that one of the main attractions on the guided tour of Emsworth’s Brook
Meadow led by Brian Fellows this morning was a dazzlingly fresh looking Peacock butterfly, and Brian
comments that he finds it surprising that the insect should still look so fresh many months after it emerged
from the pupa last autumn. I think the secret of this freshness is probably a factor that I was not aware of until
recently ... I had always assumed that butterflies which hatch in the summer fly around until the cool autumn
days tell them that it is time to hibernate, by which time you would expect them to have some signs of wear
and tear. The thing which surprised me was to learn that many insects go into hibernation almost as soon as
they emerge, even in the hot days of August or even July. This strategy has two advantages – firstly that the
insects are in prime condition when they emerge in spring and have to conduct their important business of
mating and egg-laying, and secondly that those very hot days of summer are not always conducive to the
survival of the butterflies – a heatwave can kill off most of the flowers on whose nectar the active insect must
rely to keep it going – by finding a cool dark spot suitable for hibernation it can also avoid the dessication that
it would incur from exposure to heat and shortage of food supplies if it remained active.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SUN 22 APR
The first tadpoles were wriggling in a puddle at Emsworth’s Brook Meadow today and yesterday the Havant
Wildlife Group saw one of Portsmouth’s albino squirrels at Hilsea Lines (close to where the railway crosses
Portscreek and goes through the ramparts). Also seen yesterday by Steve Mansfield in the Alresford area
were Hares (in four different places) and a Stoat.
SAT 21 APR
A bright red fox made a magnificent sight strolling nonchalantly across our lawn soon after 6am on this lovely
sunny morning. I did not see any action in the garden but some must have occurred as when I went out later
I found a whole Woodpigeon wing, bitten off at the root, in a border. The presence of the Fox, and its need to
continue hunting by day, reminded me that hundreds of baby Foxcubs are now in earths, demanding more
and more food, and that some of them may be seen above ground any time now (many of them enjoying
much less disturbance from humans this year if their earths are in country fields).
THU 19 APR
Brown Rats are probably much rarer than either Bank Voles or Common Shrews but we tend to see more of
them because they like to share our food whereas hundreds of Voles and Shrews can be nibbling away at a
more vegetarian diet in rough grass everywhere without coming to our attention. Common Shrews are not
infrequently seen as a result of their short and hectic lives which often terminate abruptly, leaving a corpse
exposed to our view (and left there by most of the scavengers that quickly dispose of the remains of other,
more tasty, animals). Today in the Alver Valley Lee Marshall managed to see all three of these animals
(though the Shrew was dead!)
Russell Wynn had some more high class animal sightings in the Test Valley today, logging Hare, Stoat, Weasel
and Water Vole, and John Norton confirmed that his report of a Grey Seal off Titchfield Haven last Monday
was not a positive identification – just what he was told by someone else who had seen it – so I think I am right
in assuming it was another Common Seal.
WED 18 APR
Ben Darvill saw a Common Seal at Keyhaven today, possibly the same seal that was seen off Titchfield Haven

by John Norton on Monday (Apr 16). John said his sighting was of a Grey Seal and I will check whether he
was certain of the id as I believe the Grey Seals of the rocky shores in the west country are very unusual this
far east. Another good sighting was of a Stoat hunting in the Wade Court area, also on Monday, and a less
pleasant sight was of a dead Fox in Emsworth’s Brook Meadow. Another unwelcome sight was of a Terrapin
at Baffins Pond where there may be three or four later in the summer when they others emerge from their
underwater hibernation (during which they breathe through their back sides as we discovered last year!)
A much more pleasand sight was of a small cluster of white stemmed , yellow capped, small toadstools found
growing by the Hayling Coastal Path on Apr 15 by Alan Cokes – these are Bolbitius vitellinus also known as
the Yellow Cowpat Toadstool though they will grow on other dung or just on straw.

PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR HIGH TIDES

(Date, Time and height in metres)

16/04:-06:00-3.6 & 19:07-3.6
17/04:-07:30-3.4 & 20:24-3.618/04:-08:47-3.5 & 21:27-3.8
19/04:-09:45-3.7 & 22:16-4.0
20/04:-10:30-3.9 & 22:55-4.2
21/04:-11:06-4.1 & 23:29-4.422/04:-11:39-4.3
23/04:-00:00-4.5 & 12:11-4.4
24/04:-00:31-4.5 & 12:45-4.5
25/04:-01:04-4.6 & 13:20-4.526/04:-01:39-4.6 & 13:58-4.5
27/04:-02:17-4.5 & 14:41-4.5
28/04:-02:59-4.4 & 15:30-4.4
29/04:-03:48-4.3 & 16:30-4.230/04:-04:48-4.1 & 17:40-4.1
01/05:-06:00-3.9 & 19:09-4.0
02/05:-07:36-3.8 & 20:30-4.1
03/05:-08:55-4.0 & 21:33-4.404/05:-09:53-4.2 & 22:21-4.5
05/05:-10:39-4.4 & 23:03-4.7

BIRDS:

WEEK 15 APR 9 - 15

SUN 15 APR
Common Sandpipers were seen today at Hook (Trevor Carpenter), Keyhaven (Mark Litjens) and Anton Lakes at
Andover by Tony Polley. I assume these were migrants, and one at Sidlesham Ferry (with a Green
Sandpiper) on Friday (Apr 13) may also have been an arrival. Whimbrel are also on the move – yesterday
Mark Litjens saw 22 fly east past Keyhaven and Lee Marshall had 2 east past Gilkicker. I’m pretty sure I saw
one in Langstone Harbour today on the Chalk Dock saltings (small, perky bird with an almost straight bill
ending in a sharp hook tip) but I could not see any head markings and it could have been the bird that has
been wintering at Farlington Point. Brent Geese are still moving through, with 30 flying east at Hurst spit
today (Mark Litjens) and 21 seen flying east past Gilkicker yesterday. A few divers are also still passing – one
Black Throated went past Brighton today, a Red Throated flew past Southwick (Shoreham) yesterday, and
two Great Northerns were off Selsey on Friday. Three Bonxies went along the Sussex coast today and an
Arctic Skua was seen from Selsey on Friday (Apr 13)
Snipe are still on the local scene with a dozen seen in the Alver Valley today by Lee Marshall, along with 3 Jack
Snipe. Yesterday Lee had 3 Common Snipe at Gilkicker. Further west Trevor Carpenter had 1 Bar tail and 8
Black tailed Godwit today at Hook (Warsash) and there were 9 Blackwits at Sidlesham Ferry on Friday.
Mark Litjens had another Hobby today at Keyhaven following his sighting of one at Titchfield Haven on Friday
and Ben Darvill’s sighting of one at Hurst Spit on Apr 10 (plus the anonymous report of one there on Apr 2).
Mike Rafter did even better for raptors in the Test Valley (Mottisfont-Horsebridge) today with a Red Kite
(tagged first year bird), Peregrine, Sparrowhawk, Kestrel and 9 Buzzards (soon no doubt we will be hearing of
20 at a time in the Test Valley as we did last spring). Mike also had a Barn Owl today, and yesterday Mark
Litjens had a daytime Tawny Owl hooting in Bolderwood (last week Nik Knight saw one in the Wade Court
area of Langstone while out with his bat detector)
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker are usually most vocal in February but today brings news of one drumming in the
Test Valley heard by Mike Rafter and yesterday Mark Litjens heard one both drumming and calling in
Bolderwood
Two other good birds found today by Mike Rafter in the Mottisfont-Horsebridge section of the Test valley were
Willow Tits (they are said to prefer damper places where they can excavate their own nest holes in rotten
trees, whereas Marsh Tits are said only to use existing holes). In the newly opened Bolderwood (New Forest)
Judith Chawner today had two Firecrest (Mark Litjens had one there on Saturday), and passerine migrant
arrivals today included 3 White Wagtails seen by Mark Litjens at Hurst (over which 2 Ravens flew north) and
40 Linnet in the Alver Valley today seen by Lee Marshall who saw 15 Linnet fly in off the sea with 123 Meadow
Pipits at Gilkicker yesterday,

A trip to Broadmarsh and Budds Farm this afternoon brought little bird interest though I did find a pair of Shelduck
on the sewage works pools and assume they are intending to nest there as they did successfully last year.
The Swan was sitting, and it seems the vegetation on the islands has defeated the nesting intentions of
Canada Geese this year (thank goodness). One pair of Gadwall and two of Teal were present plus 36 Tufted
Duck, and the water supply to the pools seems to have changed to what is probably the planned one –
nothing at all coming from the ‘big black pipe’ in the north east corner, and a waterfall cascading over the
concrete ‘castle wall’ in the north west section, emerging from a newly built concrete structure. Looking north
to where a number of gulls were circling high in the air one caught my attention as slightly larger than the
majority of Black Heads with a long winged outline and more gliding than flapping flight – when I got my bins
on it the underside of the wing-tip had a solid black triangle and the whole bird gave me the impression of
Kittiwake though it was going away north east over Havant and I never got a good view of the upper side.
Another even more dubious ‘possible’ was a warbler in the scrub of the Broadmarsh slipway ‘mountain’ – its
rapid garbled song stopped me as I cycled along the sea wall but I never got a glimpse of the bird which I
suspect was a Blackcap,using a form of subsong, rather than a Garden Warbler – the rapidity and lack of
variation in pitch were right for Garden Warbler, but I have often thought I have heard one and later found it
was on;ly a Blackcap (genuine Garden Warbler identifies itself to me by the sudden start and stop of the song
which Dunnock also exhibit and which I think of as a ‘musical box’ effect – you lift the lid and the song starts
full blast and then ceases similarly abruptly when you close the lid)
SAT 14 APR
John Shillitoe was pleased to hear 5 Corn Bunting singing and to see a sixth in a cycle ride around the
Soberton-Droxford-Hambledon area today. Hopefully there are others back in the Chidden area a little further
east and north of John’s route.
Mark Litjens today saw at least four male Brambling in Bolderwood (New Forest) today and Mike Duffy heard
some of them singing. 8+ Redstart were back in the Forest for Mark today and yesterday there were 4 at
Selsey and another at Goring on the Sussex coast. Yesterday Lee Marshall heard one Nightingale, and saw
19 Redpoll, in Botley Woods and there were two Nightingales both seen and heard at Pulborough today, plus
a single Lesser Whitethroat at Newhaven. South of Pulborough the Spoonbill was still in the Greatham Bridge
area where up to five Little Egret can still be seen (3 seen today).
A single summer plumaged Black Necked Grebe was giving great views to Mark Litjens, Lee Marshall and Ian
Calderwood off the Gilkicker / Stokes Bay shore today, and a flight of six Avocet were seen at four places
along the Sussex coast from Worthing (at 07:22) to Birling Gap (at 08:15) this morning, with a single Little
Tern flying past Worthing. Back at Stokes Bay 7 Eider were on the sea and a single Shelduck flew in to the
lake behind Gilkicker (hopefully planning to nest?). Up on the Basingstoke Canal another family of Mallard
ducklings were seen by Moira Doherty.
The first two Turtle Doves flew over Horsham in Sussex yesterday (Apr 13), when an early Whinchat reached
Brighton (the only other Whinchat I have heard of this year was seen on Apr 7 at Abbotsbury in Dorset by Rosi
Woods). Also yesterday 29 Waxwing were seen eating Oak buds at Crawley.
Two empty Blackbird eggshells were lying neatly in the middle of my lawn first thing this morning and I think it
more likely that they were dropped there by the parent bird rather than by a Magpie (which would probably
have completely crushed an egg this size rather than leaving a neat ‘chick sized’ opening at the big end).
FRI 13 APR
Two Common and one (singing) Lesser Whitethroat were seen by Lee Marshall in the Stokes Bay/Browndown
area of Gosport yesterday, though this evening Jason Crook told me he had had a Common Whitethroat at
Portsmouth’s Hilsea Lines back on Apr 7. I see that both Common and Lesser Whitethroat also arrived at
Rye in Sussex yesterday so there was probably a general influx then. Another bird which I had not heard of
until today is Little Tern, one of which arrived in Langstone Harbour and was seen by Jason Crook on Apr 6th,
and three of them reached Rye Harbour on Wednesday (Apr 11). Another piece of news that has only just got
onto the Sussex website is of one Common Tern and two Little Ringed Plovers back at Chichester Lakes on
Apr 8. A few more Yellow Wagtail have been reported – Gary Calderwood saw three fly in at Gilkicker
yesterday and today Trevor Carpenter added one to his Fareham garden bird list as it flew over objecting to
the presence of a Sparrowhawk in the same airspace. Other migrants today include a Hobby at Titchfield
Haven seen by Mark Litjens and a Little Ringed Plover seen by Paul Winter at Keyhaven (where there are still
at least three Wigeon)
I was fairly surprised to see three Pale Bellied Brent at the Hayling Oysterbeds last Tuesday and then to hear of
five in Pagham Harbour, but several are probably still with us as I definitely saw one at the Oysterbeds today
and Mark Litjens had one at Lepe, also today, while Mike Collins had one off Budds Mound yesterday. I think
Jason said that he had seen all three of the Oysterbeds birds today as well as a Wheatear and a Spottted
Redshank. Jason also added to the recent Langstone Harbour Glaucous Gull sightings, telling me that this
bird had been seen in the harbour on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday this week (Apr 9 – 11) and that he
had seen it on Monday morning in the flooded field near Little Leigh Farm north west of Leigh Park. Maybe

this bird has flown east as there is a report of a second summer bird off Newhaven today. Jason had had
several Iceland Gull sightings in Langstone Harbour last week and it is possible that an Iceland Gull seen
today off Seaford Head is the one that was here last week, though I suspect there have been quite a few
different white winged gulls moving along the channel recently. Another gull in the news is a single Common
Gull seen off Stokes Bay yesterday by Lee Marshall – there are probably still quite a few around though I have
neither seen nor heard of others this week.
A Spoonbill arrived in the Greatham Bridge area of the River Arun (south of Pulborough) on Wednesday (Apr 11)
and was still there today, but a couple of Common Cranes have been less static. One of them was going west
over Newhaven last Tuesday (Apr 10), yesterday there were 2 seen at Rye Harbour and today one was seen
in the Bembridge area of the Isle of Wight. I have no idea how many birds may be involved but for the
moment I am assuming there are just two rather flighty birds.
Another minor indication of the Curlew passage which seemed to have started last weekend was a flight of 15
Curlew seen by Gary Calderwood going east past Gilkicker yesterday, and on Wednesday (Apr 11) Tony
Hale found 56 Golden Plover on the Highwood Lane fields at Romsey which they seem to use as a passage
stop-off. Gary also noted 4 Shelduck going east, reminding me that there seem to be very few left in
Langstone Harbour though it could be that they (and many other birds) are enjoying an unusual lack of
disturbance at Farlington Marshes at the moment. Lee Marshall had 12 Shelduck going east past Stokes Bay
yesterday, and also found at least 7 Snipe (probably in the Alver Valley)
Although Stonechat breed regularly at some coastal sites those wintering at the Hayling Oysterbeds have
normally left by now, so when Graham Osborne told me yesterday that he had seen a pair of them in the ‘brick
field’ east of the old Billy Line at the north end of the Oysterbeds area, I wondered if they might be nesting
there and this idea was backed up today when I saw the male only on the bramble bushes and was told by
Jason Crook that this male had been heard singing recently. I believe Stonechat sometimes nest low in
bushes, but I know they also nest on the ground and I suspect they may be doing so here.
THU 12 APR
Blackcap, Willow Warbler and Chiffchaff were all singing strongly within earshot of my garden this morning with
a Song Thrush audible in the distance but later in the day these pleasant sounds were replaced with the
sinister chuckling of three adult Herring Gulls flying over in a military V-formation on a low level mission that
looked as if it might include napalm bombing and any other method of bringing death and destruction to any
innocent young creatures on the ground – luckily the guinea pigs on our lawn are well protected in a wire
mesh run. After lunch I cycled over to Woodmancote in the faint hope of hearing Nightingale (Brian Fellows
had been there last evening and heard nothing, and on my way I met Barry Collins who had also had an
unsuccessful trip there, though he had heard Whitethroat today). My only bird interest in this trip came from
the sight of ten Mallard ducklings following their mother across Aldsworth pond where the Swans have a nest
but both parents were away from it. One of the Coot families there had four baby chicks, but three pairs of
Tufted Duck and one of Canada Geese showed no signs of domesticity, while a whinnying Dabchick left the
question of family life open as I never saw it. Another pair of Canada Geese were in a new place by the fast
flowing River Ems just south of Ellbridge, and two Yellowhammers were calling lethargically from hedges near
Racton Park Wood.
WED 11 APR
Two new year-firsts for Hampshire were claimed by Lee Marshall today when he heard both Reed Warbler and
Common Whitethroat song in the Alver Valley at Gosport (tonight’s news from Sussex also reports the arrival
of both these species last Sunday, Apr 8, in the Hastings/Rye Harbour area). 19 Snipe were still in the Alver
Valley where Lee saw at least four Sparrowhawks and 3 Ketrels, and heard 8 singing Blackcap plus 1 Willow
Warbler. Three Swallows and one Redpoll went over and 3 pairs of Stonechat may well be intending to nest
on Browndown.
Ben Darvill and others at Hurst Spit today recorded a good arrival of passerines including 248 Linnet and 50
Goldfinch as well as 41 Swallows, 7 House Martins and 1 Yellow Wagtail plus 1 White Wagtail. High
overhead a female Marsh Harrier also flew north as did 2 Sparrowhawks
At Hazeley Heath in the north of Hampshire John Collman tells us that Willow Warblers are ‘abundant’ but that
he is still hoping for a lot more Yellowhammer and Linnet to arrive. John still found a couple of Redwing
present and was pleased with a Jack Snipe which gave a polite cough as it flew past him
The pagers today reported a Glaucous Gull seen for ten minutes at lunch time from The Ship pub at Langstone
(this was said to be a first summer bird but is possibly the ‘first winter’ bird that was at the Oysterbeds on
Monday). My own sightings in the Langstone area today were made at Budds Mound from which I saw the
Long Tailed Duck at the outfall and four Gadwall on the pools where there were at least four eggs in the
Swan’s nest. Overhead I had my first Swallow, and on the pools I could only see a couple of Teal though
there were still at least 25 Tufted Duck. Over by the Broadmarsh slipway the Swan flock was down to just two
birds.

TUE 10 APR
Charles Cuthbert tells me that the last of the Little Egrets may now have left Alresford Pond for the summer – just
two were seen yesterday (and may turn up again) but the majority of those that were there in the winter have
definitely gone. The peak roost count in mid-January was 23. Charles also tells me that he has just heard of
a Ring Ouzel and a couple of Water Pipits seen at Calshot today.
Trevor Carpenter had a special bonus in the the way of garden birds today when he saw, from the windows of
his home overlooking the M27 along the north of Fareham, one male Merlin, two Kestrels and then four
Sparrowhawks all fly west this morning. The Kestrels may possibly have been the losers of two pairs which
Lee Marshall saw fighting over HMS Centurion at Gosport this morning.
Another Merlin, this time a female, was also seen today by Ben Darvill at Hurst Spit but I expect he was more
pleased with a Hobby which he also saw even if it was not the first to reach Hampshire (one was reported to
have been at Hurst on Apr 2). Twelve Swallows flew in and a probable Red Throated Diver was on the sea
with 8 Scoter and 1 Greenshank while an unidentified Grey Goose flew over.
Brian Fellows today found the boats had been launched for the Easter holidays on the Southsea Canoe Lake
and the Swans, which had numbered 55 last week, were down to 35. Along at Eastney a Shag was still
fishing near the Hayling Ferry and there were still 27 Brent present. Baffins Pond had a full complement of
birds for the time of year, including 5 new hatched Moorhen chicks. Four Shoveler are still there along with 46
Tufted Duck, and the 10 Barnacle Geese were there with the rest of the regular feral flock (including 36
Canada Geese).
Sussex news for today is topped by a Common Crane flying west over Newhaven and a male Marsh Harrier
flying in over Selsey but also includes a report that 5 Purple Sandpiper are still at Shoreham and a mention of
5 Pale Bellied Brent in Pagham Harbour. Maybe these are the group which has been seen intermittently at
Pagham during the winter, and maybe they have been getting restless and flying round in circles to account
for the reports of them flying past Selsey Bill which I mentioned on Apr 5 – at that time the report made me
wonder if they were following the dark bellied birds to Siberia, but today’s news makes it seem they are just
confused. I see that there is also a report of 5 Great Northern Divers off Selsey last Saturday (Apr 7) and I
take it that these birds were all on the sea rather than flying past.
With the Hayling Coastal path now open I cycled down it today and called briefly at the Oysterbeds where there
were around a dozen Brent sheltering from the strong northerly wind. To my surprise a group of four geese
standing separately from the rest were Pale Bellied (at least three of them were – the fourth persistently kept
its back to me). A lot more Brent (estimated 70) were off the Kench. I saw only two other birds of any interest
today – one adult Med Gull flying over the Hayling Beachlands, and one male Sparrowhawk annoying the
starlings in Emsworth.
MON 9 APR
The Osprey which was seen over Alresford Pond on Mar 31 by Steve Mansfield and Charles Cuthbert seems to
have arrived at Rutland Water. In response to Steve’s report of this sighting to the Osprey team at Rutland
Water, Barrie Gilpin told Steve that ..**.. On 3 April, 3 days after your sighting, a large female was seen by
John Wright at Rutland Water and he made very detailed notes including feather wear which matched your
description almost exactly. Of course it could be a coincidence...! but it seems pretty likely that it was the
same bird. She isn't wearing a colour ring and has been seen again since that first sighting. ..**.. Presumably
this means that the bird is a newcomer to Rutland Water, and I hope she doesn’t cause trouble there (a large
female who has already acquired some battle scars might not be conducive to peace and quiet!)
A much more peaceful bird was seen by John Goodspeed this afternoon at the Hayling Oysterbeds (yes, the
Hayling coastal path and oysterbeds have been open since Saturday). John did not see it arrive and was only
aware of its presence among roosting gulls when it was pointed out to him by other birders who had seen it
arrive and said it was a first winter Glaucous Gull – as far as I can gather all John could see of it was the head
rearing above other smaller gulls. Pager news from the other end of the county this evening is of a Kentish
Plover on saltmarsh at Milford (I would think this means the west end of Keyhaven Marsh?).
Mike Collins visited the Budds Farm area on both days this weekend. On Saturday (Apr 7) he comments on a
large number of Curlew on the shore which reminds me that in Moira Doherty’s account of her visit there that
afternoon she counted 102 Curlew where there have only been one or two recently so I guess this was a
passage flock. Mike also mentions one Knot, hardly a flock, but again I omitted to mention Lee Marshall’s
account of how (at 2:30 am on Sunday morning) he heard the calls of 2 or 3 Knot flying over his house at
Gosport, another indication that they are on the move eastward. Coming back to Mike’s own sightings there
were Gadwall on the pools (2 on Sat, 4 on Sunday), and a Common Sandpiper was there on Sunday (I
assume this is still the resident winter bird). On Saturday afternoon, heading into Portsmouth over the
Eastern Road bridge, Mike noted another special event – the first Sandwich Tern up at the top of Langstone
Harbour rather than bustling along the channel coast.
Over in Emsworth Brian Fellows today found the Peter Pond Swan pair (whose nest appears to have been
vandalised on Friday night) busy repairing the nest in which there were two eggs, indicating that the female is

laying another clutch (or continuing the first). The Grey Wagtails which are a regular sight round this pond
showed themselves as a pair, and they should have no problem finding a good nest site here with several
bridges and a lot of riverside stone and brickwork to provide hidden ledges and crevices for them. Two of the
three pairs of Coot on the Slipper Mill pond now have nests but the pair of adult Herring Gulls which spend
each breeding season sitting on the rafts in this pond demonstrating an enduring platonic friendship still do
not seem this year to have learnt about what comes naturally to most birds (and bees).
Both Lyndon Hatfield and John Shillitoe visited the West Walk woods in the Meon Valley near Wickham (the
whole site is now open and you can use all three carparks at Hundred Acres, Upperford and Woodend).
Lyndon comments on an abundance of Nuthatches, plus Chiffchaff and Blackcap song, but joins many others
who have recently been wondering where all the Buzzards have got to – by now there should be pairs circling
and displaying above every wood in south east Hampshire to judge by the sightings of the last couple of
springs. I rather suspect that rain and the absence of warm thermals is to blame but maybe that is about to
change as John Shillitoe (looking I think from the bare top of Lodge Hill in the woodland) picked out three
different pairs in the air and one singleton. John also saw a small number of Lapwing sitting patiently on what
I presume to be early nests in the meadows south of Newtown – maybe they at least will have gained from
lack of disturbance this spring.
Following on from John Eyre’s story of the Great Spotted Woodpecker drumming on a metal PA loudspeaker
(see Apr 7) Mike Wall tells us that he too has seen a Great Spot drumming on metal – in his case the
non-directional soundboard of an electricity pylon. Mike comments that it looked as if the bird had learnt that
it was wise not to put quite so much effort in head-banging when using steel rather than rotten wood ...
Earlier news which has just reached me includes a note from Martin Rand that last Friday (Apr 6) a few Redwing
were still to be seen in his Chandlers Ford garden. On Sunday (Apr 8), walking roads west of Alresford,
Martin came on at least four Grey Partridge in fields near Abbotstone and later encountered a bold Red
Legged Partridge that allowed him within five metres of it (I think the males of this species are a little simple
minded – they typically take up a position on a haystack or other prominent vantage point and dare any other
males of their own species to approach their territory, or maybe stand there to attract females towards them,
whatever the reason they do not seem to be able to distinquish the species approaching them and act the
same towards humans as to partridges – that’s my theory)
At Blackdam close to the M3 exit for Basingstoke Bob Douglas this afternoon saw a Firecrest. No doubt this was
still a vagrant but we are coming to the time when sightings could give hope of breeding.
PLANTS:

SUN 15 APR
A circuit of the Bedhampton and Broadmarsh area of Havant this afternoon gave me four newly flowering plants,
though none of great significance. On Bedhampton Mill Lane railbridge a trace of bright yellow at the roadside
gave me Hedge Mustard, and the old wall of the carpark by the church had Pelitory of the Wall with many
buds but no open flowers. Crosswort was flowering by the busy roadside above the railway and A27, and
along the A27 bank at Chalk Dock Broom was in flower. Lastly, near Broadmarsh Slipway, four tiny flowers
were open on one head of Hoary Cress.
FRI 13 APR
Garden plants growing from bulbs often flourish when the bulbs are chucked out and I am reluctant to tick garden
Daffodils which I see flowering in the countryside although many of them have done more than just survive for
a year or so. One plant that might be in this category, but which is uncommon enough to be classed as ‘very
rare’ in the Hants Flora is Few-Flowered Leek (Allium paradoxum) of which Lee Marshall found an example at
Carters Copse (between Grange Road and the River Alver west of Gosport) today. If these plants have only
recently appeared (close to both a Waste Disposal site and Gosport Borough nurseries at Grange Farm) they
may not be of as much interest as if they can be shown to have been there for several years and to have both
established themselves and started to multiply and spread.
THU 12 APR
Cycling along the back roads near Woodmancote this afternoon I enjoyed the richly coloured banks of the small
un-named copse north west of the village (SU 771081) where I saw my first Wild Strawberry flowers among
the Wood Anemones, Common Dog Violets, Lesser Periwinkle, Bluebells and the like. Later I saw my first
two Lords and Ladies (Arum) had unsheathed their purple spathes where Great Stitchwort lined the roadside,
and nearby the first field of Rape was turning bright yellow as its flowers opened. In country gardens Cherry
Laurel had just started to open its white flowers and here in Havant two large trees of Norway Maple made a
glorious show of their unique yellow flowers (it will not be long before the more garish gold of Laburnum
flowers will be seen – bunches of buds were already hanging on a tree in Denvilles).
WED 11 APR
Lee Marshall tells me that Summer Snowflake is in flower in the Alver Valley at Gosport now (and Bluebells have
been out there since Monday). I remember that last year there were reports that the rare Spring Snowflake

had been found in the Test Valley but by the time experts had arrived on the scene it had put out more flowers
to show that it was a Summer Snowflake after all. I also remember that I learnt of a very large colony (about
100 yards across?) of naturalised Summer Snowflake that is a regular feature in the Avon Valley at Wattons
Ford (SU 134011) just south of Matchams viewpoint.
Another find made today at Brook Meadow in Emsworth by Brian Fellows was of the first fertile spikes of Field
Horsetail
TUE 10 APR
The lovely pink-mauve colour of Dove’s Foot Cranesbill flowers growing in a residential street brought a foretaste
of summer to a rather chilly spring day as I cycled through Emsworth this morning in sunshine cooled by a
northerly wind. A few moments later I passed a bolder statement of a similar colour on Honesty flowering in a
roadside garden chuck-out area near which I was surprised to see a large patch of Ramsons holding up many
white, but still cellophane wrapped, flowerheads, and not much further on I stopped to check out a good show
of Common Whitlowgrass growing from the roadside kerbstones – this latter is no newcomer to the scene but
was in a place I have not seen it before. Later in the day, at Gunner Point on Hayling, the reddish tinge of the
Honesty was echoed in much deeper and more sobre tones by hundreds of fresh shoots of Sea Kale just
appearing in the shingle, and at the entrance to the ‘gun emplacement’ car park on the north side of Sinah
Lake I found another brand new shade of pink as the very first flowers opened on the huge bush of Tartarian
Honeysuckle on the west side of this entrance from Ferry Road. Yet another shade of pink was found in the
flowers of Common Fumitory further west along Ferry Road. Also in the Sinah Common area I found much
more of the Shepherd’s Cress (Teesdalia nudicaulis) extending the small patch which I found last Tuesday
(Apr 3). The Spring Beauty which John Goodspeed discovered in flower last Tuesday was by now
omni-present but I still could not find flowers on the mass of Bur Chervil or Sand Catstail grass, nor discover
any Spring Vetch.
While in Emsworth this morning I found at Brook Meadow the leaves of Comfrey pushing up through the wet
ground, mostly long stalked basal leaves looking a bit like the spears of some small tribe of Zulu warriors (no
small green men actually seen – their encampment must have been flooded out if they had been foolish
enough to make one here!). One or two of the plants had grown into bushes and just one was beginning to
flower giving me a chance to resolve a question that has puzzled me for several years about the identification
of white flowered Comfrey. In Havant and the surrounding area one of the first spring flowers is what I have
long decided is White Comfrey despite the Hants Flora classifying it as ‘rare’. The Flora does say this plant is
almost confined to the coast of SE Hants but it does seem to be spreading here at least as fast as the Little
Egrets that were once rare, and it might be interesting to find out how far it has spread. This White Comfrey
(Symphytum orientale) is easily identified by its upright stance, abundant pure white flowers, and the absence
of any ‘wings’ running down the stems from its leaves and the short calyx teeth. Books tells us that Common
Comfrey can have white looking flowers, but until today I do not think I have found it in the Havant area (the
Flora shows it to be abundant in all the river valleys of Hampshire other than that of the R Ems – and indicates
that it has not been found in SU 71 north of Havant , and only in two tetrads of SU 70). One of the two SU 70
tetrads where it has been recorded is the one containing Brook Meadow, and the plant which I found coming
into flower had the strongly decurrent wings on its stem, so I believe I can now put this species on my local
list.
MON 9 APR
Today in Emsworth’s Brook Meadow Brian Fellows found the first Hogweed of the year in flower as the display of
Butterbur there starts to tail off, and also today I had news of various recent finds made during the past week
by Martin Rand, of which the most recent was of Slender Speedwell (V. filiformis) by the roadside in Itchen
Abbas (probably at the east end of the village) and Purple Willow (S. Purpurea) catkins open by the Itchen as
you enter Alresford over Sewards Bridge along the same road. On Friday (Apr 6) Wild Cherry / Gean was
flowering at Hedge End, unfortunately a roadside planted specimen rather than the natural woodland sight
that brightens this time of year. Back on Apr 1, somewhere between Braisfield and Kings Somsborne, Martin
ticked flowers on both Red Currant and Gooseberry, and also saw Early Purple Orchids raising unopen flower
spikes
INSECTS:

SAT 14 APR
A male Orange Tip was much appreciated by a group of non-naturalists when shown it by John Goodspeed at
Fleet Pond today, especially as it was still sufficiently cool to allow John to pick it up and put it on a post.
Another good early record comes from Eastleigh where Kevin Ilsley found a Large White on April 7 (I am not
certain of the date, the news came in a message from Lee Marshall who said it was seen on Saturday 11th
Apr and I am assuming the Saturday is correct but the date is not). Both these are good early records but I
see that last year Barry Collins had an Orange Tip as early as Mar 27 and there were regular sightings from
the beginning of April. The Large White is the more exceptional as although there were odd sightings on Mar

19 (Mark Litjens) and Mar 31 (Theo Roberts) last year there were no regular sightings until May 8 on.
Both Lee Marshall and Sarah Patton had good finds in their moth traps on Thursday night (Apr 12). At Rowner
(Gosport) Lee had the first Puss Moth (a male which is whiter than the female and has more prominent
antennae – this moth does not normally appear until May) and the first Lunar Marbled Brown, and at her trap
near the Chichester bypass Sarah had the first Pine Beauty (a very pretty moth but its caterpillars can wreak
destruction in conifer plantations) and a very early migrant Rush Veneer (Sarah’s first dates for this in the past
two years have been May 29 and June 6). She also had another Diamond Back which I have already noted
as being early this year (see Mar 25) but I did not know until now that this is also a migrant,
FRI 13 APR
A Hummingbird Hawkmoth was seen yesterday by Lee Marshall in Carters Copse (SU 586001) on the east bank
of the River Alver at Gosport. On Mar 8 I passed on news that came via Radio Solent of one at Exbury
Gardens (near Beaulieu), and on Mar 10 quoted evidence provided by Lee Marshall to show that these
hawkmoths do at least attempt to hibernate in some winters, so it is not clear if this was a migrant or an
emerging hibernator but with southerly winds and many newly arrived birds I would tend to think it was a
migrant. Nearby Lee had Brimstone, Comma and Peacock on the wing, and over in Emsworth Brian Fellows
did one better with a Small Tortoiseshell in Brook Meadow (that’s two of them this year!). Further east in
Sussex things are looking up for moths – on Wednesday night (Apr 11) Sarah Patton for the first time this year
was able to count more than ten of any one species of moth – she had 12 Hebrew Characters with another
two of the early Diamond Back moths and ones and twos of four other common moths.
Also seen by Lee in the Browndown area west of the River Alver was the first of the summer’s ‘Nursery Tent’
spiders – the long legged, long bodied spider Pisaura mirabilis which will in the summer be seen carrying,
under her abdomen, a big cotton-wool ball full of her eggs. When the time is nearing for them to hatch she
hangs the ball from the top of some low vegetation and then weaves a domed web over the top to provide the
young spiderlings with a rainproof roof that lets in plenty of light and warmth. They seem to like nettle beds
and similar damp vegetation.
THU 12 APR
I associate Speckled Wood with sunlit glades in the shelter of mature woodland and have always been surprised
to find them on the exposed south face of Portsdown Hill, so I was doubly surprised to hear from John
Goodspeed that he had this morning seen the first for this year among the hawthorn scrub a little west of the
hilltop roundabout – this face of the hill catches the sun and today must have been sheltered from the chill
north west wind. Also seen by John on the hill were Brimstone, Peacock and Comma. In my own garden I
had a glimpse through the window of a large whitish butterfly which I’m pretty sure must have been a female
Brimstone – too large for Small and flying too strongly for Green Veined White, and unlikely to have been
Large White but I suppose all three of these white species could now be on the wing.
MON 9 APR
The first Holly Blue of the spring was seen today by Dave Tolcher sunning itself on ivy in his Warsash garden and
yesterday Lyndon Hatfield was in the newly re-opened West Walk woods in the Meon Valley wintessing
another butterfly occurrence that normally takes place before the end of March – a mass emergence of
Brimstones. 12 Brimstones were also out in Westwood at Netley, Southampton yesterday, seen by Mark
Litjens along with 2 Peacock and 1 Comma. Up in Fleet Rob Edmunds saw Brimstone and Peacock on
Sunday, when down in Portchester Andrew Brookes had a Comma nectaring in his garden.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
FRI 13 APR
Nik Knight has had his bat detector out one a few fine evenings in the past week and reports quite a lot of
Pipistrelle activity around his home in the Wade Court area of Langstone. I may be putting a wrong
interpretation on this but my guess is that any bats out on these relatively chilly nights are finding a similar
shortage of moths to that experienced by people running moth trap lights, and the bats are having to spend a
lot longer than usual hunting for their supper. The bat detector has been noisiest in the 55kHz band but Nik
has heard fainter sounds possibly indicating other bat species.
Over in the Browndown area west of Gosport Lee Marshall was able to spot two Adders yesterday, and he says
that in the Browndown north section Green Tiger Beetles are now abundant.
THU 12 APR
Hawthorn scrub on chalk is not a habitat that suggests fungi but Richard Jones has recently found on Portsdown
an unusual species called Verpa conica which Roger Phillips tells us thrives in just such a situation – perhaps
thrives is the wrong word, for if it did Richard points out that he should have found lots of them over the years
judging by the suitable habitat he has on offer. This fungus looks a little like a Stinkhorn with a stout white
stem up to 9cm high topped by a conical greeny-grey cap but is in fact more closely related to the Morels and
Helvellas as it is a ‘spore shooter’ whereas the Stinkhorns disperse their spores with the aid of flies which
come and lick them off the cap. This find reminds me of another unexpected find made some years ago on

the IBM North Harbour site by Keith Turner (finder of Hampshire’s famous Red Helleborine orchid) – that find
was of Common Morel also in the spring and at the foot of a Hawthorn growing in the unusual mix of chalk and
harbour mud which gives this reclaimed land its unique soil. I have never seen that again, and I wonder if this
new fungus will perform better with future showings? If anyone goes to look for the Verpa it is close to a path
going north west at approx SU 642065, and Richard says that a careful search may also find Earth Stars
(presumably the remains of them rather than fresh specimens) in a nearby area that has recently been
cleared for creating a new fenceline (not yet in place)..
WED 11 APR
The first Grass Snake of the year was seen today by Lee Marshall in the Alver Valley at Gosport, along with a
Common Lizard, four Foxes and five Roe Deer. A less welcome sight was of the first Terrapin on the banks of
Baffins Pond where it was seen by Brian Fellows yesterday.
MON 9 APR
A pile of ready chopped vegetable matter by the edge of the river Ems at Brook Meadow today was further
evidence found by Brian Fellows that the Water Voles are still flourishing there

BIRDS:

WEEK 14 APR 2 - 8

SUN 8 APR
This morning’s sunshine brought an incredibly early Common Swift to Gosport where Lee Marshall saw it over
his home at Rowner. Lee goes on to tell us that he has heard that another Swift was seen in the Gosport area
on March 30 or 31 though I cannot vouch for this record (there are still a lot of people who confuse Swifts and
Swallows). My copy of the latest Hampshire Bird Report has not yet arrived through the post so I can only
quote the 1998 report which gives the earliest ever Swift in Hampshire as 8 Apr 97 – same date as this one.
Another first for Hampshire this year was a Nightingale heard singing this morning on the Solent shore at Lepe
Country Park by Simon Ingram – I see another Nightingale arrived in Sussex today at Norman’s Bay (TQ
6805 on the Pevensey Levels coast between Eastbourne and Bexhill) so it could well be worth a trip to our
local site at Marlpit Lane near Funtington on the Havant to Chichester road north of the A27. While Simon
was at Lepe he spotted a Raven flying north from the Isle of Wight and continuing north inland, giving some
support to my feeling that at least some of our Hampshire Raven sightings are of birds on day trips from the
Island rather than Hampshire resident birds. He then returned to his home patch (the lakes at Eastleigh) and
had a second sighting of a drake Goosander flying west low over the water but not stopping – the previous
sighting was on Mar 21 – and this suggests to me that there could be some other water within a few miles of
Eastleigh where Goosander have been wintering undetected by birders (maybe on the Test somewhere
above Redbridge?).
Numbers of Willow Warbler have been falling in recent years and I am wondering if the numbers seen in many
places in the past week are any indication of an improvement in their population. There is absolutely no way
that current reports can give a quantitative view of the population but it is encouraging to see that there were
10+ singing in Aldershot and 12+ in Woolmere Forest today, while I heard two or three at the IBM Portsmouth
site and another couple in the Hayling Billy track running past my garden
Another species that may be looking up is the Mute Swan of which Brian Fellows has been reporting larger than
usual flocks at Emsworth for the past three months, and in Portsmouth has just had his highest ever April
count on the Southsea Canoe Lake – this could be a reflection on the introduction of a ban on lead fishing
weights a few years back.
Every since Sand Martins started to arrive in Hampshire this year Giles Darvill has been keeping an eye on a
Sand Martin nest site in low cliffs along the shore of Christchurch Bay to the south west of the New Forest (I
think this colony is close to a Golf Course at Barton-on sea), and today he found 28 birds making new tunnels
some 200 yards from the place they used last year (those tunnels vanished over winter in cliff falls). I think
Giles was concerned that the disappearance of the old holes might deter the birds from making a new start
but Charles Cuthbert tells me that the birds often seem to welcome a new cliff face when they first return so I
hope this colony will soon be back to its normal size and activity
I visited the lake at the IBM North Harbour site in Portsmouth today to make this month’s unofficial WeBS count
(no F & M restrictions here) and found the Swan pair back on the water near their expected nest site, and the
pair of Kestrels chattering to each other perched above their likely nest site at the eastern end of the buildings,
but best of all (when I had completed my circuit of the lake and not seen them) I saw one Great Crested Grebe
sail out of the reeds at the north west corner of the water and then, through the dead reed stems, glimpsed the
russet brown flanks of the second bird sitting on what must have been a nest. Two pairs of Tufted Duck were
on the lake and at least nine pairs of Canada Geese at various points around it (on one of the islands a freshly
eaten egg-shell was, I’m pretty sure, from one of these geese). One or two Herons were fishing, and there
was at least one adult Lesser Blackback among some 80 Herring Gulls and 20 Black Headed, while the flocks

of Coot had changed into aggressive pairs and the Moorhens were more elusive than in the winter though the
‘whinnying’ of the Little Grebe (at least three pairs) made their presence more obvious. The resident Green
Woodpecker drew my attention to a female Sparrowhawk that came wheeling overhead, and spring was
confirmed by the songs of Willow Warbler, Chiffchaff and Blackcap (a male giving me good views).
Peter Morrison has a pair of Nuthatch using a purpose built nest box on an oak tree in his garden at Warsash and
a pair of Blue Tits in another box on a tree about 35 feet away. I get the impression that both had been
peacefully in residence for a few days when for no apparent reason the Nuthatch pair set up a picket line
outside the Blue Tit box and physically attacked the tits when they attempted to enter their box. One of the
Blue Tits seems to have responded by entering the Nuthatches box and pulling out their nest material. Peter
would love any comments or explananation... my only thought is that, as I think both boxes are identical, the
Nuthatches might have thought the Tits were entering the Nutchatches box – I know this is extremely unlikely
but it might be worth a dab of paint or the addition of some other feature to ensure that the boxes looked
different as well as being on different trees.
SAT 7 APR
The noise of Rooks harrassing a raptor attracted Peter Adeline’s attention upwards at Woodmancote (SU 7707
– a little inland from Thorney Island) this morning and he saw the distinctive forked tail of a Red Kite heading
west high overhead at 09:15. With the poor weather I doubt anyone else saw it, and I suspect it was a young
bird seeking a mate and territory, and that it is now far away. There must be plenty of youngsters about as I
see from the March issue of the English Nature magazine that the official count of breeding pairs in England
last summer was 112 in the Chilterns, 16 in the Midlands and at least one in the Yorkshire site on the
Harewood Estate. I do not have any current official figures for the number of Rooks in the massive rookery
around Hambrook House a little to the east of Woodmancote but do recall that in the last full census of
Rookeries a few years ago this one was reported to be the largest in Sussex
Two reports of Brent today may well be of summering birds. Moira Doherty came down to Budds Farm this
morning and saw 12 Brent flying south west over the harbour, probably towards the RSPB reserve islands,
and she also saw another three Brent which would give a not unexpected total of 15 birds staying the
summer. Over at Hurst Castle Mark Litjens saw six Brent and I cannot comment on what they might be doing
but it does prompt the question as to how many Brent stay the summer in Hampshire and at what sites. I am
only aware of them being regular in Langstone and Chichester harbours – do some also stay in the
Lymington or Beaulieu river areas?
As well as the Brent Mark saw a Merlin still at Hurst, while inland at Fleet Pond Steeve Mansfield saw something
which few people have probably seen – a Heron swimming. Steve says it looked quite like a Swan. I am
aware that Herons will plunge into deep water to catch fish (I think some become quite adept at this at some
fish farms) but the only time I have seen one do this it rose again from the water like a clumsy Osprey. An
equally unusual observation comes from John Eyre who was in the Aldershot area at Tweseldown racecourse
where loudspeakers are fixed to high posts in bunches of three to broadcast to the crowds at race meetings.
Hearing an extra loud Great Spotted Woodpecker drumming sound he found the bird had discovered that the
metal loudspeaker horn was a far better resonator of its drumming than any dead branch – not only that but it
had elected to drum on the speaker pointing directly towards a distant tree in which a rival was making its
normal drumming reply (a feeble sound in comparison).
Yesterday I passed on Brian Fellows good news of seeing five eggs in the Swan’s nest at Emsworth’s Peter
Pond, and today he tells me that only one is left. The same thing happened last year and human vandals
were blamed but I am not sure there is hard proof of what happened on either occasion – I suppose it is
possible that the nest was raided by a pair of foxes (or even dogs) and in the barney between foxes and
swans I’m sure the eggs might well have been ejected from the nest and broken. Hopefully the swan will lay
a second batch as she did last year and all will be well in the end.
Both David Parker and Brian Fellows have recently been on holiday abroad and have remarked on the
superabundance of House Sparrows in India and the Balearic Islands respectively – posing the question on
their return to England as to why we see so few. I’m sure there is no one simple answer, nevertheless I will
suggest a cause in one word – Chickens. I am pretty sure that you cannot go far in India without seeing
chickens been kept by most families for eggs and meat, and I suspect it is the same in the Balearics (after all
Minorca gave its name to a famous breed of chicken). Here in England when I was young we kept chickens
for the same reasons, and so did many country people, and where there were chickens there were Sparrows.
Grain fed to the chickens went partly to the Sparrows, the scratching of the ground by the chickens made
more food available to the Sparrows as well as giving them the communal dust baths in which they passed
sunny summer days of constant chattering gossip. Of course I am not referring just to chickens – the way of
life in which people keep chickens is one in which they keep may other animals, often in ricketty outbuildings
full of Sparrow nest sites, and grow vegetables organically in their gardens (breeding caterpillars and growing
weed seeds to feed many other bird species).

FRI 6 APR
I think I must have misunderstood Lee Marshall when he first described the song of the strange Robin at Stokes
Bay, Gosport on Mar 26 and said that the song had none of the usual melodic trembling warbles normally
associated with the species and that he was disappointed to find it was just a European Robin. The
impression I gained was of a rather dull song with little variety but the bird is still present and other people who
have heard it are using words like those of Ian Williamson who said ** It's incredible, if I hadn't known about
the bird I would never have believed that it could be a Robin ** and ** I've never heard anything like it **. Most
people compare it to the song of a Skylark and some say that it also reminds them of Sedge Warbler song. If
you want to hear this wonder for yourself Lee suggests that you use the carpark by the Pebble Beach cafe,
then walk back across the main road and listen for the bird behind some tennis courts (it may well be singing
from a house roof). Apparently the owner of the house claims the same bird was also there a year ago but,
not knowing this person, I am aware that most people who are not bird watchers regard their garden birds as
static objects that never go anywhere else (whereas in fact most small birds such as tits and finches are
continually on the move in winter) – so he may just be stating that there was a Robin in his garden last year,
not necessarily this one (and most non-birders have little or no ear for bird song).
Like most of us Barry Collins is highly frustrated to be unable to go to his normal haunts on Thorney Island and to
be forced into having a gap in the monthly counts of Egrets he has been making on that island since at least
1992. So, stuck at home in Leigh Park, he was very pleased today to add a low flying Egret, right over his
house, to the list of Mediterranean and other gulls that he can often see from his windows overlooking the
fields of the Staunton Country Park
Hampshire County Council have announced that from this coming week-end the Hayling Coastal Path and
Titchfield Haven will once more be open to the public, as will the Q E Country Park near Petersfield (but
presumably not Butser Hill) and Lepe Country Park on the New Forest shore near Calshot. I wait to see
whether Havant Borough will open their section of the Hayling Billy trail ... Not such good news from Sussex,
it seems. They are keeping on all their footpath restrictions for the moment.
Over in Emsworth Brian Fellows has seen five eggs in the Swans nest at Peter Pond and now has 3 Blackcaps
among a long list of bird species singing in Brook Meadow. He saw the Swans eggs yesterday (Apr 5).
Last Monday (Apr 2) I described how a handful of white feathers appeared on my lawn, and my idea that they
came from a Woodpigeon which had been struck a glancing blow by a Sparrowhawk. By now I had become
accustomed to seeing the feathers, and thought they would stay there until I mowed the lawn, but today I was
very pleased to see both of our regular Long Tailed Tit pair on the grass collecting the feathers for their nest.
This reminds me that now is the time when all contributions of feathers, hair, or other material suitable for nest
building are welcome to the birds and I will be putting out the proceeds of the next attempt at trimming the
dog’s hair (or my own) to see who comes to collect it. Also in my garden this morning, as yesterday, I could
hear both Blackcap and Willow Warbler song.
THU 5 APR
John Goodspeed has today corrected my assumption that the Grand Parade which was referred to in his
message about a Water Rail (see Apr 3) was the one in Portsmouth – it was in fact the one in South Hayling
where the gardens have much more suitable habitat for birds that do those in Portsmouth. A bird flying south
low over these houses would have just come in sight of the sea ahead and (assuming that dawn was
approaching when it did so) probably thought it wise to put down for the day and make the crossing the
following night.
For some unexplained reason large flocks of Brent continue to be seen around the Beaulieu estuary long after
these geese have left the eastern harbours and this is supported again this year by Simon Boswell’s sighting
of 465 Brent at Lepe yesterday. Birds of Hampshire says ** At the Beaulieu Estuary a build up in numbers
occurs in late April and early May ** and goes on to quote two counts of 478 and 520 in the first week of May
in 1986 and 1992. If the birds are coming from the west and looking for somewhere to stop off I would have
thought they might have put down at the first suitable spot (i.e. Keyhaven area). Perhaps when they reach
Needs Ore they see Southampton Water ahead and think it is the start of the North Sea, and decide to put
down for rest and refreshment before starting on a long distance sea crossing? Two birds that have not yet
taken up the challenge of migration were a Purple Sandpiper and a Merlin, both of which Simon found still in
the Hurst/Keyhaven area
Another bird that shows no inclination to move is a single drake Scoter that has been on the sea close off Stokes
Bay at Gosport for some weeks. Lee Marshall saw it still there yesterday and gave no indication that it was a
‘dead parrot’ as I had begun to fear after his accidental word transposition in his account of what he saw on
Apr 2 when he referred to this bird as ** the still male in the bay ** (reminding me of a story of a massive twitch
to see a Purple Heron which was giving good but distant views and was ticked by many a birder before it was
revealed that this was a stuffed specimen planted on purpose to fool). Another probably motionless bird in the
Gosport area was a Little Owl seen by Lee perched on Brownddown Fort – I think that is a good sighting as at
this time of year for, as soon as the birds start nesting, they become invisible, only to re-appear perched

openly on telegraph poles and the like in June when the young had fledged. A third sighting in Lee’s list was
of three Herons flying to the Isle of Wight. Maybe these were birds from the Elson Wood heronry within the
MoD Defence Muntions site on the Portsmouth Harbour shore of Gosport off in search of food for youngsters
already newly hatched? Pure conjecture, but I have heard that when young appear in Heron’s nests the
sudden increase in the demand for fish supplies forces the parents to fly much further than usual in search of
food – up to 40 miles I have heard. I believe this is one of the reasons why Herons stagger their nesting –
some laying their eggs in February, others not until May – but these long distance flights (if they occur) must
be separated from observations of ‘migrating’ Herons.
I see that I omitted one interesting item of news from Sussex relating to Apr 3 when 4 Pale Bellied Brent were
seen flying past Selsey Bill – direction not stated but I assume east which would imply that these Pale Bellied
birds that should be heading north west across country towards Greenland or Canada were actually trailing
along with the Dark Bellied birds heading for Siberia. Today comes another report from Selsey of a single
Pale Bellied bird but we need more evidence to prove that they are both on migration and heading for Siberia
(they may be just pottering around, or taking the long coastal route to Greenland via our east coast). Another
item in today’s Sussex news is of an Alpine Swift found dead at Eastbourne on Mar 26 (it had been flying
around alive there earlier that day)
Derek Hale’s news from the Isle of Wight includes a report of a pair of Peregrines seen over Shanklin making a
food pass from male to female yesterday and of three Redwing still present in the Brading Marsh area on Apr
3.
WED 4 APR
It was hardly worth a note yesterday when three Canada Geese flew low over my garden to add another tick to
my garden list for the year (I still haven’t made a separate list but reckon the total is now just over 30) but
today I feel I must record an equally insignificant event – the finding of a Robin’s nest. In my headline I said
the nest was found by Guinea Pigs but that is not entirely true – what happened was that last night two Guinea
Pigs were delivered to my door by grandchildren off on holiday to Portugal and so this morning I had to find all
the bits and pieces that make them a daytime cage on the lawn, and in doing this I went into my garden shed
and was pulling out two planks from under a plastic bin liner (probably containing valuable but forgotten relics
of the 1970s) when the Robin flew out from behind the plastic bag and started making piteous little pipings
from a nearby bush. I naturally changed my plans for the planks and left them in situ and beat a retreat – I
didn’t even see into the nest as I would have had to move more rubbish to do so and that could have caused
a collapse of the whole pile of junk.
Derek Hale, whose excellent IoW bird news website has recentlly given us a lot of interesting sightings, has
today made up for my lack of a large scale map of the island by telling me that Gore Cliff, which I admitted to
not being able to locate last Saturday (see Mar 31), is the cliff going west from St Catherine’s Point towards
Blackgang Chine. I was particularly interested in this place in connection with two birds – firstly a pair of
Garganey which may have been the same pair seen subsequently at Titchfield Haven and Hurst Castle
(these were in fact on flooded fields near Bembridge), and secondly a Red Kite sighting which could have tied
up with the Kite seen at Hurst Castle on Apr 2. In today’s mail there is another Red Kite sighting that may be
the same bird – that was seen by Simon Harthill at Horsebridge in the Test Valley on Mar 29, and it could be
that a bird from ‘up north’ near Oxford made a recce south but turned back when it could see no land south of
the IoW.
A ‘possible’ Garden Warbler was heard singing today in Stephen Harvey’s Chandlers Ford garden – as is often
the case with the first new hearing of a song that you have not heard for most of a year he was not entirely
sure of its identity but it could well have been Garden Warbler and that would tie up with a brief sighting in his
garden yesterday of a warbler with no striking features.
TUE 3 APR
Brian Fellows has returned from a brief holiday in the sun to resume his weekly round of Portsmouth sites, today
finding his highest April count of Swans on Southsea Canoe Lake – 55 birds. Perhaps this is an indication of
the collapse of British Tourism – those visitors should be here by now and rowing around the lake as the most
exciting attraction in Southsea. As it is the birds have the water to themselves. Later he found 67 Brent still in
Eastney Lake by Langstone Harbour entrance, and two pairs of Swans on their nests at the Milton Common
and Great Salterns lakes respectively. Brian’s best find of the day came at Baffins Pond where two Moorhen
pairs each had 2 newly hatched chicks. 44 Mallard were still present, with 52 Tufties and 14 Shoveler, but
only 9 of the 10 Barnacles could be seen (one may have been hiding)
The tame Water Rail that was at Baffins Pond has now moved on but John Goodspeed tells me of a yet more
unusual sighting of one of these elusive birds. Yesterday he had a phone call telling him of one in a Grand
Parade garden, and as John is involved with Portsmouth more than Hayling Island I assume the Grand
Parade in question is the one running between the south end of Old Portsmouth High Street and Penny Street

– my recollection of the area leaves me surprised that any houses there have any gardens.
This year the only Pied Flycatcher I had heard of before today was just one on the Isle of Wight on Apr 1 and so
I am very pleased that a new contributor to this website, Nick Swankie, should tell me of one seen today in a
garden near Hurstbourne Tarrant a little north of Andover on the A343. Male Pied Flycatcher is
unmistakeable and this bird was seen for a full hour this afternoon.
At Stokes Bay today Lee Marshall had two Little Gulls (and eight Sandwich Terns) going past but the sighting
which I appreciated most was of one Yellow Wagtail arriving overhead. Also today Lee was at Browndown
(now re-opened) and saw one Little Owl, two male Sparrowhawks and a pair of Stonechat (I wonder if a pair
has arrived back on Portsdown to nest yet?). Other news from Lee, which I see I forgot to mention in the rush
of news on Apr 1, was that on that day he saw a first summer Iceland Gull going east past Gilkicker
(presumably the same bird that was seen on Apr 2 going west over Keyhaven and Barton on sea). Also on
Apr 1 he had a Tree Pipit and 28 Willow Warbler along the Gosport shore over which 19 Siskin and 46 Linnet
flew in. There were many sightings of Willow Warbler all along the coast on Apr 1, mainly in small parties, and
I think Lee’s count comes second to one of 40 seen at Birling Gap near Beachy Head.
Top of the bill for yesterday’s news was the first singing Nightingale, heard in Abbot’s Wood in East Sussex (just
south west of Hailsham in TQ 5607). Also seen in Sussex yesterday were 3 Ring Ouzels at Hollingbury Camp
in Brighton and, flying past Brighton marina, 4 Garganey, 9 Velvet Scoter, two Arctic Skua and one Bonxie.
Further east several Yellow Wagtail were in the Rye Harbour area and a Sedge Warbler was singing there.
Earlier news from Sussex includes the report of 40 Willow Warbler at Birling Gap on Apr 1 when a Great White
Egret was once more seen in the Cuckmere Valley and one Osprey was seen over Hunston (just south of
Chichester) heading south west into Chichester Harbour. On Mar 31 two Sedge Warbler were singing at Rye
where 7 Fieldfare and a Jack Snipe were to be seen on the same day as one Garganey and four Yellow
Wagtail
MON 2 APR
Yet another species reaching the south coast for the first time this year in yesterday’s ‘fall’ was a male Pied
Flycatcher at St Catherine’s point on the Isle of Wight, and the island also recorded 300+ Sand Martin over
Yarmouth. Presumably they continued north as a flock being reported over the Avon Water at Keyhaven by
Russell Wynn and friends (their count was of 280 birds). Also over Yarmouth yesterday was an Osprey
which was not seen by Russell though he did pick up a rumour of a Red Kite in the Hurst area during the past
week (presumably the one noted by me in yesterday’s notes as being ‘reported’ by anon on the Island). A
more annoying annonymous report from the Hurst area is of an early Hobby – this news is passed on by
Russell but neither place, date or observer came with the news of this very early bird (earliest ever in
Hampshire was on 31 Mar 1961 and the recent average first date is Apr 17). I hope we have confirmation of
the bird’s arrival – and more importantly that more people get to see it.
Among less expected birds seen by Russell in the Keyhaven area both yesterday and on Saturday was a Raven,
and he also claimed a continental Song Thrush yesterday (my popular Handbook says they are marginally
greyer than our birds ‘but usually not distinguishable with certainty in the field’ – maybe this was a gentle
attempt at an April fool on his part, seeing how many birders would accept the id, and if so it was probably
successful). Many Meadow Pipits were still moving north and a flock of 90 Linnets was perhaps not
unexpected at this early date in April.
Tree Pipits were among yesterday’s new arrivals, and today Mark Litjens heard the call of one passing over the
IBM site at Hursley on its way north. Not all new arrivals are as keen to press on with their journey, or so it
seems from Mike Rafter’s account of birds at Hurst today which include a pair of Garganey on the sea where
a pair were seen on Saturday by Mark Litjens and Russell Wynn (incidentally Russell says in his report that
the pair which he saw at Hurst on Saturday were later seen further east, and I ought to point out that my
statement on Mar 31 that they were first seen at Titchfield and then at Hurst is not based on any time info –
merely that they were going west past Titchfield when Tony Hale saw them). Of course there is no guarantee
that these sightings are all of the same two birds .... Mike Rafter also had a Slav Grebe in summer plumage
which I hope is in better health than the one at Hill Head harbour last spring (which seems to have stayed
around because of injury to one of its legs).
Common Scoter continue to stream east up channel and 200+ went past St Catherines Point on the Island today,
but interestingly there were the first reports of Velvet Scoter today (four seen off St Cats and nine off Selsey
Bill). The Sussex news which gave me the last bit of info also tells us that the Little Gull is still performing at
the Sidlesham Ferry pool where there were two Green Sandpiper today (are they beginning to move or is that
a chance sighting of winter residents?). Other migrants seen today included 18 Brent seen at Hill Head by
Peter Raby (along with 12 Sanderling and a single Heron coming in off the sea), but not moving yet is the lone
Purple Sandpiper at Hurst Beach (seen today by Mike Rafter). Another bird loth to leave us is a Merlin seen
at Hurst yesterday by Russell Wynn (whose report for Saturday 31 Mar gives a couple of sightings of a first
summer Iceland Gull seen at Keyhaven by himself heading west and then a further sighting of it off Barton on
Sea – this seems to be a different bird to the second winter Iceland Gull seen off Sandy Point on Hayling on

Sunday Apr 1 by Mark Litjens)
The young male Sparrowhawk which made an unsuccessful attack on the birds around my garden feeding
station last week may well have been back yesterday though the only evidence I have is that, during the time
it took to pull a piece of toast out of the kitchen grill, my green lawn acquired a large white spot in the centre as
if a seagull had self-destructed overhead and showered a couple of handsful of white feathers onto the grass.
When I went out to see if there was some clue to what had happened I could find none but I did find that the
feathers had probably come from a Woodpigeon as their tips had a fine shade of light grey – my conclusion
was that a raptor had hit the pigeon a sharp blow as it was taking off from the lawn but had not seriously
damaged it and both birds had flown off. The fact that the feathers were all within a radius of about a yard of
the centre of the white spot implied that the blow which had torn them from the body was delivered very low
above the ground (ruling out a Peregrine stoop), and it was unlikely to have been a cat as the nearest cover
was several yards away and there were no large (e.g. tail) feathers on the ground. So much for speculation
– today I had better evidence that the hawk was still working a beat over my garden when I heard agitated
calls from a Med Gull high overhead and looked up to see the hawk circling in what must have been a weak
thermal as it was not gaining height but was drifting slowly north with the wind. Although a pair of Starlings
have clearly started a nest once more in my roof space their numbers are visibly declining as the number of
Med Gulls increases but I had not expected the gulls to take on the Starling’s traditional task of telling me
when there was a non-hunting hawk in the area – nevertheless I’m grateful for another tick on my garden bird
list for the year.

PLANTS:

SUN 8 APR
My visit to the IBM North Harbour site at Portsmouth today gave me nine newly flowering plants for the year, plus
my first whiff of the strong scent of Gorse in warm sunshine, but before listing the others I must describe my
find of a plant species that I have never noticed or identified before and which I came on as nothing more than
a carpet of tiny white dots on the surface of a patch of ground-hugging moss in the well mown grass near the
buildings. Each of the white dots was about 2mm across and the moss prevented any sight of the plants on
which they grew, so I nipped off a couple of pinches of the moss and put it in my pocket to inspect at home,
expecting to find the plants were Sea Mouse-ear (though I have not found it on this IBM site before). Teasing
the flowered plants from the moss at home I found I had got complete plants with their roots, and the plants
were all about 2 cm tall. Most had branched stems, with the lower parts of the stems being pinkish in colour.
Pairs of opposite leaves were frequent up the stems – their bases clasped the stem, they were
fleshy/succulent and elongated oval in shape, up to 4 mm long. The plants were seemingly hairless but at
20x magnification they had many tiny granules that could have been the bases of invisible glanduar hairs on
the leaves. Most of the stems terminated in a single flower with five white petals (un-notched at the tip and
mostly overlapping each other though they were separate from each other as far down as I could see. Each
petal was a little over 1mm long, making a flower 2mm across. There were apparently no sepals, the base of
the flower seemingly being held in a round green cup formed by what I thought was a pair of bracts but could
well have been a pair of sepals as that would agree with the description of the only plant I can find fitting the
characteristics of what I had found – namely Montia fontana or Blinks. The short damp grass where I found it
was right for the plant and the fact that this site is a combination of harbour mud and chalk is no bar to its
presence in what I think was an area recently filled in with imported spoil after the wheels of a mobile crane
had made deep ruts in the grass ‘lawn’ – in fact I would be fairly certain the plant came with this imported soil.
Out of the window goes another of my illusions – knowing both Spring Beauty and Pink Purslane as much
larger plants I had always assumed that Blinks was another large plant (which grew, I thought, on rocks in
Devon streams). I now read that this plant can be very variable in all respects, but I think what I found is
probably typical of places in Hampshire where it is common in wet hollows on acid soils.
......Returning to my list of newly flowering plants I started with Thyme Leaved Speedwell and then came on a dry
bank covered with Changing Forget-me-not interspersed with Red Clover, Common Vetch and Ox-eye Daisy
(the latter was perhaps not a true example as it was one which had been damaged and subsequently grown
multiple flower heads bearing smaller than usual flowers, but white was showing in buds on more normal
plants). In other places I found a mass of Germander Speedwell in flower, several examples of Sticky
Mouse-ear, and loads of pollen being shed from the flowers of the young Moneterey Pines growing on the
‘Twin Peaks’ by the lake. Cowslips were also in flower, though these were planted years ago, and Coltsfoot
was already in seed as its leaves start to appear. On the outer island leaves of Common Spotted Orchids
were well developed and at the east end of the lake Danish Scurvygrass was flowering in a new area for the

site

SAT 7 APR
A walk from Havant to Northney on Hayling this afternoon found several new flowering plants but the best two
were right at the end of the walk when I used the roadside pavement along the busy road leading into Havant
from the big Langstone roundabout on the A27. Here, where three lanes of traffic with engines running are
stationary for most of the day waiting for the traffic lights to allow them onto the roundabout, both Cow Parsley
and Garlic Mustard had many plants starting to flower, causing me to reflect on the advantages to plants of air
warmed by the vehicle engines and enriched by their emissions (incidentally the bank on which these plants
grow separates the road from Bosmere school – I wonder what effect the micro-climate has on the children?).
Ox eye daisies were well up on this bank with tight flowerbuds visible. On the way south I saw one fully open
flower on the Greater Celandine at the southern foot of the pedestrian bridge over the A27 Langstone
Roundabout and where Langstone Avenuue joins the main road to Hayling there was a great display of
Meadow Buttercup in flower with both Ground Ivy and Danish Scurvy grass flowering in the short roadside
grass (Ground Ivy was abundantly flowering in many places). After crossing the bridge and turning left
towards Northney I walked onto the saltings where there is a well used layby at the southern end of the
Langstone Wadeway by which the island was accessed before any bridge was built – I was looking for Thrift
(none yet found by me though it has been found by others elsewhere) but instead found much English
Scurvygrass in flower for the first time. The meadow across the road (the corner field nearest the hotel) was
full of tall Meadow Foxtail waving its flowering ‘tails’ in the air, and florets on some were starting to open. Out
on North Common (south east of the marina) the great display of Sweet Violets was over and many of the
leaves were already much enlarged. Two other observations worth a mention were of the first Arum (Lords
and Ladies) sheathed spikes seen sticking up above their leaves and of a mass of Hawthorn flower buds
showing on one tree (a Larch elsewhere was covered in tiny green bristles as its leaves started to emerge and
more Horse Chestnuts were holding tight closed candles).
THU 5 APR
The first flowering Cowslips were seen on Portsdown today by John Goodspeed and when John was on Hayling
Island last Tuesday he spotted something which I missed in my abbreviated tour of the island that day – he
found Spring Beauty in flower along Ferry Road, presumably near the Kench. Two other plants that are
almost certainly in flower somewhere along Hayling’s south shore are Bur-Chervil and Spring Vetch, and by
next Tuesday I expect to find Sand Cat’s Tail grass in flower if the weather permits
WED 4 APR
Having to drive a carful of young musicians to their exams in Catherington today I filled the hour and a half before
taking them back to Havant by walking down Roads Hill and along the start of Ham Lane (SU 691140) to
where the lane proper is closed by a metal gate. On the left facing the gate some old Hazel trees grow on the
bank and their roots are liberally infested with Toothwort, one of the fifteen or more flower spikes stood at
least 20 cm high and its white-pink flowers were at their best. Along the banks of Roads Hill going back to
Catherington Lane I found my first Ground Ivy in flower (and also Barren Strawberry which others have been
seeing for some time) and noted that it will not be long before Yellow Archangel and Wood Avens are showing
flowers. Also on this route I found two Horse Chestnut trees whose buds had burst to reveal the undeveloped
leaves and flower stems, but later (driving one pupil back to South Hayling) I noticed a lone Oak tree beside
West Lane glistening golden in the sun as all its leaf and flower buds had similarly burst open.
Brian Fellows counted a massive 458 spikes of Butterbur flower heads in Brook Meadow at Emsworth today –
the highest count in previous years was 412.
TUE 3 APR
Despite a threat of hail showers I made my usual trip to Hayling on my bike, suffering no more than a strong head
wind as I rode south, and bringing a welcome reward in several new flowerings. Best of these was
Shepherd’s Cress (Teesdalia nudicaulis), of which there has been no sign up to last week and now there is a
patch of bright white flowers some two feet across on a tiny knoll of mossy grass between the gorse. This is
the only site which I know for this plant and if you want to share the pleasure the map reference is SZ 705989
– to find them go to the public lavatories by the Ice Cream kiosk on the approach road to the Beachlands west
carparks (just north of the Inn on the Beach) and walk west along the path south of the minature golf course
for not more the 200 yards. When beyond some deep puddles in the track you have some small Holm Oak
‘bushes’ on your left, and immediately you come to the end of these you will find the flowers on your right, not
much more than a yard from the path and easily visible as the only white flowers present at the moment on the
low grassy knoll.
......The other new flower in the Beachlands area was Musk Storksbill in rough grass outside 162 Seafront
(between the pavement and the garden wall of the property) which is (I think) between Seagrove Avenue (the
continuation of the main road through Elm Grove shopping centre) and Chichester Ave to the west. Further
north on the island my first Common Dog Violets were out in Daw Lane, where many tall Italian Poplars are
showering down their long red catkins, and at the east end of the lane I was pleased to find that all three types

of Periwinkle were flowering together – Great Periwinkle is in the garden of a house and the Intermediate
Periwinkle (V. difformis) is abundant along the top of the lane bank west of the house with just a few plants of
the true Lesser Periwinkle in between the other two. The flowers on difformis are a very deep purple blue and
the petals are separate from each other like the blades of an aircraft propeller where the Lesser Periwinkle
has pale blue flowers with petals that overlap to form a continuous flat surface which Stace calls the
corolla-limb. The measurements were well within those that I gave on Mar 27.
......Another garden escape that was just coming into flower was Pink Oxalis. One clump of the small species
(Oxalis articulata) was in flower and one larger plant was in bud but I did not stop to see if it was O debilis or
one of its look alikes. Another plant that was holding up flowers that looked as if they would open next day was
Greater Celandine which is growing at the southern foot of the overpass footbridge at the big Langstone
roundabout.
MON 2 APR
On Mar 9, almost a month ago, I noted that buds on a mass of Ivy Leaved Toadflax on walls in our road were
showing signs of opening but I have had to wait until today for that promise of flowering to be fulfilled. Another
plant I have been expecting to see in flower for several weeks is Thale Cress but it seems I have been looking
in the wrong place for it – today, having to take the dog to the vet, I found a great mass of it flowering at the
foot of the walls around the vet’s premises which are only ten yards off a route that I walk each day and which
has similar old wall growing a wide variety of weeds and wild flowers. I hope to have another new flower on
my list tomorrow from the foot of one of these walls – hurrying past today I feel sure I saw either Grey or Green
Field Speedwell showing tiny bright blue short stalked flowers on a plant that seemed to have been trodden
down flat, but when I re-passed I could not see the plant again.

INSECTS:

SUN 8 APR
It seems a long time since we had any warm sunshine, and todays brought a Peacock butterfly to my back
doorstep by 9:30 am. Later I had one male Brimstone at the IBM North Harbour site where I also noted
masses of small mining bees prospecting dry banks with their inter-weaving low-level flights. On the lake I
saw my first ‘Pond Skaters’ (Water Measurers?) and in flight I think I saw my first delicate pale green
Lacewing.
TUE 3 APR
With the re-opening of Browndown (one the shore west of Gosport) Lee Marshall has been able to get back onto
this fasicinating coastal heathland and today saw several Green Tiger Beetles making their runs across the
ground in the hope of grabbing some smaller insect that is not so nimble on its feet. They may look fearsome
creatures if you are smaller than they are but to the human eye they are very pretty. Another beetle which
moves fast (but to no purpose that I can see) is the tiny black Whirligig Beetle that inhabits pond surfaces –
Lee also saw these today for the first time on small puddles. I doubt the puddles will dry soon but I’m sure that
if they do the beetles would have no difficulty in flying off to another (though how they detect that they are
flying over a pond I do not know). Another interesting sighting by Lee, back on Apr 1, was of the first two
Craneflies of the year (at least one of them was of the species Tipula oleracea – much smaller than the Daddy
Long Legs that appear later). These Craneflies will presumably now be laying the eggs that turn into the
Leatherjacket grubs to provide the Starlings with a main source of food for their young in May.
Sarah Patton, warden of Pagham Harbour, has had another very early visitor to her moth trap in the Chichester
area. Not another micro like the Diamond Back, this was a substantial and very pretty Muslin moth. The
female of this species looks pure white with a few black dots on its wings whereas the male is a light brown
colour – reading what Chinery says about the species it seems the female is permanently in her underware –
if you rubbed off the scales which give the male his brown colour you would be left with the white basic wing
frame which in the female never has the scales on it. Normal flight period for the Muslin is from May to
September.
MON 2 APR
A late footnote to Lee Marshall’s note yesterday about the first Wasp came after I had written up the weekly
notes for the Evening Class but deserves a mention here. Lee told me that his moth trap attracts one
unwelcome visitor of huge (relatively speaking) size, black skin, and nasty (to the human mind) ways of
eating. This creature is named Segestria florentina and if you are still none the wiser it is a big, black, foreign
spider which has arrived in ports around the country and spread out thanks to global warming making our
climate more like the southern one to which the spider is accustomed (and no doubt in Gosport where Lee
lives there are sailors who bring them back as pets – not for themselves or their friends but for their enemies).
The picture of it which I have in Dick Jones ‘Country Life Guide to Spiders’ (an apt title for those living in rural
parts with lots of unknown wildlife lurking in garden sheds) shows the spider emerging from a crevice in

brickwork and does not show the full size of the beast which can be up to 22 mm long (compared to only
18mm for those huge tarantula-like ‘House Spiders’ – Tegenaria gigantea - that run across your sitting room
carpet when you are thinking how safe you are in your house and which make those huge webs that serve as
extra shelves in your garage or shed). I understand that butterfly houses in which the eggs and larvae of the
butterflies have to be protected against spiders small Chinese Quail are employed to eat up the spiders – but
in the case of this spider I think the odds are on it eating the Quail.
Mark Litjens had the first female Brimstone of the year at Hursley near Winchester today among 16 which he saw
flying. He also had 3 Peacock and 1 Red Admiral.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
FRI 6 APR
Brian Fellows had another sighting of a Water Vole in the River Ems at Brook Meadow (Emsworth) today, and he
also sent me news of a report claiming that dogs are responsible for the deaths of 1 in 4 Water Voles in
Hampshire – maybe this means that 1 in 4 vole corpses seen are killed by dogs as I find it hard to imagine that
25% of all Water Voles in the county are killed by dogs. I don’t think Brian has the actual report on which this
claim is based and I find the claim very surprising. I’m sure that if a dog came on a Water Vole out of the water
it could well catch and kill it, and I think a pack of Otter Hounds would soon clear a river of voles, but I have
difficulty in imaging that your ordinary overfed dog would be able to catch a vole in the water (and I believe
that the under water entrances to the voles burrows are specifically to let them get away from predators such
as foxes).
WED 4 APR
Good news from the River Ems at Brook Meadow in Emsworth today – Brian Fellows was able to confirm that
Water Voles are back there with a clear sighting of one swimming up stream
Less welcome news to some is that yesterday Lee Marshall saw the first Adder of the summer out on
Browndown, west of Gosport

BIRDS:

WEEK 13 MAR 26 – APR 1

SUN 1 APR
A thick mist covered Havant this morning and seems to have brought a fall of migrants down on the Hampshire
coast. I had a first indication of this when a Willow Warbler appeared in my garden, actively moving around in
a tree only yards from the kitchen window and showing its brown legs, short wings, and non-dipping tail. Late
in the afternoon, on Budds Mound in very welcome sunshine, I met up with Mike Collins and Jason Crook who
gave me more of the story. Mike had been at Budds Mound in the morning mist and said the bushes were full
of birds – mainly Willow Warbler and Blackcap – and at Broadmarsh a Swallow flew over him. Jason was
more concerned with birds he had missed than with what he had seen but he did tell me that a Sedge Warbler
had been singing at Farlington Marshes according to Bob Chapman. (Among the birds he regretted missing
were an Iceland Gull at Sandy Point this morning and a Ring Ouzel somewhere – I have not yet come across
a mention of one in Hampshire today)
While on Budds Mound I saw the Long tailed duck still at Budds Farm outfall and Jason told me the Ring billed
gull was still in the area as Mike was showing me three Black Necked Grebe out in the Broad Lake/Deeps
area of the harbour. While we were speaking a Med Gull called loudly as it flew past the mound and Jason
went on to tell me that he had recently found a large roost of Med Gulls building up west of the Oysterbeds at
dusk – I am not sure of the exact number but I think there were up to 75 birds in total. On Budds Farm pools
three Gadwall were back on the scene and there were still up to 50 Tufted Duck but the number of Teal
seemed very much down to less than 20 birds. I could only see two pairs of Coot and three individual Little
Grebe but the absence of some wildfowl was balanced by song from Willow Warbler, Skylark, Goldcrest and
Song Thrush around the pools.
HOSLIST messages this evening give a fuller story of today’s migrant arivals than I was able to glean in the field
earlier, starting with a very near miss on my own part. After I left Budd’s Mound Mike Collins walked to the
east side of the hill and with his scope picked up a lovely male Yellow Wagtail in the old IBM Playing fields
below – no doubt attracted down by the droppings of the horses illegally grazing here The only other report of
a Yellow Wagtail today came from Hurst Castle via Dave Pearson (who heard of one being seen there but did
not see it himself). Among other migrants at Hurst Dave did see two Common Redstart (both males) and two
Tree Pipit along with one Common Tern (and four Herons flying south west), and at Sandy Point on Hayling
Mark Litjens added one White Wagtail to the list but his best bird there was a second winter Iceland Gull which
flew west.

Mark later went to Titchfield Haven, finding a Firecrest in scrub by the road bends at the south end of the canal
path and also seeing a large flock of hirundines that were also observed there by Lee Marshall and Stephen
Graham. Mark spotted one House Martin in this flock but Lee could only find two Swallows among 150 Sand
Martins. One bird seen by everyone visiting Titchfield Haven this weekend has been a female Marsh Harrier
– although the reserve is still closed this bird is easy to spot from the road south of the reserve. At one point
it flushed around 50 Black Tailed Godwit that are still in the reserve.
On Milton Common at Southsea Ian Thirlwell had a selection of migrants (Willow Warbler, Chiffchaff and
Wheatear) and among them found a female Stonechat which he suspects had also flown in from the
continent. I found this interesting as I had always thought that Stonechat from more northerly heaths in Britain
moved south to our coast in the winter but did not cross the channel, but I see in Birds of Hampshire that
ringing recoveries indicate that a few do go south (but most of them probably not going far enough to escape
hard weather in the winter).
One bird that is unlikely to have been an arriving migrant was a Common Sandpiper seen by just one person
(Peter Raby) in the Broadmarsh/Budds Farm area today. It is more likely to be the bird which was regular at
the Budds Farm pools during the winter and has probably moved to some less visible local spot as it has not
been seen on the Budds Farm pools since Mar 3.
The only mention of Brent today is of up to 95 at Hill Head (and only 22 seen yesterday at Hurst) and from
Sussex comes news of a first winter Little Gull at Sidlesham Ferry where Tom Grose also saw an Avocet and
caught my attention by saying it was a female – not being aware of the differences between the sexes in
Avocet I checked a few pictures and failed to see any plumage difference, but then I read the text and found
that what you should look for in a female is a bill that is more sharply curved up than is the male’s.
SAT 31 MAR
Yesterday a pair of Garganey were reported off the Isle of Wight (at Gore Cliff – a name I can’t find on my map
but which I guess is near Bembridge Foreland) and today Tony Hale saw a pair fly west past Titchfield Haven
(close enough in for the male’s eyestripe to be seen) before Mark Litjens saw what was probably the same
pair on the sea off Hurst Castle.
While at Titchfield today Tony Hale saw the Marsh Harrier with prey but another big raptor was less successful.
This was an Osprey seen at Alresford Pond by Charles Cuthbert and by Steve Mansfield – it must have been
the same bird as both observers say it left the pond at around 10:15am but I am fascinated by the differences
in the two accounts of what the bird did. Charles tells me that it was present for about an hour (though I think
he was not there when it arrived but was given the time by a local resident who was the first to see it), and that
the bird eventually left flying high to the north after being harassed by a Crow. Steve says that the bird did not
arrive until 9:45 and made several plunges in pursuit of fish (not mentioned by Charles) including one in which
it seemed to struggle with a fish just below the surface for up to 10 seconds but emerged apparently empty
taloned at which point it flew off west. I’m sure both watchers, probably at very different viewpoints, described
accurately what they saw, but except for the time of departure it sounds as if there were two separate birds
involved. Other current Osprey sightings are of one at Bexhill on the Sussex coast today and a probable seen
by Lee Marshall at Gosport (Alver Valley) yesterday.
Charles Cuthbert, living close to Alresford Pond, was still in the area in the evening and heard what must have
been Hampshire’s first Sedge Warbler singing into the darkness up to 8pm, accompanied by the squeals of
Water Rail and the staccato whistles of Cetti’s Warbler. From his morning viewpoint Steve saw the perky and
colourful display of a male Ruddy Duck to a female and recorded a long list of good birds starting with at least
100 Common and three Lesser Blackback Gulls, 8 Gadwall, 3 Shoveler, 2 Shelduck and 1 Great Crested
Grebe (not to mention 38 Tufties) plus a Kingfisher. At (I think) the Bighton Lane cressbeds he found a Water
Pipit in the pink flush of summer dress and single Green Sandpiper and Little Egret.
Several people have told me that it would be impossible for the average birder to learn to use standard
abbreviations and I was made to realise part of their difficulty in mastering a new skill when I recently saw a
HOSLIST message concerning the acrimonious verbal war currently raging (if we are to believe the press)
between Lee Evans and Adrian Webb concerning who has seen more birds in Britain in any one year. The
message (which I took to be anti-Evans – Hampshire birders seem to be spilt down the middle for and against
him) referred to him by what I subsequently guessed to be his initials (LGRE) but on first reading this apparent
abbreviation or acronym made no sense to me and I decided that (with so many spelling mistakes in emails
and with the letters L and O being adjacent on the keyboard) the writer had intended to refer to this dear man
as an OGRE. The reason for this un-necessary anecdote is that Peter Morrison today published an email
implying that the great man (or OGRE) had visited Broadmarsh today and deigned to identify the Ring-bill gull
there as genuine (a sort of papal blessing from a one man rarities committee) – since Peter does not say that
Lee Evans was there I’ve probably got it wrong again. And if he was then did he, or did he not, also go to
Tipner Lake where Tony Blunden today saw the adult and first year Ringbills that have been seen there
several times this winter and which I am pretty sure are different birds to the one at Broadmarsh. At Tipner
Tony also saw at least 20 Med Gulls pushing up the maximum size of daytime counts of these birds by

another notch.
I don’t think I have been fooled by any spoof messages on the internet today but I must say that it offers great
scope for pulling the wool over the eyes of mamy birders eagerly awaiting the signal for a mass twitch. I very
much doubt April fool jokes were in the mind of whoever released the magnificent pair of Reeves pheasants
which Mike Wall saw today near the Caesar’s Belt strip of woodland where it crosses the minor road on which
he was heading from Whitchurch to Kingsclere. With the apparent demise of Golden Pheasant in Hampshire
these make a very worth while substitute but I guess they are going to be very difficult to track down in that
country to which there is little public access at the best of times. If we really needed an April Fool sighting why
didn’t Phil Lord save up his Kookaburra sighting at Awbridge ? (see Mar 21)
Two other sightings which I read of tonight are possibly worth passing on. One is of a Red Kite seen yesterday
on the Isle of Wight at Gore Cliff (I don’t know where that is but think it is near Bembridge Foreland) and the
other is ot ten Little Stint still present at East Head (mouth of Chichester Harbour)
FRI 30 MAR
The first Mallard ducklings of the year, six of them, were seen today on or near the headwaters of the Test at
Overton by Alison Cross. With so many places out of bounds this year these are not necessarily the first but
the date compares well to the records I have for 1999 when the first were not seen until April 4. Last year one
Mallard pair got really out of synch and hatched a brood at Titchfield Haven on Feb 25, and a more
reasonable single duckling was on Baffins Pond on Mar 28 along with 3 Moorhen chicks (we’ve had Coot
chicks this year, but no Moorhen yet). In the Fleet area yesterday John Eyre found a Mallard on a nest with
five eggs so presumably she had not finished laying and the eggs will not hatch for about a month. John
Shillitoe is keeping an eye on a pair of Mallard that are probably nesting by an ornamental pond outside his
office window here in Havant and, unless Kevin Stouse comes up with earlier news, I look forward to seeing
my first ducklings on the IBM Lake (which is still visitable) when I make my unofficial WeBS count on Apr 8.
Possibly the ‘earliest bird’ of 2001 in the nesting stakes was a Blackbird in Brighton, one of whose chicks had
already fledged yesterday.
Alison Cross also heard Willow Warbler song today at Overton, quite close to Basingstoke, and Phil Lord heard
one at Romsey yesterday, but with less than half a dozen records of them so far this year there is no sign of an
upturn in this lovely songsters declining population. Swallows are doing better with widespread reports of
ones and twos including one seen by Alison today and another seen at Stokes Bay by Ron Toft. Of the
commoner migrants Chiffchaff song is now omni-present and Blackcaps are being heard more frequently.
David Parker had some really exciting news today – after 26 months in his house at Forestside on the edge of
Stansted Forest (and within a good stone’s throw of a house near the Warren Down stables which I have
always thought of as a cert for seeing House Sparrows) he has at last been able to tick House Sparrow on his
garden list which must be much longer than that of the average garden birdwatcher.
THU 29 MAR
In most winters small flocks of Water Pipit are reported at the Lower Test marshes, and less regularly at
Titchfield Haven, and Birds of Hampshire seems to indicate that these flocks remain fairly static through the
winter, increasing in number slightly at this time of year as they are joined by other passage birds before they
all head south to the Alps and other mountains. This year we seem to have had a slightly different pattern of
appearances – not as many as usual at the Lower Test, but a larger than usual number at Titchfield. What’s
more it could be that a flock of around 20 birds was moving east in southern Hampshire between Feb 20 and
27 with few present before or after. All I have to go on is what is reported on HOSLIST and that tells me that
around 20 Water Pipit were at Lower Test on Feb 20, and then some started to appear at Titchfield Haven on
Feb 21 with 17 reported there on both Feb 22 and 24, the number tailing off to 15 on Feb 25 and 10+ on the
27th. What sparks this thought is a report today from Paul Winter that there were7 of them at the Lower Test.
I wonder if anyone has any comments on this train of thought – or possible some hard evidence from regular
counts.
Paul Winter also saw the single second winter Yellow Legged gull still in the Eling area today, with six Buzzards
in the air.
Over the past two or three years Raven sightings in Hampshire (and all across southern England) have become
commonplace where previously they (like Buzzards a few years earlier) where thought to be non-existent east
of the New Forest. As far as the Ravens are concerned I have sometimes wondered if our birds originate from
the Isle of Wight – either residents there coming over here on day-trips or longer holiday excursions, or their
offspring seeking new homes, but today I heard of another possible source of these birds (albeit a minor one).
Radio Solent were doing a piece on Ravens at the Tower of London and in this I heard that two of the Ravens
there had come from Bruce Berry’s owl sanctuary at Ringwood (they actually said they came from Mrs Bruce
Berry) and this made me realise that there is a constant trickle of birds of all sorts being taken to bird hospitals
and later released. These birds are sometimes taken many miles from the point at which they were found to
a bird hospital that the finder has heard of (last November Dave Unsworth told us of an injured Puffin found at
Inchmery on the New Forest shore and taken to a seabird hospital in Devon), and if the injured bird recovers

it is likely to be released near the hospital rather than where it was found.
Among Derek Hale’s news from the Isle of Wight I see that there were still four Redwing on the island today and
that four Velvet Scoter were reported off the island on Mar 27. From Sussex comes news of 8 House Martins
around Chichester FE College yesterday, and a report for Mar 27 from seawatchers at Selsey listing single
Great Northern and Black Throated Divers, an Arctic Skua and two Little Gulls plus large movements of 130
Sandwich Tern and 270 Scoter. On the previous day (Mar 26) there were 30 Avocet at Rye with 200
Sanderling and 185 Sandwich Tern on the beach (plus this year’s first report of Stonechat song).
Anyone who has been seawatching at Selsey in recent years may wish to know that Barry Carter (keeper of the
log for sightings at the Bill) has suffered a heart attack and is in hospital in Brighton.
Stepping into the garden briefly at lunchtime my arrival there chanced to co-incide with the impact of a
Sparrowhawk on a tangled bush where small birds take shelter close to my bird table. The hawk crashed into
the bush from the far side and while I could guess what had happened from the explosion of birds from the
bush and their cries of terror I could not see the hawk as anything more than a disturbance to the bush. It
failed to make a kill and a few seconds later I did see the hawk as it flew off over my neighbour’s house – from
its small size, brown back and its lack of success I took it to be a year old male.
After lunch, with the tide high, I cycled to Budds Mound and Broadmarsh, getting a good view from the mound of
the Long Tailed Duck working the sewage outfall, and later from the slipway seeing the Ring-billed gull on the
water – not close enough to see its bill clearly but I was assured by someone with a scope on it that it was the
Ring-bill and was satisfied with my own impression of its smart pale plumage, size and head shape. Out on
the harbour there were no Brent to be seen until a dozen flew across from Hayling to the islands, and there
were few gulls on the water or in the air despite someone in a bright yellow jacket (presumably Chris
Cockburn) walking on Bakers Island. Five Merganser, two Great Crested Grebe and a couple of Dabchick
were the only other birds other than the ten or so Swans near the slipway. On the Budds Farm pools the pair
of Swans were both at the nest site and there were at least forty each of Tufted Duck and Teal but little else
(no Scaup, Pochard or Gadwall though there were Dabchick, Coot, Moorhen and Mallard). Chiffchaff were
singing loudly both at Budds Mound and near the slipway, and there was a flock of maybe 30+ Stock Dove on
the mound east of the Broadmarsh playing fields. Anyone visiting Broadmarsh slipway in the near future
might find it worth their while to keep an eye on the bramble bushes immediately to the right of the slipway as
you approach the water – a pair of Long Tailed Tits seem to be building a nest in them and for me at any rate
the sight of the first Long Tailed Tit nest is one of the highlights of each spring.
WED 28 MAR
Although the Wildgrounds nature reserve by the River Alver at Gosport is now closed the sound of two strongly
singing Blackcap was heard today from outside the reserve by Lee Marshall who is in the area most days and
has not, I think, previously heard Blackcap song there this year – I know that is no proof of arrival but it was
enough to make me reach for Graham Roberts report on his long term study of Blackcap in his Cosham
garden. As I knew from previous reading of it there is an overlap in most springs between the newly arrived
migrants from the south and the wintering birds that have not yet flown east but he does say that the pairs of
Blackcap which breed in his garden usually arrive in early April and we are very close to that now. My own
guess is that these birds were migrants and if so we can expect to hear a lot more reports of strongly singing
Blackcap in the next few days. Before hearing the Blackcap Lee had spent over three hours early this
morning seawatching at Stokes Bay near Gilkicker Point, the most interesting sightings being an adult Little
Gull heading east and a Heron going in the same direction. Numbers of other species were low – 2 Sandwich
Terns and 3 Wheatears arriving plus 2 Common Scoter and 1 Sanderling heading east. One Brent went both
ways (looking for travelling companions before setting out? Or looking for somewhere quiet to avoid the
company of others and so escape the hard work of a long forced march/flight?). Another possible loner was
a single male Merganser which could be the one Lee has mentioned before as having a liking for a small pond
near Fort Gilkicker.
Paul Winter was at Hurst Castle this morning and also saw few migrants – the most notable being 155 Golden
Plover and a White Wagtail. An immature male Merlin was still present there (I guess he is too young to have
to rush back to the moors and claim a mate and territory) but a Peregrine flying south to the Isle of Wight with
prey could well have been a male taking a love token to his mate already on a nest (the Brighton nest box pair
had a second egg in their nest last night). Later Paul saw another Peregrine over the Lower Test Marshes
together with some Sand Martins (his message records them as 16S which could mean 16 going south or be
a miskeying of 165 – one thing I’m pretty certain of is that the capital S does not indicate song!)
TUE 27 MAR
Lee Marshall spent four hours seawatching at Stokes Bay today and was rewarded with Hampshire’s first
Common Tern (just one plus the biggest day total of Sandwich Tern in the county so far – 41 of them) and with
a group of 5 Red Throated Diver flying past (one in summer plumage). 57 Common Scoter and at least 100
Common Gulls went east but only 2 Brent and 2 Sanderling.
Swallows are still very thin on the ground and just one was seen today – by Simon Ingram at Eastleigh Lakeside

I managed a pleasant if windy walk round the Hayling Golf Course this morning before the rain started, finding
half a dozen Sanderling on the Gunner Point tideline and another one flying around the Kench where there
were still a couple of hundred Brent on the water. Some 30 Merganser were sheltering from the wind here
and at least 20 Turnstone were roosting with one Ringed Plover and three Grey Plover.
MON 26 MAR
The first Hampshire Ring Ouzel for the year was a very happy chance find for a Surrey birder, Nigel Bentley, who
had driven over to visit friends in Alresford yesterday and happened to go for a late afternoon walk during
which he spotted the Ring Ouzel in a field and was able to watch it for about five minutes down to 25 yards
through bins. The bird was unusually tame, not taking fright when a couple of noisy Mistle Thrush did so.
Nigel also found a Green Sandpiper and 20 Sand Martins in the area and says that there was an
over-wintering Ouzel at Kingston on Thames this winter (by the way, does anyone know the state of play
regarding the possible collapse of the dam holding in the water of the big pond at Alresford and carrying the
road north to Basingstoke via the Candovers? Earlier this winter I heard there was a distinct probability that it
might collapse, and a lot more rain has fallen since I heard that ...).
The only other new migrant arrival to catch my eye in this evenings mail is a Common Tern seen yesterday at
Rye Harbour with a flock of Sandwich Terns now numbering 120, but I was equally interested to see that a
Greenland race Whitefront Goose had turned up at West Wittering on Saturday – at a guess this is the same
bird that was most recently at Baffins Pond in Portsmouth and which has provoked the interesting discussion
showing that tameness when confronted by humans is no proof that the bird is an escape, used to seeing
humans at close quarters. As with humans it seems that geese think it more important to copy the behaviour
of other birds at the site and ‘when in Rome to do as the Romans do’ rather than to think first of their own
safety (I hope the pun on domesticated Roman Geese is appreciated!).
I was vaguely aware of a difference between British and Continental race Robins and that some of the European
birds regularly come over here in the winter, and seeing that Lee Marshall found one at Stokes bay yesterday
I thought I ought to check out the differences. Surprisingly neither of my two regular bird books (the new
Collins Bird Guide and the older Shell Guide) even mention that there are subspecies and I had to go back to
my Popular Handbook to see that British birds were (in the mid 1970s) named Erithacus rubecula melophilus
while the continental race was E.r. rubecula and could be distinguished in the hand by paler colouring and in
the field showed a less tame behaviour. Lee Marshall has greatly extended my knowledge of the subject by
describing the very uninteresting song consistently given by his continental bird and by pointing out that there
there are several races of the Robin to be hunted down and ticked by Robin connoisseurs. To quote Lee in
full ** At Stokes Bay this morning I heard a song I didn't recognise, and I was a little disappointed when I
discovered that the singer was nothing more than a European Robin. I listened to the bird for about 20
minutes, expecting it to revert back to normal Robin song, but it just kept repeating short bursts of rather
monotonous notes, varying in pitch. The song contained none of the usual melodic trembling warbles
normally associated with the species. BWP which mentions that the songs of some populations tend to be
much simpler, and describes the song of race 'superbus' (Gran Canaria and Tenerife) as comprising of short
phrases lacking complex changes in tempo and pitch, which sounds more like (though still more exciting) than
that of my bird. A similar, but faster song has been recorded from Norway. I can't remember having heard
Robin song like this in my limited experience of birding abroad, and wondered if anyone else has had any
similar experiences. If anyone has the equipment needed to record bird songs, it might be an idea to get this
one on tape, and I would be happy to direct such a person to the bird. **
...... My own thoughts on this are that if the word melophilus used to denote the British subspecies does mean
something to do with ‘lover of melody’ than I expect the Conservative Party will, after reading Lee’s report, be
adding ‘Save the British Robin song’ as a new plank to their election manifesto and I for one would be more
inclined to vote for that than for ‘Save the British Pound’ (where were all the conservatives when it needed
saving from decimalisation and the consequent inflation of the 80s?) My own party will be lobbying to bring
back the groat, serfdom and feudalism, with lots of black death to control to the human population problem
that is at the root of all our conservation worries.
Birders can sometimes be quite as prejudiced and irrational as any politician, and I am greatly indebted to Keith
Betton for a transcript of an article appearing on page 12 of the Sunday Telegraph for Mar 25 (and repeated in
today’s Independent) which describes a personal vendetta between Lee Evans (established self styled king of
British twitchers) and Adrian Webb (at 28 a young pretender to the throne). If you haven’t seen the HOSLIST
message carrying the transcription do try to get hold of a copy and paste in on the back of your loo door to
remind you daily to seek salvation for your own soul from the mania which has destroyed two otherwise
human beings.
Ed Griffiths, driven from Berkshire to the Hampshire coast yesterday to get some relief from F&M despondency,
much enjoyed the Little Gull and Long Tailed Duck seen from Broadmarsh before walking the length of
Emsworth’s Western Parade. Close to the west end of this shore promenade Ed thinks he saw a Black
Redstart on a rooftop, and while he is not certain of its identity the chances of the bird are increased by the

fact that the person who would most want to see it (Brian Fellows) chose today to fly off for a brief holiday in
the sun. Ed continued to the west end of Nore Barn where the ‘no go’ area of Warblington Castle farm fields
begins and heard loud drumming from a Great Spotted Woodpecker somewhere in the fields that Tony
Gutteridge and I should currenty be walking for the Common Bird Census. Ed adds a thought for other
birders struck with F&M symptoms – it seems someone is advertising to members of the Herts Bird Club
details of how to make lifelike models of any bird using re-cycled materials (no doubt Lee Marshall will take
orders on commission in view of his role in that club). You then set the models in suitable habitat and tick
away until you have at least 500 species.
John Hilsdon is another birder driven south on Sunday to see our birds – in his case from Oxford. He was
delighted to pick out two sleeping Purple Sandpiper from the surrounding rocks (into which they merge so well
as to become invisible to the casual glance even when only a few yards away) at Southsea Castle, finding
them at the recommended time of around 90 mins after high tide (possibly they would have woken and started
to feed when the tide had fallen a little more but at least they gave a good close view).
Russell Wynn was at Hurst spit yesterday morning and noted two unusual migrant arrivals – one Grey Heron and
two Greylag Geese flying in off the sea (I assume anything reported in that way is not just hopping across from
the Isle of Wight). He also noticed a Buzzard flying east offshore which may have just been heading into wind
like a sailing boat before tacking port to head into the New Forest but gave the impression of being on a longer
journey. Several people have commented on the absence of Buzzard sightings recently – understandable in
view of dull cool weather – and this makes this Buzzard’s flight the more unusual. Many Buzzards have
moved east from the west country in recent years and no doubt that movement is continuing.
On Saturday morning Russell visited the top end of Southampton Water and found a second winter Yellow
Legged Gull in the Eling Great Marsh area just south of the A35 bridge – for some reason large numbers of
this species congregate here in the autumn but this is the first one that I have heard of there for some months.
If you are fed up with early morning TV then Graham Roberts is once more offering you an enthralling alternative
– one hours watching of a motionless Peregrine sitting on its nest from 8 to 9 am each Tuesday and Thursday
and two hours of the same on Sunday mornings from 9 to 11am (10 seconds of great action guaranteed while
your back is turned). Seriously, the Sussex Heights Peregrine nest in Brighton is going to be viewable on the
internet at those times for those who tune in to www.videorepeater.co.uk and I gather the cameras have
already shown (last Saturday) the first egg in the nest. I’m not sure who is taking bets on the sex of the
offspring but if you put your money on all females past experience shows that you have a good chance of
making a killing.
John Shillitoe reminds me of yet another spring delight that most of us are missing this year – the calls of
Lapwing performing aerobatics over their nest sites. From the straight road running south from the village of
Newtown close to the Meon Valley he can now see and hear the birds over the fields at SU 617119 – last
year, when he could walk the field path, he estimated five pairs still breeding here. On Saturday John saw
another breeding pair – this time of Shelduck - on their territory at South Boarhunt below the north west corner
of Portsdown. The birds were in a field near the village church (SU 603083), and in past years John has seen
a similar pair on the nearby Manor Farm pond with a tiny duckling. Birds nesting here have a reasonable
chance of reaching Portsmouth Harbour via the Wallington River but I cannot recall any observations of
juvenile Shelduck creches on that harbour.
One piece of news from East Sussex that may be of interest to West Sussex/Hampshire birders is another
sighting of Great White Egret over Friston Forest (in the Cuckmere valley north west of Beachy Head). This
could be the bird seen flying east over Pagham Harbour by Sarah Patton on Feb 18, and maybe it is heading
back this way (no direction of flight given). Also near Friston Forest is a Green Winged Teal and over at Rye
a single Egyptian Goose turned up yesterday. Nearer to us were 15 Barnacle Geese at Pagham north wall
and 100 Sand Martins plus a single Scaup (the one from Budds Farm?) on the Chichester gravel pits (parts of
which, along with parts of Pagham harbour shore, can now be visited). Down at Selsey Bill it sounds as if
there is a small resident colony of Firecrest like those we have sometimes had near Church Norton Severals.
Four Firecrest were reported at Selsey last Wednesday and five were reported there yesterday but with no
indication as to whether these (or the Black Redstarts) are staying there or are separate groups just passing
through.
PLANTS:

FRI 30 MAR
Spurred by Martin Rand’s recent finds (see 27 Mar) I made a quick foray to Portsdown Hill in today’s sunshine
and was rewarded with a great display of Hairy Violets and a few Cowslips in bud – two of them showing
bright yellow tips as they began to open. Although I found my first Hairy Violets above Portchester the best
place to see them is probably at Fort Purbrook where a walk uphill from the Crookhorn Lane entrance gave
me hundreds before reaching a point south of the fort itself. Naturalised clumps of Grape Hyacinth are now a
common sight on the hill and Common Whitlowgrass was an addition to my known repertoire of plants to be

found where you can park above the M27 beside Skew Lane leading down to Portchester. Beside Nelson
Lane on the other side of the road junction I did a double take at one plant of Field Forget me not covered with
a mass of such bright sky blue flowers that I thought it might be the Early Forget me not (unfortunately the
flowers were 5mm across despite the short pedicels at this stage of growth). In my own garden the Field
Wodrush (Good Friday Grass) is just beginning to flower.
TUE 27 MAR
Martin Rand walked along roads from Braishfield Manor (SU 377262 between Romsey and Winchester) to the
isolated Farley Church (SU 397274) this evening, both giving and finding signs of spring – giving a sign by
being able to enjoy an evening walk after work now that the clocks have been put forward and finding a real
sign of spring in the first Bluebell flower (just a single bell here and there). His other first was Hairy Violet
(which is probably also out on Portsdown if searched for) and he came on many Early Dog Violets and a lot of
white flowered Sweet Violets (why do the white flowers come out so long after the first violet coloured ones?).
Great Stichwort was also out as might be expected but there were two plants whose true identity needed
study – one was white flowered Periwinkle which Martin at first assumed to be Lesser Periwinkle but then
thought it more likely to be the Intermediate Periwinkle (Vinca difformis). I have been aware there was an
intermediate form and looking at Stace now I see that it should be easy to differentiate them when in flower if
you carry a small ruler in additon to your hand lens. The corolla tube measure less than 12mm in V. minor and
12mm or more in V. difformis while the critical distance across the corolla limb (i.e. across the face of the
petals) is 30mm – if less it is minor, if more it is difformis. Another puzzling flower could have been a true Wild
Daffodil but these are usually found in well established drifts whereas this one was sitting ‘lonely as a cloud’,
though in suitable habitat/soil type. One umistakable plant, not yet in flower but having buds on its flower
stems, was Cowslip.
INSECTS:

SUN 1 APR
Lee Marshall spotted the first Queen Wasp of the spring at his home in the Rowner area of Gosport today and
remarks on the large number of Drone flies now active. With this news he also tells me that the sunshine on
Friday brought out a single Small Tortoiseshell in the nearby Alver Valley along with singles of Red Admral,
Brimstone and Comma. On Portsdown John Goodspeed saw 4 Peacock and 1 Brimstone on Friday and over
in Romsey, also on Friday 30 March, Phil Lord had 2 Brimstone and two Peacock (with singles of both these
on Mar 29 and four Hebrew Character moths at his moth light on Friday evening). Who will be the first with a
Holly Blue I wonder?
FRI 30 MAR
Mark Litjens is the first this year with news of a mass emergence of butterflies. He was at Westwood (woodland
at Netley by Southampton Water that is still open) today and counted 14 Brimstone, 3 Peacock and 2 Comma.
A male Brimstone made the briefest of visits to my garden today and on Portsdown I watched the shadow of a
large butterfly move across the grass where I was plant hunting – it took me a moment to focus on the insect
itself and it was heading away, not giving much more of a view than its shadow had done but I could see it was
dark and suspect it was a Peacock rather then a Red Admiral. Also seen today was my first Honey Bee as
well as the common hoverfly which imitates the bee well enough to be called a Drone Fly. One other small,
thin and apparently all black hoverfly seen on Portsdown may have been Neoascia podagrica which I see
Chinery describes as abundant everywhere from March to October.
If you want to know more about Hoverflies, and possibly to take part in the forthcoming survey to obtain
information for a Hampshire atlas of the distribution of the species, don’t forget that a one day workshop on
Hoverfly identication is being run in Gosport on Saturday week (Apr 7) by Chris Palmer (of Havant Museum)
and Martin Harvey (Hampshire Wildlife Trust) – details in the Imminent Events section of the What’s New
page.
THU 29 MAR
By this time last year Mark Litjens tells me he had already logged over 130 Brimstone butterflies but it was not
until today that he saw his first two for this year – seen at Hursley near Winchester.
Lee Marshall had a newcomer to his moth light at Gosport last night – an Early Thorn.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
WED 28 MAR
On Mar 22 I commented on a whale that had beached in Kent and today Ed Griffiths tells me that it was a very
unusual species for British waters – a Humpback. They are not unkown in Britain, and in spring they head
north past us (normally keeping out in the Atlantic?) for northern waters off Greenland, Iceland and
Spitsbergen. When found this one was alive but clearly ill and it was put down, though how the carcase was
disposed of I do not yet know.
A mammal which is better known in our Solent waters is the Common Seal, and Lee Marshall saw one this

morning off Stokes Bay at Gosport.
MON 26 MAR
Today’s news from Sussex includes a report of a Common Seal seen yesterday in Pagham Harbour, and from
Hayling Island Pete Durnell tells me that a Slow-Worm was stirring (just) in his Northney garden during the
past week.

PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR HIGH TIDES

(Date, Time and height in metres)

26/03:-01:04-4.5 & 13:12-4.5
27/03:-01:36-4.5 & 13:45-4.528/03:-02:06-4.5 & 14:17-4.5
29/03:-02:38-4.5 & 14:52-4.4
30/03:-03:14-4.4 & 15:36-4.3
31/03:-04:00-4.3 & 16:30-4.201/04:-04:57-4.1 & 17:38-4.0
02/04:-06:06-3.9 & 19:09-3.9
03/04:-07:44-3.8 & 20:46-4.0
04/04:-09:12-4.0 & 21:53-4.305/04:-10:12-4.2 & 22:42-4.5
06/04:-10:57-4.5 & 23:24-4.7
07/04:-11:39-4.6
08/04:-00:05-4.8 & 12:21-4.7
09/04:-00:46-4.8 & 13:02-4.7
10/04:-01:28-4.7 & 13:44-4.6
11/04:-02:09-4.6 & 14:26-4.5
12/04:-02:48-4.5 & 15:07-4.413/04:-03:27-4.3 & 15:50-4.2
14/04:-04:07-4.1 & 16:39-4.0

BIRDS:

WEEK 12 MAR 19 - 25

SUN 25 MAR
The first Osprey which I have heard of was over the Isle of Wight (Bonchurch) on Mar 21 and another has been
reported at Shoreham on Mar 23, and back on Mar 18 I see there was a Ring Ouzel on the Isle of Wight at the
Foreland near Bembridge. Firsts for Hampshire were a Little Ringed Plover at Eastleigh Lakeside yesterday
and House Martins at both Eastleigh and over Fort Widley on Portsdown (where there was a possible sighting
of them earlier in the week). White Wagtail are also being seen in the past few days with a possible sighting
by Mark Litjens at Hurst Castle yesterday and more definite sightings by Lee Marshall today on Portsdown (1
at the Fort Nelson carpark) and 2 in pony paddocks beside the main road into Lee on Solent (at SU 572022
just south of the junction of Broom Way with Brune Lane). A Willow Warbler (second Hants arrival – the first
heard at Hurst Castle last Sunday Mar 18) was singing at Eastleigh Lakeside today and lots more Sand
Martins, Wheatear and Chiffchaff have been seen and there have been sightings of Swallow (just one at
Eastleigh Lakeside yesterday) and Sandwich Tern (three in the west Solent yesterday). Probably ‘just
passing through’ was a Serin noted at the mouth of the R Arun in Sussex yesterday and the same may be true
of four Firecrest seen at Selsey Bill last Wednesday.
Redwing could be heard flying over Gosport both last night and the night before (heard by Lee Marshall) and a
few were still in the Itchen valley near Bishopstoke today (seen by Colin Allen). Winter birds still with us
include plenty of Brent plus Merganser and Goldeneye, the single Long Tailed Duck (seen today) and 7 Black
Necked Grebe (seen yesterday) in Langstone Harbour, and at least one Common Scoter was in the Hurst
Castle area and 5 Purple Sandpiper were still at Southsea Castle yesterday, while over in East Sussex there
were 25 Waxwing near Horsham on Mar 23. Also in Sussex there has been a Hen Harrier at Bexhill and a
Merlin at Brighton during the week.
The Bembridge sands are usually a good place to see Med Gulls and I see that there was a report of 30 of them
there last Sunday (Mar 18) – I assume these are birds that will soon be nesting in Langstone harbour and
maybe they prefer this ‘holding area’ to sites within our harbours.
I could not see the drake Scaup on the Budds Farm pools this afternoon (and I see that Lee Marshall also failed
to spot it today) though a pair of Gadwall were present and one of the Swans was once more back on the nest
as if at least thinking of laying some eggs (Brian Fellows tells me that the Emsworth Peter Pond Swans seem
to have completed their nest building today, but not yet started egg laying). I do not think there were many
more than 40 Tufted Duck and 50 Teal present with a single male Pochard and the usual Mallard, Coot,
Moorhen and a few Little Grebe. 8 Meadow Pipit on the mound were presumably in transit. Looking out over
the harbour I saw the female Long Tailed Duck among the many Blackheaded gulls around the sewage outfall
with just a few Common and Herring gulls (one of them may well have been the Ring-bill but I could not get
enough detail with my bins – Lee Marshall did see it there today) but I did not pick up the Little Gull. Also on
the water were three Merganser and at least one Goldeneye, and along the shore were 45 Brent and a few
Redshank and Oystercatcher but nothing else. The usual group of around 10 Swans were over by the
slipway, and in the far south, over Baker’s Island, a mass of gulls were swirling above the nesting area (first

time I have noticed them there this spring), while along the South Moors shore I could see another hundred
Brent. While I was at Budds Farm two Canada Geese flew in from the west and remained on the water –
these will probably nest on one of the islands in the seaward pool if they can trample down the vegetation on
it.
Brian Fellows made a round of Emsworth sites today and found the Peter Pond Swans seemed to have
completed their nest building, but not yet laid any eggs, and that the number of Mallard on the town Mill Pond
was down to 26 – many of them have left presumably to nest elsewhere but I have still not heard of any
ducklings although Ben Darvill found Coot chicks already hatched by the Itchen last Monday (Mar 19). The
Black Swan is still present with 70 Mutes and there are now 15 Canada Geese on this pond.
Simon Ingram has for some days been watching a couple of Great Crested Grebe on the main pond at
Eastleigh’s Lakeside Park (lakes created by digging gravel to build the M27) and today he was rewarded by
the sight of their elegant courtship display (perhaps provoked by the arrival of a third bird creating some
competion). Another sign of spring is a seeming increase in reports of Cetti’s Warbler song.
On Mar 15 I described a hybrid duck which I saw on Hilsea Lines at Portsmouth, suggesting that it might be a
cross between Mallard and Red-Crested Pochard. In response to my request for any help with identifying it
Peter Wilkinson gave me the address of a website ( http://www.astro.utu.fi/~hlehto/photo/aytxanas.shtml )
which has three good photos of a duck seen in Sweden last month and thought to be a cross between a
Mallard and Red Crested Pochard, and that duck has a general similarity to the one I saw (particularly in the
deep red colour of the head and neck) but also several significant differences (the bill of my bird was bright
yellow with bright pink at the tip and extending from the tip around the edges of the upper mandible – the
upper mandible of the Swedish bird is grey with a black tip). Despite this and other differences I would have
thought that the very close resemblance in size and shape to Mallard of my ‘hybrid’ was more likely to have
arisen from union of two birds of similar size than between a Mallard and a smaller Aythya species, while the
yellow and red bill is a straight mixture of Mallard and Red Crested Pochard. I doubt I will get back to Hilsea
Lines in the near future, and am barred by Foot and Mouth restrictions from going to Langstone Pond where
there have been similar birds, but if anyone comes across one of these hybrids I hope they will note the
features in detail (including colour of bill, eye and feet as well as the plumage and the size and structure of the
bird) and tell me about them. The bird at Hilsea neither dived nor opened its wings for me, and the four
identical birds on Langstone pond never dived or flew in my sight.
SAT 24 MAR
Shopping in Chichester this afternoon I was struck by the noise of Herring Gulls on rooftops along the south of
East Street (precinct) and wonder if they are already known to nest here.
FRI 23 MAR
John Clark tells us (no doubt with some relief) that the 1999 Hampshire Bird Report will be available this
weekend – members can collect their copy at the HOS AGM in Winchester tomorrow (or wait to get it soon by
post), and non-members can get a copy by sending a cheque for £8 (payable to Hampshire Ornithological
Society) to Mrs M Boswell, 5 Clarence Rd, Lyndhurst, Hants SO43 7AL)
Common Gulls are at their most numerous in Hampshire at this time, wintering bird numbers being boosted by
passage birds heading slowly east along the channel and feeding in our harbours and fields en route, so it is
perhaps not surprising that Barry Collins could see 206 of them today in the fields north of Leigh Park here in
Havant. Much more surprising is the fact that among the 500 or so gulls in those fields were 5 adult Med Gulls
in summer plumage. Although most recent sightings of these birds have been on the coast it seems it is not
uncommon to see them feeding on fields with other gulls – on Feb 23, before the dreaded F&M closed off
Thorney Island, Barry had found two of them following the plough in the field south of the Egret roost, and
since then Jason Crook has several time reported around half a dozen of them in the Little Leigh Farm pony
field north east of Leigh Park (e.g. 6 there on Mar 19). Two of these locations are around 5km from the
nearest salt water – do they go much further inland?
While on the subject of Med Gulls I think Jason holds the record for the highest count this week when he had 13
close to Langstone Bridge and another 3 in Emsworth Harbour. Other gulls in the news are the magnificent
summer plumage adult Ring-bill which is probably still at Broadmarsh though not reported since Wednesday
(Mar 21). No recent news of the first winter birds at Tipner Lake in Portsmouth though Jason has not been
there this week (and did not see them on his last visit on Mar 15 when the Black Redstart was still present on
the rooves of the HMS Phoenix site new housing). The Little Gull that was at Broadmarsh on Wednesday has
not been reported since (but may well still be present) and a different younger bird was off Brighton marina
yesterday, with a third bird being seen at Hurst by Mike Rafter on Wednesday.
Also seen by Mike Rafter on Wednesday (Mar 21) was a Marsh Harrier flying north over Keyhaven (sounds like
a new migrant rather than the bird which has been there off and on during the winter). Almost certainly a new
migrant was one Marsh Harrier seen by Jason Crook on Mar 16 flying north high above the Langstone
Harbour entrance. With Farlington Marshes closed for business this bird may well have stayed there for a
couple of days as Jason had another view of one over North Binness island on the evening of Mar 18 – it flew

off to Farlington Marshes. (If you have looked at Jason’s website and found the identity of this bird was hidden
by his comment on it I had the same problem but found the species name in the HTML source) On Mar 21
Jason saw a Short Eared Owl hunting over North Binness – maybe the same bird which he saw there on Mar
15?
Recent wildfowl sightings in Langstone Harbour up to Mar 21 (latest entry on Jason Crook’s website) include
both the Scaup on the Budds Farm pools and the Long Tailed Duck by the sewage outfall on that date, when
there were at least 8 Black Necked Grebe still in the harbour and 2 Pale Bellied Brent near the Oysterbeds.
Also on Mar 21 Jason was able to count 582 Brent in the north of Langstone Harbour, and felt confident that
there were still around 2000 in the harbour as a whole. Another 207 Brent were seen by Lee Marshall that day
in Haslar Creek at Gosport and no doubt many more were in Portsmouth Harbour.
One bird that I was quite surprised to find mentioned by two observers as being on coastal passage was Grey
Heron – I realise that quite a few of these birds probably flee the continent in hard weather but with their
reputation for early nesting I would have thought that any winter birds would have left us long ago. The first
mention of them was by Jason Crook who saw two flying east during a seawatch at Sandy Point on Mar 16
and the second was by Ben Darvill who saw one sitting on the cliffs at Milford on Sea and thought it might be
a migrant. I see that Birds of Hampshire says that spring coastal migration is observed in most years, but it is
clearly not on any major scale. I would be interested to know if there are many ringing recoveries indicating
regular passage.
Nick Mills tells me that he has heard a report of a Whitethroat sighting this week from what he describes as an
‘untried source’ and is a bit dubious as to whether to believe it. All I can contribute (from the 1998 Hampshire
Bird Report) is the date (7th March 1997) of the earliest ever sighting of what was assumed to be a migrant in
Hampshire (average arrival date given as April 13th), and a couple of reports of what were thought to be
wintering Whitethroat. The first of these is purely anecdotal as I cannot lay my hands on the detail but I clearly
recall a competent birder telling me that he had twice seen one feeding in the ornamental shrubs at the IBM
HQ site in Portsmouth long after the migrants had departed – this was probably in the early 1990s. More up
to date and reliable are two sightings by Mike Rafter of what he believes to be a Lesser Whitethroat in his
Romsey garden this winter. Mike first saw the bird on Jan 16 and again this week (Mar 21), on both occasions
having a very brief glimpse of the bird without binoculars (this week’s sighting was for 5 seconds at 10
metres). Clearly he is convinced of the id himself but others may be sceptical – part of Mike’s confidence
comes, he says, from a previous winter sighting of this species some years ago.
Sparked by the discussion on whether the tameness of the Whitefront Goose recently at Baffins Pond in
Portsmouth was evidence that it was not a genuine wild bird, two anecdotes in this evening’s mail prove that
a wild bird can be as tame as any captive in some circumstances. Lee Marshall tells us of an American
Wigeon with a ring on its leg that was once found behaving with so little fear of humans that it allowed the
birder who was interested in reading the ring to catch the duck by throwing his coat over it – the ring details
then showed that the bird had been ringed in Carolina and had flown the Atlantic on its own wings. The
second story comes (via UK Birdnet and Brian Fellows) from a Michael Frankis who was at a suburban
boating lake in Northumberland in Oct 97 when a Barnacle Goose waddled up to him, begging for bread.
Michael read the number on a Darvic ring on the bird’s leg and from this learnt that the bird had been ringed as
a wild gosling in Iceland the year before.

THU 22 MAR
Cycling to Hayling on a windy day with the tide at its lowest there was not much to be seen in the way of birds but
as I crossed Langstone Bridge I was able to count around 70 Brent, a couple of Merganser and two Egret
among the few Redshank and Oystercatcher. Passing the big rookery at Northney at least one Rook was
carrying sticks to build or repair its nest, and in gardens and hedges there was plenty of common bird song,
including both Mistle and Song Thrush, with at least three Skylarks singing strongly at Gunner Point. The only
observation of some interest was of a flock of around 40 Linnet in the top of an oak growing from one of the big
West Lane arable fields – although there was plenty of song coming from the birds they were not yet thinking
of abandoning their winter way of life, and I see that Jason Crook still had 65 of them at Broadmarsh on Mar
18 (presumably coming to the roost gathering near Broadmarsh slipway)
WED 21 MAR
Thanks to Tony Blunden I had excellent views of both the Ring-billed and Little Gull at Broadmarsh this
afternoon. With the very low tide just starting to rise the gulls were on slightly raised patches of mud near the
nearest tall wooden post marking the deep water channel, and through Tony’s scope I had a perfect view of
the Ring-bill, particularly good as it was standing just behind a summer plumage Common Gull to give a direct
comparison. The tertial step was clearly narrower, and the broad black band on the yellow bill could not have
been seen on an adult summer Common Gull, but other features were less distinct. I could not see that the
mantle was much lighter than on the Common Gull, and the yellow legs were not notably more yellow than on
some Common gulls, though the head shape did stand out as not having the round, friendly shape of a
Common Gull and the whole bird looked slightly longer in both leg and body than the Common Gull. The
closed wing tip of the Ring-bill (I did not see it in flight) seemed to show just as many and large ‘windows’ as
the Common.
......I was expecting the Little Gull to have a notably black head as I had been told to expect an adult, but it is still
very much in winter plumage. I did not see it flying but assume it is the same individual that has been around
for a few days and which has the dark underwing of a full adult as well as the adult grey mantle.
......A few Wigeon (20?) are left in Chalk Dock, and I saw around 200 Brent still in that area (in two groups), while
a third flock of perhaps 130 were on the South Moors shore. On the Budds Farm pools the Scaup is still
present with at least 80 Tufted Duck but the Gadwall have gone and only two Pochard could be seen among
the Mallard and Teal. The most notable change here is that the earth mountain which has covered the third
(landward) pool for more than a year is being removed as was promised, though I have no idea how long it will
be before we once more see water in the third pool.
Tonight the SOS News page talks of a ‘possible’ American Herring Gull being still around on the River Adur at
Shoreham today but I seem to have missed out on news of its first sighting and the reasons for the claim. I
presume this is thought to be a bird of the ‘smithsonianus’ race for which Grant says there are no western
palearctic records, and I certainly could not identify it from the brief description he gives (which amounts to
saying it is a big Herring Gull with pink legs and pale upperparts). Much more interesting news is on the front
page of the SOS Newsletter which came in this morning’s post – here Richard Ives comments on the
staggering growth of the Med Gull population in southern England and speculates that Auduoin’s Gull may
also be a familiar breeding bird along our shores before too long. Richard says that the world population of
this Mediterranean species was down to 1,000 pairs in 1966 but by 1989 there were 9,500 pairs and the
population growth has been maintained over the last decade with huge breeding colonies now to be found
round the Ebro delta (Mediterranean coast of Spain, west of Barcelona)
The only current news of our Med Gulls comes from Barry Collins who today found 5 adults in Emsworth
Harbour, where he had six yesterday (one of them colour ringed). Just one Sandwich Tern was reported in
Hampshire today – seen by Mike Rafter at Hurst in the west Solent, but I see from the SOS News that there
were up to 36 of them on the beach at Rye Harbour by last Sunday (Mar 18) along with a first year Little Gull
Back in Emsworth today Brian Fellows found the Peter Pond Swans starting to build their nest in the traditional,
highly vulnerable spot alongside the A259 road – human vandals and foxes can easily access the site and the
birds are in danger of hitting vehicles every time they take off over the road. In the nearby Brook Meadow
three Song Thrushes were still singing (as is one at Basingstoke heard by Mike Wall) so not all have fallen
silent.
Over in Romsey there were 277 Golden Plover on the Highwood Lane fields which seem to be a staging post for
birds returing north (see entry for Monday 19 Mar). Paul Winter made today’s count (and saw a Buzzard still
in the air at 5:30pm which strikes me as late in the day) and reported 160 there on Monday when Phil Lord
could only find 73, so the numbers at this site do seem to be increasing rapidly after winter months with none
present. Also in the Romsey area I see that Phil Lord saw the Lesser Spotted Woodpecker at Tadburn
Meadows (near the railway in SU 3722) last Saturday, but had a much more interesting bird on Monday – an
escaped Kookaburra at Awbridge (SU 3224)
TUE 20 MAR
Any birds and birders that were out in today’s snow, sleet and strong wind probably regretted it but that did not

stop 50 Sand Martins desperately searching for food over Ivy Lake at Chichester, nor 20 doing the same over
the Avon at Ibsley. 30 Wheatear still at Selsey probably did better by keeping on the ground, and perhaps
keeping down out of the wind was the reason for Trevor Carpenter’s observation of a Chiffchaff foraging like a
Blackbird among leaves on the ground in his Fareham garden. Other birds seeking shelter in a garden were
some 40 Siskin that invaded Colin Allen’s garden at Dibden Purlieu (near Southampton Water on the edge of
the New Forest) for an hour while the snow was falling. Both Brian Fellows and Lee Marshall regretted
spending time on the shoreline at Portsmouth and Gosport, and Brian found that something (perhaps the
weather) had caused the Whitefront Goose to vanish from Baffins Pond before his arrival there today but the
rest of his feral geese are still there along with 16 Shoveler and and 52 Tufted Duck. Some of the Mallard had
understandably left (only 42 on the pond) as had some of the Canada Geese (only 5 there today). On the
nearby Golf Course by Portsmouth’s Eastern Road a flock of around 500 Brent seemed appropriate to the
winter scene, and may well have been birds that have been in the harbour over winter (I don’t think passage
birds dropping in to feed up would have the courage to feed on land close to much human activity) but smaller
flocks on Southsea Common and at Eastney lake probably were passers by.
An Avocet on the Overton lagoons (headwaters of the Test near Basingstoke) was an unusual inland record but
one that may become more common in future years (if the growing population of Avocet that winter in the
West Country decide to take a more direct route back to East Anglia instead of following the coast – though
the coastal route will still be appropriate if any of the Dorset/Devon wintering birds come from Holland). Mike
Wall confirmed the identity of this bird, but advises other birders not to rush to see it as the lagoons are
private.
A few Swallows were passing through Hampshire last Sunday (Mar 18), with 10 seen over Petersfield Lake by
Christoph Harwood and a single bird flying north over the Anton Lake at Andover (seen by Tony Polley). Ten
Chiffchaff were singing at the Anton Lakes that day and another 12 were in the Newhaven area along with 130
Wheatear and 3 Black Redstarts.
MON 19 MAR
Hampshire botanists can be proud of living in a county that has the greatest variety of plant life to be found in the
British Isles but Hampshire birders have to admit that when migration is under way there are better places
than Hampshire to witness the huge number and variety of birds that are on the move. Despite this ‘every dog
has its day’ and Saturday 17 March this year was one when Hayling Island can boast that it was inundated
with more than twice the greatest number of Wheatear ever recorded in the county this century. Birds of
Hampshire gives the highest number of Wheatear seen in one place on one day as just 100 birds
(Southampton Docks on 23 Mar 1990) for the spring migration period and only 108 (Hayling Island on 26 Aug
84) for the autumn passage when numbers are swollen by juveniles. So when Tim Lawman decided to check
out the south coast of Hayling on Saturday morning and came up with a total of 216+ Wheatear history was
made ... In sending me this news Tim wrote ...
...... Following the drizzly early morning rain I thought it would be worthwhile checking the usual spots for early
migrants. At 10am 3 flew over the road on the seafront above my car so instinct made me drive into the beach
car park where I was confronted by white rumps "everywhere" 40 together,which proceded to fly high north in
small groups. Gunner point next where a total of 70 were counted in two separate groups. I then decided to
check all the seafront areas and came across another 35 at Sandy point and another group of 60+ between
beachlands central and the inn on the beach. Most of these birds had thinned out by 12am so one can only
speculate the true number of birds that passed through Hayling that morning
......Tim also had a couple of Sand Martin over Sinah Lake and came on numerous phylloscs – probably all
Chiffchaff, but who knows? Although the weather forecast for this coming week is not encouraging for
migrants (other than Snow Buntings) the passage was still in progress yesterday when John Shillitoe found 5
Wheatear on Portsdown (plus a couple at Southsea) and a flock of 29 Meadow Pipit in the Hambledon area.
Ten more Wheatear were seen yesterday at Gilkicker Point, Gosport, by Lee Marshall, who had another two
today in Gosport.
Ben Darvill walked the short stretch of the Itchen from Woodmill in Swaythling to Man’s Bridge (just south of the
M27, north of which the path is closed) and found three Coot nests, one with six eggs and one with four new
hatched chicks. I think it is unusual to find Coot chicks before the first Mallard ducklings appear, but no doubt
the latter will appear very soon. Ben also came on at least ten Chiffchaff and one male Blackcap as well as
having a good view of a Water Rail (probably another passage bird unfamiliar with the cover at this spot where
it happened to have dropped in at the end of last night’s flight, and more concerned to find food than to keep
a low profile). One, possibly two, Kingfishers were more likely to have reached the end of their journey and to
be intending to nest in the area.
Several people have commented on the fact that Song Thrushes have recently fallen silent after shouting out
their song since Christmas, and I have noticed the same silence around my garden this week, and my guess
is that the silent birds are now occupied with bringing food to the nest (and its not polite to sing with a full beak
of worms). While the female is sitting the male has little to do but boast about his prowess, but when the

young hatch he becomes too busy with food collection to have time or energy to sing. If I am right we should,
assuming the birds fell silent around Mar 15, have a renewed outburst of song at the month end or beginning
of April (the young are in the nest for a fortnight after hatching) Last spring I did not see a Thrush carrying food
until Apr 9, but this year many things are earlier than usual. I have no detailed records of when birds stop and
restart their song but I have noticed this happening with several species in past years. While on the subject of
worms I watched with interest this morning as one of the garden Robin pair tackled a worm that looked to big
to fit into the Robins body. It took some time to pull the large worm from the ground, and then several minutes
of pecking at it (and hopping round to attack from different angles) before it attempted to swallow it. To my
surprise the whole worm went down quite quickly and the bird was still able to fly up into an apple tree (where
it defecated and shook its feathers to make as much room as possible inside its body).
The only report of Brent today comes from Brian Fellows who had 82 in Emsworth Harbour and Lee Marshall
reports less than 70 in Haslar Lake yesterday. These may well be birds just stopping off for food on their long
journey, as may have been 160 Golden Plover seen by Paul Winter at Highwood Lane on the southeast edge
of Romsey. Remembering regular reports of a flock here last spring I had assumed that this was a regular
wintering site for the birds, and I have not yet checked the date at which those reports started but this year it
seems there have been no birds there until the 40 reported recently by Paul (see Mar 13) – maybe there is
something about this site when seen from the air by birds moving north up the Test that attracts them to ‘rest
a while’, or maybe, as they head north up the river they see the housing of Romsey ahead and turn right to
avoid it (instead of bending to the left with the river), then realise they have lost the line of the river and land to
work out what to do next. (I don’t think that applying human reasoning to animal behaviour helps us to get to
the real answers!)
Another question about bird behaviour (which I am not going to attempt to answer) is posed in a message from
David Parker, who says ... **I have just returned from a holiday in India and Nepal. Although there were many
'exotic' birds there I was amazed by the number of House Sparrows in India; they seem to thrive in the cities
and live on the waste of humankind. In Nepal, the flocks of sparrows were of particular interest as there were
both Tree and House Sparrows in most flocks on a ration of 25% Tree to 75% House. These flocks were
acting exactly as the flocks of House Sparrows in India - it was quite surprising to see Tree Sparrows foraging
in the rubbish along with the House Sparrows.** The question is – why are these Sparrows not thriving here?
All answers will be received with interest.
PLANTS:
SUN 25 MAR
Smooth Sowthistle is not a plant that I normally find interesting but it deserves a brief note today as being the
only plant which I found newly in flower in Havant. I also noticed fresh green leaves beginning to show on
Hazel bushes and, much more exciting, a large old tree of Norway Maple about to cover itself with its lovely
yellow blossom. This tree is at the very southern end of Southmoor Lane, below the east side of Budds
Mound where steps lead down to what was intended as a carpark.
Brian Fellows was in Brook meadow at Emsworth today and made a further count of the Butterbur flower spikes,
reaching a total of 334. He thinks that the previous record count of 412 will easily be beaten when all the
plants have their heads above the surface in a couple of weeks time.
SAT 24 MAR
Martin Rand, barred from his favourite haunts, took a long roadside walk from his Chandlers Ford home west to
North Baddesley and then north to return via Ampfield. Right at the start he found Opposite Leaved Golden
Saxifrage growing by the Monks Brook just west of Chandlers Ford, and Barren Strawberry was flowering in
several places. He found Wild Daffodils in a total of seven locations but the best plant came near the end
when he was approaching the Potters Heron at Ampfield and discovered plants of Abraham, Isaac and
Joseph in flower – the plants were near but not in gardens and may well have decided to set up in business
independently of gardening help. Martin asks if anyone knows the origin of the name Abraham, Isaac and
Joseph for Trachystemon orientalis. Gwynne Johnson kindly checked both Flora Brittanica and Geoffrey
Grigson for this but neither had anything to say on the subject – can you help?
As well as attempting to answer Martin’s question Gwynne Johnson told me that Moschatel was just starting to
flower close to the A3M at Waterlooville when the ‘Woodsedge Waders’ conservation group were putting up
bird nest boxes there today.
FRI 23 MAR
Another first flowering comes tonight from Martin Rand who found Hairy Wood-rush flowering in a sheltered
situation at Denmead yesterday. Martin also says that Wood Anemones have been out by the roadside in
Denmead all this week (since at least Mar 19), and I guess the first of them probably opened at the same time
as the one seen by John Goodspeed at Fareham on Mar 16.

THU 22 MAR
Greater Stitchwort was flowering in two places on Hayling today – at the west end of Daw Lane and by the side
of West Lane – and in the ‘oak wood’ surrounding the first houses on the east side of West Lane south of Daw
Lane there was glorious large patch of Wood Anemone in flower among a general ground cover of flowering
primrose as far as the eye could see. Around Gunner Point Common Whitlowgrass was growing tall around
the sand dunes and Sea Mouse-ear was widespread, and along Ferry Road Oxford Ragwort was starting to
flower and Alexanders was getting into full swing with its flowering, with Blackthorn blossom just starting to
appear everywhere. Returning through Daw Lane I stopped to check a tiny white umbel which I had spotted
on the way down and it turned out to be Cow Parsley, though the whole plant stood no more than 20cm tall
and it was quite difficult to find any tiny leaves to confirm the plant’s identity, so I think I will wait (not long now)
to see flowers on a full grown plant before claiming a first. (Later I heard that Gwynne Johnson also found
Greater Stitchwort flowering today but I think that was not in Hants).
TUE 20 MAR
‘Good Friday Grass’ and ‘Sweep’s Brush’ are just two names for a plant that I will soon be seeing on my lawn and
which Martin Rand found flowering at Denmead yesterday. In case you do not recognize these names they
refer to Luzula campestris or Field Woodrush.
MON 19 MAR
During his tour of Emsworth sites this morning Brian Fellows found 127 spikes of Butterbur on the banks of the
Ems in Brook Meadow. The colony is coming on well this year but has a long way to go before it reaches the
count of 412 spikes made by Brian on Mar 30 last year. The full count is always difficult as the huge leaves
start to grow and cover the flowers, and in 1999 I see Brian had to abandon his count on Apr 16 for that
reason.

INSECTS:

SUN 25 MAR
Lee Marshall had his moth light in service on both Thurday and Friday nights this week with three new species
present on Thursday night. One of these was a micro called Diurnea fagella on which I can find no info from
my books, the second was the Clouded Drab, a moth of variable appearance whose name Orthosia incerta
probably indicates some ‘uncertainty’ in identification, and the third was I think a fairly common species (Oak
Nycteoline) which could well have turned up on earlier nights as it seems to be on the wing from August until
the next May, remaining active through the winter.
Lee also forwarded to me a message which Sarah Patton (Pagham Harbour warden) put out on the UKMoths
network in which she reports that a moth which is not normally on the wing until May was flying at her base in
the Chichester area on Thursday evening – this is another micro but a better known one called the Diamond
Back which you can see illustrated in Chinery’s book on Insects. Sarah also had a couple of March Moths and
a Tawny Pinion which (unlike the Clouded Drab) passes most of the winter in hibernation.
FRI 23 MAR
Brimstone males were flying in both Gosport and Chandler’s Ford yesterday. Martin Rand had several in his
Chandler’s Ford garden and Lee Marshall had at least two of them, plus a Red Admiral, in the Alver Valley
Both Lee Marshall and Barry Collins had their moth lights on last night. Barry’s light, among gardens and near
fields north of Havant, attracted 12 Small and 7 Common Quaker, one Chestnut and one Hebrew Character.
Lee’s trap in Gosport (possibly nearer damp ground and trees in the Alver Valley?) also had 5 Common
Quaker, plus singles of Oak Beauty and Brindled Pug, 2 Double Striped pug and a couple of firsts for the
season. One of these was the Satellite (nearing the end of its over-wintering life) and the other was a micro
called Depressaria daucella (a genus described by Chinery as ‘flattened’ – hence ‘depressed’)
THU 22 MAR
A couple of hours of hot sunshine this morning brought a male Brimstone out to search for nectar in my garden whether it found any I don’t know but the butterfly came into sight from my window several times during a
period of up to an hour.
TUE 20 MAR
The idea of a moth light is that the insects are attracted to the light and come to it whether they want to or not, but
I prefer to give all creatures credit for more sense and when Lee Marshall switched on his light at Gosport last
night and attracted an Oak Beauty to it I would like to think that this fairly large and very pretty moth saw the
light as a source of warmth and dry shelter on a night when no insect should have been flying. I hope Lee
offered the moth a day’s shelter from the snow rather than turning it out into the blizzard this morning...

OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 24 MAR
I see that yesterday I forgot to note that Lee Marshall was once more on the look out for the first Adder of the year
but failed to find one. He did however have a second sighting of Common Lizard on the bank near Gosport
where he saw the first last week (Mar 16)
THU 22 MAR
The astronomer who makes a regular Thursday evening contribution to Radio Solent (and who lives in Kent)
added to his account of the demise of the Mia space station news that a whale had beached itself and died
somewhere on the Kent coast. While I do not know what species of whale was involved this news did bring to
my mind a thought as to why whales do beach themselves when they are ill or dying – being air breathers, if
they feel themselves unable to maintain the effort that must be involved in their continual diving and rising to
the surface to breath perhaps they think that it is better to rest on the shore and be able to breathe rather than
drown in the ocean? This of course begs the question of how easy it is for a whale to float on the surface.
Maybe they are following the same instinct which makes most animals go somewhere distant from their
normal haunts to die, maybe being more intelligent than most animals whales do not want to pollute the ocean
with their dead bodies and know that the place for pollution is on our beaches.
WED 21 MAR
Since the Environment Agency workers cleared the vegetation from the banks of the Ems where it runs through
Brook Meadow at Emsworth last September I do not think there have been any confirmed sightings of these
creatures at that site (though there have been several reports of new tunnels apparently made by the Voles
after the old ones were submerged in the winter floods), so it is good news that Brian Fellows today heard the
distinctive ‘plop’ made by one entering the water as he approached it this morning. I have no reason to
believe that the population of these creatures, which has recently been increasing, has suffered a serious
set-back from the winter floods (and certainly do not suggest that the necessary vegetation clearance in the
autumn did them any harm).

MON 19 MAR
Rosemary Webb tells me that recent rain seems to have brought new life to the Jew’s Ear fungi growing on an
Elder tree in her garden. (see entries for Feb 4 and 6). In early February she was describing them as the
‘finest Jew’s ears in christendom’ and I now have to revisit them tomorrow to decide if they have outdone that
description.

PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR HIGH TIDES

(Date, Time and height in metres)

19/03:-07:17-3.5 & 20:04-3.6
20/03:-08:27-3.6 & 21:06-3.821/03:-09:20-3.8 & 21:51-4.1
22/03:-10:00-4.0 & 22:27-4.3
23/03:-10:35-4.2 & 23:00-4.4
24/03:-11:08-4.3 & 23:33-4.525/03:12:40-4.4
26/03:-01:04-4.5 & 13:12-4.5
27/03:-01:36-4.5 & 13:45-4.5
28/03:-02:06-4.5 & 14:17-4.529/03:-02:38-4.5 & 14:52-4.4
30/03:-03:14-4.4 & 15:36-4.3
31/03:-04:00-4.3 & 16:30-4.2
01/04:-04:57-4.1 & 17:38-4.002/04:-06:06-3.9 & 19:09-3.9
03/04:-07:44-3.8 & 20:46-4.0
04/04:-09:12-4.0 & 21:53-4.3
05/04:-10:12-4.2 & 22:42-4.506/04:-10:57-4.5 & 23:24-4.7
07/04:-11:39-4.6

BIRDS:

WEEK 11 MAR 12 - 18

SUN 18 MAR
The main early passage of Wheatear started to pour into southern England last Friday (Mar 16) when 19 were
seen at Selsey and 39 at Seaford, and even two in Hampshire at Gilkicker Point, Gosport. On Saturday
morning (Mar 17) the pagers were reporting 750+ at Portland, and in Hampshire there were reports of them at
Miford and Hurst Spit (31 birds), Warsash (6), Gosport (20 at Stokes Bay), and in Sussex sightings came
from Newhaven (70+), Goring (71), Rye (15) and Pett (8). Today Simon Woolley saw 5+ at Broadmarsh here
in Havant and other sightings came from Milford, Hurst, Eastleigh Lakeside Park, and Gilkicker at Gosport
with Sussex sightings of 50+ at each of Selsey and Shoreham and smaller groups at Brighton and Bexhill. As
usual the majority of these early birds are males but a few females have been seen.
Lots of Chiffchaff have also been arriving and at least two of these were lucky to arrive intact in the Milford/Hurst
area – one was chased by a Merlin, another by a Herring Gull. Several of the sightings were of small groups
of birds – 3 at Baffins Pond in Portsmouth and just 1 at the mouth of the Hamble on Saturday (Mar 17), 2 at
Gilkicker and 4+ at Eastleigh today – but 50+ were reported to have arrived at Selsey Bill this morning. Some
of the reports of birds flying in off the sea wisely identify them as ‘small passerines’, not necessarily
Chiffchaffs, and this was justified at Hurst on Saturday when one was heard to burst into Willow Warbler song
Sand Martins were seen in Hampshire at Hurst (19 birds), Eastleigh (1), and Warsash (2) on Saturday when 40
arrived at Rye Harbour in Sussex, and today there were 50+ over Ivy Lake at Chichester and another 6 seen
at Sidlesham Ferry. No more sightings of House Martin or Swallow, both of which have been reported earlier.
Sandwich Tern continue to be seen on the Sussex coast and this weekend brought at least two Hampshire
sightings – at least one at Hurst on Saturday and two at Milford today.
Other migrant arrivals reported from Sussex are Garganey (14 flying past Brighton on Mar 16), Little Ringed
Plover (just one at Rye, also on Saturday), and Black Redstart (six at Selsey and two at Shoreham today – I
think the Selsey birds must have been new arrivals which may stay the summer and breed whereas the many
winter birds we have had will, I think, move to the continent to nest). Best of all is news of two sightings
(hearings?) of Yellow Wagtail, one at Goring Gap (Worthing) on Mar 16 and the other at Selsey Bill this
morning.
Meadow Pipits also made a major flight into the country on Saturday when over 300 arrived in the Hurst Spit area
and 50+ were reported at Newhaven – I am sure there have been thousands more flying in unseen. With the
small birds at Hurst on Saturday were several Goldcrest seen by more than one birder there, though Mark
Litjens adds that some of them were coming down on the shingle around him, presumably totally exhausted.
As these arrive many of our winter birds are leaving and it looks as if most of our local Brent have left to judge by
the few reports of low numbers. Brian Fellows found 150 still in Emsworth Harbour on Friday (Mar 16) when
414 flew east past Seaford, but on Saturday Nick Mills could only find 30 left in the Hamble area as 175 flew
past Rye. Today 50 flew off from the Fort Monkton area of the Gosport shore (where they the last there?) and
I could only see around 40 in the north of Langstone Harbour. No doubt flocks of a hundred or more will still
be seen well into April, stopping off on their way from the west country or from France, but it seems that the

bulk of our local wintering birds have now left.
Med Gulls continue to provide good viewing and Barry Collins has been especially lucky to see 15 of them from
his bedroom window today and 11 from the same viewpoint yesterday – his house overlooks Gammon’s Hill
(SU 711091) which is part of the open stretch of land between Havant Thicket and Leigh Park and many
hundreds of gulls sometimes rest or feed here among grazing sheep. Today there were around 1000
Blackheaded, 260 Common, 6 Herring and 4 Lesser Blackbacks around the 15 Med Gulls, of which 12 were
adults and 3 second summer birds. Yesterday the 11 Med Gulls included 9 adults, 1 second summer and 1
first winter. Other sightings this weekend were of a pair at Gilkicker today and (yesterday) 2 at Broadmarsh,
3 at Stokes Bay, and 1 at Weston Shore in Southampton.
The adult Ringbilled gull was once more seen at Broadmarsh today by Simon Woolley and an adult Little Gull
was seen off the Budds Farm outfall on both days this weekend (Simon Woolley, who saw it today thinks it
may not yet be a full adult as it has some dark markings on its primary tips). The SOS news includes a
Caspian Gull on the River Adur on Saturday and both Glaucous and Iceland Gulls (both first years) at Rye on
Mar 15.
Other birds seen from Broadmarsh this week end have been the Longtailed Duck (last seen on Saturday by
Brian Fellows) and three Black Necked Grebe seen by Simon Woolley today
Brian Fellows and members of the Havant Wildlife Group set a new record of 10 Purple Sandpiper at Southsea
Castle on Saturday with both Chiffchaff and Wheatear there and 2 Shag at Eastney later in the morning.
Brian Fellows later on Saturday went to Baffins Pond and confirmed his impression that the Whitefront Goose
was a Greenland race bird and Simon Ingram agrees on the race but says that the dark barring on the belly
means it must be at least a second year bird and thus cannot be the same as the one at Keyhaven as that was
reported as a first winter bird. There has been some interesting discussion on whether you can tell if a bird is
a truly wild bird or an escape but seeing how tame it is – the conclusion is that you cannot as a wild bird that
is unfamiliar with humans may show no fear of them, and in general the same bird may show different
degrees of wariness depending on the behaviour of the birds it is keeping company with at that time
A Coot was already on its nest at Baffins Pond on Saturday
Ralph’s garden: The little flock of half a dozen House Sparrows that were fairly regular in my garden during Jan
and Feb seem to have departed, but one pair remain faithful to my breadcrumbs – I understand that these
birds lose the will to breed without the stimulus of a thriving social colony, so maybe I am running a House
Sparrow hospice for two old ‘uns that have lost the will to live. A smart pair of Chaffinch seem to have settled
in – the male is often an early morning songster (in contradiction to my established belief that Chaffinch shun
the dawn chorus and wait until the sun is well up before giving voice), and the local Long Tailed Tit pair are
forever backwards and forwards to feeding stations in my garden and my neighbours. The Robin which I
have seen collecting nest material recently is generally seen alone so it may be that one of them is already
sitting, and that may also be true of the single Collared Dove – some proof of their breeding came in a phone
call today from someone wanting directions to the local bird rescue with a large downy bird that the cat had
brought it – from the description it could well have been a young Collared Dove.
My own brief outing this afternoon confirmed that the male Scaup is still on the Budds Farm pools where two or
three Gadwall remain with a couple of Pochard among at least fifty each of Tufted Duck and Teal. The
Swans were away from the nest site and making no attempt to keep the many duck on the central bank away
from the site so I doubt any eggs have been laid, and although I saw two Coot mating I have not seen any of
their nests yet. Out in the harbour I saw around a dozen Goldeneye, two or three Merganser and just one
Great Crested Grebe (no Long Tailed Duck but the tide was low). Ten Black-tailed Godwits, showing summer
colour, rested briefly at the water’s edge and there were plenty of Oystercatcher and a few Redshank and
Grey Plover but no other waders, and I had difficulty in locating any Brent (eventually seeing at least forty up
in the Chalk Dock area) but found one loner happily munching grass on the old IBM playing fields among a big
flock of pigeons and the tethered horses.
While at the Budds Farm site I met a birder from Basingstoke who had been at Selsey today and had seen
Sandwich Tern and Sand Martins flying by and a large contingent of newly arrived Wheatear plus a party of
five Black Redstarts. He also answered a question that has been in my mind - the path through the
Chichester gravel pits is closed and you can only watch from the layby beside the Selsey road (though I guess
you can still overlook Vinnetrow Lake from the caravan site entrance road near the Bognor Road)
Glynne Evans contributes to the discussion on Blackcap feeding habits a long list of food items and also tells us
that someone making a study of nectar sipping by birds in Britain had discovered that Blackcaps were well
known to take nectar from Mahonia although the bird most often seen to take nectar was the Blue Tit (from
Flowering Currant in April)
SAT 17 MAR
After yesterday’s news that Chiffchaff migrants had started to arrive I seemed to have confirmation of their arrival
in the Hayling Billy trail at the end of my garden when I opened my backdoor first thing this morning to hear
strong Chiffchaff song there for the first time this year – no proof that it was a migrant but I like to think so.

FRI 16 MAR
In tonight’s incoming messages I see that two people believe they have seen newly arrived Chiffchaffs, Sand
Martins have been seen speeding up the Test Valley, and the first House Martin has been reported from the
Brighton area. Another message from Peter Morrison reports four Wheatear at Selsey Bill this morning. The
first Hampshire Chiffchaff was seen by Jason Crook a week ago on Sat 10 Mar near Budds Farm (Havant),
but it seems there was then a long pause before the second bird arrived and was seen today by Lee Marshall
in the Alver Valley (Gosport). Jason was certain his was a migrant, Lee only claims high probability from the
bird’s very active behaviour and strong song – as always there is much doubt as to whether Chiffchaff seen or
heard are new arrivals or wintering birds stirred into action by the weather, and there have been plenty of
other reports of singing Chiffchaff which may well have been migrants.
......Two Sand Martins sped up the Test Valley yesterday and were heading north over Casbrook Common (SU
3525) just east of Timsbury when they were seen jointly by David Thelwell and Phil Lord. Down on the coast
near Christchurch Giles Darvill has been on the lookout for Sand Martins around the cliffs at what he calls
their Christchurch Bay colony site (I assume this to be the same as the one by a golf course near Barton on
Sea) and has found that winter erosion has removed all trace of previous nest holes, and that no Martin are
yet back there. I doubt the erosion will deter them as I have heard that they in fact like to start work on a new
clean cliff face rather than re-using old holes.
......The first House Martin that I have heard of was seen at Falmer (between Brighton and Lewes) last Monday
(Mar 12), and the Sussex website also reports a Swallow crossing the Brighton bypass back on Mar 9 as well
as a couple more Sand Martin at Rye last Tuesday (Mar 13), another Wheatear at Goring Gap (Worthing)
yesterday and several Sandwich Tern sightings. Among these Sussex sightings I was intrigued to see one of
a Goosander flying past Bexhill on Mar 12 (coastal sightings of Goosander were a rarity in Hampshire until a
few years ago and I think they still are in Sussex) and less so to hear of a Merlin flying in off the sea at Brighton
(presumably some of our British breeding birds go south to the continent in winter?). Also on the SOS news
page is confirmation that the Cattle Egret was still at Greatham last Sunday and a report of a Red Kite over
Turner’s Hill (just east of Crawley) back on Mar 6.
Among a large number of Jason Crook’s sightings for the past week is one of a Short Eared Owl hunting over
North Binness Island in Langstone Harbour yesterday. In most winters one or two of these owls spend the
winter at Farlington Marshes but there have been none resident there (or on Thorney Island) this winter –
presumably this is a bird making its way back to wherever it breeds from some other wintering site. Othere
passage birds noted by Jason are Meadow Pipits, with two flocks seen heading northwest yesterday (first
large movement) – he saw 21 grounded by rain at Farlington playing fields and 51 going over Budds Farm. A
flock of 20 Lesser Blackback gulls seen over the north of Langstone Harbour yesterday were also presumably
on the move to their nest sites (though when seen they were going south west, probably to roost overnight in
Langstone harbour).
......Med Gull numbers continue to build and yesterday Jason Crook saw 14 together while watching from The
Ship at Langstone while Barry Collins had another three in Emsworth Harbour a little to the east. Earlier in the
week (Mar 12) Jason had seen more than 10 of them in the Broadmarsh area of Langstone Harbour. The bird
which interested Jason most at Langstone yesterday was an adult hybrid Med x Blackheaded gull in summer
plumage, and news of it prompted David Thelwell to recall that when the first Med Gulls started to breed here
(first recorded breeding in Britain was at the mouth of the Beaulieu River in 1968) there were several cases of
hybridisation as individual Med Gulls failed to find a partner of their own species and mated with some of the
many Blackheaded Gulls in the same colony. I wonder if anyone has looked into what is happening as the
number of Med Gulls increases – are fewer cases of interbreeding being seen? Jason describes the current
hybrid thus ** It most closely resembles a Black-headed Gull, but shows many intermediate characters, the
most striking being the white primaries with black tips to the outermost 4-5 (together with the rest of its white
and pale grey wings), almost black hood slightly more extensive on nape than Black-headed (but not
approaching Med) with Med Gull-like eye crescents, and slightly heavier bill with diffuse black sub-terminal
band. ** Jason adds that when gives voice it sounds like a Med Gull and that it is the same bird that he has
seen at Tipner Lake on Mar 3 and 5.
With the resumption of news on Jason’s website I learn that the Common Sandpiper, which no one seems to
have seen at the Budds Farm pools for some time, is still there and that a Water Rail was also to be seen
there on Mar 10 and 12 (I think I heard it still there on Mar 14 somewhere near the Swans nest along the bank
dividing the pools but could not be sure). The Scaup and the Long Tailed Duck were still in the Budds Farm
area yesterday when 9 Black Necked Grebe could be seen in the harbour from Budds Mound (last Monday
Jason noted that 5 of the six which he saw that day were in summer plumage)
......Jason also found time yesterday to get to south Hayling and find 78 Sanderling somewhere along the
Hayling Bay shore, and I am interested to see that when he was there on Mar 8 he could only find 1
Sanderling and 3 Turnstone in the traditional Black Point high tide roost, but later found 197+ Sanderling and
93+ Turnstone at the ‘new’ Hayling Bay roost site wherever that may be.

Yesterday Barry Goater commented that he had seen few Blackcap in his Chandlers Ford garden this winter
until the last few days and yesterday had both male and female together. In the past there have been many
winter sightings of both male and female, and people have often referred to having a ‘pair’ in their gardens,
but Barry’s comment made me wonder if there is any evidence that these birds have any lasting pair bonds or
whether sightings of male and female, even if seen persistently together, are just a matter of chance. My own
guess with these small passerines is that any alliance during the breeding season is for one season only (and
that both birds, if given the chance, will mate with other casual acquaintances) but it would be interesting to
hear from anyone with evidence from ringed birds that they do stay together as pairs throughout the year.
Graham Osborne tells me that the Whitefront Goose which Brian Fellows discovered at Baffins Pond last
Tuesday was still there yesterday and that while it was very tame he thinks it perhaps unlikely that it is an
escape on the grounds that Whitefront are not commonly kept in wildfowl collections – it may be true that they
are not as commonly kept as other species but I suspect that there are captive birds to be found (though this
one has no rings and is possibly the bird which seemed to arrive with a large flock of Brent at Lepe in
November). One thing that does seem to be established is that it is not the Greenland race bird which was at
Farlington in January – the evidence is not conclusive but last Saturday (Mar 10) Jason Crook saw a
Whitefront on the Farlington playing fields and identified it as a European race bird, and it is likely that this is
the bird which is now at Baffins.
Another local bird oddity is the Bedhampton dramatically ‘pied’ Blackbird which was seen once more by John
Goodspeed in the Bidbury Mead carpark (alongside old Bedhampton church) last Tuesday (Mar 13). Another
form of ‘oddity’ is the ability of Jays to imitiate other birds, and Lee Marshall today tells of a new item in their
repertoire – the sound of a Grey Heron heard in the Alver valley today.
Last but not least in today’s news is an item from Lee Marshall who yesterday heard what I think is a great rarity
in British birdsong when he was at Gilkicker Point (Gosport) – this was the song of a Bullfinch, something I
have only heard once in my life. What the books describe and what I heard are certainly not musical gems,
just a jumble of odd notes, but at least different from the bird’s normal single piping call note (which I find more
attractive than the song).
THU 15 MAR
This morning I took my own advice and spent an enjoyable three hours walking the Hilsea Lines and Tipner Lake
cycleway at Portsmouth. No ‘special’ birds to report but my first singing Chiffchaff, close views of Goldcrest,
and a colourful plastic parrot topping a twenty foot high flagstaff, flying a tatty Union Jack, in the allotments
made up for a period of drixxle. One bird that did catch my attention, and whose identity I would love
someone to tell me, was what I can only think is a cross between a drake Mallard and a Red Crested Pochard.
It was with a pair of Mallard and almost exactly the same size and plumage pattern as the drake Mallard
except that its head and neck (brilliant green in the Mallard) were an equally striking deep claret red while the
tones of all the other plumage areas were slightly browner than in the Mallard. The bill was bright yellow, but
unevenly suffused around the sides with a pink colour. I cannot find anything like it in the books that I have
(including Peter Scott’s own ‘Key to the Wildfowl of the World’ – 1951 revision) and assume it is just another
one off hybrid, though the presence of four very similar ducks (identical to each other) on Langstone Pond
over recent years gave me the impression that they were of a species breeding true (or at least the outcome
of someone’s attempt to breed a new species for ornamental collections). If anyone has any knowledge of
attempts to breed new species, as opposed to chance interbreeding, or of a natural species that might fit the
description, I would love to hear it.
......Another find at Hilsea this morning was a fresh pigeon eggshell (emptied of its contents) that, on checking
the sizes, must have come from a Collared Dove rather than a Woodpigeon, and while on the subject of
nesting I am watching my garden Robin collecting more nest material as I write this.
WED 14 MAR
A male Wheatear dropped in at Stokes Bay, Gosport, this morning to give Lee Marshall an antidote to the ‘FM
Blues’ that seem to be hitting many birders hard at the moment – though most people seem to be adapting to
the new map of Hampshire and are finding good birds in places they would not normally have visited. The
real body blow to birding is the inability of serious birders to start on their BTO surveys, and the irreparable
holes being created in our national database of bird info. I think I am right in saying that the absence of the
March WeBS counts will, as far as Wildfowl are concerned, be the first gap in the monthly winter counts since
Peter Scott started them in 1947 (one of the things he was most proud of was the continuity of international
counts from Russia as well as Europe despite the Cold War and Iron Curtain). Here in Havant we were
scheduled this March to begin the very last year of the old style territory mapping Common Bird Census at
Warblington (superceded by the simpler Breeding Bird Survey) to round off work that Tony Gutteridge started
in 1977, and it looks as if that will now have to be abandonded.
......This Wheatear, and the one which Kevin Crisp had at Sandy Point on Mar 7, are the only two which I have
heard of reaching the British Isles so far – probably I am wrong, but until proved wrong Hampshire can boast
of being first with one bird. Other birds seen by Lee at Stokes Bay today 1 Med Gull, 1 Common Scoter, 2

Great Crested Grebe and 21 Brent. Yesterday, also at Stokes Bay, he had a similar list plus three singing
Meadow Pipits and a Dartford Warbler
Ben Darvill was sleeping soundly in Swaythling (by the Itchen in Southampton) until around 6am this morning
when several Swans flew noisily past his window and woke him – they were out of sight by the time he got to
the window and going on his memory of what he heard (checked against calls on his CD) he thinks they were
Whooper Swans. My own guess would be that Bewick’s are much more likely and I see that my Collins Bird
Guide says the calls of the two species are similar. This story reminds me of a most wonderful birding
experience many year ago – it was at this time of year when the Swans are returning from winter quarters to
breeding sites and I was near Warblington Church (I think near dusk) when I heard a distant musical belling to
the west – the calls could be heard for a long time before the birds came in sight and I counted 54 Bewicks in
an arrowhead (very unbalanced – 50 birds in one echelon and only 4 in the other). They were flying east only
about 100 feet up, and presumably following the coast. From this winter’s sightings in the Avon Valley I doubt
there were more than 6 of them to leave, but why they should have been flying north up the Itchen I cannot
understand – perhaps they were not leaving the county.
Brian Fellows had a surprise visitor to Baffins Pond yesterday in the shape of a Whitefront Goose. At a guess
this is the bird which was seen once or twice at Farlington in early January, and is possibly the same one
which first arrived at Lepe on Nov 9 and was then seen with a lone Pinkfoot at Keyhaven through the first half
of December. The bird at Farlington was identified by Jason Crook as a Greenland race bird, which would
perhaps conflict with it being the one at Lepe which seemed to have arrived with a flock of 346 Brent from
Siberia. The one at Keyhaven (which was also seen near Ringwood once) is said to have been extremely
tame, which would argue for it being an escape. The only thing seeming to suggest that these are all the
same bird is that none of the sighting dates have proved there was ever more than one single bird in the
county this winter. (Thirteen seen from Matchams in the Avon Valley on Feb 13 were a different matter)
......Other birds seen by Brian in Portsmouth yesterday were 2 Purple Sandpiper at Southsea Castle, 70 Swans
at the Canoe Lake, and four Shag by the Hayling Ferry (one having a full breeding crest and tackling a huge
eel). At least 40 Mallard had left Baffins Pond since last week (down to only 62!) but there were still 16
Shoveler and the usual wildfowl. Today in Emsworth Brian once more heard singing Chiffchaff and saw the
regular Brook Meadow Kestrel
Last Wednesday (Mar 12) Lee Marshall watched a Barn Owl hunting by day over the old Daedalus airfield
between Gosport and Lee on Solent, and on Sunday (Mar 11) David Thelwell saw one doing the same at
Timsbury in the Test Valley (I’m not clear if David saw two separate owls or whether the second one referred
to in his message was Lee’s bird). At almost exactly the same date last year one was seen by several people
at the north end of Titchfield Haven (near the village) in daylight on several days, and my guess is that these
are female birds about to lay eggs and needing extra food to build the eggs.
The male Scaup was showing well on Budds Farm pools when I was there today but the Pochard were reduced
to a couple of birds and I think the hybrid Ferruginous may well have flown off in company with the rest of the
Pochard with which it seemed to be associating. No sign either of the Common Sandpiper but there are still
three Gadwall, at least 50 Teal and 30 Tufted Duck (no Shelduck). On the bank separating the two pools one
Swan is giving a good impression of having laid eggs and to be sitting on them while the other drifts around on
the water nearby. Out on the harbour the Long Tailed Duck was again diving off the outfall at high tide among
five Goldeneye. In Chalk Dock I could only see four Great Crested Grebe, around 15 Merganser and only ten
Brent. One Meadow Pipit was singing over the Broadmarsh grass,
TUE 13 MAR
Cycling to Hayling in a blustery west wind I passed three singing Mistle Thrush enjoying their storm-cock role at
widely spaced intervals, and over Hayling Golf Course I heard my first weak Meadow Pipit song among the
strong outpourings of the Gunner Point Skylarks. The best bird of the day was also at Beachlands, a busy
male Dartford Warbler giving me two or three minutes good close viewing as it worked through small gorse
and bramble bushes beside the public path running between the east fence of the main golf course and the
minature public golf course (just at the south west corner of the latter’s fenceline). Soon after spotting the
long, dark coloured bird flying low over the grass straight into a gorse bush the bird worked its way to the top
of the bush and posed for me with tail cocked and reddish underpart standing out even in the dull light. From
there it flew to the bottom of a bramble bush and as my bins followed it they showed me a male Stonechat
only a foot or so above the warbler, and these two thereafter seemed to keep company , moving out of the
way of walkers on the path. I suspect that the warblers home territory is on the main golf course but it could
make further sallies here so it is worth a glance next time you are in the ‘wind surfers’ end of the beach
carpark.
I didn’t get much chance to look at shore birds with the Hayling Billy line and Oysterbeds now out of bounds, but
from Langstone Bridge I could see around 100 Brent, a dozen Shelduck and half a dozen Merganser with
perhaps twenty Redshank and maybe the same number of Black Tailed Godwit in the distance (though I
could only be sure of one that was close to me). Common Gulls were still to be seen among the Blackheaded

but there were no Egrets or Golden Plover in view. Down at the Kench, with the tide very high (no sign of the
old railway spit) there were another 100 Brent and 14 Merganser. Sinah Lake, as usual nowadays, seemed
devoid of birds other than a pair of Coot and another of Merganser (plus the three white Embden – or are they
Roman – geese of which the gander among them decided to chase my bicycle and peck at the back wheel as
I rode off). Going home via Copse Lane I did see three Egrets in a field near Verner Common and in Northney
the big rookery was noisy.
Jackie Hull at Fordingbridge is clearly setting out to make a name as the Delia Smith of the gourmet Blackcaps.
In her garden she has seen them eating ** Fruit cake, chocolate, banana, boiled potato, hedgehog food, mix
seed, fat balls, suet, apple, honey suckle berries, cotoneater berries and insects from a spiders web ** but she
clearly hasn’t yet mastered the wine menu that they need. Commenting on John Chapman’s
Mahonia-pecking bird (see yesterday’s entry) Peter Morrison says the bird was probably ** sipping nectar **
fom the flowers rather than eating the petals, so it seems that if you want to attract choosy diners in the
Blackcap world you should add a small container of pure nectar (or ambrosia if you can get it) alongside their
drinking water (and perhaps a dish of Asses Milk for them to bathe in?)
While on the subject of garden birds and their antics at feeders I see that Andew Howard at Petworth has seen
something which I would think few others have seen – a Robin feeding at a nut-feeder head down (perhaps
imitating a Nuthatch doing the same on the other side of the feeder). And on a similar subject Barry Goater
confirms the later than usual passage north of Siskin by saying that he had seen none in his Chandlers Ford
garden until Mar 10 this year.
On a more serious note Peter Morrison comments on the pink tinged plumage of the Blackheaded Gulls which
John Shillitoe (yes – I said John Eyre but I was wrong) saw at Tipner recently. Peter says that adult
Blackheaded Gulls can show a noticeable pink tinge in their full breeding plumage, and John would agree with
this – he now tells me that the colour was a faint tinge only and he thought it was natural. Last month Richard
Prior was urging people who might see a very white Blackheaded Gull at Pagham Harbour not to get
over-excited into thinking they had seen an Ivory Gull, and perhaps we should also be warning people against
ticking Ross’s Gull at Tipner
Mike Collins is the first to tell me of hearing the spring sub-song of a treeful of Redwing at Goodwood on Monday,
and he also tells me that in past years he has found two inland Shelduck nests – one in part of Southleigh
Forest that is now rubbish tip and one to the east of the forest by the Lavant stream where it, with the railway,
go under the hump bridge on the Whichers Gate Road (at the foot of Comley Hill)
Despite the presence of many Golden Plover on the Wide Lane fields near Southampton airport this winter it
seems that none have been seen on the Highfield Lane fields around the south east fringe of Romsey until
now – Paul Winter saw 40 there yesterday. Perhaps the Plover regard these as staging posts rather than true
winter quarters?
Among other miscellaneous sightings reported today is a Pale Bellied Brent seen at Hook (Warsash) by Peter
Morrison yesterday. Also yesterday Ben Darvill saw an adult Little Gull at Budds Farm outfall and a first winter
Little Gull in Hayling Bay. Debarred from more usual birding haunts Phil Lord found a female Lesser Spotted
Woodpecker in Alders in a small park jammed between housing and the railway at Romsey (Tadburn
Meadows at SU 374220 if my guess is right)
Also seeking pastures new Ben Darvill came to Budds Farm yesterday and saw the Scaup on the pools with the
Long Tailed Duck and an adult Little Gull near the outfall. Over by the Oysterbeds (they were closed off while
he was there) he saw 6 Black Necked Grebe in the harbour, and at the east end of the Eastoke Promenade he
found the female Black Redstart still present. Later he saw a first winter Little Gull in the centre of Hayling Bay
a little east of the Beachlands funfair. On Monday Ben had a Slav Grebe at Lepe and on Sunday was at Hurst
spit ticking single Fulmar, Gannet, Peregrine, and Diver (species)
MON 12 MAR
The first message in this evening’s intake was from a delighted garden birdwatcher ‘somewhere in Surrey’
whose garden population of Siskin had doubled overnight from two to four birds, one male among them
adding the the excitement with its song. On the face of it not much for the rest of the world to get excited
about (though I wish I had even one Siskin in my garden!) but to me this simple news tells a much bigger story
of a huge wave of Siskin moving north from their winter quarters and singing in anticipation of sexual activity
to come. Traditionally February has been the month when Siskins suddenly appear at garden nutfeeders as
they stop off on their way north and feed up on the best protein they can get before the flight across the North
Sea to Scandinavia, but nothing nowadays adheres to the dates traditionally appointed for seasonal activities.
A less convincing example of changing bird numbers indicating seasonal activity comes in a mention by Brian
Fellows of 58 Shelduck in Emsworth Harbour where I had the impression that numbers have been low so far
this year, but on checking I see that Brian had 74 Shelduck there at the start of January and 114 at the end of
the month. During February he does not seem to have mentioned these birds in Emsworth Harbour though
we have a mention of * plenty * of them present on March 3 but only * small numbers * on March 5, and I can
only interpret todays count of 58 as indicative of the birds gathering in areas close to potential breeding

territory. I am pretty certain that one factor in the noticeable decline in recent years of Shelduck numbers in
the Langstone and Chichester Harbours is a lack of access to undisturbed rabbit burrows close to the coast
(OK, the burrows may be there but would you feel safe nesting in one with a continuous trail of walkers and
their dogs along the shores and coastal paths right outside your nest burrow?), and the birds have responded
by flying considerable distances (three or four miles) inland to find suitable accommodation (not realising that
any young they rear are highly unlikely to make the journey back to the coast on foot before they can fly).
Emsworth Harbour is a good place from which to launch a nest finding expedition in present circumstances –
some can try the east shore of Hayling, others can search Thorney Island, and others can fly inland up the
Ems valley, all from a shoreline base that offers good feeding. We have just heard of Shelduck moving into
the Budds Farm pools (presumably to nest) and I think it likely that a search of Aldsworth Pond in the near
future will discover birds using that as a staging post in their expedition to find nests in the Stansted area.
Still on the subject of what Emsworth can tell us about migration I see that the number of Lesser Blackback gulls
in the harbour is back to its normal winter level of around two birds where on Feb 27 Barry Collins counted 84
of them and Mar 5 I found 15 together in the harbour. Presumably that surge of gulls which passed through
have now reached their nest sites. The next count to drop considerably will be that of the Brent – still 200+
there today but any day now they will be off (Richard Williamson confidently says that they go on March 19th,
but I have already said that all such traditional pre-ordained dates have long been thrown out of the window by
the birds that are supposed to adhere to them)
A message from John Chapman in Langstone says that yesterday he watched a female Blackcap in his garden
devoting all its time and energy to pecking at the flowers of his Mahonia and ignoring other sources of food put
out for the birds. John would like an explanation of this behaviour and mine is that it is a late stage in the
training being undertaken by Blackcaps so that they can successfully take on the role of Sparrows in our
gardens when the Sparrows become extinct in the near future. Early stages of training for this included
learning to live in this country year round, and then learning to become omnivorous (this winter I seem to have
heard of them eating everything from apples, bread, and cheese to cake, seed and nuts, and I have watched
them flycatching on a sunny winter day). So far they have not done much to make their song less attractive,
but I’ll let them get away with that one. The flower pecking shows how seriously they are taking their new role,
for to my knowledge Sparrows have in the past had the monopoly of eating primrose petals and the like
(Bullfinches keep to fruit tree flowers in general).
We all know that we should be on the look out for birds with distinctive markings inflicted on them by
ornithological researchers – sometimes these are colour rings on their legs, sometimes numbered tags on
their wings and sometimes patches of dye on prominent parts of their plumage. What you may not know is
that some birds are making their own protest against this treatment by themselves adding colour to their
plumage. John Shilitoe found an example of this at Tipner Lake today when he saw two Black headed gulls
with their breasts and underparts dyed in a delicate pink shade. To achieve this the gulls search out an inland
pool which is involved in some investigation by the water company of major leaks or other unwanted water
flows – if you don’t know where the water goes from a certain point, or how long it takes to flow from A to B,
then a simple way of finding out is to add a bright but non toxic dye to the water at A and look for the arrival of
that coloured water at B. If the water happens to be in a pool used by gulls for bathing, or just floating, then
their plumage will become dyed with the colour. When the Broadmarsh Coastal Park was still a thriving
rubbish tip I remember seeing a bright emerald (all over) Black headed gull there – it was so prominent that its
photo made the front page of the Portsmouth NEWS.
So far Foot and Mouth restrictions have not yet stopped people attending church so it is possible to go down
Church Lane at Warblington between the farm fields without incurring the £5,000 fine that you could incur by
walking along the shore adjacent to the same fields, and I hear that 28 Egrets were present in those fields
today – but please don’t go and look for them as you cannot be sure that someone you passed in the street or
any public place had not come from an infected area unwittingly carrying the bacteria in their throat, and you
could have breathed it in as you walked past them and then breathed it into the air at the farm. I know it is a
long shot but it is probably a lot more likely than you winning the lottery. I am horrified to hear that people on
Hayling are walking on the Billy Line saying things like “the restrictions don’t apply to me because I live locally”
and even (so I hear from someone at Keyhaven) “I have no intention of changing my routine of walking my
dog along the sea wall, and anyway I don’t like farmers”
One place where you can walk without coming into contact with farmland is Portsea Island and I hear that on
Saturday two members of the Havant Wildlife Group (whose Saturday morning walks have been rightly
suspended) decided to walk from their homes in North End down towards Milton Common. They were
genuinely surprised to find that they had listed 42 bird species during the walk, including male Blackcap,
Redwing, four singing Cetti’s Warblers, Reed Bunting and singing Skylark as well as the harbour wildfowl and
waders.
In Brook Meadow at Emsworth Brian Fellows today listed 14 bird species in song, including Goldcrest and
Chiffchaff, and saw both Kestrel and Kingfisher

PLANTS:
SAT 17 MAR
When out walking in Havant yesterday I noted the first flowers open on Flowering Currant (Ribes) and Wood
Forget Me Not in gardens, and on a brick wall in a street close to my home saw just one flowering plant of
Common Whitlowgrass (hundreds used to grow here until the wall was cleaned up). Several more plants of
White Comfrey now have flowers open and several of Yellow Corydalis have buds. The presence of buds, or
the flowering of single plants, is never a sure guide to the imminent mass flowering of a species, as I am
reminded today by two observations. Firstly, on Mar 9 I found a delicate pale purple line showing where a
single flower was starting to open on a mass of Ivy Leaved Toadflax on a wall in my own road – that bud is still
in the same condition and no others have appeared with it. Secondly, I noticed at Hilsea Lines last Thursday
just one flowerhead of tightly shut white buds on one of the million plants of Hoary Cress but recall in past
years watching similar flowerheads on this plant for what seemed like a couple of months before the first
flower opened (probably not until May).
Oxford Ragwort was found in flower on the Southsea or Eastney shore of Portsmouth today by the Havant
Wildlife Group
FRI 16 MAR
John Goodspeed saw the first Wood Anemone of the year today in a small strip of woodland immediately east of
Cams Hall buildings in the centre of the Golf Course beside Fareham Creek, and Martin Rand tells me that
Wild Daffodils were flowering in hedges arounnd North Baddesley church (between Southampton and
Romsey) last Wednesday (Mar 14), with others out at Gosport (no, not the one near Portsmouth but the tiny
village at SU 397227 south of Ampfield).
......Martin also tells of much Danish Scurvy Grass along the M3 and M27 (it thrives on the salt spread on the
roads during winter frosts which then accumulates in the roadside verges turning them into saltmarsh habitat)
and John Goodspeed found more of it by the big roundabout under the southern end of the A3M.
......I am also grateful to Martin for pointing out my carelessness in noting the features of the wild violets growing
in my garden (see last Tuesday’s entry) but failing to check them against the books – the pale flowered plants
with dark pointed spurs are of course Early, not Common, Dog Violets.
THU 15 MAR
Walking Hilsea Lines this morning I enjoyed a brilliant yellow carpet of Coltsfoot in the small ‘bay’ of rough grass
below the ramparts immediately adjacent to the west side of the railway, and two big clumps of Sweet Violet in
full flower – the best of these, filling the air with perfume from hundreds of close packed flowers is on the north
side of the moat between Perronne Road and the London Road (where the waterside path is at its narrowest
close to the Perronne Road end). All along the Portscreek area north of the moat Alexanders was just coming
into flower. To the west of London Road, on the ‘cliff path’ above the Portsmouth Grammar School playing
fields, the ground was littered with catkins that had fallen from some huge old specimens of Grey Poplar, and
at the southern end of the allotments beside Tipner Lake the very first flowers of Blackthorn were opening
(soon to line much of this path with a white hedge)..
......Best plant of the day for me was the Balkan Spurge, which not only exhibited the bright red stems and green
leaves that I expected at this time of year, but also had quite a few flowers open. This oddity has established
its only Hampshire site here (I believe one of less than half a dozen colonies in the whole country) and is still
flourishing nearly ten years after I first found it in 1993 – if you want to see it go to the southern edge of
Portscreek on the east side of the Perronne Road bridge and walk east on the grass for about a hundred
yards to find it on the south face of the earth bank thrown up long ago as a flood defence (go past one bramble
clump and an open stretch of grassy bank to find the plants east of a second longer section of bambles).
WED 14 MAR
Wild Daffodils are now flowering in the Loder Valley nature reserve (TQ 3331) at Wakehurst Place between
Crawley and Haywards Heath. The Loder is presumably the stream feeding the Ardingly reservoir just south
of Wakehurst. Here in Emsworth Brian Fellows counted 50 spikes of Butterbur now above ground on the
banks of the Ems in Brook Meadow.
TUE 13 MAR
Heading south over Langstone Bridge I found masses of Danish Scurvy Grass flowering under the white railings
on the east side of the road from just beyond The Ship to the start of the bridge proper, and on Beachlands
Sea Mouse-ear was easily found nestling among the short grass. The Green Winged orchids at Gunner Point
promise to make a good show this year, with many well developed leaf rosettes (at least one seemed to have
a sheathed flower spike sticking up in the centre but it may have been more leaves). I saw no Thrift, and could
not find a flower on the many tiny plants of Spring Vetch whose narrow leaflets distinguish them from the
young Common Vetch plants. At the Hayling Health Society village by the Kench one plant of Alxanders was
in flower, and on the grass north of Sinah Lake lots of Common Whitlow Grass was giving impression that
there had been a fairy wedding with much scattering of minute white confetti (you cannot see the plants at all

unless you pull up a pinch of the moss and separate the plants from the moss which hides all but the flowers).
Coming back via Daw Lane I found many Primrose plants in flower but no violets as yet, though in my own
garden I surprised myself this morning by walking to the end of a path and finding a tiny clump of Early Dog
Violet leaves with at least three flowers out, showing their dark tipped spurs.
MON 12 MAR
My headline for today, referring to ** A Daffodil with a blue trumpet and smelling of garlic – found on the
Southbourne cliffs at Bournemouth ** may be a bit OTT but it describes the mental image that I get from
looking up in Stace the description of something that Martin Rand did find on those cliffs yesterday – a species
with the English name of Starflower and the botanic name of Tristagma uniflorum (previously known as
Ipheion uniflorum – in this case it is not just the botanic name that is confusing, the English name Starflower is
given in the Hants Flora to an entirely different plant which Stace calls Chickweed Wintergreen). The plant
which Martin found is a relative of the Daffodil and is naturalised in Cornwall and the Channel Islands, and is
clearly enjoying life in Dorset though it has not yet I think invaded Hampshire. It stands about a foot high
(35cm) and has a blue/mauve flower around 3cm across with a trumpet about 1.5 cm long. Whether the
whole plant has a garlic scent (like Ramsons) or whether that just comes from its bulb I do not know. Another
‘invader’ species of which a couple of tatty specimens were found here is a large flowered relative of Blue
Fleabane called Erigeron glaucus or Seaside Daisy – it is apparently well established on the Isle of Wight and
has flowers 5 cm across with bright yellow disk florets surrounded by mauve ray florets. Lots of Grape
Hyacinth was flowering on the cliffs and much Sweet Alison was out (as it is on Hayling). Three more
respectable (non-garden) wild flowers present were Danish Scurvygrass, Sea Mouse-ear and Thrift, and I
have a chance of finding all three of these flowering on Hayling tomorrow when I make my weekly visit there.
......On Saturday (Mar 10) Martin was in Southampton and found Ivy Leaved Toadflax starting to flower on the
city walls, and on the same walls a bountiful crop of Common Whitlowgrass was almost over
Here in Emsworth Brian Fellows today saw 30 well grown flower spikes of Butterbur standing on the banks of the
River Ems at Brook Meadow, and found the green female catkins of Goat Willow as well as the golden male
Pussypaws
INSECTS:

SUN 18 MAR
A specimen of The Chestnut moth came to Lee Marshall’s light in Gosport last night and I see that this fairly
common moth starts to fly in September each year but does not lay its eggs until now (March or April) and
then vanishes from the scene in May at the latest. I presume it hibernates over winter, and I suppose it may
have a few pleasant days and nights in September and April but it doesn’t seem to have chosen the best life
cycle for this country.
Yesterday another Red Admiral showed itself on Brian Fellows’ garden at Emsworth.
FRI 16 MAR
So far this year we have not had one of those magic early spring days when butterflies everywhere suddenly
emerge from hibernation together and Lee Marshall’s find of just one Peacock in the Alver Valley this morning
is typical of the haphazard emergences so far. Perhaps indicative of better things to come (though the
weather forecast is not hopeful) was a slight increase in the number of moths at Lee’s light last night when he
had a Brindled Pug, a Common Quaker, three Small Quakers and two others – one tiny tortrix with a long latin
name and one which even he cannot identify until he finds where it has hidden in his house after escaping
when he went to check the contents of the light box.
WED 14 MAR
Last night Lee Marshall’s light at his Rowner (Gosport) home attracted another Small Brindled Beauty and also a
newcomer to the scene – a Small Quaker.
MON 12 MAR
Walking in Emsworth’s Brook Meadow today Brian Fellows found the first Red Admiral of the year for that site,
along with at least one Bumblebee that was probably heading for the Goat Willow catkins now flowering there.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 17 MAR
A vague report of 9+ cetaceans off Seaford sometime during the past week is thought to refer to the presence of
another group of Bottle-nosed Dolphin.
FRI 16 MAR
The first Toad spawn of the year was found yesterday by John Goodspeed in his garden pond on top of
Portsdown, and in the Alver Valley west of Gosport Lee Marshall today saw a lethargic Common Lizard on a
bank which he was checking in the hope of seeing an early Adder (which he did not). Two pairs of Roe were
in the valley nearby.
On Mar 4 a group of four Bottle Nosed Dolphin were seen circling a Guillemot, and what I assume to be the same

group of Dolphins (but without the Guilemot) were seen off Selsey Bill last Wednesday (Mar 14).
TUE 13 MAR
Going into the garden at dusk, with Jupiter, Saturn and Sirius already bright in the sky but with still enough
daylight to allow a Song Thrush to belt out a last refrain, I had the most fleeting glimpse of a Pipistrelle flying
round the corner of the house, doing one pirouette, then vanishing round the corner again
PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR HIGH TIDES

(Date, Time and height in metres)

12/03:-00:53-4.8 & 13:06-4.7
13/03:-01:38-4.7 & 13:49-4.614/03:-02:21-4.6 & 14:33-4.4
15/03:-03:03-4.4 & 15:20-4.2
16/03:-03:48-4.1 & 16:12-3.9
17/03:-04:42-3.9 & 17:24-3.718/03:-05:56-3.6 & 18:48-3.6
19/03:-07:17-3.5 & 20:04-3.6
20/03:-08:27-3.6 & 21:06-3.8
21/03:-09:20-3.8 & 21:51-4.122/03:-10:00-4.0 & 22:27-4.3
23/03:-10:35-4.2 & 23:00-4.4
24/03:-11:08-4.3 & 23:33-4.5
25/03:12:40-4.4
26/03:-01:04-4.5 &
13:12-4.5
27/03:-01:36-4.5 & 13:45-4.5
28/03:-02:06-4.5 & 14:17-4.5
29/03:-02:38-4.5 & 14:52-4.430/03:-03:14-4.4 & 15:36-4.3
31/03:-04:00-4.3 & 16:30-4.2
BIRDS:

WEEK 10 MAR 5 - 11

SUN 11 MAR
This evening I drove along the straight road going south from the village of Newtown near Soberton in the Meon
Valley, seeing little in the driving rain, but yesterday John Shillitoe cycled along the same road and found a
Barn Owl corpse.
Here in Havant the rain did little to quieten the prolonged song of Blackbird and Song Thrush, and one glance out
of the window showed me a Robin carrying off a large leaf into an ivy covered section of wall where a nest is
probably under construction.
SAT 10 MAR
Following the first Sandwich Tern of the spring seen off Brighton marina last Wednesday (Mar 7) four more went
past on Thursday and seven more were seen yesterday.
At the same time Brent Geese continue to stream east, with a count of 800 passing Brighton yesterday. On Mar
3 I quoted Barry Yates who said in his February report for Rye Harbour that Brent Goose passage was
apparent from Feb 10, but today I came across an even earlier start to their movement in a report of 61 Brent
going east in two flocks past Bexhill on Feb 3 – their spring passage is clearly spread over a much longer
period than I used to believe was the case.
Quite a few Hampshire birders chose Hurst Spit as their destination today. Mark Litjens was the first to see a first
winter Glaucous Gull which hits you in the eye if you see it (and attracts a lot of adverse comment from the
other local gulls). Simon Boswell saw this Glaucous Gull but had previously been within a few metres of a
Bonxie flypast (luckily it was not in the mood for attacking humans as it soon will be on its nest territory). An
immature Merlin, a first winter Kittiwake and 4 Gannets were seen by Ben Darvill, and Mark Litjens had 100+
Golden Plover, 60+ Ringed Plover, 6 Gannets and a Shag plus 100+ Dunlin on a grass field. Paul Winter
added Purple Sandpiper to the list.
A female Pochard (consorting with a male Scoter) was an odd romance in an unlikely setting seen by Lee
Marshall at Stokes Bay today – Pochard is not a duck which I associate with the sea. Offshore 80 Brent flew
purposefully east, probably not intending to come back this way until the autumn, and there were at least 260
Common Gulls over the sea (and another 130 on an inland field at Gosport) that will also soon be off.
Lee is pretty sure there are six different Med Gulls in the Stokes Bay/Browndown area at the moment and I do
not find this surprising in view of high numbers all along the coast but I was surprised to hear that Simon
Ingram had yesterday seen two (an adult and a first winter) at Eastleigh’s Lakeside park – they do seem
reluctant to go inland. Simon says the only other one he has seen in Eastleigh flew past his house last
December.
John Chapman and Brian Fellows both visited Budds Farm yesterday (Mar 9) and saw the Long Tailed Duck off
the outfall. Brian had a closer look at the pools and saw the male Scaup but could not see the dubious
Ferruginous Duck. In addition to the regulars he saw one Wigeon (they do occasionally drop in here) and two
Shelduck which do not normally visit the pools in the winter but one or two pairs can be expected to try to nest
here (and last year one pair almost certainly raised three young here, the whole family being seen regularly in
the nearby Hermitage stream in the autumn). I regard the arrival of these two as being a ‘taking up of territory’
rather than a casual visit.

As early as Feb 9 Cormorants were starting to nest at the Rye Harbour reserve, according to the warden there,
and in view of this I wonder what to make of Dave Pearson’s news that last Wednesday (Mar 7) there were
still 17 Cormorant at Alresford Pond – could they be thinking of nesting there? Birds of Hampshire says that
none breed in the county, but I gather that Cormorant are setting up homes in new places on a fairly regular
basis.
This winter has brought more coastal sightings of Little Gull than usual, and on Friday (Mar 9) two were seen at
Brighton Marina. The last batch of Sussex news also includes two more reports of White-front geese at
Scotney gravel pit – 224 there on Mar 9 and 190 on Mar 7.
Although all BTO bird censi have been called off to prevent spreading Foot and Mouth I made my usual monthly
visit to the IBM Lake, where there is no conceivable risk of spreading the disease. Three Snipe and thirty
three Teal were the only winter birds still left, and the pair of Great Crested Grebe were the only welcome
breeding birds – thirty Canada Geese, including one pair showing a close interest in a nest site, are not
welcome, and the Swans that would be welcome were nowhere on the site. Of the thirty nine Mallard which I
saw none seemed to be showing an interest in nest sites (though I would not expect them to reveal their nests
easily) but I did find a fresh Mallard egg on the grass by the lake edge – with several Crows and Magpies, not
to mention Foxes, patrolling the site I guess the egg had beeen laid within the hour before I came and would
have been consumed soon after I left. A female Kestrel was present and one Egret was in one of the canal
ditches (where I was told two are frequently seen), while a lone Lapwing (presumably the same one that I saw
on its own a month ago) was still alive but looking sickly (not flying at my approach and apparently having
trouble in keeping its balance in the fresh wind). One unusual feature was the lack of gulls – at most fifty Black
Headed and only two Herring Gulls seen by me. This is probably attributable to lack of disturbance on the
rubbish tip over the road – when the tip is busy the gulls are forever being put up, some of them flying over to
the lake for a ‘wash and brush up’, but when the tip is quiet the gulls settle down to wait for the next delivery of
rubbish. I know that some rubbish collections have been cancelled in rural areas as a result of foot and mouth,
but I would be surprised if it affected activity here.
FRI 9 MAR
The first Sandwich Tern flew up Channel past Brighton marina on Wednesday (Mar 7), the same day on which a
Wheatear reached Sandy Point on Hayling, but I only saw the news this evening. 275 Brent and 52 Eider
also went past Brighton on Wednesday, when watchers at Selsey had to make do with one Northen Diver, a
Black Redstart and two adult Med Gulls. Further east, at Rye, there were 190 White-front geese and 12
Barnacles. I see that the White-front flock at Rye (Scotney Gravel Pits) is only reported occasionally and in
widely varying numbers (190 on Mar 7, 234 on Mar 5, and 165 on Feb 21) making me wonder if they commute
between this site and others in Britain or France, or if they are not counted frequently or exhaustively?
Today, at Stokes Bay (Gosport), Lee Marshall saw a Red Throated Diver and male Common Scoter on the sea
close to the shore and had 3 adult Med Gulls there and another 4 (two pairs, one pair displaying) at nearby
Gilkicker where a Kingfisher is still present along with the resident pair of Kestrels. Three Meadow Pipits were
singing at Gilkicker and a dog walker flushed four Snipe.
THU 8 MAR
Last Tuesday I suggested that the reason why the Water Rail at Baffins Pond allowed Brian Fellows to get within
a few feet of it when it was out on a bare concrete surface was sheer hunger and exhaustion on the bird’s part,
but Brian has today been back and seen the same bird showing the same lack of caution while looking in
perfect health, thus disproving my theory. Brian also reminds me that at the same time last year another
person saw a Water Rail here behaving with the same lack of caution, so I think all the evidence is that the
bird is a passing migrant, and its behaviour is perhaps an individual idiosyncracy. Two other theories spring
to my mind. The first is that, like the equally tame Phalaropes, it spends summer and winter in places where
humans are unknown and so does not recognise them as any threat. The second is that we are misleading
ourselves when we think of Water Rails as secretive and afraid to show themselves – anyone who has seen
how they come out into the open and strut around as boldly as Moorhens when frost debars them from their
usual habitat may read into that behaviour the inference that they are not trying to hide from us in the reeds,
but are more interested in being where their food is than in hdiing from humans (and certainly when their
hunting forays take them to the edges of the reed beds and give us the only views we normally get they do not
give any impression of being cautious about being seen).
Today Lee Marshall was at the Budds Farm pools watching the male Scaup but failing to see either the hybrid
Ferruginous Duck or the Common Sandpiper on the pools, or the Ring-billed gull in the harbour. The Long
Tailed Duck was still present with only 16 of the 30 to 40 Goldeneye that have been present. He had the
impression that many more of the wildfowl had departed (though numbers on the pools do vary considerably
with time of day and state of tide) but four adult Med Gulls there should now be showing the reverse tendency
as perhaps 50 pairs of breeding birds start to arrive at the islands.
Along at the other end of the Hampshire shoreline Ben Darvill was watching parachuting Rock Pipits on Hurst
Spit where they presumably still nest in the walls of Hurst Castle when a single Greenland race White-front

goose flew by. Ben does not say which way it was going but at a guess this is the same bird that was at
Keyhaven in December, then at Farlington Marshes in first half of January and subsequently at Needs Ore. I
wonder if this was it’s departure or just a circuit of the Solent for exercise?
Ben had a more unusual sighting in a residential road in Milford when he watched a Red-legged Partridge stroll
into a garden and start searching for food among the flower beds. This yearning for human company does
seem to affect Red-legs at this time of year as they search for nesting places – last year on March 9th a pair
flew from the New Forest across Southampton Water and landed on Town Quay while Russell Wynn was
present, and on April 9th one staged a sit down strike for 20 minutes on the steps of the Mid-Sussex District
Council’s Leisure Services offices.
The garden bird scene here in Havant is rapidly moving into spring mode though as yet without any summer
migrants. Visits from Tit and Finch flocks have given way to the regular presence of a pair of Long Tailed Tits
that are probably already constructing a nest somewhere nearby, and even the troops of Greenfinch seem to
have left (have you noticed how the Greenfinch that are intending to nest locally have begun their butterfly-like
figure of eight flights above their chosen territory?). The dominant male Blackbird now sits twenty feet up in
the beech tree at the end of the garden and sings strongly while he watches his territory, as does the Robin
from a lower perch. A new indication of birds settling down to nesting came this morning as both Magpies of
the local pair made frequent trips to a muddy part of our lawn where they pulled up beakfuls of grass and mud
with which to line their nest that must presumably b otherwise complete.
WED 7 MAR
This morning a smart male Wheatear was at Sandy Point on Hayling, seen there by Kevin Crisp who told me
about it while pointing out to me the ‘Dodgey Fudge’ duck that is still present on the Budds Farm Pools. I had
been searching unsuccessfully through the female Tufted Ducks for one that looked ‘different’ and had found
one with a very white undertail area, but the ‘genuine hybrid’ was among the Pochard rather than the Tufties
and looked much more like them in its broader, flatter outline. In colour it was a darker brown than the female
Tufties (without any sunshine there was no ‘ferruginous’ warmth of brown), and the white of the stern,
separated from the flanks by a sharp vertical line, was clearly apparent with the bird sideways on (without
having to wait for the stern to come round into view). Without a scope and in poor light it looked much more
like a true Ferruginous duck than the pale flanked example of a Pochard x Ferruginous hybrid shown in my
Collins Bird Guide. Also present was the drake Scaup and all the other ‘usual suspects’ except the Common
Sandpiper. The Swan pair looked very much as if they were starting to nest with one bird firmly on the nest as
if sitting and the other on the bank close by.
There are certainly four Firecrest currently resident in Theo Roberts’ famous garden at Cosham – three of them
ringed by him and at least one unringed. The stimulus of competitive company is causing one or more of
them to sing but Theo’s reason for calling me was to tell me that he was watching one of them starting to visit
the feeder supplied with quality cake made to his secret recipe and baked by him – the first time he has seen
a Firecrest feed on cake. In answer to my question about the current Blackcap population in his garden I was
told that there are ‘only’ nine or ten present at the moment compared to the 16 individuals identified here in
one day on 27 Feb 1994 (the end of the winter season is always the peak time for numbers here – presumably
all the wandering Blackcap which reach the garden during the winter decide very sensibly to stay where such
good food and shelter is available, supplementing the numbers that remember the garden from previous
winters and go straight there on arrival in November). Several now frequently utter prolonged sub-song and
with warmer weather and more sunshine they from time to time burst into full blown, loud song making it
difficult to believe they are not the newly arrived summer birds which will start to appear in the next week or so
– many arrive before the last winter birds head east in late March or April.
Theo Roberts also told me that he has just been to Southsea Castle and seen nine Purple Sandpiper, beating
the peak of seven which was reached last week. Since then I have checked through my Hoslist input and see
that Peter Raby was at the Castle on Monday (Mar 5) and saw ten Purple Sandpiper, and yesterday Brian
Fellows and Ian Thirlwell watched nine of them on the concrete a little east of the Castle giving close views
(with the tide up) of them only ten feet or so from the watchers. Hampshire can be proud that even Brighton
marina could only offer 9 of these Sandpipers (seen Mar 5)
Meadow Pipit normally start to sing towards the end of February but this year the first report comes from Lee
Marshall who heard two of them singing yesterday (Mar 6) and three singing today, all of them at Fort
Gilkicker on the Gosport shore. As yet I have not heard one at all (and the South Moors, where I normally
hear my first, remains out of bounds). While on the subject of Meadow Pipits I noted in Monday’s entry that
Russell Wynn and friends at Hurst Castle last Sunday (Mar 4) saw a single Meadow Pipit flying north over
them and recorded it as the first migrant, and I see on the Sussex website that watchers at Brighton marina
yesterday (Mar 6) noted both Meadow Pipit and Pied Wagtail coming in off the sea – and at Milford, also
yesterday, Ron King had two Pied Wagtail in off the sea reminding us to keep our eyes open for the White
Wagtails which can be expected along the coast soon
Going back to Lee Marshall’s other sightings in the Gosport area today I find they include, at Stokes Bay, two of

the ‘White Winged Black Crows’ which are worth more dead than alive (in that their corpses could help to
prove or disprove my ‘cellophane wrapping’ theory), and a count of 250+ Common Gulls which I guess are
now on passage (only 120 of them seen here by Lee on the previous day). 18 Pintail seen at Gilkicker are
also part of a large passage of these birds now in progress – at Brighton marina yesterday 210 Pintail flew
past, 80 of them in one flock, and also yesterday Ron King had 15 flying east at Hurst. Some Pintail are not
yet ready to leave Hampshire – last Monday David Thelwell found 44 of them on the Fishlake Meadows just
north of Romsey (along with 52 Shoveler) and suspects these are birds dispersing from the hug winter flock in
the Avon valley. Another sign of movement was noted by Lee yesterday when he was at Haslar Creek and
found no Merganser, Goldeneye or Goosander there.
In Emsworth Brian Fellows had yet another Kingfisher sighting on the Ems at Brook Meadow near the gasholder
and is becoming more convinced that a pair are intending to nest on the river. There are relatively few places
where the banks form sufficient of a cliff face for a nest tunnel (I understand that they like the tunnel mouth to
be about four feet above the water level) and I suspect that the tunnel will be some distance away from the
area where the bird chooses to fish. If the river banks are not suitable I understand that Kingfishers will nest
in any vertical bank even if it is quite a long way from any water ...
TUE 6 MAR
A Sand Martin was seen in Cornwall today according to Russell Wynn – it won’t be long before one or more
reach us in Hampshire but in the meantime today’s surprise was experienced by Brian Fellows while walking
around the concrete edges of Baffins Pond in Portsmouth. In his own words ... * There on the path to the
south of the pond right in front of me, as bold as brass, was a WATER RAIL. It seemed perfectly well and was
scuttling happily around. It allowed me to approach within a couple of feet and I watched it for a good 2
minutes before it moved off into the reeds. * Giles Darvill had a similar surprise on Nov 20 last year when a
Water Rail flew openly across the Itchen at Ovington and then walked about on the far bank with no attempt to
dash for cover. My thought on both of these incidents is these were birds on passage between summer and
winter quarters and both had landed in places which they had never visited before and had not learnt the local
geography of under-cover pathways. Both are likely to have been more concerned with finding food to stoke
up after an exhausting long distance flight than with any worries about predators. I still find it difficult to
imagine a Water Rail flying here from e.g. Poland and returning there next spring but recoveries of ringed
birds (see Birds of Hampshire) shows that they do so, and on arrival they must be at the limits of their
endurance and in a state in which they are likely to drop dead on the spot from exhaustion if they do not find
food immediately – in such a case Brian Fellows could hardly have been seen as a worse threat than
imminent death from exhaustion.
The count of other birds at Baffins showed that around half the Shoveler and Tufted Duck that have been there
recently have no left (only 16 Shoveler and 44 Tufties today), and both Mallard and Canada Geese counts are
down to 104 and 44 respectively. One of the ten Barnacles was also unaccounted for. Elsewhere in
Portsmouth there were single Shag at both Southsea Castle and Eastney Ferry, and at the Milton Lakes the
resident pair of Swans were present though Brian does not report any sign of nesting.
Elsewhere in Hampshire Peter Morrison had a Firecrest in his Warsash garden and Lee Marshall had a single
Red Throated Diver at Stokes Bay (as well as the first Meadow Pipit song at Gilkicker under the eyes of the
resident Kestrel pair). In Sussex the Cattle Egret remains at Greatham and can be seen from the road
(though I doubt farmers welcome the sight of birders standing on roads close to their fields with the wind
possibly blowing germs off their clothing). Less controversial birding was to be had at Brighton marina where
22 Golden Plover, 37 divers, 40 Gannet, 150 Fulmar, 200 Brent, 220 Auks and 82 Scoter flew by in addition to
the 210 Pintail already mentioned above. At least one Scandinavian Rock Pipit was there yesterday, along
with 9 Purple Sandpiper and 440 passing Auks. In East Sussex a flock of 234 Whitefront Geese were at
Scotney Gravel Pit (Rye Harbour) yesterday and at Selsey Bill 4 adult Med Gulls were present (as were a
displaying pair and a third bird at Southampton’s Weston shore)
MON 5 MAR
The warm sunshine today brought song from a Chiffchaff and Goldfinch heard by Brian Fellows on his Monday
round of Emsworth sites during which he enjoyed the sight of three smart adult Med Gulls in the harbour along
with 11 Lesser Blackbacks and a Greenshank. His count of Swans on the Mill Pond was 87 but when I cycled
along the Emsworth shore in the afternoon I immediately saw two reasons for variability of the count on the
pond, the main one being that the pond was being treated rather like Southampton Water in the days when
Imperial Airways flying boats provided the links keeping our British Empire together – the birds were taking
off, circling and landing with gusto. The other reason is that quite a few of the birds that are sometimes on the
pond are at other times in the harbour, though I think Brian includes any he can see there in his total. One
potentially sad observation from Brian was that there was only one Swan on Peter Pond (I also saw only one,
with an Egret feeding near it, though I did not see the whole pond from the road). The pair that should now be
starting to nest here have had numerous fatal road accidents in past years (they take off low acrosss the
A259) and I only hope this year’s breeding season has not started with a tragedy.

......When I went by the Lesser Blackbacks numbered 15, all of them I think of the British race so hopefully
planning to nest in this country rather than move on to Scandinavia. I continued my ride down Thornham
Lane, intending to go to Prinsted but the lane through the farm is closed so I made a circuit of Thornham Point
which is still open. One or two Fieldfare called as they flew from the trees of Thornham Lane and a
Greenshank was in the Prinsted Channel near the bar of the bay but I was surprised to see only one Shelduck
on the mud beside this channel
Yesterday I expressed the opinion that anyone going to look for the Long Eared Owl, reported by the
Newtown/Brading road in Derek Hale’s Isle of Wight website, would probably be unlucky and today Derek
tells me that it can sometimes be seen from the main road and adds that there is another possibility of seeing
these owls on the lane leading up to the Rowridge TV transmitter (possibly in Mudless Copse, SZ 4586?)
Ben Darvill was seawatching at Hurst Castle with Russell Wynn yesterday and makes two comments on Isle of
Wight birds. Firstly that the Fulmars are back to nest on Tennyson Down and secondly that one of two
Peregrines which came over Hurst from the Island was *so enormous that I feared for my life*
Both Ben and Russell mention a single Meadow Pipit which went north east over their heads at Hurst – regarding
it as the first migrant of this species (though it could be an oddball like the Wheatear which Derek Hale tells
me was seen on the IoW in January this year). Other birds on their seawatch list are one Northern and two
Red Throated Divers, 16 Scoter, 2 Pintail and a Shag. Interestingly they later saw a third winter male Marsh
Harrier over Sowley Marsh (SZ 3796 between Sowley Pond and the sea) which reminded me that on Feb 25
Nick Mills had watched a similar bird quartering the Forest at Shatterford – not reported by me at the time for
fear of someone trying to chase it across the out of bounds forest land.
Having once more brought up the subject of Foot and Mouth restrictions I must pass on a couple of comments I
have received. The most telling is a remark made by Lee Marshall after seeing four Roe Deer in the Alver
Valley close to a very active golf course – in view of the many apparently absurd restrictions on walkers he
remarks - * I see that golfers are allowed to continue as normal despite the large number of deer which graze
on the golf courses * Brian Fellows also contributes the thought that I am being overpessimistic in what I said
yesterday about the potential end of milk production and livestock rearing in this country and I agree that I was
pushing the point to the limit but I still hold to my case that every farmer put out of business by whatever
reason is another nail in the coffin of wildlife and habitat conservation. Brian also quotes Chris Mead on the
question of transmission of the disease by birds – Chris refers to the regular occurrence of the disease
reaching Britain from the continent in the 1920s and 30s, these occurrences ceasing at the outbreak of war
when people ceased moving between continental and British farms – Chris points out that the war did not stop
bird movements, so their contribution to spread must be minimal.
Last week (Mar 2) Russell Wynn gave us a summary of the inland sightings of Fulmar which occurred on Mar 1
and today Ed Griffiths adds another to that list – it was seen over Willen Lake (SP 8741) near Milton Keynes
around that date
Colin Allen, who has a small garden in a housing estate at Dibden Purlieu (just across th A326 from woodland on
Beaulieu Heath) tells us that he normally has Siskin in his garden from Christmas until June each year and
that he has found that there is no truth in the stories that Siskin will only feed from those red plastic nets – he
says they will feed from any sort of holder and the wire mesh variety give them the best footholds (which they
need because, he says, they insist on feeding in the head down, tail up position). So if you are failing to attract
Siskin into your garden for six months of the year the answer is simple – just move house to somewhere in
easy range of where the birds breed and keep putting out the nuts.
Jason Crook had a frustrating start to his birding today when he arrived at the flooded field north east of Leigh
Park to check out some 5000 gulls only to see them all flushed by a young Peregrine as he arrived. To make
up for this big dip he went on to Tipner Lake and found some very interesting gulls including a new kid on the
block – a very white (leucistic/albino) gull that might have been a Herring Gull or a Lesser Blackback – no
doubt more of this one anon. Also present were two Ring-billed gulls and 6 Med Gulls (5 of them adults plus
one first winter) with a hybrid Black headed x Med Gull (adult in summer plumage) which he had seen I think
for the first time last Saturday (Mar 3). The female Black Redstart is still near the new housing alongside
Tipner Lake north of Alexandra Park and there were two Shoveler in the Hilsea Moat.
......Yesterday Jason was at Budds Farm pools and found 14 Gadwall present with the ‘Fudge Duck’, the Scaup
and the Common Sandpiper plus 4 Wigeon. Offshore here the Long Tailed Duck was seen along with 8
Pintail (almost like old times when a small flock was regular near the sewage outfall), 30 + Goldeneye and 58
Wigeon. Waders too were in good number with 40+ Blackwits , 82 Ringed Plover and 20 Knot. Over at the
Hayling Oysterbeds there were four more Pintail (unusal there as Jason says), another 19 Blackwits and the
single Spotshank among roosting Redshank. 30 Shelduck was a better count than elsewhere and the two
adult Pale Bellied Brent were still there. Five adult Med Gulls were on the Stoke Bay bar south of the
Oysterbeds and a first winter bird was over the pools. Out in the harbour 12 Black Necked Grebe and 30
Merganser could be seen.
......On Saturday Jason was again at Tipner, seeing one Ring-bill, finding the hybrid Black Headed x Med Gull

and seeing a total of 9 Med Gulls (6 adults and three first winter – at a guess birds hatched in Langstone
Harbour last summer). At Budds Farm Pools things were much as on Sunday (above) but Jason did count the
Tufties and found 79 of them with 17 Pochard.
PLANTS:
SAT 10 MAR
Driving down Portsdown on the old A3 past the turning to the Q A Hospital this morning I noticed Alexanders
apparently in flower and coming back the same way, on the side of the road closer to the plants, I confirmed
that some creamy umbels were open. At the IBM North Harbour site below the hill I found many male Yew
trees had already shed their pollen, giving me a second tick, and Wall Speedwell flowers gave me a third. The
fourth and last tick was a bit more dubious as I find with Dock species it is not immediately apparent whether
plants are engaged in the business of giving and receiving pollen, but a bank of well grown Sheep Sorrel,
topped with many reddish flowers, was sufficient for me to add it to my flowering list. Another dubious plant,
which I did not add, was Nootka Cypress which had many bright yellow male flower tips to its shoots, but none
of them. I think, were yet shedding pollen.
......In total I came away with a list of 30 plant species in flower at North Harbour, and the best of these
undoubtedly was Coltsfoot with a mass of open flowers on the outer island, but two trees ran it close. The first
was Goat Willow in which perhaps 1% of the thousands of flowers which have shed their brown winter covers
to show off their silky white underwear have now turned golden as their anthers are revealed, and the second
was a single young tree of Grey Poplar whose big, furry, red catkins are now open.
FRI 9 MAR
Walking to local shops today I found Ivy Leaved Speedwell in flower in one neighbours garden and a new single
flower bud on Ivy Leaved Toadflax on another garden wall – neither plant a newcomer to the flowering scene
this year, but their presence here indicating that they are about to appear everywhere. One first, though a tiny
and scruffy example, was Green Alkanet showing half a dozen of its bright blue flowers close to the pavement
where weeding had been unsuccessful in eradicting this plant.
WED 7 MAR
One more plant species was found in flower today by John Norton at two places in the Gosport area – Grey Field
Speedwell.
TUE 6 MAR
I am probably not the only person to get my lawnmower out today to trim the grass now rapidly growing on my
lawn, and wherever I look more green is appearing daily but the only new wild flower to appear in the past
week is the White Comfrey flowering today among the tombstones in St Faith’s churchyard here in central
Havant
INSECTS:

SAT 10 MAR
My surprise at hearing of Hummingbird Hawkmoth at this time of year (see Mar 8) provoked Lee Marshall to
check through his sources of info on attempts by this moth (and Painted Lady butterflies) to hibernate in this
country, and he came up with one report of a Hummingbird Hawkmoth being found hibernating at Millbrook
(Southampton) on 18 Jan 95. Coupled with two reported sightings in February this year the March sighting at
Exbury does look like successful hibernation. There have been at least six early year sightings of Painted
Ladies that seem likely to have been emerging hibernants prior to this year, and Lee tells me one was seen at
Hardway (Gosport) on Feb 15 this year. The most convincing local evidence that Painted Ladies attempt to
hibernate came in 1997 when one Robert Coyne reported that, on 24 Jan 97, when a shed was being
dismantled on an allotment at Purbrook, a Painted Lady fluttered to the ground.
New butterfly sightings today are of a fresh Brimstone seen in Basingstoke by Shan Litjens (Mark’s wife) and a
tatty Red Admiral seen by John Shillitoe at his home at Hundred Acres near Wickham. Less specific as to
date Lawrence Holloway tells me that he has already seen both Peacock and Red Admiral at his home at
Aldwick on the coast near Pagham.
FRI 9 MAR
Both Barry Collins and Lee Marshall had their moth lights working on Wednesday evening (Mar 7 to 8) and both
had earlier than usual visitors. Over at Gosport Lee had a Brindled Pug two weeks earlier than the first seen
by him last year and in Havant Barry found an Early Grey which is not usually on the wing until the end of
March. Not much else came to their lights – Lee had a Pale Brindled Beauty which has been about for some
time and Barry had a couple of Small Brindled Beauty (the first time I have heard of this species this year but
the books say it should be out in February)
In response to my mention of Channel Islands Pug on Wednesday evening Lee Marshall tells me that in the
latest edition of Bernard Skinner’s book this moth first reached Guernsey in 1984 and the mainland
(Hertfordshire) in 1988. Since then it has become established on the Isle of Wight and along the south coast

from east Hampshire to East Sussex (where Tamarisk, its larval foodplant, flourishes – what it was doing in
Herts is unknown!). It is well established on Hayling Island and should be found there in July – Richard
Moore’s inland record at Catherington may have been an isolated individual blown in on the wind.
If you want to know more about Hoverflies, and perhaps to help create an atlas of their species distribution in
Hampshire, you can make a start by attending a one day workshop on their identification that will be held in
Gosport on Saturday 7 April. Details are in the ‘Imminent Events’ listed on my What’s New page.
THU 8 MAR
A casual mention on Radio Solent today that a Hummingbird Hawkmoth had been seen in Exbury gardens near
Beaulieu was a real surprise so early in the season. I have no reason to disbelieve a sighting of such a
distinctive insect and am wondering what else will have reached us – despite global warming I have never
heard any suggestion that these moths could survive our winter as either hibernators or pupae. So perhaps
Kevin Crisp’s Painted Lady (see Mar 6) was a migrant?
WED 7 MAR
For the first time this year an army of ants was out on manoeuvres on the parade ground of our front porch patio.
Indoors the first Ladybird was crossing one of the windowpanes as it tried to find its way to an aphid breakfast
in the garden after winter spent in the warmth of our house.
Speaking to Richard Moore today he told me of a few notable moths which had come to a light in his
Catherington during last year which I will pass on in case any other moth enthusiasts are interested. The one
which Richard is most proud of (being a first for Hampshire though it has been recorded on the Isle of Wight)
is now called Caloptilia hauderi (when he caught it last July it was called Calybites hauderi) – this is a tiny ‘leaf
miner’ species whose home is normally in the Pyrenees. (Its identity has been authenticated by Barry Goater
and John Langmaid). Among other names that may arouse some envious interest are the Cypress Carpet,
Cypress Pug, Waved Black and Channel Islands Pug ( the last named does not appear in any of my books 0
I may have it wrong or it may be new to this country – or of course re-named to confuse). A moth which is
fairly common at Richard’s light is the Orange Moth which comes in at least three forms and the one which he
most commonly sees is called corylaria)
TUE 6 MAR
A very fresh loking Painted Lady was in Kevin Crisp’s Portsmouth North End garden today. The wind has been
from the south east for several days, and may have brought it from the continent, but unless I hear that theses
butterflies have arrived in more places along the south coast I will be putting my money on its having
over-wintered here. Back on Feb 18 I reported how David Parker had seen a Painted Lady and a Small
Tortoiseshell nectaring together on the same heather bush at Exeter on Feb 16 when Brimstone, Comma,
Peacock and Red Admiral were all seen by various people – the combination of these suggested to me that it
was an increase in local temperature which had brought them out of hibernation, and the sudden increase in
temperature today seems to me a more important factor than the wind direction.
MON 5 MAR
Another first for the year at Lee Marshall’s moth light in Gosport last night was Common Quaker, another March
to May moth.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 10 MAR
This morning I saw my first frogspawn in a small pond near the IBM Lake at Portsmouth and in the nearby
Highbury district north Portsmouth Kevin Stouse tells me that 26 frogs were hard at work to fill a tiny pond in a
garden that is cut off from the outside world by a high wall.
WED 7 MAR
Sussex birders at Brighton marina last Sunday (Mar 4) watched four Bottle-nosed Dolphin circling a bemused
Guillemot for fiftenn minutes. The Guillemot got away with its life (these were after all gentle Dolphins not
vicious Seals) and the Dolphin disappeared from view – this is the first Dolphin sighting I have heard of for the
year.
The first frogspawn reports this year seemed to be later than usual, starting around Feb 6, with a peak of activity
noted around Feb 21. I had assumed the frogs had now ceased spawning and was waiting for the first news
of Toads back at their ponds but today I have two new reports of frogspawn. Up in Fleet the first Frogs have
only today arrived back and started mating in Rob Edmunds garden pond, and in Emsworth Brian Fellows
found spawn for the first time in a puddle in Brook Meadow.
MON 5 MAR
Two Roe bucks in the bunch residing in the Alver Valley (Chark Common SU 5702) now have antlers in velvet
according to Lee Marshall who saw four Roe there yesterday. I would be interested to know how close these
bucks were to each other – I think that normally bucks would keep to their own territories out of sight of each
other (or wander alone looking for a territory) but I have the feeling that these deer around Gosport are having
to live a strange life in over-crowded small pockets of habitat (Alver Valley and Gilkicker area) where they

must learn to tolerate each other or go mad.
With the start of March I guess thoughts of love are stirring in the minds of Toads – who will be the first to report
their corpses as they start to cross the roads?
PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR HIGH TIDES

(Date, Time and height in metres)

05/03:-06:52-3.9 & 19:55-3.9
06/03:-08:24-4.0 & 21:07-4.207/03:-09:26-4.3 & 21:59-4.5
08/03:-10:14-4.5 & 22:43-4.7
09/03:-10:57-4.7 & 23:25-4.8
10/03:-11:39-4.8
11/03:-00:09-4.8 & 12:22-4.8
12/03:-00:53-4.8 & 13:06-4.7
13/03:-01:38-4.7 & 13:49-4.6
14/03:-02:21-4.6 & 14:33-4.415/03:-03:03-4.4 & 15:20-4.2
16/03:-03:48-4.1 & 16:12-3.9
17/03:-04:42-3.9 & 17:24-3.7
18/03:-05:56-3.6 & 18:48-3.619/03:-07:17-3.5 & 20:04-3.6
20/03:-08:27-3.6 & 21:06-3.8
21/03:-09:20-3.8 & 21:51-4.1
22/03:-10:00-4.0 & 22:27-4.323/03:-10:35-4.2 & 23:00-4.4
24/03:-11:08-4.3 & 23:33-4.5

BIRDS:

WEEK 09 FEB 26 – MAR 4

SUN 4 MAR
This morning Simon Woolley drove over to Denmead from Winchester in pursuit of his hunch that the Turtle
Dove reported (see Feb 24) from a Soake Road garden at Denmead (SU 668114 approx) might be an
Oriental Turtle Dove, but he was unable to track down the bird. Having spoken to the only person to have
seen it he is convinced that it was a Turtle Dove, but is no further forward on proving it was the rare species.
This was not a wasted journey, however, for at the southern end of Soake Road at its junction with the B2150,
he watched a Waxwing fly off and heard calls of others in the vicinity. If you want to check out the presence of
these birds you may be able to park in the customer carpark for M2 (M-squared) computer business that is I
think still located on that corner (entrance from Soake Road) but if not you may have to park in the nearest
part of Waterlooville 500 yards east along the main road from where there is I think a roadside path to take
you safely to Soake Road.
I think we have all seen some pretty ludicrous examples of the response of officialdom to the current Foot and
Mouth epidemic, for example the closure of the section of the Hayling Billy trail running behind my house from
the New Lane level crossing to the East Street carpark , when there is no farm field within a mile of it and the
carpark which is part of the line remains open. Some people, especially those living in city centres, may think
it equally ludicrous to suppose that they, coming from the city, could be carrying and so spread the disease
even if they walked through a field of cows. If you are tempted to violate the restrictions, may I suggest that
you reflect on a couple of points ...
......First, what would you lose if the disease was not controlled? If, as it easily might, the disease spread through
the whole country it would almost certainly mean that your daily pint of milk and all your meat would in future
be imported with no dairy farming or livestock left in this country. Various financial and health consequences
follow from that, but the thing that would worry me most would be the effect on the management of the
countryside and its wildlife. Most people with an interest in the countryside have an idea of what was lost
when millions of acres of previously grazed land (especially downland) went under the plough in the last war,
and have witnessed the tearing up of hedgerows and creation of arable deserts since that war. I can hear
some people objecting that we would not be so insensitive in future, and that much of the abandoned
farmland would ‘revert to nature’, but whatever happened to the land there would be a massive change of
habitat in a short period of time, and one thing we know about wildlife is that it does not adapt quickly to
changed habitat (we also know that ‘reverting to nature’ means, in the short term of perhaps a hundred years,
that the land would become good for neither man nor beast – just a choked mass of brambles, nettles and
invasive scrub)
......The second point that I would like to make is that this disease is capable of spreading on the wind, and of
being carried by wildlife which includes birds. Sonia Bolton reminds me that in the 1967 outbreak there was
some pretty conclusive evidence that Starlings played a major part in spreading it. Starlings (and many other
species) move readily, perhaps daily, between the countryside and city centres – furthermore birders visit
places where there are birds – and thus I envisage city parks and squares as being perhaps the most likely
places where there will be a free market in transfer of the bug from bird to man (just by leaning against a
railing where a Starling has perched the bug may get on your coat and then be carried by you into the country
on you next birding trip). Which brings me back to the ludicrous efforts to control its spread by dipping boots

or rolling vehicle wheels over disinfectant straw – yes, it may help, but what about the bugs on your clothing or
in the vehicle wheel arches?
......If we want to enjoy birds tommorrow lets do all we can to stop the spread of this disease, and the only way to
do that is to stay at home and make no visits to the countryside at all.
Brian Fellows counted the Swans on the Emsworth Mill Pond today but could not find more than 82, and
yesterday he checked them in the morning, counting 86, so it would seem that Barry Collins (who found 102
there yesterday) was there when a few Mute visitors had dropped in for a chat with the residents. Numbers do
vary from moment to moment with most bird species, but a few more Swans are needed to beat Brian’s all
time record of 117 in August last year. Unfortuantely I do not have any records to prove it but I distinctly
remember even larger numbers being present at Emsworth in the summer of at least one year around 1980 –
I remember that there were so many that I counted them pretty carefully and came to a total of 200 or more.
This afternoon Brian had a Chiffchaff working the rose bushes in his garden for about ten minutes, and yesterday
he watched a prolonged encounter between Crows and a Sparrowhawk at the end of his road. This mention
of garden birds reminds me that the male Blackcap which was in my garden on Friday taking breadcrumbs off
the ground was there again on Saturday, when it also flew up to the nutfeeder and went round inside the metal
cage several times picking up nutscraps from the metal floor. Today an Egret flew low over the Billy Line
adjacent to my garden and gave me a good kitchen window tick.
SAT 3 MAR
Yesterday I passed on news from the SOS website showing that substantial numbers of Brent were already
moving east along the channel on Feb 26 and more on Feb 27, and today I see in Barry Yates usual prompt
report on the past month at Rye Harbour that there, in his words, * Brent Goose migration was apparent from
Feb 10th with a peak count of 285 heading east at sea (27th) * Another item on the SOS site reports 434
Brent passing Splash Point at Seaford on Feb 11, and yesterday (Mar 2) 2 Avocet flew past Brighton Marina
to show that these winter visitors to our shores will not be with us much longer.
Russell Wynn visited Lepe foreshore, close to Calshot, today and came on one Slavonian, and one Black
Necked Grebe offshore, also one juvenile Pale Bellied Brent, 3 adult Med Gulls and two Rock Pipits. On shore
were 10 Yellowhammer.
Lee Marshall was also touring the safe coastal birding spots today and seems to have found a ‘new’ first winter
Ring-billed Gull at Tipner – its markings were different from both the two he has seen there before. He then
came on to Budds Farm, seeing the Scaup, Common Sandpiper, and Dodgey Fudge as well as 178+ Teal,
66+ Tufties, 18 Pochard and mre than a dozen Dabchick. Looking out over the harbour he saw the Long
Tailed Duck by the sewage outfall, and 39 Goldeneye plus 7 Black Necked Grebe in the harbour. At Cams
Bay he could not spot a Diver but did find 48 Wigeon, 10 Goldeneye and 5 Dabchick.
Richard Hallett saw the drake Scaup on the Budds Farm Pools this morning (diving actively near the water
entering the pools from the ‘big black pipe’), and I see that on Feb 28 two Scaup were at Chichester (one on
Ivy Lake, one on East Trout). It could have been one of these that flew on to the Milton Lakes on Feb 28 and
then to Budds Farm on Mar 1, but I guess those two may still be at Chichester (and maybe, just maybe, the
next person to go looking for them there will also find a Swallow or Martin).
More news from the SOS website tells of the Black Brant and Pale Bellied Brent (one of each, I think) still being
on view on the field by the A286 near the road (SU 842013) into the Chichester Yacht Basin. Another item
that caught my eye among the Sussex news was a report of 35 Rock Pipits, 9 Black Redstarts and a Blue
phase Fulmar seen in a walk from Brighton marina to Peacehaven – that walk must a good 6 km each way
with a fair amount of up and downhill walking, perhaps one to be recommended to birders frustrated by Foot
and Mouth restrictions?
Poverty Bottom is a new name on my mental map of the south coast, and it has arrived there thanks to a flock of
Yellowhammer and Corn Buntings (perhaps up to 50 of each, plus finches) seen there on Feb 19. The valley
having this name lies in TQ 4602 below Denton Hill to the east and the South Heighton area of Newhaven, on
the east bank of the Adur, to the west.
A few days ago Ed Griffiths, who had just been on holiday on the Isle of Wight, recommended that I visit Derek
Hale’s website covering birding on the island and today I have a message from Derek himself suggesting that
I, and many other Hampshire birders, might like to pay his site a visit – not only because they may intend to go
birding there themselves, but also because the island is ideally placed to give us early warning of migrants
approaching the mainland or moving along the coast. I have had a look and am suitably impressed – there
are some first rate bird pictures and there is also an guide to birding sites and all the latest up to date news of
sightings.
For my purposes I have added the address of Derek’s birding news page
http://dbhale.members.beeb.net/iow.htm to my favourites, and from it you can go to his home page and
explore the rest of the site.
......Two news items that caught my eye on Derek’s site were, first, a sighting of a Long Eared Owl near the
Newport to Brading road below Mersley Down (SZ 5587) – that was on Feb 27 but in view of the apparent

absence of these birds along the south coast this winter it’s good to know that at least one has been seen (not
I think one to chase up as I doubt you will see it from the road and I gather it is in fields with horses where any
intruders would be most unwelcome at the moment – even if they do get their boots dis-infected as they get off
the ferry I would hope that no responsible birder crosses to the Island while there is any possibility that he is
carrying the bug on his clothing). The second item of news was a report of 4 different Ravens seen yesterday
along the south coast of the Island from Ventnor, east of St Catherine’s Point, to Atherfield to the west of it.
As I said yesterday, Med Gulls are being reported from so many places that I cannot pass on every report without
being in danger of boring some readers – in today’s news for example I see they are mentioned at Tipner
Lake, around the islands in Langstone Harbour, along Lepe foreshore, at Southwick (Shoreham) beach, and
in Emsworth Harbour where Barry Collins saw 4 adults today and takes me to task for not mentioning that he
saw a second summer bird there yesterday in addition to the 3 adults which I did report – my reason for not
doing so was laziness in not getting out my copy of Grant’s Gulls to see what a second summer might look
like, and now that I have done so I believe the only difference between second summer and adult summer is
likely to be a little more black in the primaries. I imagine most of these birds along the Hampshire coast will
soon be moving to Langstone harbour and settling down to nest, and I will certainly be interested to hear how
many birds nest there this summer but I suppose we will have to be patient and wait until the autumn at
earliest for the warden’s report from the RSPB islands
......Being at Emsworth Barry Collins made a count of the Swans on the town Mill Pond, coming to a total of 102
– this is the first time this year the flock has exceeded 100, and there is still room for the Black Swan that is
also present (did you see the Black Swans on TV during the pre-amble to the Grand Prix this weekend?)
And finally for today I have just received a superb close-up photo of a Treecreeper, taken apparently from a
distance of about three feet, with the bird posing quietly in the horizontal position on the wooden staging
inside the window of Gwynne and Nigel Johnson’s conservatory at their home at Soberton, above the Meon,
this weekend. Hopefully it was not too exhausted by its adventure and will not be deterred from visiting their
garden again.
FRI 2 MAR
Even the most staid of birders is showing signs of muscular twitching as rumours of newly arrived Swallows
encourage his imagination that a Swallow or Sand Martin is flying past behind him and just out of sight. One
rumour is of two Swallows seen in Cornwall a fortnight ago, another of one at Slapton Ley in Devon last week,
then yesterday Stephen Harvey’s subconscious mind watched one fly past the window of his Chandler’s Ford
home but failed to alert his conscious mind until it was too late, and today another report of one seen flying
past the hospital in Bournemouth went out on the pagers. Very likely all these reports are genuine, but when
Giles Darvill checked out the Christchurch Sand Martin colony yesterday he found no Martins there – perhaps
not surprising as early arrivals are usually intent on heading further north or feeding up at sewage works
rather than settling to domestic chores. No other summer migrants have been sighted other than the Willow
Warbler in a garden near St James’ Hospital in Milton, Southsea last Sunday (Feb 25), the credibility of which
has gone up a notch since my failing memory recalled that Ben Sampson, who saw it and is pretty sure of its
identity, is an experienced birder who arrived in the Portsmouth area about a year ago to take up the job of
Deputy Langstone Harbour Master with responsibility for environmental matters.
Another interesting batch of unusual observations is of Fulmar seen inland, probably birds newly arrived for the
breeding season and prospecting for nest sites in new places (continuing the rapid spread southwards of
these birds in recent years and their propensity to nest in usual places away from cliffs). Russell Wynn has
put together a good summary of these sightings, starting with a report from Marc Moody of some 20 Fulmar in
the Hurst Castle area of the Solent last Monday (Feb 26), probably newly arrived birds. On Feb 28 Tim
Lawman saw one flying south over Havant, and on Mar 1 came six more unexpected inland sightings, two in
Hampshire ( one seen by Russell going north over the New Forest viewed from Southampton, another seen
by Martin Pitt going south near Basingstoke) and four more well scattered in East Anglia. Today yet another
has been seen – one reported on the pagers at Stoke Lake north of Guildford.
Far more easy to understand is the significance of the first reports of Brent moving east along the channel coast
starting with 185 geese seen passing Brighton marina on Feb 26 and followed by 1760 geese (in 24 separate
flocks) also flying east on Feb 27. From the same source in Sussex came news of 1200 Common Gulls going
east on Feb 27
So many reports of Med Gulls, many in summer plumage, are now reaching me that it would be boring to list
them all. Suffice it to say that today Jason Crook saw 4 off Langstone Mill Pond and another 8 over the
Hayling Oysterbeds, and another 3 were seen today in Emsworth Harbour by Barry Collins (where he also
found the Herring Gulls up to 300 in number). Perhaps more intriguing today is Lee Marshall’s note of not
seeing the normally regular Med Gull at the west end of Stokes Bay, though he did find the redhead
Goosander back on Haslar Lake at Gosport and saw the resident pair of Kestrel near Fort Gilkicker with a
flock of around 30 Meadow Pipit nearby.
At Chandlers Ford today Stephen Harvey saw a male Blackcap in his garden for the first time this year, and here

in Havant I too had a male in my garden (taking quality breadcrumbs off the ground) for the first time since Jan
5. Probably not significant in view of the brief appearances that the birds put in even if resident for the winter
in a garden, but it does suggest a stirring of local winter birds (or just possibly newly arrived ones from the
south? though the evidence for arrival is normally strong outbursts of song and mine was silent )
A drake Scaup was on one of the Milton Lakes (south west shore of Langstone Harbour) for perhaps three hours
yesterday, but this morning it had vanished, only to turn up where Jason Crook predicted it would, on the
pools at Budds Farm in the north east of the harbour. Perhaps it was looking for better company than is to be
found at Milton (more likely, better food), and it certainly has that at Budds Farm where, in addition to all the
usual suspects, Jason today saw 13 Gadwall and the ‘Dodgey Fudge’ (aka Ferruginous x Pochard male) plus
Common Sandpiper
Jason Crook’s birding tour today took in, as well as Budds Farm, Langstone Pond and the Hayling Oysterbeds.
At Langstone Jason counted 245 Golden Plover, 93 Knot, 91 Bar Tailed Godwit and 6 Black Tailed. Over on
Hayling he saw 12 Black Necked Grebe in the harbour and single Greenshank and Pintail in the Oysterbeds
along with just one Pale Bellied Brent and the regular Spotshank. On Feb 28 Jason was at the Kench and
found 470 Knot plus 34 Bar Tailed Godwit (normally numerous in the south of the harbour but scarce there
this winter), as well as finding 231 Turnstone and 19 Sanderling in the high tide roost on the shingle
somewhere near the Inn on the Beach (Hayling Bay), and back on Monday (Feb 26) he was (I think) the last
to see a Ring-billed Gull at Tipner. Also around Langstone Harbour this week Jason has seen both Dartford
and heard Cetti’s Warblers.
A couple of identifiable Black Headed Gulls among the thousands milling around us on the coast now were a
colour ringed Black-headed Gull seen at Emsworth Slipper Pond today and a ‘blue arsed’ one seen yesterday
at Tipner Lake by Peter Raby (its rump and vent dyed a pretty pale blue as part of some as yet unknown
scheme). We have in the past had a few very pretty Black Headed Gulls in the Langstone area coloured
bright pink or emerald green when they have bathed in places where the Water Company had added dye to
the water in order to trace leaks or such like, but those birds were more or less a uniform colour all over.
The colour ringed gull was seen by Brian Fellows who found the Black Swan still at Emsworth today among 87
Mutes on the Town Mill Pond (where the Mallard were down to just 34 – many having left to nest?). Less
certain was a recent garden sighting of a male Brambling in a Havant Road garden not far from the Mill Pond
– John Briggs who told me of it was struck by an ‘unusual looking Chaffinch with a black head’ but I am more
certain of the other news that he told me which is that a piece he wrote about me has been printed in the
March issue of the Hampshire Magazine – if anyone wants to see what my bicycle looks like it is picutured
within! This is the second time in six months my name has appeared in this mag – the first was in an article by
Andrew Walmsley about local wildlife websites (thanks for the plug, Andrew).
THU 1 MAR
Tony Gutteridge visited the Kench today and watched two Merlins (sex not stated but possibly a pair?) working in
unison to attack the wader roost of Grey Plover, Knot and Dunlin. We get regular reports of a single Merlin
around the RSPB islands in the north of Langstone Harbour but this is the first news I have heard of two
together in Langstone Harbour this winter – does that mean these two are just passing from further east,
heading back perhaps to Dartmoor to nest?
At Fleet Pond today two Egyptian Geese flew over to break the monotony of Bittern sighting (though one of these
was seen), and the flooded fields at Little Somborne (west of Winchester) have now acquired four Shelduck
seen by Paul Winter. Less unusual, but also probably indicative of birds on the move, was a sighting of 146
Herring Gull in Emsworth Harbour by Barry Collins (with a smart summer plumage Med Gull among them).
If you have ever been impressed by those birders who claim to do all their birding at Selsey Bill, and to have seen
every bird on the British List there without prising their buttocks out of the shingle, then you will soon have a
chance to check up on their stories when a new book by Owen Mitchell appears. Owen describes it as a new
version of a previous check list of birds seen at Selsey, thoroughly updated to the year 2000 (not necessarily
starting at AD 1), with colour photos and lots of background info. If you are interested keep watching the news
page on the SOS website for details of where and when to get a copy (and price).
WED 28 FEB
Following Jason Crook’s recent sighting of 80 Kittiwake taking an overland flight (see Feb 24) Tim Lawman this
afternoon (4pm) saw the even more unlikely sight of a Fulmar flying south over Havant Civic Offices. Not to
be outdone in the ‘oddity’ category Russell Wynn watched a Cockatiel fly over Southampton Town Quay
being mobbed by seagulls. Tim Lawman also saw the Black Redstart at the east end of the Eastoke
promenade on Hayling today – still in the garden with the nut feeder hanging in its seaward facing garden, and
John Goodspeed almost certainly saw the same bird yesterday as well as 30 Knot at Black Point. On Sunday
Tim Lawman had a Great Northern Diver off Sandy Point
Another unlikely but possible sighting was made in the Milton area of Portsmouth (or Southsea to be precise) last
Sunday (Feb 25) by Ben Sampson who is fairly sure he saw an early Willow Warbler identified by pale legs
and a brighter yellowish tinge to its underparts. They must be beginning to queue up in France by now, and

there were strong southerly winds on Monday (I heard of this bird via John Goodspeed who was not quite
certain of when it was seen – he thought Sunday but it could have been Monday as he got the phone call
about it on Tuesday night). It’s a pity that the bird was not singing, and that Ben did not mention tail-dipping
which I find one of the best clues to separating Willow Warbler from Chiffchaff (Chiffchaff are for ever dipping
their tails, Willow Warbler do it very infrequently).
Following up the story of the supposed Turtle Dove wintering at Denmead (see Feb 24) Brian Fellows has
discovered a few more records of these birds wintering in Britain. In Norfolk one was seen for three days in
Feb 1998 at Welney and there are 5 other records during the years 1969 to 1990. Suffolk has a total of 7
winter records in the years from 1975 to 1992. So it does happen, but very infrequently.
Pager news today included a report from Pagham Harbour of Pale Bellied Brent (without stating numbers – I
think earlier in the winter there were up to 13 around but I have not heard of any recently) and a Curlew
Sandpiper (again, not reported from Pagham North Walls since Jan 21). Unfortunately this will be the last we
hear of them for some time as the reserve and all footpaths around it are closed as from today. We can still
look out to sea for birds and at Selsey Bill today all three diver species were seen (2 Northern, 3 Black and 12
Red-Throated), and two more Northern Divers and a Slav Grebe were off Titchfield Haven
Out of Hampshire, but still I think of general interest, is some info extracted from the latest Dorset Bird Report by
Jackie Hull about the status of Auks in Dorset – surprisingly all three species seem to be hanging on or even
increasing in numbers. Just taking the figures which Jackie quotes (and I’m not sure if they are pairs or
individual birds) the totals at the two main sites (Portland and Durlston) during the breeding season were Guillemot 524 in 1990 and 695 in 1999, Razorbill 24 in 1990 and 34 in 1999, Puffin – no figures for 1990 and
17 birds in the county in 1999.
TUE 27 FEB
Brian Fellows had a good day in Portsmouth with seven Purple Sandpiper at Southsea Castle and 86 Tufted
Duck on Baffins Pond (where the Shoveler still number 30 and the 10 Barnacles are still present with the
Snow Goose and Bar Head hybrid). Unfortunately these birds are still accompanied by the heavy mob of 56
Canada Geese... Back in Emsworth Brian was welcomed by full throated Blackbird song which I guess is now
to be heard generally throughout the county.
Not to be heard generally was a special performance put on for Lee Marshall, in the Alver Valley, by a proud Jay
which openly sat on a tree-top and imitated the local Tawny Owls (which did not wake up and take their
revenge). It also gave a quick burst of Green Woodpecker yaffle but could not be persuaded to give its
impression of a Buzzard. A male Sparrowhawk dispersed the birds for a time but when it had gone Lee heard
more Tree Creeper song.
Barry Collins today counted 84 Lesser Blackback along the Emsworth shore (from the harbour west to Conigar
Point at Warblington) and found 17 more at Pilsey. Although Emsworth Harbour usually has a few (not more
than half a dozen) of these gulls in winter months this large number was proof to Barry that the birds are on
their way back to nest sites (presumably these were the dark black Scandinavian race but I guess the paler
grey British birds will also be arriving ‘on a rooftop near you’ if you happen to live in one of the coastal towns
whose rooftops they now prefer to cliffs). Also in Emsworth Harbour were three smart adult Med Gulls in
summer plumage. On Thorney Island (probably en route north from the continent) were 74 Fieldfare and a
couple of Redwing, but still sticking to their winter haunts were 59 Golden Plover on the airfield and a
Spotshank plus 5 Greenshank at the west end of the Great Deeps.
Ron King was at Titchfield Haven today but could not find the Green Winged Teal seen there last Sunday (I
wonder if the bird reported yesterday at Holes Bay in Poole Harbour is the same one?) and only found 10
Water Pipit and 60 Black Tailed Godwit. Going on to Broadmarsh he found the Long Tailed Duck still in
Langstone Harbour and from the Oysterbeds counted at least 7 Black Necked Grebe. The most interesting
part of Ron’s news is a sighting of 200+ Sanderling and 100+ Turnstone on the south shore of Hayling where
Jason Crook has twice recently reported large high tide roosts somewhere along Hayling Bay. Jason’s last
message indicated that one roost was in the Beachlands Area and Ron’s goes a step nearer trying to pin point
the spot but (for me at least) failing to do so. Ron says they were off the ‘last carpark before reaching the
Kench when driving east’ – I guess he must mean when driving west, but the last carpark would then be the
one on the north side of Sinah Lake. I think Ron must be referring to the carpark between the Inn on the
Beach and the main Golf Course (which ties in with Jason’s mention of Beachlands, but still leaves us with
about 1500 metres of shingle to check out from a point south of Beachlands funfair to the west end of the
carpark by the golf course – no doubt in a couple of years every birder will carry a GPS set and we will have
locations down to the nearest centimetre!)
Redpoll continue to be one of this winter’s great rarities as far as I am concerned, and (except for Fleet Pond) I
get the impression that there are very few to be seen throughout the county so a report of 15 seen by Russell
Wynn at Eastleigh Lakeside today looks set to be an all winter record in my book. Also there were 11 Greylag
(with some hybrid Greyland x Canada) and these too are something that we hear little of in Hampshire except
from the Avon Valley (though I think that in much of southern England they are almost as dominant as Canada

geese). 50 Golden Plover seen there were presumably a small breakaway party from the Wide Lane mob.
Some late news of birds seen at Keyhaven by Tim Parminter last Sunday (Feb 25) comes via Russell Wynn, and
includes a sighting of 3 Ravens seen flying north from the Isle of Wight, the regular Black Redstart and 2 or 3
Water Pipit. Outdoing all these was Tim’s sighting of a very unusual Swan which he took to be a Trumpeter
(which would have been a first for Hampshire), but the consensus at the moment is that it is likely that he saw
an escapee Whistling Swan that has been on the Somerset Levels recently (and there was one in Hampshire
at Ibsley in 1986/87 winter)
MON 26 FEB
On Feb 19 I passed on Steve Mansfield’s news of 7 Tree Sparrows found ‘somewhere in Hampshire’ and
expressed the view that he was right to withold their location as to reveal it would inevitably cause an invasion
of birders wishing to see this rarity. The discussion about how much to reveal rumbles on but today Lee
Marshall makes the point that if we want to see these birds we should put our efforts into providing for their
simple needs of food and housing. Lee says that in Hertfordshire nest boxes were erected, and food put out,
for them and this resulted in some restoration of numbers. I would support such efforts, but doubt, as I do with
all our nature conservation efforts, that anything we can do will outweigh the forces that are driving the
numbers of these birds down and their range northwards. Wildlife responds to the ‘general environmental
climate’, not the limited efforts of a few trying to do things contrary to that general climate, so if we can
persuade all our farmers to leave wide headlands, to let seed rich stubble stand until early spring, and to once
more fill their farmyards with chickens and horses which leave rich food pickings for wild birds (and of course
to abandon all chemical treatment of their fields), then the Tree Sparrows and Cirl Bunting will re-appear.
Things are moving that way – many people have commented on the amount of stubble they have seen this
winter (but does is harbour the same amount of bird seed that stubble used to do?), and I was delighted last
week to find ten metre headlands left on several newly ploughed fields – but I doubt that the economics of
modern farming will ever in our lifetimes allow nature her fair share of the produce of the soil. My own
comment on the provision of nest boxes and food is in the form of a question – I understand they did similar
things at Pagham in recent years and that Tree Sparrow could be found there when they had vanished
elsewhere, and my question is the simple one of ‘Are they still there?’
The last thing which I wrote last night was that I was hearing more Blackbird song but that it was still confined to
the evenings – this morning our garden Blackbird responded by singing quietly but more or less continuously
from dawn to mid-morning. Another song that will probably be regular from now on (when it is not snowing!)
is that of Corn Bunting – a message from Mike Collins, who passes through good Corn Bunting territory each
day on his way from Havant to work at Goodwood, tells me that he heard the first song from two birds on
roadside bushes in the West Stoke/East Lavant area near Kingley Vale this morning. Linnet too are starting
to sing – there has been much twittering from the flocks during the winter but yesterday Mike Wall wrote of 1
male singing at Ashe Farm (SU 5348) west of Basingstoke. Mute Swans don’t mark their response to spring
by singing but they do so in more positive ways by public nest building and mutual neck dipping, and I see that
in Emsworth the Peter Pond pair were back at their nest site when Brian Fellows made his rounds this
morning, and the race is now on to see which of our local early nesting pairs is the first to lay and start sitting
.. will it be the birds on Langstone Pond or those at Thorney Little Deeps (or maybe even this Peter Pond pair
whose chequered history does not augur well for a trouble free nesting this year). In Emsworth Brian not only
found the Black Swan still with 78 Mutes on the town Mill Pond, but he also found that the pair of adult Herring
Gulls which sit on a raft and think about nesting (never seen them make any sign of actually mating or nesting
in several years) were present and had been joined by a pair of Lesser Blackbacks that are newcomers this
year. More exciting than this club for monastic contemplation of the married state is the colourful flash of a
Kingfisher that is still present on the River Ems here – the excitement being in part that of the anticipation of
finding a new nest site locally.
I have often wondered if there was any connection between the name of the game of table football (Subbuteo)
and the name of the Hobby (Falco subbuteo) and now I know there is thanks to the February issue of British
Wildlife which gives the answer in a book review of “The egg collectors of Britain and Ireland”. The game
was the invention of one Peter Adolph whose passion in life was egg collecting and who clearly had his next
target species in mind when it came to naming his game. I also learn that there was a great band of people
sharing the same predatory passion and that they were united through the efforts of The Rev F C R Jourdain
into a body known as the Jourdain Society. This news is also of personal interest to me as one of my
treasured possessions is a hefty tome called British Birds by Kirkman and Jourdain – in it almost every British
bird is illustrated in its own A4 size painted picture (excellent ones too) and my own history is marked in the
frontispiece by book token plates saying ‘Prize for Divinity in the Lower School’ and ‘Prize for Form Work in
Shell A’, both signed by the headmaster and dated July 1945. Going back to what I said above about the fate
of our wildlife being determined by the general environmental climate I would point out that the birds were
thriving in the days when those with a passionate interest in them were the egg collectors, and that they are
declining fast when those with a passionate interest in them devote their time to ‘conservation efforts’. (To put

the other side of the case the birds were thriving when humans, especially farmers, were in the depths of the
1930s depression, and they are not doing so well as humans reap the maximum profit from the land).
Ed Griffiths has just been enjoying a week or so in the Isle of Wight, giving him a welcome change of birding
scenery from that which he gets at home in Buckinghamshire. He spent some time at the Yar estuary but
could find no sign of an Egret roost (just two Egrets on the ground), and was hampered by the severe cliff
erosion on the southern shore (where he encountered a male Hen Harrier – why are there so many males this
winter and very few ringtails? Normally the reverse is true) and by foot and mouth restrictions on walking but
he did raise a question which has been in my mind for some time as more and more people report Buzzard
display flights. Ed says he watched two Buzzards soaring and in parenthesis adds (displaying?) so he clearly
shares my doubts as to what actions people are referring to when they speak of a display flight. I have now
unearthed my copy of Colin Tubb’s magnificent monograph on The Buzzard, in which he writes of courtship
flights and describes three different forms. The first consists of the pair soaring round each other in tight
circles directly over the territory, facing each other, the male normally slightly above the female and
sometimes diving down at her. They often call loudly to each other, and in March and April the male will carry
something (a stick, prey, or even a leafy branch) in his talons. The second form is the diving display in which
the male sweeps up into the wind, stalls and dives with half closed wings for perhaps two hundred feet before
pulling out of the dive by spreading its broad wings and shooting upwards with the momentum gained in free
fall – this dive and climb being repeated many times consecutively. The third form of display is an owl like
level flight in which the wings are raised high above the bird’s back and then brought down below the body –
Colin thinks this may be a form of territorial border marking intended more to warn off neighbouring pairs than
to impress the female.
Moira Doherty drove down to Keyhaven yesterday and includes in her field notes the simple phrase ‘Golden
Plover calling’ which immediately aroused my interest because I have heard many people describe the delight
of hearing these birds on their moorland breeding sites yet I have never knowingly heard them call at all. We
all know and love the calls of Pewits, and around our shores the calls of Grey Plover ring out all winter long,
giving way to the beautiful gentle notes of breeding Ringed Plover. So why am I missing out when I see so
many Golden Plover – is it that (in the same way that my nose cannot detect the strong smell of Fox that most
people remark on) I am somehow tone deaf to them? Or are they normally silent in winter, only calling when
spring stirs within them and they are about to leave? When do you hear them and what do you hear?
One or two people are currently reporting fewer Fieldfare than of recent weeks in the open countryside of mid
and north Hampshire, and today a message from David Uren at Old Idsworth Farm tells me of a flock of 70
Fieldfare suddenly appearing on his fields where they have not been regular through the winter (though I did
see around 30 in the area a couple of weeks back). Putting these news items together I get the impression
that Field fare are on the move, leaving the areas where they have been settled for a couple of months and
starting to move north – maybe those at Idsworth had been wintering in France?
Both Fieldfare and Golden Plover were seen in the Lasham area south west of Basingstoke yesterday by Steve
Mansfield when he was cycling north from Alton through Herriard and Ellisfield. He found 160 Golden Plover
in or around SU 6445 but only 45 Fieldfare and fewer Redwing, and in the Overton area Mike Wall found 90
Fieldfare near Ashe Farm (SU 5348) and remarks on a noticeable reduction in overall numbers of Fieldfare.
Among the Sussex news tonight is a Great Grey Shrike seen recently in the Ashdown Forest (around TQ 4332
north east of Haywards Heath). Other news is of the continuing presence of the Cattle Egret at Greatham and
a wintering Whimbrel at Hope Gap between Seaford and Cuckmere Haven.
PLANTS:
WED 28 FEB
I do not expect to see Blackthorn flowering until we are well into March but it may be earlier this year – walking
down the Hayling Billy line in Havant one clump of Blackthorn which overhangs the track just north of the A27,
and which is usually the first to flower, was showing white tips to many of its flowerbuds today as they began
to open and reveal the colour of the petals. Later in my walk I found one tree of Cherry Plum with most of its
leaves out – the others everywhere are covered with blossom. One other plant nearly in flower is White
Comfrey which I usually find first flowering in St Faith’s churchyard in the centre of Havant – there today I saw
many pure white flowerbuds on just one plant, but none were open.
In Emsworth’s Brook Meadow today Brian Fellows saw something which I have never noticed before, and which
probably takes a keen eye to detect – this was female flowers on Common Alder. Among all the male catkins
hanging down Brian found a few of the tiny female flowers which are red, upright and shaped like the cones
they will eventually become. The old cones are numerous on the trees (so the female flowers must be
equally numerous). The male catkins are about 5cm long when open (3 cm when still closed) but the small
red female flowers are at most 5mm tall when in flower and point upwards in clusters averaging three in
number. Each year I spend some time checking branches of Hazel to find and enjoy the sight of their even
smaller red flowers (just detectable as buds on the Hazel in my garden at the moment) but I have never spent

time looking at the alders in the same way.
INSECTS:

SAT 3 MAR
This evening (night of 3rd/4th) Lee Marshall had a Hebrew Character moth in his trap, yet another example of
early emergence this spring. This moth is common enough in April and early May but the books suggest that
it is rarely seen before the last week in March, and Lee’s own first sighting of this species last year was not
until March 20th)
WED 28 FEB
Butterfly and Moth Monitoring and Recording – that was the title of a one day conference organised by the
Hampshire Branch of Butterfly Conservation and held in Southampton on Feb 17, and I hear from Stephen
Harvey that it was a great success with more than a hundred people attending.
......There can be very few people among the public as a whole who do not react enthusiastically to the sight of
butterflies, partly because of their attractive colours and partly because (with the possible exception of the
‘Cabbage White’) they are not seen as a threat to our way of life. Another less obvious thing that makes them
attractive is the setting in which they are usually found – they thrive in places that are generally attractive to
us, making pleasant places even more rewarding to visit.
......So, while every branch of nature conservation has its ‘flagship species’ which the dedicatees of that branch
wave before us with cries such as ‘Save the Warthog – its presence or absence is the measure of success for
all our nature conservation efforts’, the man in the street is much more likely to respond to the cry of ‘Save our
Butterflies’ and the statement that their populations really do measure habitat conservation success is more
generally acceptable to the public than is a similar statement about, say, Sparrows or Brent Geese.
......The current state of butterfly populations is set out in the new Millenium Atlas of Butterflies in Britain and
Ireland, and while this shows that some species (Brown Argus and Essex Skipper, Comma and Marbled
White) are expanding their populations and range, it also reminds us that nearly 10% of British Butterfly
species have become extinct in the past 200 years, and a similar percentage are hovering on the brink.
......This conference was, therefore, a timely effort to boost the work of the many volunteers who devote their
summers to the work of monitoring and recording our butterfly populations, thus providing the facts without
which no effective remedies can be devised against further loss of species and population declines. A great
deal has already been done towards devising and implementing such remedies – a prime example being the
publication last autumn of a comprehensive Regional Action Plan for south-central England, prepared by the
Dorset, Hampshire & Isle of Wight, and Wiltshire branches of Butterfly Conservation. At the more local level
the recent compilation by the Portsmouth Area branch of Butterfly Conservation of a Conservation Handbook,
detailing the relevant facts about species, habitat, management and ownership of all sites within the branch
area, is another major piece if essential groundwork for current and future conservation proposals and work.
......The aim of all our conservation efforts is, to my mind, the enhancement of the quality of life enjoyed by the
human species as a whole, and ‘enjoyment of life’ is to me the measure of success. I am sure that out of this
conference will come more enjoyment, both for the butterfly enthusiast through having more recognition given
to the importance of some tedious tasks involved in monitoring populations, and for everyone through seeing
more butterflies and better habitat management. If it inspires a few more people to join Butterfly Conservation
as ordinary members, and thus get more enjoyment of butterflies and wildlife through more knowledge and
greater contact with experts, or (even better) to join in the tasks of monitoring and recording which yield their
own rewards, then Andy Barker (who organised the conference) and all those who helped him will be
justifiably proud of having helped nature conservation in Hampshire to take a big step forward.
......and finally let’s not forget the moths that were included in the remit for the day and are getting more and more
attention from Butterfly Conservation members – if the worst comes to the worst and we run out of butterflies
I’m pretty sure there will still be some beautiful and fascintating moths to enjoy.
......Links to both the national and Hampshire branch websites for Butterfly Conservation are in the Links section
of the What’s New page of my website, and if you still have unanswered questions you can contact Stephen
Harvey (the Hampshire branch communications officer) at stephen.harvey@bigfoot.com
MON 26 FEB
John Goodspeed tells me that a Peacock butterfly was seen on Portsdown last Wednesday but I guess it was
regretting it’s decision to take wing by the time the snow fell on Sunday (if it survived that long)
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 3 MAR
We haven’t heard much of Seals in Langstone Harbour this winter but today Lee Marshall (looking, I think, from
Budds Mound) saw one off Long Island – I only hope it hasn’t got it’s eye on the lone Long Tailed Duck for its
next meal – that was off the Budds Farm outfall at the same time.
Richard Moore lives at the bottom of Catherington Hill where that road joins Downhouse Road, and yesterday he

watched a Weasel in his garden for the first time although he tells me that a neighbour has seen them fairly
frequently coming to drink from his garden pond. Although I read that Weasels have a hunting territory
ranging up to 20 acres in extent I reckon Richard is quite likely to see it again as it may well have a family to
feed being born in April – perhaps in June he will have the luck to see mother weasel leading a family of six
youngsters on their early hunting practice, and he is as likely to do this in the daytime as at night.
FRI 2 MAR
Lee Marshall saw a family group of four Roe Deer on the golf course at Gilkicker (Gosport) and I find this
interesting in several respects. Firstly, Lee says that the normally shy deer showed no apparent concern for
the presence of golfers on the course, and secondly because the buck had antlers which Lee describes as
impressive. My understanding is that they only cast last years antlers in December, and they do not need
them until the rut starts in May, so these seem to be well advanced for the time of year – no doubt looking
more impressive as they would still be thickly coated in ‘velvet’. The thing that I find most interesting,
however, is that a family of Roe are here at all as this urban shoreline site has no substantial woodland, just
small thickets or tree belts with lots of humans around and a road running along the north of the thin belt of
coastal grassland.
The Sussex bird website carries a mention today of a sighting of a Common Seal going east past Brighton
marina back on Feb 15.
MON 26 FEB
On Feb 12 Pete Gammage told me of his first bat sighting of the year – probably a Pipistrelle hunting round
Havant Civic Offices on that day, and until today that was the only bat sighting I had heard of this year (though
I understand that all hibernating bats do wake briefly every two or three weeks and take a flight to get rid of
poisons that would otherwise accumulate in their bodies if they slept all winter). Today David Uren tells me of
another bat seen at Old Idsworth Farm around 4pm last Thursday (shortly after I had left the farm!). Although
I have no real knowledge of the behaviour of these creatures I would think that if I had just woken from several
weeks sleep I would prefer to take a flight in the warmer air of day than to come out on a winter night, getting
back to sleep before it got too cold for comfort, and I doubt the bat diminishes its chance of finding insect food
by coming out in the daylight.
Another note received today confirms my own recent observation that there are now plenty of Moles at work,
contrary to my recent fears. Brian Fellows, walking at Stansted Forest, says * Hundreds of Molehills pepper
the whole length of the Main Avenue *

BIRDS:

WEEK 08 FEB 19 – 25

SUN 25 FEB
Here in south east Hampshire Marsh Tits are quite common but I am lucky if I find a single Willow Tit in most
years. One reason for this is that these birds tend to stay in their breeding areas all year round, but we also
read that Willow Tits, to quote Keith Vinicombe, >> prefer damp woods, carr and lowland coniferous forest <<.
The reason for liking damp woods is, I understand, because there are more rotten trees in which they can
excavate their nest holes (Marsh Tits use existing holes and are happy in dry areas). If this was all there was
to it then surely we would have more Willow Tit in the south of the county, particularly in the New Forest, but
all the available info (both the HOS Atlas of the late 1980s and earlier county avifauna) shows that they are
scarce in the south and in the New Forest, but relatively common in the north on the chalk, and particularly in
the north east where there is more wet heathland for them. I was reminded of this today by Mike Jones report
of his day in Crab Wood west of WInchester and along the Clarendon Way leading west from there to the
Kings Somborne area – Mike had 2 Willow Tit in Crabwood and another to the west of it. One other question
about these tits is that so far I have not heard a single Marsh Tit song – have you?
......Both Mike Jones and Brian Fellows heard Yellowhammer song this weekend at sites about 30 miles apart –
I guess it will not be long before they are singing everywhere. Mike was also one of the lucky ones to hear
Treecreeper song in Crabwood today and to see a Raven nearby (plus a couple of displaying Buzzards).
Someone recently expressed surprise at seeing more than two Bullfinch together – certainly winter parties are
not common and never large, a group of 8 seen by Mike today is about as large a group as you get but it can
be a very colourful sight.
Ron Toft was in the New Forest today and heard two Woodlark in full song as well as observing a large
movement of Redwing (he doesn’t say which way – fleeeing southwest from the snow is more likely than
starting to return in the opposite direction). I see that Tony Gutteridge also noted Redwing in hundreds along
the north of the Downs near Cocking last Friday when he was surveying in SU 8718. Both Ron and Mike came
on small groups of Siskin but Redpoll remain very scarce this winter – Ron had just one and Mike none.
A female Long Tailed Duck has been resident in Langstone Harbour snce at least Jan 9, and has probably
roosted each night in the Oysterbeds lagoon, but there have been remarkably few sightings of it until the last

couple of days when several people have seen it at the Oysterbeds and in the Broad lake/Chalkdock area of
the harbour. It seems to keep company with Goldeneye both by day and night, and may well have been
overlooked among them when seen distantly. The Goldeneye numbers seem to be increasing (Mark Litjens
found 48 at the Oysterbeds yesterday morning and most sightings are now of at least 30 to 40 together).
Fewer Black Necked Grebe have been seen recently but two are still around in summer plumage (seen by
Simon Ingram yesterday in a total of 8)
Lee Marshall is one of the people who saw the Long Tailed Duck from Broadmarsh today, and the only one to
note 5 Pintail there (are there still over 100 in the harbour? Jason Crook had 112 on Feb 21). He then went
to Budds Farm pools and saw the Common Sandpiper still present as is what he appropriately names the
‘Dodgey Fudge’ (i.e. the supposed Ferruginous/Pochard hybrid). Lee then visited Titchfield Haven where the
main interest was in a Green Winged Teal found earlier in the afternoon by Dan Houghton. Lee couldn’t beat
his own count made yesterday of 17 Water Pipits along the canal path but got a respectable 15 of them today
along with only 49 Blackwits (in most recent years I would have expected a couple of hundred here and I see
that in Feb 1990 there were 1174 present). Other good birds today were a Ruff, eight Pintail and a juvenile
Peregrine – others there saw both Bittern and Merlin.
A walk across the north Hayling fields from Northwood Farm to Upper Tye farmhouse gave me a distant view of
around 30 Linnet and a close up of a smart flock of 40 Stock Dove which flew overhead after getting up from
the large fields still in stubble. Continuing down Woodgason Lane to the shore north of Verner Common I had
good views of more than 150 Golden Plover doing their stop go ‘line dance’ across the short grass and a
similar number of Lapwing behaving more erratically around a cluster of 200 Brent more intent on eating the
grass with a minimum of footwork than with showing any dance floor prowess. Coming back to Copse Lane I
found 20 Redwing and a lone Mistle Thrush well spread out over a damp grass field but not feeding actively.
Back at home for tea I heard more prolonged song than usual from the local Blackbird – most are now singing
briefly at dusk but I have not heard any morning or daytime song yet.
SAT 24 FEB
The number of Ruddy Duck at the Blashford Lakes near Ringwood seems to be increasing. When John Clark
was there in Feb 13 he counted 9, before that there had been reports of 8, and earlier in the year there were
fewer, so it is interesting to see that Simon Ingram talks of seeing about a dozen there today. Another
possible change in the birds of south west Hampshire is a rumoured departure of the famous Twite from
Keyhaven where it has been resident since around Christmas – I hear that one has arrived at Needs Ore but
it is only a rumour (and if true it could be a newcomer).
Another interesting area for speculation centres on Soak Road at Denmead. An un-named resident here
contacted John Clark recently to say that he is pretty certain that he had a Turtle Dove in his garden for
several minutes on Feb 21 – John says the description given was a convincing one and the man who saw it is
familiar with Collared Doves. I seem to remember reading of a Turtle Dove coming regularly during one
winter to a bird table in somewhere on the West Sussex coast within the last five years (as it was not
confirmed I did not record it in my database and so can’t remember the details), and I see no reason why a
Turtle Dove should not survive the winter here as well as a Collared Dove (and staying would keep it out of
range of all those guns along its migration route). At least one has been found in Hampshire in February,
back in 1975. Even more interesting is the possibility raised by Simon Woolley that this might be a real rarity
– Streptopelia orientalis, which used to be known as Rufous Turtle Dove and is now called Oriental Turtle
Dove. Only 8 of these had ever been recorded in Britain by 1980. As these breed in Siberia one that got off
course might find Britain a good place to winter... If anyone feels competent to track down and identify this
bird they are welcome to ring John Clark (01252-623397) and he will put them in contact with the person who
reported the bird.
Before the modern urge to grow chemically tainted food a good number of Water Pipits spent the winter in large
watercress beds such as those at Alresford but since the 1970s very few are seen there and the only place
to attract good numbers nowadays is the Lower Test reserve where counts often exceed 30 as in mid-Jan
1999, though in Jan 2000 the highest figure I heard of was 10+. This winter I have heard of no counts
exceeding ten until Peter Morrison found 17 at Titchfield Haven (where half a dozen of them has in the past
been considered exceptional) on Feb 22, and the same number (17) were found there today by Lee Marshall
(along the Canal Path, together in a flock). Out to sea Lee saw two Northern Divers and 2 Slav Grebes but
only a dozen Great Crested.
Another observation of Blackcap song, following Steve Mansfield’s observation of one at Alton on Feb 19, comes
from Tony Gutteridge who heard on in a garden at Cocking (SU 8717) yesterday (Feb 23). I assume both
these were of fairly full song rather than the quiet and long lasting subsong that can be heard with luck on any
sunny day through the winter. Tony also found lots of Redwing in that area, and any time now these birds will
be filling the air with their subsong as theypsyche themselves up for the journey home.
Mark Litjens was at Broadmarsh today and, as well as the Long Tailed duck and 48 Goldeneye already
mentioned, saw the adult Ring-billed Gull settling down for a snooze on the mud. Yesterday Pete Durnell saw

a first winter Ring-bill in Tipner Lake and Jason Crook watched 7 Egrets fly over Tipner Lake and the
motorway at dusk, indicating that the night roost on Horsea is still active. Earlier yesterday (Feb 23) Jason
was on the shore of Portsmouth Harbour near the the Tipner Ranges and found a single Kittiwake on the
shore with him. That was unusual enough as Kittiwake normally stay out over the open sea but much more
interesting were two large flocks of 20 and 60 Kittiwake flying over, coming from the northeast (Portscreek )
and heading south west to the harbour mouth and open sea. Jason conjectures that cold and bad weather in
the north sea has driven them south west but it is very interesting that they seem to have come by an overland
route.
Yet another Raven sighting, this time of two birds in the Avon valley south of Ringwood seen by John Clark
yesterday. John also saw 100 Dunlin there (near the Avon Causeway) which sounds an unusual inland
sighting to me. At least 300 Pintail and 100 Shoveler were still in the valley here.
Among the reports from Sussex for yesterday (Feb 23) Andrew Howard was the first to hear a Lesser Spotted
Woodpecker drumming (rather than calling) and he did so at Burton Park (SU 9717) north of the Downs to the
east of Midhurst. Another Sussex birder came on 43 Corn Bunting in trees along Ford Lane (SU 9903) east of
Yapton near the mouth of the River Arun. Reports from Brighton mention 11 Purple Sandpiper, 6+ Black
Redstart, a leucistic Common Gull and a blue phase Fulmar among others back on their cliff nest sites. From
Brighton marina only 63 divers were seen to fly past along with 220 Auks. Finally the adult Glaucous Gull was
seen again in the gull roost near the mouth of Pagham Harbour.
Walking to Langstone this afternoon I watched a colourful male Sparrowhawk for well over a minute as it crossed
the sky high above me, not displaying but clearly showing it was master of its territory. When I first saw it
coming towards me the sun lit its reddish breast to enhance the colour, and as it disappeared it seemed to be
enjoying speed for the sake of speed, sliding down the sky as if on a ski slope with occasional rapid wing
beats making its flight faster and faster. A few Golden Plover flew past me as I reached the shore, joining
fifty of so already on the mud, and when I was on the Northney shore another 30 of them came so low over my
head from behind me, like a compact pack of racing pigeons, that I was quite startled by the noise of their
passing. Another mild surprise was to put up a Snipe from marshy land by the marina where I have not
encountered them before, and on my way home at dusk a Water Rail was calling continuously from the reeds.
FRI 23 FEB
Bright sunshine late this afternoon persuaded Martin Hampton to take a walk from central Havant to
Broadmarsh, and he had got no further than East Street in the town before he met a male Sparrowhawk which
he later saw again hunting in nearby Grove Road. Near Bedhampton Mill at least 60 Goldfinch were
chattering in the trees and down at Broadmarsh slipway he met up with the large flock (at least 50) Linnets
which have been coming to roost in trees on the mound since at least Feb 10 – when they first arrived I
thought they were birds returning to take up territory (or at any rate form smaller communal breeding groups)
but although a few may have split from the main flock I think these are still in winter mode. On his way back
Martin saw the Langbrook stream Kingfisher and over at Emsworth Brian Fellows also saw a Kingfisher on the
Ems today – both are likely to be off to nest sites any time now.
Relatively few Egrets stay on Thorney Island during the day but during this morning’s high tide Barry Collins
found 15 roosting by the Deeps and another 2 at Pilsey. 8 Greenshank and 2 Spotshank were also at the
Deeps, and in the field immediately south of the main Egret night roost two Med Gulls (one adult, one second
year) were following the plough.
Ron King was at Southsea Castle today and found 3 Purple Sandpiper there (same as yesterday)
THU 22 FEB
Jason Crook and Kevin Crisp picked out a first winter Iceland Gull at lunch time today from more than 700 gulls
on the shingle bank which runs north-south north of the Kench. The Iceland Gull later flew onto the sands
west of this bank, where it would have been visible from the Hayling Ferry. The majority of the other gulls here
were Common (459 of them), with 271 Herring Gulls coming next. Surprisingly there were only 6 Great
Blackbacks with 3 Lesser Blackbacks and 3 Med Gulls. Although Jason refers to this shingle bank as a ‘bar’
it is in fact the remains of an attampt to build the first railway to south Hayling on the cheap (along the harbour
edge to save buying land for the track) – I don’t know how far the project got but it was clearly doomed to be
washed away by winter storms.
......Jason started today at Black Point, seeing one Northern Diver and one Slav Grebe in Chichester Harbour,
then walking the south shore of Hayling Island to find two substantial high tide wader roosts in places that I
would not have expected – near Beachlands 40+ Sanderling and 120+ Turnstone were seen and near
Gunner Point 55 Ringed Plover and 550 Dunlin had found somewhere to roost without being disturbed by
walkers and dogs. There was just one Slav Grebe on the sea (off Eastoke Corner) and a single distant diver
flew west. Besides the gulls at the Kench there were 350 Knot, 50 Grey Plover, 40 Turnstone and 25
Oystercatcher plus Redshank and Dunlin.
......Later in the day, with the tide low, Jason found 12 Egret off Langstone Pond and 715 Golden Plover in the
same area, and later still he saw 10 Egrets at Farlington Marshes and watched 9 of them fly west to roost at

dusk.
......Yesterday (Feb 21) Jason was at Tipner Lake but only found 3 Med Gulls (no Ring-billed) . He then walked
along Hilsea Lines (south side of Portscreek) and found a single Goldeneye on Hilsea Moat before reaching
Farlington Marshes where he counted the Pintail and Goldeneye reported yesterday along with his surprising
observation of 7 Egrets apparently deciding to spend the night on the main marsh (See below).
Yesterday Lee Marshall found 13 Water Pipit at Titchfield Haven and today Peter Morrison counted 17 of them
as he walked down the canal path past the flooded fields on which he saw one Ruff and one Greenshank –
and no doubt much more. Knowing how deep the mud can get along that canal path in an ordinary winter I am
surprised that it is possible to get along it after all the rain we have had. The ground around the IBM Lake at
Portsmouth is much firmer under foot (though I did see on my last visit that the small pool which usually
develops between the ‘twin peaks’ had, for the first time that I can remember, cut a small stream bed across
the grass to carry surplus water from it into the lake) and on the lake Kevin Stouse tells me that the pair of
Great Crested Grebe which now nest there are back and displaying to each other.
Brian Fellows made his weekly check on Baffins Pond in Portsmouth today and found the gang of feral geese
which have spent most of the winter at Titchfield Haven were back on the pond. 10 Barnacles, 1 Snow Goose
and the hybrid Bar-Head were definitely from Titchfield though it is not clear if an additional 16 Canada geese
(bringing the total to 52) had come with them. 28 Shoveler are still on the pond. While in Portsmouth Brian
also recorded 80 Swans still on the Southsea Canoe Lake and 3 Purple Sandpiper plus 3 Shag at the Castle.
Simon Woolley visited Broadmarsh today and saw the long staying female Long Tailed Duck out in Broad Lake
to the south of Budds Mound, and yesterday Ian Williamson was the last person (to date) to see the adult
Ring-billed Gull at Broadmarsh and the first for at least six weeks to see the Pochard x Ferruginous hybrid
back on Budds Farm Pools (the last report of it there that I know of was a sighting by Jason Crook on Dec 31
though I think it has subsequently been seen at Sinah Lake). Ian may also have been one of the last to see
one of the immature Ring-billed gulls at Tipner Lake (he had a first winter bird there on Feb 17, though I think
Peter Gammage had one there on Feb 18).
Sussex news for today includes a report of 10 Slavonian Grebe off Church Norton, with 10 Avocet, 3 Spotshank
and a Whimbrel in Pagham Harbour, and 7 Red Throated plu 3 Great Northern Divers passing Selsey Bill and
both Black Necked and Slavonian Grebe seen from the Bill. Hampshire pager news for yesterday confirms
that the Twite is still at Keyhaven, and messages from Ben Darvill and Simon Ingram report, respectively, a
male Merlin in the New Forest near Beaulieu Road station and a female Merlin at Cheesefoot head east of
Winchester. These remind me that Jason Crook has not told us of any encounters with the Merlin around the
RSPB Islands in Langstone harbour since Feb 15 – maybe that has already left us?
My own news today is of my first Yellowhammer song heard at Idsworth (north of Rowlands Castle) where I
found a collection of owl pellets under an isolated fence post at the side of a large field of rough grass (and
with an open disused chalk quarry behind it, and no trees higher than small Hawthorns anywhere near). The
pellets were long, ragged and grey with lots of bones in them, and I am wondering if they could have come
from a Short Eared Owl – next time I am there I must measure them and collect a few. My first thought was
Little Owl but I think the pellets were much too big (and they were definitely from an owl with mice or voles
high on its shopping list). While on the subject of Owls I see that Moira Doherty was surprised to hear a
female Tawny Owl shouting angry ‘Ker-wick’ calls at 9am this morning, loudly enough to catch here attention
as she was driving in the Alton area.
WED 21 FEB
Barry Collins was on Thorney Island before first light this morning and counted 128 Little Egrets leaving the roost
there, and during the past week up to 51 have been counted going to a roost in the Pagham Harbour area. An
unknown number are probably still using Horsea Island in Portsmouth Harbour each night, and this evening
Jason Crook made a very unexpected observation in connection with this. He was on the east wall of
Farlington Marshes between the Deeps and the Point at 17:45 when it was nearly dark, and noted seven
Egrets flying west above him. He assumed they would continue west over Portsmouth, almost certainly
heading for the Horsea Island roost, but instead they landed on the main marsh close to the Deeps. At around
18:20, returning from the Point, Jason saw they were still on the ground and assumed that, as it was now
dark, they intended to stay the night there. On reading this I immediately imagined one or more falling prey to
the Fox (probably several) which patrol the marsh by night and often by day. Later I spoke to Barry Collins
who is quite used to Egrets arriving at the Thorney roost well after dark, and his thought was that they had, for
some reason, been ‘spooked’ by something as they flew west, had landed in a safe place, and would
continue to their roost when they thought the coast was clear or when put up by a Fox (no problem flying by
night here with such an array of street lighting all the way to Horsea). Barry says that a pair of Crows nest in
or near the Thorney roost and often object to the Egrets as they arrive – the Egrets fly down to the ground
near the Thorney Deeps and wait till darkness quietens the Crows, only then flying into the roost trees.
When the Egrets flew over him this evening Jason Crook was counting Pintail in Russell’s Lake (between the
east wall of Farlington Marshes and the RSPB Islands) and his total for Pintail was 112 (just 10 of them on the

reserve, the rest on the water) with 21 Goldeneye on the same water. Yesterday Jason had also been at the
Marshes and his list then was headed by 3600 Brent with 1 Pale Bellied adult bird. He only found 78 Pintail,
27 Shoveler, 19 Tufted Duck and 8 Gadwall on that visit with 550 Lapwing, two Peregrines, one Stonechat,
one Dartford Warbler and one Med Gull. From the Broadmarsh slipway he saw the adult Ring-billed gull on
the Brockhampton shore and had one Chiffchaff and two Grey Wagtail further up the Hermitage Stream.
Back on Monday (Feb 19) Jason had been at Tipner Lake but not seen any Ring-bills though there were 5
Med Gulls around, and at Farlington Marshes he found the number of Black tailed Godwit was up again to 45
feeding on the mud of Shutt Lake (the reserve lake outfall area).
I must apologize for mis—spelling Sarah Patton’s name incorrectly when passing on news of her sighting of a
Great White Egret last Sunday (Feb 18) – it is Patton, not Patten. Reading the Sussex news this evening I
see that she was expressing surprise at the low number of Slavonian Grebe on the sea off Church Norton this
winter, with only 3 seen this past weekend and a maximum count this winter (on one day only) of 19 of them.
As so often happens this statement forced the gods to contradict it (can’t have humans getting too confident
about anything – hubris, etc) and they sent 30 along the very day after she had seen just three. This count of
30 Slav Grebe , with 40 Merganser, offshore at Church Norton was made yesterday (Feb 20) and at first I
wondered if someone had accidentally added a zero to the 3 that were there but I have now seen the figure
twice (though probably both from the same source). Also at Pagham yesterday one Whimbrel and 5 Spotted
Redshank were seen, and on Sunday (Feb 18) Sarah reports 2 Ruff at the Ferry Pool with 20 Avocet and 156
Knot in the harbour
More Sussex news that will be of interest to birders in the Havant area is of birds seen in the West Dean Woods
(on the South Downs north of Chichester) last Sunday, especially two Ravens flying over the square SU
83116 or thereabouts. A Hen Harrier was also in this general area and a little to the south east (SU 8415 near
Staple Ash Farm) there were 40+ Siskin and a drumming Great Spot. Further south again, in 8312, a Barn
Owl was hunting well after dawn.
.....A little further east 30 Ruff were on Amberley Wild Brooks last Saturday, and further up the Arun at
Pulborough 2 Ruddy Ducks, a Hen Harrier and a Little Owl were noted. In the Greatham area the Cattle Egret
is still around today and has been moving around in a circular area with a radius of more than half a mile
centred roughly on Quell Farm (TQ 033158), while at Coldwaltham sewage works three Chiffchaff are still
present and one was singing on Saturday (I think all three have been thought to be Tristis birds earlier in the
winter?). Well west of Pulborough, on heathland near Midhurst, both Woodlark and Dartford Warbler song
has been heard.
......Much further away on the East Sussex coast 23 pairs of Fulmar were making bronchitic love calls to each
other on the cliffs at Pett (TQ 8813) and many Greylags were being very noisy at the pools there while lines of
adult Gannets cruised north along the horizon. I see that Meadow Pipits have been scarce there this winter
as they have here, and on flock of 40 was worth noting.
......And finally in the Sussex news is another tantalising account of a SOS party making a trip to Sheppey last
Saturday and being amazed by the raptors and other birds – at least 10 Marsh Harriers seen, 3 of them
together mobbing a Red Kite – also Hen Harrier, Peregrine and Barn, Short Eared and Little Owls not to
mention 40 Avocet.
Lee Marshall was at Titchfield Haven today and saw a line of 13 Water Pipit plus 1 Meadow Pipit on a wire fence
by the Canal path, and Ben Darvill at the Lower Test reserve does not mention any Water Pipits there,
possibly indicating that these birds are on the move, maybe even going from the Test to the Meon. Ben’s
news from Lower Test is that one of the Firecrest’s there is starting to sing, and Lee heard that there was also
a Firecrest at The Haven and saw 1 Ruff plus only 3 Black tailed Godwit. Yesterday Lee again heard the male
of one pair of Treecreeper singing in the Alver Valley, and also heard the calls of a Ringed Plover overhead
(possibly an indication of breeding intent in the neighbourhood?)
Back on Feb 13 Martin Rand heard the calls of a Lesser Spotted Woodpecker near the Woodlands Business
Park at Denmead (don’t know it but guess it is south of the Forest Road near Creech Woods) and another
sign of spring noted by Martin when in the Farley Mount area west of Winchester last Friday (Feb 16) was the
sight of 4 Buzzards ‘gambolling’ about Beacon Hill, though on Sunday (Feb 18) he was still seeing 200
Fieldfare on stubble near Lomer (close to the other Beacon Hill in the Meon Valley). Martin remarks a great
increase in the amount of stubble left unploughed over this winter and I think most of us would agree with this
and welcome it for the birds.
On Sunday (Feb 18) David Thelwell was in the New Forest enjoying the sight of 3 ornately plumaged male
Mandarin displaying to 2 females, looking especially odd as they clambered around in the trees above
Eyeworth Pond at Fritham. Elsewhere in the northern New Forest both Woodlark and Dartford Warbler were
singing, though a sign that winter is not entirely over came from a Merlin seen in the Bratley Plain area west of
Bolderwood.
TUE 20 FEB
Heading for Hayling past Wade Court this morning I found three Egrets in the northern pony fields and heard

Mistle Thrush song from the tall trees by the Lymbourne stream (first of three heard singing on this trip) but
found no Redwings. In the southern field some 50 Teal were round the flood pool with less than 20 Moorhen
visible, and from the Alders around Langstone Pond came the unimaginative song of the first Reed Bunting to
return. The resident pair of Swans have driven off their young but were just floating around the pond without
showing any interest in the nest site (unlike the pair at the Budds Farm pools). Offshore a huddle of around 15
Black Tailed Godwit were almost belly deep in the water at the top of the neap tide and many more waders
were still roosting on the Northney marina saltings. Arriving on Hayling I disturbed a Great Spotted
Woodpecker from the small cluster of oaks at the start of the track taking me to the old Billy Line, and arriving
there I was greeted by a lone male Wigeon on the glassy smooth harbour water making it look as if the
sudden increase in Wigeon numbers on the South Moors shore (see yesterdays note on Jason’s observation)
was a prelude to a mass departure leaving this one bird behind though I did not visit the South Moors for a
closer look. Also close to me on the water was a small group of about a dozen Brent which included two
young birds having whiter than usual flanks (though not outside the normal range of variation among Brent)
and one adult with a broader than usual neck collar and flanks with some white but by no means enough to
pick it out as a Brant – was this, I wonder, the ‘intergrade’ bird? If so I am not surprised I have not noticed it on
previous visits. Perhaps the Brent recognised its mate as being an ‘outsider’ or ‘renegade’ as several of them
were continuously harrying just one bird in the group, pecking at it as if to drive it away.
......Reaching the lagoon I found the Redshank (around 90) roosting on the Little Tern island and for the first time
picked out the single Spotted Redank among them by its much paler underparts, breast and neck though its
bill was hidden under its wings and its longer legs did not pick it out among the birds which were all perched at
different heights on the sloping side of the island. A few Turnstone and Oystercatcher were also roosting here,
and on the top of the island I was pleased to see a pair of Ringed Plover with one displaying to the other,
running around it with depressed tail and slightly fanned wings. In the main pool of the Oysterbeds 24
Shelduck were still present (where there had been 150 before Christmas), and out in the distance near Long
Island I saw seven Black Necked Grebe with just three Great Crested.
......With such a pleasant morning to encourage me I cycled all the way to Black Point, just managing to negotiate
the road entrance that is closed to vehicles while a massive trench digging and pipe laying operation takes
place to bring gas to the new Sailing Club now being built – it will be interesting to see what plants grow along
the roadside this year on the disturbed sand and soil. The tide was now well down but there was a party of 8
Sanderling idly resting on the sand near the ‘Seagull Island’ roost, otherwise nothing out of the ordinary.
Coming back past Sandy Point and along the promenade I had a very good view of the female Black Redstart
on a garden wall a little west of the Bosmere Road entrance to the prom – the garden where the Redstart was
seen had a hanging nut feeder (one of those red plastic nets) to pick it out but I don’t think the Black Redstart
will have learnt to get its food from that!
MON 19 FEB
Both Peter Gammage and John Shillitoe heard Woodlark song yesterday in two widely separated Hampshire
sites and both had even better sightings, Peter’s being a definite Great Grey Shrike and John’s being a by no
means certain Goshawk – just a fleeting glimpse of a very large accipiter, the main evidence being the panic
which its appearance caused in a group of 13 Egrets that one moment were quietly resting on the ground, the
next were fleeing in all directions. Sorry, no clues as to the locations concerned. What I can tell you is that
Peter Gammage later visited Tipner Lake and not only saw a Ring-bill but also a female/juv Black Redstart by
the new housing on the old HMS Phoenix site immediately north of Alexandra Park
Just when most of us believed we would never see another Tree Sparrow in Hampshire Steve Mansfield
yesterday ‘kicked up’ seven of them and is quite rightly witholding the location to prevent a hundred other
birders charging in and ‘booting them out’ of the county. He is prepared to give Alton as the place where he
heard a Blackcap singing on Saturday, and while thinking of Alton I see that Mike Wall, in passing on the
pager news that there is a first winter Shag to be seen currently at Ray Mill Island at Maidenhead, conjectures
that it might well be the bird that was at Kings Pond, Alton up to the end of January.
Nearer the coast Simon Harthill was at the Lower Test reserve on Saturday and reports an estimated 20 Water
Pipit there along with two Green Sandpiper. If my memory serves me I think that similar flocks of Water Pipit
have been regularly recorded at the Lower Test in past winters, but up to now numbers have been very much
lower this winter. Further east along the coast at Titchfield Haven on Sunday the pagers reported 2 Great
Northern Diver on the sea with 2 Scoter and one Slav Grebe and this was confirmed by John Norton who was
there today (though he only saw one each of these three species).
It is only in the last month that Siskin have been seen in any numbers and up to now there seem to have been
virtually no sightings of Redpoll but perhaps that is now changing. Today Martin Hampton was by the River
Rother east of Petersfield and saw at least a dozen Redpoll in one tree and probably several similar groups in
other trees, while at Fleet Pond Brendan McCartney logged more than 50 of them (along with 4 Mandarin and
3 Kingfishers). The most likely reason for their sudden appearance is that they are already on the move back
from wherever they have been spending the winter and maybe that also goes for Redwing with the sudden

appearance of 54 seen by Jason Crook in the pony fields north of Wade Court at Langstone yesterday and by
Gynneth Wilkey on Saturday (there have been up to 30 Redwing in the Wade Court area for some time but
this sounds like a new and larger mob suddenly moving in)
Among other birds seen by Martin Hampton near Petersfield was a nice party of 5 Bullfinch but I was more
interested in his observation of a Goldcrest working the trunk of a tree as if it were a Treecreeper. I would
think that the rough bark of most trees would give good footholds to such a tiny bird with no need for the
specially adapted feet of a Treecreeper. Martin actually likens its behaviour to that of a Nuthatch but I believe
that the no other bird can emulate the ability of a Nuthatch to run down the bark of a tree as easily as it can run
up. Nuthatch also featured in Jason’s sightings in the Wade Court area – for some reason these birds that are
so common in inland woods seem to have an aversion to the coast, and the pair which have been present at
Wade Court for several years seem unique in daring to live so near to salt breezes. I have not seen this pair
for several months so it is good to hear from Jason that they were back on Sunday.
Other weekend sightings by Jason Crook show that the absence of Rock Pipits along the South Moors shore
which I noted yesterday was a temporary aberration – Jason found more than 5 there when he passed on the
same day, and he also noted an increase in numbers of both Wigeon and Goldeneye in the stretch from
Langstone Bridge to the Broadmarsh with more than 33 Goldeneye and 136 Wigeon (are these latter some of
the Farlington Marshes birds beginning a gentle move eastwards?). Also unusual on the sea were 2
Shoveler. Less unusal were sightings of 14 Black Necked Grebe plus 3 Slavonian offshore here, 300+ Bar
Tailed Godwit on the mud and the adult Ring-billed gull at the Broadmarsh slipway. A sighting of male
Peregrine is a daily occurrence hereabouts but Jason was luckier than some in seeing one catch a Redshank.
Black-tailed Godwit have been exceptionally few in Langstone Harbour for much of this winter (it seemed that
they all went to the Avon valley floods after an initial mass rally at Titchfield Haven) but that is changing, and
recent observations of just one or two per day seen in the harbour have given way to sightings by Jason of 30
feeding in Shutt Lake (the harbour channel into which the Farlington lake empties) on Saturday and of 53 just
east of Langstone Bridge on Sunday. Also on Sunday Jason found a record number of 168 Teal in the Budds
Farm Pools with the Common Sandpiper and 17 Dabchick there also.
Russell Wynn had two days of dawn to dusk birding over the weekend, spending the Saturday at Keyhaven
where he missed the Raven that was reported on both Sunday and Monday but seeing almost everything else
there from the very tame Twite to three very elusive Jack Snipe. His list included male and female Peregrine
hunting as a pair, 8 Buzzards and a Little Owl plus a male Black Redstart, a Spotshank, 18 Egrets and 84
Common Snipe. On Sunday he worked his way up the Itchen valley (presumably from its mouth as he saw
98 Mute Swans which I take to be the herd at Riverside Park in the Bitterne area) as far as Winchester
sewage farm where there were 48 Gadwall with 85 Golden Plover nearby. Somewhere by the river he heard
one singing Chiffchaff and logged 13 different Grey Wagtail, ending his list on Twford Down with two Grey
Partridge.
Brian Fellows round of Emsworth sites today recorded the largest flock of Swans he has seen on the Mill Pond in
any February – 88 of them with the Black Swan also present. Seven Canada Geese were with them but
Mallard numbers were down to 44 as these birds move off to their nest sites. Out in the harbour Brian found
some 400 Brent having 5 young birds with them and 1 Pale Bellied bird.
PLANTS:
SUN 25 FEB
The first Coltsfoot this year was found at Browndown by Lee Marshal on Feb 18, and not having seen or heard of
any since I thought today I would visit the place where I found my first flowers last year (Feb 15), on the very
poor and thin soil of a track by the east Hayling shore north of Verner Common. Sure enough two flowers
were out, but only just (they had not opened to flat disks yet). I had a look nearby for the Common
Whitlowgrass that was also abundant here last year on March 7 – no sign of it yet though I had found it on
Sinah Common on Feb 20 last year.
......Another interesting plant which I found in this part of Hayling last year (when I walked today’s route each
week for the Brent Goose feeding survey) was white flowered Red Deadnettle. I only saw one white flowered
plant in flower today, with normal plants nearby but I think the white variation is well established here.
SAT 24 FEB
Very few Elm trees are still alive but I found two with their flowers open today. The first was probably an English
Elm among a cluster of dead ones in the ground alongside the Lymbourne stream close to the stile where you
leave Russell’s field to pass down a narrow passage and emerge on the shore between the Mill and the Royal
Oak. The second was, I think, a Wych Elm by the roadside outside the Langstone Hotel (ex Post House) at
Northney and this was in a much better state of health bith many purple pincushions of flowers on its twigs.
Walking on around the south of the Northney Marina into the dip where the Goat’s Rue will dominate in
summer I found the usual mass display of Sweet Violets in flower (probably at least 300 blossoms scenting
the air). Later some of the flowers here will be white but I could not see any today.

FRI 23 FEB
For several years I was puzzled as to why one Italian Poplar should be covered in long red catkins long before
any of the others but a couple of years ago I worked out that it was in fact a Grey Poplar and if you want to see
it the catkins are now opening in profusion at the top of this very tall tree in Wade Court Road (opposite the
North Close turning). Later you will find the road covered with fallen catkins but at the moment you have to
look up to see them, and so far they are not looking as red as they will be. They were showing well in this
evenings sunshine. Another tree which continues to puzzle me by its exceptionally early flowering is an Ash
tree by Budds Farm in Southmoor Lane which already had some of its male flowers open yesterday. Look for
it behind a new piece of fencing immediately opposite Penner Road (leading to the Autoliv factory). A little
further down Southmoor Lane the equally early flowering Goat Willow is now dropping its Pussy Paws but
Brian Fellows says that at least one more normal Goat Willow in Brook Meadow at Emsworth has passed
from the stage in which its catkins are clothed in silver hairs to that of full flowering when the anthers appear
and turn the catkin a bright yellow which usually attracts many early Bumble bees.
WED 21 FEB
The first Red Campion flower that I have heard of this year was seen last Sunday near East Meon by Christoph
Harwood but I would not take this as meaning these plants will soon be flowering everywhere. Primroses on
the other hand have got the signal to appear everywhere though quite a lot of those seen so far are probably
garden escapes. Martin Rand was convinced he had seen genuine wild plants when he was on Wheely
Down above the Meon Valley near Warneford on Sunday and found them in an obviously ancient green lane.
We must all have seen Daffodils in flower by now, though none of them will have been the wild species, but I
doubt anyone has an earlier date than Jan 15 when Martin’s wife Clare saw one open at Bishop’s Waltham.
TUE 20 FEB
The first Ivy Leaved Speedwell was seen last Saturday at Warblington but it was still nice to find my own first
today in a roadside garden in Havant this morning, and later to see another tall plant of Meadow Buttercup in
flower on Hayling
MON 19 FEB
While out enjoying his half-term break beside the River Rother east of Petersfield today Martin Hampton came
on a display of Snowdrops in a place that convinced him they were wild (i.e. no one had ever planted them
there) and I see that the Hampshire Flora comments that, although there are no native Snowdrops in the
county, they do have an ability to move out of gardens and spread along lanes and into woods by quite natural
means (I think I once heard a story of ants carrying their seeds but have no idea what credence can be given
to that idea). One thing which the flora does say is that they spread most along streams, presumably seeds
(or even whole bulbs) floating along on the water, so maybe they will be much more widespread after this
winters flooding. Another thing which Martin was the first to notice this year was the presence of well grown
clumps of Ramsons leaves already giving off their strong scent of garlic if crushed.

INSECTS:

THU 22 FEB
Apologies are due to Lee Marshall and Martin Rand for my mistake in Wednesday’s entry where I attributed the
finds of Minotaur Beetle and a micro moth to Martin when they were found by Lee (entry now corrected).
A couple of more recognisable moths, Spring Usher and Double Striped Pug, were reported on the night of Feb
20/21 by Paul Troake at Rye Harbour. Nothing unusual about seeing the Spring Usher now but my info is that
the Pug is not normally on the wing until April at the earliest
A note from Kevin Stouse tells me that he not only saw an early bumble bee in his garden last week-end but had
an exceptionally early and large one land on his jeans while having a lunch break during the walk around
Thorney Island which he led on Jan 28. This reminds me that I saw my first Bumble at Sandy Point on Hayling
last Tuesday (Feb 20).
WED 21 FEB
Holes in the ground (other than those that obstruct our road journeys) have a fascination as to what caused
them, but if you are walking along a heathland track with sandy soil and see a combination of occasional piles
of rabbit dropping and holes in the ground of the right size to just take the pellets left by the rabbits you are
probably looking at holes created by Minotaur Beetles. The males of these beetles are more than 15mm long,
squarish in shape and shiny black in colour and having ‘horns’ shaped like Neptune’s three pronged trident
sticking out in front. This is not the time of year I expect to see beetles (though John Goodspeed’s recent find
of a Bloody Nosed Beetle told us that they can be found at unexpected times of year) but I think these
Minotaur Beetles are in business all year round and Lee Marshall found a male on Browndown (between
Gosport and Lee on Solent) only yesterday. They spend most of their time underground but when they feel

hungry they come out, collect rabbit pellet and roll it down their hole to be eaten at leisure. In warmer months
the males take wing in the dusk and blunder about in the air like small Stag Beetles.
......Today Lee found a less interesting, but fairly common, micro-moth called Agonopterix heracliana (a name
much bigger than the moth) in a gents toilet and last Sunday had noticed a geat mass of Wood Ants stirring on
their antheaps along the warm southern edge of a wood near the Meon Valley.
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SAT 24 FEB
Simon Ingram was in the Sandy Point/Black Point area this morning and reports a sighting of a Common Seal at
Sandy Point though I am not sure exactly where or what it was doing. Maybe it was a newcomer swimming
into the harbour to join the resident group? Maybe it was the loner that has been reported recently at Rye
Harbour looking for company?
THU 22 FEB
A good number of Newts were back in Kevin Stouse’s garden pond last weekend and presumably they are now
to be found in most ponds where they breed,
WED 21 FEB
At Titchfield Haven today Lee Marshall found an orgy of Frogs and frogspawn – good to know they are still
flourishing somewhere (I have seen none yet this spring). Martin Rand tells me of a sighting of animals that I
have seen – Fallow Deer. Last Friday (Feb 16) Martin was in the area north west of Farley Mount going
towards the Sombornes and came on a bunch of 30 Fallow Deer (just one young buck with 29 does). I
assume that, worn out by the autumn rut, the bucks are minding their own business in all male groups that
take more care to keep hidden by day.
Hares have their young during a long summer period which may range from February to September according to
info available to Martin Rand, but when he was out walking in the Warneford area near the Meon Valley last
Sunday his wife Clare very nearly stepped on a young Hare lying still in its ‘form’. This was not a new born
leveret but seemed too small to have been born last summer. Can anyone comment?
MON 19 FEB
I have always thought of Roe Deer as being solitary animals, being found at most in family groups of three or
four, but I know they are increasing in numbers, inevitably resulting in the presence of more than one family in
a small area but I am still surprised to see Russell Wynn’s report of having seen 17 around the Winchester
sewage farm yesterday. I seem to remember similar reports of big groups being seen there before but have
not had time to check.
One animal whose numbers are decreasing is the Frog, and it is sad to hear that domestic cats are responsible
for at least part of this diminution. Today Martin Hampton, living here in Havant, admits to having a cat which
at this time of year regularly brings Frogs into the house (he gives no indication of the Frogs surviving this
trauma so I fear the worst).
BIRDS:

WEEK 07 FEB 12 – 18

SUN 18 FEB
From time to time we hear anonymous reports of Great White Egret sightings and are left wondering how reliable
they are (I remember being at Pagham when Little Egrets were fairly new in this country and being assured by
a birder that all the birds were ‘Great Whites’ – he knew as he had been very familiar with them in India!).
Yesterday, however, Sarah Patten (Pagham Harbour warden) came out of the visitor centre at 16:55 and
clearly saw a Great White fly east above her – my confidence in the presence of this species is suddenly very
much higher. Sarah’s other news for yesterday includes 2 Spotshanks and 20 Avocet plus Knot and a lovely
male Bullfinch at Church Norton. She has also had a report that the White Stork made another visit to her
patch during the day.
Ravens are also in the news again. Mark Litjens had one at Keyhaven where the very tame Twite is still present,
and another flew east over Cuckmere Haven between Seaford and Beachy Head.
Meadow Pipits are possibly on the move north. Yesterday the Havant Wildlife Group found half a dozen of them
on the easternmost field of the Warblington farm and today Lee Marshall had more than 50 in the Alver Valley
west of Gosport where much of the bird rich land is about to disappear for ever as the Cherque Farm housing
development gets under way – the land was already scarred by the tracks of builder’s battle wagons.
Exploring this wet ground at the north end of the valley Lee notched up 121 Common Snipe, 4 Jack Snipe, 1
Green Sandpiper, 1 Stonechat and more than 120 Skylark this morning – I wonder what he will find this time
next year? Of course the Wildgrounds and Browndown will still be there, and the houses will only occupy a
percentage of the valley, but from the houses will come cats, dogs and children as well as their parents – all
enjoying the countryside...
Development and more people do not inevitably bring an end to wildlife – in the afternoon Lee Marshall was at

Fleet Pond where reed beds and water protect wildlife sufficiently for it to remain as a top birding hotspot.
Many Water Rails were calling and two were seen by Lee, as were both of the resident Bittern and a pair of
Kingfisher – this latter signalling the imminent departure of most of our coastal Kingfishers as they return to
inland nest sites, though I see that Brian Fellows still had one on the River Ems in Emsworth today (could a
pair possibly tunnel into the embankment of the A27 where it passes over the river – I doubt it, there is too
much tree planting along the banks)
On Feb 11 Blackcap started their sub-song on Graham Roberts’ garden at Cosham, and today Rob Edmunds
had what I guess was full song in his Fleet garden. In another couple of weeks the first Wheatear will
hopefully be touching down on a seawall and the first Sand Martins will be heading up our river valleys..... In
the meanwhile the two Chiffchaff that have been wintering in the Warblington area both turned out to watch
the progress of the Havant Wildlife Group along the shore yesterday from the long line of Tamarisks that
overhang much of the seawall. There may of course be more than two in the area but the various reports of
them have never exceeded two.
My own walk this afternoon was around the South Moors, Budds Farm and Bedhampton area, and the only
unusual sighting was of 200 Brent feeding avidly in a field that I have never seen them use before
(immediately south of the sluice taking water from the Bedhampton Water Works into the Hermitage Stream).
I looked in at the Budds Farm pools and found many Teal (over 100, mostly flying out into the harbour as I
appeared), 3 Shoveler, 7 Pochard and some 20 Tufted Duck but not the Common Sandpiper though it was
seen there yesterday. The water level in the pools has risen considerably so that the concrete bar separating
the water pouring from the ‘big black pipe’ from the rest of the pools, is no longer visible. On the Budds Farm
shore (and along the South Moors shore) I did not encounter any Rock Pipits – have they gone? – and near
the Broadmarsh slipway I did not see any Ring-billed gull though that again was seen yesterday by an A
Green who watched it consume both bread and fish at the end of the slipway. (When Lee Marshall arrived at
the slipway just as this birder was leaving he failed to pick out the Ring-bill but did see a Common Gull with a
strong black ring on its bill, but having the Common Gull’s more rounded head and wider tertial band)
Jim Berry raises an interesting question about bird song and winter flocking in relation to Chaffinches. Recently
he has come on flocks of Chaffinch with no singing birds, and plenty of singing Chaffinch that are apparently
on territory and not part of a flock. Yesterday, however, he found some that were both singing and feeding as
part of a large flock and he wants to know their motives for the two behaviours. No doubt someone has a
definitive answer but my simple view is that bird behaviour in such matters is not a conscious choice between
alternatives but is motivated (as to a great extent are all species, including humans) by hormones and instinct.
As winter comes on finches find an advantage in joining a flock in their search for food, and as spring
approaches their sex hormones drive them in the opposite direction (to sing, separate from the flock, pair and
mate), but this is not an overnight sudden change and I would not think it unusual to see both behaviour
patterns overlapping in one bird. I would be surprised to see a Chaffinch singing on the ground among the
feeding flock, but when the flock takes fright and the birds all fly up into the trees I would not think it odd if one
were to burst into song for a time, then (when it felt hungry) to fly down to feed with the others. I’m sure
hearing others sing encourages the birds to start their own songs (and I know there has been a lot of work on
Chaffinch dialects showing how birds that are isolated from birth do not sing at all, and those that hear others
imitate them to develop local dialects). What I find more surprising is the way in which Goldfinch, Linnets,
Siskin and no doubt others sing quite strongly when in dense tree top flocks – Chaffinch always seem to keep
a greater distance between themselves and their neighbours.
And finally the bad news .. in case anyone has not got the news direct from Hoslist the travellers are still
encamped along the approach road from the A27/Eastern Road roundabout. This land is owned and
managed by John Prescott’s DETR, but he has not yet been able to spare either of his Jaguars to drive Ann
Robinson down to tell the travellers it’s time to go.
SAT 17 FEB
Lee Marshall today paid his respects to the long staying Cattle Egret by the River Arun south of Pulborough this
morning – recently it has been west of the river near Coldwaltham but Lee found it back in its original location
among cattle near Quell Farm east of the river and south of Greatham Bridge (in square TQ0315). In the
afternoon he made a quick visit to Tipner Lake, seeing a Buzzard back over Paulsgrove rubbish tip and
hearing that one of the Ring-billed gulls was still present
Alistair Martin was at Sandy Point on Hayling today and found one Purple Sandpiper on the rocks there. It could
be just a casual visitor or could stay for some time now that the rocks have a good covering of seaweed – my
guess would be it was just passing by, moving along the coast as the good weather remineded it that winter is
coming to an end. Another long term winter visitor is still present nearby – this is a female Black Redstart that
has been around gardens along the promenade only a few houses west of the access to the promenade from
the east end of Southwood Road (opposite Bosmere Road).
Just before sunset I cycled down past Langstone Pond, where the Swan pair that will soon be nesting were
present for the first time without any of last year’s cygnets, and on to the Oysterbeds where the first birds I saw

were the two regular Pale Bellied Brent with four Dark Bellied birds. In the lagoon some 50 or 60 Redshank
were settling down on the shores of the Little Tern island but the only other bird present was one Little Grebe.
Continuing round the lagoon I did not see any bird fly in but looking from the southern end I had very good
views of one female Merganser closely accompanied by the Long Tailed Duck which (judging by Jason
Crook’s sightings) has a habit of spending each night on the water of this lagoon. Earlier in the day, while
gardening at home, I watched a pair of Long Tailed Tits visit my neighbour’s bird feeder – presumably they
have separated from a winter flock and are preparing to nest in bushes along the Hayling Billy line at the end
of our gardens.
......While at the Oysterbeds I read a new notice announcing a meeting to be held in the Northney Village Hall at
7:30pm on Monday 12 March for people interested in ‘the future of the Oysterbeds’. If you want to be involved
in the maintenance of this new nature reserve as a ‘Conservation Volunteer’ or just want to express an
opinion this is a chance to get involved. Havant Borough’s warden for the reserve, Joanna Hampton, will be
there, as will Alison Angel of the British Trust for Conservation Volunteers.
FRI 16 FEB
Today’s big news comes from Jason Crook at Farlington Marshes – a sighting of three Bean Geese, present
from 11:50 until dusk. Although they were driven out into the harbour at one point by a low flying aircraft the
rising tide persuaded them to return to the marshes, and Jason had plenty of time to look at them and decide
they were of the tundra subspecies which have much less colour on their bills. I see from Birds of Hampshire
that both subspecies have been recorded but that by far the greater number of those that could be positively
assigned to a subspecies were the Tundra birds (49 Tundra and only 3 Taiga). Although they could be
escapes February is by far the most likely month for genuine birds to turn up as they begin to get the
wanderlust and move around.
......Jason’s other sightings today included 3 Avocet and the single wintering Whimbrel at the Marshes and the
adult Ring-billed gull at Broadmarsh. The first winter bird that was with it at Broadmarsh is probably now one
of the two at Tipner Lake, and both of them were still there today and seen by Lee Marshall (be warned – he
almost got hypothermia during a five hour wait for them to turn up!). While at Tipner Lee saw a Buzzard visit
the Paulsgrove rubbish tip (and get soundly mobbed) and found one of the eight Med Gulls in full summer
plumage.
Yesterday Brian Fellows found a smart pair of Pintail off Broadmarsh and lots of Redshank on the mud but little
else other than a singing Skylark and silent Grey Wagtail. Returning to Emsworth he enjoyed Mistle Thrush
song and found a Kestrel hunting over Brook Meadow (perhaps a tribute to the work of the conservation group
which has started to clear some of the thick vegetation and make it easier to spot any voles).
Two weeks ago the pair of Collared Doves that had been the first to arrive at my bird table each morning
suddenly become just one bird, but this morning both were back together. It could well be that my first
assumption, that one had been killed by cat or car, was right and today’s pair included a newly acquired mate,
but I know these birds will nest in the winter and I see that their incubation time is a fortnight, so maybe
somewhere close at hand there is future cat food being reared in a flimsy nest.
THU 15 FEB
This morning I made my third and final winter farmland bird survey visit to the East Meon area, arriving in damp
chilly mist and finding the ground more waterlogged than ever. An uphill walk around the first of my fields
doubled the weight of my boots with sticky wet clay from the recently sown bare soil but at least one Song
Thrush, perched high on the dry branch of an ash tree, felt there was something to sing about. Before I had
finished this first field the sun came through and from then on the morning got better. The winter thrushes had
left this square but Chaffinches and Robins were singing everywhere and the flocks of Long Tailed Tits had
become one or two quietly ticking pairs busy in their prospective nest areas. After the first hour of ‘nothing
special’ a Treecreeper cheered me up, Great Spotted Woodpecker drummed, and Green Woodpecker
yaffled, but it was not until the fourth hour that things really began to look up when a Mistle Thrush started a
lengthy song recital and a Buzzard soared up from Rookham Copse with a retinue of shouting Rooks and
Jackdaws. Both these were outside my square, but as I started to walk back to the car, still recording, a
Goldcrest broke into song above my head, a Marsh Tit showed well at eye level, and through the hedge of the
Green Lane I saw a Mallard noisily fly from a tiny pond (where I had earlier been amused to see a plastic
decoy duck among the rushes as I was working the edge of that field). As the noise of the Mallard died away
it was replaced by a totally unexpected sound – the quiet, contented, ‘kuck, kuck, kuck’ of a Water Rail hidden
in the rushes. Naturally I never saw it, and the rules of the survey preclude me from recording it (Mallard is a
‘farmland species, Water Rail is not), but it rounded off the morning and the survey on a real high for me.
Jason Crook today found two first winter Ring-billed Gulls today in Portsmouth Harbour, seeing them in Tipner
Lake (the water on your left as you drive south into Portsmouth down the M275), first at the north end near the
Hilsea Lido at the west end of the Portscreek, then from the southern end where you can drive into the carpark
for the Mountbatten Centre/Alexandra Park and probably see them without getting out of your car. One of
them may be the wanderer which has been at Emsworth in Chichester Harbour, then Broadmarsh in

Langstone Harbour, but the other one must be an addition to the local tally of these gulls. Also in Tipner Lake
(which has a huge flock of gulls throughout the winter) Jason found more than 7 Med Gulls.
......Yesterday Jason visited the Thorney Island shore near Emsworth and found the Northern Diver still present
along with 230 Bar Tailed Godwit, 137 Knot and 22 Merganser among other species. In the afternoon he was
at the Hayling Oysterbeds counting 18000 Dunlin at their high tide roost, along with 152 Ringed Plover and
around 150 Redshank. The two Pale Bellied Brent were there as was the Long Tailed Duck, and out in the
harbour nearby were 14 Black Necked Grebe (one of them in full summer plumage and a second in transition
from winter to summer) and 8 Slavonian Grebe. To round off the assembled company a Merlin put in a brief
appearance.
The regular Glaucous Gull was still to be seen today in Pagham Harbour where a sparkling white gull is not an
Ivory but a leucistic Black-headed (I gather it has black primaries but not a touch of black anywhere else) –
this reminds me of a Herring Gull in similar plumage a few years back – when seen it looked as different from
the others as TV ads would like to persuade you your washing will look after using Persil. Med Gulls are
almost getting too numerous to be worth a mention, though they all deserve it when in their startling black,
white and scarlet summer dress as was one of four at Pagham Harbour. Still on the theme of gulls Mike
Collins adds to the recent reports of large numbers on inland fields by telling me that one field at Goodwood
which had 220 of them on Feb 2 now has well over 300 (but one day very soon there will be none).
Another note from Mike Collins tells me that while he was having a lunchtime sandwich at Goodwood yesterday
he was surprised to hear a Tawny Owl calling in the sunshine and Mike asks me if this is a common daytime
sound. The answer to that is no, but I would also say that it is not uncommon. I also heard one calling in the
daytime at Stansted yesterday and just assumed it had been disturbed – perhaps the reason is that at this
time of year a number of hole nesting species will be out prospecting for nest sites, and may well poke their
heads into holes alread occupied by an owl. I doubt a Tawny Owl would lose sleep over an intruding Blue Tit,
but if a noisy pair of Jackdaws tried to force an entrance things might be different...
Since the White Stork appeared in the Donnington area (SU 851010) south of Chichester on Jan 14 it has, I think
remained thereabouts (though people lost interest in it when it was seen to be ringed and a likely escapee). It
is however back in the news now as a result of having taken a trip to Pagham North Walls on Feb 13, maybe
staying there to see if it could find a Valantine’s Day mate, but returning unrequited to Donnington today.
Partly as a result of this Sarah Patton, warden at Pagham Harbour for West Sussex County Council, has
asked people to remember to keep her informed of sightings in the Pagham reserve, and this is so much
easier now that you can email your sightings to the Sussex recorder (John Hobson at janthobson@aol.com)
and just copy Sarah Patton at pagham.nr@westsussex.gov.uk, not forgetting to keep the SOS website up to
date with another copy to sightings@susos.org.uk. Other Sussex news is of 21 Avocet still at Pagham, a
Firecrest at Arundel and the Cattle Egret still queueing to use the public phone box at Coldwaltham. Despite
rain a Jack Snipe, one Little Stint and some 20 Knot were seen at East Head on Monday (Feb 12), and some
very late Sussex news comes from Lee Marshall who had a definite sighting of Golden Pheasant at Kingley
Vale ‘sometime in 1999’. As the Sussex Bird Report for that year says that though there were a couple of
sightings at West Dean woods and Linchball there were no records from Kingley Vale, Lee’s info will save
another site extinction being recorded in that year.
Lee Marshall’s sightings for today include 70+ Fieldfare and 16 Redwing in the general area of Stubbington,
north east of Titchfield Haven, and another Woodcock sighting in the Alver Valley (a second Woodcock was
seen there by Carol Lycett). Lee confirms that he has not seen or heard Woodcock in the valley this winter
until the last few days and suspects they may be just passing through on their way from winter to spring
quarters,
Other miscellaneous Hants sightings reported on Hoslist today include a single Brambling in the Farley Mount
area west of Winchester (near a flock of up to 200 Chaffinch), two Common Sandpiper by the Itchen in
Southampton’s Riverside Park, and two Bitterns seen at Fleet Pond last night.
WED 14 FEB
Jason Crook’s recent sightings from Feb 9 to 13 include several indications of the approaching breeding season
starting with two singing male Grey Wagtails near the mouth of the Hermitage Stream at Bedhampton on Feb
9, a pair of Peregrines hunting together over Farlington Marshes on Sunday Feb 11, and yesterday the sight
of the first two Linnets back on territory at Farlington Marshes and more than 6 Med Gulls around the RSPB
Islands where up to 50 pairs may breed this year. Probably not likely to nest, a Dartford Warbler was again
seen in the Point Field on Feb 9, when there was a single Water Pipit at the Deeps and 122 Pintail plus 32
Shoveler and 22 Gadwall at the reserve.
......Over the five days Jason never saw more than one Black Tailed Godwit on any one day but there were 250
Bar Tails feeding on the north shore of Long Island on Saturday (Feb 10) and 447 of them on Feb 9 (when 256
Knot were feeding in Chalkdock). Pale Bellied Brent remain regular sightings in ones and twos and a single

female Common Scoter seems to have taken over from the female Eider that was regularly seen in the
harbour until these last few days. Among one off sightings there was one of two Jack Snipe and one
Kingfisher seen yesterday at Farlington Marshes, and a single Slav Grebe off The Point there. Meadow Pipits
remain scarce, the only sightings being of 16 at Broadmarsh on Feb 9, and 15 at Farlington Marshes
yesterday.
In the Alver Valley west of Gosport Lee Marshall heard the first song of the year from my least favourite songster
– Reed Bunting (although I think its song is the most boring I have heard even I welcome it on first hearing
each year!). A Kingfisher is still present there and a female Pochard has turned up
Ben Darvill was out on Southampton Common for an hour at lunch time today and heard a Jay accurately
imitating the call of a Buzzard (apparently Jays, like other Crows, are good mimics of various bird calls and
other noises, including a lawnmover). Two male Great Spotted Woodpeckers were seen fighting (I think I
would prefer to be tossed by a bull’s horns rather than drilled by a woodpecker’s bill), and a Lesser Spotted
was heard calling. Among other birds seen was a male Sparrowhawk
Sussex news on the pagers said that the Cattle Egret was still at Greatham today, and that the Brant previously
seen near Chichester Yacht Basin can be seen today from the carpark there.
Chaffinch were singing, Great Spotted Woodpeckers drumming and Nuthatch calling throughout Stansted
Forest this morning as I walked around the east of the woods and parkland. A few Redwing were along the
woodland edge and at least 17 Fieldfare were in the East Park, but bird of the day was Siskin, with large flocks
of them in all the Larch plantations which I passed, many of the birds practicising song as well as making
incessant twittering. It was very difficult to judge numbers but in one area where I thought there were about 20
a flock of at least 70 suddenly erupted, and there were similar groups in half a dozen places. There were
some Goldfinch with them, but these seemed to be in the minority. At one point I heard a pair of Bullfinch and
had good views of the handsome male.
......Passing Aldsworth Pond I was surprised to see one Shelduck present, indicating that these birds are already
moving into their potential nesting territories, and I was pleased to see one of several Dabchick in richly
coloured brown and claret breeding plumage, but not so pleased to see four pairs of Canada Goose back on
duty. One pair of Gadwall were still present. On my way back to the Stansted Avenue carpark I heard the
hooting of a Tawny Owl whose sleep had been disturbed – my first for the year.
TUE 13 FEB
Four Chiffchaff were singing at the sewage works by the River Itchen south of Bishopstoke when Ben Darvill was
there today, and in the Alver Valley west of Gosport Lee Marshall heard 3 Great Spotted Woodpeckers
drumming, 1 (of 3) Treecreeper’s singing and one of several Water Rails making the repeated, accelerating,
‘koop, koop, koop’ which acts as song for them. Lee also had one Chiffchaff but it was not singing, and one
Woodcock (could this be a continental bird on its way home, or are they resident in the Alver Valley? – I
associate them with larger, mature inland woods in the breeding season but this may be ignorance of their
habits on my part).
Brian Fellows’ Tuesday round of Portsmouth sites started well with 5 Shag off Southsea Castle (previously the
highest number seen here was 3) and 2 Purple Sandpiper on the shore, but the highspot was a smart male
Red-crested Pochard in Eastney Lake to the west of the Hayling Ferry. The bird is probably just an escape
from some local wildfowl collection but there is a chance that it comes from the feral population that breeds in
Holland. At Baffins Pond the Shoveler population continues to increase with 32 there today, but the
Barnacles, Snow Goose and Bar-head hybrid goose have once more vanished.
Over in Sussex 51 Little Egrets were reported on the pagers as settling down in the night roost at Pagham
Harbour this evening.
Today’s messages today brought the results of John Clark’s WeBS count in the Avon Valley last Sunday (Feb 11
although John gives the date as Feb 12). Despite huge numbers of other species the Bewick’s Swan figures
for this winter remain abysmally low (none seen this weekend in the Hampshire Avon – though there were 6
downstream in the Dorset section), but there were 13 Whitefront Geese visible from the Matchams Viewpoint
south of Ringwood on this visit. Still in that secttion were more than 1000 Pintail and similar numbers of Black
Tailed Godwit, Wigeon, Teal and Lapwing. On the Blashford Lakes the most numerous species was Gadwall
with 586 counted, just one more than the Wigeon. There were 406 Pochard, 401 Teal and 374 Coot, followed
by 268 Tufted Duck and 182 Shoveler. Among other birds in lesser numbers were just 1 Green Sandpiper, 9
Ruddy Duck and 18 Goldeneye. Working up the river itself from Ringwood to Bickton (which is just south of
Fordingbridge) John counted 150 Mute Swan and 86 Greylag with 2 Snow Geese and just 14 Canadas. Here
on the river were another 95 Gadwall (which in 1960 were described by John Taverner in his Wildfowl of
Hampshire book as being as rare as Smew and only seen in the county in hard weather).
......During his count John recorded a record number of 205 roosting Cormorant in the southern Avon valley and
I see that Colin Allen had 107 more of them in the roost at Hythe on Southampton Water, also on Sunday 11
Feb. (for anyone concerned about the lone Emperor Goose having gone missing from the shore at Hythe I
understand it is still around and has even appeared on TV in defence of Dibden Bay – I don’t know if it was

this bird’s performance that brought Hampshire County Council down on the side of opposing the Dibden Bay
development but if so it has so far failed to persuade the Transport Workers Union and several other major
supporters of the development).
A Mistle Thrush was singing somewhere in the Fleet area of Hayling as I cycled down the Billy Line in this
morning’s sunshine and one Skylark was in full song over Gunner Point (where there seemed to be at least
half a dozen pairs present). Going south I clearly saw one Little Owl on its usual tree in the Aston Villa
meadow and on the way back I seemed to see the pair of them sitting side by side but they were obscured by
twigs and I could not be sure. At West Town Station I heard much Linnet twittering and eventually picked up
a flock of around 60 as they rose from the ploughed field north east of the station
MON 12 FEB
In view of the ability which some people seem to have to distinquish Continental from British races of Cormorant
I am interested to see that I am not alone in having difficulty with separating them. Some have started nesting
in the Rye Harbour area and the warden (Barry Yates) is appealing for an expert opinion on their race – the
decision on this could be a matter of life or death for the Cormorants as some local people want to shoot them
and it seems that you first have to identify them as friend or foe.
I have been expecting to hear Chiffchaff song (or at least reports of it) on a number of sunny days since
Christmas but news of this only reached me today in a HOSLIST message from Steve Mansfield who heard
the song at Alton on Feb 3. Another sound to be expected and welcomed in February is the call of the Lesser
Spotted Woodpecker (the only way of pin-pointing the presence of many of these elusive birds) – so far no
news from Hampshire but one has been heard at Sedlescombe, just outside Hastings. Within the next few
weeks the great majority of Common Gulls will have left us for their more northern nest sites, and yesterday
both Barry Collins and John Shillitoe remarked on unusually large inland flocks of Common Gulls – could this
be an indication of a movement already under way? Both these people saw flocks estimated as 500 Common
Gulls, Barry had them on the fields north of Havant at Gammon Hill and John had his flock on fields south of
Newtown (on the eastern edge of the West Walk woodland in the Meon Valley)
Another common factor in recent gull sightings has been news of Med Gulls coming into summer plumage, with
heads almost completely black. Russell Wynn is the only person to have seen a bird in full summer plumage
(at Hurst spit on Saturday 10 Feb). Most of the sightings have been coastal (that includes one waiting for food
outside a Southsea fish and chip shop) but Barry Collins had an unexpected sighting of four Med Gulls on
fields to the north of Havant where he has seen at least one before. If the RSPB islands in Langstone Harbour
are to maintain their recent year on year increase in the number of pairs of Med Gulls nesting there Med Gulls
should very soon become at regular daily sight in Langstone harbour (last summer there were 41 pairs
nesting so this year we can expect close on 100 Med Gulls to be in the harbour).
Peter Gammage is one of the people who have seen Med Gulls recently (he had a first winter at Broadmarsh
slipway yesterday) and he confirms that there was still one Little Gull (adult winter plumage) in the
Broadmarsh area yesterday. In the same place he saw the adult Ring-billed gull on Friday (Feb 9) and
estimated the Linnet flock there at 80 birds.
Richard Ford had one Purple Sandpiper at Southsea Castle today, and yesterday Nick Montegriffo saw five of
them there, while on Saturday Russell Wynn reported one was still present on the Hurst spit.
John Shillitoe was not alone in getting wet more than once this weekend, once being when he was trying to carry
out his winter farmland bird survey on the exposed downland fields east of Old Winchester Hill on the north
sloping face south of East Meon. This is not the sort of place I would expect to find Bullfinch but it was in a
hedge here that John found the biggest flock of them I have heard of this winter – 8 birds together.
Russell Wynn was in Riverside Park by the Itchen (between Bitterne and Portswood) yesterday and mentions
flock of 68 Mute Swans on the river there. Not having heard of these birds before I wonder how many other
large flocks/herds there are in Hampshire? Normally one only hears this sort of information once in ten years
or so in a report on a national Swan survey, and it is wonderful how the internet has changed our perception
of birds in places that we do not normally visit – I still hope that before too long there will be a regular bird news
correspondent stationed every ten miles or so across the county making us all aware of the normal birds
regular found in their patch as well as the oddities that turn up for a short while, get all the limelight, and then
vanish (like the Shag at Alton). Let’s hear about both classes of bird and get them in perspective.
David Parker has just been on a birding trip to Kent during which the group notched up a combined list of 111 bird
species – highlight of the trip was a day out on the Isle of Sheppey last Friday when they only saw 82 species
but these included Little, Barn and Short eared owl, Marsh and Hen Harrier, Merlin and Peregrine as well as
Twite and masses of Golden Plover.
Following Brian Fellows sighting of two Brant among a large flock of Brent off Tournerbury during Saturday’s
WeBS count I see that on Sunday one Brant was seen by the Chichester to Wittering road somewhere near
the turning for Chichester marina and that on the Saturday one Brant was with around 1000 Brent at West
Wittering on the flooded fields (could this whole flock have flown across the water to where Brian was
counting on Hayling that day?)

PLANTS:

SUN 18 FEB
I have been looking for Coltsfoot for some time now (in some years I have found it in mid-January) but the first
news of it to reach me arrived today from Lee Marshall who had found it this morning in the Gosport area – I
reckon most of its sites are still too waterlogged for this plant’s liking.
My own first flowering today was of Stream Water Crowfoot (R. Penicillatus), with three flowers in the outflow
from the Bedhampton Water Works (I assume this spring water is relatively warm). Earlier in my walk I found
three well grown but unopen flower spikes of the female Butterbur plants in the Langbrook stream at
Langstone (Brian Fellows had the first similar spikes at Emsworth last Thursday – see below)
SAT 17 FEB
Walking from Warblington Church towards Emsworth this morning the Havant Wildlife Group were the first to find
Ivy Leaved Speedwell in flower.
THU 15 FEB
Brian Fellows today found Daffodils in flower at Broadmarsh, where a great display of white Cherry Plum
blossom can now be seen both along the carpark approach road and the nearby Harts Farm Way. In
Emsworth he later found the first flower spike of the Butterbur pushing up on the river bank in Brook Meadow,
along with Snowdrops and several other plants in various places around the meadow.
WED 14 FEB
Christoph Harwood had the first wild Primrose flowers that I have heard of at East Meon last Saturday, and I was
hoping to see them tomorrow when I make my last visit to that area for the BTO winter farmland bird survey,
so I was very pleased to find just one Primrose plant with five or more open flowers at my feet as I walked
through The Groves of Stansted Forest this morning. Just prior to that I had seen my first well developed
Early Purple orchid plant (leaves only of course) and that reminded me that when I was at the IBM Portsmouth
site walking round the lake last Saturday I not only saw many Bee Orchid leaf rosettes but also something
which I have not seen before in the winter, leaves of what must have been a Pyramidal orchid (long, thin and
pointed).
TUE 13 FEB
Just one Daffodil was in full flower at Hayling Beachlands this morning – the first I have seen. Nothing else was
new but in places the show of Celandines is becoming impressive (as are the garden Croci)
INSECTS:
SUN 18 FEB
I have been expecting a few more Brimstone sightings in this week’s sunshine but I am staggered at the news
reaching me this weekend of five other butterfly species emerging during the week. Late news for last
Tuesday (Feb 13) is of a Comma seen by Heather Mills in a Bedhampton garden here in Havant. On Friday
(Feb 16) David Parker was away on business in Exeter, and while taking a quick break saw, on one bush of
flowering heather, both a Painted Lady and a Small Tortoiseshell. Then on Saturday (Feb 17) Stephen
Harvey had a Red Admiral in Chandlers Ford and a Peacock in Crab Wood (SU 4329 west of Winchester).
TUE 13 FEB
Ben Darvill was the second person (to my knowledge) to see a Brimstone butterfly this year when he was in the
Itchen Valley country park area south of Bishopstoke today. He says it was feeding on Ivy which augurs well
for its survival.
Pausing on the Hayling coastal path around midday I noticed a tiny moth fluttering weakly in the almost still air –
I’ve no idea what it might have been but it earned a note here as the first dayflying moth or butterfly I have
seen this year. Later, in my garden, a swarm of midges flickered in the sunlight, and in my garage a large
hoverfly with a pale mid-riff was resting on the inside of the window where it must have flown towards the light
from some form of hibernation attempt (at a guess it was Volucella pellucens or Leucozona lucorum both of
which should have died last September).
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SUN 18 FEB
Most of us very rarely see a Stoat, and when we do it always makes the day special, so it is worth passing on
Lee Marshall’s sighting of one seen as he drove along the A285 Chichester to Petworth road and was passing
through Eartham Woods (SU 9311). These creatures give birth in April or May, and then become more active
hunters with more mouths to feed. Much nearer to Havant Lee passed an unusually large group of 7 Roe
Deer beside the A27 between Chichester and Havant – a good spot to see these is where the road runs
between Bosham and West Ashling (SU 8006) in fields west of the Bosham Stream
THU 15 FEB
A couple of weeks ago I was shown a small silver Roman coin in almost mint condition which had been found on

the concrete floor of the barn at Old Idsworth Farm after falling with much mud from a tractor tyre. Most such
chance finds on the surface of the soil are badly damaged from hundreds of years of ploughing, and I guess
this one owed its good condition to the recent rain which had probably washed it out of some bank or tree root
where it had been protected over the ages. Everywhere rain is washing secrets from the soil, and today I
found some along a green lane near East Meon during my winter farmland bird survey visit. Here parts of the
lane bank were covered with the shells of a very distinctive snail which I have only seen once or twice before
– Pomatias elegans, or the Round Mouthed Snail. This snail is very easy to recognize being reasonably large
(up to 15mm tall and 10mm wide), shaped like a Victorian lady’s hair done up in a ‘bun’, and having a large
round opening. Part of its interest lies in it being one of only two snail species which still breathe through ‘gills’
rather than ‘lungs’, and this requires them to retain a wet internal environment so that the gills are always in
water. They have two features to help them with this – firstly a hard area on the ‘sole’ of their foot such that
when they withdraw the body into the shell this hard area forms a sort of plug (as in your bath), to seal the
opening, preventing water from getting out but also stopping air coming in. Secondly, they have developed
the habit of burrowing into loose soil during the day, only coming out in the cool of the night to feed. This is
why they are not commonly seen, but the rain has washed them out and left their empty shells lying on the
surface. I suspect they normally only live for a year, and at this time of year it would be exceptional to find one
alive (the living ones at this time being still eggs or minute babies) though I did pick up one that seemed to
have its plug firmly in place (it could have been that the shell had filled with soil and this had hardened at the
opening). As well as being more closely related to marine moluscs than to most land snails (their shape
reminds me of a Winkle) they also differ from the majority in their sex-life – we all know that most snails are
hermaphrodite, but Pomatias snails are each of one sex or the other.
......Along this green lane the mud held many animal footprints including those of Badgers whose clawmarks
were clearly visible where they had had to ‘claw’ their way up the slippery bank after using one of their toilets
(to save themselves the bother of digging a dungpit they had used the entrance to an old rabbit burrow).
Elsewhere I could follow a Roe deer track, and at one point found what I think were the paw marks of a
Squirrel.
WED 14 FEB
The slots of Fallow Deer are to be seen everywhere in the east part of the Stansted estate but the deer are often
out of sight during the day so I was pleased to see 19 or 20 of them out in the open today along a woodland
edge, some well out into the field beside it and enjoying the fresh young wheat as much as the warm
sunshine. Fallow bucks should still be carrying their antlers (they begin to cast them in about a month’s time,
I believe) and I could see no bucks with this bunch. There seemed to be just one fully grown doe with all the
others looking to me smaller as if they were last summer’s young – together they looked a bit like a school
outing with just one adult acting as their teacher or nanny.
TUE 13 FEB
Waking today to a clear sky and sunshine I was not surprised to see a Fox warming itself at the edge of the field
south of Wade Court, and as I continued to scan the edge of the field I spotted a second and then a third. The
first two were probably last year’s young and looked the perfect ‘cuddly toys’ but the third , walking across the
field showed the less pleasant side of a Fox’s life with the whole surface of its rear haunch apparently bare
flesh with no fur or even skin. I suspect this was caused by the mange which affects most older foxes, and
that the poor animal had mibbled itself raw in trying to ease the irritation – I wonder how long the younger
animals will keep their health and lives? Reaching south Hayling I came on another ‘picture postcard’ fox
enjoying the sun among the gorse at the north west corner of the minature golf course – I had intended cycling
past where it was lying but turned back before disturbing it.
MON 12 FEB
Pete Gammage watched a small bat, almost certainly a Pipistrelle, hawking for insects outside the Havant Civic
offices for over half an hour at dusk last Wednesday (the day that was warm enough to bring a Brimstone
butterfly out in Grahan Roberts garden and to cause Blackbirds to sing an evening chorus)
Following the sighting of a Common Seal off Stokes Bay at Gosport last Friday I see today that one has been
seen several times over the past fortnight in the mouth of the River Rother at Rye in East Sussex.
PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR HIGH TIDES

(Date, Time and height in metres)

12/02:-02:06-4.8 & 14:14-4.6
13/02:-02:57-4.6 & 15:03-4.414/02:-03:49-4.5 & 15:55-4.2
15/02:-04:42-4.2 & 17:00-4.0
16/02:-05:42-4.0 & 18:16-3.7
17/02:-06:50-3.8 & 19:29-3.718/02:-07:57-3.8 & 20:38-3.8
19/02:-08:57-3.9 & 21:33-3.9
20/02:-09:45-4.0 & 22:15-4.1
21/02:-10:23-4.2 & 22:51-4.322/02:-10:58-4.3 & 23:25-4.4
23/02:-11:33-4.4
24/02:-00:00-4.5 & 12:06-4.4
25/02:-00:33-4.5 & 12:39-4.526/02:-01:06-4.5 & 13:10-4.4

27/02:-01:36-4.5 & 13:40-4.4
28/02:-02:06-4.4 & 14:14-4.4
01/03:-02:49-4.4 & 14:55-4.302/03:-03:24-4.3 & 15:48-4.1
03/03:-04:19-4.1 & 16:51-3.9
BIRDS:

WEEK 06 FEB 5 – 11

SUN 11 FEB
Blackcap have now started their sub-song in the joint gardens of Theo and Graham Roberts at Cosham, and
Graham tells me that Goldcrest are also singing there. More excitingly, another smart male Firecrest has just
arrived in the garden – as the previous two seen there this winter were a first winter and the adult male which
Theo ringed on its left leg this unringed bird must be at least the third to turn up there.
Moira Doherty could not find the wintering Shag at Kings Pond, Alton, today - she has not heard of it there since
Jan 29
SAT 10 FEB
Two more first songs of the year from birds that not every birder will hear – Firecrest and Grey Wagtail.. The
Grey Wagtail song was heard by Jason Crook back on Wednesday (Feb 7) near Bedhampton Mill Pond and
is a song that I have heard there in previous years – nothing special beyond an excited jabbering, usually
delivered in flight as they male flies in with a distinctive slow, quivering, song flight to perch in his territory.
Firecrest song is something which I have not heard but which I believe is a rapid repetition of the bird’s incisive
‘zit, zit’ note – perhaps Paul Winter can give a more accurate indication of what to listen for as he heard one
singing at the Lower Test reserve today while cut off by the high tide from exploring much of the reserve.
Jason Crook was on his way to Farlington Marshes when he heard the Grey Wagtail song at Bedhampton (he
also had four Siskin fly over that area) and after a tour of the Marshes during which he saw 11 Gadwall still on
the Lake, and had 2 Water Pipit on the east side of the reserve plus a lone Golden Plover, he was returning
through the north east exit of the reserve at Chalkdock (where in the 19th century there was a military port to
supply the forts on Portsdown) when he spotted a Jack Snipe (presumably in flight) over the saltings near this
entrance to the reserve. On his way home, passing the Broadmarsh slipway, he came on the flock of around
60 Linnet settling down to roost in the same place that I found them two days later on the Friday.
Having missed Jason Crook’s sightings when they were on the ‘Recent Sightings’ page of his website I have had
difficulty in getting access to them on his ‘Archive’ page, but did succeed in viewing them tonight. This showed
me that last Tuesday (Feb 6) he was in the Langstone/Warblington shore area and found a record number of
1485 Golden Plover there along with 14 Egrets and 114 Teal on the Wade Court wet meadow. Out over the
water he saw one Peregrine on its daily round and picked up a single first winter Little Gull flying west towards
Langstone Harbour. Very few godwits were in the area (just 5 Black tailed and 10 Bar tailed), but when Jason
later got to Broadmarsh he found the adult Ring-billed Gull still present along with an adult Med Gull with a
nearly complete black head.
Brian Fellows and myself were among the many volunteers out in the rain counting shore birds for the national
monthly WeBS counts today. The value of these counts is that they give the best overview of the total
population of estuary birds in the UK as a whole by being made throughout the UK on the same weekend, but
the drawback to a pre-arranged count date is that bad weather may reduce the number of birds seen and
produce counts which are well below the actual total of birds present. It was not too bad for us here in
Hampshire, but maybe counters further north were not so lucky. Brian Fellows had his highest count of 1341
Brent Geese of the winter in the south east Hayling area and among them were what were almost certainly
two Black Brant (black bellies and very white flanks). Their presence, and the high count, suggests to me that
these were not all local birds but were already on the move from winter quarters to the west of us. My own
count of the IBM lake at Portsmouth was unspectacular – the only unusual bird was a single Lapwing which I
think was sickly, and the only real interest was in hearing a Blackbird sing.
It is possible that the frst winter Little Gull which Jason Crook saw flying west ove Langstone Bridge last Tuesday
(Feb 6) was in the west Solent today when Simon Boswell saw a similar bird in the Milford area, along with a
Red Throated Diver, 7 Fulmar and 2 Gannet.
Two sightings for yesterday (Feb 9) were of a single Purple Sandpipere seen at Southsea Castle by Ron King
and a pair of Raven flying south over Bolderwood in the New Forest by Mike Bramwell (who had earlier had
an unpleasant encounter with the travellers still encamped along the Farlington Marshes approach road from
the Portsmouth Eastern Road roundabout – they do seem to have left the Broadmarsh area and the small
carpark there used for access to the Farlington Marshes from the east is once more open and free from
disturbance)
.FRI 9 FEB
At least one Goldcrest was singing in Emsworth’s Brook Meadow this morning, heard by Brian Fellows – this is

the first time I have heard of this song this year which I find a bit surprising as they usually seem to sing on
through the winter like the common Tits. I certainly haven’t heard one yet. A Kingfisher was still present here,
maybe a hopeful sign that they may try to nest along the Ems as those that breed elsewhere will be moving
away from the coast any time now. On the Mill Pond the wandering Black Swan was back today, and a
Greenshank was in the harbour nearby.
Back on Dec 15 I was very surprised to hear that Treecreeper song and Great Spotted Woodpcker drumming
had both been heard in the Alver Valley just west of Gosport, and today Lee Marshall heard the Treecreeper
again. I hardly ever hear this quiet song (a mixture to my mind of Willow Warbler at the start and Goldcrest at
the end) although the piercing squeak of their contact calls (like a child using an old fashined writing slate) is
relatively common in most woodland. I will be listening out for the song on quiet woodland morning walks
from now on. I may have been unlucky with the Treecreeper but it seems I was very lucky with the Buzzard
display flight which I saw at Old Idsworth Farm on Jan 29 – Lee Marshall saw a similar display today as he
watched two Buzzard flying south from Browndown to the Isle of Wight and says it is the earliest display he
has seen.
......Another impressive sight which Lee Marshall had in the Alver Valley this morning was of at least 190
Magpies gathered at their roost. A month ago (Jan 8) there were only just over 100 here and Lee commented
that this number was only half what he expected here in January – looks as if these chickens have returned to
their roost now! 70+ Pied Wagtails were also roosting here – I thought they preferred human sites such as
supermarket carparks and shopping malls but perhaps these are a ‘back to nature’ group of Wagtails.
Official counts of the numbers of pairs of breeding birds recorded by Chris Cockburn on the RSPB islands in
Langstone Harbour last summer appear in Pete Durnell’s wildlife column in the Hayling Islander newspaper
which I picked up this week. Topping the list were 2922 pairs of Black Headed Gulls, and other species
nesting in greater numbers than ever before were Sandwich Terns with 88 pairs and Med Gulls with 41 pairs.
Five pairs of Lapwing and twenty of Skylark were also up on previous years. Numbers of Common Terns (126
pairs), Little Terns (97 pairs) and Ringed Plovers (20 pairs) were similar to previous years but suprisingly both
Oystercatcher and Redshank numbers (38 and 29 pairs) were down on previous years.
Most of the other items in Chris Cockburn’s report have already filtered through my news but I was reminded of
one item (a sighting of 2 Ravens last autumn) when Chris Slade told me this morning of a number of his recent
sightings which included a Raven seen being mobbed by Crows while it was perched on a ‘No Landing’ board
on one of the islands on Feb 6. A few year’s ago this would have been a most unlikely sighting, but last year
I was aware of at least four local sightings – Tony Gutteridge had one over central Havant on May 6, Jason
Crook saw two together over Farlington Marshes on both Sep 27 and Oct 2, and Gary Wearn had one over
the Langstone South Moors on Nov 7. Short Eared Owls have been in short supply locally this winter and a
recent sighting by Chris Slade of one over the RSPB islands within the past few days is thus news worthy. In
this morning’s sunshine Chris had a very productive walk along the Broadmarsh to Langstone shore during
which he not only saw the adult Ring-billed Gull at Bedhampton Creek but also a Yellow Legged Gull and two
Red Necked Grebe in that area, and (at the mouth of the Langbrook stream) an adult Med Gull and a single
Pale Bellied Brent. At Langstone he reckoned there were some 700 Golden Plover.
I was out at Langstone early this morning and was down at Broadmarsh late in the afternoon but the only notable
sighting was of a flock of at least 50 Linnet in trees just by Broadmarsh slipway. Maybe this was just a
wandering winter flock looking for new feeding grounds but they could be birds returning to their breeding
area after their winter travels.
Jackie Hull found both Goosander and Ruddy Duck seemingly paired when she was at the Blashford Lakes
today. The one pair of Goosander on Mockbeggar Lake are extremely unlikely to use a local tree for their nest
but the 8 Ruddy Duck (4 males and 4 females) may well nest there as this species has done since 1985 (I see
four pairs raised 14 young here in 1989, and no doubt many more have nested here since then). 50 Shoveler
were present and it is possible that one or two pairs might attempt to nest here, though there is no doubt that
the Little Grebe that were noisily ‘whinnying’ will nest.
THU 8 FEB
At 5:30pm this evening Graham Roberts saw one Peregrine already roosting on the spire of Chichester
Cathedral, and four minutes later, as the light faded, a second falcon arrived and a noisy interchange took
place between the two birds. Maybe they were just pleased to see one another, maybe the second bird was
trying to oust the first comer from the best perch for the night, or just maybe they were discussing plans to nest
here – who knows?
About the same time of day ‘somewhere in Hampshire’ Jason Crook was listening to a Cetti’s Warbler, and
earlier he had seen a lone Fieldfare at Farlington Marshes (the first he has seen there for over a year). One
Water Pipit was near the Deeps and there were 576 Wigeon at the reserve as well as 18 Gadwall
Ben Darvill was at Milford today with his father and they watched a Red Throated Diver fly east but had nothing

much else of note before they moved into the New Forest and found at least 6 Brambling among a flock of
around 100 Chaffinch in the Bolderwood area. In the Rhinefield Arboretum they saw one Lesser Spotted
Woodpecker and 2 Siskin plus at least 9 birds whose species name may not be mentioned
A message from Gary Wearn is full of nostalgia provoked by what he sees as he walks daily through areas of
Havant that were very different when he was a boy and neither the A3M nor the Southdowns College had
been built – he recalls once trying to outstare two Stone Curlew at close range on land between the present
Southdowns College and Portsdown Hill where the new Havant Borough plan proposes the development of
the Camp Down sports centre (these birds were apparently not making a quick stopover visit – at least one
was seen in the area for some time reminding me of stories that I have heard of many Stone Curlew breeding
since the 1940s on the bare top of War Down before it was planted by the Forestry Commission to become
the dense woodland that we find in the Queen Elizabeth Country Park that now covers that Down). Returning
to today’s reality Gary tells me that last Monday (Feb 5) he saw the long established and very impressive
albino Blackbird in old Bedhampton near Bidbury Mead – I saw it earlier this winter and John Goodspeed says
it has been there for around two years – and on Tuesday the female Stonechat was still on the South Moors
near the Autoliv factory, a Pale Bellied Brent was on the shore line and the adult Ring-billed gull was at what
most people call Bedhampton Creek but which I see is marked on the Havant Borough Plan proposals map as
Brockhampton Creek.
A message from Lee Marshall that arrived just too late for Wednesday’s update confirms that the Peel Common
Waxwings had gone by the afternoon of Feb 7 (Buzzard, Sparrowhawk and Kestrel were all seen in that area
but none of them admitted liability for the disappearance of the Waxwings). When he visited Southsea Castle
that day there were 4 Purple Sandpiper and 3 Shag present, and at the top of Fareham Creek he heard a
Kingfisher and saw a Little Owl (presumably on the Cams Hall side).
WED 7 FEB
Any birders wishing to visit Budds Farm or the Langstone South Moors will be very pleased to know that the
encampment of travellers has gone from Southmoor Lane where they have been severely inhibiting access
down the road. As if rejoicing at this news a good half dozen Blackbirds were in full throated song in Havant
as darkness fell at around 17:45, confirming my impression that, while Song Thrushes are first heard in full
song in the morning, the first full Blackbird song is usually heard at dusk (there are always exceptions such as
the two Blackbirds heard in Havant and Emsworth at dawn on Jan 31). There was nothing else new in the
way of birds seen in my late afternoon walk to Langstone and Budds Farm – at Wade Court there are I think
still around 30 Redwing (difficult to be sure if any of those in distant tree tops were Starlings) and on the Wade
Court wet meadow I counted 76 Teal and 27 Moorhen with 76 Shelduck still on the Langstone shore. I
probably saw more than 10 Egrets in various places and passed two separate Kestrels, one north of Wade
Court and one on the South Moors. On the Budds Farm pools I could not pick out any Gadwall in the dusk but
there were plenty of Pochard and Tufted Duck with a few Shovelere and lots of Teal – the Mute Swan pair
were both settled down at their nests site on the bank separating the two pools.
The Portsmouth NEWS this evening has big pictures of a genuine male and female Great Horned Owls (it says
they come from Canada) to go with the story that the bird which has been on Thorney Island since November
could not resist the attraction of the mating calls of a female of his species and readily came back to his
owners from Sussex Falconry Centre. He is now re-united with his mate in captivity and should be glad to
know that he owes his long period of freedom to the fact that his would be captors had not looked at my
website where I suggest that the first place to report all escaped birds of prey is the Sussex Falconry Centre
as the people there will usually know of all escapes in this area and be able to pass on reports of finds to the
owners of the birds.
TUE 6 FEB
Lee Marshall did the rounds of Gosport sites today and added two species (Fulmar and Guillemot) to his
Hampshire year list, but the best news for other birders is that the regular Med Gull based at the west end of
Stokes Bay (near the Browndown perimeter) seems to be in full summer plumage. Offshore from Stokes Bay
was misty but several Kittiwake and at least one Fulmar and 2 Guillemot were seen. Ten of the Gosport
Cockle Pond Swans seem to have left, reducing the 91 seen on Jan 24 to just 81, and the Haslar Creek
Goosander was not seen (but it is notoriously mobile)
Yesterday I was puzzled as to whether Southwood (where John Eyre had seen 9 Waxwing near a Safeways)
was another name for the Peel Common area and today pager messages reveal that those birds were at
Farnborough and a different set of 9 Waxwing from the Gosport birds. The Farnborough birds are not
mentioned today, and the Gosport ones, which were all seen in the morning, were not seen after 1pm (but
could be just round the corner in someone’s back garden out of public view). Other items from today’s pager
news are of the Cattle Egret still showing at Greatham, an Iceland Gull in Reading, and 11 Purple Sandpiper
at Hengistbury head.
This being Tuesday Brian Fellows was in Portsmouth where the main news is of the return to Baffins Pond of 10
Barnacle Geese, 1 Snow Goose, and the hybrid Bar Headed Goose. These have been at Titchfield Haven

for 16 weeks but still presumably feel that Baffins is their home – just one of the Barnacles (11 left Baffins and
were seen at Tichfield) has failed to return but at least Brian did his best and counted them out, then counted
them coming back again (so maybe one was a war casualty). I am surprised to see there are still 11
Cormorants present at the pond and pleased to hear that there are 24 Shoveler – they are a great addition to
this urban pond but won’t be there much longer.
MON 5 FEB
Jason Crook and Pete Durnell were both at the Broadmarsh slipway this afternoon and each found their own
Ring-billed Gull, adding a first winter bird to the adult that has been seen on and off for several weeks. Just
before seeing their news I had a message from Gary Wearn who had been at Emsworth yesterday and had
seen a first winter Ring-billed Gull fly out from the gulls on the Mill Pond into the harbour – probably the same
bird that was seen today by Pete Durnell and Jason. Also seen at Bedhampton was the Avocet, an adult Med
Gull and an adult Pale Bellied Brent plus a flock of Blackwits that has now grown to 45 birds. Earlier Jason
had been at the flooded field by the Lavant stream north of Leigh Park and had again seen 7 Green Sandpiper
(it begins to look as if I double counted one when I made it 8 of them!)
......Yesterday Jason visited the Portsmouth Water Co HQ field at Solent Road in Havant and saw the Pale
Bellied Brent with a much larger flock of normal Brent than I have seen there – 228 of them. Later he saw the
Whimbrel still at Farlington Marshes where there were just 29 Blackwits and an adult Med Gull (the latter on
the playing fields north of the A27)
......Jason’s sightings for Jan 31 had been archived before I checked the current sightings so I missed them from
my Friday update but they have two or three items of special interest – the first being that the flock of 14 Black
Necked Grebe off the Hayling Oysterbeds had one bird already beginning to moult into summer plumage.
The other two items which caught my eye were that not only were two Stonechat seen in the Oysterbeds area
but there was also a Dartford Warbler present. The other item concerned the Pale Bellied Brent -–one was at
the Oysterbeds and there were another two of them seen together further south along the Hayling shore. One
bird not mentioned by Jason is the hybrid Brant – has that left us?
Other recent sightings by Gary Wearn in the Langstone/Broadmarsh area include a maximum count for this
winter of 9 Rock Pipits, a female Stonechat on the South Moors and a female Merlin flying over them. He also
comments on a flock of up to 30 Curlew feeding inland in a field near Southdowns College (I believe that quite
large numbers regularly fly north over Portsdown to feed in wet fields). Another very interesting sighting
which Gary had at Emsworth yesterday was of a single Pale Bellied Brent in the harbour – Brian Fellows was
away in Bristol this weekend and will be frustrated to have missed that and the Ring-billed gull on his local
patch.
David Parker had an impressive garden sighting of 67 Goldfinch in a Silver Birch tree in his Forestside garden
but Nigel Stubbs (with the large riverside garden and pond by the Avon south of Ringwood) is determined to
keep ahead of other garden bird listers – this weekend on Saturday he had 3 Bewick’s Swans overhead and
a Barn Owl quartering his lawn, momentarily diverting Nigel’s attention from the Rugger match on TV but not
requiring him to get up out of his armchair to see it, and on Sunday 40 Greylag went over.
These Greylag were almost certainly the same flock which Russell Wynn saw in the Matchams area on Saturday
(he estimates 50+ birds) along with 3 Goosander. Russell then found 8 Ruddy Duck on the Mockbeggar Lake
before going on to Woodgreen (north of Fordingbridge) were there was a flock of 25 Siskin as well as the last
of 25 Buzzards which he had seen in the valley coming north from Bisterne to Breamore. Somewhere in the
New Forest had found a Merlin attacking a Hawfinch roost (we were warned of the disaster we could cause if
we revealed its location on the internet) and managed to see up to 3 Crossbill, at least 2 Brambling and 15
Siskin and 2 Lesser Spotted Woodpeckers
The 9 Waxwing in the Peel Common area of Gosport were seen by a good many birders yesterday but I am not
sure if the 9 birds which John Eyre saw today were at this site or somewhere in his home area around Fleet –
he refers to them as being near Safeways at Southwood but gives no clue as to where that might be.
The latest Sussex news seems to indicate that the long staying Spoonbill at Pagham Harbour may have moved
on (no sightings since Jan 31). Birds seen in the harbour on Feb 2 (last Friday) include a very encouraging
count of around 250 Black Tailed Godwit near the North Walls, and an increase to 30 Avocets and 3
Spotshanks. Also listed for that day were singles of Whimbrel, Eider, Slav Grebe and Red Throated Diver.
The lastest Selsey Bill seawatch info is for Jan 31 when 15 Red Throated Divers went by along with one Black
Throated, 390 Auks, 29 Kittiwake, 14 Fulmar, 9 Eider, 3 Common Scoter and just 1 Gannet
Today’s sightings at Emsworth by Brian Fellows show that the Black Swan has done a runner again, leaving 61
Mute Swan on the Mill Pond with 84 Mallard, 8 Canada Geese, 2 Coot and a Tufted Duck and nothing of
special interest at the other ponds.
A week ago I was very surprised to hear Corn Bunting song at Old Idsworth Farm and today I heard what must
be the same bird singing again to prove that the ITV Country Ways program is not the only place to hear year
round Corn Bunting song – I would have expected this bird to be still part of a winter flock , and my
interpretation of finding it back on breeding territory and singing so early in the year is another indication of

how low numbers of this bird have fallen – my guess is that it flew off in search of company for the winter,
couldn’t find any and so came back early in the hope of at least attracting a mate. If anyone knows that they
do normally return to their territories as early as this I would be interested to hear from them.

PLANTS:

SAT 10 FEB
Today’s big news is of the first Primroses in flower at East Meon, seen today in Rackham Copse (SU 6923) by
Christoph Harwood. My own sightings at the Portsmouth IBM site today included the expected Kingcups but
I also found one unexpected Meadow Buttercup flower, catkins open on Italian as well as Common Alder,
several Hawthorn trees in leaf (Christoph also noted these at East Meon) and a great display of old fruit on a
Tulip tree near the Main Reception entrance.
FRI 9 FEB
The only first flowering for this year seen today was a single flower on Yellow Corydalis, but another sign of
spring was a single new flower on the Lesser Periwinkle that covers the unmanaged front garden of a house
in Grove Road here in Havant.
WED 7 FEB
For the past few days I have been scanning Common Alder trees to see if any of their tight mauve catkins are
showing signs of opening and this afternoon I found one young tree at Langstone Pond with nearly all its
catkins open and showing the yellow of their pollen – this change of colour bringing to my mind the thought
that the’red’ of nature’s traffic lights is turning amber to let the spring traffic get on the move. One tree
determined not to get stuck in the traffic is a single Goat Willow among the Cherry Plum trees at the south end
of Southmoor Lane which is traditionally the first to open its ‘Pussy Paws’ – because of the traveller’s
encampment (now gone) I have not been able to look at this tree for a couple of weeks and today I saw that
every catkin on it was fully open.
MON 5 FEB
About twenty years ago I realised my total ignorance of a great mass of Mosses and Lichens to be found
everywhere you go, and acquired a few books on the subject including The Moss Flora of Britain and Ireland
by A J E Smith, a Collins Guide by Hans Martin Jahns and the Roger Phillips book covering Grasses, Ferns,
Mosses and :Lichens, but I have to admit that I am still no further forward in being able to name any species or
even to separate the main groups. This was brought home to me today when I was lucky enough to be able
to accompany Rod Stern gathering information towards a forthcoming distribution atlas of Bryophytes in
southern Hampshire. Walking with him through woodland that I knew fairly well I was amazed at the large
number of moss species that exist on the tree trunks and stumps which I had previously just regarded as
‘mossy’ with probably two or three main component species. I was even more surprised to be shown a
Liverwort species growing on a tree stump which was wet enough in todays rain but which must be a pretty
dry habitat for most of the year – up to now I had thought of Liverworts as only growing with their feet in water
(or at least in the splash zone of streams), and coming back to the farm building I was again surprised to see
how rich a crop of moss was able to thrive on the nutritious substrate of asbestos roofing and to see on
another building how one section of the roof was covered in moss and the rest of the roof bare on account of
one part having been re-roofed after a minor fire with a slightly different type of material. In the woodland too
the presence or absence of particular moss species revealed fairly dramatic variation in the soil, picking out
small patches of acid and basic soils in the generally chalk rich woodland floor. I do not expect to make much
progress in getting my eye in for picking out or naming the many species but I find it very encouraging to know
that there is so much more out there to know, underand and enjoy – an interest in wildlife is at least as endless
a quest for knowledge as is that of astronomers and cosmologists who are for ever extending their knowledge
of the extraordinary universe in which we live.
INSECTS:
SAT 10 FEB
Lee Marshall saw the first hoverfly of the year (to my knowledge) in Clayhall Road at Gosport yesterday (SZ
6098, along the south side of the Haslar Lake complex). This is a species commonly known as Drone flies
through their resemblance to the drones of honey bees (but the latter do not persistently hover at eye height).
Last year there were several mid-February finds of this common insect, which I thought extraordinarily early
for a summer fly, but when I spoke to Chris Palmer (curator of Havant Museum and a hovefly expert) he told
me that they do hibernate and that they may appear at any time during the winter if the air warms enough – he
said he had seen them on New Year’s Day in 2000.
THU 8 FEB
The first male Brimstone was seen yesterday (Feb 7) by Graham Roberts in his Cosham garden and at

Southbourne (Bournemouth) Mike Gibbons had a very fresh Red Admiral sunning itself in his garden on the
same day. By night male Pale Brindled Beauty and Spring Usher moths have both been found in the Gosport
area in the last couple of days

OTHER WILDLIFE:
SUN 11 FEB
Graham Roberts tells me this evening that there are now at least 62 clumps of frogspawn the the ponds in his
father’s garden at Cosham. I could not see any in the ‘children’s pond’ at the IBM North Harbour site
yesterday but I guess that the frogs are by now busy in most of the ponds they will use this year – unlike the
toads which will be setting out for their traditional spawning ponds in a few weeks time the frogs will use
almost any water they come across that has an available female, and this winter it may be that a lot of spawn
is laid in flooded areas which will dry out before the tadpoles are ready to leave the pond.
SAT 10 FEB
Common Seals are an unusual sight along the south coast of England, though there does seem to be a small
colony that can be seen with luck all round the year in Chichester Harbour. They are very rarely seen
elsewhere so a sighting of one close inshore off Stokes Bay at Gosport made by Lee Marshall yesterday was
exceptional – I wouldn’t have thought the beach there was conducive to their undisturbed basking on sand or
mud and wonder if there is another colony of them across the water on the Bembridge sands – I have no
evidence for this.
THU 8 FEB
Yesterday (Feb 7) Alan Thurbon had the first frogspawn in his Portsmouth garden (Cosham area) and on Feb 6
the first clump of spawn appeared in the pond at the Roberts’ garden a the foot of Portsdown (Graham
Roberts tells me that by this morning there were 45 clumps of spawn there)
TUE 6 FEB
When on Hayling today I had a look at the huge Jews Ear fungi (see yesterday’s notes) growing in Rosemary
Webb’s Hayling garden. They looked more like the helmets that an ancient pikeman might wear than his
ears, and they remineded me of huge purply jelly fish brought in by the tide. While I was on Hayling Alan
Cokes was in the West Walk woods and took a good photo of a large example of Yellow Brain Fungus seen
there, but I did not have my camera when I found another picturesque fungus at Langstone – a fresh cluster of
Velvet Shank growing on the end of a large cut log.
In Totton Les Stride had more signs of spring in his garden – the first Common Newt back in the pond where
Frogspawn appeared yesterday.

BIRDS:

WEEK 05 JAN 29 – FEB 4

SUN 4 FEB
The nine Waxwing at Peel Common, Gosport were still performing well this afternoon. Theo and Graham
Roberts were among the many who saw them and Theo watched them gorging on tiny apples (from a
cultivated Malus species, not edible apples) which they swallowed whole. Ian Thirlwell has not seen the bird
which he saw from his house window on Friday, and it may be slowly working its way west to join the others in
Gosport – it (not necessarily the same bird!) was seen today by Rosi Woods on a garden wall by the Southsea
seafront playing fields.
RALPH My walk today took me down to Langstone pond and along the shore to Nore Barn at Emsworth, and the
high spot was to find 99 Shelduck on the Warblington shore. Off Nore Barn the Greenshank was in its usual
place and on the Warblington fields well over 500 Brent were feeding. A Mistle Thrush was singing in the
cemetery and at Wade Court I saw more than a dozen Redwing and 29 Moorhens with the Teal. At least four
Chaffinches were singing at different places. Six Egrets were in the pony fields north of Wade Court, four
more in the south field and an uncounted number were in the field opposite the Old Rectory at Warblington
where I once had 40 this winter – this time I could see at least a dozen distantly through the hedge but never
got close enough to see them clearly.
A phone call this evening from THEO ROBERTS told me that he had seen two Dartford Warblers in the scrub
between Fort Purbrook and the Portsdown Hill Road yesterday – back on Jan 19 he had seen another below
Fort Widley in similar thorny scrub. In his Cosham garden the adult male Firecrests which he had ringed
earlier in the winter was still present on Feb 1 – it can be picked out by having its ordinary BTO ring on the left
leg rather than the right.
Theo also passed on a thought that my be of general interest to those who, like me, have ravening hordes of
Squirrels and Woodpigeons that clear all the food put out for other gentler birds. He says that if you put

crumbled cake into one of the squirrel proof metal feeders (the sort that have a nutfeeder enclosed in a metal
cage) you should soon see a queue of Blackcaps and Tits around it. This reminds me that among the latest
Sussex news I see that Ken Hearne at Worthing has had a Blackcap at his nut feeder (presumable eating
peanuts).
SAT 3 FEB
The first Woodlark was singing near John Shillitoe’s home east of Wickham in the Meon Valley this morning – he
says that the winter flock seems to have dispersed from that site in early January and the singing bird is
hopefully the first of several that may nest there. Another sign of spring was seen off Hurst spit this morning
by Ben Darvill where a couple of drake Goldeneye were displaying to half a dozen females. Ben’s seawatch
was somewhat disappointing but he did see one Red Throated Diver fly east. Two Purple Sandpiper are still
on the spit and the Twite is still near the Keyhaven lagoon but a search of the Keyhaven reeds, which added
a couple of Bearded Tit to the score, did not find the Marsh Harrier which another birder had seen there today.
Peter Morrison was out making a low tide count of the lower Hamble and found 470 Golden Plover – the first
report I have seen of a large number of these birds back at this site.
The Sussex news today has the usual report from Rye Harbour for the past month – I could not see anything in
it which has not already filtered through the SOS News – and the new ‘news’ is from the Coldwaltham area
south of Pulborough. It seems that the Cattle Egret has moved onto the fields south of the road from
Coldwaltham to Greatham Bridge (west of the Arun) and one lucky person got views of it at only 30 metres. A
single Little Egret is nearby but the two Scaup could not be seen.
JASON CROOK has covered most of the north east quadrant of Langstone Harbour in the first three days of this
month and he started on the 1st by adding a Water Rail to the 7 Green Sandpiper on the flooded field north of
West Leigh here in Havant.
Moving on to the harbour he found a total of 109 Pintail and saw the Avocet at Bedhampton Creek with 27 Black
Tailed Godwit back there at last.
On the Budds Farm pools he counted 21 Little Grebe and saw the Common Sandpiper among a good number of
duck – 120 Teal, 82 Tufted Duck, 50 Mallard, 21 Pochard, 9 Shoveler and 2 Gadwall. 21 Coot was also an
above average count.
Getting to the Hayling Oysterbeds at dusk he found the Long Tailed Duck (female) roosting on the lagoon, a
Spotted Redshank settling down with the Redshank roost, a roost of 147 Ringed Plover, and two adult Pale
Bellied Brent. He was back at the Oysterbeds on the 2nd, seeing the first sizeable flock of 38 Meadow Pipit
hereabouts this winter (already moving north? Or just moving around locally?) and finding the Great Northern
Diver in the Langstone Channel as well as a flock of 14 Black Necked Grebe (plus 3 Slav Grebe nearby) close
to the Oysterbeds at dusk. Earlier that day he had seen a Merlin and 31 Black Tailed Godwit when he was at
Farlington Marshes.
Today the Whimbrel was off the Point at Farlington and there were 24 Goldeneye on the water and 32 Blackwits
on the mud with two adult Peregrines overhead. One Pale Bellied Brent was at the Marshes where he had
seen 11 Gadwall on the 1st, but he does not mention them on the other two days – have they left us?
FRI 2 FEB
At dusk this evening Ian Thirlwell was looking out of a window at his home near the Milton shore of Langstone
Harbour, idly watching some Starlings, when one of them turned into a Waxwing which flew down to nibble
berries in a neighbour’s garden before flying up into a Lombardy Poplar with the Starlings which then all flew
off when disturbed. If you want to check out this area go to the far end of Moorings Way (which opens off the
southern end of Portsmouth’s Eastern Road and runs along the south of Milton Common) and then walk down
the narrow (buses only) Furze Lane which goes south behind the University halls of residence to join
Locksway Road. The bird was seen at the north end of Furze Lane (SU 676003)
......No news of the Peel Common (Gosport) Waxwings since Wednesday Jan 31 when there was a possibility
that the flock had increased to 14 birds as 5 were seen separately from the 9.
RALPH: When I was out in the Broadmarsh/Budds Farm area this afternoon I met a birder who had just seen a
Water Pipit on the Budds Farm shore by the concrete outfall pipe (he said he could not only see it was long
and grey but got a good view of the supercilium). He also saw the Common Sandpiper on the pools and the
Kingfisher by the Brockhampton stream, and we both had good and prolonged views of the single Avocet that
has taken to feeding on the Budds Farm shore of Bedhampton Creek – at one point it was forced to fly a short
way to avoid a dog retrieving sticks from the water but that did not frighten it off. Less exciting was my
observation that the flock of Mute Swans at the slipway, which has been diminishing for some time, was today
down to two adults and four cygnets (another pair are still on the Budds pools).
......Before seeing the Avocet I had found a single Pale Bellied Brent with 18 Dark Bellied birds (including 3
young) on the Portsmouth Water HQ playing field alongside Solent Road (west of the entrance to Tesco), and
had then found at least 28 Pintail in the Chalk Dock corner of Langstone Harbour near Farlington Marshes.
Various reports indicate that there are more Pintail around than usual this winter – perhaps the huge flock in the
Avon Valley is breaking up? Ken Hearne passes on a report from the West Sussex Gazette that numbers of

Pintail are up at Pulborough which now claims over 1% of the north west European population, and on a
smaller scale David Thelwell has seen up to a dozen birds in the Test Valley at Romsey (Fishlake Meadows)
where he has never before seen more than 4 of them. There were no Pintail on the Budds Farm pools but
there was a good showing of duck including Mallard, Shoveler, Gadwall, Tufted Duck, Pochard and Teal
though the only species in any number were the Tufties with at least 54 (only 11 Pochard that I could see).
Lee Marshall was in the Alver Valley west of Gosport today and got good views of one of the Water Rail there but
he was more excited to have his first Redpoll for the year (just one flew over). On the Sandhill area he found
5 Stonechat and over 20 Skylark (3 singing) and elsewhere saw 4 Reed Bunting (they are not all in farmland
flocks).
THU 1 FEB
News from Sussex has a flavour of spring in reports that the pair of Peregrines are back at their nestbox on top
of the Sussex Heights tower block in the centre of Brighton, Fulmars and Kittiwakes are coming back to their
nests in strength, and an individual Gannet is back on a chimney pot of a house in Cricketfield Road, Seaford
(I can’t remember hearing of this before but it sounds as if it has been there in other years).
At least one Sussex birder gets a good view of the Sussex Heights Peregrines from her bedroom window
(sounds ripe for a new variation on ‘Come up and see my etchings’) and if you can’t get an invitation there you
can see the birds on TV next Wednesday, Feb 7th, at 5:30pm during Chris Packham’s programme. If you are
in Brighton on Saturday 17th Feb you can drop in at the Booth Museum of Natural History in Dyke Road and
see a fascinating exhibition all about the Starlings that roost on Brighton’s West Pier and may become
homeless when restoration work starts on the pier.
Pagham Harbour news for Jan 31 includes a Whimbrel, 30 Goldcrest and a Siberian Chiffchaff at Church Norton,
two Pale Bellied Brent at the North Walls and the Spoonbill still at the Ferry. At Selsey a Northern and a Red
Throated Diver were seen plus a Purple Sandpiper and Black Redstart, and along at Bexhill watchers from
Galley Hill saw 4 Red Throated and 2 Black Throated Diver plue 15 Guillemot, 5 Eider and both Black Necked
and Slavonian Grebe.
In addition to seeing the Pintail at Romsey David Thelwell was today at Stockbridge and found 180 Golden
Plover with 250 Lapwing on plough north of the Salisbury road, and near the river saw 2 Shelduck at Marsh
Court (are they regular winter birds here?) as well as 3 Egrets on Stockbridge Common marsh.
When I referred yesterday to the article in the Portsmouth NEWS about the large owl on Thorney Island I knew it
was not a normal Eagle Owl and I am grateful to Barry Collins for giving me the true identity of the bird – he
says it is a Great Horned Owl that is normally found in America, and he doubts it came here on its own wings
(almost certainly a tame bird that has escaped or been released). Barry also tells me that yesterday the male
Scaup was still on the Little Deeps and he had a newcomer in the shape of a Short Eared Owl near the
landing lights by the east end of the Great Deeps.
Another bird in the ‘escape’ category is the White Stork which Gary Stevens tells me is still to be seen in the
fields near Donnington just south of Chichester, but at least that has a ring to indicate its origin.
Another ringed bird seen today was a wild one – a colour ringed Black Headed Gull which Brian Fellows found at
the Emsworth Slipper Mill pond and reported to the BTO ringing office by email (the ringing officer is Jacquie
Clarke and the email address is jacquie@bto.org). Brian went on to the east end of Thornham Lane on
Thorney Island in the hope of seeing the Short Eared Owl that was there yesterday – he failed to see that but
did get a distant view of all 14 Avocet in the Thorney Channel
Geoff Culbertson attended a deer management course at Holywell House (near the Meon east of Swanmore)
last weekend and while there saw a pair of Firecrest and a Woodcock flying over at dusk – presumably
already roding
WED 31 JAN
RALPH: Why is it that birds like to sing in thick mist? I think it was about this time a year ago that I heard my first
Skylark song of that year coming down from a totally invisible bird hidden in very low cloud, and this morning
I heard my first Blackbird song of the year from a neighbour’s garden just before 7am before there was any
hint of daylight and the street lamps providing the only illumination were dimmed by a thick mist. The
Blackbird was not alone in singing – there was quite a dawn chorus of Robins with the occasional Song
Thrush, Wren and Dunnock, and soon these were joined by Great Tit, Collared Dove and two Wood Pigeons.
The Blackbird only sang briefly and I don’t expect to hear it again for at least a couple of weeks, but after
writing this I see that Brian Fellows not only also heard one singing at dawn in Emsworth today but later heard
one during the day in a different place (Brook Meadow) so maybe they have started their season early.
Later in the day I made a brief cycle ride to north west Hayling, seeing one of the ‘Aston Villa’ Little Owls and
enjoying some massive wader flocks jockeying for position as the tide rose to cover all but the traditional
roosting places – off Langstone Lapwing and Bar Tailed Godwit were airborne in their hundreds, and great
wisps of Dunlin could be seen there and at the Hayling Oysterbeds. Forty plus Teal and 23 Moorhen were in
the Wade Court south meadow with just one Egret, and a young Heron was in the north fields, and I only saw
two more Egrets at the Oysterbeds. Shelduck numbers were also low – only 20 off Langstone and 33 at the

Oysterbeds where two Herring Gulls in full breeding plumage looked as if they were a pair which were already
guarding a nest site.
The only decent flock of Brent was some 150 on Hayling Fields near the Maypole Inn (west of Mill Rythe) where
an estimated 70 Curlew were feeding, but I did notice that the only Brent in the Langstone area (just 12 of
them) had 3 juveniles among them, reminding me that I am seeing a higher proportion of young at this time of
year than I did before Christmas and I have the feeling that maybe family groups with young are already
moving east to avoid forcing the young to fly the full distance in one go – part of my reasoning is that the birds
that are established in the harbour now know where the best food is to be found on inland fields, and those
seen on the harbour are perhaps newcomers to it, wary of going inland to strange fields (obviously this is only
conjecture and the birds that feed inland still have their safe base on the harbour water).
In addition to the two Blackbird which Brian Fellows heard singing in Emsworth today he also heard his first
Chaffinch song and that of at least four Song Thrush before driving down to Portsmouth to count the birds on
Baffins Pond where there were 11 Cormorant, 15 Shoveler, 20 Canada Geese, 66 Tufted Duck and 104
Mallard
My comments (see last Monday Jan 29) about how the head and body of a Redwing became separated after the
Redwing had been caught by a Sparrowhawk were just a guess, and I am endebted to Cripin Little for a much
better informed account of how Sparrowhawks kill their prey. Crispin says >> A long time ago I used to do
some falconry and, based on close observation of various raptors during that time, I can with some
confidence say that the above (i.e. my guess of the hawk gripping the neck so hard with its talons that the
head and body separated) is incorrect. Raptors, especially the ornivorous ones (falcons and small hawks) kill
their prey with a swift, twisting bite to the neck to sever the spinal chord. In fact the beaks of falcons have a
special notch in them to enable them to do this more efficiently. This bite is often strong enough to tear the
prey's head off completely. Ordinarily the body would be retained as well but I think you're right that in a panic
this is left behind while the raptor flies off with the head.
While on the subject of falconry I see the Portsmouth NEWS this evening carries a banner headline on its front
page reading “The owl and the pussycats. Is a giant bird preying on our pets?”. Mick Warrior, a Havant
falconer, has provided the paper with some dramatic photos of his tame European Eagle Owl with which to
illustrate the article which tells us that the Eagle Owl (species not fully identified), which was first seen on
Thorney Island last November, is still there living happily in one of the old aircraft hangers. To put some spice
into story it goes on to tell us that “rumours abound that it may have developed a taste for pet cat” If anyone
knows how to catch it then they could assist the police in their enquiries by doing so to discover if the bird has
any rings (or a hidden microchip) to show that it is a captive bred bird – if it were, and its owner purposefully
released it into the wild then he would be breaking the law (does the owner have to stand the rap if the bird
makes off on its own?)
I’m not sure how many birders are scouring the streets of Peel Common at Gosport to track down the party of
Waxwing that arrived on Monday and have been moving around the area ever since. I have the impression
that every three or four hours they make another 500 metre dash, leaving the local birders with the task of
relocating them and so far the birders have not failed. The original 8 birds have become 9 and the last place
they were seen was at the junction of Langstone Walk with The Parkway (around SU 579025)
On Jan 11 I commented on a piece of news I had seen on the TV about the prospect of building a Hastings
bypass road over the Combe Haven site between Bexhill and Hastings and today’s SOS news shows that this
prospect is even worse than I imagined as it threatens not only the Haven but also Filsham Reedbed (the
largest reedbed in Sussex with a serious chance of attracting breeding Bittern), a site called Doleham Ditch to
the north east of Hastings, and the Pevensey Levels to the west. It seems that a planning decision on this
bypass is to be taken by the South East Regional planning authority as soon as Feb 14th (John Prescott at the
DETR will have the final say after that) and all Sussex birders are encouraged to lobby the councillors who
represent their district on that authority (list given on the SOS website news page)
A big ASDA store at Hollingbury in Brighton proved to have a night roost of at least 250 Pied Wagtail when one
birder went shopping there the other evening – unfortunately this store doesn’t run to having its own
Sparrowhawk or Eagle Owl to entertain the customers with aerial chases like the one at Andover (see Jan 27)
Other Sussex news includes a count of 114 Whitefront Geese at Scotney Gravel Pit (Rye), the continuing
presence of the Cattle Egret by the River Arun at Greatham Bridge and the usual massive counts of Auks and
Divers. Back on Jan 18 there were 136 divers off Brighton, on Jan 28 there were 43 divers off Pett Levels east
of Hastings, and today at Galley Hill, Bexhill, two Red Throated and one Black Throated were seen. The
highest recent Auk count at Brighton was of 4040 seen last Sunday (Jan 28), most of these being Razorbills.
At one point yesterday 700 Auks formed a raft on the sea there ... A couple of non marine items are the
presence of a few Brambling in the Midhurst area last Sunday, and also on Jan 28 two Hen Harriers, both
males, were seen in the Heyshott area – in most winters the female ringtails seem to predominate but this
winter nearly every bird seems to be a male.

TUE 30 JAN
Lee Marshall was in the New Forest this afternoon and saw 42 Hawfinch fly into the Rhinefield Arboretum roost
site, and another birder had seen 6 come in before Lee arrived. As each bird or small flock arrived (the
biggest group was 17) they appeared to go straight to roost (no chance of them ‘going round again’ to cause
double counting) and it seems likely that there were at least 50 Hawfinch spending the night here. Birds of
Hampshire gives the biggest group recorded together as 40 (seen in Nov 1992) but indicates that in the 1990s
the total population of Hawfinch in the New Forest was probably between 150 and 250 pairs. If we assume
some increase in population since then and use the upper limit of 500 birds as being present in the Forest,
then to find a roost of 50 birds (especially as they seem to like communal roosting) does not seem unlikely.
......The Lesser Spotted Woodpecker was still showing in the arboretum, and there was a flock of around 200
Chaffinch with at least 3 Brambling. En route to the New Forest Lee called in at the Lower Test Reserve and
saw the two Firecrest there together plus up to six Water Pipit, around 10 Siskin and 20 Redwing
......Earlier in the day he had tracked down the Gosport Waxwings by a pond along Carisbrook Road (SU
579029) and found there were 9 of them (only 8 seen yesterday)
Seven Purple Sandpiper were at Southsea Castle (actually a little west of the Castle) to welcome Brian Fellows
plus Barry and Margaret Collins who all got their first tick for this year and Brian recorded a new personal
record for the number seen at this site. There were also 3 Shag on the sea.
Another Portsmouth area sighting was of some 70 Redwing at Mill Farm at the foot of the north slope of
Portsdown – this was made by John Goodspeed today.
Kingfishers are not an uncommon sight for lucky birders near the shore and in certain places on our streams
(though they will soon be moving inland again if they are intending to claim territories and nest) but it is
uncommon to see them on the section of Lymbourne stream that runs alongside the Billy Trail in Havant and
so I was pleased to hear that one had been seen today by a person who regularly walks the trail. Egrets and
Grey Wagtails are a pretty regular sight here but it is ages since I saw a Kingfisher heading upstream –
possibly a bird making a recce for a new potential nest site rather than in search of fish?
Russell Wynn came on a pair of Woodlark, with the male singing. Somewhere in the south of the New Forest on
Sunday (Jan 28) with a Raven and at least two Hawfinch nearby. On the Saturday (Jan 27) he had been at
Keyhaven, seeing the Twite, 10 Eider, 9 Slav Grebe and 7 Greenshank among other birds which included a
party of 6 Bewick’s Swans flying north west (back to the Avon Valley? Or newcomers?)
Jason Crook’s latest sightings on his website are for yesterday when he started with 7 Green Sandpiper on the
flooded field north of the Bartons Road playing fields beside the railway. There were only 2500 Blackheaded
Gulls there with 34 Lesser and 5 Greater Blackbacks and a few Common and Herring Gulls. Next stop for
Jason was Farlington Marshes where he could only count 3450 Brent and 545 Wigeon (presumably on the
main marsh). A single Pale Bellied adult Brent was also there and on the lake were 17 Gadwall with two male
Bearded Tits showing well nearby. Jason could only find 21 Blackwits. Off The Point a single Slav Grebe and
female Eider could be seen, and 300 Bar Tailed Godwit were roosting on the islands
Jason does not mention any Avocet anywhere yesterday and maybe a report of one at Budds Farm slipway on
the Sunday evening (Jan 28) will prove to be the last of this prolonged stopover visit to Langstone Harbour.
This sighting was by Mike Collins who notes that at dusk 25 Magpies had gathered along the west edge of
Budds Farm but it sounds as if they all flew off to roost elsewhere.
MON 29 JAN
At least 8 Waxwing were in the Peel Common area south of Fareham today, not near the famous sewage works
but last seen in a tree opposite the entrance of Peel Common Junior School in a road called The Drive
(approx SU 575028). They were first found by Peter Raby about half a mile from the school but moved on
after about half an hour – as they haven’t found a supermarket carpark yet I don’t expect they will stay at the
school. If you don’t see these there may be more to come as I see that the flock at Tesco’s in Brooklands,
Surrey has increased to 20 birds and there are at least 8 more at Bracknell and, in Hampshire, still 2 in Fleet.
Other news from the pagers today is of 2 Bitterns at Fleet Pond and 10 Woodlark at Lytchett Bay in Dorset
(just west of Poole on the north side of Poole Harbour) – at a guess these are birds back at a breeding site.
......Mike Wall, who now posts the pager info on Hoslist adds a comment of his own about good numbers of
Fieldfare in the Basingtoke area. There are some Redwing with them and there would have been one more
had not a Sparrohawk taken one, then dropped its still warm headless corpse at his feet in the surprise of
seeing him. (I once had the same experience, seeing a Sparrowhawk flash past and then finding a warm
headless Song Thrush) Perhaps the prey is not dropped in panic – more likely the hawk grips its prey’s neck
so hard that it severs it and the body drops away unintentionally (rather like sawing off the base the branch
that is supporting your ladder – the effect is surprising).
David Taylor heard one of 5 Siskin singing at Rhinefield in the New Forest yesterday (and found an obliging
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker there waiting to be ticked), and several decent sized flocks of Siskin have now
been widely reported but I still have not heard of any flock of Redpoll. The best news of them today is of 9
seen at the Anton Lakes in Andover by Tony Pollett (who had over 30 Siskin at the same place), and a

singleton in John Shillitoe’s garden at Hundred Acres near Wickham in the Meon Valley. John also reports
seeing a record 12 Egret in the field behind Soberton Church (SU 609168) where no more than half a dozen
have been seen before this
Tony Pollett also had 16 Reed Bunting at the Anton Lakes yesteday (they were emerging from a small communal
roost), 4 Water Rails, 3 Great Spotted Woodpecker and a flock of 6 Bullfinch. David Taylor had been at
Keyhaven/Pennington before going to Rhinefield, and had there seen up to 500 Golden Plover, 5 Slav Grebe,
a Spotshank and a Black Redstart.
Ben Darvill was at the Lower Test Marshes yesterday and tells us that there are definitely two Firecrest there
and more than 3 Water Pipit
Sometime in March we expect the Brent to suddenly vanish from our harbours but I have long had the feeling
that the geese that have spent the winter in Langstone Harbour have by then already flown and been replaced
by several waves of other geese gradually moving east along the coast. Today Jason Crook supplies at least
one piece of hard evidence in support of this, and I will quote what he says in full
“The timing of return passage of Brent almost certainly varies from year to year. Last year we recorded a pair of
colour-ringed Brent here at Farlington from 20th February until mid-March that had not wintered here
(coincidentally they arrived two days after the Black Brant disappeared). This suggests that return migration
can start in earnest from February. I think also that seawatching at Dungeness may confirm this. Mass
emigration from Langstone Harbour usually occurs in the third week of March (with slight variation from year
to year), with regular observations of flocks (sometimes numbering several hundred) leaving to the east at
dusk on fine evenings at this time. In my opinion, a spectacle much more a herald of spring than the first
Wheatears arriving! You just have to be out on the right evening!” I support this view much more than the ‘old
fashioned’ one proposed most explicitly by Richard Williamson who still, I think, insists that all the Brent leave
together on March 19th – though I don’t think even he would lay much money on their departure being always
on that precise date!
RALPH: Flooded roads in the Finchdean area have prevented my regular visits to OLD IDSWORTH FARM this
month but today I was able to get through with only one section of the road (just north of St Hubert’s Chapel)
still acting as a watercourse. While still in the farmyard I saw both Fieldfare and Redwing in a paddock behind
the farmhouse and from the hedge separating this paddock from the main fields I was astonished to hear
Corn Bunting song (perhaps not as strong as in the summer when two pairs still nest here, but
unmistakeable). I did eventually spot two Corn Bunting like silkouettes in a distant tree but they were too far
away to be certain of their id among House Sparrows, Chaffinch, Redwing and Fieldfare sall crowding the
same trees. Earlier David Uren, the farmer, had told me that he had recently put up a Woodcock at dusk from
under a beech hedge around the paddock and had given me the good news that the single Barn Owl which he
still sees fairly regularly (and which raised three young in one of the barns this summer) may not have been
deserted by its mate – one was recently seen to emerge from a narrow slot giving access to the roof space of
one of the farm cottages so maybe the mate has its own sleeping quarters not far from the nest box barn.
...16 Skylark got up from one stubble field where up to 30 Skylark have been in residence all winter, and one of
them was in full song. I then came on a small flock of perhaps 15 Yellowhammer and later heard the mass
twittering of around 100 Linnet that have been spending this winter on this farm, but the best was yet to come.
...Returning to the farm I heard the calls of a Buzzard, and when I eventually located it soaring high above
Markwells Wood I was treated to a superb aerobatic display which one would not think possible from such a
ponderous bird. Half closing its wings it would go into a high speed, almost vertical, Stuka like dive then, just
above the trees, spread its wings and soar upwards at almost as high a speed, twisting gracefully like a
Spitfire climbing effortlessly. I watched this repeated several times before a second bird appeared on the
scene so I hope that we have here one happy couple that will not be spending this summer drying out their
house (as the flooded homeowners of Finchdean will be doing).
Among the news on the SOS website I see that there are 9 Bewick’s Swans on the Upper Adur river near
Steyning (north of Worthing) and with them is a single Brent Goose. This reminded me of the question raised
recently by Trevor Carpenter as to why the occasional Brent is to be found all alone while hundreds are
packed together in a nearby field – is this by choice of the loner wanting some peace and quiet? Has it been
‘sent to Coventry’ the others? Or has the loner lost the ‘flocking instinct’ and is quite content to stay where it is
provided there is food for it? In addition to the example which Trevor quoted of one at Warsash/Hook which
was to be found in the same field where it had spent the previous winter on its own, I noted the case of a single
juvenile which stayed on its own for two or three days in a field at Wade Court, and yesterday there was
another adult exclusively occupying the large field south of the Thorney Little Deeps. In all these cases the
loners must have been aware of other Brent in the area and could have rejoined them, but this one at
Steyning sounds really on its own and lost for ever from the migrant flocks – we’ll have to see what it does on
March 19th.
......Other Sussex news is that the Cattle Egret is still at Greatham with two Scaup there, in Pagham Harbour the
number of Avocet may be decreasing (a count of only 20 is reported – recently it has been 28), while from

Worthing we have another seawatvch count of 2200 Auks passing in 1.5 hours plus 40 Red Throated Divers.
PLANTS:

SUN 4 FEB
Yesterday I saw my first Camellia flowers and found the first flowers on Hairy Bitttercress. Today I found my first
Croci, saw a bigger and better Camellia covered with pink blossom (none of it yet frosted or weather-beaten)
and found just one example of each of two plants that I have not seen in flower for a few weeks – Creeping
Buttercup and White Dead Nettle. I deviated slightly from my walk today to look if Common Whitlowgrass was
yet detectable and found some almost full sized leaves – the flowers will not be long in showing and I must
also soon look for the Shepherd’s Cress (Teesdalia) on Hayling Beachlands
FRI 2 FEB
Stopping to look at Brent Geese in the Portsmouth Water HQ field off Solent Road in Havant today I found the
roadside ditch full of flowering Celandines and at St Thomas Church in old Bedhampton many Snowdrops
were out. Along Harts Farm Way at Broadmarsh three Cherry Plum trees had white blossom and there was
more in the hedge of Southmoor Lane where many travellers have set up camp.
WED 31 JAN
It was a real and unexpected pleasure to find the first white flowers open on Cherry Plum trees both in Wade
Lane at Langstone and beside the Billy Line on Hayling in today’s gloom and drizzle. One of the best places
to see a show of this white blossom is usually at the south end of Southmoor Lane or along Harts Farm Way
as it passes through the Broadmarsh area, but Wade Lane has an avenue of these trees where the blossom
is less easy to see as the trees are tall and you only see the flowers against the sky by looking up from under
the trees – the flowers I saw were right at the south end of the lane just before it comes out onto the seawall
near Langstone Pond. The flowers on Hayling were on a more recently planted tree beside the path on the
south side of ‘Texaco Bay’ leading to the north end of the Billy Trail. Sweet Violets continue to flower further
down the track by the gate into the field abutting the Oysterbeds, and both Gorse and Winter Heliotrope are
widespread but I could not spot the first Coltsfoot which could be out now. In gardens I saw my first
Snowdrops yesterday on Hayling, and today saw more in Wade Court Road here in Havant.
It is difficult to imagine that White Deadnettle could ever be a plant of sufficient interest to mention in these notes
but I have been going round for about a week now without seeing a single plant in flower so I am glad that
Brian Fellows has found some at Emsworth’s Brook Meadow where he also found his first Snowdrops of the
year.
INSECTS:

FRI 2 FEB
Nothing much to report other than that Lee Marshall at Rowner (Gosport) has had another Spring Usher in his
moth trap along with a Pale Brindled Beauty. Both these moths are normal for this time of year but it is only
the attractively patterned males that you are likely to see – their females are wingless and look particularly
ugly to me. There are several moths of this type and in one of them the female manages to look quite pretty,
at least in the photos of male and female Belted Beauties, and their caterpillar, that appear in the newly
arrived Butterfly Conservation News mag. – that rarity would be some find on Browndown!
There may have been some distortion of the facts between the original wildlife report for Chichester Harbour,
which has just been published by Anne de Potier for the Harbour Conservancy, and the story which reached
me after going through the West Sussex Gazette and then being summarised by Ken Hearne, but what I hear
is that if you go to the coastal grassland around Ella Nore (on the Chichester Harbour shore just north of East
Head at the harbour mouth) in August you may find up to 500 of the beautiful and harmless (to us) Golden
Orb spiders (Argioppe bruennichi) which some people wish to brand as dangerous by calling them Wasp
Spiders. No doubt the grasshoppers on which the spiders feed have a different view.
WED 31 JAN
John Goodspeed has been able to answer my question about whether his find of a Bloody Nosed Beetle on
Portsdown in January was unusual by reference to the Readers Digest Butterfly book which says that these
beetles are short lived, mating and laying eggs soon after they emerge as adult beetles in the spring, and
dying before their eggs have completed the cycle of turning into grubs and then pupating before emerging as
adults next spring. Michael Chinery says that this species of beetle can be found as adults from April to
August so your guess is as good as mine as to whether this one was an ancient of last year’s generation or a
precocious example of next summer’s generation. For interest I see that the Bloody Nosed Beetle is the
largest of our Leaf Beetles, living on a diet of bedstraw, and that unusually for a beetle it has no wings (or if it
has the elytra are fused together so it can’t open them and let the wings out).
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 4 FEB
John Goodspeed recently commented that he had not for some time seen the albino Squirrel which used to be a
regular visitor to his garden on top of Portsdown but today Theo Roberts assured me that he still daily sees in
his garden at the foot of the hill another of the tribe of white Squirrels which have been prevalent in the
Portsdown area for more than ten years. Also in Theo’s Cosham garden the first Frogs are coupled (in damp
vegetation, not yet in the pond). He is not expecting them to start spawning for a few days and some spawn
which he found on weeds raked out of the pond got there, he thinks, when a female Frog was grabbed by a
Fox or cat and had a miscarriage in her panic.
Down on Hayling Rosemay Webb tells me that an elder tree in her garden currently has the best show of Jew’s
Ear fungi to be found in Christendom (her phrase) – knowing her experience of fungi these must be something
special to evoke such interest on her part. She also tells me that she can confidently answer Pete Durnell’s
recent question (Can Grass Snakes be found on Hayling?) in the affirmative. She has not seen any for a
couple of years but has in the recent past had one in her garden and seen another near the Sinah Lake.
FRI 2 FEB
The Portsmouth NEWS once more carries the big wildlife story of the day which is about the arrival of the first
Turtle ever to be seen in Chichester Harbour. It was seen by a yachtsman anchored off East Head, so he had
a good chance to look closely, and his account indicates that it was probably not the Leatherback Turtle which
the one most frequently seen in British Waters so this could be a first for Britain as well as for the harbour.
With the precarious state of East Head I hope we don’t find hundreds of Turtles coming to lay their eggs in the
East Head sand, and digging out so much sand in the process that the ‘Hinge’ finally gives way to the tide.
Ken Hearne passes on news of Water Voles that he saw in the West Sussex Gazette which originated from Anne
de Potier’s wildlife report for the Chichester Harbour Conservancy (should be on the Conservancy website but
I haven’t looked yet). The point which the paper had picked up is that Water Voles are quite happy to live in
brackish water and don’t necessarily need high quality fresh water so you may well find them in stagnant
ditches if the food is to their taste and there are banks for their tunnels.
Last night Frogs were busy in Lyndon Hatfield’s garden pond in north Fareham and this morning he had the first
frogspawn to be seen in that area (though it has already been reported from Portsdown and Leigh Park). With
a few warm days forecast we will no doubt hear more widespread reports. Lyndon works near the southern
shore of Fareham Creek, not far from the MoD naval munitions site which is rich in wildlife and where Badgers
inhabit Fort Elson, and he tells me that the security cameras on his site regularly pick up mainly foxes but
quite often badgers.
THU 1 FEB
Last weekend Geoff Culbertson attended a two day Deer Management course at the Holywell estate which lies
in woodland between Swanmore and the Meon (just upstream from Mislingford), and he tells me that Muntjac
as well as Fallow and Roe can be found there. I know there have been rumours of Muntjac in the woods
around Havant from time to time but, as Michael Prior at Stansted comments, if they are really in residence
you soon know about it through their incessant barking. This news of them near the Meon ties in with the one
firm report which I had of them from someone driving through the West Walk Woods area a year or so ago –
they saw a pair of them at the roadside at first light and were quite certain of what they had seen.
WED 31 JAN
At Emsworth’s Brook Meadow today Brian Fellows not only found some molehills to show those creatures are
still alive in the area, but also noticed several new Water Vole tunnels in the banks of the Ems to show that
these much more welcome animals are back on the scene.

BIRDS:

WEEK 04 JAN 22 – 28

SUN 28 JAN
I have just been looking through JASON CROOK’S SIGHTINGS for the past three days and see that the Siskin
which we found in Stansted Forest yesterday were not the only ones to arrive in our area – Jason had 19 by
the Hermitage Stream at Bedhampton on the Friday (Jan 26). Further downstream he saw Kingfisher on two
of the three days and the single Avocet on all three days (it went to roost on the RSPB islands both yesterday
and today, maybe indicating that it has no attachment to those based around the Farlington Lake. In the
Broadmarsh area on Friday he had 383 Knot and 285 Bar Tailed Godwit plus a roost of 143 Ringed Plover (I
think this is an exceptionally large number for the roost at the corner where Broadmarsh meets the A27 –
perhaps they were elsewhere?).
......At Farlington Marshes on Friday he counted a total of 405 Shelduck and found 15 Gadwall on the main lake
with 4 Avocet and elsewhere saw 225 Curlew, 1 Water Pipit and 6 Bearded Tits. On Saturday the Gadwall on
the lake were down to 11 but there were 95 Pintail (presumably near the deeps, not at the lake) and more than

54 Shoveler. Today he noted an adult Pale Bellied Brent back on the reserve, only 2 Avocet, and 18 Black
Tailed Godwit (maybe these are now returning to the harbours from their ‘special duty’ in the flooded Avon
Valley). These are only a selection of the sightings on Jason’s website which is well worth a visit even if some
of the comments are misaligned with the birds they relate to (and don’t be deterred if you encounter apparent
errors – yesterday I was told there were errors on the page when there were none and today I was told that I
was not allowed to access the website but got through in the end). One other sighting worth passing on was
of 450 Golden Plover over North Hayling (Northney saltings?) yesterday.
Kevin Stouse tells me that the HWT THORNEY ISLAND WALK had a really good day’s birding today with a total
of 65 species and two bonus birds on top of the 14 Avocet, male Scaup and Great Northern Diver promised
them by Barry Collins. The special extras were a female Merlin, seen by the whole party as it flew low over
the edge of the airfield beside them just after they had started north from the Pilsey area towards Thorney
village, and a Short Eared Owl seen on the other side of the airfield (near the Marker Point landing lights) by
Kevin alone with one other tail-ender whom Kevin had stayed behind to accompany. Barry Collins specifically
said only yesterday that there were none of these owls on the island and so I guess this one had just arrived
– none of the main party saw it as they walked by this area but as soon as they had gone it began to quarter
the rough grass!
......At the Little Deeps the party were lucky when something, probably a Fox, pushed a large flock of Pochard out
of the reeds with the Scaup among them, and just south of the military fence the first of three Seals was seen
in the Emsworth Channel. Then came magnificent views of the Great Northern Diver as it rested on the
surface in bright sunlight, and further south, looking towards Black Point on Hayling, a Peregrine was seen
among a whirling flock of many Knot. I was not quite clear about where the party first saw the Avocet but I
know they watched the whole flock of 14 fly north up the Thorney Channel when they were in the Longmere
Point/Pilsey area – they may have come from the East Head area. Somewhere here 3 female Eider were
seen (fewer than were here in the summer!) and elsewhere 3 Greenshank went on the list. Sounds as if
everyone had a great day.
I did not have the time to join the full day walk around Thorney but did have just over an hour this morning to
cycle to the Thorney Deeps in the hope of adding the male Scaup to my year list. When I arrived the only birds
I could see on the water were three Coot and a couple of Dabchick but within five minutes four Pochard drifted
out onto the visible part of the water from a bay on the north side at the far end in which there may have been
many other birds, and with the Pochard cams one male Tufted Duck and a sleepy Scaup which insisted on
remaining tail on to me for some time. Eventually it drifted round until I could see the side view and distinguish
its silvery plumage from the grey of the Pochard and bright white of the Tufted Duck. Nothing else of great
interest here – the resident Kestrel was on the wires over the marsh, a lone Brent Goose was in sole charge
of the large field south of the deeps, and there were a few Pintail (I think around ten) on the Great deeps and
a total of nearly 40 Shelduck when I added in some 30 around Fowley Island. One thing that surprised me
was the absence of the usual team of Dabchick that work the Great Deeps close to the seawall.
THE SOS NEWS tonight has a major potential yearlist tick on offer at Greatham Bridge on the River Arun south
of Pulborough – a Cattle Egret. If you want to see it park at the Greatham Bridge carpark (TQ 031162), cross
the river and walk south on the public path towards Amberley. Very soon you have a short steep climb and as
soon as you get to the top scan the fields to the east where it may be seen among distant horses. If you fail
here go on through Quell Farm a short distance ahead and then look among cattle (which I would have
thought to be to the south of the track but the SOS website gives a map ref of TQ 035154 which is some way
east along the farm track leading to Glebe Farm (this track is not marked as a public path but the website
seems to imply that farmers here do not mind birders going along it but do not want them wandering across
any fields). It seems this bird has been present there for a fortnight. If not lucky with this bird there are still 2
Scaup on the river (or the pools south of the road?) at Greatham Bridge plus 20 Golden Plover and a lone
Black Tailed Godwit to look out for (no mention of any Bewick’s but there is a Barn Owl on offer at Pulborough
reserve).
......OTHER SUSSEX NEWS for today includes 5 Little Stint still at East Head with 6 Slav Grebe offshore there
(maybe it was one of these that Kevin’s party saw from Thorney and could not be sure if it was Black Necked
or Slav). Yesterday I see that the Ring Necked Duck on the private Barcombe Reservoir just north of Lewes
now appears as a double act (male and female present), and someone reported 4 Jack Snipe with 12
Common Snipe at Thorney Deeps (not an area that I can imagine any normal birder being allowed to access!
– perhaps they all flew low over the seawall path)
......Sussex news for last Friday (Jan 26) is of a second winter Iceland Gull off Church Norton, and at Brighton
marina a Pom Skua, 11 Purple Sandpiper and a Black Redstart. In the distant east the flock of Whitefront
Geese at Scotney Gravel Pit (Rye Harbour) had increased to 110 birds.
Lee Marshall checked out the Alver Valley west of Gosport this morning and heard 2 out of 6 Great Spotted
Woodpecker drumming. A male Lesser Spotted was also there as were four Green Woodpeckers and two
Treecreepers. Song Thrush and Cetti’s Warbler were singing and among other birds were a Green

Sandpiper, a few Shoveler and Teal, a flock of 14+ Stock Dove, one Buzzard and a pair of Sparrowhawks
(not to mention 3 Foxes and 4 Roe). A couple of days ago Lee found the regular No 2 Battery Med Gull still on
parade at Stokes Bay.
Yesterday John Eyre found Woodlark in the Fleet area were on the verge of singing, today Paul Beckett was at
Shatterford (Beaulieu Road area) in the New Forest and had one in full song – probably to welcome the dawn
as he got there early enough to hear three Tawny Owls in full voice and a Woodcock croaking more faintly (I
am told these birds usually do start their roding in January) before the lark started.
SAT 27 JAN
Barry Collins this evening asked me to pass on to Kevin Stouse, who will be leading a walk around Thorney
Island tomorrow, some news of birds seen around the island today. On the Little Deeps the male Scaup is
back and should be there among the Pochard for them to see at the start of the walk. The Great Northern
Diver is also still showing well in the Emsworth Channel and was today not far north of Marker Point – it may
be expected between there and the point opposite the military fence where Sweare Deep branches off from
the main channel. Towards the end of the walk, as they pass Stanbury Point which is a little north of Thorney
Village, they should keep their eyes open for Avocet – there were 14 of them there today.
RALPH; After lunch I took a walk in the north west of Stansted Forest with the main aim of checking that the
Spurge Laurel plants were flowering but in the event adding two bird species to my year list. I started from the
Forestside Hut and walked west along the Warren Down track, and before reaching the end of it I noticed a
Kestrel perched on one of the grain feeder bins holding food for Pheasants and while watching it a large flock
of small brown finches flew along the hedgerow behind the Kestrel. Although I could not hear them, nor see
them in detail, their rich brown colour and bouncy flight told me they must be Linnet – the first flock I have seen
this year and well over 50 of them. A little later I had audible proof of their presence when I walked down
through a thicket that was full of their twittering. After this I entered the Forest and walked through one of the
large Larch plantations until I heard more twittering, this time mixed with the complaints of Siskin, and came
on the sight of two or three Larches at the edge of the plantation, fully lit by the sun, which were alive with
small birds – it seemed there was a finch hanging on every larch cone though the total of birds was probably
only around 100. I had excellent views of them and reckon there were around 80 Golfinch and 20 Siskin, my
first sighting of the latter this year – the males showing as well as you could hope for. Nothing else of note –
several Song Thrushes and Coal Tits were singing elsewhere and I heard the thin screech of Treecreeper at
one point but could not see it.
HAVANT WILDLIFE GROUP: One bird which I am daily expecting to hear in song is Marsh Tit and when the
Havant Wildlife Group walked around the west of Stansted Forest today they managed to locate ten of these
birds (which seem much more inclined to stay put in one place through the winter than to join the majority of
Tits in roaming flocks) without hearing any song. They also came on a much bigger flock of Siskin (around 40,
without any Goldfinch) than I did, but neither of us (nor anyone else it seems) has found any Redpoll flocks
locally this winter (yes I know you can see them with everything else at Fleet Pond). While this party was in
the woods Brian Fellows was in Brook Meadow enjoying a Kingfisher with Grey Wagtail, Goldcrest and Song
Thrush (which every one is saying are more numerous than usual, though I have noticed that people often get
that impression when they all start singing)
John Eyre was out today in the large block of heathland encircled by Fleet, Farnborough, Aldershot and
Farnham and was much cheered to find the first two Woodlark back in their breeding area on Bourley
Common. Neither actually sang but one flew up and hovered as if thinking about advertising its presence and
over Farnborough airfield one Skylark did sing (only one day later than I heard my first full Skylark song here
on the coast)
Two interesting items to end today’s round up. The first is from Brian Rickwood who went shopping at Safeways
in Andover to find himself watching an aerial battle as a Sparrowhawk did its best to reduce a flock of 150 Pied
Wagtail by one but, I think, failed. Down in sunny Southbourne at Bournemouth Mike Gibbons watched a less
violent aerial battle as a Firecrest flew up flycatching from his garden Rowan tree, then allowed him to watch
it preening at a distance of only 25 feet. Mike also adds a bit of hearsay to frustrate those Hampshire listers
who are being challenged to tick 200 species in the year ‘without actually looking for them’ (I don’t quite
understand the rules). It seems that the Grey Phalarope which John Clark told us he had seen at a private
site in the southern Avon Valley on Dec 29 or 30 was still around into the New Year and was seen by one Alan
Hayden – every one else will have to wait till next October for the Phalarope season to come round again (I
say that to ensure that one turns up next week).
FRI 26 JAN
You are probably proud of your garden birds and may well keep a list of the species seen in or from your garden
but I doubt you will already have logged 41 species for this year or expect to see at least 70 during the year.
Those figures are claimed (and I do not doubt them) by Nigel Stubbs who lives just south of Ringwood,
presumably abutting on the Avon valley, and who has a garden pond. The total list of species he has seen
over the past five years is 83. Now what would his total be if his garden overlooked, say, Titchfield Haven? Is

it possible that there is a garden somewhere in Hampshire that can boast 170 species in a year? We can’t let
Nigel continue to feel so proud, can we?
Ron King visited Fleet today to see the two Waxwing that turned up there yesterday and having ticked them he
went on to Alresford Pond where he noted that two of the 16 Cormorants there were of the Continental
(sinensis) race. While I am not doubting the correctness of his id this mention of the continental birds
prompted me to dredge up a couple of notes I put on my website at this time last year and in 1999 to help me
(and possibly some other beginners) to separate very grey headed English Cormorants from the continental
birds. As these may still be relevant I reprint them below.
......This (a bird seen in Jan 2000) may well have been one of the continental 'sinensis' race birds but I recall info
from Tony Gutteridge telling us that it is difficult to distinquish some British birds from the continental race (the
crucial factor being the position of the yellow around the base of the bill) and that some continental birds
regularly nest in Britain nowadays and these tree-nesting invaders have apparently persuaded some of the
British birds to desert cliff nest sites in favour of trees.
......Brian Fellows has sent me a picture and new information from BWP which says that the continental
(sinensis) birds are generally a little smaller than our (carbo) race and have smaller bills - it also says that the
continental birds have a greenish tinge to their plumage where ours tend to have a purple sheen (but the light
will have a great part to play in what you see in that respect). BWP does not comment, seemingly, on the
extent of the yellow area around the bill which Tony Gutteridge told me is the critical factor according to the
expert whom he heard talk on the subject.
......Tony Gutteridge has heard from an expert that the continental race birds do breed in Britain (and in fact they
are leading our native birds to inland nest sites - the continental race is traditionally tree nesting, the British
race normally sticking to cliff faces, but the British birds are learning to tree nest inland) and this explains why
we see continental birds still here in full breeding plumage. The other item was concerning identification - to
separate the races correctly you have to look at the yellow area at the base of the bill - in a continental bird this
continues back below the eye in a straight line with the top of the upper mandible, in British birds it extends up
and around the eye.
If you do not already have a comprehensive library of bird sounds you might be interested in a website whose
address Russell Wynn put on Hoslist today. I have not visited it (I keep the speakers detached from my
computer to avoid the annoyance of girls with American accents telling me how to run my computer) but you
might like to – the address is http://www-stat.wharton.upenn.edu/~siler/masi/eurosongs3.html If you can type
that one in correctly you will have no difficulty with a second website recommended today by Adrian Martin at
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/today/features/bigbirdwatch.shtml
A walk from Havant down the Lavant stream to the South Moors and back by Budds Farm and Solent Road in
this morning’s sunshine began with Mistle Thrush song from trees above Bosmere School in South Street and
more of the same from the Brookmead Way houses by the stream. With the tide half up there were more
Turnstone than usual working the seaweedy stones at the waters edge (well over 20 of them) and four Rock
Pipit where I expect one or two, and over the South Moors a Skylark gave the first prolonged song that I have
heard this year – possibly warning off intruders into its territory as there were more than half a dozen larks
flying around rather than the normal one or two. Magpies are common here and counted 16 around the
moors (in the past numbers have been much higher). A second Skylark was in full song above Budds Mound
but before reaching there I passed my first Pale Bellied Brent for this year among a loose flock of around 100
Brent strung out along the tideline – the Pale Bellied bird was off the old IBM playing fields
......A pair of Gadwall were on the Budds Farm pools among some 90 Tufted Duck, over 20 Pochard and a large
number of Teal many of which flew off as I appeared above them. There were up to 8 Shoveler (again some
of these flew off) and an uncounted number of Mallard but the ducks which interested me were two possible
female Scaup looking very white faced and larger and rounder among the Tufties but I could not get a close
enough look to claim that they actually were Scaup. I counted 10 Little Grebe but could not spot the Common
Sandpiper.
......Hurrying home along Solent Way I heard a couple of bursts of Chaffinch song from trees around
Bedhampton Manor and then noticed Brent in the playing field of the Portsmouth Water Company HQ (I think
for the first time this winter). Making a quick count of them (43 in total) I was surprised to find not only one
juvenile but also a Pale Bellied bird among them (presumably different from the one seen on the shore)
THU 25 JAN
When I looked at Jason Crook’s website on Wednesday evening I saw that the entries at the top of the list were
ones that I had already seen but tonight I realised that his entries are arranged with new entries being added
at the end of the list (the logical way) rather than at the top (a method which I and some others use to save
people searching down through stuff they have already seen) and so I unearthed interesting sightings for last
Tuesday and Wednesday as well as today and here are a few of them that caught my attention
......On Tuesday (Jan 23) Jason found 13 Gadwall on the Farlington Marshes lake and four Avocet on the mud off
Shutt Lake through which the reserve stream drains into the harbour

......On Wednesday (Jan 24) an adult Little Gull was in the Bedhampton Creek/Broadmarsh slipway area with
one Avocet and 24 Little Grebe. This Avocet may be the same one that John Eyre saw swimming here on the
23rd, and as he saw that one eventually fly off towards Farlington Marshes it suggests to me that the varying
sighting of 3 and 4 birds at the Marshes may be accounted for by the presence of one bird with itchy feet that
wanders off on its own, then returns to the others. Still on the 24th Jason found 13 Meadow Pipits on
Broadmarsh and comments that this is the largest flock he has seen this year – does that mean they are
already starting to move north? Finally, on Budds Farm pools at dusk he counted 109 Tufted Duck but only 24
Pochard
......Yesterday Jason visited the flooded fields to the north east of Leigh Park (by the Lavant stream east of Little
Leigh Farm) and found six Green Sandpiper with a good selection of gulls (as I find when counting gulls on the
IBM Lake, which is a similar ‘rest and refreshment’ area for birds working the rubbish tips, the number seen
varies from moment to moment as they are disturbed from the tip, then fly back to resume their search for
food). With this particular tip in Southleigh Forest there is an additional factor that the gulls have a choice of
four main areas when not on the tip – the Southleigh Farm fields south of the woods, the Locks Farm fields by
the railway south of Bartons Road, the flooded pony fields south of Whichers Gate Road and the fields to the
north of it over the railway from Mays Coppice Farm (here I saw the biggest number of gulls when I visited)
......Following his check on the gulls Jason headed south to Black Point on Hayling where the high tide wader
roost held 365 Knot and 31 Sanderling but only 6 Bar Tailed Godwit (where have they all got to at the
moment?). Looking east he could see 1500+ Golden Plover circling above the West Wittering area and a
Great Northern Diver with 3 Slav Grebe in Stockers Lake. Then comes the most interesting bit to me – as he
walked along the southern shore of Hayling (the whole of which may be called Hayling Bay) he somewhere
came on a high tide roost holding 137 Sanderling and 220 Turnstone plus 12 Oystercatcher. I was not aware
of any roost site here but I guess the shingle here is just as attractive as it is along the Eastney Beach where
hundreds of Ringed Plover and Dunlin regularly sit out the tide off the eastern end of the seafront road before
it turns inland to go round the back of Fort Cumberland. Also seen along Hayling Bay shore was a single
Yellow Legged Gull.
......Late in the day Jason walked back up the Hayling Billy line, seeing one Northern Diver in Langstone Harbour
where the Slav Grebe flock had increased to 9 (I’m pretty sure this flock is a new feature for the harbour –
previously I would have expected Slav Grebes to stay on the sea at Hayling Bay). More than 7 Black Necked
Grebe could be seen in the dusk, probably there were more, and one Eider and 580 Knot were present. To
end the day the Long Tailed Duck was seen settling down for the night in the Oysterbeds with 24 Goldeneye
and 7 Merganser as a Merlin made a last attempt to catch its supper.
John Taylor of Rowlands Castle adds to the discussion of changing feeding habits among small birds that we
see in our gardens by telling me that he has just been watching a Goldcrest feeding on the nut feeder which
he hangs up for the benefit of Blue Tits and he asks if this is unusual. It certainly is unusual in the light of past
experience (I would expect Goldcrest to live off tiny spiders and the like found in their endless search of twigs
in trees and bushes – they work through bramble bushes at ground level just as often as the branches of
conifers) but it is by no means a first to judge from stories that I see on Hoslist. Just as surprising is the
increasing number of Long Tailed Tits now visiting nut feeders – I forget what the current record is but seem to
remember seeing recently that someone had had ten of them on one feeder at a time. While on this subject I
see that someone was slightly surprised to have a Firecrest in their garden and I noticed that they did not
stress what I think may be an important factor for attracting Firecrest – that is to have a nice Holly bush in your
garden. I can’t see what Holly bushes have to offer Firecrest (other than a good place to shelter from heavy
rain) but they do seem to favour them and I think a good number of sightings are of them hovering in front of
a Holly bush.
WED 24 JAN
Sue Morrison was in her Warsash garden at 12:46 today and saw ten Waxwing fly west overhead – that should
take them to Hythe or thereabouts but the only news from that area is that Colin Allen has today had the first
three Siskin of the winter arrive in his garden up to a month later than usual.
The Haslar Creek complex stretching west from near the entrance to Portsmouth Harbour into Alverstoke today
gave Lee Marshall a good selection of wildfowl and waders plus 95 Swans and 23 Canada Geese which were
presumably on the Cockle Pond (known for its model boats on the surface and Insensible Shrimps below).
On the mud were 600 Dunlin, 11 Redshank, 4 Grey Plover, and 2 Curlew with 3 Egrets at the water’s edge.
On the water were 9 Goldeneye (including a male), 12 Merganser and 11 Little Grebe, and somewhere in the
area were 32 Mallard and 225 Brent with 6 young birds among them. Going on to Fort Gilkicker Lee saw a
pair of Kestrel (presumably based on the Fort – hopefully any conversion of the building will not prejudice their
nest site) and found the redhead Goosander on the lake behind the fort with one Merganser, and at the west
end of Stokes Bay an adult Med Gull was at a regular site.
......I’m not sure if the Brent which Lee saw in Haslar Creek are regulars there this winter but the impression I
have gathered is that individual Brent are birds of fixed habits, remaining faithful to the same mate over many

years, breeding in the same site and returning to the same winter site each year. I also think that small
groups of families and individuals tend to stick together thoughout the winter, though the small groups move
about the harbours according to food availability and weather and may merge into very large flocks at times
without losing the identity of the smaller flocks which operate as a unit. This is not based on any hard
evidence which I myself have, but is a summary of what I think I have heard from those who study the birds in
detail and seems to match what I see. Russell Wynn today raises these questions about Brent behaviour as
a result of receiving the ringing details of two birds seen at Pennington/Keyhaven this winter (a male and
female, probably a pair, which were both ringed in Siberia in 1995 at the same nest site area – he is reflecting
the fact that the were close to each other in Siberia and are still close here in Hampshire five and a half years
later). One of the difficulties in proving this loyalty is one experienced (I believe) by quantum physicists – if
they look at a particle they knock it out of the path it would otherwise follow, and I think that when a batch of
some 50 Brent were colour marked at Farlington a year or so ago many of that group ‘disappeared’ and my
theory was that they were frightened or ashamed to return to their habitual feeding places – the attempt to
mark them influencing the behaviour the marking was intended to study (I’m probably wrong about this!)
Brian Fellows, whose visit to Portsmouth yesterday was almost nullified by rain, woke to sunshine and Song
Thrush song this morning, then had the pleasure of a Kingfisher flying across Brook Meadow before the chore
of counting the Swans on the Mill Pond (66 today with the Black Swan back). Among other things he
comments on increased Tit activity and the same thing struck me when I was walking through the Hollybank
Woods today – Blue and Great Tit song was everywhere, most of the birds seemed to be in pairs (or chasing
one another) and a lot of Blue Tits seemed to be exploring the Oak trees as much in search of nest holes as
food.. While on the subject of Tits I see that Steve Mansfield comments on Long Tailed Tits feeding on the
ground, something which I had noticed as unusual and commented on last week (Jan 18). Recently I have
found that flocks of Long Tailed Tits have been one of the commonest birds sights but today I only heard the
birds once in a four hour walk – perhaps their noisy troops have already broken up into less obtrusive pairs
seeking nest sites?
Jan 23 is the date on which I expect to hear the FIRST CHAFFINCH SONG OF THE YEAR but the weather
yesterday was too wet and windy for me to want to go and check up on them. This morning’s sunshine was
ideal for a walk, and before I had gone half a mile north up New Lane in Havant a Chaffinch gave a good first
performance from a hawthorn tree outside the Wyeth factory. I did not hear any more of them sing today, but
I guess that by the end of the month we will be hearing them daily. The three Chaffinch which I heard
practising their songs at Idsworth on Dec 14 were, as it seemed at the time, an aberration (I have not heard
one since then until today). Further north, in the flooded field by the railway and Lavant stream before you
come to Whichers Gate Road, there were not as many gulls as I was expecting but the main reason for
coming here was to add Green Sandpiper to my year list (they have deserted the coastal pools this winter)
and I was hoping to see the two which Jason Crook saw here on Jan 15. In fact there were eight of them here,
all clustered at the north end of the large flooded meadow through which the footpath goes north, around the
stream flowing into the meadow just east of the footpath stile. If you go here beware that although the path
over the meadow is wet it is quite passable in boots, but immediately north of the stile leading north out of the
meadow is a deep ditch and I had no alternative (other than turning back) to getting water well above my
boots while crossing it and it would overtop normal wellies. To make up for wet feet I heard Mistle Thrush
song here and saw another pair of foxes sitting out in the sunshine.
......Going back to the subject of Green Sandpiper I see that in tonight’s Hoslist messages John Clark reminds us
that water cress beds, such as those at Alresford, used to be full of Green Sandpiper (and Water Pipit) in the
winter. In response to a message reporting a single Green Sandpiper on the Alresford Cressbeds as being
exciting news he recalls seeing 21 of them on those beds, and finding up to a dozen Water Pipits nearby, and
tells us that the reason they are now so scarce at these cress beds is due to ‘improved production methods’
using chemicals to sterilise the cressbeds and more chemicals to enhance the growth of the cress
TUE 23 JAN
John Eyre dropped in at Broadmarsh slipway this morning to have a look for Ring billed or other interesting gulls
and saw, some 50 metres offshore, a swimming Avocet which remained out on the water for at least 15
minutes before flying off towards Farlington. An even more surprising swimmer was seen by Lee Marshall last
year when seawatching at Selsey – he and others watched a Feral Pigeon land on the sea some way out and
assumed it had drowned until, nearly half an hour later, it was seen to take off and fly away as if nothing
unusual had happened (could it have landed on a floating bird table?)
I am grateful to Jason Crook for his comments on the accuracy of three statements which I made recently, and I
hope that if other people see things in my notes which are wrong (or with which they disagree) they will let me
know as I have always found that having mistakes corrected is the best way of learning. The first point which
Jason picks up is that the Black Brant which he recorded at Farlington (see my notes for Jan 22) was never
seen by him anywhere other than at the Marshes or in the nearby Chalkdock or over the road on the
Farlington Playing Fields. I suggested it was also seen at the mouth of the Langbrook but Jason says that the

only Brant he ever saw here was the ‘hybrid’ from the Oysterbeds.
......A point of more general interest concerns the maximum number of Great Crested Grebe seen in Langstone
Harbour – I had no idea of the actual figure but did know that Jason had seen a lot more than I had ever
spotted and he tells me that the highest count made in the harbour so far is 178 (counted by himself on 13 Oct
2000) – this easily beat the previous maximum of 147 recorded by someone else in January 1990. So the
Brownwich area near Titchfield still holds the county record of 217 which I quoted yesterday.
......The above two points were ones on which I lacked information but Jason’s third point is one to which I must
plead guilty to misleading anyone who took my suggestion that Little Grebe regularly move between the
Budds Farm pools and the nearby harbour water. It always surprises me that these tiny birds should fly any
distance, but they clearly do fly considerable distances from inland waters where they breed to form the flocks
we see on the sea in winter (e.g. at the mouth of the Hermitage Stream at Bedhampton, on Portscreek and
Haslar Lake to name but three). I have always wondered if there was movement between Budds Farm pools
and the nearby harbour water as the numbers which I see in both places seem to vary considerably, though in
other places the winter flock numbers seem to remain more constant, and seeing Jason’s figure of 18+ on the
pools (where I don’t think I have ever counted more than a dozen) I took this as some confirmation that they
do move locally (though I have never actually seen one fly over the fence they must do so to get there).
Regardless of this conjecture Jason tells me that his counts of birds on the pools and the nearby harbour are
much more consistent than I suggested, and I must admit that, without a scope to see distant birds on the
harbour and with less patience to make full counts of all the species on the pools where the birds can easily
escape detection, my conclusions are hardly well founded.
Another comment comes from Brian Fellows about my gloom over the diminishing number of Shelduck in our
harbours. Brian points out that a little research into Shelduck numbers reveals an interesting and unexplained
discrepancy between the national trend (which shows Shelduck numbers increasing over the last few
decades) and the picture in Hampshire and Sussex. One of the factors that might account for a decline in
numbers is the loss of many shoreline nest sites – fifty years ago I believe that Shelduck all around the coast
relied on finding old rabbit burrows and the like within waddling distance of the foreshore, and if they raised a
brood there was no problem in getting them down to the safety of the water. With development of so much of
the southern coastline, and increased disturbance to areas which have not been built on, the bird’s breeding
success must have fallen off considerably, especially here in the south, though not so much in coastal areas
under less pressure. Brian mentions that there is an increased tendency to inland nesting but he does not
quote success rates, and my take on this is that (at least locally) the birds have been forced to fly four or five
miles inland (to e.g. Stansted Park and the foot of Kingley Vale) in order to find suitable holes under tree roots
and the like where they may succeed in hatching young but are then faced with the horrendous problem of
walking their youngsters several miles and getting across an electrified railway and the busy A27 before they
can reach the harbour. While I cannot claim to have done any research into the subject I would have thought
there is at least the grounds for a hypothesis to justify a difference in breeding success around our harbours
and e.g. along the shores of Suffolk or Scotland.
And finally, a couple of lighter notes. Firstly I have to thank Dennis Bill for passing on important news from The
Guardian for Jan 18, which tells us that Rail Track has just recruited 12 Harris Hawks for pigeon control at
Paddington, Victoria and Liverpool Street – so when your train is stuck for hours in the dark miles from
anywhere remember that it is no longer safe to send a message home by carrier pigeon. More factually,
Tony Hale contributes to the ‘Moorhens up trees’ dscussion by saying that he still remembers how, some 45
years ago, he found a Moorhen’s nest, complete with five eggs, about 30 feet up in a Yew tree miles from any
water that he was aware of.
MON 22 JAN
Jason Crook was in the Budds Farm/Broadmarsh area today and his list of duck species seen on the Budds
Farm pools illustrates how the selection of species and number of birds here varies from day to day and
sometimes hour to hour. When I was at the pools at dusk on Saturday I was very surprised how few Teal
were to be seen (I counted less than 10 though no doubt more were hidden along the overgrown pool edges
and I saw lots on the harbour mud) yet today Jason found 190 of them. I found at least 43 Pochard and a
larger number of Tufted Duck which I did not total, and Jason counted 29 Pochard and 89 Tufties (I certainly
did not see as many as that). Other duck on Jason’s list were 70 Mallard, 8 Shoveler and 3 Gadwall. Jason
found the Common Sandpiper still present and counted at least 18 Little Grebe. All this gives me the
impression that the ducks regard the pools as we might think of a motorway service station – somewhere to
call in for food or a rest, but not a home. Many of them (e.g. the Pochard) are currently here because their
normal bases are or have been frozen, others (like the Mallard, Teal and Little Grebe) probably use the pools
as a safe retreat but tend to feed elsewhere – mainly on the harbour shoreline, moving to and from the pools
with the state of the tide. Of course some of them, notably the Tufted Duck, do settle in for long periods.
Interestingly the pair of Swans are showing more attachment to their nest site than most other pairs do at this
time of year (I have already seen one of them trying out the nest for size on at least one visit) though they are

probably not the brightest Swans around as the fencing around the site means that any young they raise are
committed to stay here until they can fly.
......Later Jason saw a Kingfisher and three Grey Wagtails by the Brockhampton stream, at least one Bullfinch in
the area, and a single adult Pale Bellied Brent somewhere in the Broadmarsh area.
Most birders who spend their available time at a few hotspots probably regard winter farmland as pretty boring,
and it has been good to see how several of those who have taken up the challenge of the BTO Winter
Farmland Bird Survey have been surprised at what they have found. A note from John Newnham in Sussex
(definitely not one of the hotspots only brigade) bears this out and also ilustrates the debt which farmland
birds owe to game shooting. John was asked to take part in a BTO/Game Conservancy survey and was
allocated a plot on the downs north of Worthing (probably around TQ 1010 though he does not specify the
location) where last Wednesday (Jan 17) he found a big mixed flock of finches feeding in Maize/Millet planted
for the game birds with one Buzzard and one Kestrel looking on. The species which caught my eye in his list
were 50 Corn Bunting and 2 Tree Sparrows but the main component of the flock was made up of 80 Linnet,
60+ Reed Bunting and 55 + Yellowhammer with a few Chaffinch, Greenfinch and Goldfinch.
Among the visitors to Keyhaven and Pennington this weekend (yes the Twite is still there and the single bird has
been doubled to 2 by a misprint on the pagers) Simon Boswell saw a Wood Duck and Russell Wynn found 11
Slavonian Grebe, the biggest group of these birds there this winter. I know Wood Ducks are as plastic as you
get but the males are very decorative and I still miss the one that for several years adopted the IBM Lake as its
home – perhaps this one can be persuaded to stay and act as a decoy to lure the dog walkers away from the
more easily disturbed birds? Russell was surprised to find a Cetti’s Warbler at Sowley Pond on Saturday, and
on Sunday, out at Hurst Castle, he found 3 Red Throated Divers, 4 Kittiwake, 80 Knot and singles of
Guillemot, Common Scoter and a female Eider. He was puzzled by one Teal on the marshes which had the
vertical flank stripe of an American race Green Winged Teal and also the horozontal bar of our common Teal
(is this the bird that featured on the pagers as a genuine Green Winged Teal when seen in Dorset at Poole
Harbour?)
More pager news, courtesy of Mike Wall copying it onto Hoslist, tells of a Caspian Gull at Holes Bay (between
Poole and Hamworthy) in Dorset, 18 Waxwing at Byfleet in Surrey and a total of 23 Smew in Berkshire (must
check the Chichester pits).
Adrian Martin had just bitten into the first sandwich of his lunch when having a break from birding in the shadow
of Denny Wood in the New Forest this weekend when, in his words, he >> distinctly heard the whooshing with
each slow wingbeat that I associate with ravens <<. To be fair he did just before this hear the grokk call and
see the silouhettes of two very large corvids as they passed over a small gap in the tree cover. He asks if
anyone else has seen Ravens in this area, but from his description, and the number of sightings all across
Hampshire and Sussex in the past couple of years, I would say he would be justified in ticking his year list.
Thanks to Adrian for the note about the wing beat – another good additional id pointer provided by Hoslist.
Stephen Graham had a pretty wet and miserable day for a visit to Titchfield Haven yesterday but he did manage
to see the Marsh Harrier and a few other birds, and passes on a piece of news that I was hoping to hear –
namely that there is supposed to be a flock of over 200 Great Crested Grebe on the sea off Brownwich, just
west of the Titchfield Haven shore. Looking at Birds of Hampshire I see that it was as long ago as Jan 1987
that a county record was set by a flock of 217 birds here – will it be beaten this year as birds driven from frozen
inland water flee to the coast? Langstone Harbour is much more consistent in attracting large flocks of these
grebes in winter and it is not quite clear to me why these exceptional hard weather flocks head for Brownwich.
I have not checked post 1992 figures (since Birds of Hampshire was published) and believe there have been
occasional counts of 200 or more in Langstone Harbour, so I am not confident that I know what the county
record for flock size actually is, but 200 is pretty spectacular, especially if they can all be seen together on the
open sea.
And finally a note prompted by a message from Ted Logan of Reading who has just heard about something most
locals are only too aware of - the presence of Traveller Encampments along the western approach road to
Farlington Marshes and at the south end of Southmoor Lane alongside Budds Farm. He suggests that those
coming from a distance who do not know this (especially if of a nervous disposition or having valuables in their
vehicle) may wish to avoid parking near or walking through these encampments. Please note that the
Farlington Marshes carpark area is Portsmouth City land and the Wildlife Trust have no powers to control it.
Also be aware that the carpark on Broadmarsh is also closed to the public (though small vehicles can wriggle
their way through roadblocks to reach the Broadmarsh slipway carpark despite Road Closed signs). While on
this subject the road bridge over the A27 between the A3M/A27 interchange at Broadmarsh and the A27
Langstone roundabout is about to be demolished and rebuilt – it will be closed from the beginning of February
for over a month.
PLANTS:

SAT 27 JAN
Seeing that the Havant Wildlife Group walk this morning was in Stansted Forest I was reminded that Spurge
Laurel should have been in flower for some time so I made a short expedition to the north west part of the
Forest in the afternoon to check on this plant and sure enough found flowers on plants right by the path after
entering by the route over the field from Warren Down. This part of the Forest used to have lots of Spurge
Laurel but the deer have eaten so much of it that it is now quite difficult to find any plants but the one that I did
find had one or two flowers showing the bright gold of its pollen down the narrow green tubes of its petals.
Although I only saw two Roe Deer while I was there the paths that they make were everywhere
INSECTS:

FRI 26 JAN
Last Wednesday, Jan 24, yet another Red Admiral was on the wing, the sixth I have heard of so far this year, in
Sue Drewett’s garden on the edge of the Hollybank Woods to the north of Emsworth. Also on the 24th a group
of conservation volunteers working on Portsdown disturbed a Bloody Nosed Beetle from its winter rest, and
John Goodspeed tells me it obliged by exuding the red fluid (from which it gets its name) in a vain attempt to
get these intruders to leave it alone. John tells me you can see some pictures of it on his website (link
available on my What’s New page). The question which comes to my mind is ‘what does a big beetle normally
do in the winter time?’ I’m pretty sure that Death Watch beetles living indoors, and the many weevils and
cockroaches that infest some food stores, remain active through the seasons (though their activity may be
influenced by the temperature of the air), but what about the many that live outdoors? For one thing, how long
do they normally live? My impression is that most of them die off in the winter and we have to wait for their
offspring to finish the larval stage and pupate before emerging as adult beetles in the summer. So are warmer
winters allowing them to live longer? No doubt someone will come up with some answers on the normal
life-cycle of beetles...
WED 24 JAN
Lee Marshall had his moth light on at Gosport on Monday night (Jan 22/23) and it brought in one male Pale
Brindled Beauty and one male Mottled Umber, this latter being the first that Lee has seen this year though it is
presumably a late individual of last autumn’s brood (my book says they fly from October to December)
OTHER WILDLIFE:

SUN 28 JAN
Mike Collins found two Frogs firmly coupled in his garden pond today and I guess other ponds will be stirring into
life very soon now. Mike says that what he first saw in his very weedy pond was one frog leg sticking up in the
air – thinking it was dead he went to pull it out and brought up two frogs, very much alive but pre-occupied with
their own affairs.
Three Common Seals in the water around Thorney Island were seen by the party led there by Kevin Stouse
today. One of these vicious carnivores was as far north in the Emsworth Channel as the military fence (i.e off
Wickor Point), the others further south. Also in today’s news are three Foxes and four Roe Deer seen in the
Alver Valley (Gosport) by Lee Marshall – hardly rarities but these usually shy creatures always provoke a
response from people who see them.
FRI 26 JAN
A freshly dead Mouse Eared Bat appeared on TV as I ate my lunch today and in case anyone has missed this
news item the story was that it had recently been found alive but unwell in West Sussex near the location
where one individual of this species had lived a lonely life until it died several years ago (on its death the
species was declared extinct in Britain). This one was still alive when found and was taken to a Bat Hospital in
Storrington, and in commenting on the event a bat expert suggested that the species may not be extinct in this
country and that when the summer comes a special search will be made for any others that may be around.
Though he did not say so I understand that these bats are still doing quite well on the continent and maybe it
had been blown over by the strong southerly winds this autumn.
Another ‘news item’ reaching me today in the Hampshire supplement to the English Nature magazine was
actually ‘news’ several months ago when Horndean Parish Council declared Hazleton Common as a Local
Nature Reserve but the article about the designation of the reserve does have an attractive photo of four of
the Sussex breed of cattle used to manage the rough vegetation, and another showing Kevin Cloud
(Hordean’s Countryside Ranger) and Catherine Chatters (who is managing to obscure the word Hazleton on
the name board for the reserve with part of the drape that she was supposed to be removing in the unveiling
ceremony)
......Those who know my personal feelings about slapping paint on birds feathers and strapping radios to the
backs of others ‘in the interests of science’ (I suppose its better than vivisection but it still suggests to me that
these wild creatures are just ‘dumb animals’ that have no right to enjoy their short and natural lives in a natural
way which includes many more unpleasant things such as being eaten by predators or starved to death by

frost and famine) will not be surprised that I am not in favour of a project by the Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust and
scientists from the University of Leeds to study the lifestyle of the Hazel Pot Beetle by splicing slivers of metal
into the bodies of the beetles so that they can be traced with metal detectors. Watching the TV program the
other night, about the death of the astronauts whose Shuttle Challenger exploded in 1986 just after launch
when the sealing rings failed in the extreme low temperature, I felt that what that program revealed was the
essence of what is wrong with our ‘science based’society. The critical point in the decision making about
whether to allow the launch came at a management meeting of the contractors who had designed these seals
– all the engineers who knew the facts about the seals were united in saying the launch must be stopped
because they could foresee a catastrophic explosion when the engines were started, but the manager in
charge got them to change their advice to NASA by ordering them to ‘take off their engineers hats and put on
their management hats’. By closing their minds to all thoughts but those of how their decision would influence
the company’s financial success they agreed to let the launch go ahead when as human beings they knew it
must end in disaster. I now see everything that is wrong with our society – the ‘marketing strategy’ that guides
every endeavour, the ‘research based advice’ which gets everything wrong in our social, medical, and
governmental/business decisions – as a reflection of this belief that we can understand the world, and how we
should live our lives, by closing our minds to all but a few facts that we can demonstrate as scientifically valid.
I have nothing against scientific method, but surely it is a tool to help the all embracing human mind to take
decisions, not the master to reduce his partly intuitive, partly scientific, partly moral decision making process
to one that could have been made by a machine – maybe the computers really are taking over in a subtle way
that we will not appreciate until it is too late and every child is injected with a quadruple mumps, measles,
rubella and mind-control drug ‘in order to cut down the crime statistics’.
THU 25 JAN
Members of the Hampshire Wildlife Trust will have recently received a new copy of the Wildlife magazine in
which (page 13) is an announcement of a new book by Pete Durnell on ‘The Wildlife of Hayling Island’ which
is to be published in April, and today Pete asks me if he is missing something from his account of the wildlife
on the island – he has been told that Grass Snakes can be found on the island but has never come across
one. We know that Adders are comon enough there, especially in the bund walls of the Oysterbeds which
provide ideal crannies for them to hide away for the winter and basking places on sunlit concrete to warm
them up in the summer, but have you definite proof of the presence of Grass Snakes in the damper places
around the island? If so let me know or contact Pete direct on pdurnell@hotmail.com

BIRDS:

WEEK 03 JAN 15 – 21

SUN 21 JAN
This evening Martin Hampton, who lives in Lymbourn Road here in Havant, within 400 metres of my own house,
tells me that he has regularly been hearing the HOOTING OF TAWNY OWL from the mature trees in gardens
between Lymbourn and Wade Court Roads. Were I not confined to barracks writing these notes I would be
round there this evening, partly wanting to add another bird to my year list but much more to enjoy the wild
sound in the misty darkness. It seems like ten years since I could expect to go out into my own garden on a
January or February night and hear one just over the fence in the old Hayling Billy line. Martin also tells me
that he regularly gets one or two Blackcap in his garden and that they love the fatballs hung for the birds but
scorn the fruit left out for them
Another owl mentioned in today’s messages is the Barn Owl which is I believe at regular in the Keyhaven area
where David Taylor saw it, though not neccessarily at the same time that he saw the Twite which is still
present (coming back despite daily distubance). The young male Marsh Harrier was present as were one or
more Slavonian Grebe.
SAT 20 JAN
A lot of birders were out and about enjoying the last sunny day of this freeze, among them the Havant Wildlife
Group which (having held their noses and averted their eyes as they passed the mounds of rubbish left by
travellers along the western approach road to Farlington Marshes) had a wonderful walk around the seawall
with glassy smooth water packed with birds on the seaward side and iced pools within the reserve. A
KINGFISHER flying low over the frozen lake made a great start and a good few ducks provided comic relief by
demonstrating their skid control (or lack of it) as they attempted to land on the ice. At one point they were
surprised to see some MOORHEN in the branches of a tree (in my experience this is uncommon but not
unusual and I have seen it at all times of year – they may sensibly roost in branches to escape foxes, or in the
current frost fly up to avoid the freezing cold ground on their feet, but I have also seen them apparently

feeding in blackberry bushes in the summer).
Brian comments on the number of wildfowl packed into the water of RUSSELL’S LAKE which is the stretch of
water on the east side of Farlington Marshes (between the seawall and the islands) – the Russell family,
based in Langstone, were one-time kings of the Oyster fishing in the harbour and I think it was one of their
clan which lived in the house that until about 1950 stood just off the Farlington Point (at the entrance to
Russell’s Lake).
Brian also lists the sightings on the board in the reserve building which include a note of 3 Northern Divers and a
Long Tailed Duck in the harbour, but one must bear in mind that these are sightings which have occurred at
some time in the recent past, not all together, and with no guarantee they apply on the day you read them
(incidentally I see the board lists a max of 4 Slav Grebe although Jason Crook had 6, probably 7, at the
Oysterbeds on Jan 16).
One point which Brian Fellows stressed in his note was the good number of SHELDUCK seen in the harbour and
on the reserve – he estimates around 400 birds and I’m sure they made a good sight in the sunshine, but I’m
sorry to say that to me this number of birds represents the epitome of my feelings on wildlife and our
conservation efforts. To those who see the splendour of the birds today they are a great and encouraging
sight – to those like me who are older and remember other days they suggest that ‘the end is nigh’ (well,
perhaps not quite yet, but very soon). I have just glanced at the last three Hampshire Bird Reports that are
available (1998, 97 and 96) and checked the January counts for Shelduck in Langstone Harbour which
(compared with the 400 quoted for today) are 499, 859, and 907. Then I look in Birds of Hampshire and see
that in 1968 there were 4000 Shelduck in Langstone Harbour, and read the story of a year by year decline
since then. And this decline corresponds to a year by year increase in conservation efforts and protection
status for Langstone Harbour (in the 1950’s, before Farlington Marshes became a nature reserve or the
Hampshire Naturalists Trust was formed, the harbour was populated by wildfowlers without any organised
control over shooting).
......I am sure many people will quibble on points of fact, and demonstrate how some species have increased
while others have decreased and how many species have been saved from extinction by conservation
activity. Nevertheless, while there is still a great deal of wildlife for us all to enjoy (and many forms of wildlife
will persist and survive whatever happens – even a nuclear war or a comet crashing into the earth), I am
convinced that the amount of wildlife enjoyment available to us is less each year and will continue to be so for
as long as our human technological society survives. I’m not only talking about the declining populations of
wildlife species and loss of habitat.
Consider the travellers who have fouled the entrance to Farlington Marshes – the response of the authorities is
not to force them to abide by the same rules of conduct that apply to good citizens, but the reverse – to limit
the activity of good citizens by closing carparks used by law abiding walkers. Consider the laws intended to
prevent egg collectors and other ‘wrong doers’ from reducing the numbers of certain species – the only
perceptible result of such laws is to gag the freedom of speech of law abiding birders by an application of the
‘letter of the law’ in ways which every right minded person would agree are absurd. I could go on at greater
length but let me finish this thought by saying that the thing which caused me to join the Naturalists Trust in
the 1980s was seeing daily the board advertising the existence of the Trust on the seawall at Farlington
Marshes as I cycled from Havant to IBM at North Harbour along the sea wall path – not only am I now banned
from cycling there (though the cockle fisherman can still take their bikes along the wall) but the Wildlife Trust
refuse to allow the track running across the north of the marshes to be used as a cycle way to connect the
path from Broadmarsh to that down Eastern Road and along the Hilsea Lines, preferring a dog in the manger
spirit of sticking to principle rather than a spirit of co-operation to encourage general enjoyment of the open air
and a chance for a few more people to give up their cars (if the marshes are only to be open to naturalists why
not have a written exam at the gate to determine if you are worthy of admission?).
......Just to add one more topical note I see the Portsmouth NEWS has an article on the THREAT OF ‘KITE
SURFING’ (water skiing behind a large parachute like kite which scares the pants off all wildfowl for miles
around) I gather this sport is the latest craze and is spreading rapidly along the south coast. No doubt we
shall hear more of this problem and attempts to control it in the harbour.
One point that I did not make above is that there is a positive side to the work of the many conservation bodies –
they do raise lots of money and give it to deserving people (their staff) who then earn their keep by devising
and implementing schemes to monitor and measure the wildlife they are conserving (the organisations all
manage their staff and projects using the best management practices which have evolved in commercial
organistions to ensure the maximum profit, and this means that everyone must have quantifiable objectives,
so something which can be counted is always to be preferred to something which might (or might not) achieve
the overall objectives of conservation by altering the way the general public think about the value of wildlife
and habitat (yes, I do know that such attempts are bound to be in vain but counting Shelduck does not stop
their decline). What I was about to say when I so rudely interrupted myself is that Dennis Bill walked up
Fareham Creek today, finding much of the water in Cams Bay and off Fleetlands frozen at high tide for the first

time he can recall – probably because of very calm water - and saw two Kingfishers upstream of the Salterns.
No Northern Divers were to be seen but there were 80 Black Tailed Godwit and this flock contained 15 birds
with colour rings – I wonder how many more we will have to find in the harbours before people lose interest in
spending their time picking out the colour combinations?
Barry Collins tells me that the GREAT NORTHERN DIVER which was off Beacon Point on Thursday (Jan 18) is
still there today and also tells me that Beacon Point is the name of the place, south of Fowley Island, where
Sweare Deep branches off from the Emsworth Channel at SU 743037. My Stanford’s Navigation Chart for the
harbour does indicate a buoy here but I cannot find the name Beacon Point on any map that I possess.
Alistair Martin was on Hayling this morning and saw a Marsh Harrier around the Great Deeps area, then flying
west to Hayling.
THORNEY SECURITY GATES ARE OPEN......Barry also tells me that, after several months during which
people wishing to walk around the Thorney seawall path have had great difficulty in gaining access through
the normal seawall gates in the military fence because of defects in the intercom system between the gates
and the guardroom from which access is controlled, the intercom has at last been repaired and normal service
resumed. So if you want to walk the path south of the fence you should now be able to do so by the normal
procedure of going to the gate, pressing the intercom button, giving your name and address when the guard
asks for it, and getting through the gate when the guard is satisfied and operates the remote control door lock.
(You then repeat the process to get out).
More news from Sussex today, courtesy of the SOS website, is that there were 19 Corn Buntings, 10 Grey
Partridge and 1 Water Pipit to be seen near the sewage works south west of the Sidlesham Ferry Pool, and a
Curlew Sandpiper at the North Walls of Pagham Harbour (the Spoonbill was seen by the ‘sluice gates’ – are
these also at the North Wall or does this refer to the barrier with the noisy syphon between the Ferry and the
harbour?). Only four Little Stint were seen at East Head today – maybe not the ten that have been there but
still a very good winter count.
Late in the afternoon I walked down the Langbrook stream from Havant to the South Moors, and having just read
three contributions to Hoslist which added much to my knowledge of JACK SNIPE (their preference for drier
sites with short grass and clumps of rushes, the upper plumage being much darker than the back of a
Common Snipe – the darkness enhancing the contrast with the ‘gold stripes’, and particularly the slower wing
beat of the Jack) I varied my normal route when searching for Snipe from wetter to drier areas and was
rewarded with a very well seen Jack Snipe which bore all the new id features plus those I already knew (short
bill, silent rise, low flight soon pitching). Three Common Snipe provided the necessary comparison. Going on
to the Budds Farm pools I found at least 43 Pochard present with almost as many Tufted Duck and a good
mixture of others including Shoveler but not Gadwall.
Colin Bates seconds my vote of thanks to Hoslist for the way in which it enables all birders to share their
experience and he tells me that through Hoslist he has made contact with a fellow birder living within a mile of
him and frequenting the same patch in the Itchen Valley near Bishopstoke though the two had never met
before. A joint expedition today gave them a count of 5 Jack Snipe to 40 Common Snipe in the drier, short
grass areas which the Jacks like, confirming what everyone says about the relatively high proportion of Jack
to Common Snipe. There were a lot more Common Snipe in the rougher vegatation which the Jacks do not
like, but against that (given the way that Jack Snipe sit tight and remain invisible until you are about to tread on
them) there will have been more Jacks than they counted.
FRI 19 JAN
Today’s best news comes from Mike Rafter and is of six WAXWING seen at Romsey this morning – originally
enjoying berries on an ornamental roadside tree near the entrance to Broadlands (around SU 358411) they
soon flew into the estate where they may be difficult to see unless Lord Romsey has another of his
money-making ideas and lays on paid tours (money back if you dip?)
Paul Winter was out in the Little Somborne (SU 325380) area west of Sparsholt at lunchtime today and found 10
Golden Plover and 7 Grey Partridge. Elsewhere in the same area he came on 150 Fieldfare but only 30
Redwing. The Fieldfare seem to prefer the large fields in open country (though they do flock in orchards)
whereas the Redwing are quite happy in woods and gardens as well as open fields, thus we see more of the
latter on the coast.
Other news snippets today come from Ben Darvill, who saw a Common Sandpiper in Southampton’s Riverside
Park (just across the Itchen and downstream from Swaythling), and from Russell Wynn who found one Great
Northern Diver still on Southampton Water off Town Quay despite considerable distubance from the
helicopter and boat search of this water for the two missing fisherman whose upturned boat was found
yesterday. Seven Goldeneye and 8 Great Crested Grebe were also on the water.
Snow fell gently for most of the two hours that I was out on my bike this morning along the shore from Langstone
to Emsworth, then inland to Aldsworth Pond and back through the Hollybank Woods. Emerging from under
the A27 into the Wade Court north fields I found 29 Redwing in the tree tops but the southern wet meadow
had nothing other than 23 Moorhen and a couple of very photogenic young Foxes posing as if for a wildlife

photographer. A group of four juvenile Brent were among 500 on the Warblington shore (making me think, as
I have not seen them here before, that the Brent are perhaps already starting to move east along the coast).
Among the birds beside the Warblington stream which flows out half way along this shore was one whose
long straight bill made me first think of Blackwit, but when it started moving around I became convinced it was
a SPOTSHANK though it never called or flew to give me real proof. Another bird which I could not identify
appeared very briefly in the Tamarisks overhanging the seawall and flicked its tail in a way that convinced me
it was a Chiffchaff.
There was no doubt about the regular Greenshank at Nore Barn in the outflow of the Warblington east stream.
Just north of Westbourne 8 Curlew flew over fields beside the stream coming south from Aldsworth Pond and
on the pond I was surprised to see only one Tufted Duck and then more surprised when 29 Shoveler flew up
from the weed which had concealed them and went away south west. Gadwall had marginally increased to
19 birds and the Swan pair were back to guard their nest site. Hopefully the 11 Canada Geese on the water
will not nest. Coming back through Hollybank I only added Nuthatch and singing Coal Tit to my list which
acquired a couple more ticks from birds in the north west field of Southleigh Farm (opposite the East Leigh
Road junction). Here were a few of the Southleigh Forest rubbish tip gulls including at least 14 British Lesser
Blackbacks, 20+ Lapwing and 40 Redwing with two Mistle Thrush. My last tick was a Great Spotted
Woodpecker working roadside dead Elms near the Christchurch centre at the edge of Denvilles, and trees
within Denvilles gardens were full of a sound that I am pretty sure was more Redwing subsong.
THU 18 JAN
Brian Fellows was on Thorney today and with Barry Collins saw a male SCAUP on the Little Deeps after
watching more than one Chiffchaff around the sewage works in Thornham Lane. Brian tells me that later he
heard that Barry had seen a Great Northern Diver off what he calls Beacon Point (a name that is new to me –
I wonder it is the same as Marker Point, in which case the bird would have been in the Emsworth Channel, but
if not the bird may have been on the other side of the island)
Ben Darvill was near the Southampton University Rowing Club boathouse on the Itchen (not sure of location –
probably up near Swaythling) today when he saw an almost albino Blackbird. He says it was all white except
for the ear coverts, throat, chest, primaries and tail. (Although not so white we almost certainly still have
another dramatic black and white bird in the Bidbury Mead/Mill Lane area of Bedhampton here in Havant)
Another unexpected sighting recently was of a DARTFORD WARBLER in a cabbage patch near the shore at
Milton in Southsea – it was seen by Hilary Thomas in her allotment (where flooding recently floated up the
worms so that they were found in the tops of the cabbages rather than in the soil below)
Glynne Evans today confirmed John Clark’s assumption that the many CHIFFCHAFF that we find in the winter
months are all different birds from those we see in the summer. Like the Blackcaps, as our summer visitors fly
south in the autumn so birds from Europe fly east to winter with us.
Another piece of general info comes from Peter Morrison who tells us that details of how and to whom you should
report sightings of COLOUR RINGED OR DYED BIRDS is now on the HOS website. To find it you have to
click the LINKS entry. The basic rules, he tells us, are ..
......1. If you see a colour ringed/marked bird note all the details, colours, position and size of rings, colour and
position dyed, whether radio aerial visible, time, date, place (OS ref), behaviour, flock size, state of tide,
weather.
......2. For brent, dunlin, grey plover, redshank, turnstone, wigeon, curlew, blackwit, greenshank - email
ppotts@compuserve.com
......3. For all others consult the colour-ringing website.
The above was probably spurred on by the fact that Sue Morrison last found a ringed Med Gull on the River
Hamble, emailed the details to the original ringer, and very soon received back this bird’s history. It was
ringed in the nest in Holland in 1996, and between the summer of 1999 and now it has been seen at the
Hamble, in Langstone Harbour, and in Newtown Harbour on the Isle of Wight.
John Goodspeed is lucky enough to be able to hear the calls of at least two male TAWNY OWLS from his garden
on Portsdown, and last night he saw one land on the roof of his house. Another snippet from Giles Darvill tells
us that the Twite is still at Keyhaven and Moira Doherty confirms that the Shag is still on Kings Pond at Alton.
A more intriguing item comes from Kevin Stouse, who says that his parents, who live in Highbury area of
Cosham, not far from Portscreek, had an unusual small bird of prey on their garden wall recently and believe
it was a Merlin, not a bird that I would expect in a town garden but it could well have been hunting along
Portscreek. I know that Colin Law, at Woodingdean near Brighton, regularly has Merlin hunting over his
garden (which I believe is on the edge of open downland) and I would be very interested to know if there are
other instances of Merlin hunting in gardens.
Sussex news from Selsey today is of one Northern Diver, seven Slav Grebe and 4 Med Gulls seen there, while
yesterday a probable Great White Egret flew east over the info centre hut at Pagham Harbour. Further east a
single Waxwing was seen at Piddinghoe (TQ 430028 beside the R Ouse just north of Newhaven)
This morning I went to East Meon for my second visit to the SU6922 square which I have been given for the

winter famrland bird survey. Two of the fields had just been sown with cereal seed (much of it lying visible on
the surface) and I was surprised that few birds were taking up the offer of so much free seed – does seed
dressing make it unpalatable to them? Or do they assume that when the stubble is ploughed the bare earth
can have nothing of interest to seed eaters? There was one small flock of 20 Meadow Pipit on the new seed
– not necessarily eating it - and another flock of over 50 birds on stubble (a pleasant surprise to see so many
of them). Two other unexpected birds were Redleg Partridge (six in one field and two in another) and my first
Tree Creeper of the year working a woodland edge tree in the copse on Barrow Hill. I only saw two Fieldfare
but came on four groups of Redwing totalling 27 birds. As I was finishing I came on my second flock of Long
Tailed Tits and was interested to see that they were spending as much time searching for food on the ground
along the Green Lane track as in the trees.
WED 17 JAN
Mike Collins has sent me an interesting addition to the discussion of WINTER CORVID ROOSTS, saying that
over 1000 mixed Rooka and Crows roost nightly in trees above the stables at Goodwood House (SU 8908)
which is only a couple of miles north west of Chichester, much nearer than Duncton (see Jan 15) – this roost
persists despite an annual shoot of the birds. By now, he says, the size of the roost is diminishing as Rooks
return to their nesting rookeries and this presumably also accounts for a drop in the number of Corvids which
Brian Fellows found in Tournerbury Wood on Hayling when he checked that this evening (where there had
been 500 he could see only 200 today). Brian could not detect any Egrets roosting there and this co-incides
with Barry Collins recent counts (according to Brian) of 110+ back at the Thorney Deeps.
Paul Winter today found two Swans floating on a flooded field at Little Somborne (SU 325380), some 15 metres
above the level of the nearby Test and a few miles north west of Sparsholt where Paul now works. In drier
fields nearby Paul saw three Grey Partridge (don’t hear much of these birds nowadays) and at least 11
Golden Plover lurking in cover. Further north, at Danebury Hill (SU 3237 east of Middle Wallop and south of
Andover) Bob Groves found a flock of 60 Golden Plover and a very large Chaffinch flock (but no Brambling)
Here in Emsworth Brian Fellows found the Black Swan had returned and he noted a flock of 50 Knot on the
harbour mud and 40 Canada Geese near Eames Farm on Thorney. From the pagers I see that a Marsh
Harrier is still showing at Titchfield Haven and Jason Crook has told me that the Whitefront Goose which has
recently been at Farlington Marshes (and was wrongly identified by one observer as a Greylag) was not one
of the Tundra race which are the normal winter visitors to the south coast but was a bird of the Greenland race
which would normally winter in Ireland or Scotland – he does not comment on its status (wild or escape) and
it may be that (as with the Pale Bellied Brent of which more are reaching us instead of sticking to Northern
Ireland) we could be seeing more of these geese.
Afternoon sunshine and little wind made a cycle rida from Havant to Thorney Deeps and back a pleasant outing
today. I went along the shore, with the tide rising, from Langstone to Emsworth and was duly impressed by the
sight of 500 Brent circling low overhead, every bird having something to say about whatever had disturbed
them from the Warblington farm fields, before they returned to the fields. A similar number of Brent could at
times be seen to the south over the Northney marsh fields and there were up to 50 Wigeon and perhaps 20
Shelduck on the water with a mass of Dunlin at the water’s edge supplemented by Redshank, Oystercatcher,
Grey Plover, Curlew and Lapwing. One group of 20 Lapwing and one smaller group, flew purposefully north
east inland – I wouldn’t have thought they were intending to feed on the fields this late in the day and they
gave me the impression they were heading back to breeding areas.
Reaching Nore Barn I saw one GREENSHANK sleeping in the stream running out of the Warblington fields
among more Wigeon and a few Teal and along the Emsworth western shore one pool had half a dozen
Ringed Plover bathing while out on firm mud between the saltings a flock of more than 60 Knot were feeding
in their plodding manner.
......On Thorney Island two male and one female Gadwall were on the Little Deeps with Tufted Duck and
Pochard, and at the Great Deeps two more Greenshank were seen and heard plus my first few Pintail of the
day among many Wigeon and at least 40 Shelduck. Three or four Egrets were in the area with two Heron,
and at least 20 Canada Geese were on Eames’ Farm fields but I saw no sign of last weekend’s Spoonbill.
Subsequently I heard via Brian Fellows that Barry Collins has not seen the Thorney Spoonbill since Monday
Jan 15.
TUE 16 JAN
The RING BILLED GULL (an adult) was back in the area of the Broadmarsh slipway at the mouth of the
Hermitage Stream today and an Avocet was standing close to it on the mud when Jason Crook saw them
(Tim Lawman and Gary Wearn also saw the gull and presumably the Avocet). Jason went on to visit the
Oysterbeds where he found the HYBRID BRANT (he says it is properly called an ‘intergrade’ bird) in the
lagoon with 1 Slav Grebe, 1 Pale Bellied Brent, 7 Gadwall, a Spotshank in the Redshank roost, and 129
Shelduck. Out in the Langstone Channel were 2 Northern Divers, 10 Black Necked Grebe and an ‘unusual for
the harbour’ flock of 6 Slav Grebe. Earlier in the day he had found 1 Med Gull among 8500 other gulls in
Tipner Lake and then found 2 more Med Gulls on the Paulsgrove Tip. Going back to the hybrid Brant Jason

tells me that I was right in thinking that it is paired to a Dark Bellied Brent and the pair do have two juveniles
which are developing an interesting plumage. (Incidentally I see that Jason’s record of the genuine Brant that
was at Farlington and at the mouth of the Langbrook between Nov 99 and Feb 00 has just been accepted by
the Rarities Committee)
Over in Sussex watchers at Selsey Bill today saw a Black Throated and two Northern Divers, and the WHITE
STORK that is freqenting fields near the Blacksmith’s Arms between Stockbridge and Donnington south of
Chichester is now regarded as an escaped bird – it has a name tag of AX on a leg ring. More interesting news
to some is of a Scaup (sex not stated) at the Chichester gravel pits (on what the map calls Runcton Lake but
more easily identified as the ‘Scrapyard Pit’). A couple of days ago (Jan 14) the 4 Scaup were still at
Greatham Bridge near Pulborough, and the West Dean Woods (SU 8515) had 2 Ravens, unspecified
numbers of Hawfinch and Brambling plus 20 Siskin and a definite Willow Tit as well as Marsh. On the same
day there were 3 Yellow Legged Gulls at Shoreham harbour with 4 Purple Sandpiper.
Brian Fellows did not see Purple Sandpiper at Southsea Castle this morning though there was one Shag there.
A MED GULL (not 02K ring) was at the Canoe Lake with 91 Swans (three short of the record) and at Baffins
Pond the record for CORMORANTS was broken with a count of 13 in the trees (some of them possibly
continental birds with very grey heads).
More Sussex news comes from Brighton Marina where the last few daily lists make interesting reading. On Jan
10 800 Auks were logged with a Red Necked Grebe, Black Throated Diver and one Velvet Scoter. On Jan 11
1025 Auks and 180 Fulmar were seen, and the list for Jan 12 started with 125 Divers and 1500 Auk plus a
Pom Skua and a Slav Grebe. On the 13th the Auk count was 1855 with 15 Eider and 12 Great Crested Grebe
while on Jan 14 the Auk total was 2240 with 8 Pintail.
Last Saturday’s WeBS count (Jan 13) found 2 Northern Divers at the south end of Fareham Creek (seen by
Dennis Bill), and today’s wader count is of 670 Golden Plover on the Wide Lane fields at Eastleigh (seen by
Ian Watts). An interesting garden bird which has been visiting houses on Portsdown Hill since Christmas is a
relative of the domestic CANARY called Serinus mozambicus (should have a bright yellow breast and green
back I think – I once saw a similar escape in a Finchdean garden where it seemed to survive for a long time on
bird table seed). The Portsdown bird was in John Goodspeed’s garden today and has survived for at least
three weeks. Going back to Divers I see the pager info today includes a Black Throated Diver seen off Hythe
Marina while what could have been the same bird was seen from Town Quay (across Southampton Water)
and more positively identified by Russell Wynn as a Northern Diver.
The tide was fully out as I cycled to Hayling today and the only bird interest came from seeing BOTH LITTLE
OWLS of the ‘Aston Villa’ meadow perched close to each other on the tree to the left of the gap in the hedge
(looking from the north) at around hedge top height. It was interesting to see that a Crow perched in the top of
the next tree did not interact with them. Later, when the tide was up, Alistair Martin was at the Oysterbeds and
saw a Great Northern Diver in the Langstone Channel before it took off and flew north to land near the
Langstone bridge. Subsequently he met up with Jason Crook who showed him a SLAVONIAN GREBE
swimming within the permanent lagoon. A week or so ago Alistair tells me that, in this same lagoon, he saw
a pair of Merganser actually mating (this is where John Gowen had earlier seen a pair of Goldeneye mating)
With an apparent increase in the number of WINTERING CHIFFCHAFF the question has arisen on HOSLIST of
how many are present and where do they come from. John Clark asks people if they think there are more
Chiffchaff than Dartford Warbler in the county at the moment – from survey info on breeding pairs John
estimates 4000 Dartford Warbler in the county, but he has no idea of the count for Chiffchaff. John also thinks
that, as with Blackcaps, the birds which are here in the summer have all left and the winter birds come in from
elsewhere – this may be partly answered by ringing recoveries.
Yesterday (Jan 15) Jason Crook visited the HUGE ROOST OF GULLS taking time off from the rubbish tip in
Southleigh Forest to day roost by the Lavant stream just south of where it flows under the bridge taking the
Rowlands Castle to Emsworth road over the main railway line. Here (SU 733088) below Little Leigh Farm
there were 6500 Black Head Gulls with 100 Common, 95 Lesser Blackback, 80 Herring and 82 Great
Blackbacks. With them were 2 Green Sandpiper. Later in the day Jason went down to Portscreek, again
seeing the Firecrest in scrub on the south side of the creek where the railway penetrates the Hilsea Lines.
The winter flock of Little Grebe in the creek numbered at least 17, and 20 Blackwits were feeding on the mud
while on the nearby Hilsea Moat a Kingfisher flew by and an interesting hybrid duck seemed to have elements
of Red Crested Pochard, Mallard and Tufted Duck. En route here Jason noted two adult Pale Bellied Brent on
the Farlington Playing fields.
MON 15 JAN
The White Stork (of ‘unknown origin’) is still on parade beside the Donnington road (B2201) on fields close to
where the road emerges from Stockbridge. One grid reference is SU 858031 but I think the bird is moving
around in the area. This was from the pagers as was news that an adult Ring Billed Gull was on the beach at
Titchfield Haven today (the one that was in Langstone Harbour?)
In the narrow tidal creek known as Dolphin Lake running up the west side of Emsworth’s Slipper Mill Pond an

EGRET WITH A FULL SET OF BREEDING PLUMES was seen by Brian Fellows this morning and a
Kingfisher flew past it in the sunshine. The town Mill Pond had much less to recommend a visit but among the
62 Swans was one that has not been seen there since last October. This is the individual ringed a couple of
years ago at the Northney Marina and turning up at Emsworth on 16 occasions in 1999, only three times last
year, and just once so far this year – with a prominent plastic ring on its leg reading UYD it is surprising that it
has not been reported from other sites. Out in Emsworth Harbour were 46 Knot reflecting a general increase
in these birds locally in the past week.
Following David Parker’s sighting of a large number of Rooks and Jackdaws heading north east over the centre
of Chichester last Thursday and Friday (see Friday’s entry) Andrew Howard has told me that there is a
massive Corvid roost on the Downs above Seaford College at Duncton (SU 9416). This is just about 10 miles
north east of Chichester as the Crow flies, and as I believe these huge winter Corvid roosts go back into the
mists of antiquity I guess they have a large ‘travel to work’ zone around them but I know nothing about this
subject. Can anyone contribute more? (The Tournerbury roost on Hayling is closer to Chichester, and I
wonder if the increased shooting activity there has caused the crows to abandon it and head for Duncton?)
Ed Griffiths visited Pagham Harbour yesterday and achieved his aim of seeing the Spoonbill (also adding Eider
to an inland biassed life list – Ed says even Turnstone are rare in Buckinghamshire!). In the strong wind there
was not much to see but on the metal ‘breakwaters’ inside the harbour south of the Church Norton spit he
picked out a Purple Sandpiper which I did not know was present there.
Mike Wall today asks if wintering Chiffchaff are commoner now than in past years. He is finding them quite
common around the upper Test, and I think Tony Gutteridge’s sighting of two in new sites at Warblington this
weekend confirms that, though there are perhaps not as many at Budds Farm as in recent winters (but if you
tear out half the hedges what can you expect?)
Russell Wynn’s week end started with a trip to Keyhaven on Saturday (Jan 13) during which he saw 29 Divers off
Milford – 16 of them Red Throated which is a good Hampshire record. Of the others one was Great Northern
but 12 had to go down as Diver sp so there may well have been a lot more than 16 Red Throated. Four male
Eider were a colourful sight and the lone adult Kittiwake is still in the Milford area with no one calling it a
Franklin’s Gull nowadays. At Keyhaven the Twite was singing (is that a new sound in Hampshire?) and a
Chiffchaff was seen picking insects off the surface of water – something that Brian Rickwood also observed at
Andover where more than 5 of these birds had gathered round a pool and were regularly flying out to pick
insects from the surface (after all, they regularly hawk for flies in the air, so why not over water?) A Raven was
seen several times at Keyhaven and 124 Snipe were counted.
......On Sunday Russell was in the Alresford area where he not only saw 11 of the Egrets operating there but also
one Water Pipit. Also in the area were 170 Fieldfare and a flock of around 200 finches including a good
number of Reed Bunting, Yellowhammer and Linnet as well as Skylark. Perhaps Reed Bunting are not as
scarce as I thought?
Simon Ingram has contributed a note to HOSLIST about JACK SNIPE which I found extremely interesting.
Among his tips for picking them out is advice to look for them in drier places than Common Snipe, to expect
them to wait until you nearly tread on them before they get up (he says he has felt them brush his wellies as
they go!), and to look for a less hurried wing beat as well as a low trajectory and a short, silent flight. If you get
a good view not only is the bill much shorter but the bird should look darker above with more pronounced gold
stripes. John Eyre confirms that they like drier habitat (with close cropped turf) and has found them on burnt
heathland – he also says they are often in small groups and if you put one up it is worth casting around in that
area to see if there are others close by. This note was sparked by one from Colin Bates telling us that he had
just put up 48 Snipe in a short walk by the Itchen between Bishopstoke and Brambridge, and as Simon
reckons that there is 1 Jack Snipe for every 20 Common, Colin may have missed two or three Jack Snipe.
John Clark was back for this weekend’s WeBS count in the AVON VALLEY where there are still great numbers
of some species (how about 760 Gadwall?) but he could only find 2 Bewick’s Swans (and still no Whitefronts).
A heard a rumour that a male Smew had flown north up the Avon Valley on Saturday but did not see one. At
the Blashford Lakes 16 Goosander were present
Finally for today, but by no means last in importance, JASON CROOK HAS NOW SET UP HIS OWN WEBSITE
to share with us his daily sightings of significant species. You can find the full info for yourself at
http://www.geocities.com/jasoncrookuk and I have found it fascinating reading (I had a problem saving the
info for reference after I came offline, though I eventually managed to get at it). At the moment there are
sightings from Jan 8 and I believe he intends to continue posting his daily sightings from now on. Looking at
what is there now these are a few of the things which I learnt about local birds ...
......Great Northern Diver – possibly more than one seen from Budds Mound on Jan 9
......Black Necked Grebe – 10 seen from Budds Mound on Jan 9 and 8 seen on Jan 14
......Pale Bellied Brent. On Jan 8 there was 1 at Farlington Marshes. On Jan 9 1 was seen from Budds Mound
and 2 at Farlington. On Jan 10 there was one on Farlington Playing Fields. On Jan 12 there were 2 adults with
the hybrid Brant at the Oysterbeds (was that story about the Brant having returned with a Pale Bellied mate

and juveniles true?), and on both Jan 13 and 14 there was one Pale Bellied bird on the Broadmarsh playing
fields
......At dusk on Jan 12 Jason saw 46 Merganser and 14 Goldeneye settling down for the night in the Oysterbeds,
disproving my belief that the Merganser never stayed in the harbour after dark but always roosted on the open
sea, flying in again at dawn.
......Among birds seen at Farlington Marshes in the past few days were 4 Avocet on Jan 14 (only 3 prior to that),
1 Little Stint on Jan 14, 7 Golden Plover on Jan 8 and 1 on Jan 9, and a wintering Whimbrel on Jan 8 and 11.
......Knot have arrived in Chalk Dock this week with 36 on Jan 13 and 96 on Jan 14.
......Many more species are recorded but to end this selection I see he had a Yellow Legged Gull in Tipner Lake
on Jan 10, 16 Redwing in the Wade Court area on Jan 12, and today had a Firecrest in the scrub of Hilsea
Lines close to the rail bridge.
PLANTS:

FRI 19 JAN
Lesser Periwinkle was flowering on the east side of Lumley Mill Lane at Emsworth today – some opposite the big
house which I am told is called Constant Springs and some on the bend opposite Lumley Mill, and one
Celandine was open nearby. I did not stop to check the thick ground cover of Lesser Periwinkle on the floor of
the wood stretching west from Aldsworth Pond on the south side of the road but could not see any flowers as
I cycled by.
THU 18 JAN
There has probably been a lot less encouragement for plant growth in the East Meon area than here on the coast
so I was pleased to see at least one plant of Dogs Mercury in flower in the Green Lane south of Rookham
Copse this morning and quite surprised when I discovered a large Elder bush which had started to open most
of its leaves
INSECTS:

MON 15 JAN
Christoph Harwood adds news of two more Red Admirals seen by himself yesterday at Chidden near
Hambledon.
OTHER WILDLIFE:

FRI 19 JAN
Foxes should have mated by now and this morning I saw a couple of young looking Foxes looking very happy to
be close to each other in the wet meadow south of Wade Court and north of Langstone Pond. When I first
saw them they were wandering along together but later they adopted a very photogenic pose as if they were
auditioning for a wildlife film. Facing me, and well out from the far hedge of the meadow, one of them lay on
the ground with its head on its outstretched forelegs and tail curled round over its body like a fur coast. The
other sat upright close to the tail of the lying one and the pair would have made a good photo.
Passing a meadow near Westbourne today I noticed a group of fresh molehills in one corner of the field, and
yesterday I saw a few more at East Meon, but I am sure there are a lot fewer than I would usually see at this
time of year. I only hope these are not just isolated individuals, as unless a few pairs get together the
population will plummet.

BIRDS:

WEEK 02 JAN 8 – 14

SUN 14 JAN
Lee Marshall started his morning’s birding in the Alver Valley at Gosport with a single Jack Snipe, 66 Common
Snipe and a male Dartford Warbler on Browndown. He then called at Cams Bay and saw the Great Northern
Diver there before heading for the Broadmarsh area of Langstone Harbour to see another one. Also this
morning Peter Morrison saw two Northen Divers off Hamble Point, and yesterday David Thelwell had two at
Keyhaven. Lee also adds to the evidence that Black Tailed Godwit are returning to the shores with a sighting
of 42 at Cams Bay. Lee was either at Broadmarsh slipway or on Budds Mound when he saw the Diver in the
harbour and was I guess at the slipway when he saw a Med Gull over the Hermitage stream (Peter Morrison
has had two colour ringed Med Gulls at Warsash this week – one ringed in France, one in Holland). Lee must
have been on Budds Mound when he counted 153 Teal on the Budds Farm pools and counted a total of 33
Little Grebe (18 of them on the pools, the rest on the harbour), and it was probably from here that he saw 20+
Goldeneye and (distantly) 6+ Black Necked Grebe.
Dunnock was the first songster in my garden this morning, well before sunrise and later I heard my first
Greenfinch practising its song as I walked from Havant through old Bedhampton on my way to join Kevin

Stouse’s walk party at Broadmarsh for a tour of the Brockhampton/South Moors area. As I left home I heard
Coal Tit song coming from a lone Scots Pine at the end of the road but could not see the bird though I did spot
two Goldcrest in the same tree and as I watched them the Coal Tit appeared and violently chased them both
away – a good example of what happens when habitat diminishes to the point that it can no longer support all
the creatures that need it. A little later, walking along West Street in Havant, the calls of Crows attracted my
attention to a female Sparrowhawk flying over and as I came in sight of the assembling walk party I found well
over 100 Brent on the Broadmarsh playing fields.
......Walking beside the Brockhampton stream with Kevin’s group we all enjoyed prolonged views of a male
Bullfinch blocking our path with the ‘red light’ of his sunlit breast as he tried to breakfast on the last dried
blackberry of the winter on a bramble overhanging the path, and a few yards further down we had good views
of a Kingfisher as it flitted from perch to perch above the stream, and where the Brockhampton stream runs
into the deep water by the gravel quay a male Goldeneye was spectacularly sunlit on the water, its head
glowing bright green as it threw it back in a warm up for its spring display. All along the shore from the mouth
of the Hermitage Stream to that of the Langbrook the number of birds on the mud, with the rising tide bringing
them towards us, gave reason from many stops to enjoy waders, wildfowl and birds on the shore such as
Rock Pipit and Goldfinch. Ringed Plover, Turnstone, a few Knot and several hundred Bar Tailed Godwit were
seen along with twenty or more Black Tailed Godwit (these had all vanished recently but are now returning)
and the expected Redshank, Dunlin and Grey Plover. Two pairs of Pintail added to the display of Wigeon,
Shelduck, Great Crested and Little Grebes, and eventually we saw Little Egret. Budds Farm pools had plenty
of Tufted Duck and Teal but no Pochard, Shoveler or Gadwall were to be seen though the Common
Sandpiper showed very well, perched on the leftmost concrete pillar at the back of the seaward pool. I left the
party watching a flock of Long Tailed Tit at the end of Mill Lane and walked home through Langstone, adding
Great Spotted Woodpecker, Golden Plover and Heron to my list and rounding off a respectable count of 60
with a lone Redwing perched above the Lymbourne springs in Havant and attracting my attention by its ‘Gup’
calls.
Today’s news on the SOS website is from East Sussex where a Red Kite flew over Footland Wood (in TQ 7620
north of Battle). In the wood were three Crossbill, at least one Hawfinch and two Tree Sparrows (the only ones
south of the Thames?)
SAT 13 JAN
A White Stork flew over the Chichester Canal near Donnington (just south of the city) today according to the
Sussex website which also tells of 2 Bewick’s Swans flying around the Pagham/Selsey area and of the
Pagham Brant being on the fields west of Selsey. In Pagham Harbour the Avocet count is still 28 (as last
Sunday) and the Spoonbill and Glaucous Gull are still present. A flock of 350 Knot and a sighting of a Spotted
Redshank by the Long Pool (close to the Ferry Pool) may be new. Over by the River Arun near Yapton and
Ford a male Black Redstart was around farm buildings at SU 988038 (on Ford Lane near Wick Farm).
......More SOS news, presumably from Colin Law, is of 35 Yellowhammer and only 25 Corn Bunting in an area of
the Downs near Brighton where Colin would expect around 150 from experience of recent winters. Hundreds
of feral pigeons were in the same area and, in Colin’s words >> A Merlin and a Peregrine (separately)
harassed the flocks looking for the weakest link, both failed. Perhaps they need to take lessons from
arch-predator Robinson. << (I see her latest show of rudeness is to the Duke of Edinburgh – refusing an
invitation from him to present prizes for some charity event)
Brian Fellows visit to south east Hayling for today’s WeBS count found two flocks of 630 and 140 Brent on the
Tournerbury Marshes (with three family groups in the larger flock), and he was surprised to find a lone
Greylag Goose in the same area, but what surprised him most was to find 8 Grey Heron flying over the fields.
I wonder if they are already returning to the Heronry in the adjacent Tournerbury Wood? 22 Canada Geese
were on the Fishery Lane campsite lake – hopefully they will not all be nesting in the area. Before leaving
Brian went to Mill Rythe and saw at least 300 Golden Plover and 70 Lapwing on the south side of Verner
Common.
Lee Marshall was in the New Forest today and saw at least 10 Hawfinch at the Rhinefield Arboretum site plus 2
Woodcock and 3 Hen Harriers in the north of the Forest – all three Harriers were male, whereas the great
majority of those that I hear of in Hampshire are ringtails. Earlier Lee had been at Keyhaven and found the
Twite and female Ruddy Duck still present, and had seen a female Merlin, and on his way home after dark a
Tawny Owl flew across the road at Brook as he headed for the M27.
Brian Rickwood’s walk party at the Lower Test reserve today found the Firecrest still present and showing well
and they enjoyed a long list of birds which included a Water Pipit, Tree Creeper and both Redpoll and Siskin.
News of Egrets feeding well inland through the winter has been common for several years now but I think the
pager news today which says that sixteen of them roosted last night at Alresford Pond is the first positive
news of inland night roosting that I have heard. The pagers also report a Yellow Legged Gull at Fleet Pond
today (and the single Bittern still there).
Brian Rickwood (who I think lives at Andover) was pleased to have a male Blackcap in his garden this morning

feeding on apples and later in the day to have two female Blackcap enjoying sultanas and raisins, while in
Gwynne Johnson’s garden by the Meon at Soberton I hear that both male and female Blackcap are still
coming daily for their meal of home made sponge cake. Clearly these gardens don’t have the Squirrel and
Woodpigeon food removal service that keeps my garden clear of anything I put out.
Tony Gutteridge took a walk around the Warblington farmland today, finding Chiffchaff in two separate places (I
don’t think we have found them wintering here before) and seeing a flock of over 30 Stock Dove on stubble
Last Monday (Jan 8) Peter Morrison found a Red Throated Diver, which he though was oiled, well up the Hamble
River, and I assumed it was the one which he had seen looking oiled at the mouth of the Hamble on Boxing
Day. Yesterday John Norton had magnificent close views of a Red Throated Diver on the pool in the ‘new’
extension of the Hook reserve at SU 490052 on the north side of Hook Lake and he could see no sign of oiling
– I hope it is the same bird in better health. Birds of Hampshire says that only oiled birds come close to the
shore (or to inland waters), healthy ones prefer the open sea.
The IBM Lake had nothing out of the ordinary for January in the way of birds but did give me my first Snipe of the
year (six of them) with the less welcome sight of 21 Canada Geese back to select nest sites (most of them
seemed to be paired). The lone juvenile Great Crested Grebe was present and several Little Grebe were
showing well – two of them demonstrating their high speed chases, half flying, half running on the water’s
surface which may be a courtship bonding exercise or a way of chasing an intruder out of their territory – any
comments on which of these it is? Kevin Stouse tells me the Swans which nest here have been back on the
lake to check that no one is trying to steal their site but I did not see them though I did see a Little Egret
working the canal ditches. Numbers of most birds here have diminished over the years (even Mallard – only
48 when I would have expected nearer 100) and this was brought home by the small number of Coot – only 32
in total where we used to have a grazing flock of up to 128 in January. I wonder what will be left when the
eastern end of the site has been built on? – Two of the Snipe I saw where feeding in the wet meadows that will
soon be built over
FRI 12 JAN
Ian Thirlwell looked out of an upstairs window this evening in his home at Milton near the Langstone Harbour
shore of Portsmouth and saw what was almost certainly a Short Eared Owl hunting over the Portsmouth
University playing fields. Hopefully this is one of many birds that the strong north east winds will have blown
our way.
The Budds Farm Common Sandpiper was back at Budds Farm Pools today and seen by Brian Fellows.
David Parker works in Chichester and tells me that today and yesterday he saw large flocks of up to 500 Corvids
(Rooks and Jackdaws) heading north east into the wind in the early afternoon. This is something he has not
noticed before and he is wondering if the birds were on a long distance passage or a major hard weather
movement. I have no info with which to comment but my guess would be that the birds were engaged in a
regular daily movement back to a roost site from a feeding area and were maybe taking an unusual route
because of an unusual wind. Having worked for many years at the IBM North Harbour site which is just a few
hundred yards north of the huge Paulsgrove rubbish tip (beside the M275 as it enters Portsmouth) I am aware
that Rooks and Jackdaws by the hundred make daily trips from miles inland to forage on the rubbish tip, and
while they normally come and go in a diffuse stream, rather than concentrated flocks, a change in wind,
weather, or activity on the tip, could generate a big flock moving together.
THU 11 JAN
The tame Shag which has been coming to bread thrown for the ducks on King’s Pond at Alton this winter is not
unique in its tolerance of, and semi-dependence on, humans. Today I see that another can be seen in
Newhaven Harbour taking discarded fish from fishermen on the boats – I wonder when these birds will, like
us, start to insist on being given their ‘take aways’ in paper bags (which would come in very handy in the egg
laying season, if we are to believe Edward Lear’s rhyme about the ‘Common Cormorant and Shag’). I must
say that I prefer my wildlife to be wild, and news of a Short Eared Owl hunting over Cuckmere Haven
(between Bexhill and Hastings) typifies the genuinely wild that can still be seen within walking distance of
towns. I have read in the SOS News about many exciting birds seen at this site and this week I was delighted
to see the site on TV, confirming my imagined view of it. Unfortunately that delight was short lived as the
reason for the TV pictures was to cover a story that a much needed Hastings bypass road is proposed to go
over the haven on a long bridge. No doubt the owl and much other wildlife will remain there, undisturbed by
the constant noise of the traffic overhead, but, for me at any rate, the intrusion of the road would take this site
off my ‘want to visit’ list. Maybe you will still be able to see rarities there, and there are no doubt people who
get equal pleasure from ticking a rarity in a human slum as they would if the bird were in true wilderness, but
for me the greater part of the pleasure of birding comes from being in a ‘wild place’ away from people and
human activity . Such places become harder to find each year ...
Also on the SOS news page today are reports that the Pagham Spoonbill is still at the Ferry, and that 3 Med
Gulls are off Selsey Bill, while 8 Little Stint were still at East Head in Chichester Harbour. Back on Jan 9 there
was a Snow Bunting at Pett Level, east of Hastings, and also seen there were 2 Ring Necked Parakeet, 20

Red Throated Diver, 95 Common Scoter and 100 Great Crested Grebe. On Sunday Jan 7 at Swanbourne
Lake, Arundel, there were more than 7 Mandarin, 5 Gadwall and 2 pairs of Ruddy Duck.
Despite the strong north east wind making birding difficult John Gowen walked from Langstone along the South
Moors shore to Budds Farm and found good numbers of Goldeneye and Grebes close to the shore which
gave them some shelter from the wind. John rang me and told me that he had seen 21 Goldeneye (this is a
long way short of the flock of around 75 that have been seen there in the past) and he had also seen a flock of
around 20 Grebes off the Budds Farm outfall – some of these were the Little Grebe and occasional Great
Crested that are always there in the winter but at least ten were either Slavonian or Black Necked – without a
scope and with the fierce wind making seeing difficult John could not make up his mind which they were. I did
not see them and could only offer the opinion that it would be very unusual to see more than two Slav Grebes
together in Langstone harbour (as opposed to places where they regularly congregate on the sea at Church
Norton and Hayling Bay) whereas a group of six to nine Black Necked are regularly in that area in the winter
(the total in the harbour at the moment is I think 15).. Brian Fellows also told me today that the Black Swan
had returned to Emsworth.
On Dec 21 I noted how a Sparrowhawk which had failed to catch a bird in flight then landed and caught a Robin
on the ground under some bushes, and on Dec 28 I had confirmation that this behaviour was not uncommon.
Today I have an interesting addition to these observations of Sparrowhawk hunting techniques from Les
Stride who has plenty of small birds in his garden including a colony of House Sparrows. Today Les watched
for 16 minutes while a Sparowhawk tried all the tricks it knew and still failed to make a kill because the
Sparrows had the sense to fly into the thickest part of a hedge as soon as the Sparrowhawk appeared, and
stayed there even while the hawk flew low overhead, landed on the ground below and even pushed its head
into the hedge. Had the nerve of any one of the Sparrows broken, and it had attempted to make a getaway,
that bird would probably have been caught but as it was the Sparrowhawk had to admit defeat and flew off
empty-clawed.
WED 10 JAN
A Waxwing was in Hampshire yesterday and was seen briefly by Mark Litjens close to the IBM offices at Hursley
(a few miles south west of Winchester) before it flew off. Descriptions of birds given by non-birders are
sometimes difficult to interpret but Mark had no difficulty in guessing that a bird described as ‘like a Skylark but
with a white wingbar, sitting in a tree’ was in fact a Waxwing. Hopefully someone will refind it, or others, in
Hampshire before long, though I see that at least one of the Winchester area birders (Simon Woolley) was out
of the county yesterday paying his respects to a Laughing Gull at Swindon.
Golden Pheasant can probably still be found in the West Dean woods north of Chichester but have, I think, long
vanished from Kingley Vale in Sussex and the Queen Elizabeth Country Park near Petersfield in Hampshire
so even the most unlikely rumors of their presence hereabouts are worth investigating. Today Paul Beckett
tells me that one of his work colleagues described a bird which he had seen last year in a conifer plantation
near Farley Mount (Winchester), and when shown a picture of a Golden Pheasant said that it looked very like
the bird which had caught his attention last year. If anyone else has any reason to think that one or more of
these birds can be found now in that area I for one would like to know more...
Lee Marshall watched a female Marsh Harrier carrying sticks while flying over Titchfield Haven yesterday (see
Jan 8 for comment on the habit of building roost platforms to keep their feet dry) and more interestingly Paul
Beckett saw similar behaviour by a Cormorant on the river at the Lower Test reserve yesterday. The
Cormorant was swimming with a long curved stick (as long as its body) in its bill and my guess would be that
the bird was thinking of nest building. I have already seen one Cormorant in full breeding plumage, and I
understand that more and more of them are taking to nesting inland in trees – even my 1975 edition of the
Popular Handbook says that they will nest in trees and use sticks for nest building.
Alistair Martin also comments on Cormorant behaviour today, describing how he watched a Cormorant which
had caught a large flatfish whose shape made it difficult to swallow. A collection of gulls gathered round,
expecting the Cormorant to drop the fish, but after about 15 minutes of trying every possible method of
swallowing the fish it eventually succeeded. That was seen on Hayling but earlier Alistair had been at the
Chichester gravel pits where he found the pair of Scaup that were recently seen on Vinnetrow Lake had
moved one lake south to Runcton Lake – he says that the female looked genuine enough but he thinks the
male may be a hybrid (both bill tip nail and head shape looked a bit wrong). Alistair did not find the Long Tailed
Duck on any of the lakes, reminding me that yesterday Tim Timlick told me that Jason Crook had just seen a
Long Tailed Duck in Langstone harbour, and I wondered if it might be the one that was at Pagham and then
Chichester. Alistair did see a couple of Greylag and a Muscovy Duck at Chichester, but only one Canada
Goose.
John Goodspeed was at Farlington Marshes yesterday and found another unusual goose – this time a lone
Whitefront seen with Canada Geese north of the Deeps – I doubt this is a genuine winter visitor and wonder if
it is the very tame bird that was in the Ringwood area earlier in the winter. More genuine birds were 3 Gadwall
on the lake and 3 Avocet on the harbour mud west of the lake (i.e. in Shutt Lake).

Another collection of Canada Geese is still on the Cockle Pond at Gosport – Lee Marshall saw 31 there
yesterday with a good many other birds in the Haslar Lake area – the redhead Goosander was there but still
restless, moving from Workhouse Lake to Anglesey Lake (both of which have have sections of water
permanently dammed at their ends). A new interest in that area came from a colour ringed Herring Gull which
may have come from the Channel Islands (a ten year scheme of ringing Herring and Great Blackback Gulls
was started on Jersey in 1996). The gull was a first winter bird so presumably ringed in the nest, and it had
multiple orange rings on its left leg with the number 0074 visible.
......Among other birds seen by Lee Marshall yesterday was the Fareham Creek Great Northern Diver (off Cams
Bay this time) with a flock of 12 Little Grebe. Lee also went to Titchfield Haven where six Snipe flew over (I
think I am not the only one to find Snipe scarce this winter – no doubt because they are widely distributed on
so much wet ground rather than concentrated in a few places) and there were 21 Great Crested Grebe on the
sea, reminding me that in the 1980s very much larger flocks of these grebes (up to 200 I think) used to be
seen off Brownwich in the winter.
Brian Fellows noted Wood Pigeon song at Southsea yesterday and Paul Beckett watched a pair mating so I
guess they (like the Collared Doves) do not have much of close season in their sex life. I am a bit surprised to
find that Brian has not heard Wood Pigeon song more frequently during the winter, but I see that he has
already heard Greenfinch song twice recently and he may be surprised that I have not! When Brian was
making his round of Portsmouth sites yesterday he found the Canoe Lake Swan flock numbered 90 (within a
whisker of the all time record of 94 there) and at Baffins Pond there were 78 Tufted Duck and 84 Mallard with
a noisy group of 19 Canada Geese (the Barnacles are still presumably at Titchfield.
I am not sure where the Fisherman’s Cottage is to be found at the Lower Test reserve but if you can find it there
is a very good chance that you will have good views of a Firecrest (providing the dog walkers can be kept at
bay). Paul Beckett had superb views of it for twenty minutes this morning in a large Holly tree to the left of the
path behind the Fisherman’s Cottage, and I gather it has been seen there regularly for quite a long time. I do
not think I have ever seen Goldcrest in Holly, but have several times seen Firecrest in or around Holly bushes
– can anyone suggest any reason for this?
TUE 9 JAN
Today’s cycle ride to Hayling gave me the Ringed Plover which have eluded me so far this year – at least 40 of
them were sitting out the high tide on shingle at the south end of the bar across the entrance to Stoke Bay,
immediately south of the Oysterbeds. Another good tick was the Little Owl perched at hedge top height on a
branch of the nearest surviving oak tree to the totally dead remains of its original preferred perch in the ‘Aston
Villa’ shore field hedgerow (roughly where a westward projection of Daw Lane would meet the Billy Line). My
third new bird for the year was a Slavonian Grebe seen just off the Oysterbeds where Dunlin by the thousand
and Grey Plover by the hundred were roosting. I had just met John Gowen at the Oysterbeds when we
spotted the Grebe, and when I remarked on a smart male Goldeneye swimming close to us he surprised me
by saying that when he was here a few days ago he not only saw Goldeneye displaying but saw a pair mating.
Further south down the track I met Tim Timlick who told me that yesterday at Sandy Point he had seen around
60 Common Scoter fly into Chichester Harbour and settle off Pilsey Island, and along the promenade west of
Sandy Point at least two female Black Redstart could still be seen. Tim also gave me news he had just heard
from Jason Crook who, it seems, had not only seen the Ring Billed Gull at Broadmarsh last Saturday and
Sunday (making the pager news of its presence the more credible) but had also seen one or more Little Gulls
there. The last piece of information from Tim was that the Emsworth Black Swan was currently back at
Broadmarsh and that Jason had seen a Long Tailed Duck in Langstone Harbour.
MON 8 JAN
Among a mass of interesting messages tonight a couple concerning raptors caught my attention. First came
news that I have been expecting any day, the first three Buzzards soaring on thermals, seen by Mike Wall on
the Hants/Wilts border at a place called Combe (= Coombe Bissett on the Ebble near Salisbury?) – such
soaring will I expect soon become a common sight over woods throughout Hampshire. Secondly a mention of
something I have never thought of – how do Marsh Harriers keep their feet and feathers dry while sleeping in
reedbeds when the floods rise? I started to learn about this from a comment by Russell Wynn on the
occasional sight of Marsh Harriers flying about with sticks outside the nesting season: Russell says that not
only do young males sometimes get carried away and build false nests but much more practically that all
Marsh Harriers build themselves roost platforms in the reeds (and in this weather they must be hard at it
keeping their feet above water).
It seems that the Stonechat which Trevor Carpenter watched ‘pretending to be an Osprey’ at the IBM
Portsmouth site (see Dec 29) was not demonstrating a unique talent. Today Ben Darvill watched two
Stonechat doing the same thing at Pennington and thinks they were after spiders washed into the water. He
comments that foot dipping into water to warm cold feet is not a sensible practice unless the birds immediately
afterwards dry their feet – otherwise the feet will get even colder during the evaporation of the water. If this is
a feeding technique what surprises me is that no one has yet remarked on any feeding action by the birds

(neither dipping the beak as well as the feet in the water, nor pecking at the feet afterwards to eat insect
remains trawled up on the feet). I know that evolution of such habits takes a long time and I suppose one
could not argue with a ‘scientist’ who told us that we are observing the first phase of evolution of this feeding
habit and that we must wait a hundred years or so before the birds realise that they have to bend down and
peck at the food they have collected on their feet.
Lee Marshall reports that a night roost of 105+ Magpies can be seen in the Alver Valley at the moment but
comments that this is only half the peak count of them there in January 2000. I see from Birds of Hampshire
that the record count for the county so far was 277 set at Fleet Pond in Dec 1987, and I remember being much
impressed by a congregation of around 100 of them in the Southwick Woods near Denmead in the early 80s.
A more interesting member of the Crow family currently on show at Keyhaven is a Raven which David
Thelwell saw yesterday being mobbed by other Crows at the rubbish tip there.
John Clark spent much of yesterday (Dec 7) trying to count the wildfowl in the Avon Valley flood plain south of
Ringwood and has come up with a list of ‘absolute minimum’ counts of the species he saw. The two most
dramatic results were his counts of Pintail and Black Tailed Godwit, both of which were greater than any
previous Hampshire record. For Pintail his ‘absolute minimum’ figure was 1385 and he says this beats the
previous county maximum count by over 1000. A count of 2630 Black Tailed Godwit is also a record, though
when John Clark has received all the bird reports for this winter there may be a contender for this record from
Titchfield Haven – on Dec 17 I passed on news that Sue Morrison had tried to count a huge flock of Blackwits
at Titchfield Haven and thought there might have been 2,500 there. Apart from that Birds of Hampshire
records a maximum count ever of 1289 in Langstone Harbour in Oct 1989, and a maximum of just 540 in the
Avon valley. Other counts which caught my eye were of 276 Greylag and 283 Canada Geese, and of 4980
Wigeon, 2185 Teal (but only 66 Gadwall). John came on 7 Ruff and found 11 Goosander at Ibsley but only
saw 6 Bewick’s today (not only do the vast numbers of birds make counting difficult but the vast area of flood
available to the birds makes it impossible to get an overview of numbers)
One bird in which I have a personal interest, and which has not had much publicity recently, is the lone Emperor
Goose which deserted the Emsworth area at the start of this year and has since been queueing up to join the
Southampton Sea Scouts, waiting patiently on the mud outside their hut at Hythe on Southampton Water –
thanks to Colin Allen for an assurance that it is still alive. While in that area Colin counted 60+ Cormorant in
the US Army base at Hythe.
This weekend Pete Durnell had a phone call asking him to call at a house near Sandy Point on Hayling, and
when he got there the fridge was opened and a dead Leach’s Petrel brought out. The bird was found dead in
the garden of this house on Friday (Jan 5) and was still warm when found.
This evening I had a similar call from someone living in Havant concerning a living bird – the question being
about whether the bird which she regularly heard outside her bedroom at around 11pm on recent nights really
was what it sounded like – a Cuckoo. Maybe there is someone in her neighbourhood who plays a loop of
Cuckoo song tape to send themselves to sleep but I suggested as an alternative that she had a Collared Dove
trying to roost in the glare of a street light, confusing the bird’s biological clock
Yet another report of Waxwing and still none of them in Hampshire. This time the news on the pagers for Sunday
and today was of two of them in the carpark of Tesco’s at Brooklands in Surrey. They were reported as
having left by this afternoon.
An adult male Firecrest was trapped in Theo Roberts’ garden (at the foot of Portsdown, in Cosham) yesterday
afternoon, and in telling me this news Graham Roberts adds that the juvenile male which was ringed in the
same garden recently was seen again there on Jan 2. Perhaps a few more of these birds have reached our
area as I see from the pager news that two were found in the Church Norton carpark this afternoon.
Peter Morrison made his low tide survey of the lower Hamble river this morning, finding just 75 Golden Plover
and the less welcome sight of an oiled Red Throated Diver on mud well up the river opposite Crableck Lane
(around SU 488084). More encouraging news for birders visiting this area is that an adult Med Gull has for
the past three days been roosting on the saltmarsh on the riverside of the Bunny Meadows path (probably at
around SU 488067)
Finally, to round off todays news (too much detail for me to include everything!), I see that the pagers reported
the Ring Billed Gull as having been seen again at Broadmarsh (mouth of the Hermitage stream) on both
Saturday and Sunday. Not knowing the origin of these reports it is difficult to say how reliable they are (it
seems likely that the Franklin’s Gull reported at Milford recently was an adult Kittiwake that is regularly seen
there) but there is no reason to doubt that there were three Avocet feeding in the stream at Farlington on
Sunday – that report came from Mark Litjens who also saw a Great Northern Diver off the Hayling
Oysterbeds. Interesting items on the long list of sightings by Russell Wynn and others at
Keyhaven/Pennington last Friday and Saturday include a single juvenile Pale Bellied Brent, up to three Ruddy
Ducks, seven Slav Grebe, twelve Stonechat and 400 Golden Plover – Russell ends with a nice observation of
a hen-pecked Peregrine at Oxey Marsh – the male of a resident pair made a kill but before he could get a
mouthful the bigger female flew down (she had been watching proceedings from a comfy perch nearby) and

shoo-ed him off. She was last seen enjoying a good dinner while the tiercel sat watching from a distance,
awaiting orders from ‘she who must be obeyed’ (I suppose its all in the interests of building her up for early
egg-laying, not just greed and aggro on her part).
PLANTS:
SUN 14 JAN
Last Monday (Jan 8) Brian Fellows told me how he had met Rod Stern making a survey of the mosses in Brook
Meadow and today Brian says he has had a note from Rod to report the presence of two rare species
(Amblystegium tenax and Eurhynchium speciosum) in the meadow – neither of them appear in my Collins
Guide to Ferns, Mosses and Lichens so all I have to go on is the habitat description given in the Hants Flora
which says that both occur in wet places subject to occasional flooding. A. tenax is classified as ‘rare’ and to
be found on stone or brickwork by streams and E. speciosum as ‘rather rare’ and found on tree roots in wet
woods.
SAT 13 JAN
Each monthly visit to the IBM North Harbour site to count the birds on the lake brings as much or more interest
from the flowers found there as from the birds and today was no exception. As well as two large patches of
Bee Orchid leaves (well over 50 plants) I found 24 species actually in flower of which several are unlikely to be
found elsewhere. Among these were Blue Fleabane, Ox Eye Daisies, and the ‘Glastonbury Thorn’ trees
which look exactly like any other Hawthorn to me except that open flowers can be found on them each
December and January, and today all the leaf buds were bursting. Celandines can be found in many places
now but I always enjoy seeing the ‘special’ ones here – they are I am told the subspecies bulbilifer but to me
they always look like a hybrid with the Kingcups that flower nearby (just one flower on those today). These
Celandines have larger flowers than usual on much longer flower stems which generally have leaves growing
from the flower stems – maybe this is normal for the subspecies, but I have never seen it elsewhere and
cannot tell. Other unexpected flowers were on Red Clover, Sea Aster and Smooth Hawksbeard. In at least
one past year I found Coltsfoot flowers here on Jan 24, but I see that last year I did not see them here until
mid-February when I had already seen them on Hayling Island (on Feb 15).
FRI 12 JAN
Dead Teazels are a very common sight, still standing erect when many other plants have succumbed to wind,
rain and frost and fallen to the ground, but Brian Fellows today found some on Brook Meadow at Emsworth in
which it seemed that seeds had germinated in the dead heads and fresh green shoots were appearing (as
they commonly do on the Wild Onions in late summer). I have never seen this happen before, have you?
MON 8 JAN
If you know where to look in Emsworth’s Brook Meadow you can see the first signs of the Butterbur plants
breaking the surface of the damp soil with the pink tips of their flower heads – they seem to open their flowers
while still underground and to be already in flower as they come up so it may not be long before they replace
the flowers of Winter Heliotrope that are now beginning to go over. In telling me that he had found these
plants Brian Fellows also told me that he had found Rod Stern making a survey of mosses in the meadow (as
part of a wider Sussex moss survey) but the only species name which Brian passed on was Fissidens
incurvus which is described in the Hants Flora as a ‘widely distributed calcicole’ – perhaps finding it at a
non-chalky site was what interested Rod.
INSECTS:

SUN 14 JAN
Wall to wall sunshine yesterday and today brought considerable warmth to crannies hidden from the fierce east
wind and woke another Red Admiral from sleep. It was seen around midday today by Eric Castle sunning
itself on the dark surface of the black painted old farm barn at the entrance to Warblington Church carpark. In
telling me about it Eric also described how he had been having lunch last Tuesday (Jan 9) at The Ship inn at
Langstone, during which a Queen Wasp appeared on the table at which he was sitting.
MON 8 JAN
Yet another Red Admiral was seen flying at the IBM Hursley site by Mark Lijens at lunchtime today – lovely to
see, provoking in us thoughts of summer to come, but maybe our rejoicing at such sightings is a bit ghoulish
since the insects we see have almost certainly condemned themselves to death by appearing at this time of
year. A much better sign of good time to come was found by Lee Marshall at his moth trap in Rowner at
Gosport last night – as well as a December moth and Pale Brindled Beauty he found a Spring Usher that is not
normally seen until mid-February. I hope it lives up to its name...
OTHER WILDLIFE:
MON 8 JAN
Following up yesterday’s news that Frogs had returned to his garden pond on Portsdown John Goodspeed today

reports that there are eight frogs in the pond and that two pairs are already coupled – spawning tomorrow??
PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR HIGH TIDES

(Date, Time and height in metres)

08/01:-09:49-4.6 & 22:20-4.5
09/01:-10:38-4.7 & 23:09-4.710/01:-11:25-4.8 & 23:57-4.8
11/01:& 12:12-4.9
12/01:-00:46-4.8 & 13:00-4.8
13/01:-01:36-4.8 & 13:48-4.714/01:-02:30-4.7 & 14:37-4.6
15/01:-03:33-4.6 & 15:32-4.4
16/01:-04:42-4.5 & 16:39-4.2
17/01:-05:41-4.3 & 17:58-4.018/01:-06:39-4.2 & 19:06-3.9
19/01:-07:37-4.1 & 20:08-3.9
20/01:-08:33-4.1 & 21:05-4.0
21/01:-09:22-4.2 & 21:52-4.122/01:-10:04-4.3 & 22:33-4.2
23/01:-10:42-4.4 & 23:09-4.3
24/01:-11:18-4.4 & 23:45-4.4
25/01:-11:54-4.5
26/01:-00:22-4.5 & 12:28-4.5
27/01:-00:57-4.5 & 13:01-4.4
BIRDS:

WEEK 01 JAN 1 – 7

SUN 7 JAN
Brian Fellows was in Stansted Forest today walking along the ornamental drive which runs parallel to the main
avenue on its north side and somewhere along it heard the distinctive buzzing note of a Willow Tit. There
were several Marsh Tits in the area for comparison and while Brian is not claiming certainty he believes it was
a Willow Tit. Brian does not give an exact location but in past years I have had Willow Tit in larches at SU
745108 (north of the ornamental drive and east of the Broad Avenue) and have heard reports of them where
the main forestry track goes south into Lyels Wood at SU 747105 so I will be checking out the area around
half way along the drive.
One of the things which surprised me during the last four or five winters during which many people dutifully
recorded which fields were used by Brent for feeding was that, while they were regularly found in great
numbers (up to 1500) on the fields of Warblington Farm (H24) they never used the apparently suitable grass
in the adjacent fields of Wade Court Farm (H25, only separated from H24 by the narrow width of Pook Lane)
though large flocks of Curlew and Lapwing were often seen on them. Today a huge flock of around 1500
Brent were feeding on the section of these fields nearest the sea and the only reason I can think of for them
suddenly finding these fields attractive is that some Charollais cattle have been in the field – maybe they have
removed all the rough grass from the top and now got down to the juicy young grass near the ground. This
argument is re-inforced by the fact that the adjacent field of H24 are ungrazed this winter – the biggest of them
is setaside with tall coarse grass, and the grass in the others, while still looking green, is much longer than the
‘playing field’ height which the geese seem to favour.
Among the birds in my garden today I noticed two Robins in close proximity but showing no territorial aggression
to each other – I conclude they are paired and may soon be starting to nest.
On Friday I was wondering if the number of Golden Plover in Hampshire had increased but since then I have had
two pointers to a negative answer to this question – firstly I could see less than 50 at Langstone today, and
secondly Peter Morrison tells us that a check which he made of the River Hamble downstream of Crableck
Lane (a little south of the M27) found only 27 there.
The item which caught my interest in the SOS website news page today was of Woodlark singing at both Coates
and Ambersham Commons (SU 9119 and TQ 0017 respectively – a little south of Petworth). Perhaps of more
general interest is the continuing rise in the number of Avocet at Pagham (28 of them today) and of Bewick’s
Swans at Greatham Bridge, Pulborough where there were 32 on Friday Jan 5 but only 15 today with 7 known
to have moved onto Amberley Wild Brooks and others presumably dispersed over this flood plain. Scaup can
still be seen on the Arun here and four were reported at Greatham Bridge today. In the nearby Coldwaltham
Sewage Works Siberian (Tristis) Chiffchaffs continue to be reported with three said to be there today. Anyone
desperate to see Purple Sandpiper should tick them at Newhaven (8 reported at the Tidemills with 3 Black
Redstart in the area). Today also brings another report of Great White Egret, this time over Newick (west of
Uckfield) near the River Ouse in TQ 4121.
SAT 6 JAN
The Havant Wildlife Group assembled at Nutbourne on this lovely morning for the circular walk along the shore
to Prinsted and back through the apple orchards, and were rewarded with a tick list of 53 bird species.
Sparrowhawk, Kestrel and Peregrine were all seen over the flooded meadow where the Ham Brook reaches
Nutbourne Bay, and in the bay a Greenshank was active. Four pairs of Stonechat were in the area, and in tall
poplars south of the meadow they saw one flock of 74 Fieldfare and half a dozen Redwing. At one point they
heard a Greenfinch practising its song and out in Chichester Harbour three unidentified grebe were thought to
be Black Necked. One intriguing observation was of a dead Collared Dove which was, in Brian Fellows’s

words >> strangely impaled on barbed wire or in a bush << The thought of it impaled on barbed wire
immediately brings into my mind a vision a new and terrifying bird called a Great Great Grey Shrike, but more
realistically if the bird was just caught in a bush a more prosaic reason might be that it had had its neck wrung,
and then been hurled as far away as possible, by someone whose patience was exhausted by lack of sleep
due to the dove’s incessant calling down the chimney. (While indulging in flights of fancy you might like to
check out the SOS news webpage in which, last Friday, I found a lengthy contribution from someone who is
so dismayed by the prospect of losing the display of Starlings coming each evening to roost on Brighton West
Pier when renovation work starts that he wants to drum up support for the building of what he calls a ‘Starling
House’ the same distance out to sea as the end of the current West Pier, and close to it, to provide alternative
accommodation for the Starlings during the period of disturbance. Have you got a wish for the fulfilment of
some similar conservation scheme? If so, let us know – you never know, there might be sufficient people
sharing your dream to make it a practical possibility).
Bright sunshine from a clear sky, no wind and no frost, persuaded me to make the 13km (8mile) walk from my
home around Farlington Marshes this morning, adding five more species to my New Year list (Dartford
Warbler, Black Necked Grebe, Chiffchaff, Grey Wagtail and Canada Goose) but once more failing to tick
Ringed Plover. At least two Song Thrush and a Dunnock were singing in Havant and a couple of Grey
Wagtail were seen by the Bedhampton Water Works but with the tide high when I reached the harbour at
Broadmarsh there was little to be seen other than Brent and Wigeon, though Lapwing, Redshank, Grey
Plover and Dunlin were roosting in good numbers at Chalk Dock. A Reed Bunting welcomed me to the
reserve and the Main Marsh field was crammed with Brent. On the Deeps and around the pools were more
Wigeon with a small number of Shoveler and Pintail plus one pair of Gadwall and many Teal. 14 Canada
Geese were among the Brent here (I later found another 40 on the stream) and I enjoyed the sight of a
thousand wildfowl and waders standing to attention for a two minute silence as a Fox trotted across the main
marsh like an inspecting general. Reaching the east seawall gate into the Point field I asked a man who was
gazing expectantly over the bushes if he had seen a Dartford Warbler and he said he had only heard it but as
we watched it flew from brambles to gorse giving me a full second’s view. The next person I met told me they
had heard both Bearded Tit and Greenshank near the lake but I did not detect either species when I reached
that area (with neap tides and much ground water the lake had risen to cover all the surrounding mud, and
penetrated into the surrounding reeds) there was nothing of interest. Crossing the fields by the stream I could
hear a Water Rail in the bushes and both heard and saw Bullfinch in the trees but I could not locate a Snipe
(still missing from my year list). At the reserve building I found the notice board listed 10+ Bearded Tits, 15
Black Necked Grebe, 1 Little Stint and 1 Greenshank among the more expected species, and as I regained
the eastern seawall on my way home I met Jason Crook with Bob Chapman and had a couple of Black
Necked Grebe pointed out to me through Jason’s scope. Jason also told me that a juvenile Merlin had been
flying over North Binness a little before I arrived. The total of Shelduck I saw on the harbour around the
reserve, with at least 25 by the scrape and lake on the reserve, was very close to the 114 reported by Moira
Doherty the other day, and Bob Chapman confirmed that, although I only saw less than 20 Pintail today, there
had recently been over 200 visible from the reserve.
Mike Rafter was in the New Forest yesterday and came on a fair sized flock of Chaffinches among which were a
few Brambling (and one or two Hawfinch happened to be in the trees nearby). I guess this was in the Mark
Ash Wood area (SU 2407) as Mike says it was about a mile south of Boldrewood carpark on the Ornamental
Drive road. Elsewhere Mike saw 4 male and 1 ringtail Hen Harrier, presumably at a roost site so I had better
not give any location.
Mark Litjens visited Bolderwood today but only found 1 Brambling. Earlier in the day he had had better luck with
a Barn Owl and two Peregrines seen at dawn at Calshot. He had also been to Milford, seeing the carpark
Med Gull, and to Pennington where there were two Slav Grebe and an Eider offshore. Paul Winter was also
at Keyhaven this morning and found the female Ruddy Duck (which Simon Boswell reported there yesterday)
was still among the Tufted Duck asleep on the water of a large pool (presumably not Sturt Pond). More
excitingly, the Twite that has been there since Dec 23 was still showing (Simon Boswell saw it yesterday,
along with an adult Kittiwake which seemed to be flying normally when it lost control and crashed into a Gorse
bush!). None of the visitors to Keyhaven/Milford say anything about a Franklin’s Gull which was at the Milford
carpark at 11:30am on Friday 5 Jan according to Birdnet.
Trevor Carpenter found the Great Northern Diver was still to be seen in Fareham Creek this morning
(presumably in Heavy Reach between the Cams Hall golf course and the Fleetlands helicopter landing field),
and Simon Harthill found the two Southampton Water birds still present off Dibden Bay before going on to the
Lower Test reserve to find 10 Water Pipits among a similar number of Meadow Pipits. (I see that at Coombe
Haven, between Bexhill and Hastings, there is currently a flock of 19 Water Pipits).
In Gosport the redhead Goosander was seen today in Anglesey Lake by John Norton – with it were a couple of
Merganser, two Goldeneye and 8 Little Grebe.

FRI 5 JAN
Reports of Waxwing in East Sussex last week seemed far off but further news today is that one was in Dorset
last week and that there is a flock of 8 currently in Oxfordshire so there must be a chance of seeing them in
Hampshire before the winter is out.
A couple of people have recently had Blackcap added to their garden winter bird lists and report them feeding on
cake and apples but it may be of interest that in my own Havant garden a male flew in early this morning, took
its usual perch on the top bare branches of a japonica shrub and from it made three flycatching sorties before
vanishing. I see both male and female Blackcaps perhaps once or twice each week but so far this winter I
have not seen any of them trying to feed from the chopped apples, peanuts, bird seed or breadcrumbs that
are generally available when Squirrels and Woodpigeon have not ‘hoovered’ them up. Has anyone else
observed fly-catching as a source of food?
I cycled to the Hayling Oysterbeds this afteroon and enjoyed close views of a male Goldeneye with two females
but did not see anything that could have been a Ruddy Shelduck (see Dec 30 re Sheila Burton’s observation
of what might have been one) though the tide was low and I could only see 77 Shelduck where there had
been 150 on my last visit – I guess others were hidden or had spread out over the harbour mud. Returning
home I found an email from Gary Wearn telling me that he too had visited the Oysterbeds on Dec 30 and had
seen an oddity among the 130+ Shelduck that he found there though it was a hybrid of some sort and not a
true Ruddy Shelduck. Gary says >> The body of the bird appeared to be a good match for a Ruddy Shelduck
but its head and neck were greenish, not dissimilar to common Shelduck with the addition of a white neck
collar. << Last Sunday Gary Wearn went on to Sinah Lake on South Hayling were he found some Pochard
and Tufted Duck and to Gunner Point where there were at least 15 Sanderling on the sandy shore and 40
Turnstone along the shingle of the harbour entrance. Today he found the Kingfisher on the Langbrook stream
at Langstone and a couple of Rock Pipit plus a Grey Wagtail (these can nowadays be found almost
anywhere) along the seawall.
......On my way to Hayling something put up around 300 Golden Plover from the saltings close to Langstone Mill,
a larger number than I have seen there for some time, and I read that the flock at Wide Lane Eastleigh has
also increased to around 550. I guess tha cold weather has brought more of these birds into Hampshire and
it will be interesting to hear if Peter Morrison finds increased numbers on the Hamble next Sunday (when a
low tide count is scheduled there)
Following my remarks last Tuesday about the frustrations of a local patch birder being outdone at his own game
by birders coming from afar to make a one off visit and seeing all the best birds I imagine Brian Fellows was
further annoyed to read on Hoslist that Gary Wearn had popped in at Southsea Castle on New Year’s Day
and apparently had no difficulty in seeing two Purple Sandpiper there just before high tide. (Gary comes from
no further away than Purbrook on Portsdown, but is not a regular visitor to Southsea). Needless to say Brian
did not see the Sandpipers when he made his regular weekly visit on Tuesday.
A couple of other sightings coming to my attention today may be of interest. The first was made by Mike Wall
who went to Church Norton today and found the Pagham Spoonbill back there and also found six Slav Grebe
offshore. The second was made by Mike Cross at Keyhaven on Dec 29 where he was able to get within a
couple of yards of a Twite which he says is still there today – certainly Simon Boswell was able to get within
two yards of it on Jan 2
THU 4 JAN
John Clark was in the Avon Valley near Ringwood on both Dec 29 and 30 and today put out some of his findings.
Perhaps the most interesting bird was a Grey Phalarope making a short stay on some private water (it has
now left) and the most encouraging news was that there are now at least 37 Bewick’s Swan in the area (total
includes a dozen juveniles) though there is no mention of any Whitefront Geese. Other wildfowl are on the
flooded fields in immense numbers, and few species are countable but John did record 580 Pintail and 120
Shoveler as well as two groups of 8 and 9 Goosander (could be the same group seen twice). There is a huge
flock of Black Tailed Godwit south of Ringwood – a minimum figure is 1600 but there may have been 2500.
Ron Toft was at Pennington on Jan 3 and saw a lone Tern flying offshore – the strong wind made it impossible to
get a good enough view to be certain but Ron is pretty sure it was Common. Another unexpected bird was a
female Goldeneye seen in pools at the source of the River Test (at Overton, SU 52550, near Basingstoke) by
Mike Wall today – more expected in these inland pools were a dozen Gadwall, a couple of Shoveler and a
lone Bar Headed Goose with 75 Canadas. Seen today on better known inland water (Fleet Pond) was the
Bittern, some Mandarin, a Water Rail, two Kingfisher, 50 Redpoll and a Lesser Spotted Woodpecker.
A message from Colin Allen today refers to his discovery of a large Cormorant roost (which may be well known to
others) at the US Army base at Hythe on Southampton Water which he visited on two evenings during the
Christmas break and counted 127 and 109 Cormorants. Further up Southampton Water Russell Wynn was at
the Lower Test reserve today and saw 59 Cormorant (I gather there is a regular roost on pylons there).
Leaving their night roost there to head inland at dawn were some 490 Lesser Blackbacks. Around the reserve
Russell saw 7 Water Pipit, 4 Stonechat, 2 Cetti’s Warblers and single Water Rail and Egret. He then moved

up the valley and between the village of Lee and Romsey saw 11 Buzzard and 15 Siskin (with 25 Hares in the
fields)
I am sure that a lot of people including myself will be grateful to Mike Wall for taking on the useful task of copying
to Hoslist news which reaches him via the pager system – among the items he put out today was news from
Sussex that the number of Avocet in Pagham Harbour has gone up to 22 (is this an indication of birds already
moving from Devon back to East Anglia? And was the birds at Langstone and in the Chichester channel on
New Year’s Day one of them?)
WED 3 JAN
I missed out on a lovely sunny morning in which to extend my New Year bird list and started on a walk around the
South Moors just as the rain was starting in the early afternoon, getting rather wet before reaching home
again. Walking down beside the Langbrook stream (and past the roadblock on the Xyratex approach road set
up to turn away a group of travellers in the area seeking somewhere to park their caravans) I heard a full
throated Song Thrush but saw few other birds other than the inevitable Long Tailed Tits, and on the shore at
the mouth of the stream I felt sorry for a female Stonechat which perched momentarily in the driving rain and
strong wind on dead vegetation near the bench seat. The Stonechat was new to my 2001 list, as were Rock
Pipit and Dunlin along the same shore, and on the Budds Farm pools I added Shoveler among the many
wildfowl on the water. Earlier in the day Dunnock had once more been singing in my garden – I heard two
different birds singing on Monday and reckon its breeding season is now under way.
Anyone wanting to compare the three races of Brent geese now has a chance to do so at Pagham Harbour,
though the birds concerned are ‘mobile’ within the harbour. I assume there is no difficulty in finding Dark
Bellied birds, and today the lone Brant was with 5 Pale Bellied birds on the Ferry fields, but yesterday this
same set of birds were at the North Walls and on Jan 1 there was no report of the Brant but there was a record
of 13 Pale Bellied birds with a Spotted Redshank at the Ferry.
Today Brian Fellows toured the Emsworth ponds where things are much as usual, the interest lying in the
harbour where a flock of 74 Shelduck and a Brent goose family having three juveniles were welcome
newcomers to the scene. A couple of Lesser Blackbacks were not new but looked smart in the sunlight and
three Goldeneye were in the water. Returning home through Brook Meadow Brian heard Dunnock song,
helping to confirm my impression that this is to be a regular sound from now on.
A New Year greetings message from Ed Griffiths in Buckinghamshire reports an interesting illusion brought on
by an overdose of Turkey and Christmas Cards – a vision of an American Robin hopping around in the
garden. Ed says he will never know what the bird really was but it looked just like the American bird. More
seriously he comments on what Theo Roberts had to say about Red Kites not being short of food in this
country, which he says was backed up by a speaker at a Bucks Bird Club meeting who said there were plenty
of dead rabbits and shot (but never retrieved) Pheasants sround to keep them going. I agree that this is so in
the winter but in the better weather and the closed season for shooting I don’t see many rabbit or pheasant
bodies around the countryside, and Ed agrees with my thought in saying that he can’t imagine Kites doing too
well at surviving on the only year round source of corpses – namely squashed bodies stuck to the roads and
not easily grabbed by a Kite in flight. I still remain convinced that the introduced population of Kites could not
survive without human aid.
While on the subject of corpses I see that Keith Talbot has just announced that he was the person who took care
of the injured Puffin that was found at Inchmery near Lepe on Nov 27, and he says he later found another
Puffin dead at Lepe on Dec 15. Add to this the corpse found on Hurst Beach on Dec 20 it would seem that
Hampshire has had a good Puffin winter for birders, not so good for the birds. For future referene Keith says
that he took the first bird, sickly but alive, to the South Devon Seabird Trust at Teignmouth and tells us that
you can find out more about this organisation at www.seabirdtrust.co.uk (or is it org.uk?)
Dave Mead gave me good news of Siskin in Hampshire this evening when telling me of his New Year’s Day
count which included three Black Redstart seen at Fawley. He says there are plenty of Siskin in the New
Forest, and that he has recently seen around 50 in Liss Forest and half that number in Lumley Wood at
Stansted. He has not come on any flocks of Brambling but has encountered single birds in a number of
places, and has seen at least a dozen Crossbill recently in Highland Water inclosure in the New Forest.
TUE 2 JAN
An injured Gannet was a very unexpected find on Rowlands Castle golf course yesterday, and news of it comes
from Mike Collins whose son works for the club. It seems that the RSPCA were called to attend to what was
reported as an injured Swan, but it had turned into a Gannet by the time it reached the safety of Brent Lodge.
The golf course is at SU 7255108 and is a good 6km inland to the north of Havant. Also on New Year’s Day
there was another injured Gannet seen at Widewater at Lancing – Widewater is a long thin lagoon between
the A259 and the beach at TQ 2004 about 1km west of where the River Adur flows under the A259 at
Shoreham
It is frustrating for a local birder when someone comes from distant parts on a one off visit to the local’s patch and
turns up some very unusual bird or bird count – no doubt the visitor carries away the impression that what he

saw is the norm for the place and the locals must be very unobservant not to share that impression. Thus
today Brian Fellows, who visits the Southsea Canoe Lake every week without fail, would have been
celebrating a record count of 88 Swans on that pond (where he has never before seen more than 84) were it
not that Keith Betton had counted 94 there a year ago (Jan 2000). I share Brian’s chagrin as I too remember
Keith making a flying visit to Budds Farm outfall in the distant path and finding 75 Goldeneye (considerably
more than I have ever seen there). Brian’s disappointment with Portsmouth birds continued today when he
found no Shoveler at all at the Milton Lakes, where Ian Thirlwell had over 40 last week, nor any at Baffins
Pond (I conclude that Ian saw the Baffins pausing in their flight from some unknown terror at Baffins). There
were some compensations for Brian in that he found 44 Shelduck off the Milton shore, causing him to
comment that there is a large number of Shelduck in Langstone Harbour at present, and I hope I don’t give
him more grief when I point out that the current total in Langstone Harbour is probably well under 500 (the only
actual counts I know of are 153 at the Oysterbeds, 114 off Farlington Marshes and this 44 off Milton, and I
have assumed that this total of 211 maybe only half what is in the harbour), whereas Birds of Hampshire
records a peak count of 4000 in Langstone Harbour in Feb 1968, and average January counts ranging from
3280 down to 1190 for the period 1955 to 1990.
......Brian did derive some interest from watching the synchronized swimming of a pair od Merganser in
Langstone Harbour entrance while he paused to drink a flask of hot coffee. We have heard reports of male
Mergansers actively displaying to females recently and this pair today seem to have reached the next stage of
pair bonding in a series of co-ordinated dives (the female always taking the plunge first and the male pursuing
her under water). Mallard are less prone to be faithful to one mate and I don’t expect Brian found similar
behaviour among the 114 Mallard on Baffins Pond, nor among the 62 Tufted Duck there but possibly the fact
that there were only two Pochard, male and female, could be interpreted as a sort of faithfulness brought on
by lack of opportunity for promiscuity (I wonder what Aythya hybrids will be seen on the pond later this year?)
The SOS website today reports two Scaup on Vinnetrow Lake (SU 879035) at Chichester – this is the lake on
your left as you drive in to the caravan park from the Bognor Road end. Another 3 Scaup, along with 20
Bewick’s Swans, were seen on New Year’s Day at Greatham Bridge on the Arun south of Pulborough, and in
East Sussex there had been 6 Scaup on the sea off Rye Harbour on Dec 26. The Avocet which had been
seen at Langstone on New Year’s Day may have flown on to the Chichester Channel of Chichester Harbour
as one was seen opposite the Chichester Marina on that day (a Kingfisher and a couple of Blackcap were also
reported in the Birdham area).
......A single Sooty Shearwater flew past Selsey Bill this morning, and the gull roost in Pagham harbour had one
Glaucous and one Little Gull with four Med Gulls (plus the residen Spoonbill).
......The December summary report from Rye Harbour tells us that a maximum of 5 Bitterns were present during
the month and that just 10 Little Egrets regularly night-roosted there. At the beginning of the month (Dec 7)
the first Pallas’s Warbler was recorded at the reserve, and at the end there were three Bearded Tits to be
seen (with luck). Today there is a Ferruginous Duck there and a couple of Little Stint at Scotney nearby.
John Goodspeed walked around the Cams Hall golf course scanning Fareham Creek for the Great Northern
Diver which Trevor Carpenter has seen there at least twice but it was not in sight today. Along with that news
I see that Russell Wynn had two Northern Divers off the Town Quay at Southampton today but I think it would
be stretching the facts to assume the Fareham bird had flown there. One bird species which John Goospeed
has as a garden bird on top of Portsdown is Tawny Owl, and recently the male and female have been making
the hooting and ‘Qer-wick’ing one can expect of a pair on territory at this time of year (I can remember those
sounds coming from the Billy Line outside my garden here in Havant years ago – but not for many years now).
David Parker has been surprised, during the recent cold snap, to see how numbers of birds in his Forestside
garden, bordering the north of Stansted Forest, shot up as a result of the cold weather. Best bird was what
was almost certainly a Firecrest, but a measure of the influx can be taken from the presence of 7 Robins
where there would normally be just one. Four Nuthatch were seen together and at one point there was a total
of over 50 Gold and Greenfinch plus 12 Siskin. Blackcap, Marsh Tit and Redwing, plus a Great Spotted
Woodpecker,became regulars for the duration of the freeze.
MON 1 JAN
I hear that the Havant Wildlife Group had a pleasant surprise when they met in the carpark of the Ship Inn at
Langstone today for their New Year’s Day birdwatch walk around the Langstone area – there on the sunlit
mud right in front of them was an Avocet, giving good views before it flew. That group also had Kingfisher and
Grey Wagtail on their list, neither of which I saw in a cycle trip north east from Havant through the Hollybank
woods to Stansted sawmill, then via Aldsworth Pond and Woodmancote to the shore at Nutbourne to return to
Langstone along the shore. My daylist total was 67 (including the Black Swan at Emsworth, but not the Feral
Pigeon used as last resort to boost some daylist totals). I had some good birds, including a Water Rail
squealing like a stuck pig within yards of me at Nutbourne, but one of the memories of the day must be the
extraordinary number of Long Tailed Tits – wherever I went there was a flock working the trees, and except on
the foreshore I do not think a quarter hour went by without my seeing them. For general interest the number

of Gadwall on Aldsworth Pond was up to 17 when I passed this morning.
......Nigel Johnson has told me of the 61 bird species seen by the Havant Wildlife Group today, and also passed
on some additional sightings by Dave Cole whom they met up with – Dave had been to Farlington and seen
one Greylag Goose flying over and Canada Geese (presumably on the marshes)
......I now have Brian Fellows news of the sightings by the Havant Group and see that among the birds which I
missed, but they had, were 50 Golden Plover and 8 Goldeneye at Langstone, and three Rock Pipits, Shoveler
and Chiffchaff in the Budds Farm area. One species that is missing from both our lists is Canada Goose, and
for once I feel quite glad that it was possible for us to miss them (most of you know that I am not keen on
Canada Geese). One bird which I was very pleased to have, and which Brian missed, was Pintail – I had a
male just offshore at Nutbourne Bay but did not search the mass of Wigeon there for others. I also had a
single Lesser Blackback Gull among the day roost of gulls from the Southleigh Forest rubbish tip – it was with
at least 70 Great Blackbacks in the big field between the railway and East Leigh Road north of the new
housing at Locks Farm. Rooks were also missing from Brian’s list and I found plenty of these already back
and guarding their nests at two rookeries which I passed.
When I found 150 Shelduck at the Hayling Oysterbeds last Friday I voiced the question as to whether there were
still some left at Farlington Marshes (i.e. was this flock in addition to the normal flock of around 200 that is
usually in the Little Binness area south of Farlington Marshes or had those birds moved to Hayling). Moira
Doherty helps to answer that question by telling us that there were 114 south of Farlington today. Another
question that is partially answered concerns the Spoonbill seen flying west over Langstone Bridge this week –
I wondered if the bird from Pagham had deserted and moved west, but the SOS news today tells us the
Pagham bird is still there. Another question which I have raised recently concerns the apparent lack of Siskin
in Hampshire this winter – Bob Douglas contributes to this by saying that he was at Fleet Pond today and saw
around 200 Siskin and 80 Redpoll there.
PLANTS:
FRI 5 JAN
The Sweet Violets which have been flowering in Mill Lane at Langstone for some time line the outside of a
garden fence, and the ones seen on New Year’s day near Stansted are just across the road from a cottage
garden, but today I found at least a dozen flowers hiding in the leaves of a big clump of plants close by the
gate into the only field between the Hayling Oysterbeds and the Billy Line path (not within throwing out
distance of any habitation). While out today I also noticed that the many Winter Heliotrope flowerheads that
were sadly drooping in the recent frost have all recovered and are holding their heads erect. I looked for
Primrose buds on the plants further down the Billy Line but could not see any among the strong growth of
fresh leaves.
WED 3 JAN
A single flower on the ground cover of Lesser Periwinkle in the untended garden at the west end of Grove Road
here in Havant was a good tick for my 2001 plant list, and by the Langbrook stream I found the pink tops of
Butterbur flower spikes just showing in the ground – these are the unusual female plants put there twenty or
thirty years ago at the expense of IBM. Where these plants were growing underwater they already had small
new leaves held up above the water.
TUE 2 JAN
Primroses which appear to be of the wild variety are already flowering in the churchyard at Droxford in the Meon
valley, where they have been seen by Nigel Johnson.
MON 1 JAN
Very few plants are now in flower – I only noted 11 species today but among them was the Dogs Mercury in Pook
Lane at Warblington which had been spotted yesterday. I was expecting one freak plant but found a healthy
clump of at least half a dozen male plants, each more or less full grown and with several flower spikes. The
only other plant of interest was Sweet Violet, with one fresh flower peeking from the large patch of leaves
beside the lane leading from Stansted sawmill to Stubbermere. Nigel Johnson tells me the Sweet Violets at
the east end of Langstone Mill Lane were also showing flowers again – I first saw them there on Dec 17 this
winter but they disappeared with the frost.
INSECTS:

SUN 7 JAN
The second report of a butterfly for this year was of what was probably a Peacock (large and dark but not seen
closely enough to be sure) seen flying in Stansted Forest by Rosemary Webb in today’s sunshine
Mike Gibbons today passes on news of a second Red Admiral flying on New Year’s Day – this one was in
Gosport and seen by a Dr David Tinling, relegating the above Peacock to third butterfly of the year.

SAT 6 JAN
Walking out of my back-door today I felt the gentle but sticky touch of spider’s web across my face to confirm
what I have seen everywhere that has undisturbed rough vegetation recently – the orb web spiders of the
autumn are still in business. Plenty of small flies are still on the wing and yesterday I found that a hover fly
(the Drone Fly – Eristalis tenax) had flown in to rest on one of the wndow panes. No doubt the male Blackcap
which I saw making fly-catching flights in my garden yesterday had better eyesight than I have and realised
that his favourite insect food was still very much on the menu.
WED 3 JAN
A Red Admiral was an appropriate New Year present to Andrew Brookes (chair of the Portsmouth group of
Hampshire Butterfly Conservation) in his Portchester garden. While there was some very welcome sunshine
in the morning I am surprised it was warm enough to rouse a butterfly from a wisely chosen hibernation point
– either the butterfly had been ‘sleeping rough’ or it was another victim of warming intended for human, not
insect, comfort
OTHER WILDLIFE:
SUN 7 JAN
The first news of both Frogs and Newts returning to their breeding ponds comes from John Goodspeed who
found two frogs and a newt in his garden pond on top of Portsdown last Friday (Jan 5). John tells me that this
has persuaded him to do a bit of spring cleaning (removing ‘gunge’ from the pond) and in the course of this
work he expects to find more amphibians and hopefully to establish the species of the Newt (he has Common
and Palmate usually present and thinks this one is a male Palmate).
More fresh fungi were found in Stansted Forest today by Rosemary Webb, including Tripe Fungus which has not
figured in our news recently though I see that Roger Phillips gives its season as ‘all year’. This was seen on
a Beech stump on the north side of the Ornamental Drive towards the east end of the drive where some newly
planted trees in Tulley tubes separate the drive from Hazel. Elsewhere several other fungi could be found,
one of them being unknown to Rosemary – it was a bracket fungus growing on a conifer or yew stump and
apparently having a black upper surface ‘from birth’ and a white or creamy spore colour.
MON 1 JAN
Rosemary Webb was with the Havant Wildlife Group on their birdwatch walk today and found not only more of
the expected Velvet Shank fungus but also fresh Jews Ear. Velvet Shank seems to thrive on frost but Jews
Ear soon droops, so I guess the clump which was found at Langstone had just put out its ears overnight to
hear the chimes of midnight and welcome the year. I also saw fresh Jews Ear (and a very large and very dead
Giant Puffball) while Rosemary found the small white bracket Pannellus stipticus.

